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EUROPEAN UNION

GOODBYE MR BACHMANN,WELCOMEMR WIELOCKX
H.J. Kamphuis and ERG. Ptgens

Tax lawyers with Buruma Maris, attorneys at law, tax lawyers and civil notaries in respectivelyThe Hague and Rotterdam.

I. INTRODUCTION reserve do not form part of the taxable Dutch income of
the foreign taxable person Thus under the current Dutch

On 11 August 1995, the EC Court of Justice (the EC Court) tax regime, the connection between the deductibility of

held in the Wielockxcasel, that the Dutch regime of the fiscal contributions to the pension reserve and the taxability of

pension reserve (Fiscale OudedagsReserver FPR) discrim- receipts derived therefrom is broken in the case of non-

inates between resident and non-resident taxpayers and is resident taxable persons.
therefore contrary to Article 52 of the EC Treaty. This article 3. Does the fact that the foreign taxable person earns all or
examines the judgementgiven by the EC Court and explores almost all of his income through activities performed in
its implications for MemberStates. the first-mentionedMember State have a bearing on the

issue

Il. AN OVERVIEW The Court examined the three questions togetherand ruled in
answer to them as follows.

Mr Wielockxwas a Belgian national who resided in Belgium. A rule laid down by a Member State which allows its res-

He worked as a physiotherapist in a partnership in the idents to deduct from their taxable ncome business profits
Netherlands. All his activities were performed, and his which they allocate to form a pension reserve but denies that
income eamed in that country. Under the Belgium-Nether- benefit to Community nationals liable to pay tax who,
lands Treaty the taxing right in respect of the ncome he although resident in another Member State, receive all or

received as a physiotherapist had been allocated to the almost all their ncome in the first state, cannotbe justifiedby
Netherlands.2 the fact that the periodic pension payments subsequently
For the purposes of the Dutch Individual Income Tax Act drawn out of the pension reserve by the non-residenttaxpay-
1964 (IITA) Mr Wielockx was a non-residenttaxpayer. In the er are not taxed in the first State but in the State of residence

1987 tax year he wished to claim a deduction of NLG 5,145
- with which the first State has concluded a double taxation

being a contribution to the FPR. Mr Wielockx was refused convention- even if, under the tax system in force in the first

the deduction as according to the HTA only resident taxpay- State, a strict correspondencebetween the deductibilityof the

ers were entitled to claim the deduction. Mr Wielockx amounts added to the pension reserve and the liability to tax

appealed against this refusal to the Dutch Court of Appeal of of the amounts drawn out of it cannot be achieved by gener-

's-Hertogenbosch. alizing the benefit. Such discriminationis therefore contrary
to Article 52 of the EC Treaty.The Court of Appeal subsequently submitted the following

three questions to the EC Court.

1. Does Article 52 of the Treaty establishing the EEC or any Ill. THE FPR
other provision of that Treaty, preclude a Member State,
such as the Netherlands, from levying a tax on the The Dutch legislator ntroduced the scheme of the FPR to
income of natural persons whereby taxable persons enable self-employedpersons to save for their old age. The
receiving profits from a business enterprise are accorded FPR constitutes a mathematical quantity that represents a
the right to constitutea pension reserve, thereby reducing portion of income on which tax has not yet been paid. Under
gross income (see Article 3(3)(a), in conjunction with the scheme a self-employedperson may annually deduct an
Article 44d to 441 nclusive, of the IITA 1964 in the ver-

amount, depending on profits, from his gross ncome. This
sion in force for the year in ques.tion), if that right is not

granted to a taxable person who is a national of, and res-

ident n, anotherMemberState who receivesprofits from 1. C-80/94.
a businessenterprise in the first-mentionedMemberState 2. The referringCourt of Appeal of's-Hertogenboschand the AdvocateGen-

eral (point 10 and note 10 of the Opinion) believe that the activities of Mr Wie-
on which he is liable to pay the above mentionedtax lockx fall under Art. 7 of the Belgium-NetherlandsTax Treaty (business prof-

2. In this context, is it relevant that on the basis of Chapter its), while the EC Court (para.14) and the Commission (point 10 and note 10 of
the Opinion) hold that the activities of Mr Wielockx fall under Art. 14 (income

III of the IITA 1964 (TaxableAmount in the Case of For- from independentpersonal services). In the Report for the Hearing, point 7, ref-

eign Taxable Persons) sums withdrawnfrom the pension erence is also only made to Art. 14 of the Treaty.
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deduction constitutes the deductible contribution to the FPR. EC Court was less restrictive in its formulation. The EC
On the occasion of inter alia termination of the business Court referred to the major part of his taxable income
activities of the self-employed person, his/her no longer (paragraph 36) the major part of his income and almost all

being a resident taxpayer or, at that time, reaching the age of his family income (paragraph 38) and obtains his income

65, income tax must be paid on the total amount of the FPR. entirely or almost exclusively from work performed in the
These events constitute taxable withdrawals from the FPR. first State (paragraph 47).
The charge to tax may be avoided by purchasing an annuity This inconsistent terminology and the opinion of the AG in
(for instance from an insurance company) to the amount of

the Schumackercase', which the hand mentioned theon one
the FPR. This is called: conversion of the FPR. This conver-

standard from the Commission Recommendation (75%sion is tax-free, but the later periodic payments from the
threshold) and the other hand the standard from theon

annuity are taxed at the progressive rate being, at the time of
the Wielockx case, a maximum of 72%. Treaty between Germany and the Netherlands (90% thresh-

old)12 gave rise to the supposition that the EC Court had not

The legislator has explicitly wished to disconnect the FPR yet made up its mind as to which threshold should be used.
from the source business profits in order to emphasize the However the Wielockx judgment, and the clear conclusion of

personal nature of the FPR.3 That is why the contribution to the AG on this point, indicates that the court may well have
the FPR is deducted from the gross income and not from the come down in favour of the criterion that all or almost all the

profit calculation.4 income must have been derived from the state where the
work is performed. Although the Court, as in the Schumack-
er case, does not mention any quantitative criterion, it does

IV. FREEDOM OF ESTABLISHMENT seem to want to abandon the 75% threshold from the Recom-
mendation of the Commission. In our view almost all
seems to point more in the direction of a 90% than 75%

The EC Court first examined whether it was a matter of dis- threshold.t3
crimination, overt5 or covert6, by reason of nationality. In its
case law the EC Court gives a very wide interpretation to this We would like to emphasize that the EC Court regards the

prohibition to discriminate. The residence criterion may pro- deductible contribution, under the FPR, as a deduction re-

duce discriminationaccording to nationality, if this operates lated to the personal circumstances of the taxpayer (see also

mainly to the disadvantage of nationals of other Member under III, last paragraph, especially note 3). For that reason

States. After all, the non-residentsare often foreigners.7 the EC Court applies its Schumacker ruling, using the all, or

almost all, ncome crterion. The question arises whether the
Discriminationoccurs in the event of the application of dif-

EC Court would also this criterion with respect to deduc-use
ferent rules to comparable situations or the applicationof the

tions and allowances that do not relate to the his
same ruleto different situations.8 person or

family, but to the profits (self-employed individual) or

(salary) income (employed individual). From paragraphs 19

A. Comparable cases
and 20 of the Avoir Fiscalcase, one could conclude that if the

As in the Schumackercase9 the EC Court held that in the field 3. See also Report for the Hearing,Wielockxcase, point 5 and 23. From point
of direct taxes the situation of resident and non-resident tax- 23 it is clear that the Dutch Government took the position that the deductions

under the FPR are personal allowances.
payers is generally not comparable. There are objective dif- 4. In his Opinion in the Wielockx case Advocate General Lger wrongly pre-
ferences between the two situations; the sources of income sumes that the contributions to the FPR are deducted from the taxable ncome

may be different, there may also be a divergence in the way instead of from the gross income (see point 25 and point 46). The same error is

in which the relevant states take into account the person's
made by the EC Court in para. 21. See also Report for the Hearing, point 4.
5. Para. 18, 270/83 (Avoir Fiscal).

ability to pay the tax or their personal and family circum- 6 Para. I 1, 152/'73 (Sotgiu); para. 13, C-175/88 (Biehl); para. 14, C-330/91
stances (paragraph 18). If the non-resident taxpayer receives (Commerzbank);para. 15, C-1/93 (Halliburton),para. 9, 22/80 (Boussac); para.

all or almost all of his income in the state where he works, 23,41/84 (Pinna); para. 10, C-111/91 (Commission/Luxembourg);para. 32, C-
221/89 (Factorame II), para. 42, C-279/89 (Commission/UK); para. 14, C-

this non-residenttaxpayer is objectively in the same situation 389/92 (Mund).
as the resident taxpayer who does the same work there. Both 7. Opinion of the Advocate General, point 20; see also para. 28, C-279/93
are taxed on the same taxable income in that state alone (Schumacker).

(paragraph 20). 8. See para. 17, Wielockxcase; para. 30, C-279/93 (Schumacker), para. 30, C-

281/82 (Unirex); para. 16, 810/79 (berschr); para. 7, 283/83 (Racke); para.

The EC Court explicitly limits the applicationof the principle 29, 84/87 (Erpelding); para 37, C-271/91 (Spain/Commission); para. 21, C-

85/90 (Dowling).
of equal treatment to the situation in which the non-resident 9. C-279/93.
taxpayer receives all or almost all of his income in the state 10. Para. 15 of C-279/93 shows that Mr Schumackerworked n Germany from

where he works. This is in line with the views of the Advo- 15 May 1988 up to and including 31 December 1989 while he resided n Bel-

cate General (AG) who regards as decisive the question as to gium. During 1988 Mrs Schumacker received unemployment benefit in Bel-

gium.
whether the non-residenttaxpayer receives (almost) all of his 1 I. Commissionrecommendationof 21 December 1993, on the taxation of cer-

income in the state where he works or not (point 27 of the tain items of income received by non-residents in a Member State other than that

AG's Opinion). The third question of the Court of Appeal is in which they are resident (94/97C).OjficialJournalL 39, \0 February 1994.
12. The Frontier Workers Regulation.therefore answered in the affrmative. In the Schumacker 13. In C-107/94, (Asscher), a ruling on the extent of the threshold could be

case, in which the income of the wife also played a part, the expected.
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profits or the (salary) income of the resident and non-resident may be justified. As in the Bachmann case2o and the Schu-
taxpayerare treated in the same way for income tax purposes, macker case21 the principle of fiscal cohesion was advanced
no (additional) all, or almost all, ncome criterion would be in the Wielockxcase in order to attempt to justify the discrim-
required for equal treatment. However, new case law is ination.

required to determine whether this preliminary conclusion
In paragraph23 of theWielockx the EC Court formulateswill be upheld by the EC Court. case

the reliance on cohesion as follows:
In order to justify the fiscal disadvantage suffered in this

B. Self-employedor employed person respect by non-resident taxpayers, the Dutch Government
relies on the principle of fiscal cohesion laid down in C-

In paragraph 20 the EC Court describes in which circum- 204/90 Bachmann v. Belgium [1992] ECR I-249, according
stance the non-resident taxpayer is objectively in the same to which there must be a correlationbetween the sums which

sitation as the resident taxpayer. As far as the non-resident are deducted from this taxable income and the sums which

taxpayer is concerned the EC Court refers to the employed are subject to tax. If a non-resident could set up a pension
or self-employedperson. reserve in the Netherlands and thus secure a right to a pen-

sion, that pension would not be taxed in the Netherlands
Given that Mr Wielockx is self-employed the reference to since, by virtue of the double-taxation convention between
employed or self-employed person ndicates that the EC Belgium and the Netherlandsreferred to above, such income
Court wanted to give a more general rule applying both to is taxed in the State of residence.
employed and self-employed persons. This view is further
reinforcedby the references (paragraphs 16 and 18) of the EC
Court to the Schumacker case, as Schumacker was an B. The impact of tax treaties
employee.4
We therefore believe that when considering the question of The criticismof the cohesion principle advanced in the Bach-

discriminationof taxation treatment on the basis of national- mann case22 was inter alia that the EC Court misjudged the

ity the EC Court does not wish to distinguish between operation of tax treaties.23 This misjudgment relates to the

employed and self-employed persons; at least in cases in fact that in the event of payment of pension premiums to a

which the national legislationdistinguishes between resident Belgian insurance company there is no guarantee that the

and non-resident taxpayers. It seems plausible to us that this later pension payments will be taxed in Belgium. After all,
should also apply to cases in which schemes/facilitiesavail-
able to a Member State's own nationals are normally denied

14. In the A.J. Rdler, An analysis of the European Court of Jus-same sense
to nationals of other Member States. We refer to the cases of tice's SchumackerDecision. TaxNotes International, 15 May 1995, at 1685 and
Biehlt5 (no refund of excessive wage tax deducted, upheld in J. Wouters in his annotation under the HalliburtonCase, TRV, 1995, at 406.

he Schumacker case), Bachmann6 (deductibility of volun- 15. C-175/88
N.B. Also in the Biehl case there was a requirementof residency. Sec. 154(6) of

tary sickness and nvalidity insurance and life nsurancecon- the LuxemburgLoi sur l'impt sur le revenu provided that the excessive wage
tributions) and the CommissionversusBelgiumn17 (group pen- tax deducted could not be reclaimed if an employed person was only a resident

sion plan contributions). taxpayer of Luxembourg for part of the year because he settled there in the
course of the year or left Luxembourg. Mr Biehl moved from Luxembourg to

Herzig/Dautzenberg18argue that the discrimination prohibi- Germany in the course of the year and could for that reason not reclaim the

tion for employed persons (Article 48 of the EC Treaty) dif- excessive wage tax deducted from his salary earned in Luxembourg

fers from that for self-employed persons (Article 52 EC 16. C-204/90.
17. C-300/90. C-204/90 and C-300/90, both ruled on 28 January 1992 will be

Treaty) in the sense that Article 48 of the EC Treaty also pre- quoted by us as the Bachmanncase.

scribes equal treatment of nationals of other Member States 18. N. Herzig and N. Dautzenberg, Der EWG-Vetrag und die Dop-
while Article 52 of the EC Treaty only prescribesequal treat- pelbesteuerungsabkommen,Der Betrieb 1992, Heft 50, 11 Dezember 1992.

19. In the same sense M. Gammieand G. Brannan, EC Law strikes at the UK
ment in comparison with their own nationals. Although the Corporation Tax. The Death Knell of UK Imputation lntertar, 1995, at 402
EC Court in the Wielockx case did not consider the issue of and 403. In their contribution these authors inter alia discuss a complaint by a

the most favoured nation clause it seems unlikely to us that German company with a subsidiary in the UK (HoechstAG) and an Italian com-

the EC Court would want to treat employed and self- pany with a subsidiary in the UK (Pirelli Spa) from which two actions result

against the UK Inland Revenue concerning the ACT system applicable there.
employed persons any differently on this point19. The fact According to the authors these companiesmay also rely on the fact that the UK-
that in paragraph 20 of the Wielockx case the EC Court Netherlands Treaty does grant a tax credit to Dutch investors where as the

speaks both of employed and self-employed persons and treaties with Germany and Italy do not allow a credit to Italian and German
investors. In that case the Court may at last express itselfexplicitlyard finally on

equates them completely tends to confirm our view. the most favoured nation clause.
20. C-204/90and C-300/90.
21. C-279/93.
22. C-204/90 and C-300/90.

V. JUSTIFICATION 23. See B. Knobbe-Keuk, Restrictions on the fundamental freedoms
enshrined in the EC Treaty by discriminatory tax provisions, EC Tax Review,
1994, at 80 and 81; Hinnekens/Schelpe,ECTax Review, 1992, at 58; H.J. Kamp-

A. General huis and F.P.G. PtgensSchumackerofwel onder welke omstandighedenwordt
de buitenlands belastingplichtige behandeld als een binnenlands belas-

voor at
If a tax regime has been held to discriminate, the next ques-

tingplichtige, Weekblad Fiscaal Recht, 1995, 654; M. Dassesse,
L' Arrt Bachmann et la loi du 28 dcembre 1992: une Victoire la Pyrrhus,

tion that must be answered is whether that discrimination J.D.F. 1992, at 323,324and 334.
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most treaties concluded by Belgium follow Articles 18 and not be explained by the fact that while Bachmann was a res-

21 of the OECD Model Convention 1992-1994 as a result of ident taxpayer, Wielockx was not. After all, in both cases the
which the power to levy tax subsists with the state of res- Court found that discrimination on the basis of nationality
idence. had occurred. We believe that if the EC Court had to recon-

sider the Bachmanncase, it would now give a very different
In paragraph 26 of the Avoir Fiscal case24 the EC Court held
that a tax treaty cannot justify an infringementof community judgement.
law (see also point 67 of the Opinion of the AG in the Wie-
lockx case)25. A treaty that is contrary to the EC Treaty must D. Proportionalityremain inoperative. This follows from the precedence of the
EC Treaty over other tax treaties.26

In view of paragraph 26 of the Bachmann the AGcase

In the Schumackercase, particularly in paragraphs 16 and 32, remarked in the Wielockx case that the discrimination could
the EC Court also takes the OECD Model Convention as a not be justified. According to the AG the reason for this was

starting point for the distinction between resident and non- that, unlike the Bachmann case, in the Wielockx case the
resident taxpayers. In the Wielockx case moreover the opera- Netherlands could guarantee its ability to levy taxes because
tion of tax treaties, which followed the OECD Model Con- the debtor of the pension payments, namely the enterprise,
vention, was even considered decisive for rejecting the cohe- was established in the Netherlands.27 A commitment of the
sion of a national tax system as grounds for justification. enterprise to pay the tax on the pension payments therefore
After all, owing to the operation of tax treaties the Nether- forms a sufficientguarantee (proportionalitytest). In the Wie-
lands may tax all pensions received by its residents, irrespec- lockx case the debtor (the insurance company) was estab-
tive of the state in which the premiums have been paid. On lished in the same Member State as the party relying on the
the otherhand the Netherlandswaives the right to tax pension cohesion (the Netherlands).28 In the Bachmann case, how-
payments that are received abroad even if the premiums for ever, the relevant insurance company was established in a

these pension payments were deducted in the Netherlands different Member State (Germany) to the one relying on

(paragraph 24). The AG (point 54) and the Court (paragraph cohesion (Belgium).
25) reach the conclusion that the cohesion is achieved at

From this it follows that in the absence of cohesion at con-another level, namely that of a treaty concluded with another
vention level29 one must determine in which Member StateMember State.
the insurance company is established. In the event of estab-
lishment in the state where the work is done the reliance on

C. DistinguishingBachmann cohesion may perhaps not be possible because of the propor-
tionality test.30 (see also E paragraph three, last sentence).

In view of the above we believe that the EC Court disassoci-
ates itself from or gives a finer specification of the cohesion

E. The second questionprinciple than that originally formulated in the Bachmann
case. It should be pointed out that the AG in his Opinion on

the Wielockx case bore in mind paragraph 26 from the Bach- The EC Court's interpretation of the second question was

mann case and therefore proceeded very cautiously. The EC remarkable. In this question the Dutch Court of Appeal
Court stated: referred to cohesion at a national level. This appears from the

reference to Chapter III of the IITA 1964 (Taxable AmountIt is true that bilateral Conventions exist between certain
Member States allowing the deduction for tax purposes of in the Case of Foreign Taxable Persons) and the cohesion

contributions paid in a State other than the one in which the between deductibility and tax liability in the prevailing
advantage is granted, and recognizing the power of a single Dutch taxation system (paragraph 12). The EC Court

State to tax sums payable by the insurers under the contracts ignored this, however, and referred directly to the Belgium-
concluded with them. However, such a solution is possible, NetherlandsTreaty, on the basis of which the right to levy tax

only by means of such Conventionsor by the adoption by the is due to Belgium and not to the Netherlands (paragraph 14).
Council of the necessarycoordinationor harmonizationmea- Question two is answered in paragraph 27 (Judgement) and

reiterated in the operative part of the judgement.sures.

In paragraph 26 of the Bachmann judgment the EC Court
took the position that tax treaties must be interpretedwith due 24. 270/83
caution and that it was not possible to conclude from the rel- 25. See also the Opinion of AG, M. Darmon n the Commerzbank Case,
evant treaty that the state where work was performed had C-330/91, points 19 to 23.

abandoned the cohesion principle (point 56 of the Opinion of
26. Art(s). 5 and 234 of the EC Treaty; see Opinion of AG Mancini in the Avoir
Fiscal Case, 270/83, point 7; 235/87 (Matteucci).

the AG in the Wielockx case). 27. The enterprise is not, for that matter, the debtor of the pension payment. In
our view this does not deu'act from the validity of the AG's arguments.

From the above it is apparent that in the Bachmanncase the 28. For that matter the AG is wrong to assume that the FPR belongs to the cap-
Court demanded cohesion at a national level while in the ital of the enterprise (point 61).
Wielockx case cohesion at the tax treaty level prevented the 29. For instance because in a treaty a right to levy tax is allocated in full or in

the where the work is done. See intra V.E. and Art. 18(2) of the
Dutch Government from relying on cohesion at a national part to state

UK-NetherlandsTreaty.
level. In our view the different stance taken by the court can- 30. Please note the EC Court did not rule on this point.
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Also noteworthy is the fact that the Dutch Court of Appeal impededby fiscal legislation. In this connectionthe refusalof
sees cohesion between the deductibility of contributions to a deduction is no more appropriate than a levy vacuum. It
the pension reserve and the liability to taxation of sums could be argued that cohesion is therefore necessary at a

removed therefrom (paragraph 12) while the EC Court European Union level: deduction in one Member State and
refers to the periodicpension payments subsequentlydrawn tax levy in the same or in another Member State. We believe
out of a pension reserve by the non-resident taxpayer (para- that such a cohesive fiscal system at an EuropeanUnion level

graph 14). could only be reached by means of legislation. In this regard
the Commission'sRecommendationis a good first step.We would point out that by the term periodic pension pay-

ments subsequently drawn out of a pension reserve by the
non-resident taxpayer the EC Court must have had in mind
the situation where the pension reserve is converted Vll. TREATY CHARACTERIZATIONOF THE FPR
(untaxed) into an annuity. When reading the Wielockxcase it
should be taken into account that the EC Court did not cor- The question that arises is how the withdrawalsfrom the FPR
sider the question of taxable withdrawalsfrom the FPR when

are to be characterized under the Belgium-Netherlands
reaching its judgment. This iS the more surprising because Treaty.
under paragraph 6 it discusses the taxable liquidation of the
FPR when the age of 65 is reached. Is it not obvious to com- In the action before the Dutch Court of Appeal Mr Wielockx

pare such taxable withdrawals to the lump sum payment of a took the position that by virtue of Article 25(4)36 ofthe Treaty
pension It is Dutch conventionpolicy to allocate the right to he was also entitled to application of the FPR because the

levy tax on the lump sum payment of pensions in full or in FPR was supposed to concern the tax levy of the permanent
part to the state where the work is done. Recent examples are establishmentin the Netherlands.The Dutch CourtofAppeal
Article 18(2) of the treaties with the United States and Can- held, also in view of the provisions of Article 3(2) of the
ada. Deblauwe remarks that within the OECD framework it Treaty37, that under Dutch tax law the FPR does not refer to

is even being considered to allocate the right to tax private the tax levied on the permanentestablishment.This decision

pensions payments unconditionally to the state where the also applied for the.purposesof the Treaty.
work is done.31 In those cases the state where the work is
done does not waive its right to levy tax. If this occurs there Owing to the personal nature of the FPR and the manner in

will be no cohesion at treaty level, although owing to the which the Dutch legislator has substantiated this, namely
retained right to levy tax there is no reason to deprive the deductionfrom the gross income and not from profit, we sup-

non-residenttaxpayerof the FPR. After all, nationalcohesion port the decision of the Dutch Court of Appeal. This means

is guaranteed,by virtue of the right, to levy tax on the pension that in our opinion withdrawals from the FPR do not qualify
vis-d-vis Article 7 of the Belgium-NetherlandsTreaty. In our

payments. view this conclusion would not be altered if the activities of
See annex for an overview of the right to levy tax on lumP Mr Wielockxhad been taxable under Article 14 of the Treaty
sum pension payments in the respective treaties between the (income from ndependent personal services). The OECD
Member States of the European Communities. Commentary to Article 14 shows that its application should

be linked to Article 7 in so far as possible because the articles
are based on the same principles.38

VI. THE TAX VACUUM

In spite of the fact that in the Wielockxcase the EC Court dis- 31. R. Deblauwe,InternationaleBelastingop Pensioenen,InternationaalFis-

associates itself from the cohesion of the national tax system
caal Praktjkboek,Kluwer, 1994, at 91.
32. See P.H.J. Essers and O.A.W.J. Janssen, Fiscale grensvergelijkingen

in respect of pension (and in our opinion also annuity) pay- Kluwer, 1994, at 56; see also the Dutch Government in the Report for the Hear-

ments, the judgement is not entirely satisfactory. After all in ing of point 24.

this case, the withdrawals from the FPR have been allocated 33. See P. Kavelaars Belastingvluchtnaar Belgi Gouda Quint, 1992, at 33,
which reaches the same result in connectionwith the comparableand meanwhile

to Belgium.32 It is unlikely that Belgium will levy any tax on discontinuedArt(s). 19 and 32 (rights to periodic payments).
the withdrawals from the FPR since we believe that it will 34. In this connection we characterize the withdrawals as lump
probably treat the FPR as an individual provision.33 This sum payments.

means that the withdrawals from the FPR in Belgium will be 35. See Commerzbank, C-330/91, para. 13; Avoir Fiscal, 270/83, para. 19;
Biehl, 175/88, para. 15; see also Keller C-27/71.

tax free.34 In this connection it must be noted, however, that 36. Art. 25, para. 4 of the Belgium-NetherlandsTreaty provides:
the tax free status of the pension receipts results from the The taxation on a permanent establishment which an enterprise of one of the

operation of the tax treaty and the difference in national tax States has in the other State shall not be less favourably levied in that other State
than the taxation levied on enterprises of that other State carrying on the same

systems. The fact that this creates a more favourableposition activities.
for the non-resident taxpayer Mr Wielockx is not relevant, (No official translation; translation of IBFD).
EC case law is consistenton this point.35 37. Art. 3, para. 2 of the Belgium-NetherlandsTreaty states the following:

As regards the application of the Convention by either of the States, any term

It is importantfor the MemberStates that sums do not escape not otherwise defined shal, unless the context otherwise requires, have the

tax simply because of the divergent tax treatment that exists meaning which it has under the laws of that State relating to the taxes which are

between them. The free traffic of employees and the rights of
the subject of this Convention. (No official translation; translation of IBFD).
38. Commentary on the OECD Model Tax Convention 1992-1994, Art. 14,

free establishment of self-employed persons must not be para. 3.
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The fact that in Article 14 the personal nature of the mann version, namely, that an appeal to the coherence prin-
independent labour is more prominent than in Article 7 does ciple from the Bachmann judgements is not applicable, if the

not alter the conclusion that the FPR is not source-boundand right to levy tax in the treaty has been surrendered. However,
must therefore not be linked to the income that follows from it is possible that the EC Court consciously elected to inter-

independentpersonal services. pret the Treaty. Indeed, if it was left to the national judges of

Owing to the absence of a specific provision we believe the the various Member States to interpret the relevant treaties,

withdrawals from the FPR qualify under Article 21 of the vis-d-vis the scope of the Community law (coherence prin-

Treaty (the other income article).39 We therefore find it curi- ciple), an uniformed explanation of Community law would

ous that both the AG (points 52 and 53 of his opinin) and the by no means be guaranteed. Possibly, the EC Court had fore-

EC Court (paragraphs 8, 23 and 24) consider Article 18 seen this problem and perhaps for that reason elected to inter-

applies to such withdrawals. Article 18 is not relevant pret the Treaty itself. If this is the case the interpretation of

because this Article refers to pensions and other similar the treaties, as far as such interpretation is significant for the

remuneration, paid in consideration of past employment, explanation of Community law, would be withdrawn from

whilst the FPR relates solely to the individual taxpayer4. The the competenceof the national judges.
fact that the FPR is ntended to enable the self-employed to

build up pension provisions does not of itself alter this.

The question arises as to why the EC Court itself interpreted 39. In Belgium pensions for self-employed persons also fall under the other

(and applied) the tax treaty, in imitation of the AG. The EC income art. See for the above Deblauwe, loc. cit. at 103; L. de Broe Dubbelbe-

Court could just as well have left this matter to the referring lastingverdragen,Fiscaal Compendium, part 18, no. 3.1.and part 21 no. 3.1.2;
The general comment of the Belgian Tax Administration on the agreements to

national judge. In answenng the preliminaryquestion the EC prevent double taxation, Art. 18 no 31

Court could suffice with an explanationof its nuancedBach- 40. There is no question that the FPR relates to employment income.

Annex
Overview of the right to levy tax on lump sum pension payments in the Tax Treaties as concluded between the EU Member States

NL B DK D E F IRE I L P UK SF S A GR

NL

B R

DK R R

D R R R

E R R R R

F R R R' R R

IRE R R S R R R

I S R R R R R R

L R R R R R R' R R

P NTT R R R R R R R NTT

UK S R R R R R R R R R

SF R R R' R R R R R R R R

S S R R R R R R R R & S' NTT S R

A R R R R R R R R R R NTT R R

GR S R S' R NT R NT R R NTT R R R R

R = state of residence
S = state of source

NTT = no tax treaty
'

other income article

NL = Netherlands, B = Belgium, DK = Denmark, D = Germany, E = Spain, F = France, IRE = Ireland, I = Italy, L = Luxembourg,
P = Portugal, UK = United Kingdom, SF = Finland, S = Sweden, A = Austria, GR = Greece
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MADAGASCAR

OVERVIEW OF THE TAX SYSTEM AND

RECENT REFORMS
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Research Center (GSU), Atlanta, USA. Taxes on personal income and corporateprofits accountedfor

approximately 17 percent of total tax revenues in 1993. The
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bution to about 12 percent. Table 1 reports tax revenues for
1994 by economiccategory, in nominalas well as in percent-
age terms. The relative decrease in importance of taxes on

I. INTRODUCTION incomes, profits and capital is partly a reflection of the
increased emphasis on indirect taxation. Although it is hard

Madagascar, the world's fourth largest island, is located 430 to estimate the impact, collections from income taxes suffer

kilometresoff the coast of southem Africa. With a per capita from a higher than normal lack of compliance and from a

national product of 200 US dollars (1992 est.), the country is very generou and poorly controlled package of tax incent-
one of the poorestnations in the world. Over three quarters of ives.

the labour force is engaged in subsistence agriculture, while
agriculture accounts for approximately 30 percent of GDP
and 70 percent of all exports. The country's main exports are A. Corporate profit taxation

coffee, vanilla and cloves. The Malagasy Franc (FMG), the
national currency, is exchanged at a rate of approximately By and large, the most important of the income taxes is the

FMG 2,000 for one US dollar. corporate income tax or IBS (impt sur les bnices des

socits). Madagascar's corporate income tx is in many
Madagascar'stax system faces a fundamentalcrisis. Tax rev-

ways a fairly standard coporate income tax. However, in
enues are less than adequate to finance basic public sector

some aspects it becomes a complex and highly distortional
services. Tax revenues as a percentageof GDP have declined

tax compared to similar taxes found in many other countries.
in recent years. The current tax structure is overly complex Given the current structure of the corporate income tax, it is
and distortional. It is also fragmented, and contains a large highly likely that the effective marginal rate of taxation of a
number of taxes that are obsolete and raise very little rev-

standard investmentwill differ considerably by sectors
enue. Tax administration is antiquated in structure and pro-

very
and even by type of asset, ranging from almost confiscatory

grammes, and lacks computerization.As a consequence, tax
heavy subsidies. This of taxation, ofrates to pattem course,evasion is widespreadand appears to have worsened in recent

leads to playing field and therefore to signifi-a very uneven
years.

cant economic distortions.
Becauseof the dual nature of the economy with a modern and

mostly urban sector and a traditional and informal sector, Coverage
most taxes fall on a relatively small number of taxpayers in
the formal sector. This has induced a host of problems. Tax- The corporate income tax follows the territorialprinciple. All

payers have sought reliefby putting on politicalpressure and net income derived in Madagascar by national or foreign
lobbying for a generous and discretionary system of fiscal companies is subject to tax. Excluded from tax are different
incentives. At the same time, the high tax pressure on narrow forms of nterest income from Treasury bills and savings
bases has been a factor contributing to tax evasion. deposits. Capital gains from the sale of buildings are exempt

from the IBS, but are coveredb a separate tax. The determi-
This article provides a summary of the tax structure in Mada-

nation of the tax base is conventional with respect to the
gascar. Due to the highly fragmentary nature of the tax sys- inclusionof and costs of production.tem, only the most importanttaxes will be discussedin detail.

revenues

Changes in direct and indirect taxation introducedby the Loi All taxes except for the IBS are deductible. However, taxes

de Financespour 1995 andthe Loi Rectiicative la Loi de paid on income derived from capital under the IRCM (impt
Financespour 1995 have been ncluded in this overview. sur les revenus de capitauxmobiliers)are credited.
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Adjustmentsand timing of income issues Filing
The law is silent about the valuation of inventories for tax Enterprises have to file an information return every year

purposes,does not allow for depletion allowances,and leaves before 1 March. If the enterprise fails to present the informa-
it to ministerial order to establish the regime for depreciation tion return, the tax administration is authorized to proceed to

allowances.The most frequentlyallowed depreciation sched- the assessment of tax based on their knowledge of similar
ule is the straight line method calculated by reference to the enterprises. Similar provisions exist to control the diversion
historical cost or book value of the asset. The Ministry of of net profits, through transfer pricing or extraordinary
Finance rarely allows the use of more generous methods such charges, or vis--vis holding companies also operating
as double declining or accelerateddepreciation. abroad.

The IBS allows a general carry-forward of losses for three For all enterprises which close their accounts at dates other

years and there is no provision for carry-back. The net oper- than 30 June or 31 December, any tax that is due will be

ating losses realized during the first two years of new compa- grossed upward by 50 percent. This applies whetherthe firms

nies in agriculture, mining, industry, and hotel services can are domiciled in Madagascar or abroad. This rule prevents
be carried forward for two years. The maximum loss offset in three or more companies with different accounting dates

any year cannot exceed 75 percent of the enterprise's capital from colluding in shifting expenses or revenues from one

or 2 percent of total receipts in the year. company to anotherduring the course of the year to minimize
taxable profits. However, this rule also discriminates against

There is no provision for indexation for inflation. Of course, local subsidiaries of foreign corporations which apply the
the lack of indexation tends to nflate profits artificially practice of worldwide uniformity of accountingdate.
because depreciation allowances and inventory valuation
adjustmentsdo not incorporate the actual cost of replacement Tax rates
for these items. It should be noted, however, that this effect

may be counterbalancedwhen interest payments constitute a The tax rates structure is complex and discriminatory. The

significant expense item. This is because the deduction for general tax rate is 45 percent, but it is reduced to 35 percent
interest costs does not get adjusted for that component of for enterprises in agriculture, mining, industry, transportation
interest payments that is simply a compensation for keeping and hotel services. Those companies operating in more than

the principal constant in real terms. Of course this lack of one sector can claim the lower rate of 35 percent if at least 75

indexation tends to understate profits. The advantage of percent of their gross receipts originate in the lower-rate sec-

being able to deduct nominal interest charges is enhanced by tors. In addition, foreign enterprises operating in Madagascar
the fact that a large portion of the interest income received by pay a surtax of 50 percent, in effect putting the nominal rates

the firms is free of tax. for these enterprises to the extraordinarilyhigh levels of 67.5
percent or 52.5 percent. The surtax does not apply to those

Investment incentives foreign companies that are involved in joint ventures with
local enterprises, or who are working under a contractual

The IBS legislation provides for very generous investment arrangementwith local enterprises.
credits and it discriminates among different types of activ-
ities. Enterprises in agriculture, mining, industry, transporta-

Oil companies are subject to a separate income tax regime
tion, and hotel services are allowed an investment tax credit (impt direct sur les hydrocarbures) with a different rate

of 50 percent. The investment tax credit for all other sectors
structure. These companies pay a rate of 45 percent when

is 25 percent. However, any enterprise that in the judgement
their profitabilitydoes not exceed 15 percent, with profitabil-

of the Minister of Finance is contributing to the goals of the ty determined on a net cash-flow basis. For rates of return

Economic Plan, may be granted an investment tax credit of above 15 percent they pay a graduated surtax as follows: 25

100 percent. The tax credit is limited to 50 percent of the tax percent for rates of return between 15 percent and 20 percent,

liability due in any one year. All investment credits can be 33.3 percent for rates of return between 20 percent and 25

carried forward for five years, subject to the annual overall percent, and 50 percent for rates of return over 25 percent.

limitation of 50 percent of the tax liability. The horizontal equity and economic impact of the corporate
income tax gets further complicated because the Minister of

The investment incentives in the income tax legislation are in
Finance his discretion lower the either 30

addition to those granted in the InvestmentCode. The Invest-
can at tax rates to

ment Code grants investmentcredits and tax holidays to qual- percent, 20 percent or 10 percent for those enterprises
deemed to be contributing to the Economic Plan.

ifying investment projects, it also provides these projects
with exemptions from the customs tariff and indirect taxes.

To qualify, the projects must be in agriculture,mining, indus- Minimum tax

try, transport or hotel services. The Government is currently All enterprises are subject to a minimum tax. For enterprises
working on the reform of the Investment Code. The main in agriculture, industry, mining, petroleum, tourism or trans-

goal of the reform is to rationalize the set of fiscal incentives port, the minimum tax is FMG 200,000plus 5 per mille of the
and make the awarding of these incentives more objective turnover(chire d'affairesde l'exercise).For all other enter-

and ex-post. prises the minimum tax is FMG 800,000 plus 5 per mille of
turnover. The fiscal minimum tax does not apply to new

enterprises during a start-up period of one year. New enter-
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prises in agriculture, mining, industry, transport and hotel Non-salary income
services are exempt from the minimum tax for the first three

This is of the difficult of taxation from the
years of operation.

one most areas

viewpointof enforcement.In Madagascar,as in other tax sys-
tems, there appears to be a large number of professionalsand

B. Personal income taxation individual businessmen that either escape income taxation

altogetheror grossly underreport their true earnings.
The general personal income tax or IGR (impt gnral sur The reform of 1990 that introduced the IGR made great
les revenus des personnes physiques) follows the corporate strides to cast the tax net wide to include non-complianttax-

income tax in terms of revenue collections. The IGR is the payers. The law provides three different taxation regimes for

result of the recent consolidationof two schedular taxes, one taxpayers with non-salary incomes: the regular regime based

falling on wage and salary income previously known as on actual incomes, the regime for small enterprises, and the

IRSA (impt sur les revenus salariaux et assimils) and the regime of forfait. Taxpayers with professional or business
other falling on professional and business income previously income are supposed to file an information return before 1

known as IRNS (impt sur les revenus non-salariaux). In March with informationon their incomes and professionalor

fact, this consolidation was more nominal than effective business costs for the previous year. Firms subject to the

because the two sources of income continue to be taxed under other two regimes also have to report domicile and other

two different regimes. The schedularnature of the system of basic informationby 1 March. Based on this information, tax

personal income taxation is also revealed by the fact that officials do the actual calculationof the tax and in September
income from capital is taxed independentlyunder the IRCM the notification of taxes due are sent out to taxpayers. When

(impt sur les revenus des capitauxmobiliers) as are capital no informationreturn is filed, tax nspectors are authorized to

gains under the TPI (taxe sur la plus-value immobilire). calculate the tax due based on objective criteria including the

However, there is some measure of integration in that tax- external signs of the taxpayer's purchasing power. Tax

payers with both salary and non-salary income get their taxes inspectors also can adjust income upwards according to

calculated on total income. external signs of the purchasing power of taxpayers as sig-
nalled by the ownership of housing, cars, servants, trips

Salary income abroad, and transfers of foreign exchange abroad. Despite
these innovations there appears to be a large number of

The most important feature of the income tax on salaries is evaders.
that it is a final withholding tax on wages. Employers with-
hold the tax from the monthly pay cheques and transfer the The tax rate schedule for non-salary income is different than

payments to the tax authorities. Employees have no obliga- that which applies to salary income, with a minimum tax

tion to file an annual return, so there is no adjustment or component of FMG 5,000 for monthly net incomes under

adding up of ncomes from different sources. This practice FMG 250,000. For net incomes between FMG 251,000 and

contrasts with a conventionalglobal income tax using a with- 500,000 the tax rate is 5 percent and rises by 5 percentage

holding or PAYE (pay-as-you-earn)system in which taxpay- points along seven more brackets. The marginal highest rate

ers still have the obligation to file an annual return especially is 45 percent for incomes over FMG 5 million. Although the

if they hold more than one job. progressiverates for non-salary reach a top rate of 45 percent,
compared with 35 percent for salary income, the average

The tax rate schedule for salary income was modified by the effective rate for taxpayers earning the same income tends to

LoiRectficative la Loi de Financespour 1995, providing a be considerably lower for non-salary income due to the dif-
zero rate for monthly incomes less than FMG 125,000. The ferences in tax bands. The only exception is for low non-

schedule continues to be steepl progressive, incorporating salary incomes, because regardless,of how low the income is

eight separate tax bands (including the zero rate bracket). the taxpayerstill owes FMG 5,000. Taxpayers with only non-

Marginal tax rates range from 5 percent for monthly incomes salary income are also entitled to a dependent tax credit of
over FMG 126,000 but less than FMG 200,000 rising fast to FMG 6,000 (per dependent)each year.
35 percent for monthly incomes in excess of FMG 1,000,000
(the equivalentof approximatelyUSD 500). There is a set of very generous credits for investment and

savings under the IGR tax. This supposedly could apply to

Some of the progressivenessis negated by the fact that salary those taxpayers with either salary or non-salary income. But
incomes from holding several jobs never get aggregated and the lack of annual returns for those taxpayerswith only salary
that employees can claim a minimum exempt allowance in income de facto precludes the application of the investment
each of the separate jobs. Of course, this loophole is a soarce and savings credits to this type of income. The investment
of horizontal inequities among salaried workers. Another credit mirrors to a large extent the investment tax credits
problem associated with the lack of an annual return is that available under the corporate income tax regime, but is actu-

the withholdingagents, the employers,have little ncentive to ally more generous in its coverage. The investmentcredit is
check the accuracy of the personal and family allowance granted for 50 percent of the acquisition cost of new equip-
claims made by their employees.There are no special deduc- ment, the constructionofbuildings or the constructionof new

tions or allowances from the tax base. Instead there is a cred- residentialhousing for the taxpayer. This credit has a limit of
it of FMG 500 per month per dependent. 50 percent of the income tax liability for the year. The excess

credit can be carried forward for four years, subject to the
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same limitation of 50 percent of the tax liability in any one A. General consumption taxes
year. The savings credit is granted for savings deposits at

designed financial institutions and for the purchase of Treas- Prior to January 1994, the main instrument of indirect taxa-

ury bills. The actual credit is 25 percent of total savings dur- tion in Madagascar was the TUT (taxe unique sur les trans-

ing the year. The limit in any one year is 50 percent of the tax actions), a form of the usual tax credit or invoice type value
liability and this limit has to be computed together with the added tax. The TUT rate was 15 percent and it was applied to
investment tax credit. That is, the combined offset carnot manufacturers, wholesalers and importers. Although the
exceed 50 percent of the tax liability. For the savings tax TUT was introduced in the 1960s, Madagascar's tax admin-
credit the law refers to savings during the year rather than net istration did not prepare enough to administerthis type of tax

savings. properly. The main difficulty was the inability to control
fraudulent credit claims which over time led to the suspen-

Capital income sion of all types of refunds.

Capital income from financial assets is taxed through the By January 1994, the time the TUT was abandoned, the Min-
IRCM (imptsur les capitaux mobiliers).This tax also oper- istry ofFinance owed taxpayers 50 billion FMG in past cred-
ates as a withholding tax retained either by the institution its. These arrears were owed to taxpayers who had claimed

paying interest, or the company distributing dividends. The deductions for TUT paid on inputs but were not able to offset
general tax rate is 25 percent, but rates of 8,35 and 45 percent thern against the TUT liabilities arising from their own pro-
are applied to exceptions specified in the law. The rate is 40 duction or sales. Domestically, those taxpayers that were not

percent if the taxpayers receiving the income are not known able to get a refund were in effect obliged to cascade the TUT
to the tax administration. The IRCM tax paid is creditable tax payments. The problem was particularly acute for
against the general income tax, IGR. exporters who naturally had fewer domestic sales against
However, the taxation of income from financial assets is less which they could offset the credit.

than even. While one form of income derived from capital, In January 1994, the TUT was replaced with the TST (taxe
dividends, is subject to double taxation, another form, name- su, les transactions). This was a general sales tax levied at

ly interest, is tax free. At the present time, the following types the sarne rate of 15 percent. Because no credits were granted
of interest income are tax free: interest earned on time for the tax paid in previous stages of production, the TST had
deposits (deposits blocked for one year) in approved finan- the potential of becoming a cascading turnover type tax. To
cial institutions, interest earned on one-year loans, interest avoid the perverse cascading effects complicated measures

earned on savings accounts blocked for at least 6 months, and were devised. However, these measures made the new tax
interest earned on Treasury bonds. basically unmanageable.Thus, the Governmentof Madagas-
In addition to the taxation of some capital income through the car decided to abolish the TST only 6 months after its intro-

IRCM, some capital gains, such as those from the sale of land duction.

and buildings, are taxed through the TPI (taxe sur la plus- However, the TST was not completely abolished. The Loi
value immobilire) which has a graduated rate schedule. Rectiicative la Loi de Finances pour 1994 which intro-
There are four rates (5, 10, 20, and 30 percent) depending on duced the new taxe sur la valeur ajoute (TVA) also legis-
the size of the capital gains. The highest rate of 30 percent lated a 5 percent TST completely assigned to local govern-
applies to capital gains of FMG 1 million or higher. Capital ments. Its revenue raising capacity is significantly limited by
gains from the sale of financial assets or mobile goods are not the fact that the law exempts from this local TST all com-

subject to the TPI. All income transfers to foreignersnot sub- modities paying TVA and all petroleum products.
ject to tax under the different income taxes are subject to a

transfer tax, the TFT (taxeforfaitairesur les transferts). This In July 1994, the Governmentof Madagascar introduced the

is a final tax withheld by the payee at a rate of 15 percent. TVA to replace the short-lived national TST. The TVA was

introduced with little preparation, despite the fact that the
lack of adequate enforcement had been the main reason for
the dismissal of the previous value-added tax. Also perpetu-Ill. INDIRECTTAXATION ating old traditions, the 1994 law empowered the Ministry of
Finance to grant exemption status, partially or fully, from the

On paper, the current structure of indirect taxation in Mada- VAT without approval of the tax expenditures by Congress.
gascar has the three main componentsof a modern system of This was amended in the Loi Rectiicative la Loi de
indirect taxation; a broad base general tax on consumption, Finances pour 1995, restricting discretionary exemptions
the excise taxation of several commodities including only to cases of natural disasters or national emergency. The
petroleum products, and the customs tariff for intemational Government appears to have decided not to let frms use the
transactions. An additional source of indirect tax revenue

arrears of unpaid credits from the previous consumption tax
arises because of the existenceof state monopolies in the pro- (the TUT) as credits against the new tax.
duction and marketing of tobacco, alcoholic beverages and
matches. The structure of the new TVA is similar to that of the old

TUT. There are, however, several significant differences.

First, the new TVA is levied at the much higher general rate

of 25 percent. Second, the utilization of credits for the tax
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paid for inputs of production, is much more restrictive than B. Excise taxes
under the TUT.

No refund is possible under the new tax. This was also the Prior to July 1994, the system of indirect taxation included a

case under the TUT. However, credits did not have a limited wide array of excise taxes under the TC (taxe de la consom-

life under the TUT; i.e. they could be carried forward to mation). The TC was levied on 300 products, includingmany
future years. Under the new TVA these credits lapse after a inputs, at multiple rates - some as high as 500 percent but

specified period of time. most at 5 and 10 percent. The largest revenue producerswere

tobacco and alcohol products. The TC system of excises was
The new law allows on a regular basis a credit for taxes paid replacedby the MTVA (majoreTVA) in July 1994, while the
within the two months prior to the bimonthly TVA declara- MTVAin turn was abandoned in favourof the droit d'accises
tion. However, all taxpayers are given a grace period and are (DA) in January 1995. Petroleum is subject to a separateallowed to claim credits within the next 6 months. Credits are excise tax.
not allowed for the following purchases, among others:

buildings other than the plant necessary for production, The DA was introduced by the Loi de Finances pour 1995,
motor vehicles unless they are exclusively used for paid replacing the short lived MTVA. The MTVA was a special
transportationservices, any type of furniture or office equip- value added tax falling on certain commodities, levied at dif-

ment, and telecommunications. Depreciable capital goods ferent rates (usually higher than the 25 percent rate of the
are not subject to the 6-month time limit for credits. Instead, TVA). The DA properly integrates all commodities into the
the amount of the tax that is creditable is limited to the share value added tax at the single TVA rate, while levying an ad
of the good that is depreciated in any particular fiscal period. valorem excise tax at the producer or import levels on spe-

cific groups of commodities.
As was also the case under the TUT, exporters are allowed to

transfer credits to other taxpayers in excess of what they can Besides the traditional excisable commodities that impose
claim in their bimonthlydeclaration.However, the amountof negative externalities such as alcohol and tobacco products,
transfercredit is reducedpro ram to 80 percent of the volume the current regime of excises also taxes regular goods, such
of exports. To transfer credits, exporters must provide the tax as fabrics and edible oils, as well as a group of commodities
office with detailed information on how the tax was gener- that can be categorized as luxury goods, such as precious
ated and on the enterprise receiving the credit. Other signi- stones and metals, automobilesand domestic appliances.The
ficant features of the TVA are reviewed in the following ad valorem tax ranges from 5 percent to 120 percent. The typ-
paragraphs. ical ad valorem rate on tobacco products is 30 percent, rates

The coverage of the new tax is wide and includes the produc-
on alcoholic beverages vary from 20 percent on beer to 100

tion and mportationofmost kinds of goods and services. It is percent on sparkling wines. Most of the precious stones and

particularly notable that the activities of insurance compa-
metals are taxed at 100 percent, vehicles at 15 percent and
domestic appliances at 20 percent.nies, financial transactionsby banks and other financialnsti-

tutions are covered by the TVA. However, La Banque Cen-
trale, La Caisse d'Epargne and the Centres de cheques Petroleum tax

postauxare exempt. This contrasts with the practice of many Until 1993 petroleum taxes played a minor role in Madagas-
other countries which exempt all financial institutions from car's public finances. There were many reasons, including
VAT, because of the difficulty of defining value added in the use of specific rates that lagged behind nflation and the
financial transactions. The TVA also taxes many transport use of an overvaluedofficial exchange rate for conversionof
and all constructionactivities. internationalprices nto FMG prices. Because all petroleum
The list of activities not covered by the TVA includes agri- products are imported, the excise taxes are in effect a tax on

culture, cattle ranching, education, health services, group imports. The impact of the tax on economic activity and

insurance, the provision of water and electricity to house- income distributionhave to be understood in light of the fact

holds, schools and hospitals, newspapers and magazines that petroleum marketing is carried out through a state

except for the sale of space for publicity. The list of exempt monopoly, SOLIMA, at prices set by the government.
goods is similar to that under the TUT and it includes food In 1994 the government raised the tax rates on petroleumproducts, school materials, health products, postage and fis-

products (nouveau taux TUPP). The tax remains a specificcal stamps, stamped paper and banknotes, and petroleum tax with the following rates for 1994: FMG 1,000 per litre for
products. super gasoline, FMG 800 per litre for regular gasoline, FMG
Importantly, the law defines all exports as exempt rather than 250 per litre for gasoil, and no tax for kerosene. After taking
making them, as is customary in most other countries, zero nto account the cost to the monopolycompany and the actu-

rated. Of course, the difference between the exempt status al prices (tax inclusive) charged to consumers, the effective
and zero rating is that under the latter the taxpayerhas a right tax in June 1994 on consumers per unit was 161 percent for
to a refund for the taxes paid in the different stages of pro- super gasoline and 67 percent for regular. However, gasoil
duction while under the former he does not. However, the users received a subsidy of 11 percent and kerosene users, 36
TVA law passed in 1994 confuses zero rating with exemption percent. In effect, the combined pricing and new taxes

of goods. As a result, the list of exempted goods is de facto scheme have amounted to a cross-subsidizationprogramme
treated as if it were a list of zero rated goods. leaving the governmentwith little net tax revenue.
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C. Custom tariffs plus a mark-up that determines the profit margin. Manufac-
turers and approved wholesalers may operate as private en-

Import taxes tities under the control and supervision of the RMMF. The

monopoly power granted to the RMMF by the Government,
Throughout 1994 the Governmentundertook significant pol- in effect, constitutesan additional tax similar to indirect taxes

icy changes in the foreign trade regime. The most significant such as the customs tariff or the TC (Taxe de la Consomma-
change was the liberalization of foreign trade. In July 1994 tion). Of course, the monopoly powers of the RMMF practi-
the Parliament approved a revision of the Customs Tariff cally eliminate competition in the importation, production,
which introduced a maximum rate of 30 percent when the and distribution of the commodities at present falling under
two componentsof the tariffs, the droits de douane (DD) and the remit of the RMMF.
the taxe sur les importations(TI), are aggregated.This reduc-
tion in rates was a continuation of previous reforms which The revenue raised by fiscal state monopolies forms a sub-

stantial part of the Central Government's total tax revenues.
over the past years reduced the maximum tariff rate and the
rate of dispersion. The Government has also proceeded to

For example, in 1992 the net income from the fiscal state

eliminate most of the non-tariffbarriers to trade. The liberal- monopolies exceeded the corporate income tax and also the

izationof internationaltrade has been accompaniedby partial
revenues from TC.

liberalization in the international finance and foreign
exchange markets and this has helped to reduce distortions in
trade. These measures include the possibilityof opening bank IV. OTHER TAXES
accounts in foreign currency and the flotation of the FMG.
There has also been partial liberalization in the regulation on A. The professional tax
the repatriation of foreign earnings. Now exporters are

allowed to keep 10 percent of foreign earnings. The other 90 In spite of its the professional (TP) is general
percent still has to be converted in the foreign exchange mar-

name, tax a

licence tax covering practically all self-employed individuals
ket within 90 days from the date of shipment. and companiesengaged in market activity. Indeed therea are

few exemptions from the tax. Farmers selling their crops in
Export taxes the same area where they grow them and partners in limited

This form of taxation on internationaltrade has also seen rad- partnerships are exempt. Revenues from the tax are assigned
ical changes in recent times. In 1987 all export taxes were to the regional governments faritany) and just a small part
eliminated with the important exceptions of those on vanilla, (les centimes additionnels) are earmarked for local govern-

coffee, pepper and cloves. In addition, the marketing of agri- ments. Most of the taxpayers are engaged, and over two

cultural exports, previously controlled by marketing boards, thirds of the revenues are generated, in commercialactivities.

was liberalized except again for vanilla. Additional reforms The less visible group of professionals represent a very small

followed. After 1994 the only commodity subject to export percentage (under 2 percent) of collections from the tax.

tax is vanilla. The current export tax on vanilla is composed Penalties for failing to comply with the tax include confisca-

of a permanentexport tax of 15 percent and a temporary tion of merchandise, or an administrativeorder of closure of

tax of 11 percent. Certification for exports and quality con. the business. But these penalties affect commercial activities

trols were also reduced in 1994 to four groups of commod. more than professional activities.

ities: vanilla, seafood, coffee, and meat products. There are The enforcementof the professional tax is aided by the fact
still some other rules affecting exporters, such as the repatri- that proof that the tax has been paid, (a letter issued by the
ation of proceeds within a specified period of time and rules Direct Taxes Service) is demanded prior to the payment of
concerning the surrenderingof foreign exchange. bills by any public institution.

As a consequence of these changes, collections from export The determination of the professional tax is quite complex.
taxes fell from a high of 17.8 of total tax receipts in 1987 to The tax is composedof a fixed tariff and a variable tariff. The
1.7 percent in 1993. However, export taxes for 1994 were fixed tariff depends on the nature of the registered activity,
forecast to amount to 2.5 percent of total tax revenues. the populationof the community, and the number of employ-

ees. The variable tariff is determined on the basis of the tax-

payer's fixed assets and tumover.
D. Fiscal state monopolies The fixed tariff is determinedthrough a matrix of charges last

The state revenues from the fiscal monopolies (RMMF) arise updated in January 1994. The matrix has nine rows relating
mainly from the production and marketing of tobacco, alco- to population agglomerations of descending size. The top

holic beverages and matches (Article 04-01-01 of Code row (called category 1) sets out the tariff amounts for differ-

Gnraldes Impts (CGI)).The transfers to the government
ent occupations in agglomerationswith 75,000 inhabitantsor

are the operating profits of the monopolies and these profits
more. The last row lists the tariff amounts for the same occu-

are defined as net of all taxes and duties levied on the prod- pations but in localities with populations of 500 or less.

ucts. The profits of the RMMFnaturally arise from its pricing Economic activities are classified in five categories: com-

of the commodities. Prices are regulated by the Ministry of mercial, industrial, crafts, production of services, and liberal
Finance and are set to cover productioncosts or import prices professions. Each of these is taxed according to different cri-
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teria. About 500 different types of professions, industries, (CGI, Section VII, Article 01-07-07). The second category
crafts or trades are listed. Within each type of occupation consistingof forests, lakes, and swamps, is generally taxed at

there are often numerous sub-groups. For example, a trans- about 80 percent of the tax per hectare applying to the first

porter will fall in different tax classes depending upon the category. The third category consistingof vegetable, rice and
size ofhis vehicle(s), tonnage, or passengercapacity,or num- other plantations, is taxed at about one third of the rate

ber of vehicles he owns. A person who transports both goods applicable to the first category. The fourth category consists
and people is treated as carrying out separate activities and is of grazing areas, land that cannot be economically used, or

taxed independently in respect of each activity by reference which is resting (in a crop cycle). The tax rates for the fourth
to the locations in which he operates. Some of the different category are about one tenth of those for the first category.
activities are taxed separately and added together at 100 per- The fifth category carries a penalty rate of about double that
cent of the tax for each activity, but other taxes are applied of the first category. It applies to idle land that has potential
cumulatively according to a decreasing scale. After five use. The sixth category consists of non-agricultural land
cumulativeactivities no tax is charged in respect of addition- within urban areas. The land tax here corresponds to 1 per-
al activities. cent of the market value of the land.

The variable componentof the TP is calculated on the basis Market.values are determined either by reference to recent

of the rental value of the premises (or of the equipment used transactionsor by comparisonwith referencevalues set by an

including raw materials and transport equipment) and the administrative commission. Owners or occupiers of taxable
number of employees. Individuals belonging to certain cat- land have the obligation to report to the local tax office
egories, or occupations without a fixed place of business, (bureau des Contributions directes territorialementcomp-
have to pay triple the amount otherwise due, as a tax-in- tenO the locations, surface by crop or other use, the names of
advance of income they may earn during the year. These tax tenants and the amount of rent. Representatives of the tax

payments are creditable against the income tax subsequently authorities can visit and evaluate and verify the land in ques-
assessed. tion.

The second property tax, the Real Estate Tax on Built-up
B. Taxes on real estate Land is based on the actual or presumed rental income of the

property. Machinery and equipment which become physical-
There are three main real estate taxes with their revenues ly incorporated into the structure of an industrial or commer-

assigned entirely to local government.These are the land tax cial buildingalso become subject to the built-up-propertytax.

(impt foncier sur les terrains), the real estate tax (impt The rates for this tax generally run within the limits of 3 per-

foncier sur les proprits bties), and the surtax on the real cent to 10 percent. The actual rates differ between residential
uses or not areestate tax (taxe annexe sur les propritsbties). In addition, and non-residential and by whether they

there are several registration taxes payable in respect of the owner occupied.
transfer of ownership of real estate. Real estate taxation is In addition to the regular tax, there is an additional tax (CGI
therefore more fragmented than is usually the case. Article 01.09.05) amounting to 2 percent for properties in the

The problems with property taxes on real estate in Madagas- smaller decentralizedjurisdictionsand 3 percent to 6 percent
car are the ones normally associated with this type of taxa- for the larger jurisdictions referred to as ex-CU (ex-Com-
tion. Property values for assessment purposes have lagged munes Urbaines).There is an additionalcharge, referred to as

behind market values. In particular, the system of land and centimes additionnels,of 15 percent of the basic real estate

property registration appears to be quite incomplete and out tax, assigned for the improvementof the infrastructureof the

of date. Real estate taxes are arnong the most unpopular ex-Communes Urbaines. Thus, the tax on built-up property
forrns of taxation. An often used explanation is that property can range from about 5 percent to about 18.5 percentof actu-

taxes are disconnected from ability to pay per se, since they al or presumed rental ncome.

tax holdings of assets rather than ncome or expenditure Enterprises that include real estate properties in their balance
flows. sheets can use the real estate tax as a credit against their
The land tax is based on the presumed rental value of the income tax liability. In addition, new construction is exempt
property as of 1 January of the fiscal year, but actually in from built-up-propertytax for a period of ten years. A prop-
most cases the tax is determinedby applying a statutory rate. erty which is built up gradually, becomes taxablepari passu
There are six different tax rate groups depending on the eco- as units of the construction become habitable or functional.
nomic use of the land. Exemption from the land tax can be. Temporary tax exemptions can run to different dates for dif-

allowed for arable land in case of natural disasters such as ferent components of the property. The tax exemptions are

floods, cyclones, or landslides. The actual tax rates are deter- personal and are lost upon change of ownership (except for

mined locally within certain maximum and minimum limits succession in the event of death).
for each grouping. The third real property tax is actually another surtax theon

The highest rate applies to plantations of traditional crops real estate tax on built-up property (taxe annexe sur les pro-
(cocoa, coffee, sugar, coconut, cotton, cloves, oil palms, prits bties or TAFB). This surtax is levied on the same

essential oils, pepper, sisal and vanilla). The rate for the first base of actual or presumed rental income of property at rates

category is between FMG 500 and FMG 1,000 per hectare between 2 and 6 percent. The collections are earmarked to
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pay for the cost of regular municipal services such as street TABLE 1

lighting and cleaning. Tax Revenues in Madagascar, By Economic Category,
The transfer taxes for real estate accrue to the central Gov- 1994 (Projected)
ernment. They are levied at 2 percent for the .transfer of own-

Billions As Percent of
ership of buildings to be used as a home and at 4 percent for of FMG Total Revenue
other uses. When the buildings are sold for profit there is a

registration fee of 12 percent in addition to other charges that Direct Taxes: 97.2 12.2

exceed another 4 percent. Pers. Income: Salaries 23.0 2.9
Pers. Income: Non-Salaries 8.0 1.0

The reassessment of property values at the local level has Corporate Income (IBS) 54. 1 6.8
lagged behind now for many years despite the fact that there Other 12.1 1.5
have been, at least in some areas, significant increases in Indirect Taxes: 662.2 82.9**

property values.
Consumption Taxes 150.5 18.9
Excise Taxes 6.7 0.8
Taxes on Internat'l Trade

V. CONCLUSION - Imports* 446.7 55.9
Exports 20.3 2.5-

The Government of Madagascar is currently involved in a
Fiscal State Monopolies 38.0 4.7

series of ambitious reforms in many areas of economic poli- Other Revenues: 39.0 4.9

cy. But success in many of these areas will depend crucially Real Estate Taxes 8.7 1.1
on the existence of a sound tax system. This tax system Other 30.3 3.8
should roducean adequate level of revenues, whilst keeping Total: 798.4 100.00
the level of economic distortion to a minimum. Regard must

also be had to maintaining a desirable distributionof income Source Ministry of Finance
in the country.

* Including all consumption and excise taxes on imports.The present tax system is partly anchored in obsolete tax ** Percentages do not add due to rounding
institutions sometimes dating back to colonial times. Some

up

other parts of the tax system have been continuously
reformed in the last two decades. However, many of the

changes introduced have been made without reference to

other aspects of the tax system and often without adequate
preparation on the tax administration side. As in many other

developing countries, tax reform in Madagascar has been
driven by short term revenue pressures. This has resulted in a

tax system that is overly complex and with serious shortcom-

ings. There is a clear need to undertake a comprehensive
overhaul of the tax system.
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MALAYSIA

THE MALAYSIAN ISTEREsT RESTRICTION
Choong Kwai Fatt

Il. THE POSITION UNDER THE ITA
Choong Kwai Fatt is a lecturer in taxation in the Division
of Accounting, Faculty of Econmicsand Administration,
University of Malaya. He has written and published papers An interest expensewill only be allowed as a deduction if the
in local and 'international tax, law and accounting expense was wholly and exclusively incurred on money bor-
journals. He is the author of the books MalaysianTaxation rowed and employed in the production of gross income or
andTax Framework. laid out on the purchase of assets used, or held, for the pro-

duction of gross income. (Section 33(1)(a))
Section 33(2) restricts the nterest deduction available under

I. INTRODUCTION Section 33(1)(a), where a company has used a portion of the

loan, which has been borrowed for business purposes for re-

The Inland Reverue Departrnent (IRD) issued a guideline on lending or investment in movable or immovable properties.
16 July 1990, relating to the restrictionon the deductibilityof The restriction applies for the purpose of determining the

interest imposed by Section 33(2) of the Income Tax Act taxable business profit or loss.

1967 (ITA). Under this guideline, the computation of the The interest restriction is calculated using the formula :

nterest restrictioncan be very complicatedand time consum-

ing, particularly where the company has a large investment Interest Total investment
_

portfolio (e.g. shares, land and buildings, deposits and restriction Total borrowings
x Monthly nterest expense

advances to subsidiaries etc.). This is because the guideline The restriction is calculated by reference to month end bal-
expressly requires the investment sources (rental, shares,

ances. For this purpose the nterest expense is deemed to
deposits etc.) to be broken down into ncome producing and

accrue evenly over the period. (Section 33(2)(a))
non-rcomeproducingsources. In addition,each income pro-
ducing source is then further broken down into various sub-

groups. Indeed certain tax assessmentbranches took the very Ill. THE IRD GUIDELINE ISSUED ON
aggressive position that each individual investment must be 16 JULY 1990
treated as a separate source, interest being allocated at the
level of the ndividual investment. The IRD guideline provides as follows:

Although the guideline has no statutory authority, the major-
ity of taxpayers have faithfully followed it in order to get A. Non-applicabilityof interest restriction
their tax computations agreed. Another reason why compa-
nies followed the guideline was to achieve agreement of the Where interest on borrowed money charged to the business
exempt income account so that exempt dividends could be account does not exceed RM 10,000 for companies and RM
declared. The guideline imposes substantialcompliancecosts 6,000 for individuals, Section 33(2) will not apply and the
both in terms of the documentationrequired and the complex full nterest expense will be allowed against the business
time-consuming reconciliation of the interest balances it ncome.
necessitates.This heavy complianceburden has increased the
cost of doing business in Malaysia especially for investment

holding companies. B. Formula under Section 33(2)
On 21 July 1994, a Special Commissioners'case P Securities The interest restriction is computed for nvestments not

Sdn Bhd v. DGIR (1995)(2 MSTC 2256) held that there is exceedingRM 500,000by reference to the year end balances.
only one nvestment source for each category of nvestment However, in cases where the investments exceed RM
income and that the tax authorities were thereforenot entitled 500,000 the month end balances must be used.
to split that source nto ncome producing and non-income

producingcomponents. C. Allocation of the restricted interest against
This article will examine the computation of the Section investment income
33(2) interest restriction prior to the P Securities case. The

impact of the case on the computationof the restriction will The amount of interest not eligible to be set off in determin-
also be examined. ng the business income will be available for set-off against
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investment income. However,under the guideline the interest consideration. It was not disputed that the interest was

to be allowed against investment income is subject to further incurred in order to produce income. For the relevantperiods,
restrictions: ., the company was assessed to income tax on dividends

received on the grounds that each of its shareholdingsconsti-

1. Loans tuted a separate source of income. Consequently, the interest
deduction was apportioned between those shareholdings that

Investments in respect of loans will be split into income pro- produced income and those that did not.
ducing and non-income producing groups and the interest

expense allocated to the income producing investments will The company appealed arguing that all the shareholdings
be deducted against interest derived from those investments. held as investments by the company constituted a single

source of income. Therefore, the whole of the interest
No tax deduction is available for the interest expense alloc-

payable borrowings used to acquire those investmentson
ated to the non-interest bearing loans. This is because a loss should be off against the share investment income for theset
arising in respect of a source of investment income may not

relevant perods, irrespective of the fact that of thesome
be set off against any other source of income, nor may it be

shareholdingsdid not produce dividend income in those peri-
carried forward. ods.

2. Shares The isse to be determined by the Special Commissionersof
income tax was whether each shareholding held by the com-

Share portfolios (excluding shareholdings in subsidiariesand

associates) should be divided into income producing and pany in its capacity as an investment holding company, con-

stituted a single or separate source of income within the
non-incomeproducing elements. The interest allocated to the meaning of Section 33(1) ITA, read together with Section
income producing investmentsmay then be set off against the 4(c) for the purpose of ascertaining the adjusted income of
dividend income produced by those investments. the company.
No deduction is available for the interest expense allocated to The determination of one source or separate source is an
the non-incomeproducing investments. important issue because this would affect:
Each investment in a subsidiary or associate is to be treated
as a separate source. If the subsidiary/associatedoes not yield (a) the extensivenessofdocumentationto be kept by the

dividend income, no relief will be available for the interest company

expense allocated to it. If separate categories required, then the has toare company
keep track between income producing shareholdings and

3. Real estate non-income producing shareholdings for each of its inv.est-

Properties are to be grouped according to their usage i.e. ments. The fact that the status of the various shareholdings
shops, factories and business premises form a single source could vary from year to year would further add to the com-

whilst residential properties, e.g. houses and flats, constitute plexity.
a separate source.

(b) the computationof the interest expense
The guideline specifies that the company is required to

account for the monthly balances of the interest expense The interest expense to be set off against investment income

account, as well as to keep track of the subdivision of the may fluctuate from year to year depending on whether the

investmentsource. Imagine the complex computationneces- shareholding is income producing or non-income producing
sary where a listed company, has 10 subsidiaries, 20 associ- during the year in question. The amount of tax payable by the

ate companies and several properties and has borrowed from company is correspondinglyaffected.

various sources and advanced loans (some being interest-

free) to its subsidiaries/associatedcompanies.t Example 1

In the more complicated scenarios the calculation may Tan Lee Mey Bhd is an investmentholding company,holding
become a nightmare, the company's staff, its tax advisors and shares in listed companies, each of its investments constitut-

the tax authorities, spending days tracing the transaction trail ing less than 20 per cent of the issued share capital of the

and verifying the computations. investee company. The total investment is as follows:

Share portfolio Investment Dividend
received

I. P SECURITIESSDN BHD . DGIR(1995) (grossed)
2 MSTC 2256 RM RM

Income producing 6m 300,000
In this case the taxpayer, an nvestment company, held vari-

Non-incomeproducing 4m
ous shareholdingsas investments. Some of the shareholdings
produced income in the form of dividends each year while
others did not. In order to acquire the shareholdings the tax- 1. This is a relatively simple scenario. The issues would be further compli-

cated if the status of the company's investments changed. For example a simple
payer borrowed money from financial institutions and inter- investment becoming an associated company or an associated company turning
est was incurred by the company during the periods under nto a subsidiary
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All investment is financed through borrowings from Hong Tax Act 1918. Rowlatt J decided that they constituted a sin-
Leong Bank. The total interest expense incurred during the gle source.

year amounting to RM 120,000. Assuming the interest ....The Income Tax Acts are a tax upon the yearly profits and gains
expense is allocated using year end balances2, then the inter- of the subject, and among the yearly profits and gains, upon inter-

est allocation would be as follows: est on money, and the whole field of yearly profits and gains is
split up and sub-divided for the purposes of different methods of

Share portfolio Investment Interest charging, different methods of assessment, and so on; but it seems

allocated to me that, the tax being in the first instance upon profits and gains,
one ought not to disintegrate the groupingsof the profits and gains

RM RM according to sources, further than the Acts affirmatively
Income producing 6m 72,000 require.......
Non-incomeproducing 4m 48,000
The tax computation

V. THE POSITION AFTER
Investments All sharehold P SECURITIESSDN BHD . DGIR
divided into ings treated as a

income single source At the point of writing, the IRD had stated in its Dialogue
producing and with the MIA, MACPA, MIT and MATA3held on 25 Febru-
non-income ary 1995, that the P Securities case is currently under appeal
producing and until the outcome is known, the existing guideline should
shareholdings be followed.

Dividend income 300,000 300,000 It should be reiterated that the IRD guideline has no statutory
Less: interest (72,000)* (120,000) force and since there is a precedent case which has held

Adjusted income 228,000 180,000 against the guideline, the guideline should now no longer be
followed. The tax authorities should give due respect to the

Tax payable @30% 68,400 54,000 P Securities decision until the High Court has considered the
matter.

* Restricted
This is in line with the tax authorities practice that a tax

If all shareholdings held as an investment were treated as a
should always be paid first, irrespectiveof the fact that a case

single source, it would result in a tax saving of RM 14,400. In is appealed to the Special Commissioners or to the Court.

addition to that, tax compliancecosts would be considerably The tax authorities rarely allow a postponementof tax even

in situations where the question of law is debatable. Like-reduced.
wise, the players of the game (i.e. the tax authorities and

Retuming to the case of P Securities, the company also the taxpayer) should always adhere to the decision of the
argued that Section 4(c) requires dividends to be treated as Special Cornmissioners until it is overruled. This is the
derived from one source and not broken down into income unwrittenrule of the game.
producing and non-income producing components; i.e. if
Section 4(c) had intended to permit the categorizationstipu-
lated in the guidelire, it would have been worded akin to Sec-
tion 43 where references to business can refer to several VI. CONCLUSION
sources.

Since losses arising in respect of sources of investment
The Special Commissionersheld that: income (e.g. rental, dividends and interest) cannot be set off
(1) On the true and proper constrctionof Section 33(1) and against other sources of incorne or carried forward, it is not

for the purpose of Section 4(c) ITA, each holding of fair to sub-divide each investment source into income pro-shares as an investment does not constitute a separate ducing and non-income producing groups. Indeed it would
source of income; and

appear that the ITA does not allow for this sub-division. In
(2) pursuant to that as the dividend income was the compa- the words of Rowlatt J one ought not to disintegrate the

ny's only source of income it was wrong of the tax groupings of the profits and gains according to sources, fur-
authorities to apportion the interestpayableon the loan to ther than the Acts affirmatively require. The tax authorities
acquire the share portfolio between the shareholdings should therefore face up to the realization that the treatment
that produced the dividend income and the shareholdings irnposed by the guideline, quite apart from being unfair and
that did not. placing an unreasonablyheavy burden on taxpayers, is sim-

The decision of the case follows the ratio decidendi by ply not permitted by the legislation. A fresh approach is
RowlattJ in the UK case ofMerriieldv. The WallpaperMan- called for!

ufacturing Ltd. (1931) 16 TC 40. The case concerned the

question as to whether the interest from two different secur-

ities, i.e. National War Bonds and War Loan Stock, should be 2 In an actual calculation, the IRD would require the interest restriction to be
determinedbased on month end balancestreated as income from one source or from separate sources 3. Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA), Malaysian Association of Cer-

for the purposes of Case III, Schedule D of the UK Income tified Public Accountants (MACPA),Malaysian Institute of Taxation (MIT).
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UNITED STATES

LIMITATIONOS BENEFITSAND THE COMPETEST
AUTHORITYDETERMINATION

Monique van Herksen*

ment mechanisms that tax treaties may provide. This there-
Moniquevan Herksen is associated with the New York

fore increases the likelihood that criminal and other illegaloffice of Stibbe Simont Monahan Duhot. Prior to this,
Ms van Herksen was an Attorney Advisor and Senior APA activities go undetected.

Attorney with the Office of Associate Chief Counsel
(International)of the Internal Revenue Service. Ms van

A broad interpretation of treaty shopping includes the fact

Herksen has a Meester in de Rechten degree from the pattern where the ultimate beneficiary resides in a third

Universityof Amsterdam in the Netherlands, an LL M in (treaty) country,3 and establishes an entity in a host country
InternationalTrade and Banking from American which has a treaty with the country from which income is
University'sWashington College of Law and an LL M in derived if there is base erosion (or earnings stripping) or
Taxation from Georgetown University. She is a member of
the Bar of the Commonwealthof Virginia. because the intermediary country has more favourable tax

rates or treaty rates with the source country. Investors from
countries with treaties in which source country taxation is not

I. INTRODUCTION as limited as in other treaties may prefer to use and shop
another treaty to secure a lower rate of tax.4 Here, the con-

Treaty shopping is, and has been, a favourite pastime for tax
cerns listed earlier appear less relevant. Arguments to disal-

planners. It is only relatively recently, however, that treaty low this type of treaty shopping mainly oriented.
shopping has become subjected to intense scrutiny. At the

are revenue

Base erosion implies the reduction of taxable income throughheart of the treaty shopping problem lies the question as to
deductible A base erosion limits the resident

when efforts made to legally minimize taxes become unac-
payments. test

of a treaty country to use only a certain amount of its grossceptable. This question is interesting because it requires a
ncome to pay interest or royalties to residents of third coun-

distinction to be made between impermissibleor inappropri- tries. If its deductible exceed certaina
ate tax avoidance motives and mere tax minimization payments percentage

of its gross income, there is base erosion. Due to base erosion
motives. Domestic US Jurisprudence confirms that [A]ny taxable income will be reduced, which is favourable fromnot
one may so arrange his affairs that his taxes shall be as low as

the perspective of the of residence. There-
possible; he is not bound to choose the pattern which will

revenue country
fore, to grant treaty benefits (i.e reduced rates) to paymentsbest pay the Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty to
that erode the base would be disfavourable well. Simi-tax as

increase one's taxes...' Considering the measures being
taken by the US Treasury Department and Intemal Revenue larly, granting treaty benefits to payments that do not neces-

sarily erode the tax base but that constitute untaxed or low-
Service (IRS) to curb treaty shopping, the question arises as

taxed income in the country of the recipient/beneficiarywill
to whether this statement continues to apply to international

be deemed disfavourable. Particularly if the income is
affairs.

mere-

ly deposited in the country of the recipient/beneficiary to

At its narrowest, treaty shopping consists of the use of a host avoid further taxation.

treaty country2 to receive income at minimum tax cost when
Reasonablepeople disagree about which avoidance

the country of residence of the ultimate beneficiary of the
can tax

interpretation constitutes mere tax minimization and which
income does not have a treaty with the country where the

interpretation rises the level of impermissible avoid-to tax
income originates. Here, a third country resident establishes

ance. Nevertheless, it appears that the broad definition of
an entity in a host treaty country allegedly for the sole pur-
pose of obtaining the benefits of the host country's treaty

treaty shopping currently is the governing definition. This
article briefly reviews the US position on treaty shopping. It

with its treaty partner. This fact pattern is disfavouredfor sev-

eral reasons. Firstly, it allows for (indirect) treaty benefits to

residents of the third country without reciprocal benefits for * This article expresses the author's personal opinions and does not necessar-

residents of the treaty partner of the host country. Secondly, ily represent the views of the IRS, the Treas.Dept. or Stibbe Simont Monahan

to the extent that third country residents have ample opportu- Duhot.
l. Helvering v. Gregory69 F.2d 809 (2d Cir. 1934), affd. 293 US 465 (1935).

nity to use a host country's treaty network, the third country 2. The term host country is used meaning a country with treaty for theas a

has no incentive to enter into treaties with the treaty partners avoidance-of double taxation.

of the host whose treaty is shopped. Thirdly, residents of 3. This third country does have treaties with regular treaty provisions and

the third country escape scrutiny by not being subject to
rates.

4. Under a treaty, the country of source will generally levy a tax at a reduced
exchange of infomation mechanisms and mutual enforce- rate or will have the exclusive right to tax the income.
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then goes on to analyze the use of a limitation on benefits
provision, particularly with respect to the new US-Nether-
lands Treaty and the discretionaryauthority of the competent 5. Under the conduit doctrine transactions lacking in economic substance or

authority to grant treaty benefits. reality will be disregarded for tax purposes. The fountainheadof this approach is

Gregory v. Helvering,293 US 465 (1935). In this case the SupremeCourt stated:
When [the statute] speaks of a transfer of assets by one corporation to

another, it means a transfermade in pursuanceof a plan of reorganization
of corporate business; and not a transfer of assets by one corporation to

Il. BACKGROUND another in pursuance of a plan having no relation to business of either, as

plainly is the case here. Putting aside then, the question of motive in respect
of taxation altogether, and fixing the character of the proceeding by what

Treaty shopping was attacked initially by the IRS through actually occurred, what do we find Simply an operation having no busi-

applicationof the sham transactiondoctrine and subsequent- ness or corporate purpose- a mere device which put on the form of a cor-

ly through the applicationof the conduit doctrine.5 The most porate organization as a disguise for concealing its real character, and the

often cited successful example in this area is the 1971 Tax sole object and accomplishmentof which was the consummationof a pre-
conceived plan, not to reorganize a business or any part of a business, but

Courtcase Aiken Industries.6 to transfer a parcel of corporateshares to the petitioner...The whole under-

taking, though conducted according to the terms of [the statute], was in fact
In 1976, a Treasury Department report to the Congress on an elaborateand devious form of conveyance,masqueradingas a corporate
foreign portfolio investment in the United States observed reorganization,and nothing else. The rule which excludes from considera-

that Treatiesproviding for reduced withholdingrates induce tion the motiveof tax avoidance is not pertinent to the situation,because the

foreign investorsofcountries without treaties with the United
transaction upon its face lies outside the plain intent of the statute. To hold
otherwise would be to exalt artifice above reality and to deprive the stat-

States to form either personal holding companies or trusts in utory provision in question of all serious purpose.
the foreign treaty jurisdiction in order to have their invest- 6. Aiken Industries v. Commissioner, 50 TC 595 (1968). In this case, a US

ments in the United States receive favourable withholding corporation, (MPI) borrowed funds from its Bahamian parent (ECL). MPI bor-
rowed funds in year 1 from ECL and issued a four percent sinking fund promis-

tax treatment. These entities are then afforded the benefit of
sory note in recognitionof the debt. In year 2, ECL assigned the notes of MPI to

treaty tax rates applicable to the jurisdiction in which they are a newly incorporated subsidiary in Honduras (Industrias). In exchange, Indus-

operating.7 However one year later in 1977 a letter ruling trias providedECL nine of its own notes, addingup to the same principal amount

involving a Netherlands finance company approved the use
and interest as the funds MPI borrowed from ECL. After the transfer, MPI paid
interestdirectly to Industriasand Industriaspaid interest to ECL on accountof its

of the treaty to reduce US withholding tax to five percent own notes owned by ECL. There was virtually no spread for Industrias on the

while it reiterated that The Netherlands was selected for transaction. Art. XI of the at that time effectiveUS-HondurasIncome Tax Con-

incorporationbecause it is a financial centre that imposes no vention provided that the interest paid by a US corporation to a Honduran cor-

not a permanent was exempt
withholding tax on interest paid by a Dutch entity to foreign- poration having establishment in the United States

from US tax. Pursuant to the Convention, MPI claimed exemption from the
ers, and because of its favourable internal income tax StruC- withholding provisions applicable to the US source income paid to Industrias.

ture and extensive network of tax treaties providing for The Tax Court found that Industrias, a valid Honduras company, was merely a

favourable treatment of interest ncome paid to Dutch entit- conduit for the passage of interest payments from MPI to ECL. The interest pay-
ments in question were not received by the Honduran corporation within the

ies.''8 This indicates that the IRS initially supported a narrow meaning of Art. XI of the Convention. The words received by contemplates
interpretationof treaty shopping. dominion and control over the funds without the obligation to transmit it to

another. The Convention required more than a mere excharge of paper between

Section 342 of the Tax Equity and Fiscal ResponsibilityAct related corporations to come within the exemption from taxation grantedby Art

of 1982 (TEFRA)required the IRS to establish procedures XI of the Convention. Aiken Industries failed to demonstrate that a substantive

limiting reduced withholding rates under ncome tax treaties
indebtedness existed between MPI and Industrias and the Tax Court could not

find that the transactionhad any valid economic or business purpose. The trans-

solely to those persons legitimately entitled to such benefits. fer of the MPI notes from ECL to Industrias in exchange for the notes of Indus-

The ConferenceReport referred to earlier hearings that have trias left Industrias with the same inflow and outflow of funds. In addition, MPI,

demonstrated that substantial amounts of passive income, ECL, and Industrias were all members of the same corporate family and in fact,
MPI was paying the interest to ECL.

which would be tax free in the hands of foreigners, finds its 7. Report to the Congress on Foreign Portfolio Investment in the United

way nto the hands of US persons and residents of non-treaty States 42, US TreasuryDepartment,Washington,D.C. (1976).
countries who should be paying tax on it. They have also 8. PLR 7723035. The letter ruling relied on Rev. Rul. 75-118, 1975-1 C.B.

a
shown concern about the use of treaties by those not justifi-

390 (declared obsolete in 1987!) which dealt with US subsidiary corporation
paying dividends to its Dutch parent company. The Rev. Rul. allowed the appli-

ably entitled to their benefits (so-called treaty shopping). cation of the reduced withholding rate provided under the Netherlands-US

Proposed regulationswere issued in 1984 but were not made Treaty.
final. 9. In Rev. Rul. 84-152 P, a Swiss corporation, owned all of the stock of S, a

Netherlands Antilles corporation. P also owned all of the stock of R, a US cor-

Two revenue rulings issued in 1984 based on Aiken Indus- poration. To satisfy R's requirements for additional working capital, P agreed to

lend funds to S, which in turn loaned a similaramountto R. NeitherR nor S were
tries effectively promulgated the IRS's disapproval of treaty thinly capitalized. Relying on Aiken Industries, the Revenue Ruling holds that

shopping and, in the absence of regulations or legislative the interest paymentsmade by R are not derivedby S for purposesof the inter-

actions, were the main vehicles to directly attack treaty shop- est provisionsof the US-NetherlandsIncomeTax Conventionas extended to the

ping. They rely on the conduit doctrine to disallow treaty
NetherlandsAntilles, even though S is a valid NetherlandsAntilles corporation.
Rev. Rul. 84-153 basically applies the same analysis to a Netherlands Antilles

benefits.9 finance subsidiary (S) of a US parent corporation (P) that issues Eurodollar
bonds and reloans the proceeds to a US affiliate (R). The bottom-line rationale

The 1986 Tax Reform Act contains several provisions for denial of treaty benefits here is that S, while a valid Antilles corporation,
designed to prevent treaty shopping. With the imposition of never had such dominion and control over R's interest payments, but rather was

the branch profits tax, Congress expressed its concern that a mere conduit for the passage of R's interest payments to the foreign bondhold-

ers. Even though it can be demonstrated that the transaction may serve some

foreign investors resident in one country would attempt to businessor economicpurpose, the use of S lacks sufficientbusiness or economic
use another country's tax treaty with the United States to purpose to overcome the conduit nature of the transaction.
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avoid branch profits tax and branch level interest tax.' The ments imposed under the LOB regime and branch profits
branch profits tax of 30 percent may be reduced by a US regime this address system appears primitive and outdated.

income tax treaty in certain cases. To limit treaty benefits in Proposed regulations issued pursuant to Section 342 of

treaty shopping situations, the branch profits tax is to yield to TEFRA intended to amend Section 1.1441-6 and have Form

treaties only in specific situations. 1001 apply to dividend income as well.t3 A Certification of
Residence Form was introduced. Non-residentalien individ-

Another measure designed to prevent treaty shopping was uals were required to file this form in order to obtain a

recently issued in the form of regulations regarding conduit reduced withholding rate under a treaty. However, these pro-
financing arrangements,j2 The regulations address multiple posed regulations where not made final. A new proposal to

party financing when one of the principal purposes is the curb treaty shopping is being considered and would require
reduction of withholding tax under a treaty or under the law. foreigners who invest in US securities to obtain taxpayer
The regulations allow the IRS to disregard the intermediary identification numbers:4 Currently foreign persons are not
and to re-characterize the arrangementas one single transac- required to have an Alien Taxpayer Identification Number
tion, i.e. basically codifying the doctrne of substance over (ATIN).
form.

Limitation On Benefits (LOB) provisions are one of several
measures that attempt to limit abusive claims for treaty bene- III LIMITATION ON BENEFITS
fits. Although nothing new, LOB provisions have gained
increased popularity as an effective measure to alert taxpay- Whereas tax treaties generally have as one of their main func--
ers that treaty shopping will not be condoned. This, once tions the avoidance of discrrninatory tax treatment of res-

again, became apparent most recently with an amendment to idents of the respectivecontractingstates, the LOB provision
the Budget Reconciliation bill (HR 2491) proposed by Sen- is a discriminatory provision per se. By including a LOB
ator Herb Kohl (D-Wis). Kohl's amendment introduced a provision in a treaty, the treaty partners agree that certain res-
LOB provision that, if it had been accepted, would have had idents will not be eligible for treaty benefits.
serious treaty override consequences.

A LOB article is a sophisticated legal contraption that limits
One of the ancestors of the current LOB provision stems the Personal Scope article of a treaty. The Personal Scope art-
from 1945, and consisted of a reference in Article VI of the icle usually provides that the treaty applies to persons who
first United States-United Kingdom Treaty regarding divi- are residents of one or both of the treaty countries, except as
dends to the fact that the reductionof the rate to five percent otherwise provided. The treaty subsequently will defne
shall not apply if the relationship between corporations has persons and residents. It is these definitions that are at
been arranged or is maintainedprimarily with the intention to the heart of the LOB article. The LOB provision caters to the
secure reduced tax rates. The immediate forerunners of the except otherwise provided clause in the Personal Scope
LOB provision are the Investment or Holding Company art- article. By not meeting the secondary requirementsadded by
icle and the Associated Enterprises article contained respect- the LOB provision to the person or resident definitions,
ively in the 1977 and 1981 proposed US Model treaties. the threshold for applicationof either some or all of the oper-
To better monitor claims for treaty benefits, the withholding ational provisions of the treaty has not been met. Thus, by
regulations are in the process of being revised. Section creating a distinction between ordinary residents and quali-
1.1441-6(a) of the current withholding regulations provides
that the withholding rate of thirty percent shall be reduced as

IO. See General Explanationof The Tax Reform Act of 1986, Joint Committee
may be provided by an income tax treaty with any country. Report, at 1038.

Withholding agents must determine the applicable withhold- 11. The first case s where a foreign corporation s a qualified resident of a

ing rate pursuant to the appropriate tax treaty and the regula- treaty country and the treaty prohibits the branch profits tax. Qualified resident

tions issued thereunder. In the absence of regulations, with- status means that the foreign corporation is not treaty shopping. The second case

is where a foreign corporation resides in a country whose treaty permits the
holding agents may, in general, rely on an owner's address of United States to impose ts withholding tax on dividends paid by the corporation
record in determining whether they may withhold tax on US but otherwise prohibits the branch profits tax. The Act provides tests to deter-

source dividends at the reduced treaty rate applying to the mine whether a foreign corporation is treaty shopping.
12. See Notice of Proposed Rule making and Notice of Public Hearing regard-non-residentalien individual owner. See Treas. Reg. Section ing the Conduit ArrangementsRegulations,I.R.B. 1994-44, at 24.

1.1441-(b)(3). To currently secure the reduced rate of, or 13. Sec. 342 of the Bill (Withholdingof tax on non-residentaliens and foreign
exemption from, US income tax at source in the cases of corporations)provides:
items of income specified in Treas. Reg. Section 1.1441-2 Not later than 2 years after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary

of the Treasury or his delegate shall prescribe regulations establishingcer-
other than coupon bond interest and dividends, the recipient tification procedures, refund procedures, or other procedures to ensure that

must, if entitled to such treatment pursuant to a tax conven- any benefit of any treaty relating to withholding of tax under Sec(s). 1441

tion, file Form 1001 (Ownership, Exemption, or Reduced and 1442 of the Intemal Revenue Code of 1954 is availableonly to persons

Rate Certificate) with the withholding agent. In the case of entitled to such benefit.
The Conference Agreement emphasizes that the address system of withholding

dividend income, the withholding agent may rely on the of tax on US source dividends is particularly vulnerable to abuse and mentions a

country of residence and address of record supplied by each numberof ahematives to the presentenforcementsystem such as a refund system

participant for the purpose of determining the appropriate or a certificationsystem to limit treaty benefits to those persons entitled to them.
I 4. See Wall Street Journal of 7 November 1994 and the proposed regulationswithholding rate, absent actual knowledgeor reason to know (IL-24-94) under Sec. 6 I 09 that provide procedures for requesting a taxpayer

otherwise. In light of the strict qualified resident require- identification number (TIN) for certain alien individuals.
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fied residents, LOB provisions effectuate that only qualified Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU) of recent treaties
residents are eligible for treaty benefits. may also provide guidance as to how the subjective tests

operate.
Article 16 of the 1977 US Model treaty stipulated that certain

treaty benefits do not apply: (1) If 25 percent or more of the Many treaties have LOB provisions. For example, Australia,
capital of a company resident in a Contracting State was Barbados, Belgium, Bermuda, China, Egypt, Finland, Ger-

owned directly or indirectlyby individualswho were not res_ many, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Korea, Luxem-

idents of that State and (2) if by reason of special measures bourg, Malta, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands,New Zealand,
the tax imposedby that State on that company with respect to Norway,Russia, Spain and Trinidad& Tobago all have a pro-

dividends, interest or royalties arising in the other Contract- vision following either the 1977 US Model Treaty, the 1981

ing State was substantially less than the tax generally Proposed US Model Treaty or a version of the more sophisti-
imposed by the first mentioned State on corporate business cated LOB format as displayed in the German Treaty. The

profits. Where this occurs then, notwithstanding the provi_ treaties that are recently renegotiatedor currently in the pro-
sions in the Dividend, Interest and Royalty articles, that other cess ofbeing (re)negotiated(Canada,France, Sweden, Portu-

State could tax such dividends, interest and royalties. Thus, gal, Ukraine, and Kazakstan) all (will) include a LOB provi-
in this type of LOB article a person resident in a Contracting sion.

State is disqualified from receiving treaty benefits by reason

of a combinationof two facts: i.e. its capital being owned as

to 25 percent or more by non-residentsand its income being IV. UNITED STATES-NETHERLANDSTREATY
taxed at a substantially lower rate than generally is imposed
by the ContractingState.

The first income between the United States and thetax treaty
Rather than a combination of tests, Article 16 of the 1981 Netherlands was signed in 1948, effective 1 January 1947.

Proposed US Model treaty imposed alternative tlreshold The first Treaty was modified by two protocolst5 and a sup-
tests. Similar to the 1977 Modl, this article requires that (A) plementary convention. Neither the Articles of the first

more than 75 percentof the beneficial interest in a person res_ Treaty nor the subsequentprotocols and other amendmentsto

ident in a Contracting State must be owned, directly or indir- it contained a LOB provision. The new Treaty, signed on 18

ectly, by one or more individual(s) resident in that Contract- December 1992, with an effective date of 1 January 1994,
ing State. However the article adds a base erosion test and includes an extensive LOB article.6 It may be of some com-

states that the income of such a person ought not be used in fort to note that few LOB provisionsare, or will be, as sophis-
substantial part, directly or indirectly, to meet liabilities ticated as the one contained in this Treaty. In fact, the techni-

(including liabilities for interest or royalties) to persons who cal explanation to the LOB article contained in the Nether-

are residents of a State other than a Contracting State and lands Treaty acknowledges that this provision is unprece-
who are not citizens of the United States. Alternatively, (B) a dented among US treaties in its level of detail.

determination can be made that the acquisition or mainte- Under Article 26 of the NetherlandsTreaty, series of objec-a
nance of such a person and the conduct of its operations did tive and subjective tests apply to determine whether a com-
not have as their principal purpose obtaining benefits under

pany qualifies for treaty benefitsY The tests all serve the
the Convention. This type of LOB article maintains that (C) of identifying that have businessa purposeif ncome is being taxed at a substantially lower rate than purpose taxpayers

for residing in the Netherlands and holding their US invest-
generally is imposed by a Contracting State, any relief from

ments through a Dutch entity. The tests seek to determine
tax provided by the other Contracting State to the resident of whether sufficient nexus to the Netherlands exists and
the first Contracting State shall be inapplicable. whether the business outweighs topurpose any purpose

The newest, more sophisticated, LOB articles limit treaty obtain the benefits of the Treaty. Satisfaction of one of the

benefits to treaty country residents with sufficientnexus to four primary objective qualification tests of Article 26 will

a treaty country. To determine the proper level of nexus, these automatically qualify a company for treaty benefits. These

new LOB provisions impose several safe harbourobjective
tests such as a qualified shareholder and base erosion test, a

publicly traded test, an activity test, a derivative benefits test
15. The first Dutch Treaty was amended by a protocol on 10 Novmber 1955
to facilitate its extension to the NetherlandsAntilles. On 28 September 1963, the

and possibly other special rules. In the event none of the tests first protocol was modified and supplemented by a second protocol relating to

are satisfied, a discretionary relief provision creates a last Netherlands Antilles companies. A supplementaryconvention signed on 8 July
resort mechanism to obtain treaty benefits. However, the 1966 again modified the Treaty, but did not apply to the Netherlands Antilles.

principle purpose test contained in both the earlier LOB
The primary purposes of the supplementary convention were to enable the
Netherlands to impose withholding tax on dividends derived from sources with-

provisions and in the new LOB provisions is not an easy test in the Netherlands by US residents and corporations, to modernize the first

to administer since it requires a subjective analysis rather Dutch Treaty and to more closely conform it to the proposed OECD Model

than an objective analysis. To determinewhether the acquisi- Treaty. Effective 1 January 1988, the US substantially terminated the extension
of the original Dutch Treaty to the NetherlandsAntilles. A new treaty was signed

tion or maintenanceof a person and the conduct of its opera- with the NetherlandsAntilles at that time and is pending ratification.

tions did not have as its principal purpose the obtaining of 16. However, a delayed effective date of 1 January 1995 is provided and

benefits under the Convention it may be useful to look at the assumed unless the taxpayer elects to apply the new Dutch Treaty. See Notice

qualified resident regime imposed under the US branch 94-1,1994-2C.B at 24
17. However, the objective tests enumerated in the Dutch Treaty are morecom-

profits tax rules in 1987. The technical explanation and prehensive than the US Model Treaty provisions.
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tests function as safe harbour tests and are effectively used as larly and substantially traded on a registered stock exchange,
surrogates for identifying actual intent. They are included in there is a presumption that the company is owned by res-

the Treaty to identify cases where it is reasonably likely that idents of the State where the stock exchange is located and

the taxpayer has a purpose other than treaty shopping for the that, even if residents of non-treaty countries are the ultimate
structure it adopted. However, these are mechanical tests and shareholdersof the company, treaty shopping is not the prin-
it is possible that a taxpayer may fail to satisfy these, even ciple purpose of the company's organization. A similar test

though he is not engaged in treaty shopping. Therefore, if the applies in the branch profits tax area.

objective tests can not be met, secondary subjective qualifi- A is considered be entitled benefits if:
cation tests may be applied to determine good intent. If company to to treaty

these fall-back tests are satisfied, a company may still qual- (I) the principal class of its shares are:

ify for treaty benefits, although it should be noted that satis- (A) listed on a recognized stock exchange in either the

faction of these subjective tests will not necessarily result in US or the Netherlands,and
an automatic qualification for treaty benefits. It is important (B) regularly and substantially traded on any recognized
to note that the technical explanationof the Treaty is not clear exchange.8
on this issue. The technical explanation provides that:

(II) (A) than 50 percent of the company's shares (bothmore
it is not necessary, however, for a taxpayer to obtain an advance

in terms of voting rights and value) are directly or
determination under Paragraph 7 of Article 26 in order to obtain
the benefits of the Convention. A taxpayer confident of its ability indirectly owned by five or fewer companies resident
to present a convincing case under Paragraph 7 could refrain from in either the US or the Netherlands that meet the

obtaining an advance determination from the competent authority requirements under (I)19 and
and wait to present a case to the competent authority until request- (B) (i) the company is not a conduit company2oor
ed to do so by the competent authority. A person pursuing this (ii) the company satisfies a base reduction test.21
strategy will have no assurance (apart from its confidence in its

position) that the competent authority will determine that benefits (III) the company is a resident of the Netherlandsand
of the Convention should be granted, unless that position is based (A) at least 30 percent of its shares are owned by five or
on further guidance provided by the competent authorities with fewer resident Dutch companies which meet the
respect to the application of Paragraph 7.

requirementsunder (I) and
It is safe to assume that the IRS position is that, in the event (B) at least 70 percent of its shares are owned by five or

that the objective tests are not satisfied, one can not claim fewer US or EC resident companies22 listed and

benefits under Paragraph 7 of Article 26 of the Treaty with- traded on a recognized stock exchange and
out a favourable determinationhaving been received. There- (C) (i) the company is not a conduit company or

fore, although the technical explanationprovides that a deter- (ii) the company satisfies a base reduction test.

mination by the competent authority may be issued retroac-
(IV)(A) majorityof the company'sshares owned bya are per-tively to the time of entry into force of the Treaty provision or

the establishment of the structure in question, whichever is
sons which satisfy I-II above, and

test
later, taxpayers are advised to request a determination early (B) the company satisfies a base reduction or

on, if it is certain that none of the objective tests can be satis- (V) the company is a not-for-profit organization that, by
fied. virtue of that status, is generally exempt from income

taxation in its state of residence and
the majority of its beneficiaries,members or participants

A. Objective (safe harbour) tests are persons which satisfy (I)-(II) above or are US citi-
zens.

The objective tests in Article 26 of the Dutch Treaty that
result in automatic qualification are the (1) Publicly Traded

test, the Indirect Publicly Traded test and the Shareholdertest

in Paragraph 1 of Article 26; (2) Active Trade or Business
test in Paragraph 2 of Article 26; (3) Headquarters test in

Paragraph 3 of Article 26; and (4) EC Shareholder test in

Paragraph 4 of Article 26. An exception to the listed tests is
I 8. The Memorandum of Understanding indicates that the London, Paris and

contained in Paragraph 1 of Article 26 for persons deriving Frankfurt Exchanges qualify as recognized stock exchanges. The cornpetent

shipping and air transportation income. authorities may designate additional third country exchanges that qualify.
19. Art. 26(8)(k) provides that the reference to shares owned directly or indi-

rectly shall mean that all companies in the chain of ownership that are used to

Publicly traded test satisfy the ownership requirementsmust meet the residence requirements in that,

Indirect publicly traded test clause.
20. The term conduit company is defined by Art. 26 Para. 8(m) of the Treaty as

Shareholdertest a company which makes deductible payments (i.e. interest, royalties) equal to

90% or more of its aggregate receipt of such items in the same taxable year.
Generally, this test requires the relevant company to either be 21. The base reduction test s satisfied ifdeductiblepayments (i.e. interest, roy-

publicly held or have a lesser level of public ownership but alties) to persons not entitled to benefits under the Treaty are less than 50% of the

demonstrate through a base reduction test that payments to company's prior year gross recepts.
22. A member of the EU is a qualified member of the EU if both the Nether-

the company are not substantially channelled to persons not lands and the United States have a comprehensive income tax treaty with that

qualifying for treaty benefits. If a company's shares are regu- particular member of the EU.
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2. Active trade or business test being established in the Netherlands.The headquarterscom-

must
The assumption underlying this test is that a third country

pany provide a substantial portion of the overall super-
vision and administrationof the group.

24

resident that derives income from a certain activity in the
United States would not incur the expense of establishing a

substantial Netherlands trade or business involving a similar 4. EC Shareholdertest

activity prmarily to avail itself of the benefits of the Treaty. Passing the EC shareholder test provides for the application
In these instances, it is therefore presumed that the investor of the benefits of the Dividend, Branch tax, Interest and Roy-
has a valid business purpose for investing in the Netherlands. alty articles of the Treaty only. The EC shareholder test con-

To satisfy this test, a Netherlandscompany has to:
sists of (I) an ownership test and (II) a base reduction test.

(I) be engaged in the active conduct of a trade.or business in (I) To meet the EC shareholdertest, the company must be:
the Netherlandsand either: (A) a resident of the Netherlandsand

(II) (A) (i) the income for which benefits are claimed is (B) at least 30 percent of the aggregate voting rights and
derived in connection with the trade or business value of its shares must be owned by five or fewer
in the Netherlandsand resident Dutch companies which meet the require-

(ii) the trade business of the Dutch income recipi- ments under the Publicly Traded test andor
,

ent is substantial in relation to the US income (C) at least 70 percent of its shares must be owned by
producing activities; or five or fewer US or EC resident companies251isted

(B) the income derived from the US is incidental to the and traded on a recognizedstock exchange and
Dutch trade or business.23 (D) (i) the company is not a conduit company or

(ii) the company satisfies a base reduction test.26
This test has a group qualification component as well.
Income is derived n connectionwith a trade or business if (II) (A) a majority of the company's shares must be owned
the income producingactivity ir the United States is a line of by persons which satisfy the publicly traded test, and
business that forms a part of' or is complementaryto the (B) the company satisfies a base reduction test.

trade or business conducted in the Netherlands (the state of
residence).The TreasuryExplanationinterprets forms a part
of' as meaning the design, manufactureor sale of the same B. Subjectivetest
products or type of products, or the provision of similar ser-

vices.The technicalexplanationfurther states that comple- The Treaty provides that companies who fail to meet one of

mentary does not require the activities to relate to the same the primary objective tests can seek competent authority
type of products or services, but they should be part of the relief by requesting a determination from the competent
same overall industry and be related in the sense that the suc- authrity that the taxpayer qualifies for treaty benefits. Art-
cess or failure of one activity will tend to result in success or icle 26, Paragraph 7 provides:
failure of the other. A person residentof one of the States, who is not entitled to treaty

benefits of this Convention because of the foregoing paragraphs,
The substantial requirement has a safe harbour. Dutch may nevertheless, be granted benefits of this convention if the
activities will be considered substantial if the assets, gross competent authority of the State in which the income in question
income and payroll expenses of the Dutch trade or business arises so determines. In making such determination,the competent

exceed certain threshold percentages as compared to each of authority shall take into account as its guidelines whether the
establishment, acquisition, or maintenance of such person or the

these items for the similarly connected US trade or business conductof its operationshas or had as one of its principal purposes
from which payments are received. the obtainingof benefits under this Convention.

Income derived from a State is GG*incidentalto a trade or busi- The Treaty mandates a guideline for the competent authority
ness conducted in the other State if the incomeis not derived in determining whether a company qualifies for treaty bene-
in connection with a trade or business and if the production fits. The given guideline is that obtaining benefits under the
of such income facilitates the conduct of a trade or business new Treaty was not a principalpurposeof the arrangement.
in the other State (for example, the investmentof the working The primary consideration under Paragraph 7 is the taxpay-
capital of such trade or business). er's motive in establishing itself in the Netherlands, and

Certain attribution rules apply to determine whether a com-
whether residence in the Netherlands can be explained by

pany is engaged in the active conduct of a trade or business in factors other than the motive of deriving treaty benefits. If the

the Netherlands, and may facilitate meeting that threshold US competent authority determines that obtaining benefits

test.

3. Headquarterstest
23. Be aware though that this alternative test can have the effect of disqualify-

A Netherlands company will be entitled to benefits if it is ing a conpny frorn the zero withholding regime on interest in Art. 12(8)
considered to function as a headquarters company for a 24. Specific headquarters functions are enumerated in the MOU.

multinational group. To qualify as a headquarters company,
25. Supra note 22.
26. The base reduction test is satisfied if its payments of tax deductible interest

each of seven sub-tests listed in the Treaty need to be met. and royalties to companiesnot entitled to the benefits of the Treaty are less than
These sub-tests serve to demonstrate a business purpose for 50 percent of its gross income.
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under the Treaty was not a principal purpose of the shifting of ownership within a taxpayergroup due to business

arrangement, an entity qualifies for discretionary relief and evolvementwill generally be respected. This factor aims pri-
may be entitled to treaty benefits. marily at exposing the practice of purchasing shell compa-

nies or holding companies in the Netherlands for the purpose

Establishing that obtaining treaty benefits was not the prin- of reducing the overall tax liability and obtaining specific
cipal purpose of the arrangement is done through review and treaty benefits.
measurementof indiciaof intent. ParagraphXIX of the MOU
to the Treaty enumeratessix subjective factors which may be

3. The business for the corporation residing in
considered by the competent authority in applying the prin-

reasons

its State of residence
cipal purpose test. The six factors serve as indicia of intent
and are intended to assist in determining whether the princi- This factor examines the business reasons for a company
pal purpose test is met. However, unlike the primary objec- residing in the Netherlands. In addition, this factor allows the
tive tests under Article 26, satisfaction of one of the intent competentauthority to consider, as a separate factor, the busi-
factors of the principal purpose test will not automatically ness reasons for locating outside of a particular country. To
qualify a company for treaty benefits. The Senate Foreign meet the business reasons factor, a company must not only be
RelationsCommitteeReport states that the purpose of Article able to show its business reasons for locating in the Nether-
26(7) is to provide a safety valve for a treaty country res- lands, but specifically, why the company prefers operating in
ident that has not established that it meets one of the objec- the Netherlands as opposed to another country. The typical
tive tests, but for which the allowance of treaty benefits assertion of the favourable Dutch treaty network and
would not give rise to abuse or otherwise be contrary to the favourableDutch tax system are not necessarilypersuasive in
purposes of the treaty. this context. Arguments focusing on the Dutch infrastructure

and hospitable business environmentmay weigh in the deci-

C. The six intent factors
sion to locate in the Netherlands,but these too are not neces-

sarily persuasive. Many of these benefits could have been
obtained by locating in another country. Therefore, it will be

The six factors listed in the MOU that help in determining if
helpful to emphasize the business reasons for not residing in

the principal purpose test is met are examined below: anothercountry as well as the business reasons for residing in
the Netherlands.

1. The company's date of incorporation in relation to
the date that the new Treaty entered into force

4. The extent to which the corporation is claiming
This requires chronologicalordering of the date of incorpora- special tax benefits in its country of residence
tion of the entity relative to the date of entry into force of the
new Treaty. Technically, the LOB provision only applies to This requirement has been part of LOB provisions for a long
the new Treaty, but since the date of incorporation merely tirne.27 Unfortunately there is not much guidance as to what
serves as indicia of intent and not as a test, a date of incorpo- would be considered to constitute a special tax benefit. In
ration preceding the effective date of the Treaty may be con- general, part of the reason cornpanies are forned in the
sidered. Unfortunately, it can not be logically concluded that Netherlands is because of the favourable Dutch treaty net-

the earlier the date of an entity's incorporation and its place- work and favourable Dutch tax system. However, most com-

ment within the overall structure of the taxpayer group, the panies receive no more favourable tax treatment than any
less likely it is that tax avoidancewas a principal purpose for other company forrned in the Netherlands. Therefore, a neg-
including the entity. An entity incorporated under the former ative result when applying this factor is hardly decisive. To
Treaty may very well have had as its principle purpose the properly apply this factor, a distinction must be drawn

obtaining of benefits under the former Treaty. Therefore, between tax benefits granted under the Dutch tax code such
being incorporated in the Netherlands before the ratification as the participationexernption or the absence of withholding
of the new Treaty does not necessarily assist in eradicating on interest and royalties, and special tax benefits availableon

bad ntent. However, the fact that an entity was incorpor- a case by case basis through the Dutch ruling practice. A
ated prior to the entry into frce of the former Treaty (1947) cornplicatingfactor is that a US determinationofbad intent
and employed as part of the company structure prior to that where a Dutch company is granted specific tax benefits by
date can possibly assist in disprovingbad intent. the Dutch tax authorties would indicate great scepticism as

to the integrityof the Dutch tax authorities by the US compe-
2. The continuityof the historical business and tent authority. By default therefore, this factor can serve to

ownershipof the corporation look at treaty benefits obtained under the treaty between the

In many cases, companies operating in the Netherlands were
Netherlandsand the country where the foreign parent compa-

formed before the new Treaty entered into force and have ny is ncorporatedor where the ultimate shareholders reside.

never changed hands. Therefore, factor (2) is relatively easy
Further, this factor allows the competentauthorities to look at

to meet and may assist in establishinggood intent. Further, the effective tax rate applying to the income rather than mere-

the fact that a company's shares have always been held

directly or indirectly by the original founder or direct 27. For example, see Art. 16 of the 1967 US-Brazil Treaty (which never

descendants of the founder, may be viewed positively. Mere entered into force).
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ly at whether the Dutch entity receives special treatmentas and whether the ultimate owners of the Dutch company were

compared to other Dutch entities. in fact treaty shopping.
These six factors are construed to assist in determininga tax-5. The extent to which the corporation's business

serve as
activity in the other State is dependenton capital, payer's principal purpose and solely indicators of

assets, or personnel of the corporation in its State of the taxpayer's intent. The factors are not accorded equal
residence weight and not all are necessarily relevant in a particular

case. The competentauthority is entitled to take into account
This test may assist in determining the role of the corporation other considerationsand indicia of intent in making its deter-
resident in the Netherlands. Financing companies, which, mination as to the taxpayer's principal purpose.
like holding companies, typically conduct little or no busi-
ness in the Netherlands,may be able to present a compelling
argument by reference to this factor. Financing companies D. The EC factor
typically have as their main function the access of capital
markets through debt offerngs to portfolio nvestors. They In addition to these six factors, Paragraph XXI of the MOU
fund loans to related entities through the issuance of Euro- provides that the legal requirements for the free flow of cap-market bond loans or through note loans to institutional ital and persons within the EuropeanUnion, togetherwith the
lenders. Although failure of this test by itself will not be too differing intemal tax systems, tax incentive regimes, and
decisive, satisfying this test. may tip the scales towards a existing tax treaty policies among the EU Member States,favourabledetermination. should be taken into account (the EC factor). No reference in

the Treaty, the technical explanation or the MOU indicates
6. The extent to which the corporation would be that this factor in and of itselfwill suffice to qualify for treaty

entitled to treaty benefits comparable to those benefits. In fact, Paragraph 4 of Article 26 of the Treatyoffered by the convention if it had been incorporated already allows for significant EU ownership in exchange for
in the country of residence of the majority of its reduced Dutch ownership.Therefore, one can not easily con-
shareholders clude that the EC factor will be a coercive factor. However, in

A common argument used to help substantiate that the prin- specific situations this factor may certainly assist in present-
cipl purpose of incorporation in the Netherlands was not to ing a sympathetic case where a Dutch company is wholly
obtain treaty benefits under the US-Netherlands Treaty is owned by EU owners, and other subjective tests are satisfied.
that the taxpayerwould have enjoyed the same treaty benefits
under the treaty between the US and a third country where
the Parent company is located. For example, if the withhold- E. The changed circumstancesfactor
ing rate under the US-Netherlands Treaty and the relevant
US-third country treaty for a particulartype of income is the Paragraph XIX of the MOU expressly allows the competent
same, then the Dutch entity was not ncorporated in the authority to grant reliefpursuant to Paragraph7 of Article 26
Netherlands for the principal purpose of obtaining benefits to a company which formerly qualified under Article 26 but,
under the US-NetherlandsTreaty. Satisfactionof the compa- due to a change in circumstances,no longer qualifies, so long
rable benefits test by itself will usually not be considered as a tax avoidancemotive did not precipitate the new circum-
conclusive.28While it may be appropriate in certain cases to stances:
grant discretionary relief to such entities, it normally would The competent authority may determine under a given set of
be required to demonstrate favourable indicia of intent in facts, that a change in circumstances that would cause a company
addition to the derivative benefits argument. This is because to cease to qualify for treaty benefits under Paragraphs 1 and 2 of

if the derivativebenefits argument were to be paramount, the Article 26 (limitation on benefits) need not necessarily result in a

competent authority could effectively modify the sharehold- denial of benefits. Such changes in circumstances may include a

state a a com-
er test by allowing derivativebenefits to any 100 percent for- change in the of residence of major shareholderof

pany, the sale of part of the stock of a Netherlands company to a

eign owned company. This was clearly not the intention of person resident in another member state of the European commu-
the negotiators. Also, such a conclusion would narrow the nities, or an expansion of a company's activities in other member

treaty-shoppinganalysis significantly, and ignore third party states of the European Communities, all under ordinary business
use of treaty countries that impose a very low level of tax. In conditions. The competent authority will consider these changed
general, a low to very low effective tax rate in the treaty

circumstances (in addition to other relevant factors normally con-

country will be taken into consideration by the competent
sidered under Paragraph 7 of Article 26) in determining whether
such a company will remain qualified for treaty benefits with

authority when determining whether the third country was respect to income received from United States sources. If these
chosen for treaty shoppingpurposes (albeit in a broad sense). changed circumstances are not attributable to tax avoidance
In such a situation, a look-through to the ultimate sharehold- motives, this also will be considered by the competentauthority to

ers will assist in determiningwhether income is merely being be a factor weighing in favour of continued.qualification under

accumulated in the treaty country and not further distributed Paragraph 7 of Article 26.

to the ultimate beneficiaries so as to avoid and minimize
taxes. Therefore this factor is interpreted as allowing the
competentauthority to determinewhetherthe majority share- 28. See the derivative benefits rule in the proposed protocol to the US-Canada
holder of the Dutch resident company is a qualifiedowner Treaty.
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Paragraph XXI provides that the competent authority may requests for competent authority assistance and no other
determine that a change in circumstancescausing a company additional procedures have yet been issued.
to no longer qualify for benefits under the publicly traded

In general, only by US defined under
test, the active trade or business test or the exempt organiza- requests persons, as

Section 7701(a)(3) of the IRC, will be considered by the UStions test (Article 26 Paragraphs l and 2) of the Treaty, will
not necessarily result in the denial of benefits, if these competent authority. However, Notice 94-1 clarifies that for

the purposes of the US-NetherlandsTreaty, non-US personschanged circumstances are not attributable to tax avoidance
motives. The changed circumstances factor only applies to may present their initial request for assistance directly to the

US competentauthority. The US competentauthoritywill notthe aforementionedobjective tests.
issue determinations regarding taxpayer's under thea status

prescribed requirements in the LOB provision. The compe-
tent authority may determine the availability of treaty bene-

F. The narrow margin factor fits only when the prescribed requirements are not met.

Determination requests regarding whether a Dutch taxpayer
The Treasury's Technical Explanation states that the fact that is entitled to the benefitsf the Treaty based on the tests enu-

a corporation failed to satisfy one of the tests by a narrow merated in Paragraphs (1) through (6) of Article 26 shall not

margin should also be considered as a favourable factor. Nar- be considered, because of the inherently factual nature of
row failure to meet one of the objective tests is, by itself, not these questions.29Further, no determination requests shall be
sufficient reason to grant discretionary relief. However, it considered with respect to hypothetical situations.
will be a favourable factor that, together with other factors Although a request for competent authority assistance gener-demonstratingthe lack of a treaty shopping motive, may war- ally must be filed after an action occurs which would giverant discretionary relief. It is important to note that narrow rise to a claim for competent authority assistance, taxpayersfailure of the ownership percentages in Article 26 is not like- have discretion over the time for filing such a request. How-
ly to be a persuasiveargument for a favourabledetermination
under Paragraph 7 of Article 26. Since the spirit of the LOB

ever, as stated earlier, in the absence of a favourable compe-
tent authority determination, a conservative taxpayer is

provision is to limit the granting of treaty benefits that are advised not to claim benefits under Paragraph7 of Article 26.
effectively enuring to the benefit of third country residents, Thus treaty benefits should only be claimed if a Dutch tax-
the ownership percentages can be deemed critical compo- has already obtained favourabledetermination, if itpayer a or
nents of the tests enumerated in Article 26. is confident of the fact that it satisfies one of the objective
The factors and tests set out in the MOU and the Technical tests enumerated in Article 26. If the IRS has initiated an

Explanation are not intended to be an exhaustive list of what examination in which the validity of a Dutch taxpayer's
may be considered in deciding whether to grant benefits. The claim for treaty benefits under the tests enumerated in Artcle

MOU merely identifies examples of indicia of a taxpayer's 26 is at issue, a deterrnination request could only be made

intent to establish itself in the Netherlands. All relevant fac- with the permission of the Director of the District office

tors may be considered by the competent authority when which has jurisdiction over the examination. In such

analysing a case. Also, the presence or absence of any one instances, the District Directorwill consult with the US com-

factor will not be considered conclusive in deciding whether petent authority in deciding whether to grant a Dutch taxpay-
or not to grant discretionary relief. Therefore, it does not

er permission to request a determination. However, a

necessarily matter how many factors a taxpayer satisfies. favourabledeterminationmay be granted retroactively to the

Consistent with the guideline stated in Paragraph 7 of Article beginningof the taxable year in which the request was filed.30

26, the purpose of applying the factors and subjective tests is The determinationgenerally will be valid for the taxable year
to determine if one of the principal purposes of forming a

in which the determination is requested and for the succeed-

company in the Netherlands is to obtain the benefits of the ing two taxable years assuming that there are no material

Treaty, i.e. whether the establishment,acquisition, or main- changes in the Dutch taxpayer's facts and circumstances. If

tenance of such person or the conduct of its operations has or during the three year validation period a material change
had as one of its principal purposes the obtaining of benefits occurs in any fact that formed the basis for the determination,

the Dutch taxpayer must notify the US competent authorityunder this convention .

of such change and submit a new request for a determination,
explaining the change.31

G. Requests for discretionary relief

Article 26(7) of the new Treaty provides that companies who
fail to meet the four primary objective tests can seek compe-
tent authority relief. The procedure for requestingUS compe- 29. See Notice 94-1, 1994-2 I.R.B. at 24, Rev. Proc. 94-7 Sec. 3.01 2., 1994-1
tent authority assistance is explained in Rev. Proc. 91-23, I.R.B. at 174.

1991-1 C.B. 534 as amended by Announcement95-9,1995- 30. The Technical Explanation to the Treaty provides that. it is also expected
7 I.R.B. 57. Requests for assistance in limitation on benefits that if the competent authority determines that benefits are allowed, they will be

allowed retroactively to the time of entry into force of the relevant treaty provi-cases should comply with Announcement 95-9. The new sion or the establishmentof the structure in question, whichever is later.
Treaty does not provide additional specific procedures for 31. See MOU Paragraph X
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V. CONCLUSION competentauthoritydetermination,it is questionablewhether
an unrelated withholdingagent will ever be able to have actu-

LOB provisionsare here to stay, and their potential impacton al knowledge or reason to know whether a beneficiary does

the treaty shopping game should not be underestimated.The or does not qualify for treaty benefits pursuant to the relevant

objective (and subjective)LOB tests, if carefully applied and LOB provisions. Withholding agents, caught between the

enforced, are an effective measure to obtain the disclosureof proverbial rock and a hard place consisting of the reason to

information necessary to determine whether treaty benefit know standard and the under withholdingpenalty provisions,
claims are warrantedand to subsequentlyweed out those that are advised to move with great caution.32Form IB 93 USA is

are not. However, the effectiveness of and compliance with helpful, but considering its limited scope, not determinative

LOB provisions will ultimately depend on the extent to in resolving the dilemma.33 In this regard the re-introduction

which they will be enforced from an audit perspective nd to of the Certification of Residence Form as initially proposed
what extent the US competentauthoritywill be providedwith pursuant to Section 342 ofTEFRA would greatly assist with-

adequate resources to respond to the request for LOB deter- holding agents.
minations.

A significant ancillary factor is to what extent withholding
agents will be held responsible for ascertaining whether for-

eign beneficiaries are qualified residents for purposes of the 32. For the reason to know standard is a subjectivestandard,developedmainly

respectiveLOB provisions.In this context, the actualknow. in connection with the innocent spouse doctrine. See Sanders v. UnitedStates,

ledge or reason to know test applicable with regard to the
509 F.2d 162,167 (5th Cir. 1975; Guth v. C.I.R., 897 F.2d 441 (1990); Steven,
872 F.2d 1499.

duty of a withholding agent is hard to enforce. Without a 33. See Notice 94-85, 1994-35 I.R.B. at 20.
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SWITZERLAND

IXCOME TAX INCENTIVES FOR CORPORATIONS
Howard R. Hull

rules to allow the shareholders a credit for the tax paid by the
Howard R. Hull is an associate in the law firm Oberson company.5Thibaud & Partners, Geneva. He is a Certified Swiss Tax
Consultant, has a law degree from Geneva University, and Following from the above, where a corporation is interposed
is a member of the Geneva Bar Association. He has
published numerousarticles on Swiss and international between an operating company and its shareholders, there

taxation and lectures in international tax law at the Swiss would normally be an economic triple taxation. The econom-

Institute. ic double taxation imposed by the classical system may be

acceptable, economic triple taxation certainly is not. There-

fore, tn order to avoid the additional layers of taxation on cor-

l. INTRODUCTION porate profits, Switzerland has adopted a system whereby a

company receiving dividends derived from qualifying hold-

ings may file for tax relief. Tax relief comes in the form of a
The Swiss tax system is made up of a network of different reduction of federal and cantonal taxes. It is computed based
taxing jurisdictions. Although federal tax is common to all

on the ratio that the net qualifying dividend income bears to
Swiss companies,each of the 26 cantons has its own tax sys- the total net profits of the recipient
tem, which is usually further subdivided between numerous

company.

communes. Until recently, there have been significantdiffer-
ences between the different taxingjurisdictionswhich has led A. Legislation
to some interesting tax planning opportunities through the
use of canton shopping. However, these differences shall

The following articles applicable for Swiss federal tax
be greatly reduced before the end of the century.

are

purposes. Similar rules are also to be found in the THL.6
Switzerland is currently undergoing a total reform of its cor-

porate income tax system with a view to harmonizing feder- Article 69 DTL
al, cantonal and communal tax law. Firstly, a new Direct Tax

Should joint-stock cooperative hold than 20a company or more
Law2 (hereafter: DTL) entered into force on 1 January 1995. of the share capital of another participation
Secondly, a tax harmonization law3 (hereafter: THL) was

percent company or a

with a current market value of more than CHF 2 million, income
introduced on 1 January 1993 which lays down the founda- tax shall be reduced by reference to the ratio between the net earn-

tions of a new tax system upon which all cantons must be ings generated by these participationsand total net profit.
based before the end of the year 2000.4 Although the general
principles of taxation shall be similar throughout Switzer- Article 70 DTL
land, there are still possibilities for canton shopping since

1. Net eamings participationspursuant to Article 69 correspondon
each canton is free to interpret the THL in its own way and, to the earnings these participations less the financing costson
more interestingly,cantons are still able to apply competitive related thereto, and an amount of 5 percent which covers adminis-
tax rates. trative costs. Financing costs are defined as interest on loans and

These laws introduce many importantchanges to the method other costs which are economicallyequivalent thereto.

of assessing Swiss corporations to income tax. However, 2. The following are not considered as earnings on participations:
Switzerland remains a competitive location when seeking (a) repayments of capital;
international tax planning opportunities. The following is a (b) earnings which represent commerciallyjustified expenditures
brief survey of the more common tax incentives still avail- for the payingjoint-stock company or cooperative;
able for corporations.

1. The author wishes to thank Dr Xavier Oberson, Professorof Taxation and
AdministrativeLaw at Geneva University, for his valuable suggestions.

Il. RELIEF FOR QUALIFYING DIVIDEND 2. Loi fdrale du 14 dcembre 1990 sur l'impt fdral direct, RS 642.11.

INCOME 3. Loi fdrale du 14 dcembre 1990 sur l'harmonisationdes impts directs
des cantons et des communes,RS 642.14.
4. Art. 72 para. 1 THL.

In Switzerland the classical system of taxation applies to cor- 5. Swiss resident shareholders may obtain relief for taxes paid by corpora-

porate profits. This implies that a company is charged to tax tions in states which apply the tax credit mechanism if granted by a double tax

convention. (This concerns distributions from entities resident in Great Britain,
on its profits and that its shareholdersare taxed separately on France and Ireland).
the dividends paid out of these same profits. There are n 6. Art. 28, para. I THL is exactly the same as Art(s) 69 & 70 para. 1(I) DTL.
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(c) capital gains on participationsand gains on the revaluationof
Net qualifyingdividend income

participations, including proceeds from the sale of prioritY Tax Relief= Corporate income tax x

subscription rights. Total net profit
3. Earnings on participations shall only be taken into account in

calculating the reduction when a distribution of earnings has not (1) Corporate income tax
lead to a depreciation of the corresponding participations which
reduces taxable net profits. This is the ordinary tax levied on Swiss residentcorporations.

It is calculated by applying ordinary Swiss tax rates to the
total net profit as determinedhereafter.

B. Companies for which relief is available
(2) Total net profit

Qualifying dividend relief is available to joint-stockcompa-
This is the net taxable profit which is used as a basis to deter-

nies and cooperatives. The former include Swiss corpora-
mine the corporate income tax as per Swiss tax law. It

tions, limited liability companies, and corporations with includes the qualifying dividend income. There are special
unlimited partners.7 It is also available to foreign companies rules to take into account the situation where Swiss compa-
of a similarnature if the foreign company maintains a perma-

nies may also obtain relief for permanent establishments or

nent establishment in Switzerland and the dividends are real estate situated abroad. 3

directly linked to the Swiss operations.8 All these entities (3) Net qualifying dividend income
may qualify for relief on dividend income regardless of the The following formula must be applied to determine the
nature of their activities and regardless of the country in amount of net qualifying dividend income:
which the shareholdersare resident.

gross qualifying dividend income less financing costs; less
administrativecosts* ; and less other costs.

C. Dividend income for which relief is available * (5 percent of gross qualifying dividend income)

Gross qualifying dividend income is the total amount of the
To qualify for relief on dividend income, a Swiss company dividend. It includes unrecoverable foreign tax at source as
must own at least 20 percent of the registered capital of well as any tax credit which may be available on dividends
another company, or a participation the value of which received from companies resident in Great Britain, France or
exceeds CHF 2 million. Ireland.

Participations include shares or any other interests which

grant the rght to a dividend or similar income (e.g.: partici- Financing costs are defined as interest on loans and other

pation certificates, profit sharing certificates and founders
costs which are economically equivalent thereto. They are

certificates.9) Participations do not include bonds and other generally attributed to qualifying dividend income by refer-

loan certificates held by shareholders,l0 Participations must
ence to the ratio between the book value of the qualifying

be held directly by the Swiss beneficiary at the time the divi- participations and total assets. This is however not the only
method of attribution. Any other justifiablemethod may alsodends are due. They may not be held on a fiduciary basis nor
be taken into consideration.be subject to usufruct.

Earningsgeneratedfromparticipationsincludeordinarydiv- Administrativecosts incurred due to the managementof par-
idend distributionsas well as any other attributionof income ticipations may be difficult to determine. To avoid any time-

to shareholders such as hidden dividend distributions, liqui- consuming complications, a fixed 5 percent deduction is

dation proceeds, bonus shares etc. The term does not include allowed without justification. The deduction does not apply
repaymentsofcapital, income for which a deductionis grant-

to pure holding companies whose only income is qualifying
ed to the distributing entity, capital gains and revaluation dividend income.14

gains.
Earnings on participations shall only be granted relief to the 7. Socit anonyme, Socit responsabilit limite, Socit en commandite

extent that a distributionof earnings does not lead to a subse- par actions.

quent tax deductible depreciation of the shares in the dis-
8. Art. 49 para. 3 DTL, Art. 24 OECD Model tax convention on income and
on capital (non-discrimination).Permanentestablishmentsof foreign companies

tributing company,
12 Indeed, it is not possible to obtain the do qualify for relief dividends received from abroad.not treaty on

relief for qualifying dividend income as well as a tax deduc- 9. Bons de participation,bons de jouissance,Parts de fondateurs.

tion resulting from the corresponding depreciation of the 10. Except if the loan is economicallyconsideredas share-capitaland the inter-

shares.
est received is not allowed as a deductible expense in the hands of the distribut-
ing company (see Art(s). 65 & 75 DTL, Art(s) 24 para. 1(c) & 29 para. 3 THL).
11. Due to paymentof interest, royalties,commissions,managementfees, R &
D etc.

D. Calculation of tax relief 12. Art. 70, para. 3 DTL.
13. Circular No. 5 Relation existant entre la rduction pour participations de
l'article 59 AIFD et les rductions pour tablissements stables et immeubles

Companies with qualifying dividend income may reduce l'tranger selon l'article 55 AIFD, Federai Tax Administration,21 January
their corporate income tax by reference to the ratio between 1985.

net earnings on such participations and total net profit. The 14. If the net qualifyingdividend income is artificially reduced by 5 percent, a

following formula must be applied in each tax period to pure holding company whose only income is qualifyingdividend income, would
not be totally exempt since the net qualifying dividend income would be lower

determine the amount of the tax relief available: than the total net profit.
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Other costs incurred by qualifying participations include tions. In determining the ratio of long term participation to

non- recoverable foreign tax at source. total assets, it is market values (rather than book values)
which should be taken into consideration.

Ill. HOLDING COMPANIES Participations is not defined by the THL. Cantons are there-
fore free to interpret this term. They are not limited by the 20

Holding companies may obtain relief on qualifying dividend percent rule which is necessary for relief on qualifying divi-

income for Swiss federal tax purposes (see above). Conse- dend income (see above).7 The Geneva Cantonal Tax

quently, a pure holding company (i.e. a company whose Administrationhas interpreted this term to include financial

income is entirely generated by qualifying dividend income) participatonsas well as long term loans to affiliates.8 Finan-

is totally exempt from Swiss federal taxes. However relief cial participationsare defined as shares in the capital ofjoint-
for qualifying dividend income only applies to Swiss compa-

stock companies and cooperatives as well as any other inter-

nies which hold minimum interests of 20 percent (or CHF 2 ests which give the right to a dividend or similar, payment.

million) in other companies. In addition, the relief does not There is no minimum participation requirement. Affiliates

apply to capital gains, nor to interest on loans to affiliates. are companies which are owned, or own, at least 20 percent
of the Holding company.

In an attempt to attract both foreign and domestic investment,
cantonal tax laws have the possibility of offering much more Participationsmust be long term. Indeed, if there is a regular
generous relief to holding companies. Indeed, cornpanies turnover of share holdings, the Swiss company shall be con-

which qualify for holding company status are completely tax sidered to be a share dealing company and lose its Holding
exempt. 15 company status. However, the THL does not define what is

considered as long term. Again, Cantonal Tax Administra-
tions may provide their own interpretation.

A. Legislation Income from long term participations is not defined by the
THL. Cantonal tax practice may therefore consider that such

Article 28 paragraph 2 THL income does not only include dividend distributions,but also
Joint-stock companies and cooperatives whose main purpose
(according to their charter of incorporation) iS the long term man-

other income such as capital gans or interest income.

agement of participations, and which do not have any commercial

activity in Switzerland,do not pay corporate income tax for as long Absence of commercial activity in Switzerland
as the participations (or the income derived therefrom) represent
more than two thirds of the total assets (or income). Income gener- Holding companies may receive income from sources other
ated by these companies from Swiss real estate is taxable at ordi- than long term participationsas long as such income does not

nary rates, after taking nto account any deductions for usual mort- exceed one third of total income. However, Article 28 para-
gage costs. graph 2 clearly mentions that there can be no commercial

Those cantons which have already adjusted their legislation activity in Switzerland. This may be interpreted as no com-

to comply with the THL have often simply incorporated this mercial (or industrial) activity on the Swiss open market:9

article into their own cantonal tax legislation.16 There must therefore be no construction, manufacturing or

trading of goods or services with Swiss clients. However,
other activities are tolerated. These include managementand

B. Criteria to qualify for Holding company status administrationof the company itself as well as the participa-
tions it holds. It also includes financing, management of

Holding company status is granted to the same types of com- intellectual property or investment and management of the
pany as the relief for dividend income (see above). The addi- company's working capital.
tional conditions are as follows:

(1) the main purpose of the Holding company (as per its
charter of incorporation) must be the management of C. Taxation of holding companies
long-term financial investments in affiliated companies;

(2) at least two thirds of the assets (or income) must be Holding companies are exempt from corporate income tax.20
derived from long term participations; and This is the case irrespectiveof whether the income is derived

(3) a Holdingcompany may not be actively engaged in com-

mercial activity in Switzerland.
15. There is an exception with regards to income from real estate situated in the

canton as well as income for which a Holding company wishes to obtain relief by
Main purpose virtue of a double taxation convention.

=

The main purpose of the company must be the holding of
16. E.g.: Art. 22 Geneva Corporate Tax Law (hereafter: CTL-GE) Loi du 23

septembre 1994 sur l'impositiondes personnes morales (D 3 1.3).
long term investments. This must not only be mentioned in 17 See also Art. 665(a) para. 3 Swiss Code of Obligations.
its charter of incorporation but must also be true in reality. 18. Information No. 4/94, Impositiondes socits holding et des socits aux-

iliaires: Nouvelles rgles applicables ds le ler janvier 1995, Geneva Tax

Long term participations
Administration, 12 December 1994.
19. Walter Ryser, La rduction pour participations, les socits holding et de

domicile,Archives, vol. 61, at 394.
More than two thirds of the assets or income of the Swiss 20. There is completeexemption on income from dividends, interest, royalties,
Holding company must be generated by long term participa- capital gains etc.
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from long term investments or otherwise, or whether the C. Taxation of Domiciliarycompanies
income is generated abroad or in Switzerland.

This general rule suffers a few exceptions. Holding compa-
Each canton has its own particularinterpretationofArticle28

nies may own real estate in Switzerland, however, any paragraph3 THL. The following relates to the situation in the

income or capital gains generated from such real estate is canton of Geneva.26

subject to ordinary taxation.21 Income for which treaty relief (1) Income from qualifying participations27
is obtained must be subject to ordinary taxation if required by - Dividend ncome: tax exempt.
the relevant tax treaty.22 In Geneva, income earned from ser- - Capital gains realized on the disposal of long-term
vices rendered to Geneva based affiliates is also subject to nvestments: tax exempt (provided the gain does not

ordinary taxation.23 arise on the sale of a real estate company which owns

real estate in Geneva). Capital gains are however
taken nto consideration to determine the tax rate.

IV. DOMICILIARYCOMPANIES Capital gains include gains from the sale, exchange,
and re-evaluationof participationsand exchange rate

Domiciliary companies are those which have administrative gains etc. It follows that any capital loss incurred on

activities in Switzerland but which are exclusively engaged the disposal of long-term investments is not tax

in commercial activities abroad. They can range from small deductible, but can be taken into consideration for

letter-box companies with no personnel or infrastructure of the purpose of determining the tax rate.

any kind, to the large operational headquarters of multina- (2) Other Swiss source income
tional companies. Although Swiss federal tax law does not Other Swiss source income is taxed at ordinary rates.-

provide any particular relief for Domiciliary companies,
there are special rules for cantonal and communal income tax (3) Other foreign source income

purposes. These rules have been designed to attract foreign
- Foreign nterest income from group companies28: 2.5

investors interested in sales, financing, intellectual property percent of such income is taxed at ordinary rates;
or other,operations outside Switzerland. - Other foreign nterest ncome: 15 percent of such

income is taxed at ordinary rates;
Companies which qualify for Domiciliary company status Other foreign source ncome: 20 percent of such-

are completely exempt from tax on income from dividends ncome is taxed at ordinary rates.
and capital gains from their financial participations. In addi- Foreign source ncome includes income derived from the
tion, profits from trading outside Switzerland are taxed at purchase and sale of goods and services abroad, income
substantially reduced rates. derived from the use of intangible property abroad

(license fees, royalties, etc.), income for services ren-

A. Legislation dered abroad29, commissions from fiduciary transactions
carried out with foreign parties as well as commissions

Article 28, paragraph 3 THL
on transactions related to foreign real estate.

Joint-stock companies, cooperatives and foundations which have Income for which treaty relief is obtained must be subject to
an administrativeactivity in Switzerland,but no commercialactiv- ordinary taxation if required by the relevant tax treaty.3o Sep
ity, pay corporate income tax as follows: arate accounts must be held for each category of income from
(1) income from qualifyingparticipations,capital gains and gains which the costs directly attributable to each category must be

on the revaluationof such participationsare tax exempt;
(2) other Swiss source income is taxed at the normal rates; and deducted.31 If it is not possible to attribute costs to any par-
(3) other foreign source income is taxed at normal rates, to the ticular category of ncome, financial costs may be allocated

extent it can be attributed to the managementactivities of the in proportion to the ratio between the book value of qualify-
Domiciliarycompany. ing participationsand total assets. Other general expenses are

Most cantons have incorporated this article into their own
allocated by reference to the ratio between the Swiss source

cantonal tax legislation.24 income and foreign source income.32 Any losses suffered on

21. Interest paid on mortgage loans related to such real estate may be deducted
B. Criteria to qualify for Domiciliarycompanystatus from taxable income. Art. 28, para. 2 THL.

22. Art. 28, para. 5 THL.

Domiciliary company status is granted to the same types of 23. InformationNo. 4/94, supra note 18.
24. Ex: Art. 23 CTL-GE.

company as the relief for dividend income (see above). In 25. See Holdingcompanies- Absenceofcommercialactivity in Switzerland

addition, it is also granted to foundations. It is not necessary mutatis mutandis.

for the Swiss company to be held by foreign nterests. 26. See supra note 23.
27. Qualifyingparticipations is explained under .Holdingcompanies- criteria

There may be administrative activity in Switzerland, how- to qualify for Holding company status.

ever any form of commercialactivity in Switzerlanddisqual- 28. Group companies are those in the same consolidatedaccounts (this is to

be defined by the competent tax authoritiesor case law).
ifies the Swiss company from obtainingDomiciliarycompa- 29. See also: Servicecompanies.
ny status,25 30. Art. 28, para. 5 THL & Art. 24 CTL-GE.

31. Art. 23, para. 2 CTL-GE.
32. Art. 23, para. 3 CTL-GE.
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participations or on the disposal of long-term investments source income is reduced by a further 80 percent (i.e. only 20

may only be deducted from income generated by such percent of taxable income is taxed at ordinary rates).
assets.33

The following example illustrates the application of the 50

percent ruling applied in Geneva, where the company also
takes advantage of the Domiciliary company rules:

V. INTERNATIONALSALES COMPANIES CHF
Gross profits: 100,000

International sales companies are set up in Switzerland for
50 % deduction: (50,000)

the specific aim of trading outside Switzerland.They arepar- Administrative
ticularly interesting for re-invoicing and licensing compa-

expenses: (10,000)

nies. International sales companies often incur costs which Net pre tax income 40,000
are difficult to justify. To simplify matters, a Swiss company Tax : 15 % (Federal = 9 % and

whose activities are managed from abroad and which has no Cantonal and Communal = 6 %) (5,217)*
commercial or technical organization in Switzerland may Taxable income (taxes deductible): 34,783are
distribute 50 percent of its gross income without any form of
substantiation.34 This is the so-called 50 percent ruling .

Although this special tax treatment has no legal basis, it is 35% withholding tax on dividend

considered as generally accepted tax practice35 and may be distributionof 34,783
requested for Swiss federal, cantonal and communal income (treaty relief may be obtained) (12,174)
tax purposes. Total tax liability 17,391

Effective tax rate on gross profits 17.4 %

A. Criteria to qualify for the 50 percent ruling (in the absence of treaty relief)
Effective costs 27,391**

The following three conditions must be satisfied in order to * Although the tax rate s I 5% taxes are deductible. Therefore since 40,000
qualify for the 50 percent ruling: equals 1 I 5%, 100% equals 34,783, 34,783 x 15% = 5,217.

(1) independentcommercial activity outside Switzerland;
** The effective costs of 27,391 are calculated by adding the administrative

(2) absence of any commercial or administrative organiza- expenses 10,000 to the income tax 5,217 and the withholding tax 12,174.

tion in Switzerland; and
If any income is generated from an activity other than the for-

(3) activities of the Swiss company must be undertaken by to
shareholders and other individuals or corporations in a

, eign commercialactivity, this is added the taxable income.
In other words, the 50 percent ruling does not apply to the

business relationship with the company. income earned financial investments. These otheron any
items of income must be clearly separated in the accounts

B. Taxation under the 50 percent ruling from the foreign commercial activity. The same is true for

any costs directly linked to such other income.38

The 50 percent ruling is not strictly speaking a tax incentive. The Swiss Federal Tax Administration requires that any
It is designed to minimize the number of litigious cases remaining income must be distributed in the form of a divi-
involving not only the question of deductibility of expenses dend. An exception is made for the amounts which are to be
but also the question of whether or not a constructive divi- attributable to the legal reserve.39
dend is paid to the shareholders for the tasks which they
accomplish on behalf of the company.

Under the 50 percent ruling, a company is entitled to deduct VI. SERVICE COMPANIES
50 percent of its gross profits in the form of a management
fee or a royalty to a non-resident entity.36 This percentage is Service companies generally provide technical, administra-
deductible for corporate income tax purposes and is not re- tive or scientific assistance including research and promo-
characterized as a hidden dividend distribution. Hence it is
not subject to Swiss withholding tax. Any payments made in
excess of 50 percent of gross profits must be clearly justified,

33. Art. 23, para. 4 CTL-GE.
34. Exceptionally,Tax Administrationshave accepted a distribution of 80 per-

where justification is not possible, withholding tax is levied cent of gross income (Supreme Court decision of 18 March 1991, Archives 60,
on all payments made to the shareholder (or to associates of 494 = RDAF 49, 81). This would not be possible if the re-invoicingor licensing

that shareholder).37 company receives income for which treaty relief is requested. In this situation,
the 1962 abuse decree (RO 1951 891 = RS 672.2) requires that no more than 50

From the remaining income, only administrative expenses percent of income for which tax relief is requestedon the basis ofa tax treaty may

limited to a maximum of CHF 10,000 to 12,000, and direct be used to satisfy contractual claims of persons not entitled to benefit from the

taxes may be deducted. The difference is usually taxable at
treaty.
35. Supreme Court decision of 15 October 1993, Archives63,250.

ordinary tax rates. However, for cantonal and communal tax 36. Conrad StockarAperudes droits de timbre et de l'impt anticip- 3me

purposes, the 50 percent ruling may be combined with the dition, Lausanne 1994, at 134.

rules applicable to Domiciliarycompanies (see above). In the
37. See supra note 35.
38. The costs must be properly substantiatedby relevant documentation.

canton of Geneva, this implies that the net taxable foreign 39. Art. 671 Swiss Code of Obligations.
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tional activities. When such services are provided to group Vll. NEWLY ESTABLISHED ENTERPRISES
companies, it is very difficult to determine the taxable
income generated by the service company i.e. the extent of Newly established enterprises are not usually granted any
the contribution of the Swiss resident company to the total particularrelief for Swiss federal tax purposes. Nevertheless,
profits of the group. In order to limit the number of litigious the federal government does grant financial assistance on a

cases, the Swiss Tax Administrationcommonly attributes to case by case basis. This usually comes in the form of nterest
service companies a notional profit upon which tax is free loans or bank guarantees44.
levied.4o

With regard to cantonal and communal income taxes, nearly
This practice has no legal basis. It has however been official- all cantons encourage the establishment of new industries
ly confirmed by the Swiss Federal Tax Administration41 as within their territories by granting tax privileges to new

well as the Swiss Supreme Court.42 active business enterprises.45

A. Criteria to qualify for service company status A. Legislation
A Swiss resident company must provide services to other Article 23, paragraph 3 THL
companies within the same multinational group. Services to Cantons may introduce legislation which grants tax privileges to

third parties do not qualify. newly establishedenterprises which help the economic interestsof
the canton, for the year of foundation of the enterprise and for the
nine following years. An importantmodificationof the activity of

B. Taxation of service companies an enterprise may be considered as a newly establishedenterprise.

The profit assessable in Switzerland is generally deemed to B. Practical applicationbe at least 10 percent of total expenses ncurred for the provi-
sion of the services to affiliates or one sixth of the total local

These privileges include exemptions from cantonal and com-
payroll costs. Other income such as dividend, interest or

munal for period of after inception of
licensing income must be added to the notional income.

taxes a up to ten years
the business. Enterprises not receiving the maximum relief

The Service company ruling merely indicates the method of can expect tax reductionsof30-50 percent over varying per-
calculating the taxable ncome. For cantonal and communal ods of up to 10 years or additional measures for anticipated
tax purposes, it may be combinedwith the rules applicable to amortization. These measures depend upon the type and

Domiciliarycompanies (see above). The following relates to amount of investment, the number of jobs created, regional
the situation in the canton of Geneva.43 economic planning aspects etc. In practice, they are primari-
(1) Services provided in Switzerland are subject to ordinary ly granted to enterprises engaged in manufacturingactivities.

taxation i.e. 10 percent of expenses are taxed at ordinary However, recently even enterprises such as banks, insurance
rates. companies and accounting firms have exceptionally quali-

(2) In situations where a group service company employs fied. Requests for this reliefmust be submitted to the govern-
non-residentpersonnel to provide services abroad to non- ment of the canton in which the newly establishedenterprise
resident affiliates, 80 percent of the taxable expenses are is located.

exempt. The remaining20 percent are subject to ordinary
rates.

(3) Where Swiss resident personnel are employed to provide
services abroad to non-resident affiliates, 50 percent of
the taxable expenses are subject to the above mentioned

preferential regime (i.e. 80 percent exemption). The

remaining 50 percent is subject to ordinary rates.

(4) If Swiss resident employees work abroad for short peri-
ods of time, any expenses related to such activity are bro-
ken down between (1) and (3) in proportion to the num-

ber of days worked in Switzerlandand abroad. 40. Conrad Stockar, op. cit.
41. Circular No. 14, Imposition des socits suisses qui exercent leur activit

The Geneva Tax Administrationhas introduced a simplified commercialeprincipalement l'tranger, FederaiTax Administration,29 June

method of calculating the corporate income taxes on Service 1959.

companies which are primarily involved in rendering ser-
42. Supreme Court decision of 25 January 1979, Archives48, 207.
43. Information No. 8/95, Imposition des socits dites de service, Geneva

vices abroad to group companies. Under this system, the Tax Administration,14 July 1995.
company may choose to assess 30 percent of expenses at 44. Financial assistance may be coupled with federal tax relief as per Art. 7,

ordinary rates, and 20 percentof the remaining 70 percentof Arrt fdral instituant une aide financire en faveur des rgions dont

expenses at ordinary rates. Companieswishing to take advan- l'conomie est menace du 6 octobre 1978 (RS 951.931) and Ordonnance sur

l'aide financireen faveur des rgions dont l'conomieest menacedu 21 fvri-
tage of this simplified method must request a prior ruling er 1979 (RS 951.931).
from the Geneva Cantonal Tax Administration. 45. Art. 1 Concordat intercantonaldu 10 dcembre 1948.
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Travail sans frontires. Le droit social en containing more than 1,100 forms for legal
Allemagne. practice. Current forms in accordance with the

Diegam, CED Samsom. 1995, pp 207. new Civil Code are included. Supplements Russia
Booklet explaining the German labour and will appear three or four times per year.
social law. (B. 114.862) Summers, Victor P.; Sunley, Emil M.

(B. 114.887) An analysis of value added taxes in Russia and
other countres of the former Soviet Union.

Northern Cyprus (Turkish Rep. 0f) Washington, Intemational Monetary Fund.

Isle of Man 1995.

A guide for foreign investors and businessmen IMF Working Paper WP/95/1, pp. 48.

Guy, Graeme J.; Rogers, Anthony C.; and the macro economic indicators. (B. 114.417)
Shires, Martin; Jones, KeithA. Lefkos, Ministry of Economy and Finance.
Tolley's taxation in the Channel Islands and (From: The Office of The London
Isle of Man 1995/96. RepresentativeTurkish Republic of Northern SpainCroydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd. Cyprus, 28 CockspurStreet, London SW 1 Y
1995, pp 263. £ 29.95. ISBN: 1 86012 020 2. 5BN.) 1994, pp. 41.
A guide to tax legislation in Guernsey, Jersey Introductory booklet to the TRNC - Turkish Leyes Tributarias. Legislacinbsica.

and the Isle of Man, revised to include the Republic of Northern Cyprus business Tomos I y II. 7th Edition.

Channel Islands' law for 1995 and the Manx environmentand opportunities to foreign Madrid, Ministerio de Economia y Hacienda.

law for 1995-96. This edition contains a new businessmen to use Northern Cyprus as a base 1995, pp 2086. ISBN: 84 476 0174 9.

section on offshore explorationand for activities in the Middle East, North Africa Seventh edition of Tax Laws - Basic

development in the Isle of Man and two new and Europe. Brief information is given on the Legislation, in 2 volumes, updated by a

exemptions from income tax, and an TRNC foreign investment policy, investment supplementary Boletin Informativo, No. 1 of
introduction to limited partnerships. The book incentives, tourism sector, procedures for February-March 1995. This publication is a

covers income tax, and dwellings profits tax in establishmentof an offshore bank, import and compilationof the basic laws and

Guernsey and non-residentcompany duty in export items. Includes addresses of offshore implementing regulations on taxation. Volume

the Isle of Man. banks and foreign exchangeoffces in the 1: general provisions and procedural
(B. 114.918) TRNC. provisions, individual income tax and net

(B. 114.858) wealth tax, corporate tax, inheritanceand gift
tax. Volume II: transfer and stamp tax, VAT,

Netherlands excise duties, rates, Canary Islands, tax

Portugal
system, and local taxes.

Schematisch overzicht van de sociale (B. 114.886)

verzekeringswetten.70th Edition. Regimejurdico das infraces fiscais no
Samengesteledoor L. Opheikens. aduaneiras. Decreto-Lei No. 20-AJ90, de 15 de
Deventer, Kluwer. 1995, pp 29. janeiro.
ISBN: 90 312 1316 0. Sweden

Lisbon, Rei dos Livros. 1994, pp 152.
July 1995 summary of social security Updated to 1994 of Decree Law 20-A/90of
legislation. 15 January that regulates tax infringements Doing business n Sweden.

(B. 114.803) other than customs infringements. Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse. 1995, pp 183.

(B. 114.869) Information guide on doing business in
Haarhuis, Koen J. Sweden including tax aspects based on

Gesellschaftsrechtin den Niederlanden. Eine material assembled at 1 January 1995.Liesegang, Roberto.
Einfhrungmit vergleichendenTabellen. Die EuropischeAktiengesellschaftund das (B. 114.867)
Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co KG. GesellschaftsrechtPortugals.1995, pp. 53. ISBN: 3 8073 1101 7. Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft.An introduction to the Dutch company law in 1994.
German language. Schriften des Europa-Institutsder Universitt United Kingdom
(B. 114.682) des Saarlandes Rechtswissenschaft,No. 4,-

Rechtspersonen.8 Volumes. pp. 97.29.- DM. ISBN: 3789034525. Saunders, Glyn; Dolton, Alan.
The European stock corporation and the Tolley's corporation tax 1995-96. 31 st Edition.

Deventer, Kluwer. 1995.
Publicationentitled Legal Persons dealing company law of Portugal. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd.

with Book Two of the new Civil Code. (B. 114.280) 1995, pp. 556. £ 28.95. ISBN: 1 86012 011 3.

Commentariesare given article by article, A comprehensiveand detailed guide to

including the relevant court decisions and the corporation tax including legislation and

related literature. Taxation problems in Romania relevant case law up to the date of the Finance

relation to compary law are also considered. Act 1995.

The notificationsof the departrnentare treated Romanian general business and tax (B. 114.904)
in a separate chapter. Included are the Works overview.
Council Law; the European Company Law and Bucharest, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Whiteman, P.G.; Gammie, M.; Herbert, M.

European CorporateTax Law Directives. This Intemational, Splaiul Unirii No. 6, Etaj 5, Whiteman on capital gains tax. 4th Edition.
loose-leafpublication includes supplement 124 Sector 4, 75101 Bucharest, Romania. 1995, Sixth cumulativesupplement. By M Sherry.
of June 1995 and will be supplementedabout pp 12. Up to date to 29 May 1994.
sx times per year. Information sheets in English on taxes London, Sweet & Maxwell. 1994, pp. 167.
(B. 114.862) applicable for operations in Romania covering £ 40.-. ISBN: 0 421 52810 9.
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This supplementcovers all the changes in the Comprehensiveguide to unique opportunities International law glossary.
law relating to capital gains taxation brought for VAT savings aimed at the retailer with (B. 114.853)
about by the Finance Act 1994. very limited previous understandingof VAT.

(B. 114.838) The book includes the law and practice up to International tax glossary.
1 January 1995. Sofia, Svietulka44, c/o Interrights, Sofia.

Tolley's tax planning 1995/96. (B. 114.920) 1995, pp. 373. ISBN: 954 8061 35 X.
Volumes 1 and 2. Edited by Glyn Saunders. Bulgarian translationof the publication
Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company International tax glossary, published by the
Limited. 1995, pp. 1850. £ 69.50. INTERNATIONAL International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,
ISBN: 1 86012 021 0. Amsterdam, the Netherlands.The book covers

Comprehensiveguide to practical taxation Tanzi, Vito; Pellechio Anthony.
both the English and Bulgarian languages.

strategies. This updated edition, taking into The reform of tax administration. (B. 114.921)
account the substantialchanges made by the Washington, International Monetary Fund.
1995 Finance Act, contains a new chapter 1995. Guesnerie, Roger.
Non-residentUnited Kingdom Investors, and IMF Working Paper WP/95/22, pp. 22. A contribution to the pure theory of taxation.
the chapter on School Fees Planning has been This paper addresses tax administrationreform New York, Universityof Cambridge,The Pitt

completely rewritten. by describingbriefly the causes for inefficient Building, TrumpingtonStreet, Cambridge CB2

(B. 114.906) tax administration, identifying the essential 1RP, 40 West 20th Street, New York 10011-

elements of successful reform, and presenting 4211, USA. 1995.

Tolley's Official Tax Statements
measures to improve the tax administration. Econometric Society Monographs,pp. 299.

1995-96. 13th Edition. Edited by Jacqueline (B. 114.564)
ISBN: 0 521 23689 4.

Scott. The book investigates the way in which tax

Croydon, Tolley Publishing CompanyLtd. Environmental taxes and charges. systems affect economic efficiency and the

1995, pp. 1120. £ 39.95. ISBN: 1 86012 035 0. Proceedings of a Seminar held in Florence,
distributionof welfare. It examines questions

Annotated Inland Revenue Extra-Statutory Italy in 1993 during the 47th Congress of the that are treated in different areas of the

Concessions,Statements of Practice, Press lFA International Fiscal Association. literature, institutional economics,positive
-

Releases, CCAB/ICAEWstatements, Revenue Deventer, KluwerLaw Intemational. 1995. economics, normativeeconomics, and political
decisions and Revenue interpretations.Divided IFA Congress SeminarSeries, Vol. 18D,

economics. Tax systems are viewed as

into five parts, covering statements applicable 201. ISBN: 90 411 0068 7.
informationextractingdevices that generate

to income tax and corporation tax, capital
pp. sets of equilibriaof complex geometry. A tax
(B. 114.881)

gains tax, inheritance tax and miscellaneous reform methodology is proposed that sheds
matters together with Customs and Excise The internationaloffshore& financial light on optimal taxes. Social conflicts in the
Extra Statutory Concessions. centres handbook.

determinationof taxes are shown to have

(B. 114.905) London, Sethawk Ltd., Aura House, 53
effects on social cohesion.

Oldridge Road, London SW12 8PP. 1994, (B. 114.880)
Gouthire,Bruno; Edge, Steve.

PP. 400.
Transferpricing: European rules and practice. After an introductionby various contributors
Washington,Tax ManagementInc. 1995. on: the offshore institute, the significanceof LATIN AMERICA
Foreign Income Portfolios, No. 895, pp. 145. the Hague Conventionon Trusts, privacy and
This Portfolio contains detailed explanations disclosure in Swiss private banking, tax treaty Panamaof the transfer pricing rules and practice in structuring,economic citizenship programmes,
France and the United Kingdom. the challenceof change, tax havens and
(B. 114.831) financial centres, and the changing image of

Business profile series: Panama.

offshore centres, the book gives a survey on Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai
Coopers & Lybrand. the jurisdictionsof 26 offshore centres (among Banking CorporationLtd. 1995, pp. 51.

Taxation of directors and employees.4th others: Dublin, Labuan, Madeira, and
Second edition of informationbooklet on

Edition. Co-ordinatingeditors John M. Mauritius). doing business in Panama with some reference

Andrews and Bernard W. White. (B. 114.781)
to taxation.

Milton Keynes, The Institute of Chartered (B. 18.887)
Accountants in England and Wales, Gloucester Liuksila, C.; Garca, A.; Bassett, S.
House, 399 Silbury Boulevard, Central Milton Fiscal policy sustainability in oil-producing
Keynes MK9 2 HL. 1995, pp. 495. countries. MIDDLE EAST
ISBN: 1 85355 566 5. Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund.
Updated edition providing a comprehensive 1994. Tait, Alan A.; Erbas, S. Nuri.
guide to all aspects of the taxation of directoi's IMF Working Paper WP/94/137,pp. 38. Fiscal affairs and Middle East Departments.
and employees as it effects them and their (B. 114.420) Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund.
employers. 1995.
(B. 114.919) Tanzi, Vito; Fanizza, Domenico. IMF Working Paper WP/95/17, pp. 45.

Fiscal deficit and public debt in industrial An analysis of the effects of excess wages tax

Saunders, Glyn; Smailes, David. countries, 1970-1994. (EWT) on the behaviourof a profit-
Tolley's income tax 1995-96. 80th Edition. Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund. maximizingenterprise under monopsony, its
Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd. 1995. incidence on wages and profits, and its impact
1995, pp. 1012. £ 32.95. ISBN: 1 86012 008 3. IMF Working Paper WP/95/49, pp. 33. on inflation. The effect of EWT on an

A comprehensiveand detailed guide to income Comparable fiscal data for each of 18 enterprise that maximizes workers' income is
tax including legislation and relevant case law industrial countries for the period 1970-94 and also examined with some observationson

up to the date of the Finance Act 1995. for two groups of countries combined, the G-7 EWT's impact on managerial behaviour.
(B. 114.903) and the 18 industrial countries. (B. 58.088)

(B. 114.686)
Ireland, John.
VAT and VAT planning for retail businesses. Frangi, Marc; Schulz, Patrick.
London, Butterworths. 1995, pp. 171. Droit des relations internationales.
ISBN: 0406 03687 X. Paris, Editions Dalloz. 1995, pp. 94. 70.- Ffrs.
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Egypt USA Global Investment in Canada
releases 120 and 121

Doing business in Egypt U.S. citizens abroad. Prentice Hall of Canada Ltd., Scarborough.
Rotterdam, Moret Ernst & Young. 1995, Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse. 1995, pp. 63.

pp. 88. Informationguide providing a summary of Income Tax References/Rfrences la Loi de

An overview of the investmentclimate, 1994 US ncome tax rules and procedures L'Impt sur le Revenue

taxation, forms of business organizationand regarding exclusions, deductions and foreign release 63

tax and accounting practices in Egypt tax credits for foreign-earned income. The Carswell Thomson Professional Publishers,

(B. 58.111) guide reflects the tax laws and regulations.in Scarborough
effect as of December 1994.
(B. 114.558) Income Taxation in Canada- Report Bulletin

releases 958-966
Jordan Prentice Hall of Canada Ltd., Scarborough.

Doing business in Jordan. Loose-leafRotterdam, Moret Emst & Young, Marten DENMARK
Meesweg 51,3068 AV Rotterdam. 1995, Servicespp. 58. Skattebestemmelser
An overview of the investmentclimate, Moms
taxation, forms of business organization and Received between 1 October and

-

business and accounting practices in Jordan. release 7
30 November 1995 Skattenyt-Kronologisk(B. 58.112)

-

releases 21-24
Skattebestemmelser Systematisk- -

AFRICA releases 11 and 12
NORTH AMERICA A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,

Fidafrica Copenhagen.
Canada releases 4 and 5

Fidafrica, Paris.

Canada Tax Cases. 1995 Volume 1. EUROPEAN UNION

Judgmentsof the Supreme Court of Canada, Fiscalit Africaine

Federal Court of Canada, Tax Court of Canada releases 16 and 17 Handboek voor de Europese Gemeenschappen
and provincial courts on taxation matters Editions Fiduciaire, Paris. - Verdragstekstenen aanverwante stukken.

reported by Canada Tax Cases from January to releases 360 and 361

June 1994 inclusive. Editors H.H. Stikeman, Kluwer, Deventer.
R.W. Pound, J. Sum and J. Wells. AUSTRALIA
Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional
Publishing. 1995, pp. 3812. AustralianTax Practice FRANCE
ISBN: 0 459 57450 7. - International agreements
(B. 114.860) release 22 Fiscalit Pratique Droits d'Enregistrements-

Legislation et
-

de Timbre
The Practitioner's Income Tax Act. release 88 release 4
8th Edition, August 1995. Editor David M. - Rulings and guidelines Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
Sherman. releases 182-184

Scarborough,Carswell Thornson Professional Butterworths,North Ryde. Fiscalit Pratique Fiscal-

Publishing. 1995, pp 1955. USS 50.05. release 4
ISBN: 0 459 574574. Australian Stamp Duties Law Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
Includes the text of the Act re-enacted as Tolhurst - Wallace - Zipfinger
R.S.C. 1985 (5th Supp.) on 1 March 1994, and releases 137 and 138 Juris Classeur Chiffre d'Affaires- -

further consolidated by numerous amending Butterworths,North Ryde. Commentaires
bills including Bills C-59 and C-70, plus all release 6166
draft amendments to 1 July 1995; Canada-US Editions Techniques, Paris.
and Canada-UK tax conventionsand proposed BELGIUM
amendments, tax tables, InterpretationAct. Juris Classeur- Code Fiscal
(B. 114.868) BTW GecordineerdeAanschrijvngen release 255

release 13 Editions Techniques, Paris.

Repon of proceedingsof the Forty-sixth Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deume.

Tax Conferenceconvened by the Canadian Juris Classeur- Droit Fiscal - Code Gnral
Tax Foundation at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, FundamenteleBelgischeWetgeving des Impts
Vancouver, 21-23 November 1994. release 64 release 78
Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation. 1995, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne. Editions Techniques, Paris.

pp. 1765. ISBN: 0 88808 093 X.
This volume includes papers delivered at the L'indicateurFiscal Juris Classeur Droit Fiscal Fiscalit- -

various sessions, and topics of interest from releases 98 and 99 Immobilire
the Revenue Canada forum. Topics include: Ced-Samsom, Diegem. release 89
corporate tax issues, financial institutions and Editions Techniques,Paris.
financial instruments, personal tax planning,
international tax planning, resolving tax CANADA ReglementationSociale Pratique/Scurit
disputes,and GST. Sociale Legislationdu Travail

(B. 114.895) Canada's Tax Treaties release 4
release 51 Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

Butterworths,Scarborough.
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GERMANY releases 234 and 235 releases 176-178
Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. - Invorderingswet

Bonner Handbuch GmbH Fiscale Wetten release 75
Brandmller - Kffner releases 231 and 232 - Lokale belastingenen milieuheffing
release 33 Fed, Deventer. releases 35-38
Stollfuss Verlag, Bonn. - Omzetbelasting
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Kirchhof- Sohn releases 128-130
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C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag, Heidelberg. NORWAY
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Einkommensteuergesetz Kluwer, Deventer. Skatte-Nytt
Littmann - Bitz - Meincke A, releases 9 and 10
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Kluwer, Deventer.
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release 76 release 454
C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag, Heidelberg. Kluwer, Deventer. Codigo Tributario
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Handbuch der Einfhmebenabgaben Leidraad bij de Belastingstudie Editorial Economia Finanzas, Lima.
release 5 y

Van Soest - MeeringMendel Verlag, Aachen. release 135 Impuesto a la Renta
Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. release 78

Handbuchder Rentebesteuerung Editorial Economia Finanzas, Lima.Richter y
Modellen voor de Rechtspraktijkrelease 29

C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag, Heidelberg.
releases 148 and 149 Impuesto a las ventas

Kluwer, Deventer. release 88
Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.

NederlandseRegelingenvan Internationaal
INTERNATIONAL Belastingrecht

releases 193-196
Interfisc Tax Treaty Service Kluwer, Deventer.

UNITED KINGDOM
John Dewhurst
release 68 NederlandseWetboeken

Simon's Tax Cases

J.F. Chown, London. releases 265 and 266
releases 33-42
Butterworth& Co., London.

Kluwer, Deventer.
InternationalTax System and Planning

Simon's Direct Tax ServiceTechniques Omzetbelasting(BTW) in Beroep en Bedrijf
Saunders releases 152 and 153

releases 8 and 9

release 29 Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Amhem.
Butterworth& Co., London.

Oyez Longman PublishingLtd., London.
Simon's Tax IntelligenceRechtspersonen

Steuern in Europa, USA, Kanada und Japan release 125
releases 38-47

Mennel Kluwer, Deventer. Butterworth& Co., London.
release 28

Verlag Neue Wirtschafts Briefe GmbH., De Sociale Verzekeringswetten
Value Added Tax - De Voil

Herne. Algemenedeel release 242
-

Butterworth& Co., Sevenoaks.release 91
AOW/AWW-

NETHERLANDS releases 72 and 73
AWBZ USA-

Belastingwetgeving release 135

Loonbelasting Kluwer, Deventer. Federal Taxation of Partnershipsand Partners-

release 161 release 3

Omzetbelasting 1968 (BTW/1978) Staats- en AdministratiefrechtelijkeWetten Warren, Gorham Lamont, Boston.-

release 101 releases 318-320

Vennootschapsbelasting Kluwer, Deventer. Tax Ideas -Report Bulletin-

release 77 releases 10 and 11

Vermogensbelasting1964 Vakstudie Fiscale Encyclopedie Warren, Gorham Lamont, Boston.- -

release 54 - Algemene deel

Noorduijn BV., Arnhem. releases 254-259 Tax Treaties- Report Bulletin
Inkomstenbelasting1964 releases 9 and 10 .

-

Cursus Belastingrecht releases 969-975 Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.
Mobach - Investeringsregelingen
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York.
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INTERNATIONAL

TAXATIONAND FoREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT:
THE ExpERIENCEOF THE EcONOMIES IN TRANSITION

David Holland and Jeffrey Owens

I. INTRODUCTION tions.2 It builds upon the experience from OECD countries
and draws conclusionsbased on the experiencesof the coun-

Foreign direct investment(FDI) has been identifiedby coun- tries in the region as revealed by the consultations. It gener-
tries in transition towards market economies as an important alizes from the experiences of specific countries to provide
elementof that transition.This has led these countries to seek nformationwhich will be useful for policy makers through-
ways to attract FDI. In particular, a number of countries in out the region. It concentrates on the following issues: what

the region have ntroduced tax incentives directed at attract- are the importantgeneral features of the tax regimes from the

ng FDI. The use and effectiveness of such incentives in the point of view of potential foreign nvestors; what has been

contextof the countries in transition have been the subject of the experience from those countries that have provided spe-
a number of conferencessponsoredby the OECD and others. cial tax ncentives to attract foreign nvestment; and, what are

This paper draws upon these discussions. Experience among the practicl consequecesof the ncentives on the adminis-

OECD countries has suggested that tax incentives are not an tration of the tax system.
effective way to promote or direct economic activity. This

experience has led most observers from OECD countries to

advise that the use of such incentives be avoided. In the con- Il. THE IMPORTANCE OF FOREIGN DIRECT
text of advising the Economies in Transition, a number of INVESTMENT
questions and observationscan be made.

The first question arises from the concern that the experience Countries have identifieda number of reasons for wishing to

of OECD countries with developed product and capital mar- attract FDI. In general FDI is seen to be a way of compensat-
kets may not be relevant to countries whose economiesare in ing for existing deficiencies in the local markets and acceler-

the first phase of the development of efficient markets. ating the transformationof the economies. The objectives of
Therefore it is appropriate to ask, is there anything in the attractingFDI are:

actual experience of those countries in the region who have
used incentives to cause a reconsideration of the standard

Attraction of incremental investmentcapitaladvice

The second question is, what are the risks and potentialbene- Local capital markets are often not well developed. They
fits of different forms of incentives, if policy makers of the thus cannot meet the capital requirements for large invest-
economies in transition decide to use incentives to accelerate projects. Moreover, the hard neededment access to currency
the adjustments of their economies In particular, if incent- to purchase nvestment goods not available locally becan
ives are to be used, are there provisions to minimize the risks difficult. FDI solves both of these problems at it is
and enhance the achievementof the objectives

once as a

direct source of external capital. Foreign investors have

In order to provide some insight into these questions, the access to foreign sources of capital and so are not constrained
OECD conducted a series of consultations with government by the relative under-developmentof domestic capital mar-

officials, both tax policy makers and tax administrators, and kets or by the ability of the country to generate foreign cash

private sector representatives in a sample of countries in the flow from the export of domestic production.
region viz. countries of the former socialist bloc of Eastern

Europe and the former Soviet Union. The countries chosen 1. Access to advanced technology
had experience with the use of incentives which, it was

Relative OECD production techniques, firms in the
hoped, could be usefully shared with other countries in the

to many

region. These consultations examined the more general fac- region use out-dated equipment and techniques that can

tors that nfluence the decision to nvest, the role of the tax

system in the nvestment decisions of firms, the role of tax 1. The authors wish to thank Alex Easson who co-authored the original report
incentives in those decisions and the practical implicationsof and Richard Vann who made many useful comments. The views expressed are

the incentives on the functioningof the tax system. This art-
their own and do not commit the OECD or its Member governments.
2. A further discussion of these consultations can be found in The Role of

icle is based upon the report resulting from these consulta- Tax Systems in EncouragingForeign Direct InvestmentOECD 1994.
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reduce the productivityof workers and lead to the production Ill. NON-TAX FACTORS AFFECTING FDI
of goods of a lower standard. This reduces the ability of the
firms to compete abroad for export markets and contributes There are many factors other than the tax system that are rel-
to the difficultyof the countries n the region to eam hard cur- evant to the decision as to whether to invest in a country.
rencies. FDI is seen to address this problem as the nvestment Some of these factors are outside of the control of the gov-
goods are expected to embody advanced technology and the ernment and relate to the comparative advantages of the
firms would bring in advanced know-how and production country. These can be important in the policy process as the
techniques. The alternative of purchasing the rights to the consultations have shown that the perception of relative dis-
technology uses expensive foreign currency. It is also hoped advantages, say of location, is often used by policy makers to
that there would be spin-offs from the innovation process justify the provision of incentives to compensate for the dis-
which would enhance the productivityof the local workforce advantages. Such policies are likely to be ineffective in
and stimulate innovation among domestic firms. improving the competitiveness of a country. The tax system

can alter the private comparative advantages of firms on an

2. Access to advanced managementtechniques after-tax basis and so has the potential to alter their
behaviour. However it cannot change the relative advantages

Foreign frms bring western management techniques with
and disadvantages from social point of view, that is,a on a

them when establishing operations. This provides an oppor- before tax basis. It merely divides the pie differently between
tunity for locally engaged staff to acquire new techniques of the private sector and the government.
operation. This transfer is of particular importance when

existing firms are taken over and reorganized by foreign Other factors are within the control of, or at least can be influ-
investors or when joint ventures are established with foreign enced by, government policies. In many cases, these factors
investors. In the latter case, the foreign firm can benefit from are seen by the private sector to be more important than the
the local knowledge and contacts of the domestic firm, and tax system, suggesting that these should be the areas the gov-
the domestic firm can benefit from new productivityenhanc- ernments concentrateon.

ing managementtechniques. It is not possible to assess the relative importanceof the dif-
ferent factors in a quantitativemanner. Certainly the ordering

3. Enhanced access to western markets would be different for different sectors and circumstances.

Western firms brng with them existing distribution channels Some investors base their investment decisions on the eco-

and knowledgeof the possibilities for sales to the global mar- nomic opportunities and risks, with the tax consequences

ketplace. The possibility for significant gains from trade being worked out afterward. Naturally,an attempt is made to

would be opened up in a relatively costless manner. This minimize the amount of taxes paid and so any ncentives

would further the goal of export promotionas a source of for- available were used. While this extreme view would certain-

eign currency. ly not hold in many cases, it underlines the fact that the tax

system is probably not the most important factor in the FDI

4. Facilitate privatization and restructuring
decision process.

Investmentdecisions are fundamentallydriven by a compar-Certain types of prvatization require large pools of capital ison of the potential from investment comparedan as
and the ability to analyse the economic potential of an enter-

returns

to its risks. A number of non-tax factors are important in
prise. Foreign firms can contribute in both of these areas.

either contributing the potential often
This can enhance the access to external sources of funds, as a

to return or, more

source of capital when the assets are originallysold and when importantly, reinforcing a perceptionof potential risk. These
include:

further investmentsare required to reorganizeproductionand

change product lines. The participationof foreign firms may
also make the process more efficient by increasing the likeli- A. Size of the market
hood that the newly privatized enterprises would be able to

realize their full potential. The larger countries in the region provide substantial poten-
Questions have been raised on the effectiveness of FDI in tial markets where the consumer demand for certain goods
promoting a number of the above goals, e.g. technology has been largely unfilled to date. This potential has been a

transfer. Certainly not all FDI can be said to contribute to draw for many of the initial foreign-ownedoperations in the
their achievement. Many of the projects attracted by the region. In some cases these operations do not entail many, if
incentives offered have been short-term, profit-seeking ven- any, of the benefits attributed to FDI. This is especially the
tures that have been of little lasting benefit to the country case with short-term importation operations established to

concernedand have been a drain on hard currency rather than capture the economic rents available from satisfying the pent
a source. This suggests that, if the attraction of FDI is to be up demand for goods not previouslyavailable. In other cases,

pursued for the above reasons, the instruments chosen must the establishment of a low cost marketing operation repre-
be critically evaluated to see if they are well targeted to the sents the first step by a multinational into the market of the
task. country. This establishes a presence in the market and pro-

vides important insights into the ways of doing business and

possible opportunities in the country.
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B. Uncertainty E. Access to basic inputs

One of the greatest negative factors inhibiting FDI is the Foreign direct investment canbe attracted to the region by
uncertainty that surrounds doing business in the region. To the availabilityof factorsofproduction.Most countries in the
some extent, the uncertainty results from the fact that these region have highly educated and skilled labour forces that are

markets have been closed to Westernbusinesses in the past. It of low compared to the paid in OECD countries.cost wages
is for this reason that companies may establish small opera- This provides an opportunity for foreign firms to make
tions nitially, in order to gather the necessary informationfor investments in the countries to supply the export market. In
a full assessmentof the risks and opportunitiesof doing busi- fact, there appears to have been relatively little of this invest-
ness. In many countries the institutions of government are ment. This may reflect the absence of some of the other basic
still evolving and there are unsettled political questions. This features described here. It may also reflect the barriers to

uncertainty is one of the major factors causing the somewhat which such exports may be subject in overseas markets.
disappointingFDI performance in the region. Companies are Firms will also make nvestmentsto have access to raw mate-

unwilling to contribute large amounts of capital into an envi- rials such as oil and gas, minerals and forestry products. In
ronmentwhere some of the basic political questions have not some cases, even when the overall FDI performancehas been
yet been resolved. Unfortunately,even countries that are rel- low, there have been substantial nvestments in these sectors.

atively stable within themselves, suffer from the serious In these circumstancesa challenge for the countries has been

problems that are occurring in other parts of the region. to ensure that they receive an adequate return from the

exploitationof their resources.

C. Legal and regulatoryframework

The transition towards a market economy entails the estab- IV. GENERALTAX FACTORS AFFECTING FDI

lishmentof a legal and regulatory framework that is compat-
ible with private sector activities and the operation of for- While the tax system is not the only, or even the most impor-
eign-ownedcompanies. Much progresshas been made in this tant, factor affecting the FDI decision, it clearly has an influ-

area in many of the countries of the region. Areas of impor- ence on investment decisions. However, tax incentives

tance, such as protection of property rights, the ability to directed at attracting FDI are often secondary to the more

repatriate profits, and a free market for currency exchange general features of the tax law. In most cases, firms are con-

have been established in many of the countries. For some, cerned to have impediments to nvestment in the law or

progress has been slower in some of these areas and this may administration removed, rather than have incentive mea-

inhibit FDI. It is important that these rules and their related sures. Moreover, the concerns of firms often extended

administrativeprocedures be as transparent as possible. The beyond the income tax to other taxes not related to the profits
drafting and enactingof legislation in these areas is a difficult of the firm.

process. In many cases, substantial changes were rquired
from existing practice in the country. Thus the concepts were

unfamiliar. In some cases the laws that have been drafted A. Level of tax
have been unclear. This has led to the need for substantial
revisions to the initial laws and regulations.Frequentchanges The overall level of the tax burden clearly has an impact on

lead to uncertaintyand make business planning difficult. The the attractiveness of a country for foreign investors. This
new rules also pose a challenge to the administrators in the includes all forms of taxes, not only the ncome tax. How-

country. This can lead to inconsistencyof application which ever, it is not appropriate to simply compare the burdens of
contributes to the sense of uncertainty. taxation across different countries to determine their attrac-

tiveness (and in practice, such data are still not available).
First, tax revenues are the ultimate source of funds for most

D. Macroeconomicenvironment government expenditures and have an obvious and crucial
role in bringing expenditures and revenues into line. Thus,

Instability in the level of prices and the exchange rate makes lower taxes, if they lead to a budget deficit that reduces the
business planning difficult and ncreases the level of uncer- macroeconomicstability of the economy, can be counterpro-
tainty. Thi increases the perceived risk of making invest- ductive in achieving the goal of attracting investmentand is a

ments and so reduces FDI. Macroeconomic nstability can policy that few of the Economies in Transition have fol-
also exacerbate other problems in the regulatory environ- lowed. Secondly, if the revenues are spent on purposes which
ment. For example, exchange rate fluctuations ncrease the reduce costs and enhance ncome generating activities, the
costs to investors in situations where either the foreign expenditures effectively offset the negative mpact of the

exchange market is not totally free or where there are delays taxation. Expenditures on health can reduce private health
in receiving payments from the government that are not care costs and so be reflected in lower wage demand or

indexed to changes in currency values. reduced costs to business of employer-based health plans.
Expenditures which enhance the transportation and public
utility nfrastructureof the country can reduce costs to com-

panies and ncrease their profit-making potential. For these
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reasons, the overall level of taxation in the economy has not materal on interpretationof the law and the advance rulings
been a good indicator of relative economic performance that are available in OECD countries. In addition, it is more

among OECD countries. difficult to maintain a consistency of interpretationboth over

time and across different tax offices. In some cases, sub-lev-
els of government have authorty in setting the rules or an

B. Transparencyof tax system influence over the administration of taxes. In these circum-
stances taxpayers can be unsure where to turn to find the

The concern raised most frequently by the private sector was answers to their questions. These issues of the administration
its ability to predict the tax consequences of its investment of the law are raised as often as the rules themselves in dis-

and other decisions. This issue is particularly important for cussions with the private sector. In many cases, deficient
the long term, capital intensive investments that most gov- rules can be planned around. However, arbitrary or inconsis-
ernments in the region are attempting to attract. In most coun- tent administration can impose significant unanticipated
tries, it is difficult for firms to predict the tax outcome of their costs on taxpayers. This situation increases the perceptionof

actions. The first problem stemmed from the law. In many risk for companies contemplating investments and empha-
instances it was seen as imprecise and vague. Even profes- sizes the need to develop tax laws that are easily administra-
sional advisors find it difficult to provide confident interpre- ble and so do not increase the pressures on the administrators
tations of the law. Many of the provisions which are accepted during the difficult period of transition.
as normal in the tax laws of OECD countries are not present
in the laws in the region. Thus, for more complicated trans- The general features of the tax system are important. They
actions such as reorganizationsof corporations or thin capit- are important not only in determining the tax burden of the

alization, the law does not directly address the situation fac- company, but also for their effect on how the company orga-

ing the tax payer and so the tax outcome is unclear. nizes its operations. These latter effects are often more

important than the overall tax burden and were often cited
This situation is exacerbated by the frequent, significant during the private sector discussions.
changes to the laws and regulations. While fine-tuning is
inevitable in a statute as complex as a tax law, many of the

changes have had a material impact on the amountof taxes to C. Statutory tax rate
be paid on particular transactions. This reflects the constant

evolutionof the policy and legislation which is natural during The is clearly important in establishing the
a period of transition. A number of countries have tried to statutory tax rate

overall tax liability of an enterprise. However, the statutoryameliorate this situation by providing protection to invest-
ments made before the change. In some cases the authorities

tax rate does not, in itself, establish the ultimate tax burden
on the activity. Equally important are the effects of the provi-modified the change on the basis of consultations with the
sions which determine the base and the actions taken byprivate sector. While this dealt with the particularproblem of

tax

firms to minimize their tax burden. Experience in OECD
the taxpayers affected, it further adds to the feeling of uncer-

countries has shown that the be impor-can
tainty. The reaction on the part of business parallels that statutory tax rate

expressed by businesses operating in OECD countries where
tant in establishing the financial and tax planning strategies
of a company. Corporations will generally respond to signi-the frequency of change contributes more to a sense that the
ficant differences in statutory tax rates by streaming income

tax system is complex, and difficult to plan and comply with, toward the low tax jurisdiction and costs toward the higherthan do the provisions themselves.
tax rate jurisdiction. For example, other things being equal, a

The problems of the lack of transparencyand stability of the company would rather make its borrowings in a manner

law are often worsenedby difficulties in the administrationof which places its interest deductions in the subsidiary which
the law. Tax administratorswere subject to the same difficul- faces the highest statutory tax rate. As a result of such tax

ties as private sector advisors in keeping up with the rapidly planning, a higher statutory tax rate does not always result in

changing legislativeenvironment. In addition, the tax admin- higher tax revenues, at least from those firms with operations
istrations needed to cope with changes occurring in the tax- in a number of countries. These concerns are particularly
paying population. Previously there were a relatively limited important for countries in the region which are still develop-
number of taxpayers which were large state-owned compa- ing their capacity to respond to tax avoidance activity. In

nies. The relationshipbetween the authoritiesand the taxpay- most cases the countres lack the provisions in the law which
ers was close by western standards. In enforcingcompliance, could be used; have limited access to data, both domestically
the tax authoritiescould rely on the budgetingcycle to which and through exchange of information provisions in tax

the firms were subject. The change toward a more market- treaties; and, do not have personnelwho are trained and expe-
oriented economy has added to the number of taxpayers. At rienced in the more complicated areas of tax auditing. The

the same time, the relationship of taxpayers to the govern- statutory tax rate can also influence certain marginal produc-
ment is changing; there is less information provided to the tion decisions of firms and could have an influence in shut

governmentand taxpayershave a greater incentive to attempt down situations where the treatment of capital costs is no

to minimize taxes payable. The effect of these stresses has longer relevant to the decision. On the other hand, lowering
been to reduce the ability of the tax authorities to provide the rate reduces profit tax revenues from domestic activity.
timely interpretations of the law. Many private representa- Profit taxes are often a more importantsource of government
tives voiced frustration that they were unable to receive the revenues in countries in the region than in OECD countries.
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This puts a limit on the extent of any rate reduction,at least in A numberof specific elementsof the tax system are the focus
so far as it is not matchedby an offsettingwideningof the tax of particularattention:
base. This suggests that the statutory tax rate should remain - Depreciation regime. In many of the countries in the
within intemationalnorms of about 30 to 40 percent. This is region the depreciation system is a remanent from the
the range of tax rates for most of the countries in the region. former taxation system. As compared to the depreciation

systems offered in most OECD countries, it is detailed in
its differentiation among different assets and industrial

D. The tax base sectors and has low rates of depreciation. Such features
reflect the different use for depreciation as part of the

The calculationof taxable income is as importantas the stat- budgetary control mechanism under the former regime.
utory tax rate in determining the burden of taxation. The fea- This comment needs to be qualified in two mportant
tures of its calculation can have a significant impact on the respects. First the persistence of significant inflation

pattern of taxation across differentcompanies.The treatment rates in a numberof countries in the region makes simple
ofdifferentrevenues and expenses can also have an influence comparisonsof depreciationrates meaningless. Depreci-
on how a company arranges its affairs. In particular, the ation based upon historic cost is undervalued during
structure of the business, joint stock company, partnership, inflationary times as the real cost of the depreciation of

joint venture etc. will be influenced by the relative treatment today's assets is underestimated when the asset base is
of these forms of business operations. Financing decisions measured in nominaldollars. A numberof countrieshave
are also heavily influenced by the way the payments made allowed ad hoc adjustments to the asset cost bases to

with respect to the various financing instruments are treated compensate for the underestimateof true depreciation in
for tax purposes.Finally, it is in the calculationof the tax base the face of inflation. However, such adjustments are not

that many of the provisions that are the most complex for necessarily tied to the underlying changes in the value of
administrationand compliance are found. For these reasons, the asset and their discretionarynature makes it difficult
most of the discussion with the private sector about the for firms to properly take them into account in their plan-
income tax revolved aroundquestions that were either direct- ning. The second qualification works in the opposite
ly or indirectly linked to the calculationof taxable income. direction of the first. A number of countries allow gener-

al investment allowances to the extent that the amounts
In some countries in the region, a number of the features of

invested exceed accumulated depreciation. With stable
the tax systems remain different from those of western

means
economies. These differences generally are found in provi- prices, this effectively that additional deductions,

over and above depreciation, are allowed whenever the
sions that are rooted in the taxation regimes that existed

size of the total investmentis increased. The value of this
under socialist economies. In the past, where the state was

concession increases under inflationary conditions,both the taxing authority and the owner of the enterprise, where today's nvestments compared to prior invest-are
many of the issues which arise in determining the tax base
where the taxpayer is privately owned do not arise. Therefore

ments measuredin nominal, not real dollars. Therefore, a

benefit can be received even though there is no real
the tax system was often used as one of the means to control
and influence the behaviourof enterprises. This led to a fun- growth in the size of the investment.This compensatesto

damentally different treatment of most of the important
some extent for the underestimationof the depreciation.

expenditures that are made by corporations. Countries in the - Treatment of expenses. A number of countries have

region have made importantchanges to their regimes to bring restrictions on deductions for certain expenditures. In
them more into line with the appropriate treatmentof private some cases these appear to be ntended to mprove the
sector transactions.However in some countries, problems do fairness of the tax system. In other cases, they are intend-
remain. ed to facilitate control of the activities of state-owned

are expensesIn other cases, the tax systems are distinguishedby what they enterprises. Some implicit restrictionssince
are generally not allowed unless explicitly noted. In this

lack. Western firms have evolved a very flexible array of
the list of imply have not kept

arrangementsand methodsoforganization.These methods of case, expenses may up
with the different ways of doing business under the

operationhave necessitatedthe developmentof sophisticated
and complicated provisions in the tax systems of OECD evolving market economy. An mportantpoint is that the

are to arrange to
countries.For the most part, these provisions are not found in companies often able their affairs avoid

the burdenof the restriction.However, this requires usingthe laws of countries in the region. This can, at tirnes, restrict
that efficient from business pointare a

the ability of firms to arrange their affairs in the most effi- arrangements not

of view or that are somewhat artificial and potentiallycient manner. In other circumstances, it.leaves the treatment

of certain transactions ambiguous and impedes the tax and subject to audit examination.

businessplanningof corporations.The lack of clear guidance The restrictions that are most subject to criticism are the
in the law is also a problem for the tax administrationswho, restrictions on the deductibilityof wages and the limited
at the same time, are dealing with complicated business deductions available for interest expenses in some juris-
arrangements that are unfamiliar to them. The resulting lack dictions. Deductions for wages are denied when the
of clarity ncreases the likelihood of disputes between tax aggregate wage and salary bill exceeds some multiple of

payers and the tax services of the countries. the minimum wage times the number of employees. In
some jurisdictions, this was in effect accomplishedby a
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payroll tax on the excess wages. These restrictions are E. Taxation of expatriates
used for two purposes. They are intended to reduce wage
increases as part of an anti-inflation programme and to

Companiesestablishingoperationswill often wish to use for-
control the tendency of state-owned enterprises to grant eign managementpersonnel technical experts. This is theor
excess wage increases rather than return funds to the state

principal way to transfer such expertise to the country. In
budget. While such restrictions may be approprate for

some cases, the tax spent in the host country can significant-
state-owned enterprises, they are not appropriate in the

ly raise the cost of such expatriate personnel and so discour-
private sector where companies already have a signifi- FDI. The two where this social security
cant incentive to keep wages to a minimum. The situation age areas occurs are

tax and the personal income tax.
is potentially very damaging for foreign investors with

expatriate staff who earned wages far in excess of the When looked at domestically, social security taxes are pay-
limits implied by the legislation, although in certain ments that are more or less directly reflected in benefits
countries non-resident investors are excluded from this received by the employee. Thus, even though the taxes are

form of wage control. In fact, while these restrictions are for the most part levied on the employer, they are assumed to

annoying to foreign taxpayers, they are simple to plan be reflected in the wages paid to the employee. The move by
around. Wages can be paid offshore and services pro- a number of countries to develop fully funded social security
vided by a service company or fringe benefits could be systems should enhance this connection. The existence of

paid rather than wages and salaries. Stopping these state pensions, medical care and unemployment insurance
mechanisms would be complicated legislatively and reduces the need for wages that are high enough to self-
would put further pressure on the administrations. finance these costs. The taxes are not seen as a problemgiven

the low level of wages in the region when compared to wagesRestrictions also historcally existed for the deduction of
interest. In some cases only bank interest could be and salaries in OECD countries.

deducted for tax purposes. This effectivelydenied the use However, the application of the social security contributions
of other financing instruments. This forces Companies to to expatriate service providers in foreign-owned companies
either stream loans through conduit banks or to use more

can lead to problems. In such cases, the wages paid to the
tax efficient lending mechanisms such as leasing. Again expatriates are at western rates and certainly do not take into
the result is that the restriction could be avoided at some account the benefit side of the social security system. More-
cost in terms of flexibility. Effectively counteracting the

over, the expatriatesdo not qualify for benefits under the sys-
tax planning would be complicated and counterproduc- tem. In this case the taxes simply increased the cost of using
tive. the service providers. This acts effectively as an obstacle to

Other features. Most of the countries in the region are the importation of know-how from the developed market

still in the process of developing their tax systems and so economies. In recognition of this detrimental effect, a num-

they naturally do not have many of the more sophistic- ber of countries in the region have explicitly removed expat-
ated provisions found in OECD tax systems that have riate employees from both the contribution and benefit side

been evolving over many decades. Features absent of the domestic social security system. In other cases, com-

included rules to deal with reorganizationsof businesses panies have found ways of avoiding the payment of the con-

and rules to allow some form of consolidationof income trbutions through devices similar to those employed to avoid

and losses from companies that belonged to a common y the restricted deductions for wages and salaries under the

owned group of companies. In some cases, the relatively profit taxes (e.g. paying part of the salary off-shore). Never-

unsophisticatedapproach to accounting effectively deals theless, the potential liability for such charges remains a con-

with the problem as transfers are made at book rather cern to foreign investors.

than fair market vale. There is one area that is particu- The personal income of the countries in the
larly troubling to firms. In some countries losses may

tax systems
rate to

only be carried forward either for a very short period by region have schedules linked the level of wages in
their country. As expatriateemployees generally have higherOECD standards or are restricted in some other way. levels of wages, they may face levels of tax much in excess of

These restrictions originated in the previous regime what they would in their home In addition their
where the state's role in funding the losses of corpora-

pay country.

tions reduced the need to carry forward losses. However
costs of living could likely exceed those of domestic taxpay-
ers.

for private sector companies the ability to carry forward
losses is critical in arriving at an accurate picture of
income arned over a period of time. The restrictionsare

most harmful to companies looking to make long-term, F. Customs duties on imported investmentgoods
capital-intensive investments. Such firms are likely to

experience losses in the start-up phase of the investment. Non-incometaxes are also of concern to firms. They are con-

Naturally the firms would at least like to cover these loss- cerned that the taxes are payable even when the firm is not

es with income before beginning to pay tax. Restrictions profit-makingand that they usually have the effectof increas-
on the carry forward of losses can result in firms paying ing the cost of basic inputs. These taxes either increased the
tax even when they are in a cumulative loss position. up-front risk of the investmentor increased the operatingcost

of the company.The most prominenttaxes are customsduties
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or general taxes on goods, that are applied to investment ability of firms to arrange their affairs to avoid taxation. Even

goods. with these rules, tax authorities have a substantial challenge
in identifyingand reversing tax avoidance. This is particular-The application of duties on investment goods has some ly challenging for the taxation authorities in the region who

appeal to countries in need of enhanced revenue sources. lack experience in dealing with market-based transactions
Customsduties provide a direct and easy to administersource and the mthods of tax minimization routinely used by tax-
of revenue for the govemment.However, such taxes raise the in OECD countries. Therefore, foreign-owned firrns
cost of capital investments. This increases the risk of invest- payers

can often arrange their affairs to eliminate their tax liability in
ing in a country and raises the required rate of return to make the country. In such tax ncentives be redundant.
an investment profitable. Experience in countries in Asia

cases, may

suggests that the most important tax relief for firms examin-

ng potential investments is relief from customs duties on

importedcapital equipment.Customs duties on capital equip- V. COSTS AND BENEFITS OF TAX INCENTIVES
ment at directly counter to the goals that are generally
behind incentives to attract FDI. First, such taxes are most The classic argument raised against the use of incentives is
onerous on the long-term, capital-ntensiveprojects that are that they distort economicactivity. Incentivescause the after-

required to modernize the ndustrial base in the region. Sec- tax pattern of returns to diverge from the before tax pattern
ond, it is through the mportation of modern equipment that and therefore lead to an allo.cation of resources that differs
much of the benefitofntroducingadvancedproduction tech- from the efficient equilibrium the market is assumed to gen-
nologies will be realized. For these reasons, most countries in erate. These results are generally valid for a developed mar-

the region provide at least partial exemptions from customs ket economy and are one of a number of powerful arguments
duties for own-use production equipment. However, these that have led most OECD countries to curtail their use of

exemptions are sometimes linked to the initial capital contri- incentives. However, clearly the conditions that are required
bution associated with the establishment of a new foreign- for an efficient market have not yet developed in most of the
owned business and so may be of limited use for a company countries of the region. Many firms remain under state con-

which makes its investmentin stages. In other cases, a VAT is trol. Capital markets are rudimentary by the standards of

charged on the importation of the capital item, the normal developed market economies. Basic information on market

treatment, but a delayed or incomplete refund is given. This possibilities and the way. of doing business is imperfect, par-
approach neverthelessstill effectively levies a tax on the cap- ticularly from the perspective of foreign firms looking to

ital item which would be inconsistent with any investment invest in a country. The commercial and legal infrastructre
incentives that might be provided. that epitomizes market economies is still being developed.

Many of the actors in the economy, managers and workers,
are not yet familiar with the basic concepts of how markets

G. Tax treaties work and so may not operate in an efficient manner. In these
circumstances, there is an argument that, for the reasons

Tax treaties provide a framework within which companies noted in the introduction,FDI has benefits above and beyond
which operate across borders can plan their affairs. Their the private return to the investment in creating markets and

principal purpose is to coordinate the application of the tax training domestic agents how to operate in a market environ-

systems of the home and host countries. Both countries have ment. Under this argument, ncentives could play a trans-

a legitimateclaim to tax the revenuesdrived from cross bor- itional role in creating a critical mass of market activity until

der operations. The purpose of tax treaties is to provide the capital markets in particular have been developed. In fact,
rules underwhich the tax pie is dividedup to ensure that there one of the reasons for special tax treatment of foreign firms

is not double taxation of the income. They also provide a under the old system was that the tax system that applied to

frameworkunder which administrativeissues that arise in the the domestic state-owned sector was not appropriate to for-

determination of the allocation of income between the two eign firms and so they needed a special regime to be able to

jurisdictionscan be resolved. operate. This reason could also apply during the transitional

period of a country, before it has brought its tax system into
line with the norm for a market economy.

H. Anti-avoidancerules Thus, there is an argument that certain forms of ncentive
could be justified in the situation in which the countries in the

One final observation is important to put the foregoing dis- region find themselves. However, it is mportant in evaluat-
cussion nto context. It is not always disadvantageousto for- ing whether incentives, and in particular tax ncentives, are

eign firms that some of the features typical to the tax systems justified to consider their costs relative to their assumed
ofOECD countries are missing or that the tax administrations benefits.
in the region are not yet fully experienced in dealing with
market-orientedbusiness arrangements.A number of typical
provisions to protect the tax base are often not in the tax sys- A. Revenue cost
tems of the countries in transition. For example, arm's length
pricing rules and thin capitalizationrules generally miss- The obvious of incentive is the resulting fore-are most cost a tax

ing. These are tools used by tax authorities to constrain the gone tax revenues. The hope would be a tax incentive would
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have a small revenue cost relative to the investment induced. Incentives require definitionsof the eligible activities. This in

That is, a small contribution of public money would induce a itself complicates the tax legislation.The legislation must be
substantial increase in private sector funds for investment. sufficiently precise to allow taxpayers to accurately predict
Moreover, the investment being private would hopefully be whetheror not they qualify for the provision. If it is not, then

more efficient than an investment by the government. How- taxpayers cannot plan their affairs on the assumption that
ever valid the latter point might be, there is little in the expe- they will receive the incentive. Its receipt is simply a windfall
rience of OECD countries to suggest that the government to them, with no positive impact on their behaviour. More-
would be the beneficiaryof such a significant response to its over, rules are often required to deal with special situations,
foregone revenue. such as loss years or corporate reorganizations, in order for

firms that undertake the desired activity to actually be able to
In most econometricstudies on the question, the foregone tax

make of the incentives earned.use
revenue has exceeded the increase in the desired investment.
The reason is that the incentives are not targeted to incre- It is difficult to ensure that the firms which are intended to

mental investment. Therefore, a substantial amount of the use the incentive are able to do so with any degree of confi-
incentive is earned by investments that would have occurred dence. But it is even more difficult, as many countries in the
in any event. From the point of view of the government, this region have found, to ensure that taxpayers who are intended
is wasteful as it does not result in an increase in the desired to be excluded are effectively debarred from taking advant-

activity. In the case of the economies in transition, there is the age of the incentive. Taxpayers naturally try to arrange their
possibility that the investment,particularly if made by a foot- affairs to qualify for the incentives. Anti-avoidancerules are

loose industry, would not have occurred without the incen- often required. These rules are inevitably complicated and
tive. In this case, it could be argued that there is no foregone frequently work against the certainty that is required if there
revenue as the revenue would have been zero if the incentive is to be any positive effect from the measure.

had not induced the investment.There are a number of obser-
vations that can be made regarding this statement. First, if The tax planning by fums and the attendant reactions by the

there are good investmentopportunities, it is unlikely that no taxation authorities lead to frequent changes ih both the le-

investments would be made without the incentive. If no gislation and the administration of the provisions. Frquent
investments, in fact, are being made, it is probably because changes to the tax system have been identified by companies
some of the critical problems outlined above are present. As as the greatest single source of the impression that the tax

the experience to date in the region demonstrates, tax ncent- system is complex.
ives alone cannot in themselves induce investment in such This complexity imposes costs not only on the taxpayers, but
circumstances. Moreover, even if the type of nvestment also on the taxation authorities. They too must keep up with
receving the incentive would not have occurred without the rule changes and time spent auditing incentive provisions
incentive, there is always some indirect substitution among reduces the time that can be spent on auditingother aspects of
investments.This substitutioncan occur in a numberofways. the income tax. This burden is particularly onerous on tax
For example, the importation of capital for one project will administrationswhich must cope with the transition to a mar-
increase the rate of exchange from what it would have been. ket economy. Moreover the attempt to direct incentives to
This will act to depress economic activity by causing a shift special classes of activities, such as technology transfer ,

away from domestically produced goods in the domestic are subjective in nature and very hard to audit in practice as

market or making it harder to export goods. any tax authority in the OECD who has had to administer a

Unfortunately the data necessary to perform econometrc tax incentive for research and development (R&D) has dis-

studies on the effectivenessof the tax incentives provided by covered.

the countries surveyed is not yet available. Still, the lack of
substantial investments in many of these countries suggests
that the incentives have not been effective in attracting C. Unintended results
investment to the region. Moreover for the most part the

types of activities that have been attracted have not been the As noted above, the windfall gains to investments that would

long-term projects envisaged by policy makers when they have occurred in any event make tax incentives relatively
provided the incentive. Rather they have been short term cost-ineffective in many cases. This ineffectiveness is exac-

quick profit ventures that would have occurred in any case. erbated to the extent that taxpayers who are not intended to

The tax incentives have merely succeeded in making a prof- benefit from the measures are able to plan their affairs so that
itable venture more profitable. they qualify. The experience in OECD countries is that this

can make the amount of government tax revenues hard to

predict. Tax incentives can be used by unintended beneficia-
B. Complexityof the tax system ries and this can inflate the revenue costs significantlyabove

predicted levels. This experience has been borne out in the
One of the most serious problems with incentives is the com- economis in transition. This will be discussed in greater
plexity they introduce into the tax system. This complexity is detail in the sections on the individual incentives. In many
manifested in a number of ways and imposes a variety of cases the bulk of the activity that has qualified for the incent-
costs on the country. These costs must be taken into account ives has been the result of tax planning rather than an

in assessing the desirabilityof tax incentives. increase in the desired activity. This experience has shown
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that it is difficult to target the incentive to the desired activity operation. This argument is certainly not valid for long-term
given the relatively simple tax systems in the region and the investors. For them the tax treatment after the holiday has
difficult circumstances under which the taxation authorities expired will be as importantas the treatmentduring the holi-
are working during the transition. day in determining the after-tax profitability of the invest-

ment. In addition, the tax treatment of the initial capital
expendituresmade before and during the holiday period must

D. Precedent be determined so that appropriate records will be available
for the calculationof depreciationwhen the holiday ends.

The provision of even targeted tax ncentives establishes the

precedentfor their wider use. Firms engaged in activities that There are a number of technical issues that are important in

do not qualify for the ncentiveswilllobby for their extension determining the impact of a tax holiday on the return on

to their activities or at least the provision of some form of investments. The first question is when does the holiday
ncentive. This is a difficult argument for policy makers to start It could be when production starts, the first year in

counter as it involves making explicit choices between dif- which the firm makes a profit or the first year that the firm

ferent activities which are both in some sense deserving. achieves a positive cumulative profit on its operations. For

Moreover. whenever ncentives are provided to one type of large projects, in particular, losses are usually generated in

activity there will be other activities which are closely related the early years ofproduction.These are typically the years of

to the preferred activity that do not qualify for the incentive. the highestcapital costs, there are specialcosts that are linked

They will be able to argue that they are disadvantaged in to the start up period, the work force may need to be trained

competing with the firms which are in receipt of the incen- and there may be costs of developing the local market. For

tive. The experience in OECD countries is that incentives such projects, a tax holiday which starts when production
once ntroducedhave a tendency to spread to other activities. occurs may actually ncrease the taxes paid over the life of

Accordingly the establishmentof such ncentives introduces the project and so act as a disincentivefor investment.If loss-
a dynamic into the policy process that furtherunderminesthe es are experiencedduring the holiday period they may not be

revenue base of the government. allowed to be carried forward when the period ends. Thus the

holiday may occur when no taxes would have been paid in
There is another aspect. The provision of an incentive often event and taxes be ncreased following the holiday
takes on the characteristics of an entitlement. Once given

any may
because no losses are available to offset against future prof-ncentives are very hard to eliminate due to the lobbying by ts. A similar situation can occur if the holiday starts when

the constituencycreated by their existence. The recent expe- profits are first' generated. Income may be sheltered that
rience of many OECD countries as they reformed their tax would have been eliminated in any case by the use of the tax
systems is nstructive. Despite the fact that incentives were losses. This may result in an overall increase in taxation in
generally recognized to be neffective, and thus many large circumstanceswhere the loss may only be carried forward for
ncentives were eliminated, many smaller ncentives

a short period or the use of the loss is otherwise restricted in
remained which are of questionable economic or social be-

some way. The laws in the region usually specify that the hol-
nefit, but which are given to politically vocal groups. iday commences when profits first occur. However, they are

often ambiguous as to whetherthis means the first year that is
in itselfprofitableor the first year that cumulativenet profits

VI. GENERALTAX INCENTIVES are positive.

Tax incentives can be grouped into a number of categories; A related question is the treatmentof depreciationduring the

tax holidays, investment allowances and tax credits, timing holiday period - should it be deducted during the holiday
differences, or reduced tax rates. Each of these types of period or can it be deferred until after the holiday has termi-

incentives raises different design issues which must be nated. Depreciation represents a cost in the calculation of
income and so its deduction is necessary to accurately mea-resolved.
sure the amount of income that should be subject to the holi-

day. Allowing a deferral of the deduction effectively over-

A. Tax holidays estimates the costs associated with the post-holiday,period
and so leads to a further reduction in tax which can lead to a

This has been the typical form oftax incentive used by coun- very generous incentive. The issue is more complicated if

tries in the region. It is a tax ncentive that is targeted at new some form of accelerated depreciation is also offered with

firrns, and is not available to existing operations. With a tax respect to the investment. Forcing the use of the accelerated

holiday, new firms are allowed a period of time free from the deductionsduring the holiday period at the least reduces their

burden of incorne taxation. Sometimes, this nitial period has value and can actually lead to an increase in the level of taxa-

been extended to a subsequentperiod of taxation at a reduced tion relative to the situation where no incentives are provid-
rate of tax. ed. A complete deferral of the deduction, however, can again

lead to a very generous ncentive and an effective tax holiday
One advantageof tax holidays that is sometimes cited is that which is much longer than intended.
they provide a simple regime for foreign investors at a time
when the tax systems in the region are not yet fully developed Anotherdesign question is the length of the holiday. Most of
since there is no need to calculate taxes in the early years of the holidays offered in the region have been of short duration.
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As is discussed below, such holidays are of very little benefit simply lost. This restrictive access to the incentive operates
to long-term capital intensive projects. Longer holidays against start-up firms without other income. This is the typi-
would be of greater benefit and there is some evidence in cal situation for new foreign investors and can effectively
Asia and Hungary that the longer holidays did succeed in eliminate the benefits of the incentive for such firms. It may

attracting some long-term investment. However the longer also lead to unproductivearrangementsbeing devised simply
the holiday the higher the revenue cost and the greater the to make use of the incentive. For example, an nvestment

vulnerability to tax planning schemes. allowance can be transferred from a frm benefiting from a

tax holiday to a taxable firm through the use of a lease. In

effect the firm obtains both incentives and government rev-

B. Investmentallowancesand tax credits enues fall by more than the tax which would have been paid
by,the ftrm in the absence of the holiday.

These are tax reliefs based upon the value of expenditureson

qualifying investments. They provide tax benefits that are
The chance that the incentive may be effectively lost also

over and above the depreciation allowed for the asset. A tax
increases the uncertaintyto the firm in estimating the value of
the incentive and so reduces its effectiveness. To avoid this

allowance is used to reduce the taxable income of the firm. A
tax credit is used to directly reduce the amount of taxes to be problem, rules need to be provided to allow a carry forward

paid.
of the ncentive and to determine its treatment if there is a

reorganizationof the business.
The major technical issues are the definition of the eligible
expendtures, the choice of the rate of the allowance or cred- A special form of investment allowance is provided by a

it, any restrictions on their use and the treatment of any
number of countries in the region. It is a reduced tax rate for

amounts of incentive that cannot be used in the year that they reinvested profits. It is not entirely clear why this particular
are earned due to insufficient taxable income. The major form of incentive is provided and how it operates in practice.
problem with the determination of the eligible expenditures Even without special incentives, retained earnings are the

is achieving a precise defnition that targets the incentive to major source of capital for investment in OECD countries as

the desired activity to minimize revenue leakage and, at the they are seen to be cheaper than either debt or new equity.
same time, provides the taxpayer with certainty as to the Moreoverthere are a numberof sources ofcapital and a num-

application of the incentive thus increasing the effectiveness ber of uses for retained earnings, other than dividends and

of the incentive. capital investments, such as debt retirement or offshore
investments. Tracing the funds from retained earnings to

The choice of the rate of incentive is directly linked to the investment would not be simple. Finally, it is not clear why
amount of incentive that it is desired to provide and the rev- one source of capital should be favoured over others. This
enue cost to the government.One problem which arises as the distorts capital markets and favours established firms. The
rate of the incentive increases is that the motivation for firms use of an allowance linked to the amount of investment, per-
to control costs is decreased, leading to so-called gold-plat- haps capped by a percentage of profits otherwise calculated,
ing of investments where the most cost-effectivetechniques would be a more direct way to achieve the goal. It could also
are not employed. A number of tax avoidance possibilities be better targeted to the desired activity.
are encountered when the rate of credit and tax allowance is
too high. For example, if an investmentallowance is provid-
ed, firms can flow services through a subsidiary and make C. Timing differences
money simply by increasing the amounts that the subsidiary
charges its parent company for the services rendered. The

Timing differences can arise either through the acceleration
basic problem is that, because the total amount of tax of deductions or the deferral of the recognition of income.
allowance and depreciation which can be deducted against The most common form of accelerated deduction is acceler-
taxable income exceeds the actual amount spent, the tax be- ated depreciation where the cost of an asset acquired may be
nefit to the parent company of spending one dollar exceeds written off at a rate that is greater than the economic rate of
the tax cost to the subsidiaryof receiving a dollar of revenue. depreciation.This can either be in the form of a shorter peri-
The use of the incentives can be constrained to ensure that od of depreciationor a special deduction in the first year. This

they cannot fully eliminate the tax payable by the firm in the has a similar impact to an investment allowance in the first

year. For example, the allowance could be restricted to some year, but differs since the amount written off reduces the

percentage of taxable income or a credit could be limited to depreciation base for future years and so the total amount

some percentageof tax otherwisepayable. The calculationof written off does not exceed the actual cost of the investment.

these limits can interact with other provisions in a complicated Rather it allows the deductions to occur sooner than other-

manner and can cause firms to enter into arrangements of the wise. This provides a deferral of tax which is effectively an

type discussed below. They do however limit the revenue cost interest free loan to the company from the government.
to the governmentand ensure that firms cannot entirely elimi-

can occur more
nate their tax payable through the use of incentives. Important timing differences in other techni-

cal areas. For example, incomes may not be realized until
An importantdesign issue is what to do if the frm has nsuf- there is a sale of the asset while certain costs are recognized
ficient taxable income to fully use that incentive in the year immediately. A typical example is the current deduction of
that it is earned. In some cases in the region the incentive is interest on an asset which is held for a period of time. A sig-
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nificant net profit can be realized on an asset whose pre-tax G. Beneficiaries
return equals the rate of interest on the funds borrowed for its

purchase, simply because of the mismatching of the deduc- By their construction, tax holidays are of greatest value to
tions and the taxation of the income. These technical timing firms and projects which make substantialprofits in the earlydifferences can often .be more important than any explicit years of operation. Such enterprises are likely to be engagednvestmentincentives. in sectors such as the retail trade, short-term construction or

The technical issues associatedwith accelerateddepreciation the service sector. They are less likely to be of benefit to

are similar to the issues of targeting and carryovers that face major capital ntensive projects which do not normally have
investment allowances. However the problem of deductions profits in the early years. This has in fact been the experience
exceeding the cost of the investment which occurs with an of the countries in the region which have introduced tax holi-
investmentallowance is avoided. days. Most of the beneficiariesof the tax holidays have been

small firms operating in sectors such as real estate, restau-

rants and short term market exploitation, such as the retail
D. General tax rate reductions trade or wood-cutting.The tax holidays are open-endedin the

sense that their value depends upon the amount of profit
General tax rate reductions can be provided to income from earned. Arguably, the types of high profit activities that be-
certain sources or to firms satisfying certain criteria. These nefit the most are the least in need of the incentive and would
reductions differ from tax holidays since the tax liability of have occurred in the absence of the incentive. Thus the bulk
firms is not entirely eliminated, the benefit is extended of the revenue foregone is likely to have had no beneficial
beyond new enterprises to include ncome from existing mpact on nvestment and so the ratio of benefits to costs is
operations and the benefit is not time-limited. Identification likely to be very low.
of the qualifying income is the major design issue. It may
require rules to define eligible tax payers, if the benefit is to The experience in Asia with tax holidays targeted at export-
be targeted to specific types of firms, such as small business- oriented industries is relevant.Low cost assembly plants that

es. If only certain types of income are to qualify, then rules are highly mobile can be easily attracted by this type of tax

must be defined to measure.this ncome. These can rely on break. In a number of instances, plant was established in a

separateaccountingfor different sources of income. Unfortu- country to take advantageof a tax holiday. Howeverwhen the

nately this accounting approach may be manipulated by holiday expired, the plant was disassembledand moved to an

streaming costs and income so as to maximize the benefit. adjacentjurisdiction to take advantage of the holiday offered

The alternative is to use a formula approach which will be there. The mobility that made the project responsive to the

less accurate in targeting the benefit. With either approach ncentive also acted to limit the benefit to the country from

the rules tend to be complex and subject to manipulation. the nvestment.

Investmentallowances, tax credits and accelerateddeprecia-
E. Non-income tax-based incentives tion, on the other hand, are specifically targeted at capital

investment. Their revenue cost is restricted by reference to

the amount of capital that the firm is willing to put at risk. AsIn many instances taxes other than income taxes are of pr- such they of little benefit for the quick profit ofare types
mary concern to potential nvestors. In particular, taxes on

firms.4 Tax allowances of benefit for firms with
business inputs constitute a barrier to the importation of the

are greatest
income from existing operations. These firms can shelter a

very factors that tax ncentives are designed to attract. Exam-
tax

ples nclude border charges, like customs duties or turn-over portion of such income from with the allowances earned
on the new investment. Firms with low ncome or start-uptaxes, on imported capital equipment and social security firms cannotbegin to take advantageof the incentiveuntil the

taxes on expatriate wages and salaries. Removal of these tax
nvestmentbegins to income. Provided that carry-for-earn a

impediments to FDI would provide an ncentive which elim-
ward of the ncentive is allowed, investment allowance

inates distortions rather than creates them.3
an

can operate in a manner similar to a tax holiday since it can

eliminate the tax liability of the firm in the early years of

F. Comparisonof the different general incentives operation. However the incentive no longer has an unlimited
amount of tax benefit; the potential tax benefit to the firm is

The various tax incentives can differ markedly from one
now capped by the amount of its nvestment.

another in a number of mportantways. In particularthey can General tax rate reductionsdiffer from the other ncentives in
differ in terms of: that they are not specifically targeted to new activity. Income

the types of companies and activities which are likely to from both existing and new operations are eligible for the
-

benefit from them; ncentive. Thus, when viewed as a short term investment
the time profile of the revenue mpact on the government incentive they are less likely to be cost-effectivethan, in par-

-

for any given level of incentive; and,
the difficulty of administrationand the possibility of tax-

avoidance. 3. The treatmentof domestic firms in this regard is also important. If revenue

considerationsallow, importation of business capital inputs should be free from
effective border charges for domestic firms as well.
4. These types of firms are far more attracted to tax holidays.
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ticular, incentives which are related to the amount of the difficult if complicated calculations are involved. Second,
investment. administratorsneed to ensure that the activity or firm actual-

ly qualifies for the incentive. This can be complicated if con-

cepts and definitions are vague or ambiguous or, as in the
H. Profile of revenue impact case of incentives for foreign-ownedfirms, the records estab-

lishing the eligibility of the firms are in another country.5
The revenue impact of tax holidays and investment Third, they must ensure that the amounts eligible for the
allowances is, in theory, tied to the degree of new activity. incentive are correctly reported; for example, that the value at

Thus the revenue impact is relatively low in the early years of which a machineor service has been transferred represents its
the programme and grows over time as more frms become fair market value. This again can be difficult if the transaction
eligible. A general tax rate reduction, on the other hand, has occurs across border, particularly if it took place between

reasonably significant up-front revenue costs as it applies to related parties. The need to carry-out these audits and assess-

income from existing operations as well. Accelerated deduc- ments diverts resources from other administrative tasks,
tions confer a timing benefit only. Thus to achieve the same which may have a substantial revenue cost of its own, given
incentiveeffect there will be a higher level ofup-frontcost to the shortages of trained staff that exist in most of the coun-

the govemment.The revenue cost actually falls over time, as tries of the region. All of these problems have been evident in
in future years the tax benefits from further new investments the countries in the region that have introduced tax incent-
are in part offset by the reduced deductions resulting from the ives.
accelerationof deductions on the old investments.

Avoidanceexperiencewith mx holidays. Of all the tax incent-
For investment allowances and accelerated deductions, the ives, tax holidays have been the most susceptible to tax plan-
carry-forwardof deductions by firms which cannot fully uti- ning. This planning can lead to considerable revenue leakage,
lize them can lead to a considerable growth in the revenue which can exceed the revenue foregone from incentives
cost over time. The experience of a number of OECD coun- earned by legitimate activities. This further reduces the cost-
tries that provided broad-based investment incentives is that effectiveness of tax incentives. The main tax avoidance
over one-halfof incentives were earned by firms with no cur- strategies employed by firms, which are often used in combi-
rent taxable income. This reduced their cost in the early years nation, include:
of the programme. However there was a significant build up Fictive foreign investment. Tax holidays in number ofa-

over time of unused deductions from previous years. As the
countries have been directed at firms with sufficienta

firms which had these accumulations began to earn income, of foreign ownership. There would
the accumulations were used to offset income even though percentage appear to

have been considerable leakage of tax revenues arising
they were no longer making expenditures eligible for the

from the creation of fictive foreign-owned companiesincentives. The claiming of the deductions was merely which carried On what in fact domestically-ownedwas a
delayed and there was an increasing impact on tax revenues

business. One method by which this is accomplished is
as the deductions from previous years were added to those

the transferof funds from domesticenterprse toa a com-

being earned and used in the current year.
pany incorporated offshore which in turn reinvested in

The build up of unused deductions and losses also reduced the home country, as if it were a foreign-ownedcompany.
the predictabilityof the government's revenue stream. Firms Thus the investmentqualified for the incentive. Whether
that did not expect to be able to use their deductions for a this type of transaction is classified as tax avoidance or

period of time sought out ways of transferring them to firms evasion, depends on the relevant legislation. In either
with current taxable income. This was often done in the form event it is very difficult for tax authorities in the region to

of transactions which traded a lower cost of financing for the detect such activity on audit.
tax deductions. Thus the deductions earned in one sector

reduced the taxable income of another. Loss trading mecha- Transfer pricing. The existence of a tax holiday intro-
nisms such as leasing are frequently used in this regard. duces the possibility of transferring profits from opera-
A numberof countries in the region have experiencedserious tions that do not qualify for the holiday to the firm that

unexpected shortfalls in revenues during the transition peri- enjoys it. For example, a domestic firm transfers a small

od. This has been in part due to reduced economic perfor- part of its operation to a joint venture with a foreign-
mance and problems of tax administration in the face of a owned company. The joint venture qualifies for the

changing economic structure. Tax incentives, particularly incentive. Income is then transferred to the joint venture

holidays, have contributed to this shortfall as they have pro- from the original domestic company by manipulatingthe

vided opportunities for firms to arrange their affairs to avoid allocation of costs and the charges made on transactions

paying taxes on income ordinarily subject to taxation. between the frms. These types of transactions are very
dificult for tax authorities to detect, and even harder to

successfullychallenge.
I. Administrationand tax avoidance

The administration of incentive schemes provides an extra

challenge to tax administrators.First, they have to verify that
5. This problem is compounded by the limited range of tax treaties for most

countries in the region which denies themaccess t0 the exchange of information
the incentive has been correctly applied. Verification can be facilities usually contained in the treaties.-
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Roll-overof businesses. It can be very difficult to estab- and capital gains taxes can deal with this problem in the case

lish what is a new operation for the purposes of the tax of accelerateddepreciationas the increaseddeductionsof the

holiday. A new corporation can be established which purchaser are offset by the reduced write-offs of the seller.
then purchases the assets of an existing operation in order For investment allowances and tax credits, the problem can

to qualify for the incentive, even though no new activity be dealt with through fairly simple anti-avoidancerules, such
takes place. This practice has occurred in combination as providing the incentive only for first use of the asset in the
with the above types of tax avoidance. In other cases, country.
such as the construction industry, new firms were estab-
lished for each new project, thus maintaining perpetual
access to the holiday. This occurred in one country in the Vll. SPECIAL PURPOSE INCENTIVESG
case of a logging operation that used a new company
every time it moved to a new wood lot.

A. General
Regional tax avoidance. Tax holidays also put the rev--

enues of adjacentjurisdictionsat risk. Firms exporting to A serious disadvantage of offering tax incentives to attract

third countries from the country would ordinarilypay tax investment is that, to the extent that the incentives are

on their profit from the sale. In some cases, these firms claimed by enterprises that would have invested in any event,
establish trans-shipmentcompanies in an adjoining state. there is a loss of tax revenue without any correspondingbe-

The sole purpose of the company being to purchase the nefit to the host country. These costs can, in theory, be

goods from the exportingconpany and then sell thern to reduced if means can be found to target the incentives to par-
the actual purchaser in the third country. The trans-ship- ticular desirable activities or to projects that would not have

ment company qualifies for a tax holiday in the second occurred without the incentive. Countries have employed a

jurisdiction. Goods are sold at cost to that company and number of techniques to achieve this better targeting. These

all the profits on the sale are transferred to it through include:

transfer pricing to be sheltered from tax by the tax holi- - linking the incentive to specific low-growthregions;
day. - tying the incentive to particular objectives, such as

employmentcreation, technology transfer or export pro-A numberof countries in the region have attempted to curtail motion;
these abuses by requiring that the foreign investmentexceed the use ofFree-Tradeor Export PromotionZones; and-

some threshold, say USD 50 000, in order to qualify for the the use of administrativediscretion.-

incentive. While such restrictions may deter some small

problems, they are unlikel to be effective in preventing tax Each of these approaches has potential advantages, but is

avoidance Firms may contributeovervaluedcapital goods as likely to give rise to substantialproblems in implementation.
part of their initial capital contribution to achieve the thresh- One general problem with special ncentives is that their pro-
old. There are no restrictions on the use of the capital. vision inevitably leads to pressure from other deserving sec-

Accordingly, firms can effectively repatriate the funds in a tors for special treatment. This pressure is much more diffi-
number of ways, such as non-recourse loans, offshore cult to withstand once some targeted incentives have been
depositsand returns of capital. Thus the thresholds imposeno given. The experience in a number of countries in the region
effective constrainton tax avoidance. and in the OECDhas been the spread over time to otheractiv-

Other incentives.The other forns of incentives are also open ities and the difficulty of removing the incentives in the

to abuse. However, the scope is somewhat tnore limited, par- future once the reason for them has gone. While any one tar-

ticularly in the case of investment-relatedncentives granted geted incentive may not involve a significant revenue cost,
at rnoderate rates. The incentive has an upper limit related to the total for all the resulting incentives can sharply erode

the arnount of the expenditureand so is not as exposed to the government revenues from the business sector.

shifting of large amounts of profits as a tax holiday. Never- Regionaldevelopment.Regionaldevelopmenthas often been
theless problems can still occur, especially with assets trans- an objective of tax incentives in OECD countries and else-
ferred from related offshorecompanies.There is a motivation where. Typically, investors in designated regions usually-

to overvalue the purchase price of the asset to maximize the the more remote, economically less-developed regions of a
incentive. Clearly this motivation is increased as the rate of country, or regions with high levels of unemployment -
the incentive rises. However, this problem already exists to a receive tax holidays, investment allowances or.accelerated
certain extent, as firros try to increase their depreciationbases depreciation.Experiencedemonstrates that little new activity
for tax purposes. As noted above, at high rates of incentive is generated in the targetedregion relative to the revenue cost
this problem can occur (even within a country) if the rate of ncurred. In so far as the incentives have any effect at all, the
incentive leads to a value of tax deductions that exceeds the chief effect is to divert investment away from its optimum
value of the expenditure.It is possible to increase the benefits location.
to the enterprise on a transfer of assets or services between
related companies simply by ncreasing the price of the item
transferred. The other issue which can arise in these circum-
stances is the multiple access to the incentive through flip- 6. This section is substantially based upon contributions by Alex Easson to

ping the asset among a group of companies. Recapture rules the original paper.
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Employmentcreation. Tax incentives for job creation are fre- ented investmentare contrary to the provisionsof the GA[T;
quently linked with regional policies, seeking to attract the success of others depends in part upon home countries
investment to areas of high unemployment. In other cases, being prepared to grant tax sparing treatment in their dou-
incentives are given to promote the establishmentof labour- ble taxation treaties (see below). With the heightenedcompe-
intensive industries or the employment of particular cate- tition in world markets there is a likelihood that these issues

gories of workers, such as young persons, the disabled, or the will become more important in the future.

long-term unemployed. Many of the issues that arise with
Free trade processing Closely related theor export zones. to

investment incentives, such as incentives going to activities
ssue of promotion of export-oriented investment is the phe-that would have occurred in any event, are also associated

with employment incentives. Moreover, incentives targeted
nomenon of the establishment of export processing zones.

These zones, also called Customs-Free Zones, Duty-Free
to particular types of employmentor increases in the level of

Zones, Free Trade Zones, Special Economic Zones, have
employment are subject to manipulation and administrative

or

complexity.
over the past 30 years or so been established in more than 50
countries in all parts of the globe and are now being estab-

Technology transfer. Many countries have sought to attract lished in many countries of Central and Eastem Europe.
technology-advancedinvestment,or R&D activities, through The principal feature that distinguishes these is that
the grant of tax incentives, usually with very little success. It

zones

is frequently difficult for tax authorities to determine when they provide a discrete environment in which enterprises
can

particular technology should qualify as advanced or
(usually both foreign and domestically-owned) import

appropriate, and difficult to define precisely what consti- machinery, components and raw materials free of customs

duties and other taxes, for assembly, processing or manufac-
tutes research. In most cases it is likely that the investor

with view exporting the finished product. Normally,a
will be receiving a tax break for doing what it would have ture, to

sales of zone products to the domestic market are treated as
done in any event, and it is the experience of many develop- exports/imports, and liable that import duties
ing countries that technology which is introduced is rarely

are at stage to

and taxes.
transferred to the host country. It is due to the generally
unsatisfactory experience with tax incentives that a number From the point of view of the country establishing an export
of Asian countries are turning to non-fiscal inducements, processing zone (EPZ) the principal objective is to earn for-
such as the establishmentof Science Parks. eign exchange from export sales. Frequently, there are addi-

tional objectives, such as the creation of employment, tech-
Exportpromotion. There is evidence, especially from devel-

nology transfer, promotion of regional policy.
oping countries in Asia, to suggest that incentives to attract

export-oriented investment tend to be more effective than Incentives to attract foreign investors to the EPZs commonly
most other forms of investment incentives. Certain types of take a variety of forms:

export-orientedenterprises, notably those in the textiles and
-

electronics sectors and other labour-intensive assembly Exemption from customs duties and other taxes on

importation. This iS the essential feature of EPZs. Such
industries, are especially ensitive to taxation. Such indus-

to components are
tries do not rely much on local sources of material supply and exemptions apply materials and that

are
do not target sales at the domestic market. Rather, they are imported and re-exported. They also often extended

attracted to low cost environments.While the most important
to capital goods that are used in the production process

local cost for such industres is labour, taxes may form a sig- by the firm. As mentioned above, exemption from such
taxes is often one of the more important tax incentives

nificant part of costs and SO tax reliefs may be especially offered to foreign investors since they have immediatean
attractive to such firms. Investment incentivesare commonly costs. extent
provided in the form of tax holidays or special investment impact upon To the that zone products are

to
allowances for firms designated as export oriented, by re-exported, such exemptions appear be entirely con-

sistent with the provisions of the GATT and, so far as
exemption from tax of a proportion of profits corresponding taxes are same
to the proportion that export sales bear to total sales, or by product concernedproduceessentially the

result as the zero-rating of exports under a value added
generous deduction provisions for expenditures aimed at

tax. The chief advantage of the zonal exemptions is in
export promotion. Undoubtedly, some of these policies have

been successful in attracting foreign investmentand have, at
terms ofadministrationand cash flow, as opposed to hav-

least in the short term, had relatively little cost in terms of tax ing to apply for duty and tax refunds where goods are re-

foregone, since much of such investment would not have exported. Such incentives can be seen as removing
impediments rather than providing a special break to

been attracted without tax exemptions. The benefits of such

investment, however, are questionable. As noted above, encourageexports.

many of the enterprises attracted are footloose, and tend to - Other tax incentives. Much of the investmentattracted to

move on as soon as tax holidays expire. There tends to be lit- EPZs is highly mobile, cost-consciousand tax sensitive,
tle in the way of creation of linkages to domestic firms, little and frequently additional tax incentives for investment
transfer of technology, and little sourcing of local raw mate- are offered in the zones. In some cases, special incentives
rials. Moreover, the success of such operations depends to a (e.g. tax holidays) apply for investment in the zone; in

large extent upon the reaction of the countries which provide others, zone enterprisesqualify for the same incentivesas

the sources of capital and the markets for the exports. Many are provided - notably for export-orented investment-

of the incentives that could be offered to attract export-ori- elsewhere in the country. The concerns raised above in
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relation to incentives for export-oriented investment Finally, the caution recorded in relation to tax incentives for
apply equally to zonal incentives of this nature. export promotion bears repeating .in the context of EPZs.

Whilst there would seem to be nothing objectionable in pro-Regulatoryconcessions.Itis normal for a variety ofnon--

fiscal ncentives to be provided for investment in EPZs. viding exemption from customs duties and taxes on importa-
tion, other tax ncentives directed specifically at export pro-Such incentives commonly take the form of simplified motion the GATT and might nvite

approval procedures, relaxation of exchange-control may run contrary to coun-

restrictions, suspension of employee rights under labour tervailing measures that could negate any advantages
obtained from the establishmentof the zones.

legislation,etc.

Subsidized infrastructure. In many cases, the host coun--

tr subsidizesEPZ activities by providinga transportand B. Administrativediscretion
communications infrastructure, low cost utilities, low
rentals for factory sites, etc. All of these, of course, come Should the incentives be discretionaryand only granted with
at a cost to the host country. the pre-approval of the authorities There are a number of

It is difficult to evaluate the success, or otherwise, of EPZs. potential advantages to this approach.
In a few countries they have been successful in generating - As the policy priorities of the government change, it is
substantial foreign currency earnings. However, in other possible to tailor the incentives to support them, since
countries EPZs have proved a dismal failure, while in fewer firms are affected by the changes and problems of
between are instances where it is difficult to say whether the transition can be more easily handled.
enhanced foreign exchange earnings have been worth the

If there appears to be a risk of tax avoidance under thecosts of establishment.
-

scheme then the authoritiescan deny access to the incen-
Real (net) foreign exchange earnings are often but a small tive.
proportion of total export sales, since most components and

-

raw materials are imported; textile manufacturers in some Where the extent as well as the availabilityof the incen-

zones have even imported such items as thread and buttons. tive are administrativelydetermined, it may be possible
Employmentcreation has been impressive, but has often had to provide only that degree of incentive which is required
little impactupn local unemploymentsince the great major- to make the investment economic. This would mprove
ity of jobs have been filled by young women who had not the cost-effectivenessof the programmeby improving its

previously been part of the workforce. Technology transfer targeting toward incremental investment.

has usually been negligible and in only a very few countries In practice, however. there is little evidence that thes gains
have substantialbackward linkages with domestic producers are realized. Approval processes an be time-consumingand
been established. Attempts to use EPZs as an instrument of cumbersome. The authorities can only obtain the detailed
regional developmentpolicy have mostly been total failures. information necessary for evaluation from the company
Since tax incentives have been the rule in most EPZs, very which has an incentive to portray it in an advantageousman-
little tax revenue has been generated directly, though EPZ ner. In the real world of politics, it is difficult to deny the
investors have undoubtedly contributed to revenues through incentives to companies which are promising the creation of
employment creation, in the form of payroll taxes, income employment.Finally, the greatestproblem is that an approval
tax on salaries and sales taxes on spending by employees. process undermines the transparencyof the tax system which

It is instructive to note that the countries in which EPZs have is probably the number one criterion of foreign companies
tended to be most successful have been those which have making the investments. For these reasons, the track record

concentrated upon generating foreign exchange earnings, of discretionary incentives is not encouraging.
without attempting to pursue ancillary objectives such as

regional development, and which have emphasized the
removalof obstacles to exportprocessing rather than the pro-

C Dornestic versus foreign investors
vision of investment incentivesper se. They have also tend-
ed to be countries in which the general domestic tax climate Incentives offered in the region are often tied to foreign
has been relatively hospitable to nvestment. investment.7 The incentives are sometimes directed at firms

that are 100 percent owned by foreigners and at other times
To the extent that tax incentives (other than exemption from offered to joint ventures, often with as little as 30 percent for-
taxes and duties on imports) are employed, a potential advan-: eign ownership. Under the tax systems that formerly existed
tage ofEPZs is that they localize access to the incentives and n. the region such special treatment was often appropriate.
so, in theory, allow a closer monitoing of the operation of The tax regimes that applied to state-owned firms served a
firms. However, they certainly do not eliminate the problems different purpose to tax systems in the OECD countries.
already referred to. There are various ways to shift profits Accordingly,compared to OECD practice, they had features,
from operations outside the zone to firms which are based in such as restricteddeductions for nterest or wages or relative-
the zone through ntra-group transactions, and so lead to the
effective leakage of zone benefits to ordinary domestic activ-
ity. 7. These can be in the form of special tax holidays under the income tax or

special reliefs from customs duties or turnover taxes.
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ly slow rates of depreciation,that were not approprate for the As a subsidiary is the normal form of investment for non-

taxation of the income of foreign enterprises. It was neces- financial institutions, the balance of the discussionwill focus

sary to apply specialtax provisions to foreign-ownedfirms to on th treatment of repatriated dividends. Much of the dis-
enable them to do business in the country. It may still be nec-. cussion also applies to incomeearned in branches, although it

essary for those countries which have not yet changed their should be remembered that taxation in the residence-country
tax systems to provide transitional relief for foreign firms occurs at the time the income is earned, rather than being
until their tax systems have been brought into line with deferred until it is repatriated as a dividend.
OECD practice.
Providing tax incentives targeted only to foreign companies A. Taxation of foreign-source income
raises different issues when the tax system of the country is
similar to those of market-oriented countries. The clear
attraction for policy-makers is that the targeting drarnatically There are basically two types of tax treatments that are

reduces the revenue costs of offering the incentives as the applied to dividends paid to the residence country. These

bulk of current revenues cone from donestic firms. In addi- have very different implications for the potential effective-

tion, many of the domestic firms are still state-ownedand not ness of tax incentives provided by the source country.

operating fully as private sector frms. However, as more The first type of tax treatment is the foreign tax credit
firms become prvatized and must compete in the market method. Under this method, the residence country applies its
with foreign-owned firms, the question must be asked why it tax regime to the income when it is repatriated, but allows a
would be government policy to disadvantagedomestic firms credit for any foreign taxes paid to the extent that they do not
relative to foreign firms. The discrimination leads to resent- exceed the amount of residence country tax that would be
ment which is likely to reduce voluntarycompliancewith the levied on the income. This effectively says that the source
tax system, just at the time when the tax administration is

country is allowed the first opportunity to tax the income, but
most vulnerable. Domestic firms would lobby, with justifica- that the residence country will move in to tax the income to
tion, for an extensionof the incentives to them. This pressure the extent that it is not fully taxed in the source country. In the
could be difficult to resist and so the incentives would spread, simple case of only one source of foreign income, this has
leading to a deterioration of the domestic tax system. More- clear negative implications for tax incentives. To the extent
over, as seen above, the restrictions often do not work. that the incentive results in a tax liability that is less than the
Domestic frms are induced to enter into tax avoidancestrate- tax burden that would be applied in the residence country,
gies that have proven difficult for tax authorities to counter. then the benefit given is effectively clawed back when the

income is repatriated to the residence country. There is sim-

ply a transferof tax revenue from the Treasury of the source

Vlll. INTERNATIONALASPECTS OF TAX country to the Treasury of the residencecountry. A numberof

INCENTIVES OECD countries use the foreign tax credit method, unless
modified by treaty, for example, the United Kingdom, and

In looking at the tax treatment of foreign direct investment, it the United States.

is necessary to look both at the tax treatment in the country The alternative basic system of taxing foreign-source income
where the activity takes place, the source country and also the is the exemptionmethod, employed by OECD countries such
tax treatment in the country of the foreign parent, the res-

as France and Germany. Under this method there is no further
idence country. There are often tax consequences in both the

tax on the repatrated profits and SO the effective taxing back
source country and the residence country. This can lead to an of the incentive which occurs under the tax crediting method
interaction between the tax systems of the two jurisdictions does not occur. In fact, simple categorzation of countries is
that modifies the impactof a tax incentivecompared to when difficult as many countries incorporate aspects of both sys-
looked at only from the point of view of the source country. tems depending upon the type of income and its country of

There are a number of forms in which an investmentcan take source. A foreign tax credit is applied in some of these coun-

place. The two basic methods are through a branch and tries in certain circumstances, for example if there is no tax

through a subsidiary. A branch is simply a divisionof the for- treaty or if the source country does not have a comparable
eign company making the investment. It is not a separate tax system. The fact that some exemption systems are struc-

legal entity. ccordingly, the branch's profits are ordinarily tured on the basis of a subject to tax test or a comparable
taxed as they are earned in the residence country under the tax test means that the existence of a tax holiday causes the

principle of worldwide taxation. Any residence country tax exemption not to be available in the residence country and a

consequencesoccur immediately. credit system applies in its stead. In this event the comments

made in relation to credit systems become relevant.
The other form of investment is through a subsidiary. In this
case the subsidiaryof the foreign company is a separate legal In examining the extent of the reversal of source-country
entity and its income is usually not included in the income of incentives through foreign tax credits there are a number of
the foreign parent until it is repatriated as a dividend. Any qualifications that need to be made to the simple case out-

residencecountry tax consequencesoccur at the time of repa- lined. With deferral, to the extent that the earnings are

triation. This delay in taxation by the residence country is retained in the source country and reinvested they are not

known as deferral. subject to residence country taxation. Thus any adverse tax
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consequences can be deferred until the time of repatriation. fit of the tax incentive goes to the investor and is not simply
There is some theoreticaldiscussionabout the true impact of transferred to the residence country's Treasury. Tax sparing
deferral in that the tax on the distributionwill occur at some provisions are usually granted as part of tax treaties. Tradi-

point in the future when the income is repatriated and so tionally, they are given by developed countries, which are

should be taken into account in the planning of the firm in .most likely to be the residencecountry in the flow of nterna-

making its investment decision. There is little doubt that tional investments, to developing countries, which are more

firms act as if deferral matters to them. Thus to the extent that likely to be source countries.
the adverse tax consequences can be delayed they are less The purpose of tax sparing provisions is to allow the source
problematic to the companies. This does have an implication country to be able to provide tax reliefs without the concern
for the design of tax incentives. It suggests that incentives in

that they are simply transferringmoney to the Treasury of the
the income tax of the source country are more likely to be

more developedcountry and so can be seen as preserving the
effective than ncentives that are provided at the time of repa- sovereignty of the source country. This provides more free-
triation such as withholding tax relief. These latter ncentives dom for the source country in designing its ncentive regime.8
are more likely to be simply a transfer to the other national

Treasury. The true tax benefits of other ncentives such as tax credits,
investment allowances and, in particular, accelerated depre-

The next qualification s that the tax crediting systems of ciation, are more difficult to calculate. Hence tax sparingpro-
most countries are generally limited to the amount of tax that visions in treaties do not usually apply to such incentives.
would have been paid on the foreign income in the residence The result can be that the operation of the nternational tax
country. The recent tax reforms in OECD countries have the system ends up ncreasing the total taxation over what would
effect in some countries of lowering the overall domestic tax apply without the incentive through a combinationof source
burden on foreign-source income below that of the source and residence taxation. In particular if the residence country
country taxation. This places many firms, particularly in the has a credit systern without a system of carry back for excess
United States; in what is known as an excess foreign tax cred- forign tax credits, the reduced taxation in the source country
it position. The residence country taxation has been com- in the early years of the investmentresults in increased taxa-

pletely eliminated and a residual source country burden tion over a number of years. The residence country collects
remains. In such circumstances, relief from source country tax on the investment in the early years because of the low
taxation does not result in a transferof tax liability to the res- source-country tax and 'does not fully credit the higher
idence country and so is of benefit to the firm. source-country tax in later years because of the foreign tax

The final qualification is that foreign tax credit regimes are
credit limit. If the investment is made through a subsidiary,

diffiult to operate effectively. In particular the use of off- the problem can be overcome by postponing dividend pay-

shore financing companies can defer the taxation in the res-
ments until the later years of the nvestmentand so averaging

idence country indefinitely. Dividends paid from the source
the source country tax over the low and high years - this
would be the natural pattern for the payment of dividends in

country can be routed to a third country that does not tax

them. In addition, in some foreign tax systems which pool the any event. Other tax planning strategies may be available in

ncome from different countries in making the calculation, it the case of a branch to overcome the problem.
is possible to mix the ncome from high and low tax countries Not all countries, however, are willing to provide tax sparing
to ensure the efficient use of tax credits. In such circum- provisions and a number of countries that have offered them
stances, the transferof the tax benefit arising from the ncen- in the past are reconsidering their position. The reasons are

tive to the residence country's Treasury can be avoided. related to why foreign tax credit regimes are used instead of
use a tax ensures

Nevertheless, despite all of these qualifications, many com-
exemption methods. The of foreign credit
that when profits are repatriated they are taxed at the rate of

panies take into account when making their investmentplans other ncome in the country. This be considered tomaythe eventual tax consequences in the residence country. ncrease the fairness of the domestic tax regime since it
Whether they measure the actual mpact residence country
taxation will have after all tax-planning routes have been

ensures that the recipients of foreign-source income face the
same tax rates as do recipients of domestic income. A second

exploited or whether it is a simplificationused in the evalua-
tion of projects is not clear and certainly varies depending

reason for a foreign tax credit regime is to mprove the

integrity of the domestic tax regime. It is very difficult to
upon the situation of the foreign investor. Regardless of

accuratelydivide domestic income from foreign ncome, par-which methodology is adopted the effectiveness of tax
ticularly when companies try to arrange their affairs to maxi-

ncentivesis reduced below what they would be when viewed
mize the benefits of low tax rates in offshore jurisdictions.from a purely domestic context.
The of foreign tax credit seeks to that if incomeuse a ensure

is transferred to low-tax jurisdictionsit is taxed fully when it

B. Tax treaties and tax sparing
is returned to the residence country. So far as there is any dis-
cernible trend with respect to tax sparing it is for OECD

One method that is used to avoid this problem is tax spar-
ing. Under tax sparing, the residence country treats the 8. In order to qualify for tax sparing it is necessary to be able to calculate the

extent of the benefit that has been provided. This can be done most readily for
ncomeremittedas if it had been fully taxed and had not ben- simple reliefs in the form of tax holidays, low tax rates and withholding tax

efited from the tax incentive. This ensures that the full bene- reliefs.
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countries to be more reluctant to include such provisions in the countries in the region offers some clear lessons on the
tax treaties. design of such ncentives.

The provision of incentives in one country can have implica-
tions for the tax revenues of other countries if income is A. Basic income tax law
diverted to the incentive country to be sheltered from taxa-

tion. Certain types of incentives, such as tax holidays and low The most basic concern of businesses is the lack of clarity
tax rates are particularly susceptible to this type of tax plan- and stability of the tax laws and their application. A number
ning. Certain types of activities, such as offshore finance and of actions by govemments in the region could help to reduce
nsurancecompaniesand foreign sales companiescan also be the resulting uncertainty.
vehicles for international tax avoidance. Therefore, tax spar-
ing provisions are rarely blanket exemptionsand may be pro- Governments should move on a priority basis to provide
vided in a restricted manner. They can be time-limitedor may a clear and stable legislative income tax framework. New

be restricted to certain key sectors such as manufacturing. laws that contain the main features of a tax law in clear

The latter limit is usually achieved by specifying the domes- legislative languagewould provide a framework for busi-

tic incentive provisions to which the tax sparing applies. ness planning. It is recognized that all tax laws evolve

Where there is a time limit for tax sparing relief under a over time to meet changing circumstancesand that this is

treaty, power to extend the time by the mutual agreement or particularly important in the economies in transition.

another procedure is often included. Such restrictionsmay in Thus, not all aspects that characterize tax systems in

the end not be effective in practice as income can be changed OECD countres need be present. However the structure

in form and source through tax-planning. It is such concerns of the law should be such that it can be added to as the

that have led a number of countries to conclude that tax spar- economy and the capacity of tax administratorsevolve.

ing provisionspose an unacceptablerisk to home country tax Provisions, such as penalties and interest and general
revenues. rules to curb tax avoidance should be added, if they are

Just as the domestic law of one country can impact on taxa- missing from the existing law. These rules provide tax

authorities with the tools that they need to attack taxtion in another countIy, so the tax treaties of one country can

affect other countries besides the treaty partner under each avoidance, thus protecting those incentives that are pro-

treaty. This arises under the practice commonly known as
vided from abuse, and at the same time beginning to

treaty shopping.The basic idea is that intermediarycompa-
establish a habit of tax compliance.

nies are set up in third countries9 to take advantage of provi- Clear interpretation guidelines should be developed and
sions in the tax treaty between that country and the source made public. The most persistent complaint from tax

country that have the effect of lowering source country taxa- advisors is their inability to obtain clear indicationsof the
tion to. Part of the planning often consists of re-characterizing official treatment of certain transactions and for the
business income as royalties or interest. As a result an apparent interpretations to change over time.
increasing number of treaties include provisions intended to

Basic features of the profits law should be consistent
deny the benefits of tax treaties in treaty shopping situations.

tax

with internationalnorms. This means:
Such provisions become particularly important when tax

treaties are used within a free trade group of countries to
- statutory tax rates between 30 and 40 per cent;

lower taxation on cross border flows, as each country in the
- depreciation rates consistent with OECD practice;

loss carry-forwardsof 5 to 10 years;
group becomes vulnerable to the tax treaties of the other

-

deductions for costs defrayed to earn income, likecountries in the group with third countries.
-

interest and wages; and
certain technical rules necessary for business opera--

tions, e.g. tax treatment of reorganizations.
IX. CONCLUSIONSON THE DESIGN OF THE

TAX SYSTEM TO ATTRACT FDI
B. Income tax incentives

The foregoing discussion has highlighted the importance of
The overwhelmingexperience in the region with tax holidaysnon-tax factors to investors in their determinationof whether

or not to invest in a country. Every effort should be made to has been that they are particularly susceptible to tax avoid-

deal with those factors under the government'scontrol which ance and have been ineffective in attracting FDI. Part of the

may be inhibiting FDI. It is also important to ensure that the problem in the context of attracting FDI is that a holiday is

basic tax system does not contain features that themselves only indirectly linked to the investment. It is tied to the estab-

deter investment.These areas should be addressedon a prior- lishment of a new enterprise and the amount of the incentive

ity basis. The clear experience of all the countries in the depends not upon the size of the investment but on the prof-
region that have offered incentives is that they, in themselves,
are not sufficient to overcome the other impediments to

investment. That having been said it must be recognized that
9. Not being the ultimate residence and source countries.

incentivesmay be justified in some circumstancesand, in any 10. Typically a treaty with a narrow definition of permanent establishment or

event, will certainly be offered. If they are, the experienceof Iow or zero tax rates on dividends, interest and/or royalties.
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its that are made during the initial years of the nvestment. that will help. The law should contain a provision that
This is at the heart of both the tendency for holidays to be transactions between related parties be done at fair mar-

used by firms making short term investmentsand the various ket value. This at least establishesa legal bsis for attack-
tax avoidance schemes that have been observed. These prob- ing the transaction and will curb somewhat the aggres-
lems are significantly reduced with investment allowances siveness of major companies.
and credits and so these types of incentives are recommend-
ed if the goal is the promotionof productive investment. Target the ncentive to assets, such as machinery and

equipment, that have an external secondhand market
Investment-based incentives - While investment-linked which can be used to determinearms length prices. Intan-
incentives are to be preferred to tax holidays, experience has gible expenditures like know-how and business services
shown that they have problems themselves.There are a num- are typically hard to value.
ber of guidelines that should be followed.ifthe ncentives are

The key auditing transaction is information. Typi-to be as free from abuse as possible.
to any

cally the taxpayer has it and the tax administrator does
As the examples of tax avoidance activities demonstrate, not. This problem is compounded in the case of foreign
the tax avoidance problems associated with investment tax-payers. This problem is addressed internationally
allowancesand credits are most evident at higher rates of through the exchange of information provisions in tax

allowance or credit. Therefore, the rates of benefit treaties. Consequently,the conclusionof tax treaties with
offered should be moderate. the major source countries of FDI that contain exchange

of information articles is helpful.Attempts to target the incentives too finely or at vague
objectives are counterproductive in that they introduce Tax holidays- If tax holidays are to be introduced there are a

complexity and uncertainty for both the taxpayer and the number of ways that the potential for abuse can be curtailed.
tax administrator.If the taxpayercannot be certain of the These also have the effect of reorienting the holidays to an

eligibility of an expenditure for the incentive, its effect objective that is related to their design. As noted above, holi-
on behaviour is reduced significantlyor even eliminated. days are more linked to the establishmentof enterprises than

Therefore, the investments eligible for the ncentive to the level of investment. The exprience in the countries of
should be clearly defined and the rules kept as simple as the region has documented the extent to which holidays can

possible. be used to shelter income from existing domestic operations
from taxation through transfer pricing and the transfer of

In many cases the principal justification for an incentive
to new

will be to help to create a basic amount of market orient- operations from existing firms firms that qualify for
the holiday. These problems suggest a numberof restrictions

ed activity in the country. As the market develops and
that eliminate of the obvious abuses and direct thesome most

foreign firms become familiar with a country, the ratio-
nale for an incentive will be reduced. This suggests /hat holiday ncentives toward the creation of new businesses

rather than indirectly attempting to attract new investment.
ncentivesshouldbe introducedfor a set period of time to

The objective be pursued by both in rela-
expire at the end of the period established. This is known may a government

tion to attracting foreign firms and in helping the establish-
as sunsettingand ensures that some review and action on

the part of the government is required for the continua-
ment of new private sector activity domestically.

tion of the ncentive. A frequently encountered problem was the transference
ofexisting business assets to a new firm to qualify for the

Upfront incentives are susceptible to sales and resales of
the same asset to produce multiple access to the ncen- holiday. This also occurred with firms whose holidays
tive. Appropriaterecapture and capital gains rules reduce

were expiring so as to renew the holiday. This suggests
that the holiday should be restricted to firms, the bulk of

the problem and should be in place. However for an
whose have previously ben employed in theassets not

incentive such as an investment tax credit other rules are
This ratio of new-to-the-country should

needed to ensure that an asset only receives the incentive country. assets

be quite high, say, 90 percent. The assets so restricted
once. One approach is to claw back the incentive if the

would include buildings given that existing buildingsnot
asset is resold, perhaps within a time limit. This approach
requires complex tracking of assets. A simpler approach may be renovated for a new use. This would also deny

the holiday to firms that simply change their form, for
is to allow the ncentive only for the purchase of assets

that have not been previously used. To allow the use of example through privatization.
second-handassets from abroad that might embody tech- The second restriction would address the problem of

nology that is unavailable in the country, the rule could transfer pricing and focus the incentive on the objective
be extended to allow the ncentiveonly for the first use of of the creation of new enterprises. It would deny the
the asset in the country. ncentive to any company that was related to a company

An asset purchased from abroad from a related person is operating in the country that did not itself qualify for the

particularly susceptible to the risk that the transaction holiday.

price will be inflated so as to maximize the write-offs for Holidays are frequently targeted to industries that are

depreciation purposes. Adding an investment incentive internationallymobile such as manufacturing,and denied
on top of depreciationonly heightens this risk. Avoiding to firms that are engaged in other activities that are more

this problem is not simple, but there are some guidelines tied to the country, such as the distributionand wholesale
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trade. The question arises as to what happens if a frm is However, these benefits are sometimes restricted to con-

established to manufacturebut carries on ancillary activ- tributions of original capital or require 100 percent own-

ities that do not qualify. A strict targeting to manufactur- ership of the firm. In other cases, other taxes like the

ing could operate in conjunction with the previous turnover tax impose a charge on such importations.
restriction to deny the holiday in this situation. Another (While a VAT in theory avoids these problemsas a refund

approach is to allow the holiday provided that over one- is given for any taxes paid on business inputs, certain fea-
half of the assets or revenues of the company are tures of the VAT systems of a number of countries in the

employed in the desired activity. region have led to an effective tax being imposed on

If this is done, the holiday benefits should be restricted to imports.) As these are a direct impediment to investment,
duties and taxes on the import of capital goods for own

income from the targeted activity. Profits for each activi-

ty could be separatelyaccounted for. This is complex and
use should be eliminated.

subject to manipulation. A simple formula approach
should be used to determine the proportion of profits to D. International design issues
qualify for the holiday. This proportion could be on the
basis of some overall figure such as wages and salaries

A number of conclusions also be drawn about the fea-
employed, total revenues or assets.

can

tures of the tax system that are related to taxation in an inter-
national context. These relate both to the attraction of FDI

C. Non-income taxes and ensuring that countries receive their fair share of rev-

enues from profits earned from sources within them. The vul-

Certain non-income taxes may act as impediments to FDI. nerability of countries in the region to tax avoidance is espe-

These had the common characteristicsof being unrelated to cially pronounced in the area of international flows of inter-
est and business services among related parties. Tax treaties

profit and an addition to the cost of basic inputs. The taxes
and withholding policies should be designed reduce thetax to

most often causing problems are the application of social of the tax base to erosion.
security taxes to wages and salaries paid to expatrates and exposure

the impositionofcustoms duties or tumover taxes on imports Withholding taxes. Countries in the region are likely to be net

of equipment to be used in a business. In both of these cases capital importers over the foreseeable future. As such they
the imposition of the tax runs directly counter to any invest- will wish to have a tax treaty policy that ensures that source

ment incentives that may be provided and its removal should countries maintain a fair share of profits derived from opera-
Be the first incentive considered. tions within their borders. Income tax systems in the coun-

tries are, and will remain, vulnerable to tax avoidance. With-
In the case of social security taxes wages and salares

holding which distributions basis with-
paid to expatriates are at levels much higher than local taxes, tax on a gross

out deductions, are less vulnerable than income taxes to tax
wages and salaries. At the same time, there is little likeli-

avoidance and in circumstances would that
hood that the expatriate would ever benefit from the ser-

many ensure a

vices which these taxes fund. Therefore, for expatriates country gets some revenues from operations within its bor-
der.

with a temporary attachment to work in the country, an

option to not participate in the social security plan of the In order to protect revenues, countries in the region
country could be provided. This would provide relief should maintain withholding taxes on payments made to

from the social security taxes, but would mean that the non-residents outside the region. Given the reasonable

expatriate is denied any related benefits. Education,med- level of income taxes in the region, for the most part
ical coverage etc. would need to be covered privately. these taxes will be creditable against home country taxes

and so will not deter FDI. Moreover in combinationwith
A related issue is the imposition of personal income
taxes. As the expatriates benefits from the general ser-

relatively low statutory tax rates and moderate invest-
ment incentives, they provide an incentive for reinvest-

vices of the country, they should pay income taxes if they ment of profits which is the primary of investmentsource
are resident for tax purposes in the country. Moreover, in

capital.
many cases such taxes may be creditable in the home

country. However, the progressivityof the rate schedule Tax bases are particularly threatened by payments
that is linked to the domestic distributionof incomes may between related parties, such as nterest, lease payments,
result in an excessive burden of tax when applied to the rents, royalties, and management fees that generate
higher level of expatriate salary. Moreover, the expenses deductions against the profit tax of the countries. If there

faced by the expatriate are likely to be higher than the is no withholdingtax on these payments then the host

local population.Thus, an enhanced tax allowancemight country gets no tax on the underlying profits. Therefore,
be applied to the income of such individuals. withholding taxes should be maintained on tax base

Customs duties on business inputs raise the cost of cap-
reducing payments to related non-residents.

ital items and discourage investment. In a number of However, withholding taxes on such payments to unre-

countries, this is recognized in the foreign investment lated parties are typically passed forward, in the sense

laws which exempt foreign owned frms from the pay- that they are added into the price charged. In such cases

ment of customs duties on own-use business imports. the withholding tax increases the cost of capital or the
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service to the domestic company and so reduces its abili- be influenced by tax incentives when choosing the location

ty to compete. Therefore, consideration should be given for a new plant when they are comparing sites in different
to removingwithholdingtaxes on such payments to unre- countries that are otherwise similar. This situation may also
lated parties. It is recognized that this provides an oppor- occur where a firm targets a region for a strategic investment,
tunity for flowing what are in fact paments between but is indifferent as to which country it operates from. For

related parties through unrelated firms to disguise the example, it may view any one nationalmarket in the region to

identity of the true recipient. Rules can .be developed to be nsufficient for efficient production and plans to supply
confront such back-to-back transactions, but auditing is the entire region from one plant. Countries may therefore be

very difficult in this area. tempted to try to attract these footloose export ndustries.

Tax treaty network. A tax treaty network is an important Another reason that policy makers give for offering tax

ingredient in the mix of tax policies to attract FDI. There are incentives is that they are necessary in order to maintain their

two broad groups of tax treaties, each requiring a different country's competitive position vis a vis neighbouring coun-

policy perspective. The first group consists of the treaties tries. They may consider that another country has a natural

betweencountries in the region and those countriesoutsideof advantage, such as location or raw materials that makes it

the region and which are prospective sources of FDI. From. more attractive as a destination for foreign investment.
the perspectveof the foreign firm a tax treaty establishes the This rationale be criticized basic principles. Allcan on coun-
rules of the game for the nteractionof the source and res- tries face natural advantages and disadvantages in relation to
idence country tax systems. From the perspective of the tax- other countries.The provisionof a tax incentivemerely shifts
ing authority, it provides access to the exchange of informa- the private disadvantage from the investor in the particular
tion facilities that would allow a better chance to police some activity to other economic agents in the country. It does noth-
of the trans-border tax avoidance schemes that firms might to to not
employ. The second.groupare the treaties among countries in ng change the total disadvantage society as it does

affect the social rate of retum which is the sum of the private
the region. Tax treaties among countries in the region should after-tax return and the taxes collected from the activity. In
be designed to facilitate flows of investmentand trade within fact the competitive position of the country might be dimin-
the region, or sub-regions, reflecting the historically close ished overall as the production in the economy is less effi-
economic ties. This may often result in provisions on with- ciently organized than it would have been without the incen-
holding taxes that are less stringent than in treaties with coun- tive.
tries from outside the region. They should also be used to

allow close administrativecooperation to help to counteract It is not necessary to rely on such economic efficiency argu-

regional tax evasion. ments, however to see the potential futility of tax competi-
tion. The normal response of a country that views itself as

The two groups of treaties have the potential to interact in being in competition for foreign nvestmentto the tax incent-
ways that can frustrate the objective of protecting the ives of another country is to introduce some form of off-set-
receipt by the country of its fair share of. tax revenues. ting ncentive. Thus in the end the tax incentives offered by
This can occur ifwithholdingtax rates on certain types of the two countries do nothing to alter the relative incentive to
distributions between countries in the region and coun- invest between the two countries. The only result of the com-
tries outside the region vary between countries. This is petition is that both countries receive lower tax revenues.
most likely to occur if countriesin the region operate sep- They would both be better off if they could agree not to com-
arate tax treaty negotiation programmes. This suggests pete.
that for those countries which have continuing close eco-

nomic links an attempt should be made to develop a coor- The foregoing suggests that countries in the region
dinated tax treaty strategy and perhaps negotiate in con- should attempt to develop coordinated policies and pro-

cert. Consideration should also be given to the problem cesses to reduce the possibility of counter-productivetax

of treaty shopping in this context and the possible inclu- competition. The OECD may provide an appropriate
sion of provisions to protect the domestic tax base forum for such discussions to take place.
against this practice. Given the inability of OECD countries to develop mecha-

nisms in this area, one cannot be too sanguine about the
Countries should endeavour to expand their tax treaty prospects for reaching binding accords. Nevertheless, there
networks. This would facilitate both tax compliance and are some reasons for optimism. A number of countries in the
tax administration. Access to tax sparing is through region have eliminated incentives in concert in an attempt to

treaties and many countries with exemption systems for avoid tax cornpetition, although there is some pressure on

treaty countries apply a foreign tax credit system to non- this. Secondly, among OECD countries, the wave of tax

treaty countries. Thus the existence of treaties makes anY reform that swept the tax world in the latterhalfof the 1980s,
incentives which are provided more effective. had the effect of sweeping away many tax incentives in dif-

ferent countries at the same time. While there was no prear-

E. Tax competition
rangement for this to happen, the move by a number of influ-
ential countries certainly provided an opportunity for other
countries to do the same.

Experiencewith tax ncentives,particularly in Asia, suggests
that so-called footloose manufacturingplants for export may
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. For a list of the major changes since 1986 see Dirkis, M., Australia: The

Since Australia's main income tax legislation, the Income times they are a changing: Tax Reform in 1993/94,48 Bulletinfor International

Tax AssessmentAct 1936 (the Act), was introduced in 1936 it Fiscal Documentation 10 (1994) at 492.
2. Nolan, B., and Reid, T., Re-writing the Tax Act (1994) 22 Federal Law

has grown from 126 pages to over 5,000 pages,h doubling in Review at 448.
size every seven years.2 When this ongoing dramatic increase 3. An example of this growth rate is that in 1994 alone over 6,000 pages of

in legislation3 is viewed in conjunction with the associated bills, explanatory memoranda, court case reports and tax rulings and determina-
tions were issued: see Tax laws a fest of Xmas reading, Australian Financial

increase in the body of income tax case law and Commis- Review 16 December 1994, at 3. This consistedof 14 tax related bills, 32 tax rul-
sioner's rulings, the massive scale of Australia's income tax ings, 42 draft tax rulings, 98 tax determinations, 116 draft tax determinations, 13

laws is evident. superannuation guarantee nlings and determinations, 5 draft superannuation
guarantee rulings and determinations,86 AdministrativeAppeals Tribunal deci-

The judiciary, tax administrators, tax practitioners and tax- sions and 116 court decisions, plus press releases from the Government, Aus-

payers are faced with this mass of material when searching tralian Txation Office (ATO), Insurance and Superannuation Commission and

for the rule(s) that deal with their particularproblem. The dif-
minutes of ATO tax liaison groups: see 1994- a busy tax year (1994)CCHTax
Week at 905.

ficulty of this process has given rise to protests that the tax 4. In 1934, Dixon J, in descrbing the structure of the then new Sales Tax

legislation is complx. These protests are not new:4 Percep- Assessment Acts (I to 9) 1930, commented in DFCT(SA) v. Ellis and Clark

tions of the complexity of income tax laws had reached the (1934) 52 CLR 85, at 89 that ... the legislation depends in a remarkabledegree
the regulations made under the power which it confers on the Executive.

point that even members of the Australian High Court upon
Without the regulations, not only is it unworkable, but the expression of legisla-

expressedconcern at the difficulty of applying the legislation tive policy is so inadequate as almost to be unintelligible.
to relatively sfmple transactions.5 In the Federal Court, Hill J 5 Hepplesv. FCT 91 ATC 4808, per Mason CJ and Deane J at 4818-19.

noted that one section had been drafted: 6. FCT v. Coo/ing 90 ATC 4472, at 4488.
7. This project involves the states of New South Wales, South Australia, Tas-

. . with such obscurity that even those used to interpreting the mania and Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory. The stamp duty acts and
utterances of the Delphic oracle might falter in seeking to elicit a the administrativeacts are the primary focus of the project team, with draft legis-
sensible meaning from its terms.6 lation being.released on 31 July 1995. Similar projects are planned for payroll

In recognitionof this complexityand the complexityof other
taxes and finncial institutions duty - Stamp duty slug feared in rewrite, The
Australian,2 August 1994, at 35.

revenue laws both the Commonwealthand state governments 8. Sales Tax AssessmentAct 1992 and Sales Tax (Exemptionsand Classifica-
have embarked upon substantial revenue law simplification tions) Act 1992.

rojects. At the state level a Stamp Duty Harmonization 9. Treasurer talked about tax simplification(1990) 24 Taxation in Australia

Rewrite Project is under way.7 At the Commonwealth level,
at 602.
1o. In a press release on. 13 December 1990, the Treasurer made his first

law simplification projects have already been completed in response, see Income Tax simplification the first instalment (1990-91) 25

respect of the sales tax laws8 and a rewrite of the income tax Taxation in Australia at 557. This response was criticized as lacklustre and the

laws under the banner of the Tax Law ImprovementProject pressure for reform continued, see Ed, SimplificationMarathon: Hares and Tor-
toises (1991) 26 Taxation in Australiaat 248.

(the Project) has begun. This article will focus on the pro- I 1. For example: Ed, Enough to give you a complex (1991) 26 Taxation in

cess of simplification adopted by the Project and review its Australia at 244; Ed, A recalcitrant child (1991) 26 Taxation in Australia at

247; Experts step up pressure to simplify the tax laws Australian Financial
progress. Review, 12 November 1993, at 7.
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that a redraftof the Act be undertakenas a matter of priority,2 munity participationand allows for education and training in .prompted the Government to establish the Project team.13 respect of the new law.23
The Government's decision to establish the Project appears In line with this approach the Project team is to initially con-
also to have been motivated by a belief that the rewrite will

centrate the provisions of the income tax law (con-on core
result in a reduction in compliancecosts, resulting in signifi- of income, deductions and rebates). Discussion
cant microeconomicreform.14 cepts papers

and exposure drafts of legislation will be released progres-
sively.24

Ill. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
V. THE PROGRESS OF THE PROJECT

The scope of the Project encompasses the rewrte of the
income tax law including the fringe benefits tax law.15 The Despite concerns about the progress of the Project,25 in

Project only embraces the rewording, renumbering and August 1994 the Committee released an information paper26
restructuringof the existing legislation,and will thereforenot and draft legislation27 on the substantiation provisions. In
entail a consideration of taxation policy.16 One major reason May 1995 it released Information Paper No. 228 and three
for this exclusion is to prevent the Project becomingbogged legislative drafts covering the key provisions of the ncome
down in policy debate.7 The time limit for the redraft is tax law,29 the mining, quarryingand petroleummining indus-
three years, starting from 1 July 1994.18 tries provisions3o and the loss deduction provisions.31 On 27

July 1995 the Assistant Treasurer released further exposure
drafts in respect of trading stock32 and building write-offs.33

IV. APPROACH TO THE REWRITE To commence the second stage of the Project, on 7 Novem-
ber 1995, InformationPaper No. 3 was released which out-

The Project team has examineda number of ways of deliver- lines the proposed approach to be adopted in rewriting the

ing the rewritten legislation. The first approach was to deliv- capital g.ains tax provisions.34 Finally on 30 November the

er it as a single package, the so called big bang approach.19 Govemment introduced nto parliament the first three final

The big bang approach has the advantage of providing the
maximum time for preparation and implementation, thus

enabling the experience gained over the project to be fully 12. Joint Committeeof Public Accounts, Report No. 326 - An Assessment of

incorporated into the end product.20 As a corollary the over- Tax - A Report on an Inquiry into the Australian Taxation Office (Canberra:

lap between the old and new laws is kept to a minimum. This AGPS, 1993), recommendations22 and 23; also see paras. 5.22-5.38. See Dirkis,
M., supra note 1 for a detailed discussion of this report.

facilitates the evaluationof the revised law. However, the big 13. Treasurer'sPress Release No 172/1993 of 15 December 1993. c

bang approach was rejected as it was felt that the package 14. Gearattacksgripes about tax rewrite,The Australian,28 July 1995, at 27.

would be so large that it could not be digested by either the 15. Supra note 2 at 451.
16. Tax Law Improvement Project, Information paper No. 1 - The Broad

public or the parliament. Framework (Canberra: AGPS, 1994).
17. Ibid., Appendix 1. The Government's resistance to opening the policy

The rejection of the big bang approach has been criticized. debate has persisted see Tax project to fx the language, not the law, The Aus-

Lehmannargues that as legislationcannot be judged until the tralian, 14 September 1995, at 25.

entire package is available for scrutiny, the abandonment of 18. Treasurer'sPress Release No. 17/1994 of 20 February 1994.

the big bang approach affects the ability of persons to ade-
19. Tax Law Improvement Project, Information paper No. 2 - Building the
New Law (Canberra: AGPS, 1995), at 29.

quately comment on the draft legislation.2 20. Supra note 2 at 453.
21. Lehmann, G., The reform that does not reform and the simplification that

A second altemative was to use an approach similar to the does not simplify - The Tax Law ImprovementProject fiasco (1995) Butter-

two-stage process adopted in New Zealand. Under the first worths Weekly Tax Bulletin at para. 675.

stage of this process the new legislative framework is intro- 22. Supra note 19 at 27.
23. Ibid. at 28.

duced into the Act by restructuringand renumberingexisting 24. AssistantTreasurer'sPress Release No. 87/1994 of 12 July 1994.

parts and sections. In the second stage a substantive rewrite 25. Roach, P.M., Hasten Slowly (1994) 65(11) Charter at 24.

of the provisions is undertaken. 26. Supra note 15.
27. Tax Law Improvement Project, Exposure Draf No. 1 - Substantiation

It is claimed that this approach is easier to deliver in a staged (Canberra: AGPS, 1994); Granted Royal assent on 7 April 1995 as Tax Law

way, but it still involves the rewritingof large blocks of legis-
Improvement(Substantiation)Act 1995 (No. 30 of 1995)
28. Supra note 19.

lation. Duplication is a further problem as all provisions will 29. Tax Law Improvement Project, Exposure Draft No. 2 - Income Tax

require renumbering.22Also, it is harder to graft a new struc- AssessmentBill 1995 (Canberra: AGPS, 1995).

ture on to the existing law than to create an entirely new sys-
30. Tax Law ImprovementProject, ExposureDraftNo. 3 - The Mining, Quar-
rying and PetroleumMining Industries (Canberra: AGPS, 1995).

tem. 31. Tax Law Improvement Project, Exposure Draf No. 4 - Deductions for
Losses (Canberra: AGPS, 1995).

The approachultimately adopted for the Australian rewrite is 32. Tax Law ImprovementProject, ExposureDraftNo. 5 - Assessable Income

a system ofprogressivereplacement.Under this approach the -Trading Stock (Canberra: AGPS, 1995).
rewritten legislation is deliveredprogressivelyto the commu-

33. Tax Law Improvement Project, Exposure Draft No. 6 - Deductions: par-

nity. The Government states that this method maximizes the
ticular items - Building write-offs (Canberra: AGPS, 1995).
34. Tax Law Improvement Project, InformationPaper No. 3 - Capital Gains

benefits to its users, minimizes disruption, encourages com- Tax Finding a Better Structure (Canberra: AGPS, 1995), at 7.
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bills to emerge from the project.3S The most important of of the past will disappear but the complex concepts such as

these bills was the Income Tax Assessment Bill 1995 Ohe income and capital will remain. The following legislative
Assessment Bill) which includes the revised versions of extracts of the existing and proposed deduction provisions
the draft legilation in respect of the key provisions of the illustrate the contrast between the old and new drafting
income tax law, the mining, quarrying and petroleum mining styles:
industries provisions, the loss deduction provisions, the cap-
ital allowance provisions for building and the previously Section 51(1) -L Existing IncomeTax AssessmentAct 1936
enacted substantiationprovisions.36The measures announced
on 27 July 1995 (in respect of trading stock and the deduction All losses and outgoings to the extent to which they are

provisions in relation to building) were not included. incurred in gaining or producing the assessable income, or

are necessarily incurred in carrying on a business for the pur-
However, whether the bills retain their current form is far pose of gaining or producing such income, shall be allowable
from certain. First the bills have been referred to a Parlia- deductions except to the extent to which they are losses or

mntary committee, which is due to report by 22 February outgoings of capital, or of a capital, prvate or domestic
1996 following public hearings. A second problem is the nature, or are incurred in relation to the gaining or production
uncertainty caused by a pending election which if called will of exempt income.
cause the bills to lapse.

Section 8-1 - IncomeTax AssessmentBill 1995

(1) YOu caA deduct from your assessable income any loss or

VI. KEY ELEMENTS OF THE NEW outgoing to the extent that:

LEGISLATION (a) it is incurred in gaining or producing your assessable
income; or

The three bills are the first of a number of bills to be intro- (b) it is necessarily incurred in carrying on a *business
duced as part of the progressive replacement process. The for the purpose of gaining or producing your assessable
balance of the legislation will be introduced towards the end income.
of 1996 and the beginningof 1997.37 As the Assessment Bill

only contains some of the key design features of the new (2) However,you cannot deduct a loss or outgoing under this

legislative scheme, the following discussion is couched in section to the extent that:
terms of the overall legislative structure rather than the (a) it is a loss or outgoing of capital, or of a capital nature;
specifics of the Assessment Bill. or

(b) it is a loss or outgoingof a private or domestic nature;
(i) Structure of the new Law or

(c) it is incurred in relation to gaining or producing yourThe objective of the Project is to ensure that a tax agent will
or

be able to pick up the legislation, start at page 1 and be led to *exempt income;

the appropriate provisions relating to the particular point at (d) a provision of this Act prevents you from deducting
it.issue.

(3) A loss or outgoing that you can deduct under this section
The new legislation is divided into three tiers. The first tier of is called a general deduction.
the legislation (set out in part in the Assessment Bill) will

* defined term included in the dictionary (see below).contain core provisions that operate with respect to all tax-

payers. The second tier includes the provisions which apply
to a wide range of taxpayers and includes the depreciation (iv) The dictionary
rules. The third tier includes the provisions which consist of The legislation contains a dictionary. The purpose of the dic-
provisions grouped according to particular subject areas, tionary is to create a central reference point for locating the
such as superannuation and provisions which apply to spe- meaning of defined terms used in the new law.38 The terms
cialist taxpayers such as the mining industry. will either be defined in the dictionary or the dictionary will

direct the reader to the place where the term is defined.
(ii) Renumbering Except for the terms which relate either to core concepts
Associated with the restructuringof the Act, the new legisla- (ncome tax , this Act, assessment,etc.) or key partici-
tion will abandon the much criticized alphanumeric number- pants in the income tax system (you, company, Aus-

ing system and will adopt a two-number system. The first tralian resident, etc.), all defined terms will be identified by
number will indicate the part of the Act while the second the asterisk symbol which will be placed in front of the term.

number will denot the section (e.g. Section 6-30, Section 6-
35). It is claimed that this method will be easier to follow and
will also facilitate future legislative amendments. 35. Income Tax Assessment Bill 1995, Income Tax (Transitional Provisions)

Bill 1995 ande IncomeTax (ConsequentialAmendments)Bill 1995.

(iii) Simple English
36. Supra note 27.
31. Supra note 19 at 31 and note 34 at 3.

The legislation is expressed in what ismisguidedly called
38. Explanatory Memorandum to the Income Tax Assessment Bill 1995,
Income Tax (Transitional Provisions) Bill 1995 and the Income Tax (Conse-

simple English. It s claimed that the convoluted sentences quential Amendments)Bill 1995 at 131.
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Words which have an ordinary meaning (agreement, expen- ought to constitute a comprehensible and comprehensive
diture, expense, paid, etc.) will not be defined. statementof taxpayer obligations. It concluded that the Act:

... has long since ceased to be a document that can be used

(v) Signposting by people to understandtheir rights and obligationsunder the
tax law.

Another useful feature of the legislation is the use of what is
called signposting- i.e. cross-referencing.The purpose of InformationPaper No. 2 reiterated the objective of targeting
the cross-referencingis to direct the reader to furtherparts of the ordinary taxpayerby stating:42
the legislation which deal with the entity or facts considered We want to restructure and rewrite the tax law so that a rea-

by the provision being read. The Assessment Bill is cross der can:

Referencednot only to the IncomeTaxAssessmentAct 1936, - open up the new law;
but also to the Tax AdministrationAct 1953. - follow a path that takes him or her to exactly those provi-

sions that apply to him or her (or his or her client);
(vi) Flow charts, diagrams, formulae - be certain that he or she has found all the relevant provi-

sions; and
The legislation also uses flow charts, diagrams and formulae understandand apply those provisions.-

where the legislation is more easily understood in that for-
mat. It is claimed that this will facilitate the rewriting of the If we can achieve that, then we will also hav more people
legislation in simple English by obviating, in many cases, the understanding their tax rights and obligations. They will be

need to convey formulae in statutory longhand. able to work out more easily what tax they have to pay and

they will save time and money.

Further, when speaking of the signposting to be adopted in
Vll. CRITICISMSAND CONCERNS the Draft, the Project team stated in Information Paper No.

243 that:

Despite the above mentioned innovations, the Project has Eventually, by following these signposts readers will find all the

become subject to a number of criticisms. The major criti- information they need to tell them exactly what the tax obligations
cisms and concerns are consideredbelow. are for persons in their position and circumstances.

These statements mply that the legislation is to be redrafted

A. Defining complexity
to enable ordinary taxpayers to understand their obligations
under the legislation. The use of the word you throughout
the Draft and the educative nature of various sections of the

Whilst the objectiveof the Project is apparently to reduce the Draft reflect this approach. This objective would therefore
complexityof the Act, nowhere is there a statement of crite- suggest that the purpose of the project was to open the tax
ria for the determination of what is an acceptable level of legislation to wider scrutiny and understanding,primarily so

complexity.Whilst academic writers have generally accepted that taxpayers with a do-it-yourselfbent could more easily
that some degree of complexity goes hand in hand with the complete and lodge their own tax returns. Ofcourse, a further
income tax, the Project team has not undertaken substantial consequenceof this approach might have been to fcilitate a

research with the objectiveof determining the optimum level more taxinformed policy debate.
ofcomplexity.39

However, by late 1994 the Project team determined that it
was impractical to focus on this audience as the rewritten law

B. Exclusion of tax policy review would have been unsuitablefor those who use the tax legisla-

The exclusionof a reconsiderationof ncome tax policy4ohas
39. In fact, by November 1994 the Project had only tested 18 individualsteam

been widely criticized. The exclusion is based upon a mis- on the readability of the redrafted substantiation provisions using the reading
conception of the relationship between tax policy and tax aloud method(supra note 2 at 459). All subsequenttestinghas been done using
administration. As much of the perceived complexity in the the redraftedsubstantiationprovisions.BetweenFebruaryand April 1995 a large

current legislation emanates from the ad hoc departure from attitudinal survey was undertaken with 2780 survey forms being despatched.
However, the purpose of the survey was to evaluate the perceptions of the tax

a relatively small number of core concepts, the exclusion of legislation held by tax agents, small business, large business, and individuals,
tax policy considerationsemasculates the simplificationpro- rather than determine the ultimate level of complexity Finally, during May and

ject.41 July 1995, 44 participantswere subjected to Cloze testing, whereby they were

presented with passages of old and new legislation to gauge the participants'
understandingof the text. Unfortunately the new text only increasedunderstand-

-

C. Target audience
ability slightly see Wallschutzky, I., and Muston, M., Evaluation of the Tax
Law ImprovementProject: Stages 1 &2 Research (December, 1995) Australian

'

TaxationOffice 1995 ComplianceResearch Conferencepaper, at 28.

The information papers and other publications associated
40. Other issues of tax policy which might have been addressed with a view to

their impact on tax law simplification include the identification of tax entities
with the Project have adopted an erratic approach when (should the family unit be taxed and should the cornpany be treated as a sepa-

attempting to identify the targeted readershp of the simpli- rate entity in all circumstances)and the role oftax expendituresin the income

legislation.
. fied legislation. This readership was initially identified in tax

41. Supra note 21 at para 675.
Information Paper No. 1 as the individual taxpayer. The 42. Supra note 19 at 5.
Information Paper endorsed the proposition that the Act 43. Ibid. at 9.
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. tion most, i.e. tax professionals.44 Thus, the revised target corporate taxpayers, while bonus share provisions could be

group was to be tax professionals. By June 1995 there placed in the financial transactions area.

appears to have been another change in focus. In a Seminar

paper released by the Project team it was stated45 that the Pro- (ii) Signposting
ject should target the suburban tax agent as a typical audi- It is unclear to what extent the signposting will direct the
ence. reader to all relevantprovisions.This is because it is not clear

The change in target audience from taxpayers to tax profes- whether it is intended to direct the reader to the International

sionals should logically lead to a change in the nature and AgreementsAct 1953, to warn of the potential applicationof

quantum of the rewrite that is required. Following from this, the terms of a double tax agreement or to direct the reader to

if the Project's objective is to rewrite the legislation so that a other related tax legislation such as the Fringe Benefits Tax

suburban tax agent regards the legislation as, if not simple, at AssessmentAct 1986. Furthermore,direction could conceiv-

least not excessively complex, many of the existing provi- ably be given to relevant court and tribunal decisions or even

sions need not be rewritten. The new focus of the project to rulings and determinations issued by the Australian Taxa-

would seem to merely require the identificationof those pro- tion Office. Given the decision to introduce signposting,
visions commonly used by suburban tax agents which are logic suggests that partial signposting would not achieve the

perceived as excessively complex. Since many of the provi- implied objective of providing a comprehensiveguide to the

sions which might be regarded as complex (e.g. the CFC relevant tax materials.

rules), would only be considered by a suburban tax agent in a

small number of cases, many complex provisions would not

fall within the scope of the project. Similarly as the provi- Vlll. CONCLUSION
sions dealing with mining expenditure are more likely to be
encountered by city rather than suburban tax agents, there The Project is only one year into its three-year life and
would appear to be little point in rewriting those provisions. already its Achilles' heel is apparent. Real simplificationcan-

However, despite this change the language of the Draft does not be achieved in the absence ofa policy review. Even in the

not reflect the new sophisticated target audience. The regis- context of the limited ambitions of the Project, serous short-

tration requirements in Section 251J and Section 251 BC of comings remain. The major shortcomingof the Project is the

the Act require that an applicant for registrationas a tax agent absence of any clear attempt to write the legislation for the

should hold the qualifications prescribed in Reg 156 of the target audience, the suburban tax agent. This problem is

Income Tax Regulations.46 Further, the case law in the late compounded by the failure to undertake widespread testing
1980s and early 1990s reveals that given these strict require- to determine what constitutes legislative complexity for

ments it is very difficult to be registered, unless the applicant this target group. Indeed, given the target audience, it might
possesses considerable knowledge of the application of the be suggested that there was little need to embark upon such a

Act across a wide range of taxpayers and has sorne years costly rewrite at all. To simplify the legislation for those

experience practising as an employee to a tax agent.47 already endowed with a considerable knowledge of the law
would perhaps merely have required the renumbering of the
Act and the judicious editing of some of the more turgid pro-

D. Structure visions!

(i) Structure of the new Law

As mentioned above the draft legislation will be divided into
three components. It is proposed that the entire capital gains 44 Supra note 2 at 457.

provisions be placed in the third (specialist) tier. The Project 45. Nolan, B, Allerdice, R, andGaylard, S, The Tax Pyramid (1995) a Tax

argues that the capital gains area is a specialistarea because it Law ImprovementProject seminar paper presented in Perth, Sydney, Melboume

contains unique terms such as asset and disposal.48How- and Brisbane in June/July at 3.
46. For example the prescribed qualifications for an applicant accountant

ever, this approach is flawed as the capital gains tax general under Reg. 156 arethat theapplicantmust have a degree, diploma or otherqual-
provisions apply to many taxpayers and are by no means ification from a tertiary nstitution (university,etc.) in accountancyor law; have

restricted to only special types of taxpayers. For example, the been employed in relevant employmentat least 12 monthsout of the last 5 years;
a course a

exemption of principal domestic residences from the opera-
and have completed of study in Ausu'alian tax law by passing written
examination. Reg. 156(2) defines relevant employment to mean employment

tion of the capital gains provisions is just one capital gains involving substantive tax matters including the preparation of a wide range of

provision with widespread application. It may therefore have returns, the preparation or examination of objections to assessments, and the

been better to split up the capital gains provisions by placing provision of advice in relation to income tax returns, assessmentsor objections.
47. See Re Culmer v. Tax Agents' Board 90 ATC 2018, Re Civitti v. Tax

the general operative provisions in layer two and the special- Agents' BoardofVictoria90ATC2039,andReChenoudav. TaxAgents' Board
ist provisions in layer three. For example, the company roll- ofNSW91 ATC 2027.

over provisions could be placed with provisions dealing with 48. Supra note 34.
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NEW ZEALAND .

TAXPAYER COMPLIASCE,PENALTIESAND DISPUTES
RESOLTIONBILL: AN UPDATE

Adrian J. Sawyer

The Bill largely adopts the policy considerations and draft
M Com (Hons), LL B, CA, Barrister and Solicitor of the High legislation proposais contained in the second discussion
Court of New Zealand. Adrian Sawyer is a lecturer in
taxation and business law n the Departmentof document. Nevertheless, there are some changes, especially
Accountancy, Finance and Information Systems at the in the manner of drafting the proposed new legislation. The

Universityof Canterbury,Christchurch, New Zealand. He style of the draft legislation contained in the Bill is intended
specializes in tax complianceand administration,and
effective tax rate research, as well as company and

to fit coherently into the structure of.the Tax Administration

insolvency law. He is a New Zealand correspondentfor the Act 1994 (TAA), and provisions relating to specific tax

Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation. regimes have also been included in the Bill. The style of

drafting has also been altered to provide a fairer reflection of

the plain English language approach which, the Government
I. INTRODUCTION resolved several years ago, should apply to all legislative

changes. The comprehensive coverage of the reforms is

A. History of the proposed reforms and structure of vividly illustrated in the variety of taxes affected, and these

the Bill changes are contained in each of the eleven parts of the Bill

(the first part cntains the substantial reforms to tax adminis-

The hstory behind the introduction of the Tax Compliance, tration, the latter parts the consequential amendments to var-

Penalties and Disputes ResolutionBill with respect to the tax ious Revenue acts):

complianceand penaltes aspects has been discussed in-depth I. Tax Administration

in the Bulletin on two previous occasions: Two discussion II. TaxationReview Authorities

documents were issued, the first in August 1994, the second III. Income Tax

in April 1995. Both discussiondocumentsare evidenceof the IV. Goods and Services Tax

GenericTax Policy Process in operation,-a process which has V. Stamp and Cheque Duties

consultation as its hallmark. The conclusion in the earlier of VI. Gaming Duties

the two articles was that the underlyingdirectionof the state- VII. Estate and Gift Duties

ments in the first discussion document was long overdue and VII. Student Loan Scheme

that the proposed higher penalties were important in raising IX. AccidentRehabilitationand CompensationInsurance

the level of tax compliance in New Zealand. Several defi- X. Child Support
ciencies were identified, including a failure to address many XI. SummaryProceedings
of the issues in the tax compliance literature. Operative dates for the changes remain as proposed in the
The second article emphasized the importance of making second discussion document; the proposals will be effective
submissions on Govemment policy, and the opportunities for the 1997/98 income year, (i.e. effective at the earliest
that consultationwith taxpayerscan provide in creating more from 1 April 1997). The disputes resolution procedures will

workable legislation. It was suggested in this article that suc- be implemented from 1 April 1996, which leaves very little
cess n this respect could be measured by the reduction in time to gain familiarity with the new processes before the
most of the proposed civil penalty rates from those set out in proposais take effect.
the first discussion document, and the decision to delay the

implementationdate for the new reforms by twelve months.
The importanceof forward planning was emphasizedas fun-
damental to successfully complying with the proposed
changes. Documentation to support actions and familiarity
with the legal standard of reasonablenesswere highlightedas

1. See Sawyer, A. J., Raising the Threshold for Taxpayer Compliance: A
New Era of ComplianceStandards and Penalties,48 Bulletinfor International

vital issues forevery taxpayer to consider. The Bill however Fscal Documentation 12 (1994), at 655; and Sawyer, A J., TaxpayerCompli-
sheds no light on the question as to whether a tax amnesty ance Standards and Penalties: Version II Signifies Progress, 49 Bulletin for
will precede the impositionof ihe new penalties regime. InternationalFiscal Documenmtion, 10 (1995), at 472. Readers are encouraged

to referto these two articles to gain a fuller appreciationof the reforms.
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B. Background to the disputes resolution procedures Il. COMPLIANCEAND PENALTIES
proposals PROVISIONS- DEVELOPMENTSSINCE THE

SECOND DISCUSSION DOCUMENT
Following the concerns and almost scathing remarks in the

Organisational Review Committee's Review of the IRD,2 A Taxpayers' tax obligationsand possiblewith respect to the disputes resolution process, the Bill pro- obligations for the Commissioner
vides the Government's response to the concerns and reflects
submissions made on the discussion document issued in

The Bill proposes to add a new Part IIA to the TAA (theDecember 1994.3 A major shortcoming identified in the
a statementReview was the existing system's failure to adequately sup-

principal Act), which includes of taxpayers' pri-
port early identification and prompt resolution of issues that mary tax obligations.4 Essentially taxpayers will be required
lead to tax disputes; rather the system promotes preparation

to:

of cases for hearing in a judicial forum. The proposed proce-
(i) correctly determine the amount of tax payable by them

under the law,dures emphasize information disclosure and discussion
between the Commissionerand the+taxpayer; each should be (ii) deduct or withhold the correct amount of taxes as

fully informed of the facts, propositions of law and interpre- required under the law,
tations upon which the other bases his tax position. The focus (iii) pay tax on time,
and thrust of the changes are towards a greater up-front (iv) keep all necessary information and maintain the neces-

commitment of the Commissioner's specialist technical sary accounts and balances as required to under the law,
resources in the pre-assessrnentphase, and full and frank dis- (v) disclose to the Commissionerin a timely and useful way
closure by the taxpayer. Taxpayers are also permitted to initi- all the informationhe or she is entitled to under the law,
ate litigation of disputes and will be offered a new forum for (vi) cooperate with the Commissioner in a way that assists in
the settling of disputes, a small claims jurisdiction of the the exercise of the Commissioner's powers under the
Taxation Review Authority. law, and

(vii)comply with all other obligations imposed on taxpayers
The process is intended to commence with the issue of a under the law (the catch all provision).
notice of proposed adjustment, either by the Commissioner
or the taxpayer, and should there be disagreement, then the The succinct staternentof these tax obligations should enable

Commissionerwill issue a disclosure notice. When a disclo- taxpayers,over time, to become familiar with what is expect-
sure notice is issued, both the Commissionerand the taxpay- ed of them if they are to display the required minimum level
er rnust disclose in writing the items of evidence and propo- of compliance. However, taxpayers must be conscious of the
sitions of law which each relies upon in their respective fact that a breach of the obligations will attract a penalty.5

views of the assessment, and exchange the pertinent details.
+ The first of these tax obligationscreates its own problems; as

Rules on the admissibility and exclusion of evidence are it will not be possible to conclusively determine the correct
included in the Bill. The Bill also contains proposals to amount of tax payable until the dispute resolution opportuni-change the existing statute bar on the amendment of assess- ties are either exhausted or lapse with the passing of time.
ments and a facility for a taxpayer to increase this four-year Whenever the Commissioner and a taxpayer disagree over
period by a further six months. the correct amount of tax, the taxpayer will be deemed to be

Two important aspects of the new procedures are not in. in breach of the first obligation, and primarily liable for the

cluded in the Bill, namely the conferenceprocedure between repercussions, including penalties. However, the disputes
an official of the IRD and the taxpayerpror to an amendment resolution procedures provide a process to defer a portion of

to an assessment, and the new adjudication unit to be set up
the penalties and tax shortfall pending the final resolution of

within the IRD. The Commissioner is charged with the the dispute. With the breadth of scope contained in obligation
responsibility of implementing the necessary administrative .vii), serious consideration should be given to extending the

procedures to give effect to these policy decisions. Detailed contents of the obligation, such as to provide further refer-

policy statements will disseminate from the IRD following ence to other tax obligations imposed on taxpayers, alterna-

the enactrnent of the Bill, including a plain English expla- tively authoritativeguidelines should be issued to assist tax-

nation of the procedures for taxpayers, and a focus on the payers in complying with this obligation. Additionally obli-

non-legislated components Of the new procedures. The pro- gation (vi) should be modified to incorporate an acceptable
cedures have also been designed to harmonize with the new degree of reasonable cooperation, since reasonableness is a

penalties provisions and to provide more efficient and expe- consistent theme throughout the Bill.

ditious handling of disputes over penalties. The article will
now review in more detail the developmentssince the second
discussion document which are contained in the Bill. 2. Organisational Review Committee, Organisational Review of the IRD,

(Wellington,GovernmentPrinter, April 1994).
3. New Zealand Government, Resolving tax disputes: proposed procedures:
A Government consultative document, (Wellington, Government Printer,
1994).
4. Based upon the TAA, proposed Sec(s). 15A and 15B.
5. The exact amount of which depends upon the nature and seriousnessof the
breach.
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Encouraging compliance should not be considered a one- will be liable to a penalty of 20 percent of the tax shortfall.
sided process, and to this end, the Bill offers an opportunity Reference must be made to the common law to ascertain the

to develop and legislate for taxpayers rights and as a counter- necessary standard of conduct demonstrating reasonable

part to impose obligationson the Commissioner.These rights care. In the commentaryaccompanyingthe Bill, the Govern-

could be included by way of a new section, rather than be ment proposes that the standard will encompass the concept
referred to in obscure parts of the Inland Revenue Acts or of whether a person of ordinary skill and prudence would

ignored entirely.6This new section couldread as follows:7 have foreseen as a reasonable probability or likelihood the

prospect that an act (or failure to act) would cause a tax short-
15C. Commissioner'stax obligations- The Commission-

fall, having regard to all the circumstances. The test is an
er must do the following: to

(a) take all reasonable steps to provide taxpayers with rea-
objective one, but related the particular circumstances of
the taxpayer. Subjective factors such as whether the taxpayer

sonable certainty under the tax law with respect to their
actually foresaw an act (or failure to act) would cause a tax

liability to tax; shortfall and the intentionsof the taxpayer irrelevant. Theare

(b) provide taxpayers with a full explanationof the basis of
care upon

any assessment or reassessment imposing on them a lia- required standard of reasonable will depend the

bility for tax;
type of obligation and the nature of the taxpayer's personal
and business activities for which tax obligations arise. Tax-

(c) give every taxpayer equal, fair and courteous treatment will need to take reasonable in interpreting the
under the law;

payers care

(d) adequately inform taxpayers of their rights to object and
tax laws, i.e. they may need to consult respectableand expert

appeal decisions made against them by the Commission-
tax advisers and/or the IRD.

er; It is proposed that practical guidance will be offered through
(e) ensure that the costs of any review are reasonable and IRD publications, ncluding reference to pertinent case law

have regard to the resources of the taxpayer concerned, on the standard of reasonable care in other areas of the law,
with taxpayers having the right to have decisions of such as negligence in the law of torts. Important factors to

department officers reviewed intemally by the depart- enable an asessmentas to whethera taxpayerhas maintained

ment, and to have dsputes with the departmentresolved the required standard of reasonable care nclude considera-

quickly, with the minimumof cost to the taxpayer; tion of the complexity of the law and the transactions, the

(f) ensure that taxpayers are advised of their right, (and materiality of the shortfall, and the difficulty and expense of

given a reasonable opportunity,) to obtain confidential taking precautions. In taking into account the practical limi-

advice from any recognized tax adviser; tations faced by taxpayers, this standard attempts to balance

(g) ensure that at all times taxpayers are advised of their the taxpayers obligations with the compliance costs associ-

right, (and given a reasonable opportunity) to be repre- ated with achieving the reasonablecare standard.

sented, when dealing with the department. They should
also be made aware that they are entitled to natural jus-
tice in respect of those dealings; C. Reasonablyarguable position test

(h allow taxpayers to exercise their legal nd other rights
without adverse inferences being made against them by A taxpayer must be able to demonstrate that he has taken a

the Commissioneror officers of the department; reasonably arguable (tax) position.9 This provision relates to

(i) rnaintain the taxpayers' right to privacy in respect of their situations where the Commissionercontends that a taxpayer

taxation affairs, unless otherwise specifically provided has taken an incorrect position or nterpretation,whereas the

for in the tax laws; standard requires the taxpaer's interpretationto be about as

(j) cornpensate taxpayers for the loss resulting from any likely as not. The taxpayer's argument must be sufficient to

actions taken against them by the departmentwhere such support a reasonableexpectation that the taxpayer could win

actions were without lawful authority or cause; on the argument in court. Evaluationof the position must not

(k3 operate an impartial dispute resolution service, with suf- be conducted ex post but rather ex ante in light of the sur-

ficient resources to enable the investigation and resolu- rounding circumstances.An expectationwhich is lower than

tion of all matters taxpayers may raise. a 50 percent chance of success may be sufficient. It is impor-
tant to note that the legislationdoes not set out any minimum

The proposed Part IIA of the TAA should be foremost in level ofexpected success.

every taxpayer's mind, whether the taxpayer is a New

Zealand resident or a non-resident that undertakes business The standard is only applicable to situationswhere a sizeable

or has nvestments in New Zealand. Breach of any obligation amountf tax is involved (NZD 10,000, which must also be

will be the catalyst for the impositionof a penalty coupled in in excess of 1 percent of th total amount a taxpayer has

many cases with the imposition of the use of money interest returned for the period). The commentary to the Bill offers

regime. further assistance to taxpayers in ensuring that they can sub-
stantiate their tax position as one which is reasonably

B. Reasonable care test 6. The following proposed obligations of the Commissionerare based upon
proposals in Australia to create a Charter of Taxpayers' Rights.
7. TAA, as proposed by the author to be a new Sec. 15C.

As proposed in the second discussiondocument,where a tax- 8. TAA, proposed Sec. 14lA.

payer has failed to take reasonable care,8 then that taxpayer 9. TAA, proposed Sec. 14lB.
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. arguable. Taxpayerswill need to be familiarwith the relevant F. Criminal penalties-obstruction
tax laws and court decisions; in the absence of court deci-

sions, the commentary to the Bill, binding tax rulings, tax The Bill creates a criminal offence of obstructing the Com-
opinions, legal articles and related materials will be relevant. missioneror an officerof the IRD in carrying out their lawful
Therefore, until a body of law develops n an area, what may duties or exercising their lawful powers7 (as distinct from the
be a reasonable interpretationwill in fact be influenced by process of hindering or obstructing the Commissioner from
the opinionsof advisers and academics, togetherwith the fre- carrying out an investigation).This offence attracts a fine of
quently pro-revenue view contained in binding tax rul- to NZD 25,000 for a frst offence and up to NZD 50,000
ings.'o

up
for each subsequentoffence.

D. Abusive tax position test G. Remission of penalties and tax agents
The implicationsof a taxpayer exhibiting gross carelessness Penalties be remtted in two situations; when there is
remain as proposed in the second discussion document.H A may

reasonablecause or when it would be consistent with collect-.
taxpayer who takes an abusive tax position is a person whose

ing the highest net time. The first category ofrevenue over
actions have as a dominant purpose (when viewed objective- remission, for the late payment penalty and the late filing -

ly), the taking of a tax position that reduces or removes tax
penaltypermits the Commissionera discretion to remit the

liabilities or creates tax benefits, either directly, or indirect-
penalty if the failure to pay or file was due to a reasonable

ly.t2 Taxpayers need only be concerned about the potential of
cause beyond the taxpayer's control and the taxpayer reme-

incurring a penalty for taking an abusive tax position if the dies the default is practicable.18 A taxpayer'sas soon as
amount of the tax shortfall exceeds NZD 10,000. financial position be successfully arguedmay never as an

The commentaryprovides indications of activities which, on exceptional circumstance justifying remission of a penalty.
examination, if they form part of a taxpayer's dominant pur- Submissionson the second discussion document have result-

pose, blur the distinctionbetween an abusive tax position and ed in the extension of the remission discretion to situations
evasion (the latter attracting a higher shortfall penalty and the involving tax agents. An act or omission will be beyond the

possibility of criminal sanctions'3). The commentary states control of a tax agent if it could not have been anticipated,
that a dominant purpose (to be ascertained objectively), may and the effect of which could not have been avoided by com-

include artificiality, contrivance, circularity of funding, con- pliance with accepted standards of business organizationand

cealment of information and non-availability of evidence, professional conduct. The Bill retains the discretion for
and spurious nterpretationsof tax laws. An abusive tax posi- granting remission if this would enable the collectionofhigh-
tion may be established by the IRD on the balance of proba- er net revenues over time.'9
bilities, with the onus on the taxpayer to establish that his or

The situation concerning tax agents' liability has been
her action did not amount to taking an abusive tax position,j4 retained from the second discussion document. While the
The aspects of concealment of information and non-avail- offence of aiding and abetting has been strengthened, there is

ability of evidence are suggestive of evasion rather than minimal scope to include, within the legislation, provisions
avoidance (that is a deliberate, wilful or knowing breach of to encourage high standards amongst tax advisers, especially
an obligation).An abusive tax position, as defined in the draft where these advisers are not bound by effective professional
legislationand discussedin the commentary,has muddied the codes of ethics. In this regard I would argue that research
waters that separate tax avoidanceand evasion, reducing fur- must be initiated with respect to determining the level of
ther any certainty that taxpayers may have in ascertaining compliance by tax advisers with tax laws. It should also
whether their (proposed) actions will be construed as tax examine the extent to which tax advisers promote avoidance,
avoidance or tax evasion. take positions which do not allw them to hold a reasonably

arguable position, promote abusive tax positions and the
extent to which they are involved in promoting activities that

E. Obstruction of the Commissioner amount to evasion.

If a taxpayer actually obstructs or hinders the Commissioner,
the original shortfall penalty is increased by 25 percent.15

However, there is no guidance in the legislation as to what 10. A failure to attain this standard will attract a 20 percent penalty, levied on

the amount of the taxpayer's tax shortfall.
constitutesobstruction.While hindrancewas the term used in 1 I. TAA, proposed Sec. 141C.
the discussion documents, the commentary to the legislation 12. TAA, proposed Sec. 14 1 D.

suggests that hindrance and obstruction are interchangeable 13. TAA, proposed Sec. 141 E.

terms.6 An omission in the legislation is the absence of a tax-
14. TAA, proposed Sec. 149A.
15. TAA, proposed Sec. 141 K.

payer's right to challenge a claim made by the Commission- 16. This is surprsingsince in normal usage obstructionconnotes a more delib-

er that he was obstructed by the taxpayer in carrying out an erate and serious action than hindrance, and therefore it should invoke a more

audit or in otherwise ascertaining the taxpayer's correct tax serious sanction on a taxpayer.

position.
17. TAA, proposed Sec. 143H.
18. TAA, proposed Sec. 183A.
19. TAA, proposed Sec. 183D.
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H. Changes to other taxes and miscellaneous issues (ii) To the taxpayers, of the basis for disputabledeci- .sions to be made by the Commissioner;and

Penalty provisions in other Inland Revenue Acts and the (c) Promote the easy identificationof the basis for any
Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance Act dispute concerninga disputabledecision; and

will be repealed and the generic provisions of the TAA will (d) Promote the prompt and efficient resolution of any
be applied. With respect to the Stamp and Cheque Duties Act. dispute conceming a disputable decision by requir-
1971, the payment dates will be simplified and remission ing the issues and evidence to be considered by the

provisionswill be introducedallowing for a six month period Commissioner and a disputant before the disputant
for presentation of a document for stamping after execution commencesproceedings.
and due recognition for delays beyond the control of the tax-

(2) This Part does not apply with respect to any tax retums or

payer. Similar provisions, together with an interest on late
noties of assessments that become, subject to

payment of tax regime, will be introduced into the Estate and
are, or

Gift Duties Act 1968. objeltion proceedings22under Part VIII.

The Approved Issuer Levy (AIL) applies to securities regis- The proposed changes in Part IVA of the principal Act are

tered by the Commissioner, in lieu of non-residentwithhold- scheduled to be effective from 1 April 1996. The more

ing tax (NRWT). If the issuer of a security does not comply, importantproposals are discussedbelow.
the taxpayer automaticallydefaults to the NRWT regime and
the new penalty regime will apply to any non-compliance
with its requirements. In these circumstancesthere is no need A. Notice of proposed adjustment
to explicitly apply any aspect of the new regime to the AIL,
so non-residentswill experiencelittle in the way of change in If at the conclusion of an audit, the Commissionerproposes
this area. Changes are also proposed to the Gaming Duties to arnend an assessment or to reassess a taxpayer the Com-
Act 1971 and to the Student Loan Scheme Act 1992, along missionerwill issue a notice of proposed adjustment, set-
with the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985. ting out the proposed adjustments to the taxpayer's return.23

Taxpayers should be aware, especially non-residents with If the taxpayerdoes not accept this adjustment, then he or she

operations or investments in New Zealand, that any transac- will have two months to respond. If the taxpayer does not

tions entered into now and which continue until the 1997/98 repond within this period, then he or she will be deemed to

income year, or whch have been entered into and could be have accepted the adjustmentand will normally be prevented
subject to review from l April 199720, may be subject to the from talang any further dispute action over the assessment.

new compliance,penalties and disputes regime. Documenta- If the taxpayer disputes a notice of adjustment by issuing a
tion and supporting materials, including evidence of resolu- response notice,24 a pre-assesment conference will be held
tions and decisions,will become extremely importantto limit between the parties to determine exactly what issues are at
the imposition of penalties. Consequently taxpayers and stake and, where possible, to resolve these issues at this stage.
businesses may need to review their documentationsystems This is an administrativeprocedure to be created and admin-
before the changes become law. istered by the IRD. This process is directed at resolving the

dispute in a mutually acceptablemanner without the need for
recourse to either the AdjudicationUnit within the IRD or to

Ill. DISPUTES RESOLUTION PROCEDURES the court system.

The Bill incorporates the changes proposed in the discussion
document on disputes resolution procedures, together with B. Disclosure notices
the implications of submissions received on that discussion
document. The purposes behind the new disputes resolution If the pre-assessmentconferencefails to bring about a resolu-

procedures are as follows21. tion, the Commissioner may then issue a disclosure notice,
which will require both the Commissionerand the taxpaer

PART IV DISPUTES PROCEDURES : to submit, in writing, the factual and legal bases for their

arguments, and an outline of their supporting evidence in
89A. Purpose of this Part:

(1) The purpose of this Part is to establish procedures that
will-

20. These would include transactions that have income tax implications, from
(a) Improve the accuracy of disputable decisions made at any stage up to and including the 1997/98 income year and which remain

by the Commissioner under certain of the Inland effective as at the end of the 1997/98 income year.

Revenue Acts; and 21. TAA, proposed Sec. 89A, introducedby clause 12 of the Bill.

(b) Reduce the likelihood of disputes arising between 22. Objectionproceedingsrefers to the process of objecting to assessmentsand

determinations, and the rights and obligations conferred on the Commissioner
the Commissioner and taxpayers by encouraging and the taxpayers concerned. It also encompasses the case stated and test case

open and full communication- procedures. This part will become largely redundant when Part VITIA entitled

(i) To the Commissioner, of all information neces- Challenges is fully operational.
23. TAA, proposed Sec(s). 89B to 89L; note that a taxpayer may also issue a

sary to making accurate disputable decisions; notice of proposed adjustmentunder Sec. 89D.
and 24. TAA, proposed Sec. 89G.
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relation to each matter in dispute.' It is vital for taxpayers to E. Statute bar for reassessments
raise all of the issues and legal matters at this pre-assessment
meeting, since legal argumentsand evidencenot submitted in

In all situations where the Commissioner is considering a
response to the disclosure notice cannot be raised or submit-

legislative time bars under Sectionsreassessment, operateted later in court, save in exceptional circumstances (see 108 to 108B of the TAA. These Sections restrict reconsidera-
paragraph C below). tion of assessment to four following the end of thean years
Issues which remain unresolved at the conclusion of the pre- year in which the return is filed, but the period is extended to

assessment conference will be referred to the new Adjudica- ten years 31, where a return is fraudulent or wilfully mislead-
tion Unit set up within the IRD. The role of the adjudicator ing, or does not mention income of a particularnature or from

assigned to a particularcase (an IRD official), will be to con- a particular source. Previously the time period ran from the
sider the factual and legal arguments of both parties and to end of the year in which the return was originally assessed.

impartially determine whether the proposed adjustment is 7

correct by applying the law to the facts. It will be extremely
difficult for an adjudicator to act impartially in a dispute, let
alone satisfy a taxpayer that they have acted impartially, and IV. CONCLUSIONS
were not constrained by IRD policy or directives where their
decisiongoes against the taxpayer. Perceptionsof breaches of The Taxpayer Compliance, Penalties and Disputes Resolu-
natural justice will abound.26 Following the adjudicationpro- tion Bill 1995 represents a major step forward aimed at re-

cedure, an assessmentwill be issued by the Commissioner. emphasizing the obligations of taxpayers vis--vis the impo-
sition of a new penalties regime, whilst at the same time

enhancing the process of dispute resolution. A significant
C. Evidence rulesand the litigation process number of the proposals have received the endorsement of

tax professionals. This is partly attributable to the consulta-
It is of paramount importance that both the Commissioner tive process the Govemmenthas followed through the issue
and taxpayers identify and where possible, resolve issues as of discussion documents and consideration of submissions.
part of the assessmentprocess. Facts and evidence not previ- This is not to say that valid concerns have not been expressed
ously brought before the parties will not be able to be intro- by tax professionals over the harshness of the operation of
duced unless the evidence and/or issues raised by those facts aspects of the proposed penalties and the imposition of inter-
and propositionsof law relate directly and exclusively to the est on the late paymentof tax in situations involving reassess-

facts, evidence or related issues,27 and the taxpayerand Com- ments. The operatingenvironmentfor taxpayers is long over-

missionercould not, with due diligence, have discovered the due for a comprehensiveoverhaul. The scope of the changes
facts or evidence before challenging the assessment; and the are unprecedented in New Zealand's tax history but the inten-
weight of the new facts or evidence is such that, if admitted, tion of the changes are certainly not unfamiliar to many tax-

they will necessarily be conclusive to the challenge of the payers operating in other jurisdictions.
assessment.28

The proposals .have, hardly surprisingly, a pro-revenue
slant.32 The overwhelming emphasis is a focus on expecta-

D. Small claims jurisdiction of the Taxation Review tions of taxpayers' behaviour and severe sanctions, should

Authority taxpayers be considered by the Commissioner to have been

non-compliant. Unfortunately the Bill's proposals do not

While a taxpayercurrently has the option of issuing proceed- contain provisions subjecting the Commissioner'sconduct to

ings in the Taxation Review Authority (TRA) or High Court, similar scrutiny.
the Bill proposes that a taxpayermay choose to file a claim in
the proposed small claims jurisdiction of the TRA.29 The
small claims jurisdiction of the TRA limits the tax (or tax 25. TAA, proposed Sec. 89M.

effect) involved to NZD 15,000; it also requires that the facts
26. Secrecy provisions would preventdisclosureof a taxpayer's tax affairs with
another taxpayer, so it will be impossible for the IRD official to prove to a third

are clear and not in dispute, and that there are no significant party that he has acted fairly
issues of precedent. Choosing the small claims jurisdiction 27. TAA, proposed Sec. 138G.

curtails any right ofappeal the taxpayercould have utilized in 28. These rules are based on principles adopted by the New Zealand Court of

Appeal in Sulco Limited v. E.S. Redit and Company Limited and Anor [1959]
the other judicial forums. NZLR 45.

The hearing in the small claims jurisdiction of the TRA is
29. TAA, proposed Sec. 89E; and Taxation Review AuthontiesAct 1994, pro-
posed Sec. 13B.

intended to be as informai as possible; it is designed for the 30. Costs of actions heard before the TRA remain with each of the parties. In

individual taxpayerwho wishes to present his own case with- the High Court, costs may be allocated n accordancewith the High Court Rules

out legal representation hence minimizing costs.3o For other and judicial discretion. While the number of disputes that make it to a judicial
forum are likely to reduce following implementationof the new disputeresolu-

than small claims, it is unlikely that overseas entities or indi- tion procedures, the opportunities for disputes and ensuing litigation following
viduals would consider the small claims jurisdiction of the the new compliance standards and severity of penalties will escalate.

TRA as an appropriate forum. Documents relating to hear- 31. From the end of the year in which the return is filed.

ings before the TRA will be filed by the taxpayerand will be
32. Any other viewpoint would be surprisinggiven that the New Zealand Gov-
ernment initiated the changes and that taxation is the single largest contributorto

similar to the existing points of objection notice. its revenue.
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Initially there will need to be a transition period when the A significant number ofthe proposed changes are reflective

courts are required to determine the scope of the new con- of overseas standards and expectations;neverthelessnon-res-

cepts in the Bill, especially the breadth and practical content ident taxpayers should consult their New Zealand tax advis-
of the obligationsof taxpayers.33The will also need that, far their New Zealand liability iscourts to ers to ensure as as tax

determine if there is an express or implied standard of con- concemed, they are in a position to comply with the new

duct expected of the Commissioner. Other concepts such as regimes and are aware of the consequencesshould they fail to

reasonablecare, lack of a reasonably arguable position, gross achieve the required standards.

carelessness, and the distinction between avoidance, an ab-
usive tak positionand evasion, willrequireelaborationby the
courts.

The IRD will have a vital educational role in.providing
guidebooks and explanatory materials concerning the new

regimes; measurementof the success of the departmentwill
commence as the disputes resolution procedures changes 33. TAA, proposed Sec. 15B.
take effect.

Conferencediary ..
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For further details of the events listed
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UNITED STATES

THOUGHTS OX THE NEW US-FRANCE INCOME TAX TRZATY*
Stephanie H. Simonard
Avocat au Barreau de Paris

Ms Simonard is a dual national of the United States and For those US citizens who are not also dual nationals, the

France. She moved to Paris in 1972 to join the local office five-year exemption3 from French wealth tax on non-French
of KPMG and was a tax partner there from 1986-1992. In assets is maintained under the new treaty i.e. this exemption
1993 she established her own international tax practice applies to those Americans who do not have French citizen-
CabinetSimonard. Ms Simonard's experience includes
close involvementwith the negotiations leading to the ship when they take up residence in France and do not

US-France income tax treaty. She has twice personally acquire French citizenship during the five-year exemption
testified on legislative tax matters to the US Congress, has period.
authored numerous articles and has spoken at very many
conferencesand seminars on international taxation
matters.

Il. NEW PROVISIONS
* This article is an excerpt from Ms Simonard's
presentationgiven at the 18th Annual ATI Congress held
in Cannes 6-8 November 1995. Contributions to US pension plans will now be deductible in

France and possibly vice versa (Article 19).

I. GENERAL OVERVIEW Directors' fees (Article 16) are now specifically addressed in
the new treaty, giving the primary right of taxation to the

The US-France income and capital tax Treaty of 31 August payer's (source)countryrather than the country of the recipi-
1994 entered into force on 30 December 1995. In general, the ent's residence. However, also see Relief from double taxa-

treaty effectively applies as of 1 January 1996 or to taxable tion, below.

periods beginning on or after 1 January 1996. Pursuant to The independent personal services article (Article 14) no

Article 33 however, various other effective dates may apply longer includes a 183-day rule exception. Rather taxation is
depending on the type of tax or income covered. For exam- reserved to the country of residence unless services are regu-
ple, the withholding tax provisions for dividends and interest larly performed in the other country and connected to afixed
are generally effective as from 1 February 1996. base4 regularly available to the taxpayer there.

Under the old treaty, in most cases Americans living in Stock options: a 1978 Exchange of Letters concerning the
France had since 1988 benefited from a special French 1967 treaty provided that US qualified stock options owned
income tax exemption for US source dividends, interest by US citizens would be taxable as compensation in France
(including municipal bond interest), capital gains and royal- at the time and to the extent the exercise of the option or the
ties, as well as real estate income and certain business, pen- dispositionof stock gives rise to ordinary income for US tax
sion, teaching, trainee, alimony and annuity income. US citi- purposes.
zens in France who were partners of American professional
partnerships also benefited from an exemption of up to 50% The treatment of stock options is not addressed at all by the

of their partnership income. While exempt from French tax, new treaty and a priori an Exchange of Letters under the old

such income was nevertheless required to be reported on an treaty will hold no authority. A member of the French tax

annex to the French income tax return and used to increase treaty negotiating team (S.L.F.) has privately indicated that

the average French.rate of tax for other income taxable in the French tax administration is undecided,.as to the position
France (exemption with progression concept).1
Under the new treaty provisions exemptions from French tax 1. Under the old treaty France generally computed the taxpayer's liability at

the rate applicable as if no income had been excluded under the treaty. This
will no longer exist for Americans residing in France; rather treatment was called exemptionwith progressionor taux effectifglobal.
acredit methodwill be used to alleviate double taxation. This 2. The exemptin pertaining under the old treaty is therefore effectively
means that for assessmentof tax on income from items which retained, as the taxpayer's French tax liability is extinguishedby way of a cred-

it equal to the French tax otherwise payable.
were exempt under the old treaty, a credit is provided in the 3. It is interesting to note that the five-yearexemption may be claimed more

amount of the French tax applicable to these items2. As under than once. However, where an individual wishes to claim the relief for a second

the old treaty, exceptions apply to the above general rules. time, he must cease to be a French resident for a period of at least three years.

For example, different rules apply to income derived from 4. The term fixed base is not defined in the treaty. It is however thought
that its meaning is analogous to the term permanent establishmentwhich is

closely-held US companies. defined in Art. 5.
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to be adopted on this matter. A similar situation exists with French tax on various US income eamed by US citizens
the French tax treatment of American trust income, which resident in France will apply to US source income from
was covered by French pronouncementsinterpreting the for- dependent and independent services (as these services
mer treaty.

'

are defined in Articles 14 and 15, respectively),most US

\ Teachers and researchers (Article 20) retain a two-year
source dividends, interest, royalties, capital gains and

French tax exemption, but it only applies once per taxpayer
financial option income ifnot from closely-heldUS com-

(i.e. no renewals or multiple visits). The exemption s panies, as well as US pensions attributed to services ren-

dered while employed in the US, and earnings received
restricted to applying only in circumstances where the indi-
vidual is invited by the US Government, university, or other by certain researchers, teachers, student trainees, and US

source alimony and annuities.
recognized educational or research institution, to carry on

teaching or research.

IV. CONCLUSION

Ill. RELIEF FROM DOUBLE TAXATION
The changes in the new treaty appear to maintain a result

Article 24, providing Relief from double taxation, is now
similar to that under the old treaty but using different termi-

extremely complex. A dual credit method replaces the nology and procedures. However, numerous questions arise

exemption method. The following summarizes the tax treat- conceming the exact application of the new provisions. In

ment of US citizen individuals residing in France: genera}, Americans should not be unduly anxious about the

Generally all income is fully taxable in France if from results, but the should know that the new treaty will
-

non-US sources. undoubtedly enhance the enforcement ability of the French

US source income is also taxable in France with respect
tax authorities and will eliminate what the French viewed as

-

to directors' fees (new), artists and sportsmen. In these overly favourable tax reductions available under the old

cases, double tax relief takes the form of a tax credit treaty by way of the taux effectfglobaltax calculation.Also,
US taxes appear to be no longer deductible in the calculation

being allowed for the US income tax. This credit is
of reportable US income. All Americans living in France

restricted to the amountof the French income tax payable should review how the complex provisions will
on the relevant income.

new treaty
affect them personally.This credit treatment also applies to most other US-

sources of ncome. This means that a credit equal to the
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on the more contentious matters. Administratiekantoor;erkenning en fiscale beleggingsvennnootschappen,
(B. 114.990) behandelingvan trusts.

cordinatiecentra,distributiecentra,

Brussels, IFA Belgium, Regentlaan40, B- holdingsvennootschappen,
Donegan, David; Friel, Raymond. I000 Brussels, Belgium. 1995, pp. 550. financieringsvennootschappen.II: Stichtingen
Irish stamp duty law. Documentation to the Benelux colloquium

en andere rechtspersonenzonder

Dublin, Butterworths,26 Upper Ormond organized on 9 and 10 June 1995 by the winstoogmerk,met inbegrip van de Stichting-
Administratiekantoor;erkenning en fiscale

Quay, Dublin 7, Ireland. 1995, pp 446. Belgian IFA branch, comparing location in
behandelingISBN: 1 85475 6273. Belgium, Luxembourgand the Netherlandsof

van trusts.

Brussels, IFA Belgium, Regentlaan40, B-
The book is intended to assist professionals, subsidiaries, UCITS, coordination centres, 1000 Brussels, Belgium. 1995, 550.
particularlysolicitors, barristers, accountants, distributioncentres, holding companies, pp

Documentation to the Benelux colloquium
tax consultarts and company secretaries in finance companies,etc.

organized 9 and 10 June 1995 by the
applying the stamp duty provisions in their (B. 114.947)

on

Belgian IFA branch, comparing location in
present form, and those who have a statutory Belgium, Luxembourgand the Netherlandsof
obligation to administer the duty. For students subsidiaries, UCITS, coordinationcentres,
it is an invaluable reference book. Netherlands distributioncentres, holding companies,
(B. 114.951) finance companies,etc.

Arendonk, H.P.A.M. van; Bartel, J.C.K.W.; (B. 114.947)
O'Connor, Michael, Cahill, Patrick. Brink, W.; a.o.
The law of stamp duties. 4th Edition. Wegwijs in de belastingheffingvan Teksten internationaal& EG belastingrecht.
Dublin, The Instituteof Taxation in Ireland, 19 ondememingen. Samengestelddoor C. van Raad. 8th Edition.
SandymountAvenue, Dublin 4, Ireland. 1995, Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermande BV. 1995, Deventer, Kluwer. 1995, pp. 1104.
pp. 364. £ 22.-. ISBN: 0 902565 41 9. pp. 290. ISBN: 90 5458 112 3. ISBN: 90 200 1746 2.
Revised and updated edition including the The book deals with those provisions in the Compilationof entire texts and extracts of tax

changes in the Finance Act 1995. The book is individual and corporate income taxes which treaties concluded between the Netherlands
an invaluable reference book for students, tax are applicable for persons carrying on and other countries. Text of the OECD
planners and accountants. business. This handbook is intended for models, UN Model and Dutch standaard
(B. 114.987) students (specially in accountancy)and reflects verdrag, are appended. Previous editions of

the situation as of January 1995. this publicationappeared till 1994 under the
(B. 114.924) title Belastingverdragen.

(B. 114.854)
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Verdragsteksteninternationaalbelastingrecht. Norway well as those of the Unitd States. A 1995

Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermande BV. 1995, cumulative supplementNo. 1, brings this main

pp. 274. ISBN: 90 5458 248 0. Lignings ABC 1994. volume up to date.

Compilationof texts of selected Dutch tax Oslo, Skattedirektoratet/GrndahlDreyer. (B. 114.975)
treaties (with Belgium, Brazil, Canada, 1994, pp. 1086. ISBN: 82 504 2201 5.

Germany, France, Italy, the United Kingdom The yearly assessment instruction to the local How domestic anti-avoidancerules affect
and the United States). Texts of the OECD tax authoritiespublishedby the Norwegian double taxation conventions. Proceedingsof a

Model, Dutch standaardsverdrag and some Central Tax Agency covering all practical Seminarheld in Toronto, Canada in 1994
relevant EC Directives are appended. aspects of taxation. during the 48th Congress of the International

(B. 114.922) (B. 114.934) Fiscal Association.
Deventer, Kluwer. 1995.

De jaarrekeningvoorht midden- en IFA Congress Seminar Series, Vol. 19C,
kleinbedrijf. Switzerland pp. 50. 55.- Dfl. ISBN: 90 411 0070 9.
EditorA.H. Groot. (B. 114.882)
The Hague, Delwel Uitgeverij BV. 1995, Die Steuem Bund, Kantonen und
pp. 250.42.80Dfl. ISBN: 90 6155 6732.

von De la Dehesa, Guillermo.
Gemeinden.Ein Kurzabriss ber das

Monograph intended for preparing a fiscal and
schweizerischeSteuersystem.

The recent surge in private capital flows to

financial balance sheet in a small and medium- developingcountries. Is it sustainable
Bern, Eidg. Steuerverwaltung.1995, pp. 79. Washington, Per Jacobsson Foundation, IMFsized enterprise. This booklet takes into Brief summary of the Swiss tax system.account the 15th EC Directive and is up to date
(B. 114.842)

IntemationalMonetaryFund. 1994, pp. 41.

to 31 December 1994. Relevant legislative (B. 114.681)
provisions and official models are appended. Swiss value added tax 1995. An overview.
(B. 114.936) IntemationaleWirtschaftsprfung.Festschrift

Basel, SchweizerischeTreuhandgesellschaft zum 65. Geburtstagvon Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c.
Coopers & Lybrand. 1995, pp. 20.

Pensioengids 1995. Vraagbaakvoor
(B. 114.935)

Hans Havermann. Herausgegebenvon Josef

pensioenen. Lanfermann.

Deventer, Fed. 1995, pp. 336.79.50Dfl. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1995,
ISBN: 90 6002 628 4. pp. 873. 231.78 DM. ISBN: 3 8021 0671 7.

Practical guide for what a pension, United Kingdom Intemationalauditing. Publication in.honourof

supplementary,and early retirement is, how it Hans Havermann. The publicationcontains

is built up and for whom it is intended. Hancock, Dora. various articles on issues related to

Attention is also paid to life insurance and Taxation. Policy & practice. 3rd Edition. international auditing, e.g.: International

saving schemes for employees. International London, London, Chapman& Hall, 2-6 accounting standards; Free trade and national

tax and financial aspects of pensions are also Boundary Row, London SEI 8HN. 1995, sovereignty; Risk planning with respect to

outlined. pp. 366. ISBN: 0 412 63940 8. transactionsconceming derivatives; The

(B. 114.866) Updated textbook designed to provide students matching principle- integrationof an

- with a thorough understandingof the international accounting principle in German

Ilsink, J.W.; Fliers, I.M. principlesof taxation. Written in an accessible law, etc.

Fiscaal bestuursprocesrecht. style with examples, activities and questions (B. 114.915)
Deventer, Kluwer. 1995. throughout, this textbook is an ideal

MonografienAWB-AlgemeneWet introduction to taxation, fiscal policy and

Bestuursrecht,pp. 139,55.-Dfl. decision making. LATIN AMERICA .

ISBN: 90 268 2562 5. (B. 114.939)
Mongraphdealing with tax aspects and

implicationsof tax law as a result of the Cannon, Patrick. Mexico
introductionof the General Act on Tolley's stamp duties and stamp duty reserve

AdministrativeLaw. General descriptionof tax. 4th Edition. IntemationalTax and Business Guide:

the principlesof equity of public Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Mexico.

administration, legal protectionof the Limited. 1995, pp. 163. £ 29.95. New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

taxpayer, and procedures for appeal, as well as ISBN: 1 86012 071 7. International. 1995, pp. 137.

an outlook, is given. A register and a list of Brief, concise guide to stamp duties and the Updated guide providing foreign investors

relevant literature as of January 1995 are stamp duty reserve tax. Up to date as of 31 with fundamental informationabout the

appended. May 1995 and including the relevant Mexican environment, including factors aa
(B. 114.890) provisionsof the Finance Act 1995. foreign investorshould consider in deciding

(B. 114.960) whether to acquire an existing Mexican

Mohr, A.L. company or to start a new operation in the

Van maatschap,vennootschaponder firma en country. These factors include tax planning,
bbmmendtairevennootschap.Naar het nieuwe INTERNATIONAL employmentand labour, financing, importing,
vrmogenrecht.4th Edition. exporting, and accounting.
Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1992; pp. 328. Feld, Daniel E. (B. 18.895)
66.- Dfl. ISBN: 90 6000 895 2. International tax digest.
Fourth revised edition of monographanalysing Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1994,
the legal aspects of partnershipsand other pp. 370. $ 187.20. ISBN: 0 7913 1959 8. Nicaragua
associationsofpersons under the Dutch Civil The book provides a comprehensivereference

: Law provisions concemingnet wealth and to importantUS international taxation cases Bez Corts, Thedulo;
property. and rulings rendered since 1990. All relevant Bez Corts, Julio Francisco.
(B. 114.927) reported decisions of federal courts and the Todo sobre impuesto en Nicaragua. 2nd

Internal Revenue Service have been carefully Edition.
reviewed, selected, and edited to present Managua, Imprimatur,Artes Grficas. 1995,
concise and easily understandableabstracts.of pp. 802.

complex cases. The digested articles include All about taxes in Nicaragua. Compilationof .

analysis of the tax laws of foreign countries as all legislation existing in Nicaraguaconcerning
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tax law including the provisionsof the Loose-leaf release 13
Constitutiondealing with taxation, the Income A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,
Tax Law, its regulations, the tax on immovable Copenhagen.
property, the VAT law and its regulations, the Servicesexcise duties law, all the legislation concerning
the administrationof the taxes and the criminal
tax law. A special chapter on foreign Received between 1 and European Union

investment legislation and incentives regimes 31 December 1995
(e g. exports, farming, tourism, transport,

Handboek voor de Europese Gemeenschappen
environment).

- Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken.
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release 362

Kluwer, Deventer.
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Venezuela releases 18 and 19
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AUSTRALIA

THE DEDUCTIBILITYOF ISTEREST: CAN AuSTRALIALFARN
FROM INTERNATIONALEXPERIENCE ON THE SUBJECT

Grant Richardson
A

loans to acquire an interest in a cooperative (Section-

Grant Richardson is a lecturer of taxation in the 361);Departmentof Accounting and Finance at Monash
University, Clayton, Australia. He has published widely on

- loans to invest in an employee-controlledcompany (Sec-
issues concerning taxation in Australia. tion 361);

loans to acquire an interest in a partnership (Section-

362);
loans to pay inheritancetax (Section 364); and-

I. INTRODUCTION - loans to purchase a life annuity (Section 365).
In order to obtain interest relief, taxpayers must first make

The purposeof this article is to analyse and compare the laws caims. The nterest expenditure is then deducted or set off
governing the deductibilityof interest in a number of devel-

against income for the year in which the interest is paid.oped countries, namely the United Kingdom, the United Reliefunder Section 353 is not available for interest paid on
States, New Zealand and Canada in the hope that Australia overdraftor credit card arrangements.Where interestpaid by
may leam from internationalexperienceon the subject. Taxa-

a taxpayer is at a rate which exceeds a reasonable commer-
tion policy arguments for either restricting or denying a cial rate of interest, th excess is ineligible for relief.2
deduction for nterest expenditureare also reviewed. Finally,
legislation for Australia on interest deductibility is suggest- Interest relief is also available under Section 353 for individ-

ed. ual taxpayers who take out loans to acquire land and build-

ings (including certain caravans and houseboats).This relief
is subject to numerous conditions and restrictions which are

Il. ANALYSIS OF LAWS GOVERNINGTHE set out in Sections 354 to 358. Usually, relief is applicable
where land and buildings are let commerciallyor where land

DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTEREST and buildings are the only or main resideiace of the borrower.
In relation to the second type of loan, viz. loans to acquire an

A. The United Kingdom individual's residence, relief is normally given through the
MIRAS (mortgage interest relief at source) system. To qual-

In the United Kingdom, the laws relating to interest ify for relief, the borrowedmoney must have been applied to:

deductibility are contained in the Income and Corporation - purchase land or buildings (including certain caravans

TaxesAct 1988. This Act contains detailed legislationregard- and houseboats);
ing interest relieffor both individual and business taxpayers. - improve or develop land or buildings (on borrowings
Income tax relief for interest is available to individual tax- taken out before 6 April 1988); or

payers under Section 353(1) when the interest is: - pay off another loan in respectof which interest was eli-
annual interest chargeableto tax under Case III of Sched- gible for relief.3-

ule D; or
It should be noted that over recent years MIRAS relief has

nterest payable in the United Kingdom or Republic of
become severely restricted.4

-

Ireland on an advance from a bank, member of a stock

exchangeor discounthouse carrying on a bona fide busi- Income tax relief for interest is less restricted for business
ness in the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland. taxpayers. Ordinarily, for expenditure to be deductible for

business taxpayers, it must be wholly and exclusively laid
Notwithstandingthe above, in general interestpaid on money
borrowed to fund personal expenditure is not tax deductible.

out or expended for the purposes of the trade, profession or

However relief is available fr interest falling under the fol-

lowing categories: r
1. Secs. 353(1) and 366(1).

loans to purchasemachinery or plant (Section 359); 2. Sec. 353(3)(a) and (b).-

3. Sec. 354(1).loans to acquire an interest in a close company (Section 4. Only interest paid on the first GBP 30,000 of borrowings qualifies for tax
-

360); relief and relief s now only given at the rate of 15% on the gross interest.
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vocation: Yearly interest is allowed specifically as a deduc- interest. If interest comprises qualified residence interest

tion.6 Thus, interest paid by business taxpayers is generally under IRC Section 163(h), it is deductible without regard to

deductible as a business expense whether it be incurred on a the tracing rules. 14

long-term7or short-term basis. This means that relief is avail-
The major limitations imposed the deductibilityof interest

able for interest on bank overdrafts and on other temporary
on

financial facilities, as well as on long-term loans which pro-
by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 generally do not apply to cor-

vide capital assets for the business. It is not necessary for a porate taxpayers.'5 Where corporate taxpayers incur an inter-

loan to fall within one of the categories in respect of which an
est expense in a trade or business, that interest is deductible

individual taxpayer is permitted to deduct interest from total from the gross income derived. However, corporations are

income, although, interest which receives relief under these subject to legislation which either prohibits or limits the

specific provisions cannot also be deducted in determining deductibilityof interest in certain situations such as earnings
business profits. To do so would give double relief.8 stripping payments, debt financed portfolio shares, commod-

ity straddles and the purchase of certain other securities.
In conclusion, the UK legislation governing the deductibility Since the 1986 legislation was enacted, many tax commenta-

of interest is complicated for individual taxpayers. No direct torsj6have protested about the enormouscomplexityof it and
reference is made in the legislation on how interest is to be in particular the tracing regulations which apply to non-cor-

allocated or traced to the specific categories of deductibility. porate taxpayers. Apart from the complexity of the legisla-
This shortcoming means that the legislation on interest tion, many taxpayers would find the interest allocation

deductibility is incomplete and open to abuse. In certain cir- requirementsdifficult to satisfy in practice unless they estab-
cumstances individual taxpayers can arrange their financial lished separate bank accounts for each debt and limited
affairs in ways to maximize interest deductions. expenditure from those accounts to one category of expendi-

ture.7

B. The United States The distinctions which the legislation makes among cate-

gories of interest and the temporary regulations mechanical

In the United States, the Tax ReformAct 0f1986 placed major
tracing approach, invites manipulation and uneconomic
behaviour.18 The fungible nature of money encourages tax-

restrictions on the deductibilityof interest payments for both

corporate and non-corporate taxpayers. As a result, the US payers who carry on a business to make business and invest-

Internal Revenue Code classifies interest into five categories
ment expenditures with borrowed funds and personal expen-
ditures with other funds. Moreover, the rules encourage tax-

for non-corporatetaxpayers:
qualified residence interest; payers to complicate even the most common transactions to

-

maximize interest deductions.
trade or business interest;-

investment interest; Even if one agrees with applying the mechanistic tracing-

interest attributable to a passive activity; and rules, in practice those rules are arbitrary and incomplete.-

personal interest (all other interest).9 They do not apply, for example, to qualified residence inter--

est as such interest is deductible without resort to these rules.
Depending upon the classificationof the interest, a taxpayer Moreover, the rules do not apply to corporate taxpayers.
may be subject to various restrictions. If interest falls within
the frst category, it obtains the most favourable taxation
treatment, and so on down the list. No deduction is available

5. Sec. 74(a).
where the interest falls within the fifth category. Therefore, 6. Sec 74(m)
the criteria used for classifying (or allocating) interest into 7. That is yearly interest.

the five different categories is critical. The Internal Revenue 8. Sec. 368(4)

Service (IRS) has issued temporary regulations which 9. Sec. 163(h)(2). The Code also provides for a sixth category, viz. interest

imposed for the late payment of particularestate taxes (Sec. 163(h)(2)(E)).This

impose rules for the allocationofdebt. The allocationof debt, category is not considered in this article.

in turn, determines the tax treatment of the related interest. 10. Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.173-8T(a)(3)
The general rule is that debt is allocated by tracing disburse- l 1. Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.163-8T(c)(1)

ments of the debt proceeds to specific expenditures'o and is
12. Investment expenditure and portfolio expenditure are both subject to

investment interest limitations.
not affected by the nature of the property used to secure the 13. Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.163-8T(c)(2)(i)
debt. Normally, the temporary regulations allocate debt and 14. Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.163-8T(m)(3)

the interest related thereto between five classes of expendi- 15. An exception to this conclusion relates to closely held corporations.That
s a corporation in which five or fewer persons, directly or through attribution,

ture: own at least fifty per cent of the shares (Secs. 465(a)(l)(B), 4690)(l) and

trade or business expenditure; 542(a)(2)) In this case, the rules relating to passive activity interest and portfo--

investment expenditure;12 lio interest are applicable, but not the investmentor personal interest rules (Secs.
-

469(e)(2), 163(d)(1), 163(h)(I))
passive activity expenditure; to

- 16. See for example, M.J. Grace, Proposals Simplify Interest Deductions:

portfolio expenditure;12 and An Admission Against Interest and Some Recommendations,Taxes The Tax-
-

personal expenditure. at Block, The Trouble With Interest:
-

Magazine (October 1990) 743-745; C.D.
Reflections on Interest Deductions After the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Univer-

Once a debt is allocated to one of these expenditures, it will sity of Florida Law Review (Fall 1988) at 692 & 739; and D.M. Weiner, Allo-
cation of Interest Expense, Major Tax Planning (1988), Chap. 8 at 8.66.

remain so until the debt is repaid or is re-allocated,h3 An 17. Grace, supra note 16, at 743.

exception to the tracing rules applies to qualified residence 18. Id.
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Despite the detailed legislative approach the United States nterest except in so far as the Commissioneris satisfied that
follows in order to prevent abuses caused by allowing a gen- interest is payable:
eral deduction for interest, in practice it appears that the - in gaining or producing assessable income for any
approach may not be entirely workable. In fact, it has been income year (Section 106(1)(h)(i)); or

suggested that there is even a temptation to repeal the new - in carrying on a business for the purpose of gaining or

provisions.19Of course, whether such a complex approach is producing assessable income for any ncome year
necessary is a matter of opinion. Two congressionaltax-writ- (Section 106(1)(h)(ia));or

ing staffs; the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation and - by one company included in a group of companies in
the MajorityTax Staffof the Committeeon Ways and Means, respect of money borrowed to acquire shares in a group
have formally recommended simplifying the nterest deduc- company
tion and allocation rules for non-business interest.20 (Section 106(1)(h)(ii)).

The Joint Committee on Taxation has suggested three alter- The Section was amended in 198722 to align it with Section

native methods for simplifying the deduction for non-busi- 104,23 the general deduction provision, so that any deemed

ness interest expenditure: interest under the accrual rules could satisfy the fundamental

only permit individuals to deduct a specified percentage
test of deductibility. In particular, this amendment encom-

-

of all non-business interest paid or ncurred in a taxable passed deemed interest from financial arrangements (e.g.

year. For the purposes of this proposal, non-business interest rate swaps) where there was no underlying principal
nterest ncludes personal interest, qualified residence amount. Formerly, Section 106(1)(h) provided that interest

could be deducted only if it was payable on capitalinterest and investmentnterest as defined under the pre-
sent law; employed in the production of the assessable income. Pre-

as for the first alternative, except that instead of being sumably this language was carried over from earlier legisla-
-

tion on the deductibilityof interest and therefore employed a
limited to a percentage, non-business nterest would be

to
limited to net investment income for the year plus an tracing approach24 in order determine whether nterest

was deductible.The amendmentto Section 106(1)(h) was not
additional dollar amount that the proposal does not spe- intended change the existing law, but rather expand it
cify; or

to to to

include interest payable from financial arrangements.25
permit individuals to deduct non-business nterest other-

than qualified residence interestup to the individual'snet On 3 November 1992, the Valabh Committee handed down

investment income for the year. Under this option, non- its final recommendationsconcerning the taxation of income

business interest would encompassonly personal interest from capital.26 Included in its report were certain recommen-

and investment interest. Qualified residence interest dations on the deductibilityof interest.27The committee sug-
would be dealt with separately and presumablywould be gested that Section 106(1)(h) should be replaced by a provi-
deductible to the extent to which the current law pro- sion which makes it clear that all interest is deductible for

vides. Disallowednon-businessnterest would be carried resident taxpayersexcept to the extent that it is of a private or

forward and subjected to the same rules and limitations domestic nature. The committeenoted that this recommenda-

in the next taxable year.

The Ways and Means Majority proposal dealt with the quali-
fied residencenterest rules and the nterest allocationregula-

19. Weiner, supra note 16, at 805.
20. Grace, supra note 16, at 737.

tions. The committee proposed to: 21. It was argued that the revised regulations would provide a simplified

codify the various interpretations of the qualified res- methodunder which taxpayers would allocate interest based on the predominant-

idence interest rules issued by the IRS, while the rules for
nature of expendituresmade from a bank account rather than on a precise day-
to-day basis. Besides, appropriateanti-abuse rules would be developed to guard

repaymentof certain loans would be explained; and against particular transactions designed to artificially increase the amount of

revise the regulations relating to the allocation rules.2 deductible interest.
-

22. The Income Tax AmendmentAct (No. 2) 1987 enacted the current form of

To date, Congress has not implementedany of the Joint Com- Sec. 106(1)(h) which had effect from the income year commencing 1 April
1987.

mittee on Taxation recommendationsnor those of the Com- 23. This Sec. provides that:
mittee on Ways and Means. Despite this, it is clear that the In calculating the assessable incomeof any taxpayer, arty expenditureor loss to

immensely complex legislation and tracing rules have the the extent to which it -

unpleasant result of ncreasing compliance burdens (includ- (a) is incurred in gaining or producing the assessable income of any year; or

(b) is necessarily incurred iff carrying on a business for the purpose of gaining
ing costs) on non-corporatetaxpayers as well as encouraging or producing the assessable income for any income year - may, except as

manipulationand uneconomicbehaviour. otherwise provided in this Act, be deducted from the total income derived

by the taxpayer in the income year in which the expenditure or loss is
incurred.

24. See for e.g. Paciic Rendezvous Ltd. v. C of IR (1986) 8 NZTC 5146,
C. New Zealand Eggersv. C of IR (1988) 10 NZIC5153, andC ofIRv. Brierley(1990)12NZTC

7184.
25. New Zealand Inland Revenue Department, Interest Deductibility, Tax

In New Zealand, laws pertaining to the deductibilityof nter- InformationBulletin, Vol. 3, No. 9, (June 1992) at 15 and Appendix B.

est are contained in Section 106(1)(h) of the Income Tax Act 26. The New Zealand Government, Valabh Committee: FinI Report of the
ConsultativeCommitteeon the Taxationoflncome FromCapital',(Wellngton

of1976. This provision sets down three discrete tests. In gen- GovernmentPrinter, October 1992).
eral terms, it provides that a deduction is not allowed for 27. Id. Chap. 7 at 60-67.
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tion would codify to a large extent existing law, involve min- enue Canada's administrativepractices as they existed before

imal revenue loss, and would avoid relitigationofwell settled the BronfnanTrust decision, pending an extensive review of

case law. The committee also considered that interest the deductibility of interest. The notice was continued on

incurred by a non-resident branch of a business in New three occasions so that Revenue Canada's administrative

Zealand should only be deductible if the interest had a strong practices remained in force for borrowings up to the end of

connection with the derivation of New Zealand source 1991.33 Then, on 20 December 1991 the Ministerof Finance

income. To date, the New Zealand Government is still con- introduced draft legislation.34
templating the Committee'sproposals on interest deductibil-

ity, with a decision probably some way off.28 The draft legislation considers four situations in which the

deductibility of interest in relation to Revenue Canada's
administrative practices had been called into question as a

D. Canada direct result of the Supreme Court decision in the Bronfman
Trust case. They are:

The Canadian laws relating to the deductibilityof interest are
- amendments to paragraph 20(1)(c) with respect to certain

set out in the Income Tax Act, R.S.C. 1985 (5th Supp.). interest-free loans to shareholdersand employees;

Specifically, Section 20(1)(c) of the Act allows a taxpayer to
- the addition of new paragraph 20(1)(qq) dealing with

deduct interest in four circumstances: interest on money borrowed which is used to acquire
on borrowed money used for the purpose of earning fixed-dividend

-

shares;

income from a business or property;
- the addition of new Section 20.1 dealing with interest on

on an amount borrowed to acquire property for the pur- money a or to
-

borrowedby corporation partnership make

pose of gaining or producing income from the property a distribution; and

or from business; - the addition of new sub-Section's 20(3.1) and 20(3.2)
on amounts paid to a taxpayer under an Appropriation-

which consider interest on borrowed money used by
Act for the purpose of advancing or sustaining scientific shareholders and partners to fund corporations and part-

research and development in the manufacturing industry, nerships.
or for prospecting, drilling, and exploring for minerals; The draft legislation confirmed that the Canadian
and

govern-
ment had rejected the tracing test as the only criterion for

on money used to acquire an interest in certain annuities. the deductibility of interest. The legislation- ascertaining
The fundamental test utilized by the courts in determining demonstratesthat while the general test of interestdeductibil-

whether or not borrowed funds are used for the purpose of ity based on directly tracing borrowed funds has been

gaining or producing income from business or property, retained, so have the exceptions for those cases that were

relies on tracing the borrowed funds. The taxpayer must conceded as exceptions by Revenue Canada on an adminis-

demonstrate that the borrowed funds have been used for a trative basis before the Supreme Court handed down its deci-

qualifying purpose by physically tracing the use of the funds. sion in the Bronfnan Trust case. Some tax commentators35
most

An exception to the tracing test surfaced in the Supreme questioned the need for such legislation since, for the

part, it simply restored the status quo which existed prior to
Court of Canada case of Trans-Prairie Pipelines Ltd. v.

the Supreme Court decision. Taxpayers, Revenue Canada
MNR.29 In this case, the court held that interest was and the Department of Finance were all reasonably content

deductible on borrowed funds used to replace capital previ- with the situation before this case. The general provision
ously contributed by shareholders (so that the total capital relating to the deductibilityof interest and Revenue Canada's
employed by the corporation was not diminished) even administrativepractices worked. An advantageof the legisla-
though application of the tracing test to such an arrange- tion is that it does provide legislative authorization for Rev-
ment would prove otherwise. Revenue Canada's administra-
tive practices sanctioned this exception.30
Considerable attention has focused on the issue of the

deductibility of interest following the Supreme Court deci-
28. Valabh Committee,supra note 26, accomparyingstatement by the Minis-

ter of Finance (Ruth Richardson)and the Ministerof Revenue (Wyatt Creech), at

sion in The Queen v. Bronfnan Trust.31 The court's reasoning 5, para. 20.

in this case was devastating for business taxpayers: the 29. 70 DTC 6351

Trans-PrairiePipelines exception to the general tracing rule 30. See for example, Interpretation Bulletin IT-80, Interest on Money Bor-

rowed to Redeem Shares, or to Pay Dividends,27 November 1972.

for the deductibility of interest, and the administrativeprac- 31 87 DTC 5059.

tices of Revenue Canada based upon that exception,could no 32 B.J. Amold, and T. Edgar, The Draft Legislatonon Interest Deductibility

longer be relied upon.
A Technical and Policy Analysis, CanadianTax Journal (1992) at 271, citing
Notice of Ways and Means Motion to Amend the Income Tax Act, Canada,

Revenue Canada's reaction to the Bronfman Trust decision Departmentof Finance, 2 June 1987.

was prompt. To comply with the Supreme Court's decision, it
33. Id. citing, Canada, Department of Finance, Notice of Ways and Means

Motion to Amendthe IncomeTax Act,29September 1988; NoticeofWaysand

announced that InterpretationBulletin IT-80, dealing with the Means Motion to Amend the Income Tax Act, 24 November 1989; Notice of

deductibilityof interest on money borrowed to redeem shares Ways andMeans Motion to Amend the IncomeTax Act,20 December 1990.

or pay dividends was withdrawn. Additionally, the Canadian 34. B.J. Amold, Is Interest a Capital Expense, Canadian Tax Journal,
at

Department of Finance ntroduced a notice of ways and (1992) 539, citing, Canada, Department of Finance, Release No. 91-141,20
December 199 1 .

means motion.32 This notice was intended to preserve Rev- 35. See for e.g. Amold, supra note 32, at 303.
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enue Canada's long standing administrative practices and domestic-source income has the effect of providing a

explains some facets of those practices. Whether the draft financial ncentive to encourage residents to invest
legislation,once it is enacted, is able to restore the status quo abroad;
remains to be seen.36 - where a country decides to limit interest deductibility, it

may use either a tracing method or an allocation method
to determine the quantum of nterest to be deductible

Ill. COMPARISONOF THE LAWS GOVERNING against domestic and foreign-source income respective-
THE DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTEREST ly;

for countries using a foreign tax credit system, a timing-

A summary of the laws concerning the deductibilityof inter- problem may arise if interest is deductible currently
est for the United Kingdom, United States, New Zealand and while the incomeofa foreign subsidiary is not taxeduntil

Canada is provided in Table 1. In addition, Australia is repatriated. However, solutions to this problem may
included in the comparison. involve complex legislation and create administrative

problems;
TABLE 1 - it is possible, in some cases, for taxpayers to eliminate

tax in both the residence and source country by using aComparisonof Laws concerning the Deductibilityof Interest
tax haven financing subsidiary (doubledip). If the res-

Country Provisions Dealing Tracing idence country permits a participationexemption for tax

with the Test haven operations, it may be appropriate for this country
Deductibilityof Directly to deny interest deductionS for debt related to the tax

Interest Applied haven operations;
General Specific - it is appropriate for source countries to defer the
Provision Provisions deductibility of interest attributable to a branch sub-

Australia No No Yes sidiary until the time of the imposition of withholding
tax; and

The United Kingdom Yes Yes No in respect of thin capitalization, there is singleno con--

The United States Yes Yes Yes ceptually correct and administratively feasible rule to

New Zealand Yes No Yes limit interest deductions where debt is excessive, or

where an obligation contains elements of both debt and
Canada Yes Pending Yes

equity.
The third listed recommendationmade by IFA is of concern

Of the countries considered in this article, Australia is the for a number of reasons. Firstly, much disquiet has been
only country which does not have taxation legislation which raised by tax commentators in the United States with the
considers the deductibilityof interest. Rather, deductibility is application of such a tracing (or allocation) approach. Sec-
determined according to general principles under Section ondly, there are both conceptual and practical difficulties
51(1) of the Income Tax AssessmentAct (1936)P37 This is at associated with tracing borrowed money to particular assets
odds with the other nations who have, at the very least, a gen- or uses. Thirdly, many countries39have already unsuccessful-
eral provision covering the deductibilityof interest. ly employed such a tracing approach as part of their taxation

so any attempts are toNotwithstanding the situation in Australia, it seems that the legislation that further perhaps likely
be equally unsuccessful.deductibility of interest has been a contentious issue in the

United States, New Zealand and Canada for some time and Conceptually, the tracing test assumes that certain assets and
needs modification. liabilities can be paired. Logically, however, assets and lia-

bilities are viewed holistically. There is no economic or

accounting significance for pairing particular assets and lia-

IV. INTERNATIONALASPECTS bilities. This reasoning is supported when one considers the

The 48th annual congress of the InternationalFiscal Associ- 36. Perthe C.C.H., 1995 CanadianMasterTax Guide, (Don Mills: CCH Cana-
ation (IFA), held in Toronto Canada from 28 August to 2 dian Limited, 1995), at viii; the draft legislationhas remained unchangedand as

September 1994 recognized this need and made certain re- yet, has not been enacted.
37. That is, for interest to be deductible in Australia, it must be either:commendationsconcerning the deductibilityof nterest in an incurred in gaining or producing the assessable income (the first limb of-

international context. The recommendations of significance Sec. 51(1); or

to this article include:38 - necessarily incurred in carrying on a business for the purpose of gaining or

taxation of an international business activity should not
However, if interest expenditure does fall within either both of the

- producing assessable income (the second limb of Sec. 51(1).

result in less than all the interest being deductible in
even or two

limbs, it will be disallowed to the extent to which it is capital or of a capital, pri-
either the country of residence, the country of source, or vate or domestic nature or incurred in relation to the gaining or production of

a combinationof the two; exempt income.
38. These recommendations were reported in the current notes of the Britishtreating the interest expense on debt used to produce Tax Review (1994), at 549-551.

-

exempt foreign-sourceincome as fully deductibleagainst 39. For e.g. see Table 1 above.
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case of a large business with a range of assets and liabilities. capital expenditures such as current business expenses, dis-

On many occasions,borrowingsare procured for general pur- tortions may occur and fourthly, a pro rata allocation method

poses rather than to fund specific assets or activities, while may distort certain economic decisions by ignoring the fact

liabilities are constantly managed to minimize funding costs. that such decisions are made by comparing the marginal cost

On other occasions, large businesses may well raise specific of borrowing, the marginal return from an expenditure, and
finance to fund particular assets, although the ability of a the opportunity costs of liquidating other assets in order to

business to raise debt is usually constrained by its ability to make the expenditureout of the sums so produced.43
fulfil the financial criteria demanded by lenders of that debt. Anothersuggestedmethod44 is that interest be allocated to the
In turn, this depends upon the aggregate level of business

assets securing the debt. While this approach mitigate
debt and equity funding. For any particular asset, as long as

may
some of the complexities of tracing, it suffers from its own

the general lending criteria are satisfied, debt and equity inherent problems. Firstly, the method categorcally ignores
funding are substitutable.If some assets are debt funded, then the issue of the requirement of nexus between interesta
other assets may be equity funded. Thus, while in some cir-

expenditure and assessable income for interest to be consid-
cumstances it may be possible to trace a specific loan to a ered deductible. The collateral allocationapproach was unan-

particular asset, there is little economic or even accounting imously rejected by the High Court of Australia in Munro v.

significance in such pairing. In the context of small business- FC ofr5 Secondly, this approach would not operate in rela-
es with few assets, the fungibility of debt and equity may not tion to unsecured debt. Other rules would have to be devel-
apply to the same degree. Nevertheless, like a large business, oped for such debt. Thirdly, several assets may secure a par-
a small business can only borrow money to fund a particular ticular debt. The taxpayer would have the added complexity
asset if it has a satisfactory credit rating. This in turn again of allocating the debt amongst those assets. Fourthly, and
normally depends on its existing debt / asset ratio. Hence the per-

haps more importantly, taxpayers may choose the particular
above comments pertaining to large businesses also general- collateral to secure certain loans thus manipulation of the
ly apply to smaller businesses. rules is possible.
The tracing rules ignore the basic principle of the fungibility Finally, the method referred to in the tax literature as match-
of money,4o any attempt made by the legislature to deny ing,46 is worthy of some consideration.This method is based
deductions for interest can result in taxpayers engaging in

on the accounting matching concept,47 It operates, by speci-
manipulative behaviour to gain an interest deduction. For fying that interest payments are to be deductible only upon
instance, where a deduction for interest is denied in a particu- the taxation of the income associated with those payments.
lar situation, a taxpayer may liquidate business or investment Thus, interest paid to earn tax-exempt income would not be
assets, use the proceeds from the sales for the otherwise non- deductible, while the deduction for interest paid to earn tax-
deductible interest expense, then instantly use borrowed deferred income would be postponed until the income
funds to finance assets which qualify for a full interest deduc- became assessable. Matching is a unique concept devised to
tion. Only taxpayers who either fail to or cannot make these deal with perceived imperfections in the gross income rules
changes to their affairs because of lack of liquidity would be of an income tax system. Defenders of matching believe
immediately affected by a tracing approach. Special anti- that an interest payment is an inherently deductible expense
abuse rules might attack such manipulative behaviour.41 n an ideal tax system. However, in an imperfect system in
However, these rules would have to be able to distinguish which some classes of gross income are not taxed, they argue
between abusive and non-abusive tax behaviour. This is like- that in certain cases a deduction for interest should only be
ly to prove difficult in practice as is the administratioh of given if it can be matched with taxable income. Matching
such rules. Furthermore, including special anti-abuse rules in does suggest a method of resolving certain timing issues in
the legislation to close the loophole may unnecessarily relation to tax on realized income, however, it suffers from a

increase the complexityof the legislation. fundamental operational weakness in that it accepts that spe-

Apart from tracing borrowed money, other methods have

been suggested to limit or restrict the deduction for interest.
A pro rata allocation42 of interest to all assets held by a tax-

payer as a means of avoiding the manipulative behaviour of

taxpayers fitting borrowings within deductible as opposed to 40. Block, supra note 16, at 740.
non-deductible categories does offer some conceptual 41. Id.

appeal. This method recognizes that interest is attributable to 42. Id. at 740-741.

all activities and property regardless of any specific purpose
43. It can also be argued that such an approachcould not cope with graduations
between assets subject to full taxation of Haig-Simons income vis--vis those

for incurring an obligation on which interest is paid. Never- assets which produce income which is fully exempt.
theless, this method has its share ofproblems. Firstly, there is 44. See for e.g. Block, supra note 16, at 733-734.

no satisfactory theoretical (or practical) apportionmentbase. 45. (1926) 38 CLR 153.

Apportionment based on fair market value requires burden- 46. See for e.g. M.J. McIntyre, Tracing Rules and the Deduction For Interest

Payments: A Justification For Tracing and a Critique of Recent US Tracing
some and otherwise unnecessary annual valuations of assets. Rules, The Wayne Law Review (Fall 1992), at 83.

Secondly, the pro rata allocation of interest requires taxpay- 47. Defined in the CCH MacquarieDictionaryofBusiness (Sydney: CCH Aus-

ers to report either the basis or fair market value of all assets. tralia Limited, 1993) at 357 as: the offsetting of expenses incurred in earning
revenues revenues

Taxpayers may not identify all assets, especially those loca- particular against those in the appropriateaccountingperiods,
so that relevant income and expenditure is matched. The matching concept is an

ted offshore. Thirdly, unless some interest is allocated to non- essential part of accrual accounting.
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cific interest payments can be linked with specific items of the money-value of the net accretion to economic power
ncome without suggesting any advice on how to establish between two points of time.56
that linkage.48 Interest receipts represent growth in the value of property

rights and are thus ncluded as part of the second component
of the Simons definition. As for interest payments, it is

V. THE NEED FOR LEGISLATION important to note that even under the Haig-Simons ncome
accretionmodel, taxes are intended to be based on net income
as opposed to gross receipts. Thus, costs of earning income

Clearly legislation in one form or anotheron the deductibility must be subtracted to arrive at a proper measure of income.
of nterest represents an important element of any country's Furthermore,it can be shown in a general mathematicalproof
taxation laws. McIntyre argues that in the long run, a coun- that notwithstanding the purpose of a borrowing, interest
try that does not impose appropriate limitations on the inter- expenditure should be deducted in calculating Haig-Simons
est deduction fails in its attempt to establish an effective tax income.57 Therefore, restrictionson the deductibilityof inter-
system.49 Likewise, Jenkins claims that it is far less clear, est must be supportedon other grounds.
however, that the question of interest deductibility can ever

be resolved in a completelysatisfactorymanner by the courts An argument that is typically raised for denying a deduction

ultimately, the only possibility for long-term resolution of for nterest is that non-deductibilitycompensatesfor the non-
...

the problems associated with the deductibilityof interest for taxation of some forms of income. Where an activity or an

non-businesses may be for the legislature to take the lead, asset produces non-taxed income or capital gains, taxpayers
perhaps through prescriptionof a detailed statementof prin- will be encouraged to engage or invest in that activity or

ciples or the provision of a formula or formulae.50 One
might ask the question then, where do these assertions leave 48. McIntyre, 46, 85.note at
Australia on the issue of the deductibilityof interest

supra
49. Id. at 119.
50. P. Jenkins, Brierley: A Fresh View, CCH New ZealandTax Planning

Presently,there appearto be two alternativesopen to the Aus- Report (May 1992), at 14.

tralianGovernmentfor establishinglegislationgoverning the 51. This was the status quo in Canada before the Supreme Court of Canada
handed down its decision in The Queen v. BronfmanTrust87 DTC 5059.

deductibility of interest. Firstly, it could provide a general 52. The ensuing review of the taxation policy for either restricting
provision for the deductibility of interest within its Income

arguments
or denying a deduction for nterest expenditure draws heavily on The New

Tax Act. Such an approach is consistent with what has Zealand Government, Valabh Committee: Final Report of the Consultative

occurred in Canada5 and New Zealand and appears to have Committeeon the TaxationofIncomeFrom Capimf', (Wellington: Government

worked in practice. Secondly, the Government could render
Printer, October 1992), Chap. 7 at 60-67.
53. See for example, M.J. McIntyre, An Inquiry Into the Special Status of

detailed legislation, either restricting or denying the Interest Payments,Duke Law Journal ( 1981), at 768; Mclntyre, supra note 46,

deductibility of interest in certain situations. In the United at 70; Block, supra note 16, at 693-694; and C.O. Galvin,'The Deduction of

States such an approach has been widely criticized on the Non-business Interest: An Exercise in Planned Confusion, Tar Lawyer (1988)

grounds of legislative complexity and the inherent problems
at, 803.
54. See for e.g.R.M Haig, The Concept of Income - Economic and Legal

of compliance, manipulation and uneconomic behaviour. Aspects reprinted in R.A. Musgrave and C.S Shoup (editors), Readings n the

Implementation of either alternative would depend upon
Economics of Taxation (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1959; and H.C

taxation policy arguments which are considered in the fol- Simons, Personal Income TaxationThe Definition of lncome as a Problem of
Fiscal Policy, Third Impression, (First published in 1938), (Chicago Illinois:

lowing section. The University of Chicago Press, 1955).
55. Simons, supra note 54, at 50.
56. Haig, supra note 54 at 75.
57. For example,assume that.a taxpayer'sonly wealth is the right to a payment

VI. ANALYSIS OF TAXATION POLICY
of AUD 12,100 in two years time and that the market rate of interest prevailing
during this period is 10% per annum. Taking into account the time value of

ARGUMENTSON THE DEDUCTIBILITYOF money, the payment is worth AUD 10,000 at the beginningof year one and AUD

INTEREST 11,000 at the end of that year. If the taxpayerchooses to save the AUD 10,000 at

the beginningof year one and decides to consumeAUD 1000, he would have to

borrow that sum at the beginning of year one at the prevailing interest rate of

At the forefrontof any discussionregarding the taxation pol- 10%. Assuming that actual consumptionduring year one is AUD 1000, the tax-

icy arguments52 for either restricting or denying a deduction payer's Haig-Simons income in that year is AUD 1000 plus the change in the

taxpayer's wealth.
for interest where borrowed money is not utilized to derive

Wealth at the beginning of year one was AUD 10,000. At the end of the year it
assessable income, is whether such a notion is compatible is the value of the asset of AUD 11,000 less the value of the debt outstanding
with the conceptual basis of income tax. Many commenta- (that is, principal of AUD 1000 plus interest of AUD 100), giving wealth of

tors53 in the taxation policy literature generally identify the AUD 9900. Hence, the change in wealth over the year is AUD -100. Haig-

Haig-Simons54 accretion model, ignoring compliance and Simons income in year one is therefore consumption of AUD 1000 less the

change in wealth of AUD 100, giving income of AUD 900.
administrativeconstraints, as the ideal tax base to which an

equitable income tax system should aspire. Simons defines Contemplate now how income for tax purposes needs to be defined to get the
same result. The taxpayer'sonly source of income is the income accruing on his

income as the algebraic sum of (1) the market value of rights savings. In year one, this is AUD 1000. To match the taxpayer's Haig-Simons
exercised in consumption and (2) the change in the value of income of AUD 900, a deduction has to be allowed for the taxpayer's interest

the store of property rights between the beginning and end of expense of AUD 100, producing taxable income of AUD 900. Thus, the exam-

the period in question.55 Simons' definition is, from time to ple symbolizes the general conclusion that the deduction of interest expense is

fully consistent with the Haig-Simons definition of income, irrespective of the
time, quoted along with one promoted by Haig: ncome is purpose of the associated borrowing. .1996 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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asset. This action can reduce economic welfare by drawing In practice, tax systems generally depart from the Haig-
investment into the tax-preferred area at the expense of Simons definition of income in at least two respects.62 First-

investment in other activities which may yield a higher return ly, they allow for the postponementof gains derived from the

to society. Hence, a basic objective of tax policy is to ensure appreciation of assets until the gains are realized. Secondly,
that all forms of activity or investment are taxed in a neutral they afford a special tax regime for foreign source income,
manner. either exempting that income, postponing tax on it until repa-

triation or reducing the tax otherwise imposed on it through
The most direct approach in following a neutrality objective the allowance of foreign tax credit. Of therea course, are
is to remove the tax preferencesavailable to taxpayers gener- other instances where, by intention otherwise,
ally. If, this is not possible, economic welfare may be many or a

country's income tax base may depart from the Haig-Simons
enhanced by denying claims for nterest incurred on bor-

ncome ideal. For example, where tax depreciation rates dif-
rowed money used to invest in a tax preference on the

fer from true economic depreciation, tax system will eithera

grounds that this action would reduce the extent of over-
over- or undertax the income generated by the depreciable

investment in the asset. This approach is labelled a second-
a

best policy since it is clearly inferior to the first-best policy
assets relative to Haig-Simons income tax. Similarly, since

changes in the market value of trading stock are not required
of removing the tax preference. It is inferior because the be ncluded in assessable incme each
approach targets only debt-funded investment, leaving equity

to year, a tax system
does not fully tax, in a Haig-Simons sense, the income pro-

investors unaffected. The second-best argument also has
duced from trading stock. Finally, the exclusion from the tax

other drawbacks which are now considered. base of capital gains realized from the sale of a taxpayer's
The second-bestpolicy of denyingdeductions for interest can prncipal place of residence, and the exemption of imputed

, be examined from a number of different angles. For example, income from home ownership represent further examples of

whether it is internally consistent with a country's taxation departures from the Haig-Simonsmodel.

legislation. If a tax preference is a deliberate act of Govern-
ment policy, any attempt to deny interest deductions to tax- The above examples infer that where an income tax regime
payers that borrow money to invest in a preference, can be fails to tax all gains on an accruals basis, provides a special
seen as an act which is against the spirit of that policy. In tax regime for foreign source income, and/or fails to provide
Australia, an example is provided in relation to a number of deductions for alllosses on an accruals basis, that tax regime
incentives for capital expenditure incurred in producing an departs from the Haig-Simons definition of income. Given

Australian film or by way of contribution by an investor to the myriad of other departures, to attempt to compensate for

the cost of producing an Australian film.58 For film expend- these defects in a tax system by restricting the deductibilityof

iture incurred under contracts entered into on or after 25 May interest in certain situations, particularly when that interest is

1988, a 100% deduction is allowed in the year in which the incurred on borrowed money used to acquire assets which

expenditure is incurred.59 Partly as a result of this taxation

policy initiative, the income tax base applying to Australian 58. See Division 1OBA, comprisingSecs. 124ZAA-124ZAPof the JncomeTax

films is far removed from Haig-Simons income concepts. AssessmentAct (1936).
59. The rate of deduction is different for certain years before 25 May 1988.

If the second-best argument was applied to the incentives Namely

provided by the Australian Government for expenditure - 150% deduction if expended under a contract entered into prior to 24

incurred on Australian films, deductibility of interest on August 1983;
133% deduction if expended under a contract entered into between 24-

money borrowed to finance the film investment would be August 1983 and 19 September 1985; or

restricted. Such logic would be inconsistentwith the Govern- - 120% deduction if expended under a contract entered nto after 19 Septem-
ment's taxation policy, ostensibly underpinning the Aus. ber 1985 and before 25 May 1988.

tralian film regime, to encourage investment in this industry.
60. See Division 10, comprisingSecs. 122-122Uf the IncomeTax Assessment

Act (1936). Some examples of allowable capital expenditure in carrying on pre-

Other examples of the AustralianGovernmentprovidingcer-
scribed mining operations include:

expenditure in preparing a site for the carrying on of prescribed mining-

tain tax preferences to taxpayers, as a matter of policy, are in operations;
place in the IncomeTax Assessment Act (1936). Firstly, tax- - expenditure on buildings, other improvements or plant necessary for the

payers in the mining industry obtain specific deductions in carrying on by the taxpayerof prescribed mining operations; and

or to cost water,
relation to certain expenditureof a capital nature incurred in

- expenditure in providing, contnbuting the of providing,
light or power for, access to, or communicationswith, the ste on which the pre-

mining activities,6 Secondly, a number of concessions are scribed mining operations are carried on.

granted to companies which incur expenditure on research 61. In particular, see Sec. 73B of the IncomeTax AssessmentAct (1936). Some

and developmentactivities.61 Again, it would be inconsistent examples of the concessions granted to companies in respect of expenditure
incurred on research and developmentactivities include:

as a matter of Governmentpolicy to attempt to deny deduc- 150% deduction for wages, salaries, other labour costs and expenditure_

tions for interest incurred on moneys borrowed to undertake incurred directly on research and developmentactivities;

favouredactivities. - 100% deduction for expenditure incurred in obtaining rights to pre-existing
core technology;

The three examples considered above illustrate that if - 50% deduction for three years for expenditure incurred on plant and equip-

exploitationof a tax preference is unacceptableas a matter of ment which is entirely attributable to research and development activities,
including the cost of pilot plant in certain circumstances;and

government policy, it must be unacceptable taken alone, not _ 33.5% deduction for three years for expenditure incurred on research and

simply because taxpayers care to borrow money to invest in development buildings where construction started or was contracted before 2 1

the tax preference. November 1987.

.
62. McIntyre, supra note 46, at 74-75.
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produce or are expected to produce assessable income and deductions for interest may not be effective as against tax-

capital gains would be arbitrary. For example, from 17 July payers who own business assets or for that matter, investment
1985 to 1 July 1987, the Australian Governmentreduced the assets.
tax preferences available to taxpayers who received both
income and capital returns from rental property investments, Of greater consequencewould be the impact on Government

by placing limitations on deductions for interest on money
revenue if deductions were allowed for interest expenditure

borrowed to finance the investments.63 In essence, the legis-
incurred for private or domestic purposes. Research in the
United States67 found that in 1984, itemized claims for homelation limited the deduction for interest to the net rental

income of a property, after taking into account all other mortgage interest deductions totalled USD 102 billion and

expenses except building depreciation, and any taxable gains that this amount represented65% of the total itemized claims

on the disposition of relevant rental property. To the extent
for nterest expediture. While it should be acknowledged

that the interest exceeded the current deduction allowed, the that Australia may not have the same fiscal weight as the

interest was quarantined until the net rental income was suf- United States, allowing a wholesalededuction for all interest

ficient to absorb it. The quarantined interest could have been expenditure incurred for private or domestic purposes would

carried forward indefinitely to offset against future rental still be costly and could hardly be regarded as a Government

property income or taxable gains on the dispositionof rental priority. Despite the economic arguments, the very high cost
involved in allowing interest to be deductible on private orproperty.
domestic borrowings represents a major hurdle to overcome.

Due to the subsequent lack of investment in the rental prop- Furthermore,given the culture of the IncomeTax Assessment

erty market, the legislation was amended to remove the limi- Act where since its inception in 1915, a general deductionfor
tation from 1 July 1987.64 Thus, it could be argued that the expenditure incurred for private and domestic purposes has
Australian Government, on policy grounds, would not again been categorically dismissed, any attempts made to allow a

wish to restrict the deductibility of interest on negatively deduction for nterest expenditure ncurred for private
geared investment property notwithstanding the tax prefer- domestic purposes becomes even more unlikely as a matter

ence received. Moreover, with the introductionof the capital of taxation policy. For these reasons, it appears that a deduc-

gains tax legislation in the Act from 19 September 1985, any tion for interest expenditure incurred for private or domestic
net capital gain65 obtained from an investment asset (apart purposes is unlikely to be allowed.
from several exceptions) is subject to tax.

Another taxation policy argument regarding the deductibility
of interest, where borrowed money is not employed in gain- Vll. TOWARDS LEGISLATION IN AUSTRALIA
ing or producing assessable income, is associated with inter-
est incurred for private or domestic purposes. Personal assets Based on the review of the taxation policy arguments, it is
typically differ from business assets in that the return which clear that in a domestic context the only major restriction
they generate is partly pecuniary and partly non-pecuniary. which should be placed on the deductibilityof interest lies in
This is evident when one considers the return for personal the area of interest incurred for private or domestic purposes.
assets such as owner-occupiedhousing. Such assets generate Therefore a general provision could be included within the
the equivalent of partly pecuniary returns in the form of rent Income Tax Assessment Act (1936) which provides for the
that would otherwise have to be paid, and partly non-pecu- deductibilityof interest in all circumstances where there is a

niary returns in the forrn of personal enjoyment or satisfac- nexus between the interest incurred and the gaining or pro-
tion that the owner gains from the property. Since neither ducing of assessable income, except to the extent that the
form of return is taxed in Australia, owner-occupiedhouses interest incurred is of a private nature. The fact that such a

and other personal assets such as cars, and the like, accord general provision has worked in New Zealand and Canada
important tax benefits on their owners. adds credibility to this argument.

Returns which are non-pecuniary in form cannot be reduced

by other taxpayers' investment in housing. Rather, they are

exclusively retained by the owner and are independentof the

non-pecuniaryreturns savouredby otherhome owners. Thus,
63. See Secs. 82KZC-82KZK of the Income Tax Assessment Act (1936). It
should be emphasized that the restrictions in place regarding the deductibilityof

the equilibrating effect of investment in other tax-preferred interest under this legislation were confined to rental property investments.
assets does not apply to this elementof the return. Refusing a Apparently, the Australian Governmentsaw no need to restrict the deduction of

deduction for interest incurred in acquiring personal assets is interest with respect to borrowings for other types of investments.Thus, it could
be argued that the legislative restrictions were, in fact, arbitrary and discriminat-

consequently more likely to be effective in constraining ed between different forms of income-producinginvestments.
nvestmentthan in the case ofbusiness and investmentassets. 64. An alternative ground for the removal of this limitation is provided by C.

Nonetheless, it may not be fully effective for at least two rea- Sandford, SuccessfulTax Reform: Lessons From an Analysis ofTax Reform in

sons. Firstly, denying a deduction for nterest would only
Six Countries, (Bath: Fiscal Publications, 1993), at 85-86. Sandford argues that
the Federal Labour Government reversed its decision on negative gearingslow the rate at which taxpayers invest in housing.66 Second- because of pressure appliedby the N.S.W. State Labour Governmentwho were

ly, due to the fungiblecharacterofmoney, home owners who, facing an imminent election. The legislation was believed to have reduced

in addition, own businessenterpriseswill inevitablyassign as investment in rented property in Sydney which led to higher rents.

65. The cost base of the asset is indexed for inflation.much of the borrowings as possible to their business assets. 66. This is because ultimately, they will reach their desired level of investment.
Thus, as was discussedabove, a tracing rule designed to deny 67. Galvin, supra note 53, at 824-825.
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Also of relevance for present purposes is the effect of the to render detailed legislation within the Act, either

Australian Federal Treasurer's August 1992 Budget Speech denying or restricting the deductibility of interest in

on the issue of interest deductibility. The Federal Govern- particularsituations.

ment announced that it had decided to introduce a compre- Evaluating taxation policy arguments for either restricting or
hensive system for the taxation of financial arrangementson

denying deduction for interest expenditure involved con-a
an accrual basis. In December 1993, the Government fol-

sideration of:
lowed up on its Budget Speech by issuing a consultative

compatibility with the conceptual basis of income.

document entitled: Taxation of Financial Arrangements .68
The consultative document provides for an accruals tax sys-

tax;
second-best arguments such as policy consistency

tem which spreads the gain or loss from a financial arrange- and arbitrariness; and
ment69 over its term. Three accruals methods are cited by the
Government in the document, namely, straight-line accrual,

interest ncurred for prvate or domestic purposes.

compoundingaccruals and market value accounting.7oWhile The review concluded that the only major restriction which

the consultative document provides for a comprehensive should be placed on the deductibility of interest relates to

accruals system for the taxation of financial arrangements, it interest expenditure incurred on borrowings for private or

neglects to address the vital issue of determining the assess- domestic purposes. With this in mind, a general provision
ability of gains and more importantly for this study, the could be enacted within the Income Tax Assessment Act

deductibility of losses including interest. Frost7 argues that (1936) providing for the deductibility of interest in all cir-

the Code should, ideally, deal with the revenue/capital dis- cumstances where there is a nexus between interest incurred

tinction, otherwise it will not really be a Code as one would and the gaining or producing of assessable income, except to

be left to hunt through a considerable body of case law to the extent to which expenditure is of a private nature.

work out what is or is not assessable or deductible.72 It
Finally, the effect of both the Australian Federal Treasurer's

remains to be seen whether the Federal Government acts on

its alleged failure to consider this issue. August 1992 Budget Speech and the consultative document
issued in December 199374 on the issue of interest deductibil-

ity were considered. While the consultative document pro-
vides for a comprehensiveaccrual system for the taxation of

Vlll. CONCLUSION financial arrangements, it seems to overlook the fundamental
issue of determining when gains are assessable and more

Regardless of the situation in Australia, it appears that the

deductbility of nterest has been a controversial issue in importantly for this study, determiningwhen losses including
interest are deductible. It remains to be seen whether the

international tax law for sometime. This conclusion was

reached after examining the laws governing the deductibility Government acts on its failure to consider this issue. In any

of interest in the United Kingdom, the United States, New case, it is submitted that the work carried out in this article

Zealand and Canada and the recommendations made at the goes some way towards supplyinga basis for determining the

48th annual congress of IFA. 73 deductibilityof interest expenditure incurred on borrowings.

Other approaches have been advanced in the tax literature to

either limit or restrict the deduction for interest. They
include:

a pro rata allocationof interest;
allocation of interest to assets securing debt; and

matching interest payments to interest receipts.
Unfortunately,these furtherapproacheshave their own inher-

ent problems and weaknesses.

Of the countries examined in this study, Australia is the only 68. The Australian Govemment,Taxationof FinancialArrangements:ACon-
sultative Document (Canberra: The Australian Government Publishing Service,

country which does not have taxation legislation which con- December 1993).
siders the deductibilityof interest. In contrast, the other coun- 69. The financial arrangementsconsideredby the ConsultativeDocument to be

tries analysed have, at the very least, a general provision gov- part of the new accruals tax system are (at 19):

eming the deductibility of interest. Indeed the United King-
- debt transactions and transactions that are n substance debt;

the debt component of hybrid transactions;-

dom and the United States have elected to further restrict the debt derivatives, together with non-debt derivativesbased on the value of a-

deductibility of interest and Canada has draft legislation group of commoditiesor equities; and

pending.
- transactions comprising the right to receive or the obligation to pay an

amount in foreign currency, and any physical holdings of foreign currency.
From intemational experience, legislation in one form or 70. These methods are not considered n detail here.

another on the deductibility of interest represents an impor- 7 I. A.J. Frost, Taxation of Financial Transactions,Taxation InstituteofAus-

tant element of any country's taxation laws. Australia should tralia, NationalConventionPapers (May 1993).
72. Id. at 38.

consider this experience in drafting its own laws. In this 73 It should be noted however that IFA's recommendation dealing with the

regard, two alternatives seem to be open to the Australian employment of a tracing or allocation method to determine the nterest

Government for establishing legislation: deductible against domestic and foreign-source income is of concern, especially
when one considers the conceptualand practical difficultiesassociated with trac-

to provide a general provision for the deductibilityof ing borrowed money to particularassets or uses.

interest within the Act; or 74. See supra note 68.
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UNITED STATES

THE STRUGGLEAGAINST INTERNATIONALFISCAL FRAUD:
TAX AVOIDANCEAND TAX EVASION

John T. Lyons

The issue of fiscal fraud is one of the core issues of tax
This paper was presented at the CIAT Technical administration and may be known by various names. In theConference, Paris, France on8 November 1995 by John T.
Lyons, who is Assistant Commissioner(International), United States, we consider fiscal fraud to be more in the
Departmentof the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, nature of tax avoidance, as distinguished from tax plan-
Washington D.C. ning.

In more egregious cases, we call it tax evasion. By what-
ever name, activities of taxpayers to avoid their proper

I. INTRODUCTION& GENERAL COMMENTS responsibilities to fiscal authorities are of serious concern -

and unacceptable.
Before I begin my presentation on this topic of great impor- Tax avoidance and evasion re of serious concern for a vari-
tance to International Tax Administrators, I would like to ety of reasons. They have serous budgetary effects. They
acquaint you with the Internal Revenue Service by providing distort international competition and capital flows. They
you with certain key (1994) statistics. come in a variety ofdisguises,making identificationand cor-

rection difficult at best. And, they are contrary to fiscal equi-The IRS has approximately 105,000 employees; how- ty.
ever, we are continuing a downsizing of operations and

staffing. For example, a base company, located in a tax haven country,
Of the total figure, almost 700 staff specialists that can be used to redirect income from a high tax to a low tax

are

examine returns with international features; these spe- jurisdiction. This has an obvious detrimental effect on the
revenue of the country whose tax base has been diminished.cialists are called IntemationalExaminers.
The inequity which results from the opportunity that some,Total collections of USD 1,276,466,766. but not other, taxpayers have of taking advantage of such

revenue
a

Total recommended taxes and penalties of USD
manoeuvre is also clear.

23,925,598 (attributable to enforcementefforts).
Our large exarnination (called Coordi- a tax planningand taxcase programme There is distinctionbetween legitimate
nated ExaminationProgramme) has 1,800 corporate tax- avoidance or evasion of the kind we are considering here.

payers; each of these taxpayers has assets exceeding Fraud is commonly defined as deceit or trickery - the inten-

USD 100 million. tional perversion of truth in order to induce another to sur-

Of the 1,800 large taxpayers, about 1,200 67 render something of value. The key to the distinction iscase or per-
cent have full-time IRS audit presence. intent, the mental purposebehind a tax activity, structureor

transaction. The need to determine intent is what makes thisWe have estimatedoverall compliancerate of 87. an per-
cent; our goal is 90 percent by the year 2000.

area of tax administration so particularly difficult. How can

Translated into dollar each 1 increase in
we really tell what someone intended

terms, percent
compliance translates to USD 7-10 billion. In the United States, for example, in order to obtain a crimi-

nal conviction we must prove not only the act of tax evasion
In accomplishingour work, we must contend with statute of but also the intent to evade taxes beyond reasonableanylimitations considerations which place time restrictions on doubt. The cost of successfullymeeting that burden of proof
our audit reach for a particular year. Our normal statute of places an excessive drain on our limited resources. The need
limitations is three years; however, if there is a 25 percent or to invest these resources is, however, obvious because if tax
greater understatementof gross income, the statute of limita- evasion is not contained and kept to a minimum, the public's
tions is six years. In the case of fraud six years applies; if a confidence in the fairness of our system will erode which, in
return is not filed, there is no statute of limitations. With this turn, would cause an erosion in overall compliance.
overview in mind, I will proceed with discussions as to the

importanceof having effective compliance and enforcement Regardlessofwhethera country's tax system is source or res-

idence based, whether it is dependent upon a credit or anactivities in place to combat tax avoidance and evasion.
exemption method of relieving double taxation, tax avoid-
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ance is important. In either situation,domestic taxpayerswith require record maintenance in the United States for certain

foreign-derived income are tempted to divert their profits to transactionsbetween related parties. Examples include:

offshore locations, to at least defer the impositionof a tax lia- IRC 6038A
bility. In many cases the diversion mechanisms are truly arti- IRC 6662(e)
ficial, for example, through the use of offshore mutual funds IRC 982
or tax haven subsidiaries (e.g. base companies). An obvious
means to reduce international profits is through conscious This having been said, the major structural incentive for tax-

use of transfer pricing on transactions between associated or payers to undertake fraudulent international activity is the

related companies. existence of the tax haven. While there js international

agreement that there is no single, clear, objective test which
Although rneasures against international fiscal fraud have identifies a particular country as a tax haven, the concept is
traditionallybeen justified in purely fiscal terms, i.e. the need understood in practice. In general, a tax haven is a country
to stop loss of tax revenues to national treasuries, there are which serves to minimize tax liabilities arising in connection
strong economic arguments to support governments' protec- with some cross-border business or investment transaction.
tive actions. In particular, to the extent that enterprises oper- The concept in practice is a relative one - that is, any country
ating internationallysucceed in avoiding tax in ways not gen- can be a tax haven in relation to other countries.
erally available to other businesses, they may have a compet-
itive advantageover enterprisesoperatingentirely within one Moreover, the practical effect of a tax haven is not necessari-

country. ly created by juridical devices that are purely fiscal in nature.

For example, bank secrecy and other information inhibitions,
The United States has been involved in efforts to combat fis- such as bearer shares, can serve certain purposes in limiting
cal fraud for decades. High points of this effort include the tax cornpliance. Furthermore, these structures can lead to

developmentof SubpartF legislation in 1962, the issuance abuses outside the area of taxation. For exarnple, the resulting
of the Gordon Report in 1981, and the 1993 White Paper anonymity produced by bank secrecy and bearer shares can,
entitledTax Compliance in a Global Economy: Statementof and frequently does, encourage money laundering and also

Policy and Action Plan. As a general principle, the direction hinders the war against the narcotics traffickers.
of US tax administration is to increasingly supplement its
enforcementactivities, which routinely bear a high cost-ben- Certain countries have traditionally been considered tax

efit ratio, with non-traditionalactivities in areas of education, havens. These classical tax havens may be regarded as

particularly with respect to the responsibilities of taxpayer jurisdictions actively making themselves available for the

representatives, and to constantly improve and enhance avoidanceof tax which would otherwise be paid in relatively
opportunities in the area of information reporting. high tax countries. Ordinarily, the aim of the legislation of

such a country (including its non-tax statutes) is to attract
The following discussion will cover the topic of internation- incorne from activities which are to be carried on outside the
al fiscal fraud in three sections. First, certain structural issues territory of the tax haven.
affecting international tax administration will be discussed.
Then counteractive measures that revenue authorities may The question that arises in many cases involving use of a

utilize in combating international fiscal fraud will be classical tax haven is what are the real income-producing
reviewed. Finally, the US view of the utility of various mea- activities in the countries concerned. The principal difficul-

sures will be discussed. ties are with passive income and income from services. These
difficulties are increasinglyproblematic for the United States
as our economic base grows more dependent on the applica-
tion of information and knowledgeactivities.

Il. STRUCTURALDIFFICULTIES
The use of tax havens as a vehicle for international tax avoid-

Let me begin my discussion of Structural Difficultieswith ance and evasion has been a long-standing concern to the

an overview. The challenges faced by a tax administration in United States. As far back as the 1920s, and at regular inter-
vals since, the US Congress has attempted to address tax

any case - domestic or international- begin with obtaining
sufficient information to conduct an effective examination. haven fraud through legislation. The most comprhensive

and focused attempt was through the Subpart F legislation in

Put another way, being given sufficient and accurate infor- 1962, which was intended to limit the use of base compa-
mation regarding a particular transaction would greatly nies as a means of sheltering offshore income.
reduce the complexity and thus, the cost of conducting The base has been internationallyenforcement-relatedactivities. company concept an popu-

lar strategy for taxpayers. For tax purposes, the most impor-
The lack and possible unavailability of sufficient and accu- tant function of a base company is to collect income which
rate transactional information is particularly troublesome in would otherwise go directly to the taxpayer and be taxable in

the internationalsetting. Nowhere is this more evident than in the country of residence. Base companiescan also serve non-

examining and understandingtransactionsbetween domestic tax purposes, being used to retain flexibility for financing
and foreign related entities. international operations by avoiding domestic constraints

and costly procedures (e.g. currency controls). They can also
Our Congress has recognized this challenge over the last ten

be used, and sometimes to avoid labour union problems.
years enacting a statutory regime designed to, for example,

are,
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The income of a base company is ordinarily sheltered structures- the kind of ncome routinely routed through tax

because it is a viable entity with its own legal personalityand haven jurisdictions.
is recognized as such in its state of residence. Thus, the
income of the base company is not subject to tax in the tax- Other legislative tools include:

payer-shareholder's country of residence. Since the tax - Immediate inclusion of earnings derived by passive
advantage exists only as long as the sheltered income is not income vehicles. These would include offshore mutual

distributed, taxpayersmay claim that this is merely a deferral funds, offshore personal holding companies, captive
mechanism,not an avoidance technique. However, the distri- insurancecompanies,and passive nvestmentcompanies.
bution may be so indefinitely deferred as to lose any value - Provisions that tax or minimizenon-recognitionof tax on

under time value of money principles, or the character of transfers of assets to foreigncompanies.Such a provision
the distribution may be effectively changed through other could, for example, value assets immediatelyupon trans-

means such as shareholder loans - potentially resulting in a fer and impose a tax on any gain between basis and that
different tax base, or a different rate of taxation. value.

In some countries, control of transactions involving for--

The enhanced role of information technology in financial
eign exchange is necessary. Routinely applicable to

matters is affecting governmentalabilities to minimize fraud
banks and other financial institutions, these provisions

as well. Capital transfers have become exceedingly efficient would not usually be found in the tax laws of country.through wire transfers and similar mechanisms, and capital
a

transactions more and more focus on speed and timeliness.
- Consistency rules may exist. For example, in the United

The difficulty for revenue authorities is the need to access
States there is a law that requires that transfer prices

documentationin order to assess propriety of transactions. established for income tax purposes in import transac-

tions must be no higher than the transfer price reported
However, creation of documentation adversely affects the for customs duty purposes.

speed of completion of fiscal transfers. The tension between
the need to ensure speed of transactions and the governmen-

In addition, the role of tax treaties and other fiscal agreements
tal requirement for accountability (and auditability) will be is of increasing importance to nternational tax administra-

subject to major controversy for the foreseeable future. tion. To the extent that such agreementsminimize the level of
residence based taxation, particularly for items of passive
income, there is a disincentive to utilize mechanisms to

obscure the reporting of this income in the country of resi-

Ill. WHAT COUNTERACTIVEMEASURESARE dence. At the same time, however, there is a need to reduce

AVAILABLE TO ATTEMPTTO DEAL WITH the potential for treaty shopping, that is, for taxpayers to

THE CHALLENGESJUST DISCUSSED use third-country treaties as a means of reducing tax obliga-
tions. This has led to the introductionof limitationon bene-
fits clauses in a number of bilateral treaties. The United

Tax administrations have developed a number of standard States has developed standard text that is ordinarily suffi-a
tools for counteracting taxpayer fraud. Many of these tools cient to protect against base erosion in most treaties; how-
have achieved a level of intemational acceptability, while

ever, for some countries the negotiation of mutually accept-others are still in somethingof a test stage. Generally, they able conditionshas resulted in complexity(e.g. theenormous
may be categorized as juridical (either legislative or court- US-Netherlandstreaty).
derived), treaty-based(and thereforecooperative),or indirect
tools. The development of limitation on benefits clauses came

about largely as a result of the general international nade-
There are a number of initiatives which fit in the category of of court-developeddoctrines such substance
juridical tools. The most basic necessary legislation is a

quacy as ver-

transfer pricing statute. This kind of law requires that prices
sus form. In many countries, courts are prepared to look at

the substance (i.e. the real economic content) rather than at
established for transactions taking place between related or the legal form of transaction. In courts in countries,a some
affiliated companies be priced at a level acceptable within transactions which in the nature of sham be dis-are a mayinternational norms. Within the OECD, the standard for

regarded. Increasingly, courts entertain and sustain such
determining acceptable prices is the arm's length standard.

arguments. However, historically this has not been a signifi-That is, transactions taking place between related parties cant counteractive tool because the facts and circumstances
must be priced at a level comparable to similar transactions

taking place between unrelated parties in similar economic
are ordinarily unique arid are not easily applied to other sce-

narios.
circumstances.

The major advantage of treaties and other international
The second major legislative tool would be SubpartF-type
legislation, similar to that enacted by the United States in agreements in the war against international tax avoidance is

the provision of bilateral cooperation in the form of
1962. This would require that shareholders of foreign sub-

exchanges of information. The most valuable form of such
sidiaries immediately nclude in income some portion of the

cooperation is probably the speciic request, in which one
earnings of those subsidiaries. Not all earnings are so in- asks another for assistance in obtaining particularlycluded. Ordinarily Subpart F-type legislation applies to pas-

country
identifiabledata relevant to a tax examination.

sive earnings and income derived from tainted business or
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There are other treaty based vehicles for exchanging infor- administratrs is reflected in the 1993 White Paper men-

mation as well, but the point to be made is that without the tioned in the Introduction above. This paper acknowledges
ability to obtain and exchange tax related information the reality that international tax compliance must be a high
between countries, the challengeof administering respective priority in coming years and that it is imperative to continu-
tax regimes becomes overwhelming. ally re-examine tax policies, laws, treaties and administrative

programmes in order to adapt them to developing interna-
These exchange programmes are regularly facilitated in pro- tional business practices. Thus, in an evolutionary sense, we

visions of full-scale tax treaties. However,more limited inter- will probably never enjoy the luxury of total victory over
national agreementscan operate to the same end, e.g. the Tax international tax evasion because we no sooner solve one

Information Exchange Agreements entered into by the
problem when another scheme appears to take its place.

United States with a number of Caribbean and Latin Amer-
ican countries. The creation and development of more such This paper identified certain substantive areas for review,
interactive, intemational programmes will be critical to three of which involve aspects of fiscal fraud - Transfer Pric-

improving administrativeefforts to effect greater compliance ing, Tax Treaties, and Individual Tax Compliance.The paper
by avoidance-pronetaxpayers. focused on four types of action that must be undertaken in

order to promote sufficient compliance.Those actions are:

Apart from the commonplacejuridical and treaty-based ini-

tiatives, tax administrationscan use indirect means to prompt
- Legislative Change

greatercomplianceby taxpayers,or otherwiseminimize their
- Modernized Regulations

incentives to engage in fiscal fraud. The developmentof stan- - Increased AdministrativeEnforcementEfforts

dardized withholding mechanisms ensures a timely collec- - Coordination with Trading Partners and Industry
tion of tax revenues prior to income leaving the jurisdiction
of a source country. Restrictions can also be placed on some Perhaps the bulk of the work the United States has done

of the electronicmeans of transferring funds (e.g. through use recently has been concerned with ensuring compliance in the

of wire transfers) if a source country so desires. The use of area of Transfer Pricing. For several years now, the United

summons processes during audit reviews can serve as a per- States has been engaged in the process of substantially revis-

sonal incentive for corporate officers to undertakeclose com- ing its regulations that apply to testing the validity of prices
pliance with revenue statutes and procedural requirements, on cross-border transactions. After years of work internally,
rather than exposing themselves to needless or expensive lit- along with regular consultations with treaty partners, indus-

igation. Another technque that the United States has found try groups and other concerned parties, new regulations were

particularly valuable in encouraging corporate compliance is issued last year, regulations which received general interna-

the concept of hot interest, which would charge corporate tional approval.
taxpayers a premium (in essence, a penalty) for substantial In connection with the administrative work of revising the
underpayment of taxes, as determined on audit. Finally, the

basic transfer pricing regulations, the US Congress estab-
tool of requiring taxpayer- or third party-reporting of infor- lished statutory scheme which imposes penaltiesa severe on
mation on taxable activities is of principal utility in ensuring
appropriate compliance.

taxpayers who use transfer pricing techniques to significant-
ly understate their tax liabilities. Through the regulatory

In general, information reporting is increasingly important to development process, the United States has worked to use

US tax administration, not just in respect of cross-border these penalties as a means of obtaining sufficient taxpayer-
activities. As third party reporting on incorne and deductible developed information to adequately audit cross-border,
items becomes more commonplace, the processing features related party transactions.

of tax administration become increasingly streamlined, The United States has also undertaken collateral
reducing taxpayer frustration at the same time accuracy of

two proce-
dural efforts to undergird its substantive work in this area.

income is enhanced. And receipt of fiscal revenue is acceler-
First is complete review and revision of the major informa-

ated as third party withholding is implemented.
a

tion returns that must be filed for transactions with related

Now let me share the UNITED STATES PERSPECTIVEon parties. Second is the development of the Advance Prcing
these issues. As mentioned previously, the United States has Agreementprogramme,which is intended to provide a mech-

sought to combat the use of tax haven base companies anism for working collaboratively with willing taxpayers to

through its Subpart F provisions. These laws eliminate the avoid transfer pricing disputes. In general, this programme
use of deferral or avoidance by immediately taxing income fits a strategic assumption that the IRS has made, that some

earned by foreign subsidiaries of US taxpayers in certain portion of non-complianceis not intentional but ratherdue to

defined circumstances. These circumstances usually involve taxpayer ignorance or the US failure to adequately educate.

passive income. Given the fact that other developed nations
have enacted simlar legislative structures, such anti-deferral The United States has also had an active Treaty programme

mechanisms have achieved an apparent utility for their pur-
for many years, and in the last decade has significantly
expanded the number of these relationships. The develop-

pose. ment of a particular treaty is dependent upon the economic
In the US view, however, this legislation, despite regular and other relationships of the particular countries involved;
modification to address new, perceived abuses, has proven however, there is an element of evolution in this scheme of
insufficient. The latest consensual thinking of the US tax administration.That is, certain concepts tend to develop over
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time, usually in response to third party (taxpayer) changes in adopt procedural changes to ensure that non-resident aliens
behaviour. receive correct treaty benefits. The consequence of this task

force was three-fold. First was the creationof a Foreign Pay-The United States also remains committed to effective use of
ments Division under the Assistant Commissioner (Interna-the exchange of informationprogrammes facilitated through tional) coordinatedevelopmentof educationaland compli-its treaty network. For example, the Tax Information

to

Exchange Agreement Programme has received continuous
ance programmes. Second is the revision of the withholding

expansion. Similarly, the United States has developeda Code programme, which is being addressed through an ongoing
review of the US regulatory provisions. Finally, the UnitedofGood Practice relating to informationexchanges, in which
States is developing individual identification numberthe United States and its treaty partners establish and commit

an tax

for foreign nvestors who receive payments of US sourcethemselves to quality standards in how they carry out their

exchange obligations. Of course, the United States also
ncome - this tax identification number will streamline the

remains active in international forums such as CIAT and the processing of nformation and tax returns relative to such

OECD. payments and will attack an area of weakness- the tempta-
tion of non-residentaliens to file fraudlent refund claims.

The final substantivearea addressedin the 1993 White Paper Finally, with respect to small investors, the United States hasis perhaps the most significantarea of fiscal fraud- tax com-

pliance by individuals,principally those with high net worth. recognized the individual implications of the intemational
tax rules becoming increasingly complex in response to theIn this regard, the United States sees three areas that must be

addressed: tax avoidance by US individuais, tax avoidance increasing complexity of the corporate business world. This
has adversely affected the capability of individuals to eco-

by non-residentaliens, and simplificationfor small investors.
nomically comply with the rules relating to international

Perhaps the most difficult area for the United States to activities. The United States is reviewing the potential for
address is complianceby its own residents. While the United legislative and regulatory changes to simplify matters for
States has extensive reporting systems, its programmes for individuals who want to comply but cannot for purely eco-

matching, comparison and analysis of the information con- nomic reasons.

tained in these systems are in need of significantupgrades. In
most cases, identificationof international fraud by US indi-
viduals must take place through labour-intensiveaudits. Indi- IV. CONCLUSION
viduals who ntend to defraud the Government usually are

adept at hiding their assets and income, so the means that US
International fiscal fraud is unfair and nequitable compli-to

revenue agents must undertake to ferret out such fraud are
ant taxpayers, have serious budget impacts, and dis-can mayfrequently time-consumingand arduous. It ordinarily takes a

creative and highly-trained agent to catch suspect transac-
tort intemational competition. With increasing taxpayer

tions. As a result, the biggest challenge the United States sophistication, thedifficulty of identifying and redressing
such avoidance and evasion becomes more and more prob-faces in this area is the internal recruiting and training func-
lematic. Tax administrations be vigilant strengthen,must to

tion, as well as retaining a commitment to perform such
where possible, their legal, regulatory and administrativelabour intensive audits in the face of severely diminished
provisions, as well as their investigative powers. Moreover,budgets. they must be willing to share experiences, particularly their

The US Internal Revenue Service formed a multi-functional successes, in response to internationalfraud. Efforts must be
task force to address non-residentalien compliance. The tax continuously made to facilitate, improve and extend
force had a number of goals - simplify and standardizeinfor- exchanges of information under existing international con-

mation reporting, improve education of both taxpayers and ventions, and to seek new arrangements of a bilateral and
agents, improve use of available data to enhancecompliance, multinationalcharacterto fulfil unmet needs for government-
increase sharing of useful data among treaty partners, and level action.
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UNITED KINGDOM

CAPITAL GAINS TAX IMPLICATIONSOF AN INDIVIDUAL

BECOMINGNON-UKRESIDENT
David Hughes

United Kingdom,' or by tax treaty applying OECD model
David Hughes, editor of the Bulletin and a research Articles l,4 and 13.
associate of the IBFD is a Chartered Accountant. He is also
a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Taxation in the
United Kingdom and an Associate of the Irish Institute of
Taxation. He has previously published articles in leading B. The remittance basis
UK and Irish tax journals.

Where an individual although resident or ordinarily resident
is non-domiciled5, the remittance basis applies to gains aris-

ing on the disposal of foreign situs assets. Under this basis the
I. INTRODUCTION taxpayer is only chargeable to CGT on the disposal of foreign

assets, if the proceeds of the disposal are remitted at any time

This article intends to outline the tax implicationsof an indi- to the United Kingdom.6
vidual becoming non-residentfor the purposes of UK capital
gains tax (CGT). It commences by broadly outlining the

scope of the tax. Next the principles determining an individ- Ill. RESIDENCE AND ORDINARY RESIDENCE
ual's residence and ordinary residence are analysed. The art-

icle concludes by examining the phenomenon of the claw-

back of certain tax reliefs that may occur upon an individual A. General

becoming non-resident.
The question of whether an individual is residentor ordinar-

ily resident in the United Kingdom is determined under the

rules applying for.income tax purposes. In this regard it iS
Il. SCOPE important to note that neither term is defined in the legisla-

tion. As a consequence the rules relating to residence are

A. General derived to a considerable degree from case law and Inland
Revenue practice.

In general, CGT is chargeable on the disposal, by a UK res- Since the 1993/94 tax year (see belw) normally a person is
ident.or ordinarily resident person of chargeable assets' no treated as resident in the United Kingdom for tax purposes if
matter where situated. If a person ceases to be resident or he:
ordinarily resident he then normally would not be chargeable 1) is physically present in the United Kingdom for 183 days
to the tax. or more in a tax year. Or

A person who is UK resident for any part of a year of assess-

ment2 is within the charge to CGT in respect of any charge-
able disposals he makes during that year, regardless of
whether he was in fact resident at the time ofmaking the dis- I. In general, the gains arising on the disposal of all assets are potentially sub-

posal.
ject to CGT, apart from the gains arising on the disposal of sterling and a few

other exceptions.

Example 1
2. A year of assessment runs from 6 April to the following 5 April. Therefore

the 1995/96 year of assessment runs from 6 April 1995 to 5 April 1996.
Michael emigrates from the United Kingdom on 5 May 1995. 3. It is important to note that extra statutory concessions (ESC) do not apply

Subject to the provisionsof any relevant tax treaty he is liable where their application would facilitate tax avoidance. R v. CIR (ex parte Ful-

to CGT on the disposal of assets made in the period 6 April ford-Dobson)QIB 1987,60TC 168.
4. ESC D2 applies when a person leaves the UK and is treated on his depar-

1995 to 5 April 1996 even though he was non-resident for ture as not resident or ordinarily resident in the UK'

part of this period. IR 20(1993) para. 2.7 (an Inland Revenue information booklet) provides that an

individual leaving the United Kingdom permanently may be treated as not res-

The harsh implications of this rule can in most circum- ident or ordinarily resident from the date of their departure.

stances3 be mitigated either by the application of extra stat_ 5. Domicile s a common law concept. It can be broadly interpreted as mean-

utory concession D2 which effectively limits the taxpayer's ing an individual'spermanent home.
6. If an indivdual remits after becoming UK domiciled then the remitted gain

liability to CGT to the period he was in fact resident in the is not taxable, since the normal arising basis applies.
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2) habitually makes substantial visits to the United King- D. Taking up full-time employmentabroad.
dom. Substantial is taken to mean on average over a four
year period in excess of 90 days per year and visits Where an individual leaves the United Kingdom to take up

become habitual after four years.7 Or full time employment abroad, it is revenue practice to treat

3) is a Commonwealthor Eire citizen who is ordinarily res-
that person as not resident or ordinarily resident from the day

ident in the UnitedKingdom,but leaves the UnitedKing- followingthe date ofhis departureuntil the day preceding the

dom merely for the reason of occasional8 residence day of his return. In order to qualify for this treatment the fol-

abroad. lowing three conditions must be satisfied.
1) all the duties of the employment must be performed

abroad;
B. Available accommodation 2) the absence in respect of the employment must include

one complete tax year; and

For 1992/93 and precedingyears if an individualhad accom- 3) visits to the United Kingdom must not exceed six months

modation available to him in the United Kingdom and visit- in any one tax year, or three months or more on average.
ed the United Kingdom for no matter how short a period, he It is mportant to note that as the above treatment is based
was held to be a UK resident for the tax year in which the merely on revenue practice, it may not be relied upon, to

visit was made. This rule no longer applies and hence it is facilitate tax avoidance.12
now far easier for an individual to establish that he is no

longer a UK resident.
E. Foreign expatriatesand temporaryvisitors

Example2 (ignoring the effects of tax treaties) Where foreign expatriate to the United Kingdom toa comesIn 1980, Mr and Mrs Smith bought a house in Spain. They work for period of he is treateda two years or more, as non-live there for 10 months each year. Their remaining time is
resident from the date of his departure from the United King-spent visiting relatives in England. Whilst there they often
dom. It should be noted that since expatriatesspend time in their old matrimonial home, which is always

most are non-

UK domiciled they should if possible refrain from remittingavailable to. them for their use.
the proceeds of any foreigngains into the United Kingdom

For all tax years up to and including 1992/93 they would whilst UK resident. In this way they may mitigate any expo-
have been held to be UK resident. From 1993/94 onwards sure to CGT arising on the disposal of non-UK assets.
with the repeal of the available accomodationrule they would On 29 January 1996, the Inland Revenue issued a revised
be treated as non-resident9. extra statutory concessionAll relating to temporaryvisitors.

The new concession amongst other things provides that the

C. Ordinarily resident above split year treatment now applies to all those intending
to stay in the United Kingdom for at least two years whether
or not for employment.Ordinary residence is not an easy expression to define. In

Levene v. IRC it was commented that ordinary residence
connotes residence with some degree of continuity and apart F. Tax treaties
from temporary and occasional absences abroad. The ques- Even though individual under domestic UK law bean maytion as to whether or not a person is ordinarily resident is a

held to be resident ordinarily resident for the ofor purposesquestion of fact. In a practical context if a person is normally CGT it is importantnot to overlook the impact of tax treaties.resident in the United Kingdom, leaves the United Kingdom taxwith the intention of returning and then returns to the United Normally treaties contain a tie-breaker provision, which
an to a twoKingdomafter a period of say 30 months it is possible that he applies where individual is deemed be residentof

remains ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom through- treaty countriesunder the domestic laws of the countriescon-

cerned. The tie-breakerdetermines in which country the tax-
out the entire period even though he is non-resident for a

is resident for the of the Given that
complete tax year. Notwithstanding this, in Reed v. Clark a payer purposes treaty.

law overrides UK domestic law, the treaty's determina-
taxpayer who left the United Kingdom for a period of just treaty

tion is conclusive.
over a year was held not to be ordinarily resident for that peri-
od. This case underlines the importance of considering the
individual's intentions and actions. The fact that the taxpayer 7. It is possible for an individual to be treated as resident and ordinarily res-
intended to live and work in Los Angeles together with the ident from the first year, if his personal circumstancesindicate that he intends to

fact that he did not visit the United Kingdomat all during the make habitual substantial visits from the outset. Otherwise the normal rule is that

entire perod of his residence abroad are highly significant, the individual is treated as resident from the earlier of either the start of the fifth
the tax year in which he makes the decision that such visits will take

implying a definite break in the taxpayer's life. 10 year or

place.
Where an individual emigrates permanently from the United 8. The term occasional residence is not defined in the legislation. It gener-

ally refers to short trips abroad. See Reed v. Clark Ch D 1985, 58 TC 528.
Kingdom and does not fall foul of the habitual and substan- 9. AlthoughMr and Mrs Smith habituallyvisit the UnitedKingdom, their vis-
tial visits rule outlined above then the position is as set out in its do not fall to be treated as substantial.

example 1. This is the case even though strictly the individ- 10. Whitemanon CGT4th edition at 690.
11. Incidental duties performed in the United Kingdom will not preclude theual will only cease to be ordinarily resident from 6 April fol- relief.

lowing the tax year in which emigration takes place. 12. See supra note 3.
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An example of a tie-breaker provision is found in Article 4 United Kingdom. To make matters even more complicated
paragraph 2 of the Netherlands-United Kingdom treaty the whole area of residence is intimately tied up with Inland

which provides that: Revenue practice which may on occasion be discretionary:5
Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph I t3 an individual Finally, even if an individual is initially held to be a UK res-

is a resident of both States, then his status shall be determined as ident, it is possible that a tax treaty will apply to deem that
follows: individual to be non-resident.
a) he shall be deemed to be a residentof the State in which he has

a permanent home available to him; if he has a permanent
home available to him in both States, he shall be deemed to be
a resident of the State with which his personal and economic IV. CLAWBACK
relations are closer (centre of vital interests);

b) if the State in which he has his centre of vital interests cannot The general position for individuals becoming non-resident
be determined,or if he has not a permanent home available to

him in either State, he shall be deemed to be a resident of the is as set out above. However in certain specific instances the

State n which he has an habitual abode; event of becoming non-residentcan trigger a charge to CGT.

c) if he has an habitual abode n both States or in neitherof them, This occurs where an individualhas availed of certain reliefs,
he shall be deemed to be a residentof the State of which he is and under the relevant provisions the relief previously grant-
a national; ed is clawed back upon the individual becoming non-res-

d) if he is a nationalof both States or of neither of them, the com- ident.
petent authorities of the States shall settle the question by
mutual agreement. The reliefs affected by the clawback are hold-over relief for

gifts of business assets and reinvestment relief. 6 Reinvest-
Example3

ment reliefenables individual to defer CGT liability aris-
John Smith who is ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom

an a

the disposal of asset, by acquiring shares in qual-
leaves the United Kingdomon 5 January 1994 to reside in the ng on an a

ifying company. The relief operates by reducing the taxpay-
Netherlands. He retums to the United Kingdom on 7 July er's gain by the amount reinvested. As a counterpart the cost
1995. On the assumption he is ordinarily resident in the of the taxpayer's shares in the qualifying company is treated
United Kingdom for the 1994/95 tax year4 the tie-breaker

as being reduced by the amount of reinvestment relief grant-
provision of the United Kingdom-Netherlandstax treaty will ed. Hold-overreliefapplies to gifts of business assets used by
be invoked since under Dutch tax law he will also be deemed the transferor in his business or by the transferor's family
to be a Dutch resident. On the assumptionJohn sold his house The relief by deferring the transferor's
prior to leaving the United Kingdom and has a permanent

company. operates
gan. The transferee's acquisition cost is reduced by the

home available to him in the Netherlands then he falls to be
amount of the gain deferred.

treated as a Dutch resident by virtue of Article 4 paragraph 2

clause a) and is therefore not UK resident in the 1994/95 tax In the case of hold-over relief the clawback occurs if the
transferee becomes not resident or ordinarily resident within

year.
six years after the end of the year of assessment in which the

It is important to note that although a tax treaty may deter- gft was made (S168 (1) TCGA 1992). Under reinvestment
mine the residence status of an individual, it may not always relief the clawbackonly occurs if the individual becomes not

negate the individual's liability to UK CGT for the tax year in resident or ordinarily residentj7 prior to the end of the rele-
which the individual first becomes non-resident. This is vant period.18

because, as discussed above, an individual is liable to UK

CGT for the cornplete tax year, even though he may only be In both cases the mechanism employed by the clawback pro-

resident or ordinarily resident for part of that year. vision is to bring the gain previously deferred back into

charge. The gain is treated as crystallizing immediately
Turning to the above example, John's liability to CGT is before the individual becomes non-resident. This point is
determined by reference to Article 13 of the United King- extrernely irnportant, because it rneans that there is no possi-
dom-Netherlandstax treaty. Paragraph 1 of that Article states bility of arguing that due to the operation of a tax treaty the
that Gainsderived by a resident of one of the States from the gain falls outside the charge to CGT.
alienation of immoveable property referred to in Article 6
and situated in the other State may be taxed in that other
State. The United Kingdom therefore would be entitled to

tax John in the period 5 January 1994 to 5 April 1994 on the

disposal of immoveableproperty situated in the United King-
dom even if he was held to be a Dutch resident for that

period. 13. Paragraph (1) provides that resident of one of the States means any per-
son who, under the laws of that State, is liable to tax therein by reason of his

From the above it is clear that the mere fact that an individu- domicile, residence, place of management or any other criterion of a similar
nature....

al leaves the United Kingdom to reside abroad for a period 14. That is the period 6 April 1994 to 5 April 1995.
does not necessarily signify the end of that ndividual'sexpo- 15. See supra note 3.

sure to CGT. The question tums on the precise facts and cir- 16. Interestingly no clawback occurs in the case of roll-over relief for the

cumstances of each case. Both subjective and objective fac- replacementof business assets
17. S164F(2)(c) TCGA 1992.

tors are relevant e.g. the intentions of the individual and the 18. In general, the relevant period is the period of three years after the acquisi-
length of time the individual was physically present in the tion of the qualifying investment,S164(12) TCGA 1992.
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A. Non-residentemployees To avoid the clawbackof Jim's relief, perhaps XYZ Holdings
plc could arrange for a subsidiary to employ Jim exclusively

In the case of both reliefs there is an exception to the claw- in respect of duties to be performed outside the United King-
back provision that applies where employees go abroad and dom. XYZHoldingsplc would then enter into a separatecon-

certain conditions are satisfied. This article proceeds by tract, covering the performance of the UK duties. As Jirn's

exanining the reinvestment relief rules in some detail. It employmentwith the subsidiary would pertain exclusively to

should be noted that similar considerations apply to hold- overseas duties, and would be the reason for him becoming
over relief. 19 neither resident nor ordinarily resident, the employment

would appear to satisfy the requirement imposed by
S164F(9) Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992 (TCGA S 164F(9)(a).
1992) provides reliefwhere the reason a person becomes nei-
ther resident nor ordinarily resident, is that he works in an It is of course possible that the Inland Revenue might argue
office or ernployment all the duties of which are performed that the two employments should be looked at together, i.e.

outside the United Kingdom. In addition to satisfying this that in effect, the separate contracts of employment were a

condition, it is necessary that the enployee again becomes sham, there being in essence, a mere single employment. Or

resident or ordinarily resident within three years from the alternatively, that the subsidiary, when entering into its con-

date of becoming non-resident, without meanwhile having tract of employmentwith Jim, was merely acting as an agent
disposed2oof any eligible shares.21 for its parent company. In order to counter the Revenue's

arguments it would be necessary to show that each employ-
Where a person satisfies the first condition, no assessment ment contract was legally enforceable, and that the duties to
clawing back the relief will be made so long as the second be performed as set out in each contract were sufficient to
condition may be satisfied. independentlyconstitute an employment.
Example4
On 2 November 1994, Joe Smith, rolled over a GBP 100,000
capital gain by acquiringshares in Fresh Start Ltd., a qualify- B. Enforceability
ing company. On 2 November 1995, Joe left the UnitedKing-
dorn to commence a five year contract of employnent in Few countries are willing to enforce foreign tax judgements.
Saudi Arabia. It is therefore very hard for a country to compel a non-res-

ident to comply with their tax obligationsunless that individ-
S 164F(9) prevents the Inland Revenue raising an assessment ual has assets located within their jurisdiction. In situations
so long as there is the possibility that Joe will return within where an individual permanently emigrates from the United
three years of ceasing to be resident. The Inspector may, Kingdom, the Inland Revenue may have to rely on the good
therefore, only raise an assessmentclawing back the reliefon conscienceof the individual to collectany tax liability arising
2 November 1998, when it is no longer possible that the con- out of the clawbackcharge.23This is hardly an ideal situation.
dition will be satisfied. The assessment can be raised even

though Joe's relevant period expired in November 1997!.

The first condition is particularly onerous, as the perform- C. European Union issues
ance of even incidental duties in the United Kingdom in
respect of the relevant employment,would cause the relief to The whole area of the taxationof non-residentsraises impor-
be clawed back. It is however interesting to note that the per- tant issues of discriminationunder EC law. For example, it is
formanceofduties in the UnitedKingdomin respectofa sep_ an interesting question as to whether the crystallizationof a

arate employment,would not appear to prejudice the relief. charge to tax on the event of an individualbecomingnon-res-

ident constitutes discrimination.24 It may well do, but not
Thus, in situationswhere it is likely that the employeewill be against foreign citizens or foreign residents, the discrimina-
called upon to perform certain duties in the United Kingdom, tion if it exists is aimed solely at persons whom at the time of
it is important to considerwhetherit is possible to syphon off the charge to tax were UK resident individuals. An argumentthese activities, and make them the subject of a separate con- a taxpayer might consider using would be that the clawback
tract, held with a second employer.

Example 5 19. Readers are advised to pursue the relevant legislation.
Jim has recently rolled over a GBP 1,000,000 gain via rein- 20. S164F(10) TCGA 1992 stipulates that for the purposes of subsection 9 a

vestment relief. His employerXYZ Holdings plc, wants him person shall be taken to have disposed of an asset if there has been such a dis-
as if the person had been a UK resident, been a disposal on which

to head up their fledgling Eastern European Division. It is posal would,
the whole or any part of the held over gain would have been charged.

envisaged that part of Jim's duties will be to return to the 21. Eligible shares are shares which qualify for reinvestment relief, S164(1)
United Kingdomevery three months to report progress to the TCGA 1992.

company's board in London. 22. N.B S164F(9) only provides relief in the event of an employee becoming
non-resident, if all the duties of the employment are performed outside the

If XYZ Holdings plc merely draw up a contract, ncorporat- United Kingdom.
23. Of course where the individual has plans to eventually retum to the United

ing both Jim's United Kingdom and overseas duties, Jim's Kingdom, they may have an incentive to be more mindful of their UK tax obli-
reinvestment relief will be clawed back when he becomes gations.
non-resident.22 24. For a study of the issues concerningdiscriminationsee WielockxC-80/94,

BachmannC-204190andSchumackerC-279193.
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impedes the freedom of movement guaranteed by the EC to over look the implicationsof any relevant tax treaty. From

treaty.25 Certainly an individual faced with the prospect of a a CGT perspective, it is highly advantageous to establish

large CGT liability might be deterred from emigrating to take non-residence,as this removes the individual from the scope

up employment in another MemberState. The matter is how- of CGT. However individuals should be aware that in certain

ever far from clear and may only be satisfactorilydetermined specific instances the event of becoming non-resident can

if the EC Court is called upon to consider the issue. actually trigger a charge to CGT!

V. CONCLUSION
25. Case81187 consideredan analogous issue concemingcorporationsbecom-

ing non-resident. However it was held that a company could not rely on Council
In conclusion, an individual's residence is determined by his Directive 731148of21 May 1973 on the restrictions on movement and residence

intention and actions. In this regard care should be taken not within the Community for nationals of Member States.
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MALAYSIA

A REVIEW OF THE 1996 BUDGETAND OTHER
RECEST TAX DEVELOPMENTS

VeerinderjeetSingh

Associate Professor, Division of Accounting, Faculty of Economics & Administration, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur

I. INTRODUCTION - upgrading the developmentofhuman resources and tech-

nological capabilities; and

Sustaining economic growth and controlling or reducing - continuing the agenda for social development.
inflation has been a recurrent theme of the Budget strategy in
recent years. For the eighth consecutive year, the Malaysian A. Business taxation
economy sustained growth rates above 8 per cent. Per capita
income increased to MYR 10,068 or USD 4,027 while the

unemploymentrate of 2.8 per cent effectively means a state
1. Corporate tax rate

of full employment. Inflation was contained at 3.4 per cent The tax rate remains at 30 per cent. There was no proposal to
for the first nine months of 1995 and for the third successive lower it and neither was there any hint that it would be low-
year there was a balanced budget. Despite the deficits in the ered in the future. Revenueconstraints are the reason for this.
current account and the services account of the balance of In this Budget, tax rates for individuals and cooperatives
payments, it is expected that a balanced budget will again be were lowered nstead.
achieved in 1996. The 1995 Budget changed the scope of charge for resident

The deficit in the current account should be viewed in the companies (except for banking, nsurance and sea/air trans-

context of an economy that is rapidly expanding and in need port businesses) to exclude foreign-source income received

of modernization and the further development of its infra- in Malaysia. Unfortunately,no provision was made to allow

structure. The deficit is the resultof increased importsof cap- dividendsdeclared from such exempt income to be exempt in
ital and intermediate goods and it should be reduced when the hands of the shareholders(i.e. such dividends still need to

various nvestment projects come on stream in the near be franked). There were indications from dialogue sessions

future. The deficit in the services account is due to a net out- after the 1995 Budget that this issue would be addressed.

flow of investment income and increased payments abroad However, the 1996 Budget is again silent on this issue.

for services. Thus, measures have been proposed to develop
the services sector so that such outflows can be curtailed. 2. Cooperativesocieties

Rapid ecnomic growth nevitably leads to some strains on With effect from year of assessment 1996 (YlA 1996), the

the economy i.e. inflationarypressures, labour shortages and graduated income tax rates ranging from 1 per cent to 32 per
a current account deficit. The 1996 Budget clearly indicates cent have been reduced to a range of 0 percent to 30 per cent.2

that efforts are under way to prevent an overheating of the The tax rates were also lowered in the last Budget. However,
economy. As a consequence, Malaysia's growth is expected now the top rate is in line with the corporate tax rate.
to ease to 8.5 per cent for 1996.

This paper examines the various measures introduced in the 3. Contributionsto approved pension and provident
Budget and the Finance (No. 2) Bill 1995 with regard to fund schemes

direct and indirect taxation as well as other recent develop- Currently, such contributionsby an employer (up to a maxi-
ments in the Malaysian tax system. mum of 16 per cent of the employee's remuneration)are tax

deductible against gross business ncome. It is proposed that
from Y/A 1996, the limit be increased to 17 per cent.3 The

Il. THE 1996 BUDGET CHANGES statutory contribution rate to the Employees Provident Fund

The 1996 Budget, presentedby the MinisterofFinance on 27 1. The reason for suggestingsuch an exemption is to achieveconsistency with
other incentives for foreign-source income such as from overseas construction

October 1995, focuses on the following areas: projects and operational headquarters where such income can be passed on to

sustaining growth with low inflation;
shareholders as tax exempt dividends.
2. Amendment to Part IV of Sch. 1 of the ITA 1967.

strengthening the capabilitiesof the services sector; 3. Amendment to Sec. 34(4)(a) of the ITA 1967.
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(EPF) by an employer remains at 12 per cent. This proposal 7. Industrial building allowance
iS aimed at encouraging employers to contribute more to the

EPF or to approved schemes as a form of savings for employ- (a) Approvedserviceproject
ees.

It is proposed that a building used by a person solely for the

4. Accelerated depreciation allowances (ADA) purpose of the provision of services and modernization of

operations in relation to an approved service project be

In a move to promote the usage of computers, develop infor- regarded as an industrial building from Y/A 1996.5 An

mation technologyand ensure protectionof the environment, approvedserviceprojectmeans a project in the service sec-

it is proposed that from Y/A 1996, capital allowance rates in tor in relation to transportation, communications,utilities or

respect of the following assets will be increased as follows: any other sub-sectorapproved by the Minister. The industrial

Initial Annual building allowance is to be given at the rate of a 10 per cent

initial allowance and a 2 per cent annual allowance.
Allowance Allowance

Computer and information (b Educationand training
technologyequipment 20% 40%
Environmental protection At long last, it is agreed that with effect from Y/A 1996, cap-
equipment 40% 20% ital expenditure incurred on the constructionor purchase of a

Thus, computers and other information technology assets building used:

will enjoy an accelerated write-offof the capital expenditure
- as a school or an educational institution approved by the

over a two year period, instead of the current five year peri- Ministerof Education or other relevant authority;
od. This is more reflective of the useful life of these assets.

- for industrial, teChnical or vocational training approved
For environmentalprotectionequipment, the write-offperiod by the Ministerof Finance;

is three years.
will qualify for an industrial building allowance of 10 per
cent annually.6This rate is more attractive than that applying

5. Contributionsto approved charity and community
to other buildings which normally receive an initial

projects
allowance of 10 per cent and an annual allowance of 2 per
cent.

Currently, cash donations to the government, state govern-
ment, local authority or an institution or organization

Prior to this proposal, buildings used as schools or educa-

approved by the Director General of the Inland Revenue
tional institutions were not eligible for any allowance. This

under Section 44(6) of the Income Tax Act 1967 (ITA 1967) proposal is certainly an additional incentive for the private

qualify as a deduction against aggregate income.
sector to be involved in education.

With effect from 1 January 1996, contributions to any 8. Deduction for pre-operating training expenses
approvedcharity or community project in the fields of educa-

tion, health, housing, infrastructureand public amenitieswill Currently, training expenses incurred by manufacturingcom-

also qualify as a deduction. This is intended to widen the panies prior to the commencementof business under:

scope for rnore active participation by the private sector in a training programme approved by the Malaysian Indus--

community development. However, the relevant community trial DevelopmentAuthority; or

projects still need to be approved. It is expected that some a training programme conducted by approved training-

guidelineswill be issued soon to set out the qualifyingcondi- institutions;
tions that have to be met before a deduction is granted. qualify for double deductionprovided such companiesdo not

contribute to the Human Resource Development Fund
6. Research and development (HRDF). With effect from 1 July 1993, large manufacturing
Currently, local universities are not classified as approved companies were required to contribute to the HRDF and

hence were not eligible for the double deduction. Conse-
research institutes for purposes of the claim for double
deduction (see C. 5. below) by companies making cash con- quently, only small and medium scale manufacturingcompa-

tributions or making payments for the use of the services of nies were able to enjoy the incentive.

such institutions for research and developmentactivities. It is proposed that, with effect from Y/A 1996, training
The Minister announced that local universitieswill be recog- expenses incurred prior to the commencementof business by
nized as approved research institutes.4This announcement is companies (other than those already qualifying for a double

long overdue considering that universities are actively deduction) be granted as a single deduction for tax purposes.

involved in research. What is more significant is that this is This would be an exception to the normal tax principle that

coming at a time when local universities are to be incorpor- pre-operating expenses are not deductible. It should also be

ated and thus have a greater degree of autonomy. The univer-
sities should therefore be able to commercially exploit the 4. The definition of an approved research institute indicates that an institute

fruits of their research. must be approved by the Minister to mainly carry out research in an industry
specified in the approval.
5. Via introduction of para. 37E to Sch. 3 of the ITA 1967.
6. Via introduction of paras. 42B and 42C to Sch. 3 of the ITA 1967.
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noted that the deduction is only for training expenses and not life fund as is equal to the actuarialdeficit for that period aris-
for staff salaries/remuneration. It is not clear whether prior ing from the life fund. The actuarial deficit is subject to any
approval is required for the expenses to be deductible. This adjustment that the Director General of the Inland Revenue
may be clarified through a gazette notification. may think fit to make in accordance with the provisions of

the ITA 1967.
9. Interest income exemption
Currently, interest earned by non-resident individuals and 12. General insurance business

companies from banks licensed under the Banking and Currently, where an insurer carrying on a general business
Financial Institutions Act 1989 is exempted from tax under has:
Schedule 6 of the ITA 1967. - reinsured the risk or part of the risk with a reinsurer who
It is proposed that from Y/A 1996, this exemptionbe extend- either does not carry on the business of insuring risks of

ed to include interest earned from finance companies that kind in Malaysia or does not reinsure the risk

licensed under the Banking and Financial Institutions Act through a branch in Malaysia, or

1989.7 It would have been logical to effect this change from 1 - reinsured the risk or part of the risk with an insurer

January 1996 instead of the year of assessment 1996 because licensed under the Offshore Insurance Act 1990,
non-resident recipients receiving interest which suffered the deduction in respectofreinsurancepremiums is restricted

withholding tax in 1995 will now be entitled to file refund to 95 per cent of the amount which would otherwise be

claims. deductible.

In addition, it has been proposed that from Y/A 1996, interest To enhance the level of premium retention in Malaysia, it is
earned by unit trusts (whetherMalaysian or foreign) and list- proposed that with effect from Y/A 1996, the restriction
ed closed-endfunds from specific bonds will also be exempt- applying to the deduction in respect of reinsurance with an

ed from tax.8 This is in line with the existing exemptionavail- insurer licensed under the Offshore Insurance Act 1990 (i.e.
able to individuals. The proposal will assist in the develop- operating in Labuan) be removed.12

ment of the private debt securities market and is in keeping The Minister also announced the establishment of the
with the government's efforts to create a strong and sound

Malaysian Re-International Insurance (Labuan) Limited
financial and capital market. with an authorizedcapital of USD 200 million. This offshore

reinsurance company is expected to undertake the reinsur-
10. Exemption for KLOFFE and MME ance of domestic risks, to enhance the level of premium
Currently, the income derived from futures trading activities retention and to exploit business opportunities in the Asia

by the Kuala Lumpur Options and Financial Futures Pacific region.
Exchange (KLOFFE)and the MalaysianMonetaryExchange These changes are likely to encourage the reinsuranceof risk
(MME) is subject to income tax at the corporate rate of 30 per with Labuan companies instead of reinsuring such risks with
cent. foreign companies outside Malaysia. It is also likely to assist
The Minister has announced that he has granted tax exemp- in cutting down the deficit in the services account.

tion to KLOFFE and MME.9 This exemption should boost
the activities of the two Exchanges. The success of both
KLOFFE and MME is vital to the development of the B. Personal taxation
Malaysian capital market. Such an exemption should also

encourage investment in training and research both of which 1. Income tax rates
are crucial if Malaysia is to be transformed into a regional
financial centre. Currently, resident individuals are subject to income tax at

graduated rates from 0 per cent to 32 per cent. With effect
from Y/A 1996, the top marginal rate of 32 per cent is to be

11. Life insurance business lowered to 30 per cent (in alignment with the corporate tax

The taxation of life insurance business was changed in Y/A rate) whilst all other marginal tax rates will be reduced by
1995 so that the income of the life fund and that of the share- either 1 per cent or 2 per cent.13

holders' fund of a life insurancebusiness were treated as sep-
arate sources of income,lo The current legislation does not
allow for any deduction should an amount be transferred
from the shareholders' fund to the life fund to make good any

7. Amendment to para. 33 of Sch. 6 of the ITA 1967.

actuarial deficit arising in the life fund. This results in the
8. Amendment to para. 35 of Sch. 6 of the ITA 1967.
9. This will be gazetted soon by way of a statutory order.

taxationof shareholders' capital when the actuarial surplus is 10. The adjusted income of the shareholders' fund is ascertainedby taking the
transferred from the life fund to the shareholders' fund in aggregate of the income from investments made out of the shareholders' fund,

subsequentyears. gross proceeds from realizationof investments less cost of acquiringand realiz-

ing those investmentsplus an amountof the actuarial surplus for that period ais-
To rectify this anomaly, it is proposed that with retroactive ing from the life fund as is apportioned to the shareholders' fund.

11. Amendments to Secs. 60(3A)(b) and 60(4A)(b) of the ITA 1967.effect from Y/A 1995, a deduction is to be allowed in respect 12. Amendmentto Sec. 60(7) of the ITA 1967.
of an amount transferred from the shareholders' fund to the 13. Amendmentto para. 1 of Part 1, Sch. 1 of the ITA 1967.
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D With this change (together with other reliefs discussed With effect from Y/A 1996, an additional relief of up to a

below), approximately 525,000 taxpayers or 37 per cent of maximumof MYR 2,000 has been proposed to be given to a

total taxpayers will fall out of the tax net. The Inland Rev- resident individual in respect ofpremiumspaid for education

enue Department (IRD) will then be able to concentrate on or medical insurancecontracted for by the individual forhim-

high income taxpayers as well as on anti-evasion activities. self, his wife or child or in the case of a wife, for herself, her

With the change in tax rates,14 the Schedular Tax Deduction husband or child.17
tables applicable to tax deductions in Y/A 1996 will be

This proposal is aimed encouraging savings for education
revised.

at

and health care purposes and by implication to promote the

developmentof the education and health care industries.
2. Contributionsto the employees provident fund (EPF)

As a measure to increase savings, the rate of contribution by 4. Exernption of interest income

employees to the EPF is to be increased from 10 per cent to Currently, interest income earned by a resident individual
11 per cent of remuneration with effect from January 1996. from savings and fixed deposit accounts is subject to a 5 per
However, the relief to a resident individual for life insurance cent withholding tax. However, certain types of interest
premiums and approved provident fund contributions has

ncome are exempt (including deposits with Bank Simpanan
remained at MYR 5,000. Nasional, etc.).

3. Reliefsis With effect from 1 January 1996, in order to further encour-

age savings, tax exemption is to be given on interest income
received by resident individualson savings and fixed deposit

(a) Medicalexpensesfor parents accounts with financial institutions follows:as

It is proposed that, with effect from Y/A 1996, the maximum - savings accounts up to MYR 100,000;
relief in respect of medical expenses incurred for parents iS to - fixed deposits of less than 12 months; up to a maximum

be increased from MYR 1,000 to MYR 5,000. This s in line of MYR 100,000;
with the government'spolicy of promoting a caring society. - fixed depositsof 12 months or more; no restrictionon the

amount of deposit.
(b) Basicsupportingequipment The exemption also applies to gains on savings and invest-

ment accounts under the Interest Free Banking Scheme. In
With effect from Y/A 1996, the maximum relief available to addition, non-resident ndividuals are not subject to tax on

a resident individual for expenditureon the purchase of basic nterest income paid or credited by licensed Malaysian
supportingequipment for his own use (if he is a disabled per- finance companies (discussed earlier).
son) or for the use of his wife, child or parent (if they are dis-

abled) iS to be increased from MYR 3,000 to MYR 5,000.
C. Investment incentives

(c) Child relief

In line with the caring society concept and in recognition of 1. Operatonal headquarterscompany (OHQ)
the fact that the care of a disabled child involves a high Income derived by an approved OHQ from the provision of
amount of expenditure,the relief for a physically or mentally qualifying services is taxable at the rate of 10 per cent. Qual-
disabled child (who is unmarried) is to be increased from ifying services include the provision of treasury and fund
MYR 1,600 to MYR 5,000 with effect from Y/A 1996. management services to its offices outside Malaysia or its

Currently, a wife who is living togetherwith her husband and related companies outside Malaysia.8
whose income is assessed separately is not eligible to claim In the 1995 Budget, it was announced that OHQs were

child relief. With effect from Y/A 1996, a wife will be able to allowed to borrow freely in foreign currency or in ringgitup
elect in writing for the child relief6 to be wholly allowed to to MYR 10 million for any use in Malaysia. In line with the
her for a relevant year of assessment. This proposal will be OHQ guidelines issued by the Ministry of Finance, it is now

helpful in specific instances where the husband may not be proposed to legislate, with effect from Y/A 1995, that the

working or his total income may not be sufficient to utilize funds for providing credit facilities may be obtained from
the relief. However, there are no provisions for a husband and
wife to share the relief.

14. It should be noted that Malaysia's personal tax rates are comparable with

other jurisdictions in the Asia Pacific region.
(d) Insurancepremiums 15. Amendments to Secs. 46, 48,49 and 50 of the ITA 1967.

16. It is proposed that the definition of a child (for purposes of child relief) be

Currently, the maximum relief in respect of contributions to extended to include a legitimate child, step-child and adopted child of a wife.

approved provident/pensionfunds and life insurance or taka- 17 Where a wife makes an election for combined assessment,a furtherdeduc-

ful premiums is MYR 5,000. For life nsurance premiums, tion of up to the lower of MYR 2,000 or the actual premiums paid by the wife
will be allowed to the husband. However, if the wife does not have any total

the relief is restricted to premiums paid by an individual on a income, the deduction for her and her husband's education or medical insurance

life insurance policy contracted for the individual and/or the premiums s limited to a maximum of MYR 2,000.

spouse.
18. Where such services include the provision of credit facilities, the funds for

providing such facilities must be obtained from outside Malaysia.
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sources outside or within Malaysia. However, the funds - recruitment of foreign engineers and scientists as

obtained from within Malaysia cannot exceed MYR 10 mil- required; and
lion.j9 - other fiscal ncentives (to be specified later).

Currently,a related company is defined to include a company
in which the OHQ has a 20 per cent shareholding or one 4. Incentives for reconditioningheavy machinery and
which owns at least 20 per cent of the issued share capital of equipment
the OHQ. This definition is to be revised,2o with effect from

Currently, the Malaysian construction sector continues to
Y/A 1995, to only cover

depend heavily on the import of new machinery and equip-
a company which controls or can control the OHQ; ment as excavators, tower

-

such bulldozers, pile-drivers and
a company which the OHQ controls or can control; or cranes.

-

a company which is or can be controlled by a company-

which controls or can control the OHQ. The government'saim is to reduce this dependenceand revi-
talize old machinery and equipment.In an effort to encourage

2. Foreign fund managementcompany2t the use of the reconditioned machinery and equipment as

well as to promote the development of domestic machinery
Currently, fund managementcompanies in Malaysia are sub- and engineering industries, the 1996 Budget proposes to

ject to the normal corporate tax rate of 30 per cent. In view of include the activity of reconditioning heavy machinery and

Malaysia'sdesire to attract foreign fund managementcompa- equipment as one of the promoted activities under the Pro-
nies here, it is proposed that with effect from Y/A 1996, a for- motion of InvestmentsAct 1986.
eign fund management company22 will be subject to a

reduced rate of 10 per cent on its chargeable income derived The companies undertaking such activities will be eligible
from the provision of fund management services to foreign for eitherPioneerStatus or the InvestmentTax Allowancefor

nvestors. a period of five years.

Where a foreign fund management company provides fund 5. Double deduction on promotion of export of services
management services to both foreign23 and local nvestors,
the ncome derived from the provision of those services to Currently, the double deduction incentive applying to
each of these categoriesof investors will be treated as arising expenses incurred for the promotionof exports is available to
from separate and distinct business sources. manufacturingcompanies,hotels and tour operators.

The chargeablencome from the source consistingof the pro- It is proposed that, from Y/A 1996, this double deduction
vision of fund managementservices to foreign investors for a incentive be extended to the entire service sector. The
year of assessment is the statutory income (after capital expenses eligible for double deduction are as follows:
allowances) from that surce after deduction of brought for- (i) export market research;
ward business losses relating to that source.24 (ii) preparation of tenders for the supply of services over-

The chargeable income from the provision of fund manage- seas;

ment services to foreign investors after deduction of the 10 (iii) supply of technical informationabroad;
per cent tax thereon will forrn the exemptaccountof the com-

pany from which tax free dividendscan be declaredon a two-
19. Amendments to SeC. 60E(7) of the ITA 1967.

tier basis. 20. Id.
21. Via introductionof Sec. 60G and Part IX to Sch. 1 of the ITA 1967.

The above proposals are part of a package of measures 22. A foreign fund managementcompany means a company:
designed to promote the fund management industry and the - incorporated in Malaysia and licensed under the Securities Industry Act

capital market. The Securities Commission has already 1983; and
-

issued guidelines on the establishmentof foreign fund man-
(i) where the issued share capital is wholly foreign owned and provides

fund managementservices to foreign investorsonly; or

agement companies. - (ii) where the issued share capital is mainly foreign owned and provides
fund managementservices to foreign and local investors.
23. Foreign nvestors is defined to mean:

3. Incentives for the wafer fabrication industry - individuals who are not resident and not citizens of Malaysia;
companies where the entire issued share capital is beneficially owned,-

Recognizingthat wafer fabrication represents a strategic steP directly or indirectly, by persons who are not resident and not citizens of
in the developmentof a high technologysector, the following Malaysia: and

incentives and concessions to develop the industry have been
- trust funds where the entire interest in the fund is beneficially held, direct-

proposed: ly or indirectly by foreign investors, where;
(i) the fund is created outside Malaysia; and-

pioneer status or investmenttax allowance for a period of (ii)the trustees of the fund are not resident and not citizens of Malaysia.- -

10 years or more; 24. The chargeable incomederived from a source or sources other than the pro-

special grants for the training of Malaysianengineersand
vision of fund management services to foreign investors shall be the statutory

-

income from that the of the income from each ofsource or aggregate statutory
scientists; those sources, reduced by brought forward and current year losses relating to

provision of special resources; for instance the uninter- those sources, other relevantallowancesand approveddonations. In this connec--

rupted supply ofelectricity,clean water, toxic waste stor-
tion, an adjusted loss, if any, from the source consistingof the provision of fund
managementservices to foreign investors will not be deductible in arriying at the

age facilities and the constructionofelectric sub-stations; chargeable income of the other source or sources.
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D (iV) fares incurred in respect of overseas business travel by 7. The services sector

company' employees; Currently, selected activities in the services sector are grant-(v) accommodation and the cost of food incurred by ed tax incentives the hotel and tourism sector eligibleMalaysian businessmen going overseas for business, e.g. are

for pioneer status and investment tax allowance. As the ser-
subject to MYR 200 per day for lodging and MYR 100

vices sector contributes significantly to the economy and can
per day for food; and

play vital role in reducing the services deficit, thea govern-(vi) the cost of maintainingan office overseas for the purpose
of promoting services.

ment has extended tax incentives to approved service pro-
are

It is expected that the IRD will approve and monitor claims jects (ASP) with effect from Y/A 1996. ASP projects in
the services sector in relation to transportation,communica-

for the double deduction. This incentive is aimed at encour-
tions, utilities or any other sub-sector as approved by the

aging local service providers to be more dynamic and to com- Minister. The emphasis these sub-sectors is consistent
pete with foreign service providers.

on

with the government'sprivatizationpolicy.

6. Reinvestmentallowance25 Resident companies undertaking ASP qualify for either
income tax exemption under Section 127 or Investment

Currently, reinvestment allowance (RA) is given to resident Allowance (IA) under Schedule 7B of the ITA 1967. These
manufacturing companies undertaking expansion, modern- two incentives are mutually exclusive.
ization and diversification activities. The current rate of RA
is 50 per cent of qualifying capital expenditure. The The tax exemption under Section 127 for companies under-

allowance is given at the adjusted income level (before cap- taking ASP is summarized in the table below:

ital allowances) and can reduce adjusted income to nil. The Exemption Percentage of Percentageof

amount of RA utilized is transferred to an exempt account period statutory income statutoy income

from which tax exempt dividends can be paid. exempt from tax subject to tax

To rationalize this major incentive and align it to the provi- Companies

sions relating to the pioneerand investment tax allowances, it Undertaking ASP 5 years 70% 30

is proposed that from year of assessment 1997: Companies undenaking ASP

the rate of RA be increased from 50 per cent to 60 per in Sabah, Sarawak and
-

designated eastern corridor 5 years 85% 15%
cent;
the RA deduction be granted from the statutory income

of Peninsular Malaysia
-

(after capital allowances) i.e. no longer at the adjusted Companies undertaking ASP

income stage;
of national and strategic 10 years 100% NIL

the utilization of RA for each assessment year will be mportance
-

restricted to 70 per cent of statutory income. The balance The statutory income exempt from tax is credited to an

of statutory income will be taxed at the prevailing rate. exempt income account from which tax-free dividends can

Any unabsorbedRA will be carried forward for set off in be distributed to the shareholders.
future years until it is fully utilized; Capital allowances on expenditures incurred on qualifying
qualifying projects in designatedareas, that is the eastern-

plant and buildings have be utilized during the exemptioncorridor of Peninsular Malaysia,26 Sabah and Sarawak,
to

period i.e. any unutilized capital allowances cannot be car-
are not subject to the 70 per cent ceiling for each year of ried forward to the post exemption period. In addition, any
assessment and may deduct RA of up to 100 per cent of unabsorbed losses existing at the ed of the exemption per-
statutory income. od cannot be carried forward for set-off against the profits of

To encourage local food productionand thus assist in increas- the post exemption period.
ing supply, it is proposed that RA be extended to the agricul- A company undertaking ASP may apply for an IA28 instead
tural sector. Where on or after 1 January 1996, a Malaysian- of exemption of income. The following table summarizes
resident company has incurred capital expenditure in relation of this incentive.
to a qualifying (agricultural) project27 in Malaysia, it is enti- aspects

tled to RA. However, no entitlement to RA is available if the

company has been granted a deduction against aggregate 25. Amendmentsto Sch. 7A of the ITA 1967.

income under Schedule 4A (expenditure on an approved
26. The eastern corridor of Peninsular Malaysia refers to the States of Kelan-

tan, Terengganu,Pahang (not including the Districts of Lipis, Raub, Jerantut and
agricultural project) in respect of capital expenditure or if it Cameron Highlandsexcept for the industrial areas approved by the state govern-
has been granted pioneer status, investment tax allowance or ment), and the District of Mersing n the state of Johore.

industrial adjustment allowance. 27. Capital expenditure in relation to an agricultural project means capital
expenditure in respect of the clearing and preparation of land, the planting of

A qualifying project within the agricultural sector is an agri- crops, the provsionof irrigation or drainage systems, the provs,on of plant and

cultural project undertaken by a company for the purpose of machinery, the construction of access roads including bridges; or the construc-

ton or purchaseof buildings (including those provided for the welfareof persons
expanding, modernizing or diversifying its cultivation and or as living accommodationfor persons) and structural improvementson land or

farming business. other structures for the purpose of cultivation of rice and maize, cultivation of

vegetables, tuber and roots, cultivation of fruits, livestock farming, spawning,
breeding or culturing of aquatic products, and any other activities approved by
the Minister.
28. Via introduction of Sch. 7B of the ITA 1967.
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IA utilized regarded as an offshore business activity with effect from
against Y/A 1996.
percentage Percentage

Rate of of statutory of statutory Further, the definition of offshore business activity will
IA on income ncome also be amended to allow offshore companies that have been

Qualifying . capital exempt subject approved by the Minister to invest in domestic Malaysian
period expenditure from tax to tax companies (i.e. invest in Malaysian securities) even if such

transactions are transacted in Malaysian ringgit. This move
Companies
undertaking ASP 5 years 60% 70% 30% to allow investments in domestic companies through portfo-

lio and collective investment schemes is intended to encour-

Companies the establishment of offshore investment funds inage
undertaking ASP Labuan.
in Sabah, Sarawak

and designated 5 years 80% 85% 15%

eastern corridor of D. Petroleum income tax31
Peninsular Malaysia

Companies 1. Contributionsto approved schemes
undertaking ASP of

national and 5 years 100% 100% NIL Currently, the maximum deduction for contributions to the
strategic importance EPF and other approved schemes is 16 per cent of the

The statutory income exempt from tax is credited to an employees' remuneration.

exempt income account from which tax-free dividends can With effect from Y/A 1996, the maximum deduction is to be
be distributed to the shareholders. Theexemption is a two- increased to 17 per cent. This is in line with the maximum
tier one like most other exemptions. Any unutilized IA rate proposed under the ITA 1967.
remaining at the end of the qualifying period can be carried
forward to subsequentyears until it is fully utilized. 2. Equipment for disabled employees
The capital ekpenditure which qualifies for IA in relation to It is proposed that, with effect from Y/A 1996, expenditure
an ASP is capital expenditure incurred on plant, machinery, incurred on the provision of equipment necessary to assist
fixtures, premises,buildings, structuresor works, of a perma- any disabled employee. in the carrying out of his duties be
nent nature.29 Any expenditure incurred prior to the date of allowed as a deductible expense against gross ncome in the
commencementof business is deemed to be incurred on the year the expenditure is incurred.
day the business commences.

This proposal is intended to be consistentwith the provisions
In addition to the above incentives, companies undertaking in the ITA 1967 where such expenditurewas deductible from
an ASP can also enjoy the following additional incentives: year of assessment 1992.
(i) ndustrial buildings allowance on capital expenditure

incurred on the construction or purchase of a building
wholly or partially usedsolely for the purpose of the pro- E. Real property gains tax
vision of services and modernization of operations in
relation to an ASP; and 1. Tax Rates32

(ii) exemption from customs duties and sales tax on import- .ed materials and machinery which are not available Currently, a chargeable gain arising on the disposal of a

locally as well as exemption from sales tax and excise chargeable asset by an ndividual (including a non-citizen
and non-permanentresident) or others is subject to real prop-duty on locally purchased materials and machinery so

long as such items are direct nputs in the implementation erty gains tax (RPGT) at rates ranging from 5 per cent to 20

of an ASR per cent depending on the period of ownership. However,
disposals by individuals in the sixth year and thereafter is not

subject to RPGT.
8. Labuan30

In an effort to curtail speculativereal property transactions,it
A Labuan offshore company that carries on an offshore busi- is proposed that the RPGT rates be increasedwith effect from
ness activity is liable to tax at the rate of 3 per cent on its net 27 October 1995 as follows:
profits. The company may, by election, limit its tax liability
to a maximumof MYR 20,000. Currently, a Labuan offshore

company that is engaged in petroleum operations does not

enjoy this preferential tax treatment as petroleum operations
are not regarded as an offshore business activity. 29. It does not include capital expenditure incurred on buildings, plant or

machinery which are provided for the use of a directoror an individual who is a

In a move to enhance the position of Labuan as an nterna- member of the management,administrativer clerical staff.

tional offshore financial centre and to attract oil exploration 30. Amendment to Sec. 2 of the Labuan Offshore Business Activity Tax Act,
1990.

companies to use Labuan as a base for their regional oil 31. Amendments to Sec. 16 of the Petroleum (Income Tax) Act, 1967.

explorationand other activities,petroleumoperations will be 32. Amendment to Sch. 5 of the Real Property Gains Tax Act, 1976.
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. Existing Proposed companies incorporated in Malaysia or elsewhere has been
Rates Rates decreased from MYR 1.50 to MYR 1.00 for every MYR

% % 1,000 or part thereofof the value of the shares, stock or mar-

Disposal within two years ketable securities. This change is effective from 1 July
of acquisition 20 30 1995.36 This proposed amendment is to give legal effect to

Disposal in the third year 15 20 the announcements(including lowering of stamp duty) made
in mid-1995 by the Ministerwhen he introduced a package of

Disposal in the fourth year 10 15
measures to promote Malaysia as a regional financial centre.

Disposal in the fifth year 5 5

Disposal in the sixth year 3. Syariah financing schemes
and thereafter:
Companies 5 5 Currently, the instruments executed for the purpose of con-

Others O O verting from conventional housing financing to Syariah-
based financing are exempted from stamp duty. However

Individuais who are not citizens and not permanent residents
in Malaysia will be subject to a flat rate of 30 per cent on

Syariah hire-purchase agreements attract duty at ad valorem

gains arising from the disposal of chargeable assets acquired
rates whereas conventional hire purchase agreements are

after 27 October 1995. For properties acquired before that only liable to a fixed duty of MYR 3.

date, such individuals will be taxed based on the proposed In order to standardize duties and to increase the attractive-

scale rates set out above.33 ness of converting to Syariah financing schemes, it s pro-

The position of non-citizens and non-permanent residents is posed that from 1 January 1996:

now similar to that which existed in the period from 17 Octo- (i) all instruments executed in connection with the conver-

sion from conventional financing to Syariah-basedber 1980 to 23 October 1986 where a flat rate of tax (40 per
cent) was imposed on the disposal of a chargeable asset financing be exempted from stamp duty; and

acquired after 17 October 1980. (ii) stamp duty on hire-purchaseagreements for the purchase
of consumer goods based on the-Syariah be restricted to

MYR 3.
2. Levy on property acquisitions
In mid-1995, the Foreign Investment Committee announced
that foreigners would not be permitted to invest in residential G. Indirect taxation
propertiescosting MYR 250,000or less subject to a variation
n the ceiling limit for certain areas such as Kuala Lumpur, 1. Import duties
Penang and Johore.

With effect from Budget day, import duties on some 800
Loans for the purchase of houses and apartments costing items of raw materialskomponentsand equipmenthave been
more than MYR 150,000 and shop lots costing over MYR abolished. As a measure to control inflation caused by rising
300,000 are subject, since October 1995, to a margin of food prices, these exemptions from import duties include
financing not exceeding 60 per cent of the price of the prop- specific equipment and inputs that are directly used in the

erty. production of food. Duties on around 710 items were also

In a move to furtherdampen speculation in real property, it is reduced in line with the objective to reduce tariff protection
proposed that, from 27 October 1995, a levy of MYR in order to enhance the efficiency of local manufacturers.

100,000 be imposed on every purchase of real estate by for- In addition, duties on specific items were reduced in line with
eign interests. The collection of the levy would be by state Malaysia'sconmitmentto the World Trade Organizationand

governments. It is expected that foreign interests will include the ASEAN Free Trade Area to progressively reduce tariffs.
companies controlled by foreigners.34

Duties on all basic medical equipment were abolished so as

to promote better health care. It was also announced that

F. Stamp duty35 exemption from duties on broadcasting equipment and pro-
duction/post production equipment for the film and music

1. Adjudication fee industry will be given so as to promote the local broadcasting
industry.

With effect from 1 January 1996, the adjudication fee in

respect of an executed instrument is to be increased from
MYR 1 to MYR 10. This is purely a proposal to produce
additional revenue. An adjudication fee is payable when a

person seeks the opinion of the Collectorof Stamp Duty as to 33. This change n the rates s a good move which many felt should have been

the quantum of duty chargeable on an executed instrlment. introduced a year ago when property prices were already moving upwards rapid-
ly. It is felt that once the property market has stabilized, the rates would be Iow-

'

ered.
2. Contract notes 34. Furtherdetails should be forthcomingsoon.

35. Amendments Sec. 36(1) and the First Sch. the Stamp Act, 1949.
The rate of stampduty applicable on contract notes relating

to to

36. The lower stamp duty has been collected by stockbrokers since 1 July

.
to the sale of any shares, stock or marketable securities in 1995.
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2. Export duties on goods vehicles entering Malaysia other than empty goods
vehicles. However, goods vehicles carrying exempted goodsAs a measure to ensure that the export of processed palm oil mentioned in Schedule II of the Goods Vehicle (Exemption)continues to be competitive in the international market, it is
Order 1983 will be exempted from the levy. The number of

proposed that export duty on this product be suspended for a
exempted goods as mentioned in Schedule II has been sub-

period of one year from 1 November 1995.
stantially reduced from 94 items to 27 items.

3. Sales tax 3. Road tax
As an incentive to encourage the use of computersby the pri- For above 2,000 there will be 25 cent increasecars cc, a pervate and public sectors so as to modernize their operations, in the road tax with effect from 1 January 1996. Road tax on
sales tax on computer hardware and software has been abol-

owned petrol engine will be increased from
ished as from Budget day. Further, sales tax on basic medical company cars

two to three times the rate applying to privately owned cars.
equipment has also been abolished. In addition, sales tax on

As for company-owned diesel the rate
around 250 items was removed so as to minimize the cost of passenger cars,

remains at two tmes the current road tax applicable to pri-constructionand packaging. vately owned diesel cars. However, for the new generation
diesel engine cars, the rate is 50 per cent of that currently

4. Entertainmentduty chargeable on diesel engine cars.

It has been proposed that admissions to stage plays organized
by local theatre groups in the Federal Territories of Kuala 4. Airport tax

Lumpur and Labuan be exempted from entertainment duty.
The Minister expressed the hope that state governments Currently, the airport tax on overseas travel through
would extend the same exemptions in their respective states. Malaysian airports is MYR 20. With effect from 1 January

1996, the tax will be doubled to MYR 40. Besides being a

revenuegeneratingproposal, this is also intended to encour-.
5. Sales and service tax (SST) age Malaysians to visit local tourist destinations rather than

The much talked about SST was given a miss again this year. to travel abroad for holidays.
Once again, the service tax base was not widened. No men-

tion was made in the Budget about SST. Thus, no time frame
for its introduction is available. However, the Finance Min- Ill. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS
istry is working on the draft legislation and held a dialogue
session in July 1995. It is being speculated that 1997 will be
the year in which SST is implemented. Meanwhile, the sus- A. Assessmentof rental income derived frorn real
pense continues! property

Rental income from buildings may be regarded as ncome
H. Other changes from a business or non-business source depending on the

facts and circumstances. Where ncome from the rental of

1. Foreign workers levy real property is considered as business income, capital
allowances in respect of qualifying expenditure may be

In order to stem the inflow of foreign labour, it is proposed to claimed.
increase the levy on foreign workers, with effect from 1 Janu-

ary 1996, by more than 100 per cent. The levy on unskilled Based on.the guidelines recently issued by the IRD, income

workers is increased from MYR 360 to MYR 840 per year derived from the rental of properties in the circumstances

and for semi-skilled workers from MYR 540 to MYR 1,200 shown below will be treated as income derived from a busi-

per year. This increasedoes not apply to domestichelpers and ness source:

unskilled workers in the agricultural sector. Where the for- (a) Commercialbuildings
eign workers are subject to income tax, the levies paid will be i. 3 units and above; and
refunded by the ImmigrationDepartment. ii. total of 92,9 meters (1,000 feet)area square square or

This move is aimed at trying to reduce the dependence on more.

foreign workers and to accelerate the shift from labour inten-
are ware-

sive to high technologyand capital ntensive processes.
Examples of commercial buildings factories,
houses, shopping complexes and office buildings.

2. Goods vehicles levy (b) Shops
i. 2 units and above; and

In order to promote the utilizationof domestic ports, the levy ii. located in a commercialarea.
on goods vehicles whether laden or empty leaving the coun-

try will be ncreasedfrom MYR 100 to MYR 200 per vehicle (c) Dwelling houses/Apartments/Condominiums
with effect from 1 January 1996. However, goods vehicles i. 4 units and above; and

transportingperishablegoods are excludedfrom the increase.
The 1996 Budgetalso proposes to impose a levy ofMYR 100
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D ii. the dwelling houses/apartments/condominiumsrent- - establishing a single authority to regulate Labuan as a

ed out37 are always properly maintained. financial centre;
-

(d) Mixture of residental houses and shops/Commercial extending the deadline for offshore banks and insurance

buildings companies which currently operate from Kuala Lumpur
to move to Labuan from 31 December 1995 to 31 March

Should the requirements of any one category above not 1996;
be met, the rental income would be treated as non-busi- - permitting offshore banks and insurance companies in
ness income. Labuan to have marketing offices in Kuala Lumpur;

A unit means an ordinary/standard lot of the type found in
- allowing offshore banks to receive fees and commissions

shopping complexes and office buildings.
m ringgit arising from ringgit-denominatedtransactions;
and

These guidelines do not preclude appeals from taxpayers - allowing offshore life insurers to sell foreign currency
against assessments raised in accordancewith the guidelines. denominated policies to high net worth Malaysian indi-

viduals.

B. Double tax agreements
F. Service tax

As at the end of Y/A 1995, Malaysia had concluded 42 dou-
ble tax agreements (inclusive of the limited agreement with With effect from 20 July 1995, an amendment to the Service
the United States). The three new agreements that were Tax Act provides that service tax is only due to the authorities

signed during the period were with Jordan, Mongolia and when the payment for the services or goods is received (and
Turkey. not when the services or goods are provided). Where the

amount receivable is outstanding for six months from the
date of issue of the invoice, the service tax is due on the day

C. Interest restriction following that six-month period, and the taxable person must

remit the service tax to the authorities within 28 days follow-
In the case of P Securities Sdn Bhd v. Director General of ing the endof the taxable period within which that day falls.
Inland Revenue [(1995) 2 MSTC 2256], the taxpayer had
financed the acquisition of shares with a loan. The taxpayer
was assessed to income tax on dividends received from share

IV. CONCLUSION
investments on the basis that each share investment counter

constituted a separate source of income. A deduction was

allowed by the IRD only for the portion of interest expense
Overall, the 1996 Budget can be described as a pragmaticand

attributed to income (dividend) producing counters.
substantive budget which has an impact on almost all sectors

of the economy. The Budget's main objective is to provide a

The Special Commissioners held that the IRD was not framework in which growth may be managed successfully.
empowered to treat each counter as a separate source of The estimated loss of MYR 437 million through the various
income and that the total interest incurred was deductible tax reductions is expected to be made up through increased

against the dividends received. This decision, goes against tax revenue due to the buoyant economy. The Budget was

the interest restriction guidelines introduced some time ago. noteworthy in the sense that the service sector received much
However, this case is currently on appeal to the High Court. attention. A lot more should be done in the future if the

deficit in the services account is to be reduced.

D. Inland Revenue Board Given the strong fundamentals and the reasonable growth in

other economies, it is expected that 1996 will be another

Although the necessary legislationhas been enacted,due to a good year for the country. However, subsequentbudgets will

number of technical issues the proposed Inland Revenue probably involve some attempts to slow down growth to

Board has still not been formed as at 31 December 1995. The more sustainable levels.

middle of 1996 s now a more likely date for ts formation.
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AFRICA

AFRICA- DEVELOPMENTBA-KWORKSHOP ON

TAX REFORMS IN AFRICA
Seth E. Terkper

fiscal crises. Often, the criticisms of the excessive level and
Mr Terkper is Ghanaian Bulletin Correspondentand a

Research Fellow of the InternationalTax Programme, pattern of expenditure resulted in compliance problems for

Harvard University. Mr Terkper works with the National tax administrators. This is because the perceptions about
Revenue Secretariatof the Ministry of Finance and is a waste tend to adversely affect the willingness of the citizens
member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, both in of a country to contribute their fair share of taxes. The gener-
Ghana. al view among participants was that in most cases, these

excessive levels of government expenditure could be cur-

I. INTRODUCTION tailed by restricting the activities of government to the provi-
sion of pure public goods. It was observed that this recom-

mendationneed not unduly diminish the role of SSA govern-The African Development Institute (ADI) of the African
ments in acting catalysts for development.Development Bank (ADB) organized a workshop on Eco-

as

nomic Managementand Tax Administrationfor policy mak- Notwithstanding the validity of the points raised regarding
ers in Nairobi, Kenya from 4th to 15th September 1995. The the level and pattern of expenditure, the critical fiscal situ-
seminar was organizedt for tax administrators from English- ation in most SSA countries could also be attributed to diffi-

speaking African countries.2The workshop was in two major culties encountered in raising domestic tax revenue. The

parts: part 1 comprised introductory lectures by facilitators3 main factors nclude the inefficient structure of the tax

who led the discussions,while in part 2 the participants from regime, its very narrow base, weak tax administrations and
each country presentedcountry papers on various subjects. It the tendency in many of the SSA countries to rely excessive-

emerged from the presentationsmade that tax reform was an ly on external aid and grants. Finally, in line with the current

important element of the economic reforms which virtually democratizationof political systems on the continent, parti-
all of the countries represented at the Workshop were imple- cipants expressed the need for tax administratorsin Africa to

menting. As such, there were a number of common features contribute to responsibleand effectivepublic sector manage-
in the programmeswhich most of the delegates present were ment practices. This would not only improve the account-

personally involved in administering. ability of governments but enhance the relationship which

taxpayers develop with revenue agencies.

Il. TAXATION AND FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Ill. THE PATTERN OF REVENUE GENERATION

The papers presented on macroeconomicsdwelt on the rele-
vance of taxation for efficient fiscal managementon the con- The review of the sources of revenue clearly indicted that
tinent. The discussions in this area centred mainly on the most African countries derive their revenue from the known
causes and consequences of central government fiscal traditional sources - ncome tax, international and domestic
deficits. In particular, these deficits were observed as fuelling trade taxes, excise duties and non-tax revenue (user charges,
increases in money supply as well as causing the high rate of aid and grants). The few exceptions were the oil-producing
interest in many Sub-SaharanAfrican (SSA) economies.The states such as Nigeria and countries such as Malawi which
alternative methd of financing the deficit through money rely heavily on external assistance. In a review based on the
market operations was also identified as causing distortions IMF International Financial and Government Statistics i.e.
in nterest rates as well as adversely affecting the availability IFS and GFS (1986 to 1992), it was observed that African
of credit to the private sector.4 Finally, participants agreed
that the reliance on monetary nstitutions to finance the
deficit could contribute to a false sense of fiscal security on

1. The Japanese Governmentgave assistance in organizing the workshop.
2. The countries represented include Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, Uganda,the part of governments and consequently lead to the undue Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Sudan, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Egypt, Tanzania, Swaziland, and

postponement of important fiscal measures, ncluding tax Zambia.

reforms. 3. The facilitators included Seth Terkper, Ghana; Gini Mbanefoh, Nigeria;
Mike Obadan, Nigeria; Graham Glenday, Economic Adviser, Kenya; P.O.

It was generally agreed that some African countries engaged Andah, Ghana and R.E. Ubogu, African DevelopmentBank.

in extravagant expenditure patterns which aggravated their 4. This is because it diverts loanable funds from the private to the public sec-

tor.
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countries generated over 6 per cent of GDP or 35 per cent of Another reason was the relative importance of Value Added
total taxes from import and export duties alone. This com- Tax in current tax reform programmeson the continent.

pared with less than 1 per cent and 4 per cent respectively for
OECD and non-OECDAsian and Western Hemispherecoun-

tries. On the other hand, for most African countries, the broad A. Value Added Tax (VAT)
based revenue sources such as income tax and VAT con-

tributed only 5.7 per cent and 3 per cent ofGDP respectively. Virtually all the countries representedeither had convertedor

The total tax/GDP ratio for Africa was 17.7 per cent, com- were in the process of converting their sales tax regimes to

pared with the OECD's 30.4 per cent and 27.3 per cent for VAT. However, the change was not just about replacing the

Eastern Europe/Former Soviet Union (FSU) countries. The suspension or deferral of tax (the ring) system with a

non-OECD Asian and Middle Eastern countries were, how- credit mechanism. Many of the SSA tax systems were

ever, observed to have low tax/GDP ratios viz. 14.1 per cent being broadenedby extendingwhat used to be manufacturing
and 13.6 percent. stage sales taxes to the retail and service sectors. This mea-

sure is intended to make the domestic indirect tax regime
There were significant differences in the pattern of revenue

more buoyant and equitable. Furthermore in general, the
generation among the African countries themselves. introduction of VAT often removes economic distortions
Botswana (31.4 per cent), South Africa (25.5 per cent) and because it eliminates the cascade element from existing
Zimbabwe (29 per cent) had the highest tax/GDP ratios. The Sales Tax regimes.6 Thus, VAT contributes to making the tax
rest of the countrieshad ratios which hovered around the 17.7 structure more efficient.
per cent average for the continent. A remarkable point about

. the general statistics was the gradual elimination of export Kenya which had a VAT system running for almost five

duties by many SSA countres. Only a few countries such as years7 was the group's obvious flag bearer. VAT in Kenya
Ghana (2.9 per cent of GDP) and Ethiopia (1.6 per cent of was described as being about 90 per cent complete, imply-
GDP) continue to rely on exports for a significant share of ing that the tax could becorne fully operational in about three

total tax revenue. years time. The tax officials who represented that country,
were optimistic that the implementationof VAT had helped

Over half of the sample of countries used n the survey diversify and improve the tax system in their country. Its con-
derived over 5 per cent of GDP from corporate taxes. This is tribution to revenue had gradually outstripped the collections
because nearly all of the countries surveyed relied on the for- from both income tax and customs duty. However, the piece-
mal sector for raising a large proportion of revenue. This meal approach to the design and implementationof the tax in
trend reflected clearly in the level of income tax raised from Kenya over a period of nearly five years contrasted with the
the corporate sector - on average 17.1 per cent of total tax relatively comprehensive which countriesmore programmes
revenue, compared with only 11.4 per cent from individual like Ghana, Uganda, Zambia and Tanzania had either adopt-
income taxes (predominatelywage taxes).5 ed or were in the process of implementing.
As noted above, nearly all SSA countries rely on income tax Participants had the opportunity to discuss the merits and
on wages and corporate profit and international trade and demerits of the piecerneal and cornprehensive approaches to
excise taxes for a substantial share of their revenues. In con- implementing VAT. The case of Ghana which suspended the
trast, the contributionof property, social security and payroll implementation of a conprehensive VAT in June 1995 after
taxes is relatively insignificant. These taxes were only only three months clearly suggested that there could be rnas-
recorded in Ethiopia, Gambia, South Africa and Zarnbia and sive political and social risks to a swift and all-inclusiveover-

.
in all cases brought in less than 1 per cent of GDP. Non-tax haul of any tax regirne. Interestingly, Ghana's abortive
revenue featured differently among the countries. For exam- attempt at introducingVAT could also be subscribed to a lack
ple, Botswana derived over 25 per cent of GDP from this of comprehensivenessin tax reform. The main reforms, other
source, compared with only 3.4 per cent and 1.4 per cent of than the introduction of VAT, took place in the 1980s. Thus,
GDP for Zimbabwe and Ghana respectively. The average the benefits of a low tax burden derived from many of these
amount raised from non-tax revenue for the whole continent changes (e.g. the general reductions in direct and indirect tax
was 4 per cent. rates) became too remote to make any major impressionon a

sceptical population.8 Notwithstanding Ghana's experience,
it was the view of participants that provided that there was

IV. REVIEW OF TAX REFORMS enough public education and political will to support these

Currently, almost every country in Africa is implementing
economic reforms which incorporate extensive reviews of 5. The other component of the formal sector is the taxes derived from wages

the tax structure. The involvementof institutions such as the and salaries. It is well established that the bulk of the revenue from individual

IMF and the World Bank has contributed to similarprinciples
income taxes comes from wages and salaries, with very little contribution from
the self-employed sector. However, the revenue from individual income taxes

being applied to the reform process in most countries. At the (1 1.4 per cent) from the IFS statistics was not desegregatedto show the more dif-
ADB seminar in Nairobi, most attention was focused on the ficult self-employedsectors e.g. distributionand services.

restructuringof indirect tax regimes. This could be attributed 6 These regimes are partial tumover tax systems.
7. Kenya introduced the VAT on 1 January 1990.

to the reliance of most of the countries represented on trade 8. For a general review and reasons for the failure of VAT in Ghana, see Seth

.
and excise taxes for a substantial share of their revenues. Terkper, VAT In Ghana: Why it Failed, TaxNotes Int' I, forthcoming.
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comprehensive reform programmes, the social upheavals with turnover and sales tax regimes. It was also agreed that

which led to the suspension of the tax in Ghana could be the major problems of illiteracy and lack of record-keeping
averted. could be effectively minimized by fixing a VAT registration

thresholdwhich was high enough to exemptmost small-scale
The striking thing about the content of all the VAT pro- retailers from the tax. However, it was the consensus that this
grammes which were reviewed in Kenya was their similarity. should not distract from the need to consciously implement
The main features include a conversionof the ring system programmes designed to gradually mprove the tax systems
to a credit mechanism, the adoption of a single positive rate of the developingcountries.
ofVAT, zero-ratingof exports, providing for only a minimum
number of exemptions and the broadening of the tax base to

incorporate the retail and service sectors. However, not sur- B. Tariffs and excise duties
prsingly most of these componentswere found to be difficult
to implement in practice. This is particularly so with the

The dependenceof almost all SSA tariff and exciseon
reforms which were faced with pressure from political, social states

duties to generate substantial amounts of revenue was identi-
and economic lobbies. For example the policy of zero-ratng fied of the critical factors underlying their nability
exports of taxable supplies was implemented in many of the as one to

reduce the level of rates for these taxes. Of late, however,countries, however in Kenya and Uganda the laws suggest of the SSA countries have been compelled reduce
that a numberof domestic supplies were also to be zero-rated. many to

the level of such taxes because of the need to liberalize trade

Also noted was the fact that although Kenya began with a and therefore open up their economies to external competi-
multiple rate VAT structure, the majority of goods were now tion. These tariff reduction measures are indispensable to the

covered under the standard 15 per cent rate. Nigeria's VAT trade liberalization programmes which seek to mprove the

rate of 5 per cent was found to be the most tolerable from the efficiencyof domestic industries. Thus the usefulness of tar-

point of view of marketing the tax. However, participants iffs as convenient tax handles for raising revenue appears
were of the view that few countries, if any, could afford to to be threatened by the measures taken to liberalize trade.
emulate such a low rate of VAT.9 This pressure to reduce tariffs is probably a major factor

nfluencing the increasing importance of VAT as a viable
The aspect which posed the most difficulty for many SSA alternative for raising revenue in many developingcountries.
countries in their design of a comprehensiveVAT regime was

the tendency for most legislatures to include a large number Participants also reflected on the emerging use to which

of supplies and charitableorganizations in the exempt sched- excise duties could be put, notably to control pollution. This

ule. It defeated the desire of most of these countries to con- was felt to justify the increasing importance of petroleum
sciously use VAT as an instrumentfor expanding the tax base excise duty in many countries. However, the delegates real-

for domestic ndirect taxes. For countries such as Lesotho, ized that the recent reductions in the world market price for

Sudan and Eritrea which were yet to carry out any major crude oil appear to make the petroleum excise tax policy in

review ofdomestic indirect taxes, a simple structure incorpo- many SSA countries expedient rather than the well-consid-

rating all the features previously discussed, was recommend- ered green tax which pertains in developed economies. In

ed. For example in the case of Zimbabwe which already had this regard, the forum felt inclined to caution countries to

a workable retail-cum-service-stagesales tax, the main task avoid substituting the petroleum excise tax for the declining
for the future was identified as converting from the ring to single-commoditytaxes (such as export duties). It is impor-
the nvoice-creditmechanism. tant for all countries to aim at gradually improving broad-

based consumptionexpenditureand ncome taxes.
Various potential problems with implementing VAT in SSA
countries were also highlighted. As noted earlier, the most The conclusions of the workshop clearly indicate that many
remarkable case was Ghana which had to suspend its entire SSA countries have been reducing the rates of tariffs and

programme after only three months. It was noted that the excise duties in addition to eliminating a number of ad hoc

decision to revert to the sales tax regime in Ghana had more intemational trade taxes which are now considered obsolete.

to do with harnessing a consensus on the future trend in gen- A typical example being the measures taken to abolish the

eral economic reforms than any real problems associated import licence and super sales taxes in Ghana. Finally, parti-
with the technical design of VAT. The problem most coun- cipants observed that in the long run, emerging institutions

tries faced was pressure to implement a low rate of VAT on the African continent, e.g. the Economic Community of

whilst retaining the large number of exemptionswhich exist- West Africa States (ECOWAS) and the Southern Africa

ed under previous sales tax regimes. Provided it was feasible Development Cooperation Council (SADCC) could add to

in the countries contemplating the move, then Nigeria's low the pressure from global organizations like the World Trade

federal VAT rate was often cited as a good strategy for easing Organization(WTO) in calling for the harmonizationor pos-
the pressure which politicians were likely to face in introduc- sible eliminationof many tariff regimes in SSA.

ing VAT.

There was little doubt at the end of the seminar that contem-

porary tax reform programmes in SSA relied on VAT to 9 Unlike the countries which implemented a relatively higher rate (e.g.

diversify the tax base, mprove record-keeping and enhance
Ghana's VAT rate was 17.5 per cent), Nigeria relied heavily on the production
and supply of crude oil for a substantial share of its revenue.

efficiency by eliminating much of the cascading associated 10. Uganda also has a business tax on services.
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C. Income tax The tax authorities in Ghana take the view that this small-
scale business tax scheme enables the income tax department

The objectives and strategies for individual and corporate
to identify potential taxpayers. However in practice, the

income tax reform did not differ significantlyamong the var-
amount assessed is considered final by most entrepreneurs

ious countries. The general trend pointed to significant reduc- who do not bother to file their tax returns at the end of the fis-

tions in the burden of tax imposed on a small minority of tax- cal year. Thus, like all presumptive schemes, its merit in
terms of equity and efficiency depends on the ability of the

payers - usually the formal wage and corporate sectors. In
this regard, most countries have reduced the top individual IRS to bring the amount assessed close to the actual liability
marginal rate to approximately 35 per cent. In a few of the of the taxpayers. The general view of participants was that in

country programmes reviewed at the seminar, the individual the long run, presumptive,withholdingand tax clearancecer-

top marginal rate was made equal to the corporate rate.H Also tificate schemes should be used basically as compliancemea-

a conscious effort was being made to apply a single individu- sures. They should be regarded as one of the several means

al tax schedule to all incomes in order to eliminate the available of improving tax administration.

schedular regimes which had made the adminstrationof indi-
vidual and corporate taxes complex. It was also observed that
certain countries felt the need to reduce the number of tax D. Administrative reforms
brackets as anothermeans of lowering the burden of taxation.
This measure is complemented by the widening of income The tax reform programmeswhich were analysed at the sem-

tax bands in order to mitigate the phenomenon commonly inar each had components designed to reform the tax admin-
referred to as bracketcreep: the gradual erosion of the real istration. Kenya had just passed a law giving effect to the
value of the original tax bands as a result of inflation. establishment of a Revenue Authority. These Boards or

Authoritieswhich already exist in Zambia, Tanzania,Uganda
There was widespread use of presumptive, withholding and and Ghana'3 have two primary objectives. First, to enhance
tax clearance certificate (TCC) schemes in many SSA coun- tax professionalism by removing the revenue institutions
tries. The main examples of the use of the withholding from the Civil Service and making them autonomous under
scheme were, PAYE, taxes deducted from amounts payable an executive umbrella institution (i.e. the Revenue Board)14
on contracts and tax withheld on dividend payments. How- and secondly to facilitate the harmonizationof the formula-
ever, in Nigeria the withholdingscheme had been extended to tion of tax policy, operationalresearch and general conditions
the VAT which is chargeable on supplies made by state and of service among the individual revenue agencies. The
federal government organizations. The TCC scheme is pri- mprovement in conditions of work and employment for the
marily used to ensure that enterprises are cleared of their

revenue agencies under this strategy has improved the pro-
income tax obligations prior to enterng into business and fessional competenceof most revenue institutions.
financial transactions for an ensuing tax period. Nonetheless,
the rampant use of TCCs in many SSA countries to guarantee The consolidation, codification and review of existing laws

specific transactions was found to undermine the need for was identified to be an integral part of both structural and

taxpayers to file annual tax returns reflecting the total administrativereforms. The most important element of these
incomes actually earned. In effect, the practice tends to reviews appears to be the revising of old and often archaic

undermine the growth of effective administrative strategies provisions relating to tax incentives. Some countries such as

which promoteor even compel complianceamong taxpayers. Uganda and Lesotho have policies for vigorously,promoting
It was also identifiedas a source of corruption in many of the uniform tax treaties to replace the different domestic regimes
income tax institutionsof the countries concerned. of incentives applicable to specific firms or sectors. The mer-

its and demerits of tax incentives were discussed at length
Even though there were different types of presumptive and reached that whilst they not bea consensus may com-
schemes on the continent,Ghana's presumptivedaily income pletely eradicatedby SSA countries seeking to attract foreign
tax scheme for small-scalebusinesses was the one debated at investment, care should be taken to avoid unnecessary rev-

length. It is a system whereby trade or business societies or
enue loss and the negative flow of resources from developing

associations are appointed as agents for collecting a standard
to developed economies.

amount of tax from each member periodically e.g. daily,
weekly or monthly:2 The conditions for operating the Most of the countries with Revenue Boards had used the
scheme effectively include a well-organized business group opportunity of implementing VAT to consolidate the admin-
and the computation of a perodic (i.e. weekly or monthly)
presumptiveamount which reasonably reflects the annual tax

liability for similar income groups. The amount of tax
i 1. This was seen to be an anti-avoidancemeasure aimed at preventingwealthypayable by each member is determined annually from sam-
taxpayers from sheltering their income in companies.

ples of income and expenditure compiled for the various 12. The scheme is called Daily IncomeTax because it began with associations

trade associations.Once the amount to be paid is determined, of commercialcar and vehicle drivers who paid their presumptivecharges daily.
the society or group is appointed as an Intemal Revenue Ser- 13. In Ghana, the role of the Revenue Board is played by the National Revenue

an autonomous
vice (IRS) agent responsible for collecting the tax from its

Secretariat, unit of the Ministry of Finance. However, unlike the
other countries listed, the Income Tax, Customs and the now-defunct VAT units

members. An agreed commissionbased on the actual amount have separate Boards of Directors.

collected is paid to the society. 14. This measure allows the government to focus on the manpowerand materi-

.
al resources needed to run these agencies as professional institutions.
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istration of domestic indirect taxes, including in some cases siveness (to motivate the districts), equalization (to ensure

excise duties. Thus VAT Departments have been established that each district has access to a minimum amount from the
in Uganda, Zambia, Kenya and Tanzania. However, the col- fund), service pressure (to assist in improving existing ser-

lection of import VAT remained with the Customs Adminis- vices) and contingency (to cater for unforseen developments
tration in all these countries. Even though a VAT Unit was in the districts). The conclusion of the workshopwas that the
established in Ghana, the repeal of the VAT Act meant that its ceding of national revenue to districts could be regarded as a

functions reverted to the Customs and Income Tax Adminis- grant from the central government- a very vital source of
trations. VAT administration in Nigeria is established as a revenue to most local authorities in both federal and unitary
completely separate unit under the Federal Inland Revenue states.

Service. The importance of property taxes to local government
The influence of the Brussels-based Customs Cooperation authorities was found to be waning in most SSA countries. It
Council (CCC) was felt by many countries in instanceswhere emerged that most local government authorities lacked the
tariff reviews also covered changes in the procedure for expertise to update the values of the property held in their

clearing goods. Most of the countries representedhad adopt- jurisdictions. Unfortunately, the limited resources placed at

ed the Harmonized Systems (HS) commodity classification the disposalf specializedcentral governmentagencies often

published by the Council. Another phenomenon in adminis- did not allow them to provide the requisite technical assis-
trative reforms was the appointmentof nternational firms to tance to local governments. Participants felt that technical

carry out specific pre-shipmentinspection (PSI) assignments assistance should be made available in this area since proper-
with regard to the importation of goods nto SSA countries. ty taxes could for the foreseeable future continue to generate
Under a PSI contract, an agent, usually a firm specializing in a large share of local authority revenues.

international trade practices, is appointed to inspect goods in In virtually all SSA countries, the of local authorities
countries where imports originate. The main tax interest in power

to either borrow directly from financial institutions or issue
the PSI contracts is the prevention of fraud (and the conse-

nstruments such bonds the market severely
quent loss of revenue) through valuation malpractice. Most

as on open was

limited. In the past, the lack of performanceand weak finan-
countries includingKenya, Ghana and Ugandahad appointed cial position of most local governments usually meant that
PSI companies to assist their Customs Administrations in

such operations guaranteed by the central government.
properly assessing the value of imported goods.

are

Consequently, the lending activities of local government
institutions normally form part of the quasi-fiscal operations
of the central government itself. However, the trend in many

V. INTER-GOVERNMENTALRELATIONSHIPS countries is to tighten central government'scontrol over local

governmentborrowing in order to bring their large budgetary
The relationships between central and local governments deficits under control.
were also examined at the workshop. Nigeria provided the
sole exception to the rather weak relationship which current-

ly existed between these levels of govemment in many of the VI. CONCLUSION
countries represented. This is because of its long established
federal structure. The states in that country observe a rela- At the end of the workshop, the Directorof the ADI, Mr G.R.
tively advanced fiscal system in comparisonwith the power- Aithnard, emphasized that a similar seminar would be orga-ful role of the central governmentsin countries with a unitary nized for the French-speakingcountries in Africa. The Bank
political system. Sudan and Ethiopia were the other countries would then out review to enable it to organize the
with an emerging federal structure.15 carry a

workshop as an annual event geared towards evaluating tax

The whole of VAT in Nigeria is collected by the federal gov- and fiscal performanceon the continent.The seminarappears
ernment but in accordance with an agreed revenue-sharing to have been the first conscious effort to bring tax adminis-

formula, 80 per cent of the proceeds is distributed among the trators together for such a valuable evaluation programme.
states. Thus the federal government retains only 20 per cent Finally the Bank has plans to provide expertise for, and orga-
of the VAT collected. Another revenue-sharingarrangement nize seminars in, SSA countries which might require assis-
which came in for scrutiny was the provision in Ghana's tance in tailoring the workshop to fulfil their specific needs.
Constitution which requires that 5 per cent of the national
revenue should be disbursed to the local governmentauthor-
ities for the purpose of development. This ceded amount is

commonly referred to as the District Assemblies Common
Fund. It is distributed among the 102 local governmentareas 15. For example, a number of Nigerian states retained their state-level income
in accordancewith specific factors which include population, tax system even after the introduction of VAT had changed the revenue signifi-
need (to redress current imbalances in development),respon-

cance of this tax.
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. EUROPEAN UNION

EU CROSS BORDER MERGERS: A DUTCH PERSPECTIVE
Hans Marseille

With the above in mind two alternatives have been proposed.
Hans Marseille is a tax lawyer at Stibbe Simont Monahan This paper proceeds by analysing each of the alternatives
Duhot, Amsterdam.This paper is based on a presentation from the perspectiveof Dutch taxation.'
made by Mr Marseille at the 18th ATI Annual Congress
held in Cannes, in November 1995.

Il. ALTERNATIVE I
I. CASE DESCRIPTION

Under this altemative DutchCo contributes all of its assets to
A US manufacturingcompany intends to reorganze its Euro- a Gernan company (GerCo) in exchange for shares. The
pean finance companies in order to benefit from recent revi- Dutch subsidiary will remain in existence. SpainCo will be
sions to the EU rules applicable to banking and finance activ- merged, liquidated or dissolved into Gerco after the nerger.
ities. The finance companies are engaged in various financial

arrangements in support of the Group's sales and leasing Alternative Structure I
activities.

Public Shareholders
Present Structure

Public Shareholders US Parent

US Parent
US Fin Co

US Fin Co
UK FR NL GER

I
GerCo ....

...............

UK Fr NL Ger

: i

:.............

Sp UK French . Neth. Spain
Branch Branch . Branch Branch

The market value of the United Kingdom, French and Ger- The capital gain realized upon the transfer of the shares of
man finance companes arnount to USD 200 million, USD SpainCo to GerCo is pursuant to Article 13 of the Dutch Cor-
100 nillion and USD 600 million respectively. The market porate Income Tax Act (CITA) exempt under the Dutch par-
value of the Netherlands finance subsidiary is USD 100 mil- ticipation exemption. Thereto, in general the following con-

lion. Its assets consist of inter alia a Spanish subsidiary ditions must be met:

(SpainCo) with a market value of USD 50 million. The book
value of each of the subsidiaries is zero.

- DutchCo must own at least 5 per cent of the nominal

paid-up capital of SpainCo;
Under the proposed reorganization transaction the

-- must not athe shareholding be portfolio investment;
finance activities are to be concentrated in Germany.
The transaction must take form that avoids US tax.a

1. At the conference papers were presented by a UK, French, German and
Dutch tax expert setting out the tax consequences of the altemative proposals,
from the viewpoint of their respective countries. This paper confines itself to

D
analysing the Dutch tax implicationsof both of the altematives proposed.
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the activities of SpainCo should be in line with and com- of 26 January 1996, a draft on a favourable tax regime appli--

plementary to the activities of DutchCo; cable to Dutch finance companies has been proposed.6
the shares should not be stock in trade; and-

Each Dutch limited liability company (besloten ven-
SpainCo should be subject to a profits tax in Spain (at a-

national level). nootschap) is deemed to be conducting an enterprse by
virtue of Dutch tax law. Further it has been argued that based

If the shareholding in SpainCo is considered a portfolio- on a systematic interpretationof the CITA the notion enter-
investmentthe capital gain may be exempt under Article 13g prise in Article 14 CITA also encompasses an enterprise by
CITA provided the following conditions are met: legal fiction.7 However, the Dutch tax administration will

SpainCo takes a legal form as listed in the Annex to the deny the exemption if DutchCo is not considered to be actu--

Parent-Subsidiary Directive2 and SpainCo is subject to ally engaged in carrying on entrepreneurialactivities, even if
taxation on its profits as mentioned in Article 2, para- the notion enterprise indeed encompasses an enterprise by
graph c of the Directive, without being exempt and with- legal fiction. Thus the transfer of the assets of DutchCo to

out the applicationof a special regime; and GerCo would not result in GerCo having a permanent estab-

SpainCo is not, under the terms of a tax treaty concluded lishment in the Netherlands, if it were to be considered to be-

with a third state, resident for tax purposes outside the engaged in entrepreneurialactivities merely by reason of this

European Union (EU); legal fiction. Consequently, there is no guarantee that the

enterprise will be subject to Dutch taxation in the future as
The capital gain realized upon the transfer of the remaining required for applicationof the exemption.
assets would in principlebe subject to corporate income tax.3
The taxation of the capital gain arising on the remaining The subsequentmerger, liquidationor dissolutionof SpainCo
assets can be deferred by applying for the assets for shares into GerCo has no consequences under Dutch tax law,
merger exemption under the EC Merger Directive as imple- although capital duty may become due if SpainCo was con-

mented in Dutch tax law. tributed to DutchCoexempt from capital duty under the share
for share merger exemption and the liquidation of SpainCoUnder the assets for shares merger exemption laid down in
takes place within five after the contribution.

Article 14 CITA the transferof DutchCo's assets to GerCo is years

exempt, provided the following conditions are met: Distributions by GerCo to DutchCo are subject to German
the transfer of the assets of DutchCo to GerCo can be dividend withholding tax at a reduced treaty rate of 15 per-

characterizedas the transfer of an active business enter- cent. The zero rate (applying from 1 June 1996) as provided
prise4 or an independentpart thereof; for in the Parent-SubsidiaryDirective for dividend distribu-
the transfer of the assets takes place within the frame- tions by a qualifying German company is not applicable as-

work of a merger as defined by Article 14 of the CITA; DutchCowill own only a 10 per cent interest8 in the capital of
GerCo has no Dutch tax losses it can carry forward;-

GerCo has for Dutch tax purposes to value the acquired-

assets at the same book value as DutchCo and the con-

tributed assets have to form a permanentestablishmentof
GerCo in the Netherlands;
GerCo has to acquire the assets against the issue of

a set on
-

2. The Parent-SubsidiaryDirective is of EC rules distributionsof prof-
shares; a one per cent tolerance with a maximumofNLG its received by companiesof a Member State which came from their subsidiaries

10,000, is allowed for payment other than in shares; resident in other MemberStates and on distributionsof profits by companiesof a

the profits of DutchCo and the Dutch profits of GerCo Member State to companies of other Member States of which they are sub-
-

sidiaries.
must be determinedpursuant to the same standards; and 3. The rate as at 1 January 1996 is 37 per cent on the first NLG 100,000 of
the shares must not normally be transferred within three profit and 35 per cent thereafter.-

years after their acquisition5 (otherwise the exemption 4. A company receiving active income not merely passive income.

will be withdrawn with retroactive effect).
5. Providedcertain conditionsare met, transfer to a group company is allowed,
e.g. the shares are transferred without (or against nominal) consideration or

The notion enterprise in the first requirement is interpreted against the issue of shares by the acquiring company. Transfer of the shares to a

third party is under certain conditions also allowed, e.g. the third party acquires
by the Ministry of Finance as meaning an active businesS the shares solely against the issue of its own shares within the framework of a

enterprise. DutchCo will not be considered to be an active merger

businessenterprise, if its activities are restricted to mere asset
6. On 26 January 1996, the Dutch Council of Ministers agreed with a legisla-
tive proposal presented by the Under-minister of Finance, Mr W. Vermeend,

management. The fact that DutchCo forms part of a group which purports to create an advantageous regime for Dutch finance companies.
which is engaged in entrepreneurialactivities is not relevant Provided certain conditions are met Dutch finance companies may make a year-

in determining the character of the activities of DutchCo as ly transfer to a reserve of up to a maximum of 80 per cent of the income derived
from financing activities and from short-term investments retained for possiblethe Dutch Supreme Court recently ruled that a stand alone acquisitions. The reserve can be added back to profit either in a taxable or non-

test is to be applied in determiningthe characterof the activ- taxable way Furthermore, certain amounts may be deducted from the reserve

ities of a company (Dutch Supreme Court, 27 September free of taxation in order to finance the acquisitionof a participation.

1995, VN 1995/3581). 7. H.G.M. Dijstelbloem, Fiscale faciliteiten bij interne reorganisaties van

naamlozeen besloten vennootschappen,Deventer, 1984, at 120.

DutchCo will be considered to be an active finance company
8. The reason why DutchCo will only own a 10% interest in GerCo relates to

the fact that the transaction must be seen in the overall context of the restructur-
if its activities extend beyond group asset management, i.e. if ing of the entire European group i.e. the other finance companies will each own

it is actually involved in active cash-management.Indeed as shares in GerCo after contributionof their respective assets.
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. GerCo, whereas a minimum ownership of 25 per cent9 is appealing to thefraus legis doctrine. Pursuant to this doctrne

required.10 the fisc may substitute a fact pattern that leads to taxation for
a fact pattern that does not lead to taxation if (i) the taxpayer
has created a situation that approximates to one in which tax

Ill. ALIERNATIVE Il could be imposed, but in which tax cannot be imposed, (ii)
tax avoidance is the predominantmotive of the taxpayer and

The US Finance Company transfers all of its shares in Dutch- iii) the purpose and intent of the tax law would be frustrated

Co to German FinCo against the ssue of voting shares. Sub- if the non-taxable fact pattern was allowed to stand. Thus, the

sequently, DutchCo is liquidated; SpainCowill be liquidated, scope of fraus legis enables the fisc to ignore legal acts and

dissolved or merged into German FinCo. transactions when faced with fraud or an abuse of the law.

Alternative structure II If the German FinCo was consolidated for tax purposes with
a German parent, the question arises whether the distribu-

Public Shareholders tions to the German FinCo by DutchCo can benefit from the

Parent-Subsidiary Directive. Under the profit and loss

assignment agreement (Gewinn- und Verlustabfuhrungsver-
US Parent trag) German FinCo has to transfer its profits to its parent.

Consequently, it is arguable that German FinCo is not subject
to taxation as required for exemption under the Parent-Sub-

US Fin Co sidiary Directive.12

. In order to avoid taxation on the capital gain arising upon li-

quidation as well as the possible liability upon transfer of the
German Fin Co shares of DutchCo and also to reduce the risk of fraus legis,

the desired could also be achieved by adding
i

.... II I I.. structure two

extra steps to alternative I.

The steps to be added would be the following:UK FR Neth Spain .

transfer of factual seat of DutchCo to Luxembourg; and-

liquidation of DutchCo three years after the contribution-

of its assets to GerCo.
= finance branches

The Dutch do not levy an exit charge for dividend withhold-

ing tax purposes. The distributionof the liquidation proceeds
Pursuant to Dutch tax law the transfer of shares which form to the US FinCo would not be subject to Luxembourgdivi-
part of a substantial interest is subject to corporate income dend withholding tax.

tax, if these shares are not part of the assets of an enterprise,
even if the seller is not a Dutch resident. Consequently, the
transfer of the shares of DutchCo to German FinCo could be

subject to Dutch Corporate Income Tax. This liability does 9. Under the Parent-Subsidiary Directive Member States have the option of

not arise if the US parent is entitled to the benefits of the 1992 replacing by mens of a bilateral agreement the criterion of a holding in the cap-

.
ital by that of a holding of voting rights. The Netherlands and Germany have

US-Netherlandstax treaty, e.g. if the shares of the US parent however not entered nto such an agreement.

company are listed on a recognized stock exchange and sub- 10. In a mirror-position, i.e. a German companyowns less than 25 per cent in a

stantially and regularly traded on one or nore recognized Dutch company, the zero rate would be applicable if the German company

stock exchanges.
owned the shares of the Dutch company indirectly via another Dutch companyof
which it owned at least 25 per cent of the shares. No additional Dutch corporate

The subsequent liquidation of DutchCo gives rise to a liabil- income tax or dividend withholding tax liability arises on account of the inter-

ity to Corporate Income tax. The taxable amount is equal to
mediate holding company. The contribution of the shares of DutchCo to the
intermediateholding company s subject to a 1 per cent capital duty; although an

the difference between the market value and the book value exemption from this duty may be available. From a Dutch perspective this seems

of DutchCo's assets. a good solution, however it should be noted that the set-up may be susceptible to

an attack under an abuse of law provision.
Furthermore, the distribution of the liquidation proceeds by I h A substantial interest is deemed to exist if a shareholder owns (or has

DutchCo to German FinCo would be subject to Dutch divi- owned at any time during the past five years) either directly or indirectly at least
one third of any class of the nominal paid up share capital of a corporation.dend withholding tax at a rate of 25 per cent. The rate is 12. The same argument may be invoked by the German tax administration if in

reduced to 10 per cent if German FinCo is entitled to the a mirror position dividend income is distributed by a German subsidiary to a

benefits of the Germany-Netherlandstax treaty. The rate is Dutch company (BV A) which is consolidated for Dutch tax purposes with ts

further reduced to zero if German FinCo holds the shares of parent (BV B), i.e. the grandparentof the German company. As a consequenceof
the consolidationBV A is deemed to have merged into BV B; for the purposesof

DutchCo for an uninterrupted period of at least twelve Dutch corporate incorne tax BV B is the sole tax payer. This gives rise to he

months, provided the set-up does not constitute a fraud or an question as to whether BV A itself is subject to taxation as required n order to be

abuse under the Directive. In the case of fraud or abuse the able to benefit from the Parent-SubsidiaryDirective. Even if BV A can be con-

sidered subject to taxation, it is arguable whether distributions by the GermanDutch tax administration would then deny the zero rate by company qualify for exemption under the Parent-Subsidiary Directive, as the

.
profit of BV A is only subject to taxation at the level of BV B.
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It can be deduced from the case law of the Dutch Supreme At the same time it must be mentioned that the applicationof /
Court on Article 8(9) of the Ireland-Netherlands tax treaty such doctrines asfraus tractatusseems to be gaining momen-

that the distributionof liquidationproceeds by DutchCo after tum, which is evidenced by the Commentary to the 1992
the transferof its factual seat to Luxembourg is not subject to OECD Model Convention(Commentaryto Article 1, par. 24)
Netherlandsdividend withholdingtax. In this regard it should and it seems likely that the Dutch Supreme Court will

be noted that Article 10(6) of the Luxembourg-Netherlands increasingly be nclined to apply fraus tractatus, even in
tax treaty is uniform with Article 8(9) of the Ireland-Nether- respect of pre-1992 tax treaties, such as the Nether-

lands tax treaty. lands4uxembourg tax treaty. Furthermore, it is submitted
that the Netherlands and Luxembourg may agree that the

Article 8(9) of the Ireland-Netherlandstax treaty provides as

follows: principle of abuse of law can be applied to the Nether-

Where a company which is a resident of one of the States derives lands-Luxembourg tax treaty. Consultations between the

profits or income from the other State, that other State may not competent authorities of the Netherlands and Spain have

impose any tax on the. dividends paid by the company to persons resulted in such an agreement in August, 1989.
who are not residents of that other State ... even if the dividends

If the fisc's appeal forfraus successful, the dis-tractatuswas
paid ... consist wholly or partly of profits or income arising in such
other State. tribution of the liquidation proceeds by DutchCo would be

subject to 25 per cent Netherlandsdividend withholding tax.
In a judgementgiven on 2 September 1992 (BNB 1992/379), The rate is reduced to five per cent if US FinCo is entitled to
the Supreme Court rendered a decision on the applicationof the benefits of the 1992 US-Netherlandstax treaty.
Article 8(9) of the tax treaty in a situation where a BV res-

ident in Ireland for the purposes of the Ireland-Netherlands
tax treaty as of its incorporation,paid a dividend to its parent
company, a Delawarecorporation. The payer of the dividend IV. CONCLUSION
had not derived any ncome from the Netherlands.The Court
decided that the Netherlands could not levy dividend with- The reorganization of the European fnance companies can

holding tax in respect of the dividend, because (i) where the be achieved without Dutch taxation by contributingthe assets

provision prohibits the levy of withholding tax if profits or of the Dutch finance subsidiary (DutchCo) to a German com-

income are derived frorn the Netherlands such levy is a for- pany (GerCo) against the issue of shares. This transaction

tiori prohibited if no profits or income are derived from the would be exempt from Dutch corporate income tax under the

Netherlands and because (ii) the scope of Article 8(9) also participation exemption for the shareholding and under the

encompasses the resident of a state other than the contracting assets for shares merger exemption as regards the remaining
assets. In order to arrive at the desired structure DutchCois

states.
liquidated three years after the contribution of its assets to

There is a possibility that the shift of its tax residence by GerCo. Preceding liquidationDutchco should transfer its tax
DutchCo to Luxembourg could be ignored under the fraus residence to Luxembourg to avoid Dutch dividend withhold-
tracmtus doctrine. This doctrine is the international equiva- ng tax on the distributionof the liquidation proceeds. There
lent of the fraus legis doctrine. The Dutch Supreme Court s a risk that the Dutch tax administrationwill appeal tofraus
does not in principle reject the doctrine of fraus tracmtus. legis or to fraus tracmtus. If either doctrine were applied, the
However, neither the text of the Netherlands-Luxembourg distributionof the liquidationproceeds would then be subject
tax treaty nor the legislativehistory thereof indicates that the to a 25 per cent dividend withholdingtax (or if applicable the
Netherlands and Luxembourg had the mutual intention of reduced treaty rate). This risk does not apply to profits that
denying the application of Article 10(6) of the treaty in the have arisen after the transfer of the residene of DutchCo to

contemplated situation. Furthermore neither the text nor the Luxembourg.
explanations suggest that non-taxability of the dividend in
the Netherlands would frustrate the purpose and intent of the

Netherlands-Luxembourgtax treaty.
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CANADA

DEPARTURETAX - COMPANIES
Robert Couzin

Socit Juridique Internationale, Paris correspondentof Stikeman, Elliott

I. POLICY Il. TAXATION OF INCORPORATED
COMPANIES IN CANADA

The Canadian Government seeks to impose tax on emigrat-
ing companies for the same reason it levies such a tax on Canadian tax and company law refer to incorporatedcompa-

physical persons. Resident companies are taxed on world- nies as corporations,and that usage will be adopted in the

wide income. Some categories of income are not taxed as rest of this article.

they accrue, but only upon some specified realization event.

The most obvious and common example is a gain on the dis-

position of a capital asset. If the taxpayer, corporate or ndi- A. Taxation of resident and non-resident
vidual, extricates itself from the Canadian tax system before corporations
the income is realized, then special rules may be considered
desirable to capture that income upon or after departure. The A corporation is a person for Canadian incorne tax purpos-
policy objective is the same as for individuals: to protect the es. If that person is resident in Canada, it is subject to Cana-

integrityof the domestic tax base by taxing deferred ncome. dian income tax on worldwide income.3 The taxable income

However, this similarity conceals some important differ- of a corporation includes the profits from a business carried

ences. The first relates to the meaning ofresidenceand the on by it and, as in the case of individuals, three quarters of its

ability of an incorporatedcompany to change its fiscal domi- realized capital gains. A corporation which is not resident in

cile. It is obvious how individualsmove from place to place. Canada is only subject to Canadian ncome tax on prescribed
It is less obvious how legal entities do so, or indeed whether sources of income which are considered to be Canadian.4

they can. If domestic tax law does not permit a resident com- This ncludes ncome from carrying on business in Canada5

pany to adopt some other tax residence,no departure tax con- and gains from the disposition of certain types of property,
siderations arise. However, in some cases, and this was the referred to as taxable Canadian property. That definition

experience in Canada, either corporate law or tax treaties was briefly considered in the earlier article, and I will not

may effectively permit emigration even if the domestic tax revert to it here.6 In addition, of course, non-resident with-

system does not contemplate it. holding tax is imposed on non-residents,either corporations
A second difference between individuals and incorporated
entities relates to motivation. Individuals change their res-

idence for a host of reasons, mainly unrelated to taxation. A

legal entity may also have non-fiscal motives for shifting its
1. This article dealing with incorporatedcompaniescomplementsthe author's

earlier article on departure taxation for individuals.

seat, place of incorporation or place of effective manage- . Robert Couzin, DepartureTax- Individuais,49 BulletinforInternationalFis-

ment,2 but national tax administrations are, perhaps with cal Documentation, 1 1 (1995), at 532.

some justification, rather more likely to suspect a tax avoid- 2. The most likely non-tax reason would be asset protection. One need only
look at the flight of companies from Hong Kong in anticipationof 1997. Anoth-

ance rationale. er reason could be simple business efficiency. Some Canadian companies have

A third important difference between corporate and individ-
found that their centre of gravity, either in terms of business activity or share-

holder base, has shifted to the United States and it would be convenient if the

ual taxation which has implications for the design of a depar- legal entity could follow.

ture tax system arises from the fact that corporate taxation 3. Subsec. 2(1) of the Income Tax Act, RSC 1985 (5th supp.), to which refer-

normally involves two bites at the fiscal apple: mainstream ence will hereafterbe made as the ITA. In general, the taxation of corporations
is not accompaniedby any system of transparencyas applies, for example, to

tax on profits and a separate tax on corporate distributions. partnerships.There are limited exceptons,mainly applicable to certain types of

For ndividuals, it is sufficient if the exit tax plugs the hole collective investmentvehicles organized as incorporatedcompanies.
created by deferral of income. It should do that too for incor_ 4. Subsec. 2(3) and Sec. 115 of the ITA.

porated companies, but in addition, the govemmentmay also 5. Where a bilateral tax treaty applies, income is only taxable to the extent that

it is attributable to a permanentestablishment in Canada.
wish to prevent the usual tax consequences arising from a 6. Save to note a modification to the proposed legislation which was referred

distributionof assets to shareholdersbeing avoided by virtue to in footnote 7 of the earlierdiscussion,supra, note 1, at 533. In a press release

of the emigrationof the company.
dated 14 December 1995, the Governmentannounced that the proposed exten-

sion of the definiton of taxable Canadian property referred to in that footnote

7 would be confined to indirect interests in Canadian immovable property and

resource properties.
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or individuals, who earn certain types of income from Cana- certain double taxation conventions. Even if it were true, as
dian sources, such as interest, dividends and royalties.7 the tax authorities believed, that once incorporated in Cana-

da always incorporated in Canada, and therefore resident inThus, as is the case for individuals, the Canadian tax system Canada, this might be the for of bilateraldraws a sharp dividing line between resident and non-resi-
not case purposes a

convention. The corporation incorporated in Canada could,dent corporations. The teSt for determining residence is, of
under the domestic law of the be consid-

course, different. tax treaty partner,
ered resident in that jurisdiction,perhaps because of the place

Until 1965, the residence of corporations was determined of effective management.The consequences under the treaty
under a factual test developed mainly by the English courts would then depend upon the existence and application of a

relating to the central managementand control of the enti- tie-breakerrule to deal with dual resident corporations.
ty, the locus where the basic underlying decision-making
process was to be found. In principle, although not always in Thus, while one might have thought that departure tax rules

were unnecessary for corporations incorporated in Canada,practice, this was where the board of directors of the compa- that proved be thenot to case.
ny met and managed its affairs. In 1965, Canada adopted a

place of incorporation test. Corporations incorporated in
Canada after 25 April 1965, are irrefutablydeemed to be res- B. Taxation of corporatedistributionsident in Canada. In an effort to make transitionalcases disap-
pear over time, corporations incorporated in Canada before
that time also fall within the deemed residence rule if, at any

One particularaspect of the corporate taxpayer, which distin-

time thereafter, the corporation is resident in Canada (under guishes it from the individual taxpayer, is the taxation ofcor-

the central management and control test) or carries on busi- porate distributions to shareholders. This distinction is cen-

ness in Canada. tral to the system of departure taxation.

Corporationsnot incorporated in Canada, but which are man- Canada does not have a fully integrated system under which

aged and controlled in Canada, may qualify as Canadian res.
all of the corporate tax is imputed to shareholders and

idents as well. Those corporationscan cease to be resident in refunded to them. Where the shareholder is a Canadian resi-

Canada merely by relocating their central management and dent corporation, there may be no such distribution tax,j and

control. The corporationdeemedresident in Canadadue to its where the shareholder is a Canadian resident individual, a

place of incorporation would appear, at first sight, immov- dividend tax credit provides partial relief against the double

ably rooted in the Canadian tax jurisdiction. However, subse. taxation of corporate profits.H If the shareholder is not Cana-

quent developments challenged this simple conclusion. dian resident, Canadian withholding tax applies to any divi-

Those developments came from two disparate sources: cor- dends paid.
porate law and tax treaties. Obviously,distributionsby non-residentcorporations to non-

Canadian company law legislation may permit a Canadian resident shareholders are dificult to tax and, therefore, one

corporationto be continuedunder the laws of anotherjuris- key element in departure taxation must be a system to deal

diction,8 Once the proper procedures have been followed, the with corporate distributions.

corporation is discontinuedin Canada. The result is that the

corporation is no longer governed by the Canadian statute

under which it was incorporated,but rather by the laws of the Ill. CANADIAN DEPARTURETAXATION OF
other jurisdiction as if it had been incorporated under the CORPORATIONS
laws of that other jurisdiction.
The approprate tax result of such a corporate continuance The tax treatment of emigratingcorporations is a highly tech-
was, for some years, a source of considerabledebate in Cana- nical matter and the system has undergone major changes in
da. The tax administrationdetermined that, even after its dis-
continuance, a corporation which was originally created by
incorporation in Canada could still be described as a corpora- 7. The lengthy list is found in Sec. 212 of the ITA. While the concept is to seek
tion incorporated in Canada, notwithstanding that it had out Canadian source ncome, the statutory charge is not always limited to what

legally departed from the jurisdictionand was no longer gov- one might colloquially regard as income having its source in Canada.

erned by Canadian corporate law.9 The expression incorpor- 8. Corporationsmay be incorporatedin Canada under federal law or under the
law of any of the provinces. Most of the applicable statutes now provide for a

ated in Canada was taken as an empirical statement. That is, continuation procedure. See, for example, Sec. 188 of the federal Canada Busi-
a corporationwas either incorporated in Canada or it was not. ness CorporationsAct.

If it was, no subsequentact could change that historical fact. 9 InterpretationBulletin IT-451R,25March 1987, Para. 19.

This administrativeposition appeared to solve the problemof
10. This is because there is a full deduction for inter-corporatedividends. How-
ever, portfolio investment dividends are subject to a special refundable tax,

corporate emigration, at least for companies incorporated in which is recouped when the investing corporation redistributes the income to its
Canada after 26 April 1965 (or before that date and caught by shareholders. There are numerous restrictions on the deduction for inter-corpo-
the deemed residence provision), simply by refusing to

rate dividends which need not concern us here.
I 1. The dividend tax credit is analogous in some respects to an imputation of

accept its possibility. corporate taxation, but there are important differences. For one thing, it is
unfunded. There is no ACT or prcompte mobilier equivalent. For another, theThe second source of instability in the conclusivenessof cor- credit is not equal to the full corporate tax, nor is it intended to be (save for active

porate tax residence was the definition of fiscal domicile in business ncome of Canadian-controlledprivate corporations).
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recent years. My goal is to communicate the essential ele- indebtedness represents the assets of the corporation avail-

ments of the system so that its consequencesmay be compre- able for distribution,and would be the amount on which non-

hensible and comparisons with other jurisdictions and alter- resident withholding tax would apply if the corporation, still

native approachesmay be made.j2 resident in Canada, were liquidated and its assets distrbuted
to a non-residentparent corporation.15

A. A brief history The same consequences were also extended to the other

potential method of extracting a corporation from the Cana-

The basic departure tax provison which applied to individu- dian taxing jurisdiction, namely continuation under the laws

als has always applied to corporations as well. However, it of a foreign country. This was the case notwithstanding the

was eventually found to be deficient in at least three respects. official position that such continuationwould not enable the

First, the departure tax system was limited in scope, covering corporation to escape ongoing Canadian taxation thereafter.

only accrued gains on capital property. This was inadequate Indeed, the result of the combined statutory and administra-

to address the mischiefof corporate emigration, since corpo- tive rules meant that a corporation continuing to a foreign
rations have businesses and the departure tax was unlikely to jurisdiction was subject to departure tax and yet still

capture all forms of deferred business income. Second, there remained liable to Canadian taxation on its income! Since

was nothing to deal with the taxation of corporate distribu- continuation abroad was generally frowned upon, the taxa-

tions. Third, the departure tax applied only where there was a tion authorities were not terribly troubled by the apparent

change of residence within the meaning of the Canadian inconsistencyand inequity.
domestic income tax legislation. In the case of corporations,
the position taken by the Canadian tax administration, as Meanwhile, another parallel response to the problem caused

describedabove, led to a perverseresult (from their perspect- by Hunter Douglas type emigration was to embark on a pro-

ive). If as they believed, once incorporated in Canada, gramme to modify certain tax treaties. In all of the newer

always incorporatedin Canada, then a corporationmoving its double taxation conventions, and replacements or protocols

place of effective management abroad would not be subject to the older treaties, Canada has adopted a fiscal domicile

to departure tax because, as a matter of dornestic law, it was rule based on the OECD Model. The tie-breaker, in the case

still resident in Canada. of dual corporate residency, varies somewhat from treaty to

treaty, but in none of the recent conventions is there an abso-
The potential tax leakage caused by corporate emigration lute priority to central control or effective management. In
came strikingly to the attention of the Canadian government some cases, where a corporation would be considered resi-
with the 1979 court decision in HunterDouglasLtd.13 At that dent in both treaty partners, the competent authorities will

time, the Canada-Netherlands tax convention (since endeavour to resolve the question, the treaty not generally
replaced) defined fiscal domicile solely by reference to the proving any guiding principles for such resolution. In the

place where a company'seffective managementwas located. importantCanada-US tax convention, the corporationwhich
A Canadian incorporatedcompany which removed its effec- is considered resident in both jurisdictions under domestic
tive management to the Netherlands could therefore become law is deemed, for treaty purposes, to be resident in the juris-
a Dutch residentfor treaty purposes. A dividendpaicl by such diction in which it was created,which means the jurisdic-
a corporationwould escape Canadian withholding tax, being tion of original incorporation.
protectedby the provisionsof the conventionwhich prohibit-
ed a tax imposedby one State on dividendspaid by a compa- Unfortunately, the Canadian administrativeview that corpo-
ny resident in the other State. Hunter Douglas Ltd. therefore rations which sought to emigrate would be stuck with one

moved its effective management to the Netherlands and suc- foot in Canada was not always to the benefitof the fisc. Their

cessfully avoided Canadian withholding tax on a subsequent position inadvertentlycreated a class of dual resident compa-

liquidatingdistribution. nies. The Canadan incorporated company which became

The immediate legislative response was to leave the existing resident abroad for purposes of a treaty, for example, might

departure tax in place and enact a new, additional anti-avoid. find itself in the enviablepositionof gaining treaty protection
ance rule addressedspecifically to corporations.Where a cor-

in respectof certain types of incomeand yet still able to claim

poration incorporatedin Canada became resident in a foreign Canadian resident status where this would suit, for example,

jurisdictionand, by virtue of such residenceabroad, would be when it was in receipt of income which would otherwise be

exempt from Canadian tax on any foreign source ncome subject to non-resident withholding tax. Specific legislation
under the terms of a double taxation convention, the statute was therefore enacted to deal with this problem as well. The

provided that there would be immediate taxation not only of statute was amended to provide that, notwithstanding the

accrued capital gains but of accrued gains in respect of all usual deemed residence rule, a corporation is deemed not to

forms of property. In addition, a further special tax was
be resident in Canada if, by virtue of a double taxation con-

imposed on the corporationequal to 25 per cent of the excess

of the fair market value of its property over its paid-up capi- 12. For an excellentdetailed analysis, see Allan L. Lanthier, Corporate Immi-

tal and indebtedness.14The theory of this latter tax was that it gration, Emigrationand Continuance,CorporateManagementTax Conference

was meant to be a surrogate for non-residentwithholding tax 1993 (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1994) at 4:1 - 42.

13. HunterDouglasLtd. v. The Queen, [1979] CTC 424.
on dividends (also imposed at the rate of 25 per cent), since 14. These rules are found in formerSecs. 88. 1 and 219.1 of the ITA.

the excess of fair market value over paid-up capital and 15. Subsec. 84(2) ofthe rrA.
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vention, it would not be subject to Canadian income tax on the property as taxable Canadian property in future. No such
foreign source income,m6 election is available to the corporation. Indeed, the corpora-

tion is not even allowed to spread the tax payment over a
The next problem the legislator sought to resolve was the number of years, as can an individual. Finally, the individual
overlap between departure tax and the continuing deemed

s not treated as having disposed of property on emigration if
residence of corporations. This was accomplished by insert-

t was owned at the time the individual last became resident
ing a new provision which recognizedcontinuationof a cor- in Canada and the period of residence was not greater than 60
poration as an event which broke the factual place of incor- months within the last 10 years. No such exemption appliesporation test. A corporation continued outside of Canada is

to corporations.now treated as if it had been incorporated in the foreign juris-
diction.7 While the tax base is, therefore,broader, the basic principle is

still the same. As I noted in the case of individuals, corpora-Finally, the draftsmen eventually took it upon themselves to
tions, since they deemed to dispose ofproperty leavingare onintegrate the corporate and the individual departure tax into a
Canada, are also given a fresh start with respect to the cost of

more cohesive system. As noted in the earlier article, the
on way,ndividual departure tax was recently extended to property property immigrating to Canada. In this only gains

accrued during the period of Canadian residency are taxed.other than capital property, bringing it into line with the cor-

porate departure tax. Given the new treatment of continua- When a corporation enigrates from Canada the first conse-
tion, it was not an enormous step to provide that the departure quence, therefore, is a deened disposition of all its property
tax would apply to a corporation, as to an individual, simply at fair market value.18 The second relates to distribution tax.
upon a change of residency. The special anti-avoidance If the emigrating Canadian corporation had distributed its
departure rules aimed at corporate emigration were therefore property to a non-resident shareholder, say on liquidation,
repealed in favour of a unified system. that distribution would have attracted Canadian non-resident

withholding tax at a statutory rate of 25 per cent, subject to a

lower rate specified in a bilateral tax treaty. Thus, the statute
B. The current regime providesR9 that where the basic departure tax is triggered

upon a change in corporate residency, the corporation is
Under the current law, therefore, a corporation may, indeed, required to pay a special tax equal to 25 per cent of the excess

emigrate. Should it find a bilateral tax treaty which permits it of the proceeds of dispositiondeemed under the departure tax

to become resident for treaty purposes in a foreign jurisdic- rules to have been received by the corporation over the cor-

tion, and does so, it will thenceforth be considered a non-res- poration'spaid-up capital and indebtedness.This is effective-
ident of Canada. That act would, thus, constitute ceasing to ly the same surrogate distribution tax as previously applied
be resident in Canada and the departure tax would apply. If a under the old rules.

corporationcontinuesout of Canada, it will no longer be con-

sidered incorporated in Canada and it may therefore become Since the intention is to mimic the applicationofnon-resident

a non-resident. I say may become a non-resident because, withholding tax, it is appropriate that the statute should

of course, even after continuingabroad the corporation'scen-
reduce the 25 per cent to the rate which applies under any

tral management and control could remain in Canada. How- applicable double taxation convention. However, this pre-

ever, if the corporation both continues to a foreign jurisdic- sents a conundrum. What convention The response in the

tion and removes its central management and control to that statute is that the special tax is levied at the rate specified in

(or indeed any other) foreign jurisdiction, it will cease to any bilateral treaty which applies to the departing corporation
reside in Canada. Once again, departure tax will apply. on the first day of the taxation year after the year in which it

left. Thus, for example, if a Canadian corporation ceases to
The departure tax provisions themselves are similar to the be resident in Canada and becomes resident in the United
system described in respect of individuals,but there are some States, the rate of surrogate distribution tax is the dividend
importantdifferences. To achieve the proper technical result, withholding rate specified in the Canada-US convention. In
the emigrating corporation is deemed to have terminated its many conventions, more than one rate is specified, with a

fiscal year immediately before departure. This ensures that lower rate applicable to substantial participations. In that
income can be computed for a completed fiscal period. Of case, the lower rate is adopted for the surrogate distribution
particularimportanceare some differences in the tax base for tax.20
the departure tax applicable to corporations and individuals.
Recall that individuals are treated as having disposed of all,
property other than property which is considered to be tax-
able Canadian property. I explained in the earlier article that
this is logical because the individual, even once a non-resi-
dent, remains subject to Canadian tax on dispositionsof such 16. Subsec. 250(5) of the ITA.

17. Subsec. 250(5.1) of the ITA.
property. The logic may be the same for corporations,but the 18. This s not the only consequence.As noted in the case of individuals, vari-
result is not. The corporation which emigrates is deemed to ous reserves can no longer be claimed.

dispose of all of its property, including taxable Canadian 19. Actually, the descriptionn this text is based upon draft legislation released
on 26 April 1995 which makes some substantial changes in the current version,property. Individualscan elect to be treated as not having dis- although the overall concept remains the same.

posed of certain property, on condition that they agree to treat 20. Sec. 219.3 of the ITA.
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IV. INTERNATIONALCOMPARISONS that the country to which the Canadiancompanyemigrated in

the Hunter Douglas case should, itself, have suffered the

The purpose of the following is not to present the rules of any
same fiscal fate upon what amounts to the same scheme,

foreign tax system in detail, but rather to see what those rules, adopted by one of its own taxpayers. No attempt has been

in very broad outline, may tell us about how the emigrationof made to remedy the situation with a Canadian style surrogate

corporationscan, has and might be treated. distribution tax, and such emigration to avoid Dutch with-

holding tax may be possible under certain treaties.
One simple approach would be to treat emigration as a

deemed liquidation.This is the general rule which applies in An interesting departure tax twist in the case of the Nether-

Germany where a domesticcorporation transfers its principal lands is a recent proposal to amend the special tax arrange-

place of managementabroad. ment with the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba. Netherlands

companies which emigrate to the Antilles would, under cer-

A second simple approach would be to prevent emigration tain circumstances,be denied the protectionof the special tax

altogether by adopting a strict place of incorporation pre- arrangement and thus continue to be subject to Dutch taxa-

sumption as the test of tax residence. Indeed, a number of tion, including withholding tax on distributions, for a period
countries have replaced factual residency tests with the place of five years. This is an nterestingapproach to corporate exit

of incorporation criterion. As just noted, Canada did this in taxation, but it probably has practical application nly in a

1965. Others include the United Kingdom and the Nether- special case such as that obtaining within the Kingdomof the

lands. Yet, for the reasons already noted, there remains a pos- Netherlands.
sibility of corporate departure. The United States adopts the place ofncorporationas the fis-
The UK historicallydeterminedresidenceby reference to the cal connectingfactor. Nonetheless,it also recognizes the pos-
situs of the central management and control. In 1988, an sibility of corporate continuance. Such continuance, usually
irrefutable presumption of residency was established based described as rencorporation, is common between the states

on the place of incorporation,so that a UK incorporatedcom- of the United States and normally qualifies as a tax-free reor-

pany can no longer, for purposes of domestic tax law, cease to ganization.Where a domestic corporationcontinues to a for-
be a UK resident. A UK incorporated company might still eign jurisdiction, the US corporation engaging in such an

establish itselfas resident in another country under the terms outbound reorganization (Oldco) is considered to have

of a double taxation convention. The solution appears to be a transferred its assets to a new foreign company (Newco) in

simplified and partial version of the Canadian departure tax. exchange for shares of Newco, and then to have distributed
The emigrating company is deemed to dispose of its assets, the Newco shares to its own shareholders. These sharehold-
other than UK branch assets, immediately before becoming ers are considered to have exchanged their shares of Oldco
non-resident. The exception for local branch assets is sensi- for shares of Newco. The result is that both Oldco and its

ble, it is unfortunate that the Canadian system does not shareholdersmay realize taxable gains. Themay in the pre-
include such an exemption. ceding sentence is inserted in recognition of some potential
The Netherlands2 has also moved from place of effective exceptions. For example, the gain to Oldco is deferred if its

managementto place of incorporationas the test of tax resid- assets consist of shares of another corporation incorporated
ence for domestic companies, although place of effective n the same jurisdiction as Newco, provided certain require-

management remains the test for companies incorporated
ments are met. Anotherpotential exceptionmay apply where

the assets of OldCo are used in the active conduct of a foreign
abroad. Dutch companies which attempt to depart from the
Netherlands and thereby terminate their business activities business.

there would be subject to a kind of departure tax on reserves A comparisonof the US and Canadian approaches is nstruc-
and accrued gains, but if the Netherlandscompany held only tive. For example, the US system provides a more equitable
cash, or participations in other companies which qualify result where OldCo owns shares of a foreign affiliate carry-
under the participationexemption rules, there is no effective ing on business in the foreign jurisdiction. In Canada, as in

mainstream tax on departure. The question would then be: the United States, such shares could normally be exchanged
what happens to subsequentcorporate distributions for shares of another foreign affiliate without realizing the

accrued gain. The US recharacterizationallows the emigrat-
The Dutch courts, like the Canadian tax authoritiesbefore the

Canadian law was changed, have affirmed that a locally ing corporation to claim the same roll-over relief while the

Canadian system does not, since it bluntly taxes accrued
ncorporated company which removes its effective manage-
ment abroad remains resident in the Netherlands as a matter gains.
of domestic tax law, even if it may be considered domiciled One obvious message is that where a tax system recharacter-
elsewhereunder the tie-breakerrule in a double taxationcon- izes corporateemigrationas somethingelse, the consequence
vention. However, such a company may claim protection will depend on the something else. While the Canadian
from Dutch tax under the applicable treaty. For example,div- model is not, as such, based upon a recharacterizationof the

idends paid by a Netherlands incorporatedentity which was transaction, the statutory consequencescould be describedas

found to be resident in another country under the tie-breaker
test in the relevant bilateral convention were held to be free

21. I am indebted to Ronald Wijs of Loyens & Volkmaars (Paris) for his help-
of Dutch withholding tax where the usual article conceming ful commentson Netherlands taxation;however, I take full responsibilityfor any

dividends was part of the convention. It is, I suppose, ironic errors in this summary.
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those which would apply if the shareholders of OldCo, the emigration in a manner analogous to the taxation of a liqui-
Canadian corporation, had exchanged their OldCo shares on dation does not turn emigration into liquidation.
a tax-deferredbasis for shares of a new foreign corporation,22 There is another provision which deals specifically withNewCo, OldCo then being liquidated. On such a liquidation
of a Canadian corporation into a foreign parent, there would

taxes required to be withheld at source. In this case, the cor-

directors are liable jointly and severally with the cor-be a realization of accrued gains on assets23 and a dividend porate
can

withholding tax on the distribution applied to the excess of poration unless they show that they exercised appropriate
to prevent tothe value of the assets over OldCo's paid-up capital.24 The diligence and skill the failure withhold.27 How-

neither the mainstream the special dis-
rate of withholding tax would depend upon the applicable ever, tax nor surrogate

tributions tax is required to be withheld at source.
treaty, and the recharacterizationassumption is that NewCo
is resident in the jurisdiction to which the emigrating corpo-
ration has emigrated. This is, of course, a very different result
from the US model (or the German notional liquidation) in VI. APPLICATION
that the surrogate for distribution tax does not depend upon
the character or place of residenceof the actual shareholders. A. Mainstream departure tax

It is worth recalling the potential gaps identified in the earli-

V. COMPLIANCE er article which arise where an individual moves from one

country to another and the two jurisdictions are at odds

regarding departure taxation. We noted, firstly, that a taxpay-
As in the case of individuals,one theory behind the departure er who emigrates from Canada and suffers departure tax may
taxation of corporations is that the alternative of seeking to end up with a double tax problem if his new home does not

impose tax after the taxpayer has left the jurisdiction is diffi- provide a stepped up cost base for the assets. This same prob-
cult to apply in practice. Enforcing compliance with the lem arises with corporate emigration. If the new corporate
departure tax itself is no easy matter either, but the situation home treats the emigration (from its perspective) as a kind of
is a bit different with corporations. reincorporation, it is possible that a new tax base for the

assets will be available. If not, the Canadian tax on departure
Given changes in treaties over the years, it is less likely that will certainly give rise to economic double taxation.
emigration would be accomplished by moving the effective
management of the corporation. In most cases, emigration In the reverse situation a taxpayer may emigrate to Canada
means corporate continuance. Corporate continuance re- from a jurisdiction which does not have departure tax rules.

quires a corporate act. This brings the matter to the attention We noted that an individual could avail himselfof the step-up
of a governmentauthority, albeit not necessarily a tax author- provided under the Canadian system to avoid tax on an

ity. The tax administrationmay, where it suspects that a tax- accrued gain if the jurisdiction from which he emigratesdoes

payer has left or is about to leave Canada, demand payment
not levy an exit tax. Once again, the same rule applies to cor-

of taxes, and can take remedial action if payment is not porations. The Canadian system permits (indeed requires) a

received.25 While this rule applies to individuals as well as
revaluation of assets when the corporation becomes resident

corporations, it would normally be quite difficult for the in Canada. Where corporate emigration is possible under the

authorities to know that an individual is about to emigrate. local tax system, and there is no departure tax, this represents
Because of the steps required to effect a corporate continu- a possible method of realizing accrued gains free of tax alto-

ance, advance warning is somewhat more likely in this case. gether.28Of course, the situation is a bit more complicated for
corporations than individuals because it is not always possi-

One might have expected that another difference between ble, as a legal rnatter, for the corporaton to move. Many
corporations and individuals as regards cornpliancecould be jurisdictionsdo not have continuation legislation.
the potential liability of directors. This does not appear to be
the case. The emigration of a corporation may trigger a lia-
bility to mainstreamcorporate tax, but that liability cannot be
visited upon the directors merely because they are directors.

22. This tax-deferred roll-over does not, in fact, exist in Canadian tax law.
23. Subsec. 69(5) of the ITA.

There is a general provision in the statute which fixes liabili- 24 The deemed dividend results from Subsec. 84(2) of the ITA and would be

ty on a person, such as the administratorof an estate, for taxes subject to non-residentwithholding tax like any other dividend.

owing by the estate where the administrator has distributed 25. Sec. 226 of the ITA.
26. Subsecs. 159(2) and (3) of the ITA. See InterpretationBulletin IT-368,28the property without obtaining a tax clearance certificate in March 1977.

advance. While the matter is not free from doubt, the Canadi- 27. Sec. 227.1 of the ITA.

an tax authorities take the view that this provision can apply 28. I am greatly simplifying some complex provisions. On immigration, the

to corporatedirectors distributingproperty, particularly in the shares of the corporation which are owned by non-residentsof Canada are treat-
ed as having a cost, for Canadian tax purposes, limited to the lesser of the cost

case of a liquidation.26Whetheror not the authorities are cor- otherwisedeterminedand the corporation'spaid-up capital: Subsec. 52(8) of he
rect, the possibility of personal liability for corporate tax is ITA.

probably sufficient to get the attention of the directors, espe-
The paid-up capital is reduced to the extent it would otherwise exceed the

cost
cially if they are Canadian. Personal liability, however, (stepped-up) of the corporation's properties: Subsec. 128.1(2). Normally,

these rules would not prevent the benefit described in the text, but caution is
requires a distribution,and the fact that tax is imposed on needed.
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One tantalizing plan available to individuals resident in In certain cases, it is clear that the departure tax system
Canada was emigrationfollowed,perhaps after a cooling off imposes two taxes in lieu of none, if a different form of trans-

period, by a treaty protected sale of the asset. This is possible action had been chosen. Assume Parent, a Canadian corpora-
because certain assets (taxable Canadian property) are not tion, owns all the shares of CanSub, also a Canadian corpora-

subject to departure tax and, moreover, the individual can tion, whose sole asset is all of the shares of USCo, a foreign
elect that other properties also be excluded from the deemed affiliate carrying on business in the United States. Parent

realizationand thereafter treated as taxable Canadianproper- decides it would be better to have an interposed US holding
ty. With the exception of direct or indirect interests in Cana- company rather than a Canadian holding company, because

dian real property, these assets can normally be sold free of of some non-tax consideration,and determines to accomplish
Canadian tax if the individual resides in a treaty country and this by causing CanSub to continue to the United States. This

has been outside Canada for a prescribed perod, generally would entail a deemed dispositionof the shares of USCo at

five years. The trick is to find a new tax home which will not fair market value, with a consequent realization of accrued

tax the gain either. Unfortunately,this plan does not work for gains,31 and a surrogate distribution tax of 6 per cent of the

corporations. The departure tax applies to all property, with- value of the USCo shares in excess ofCanSub'spaid-up cap-

out exception and without election. It may well be that the ital. Yet, if Parent had, instead, caused CanSub to exchange
reason why the rule is quite so broad is precisely a concern its shares of USCo for shares of a new US HoldCo, and then

about corporations claiming treaty protection on sale after liquidated CanSub, there would generally be no tax at all.32

departure. However, it is odd that assets in respect of which Of course, only unusual circumstanceswould drive Parent to

Canada invariably retains the jurisdiction to tax, in particular engage in the former transactionrather than the latter, but it is

immoveables and branch business assets, are also subject to noteworthy that the statute puts such a premium on tax plan-
departure tax.29 ning. In effect, in order to keep the rate of distribution tax to

the minimum, the participants to the transactionmust consid-
er the alternatives and choose either a reorganization or an

B. Surrogate distribution tax emigrationhaving regard to the tax consequences.

As already noted, the special tax payable by an emigrating Aside from the tax rate, there seems to be little scope for

corporation s intended to function as a substitute for tax planning in connection with the surrogate distribution tax.

which might otherwise be payable on a distributionof assets
There are some argumentswhich might be available,because

by the corporation,effectively as if emigrationwere a kind of of the particular statutory text, in certain circumstances.For

liquidation where the parent is a corporation resident in the example, it is not self-evident that the tax would apply in

jurisdiction to which the emigrant has moved. However, the respect of assets of the emigratingcorporation in the form of

methodologyadopted is quite different from a deemed liqui-
Canadian currency. This is because the statute, which used to

dation. This presents both potential advantagesand disadvan- refer to the fair market value of the assets, now refers to the
deemed proceeds of dispositionunder the departure tax. Per-

tages. haps there are no deemed proceeds of disposition for domes-
The main issue is the question of rate. If the emigrating cor- tic cash. Sinilar argurnents night be raised in connection

poration had actually been liquidated, the tax payable on the with shares of foreign affiliates with accumulated surpluses.
liquidating distribution would have depended upon the char- These surplusescan be accessedon sale as notionaldividends
acter and residence of the shareholders. If, for example, the and therefore should not be treated as part of the proceeds of

emigratingcorporation were a wholly owned subsidiayof a the disposition.33
Canadian parent, there would have been no distribution tax.

If the shareholderswere Canadian resident individuals, there

would have been ordinary ncome tax, subject to a dividend
tax credit. If the shareholders were non-residents, there

would have been non-resident withholding tax at the rate of
25 per cent or any lower treaty rate applicable to the share-
holders. In response to this diversity, the Canadian statute 29. As pointed out earlier this is differentfrom the rule in some other countries

provides a simple and somewhat arbitrary rule. The rate of which have corporateexit taxation.

surrogate distribution tax is the treaty dividend rate applica- 30. Some Canadian treaties have a split rate of 15 per cent for portfolio divi-
cent company a

ble to the emigratingcorporation itself after it has emigrated.
dends and 10 per for dividends received by a which has sub-

stantial interest, usually 10 per cent, of the payer. Recent treaties have adopted a

This is an odd rule, and it engenders surprising results. A 5 per cent rate instead of 10 per cent, but with a phased reduction over a period
of a few years. The 6 per cent referred to in the text is this year's rate with The

Canadian corporation all of whose shareholders are Dutch Netherlands.

which becomes resident in the NetherlandsAntilles would be 31. Under the Canadian foreign affiliate system, the gain can be avoided to the

subject to the special departure tax at the rate of 25 per cent, extent it reflects accumulated active business earnings of USCo, the so-called
a

even though an actual dividend or liquidating distribution exempt surplus: Subsec. 93(1) of the ITA. Nonetheless,this is still potential-
ly taxable deemed sale.

would only have been taxed at 6 per cent.3o Conversely, a 32. The exchangeof shares of one foreign affiliate for shares of anothercan be

Canadian corporation all of whose shareholders live in accomplished on a tax-deferred basis under para. 95(2)(c) of the ITA, and the

Bermuda which moves to the United States would be subject liquidation of a wholly owned Canadian subsidiary is normally tax-free under

Subsec. 88(1)
to a surrogate distribution tax of 6 per cent whereas a divi- 33. This argurnent, a bit of a stretch in my hunbleview, is referred to, although
dend would have been taxed at 25 per cent. not necessarilyendorsed,by Lanthier,supra, note 12 at 4:30.
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FRANCE

TOWARDSA NEW DEFINITIOX OF TAX RESIDENCE IN FRAXCE

A CRITICALANALYSIS OF THE LARCHER CASE

Philippe Juilhard

Avocat - Member of the New York bar - Bureau Francis Lefebvre, London

I. INTRODUCTION b) those who carry out a professional activity in France,
as an employee or otherwise, unless such activity is

The French territorial principle as it applies to companies proven to be only accessory,

operating in France was reviewed by the author in a previous c) those who have in France the centreftheir econom-

article.2 The French Supreme Court decision given in the ic affairs.

Larcher case provides an opportunity to examine the basis of 2. Civil servants who exercise their duties or perform a spe-
the taxation of individuals in France and in particular the def- cific mission in a foreign country and who are not liable
inition of residence for income tax purposes. to personal income tax in such a country on their global
In the Larcher case, the French Supreme Court narrowed the income are also considered as French tax residents.

domestic definition of tax residence, and put an end to the In this article we limit our analysis to the central definitionof
broad interpretationof this provision given by the French tax French residence set out in paragraph l of Article 4 B. We do
authorities. Before examining this decision and its conse- not examine the particular situation of French civil servants

quences, it is necessary to review the traditional approach of seconded abroad.
residence in France and the interpretationof this concept by For the definitionof tax residence France ncludes metropoli-the French tax authorities and its interaction with treaty law.

tan France, the coastal islands, Corsica and the four overseas

departments (Guadeloupe, Guyana, Martinique and Ru-
nion). French overseas territories such as French Polynesia,

Il. TRADITIONALDOMESTIC DEFINITION OF New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna, the Indian Ocean islands
RESIDENCE and the Antarctic zone are not part of France for tax purpos-

es, neither are the other possessions with special status (St.
A. The legal provision

Pierre and Miquelon and Mayotte Island). The French Tax
Code does not appl in such territories and possessions, and
people residing in these territories are considered to be non-

The current territorial rules of French income tax result from resident for French tax purposes.the Law No. 76-1234 of 29 December 1976. This law, which
entered into force on 1 January 1977, provides for a major The criteria of Article 4 B apply alternatively, which means

distinction as regards the income tax liability of individuals, that it is sufficient to meet one criterion only in order to be

depending on whether or not they are French residents. considered as a resident of France. The residence status of

French residents are subject to income tax on their worldwide spouses is determined separately for each spouse: Since

income, whereas non-residents are only subject to tax on
married couples are in principle taxable in France on a joint

their French source income.3The scope of wealth tax as well basis, they are taxable in France when either of them is a res-

as gift and inheritance taxes is also determined by reference ident of France. However, when one of the spouses is not
considered to be a French tax resident (under domestic orto the individual's residence status. The definition of resid-

ence is therefore of prime importance. The French domestic treaty law), the tax liability of the couple extends to the

definition of tax residence for ndividuals is embodied n
Article 4 B CGI, which provides that the following are con- 1. CE 3 November 1995, No. 126513, Sec., Larcher; RJF 12/95 No 1332.
sidered to be French tax resident for the purposes of Arti- 2. 49 BulletinforInternationalFiscal Documentation3 (1995) at 107.

cle 4 A: 3. Art. 4 A of the Code General e Imprts (CGI).
4. Prior to 1983, the criteria of Art. 4 B applied at the level of the pater famil-

1. a) people whose home (foyer) or principal abode (lieu ias, the head of the family. Ever since Law No. 82-1126 of 29 December 1982,
which put both spouses on an equal footing, the tax residence is to be determined

du sjour principal) is in France, separately for each spouse.
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worldwide income of the resident spouse and the French this reasoning and considered that the fact that the taxpayer
source income of the non-resident.The foreign income of the had one home in Libya was not sufficient to override his

non-resident spouse is only taken into account for the pur- French residence. The rationale of this decision is not clear,

poses of computing the effective tax rate. and may be based on the fact that polygamousmarriages are

not valid in France.l2

B. The administrativeand traditional case law (b) The main abode (sjourprincipal)
perspective This criterion is met when, in given tax year, the taxpayera

The traditional and administrativeapproach to French resid- spends the major part of his time in France. In contrast to the

ence distinguishes four alternative residence tests: two per-
first test, the main abode criterion applies irrespective of the

sonal tests, one professional test and one economic test. place where the family lives. Furthermore the place where

the person lives in France is also irrelevant i.e. it may be a

hotel, free accommodationor any other place of dwelling.
1. Personal criteria

As a general rule, an individual is deemed to have his main

(a) The home (foyer) abode in France when his stays in France representmore than

six months during the relevant year.
3

As a general rule, the term home refers to the place where

people normally live: the place of their habitual residence. Under this criterion, people have been considered to be

Such residence remains the taxpayer'shome even if he has to French resident in the following instances:

spend some time abroad, either temporarily or through the - a person who spent from 10 May 1933, to 7 February
main part of the year, provided his family continues to live 1934, in a hotel in France was considered a French resi-

there and it remains the family home and meeting place.5 dent for the year 1933;t4

Under this rule, employees who are temporarily seconded
- a person who spent 302 days in a hotel room in France

outside of France are generally considered to retain their during one year;
15

French tax resident status if their family remains in France.6
- a foreigner who over a number of years stayed frequent-

Although taxable in France on their worldwide income as ly in France for periods of at least six months each year;
16

French residents, the remuneration for their foreign activity
- a person who during the relevant years stayed in Paris at

,

may be taxable in the country where the activity takes place, two different addresses consecutively with little foreign

in which case it is generally exempt in France when the activ- travel;17

ity is performed in a treaty courtry.
- a US citizen who was an employeeof a US firm which he

represented in European countries other than France and

The following individualshave been consideredFrench resi- in the Middle East. He had an apartment in Paris at his
dent under the home criterion: disposal where his family used to live on a permanent

an engineer seconded to Iraq for a long mission, who basis and where he also lived when he not travelling- was

kept his apartment in France, where his daughter who for his profession.His travels abroad were generallybrief
was under the age of 25 lived permanently, and whose and he did not claim he was a residentof any of the other
wife spent more time in France than in Iraq;7 countries he visited;18

a person who worked in Polynesia8, since his wife and - a foreign student who stayed permanently in Paris from-

children lived and worked in a French overseas depart- October 1968 to October 1972;19

ment, i.e. in France for tax purposes, in a house owned - the rnain shareholder of a French company was consid-

jointly;9 ered to be a French resident, notwithstandingthe fact that
a person who, during the course of a tax year, had an-

apartment at his disposal in France, owned a car regis-
tered locally and held a bank account with a Parisian 5. CE 23 April 1958, No. 37792., 8th. s.s.; Dupont 1958 at 298. RO at 112.

bank. t0 6. Inst. 26 July 1977,5 B-24-77, No. 3; D. Adm. 5 B-1121, No. 5,15 March
1993.

The unique nature of the home sometimes raises interest- 7. CE 9 December 1988, No. 62909,9th and 7th s.s.; RJF 2/89, No. 134.

ing issues, for example in the case of polygamousmarriages.
8. Polynesia is not considered to be part of France for tax purposes (even
though it is a French territory).

The Appellate Court of Nancy for example held that a tax- 9. CE 30 March 1992, No. 72824,8thand 9th s.s.; BergerRJF 5/92, No. 585.

payer who used to live in Libya with his second wife and two 10. CAA Lyon 3 March 1994, No. 92940,4th Ch., de Pedri.

children was nevertheless, in the absence of any tax treaty
11. CAA Nancy 30 January 1992, No. 113, 2nd Ch., Zitoni ; RJF 7/92, No.

927.
between France and Libya, a resident of France under Arti- 12. This may have led the court to disregard a second marriage when the tax-

cle 4 B CGI because his first wife and two chilclren lived in payer was first married in France where his first family was living

France where he was first married and used to live prior to 13. Inst. 26 July 1977; 5 B-24-77, No. 4; D Adm. 5 B-1121, No. 6,15 March

moving to Libya. il In this case, the Commssaire du Gou-
1993.
14. CE 17 June 1946, No. 59353.

vernement considered that, irrespective of his polygamous 15. CE 5 July 1961, No. 37182, 8th. s.s.; Dupont 1961, at 36.

marriage, a taxpayercould only hve one home underFrench 16. CE 20 February 1961, No. 50475; Dupont 1961 at 57.

domestic law and that in the present circumstances the home 17. CE 23 February 1966, No. 62460,8th s.s.; Dupont 1966, at 221.

18. CE 16 July 1976, No. 94488, 8th and 9th s.s.; RJF 10/76, No. 426 ; BO 5 B-

should therefore be in Libya, where he now resided for per- 31-76.
sonal and family reasons. The court, however, did not follow 19. CE 4 July 1984, No. 33800,9thand 7th s.s.; RJF 10/84, No. 1106.
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he did not have accommodation available to him in instances such seconded employees will remain French resi-
France. He used to Stay regularly and for long periods dent under the home criterion, if their family remain in
each year in France, due to his work for the French com- France. Employees seconded to France from a foreign coun-

pany. His wife lived in France and, although they were try may also be considered to be French resident under this
separated, they filed a joint tax retum;2o and test.
a taxpayer who travelled a great deal but did not spend For non-salaried professionals, the test is generally whether

-

any substantial period of time in any of the countries he
they have fixed place of business in France and whethera

visited when performing his professional activities was
they derive most of their profits from France.29also considered to be a French resident, on the basis that

he perodically spent time in France in a property owned Under this teSt, a Lebanese national who had been residing in

by his wife who lived in that property with their chil- France for a number of years, having rented an apartment
dren.21 there, and who developed his business activity in France

a company, was toThe above-mentionedcases were decided on the basis of the through foreign considered be resident in
France, notwithstandingthe fact that he travelled abroad fre-applicable definition of residence prior to 1977. However,

they remain valid under the current regime since the criterion quently during the relevant year and that he incurred losses.30

of the main abode remains unchanged. Also, a foreigner who controlled almost the entire share cap-
ital of a French company and representeda numberofFrenchMore recently the French Supreme Court held that a
resident companies through this and throughSudanese national whose children studied in a school in company agen-
cies and subsidiaries abroad, was considered a French taxFrance and who owned an apartment in France which was
resident. The taxpayer had apartment in France where hisanused on a regular basis was a French resident under Arti-

to staycle 4 B. Although the taxpayer claimed that he was not pre-
family lived and where he used regularly and, while
he was claiming to be the delegate of a Middle Eastern coun-

sent in France for most of the year and was subject to income
he in fact the exclusive of several Frenchtry, was agent com-

tax in another country, these assertions, which remained
panies for that part of the world.31

unproved, were not sufficient to overcome the conclusion
that he was a French resident.22 In contrast to this, the non-salaried agent of French and for-

In the followingsituations the French SupremeCourt consid- eign fabric companies who exercised his activity exclusively
outside of France could not be considered a French residentered that a person could not be considered as French resident
under this teSt. The fact that he owned living accommodationunder the main abode criterion:
in France from where he could receive instructions from his

a foreigner who only stayed in France in hotels for peri- principals and the fact thata number of French companies
-

ods not exceeding sixty-five to seventy days per year;23 paid his commissions in France considered suffi-were not
the Chiefelectrical fitter of a French electrical apparatus cient to overcome the fact that his representativeactivity

-

was
company, who worked both in France and abroad, who

not carried out in France.32
during the relevant years resided, worked and was paid
outside of France and who did not have any personal Also, a foreigner representing a foreign company could not

accommodation available to him in France apart from be considered a French resident when his stays in France
that of his parents.24 were less than seventy days per year.33

Although the main abode test generally calls for a period of When a person has more than one activity in France and
six months or more during the year, this is however not an abroad, the question will arise as to which of these activities
absolute test and the French Supreme Court abstains from is the main activity. As a general rule, the main activity is that

referring to the six-month period when the surrounding cir- for which a person devotes most of his time, even if it does
cumstances lead to the conclusion that the person had his not produce most ofhis income. The income test only applies
main residence in France.25 Notably the Conseil d'Etat held if the time-spent test cannot be used or is not conclusive.34
that a person who during the relevant years spent substantial-
ly more time in France than in any other country he visited 20. CE 19 March 1958, No. 38090; Dupont 1958; at 232; RO at 90.
was a French resident.26 21. CE 24 March 1972, No. 75492 Sec.; Dupont 1972, at 217; BO 5 B-4-73.

22. CE 10 February 1989, No. 58873,7th and 8th s.s.; Vaniau; RJF 4/89, No.
392.

2. Professional test 23. CE 22 October 1962, No. 36505,7th s.s.; Dupont 1962; RO at 178.
24. CE 22 February 1965, No. 51722,7ths.s.; Dupont 1965, at 221; RO at 291.

People can also be considered French resident when they 25. Inst. 26July 1977, 5 B-24-77, No. 4; D. Adm. 5 B-1I21, No. 8, 15 March

carry out a professional activity, salaried or not, in France, 1993.

unless they can demonstrate that such activity is only acces- 26. CE 19 November 1969, No. 75925,8th and 9th s.s.; Dupont 970 at 110.
27. Inst. 26 July 1977,5B-24-77,No. 5; D. Adm. 5 B-112 I, No. 12, 15 March

sory. 1993.

Salaried employees are generally considered to be French 28. Arts. 81 A and 197 C CGI.
29. D. Adm. 5B 1121,No. 13, 15 March 1993.

resident if their normal and regular activity is in France, irre- 30. CE 21 January 1963, No. 46547,7ths.s.; Dupont 1963, at 204.

spective of the location of their legal employer.27 Specific 31. CE 3 May 1968, No. 67951; RJCD Ist part, at 142

provisions apply for French employees seconded abroad.28 32. CE I 1 Apnl 1962, No. 53256; RO at 70.

However, these provisions only deal with the taxation of the
33. CE 22 October 1962, No. 36505; RO at 178.
34. Inst. 26 July 1977,5 b-24-77, No. 5; D. Adm.5B1 121, No. 16,15 March

remuneration for the work carried on abroad. In most 1993.
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3. Economic test Ill. TAX RESIDENCE IN A TREATY CONTEXT

Individuals whose economic interests are focused in France
The concept of residence is also essential in a treaty context,

are also deemed to be French resident. since treaties only apply to persons who are resident in one or

The centre of economic interests is the place frorn which one the other of the Contracting States.

plans and carries out one's main investments,the place which Given the potential overlap of the definition of residence
is the hub and from which assets are managed. It may also underdomestic legislation, income tax treaties generallypro-
be the place from where a person manages his or her profes- vide for a tie breaker rule, whose purpose is to solve poten-a

sional activity and from where he or she derives most of his tial case of double residence between two ContractingStates.
or her income. However, certain tax treaties such as the treaty between Bel-

Individuals have been considered French residents based on gium and France do not refer to domestic legislation and

this criterion in the following circumstances: directly define residence under the treaty.

a taxpayer who settled in France with his spouse and his Article 4 of the OECD Model treaty gives the following def-

son after having sold most of his assets in Egypt, pur- inition of residence:
chased an apartment in France for himselfand his spouse 1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term residentof

and one for his son, and invested in a number of French a Contracting State means any person who, under the
businesses most notably in immovable property compa- laws of that State, is liable to tax therein by reason of his
nies and banks. He also acted as a manager of a French domicile, residence, place of management or any other
SARL. The fact that the taxpayer kept an apartment and criterion of a similar nature. But this term does not

an offce in Cairo was not considered sufficient to over- include any person who is liable to tax in that State in
come the French ties; respect only of income from sources in that State or cap-
a person who owned an apartment in France, received a ital situated therein.
substantial French source income and held a substantial

portfolio of securities in France was considered to have 2. Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph 1 an

the centre of his economic interests in France, notwith- individual is a resident of both Contracting States, then

standing the fact that he was the manager of a Tunisian hs status shall be determinedas follows:

company and also owned other assets in Tunisia a) he shall be deemed to be a resident of the State in

(Tunisian assets being substantially smaller than the which he has a permanent home available to him; if

French assets);35 he has a permanent home available to him in both

a French Court of Appeal also decided that an individual States, he shall be deemed to be a resident of the
State with which his personaland economicrelations

who owned a number of buildings in France and had a

large stake in French real estate companies and agricul-
are closer (centre of vital interests);

tural groupings shouldbe consideredas having the centre b) If the State in which he has the centre of vital inter-

of his economic interests in France, although he was the ests cannot be determined, or if he has not a perma-

director of various Moroccan companies and owned nent home available to him in either State, he shall be
deemed to be a resident of the State in which he has

other assets in Morocco, since the value of such Moroc-
can assets was not establishedand therefore could not be a habitual abode;

weighted against the French assets.36 c) if he has a habitual abode in both States or in neither
of them, he shall be deemed to be a resident of the

Conversely, the Conseild'Etat held that a French citizen who State of which he is a national; .

derived most of his income from businesses located abroad d) if he is a nationalof both States or of neitherof them,
could not be considered as having the centre ofhis economic the competent authorities of the Contracting States

interests in France, irrespective of the scale of his French shall settle the question by mutual agreement.
investments during the relevant year.37 Likewise a taxpayer
who owned several farms amounting to a total of 3. Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph 1 a per-

166 hectares of farm land and who had a large house where
son other than an individual is a resident of both Con-

he had an office with four employees in France, but who tracting States, then it shall be deemed to be a resident of

derived most of his income from properties of over
the State in which its place of effective management is

1,400 hectares in Algeriaand Morocco was not consideredas
situated.

having the centre of his economic interests in France.38 This provision, which is used.in most treaties entered into by
France, calls for a number of comments.

This review of the administrative and court approach shows

how broadly the domestic concept of residence is traditional-

ly construed by the tax authorities and the courts in France. 35. CE 17 March 1993, No. 85894,8th and 9th s.s., Memmi ; RJF 5/93, No.

The domestic legislation is extensive and by nature its pur-
612. In this case, the tie breaker rule of the France-Tunisia treaty was applied,
and the taxpayer was ultimately considered a Tunisian resident under the citi-

pose is to extend the French tax jurisdiction as much as pos- zenship test.

sible. 36. CAA Nantes 29 June 1994, No. 92-811, Ist Ch., Lesmaris; RJF 12/94, No.
1294.
37. CE 27 January 1971, No. 74995; RJ III at 18.
38. CE 11 March 1970; RJ III at 59.
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(i) The treaty definition first refers to the domestic legisla- ing 1978, and Mrs Larcher spent 275 days in France during
tion of each Contracting State and the treaty tie-breaker 1977 and 273 days in France in 1978. These extensive stays
only applies in case of conflict. This principle of inter- were for the purpose of visiting Mrs Larcher's mother who
pretation was recently confirmed by the French Supreme was seriously ill in France. Mr and Mrs Larcher also owned
Court.39 In this case, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the an apartment in Bordeaux.
prnciple under which, if the treaties have a superior New Caledonia is a French overseas territory and is not con-
force to the law under Article 55 of the 5th French Con-

sidered part of France for tax purposes. In 1977 and 1978,stitution, such superiority may only apply if the law
there tax treaty between France and New Caledonia,potentially applies. In the context of residence, this

was no

so domestic legislation applied to the facts without anymeans that the treaty definition may only apply if in the
restriction limitation.41

first instance it is established that French law would oth-
or

erwise apply. On the basis of these facts, the tax authorities considered that
Mr and Mrs Larcher were French tax resident during these

(ii) The treaty criteria operate in a successive manner while
years, under Article 4 B CGI, and the tax reassessment was

the domestic criteria each have equal force. Accordingly, upheld by the courts in both the first nstance and on appealthe domestic legislation and treaty law do not further the on the basis that, given the number of days spent in France
same goal, whereas domestic legislation aims to extend during those years, the Larchers had their home in France.
as much as possible its jurisdiction over individuals in a

number of personal, professional or economic circum- The French Supreme Court reversed the appellate court deci-

stances, treaties are designed to solve a potential conflict sion and held that the court had violated the law in consider-
between two Contracting States. ing the numberofdays spent in France to determine the home

of Mr and Mrs Larcher. The Supreme Court held that the
(iii)The treaty criteria differ from the French domestic crite- home test is distinct from that of the main abode test and

ria. In particular, the treaty's permanent home avail- that the conputation of the number of days only applies for
able is not equivalent to the French home test. the purpose of the main abode test.

Although both terms imply a high degree of permanence,
the permanent home available is a material test which This was however insufficient by itself to save Mr and Mrs

refers to any property that the taxpayer has arranged in Larcher from the claims that they were resident under Arti-

such a manner that he or she can effectively use it in a
cle 4 B. Under the Administrativedoctrine, they could still be

permanent way, whereas the home is the place where he considered as French resident under the main abode test.

or she usually lives, even though he or she may have to However, and more interestingly, the French Supreme Court
live elsewhere on occasions. By definition, a person may considered that:
have several permanent homes available, although he or - the home means the place where a taxpayer usually lives
she can only have, in most circumstances, one single and has the centre of his family interest, without taking
home. into account the temporary periods spent elsewhere due

to professional obligations or exceptionalcircumstances.
(iV) The existence of a conflict of residence under domestic

and held that:law raises a number of questions when the tax system of
Mr and Mrs Larcher be considered having main--

the other Contracting State differs substantially from the
must as

tained their home in New Caledonia, where they used toFrench tax system. For example, the concepts of domi-
live habitual basis. Therefore, the fact that Mrcile, ordinary resident and resident which are peculiar to

on a

Larcher or his wife had their main abode in France dur-the UK tax system (and other tax regimes derived from
the UK system) do not easily combine with the French ing those years is irrelevant for the purposes of determin-

criteria. The UK remittance basis principle under which ing their tax residence.

non-domiciled residents are only taxable on their foreign Considering further that Mr Larcher had his professional
source income in the UK if they remit or repatriate such activity and the centre of his economic interests in New Cale-
income to the UK raises the issue of whethersuch people donia, the Conseil d'Etat therefore reversed the lower court's
are from a French tax perspective liable to tax in the UK decision and cancelled the reassessments for 1977 and 1978.
by reason of their residence. Accordingly,although liable
to tax on their worldwide income, they are only taxed on

UK source income and on repatriated foreign income. B. Critical analysis
It is the first time since 1977 that the French Supreme Court
has had to define precisely the home test and the relationship

IV. THE LARCHERCASE between the home and the main abode criteria under Arti-
cle 4 B CGI. As shown in our court case review, the Supreme

A. The Supreme Court decision40 Court decisions have not clearly distinguished between the

Mr Larcher and his wife had lived since 1963 in New Cale. 39. CE 17 March 1993, No. 85894, 8th and 9th s.s.; Memmi RJF 5/93, at 359.
40. Seesupra note I.

donia, where Mr Larcher ran an enterprise. Mr Larcher spent 41. A tax treaty was signed with New Caledonia on 31 March 1983, which
170 days in France during 1977 and 175 days in France dur- entered into force on 27 July 1983.
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two personal tests in the past and a numberof decisionsbased Tax residencydecision procedure
on either of these tests would have led to the same result
under the other one. This situation certainly reflects that in Yes Home in France No

most instances the place that would be considered as the 4*- Centre of family interest 1

home is also the main abode and that the need to distinguish V V
between them is not crucial. Home undetermined Home established in a

lYes foreign country
This decision is important since it discusses the domestic

Yes
tests of tax residence in France without the safeguard of Main place of living n France No Yes

treaty protection. In most situations, residence issues are
|

ndeed addressed in a treaty context where the focus is more V
41

on the treaty tie breaker rules than on the domestic test.
Yes Main professional No

Accordingly, had a treaty been applicable in the Larcher
*-- activity in France

case, it is very doubtful that it would have reached the

Supreme Court since Mr and Mrs Larcher would in any event __tm
have been considered tax residents of New Caledonia under Yes Centre of economic No

*-
the centre of vital interests test.

interests in France

V V
In its judgement, the French Supreme Court followed the French resident I Not French resident

I

propositionof Mr Arrighi de Casanova, the Commssaredu

Gouvernement, considering that, among the two personal
tests of residence, the main abode was contingent and sub- C. Remaining uncertainties
sidiary to the home test. He indeed proposed to the Supreme
Court that in the review of the personal tests, the main abode By introducing the concepts centre of the family interest
(i.e. the number of days) be only referred to when and where and exceptional circumstances, the new approach of the
the home could not be determinedwith certainty. residence personal tests raises certain questions that remain

The new definitionof the home given by the Conseil d'Etat42 to be answered.

is interestingsince it refers to the conceptof the centreof the

family interests, concept which mirrors that of the centre 1. Centre of family interestsa

of economic nterests.This is howevernot particularlynew. Does the centre of the family interest refer to the immediate
More revolutionaryis the fact that the home test, where char- family or does it include more than the spouse and the chil-
acterized, may not be defeated by the main abode test when dren In the Larcher case, in reaching its decision that Mr
such test is only fulfilled due to professional obligations or and Mrs Larcher's home was in New Caledonia the Supreme
exceptionalcircumstances. Court did not take nto account the fact that Mrs Larcher's

Further to the Larchercase, the four residence tests tradition- mother was living in France. More clearly, in the Memmi

ally considered by the French tax authorities are therefore, case,43 the Conseil d'Etat took into account only the immedi-

broadly speaking, reduced to three, since the first two tests ate family. In that case a Tunisian national had residences

are combined into one, that of the home, the main abode test both in France and in Tunisia. His wife lived in Tunisia, but

being only contingent. From now on, following the decision his children lived in France and so did most of his extended

of the Supreme Court, when the home is determined there is family (brother, uncles, nephews and nieces). The Court held

no reason to review the facts in the light of the test of the that Mr Memmi's home remained in Tunisia where his wife

main abode. In other words, a person whose home is clearly used to live, since his children were'all of age, and no longer
establishedoutside of France may only become a resident of lived with him in France.44

France under French domestic tax law if he or she has his or Following the Larcher case, one hopes that the French tax

her professional activity or the centre of his or her economic authorities will provide guidance on what they believe con-

interests in France. The main abode test however remains stitutes the centre of family interests.
applicable whn the home may not be characterized.

This new analysis may be summarized in the followingchart. 2. Home v. tax home

The Conseil d'Etat did not refer to the tax status of Mr and
Mrs Larcher in order to reach its decision. Although it can be

42. The home is the place where a taxpayer usually lives and has the centre of
his family interest, without taking into account the temporaryperiods spentelse-
where due to professionalobligationsor exceptionalcircumstances.
43. See supra note 39.
44. Although his home was in Tunisia, he was considered to be a resident of

France under domestic law following the centre of the economic interests test.

Under the treaty, the court had to revert to the citizenship test in order to con-

clude that he was a Tunisian resident because he was a Tunisian citizen.
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assumed that, as residents of New Caledonia, they were year at the clinic, and then a further year in a hotel room so

liable, during the relevant years, to income tax there, the Con- that he may attend the day clinic, but unfortunately the treat-
seil d'Etat did not take this element into account and only ment is ineffectiveand he dies in France whilst still undergo-
referred to family ties when characterizingthe home. ing treatment.

Nothing in the Larcher case suggests that the decision would The determination of Mr X's residence is of paramount
have been different had Mr and Mrs Larcher lived in a tax importance since it bears not only on income tax but also on
haven. However, it remains to be seen whether the tax author- wealth tax and estate duties.
ities would accept that Larcher applied in cases where the

Following the Larcher could certainly thatforeign home was a tax haven. case, one argu.e
Mr X's home remained in Tax Paradise and that his presence
in France was due only to exceptional circumstances. How-

3. Single persons - students wonder what would have been the Supremeever, one must

Further one could wonder whether the centre of the family Court's decision, had the presence in France not been caused
interest has any impact in determining the home of a single by Mrs Larcher's mother's illness, but rather by the illness of

person. It is traditionallyconsideredthat the home of a single one of the spouses. Would the Supreme Court still consider

person is purely where he or she is living on a normal basis that the presence in France was due to exceptional circum-
and that, as soon as he or she lives more in France than any- stances
where else, he or she should be considered to be French resi- If the situation of Mr X also calls for sympathy, we nonethe-
dent. less believe that the exceptional circumstances should be
The question arises as to whether it is not desirable to intro- kept to a minimum. In particular we believe such situations
duce some flexibility into this statement, particularly for stu- are confined to those extemal to the taxpayer and that affir-
dents. Under French tax law, any child over the age of 18 is mative steps toward France for immediate personal reasons

in principle taxable separately unless he or she elects to be could trigger a change of tax residence. In the above example
included in his or her parent's tax retum45 Such election may we do not see why Mr X could not be considered as having
be made by any child under the age of 21, or by a child under moved his residence to France when he himself decided to

the age of 25 if he or she is a student. use the French medicai system.

Under this principle, it should be recognized that a foreign US Treasury regulations on the presence test provide inter-
student under the age of 25 studying in France for a limited esting comments on medical conditions and the computation
period of time could escape French income tax by not becom- of the numberofdays to be taken into account for the purpose
ing French resident. However it is unclear as to whether the of determining whether an individual is domiciled in the
French tax authorities would accept that such a student, may United States for federal income tax purposes. As a general
under certain circumstances be considered not to be a resi- rule, individuals are considered not present on any day that
dent of France. An additional question is whether in any the individual intends to leave and is unable to leave the Unit-
event the tax authorities would require that he or she prove ed States because of a medical condition or medical problern
that his or her income is taxable in the hands of his or her par- that arose while the individual was present in the United
ents.46 Under the Larcher case, the tax status in the foreign States. Individuals coming to the United States for medical

country seems to be irrelevant, but here again, it will be inter- reasons which arose earliermay only claim exemption if they
esting to see whether the tax authorties will follow this establish that they have closer connections to a foreign coun-

approach. try. According to such regulations, this notably requires that
the individual be able to prove that he maintains a tax home

4. Exceptional circumstances in such foreign country and that he is subject to taxation as a

resident there.
The issue raised by the particular situation of students leads
to the additional question raised by the definition of the tax The above outlines some of the uncertaintiesthat remain con-

residence given by the Conseil d'Etat. What is meant by cerning the definitionof residence for tax purposes following
exceptional circumstances In the Larcher case, most people the Larcher case. Such questions will have to be addressed in

would sympathize with Mr and Mrs Larcher and consider the frst instance by the tax authoritiesand in cases of dispute
their situationexceptional.The scope of the term exception- by the courts.

al circumstances however remains to be clarified even

though it is by nature not an easy term to define. Could for-

eign studies be considered as exceptional Could long term

medical treatment also be considered as an exceptional cir-
cumstance

Suppose a wealthy French national,Mr X, decided in his thir-
ties to leave France to settle in Tax Paradise. From that point 45. French ncome tax s n principledue on the global incomeof both spouses.
on he has no further relations with France. When he is sixty 46. For example, would a wealthy 21-year old foreign student who settles n

he becomes affected by a long term illness. His doctor re- Paris for three years where he rents an expensive apartment, and has a car regis-
tered in France be consideredas having kept his home in Tax Paradise and there-commends that he receive treatment in France at a special fore not be taxable in France in respect of the substantial income he derives from

clinic where a renowned specialist works. He spends one assets he owns n Tax Paradise where his family lives
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D. Conclusion

In conclusion, the Larcher case is not only important in a

strict domestic context, where no tax treaty applies. It is also
of importance in a treaty context, since the treaty definitionof
residence generally refers frst to. the domestic legislation of
both contracting States. By reducing the scope of French

domestic tax residence, the French Supreme Court has also

necessaril reduced the number of situations where a conflict
over residence arises, it has also clarified the position of
mixed residentcouples, where one spouse is resident and the

other is not.
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. NETHERLANDS

BASE EROSION
Harry Doornbosch and Irma van Scheijndel

I. INTRODUCTION (1) the motive test: the taxpayer's sole or decisive motive for
entering into certain transactions is the reduction of tax,

The erosion of the taxable base in the Netherlands via the and the transaction does not have any real or practical
deduction of interest on intra-group loans has been the sub- purpose apart from the reduction of taxes2; and

ject of several Hoge Raad (Netherlands Supreme Court) (2) the object test: the relevant transactionsviolate the object
cases. The Netherlands tax authorities tried to combat base and purpose of the Tax Code.
erosion on the grounds that it was an abuse of law. In this arti- If both conditions have been met, the Hoge Raad may disre-
cle we discuss the abuse of law doctrine, the Hoge Raad's gard the transactions together with their fiscal consequences.decisions on base erosion and their impact on tax planning
and finally the recently published plans of the Netherlands
Government to combat base erosion.

Ill. IMPORTANTCASES ON INTEREST
DEDUCTIONS

Il. ANTI-AVOIDANCE BNB 1989/2173

A transaction, such as an internal reorganization,which leads X, an individual shareholderresiding in Belgium, held all the
to a reduction of Dutch tax can be attacked by the tax author- shares in BV A directly, and in BV B, indirectly. Both com-

ities in two different ways. The first method is by the inter- panies were resident in the Netherlands. BV A formed a fis-

pretation of the facts doctrineand the second is to rely on the cal unity4 with its subsidiary BV B. The following transac-

concept of abuse of law. tions took place. X contributed his shares in BV A to NV C,
resident in the Netherlands Antilles and wholly owned by X.

An example of the application of the interpretation of the NV C contributed its shares in BV A to newly incorporatedfacts doctrine is the Hoge Raad's decisionBNB 1988/217.' In
a

Dutch subsidiary, BV D. BV D financed the acquisition,this case the Hoge Raad ruled that when an instrument is con-
largely through a debt to NV C. BV D and BV A, includingsidered to be a loan for civil law purposes, it will also be con- BV B, joined in a fiscal unity. Therefore, the interest pay-sidered to be a loan for tax purposes unless:
ments by BV D could be offset against the profits of the fis-

(1) the parties involved really did not intend to grant a loan, cal unity, while the corresponding income taxed at a verywasbut a capital contribution, despite the fact that the trans- reduced rate in the Netherlands Antilles.
action was referred to as a loan ( i.e. the loan was a

mere sham); or

(2) the loan has been granted under such conditions that the
creditor has, in fact, a participation in the company of the
debtor. Based on the particular characteristics of the
instrument (no maturity date, interest free, subordinated
to other debtors), the instrument while formally called a

loan, can be recharacterizedas equity; or

(3) a shareholder grants a loan to its subsidiary in such cir-
cumstances that it is immediately clear that the debtor
will never be in a position to repay it (loss-financing).

If a loan falls into any of the above categories, the debt instru-
ment may be re-characterized by the Hoge Raad as equity.
Consequently, interest deductions will be denied and the

1. Hoge Raad, 27 January 1988, BNB 1988/217.interest payments treated as dividend distributions. 2. Some authors consider this separate test, but in view it isa our more an

When a Dutch company is financed by debt, the Hoge Raad explanation of the first mentioned test. See Vakstudie, note 31 to Art. 31 AWR.
It should be mentioned that since BNB 1990/293 the Hoge Raad caused confu-

may, when the loan does not fall into the above-mentioned sion on this point. In that case the Hoge Raad decided that although a restructur-

categories also deny the corresponding interest deduction on ng has a practical meaning, his does not mean that the chosen structure may
the basis of abuse of law. The Hoge Raad developed the nevertheless lead to the conclusion that reduction of tax was the main motive.

3. Hoge Raad, 26 April 1989, BNB 19891217.following two conditions, which must both be met before a 4. Fiscal unity implies that the companieshave been consolidated for the pur-transaction can be disregarded: poses of Dutch corporate tax.
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Diagram 1 could be offset against its profits. The loans were extended
BNB 19891217 continuously. In an earlier procedure the Hoge Raad had

decided that the Netherlands Antilles parent was managed
Belgium X Belgium X Belgium X and controlled in the Netherlands and therefore subject to

i- .....1 Netherlands Netherlands
Dutch corporate ncome tax on its worldwide income.

BVA Antilles NV C Antilles NV C

_2_ interestt lo Diagram 2
r.r----7 \0---- BNB 1993/194

The BVB ; The BVA | The BVD
Netherlands t. _-_77--_ J Netherlands p, Netherlands ,

X

BVB BVA

-'J .__L_ Liechtenstein
L___-

BV B
L ..1 I

NANetherlandsAntilles NL

The Hoge Raad ruled that the transactions were an abuse of r
_ _

V

_ _interest loan

law and the loan, together with the interest deduction, was The Netherlands BV A

denied. The Hoge Raad ruled on the following grounds that
the decisive motive for the transaction was the reduction of

BV BV BV
tax: firstly the actual relations between the Antilles company
and BV A had not changed (the Antilles company still con-

trolled BV A, albeit indirectly) and secondly there appeared The Lower Court decided that a dividend distribution fol-

to be no other important business reasons for the transaction lowed by a loan back of part of the dividend constituted a

beyond the reductionof Dutch taxation. considerable change in the financing of the company. Equity
had been replaced by debt. Moreover, it was undisputed that

Furthermorethe Hoge Raad ruled that the transactions affect-
the loans contributed to the financing of the business of the

ed neither the financial position of BV A nor its interest or
BV A. As result, the courtconcluded that the object testa was

control by the Antilles company. As a result, it could be con-
not met. The transactions could therefore not be considered

cluded that the loan was not meant to contribute to the financ-

ing of the operating company and that the interest thereon
to violate the object and purpose of the Tax Code.

was not related to the business of the operating company. If The Hoge Raad came to the same result, but on different

the transactions were accepted, corporate income tax could grounds. The Hoge Raad decided that the structure was not

be reduced at any time and more or less without any limit. an abuse of law, since the interest on the loans was subject to

According to the Hoge Raad, such an arbitrary result would corporate income tax in the Netherlands at the level of the

violate the object and purposeof the Dutch CorporateIncome recipient. The transactions could therefore not be considered

Tax Code. in violation of the object and purpose of the Tax Code. In

other words, when interest deductions by one group compa-
From this case, it can be concluded that:
The motive test will be fulfilled if: ny result in interest income in the hands of another group

and both companies subject Dutch
the actual relations within a group have not changed; and company are to corporate

income tax, there is no abuse of law.
there are no important business reasons for the transac-

tions; and BNB 1993/1966
Dutch taxation is reduced.-

The two othercases dealt with restructurngswhere there was
The object test will be fulfilled if:

the loan cannot be said to contribute to the financing of
an interest deduction in one group company, while the inter-

-

the business; and
est income was taxable in another group company. However,

no was

corporate income tax can be reduced at any time, more or
effectively, corporate income tax payable at the level

-

of the recipient due to large losses. The facts of BNB
less without any limit. 1993/196 canbe summarized follows.as

BNB 1993/1945 BV A and BV B, each owning 50 per cent of the shares in BV

C, incorporated BV D. The capital of BV D was paid in by
The Hoge Raad in three cases decided in March 1993, further

were
elaboratedon the object test, and the circumstancesin which contributing the shares in BV C. The contributors cred-

ited with the excess value. The amount left outstanding was
a transactioncould be held to be in violationof the object and

interest-bearing.BV D and BV C joined in a fiscal unity. BV
purpose of Dutch tax law. In BNB 1993/194 the facts were as

D could offset the interest payments against the profits of BV
follows. C. BV A and BV B utilized losses to cover the interest

Over a number of years BV A being a part of a fiscal unity income. Therefore, the interest income was effectively not

distributed dividends to its Netherlands Antilles parent. The taxed.
Netherlands Antilles parent effectively lent back part of the

dividends via interest bearing loans advanced to the sub- 5. Hoge Raad, 10 March 1993, BNB 1993/194.

sidiary. As a result, the interest payments of the fiscal unity 6. Hoge Raad, 10 March 1993, BNB 1993/196.
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Diagram 3 Diagram 4
BNB 1993/196 BNB 1996/5

BV A BVB BV A BVB United Kingdom UKCo UKCo

interest loan50%, o%
nterest __-__.

[
/50%

The Netherllands BV A BVB BVA ,

BV C BV D , I I

',
I

BV C 1 L____-I
BVB ,

t.:J

The Lower Court ruled that the interest payments were not The Hoge Raad ruled that when a Dutch company obtains a

triggered by the business of the operating company. Howev- loan from a foreign company, and the interest is taxable in

er, as the interest income was taxable in the two holding com- that foreign country, the interest deduction in the Netherlands

panies, the transactions could not be considered to be in cannot be denied on the grounds of abuse of law. The Hoge
breach of the object and purpose of the Tax Code. The exist- Raad only requires the level of taxation in that foreign coun-

,

ence of losses, which covered the interest income, was not try to be reasonable according to Dutch standards. Interest-
relevant in this respect. The Hoge Raad confirmed this point ingly, Hoge Raad considered here that the question of
of view. It further explained that if, as a result of an internal whether the avoidance of taxation was the decisive motive

reorganization, interest is deducted by one company, but tax- for the transaction was irrelevant.
able in another group company, such a deduction is not in
breach of the object and purpose of the Tax Code. This rule BNB 1996/69
remains valid even if the interest income is reduced by losses A Norwegian company, NorCo, financed the acquisition of
from the same, previous, or later years, since those losses BV A, a Dutch target company, by means of a bank loan.
only reduce the tax actually payable and have no impact on Three years later a restructuring took place, whereby NorCo
the fact that the interest constitutes part of the Dutch taxable interposed BV B, a Dutch holding company, which was
income. The Hoge Raad indicated, however, that it would financed by a loan from NorCo. BV A and BV B then joinedhave reached a different conclusion if the shareholders in the in a fiscal unity. Thus the profits of the fiscal unity were
loss company had not been the same persons who were effectively reduced by the interest costs of BV B.
shareholders at the time when the losses were incurred. That
was the reason given for denying the interest deduction in Diagram 5
BNB 1993/1977. BNB 1996/6

In summary, it can be concluded that it is possible to reorga- bank loan
nize a group structure solely for tax reasons, thereby creating ,
an nterest deduction in one Dutch group company and tax- Norway NorCo Norvay NOrCO

able interest income in another Dutch group company. Taxa- _J_. interest loan
F---__

tion may effectively be avoided by the use of the recipient's The Netherllands BV A The Netherlands,
p

BY B '

i

l

losses. This will not be the case if the losses were incurred i

prior to the acquisitionof that company by the group. In that
J BVA ,

case and in cases where no corresponding income flow is I i
L .....J

established in the Netherlands, the interest deduction may be
refused if the requirementsof the motive and object tests are

Both the Lower Court and the Hoge Raad brief inwere verymet.
their judgments. The Lower Court decided that there was no

abuse of law, it stated that a reorganization,which could alsoBNB 1996/58
have taken place at the time when the Dutch target was

A UK companyhad two Dutch subsidiaries,BV A and BV B. acquiredt, cannot be considered as an abuse of law.
After a number of years BV A bought all the shares in BV B

However, the Hoge Raad rejected the authorities' appealtaxand the acquisitionwas entirely financed by a loan granted by
on other grounds. It was indifferent to the fact that, effective-the UK company. A fiscal unity was created between BV A

no tax was on parent companyand BV B, so that the interest could be offset against the prof- ly, levied the Norwegian
because the interest income was assumed to be offset againstits of BV B. The UK company did not actually pay tax in the
the interest of the bank loan. The Hoge RaadUK because of credits for foreign income and ACT. expenses con-

sidered that the bank loan in Norway had not been taken out
in order to avoid Norwegian tax on the profits of the Norwe-

7. Hoge Raad, 10 March 1993, BNB 1993/197.
8. Hoge Raad, 20 September 1995, BNB 1996/5.
9. Hoge Raad, 27 September 1995, BNB /996/6.
10. BV B could initially have financed the acquisitionofBV A by debt.
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gian parent company. Therefore, the interest deduction at the V. IMPACT ON TAX PLANNING
Dutch level could not be regarded as violating the object and

purpose of the Tax Code. A. Restructurings
Both cases add a very important internationalelement to the

question as to whether certain transactions can be disregard- In our view, it is now possible for international groups of
ed by the tax authorities by virtue of the abuse of law doc- companies to structure their operations in such a way that
trine. If a certain deduction in the Netherlands results in the interest deductions may be taken in the Netherlands. The

corresponding income becoming taxable abroad, the deduc- only requirementis that the income should be subject to a tax

tion cannotbe refused,even when the foreign taxable income on profits (or income) which is reasonable by Dutch stan-

is offset againstother business deductions,or creditedagainst dards. The group's effective overall tax rate can be reduced if

other taxes, unless the level of taxation in that foreign coun- the recipient company has other business expenses or other

try is not reasonable according to Dutch standards. credits available to reduce the interest received. The question
as to whether the setting off of interest income against the

losses of the foreign recipient is acceptable has not yet been

IV. COMMENT addressedby the Hoge Raad. However, the above-mentioned

jurisprudence leads us to conclude that an appeal by the

The decision concerning the Norwegian recipient company
Netherlands tax authorities on the grounds of the abuse of

(BNB 1996/6) leaves some questions unanswered. The law doctrine is likely to fail. Of course, the recipient's losses

LowerCourt's decision implied that an acquisitionof a Dutch must have been incurred within the same group. The Hoge

target through a Dutch intermediateholding companymay be Raad decided in BNB 1996/312 that taxationin the hands of an

funded without any limit by loans from the foreign parent
individual is also acceptable as a compensatingtaxation.

company. It is not clear whetheror not it was important to the It should be noted that the above assumes that the decisive

Lower Court's decision that the Norwegian parent company motive for the transaction was to reduce tax, and that there

financed the acquisitionby a bank loan. were no other sound business reasons for the restructuring.If

The issue of correspondingtaxation in Norway was not seen
sound business reasons did exist,13 the reorganizationwould

as a major issue in the Hoge Raad's decision. The Hoge Raad not be vulnerable to an attack on the grounds of abuse of law.

regarded the interest received in Norway as having been used
to pay the nterest charged on the Norwegianbank loan. Fur-

B. Third party acquisitionsthermore it was of the opinion that the Norwegianparent did
not take out the bank loan to avoid Norwegiantax on its prof-
its and that therefore, the interest deduction in the Nether- All of the above-mentionedHoge Raad cases dealt with inter-

lands was not in violation of the object and purpose of the nal reorganizations,where the intention was to minimize the

Tax Code. The conclusion which we draw from this case is group's overall tax burden by shifting income/profits to

that in debt-push downs, the question of the parent's original another group company and thereby reduce the effective

loan is highly relevant, it seems that at this level the Dutch Dutch tax rate. The Hoge Raad has not yet decided on the sit-

courts should apply the abuse of law doctrine. uation whereby a third party acquisition is financedby a loan
from a tax haven company, such as a Swiss, Netherlands

In the UK case, the court ruled that if the interest income is Antilles or Jersey financing company, or a company with an

subject to a profits tax or a tax on income which is reasonable attractive regime for interest income, such as an Irish IFSC or

by Dutch standards, the interest deduction in the Netherlands a Belgian coordination centre. The interest is deducted from

cannot be denied as an abuse of law. The question then arises the profits of the operating company and is effectively not

as to what is a reasonable level of taxation. In our view, both taxed (or is taxed at very reduced rates) in the tax haven com-

the taxable basis and the tax rate should be taken into pany. A tax deduction of 35 per cent in respect of the nterest

account. Is a profits tax of 1 per cent or 2 per cent enough (as is thus created. Can the Netherlands tax authorities success-

with the participationexemption for foreign subsidiaries) or fully attack this structure as an abuse of law In the light of

should it be comparable with the Dutch statutory rate of 35 the above-mentionedjurisprudence, we do not believe that

per cent Most authors believe that the answer lies some- any such attack would be successful.
where in between, at, for example, 15 per cent. This view is
based on the contentsof a bill dated 16 July 1993, which was Typically, the acquisitionof a Dutch target company by a for-

never enacted. The bill proposed, amongst other things, to eign group is structured through an intermediateDutch hold-

exclude the participation exemption on subsidiaries which ing company. The Dutch holding company is financed with

were not subject to a profits tax of at least 15 per cent. Sup- debt from the group financingcompany,preferably subject to

port for the 15 per cent rate can also be found in recent pro-
posals made by the Netherlnds Govemment.1 One of the 11. Proposed legislation against base erosion and to improve the fiscal infras-

proposals being made is to improve the fiscal infrastructure tructure. Press releaseMinistry of Finance, 26 January 1996.

by facilitating Dutch based intra-groupfinancing companies. 12. Hoge Raad, 23 August 1995, BNB 1996/3.

These companies will be effectively taxed at a rate of 13. Care is needed here since if various alternative structures were available

between 7 and 15 per cent.
and the chosen structurewas motivatedsolely or mainly by tax avoidance then it

could not be said that the reason for choosing that particular structure was pre-
dominately a business one.
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an attractive tax regime. Through a tax consolidation According to the press release intra-grouppayments of inter-
between the holding company and the target company, the est will be completely disallowed; if the debt is a result of a
Dutch taxable base is reduced considerably. dividend that has been declared but not actually paid; if the

debt arises from a repaymentof capital which has not actual-
Diagram 6 ly been paid; or if the debt is incurred in the subscription to an

issue of new shares. It is not clear from the press release
whether the deduction of interest paid on such debts will beForCo ForCo
allowed in cases where the debts can be justified on the basis

rl loan Tax Haven of sound business reasons.
t NL Holding nterest Group Financing

i I Company Apart from the above artificial transactions, interest pay-
I ments relating to a numberofother transactionswill be disal-NL Target NL Target lowed where the debts of the DutchI

company on a consoli-
.........-1

dated basis are not part of the group's debts. In these cases

however, the interest payments may nevertheless be deduct-In our view in the above situation, the requirementsofneither
ed f the taxpayergives credible evidence that the underlyingabuse of law test will be met. The requirementsof the motive
transactions entered into for sound businesswere reasons, ortest are not met, as the ultimate shareholders of the target that the receiving the interest ischange. The holding company peforms a genuine financing proves company payment

function, namely, the acquisition of the target. With regard to subject to a tax on income which is reasonably comparable
with Dutch corporate income tax. In addition, the taxpayerthe object test, we agree that the loan to the Dutch holding must give credibleevidence that the payment is not effective-

company is not meant to contribute to the financing of the
as a orbusiness of the target, even so it cannot be concluded that, as

ly tax-free in the hands of the recipient result of losses
other comparable claims relating to years preceding the yeara result of the acquisitionand the way in which it is financed, in which the loan entered into. The requirement that thewas

corporate tax can be reduced at any time and more or less
nterest received will be effectively subject will alsoto tax,without limits. The acquisitionof a target is typically a single apply to Dutch if it is the recipient of thea group companyevent, which cannot be repeated constantly. As a result, it can
interest. In addition, deductionof interest in fiscal unity willabe concluded that the structuring of the acquisition does not
be restricted in the of third acquisitions if theviolate the object and purpose of the Tax Code. The general

case party
consolidatedbasis has raised loans from thirdprinciple that every taxpayer is entitled to arrange his affairs group on a not

to same extent asin the most tax-efficientway now takes precedence'4. parties the the interposed Dutch holding
company.

C. The loan back of the dividends
Vll. COMMENT

If we apply the same abuse of law tests to the situation where-

by a Dutch company distributes a dividend to its parent com- If the press release is worded correctly, the deductionof inter-
pany and then subsequently borrows back the same amount est on loans which form part of the specified artificial trans-via an interest bearing loan, we again conclude that the tests actions will be refused without allowing the taxpayer anwill not be met and that the tax authorties will not succeed. opportunity to prove that the transactions, including the loan,The motive test will probably be met, since the interest of the

can be justified on the basis of sound business In ourreasons.
parent company in its subsidiary will not be changed. More- view such a harsh approach would severely infringe the rightover, Dutch corporate income tax will be reduced. The object of the freedom of entrepreneurship. There are many situa-
test will not however be met, since the funds borrowed back tions where the so-called artificial transactions not artifi-will probably be used in the subsidiariesbusiness. Moreover,

are

cial at all, but are entered into for real and sound business rea-
it is not a transactionwhich at any time and more or less with-

sons. Therefore in general, we wonder whether it would have
out limit can be used to reduce Dutch corporate income tax. been better to introduce thin capitalization rules with fixedA company has to eam profits first. Finally we would argue debtkquity ratios plus an escape provision allowing a full
that on certain occasions it is commerciallymore appropriate deductionof interest costs if the taxpayerproves that an inde-
to use debt as opposed to equity. pendent party would also have granted the relevant loan. If

this test were used, a lot of time, energy and money could be
saved on proving, as is the case in so many situations, that the

VI. THE GOVERNMENT'SCOUNTER ATTACK decisiveor main motive for the transactionswere sound busi-
ness reasons, particularly since the case law on sound busi-

Very recently the Netherlands Government announced plans ness reasons is far from consistent.16
to combat base erosion occurring as a result of artificial
transactions and certain group loans.15 The proposals are

obviously based on the Hoge Raad's decisions on this sub- 14. This principle is written down in the Tax Statute, Art. 4(3)
ject. If the proposals become law, deduction of interest pay- 15. Supra note 11.

ments on intra-group loans will be restricted. 16. An additional advantage is that no intra-group loan will be excluded from
interest deduction in advance.
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Refusing the deductionof interest in cases where the interest irrelevant that the interest income is not effectively taxed due

income is not effectively taxed as a result of losses or other to losses, etc, as long as these losses or other burdens have

similar reliefs, cannot be justified in the situation where the been suffered by the same direct or indirect shareholders, as

losses and other burdens have been ncurred directly or indi- those who benefit from the interest income. There is no case

rectly by the same shareholders as those who receive the law on the implications of foreign loss relief. Interest pay-

interest. This proposal seems to violate the principle of loss ments are also deductible when the transactionsof which the

relief and the general principle that each taxpayer is autho- intra-group loan forms a part, were entered into for sound

rized to arrange his affairs in the most tax-efficientway. business reasons and the structure was not chosen primarily
to benefit from tax deductions.

This leads to tax-planningopportunities. We have discussed

Vlll. SUMMARY restructurings involving the offsetting of the interest income

against foreign losses, third party acquisitions and the loan

From case law, we can deduce that the deduction of nterest back of dividends. The plans of the NetherlandsGovernment

paid on intra-group loans used to finance reorganizations is to attack base erosion may reduce these tax-planningoppor-

allowed when interest income is subject to Dutch corporate tunities. It however remains to be seen what legislative form

ncome tax, Dutch individual income tax, foreign profits tax the proposalscontained in the press releasewill take, the road

or to other income tax comparable with Dutch levels. It is from press release to effective law is long and rocky!
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CROATIA

THE NEW CROATIANTAX SYSTEM'
Peter Schmidt Harald Wissel Manfred Stckler

of indirect and direct taxes, thus keeping the VAT tax rate atThe authors are Ph. D. candidatesat the Eberhard-Karls- an acceptable level to prevent business transactions fromUniversittof Tbingen, Faculty of Economics, in the field
of business taxation and auditing at the chair of Prof. Dr going underground into the black economy. A consumption
Franz W. Wagner. For several years they have contributed tax can also be designed as a direct tax, as in the form of a
to the Croatian tax reform project. cash-flow tax. This tax would be linked to the annual income

of a taxpayer. The tax base would be reduced by those por-Peter Schmidtworks in tbe design of the Croatian VAT tions of income that go into savings, and increased by with-law and the VAT administrativedirective. Harald Wissel
and Manfred Stcklerwork in the field of the Croatian drawals from savings for consumption. Unfortunately, the
profits tax. They have co-authored educational material monitoring problems in a savings-adjusted income tax are
for the Croatian treasury and trained treasury personnel. substantial.5

Anothermethod of achieving the same economiceffect with-
out the technical difficultiesof supervisingcash flows to and

I. CONCEPT OF THE .TAX SYSTEM from savings accounts is the taxation of interest-adjustedper-
sonal income and interest-adjustedbusiness profits.6

A. Underlying theory An interest-adjusted income tax exempts that portion of
income covering the normal (standard) interest cost of capi-
tal. Thus, only the actual net present value of an investment isThe move of the young Republic of Croatia towards a market taxed. Even though the interest-adjustedincome tax does not

economy has provided a rare opportunity to establish a new achieve year-by-year equivalence to the savings-adjustedtax system without the usual impediments that accompany ncome tax, which always taxes the annual personal con-
tax reform. The new Croatian tax system is unique, as its tax sumption, it does achieve equivalence to the taxation of per-acts are designed according to an explicit theoretical ideal, sonal lifetime consumption.the taxation of consumption.2The purpose of this article is to

present the transformation of tax theory into an actual tax An interest-adjusted tax leads to a prepayment of tax on

system. A basic understanding of the theory is necessry to future consumption, thus eliminating the discrimination

appreciate the creation of consumption oriented tax regula- against savings of the traditional income tax. Furthermore,
tions on personal income, business profits, and value added.3 the interest adjustmentguarantees that the deductibleexpens-

A goal of the tax reform project was to create a tax system
which is neutral with respect to economic decision making.
This requirement is based on the concept that the welfare I. The authors would like to thank John Methven, CPA, Toronto, for helpful
optimum of a market economy is achieved through resource

commentson this article.
2. As the design of the new Croatian Tax Acts is based on theoretical ideals,allocation determined by market forces. In this allocation they have attracted considerable attention among tax scholars and tax experts

process, non-neutral taxation causes inefficient resource allo- Indeed they have recently influenced Germany's tax reform discussion.
cation. 3. The Croatian tax acts have been elaborated in Croatia on the basis of the

recommendationsof a group of German tax experts under the direction of the
In tax theory, neutral taxation can be achieved by taxing only professors Manfred Rose (University of Heidelberg), Ekkehard Wenger (Uni-
the consumed portions of the taxpayer's current income versity of Wnburg), and Franz W. Wagner (University of Tbingen). The

reform project was commissionedby the German Ministry of Economic Coop-thereby not discriminating against savings and investment. eration and funded by the Deutsche Gesellschaft fr Technische Zusammenar-
This requirement for neutrality between present and future beit (GTZ).

periods is especially important for economies in transition4 4. Countries of the former socialist bloc of Eastem Europe and the former
Soviet Union.

that suffer from a lack of capital. Thus, the traditional con- 5. Yet maybe not insoluble, cf. the savings-adjusted income tax reform pro-
cept of comprehensively taxing income, which does not sat- posal of Joachim Lang: Entwurfeines Steuergesetzbuchs,Bonn 1993.

isfy this requirement and heavily burdens capital formation, 6 Following a proposal of Ekkehard Wenger: Gleichmigkeit der
Besteuerung von Arbeits- und Vermgenseinknften, in: Finanzarchiv, N.F.,is unsuitable. vol. 41 (1983), at 207-252 and Robin Boadway and Neil Bruce: A General

on aThe most natural way of taxing consumption is through a
Proposition the Design of Neutral Business Tax, in: Journalof Public Eco-
nomics, vol. 24 (1984), at 231-239.

value added tax as a general consumption tax. It is impracti- In respect to the Croatian reform project cf. especially Manfred Rose and Rolf
cable to set a VAT tax rate high enough to rely solely on VAT Wiswesser: Changing the entire tax system towards decision neutrality and effi-

at
revenue for the budget. Such a tax rate would encouragedis- ciency. Paper presented the 5 lst Congressof the Intemational Institute of Pub-

lic Finance, held on 21-24 August 1995, in Lisbon, Portugal, unpublishedhonesty. A superior way of raising revenue is through a mix manuscript, at 4.
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es of capital correspond in present value terms to the amount B. Types of income
of investment expenditure. Consequently, investment deci-

sions are made independentlyof depreciation allowances or The following types of income are taxed:
tax regulations. income from employment;-

The profits tax base iS the income of the firm, ndependentof - income from self-employment;and

its legal form of organization7,and allows for a deduction of - income from property and proprietary rights.
interest not only on debt, but also on equity.8 Due to the prin-
ciple of taxing all income once and only once, the income for 1. Income from employment
businesses is computed and taxed in the firm. There is no

connection between the personal income tax and the profits Income from employmentconsists of wages and salaries paid
tax. Nor does a tax imputation or tax credit system exist to to employees in cash or in kind, and also pension payments.

account for one firm's ownership of another if both are tax- The only deductible item is the legal minimum contribution

able under the profits tax. to social security. Tax on this income is called a wage tax and

is paid directly to the treasury through a wage tax deduction
While nterest-adjustmentis a major feature of the profits tax, scheme (pay-as-you-earn)by the employer or pension fund
the income tax as a tax on income from employment and when it is earned. It is calculatedmonthly, and is based on the
other non-businesssources follows a pay-as-you-earncon- tax rate and personal allowances of the employee. This n-,

cept and leaves income from private investment outside the formation is obtained from the employee'swage tax card.
tax base.

If the employeeearns income from one source only, the annu-

al total wage tax equals the sum of the monthly wage tax

B. Developmentof the new tax system deductions.The employeehas the option to submit a tax dec-

laration, which may result in a tax refund if monthly pay-
On 29 November 1993, both an Income Tax Act and a Prof- ments vary between two tax brackets, or if special payments
its Tax Act were published in Narodne novineNo. 109/93 to above the tax free allowances have occurred.

launch a comprehensive tax reform starting on 1 January
1994.9 This new system of taxing personal income and busi- 2. Income from self-employment
ness profits replaced the Direct Taxes Act and its antiquated
schedular system of income tax. Income from self-employment is earned from a trade (or by

The third componentof the Croatian tax reform is the Value any other continuous profit-oriented activity) carried on by
commercial and industrial companies and self-employed

Added Tax Act, published in Narodne novine No. 47/95 on
individuals.
.

Taxing these activities under the Income Tax Act
12 July 1995. When it goes into effect on 1 January 1997, it

(ITA) rather than under the profits is simplification. Iftax a

will conclude the tax reform process by replacing the current
business activity exceeds certain limits if the taxableor per-

turnover taxes on goods and services. This transition period son must keep accounting records for reasons other than tax
is necessar to issue the administrativedirective and to thor-

law, he is taxable under the profits tax. It is also possible to

oughly educate businesses and the tax administration thus

facilitating the smooth introductionof the tax.
opt for taxation under the profits tax instead of under the

income tax.l0
In addition to the three major taxes, there are a number of

small taxes, such as excise taxes and special turnover taxes,
Income from self-employment is computed on a cash basis.

that are levied in Croatia. Although these taxes are partly
Contributionsor withdrawals reduce or increase the tax base

influenced by the reform process, they are beyond the scope respectively. Credit payments or debt repayments are

of this article. ignored. Information on property and plant and equipment
above a defined value is kept in a fixed asset register. The

only deductions allowed are for depreciationand the protec-
tive costs of the capital tied up in those assets. These protec-

Il. INCOME TAX tive costs consist of the book value of fixed assets at the

beginning of the fiscal year multiplied by the ITA's protec-
A. Taxable persons

tive interest rate. Protectivecosts for fixed assets purchased
or sold during the fiscal year are computedproportionately.

Income tax is payable on the sum of all taxable ncome

earned in Croatia and abroad by any natural person perma-

nently or temporarily residing n Croatia. The liability for 7. That is corporations, partnerships and sole traders are subject to the same

taxation of non-residentsis limited to income from domestic
taxation treatment.

8. Manfred Stckler and Harald Wissel: Die Gewinnbesteuerung in der

sources. Republik Kroatien, in: Internationale .Wirtscha/ts-Briefe, Fach 5, Kroatien,
Gruppe 2, at 1 -10, as well as Section IH of the present article.
9. Further modifications published in Narodne novine No. 95/94, 7/95 and

25/95.
10. Income from agricultureand forestry is also taxed under the second income

type. In this particular sector, however, income is computed as assumed

income based on physical criteria, it thus deviates from the principleof interest

adjustment.
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In the case of debt financing the actual interest rate on debt Generally, losses of one income type can be offset against
may be higher than the standardized rate, thus distorting profits of the same or of another income type in the same fis-
investmentdecisions. In this case, it may be preferable for the cal year. Exceptions are losses from real estate transactions
taxpayer to elect for taxation under the profits tax instead. and proprietary rights, which can only be offset against prof-

its of the same kind. For example the set off of losses from
3. Changes in business ownership real estate transactions with profits from the sale of author's

rights, or vice versa, is not permitted:7 Since income from
When transferringall or part of a business, two cases are pos- employment is rarely negative this reduces the availabilityof
sible. If the buyer takes over the accountingbooks, including loss set offs to income from self-employment/8all items of the fixed asset register unchanged in kind, quan-
tity, and value, the ownership transferral has no tax conse- The carry forward of unutilized losses is limited to losses

quences from self-employment.These can be carried frward for five
fiscal years and are compounded with the protective interest

If the purchaseprice compensates for reserves,or if all or part rate.19
of the business is liquidated, the seller pays tax on the profit
and the buyer records the assets at the seller's book values. If The taxable person has personaldeductionsaccordingto Sec-
the purchase price exceeds the total book value, the differ- tion 35 ITA and Section 50 ADI, which vary according to the

ence is recorded in a special depreciable account (good- numberof dependentpersons in the immediatefamily. The

will) in the fixed asset register. 12 immediate family for tax purposes includes the married cou-

ple, their parents, their children, and any adopted or foster
In either case the consurnption potential of the business' children. The deductible allowances are intended to ensure
investment programme is taxed only once. that the minimum basic cost of living expenses are not sub-

ject to tax.
4. Income from property and proprietary rights The allowances not lump but according toare sums, vary a

Income from property is generatedby renting property whilst legally defined basic personal allowance. If M iS the basic
income from proprietary rights consists of income from the personal allowance and f is the allowance factor per person,
licensing of royalties, patents and industrial proprietary then all factors for the taxpayer's immediate family are added
rights etc. In some cases there may be monthly prepayments, up and result in a deductible allowance of A=f.M. The
e.g. in the case of rent payable monthly in advance by the ten- allowance is deducted from total income after the loss carry
ant. forward. Allowance factors depend on the status of the fami-

A flat deduction of 30 per cent is allowed against rent, royal- ly member. The basic personal allowance for 1995 is Cro-
atian Kuna (HRK) 700 monthly, while retired persons areties or similar income, so that only 70 per cent of the income
entitled to monthly allowance of HRK 1,750 (Section 35ais taxed. No further deductions are allowed.
ITA).

Profits from the sale ofproperty are only taxable if they occur Person f
within a three-year'period after acquisition. If taxable, they
are calculated as the proceeds of the sale minus the com- taxable person 1.0
pounded'3 acquisitioncosts. There is no deduction for depre- spouse 0.3
ciation. A loss from the sale of property Can only be set off

against profits from the sale of a similar property made in the Ist child 0.3
same year.

2nd child 0.4

3rd child 0.5
C. Tax base

The income tax base is computed according to the following
' others 0.3formula:

Income from employment disabled +0.2
plus
income from self-employment
plus
income from property and proprietary rights I 1. Secs. 32(2) and (3) AdministrativeDirective Income Tax (ADI).
total income 12. Sec. 33 ADI.=

mnus 13. The compounded acquisition costs represent the acquisition costs adjusted
upwards by the protective interest rate factor. The protective interest rate factor

loss carry forward14 is calculated for the period from the date of acquisition to the date of disposal.
= total income net of loss carry forwards 14. Sec. 36 ITA.

minus 15. Sec. 35 ITA.
16. Sec. 5 ITA.

deductions for voluntary payments for health insurance 17. Sec 30(4) ITA and Sec 9(4) ADI
and the taxpayer's personal allowance5 18. Current income from property is never negative due to the flat percentage

= total taxable incomet6 deduction.
19. Sec. 36 ITA and Sec. 47 ADI.
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D. Tax rate Croatia, as well as the businessesof individualscontrolledby
management in Croatia.

The income tax uses a two-step progrssive tax rate. The Businesses that are neither resident in Croatia nor controlled

marginal rates for the two brackets are 25 per cent and 35 per by management resident in Croatia are taxable on profits
cent and are applied to total income after deducting loss carry earned in Croatia if they maintain a permanentestablishment,
forwards and personal allowances. or appoint a permanent representative for their business

There are three steps in calculating the income tax rate:
activities in Croatia.21

Tax free bracket The amount of allowance factor(s) Legal entities become subject to taxation upon inscription in

the trade register. If busiress activities start before incorpora-
times basic personal allowance, tion, the firm is for tax purposes treated like a partnership.
A = f. M, is tax free.

Individuals and partnerships are generally subject to income

First tax bracket Additional income up to three times tax. They must keep accountingrecords from 1 January of the

the basic personal allowance is taxed first year in which they exceed one of the following limits

at 25 per cent. and receive a correspondingnotice:22

sales exceed HRK 2,000,000;-

Second tax bracket Any income beyond three times the
income exceeds HRK 300,000;-

basic personal allowance is taxed at

35 per cent. - value of property, plant and equipment exceeds HRK

2,000,000; or

E. Allocation of tax revenue - an annual average of more than 30 employees.

70 per cent of the income tax revenuegoes to the federal bud- If several individuals engage in business activities together,
get. Municipalities receive 25 per cent, and counties (or they become taxable as a partnership as soon as the partner-

zupanijas) receive 5 per cent. As an exception, Zagreb ship's overall business activity exceeds one of the above lim-

receives 45 per cent of the income tax revenue of its citizens its.23

and 50 per cent goes to the federal budget. Individuals liable the ncome voluntarily keepto tax may

Municipalitieshave the right to set a levy rate within certain accounts and thus become taxable under the profits tax

limits, which alters the tax rate for the municipalportion, but instead.24 Due to the differencebetween the income and prof-
does not affect the revenue for the federal budget portion or its tax rates, this option should prove attractive.

the upanija portion. Cities with more than 40,000 inhabi- Institutionsand non-profitorganizationsare not subject to the
tants can modify the tax rate in the second tax bracket within profits tax if they have not been founded with the purpose of
a range of 32.375 per cent and 37.625 per cent. earning a profit. However, if they also engage in profit-mak-
Zagreb has an enlarged range of 30.275 per cent to 44.45 per ing activities, they are taxable on the profits earned.

cent. Its 1995 levy rate is50 per cent, resulting in a marginal
tax rate in the second bracket of 35% x 150% x 0.45 + (35%
x 0.55) = 42.875% for every additionalKuna. B. Tax base

While increasing income tax rates via municipal levy rates The tax base of the profits tax is the profit of the fiscal year
increases the tax revenue from employees, taxable prsons minus a deduction for imputed interest on equity (protective
with incomefrom property,proprietaryrights or self-employ- interest); minus any losses carried forward from the previ-
ment have an incentive to opt for the lower profit tax, thus ous year, compounded by the protective interest rate (see
decreasing the municipalities'ncome tax revenue. below). The basic procedure of determining taxable profits

follows the widely accepted method of net worth compar-
ison, slightly modified by reason of the interest adjustment.

Ill. PROFITS TAX
1. Calculation of the interest-adjustedprofit and the

profit tax base
A. Taxable persons

According to Sections 3-9 PTA, the profit net of protective
For the purposesof the Profit Tax Act (PTA), taxable persons interest and the tax base are calculated as follows:

are defined as individuals, partnerships or legal entities that

ndependently and continuously engage in profit-oriented
business activities. Accounting records must be maintained
in all cases.20 Thus, the Croatian PTA does not distinguish
between the different legal forms ofdong business.

20. Sec. 2(2) PTA.
21. Sec. 2(3) PTA.
22. Sec. 2(6) PTA.

All businessentities resident in Croatia are fully taxable. This 23. Sec. 2(7) PTA.

includes legal entities controlled by management resident in 24. Sec. 2(5) PTA.
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Book value of equity at the end of the assessmentperod rate capital deficit account, must be deducted in calculating
minus equity. Equity for profits tax purposes is calculatedeither in a

book value of equity at the beginning of the assessment separate tax balance sheet or in a modified general balance
period sheet that includes the changes.requiredby the PTA.
plus..
open transfers and withdrawals25,e.g. dividendpayments 3. Standard interest costs on equity

-

or reductions of capital;
covert transfers and withdrawals26, e.g covert distribu- In the tax base calculation for the profits tax, the standard-

tion of profits; interest cost (protective interest) is deducted. This amount

payments of profit tax,27 is the product of the protective interest rate applied against-

the equity base during the assessment period (fiscal year).income received from shares in businesses taxable under-

the income tax (i.e. not liable to profits tax); Changes in equity within the fiscal year result in reductions
losses from investments in other firms taxable under the or increases of the initial amount of protective interest. The-

profits tax, e.g. a loss resulting from the sale or deprecia- applicable equity base for the purposes of Section 8 PTA is

tion of such an investment in another firm; computed as follows:
book value of equity at the beginning of the assessmentnegative differences in respect of transactions falling

-

-

within Section 12 PTA, e.g. liquidation loss; period
depreciation exceeding the depreciation limits of the minus

-

profits tax;28
- book value of shares held in other firms subject to the

tax
- interest paid, but not deductible for tax purposes;29 and profits

other expenses not deductible for tax purposes.3o or
- plus minus

valuation corrections for tax purposes at the beginningofminus:
-

open capital payments3, e.g. increase of capital;
the assessmentperiod-

=

covert capital payments,32
- equity base for the calculation of protective interest

repayments of profits tax,33 The Ministry of Finance sets a protective interest rate p for-

losses from shares in businesses liable to income tax; the fiscal year by increasing the rate of inflation on industrial-

income from investments in other firms taxable under the products (i) by three percentage points, this protective inter--

profits tax, e.g. income from sale, appreciationof interest est rate is itself multiplied by l+i/100 (the inflation factor).
in another firm, or dividends received; This ensures that equity is protected from erosion caused by
positive differences from legal transactions falling with- inflation, and that real interest on equity remains tax free.-

in Section 12 PIA, e.g. liquidation surplus; Thus, the goal of neutralityof consumption is achieved (Sec-
depreciation previously rejected on grounds of Section 6 tion 9 PTA):-

(1) PIA, but now deductible; and
p=i+3x (1 +-L)imputed interest on equity (protective interest accord- 100-

ing to Sections 7-9 PTA).
interest-adjustedprofit loss rates are= or Protective interest fixed monthly.
minus These monthly rates are used to compute corrections to the
compounded loss carried forward from the previous initial protective interest due to changes in the equity base

-

assessmentperiod34 durng the fiscal year. Increases or decreases of equity must
= tax base of the profits tax. be summarized each month, then multiplied by the corre-

To understand the computation it is necessary to understand sponding protective interest rate, then deducted from or

the meaning of certain key terms. added to the initial amount of annual protective interest. This
information is included as a separate schedule attached to the

2. Equity concept annual profits tax declaration.

Equity, for the purposes of the PTA, is broadly defined. It The two key features of the profits tax are:

includes all accounts on the right hand side of the balance 1. The principle of single taxation at source, which is visi-
sheet for: ble both in the treatment of investments made in other

common or preferred stock; firms and in the treatmentof Section 12 PTA transactions-

certificatesof participation; (liquidation, sale, merger, etc.).-

profit participating loans;-

and all other financial commitments remunerabledepending 25. Sec. 5 PTA.
26. Secs. 5(2) and (3), Secs. 6(3) and (4) PTA)on profit. The following accounts are particularly important: 27. Payment of tax must not influence the tax base. Sec. 3 (5) PTA.

retained earnings; 28. Sec. 6(1) No. I PTA.-

profits resulting from the revaluation of assets required 29. Sec. 6(I) No. 1 PTA.-

by accounting legislation; 30. Secs. 6(1) Nos.3-7 and (2) PTA.
31. Sec. 5 PTA.

all kinds of reserves.-

32. Sec. 5(4) PTA.
33. Sec. 3(5) FTA.Capital decreases arising due to losses which are not deduct- 34. Sec. 10 PTA.

ed from capital accounts35 but instead are included as a sepa- 35. E.g.: capital subscribed,capital surplus or earned surplus.
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2. The deductionof protective interest, which is not merely interest deduction by the interest attributable to the portionof

a means of compensating for inflation, but an actual tax the equity reduced by the dividend payment for the period
shield on a portion of the real return on equity.36 from payment to the end of the year. On the other side, the

parent may add this amount to its deductible protective inter-

4. Treatmentof investments in other firms taxable under est.39 The reduction and increase are not exactly equivalent,
the profits tax however, as the equity decrease is deemed to occur at the

beginning of the month, and the equity increase at the end of

Ownership interests between firms that are taxable under the the month.40
PTA create direct and indirect influences on the tax base

when shares are bought, sold or transferred. Similarly, the acquisition of another company's shares leads

to a reduction of deductible protective interest from the

If a firm buys the shares of another firm also taxable under beginningof the month of the acquisition.On the other hand,
the profits tax, there are direct and indirect influences on the the sale of shares requires the firm to increase its standard
tax base. Direct influences result from acquiring, holding interest cost deductionby the interest on the investrnentbook

(e.g. dividends), or selling (e.g. profit or loss) investments in value to the end of the assessmentperiod.
other firms (subsidiaries). These transactions have no influ-

ence on the income statement or tax base of the investing While a profit on the sale of an investment results in an

firm (parent).
increase of equity and thus to an increase of protective inter-

est, a loss diminishes equity and requires a reduction of pro-

Changes in the value of an investment may be recorded as a tective interest.

profit decrease (depreciation) or profit increase (apprecia-
tion) of the investmentaccount in the parent's balance sheet, 5. Section 12 PTA transactions
this increase or decrease must be excluded when calculating
the parent's profits tax base. Such transactions are:

liquidation (sale of all assets and repaymentof all debts);-

Under the profits tax, profits or losses arising in respect of sale (sale of the firm as a going concern);-

investmentsmade in other firms ndependentlytaxable under
-

the profits tax are deemed to occur only in the original firm
merger (takeover);
changes in the legal form of business organization; and-

and thus all those transactionsare taxed there and only there.
demergers.-

For profits tax purposes, the firm holding an investment is

not affected by the subsidiary's business decisions. The eco- In the case of a liquidation, the disclosure of reserves in the

nomic outcomeof the subsidiariesdecisions is taxed solely in liquidating firm results in profits that are measured and taxed

the subsidiary. according to the same principlesas operatingprofits. Follow-

ing the principle of single taxation at source, the total profit
The ndirect nfluence of investments in other firms on the net of protective interest is taxed in the firm being liquidated.
tax base of the investing firm results from the influence of

Pay-outs to shareholdershave, as usual, no further tax conse-

these investmentson the calculationof the protective interest.

The amount of protective interest deductible is computed
quences.

through compounding the book value of equity at the begin- Where a firm is sold as a going concem, two options are

ning of the assessment period with the protective interest available. If the buyer retains the firms pre-sale book value

rate. the transaction is disregarded for profits tax purposes. This

implies that the buyerhas no depreciationtax shield resulting
To remove the effects of this indirect influence the book from any excess of the price paid over the book value of the
value of investments in other firms must be eliminated from firm. Alternatively, the sale can be treated like a liquidation,
the equity used for the interest computation.37This regulation disclosing reserves as taxable profits on the seller's side and

prevents the double deduction of interest on an equity portion creating depreciableassets on the buyer's side.
equal to the nvestment'sbook value: as the subsidiary com-

putes its profits tax base according to the same procedure in A takeover of one firm by another firm, both taxable under

deducting protective interest from its profits, twice the pro- the profits tax, requires that the book values be retained. Any
tective interest would be deducted if the parent was allowed difference between the equity of the firm taken over and the

to deduct protective interest computed on its full equity. For book value of those shares in the acquiring firm's balance

the purposes of the computation the parent must reduce its sheet is a change in the equity position of the acquiring firm,

equity by the book value of its investmentin the other firm.38 and is otherwise irrelevantfor tax purposes.

If the subsidiary pays out dividends, there is no direct influ- In the case of a change in the legal form of organization, if

ence on the tax base of the parent. Yet the payrnents change book values are kept, no profits tax consequences arise. If

the equityposition in both firms' balancesheets and thus they
are indirect influences on the tax base. The equity of the sub- 36. This is demonstratedby the fact that protective interest also be deduct-can

sidiary paying out dividends diminishes, the equity of the ed in the case of zero infiation.

parent receivng those dividends incrases. Both firms thus 37. Sec. 8(1) PTA.

need to correct their protective interest deduction computa-
38. This book value represents capital of the subsidiary and as mentioned

tions for the period from the dividend payment to the end of
above is taken into account in the subsidiariesown profit tax calculation.

39. Sec. 7(4) PTA.

the fiscal year. The subsidiary needs to reduce its protective 40. Sec. 7(5) PTA.
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book values are not kept, the resulting difference in equity in while engaging in activities discharging their public duty.
the tax balance sheets is treated as a profit in the current However, if they engage in business, they must be treated as

assessmentperiod. taxable persons with respect to that business activity.46 This
avoids any unfair competitive advantage that would resultFirms that are created through the demerger of a firm which
from their non-taxable status.

was previously subject to the profits tax, may retain the book
values of assets and debts they received from the original Every person, must pay VAT on the importation of goods.
firm. If book values are changed, this may cause a tax liabil- Anyone unlawfully charging VAT on an invoice is liable for
ity within th original firm. All firms involved are jointly the amount charged.
liable to pay this tax.

6. Deduction of losses B. Taxable supplies
A loss after the deduction of protective interest may be com-

The following transactions are taxable:47pounded with the protective interest rate and deducted when

computing the followingyear's tax base. Losses may only be
- the supply of goods and services for consideration by a

carried forward five years.41 taxable person to others within Croatia.

These are typically sales of goods or services. Also tax-
able are supplies of goods or services ordered by a gov-C. Tax rate ernmental body.

As a result of political considerations, the tax rate for the In addition to the above, supplies by a taxable person to

profits tax is set at 25 per cent42, this rate is considerably his employees or to members of his employees families
lower than the income tax rate. For example, in Zagreb the on grounds of the employment relationship are taxable,
income tax rate is approximately 42.9 per cent, due to the even if the employee does'not pay a cash consideration
municipal levy rate. for the supplies:8

the self-supplyof goods and services by a taxable person-

in Croatia.
D. Tax assessment and payment

Typically three types of self-supplies fall within this cat-

The assessment period of the tax is usually the calendar egory: consumption of goods, consumption of services,
year.3 For each assessmentperiod the firm is required to sub- and consumptiveexpenses49.
mit a tax declaration, which specifies the amount of tax In each case, the taxable person benefits from input tax
payable. To reduce administrative work, the tax authorities credit upon acquisition of the inputs, yet those supplies
will only issue tax assessmentnotices in case of corrections. are deemed to be of a consumptivenature. Thus, taxabil-

At the end of each month tax prepaymentsare due depending ity offsets the input tax credit.

on the tax liability declaration of the previous assessment Such self-supplies are taxable regardless of the legal
period and on the general pric trend,44 At the end of the fis- form of the taxable person's business. Legal entities can
cal year any differences between the sum of the monthly pre- also self supply goods and services (shareholders' con-

payments and the tax balance due according to the tax decla- sumption).
ration will be paid out or credited against the followingyear's the importationof goods into Croatia.-

tax liability. This is a necessaryconsequenceof the destinationprinci-
ple. Any importation into Croatia is taxable, whether by
a business or by private persons, as the imported goods

IV. VALUE ADDED TAX may be consumedthere. If they are used for businesspur-
poses, the VAT on importation is deductible like any

The Croatian Value Added Tax Act (VATA) codifies a VAT other nput tax.

system, modelled after the EEC 6th Directive. It follows the
destination principle, i.e. export sales are zero rated and
imports are taxed.

41. Sec. 10 PTA.
42. Sec. 13 PTA.

A. Taxable persons 43. Secs. 15 and 18 PTA.
44. Secs. 16 and 19 PTA.
45. Secs. 2 and 6 VATA.

For VAT purposes a taxable person is any natural person or 46. Sec. 3 VATA.

legal entity that independently and repeatedly engages in a 47. Sec. 2 VATA.

taxable business activity.45 Profits are not a prerequisite for 48. Such supplies may represent employees' consumption on which the
employer benefited from input tax deduction. Thus, in a true consumption tax

taxability under the VAT. such supplies must be taxable to offset the input tax credit.
49. Consumptiveexpenses are expenses that to a significantdegre replace pri-Bodies of state or local government, political parties, unions vate consumption, e.g. expenses for entertainment or gifts. Such expenses are

and other professional associations are not taxable persons generally non-deductible in the ncome and profits tax.
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C. Tax liability and tax base As the catalogue of exemptions is brief, providing the option
to waive an exemption was considered unnecessary.

The tax liability originates at the time of the supply, or at the Although some taxable persons will be denied the opportuni-
tine of a down payrnent before supply, and becomes due at ty to fit into the VAT chain, the law remains easier to admin-

the end of the current payment period. Payment periods run ister, which was deemed the greater advantage.
from the first to the 15th and from the 16th to the last day of

every month.5o This rule applies to all businesses paying
profits tax.51 E. Tax rate

In order to create a simple consumption tax Croatia has

D. Exemptions decided on a single rate of 22 per cent. Only export sales

qualify for the zero rate.

VAT exemptions do not necessarily result in a lower tax bur-

den. As the VAT exemption of a sale is always linked to the

loss of input tax credit, the economic result of a VAT exemp- F. Input tax deduction
tion depends on factors such as the economic situation of the

taxable person and the VAT status of his customers. The input tax deduction is tied to taxable sales,53 Input tax

must be documentedon invoices meeting the VATA require-
As is often stated, the transparent nature of a VAT is lost

ments.54

when there are a large number of exemptions. Following the

principle to equally tax all consumption, the Croatian tax Due to the short list of exemptionsand their institutionaldef-

contains remarkably few exemptions, this not only reduces inition, situations requiring the splitting of input tax into

the administrative costs but also minimizes any undesired deductible and non-deductible portions are kept to a mini-

effects on economic decisions. mum.55 If necessary, the non-deductibleportion may be esti-
mated by reference to an appropriate method. If input sup-

The'main exemptions52 include the usual technical exemp- plies first used for taxable sales and at later time forare a

tions, such as banking, finance, and insurance and exemp- sales, correction of the initial input deductiona
tions for health, housing rent, education, and some 'cultural' exempt tax

becomes necessary.56 For general moveable supplies, a
activities. change in the use of input supplies requires correction if it

The fulllist of exemptions is as follows: occurs within five years of first use. In the case of real estate,

renting of private dwellings; the period is ten years.
services of banks, savings and loan institutions, insur- The repayment of nput tax to businesses not resident in
ance and reinsurancecompanies; Croatia (e.g. participants in trade shows) will be regulated by
supplies of gold by the National Bank of Croatia; administrative order.57 Businesses without establishmentan

supplies ofdomestic or foreign legal tender, securities or in Croatia that have delivered taxable services do not collect
ownership stakes in companies; VAT from their customers. Instead, the domestic customer is
services of medical doctors and dentists, nurses and

required to remunerateonly the net price to the foreign busi-
physiotherapists,engaged in private practice; ness, paying the VAT directly to the treasury.58
services of medical care performed in health care institu-

tions;
services and supplies by welfare institutions; G. Tax collection
services and supplies by institutionsof child and adoles-
cent care; The regular payment schedule consists of two prepayment
services and supplies by nursery, primary and secondary periods per month (lst to 15th and 16th to last day). The tax-
schools, universities and by student catering and board- able person calculates his tax liability as the difference
ing institutions; between the VAT invoiced and the input tax deductible. If
services and supplies by religious communitiesand insti- there is more input tax than VAT invoiced, a refund is issued.-

tutions; and Businesses with quarterly sales of up to HRK 50,000 inclu-
services and supplies by public institutions in the field of-

culture (museums, archives, libraries, theatres, orches-

tras, institutions for conservationand protectionof mon-

uments). 50. Sec. 16(2) VATA.
51. Due to the tax rate gap between income and profits tax together with the

Most of these exemptions are defined nstitutionally and not option for profit tax in lieu of income tax, the vast majority of Croatian busi-

by the type of transaction.This simplifies tax administration, nesses originally taxable under the income tax are likely to elect for taxability
under the profits tax.

as it avoids splitting the input tax into deductible and non- 52. Sec. 11 VATA.

deductiblecomponents. 53. Sec. 20(3) VATA.
54. Sec. 20 and Sec. 10 (15) VATA.

Furthermore institutionallydefined tax exemptionsare easier 55. Sec. 20(6) VATA.

to check. In the VATA, the exemptionsare granted only if the 56. Sec. 20(5) VATA.

exempted body meets set standards. 57. Sec. 21(2) VATA.
58. Sec. 19(2) VATA.
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sive of VAT have a quarterly prepayment period.59 If they
prefer, they may submit their repayment claims twice a

A more complex treatment is required for the consumption-
month, according to the regular schedule. oriented taxation of income from self-employment, i.e. from

small businesses, professional work, farming and forestry. In
The VAT is an annual tax. Taxable persons must submit their these cases, taxation of interest-adjusted income would
prior year's final annual tax declaration and settle any out- require exhaustive bookkeeping to calculate the standard
standing liability by 30 April. Businesses terminating their nterest costs on equity. In the design of this system, howev-
taxable activities are required to submit a final declaration er, simplicity has prevailed over neutrality. Minor deviations
within three months of ceasing business. are tolerated as the taxpayer is free to voluntarily request the
Non-resident purchasers who are prvate tourists are entitled profits tax instead.
to a VAT refund when they take goods purchased in Croatia Transparency and simplicity rule the strict limitation in the
abroad. The amountofeach invoice must exceed HRK 500 to deductionof expenses. The deduction of personal allowances
qualify. ensures that basic living costs are not directly taxed. At the

same time, the restriction of deductions to the indispensable
H. Small businesses minimum ensures a tax base.still large enough to make Cro-

atia's moderate tax rates possible, even though income from
prvate savings and investment is not part of the income taxTaxable persons with annual sales of less than HRK 50,000 base.

fall under the small business regulation of the VATA.6o They
are not permitted to charge VAT on their sales, nor can they The incomes of larger businesses are subject to the profits
reclaim any input tax paid. For VAT purposes, they are out- tax. The profit tax achieves a consumption orientation
side the system. through the standard interest cost deduction on equity with-

out the simplificationsemployed in the income tax. It accom-As this regulation may be detrimental to small businesses, plishes neutrality with respect to legal forms of organization,
e.g. where sales are made exclusively to a taxable person, it the choice between equity and debt financing, and deprecia-may be waived and treatment as a fully taxable person will

tion methods.
then be granted. Once made the waiver is irrevocable for a

five year period. The most remarkable feature of the value added tax is its sim-

plicity. With the single rate and the short catalogueof exemp-
tions, it avoids the mistakes made by other European sys-

V. CONCLUSION tems.

In conclusion, the recently completed tax reform project in
The main feature of the new Croatian tax system is its strict the Republic of Croatia has created a tax system that may
focus on taxing consumption. This consumption orientation serve as a source of inspiration for tax reform efforts around
is achieved through a mixed system of direct and indirect the world.
taxes on interest-adjustedpersonal income or interest-adjust-
ed business profits, and on value added.

For the vast majority of taxpayers, consumption taxation
through a personal income tax is easily achieved by the pay-

D
as-you-earn tax on income from employmenttogether with a 59. Secs. 16(2) and (3) VATA.
tax exemption for income from private investment. 60. Sec. 22 VATA.

Erratum

In the July/August 1995 issue at page 371 under J. Tax rates the higher Croatian tax rate should have read 35% (not 45%).
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AUSTRALIA

THE NEED FOR FURTHERREFORM OF AUSTRALIA'S
INTERNATIONALTAXATIONRULES

IN VIEW OF THE SPOTLESS SERVICES CASE
John Azzi (B Ec, LL B (Syd))*

Research Associate, IBFD, Amsterdam

I. INTRODUCTION The Spotless Services decision lends further support for the

argument that explicit statutory source rules are required to

The purpose of this article is to highlight some international alleviate the uncertainties associated with courts at various

tax planning techniques that have eroded Australia's income levels applying the one principle emanating from Isaacs J's

tax base in relation to foreign source income (in particular, dicta in Nathanv. FCT where his Honour held that the ascer-

nterest income) derived by Australian residents. These tainment of the real source of income is a practical, hard

avoidance techniques have given the Australian Taxation matter of fact.6
Office (ATO) major problems in enforcing and administer-

There has always been perceivedneed to reform Australia's
ing Australia's fiscal jurisdiction as contained in the Income

a

Tax Assessment Act 1936 (the Act). The benefit of this
source regime. The Asprey Committee7 (which recommend-

approach is that by examining such techniques it will become
ed wholesale changes to Australia's income tax sstem as

apparent that explicit source rules are needed to reduce the weil as its ntemational tax rules), as early as 1975 recom-

uncertainties surrounding the case by case approach current-
mended and the Treasurer in 1985 promised8 implementation

ly adopted by the courts and highlighted in the Spotless Ser- of explicit source rules in order to alleviate some of the short-

vices case.l comings with applyingexisting source rules which depend to

a large extent on judge-made law for their operation. Howev-
To give a practical focus to the discussion, source of nterest

er, as yet there have been no developmentson that front.
ncome rules will be examined since such rules have been the

most easily manipulated and avoided given the passive and By contrast, the New Zealand Government has been very

highly mobile nature of such income. Moreover, it was the active on the international tax reform front. The government
source of interest income which the Full Federal Court2 in recently introduced new transfer pricing and thin capitaliza-
Spotless Services was concerned to determine. tion regimes. These reforms were originally foreshadowed

The impetus for writing this article partially derived from my
by the New Zealand Government in its discussion document

doctoral thesis examining the policy rationale for introducing
a controlled foreign company (CFC) regime in Australia. * I wish to thank Ms Joanna Wheeler, Principal Research Associate, IBFD,

However, the recent Full Federal Court decision in Spotless
for her helpful comments on the first draft of this article.

Services has demonstrated clearly that Australia stands to 1. FCT v. Spotless Services Pty. Ltd. 95 ATC4775.

lose a substantial amountof revenue if its fundamentaltaxing 2. The Full Federal Court, is empowered to hear appeals from Single Federal

rules (i.e. source and residence) are not substantially over- Court judges or Administrationof Appeals Tribunal decisions. The decision of

hauled.3
the Full Federal Court is reviewable by the High Court, which is the ultimate

court of appeal in Australia.

In the Spotless Services case, it was held by majority, that a
3 The Australian Government's concerns over the loss of revenue caused

through internationalactivities and the introductionof measures to counter such

scheme entered into by an Australian resident company to activities, was first announced in Reform of the Australian Tax System (AGPS,
nvest surplus funds in the Cook Islands (a tax haven) and Canberra, 1985) (the Draft White Paper) at pp 230-233. For an account of the

which incidentallygave rise to a tax benefit to the taxpayer in measures that were introduced subsequently, see Azzi J., Historical develop-
ment of Australia'sInternationalTaxation Rules (1994) 19 Melbourne Univer-

Australia did not constitute a tax avoidance scheme for the sity Law Review793 at pp 806-811.

purposes of the general anti-avoidanceprovisions in Part IVA 4. In this case Cooper J (with whom Northrop J agreed) held that the general
of the Act. However the point which arose from this case and source of income or form of activity was the investment of the capital sum of

which is of more nterest as far as this article is concerned is $ 40 m to generate interest for the taxpayer: 95 ATC4775 at 4808-4809.
5. See for example Clffs InternationalInc. v. FCT 85 ATC 4374 and Thorpe

the Court's unanimous finding that the source of the nterest NomineesPry. Ltd. v. FCT 88 ATC 4886.

income was the Cook Islands.4 In reaching this conclusion 6. (1918) 25 CLR 183 at 189-190.

the Court appears to have applied a form over substance 7. Taxation Review Committee: Full Report 31 January 1975 (KW Asprey
at

approach in favour of the substance over form approach
Chairman, AGPS: Canberra) (the Asprey CommitteeReport) 255.
8. The Treasurer'sEconomc Statementof 19 September 1985 (AGPS: Can-

adopted by the Court in previous cases.5 berra, 1985) at 66.
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on nternational tax.9 Moreover, the government has II. THE SOURCE RULE IN GENERAL
expressed its intention to address the problem of insufficient
statutory detail of where income is sourced in the course of Australia asserts jurisdiction to tax the domestic and the for-the rewrite of the Income Tax Act 1994.10 Therefore, it is eign source income derived by its residents:7 This is moreintended in this article to set out the policy considerations commonly referred to as the residence principle of taxation.that Australia (a net capital importer) should consider in for- In addition, fiscal jurisdiction is claimed by Australia over
mulating statutory source rules. income derived by non-residentsbut which has an Australian
In view of the fact that a task force - the Tax Law Improve- source:8 This is referred to as the source principle of taxa-
ment Project, is currently in the middle of rewriting the Act, tion. Taxation on this basis, requires some rules for determin-
the call for the introductionof explicit statutory source rules ing source in light of the foreign tax credit system (FTCS)
becomes stronger. It is noted that the rewriting of the Act
does not involve considerationsof policy reforms, merely the
rewritingof the Act into plain English. Nevertheless,it would
be a waste of resources not to examine this issue given that
the Committee responsible for rewriting the Act has to
rewrite for example, Sections 6C and 6CA which contain 9. InternationalTaxation: A Discussion Document 'ITDY) (a consultative
explicit statutory source rules.H document released by the New Zealand Govemment on 28 February 1995 out-

However in addition to the need to reform the statutory
lining policy reforms to New Zealand's intemational taxation rules).
10. See Sawyer AJ, InternationalTaxation: A Complete Approach at Last 49

source rules, it will become apparent from the discussion on Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation 10 (1995), at 472 at p 478.
tax planning techniques that another regime, the CFC regime 11. Sec. 6C supplements the case law rules for determining the source of royal-
is required to overcome the shortcomings with applying the ties where those royalties are paid to a non-resident. It gives a deemed Australian

residence rule in view of the deferral problem. The CFC rules
source in circumstanceswhere there might otherwise be a non-Australiansource.
Sec. 6CA operates in conjunction with Division 3B of Part VI of the Act to

are capable of largely alleviating the deferral problem which ensure that income of non-residents from natural resources in Australia will be
arises where an Australian resident company accumulates treated as having a source in Australia.

income in a foreign subsidiary so as to avoid being subjected
12. Pursuant to Sec. 23(r) of the Act, a non-resident is exempt from Australian
tax in relation to foreign source income.

to Australian tax.'2 The advantage with adopting a CFC 13. See the corporate veil doctrine expounded by the House of Lords in
regime is that it enables the Australian revenue authorities to Salomon v. Salomon & Co Ltd. [1897] AC 22. This doctrine was applied in a tax

effectively tax the foreign source profits of a non-resident context by the High Court in Gortonv. FCT(1965) 113 CLR 604 at 627.
14. There are some 15 countries that have introduced CFC rules since 1962

company without breaching intemational rules, since it is the when the United States first introduced its CFC rules in Subpart F of the Internal
controlling resident company which is taxed currently under Revenue Code 1954 (The Code). The CFC measures introduced by the 15
the CFC regime on its pro rata share of the profits of the non- countries (viz., United States, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Japan, Cana-

resident company. da, New Zealand, Australia, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Indonesia, Portugal,
Spain and Norway) to combat the use of CFCs share a common feature in that the

The problem of deferral arises predominantly because under target of such measures is not CFCs generally, rather it is primarily CFCs based
in taxhavens: see ArnoldB J TaxationofControlledForeignCorporations:AnAustralia's domestic tax laws a company is treated as a sepa- InternationalComparison (1986, CanadianTax Papers, No. 78) at 72; Sandler D

rate egal entity from its sharehoiders:3Therefore, the avoid- Pushing The Boundaries:The Interaction BetweenTaxTreatiesandControlled
ance of any exposure to the Australian taxation system sim- Foreign Company Legislation he Institute of Taxation, London, 1994); the

ply involves the interpositionof a foreign company (which is FSIIP op cit., at Chapter I ; Mangin E & Rautalahti E Finland'sNew Controlled
Foreign Corporations Legislation 49 Bulletin for International Fiscal Docu-normally resident in a Iow tax country) between the source of mentation 3 (1995), at 1 I 8; and Amat P & Monasterio P Controlled Foreignthe income and the ultimate beneficial recipient of that Corporation Legislation 49 Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation6

income, an Australian resident. As a result, the timing of the (1995), at 289. Most recently, Korea announced that it will introduce CFC rules

Australian resident's liability on the foreign income depends
into its CorporationTax Law.
For a discussion of the historical developments leading up t0 the introductionof

on the distribution policy of the foreign company. Where the CFC rules in Australia see Azzi JHistorical Developmentsof Australia's Inter-
foreign company retains the income rather than distributes it national Taxation Rules [1994] MelbourneUniversityLaw Reviewat 801-811.
to its shareholders,deferralof shareholder (residence coun- 15. A direct foreign investment is an investment where a resident person owns

10% or more of the voting rights and capital of a foreign company.try) taxation occurs. 16. Exempting active income from the CFC rules can be rationalized on the

Given that Australia's (and most other nations'14) CFC rules basis that it is in Australia's interest to encourage active investments abroad, if
for no other reason than the fact that a distributionand marketing network is cre-contain an active (i.e. non-passive) income exemption, Aus- ated for the Australian company n a foreign country: see also Azzi J Policytralian companies with direct foreign investments15 that Considerationsin the Taxation of Foreign-SourceIncome 47 Bulletinfor Inter-

derive active income can still utilize the deferrl advantage in nationalFiscal Documentation 10 (1993), at 557-564. See also Vogel K World-

relation to active income,a6 It is not intended to consider the
wide vs. Source taxation of income - A review and re-evaluation of arguments
(1988) 11 lntertaxat393 where the author argues in favour of territorial taxation.

policy rationale for excluding active income from the CFC For exampleat 402 ProfessorVogel observes that to the extent that sales income
rules nor the source rules pertaining to active income in this s derived through the seller's own manufacturingor marketing and distribution
article. network, it may be taxed by the state in which it arose.

17. Sec. 25(1)(a) of the Act provides:
The assessable income of a taxpayershall include - (a) where the taxpayer is a

resident ... the gross income derived directly or indirectly from all sources
whether in or out of Australia and ...which is not exempt income ....
18. Pursuant to Sec. 25(1)(b)of the Act the assessable income of a non-resident
taxpayer shall include: ... the gross income derived directly or indirectly from
all sources n Australia, which is not exempt income ....
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which was introduced in 1987 to alleviate internationaldou-

ble taxation.9 19. The interaction of the residence rule (which states that residents are taxed

on their worldwide income) with the source rule of a foreign country which

There are only a few judicial pronouncementson the deter- adopts similar internationaltax rules as Australia,could lead to an overlapof fis-

mination of source of ncome, the most famous and often cal claims over the same income. This could occur where income is derived by
an Australian resident from sources in the foreign country. Unilateral relief from

cited decision being the Isaacs J's dictum in Nathan's case such intemational juridical double taxation (to be referred to throughout the

(see above). Understandably,this dictum has not proved very paper as internationaldouble taxation) is provided by Australia in the form of

helpful. Much reliance must therefore be placed upon princi- a credit for the source country (i.e. foreign) taxes paid where the Australian res-

ident (who is deemed to be personally liable and to have paid the foreign tax) iS

ples developed in case law in deciding what the real source of subjected to both source country and residence country taxation on the same

an income item is.2o In determining the source of income, amount of income. However, it is beyond the scope of this article to pursue this

courts have concentrated on the type of income derived and point.

the form rather than the substanceof the transaction. Howev- 20. A more comprehensivediscussion of source rules pertaining to other types
of income may be found in Magney T Source of Income,TenthTaxationCon-

er, as a general statement, it is true to say that despite the lack vention of the New South Wales Division of the Taxation Institute ofAustralia

of real guidance offered by Isaacs J's dictum in Nathan's (May, 1978), 1.

case, courts in recent years have tended to place a greater 21. See for exarnple Clifs International Inc. v. FCT 85 ATC 4374; Thorpe
Nominees Pty. Ltd. v. FCT88 ATC4886.

emphasis on substance over form in the determinationof the 22. For discussionof the circumstancessurrounding the derivationof interesta

source of income.21 Unfortunately,as noted abOve thiS trend income by Spotless Services Pty. Ltd., see the quote of Beaumont J reproduced
was recently reversed by the Full Federal Court in the Spot- at footnote 24 below.

less Servicescase, since in that case the court seemed to place 23. The Asprey Committee which was set up to examine and recommend

reforms to, inter alia, Australia's international tax regime, explained the ratio-

an emphasis on the situs where the loan contract was made as nale for adopting the benefitprincipleon the basis that income which is generat-
an importantfactor in deciding the source issue rather than on ed by economic activity conducted under the protection of a particular country

the circumstances existing prior to the loan contract being and relying on facilities provided there, at least in part at public expense should

made.22 be taxedby that country: see TaxationReview Committee: Full Report 31 Jan-

uary, 1975 (Canberra, AGPS, 1975) (the Asprey Committee Report) at 263-

The analysis of source of interest rules to follow immediate- 265. See also Azzi J Policy Considerations in the Taxation of Foreign-Source
Income 47 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documenmtion 10 (1993), at 548-

ly below will proceed by firstly examining the explicit statu- 550. Secs. 6C and 6CA of the Act, which were briefly examined in the introduc-

tory provisionscontained in the Act. The discussionwill then tion, broadlyadopt the benefitprincipleby deeming the source of royalty income

analyse explicit rules contained in Australia's tax treaties (in and natural resource income, respectively, to be Australian source where the

particular, the United Sttes-Australiatreaty). The final part place of economc activity generating such income is Australia. The Commis-

sioner of taxation also has power to allocate income and deductions between a

of the discussion will examine the judicial decisions dealing resident company and a related non-residentcompany for the purposes of mak-

with source of interest income. ing a transfer pricing determination under Division 13. Accordingly, the Com-
missioner is able to determine the source of income and deductions for the pur-

poses of Division 13 (see Sec. 136AE(1) of the Act). However, it should be

A. Source of interest
noted that the definition of foreign income in the Act is such that any statuto-

ry provisions which give a source in Australia to the particular income (such as

Secs. 6C and 6CA) are irrelevant since foreign income is not defined in the Act

As a matter of policy, interest income which is the product of as the converse of Australian source income: see Sec. 6AB(l) of the Act which

provides thatA reference in this Act to foreign income is a reference to income

economic activity in Australia should have an Australian derived from sources in a foreign country or foreign countries.

source. The justificationfor this line of reasoning is based on 24. 95 ATC 4775, at 4811. The only commentI would make in reference to the

the benefit principle.23 The non-resident would not have anti-avoidancepart of the decision of the majority in the Spotless Services case

been able to generate the nterest income if the resident tax-
is that by treating tax as if it were a cost of business, their Honours (Cooper and

Northrop JJ), with respect, have failed to properly identify the role and function

payer had not been able to generate the original funds in the of an income tax. To treat taxes as another cost of business would logically
first place whch it then invests with the non-residentcompa- imply that in a simple (i.e. purely domestic) investment/incomemodel, the less

income you earn the less tax you pay. The amount of tax payable (under a pro-
ny. gressive system) is commensuratewith the amount of income derived by a tax-

Unfortunately, the Full Federal Court in Spotless Services payer. Income in this case becomes a measure of the benefit that a.taxpayer
derives through the process of wealth generation that is facilitated by the infras-

appeared to pay no credence to the benefit principle in hold- tructure and political stability provided by the state in which the taxpayer con-

ing that interest derived by an Australian resident taxpayer ducts its business. However, it should not be extrapolated from such an argument

from Australian generated funds invested in a Cook Islands that less income derived by the taxpayermeans less benefit accrued to that tax-

bank was sourced in the Cook Islands. Interestingly,the court payer. If that was the case then why bother with a general anti-avoidanceprovi-
sion in the first place Also, why did the Federal Governmentabolish the Sec.

was divided on the question as to whether the investment 23(q) exemption if it did not perceive an inequality in the tax system
scheme was a scheme the dominantpurpose of which was to

Complications arise when international factors are introduced into the model. It

obtain a tax benefit and therefore in breach of Part IVA of the becomes necessary to identify the geographical source of income to determine

Act. In holding that the scheme was not caught by Part IVA, the place where the benefit accrued and thus the state which has the primary tax-

the majority (Cooper and Northrop JJ), were of the view that ing rights over such income. Given this basic premise, it is difficult to support
the majority's decision in Spotless Services where it was held that the taxpayer

the dominant purpose of the taxpayer in investing the funds did not breach Part IVA because its dominant purpose in investing the surplus
offshore was to maximize its after-tax returns and not to gain funds in a tax haven was to maximize its after-tax returns (i.e. a commercialpur-

a tax advantage in the sense of avoiding the paymentof Aus- pose). The reason why the majority decision is difficult to support is because

tralian tax on the interest derived from the investment.24 Spotless Services Pty. Ltd. would not have had the opportunity to derive the

interest income if it were not for the favourableconditions existing in Australia

Beaumont J in dissent, held that the dominant purpose for which enabled the surplus funds to be generated so that they could be invested
with a Cook Islands Bank. The court applied a form over substance approach. In

investing funds with a Cook Islands bank as opposed to an that regard I respectfully agree with Beaumont J's findings where his Honour

Australian bank, was to avoid the Australian tax net by rely- said (at 4798) that:
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The interest rate [offered by the Cook Islands bank] was unattractive, Section 25(2), it is not applicable for the purposes of the
being substantially less than the domestic rate. Moreover, there appeared to FTCS, since it only applies to determine whether interestbe a security risk in dealing with an offshore,Cook Islands bank ... Further,

income is Australian and mentionedearlier, foreignthe Cook Islands dealings were far more complicated, time-consuming(in source as
executive travel time) and expensive n their application than a similar source income is not defined in the Act as non-Australian
domestic transaction. Why did the respondents choose to adopt such an source income.
uncommercial course with so many disadvantages The reason could
only be that given by the Information Memorandum. The nature of the Another explicit interest source rule is contained in Aus-investment ... was not its commercial attraction, but its taxation benefits.

taxtralia's treaties. Article 11(7) of the Australia-UnitedIts dominantpurpose was to offer a tax advantageby combining a nominal
tax regime located offshore with the operation of Section 23(q). States treaty (this provision which is to be found in all tax

treaties negotiated by Australia) is based on Article 11(5) of
the OECD Model Tax Convention (Model).3' The source rule

ing on the now repealed Section 23(q) of the Act which contained in Article 11(7) will normally be invoked for for-
exempted foreign source income derived by an Australian eign tax credit purposes where generally a payment of inter-
resident from Australian taxation where such income was est occurs between an Australian resident person and a US
subject to tax in the foreign country. Therefore, instead of the resident or vice versa. Article 27(1)(a) of the Australia-Unit-
taxpayer being subjected to full taxation in Australia, it was ed States tax treaty further provides that income derived by a
able to claim an exemption from Australian taxation by virtue resident of the United States which may be taxed by Australia
of the funds being subject to a 5 per cent withholding tax rate (e.g. because of the source rule contained in Article 11(7)),
in the Cook Islands upon remittanceof the funds to Australia. shall for the purposes of the Convention and the income tax
The decision in Spotless Serviceshas given many commenta- law of Australia be deemed to be from sources in Australia.
tors, and the ATO, cause for concern.25

25. See Passant J., Spotless: A Not So Clean Australian Tax Avoidance Deci-
sion 1 Asia-PaciicTax Bulletin 3 (1996), at 88. See also Butterworths Weekly

B. Explicit statutorysource rules for interest income Tax Bulletin No. 55,5 December 1995 at para. [1108] where the decision in Spot-
less is criticized for treating the cost of taxation as i f it were a cost of production.
In a brief note on the Spotless Services case, Mr Michael D'Ascenzo, ChiefTax

The first explicit statutory provision dealing with source of Counsel, ATO, stated that the Commissioners seeking leave to appeal the Full

interest income is subsection 25(2) of the Act.26 Pursuant to Federal Court decision to the High Court: (1996) 1 WeeklyTax Bulletin II1.
26. The subsection provides:this subsection, interest paid upon money secured by the Interest (except interest paid outside Australia to a non-resident on debentures

mortgage of any property in Australia is deemed to have an issued outside Australia by a company) upon money secured by mortgage over

Australian source, except where the interest is paid to a non_ any property in Australia shall be deemed to be derived from a source n Aus-

resident in respect of company debentures which are issued tralia.
It is clear from decided cases on subsection 25(2) that it is not necessary thatoutside Australia and the interest payment also occurs repaymentofthe principal be securedby mortgageof property wholly situated in

abroad.27 The source rule contained in subsection 25(2) is Australia. A majority of the High Court (Latham CJ, Starke, Dixon, Evatt and
one-sided to the extent that it only deals with Australian McTiernanJJ, with Rich J dissenting) in Broken Hill SouthLimited(PublicOfi-

v. CommissionerofTaxationfor New SouthWales (1937) 56 CLR 337, heldsource and does not have any effect on the operation of the cer)
that the words interest upon money secured upon mortgage of any property in

FTCS since foreign income is not defined in the Act as [New South Wales] in Sec. 4 of the IncomeTax ManagementAct must be given
income which does not have an Australian source. their natural meaning and were not limited to cases where the only security was

a mortgageof property in New South Wales.
Another statutory source rule which is of limited application 27. The Asprey Committee was unsure as to whether his exceptionmeant that

in terms of protecting Australia's claims over the foreign such interest income is deemed to have a foreign source or whetherother gener-
al rules relating to source would apply: see the Asprey Committee Report op cit.,source income of its residents is the interest withholding tax at para 17.A24.

rule. This rule which is contained in Section 128B(2) of the 28 See Sec. 128D of the Act.

Act, is of limited use since it only applies to the payment of 29. See Sec. 221YL(2A) of the Act.
30. Sec. 128B(2)(b)could be easily avoided, for example, by simply arranginginterest by an Australian resident to a non-resident. If the for the non-resident lender to pay the funds to an overseas permanent establish-

withholding tax regime applies, the person receiving the ment of an Australian resident company which then on-ends the funds to the
interest is not subject to further tax by assessment.28 Where ultimate Australian resident borrower. The interest paid by the Australian resi-

Section 128B applies then the Australian resident payer is dent would be paid to another resident and therefore outside the scope of Sec.
128B. To alleviate the avoidance opportunities that could arise, Parliamentobliged to deduct, on behalf of the non-resident recipient, passed Sec 128B(2A) To be caught by Sec. 128B(2A) the interest (i) must not

withholding tax where the payee has a foreign address or has be an outgoingwholly incurred by the resident payer n a businesscarried on out-

authorized payment of the interest at a place outside Aus- side Australia at or through a permanent establishment there; or (ii) paid by a

tralia.29 non-resident and is an outgoing wholly or partly incurred by the non-resident
payer in carrying on business in Australia through a permanentestablishment in
Australia.By making reference to the carrying on of a business at or 31. Art. 1 I(7) of the Australia-UnitedStates tax treaty provides that:

through a permanent establishment in Australia, Section [i]nterest shall be treated as income from sources in a Contracting State when
128B infers that the interest income must have been generat- the payer is that State itself or a political subdivision or local authority of that

ed by economicactivity in Australiaand therefore, the person
State or a person who is a resident of that State for the purposesof its tax. Where,
however, the person paying the interest, whether he is a resident of one of thewho derives the interest incorne is liable to pay income tax Contracting States or not, has in one of the Contracting States or outside both

upon that income.3o To that extent, Section 128B is a quasi- Contracting States a permanent establishment or fixed base in connection with
source rule since it provides that interest income for with- which the indebtednesson which the interest is paid was incurred, and such inter-

est is borne by such permanent establishment or fixed base, then such interestholding tax purposes will have an Australian source if it was shall be deemed to have its source in the State in which the permanentestablish-
generated by economic activity in Australia. However, like ment or fixed base is situated.
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Effectively,Article 27(1)(a) incorporatesthe source rule con- duced funds to pay the interest.36 The rationale for imple-
tained in Article 11(7) into Australia's domestic tax laws, menting such a source rule will be examined below.
where the conditions set out in that Article are satisfied (i.e.
the parties to the transaction giving rise to the derivation of However, the conclusion that can be drawn from the above

interest income are residents of Australia and the United discussion is that a major flaw exists with rules for determin-

States). Outside that context, it is necessary to resort to prin- ing the source of interest income - viz. uncertainty. The

ciples derived from case law. explicit statutory rules which exist are easily circumvented
with clever planning. Moreover, the problem with judge-

The residence-basedinterest source rule contained in Article made rules is the fact that each case must be consideredon its

11(7) provides that the source of interest income is deter- facts. This is a highly impractical and costly method of

mined by the residence status of the payer company. Where, enforcing a fundamentalprinciple of taxation which impacts
on the other hand, the payer incurs a debt in respect of a per- upon a great number of transactions and concurrently on

manent establishmentwhich either exists in one of the Con- Australia's ability to assert fiscal jurisdictionover such trans-

tracting States or outside both of the Contracting States, and actions. Hence, the need for the Government to provide real
the interest is borne by such permanent establishment then guidance by formulating appropriate statutory source rules.

such interest is deemed to have a source where the permanent
establishment is situated. This reflects the economic nexus

rule. However, as with the explicit statutory interest income

source rule in Section 128B, the source rule in Article 11(7) III. POLICY CONSIDERATIONSIN

can be easily manipulated as it effectively reproduces the FORMULATINGSTATUTORYSOURCE
same economic nexus rule. RULES

The manipulationcan take two main forms. Where the lend-
The implementationof statutory rules should addsource cer-

ing is between related parties, e.g. within a group of compa- tainty and improve the effectiveness of the existing policy
nies, the residence of the parties can be easily controlled by options for dealing with international transactions that mini-
the parent company such as by incorporating the lender or

mize residence country taxation by manipulating existing
borrower in a tax haven. Secondly, in a non-related party source rules. In theory, any statutory source rule should pro-
case, the manipulation is achieved by simple investment

vide adequate guidance for and administrators
choice. Funds can be deposited in an Australian residentbank taxpayers tax

to enable the determinationof the source of income. It should
or a tax haven bank, as was the case in SpotlessServices.That also allow for income from each income tax base to be
is, the mobility of loan capital in the absence of exchange

mea-

sured accurately and the application of relatively uniform
controls leaves it up to the investor/lender to choose where

rates of tax each base.37
interest is sourced.

on

In designing explicit source rules for Australia it is instruc-
Apart from the explicit statutory and treaty rules above, the tive to examine the US approach since the United States is
dominant factor in determining the source of interest income

one of the few countries with comprehensiveexplicit statuto-
under prncples established by case law, is the originating rules. In general, the United States sets out rules for
cause of the obligation to pay the interest. According to

ry source

determining US source income depending on the type of
Watermeyer CJ in Commissionerfor IR v. Lever Bros and

income being derived (see Section 861 of the Code) and
Unilever Ltd.32, the originating cause is the provision of

credit. That is, the service which the lender performs for
ncome which does not fall within that definition is deemed

foreign source income (see Section 862 of the Code). The
the borrower in return for which the borrowerpays him nter-

source of ncome rules contained in Sections 861-865 of the
est.33 This rule was applied by the New Zealand Court of Code cover substantially all items of income, and those not

Appeal in Commissionerof IR v. N.. Philips Gloeilanpen- expressly mentionedhave their source determinedby finding
fabrieken34 where it was held that the source of the interest the closest analogy to items expresslydealt with by the Code,
income was the actual giving of the credit which was made considering the nature of the item, the nature of the econom-

under an agreement entered nto in the Netherlands. The ic activity that generates it and the locationof the property to

High Court of Australiahad held, some 33 years before that which it is related.
the source of interest income was the country in whch the

agreementwasmade: StudebakerCorporationofAustralasia
Limitedv. CommissionerofTaxationforNew SouthWales,35

32. (1946) SAfPC 1.

Clearly, these rules are also easily manipulated by simply 33. Ibid., at 4.

drafting and concluding the relevant agreement in a foreign 34. (1954) 5 AITR 158 (especially the decision of Gresson P at 163). In the

jurisdiction. Again, the decision in Spotless Services con- same case, North J (with Hay J agreeing) held that the place where the credit is

firms such an interpretation. Given the ease with which provided is the place of contracting (i.e. the loan agreement).
35. (1921) 29 CLR 225 at 233. See also the Full Federal Court's unanimous

judge-made source rules can be manipulated and the uncer- finding that the interest income was sourced in the Cook Islands in the Spotless

tainty in applying such rules in various circumstances, the Services case.

Asprey Committeerecommendedthe adoption of a source of 36. See the Asprey CommitteeReport op cit., at para. 17.A25.
37. See InternationalTaxation:A DiscussionDocument(ITDD) (a consulta-

interest income rule based on the residence of the debtor but tive document released by the New Zealand Govemmenton 28 February 1995

with more emphasis on the economic activity which pro- outlining policy reforms to New Zealand's internationaltaxation rules) at 31.
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The statutory source rule for interest income set out in Sec- (ii) A governmentshould not unilaterallyadopt a source rule
tion 861(a)(1) of the Code provides for a residence based that it would find objectionable if adopted by another
source rule for interest income. That is, an interest payment sovereign government, as this would be incompatible
generall has its source in the country where the person obli- with the goal of a mutually agreeable sharing of tax juris-
gated to make the payment resides. However, there are diction. Where a sovereignstate has look-throughrules
exceptions to this general rule which intet alia incorporatean to take away the incentive available to its domestic tax-
economic nexus rule of the type that the Asprey Committee payers for shifting investment income to a foreign juris-
had recommended for Australia. The principal exceptions diction or increasing foreign tax credits, then there is no
treat as foreign source income any interest received from: reason to impose complex rules on foreigners. Accord-
(1) foreign branches ofdomestic banks and savings and loan ingly neutrality in this context does not require that for-

associations which are engaged in the commercial bank- eign taxpayers and domestic taxpayersbe subject to iden-
ing business (see Section 861(a)(1)(B));and tical source rules.

(2) domestic persons who derived at least 80 per cent of their In Australia source of income rules for non-residents do not
gross income during the preceding three years from the necessarily correspond with source rules for FI'CS purpos-active conduct of a trade or business outside the Unit- es.44 For FI'CS purposes foreign income is defined in Sec-
ed States (see Section 861(a)(l)(A), (c)(l)). tion 6AB(l) as, intet alia, income derived from foreign

The 80 per cent test is applied to the three-yearperiod as an sources in a foreign country or foreign countries.... The

aggregate, rather than year by year. Also, where the recipient effect of this provision is that explicit statutory source rules
is a related person38 to the payer, only the actual foreign which give particular income a source in Australia (e.g. Sec-

percentage of the interest is treated as foreign source tions 6C and 6CA) are deemed irrelevant since foreign
income.39 income (unlike the definition of non-resident set out in

Section 6(1) of the Act) is not defined in the Act as the con-
The Asprey Committee noted the operation of US statutory verse of Australian source income.
source rules and recommended that statutory source rules for

Therefore; in ascertaining whether income has been derivedAustralia should operate to tax income generated by econom-
from foreign it is Australianic activity within the country which, if not taxed on the basis sources necessary to resort to

of source, would be excluded from the total base of income judge-made source rules to determine whether the income is
tax. This would put pressure on the foreign base to compen-

characterized as having an Australian source. Thus, it is pos-
sible for the same income to be treated as having an Aus-sate for the loss of revenue that would arise. The Committee

noted that the justification for imposing tax on the basis of tralian source for one purpose and to be foreign source for the

source rests on the benefit principle. However, it is extreme- purposes of the FTCS, and vice versa.45

ly difficult to apply such a rule in practice. This is because it
is difficult to determine what economic connections with a

38. A related person includes any person owning, directly or indirectly at
least 10% of the stock of the payer: Secs. 861(c)(2)(B)and 954(d)(3).country are sufficient to justify taxation in that country. Some 39. See Sec. 861(c)(2)(A)of the Code.

answers to this puzzling question may be gleaned from the 40. The substantially revised Sch. 25A which is the supplementary foreign
information disclosed by Australian companies with interna- income questionnaire that companies with internatioral transaction must fill in

tional operations in Schedule 25A.40 and lodge with their tax retums. The new schedule requires companies to provide
details of business activities in comparable tax jurisdictions.Companiesare also

On a more general level, some guidance on this question may required to disclose information on taxpayers' interests in foreign trusts or com-

be obtained from Professor McIntyre's work in this area. He panies and international property and insurance dealings. In addition, companies
are required to disclose particulars of intemational revenue and expenses related

observes that in a model income tax system the limitationson to 13 separate headings ranging from derivative financial transactions to royal-
tax jurisdiction provided by the source rules should be ties.

41. Mclntyre M J The International Income Tax Rules of the United Statesdesigned to achieve three goals - (i) the elimination of dou-
(ButterworthsLegal Publishers, 1989) (Looseleaf)at 3-65.ble taxation; (ii) the eliminationof under-taxation;and (iii) 42. This part of the analysis is based on the analysis in McIntyre, Ibid., at 3-66

the distribution of tax jurisdiction over income among to 3-70.

sovereign governments in some mutually agreeable fash- 43. Cf. Professor Vann's ideal multilateral approach to achieving uniformityof
tax systems and thus minimizing international double taxation, where he advo-ion.4'He suggests that there are an indeterminatenumber of cates reliance on advanced accounting theory for dealing with corporate groups

ways that these three goals could be achieved and that the and consolidation of group accounts: A Model Treaty for the Asian-Pacific
economic nexus test is only one means ofachieving the three Region(1990)8 Asia-PacifcTax and InvestmentBulletin392at p 411.

goals. But whichever test is preferred, he argues that the fol- 44 Cf. US source of interest rule which deems those amounts that are not US
source nterest income under Sec. 861(a)(1), to be foreign source interest income'.lowing guidelines designed to facilitate the achievement of 45. The tax treaties which Australia has negotiated, could play a major role in

the three goals should always be borne in mind. These are..42 this regard, since they contain explicit source rules which take precedence over

Australia'sown source rules. However, as Australiahas only negotiated some 38
(i) The source rules should be as simple for the tax authori- tax treaties, the possibility of double economic taxation or double domestic taxa-

ties to apply as possible. In particular, source rules appli- tion would have to be addressed unilaterally.
cable to foreign taxpayers should not depend for their Recently the Commissionerof Taxation issued a draft taxation ruling outlining

the steps the ATO will take to alleviate international double taxation and eco-application on detailed factual inquiries or on refined nomic double taxation that result from another country's tax administration
accounting judgments.43 The need for simplicity stems adjusting the profits of a multinational enterprise group. For a discussion of this
from the fact that many source rules in the United States ruling and a comparison with the approach taken by the Internal RevenueService

in the US, see Azzi J, CorrelativeAdjustmentsto Relieve DoubleTaxation Aris-are tantamount to withholding rules as they apply to for-
ng from an Adjustment by a Foreign Tax Administrationin 1 Asia-PaciicTax

eign taxpayers. Bulletin 4 (1996),at I 19.
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(iii) As was recommendedby the Asprey Committeesome 14 ensure that the problem of intemational double taxation

years earlier, McIntyre notes that to the extent possible, is addressed properly.
income should be sourced in a country where it has some Introducing clear guidelines for identifying the type of
economic nexus. He goes on to deal with the situation income derived (which includes identifying the person who
where income may not have a clear economicnexus with has derived such income) and incorporating simple rules for
any country. In such a case he suggests, statutory provi- determining when income is deemed to be derived in Aus-
sions assigning the source of such income to the country tralia, would add certainty and thus efficiency into the Act.
of residence of the persons carrying on the income pro- The rules need not be overly complex. The US approach of
ducing activities would not violate the economic nexus

drawing analogies could be useful in this regard. But what is
guideline. important is that any reforms to the source rule should be

It appears that the US Tax Court has recently applied a wide accompanied by reforms to the residence rule to ensure that

concept of the economic nexus test by extending the US manipulationof one rule does not avoid the operation of the

equivalentof Australia's active income test (n particular the other rule.5o Residence based source rules which correlate

tainted sales income provisions46) to assembly operations. In residency of the taxpayer with the source of income fall

Bausch& Lomb Inc., etal.v. CIR47, Judge CarolynR Chiechi squarely into this category.5l

agreed with the taxpayer in concluding that income generat-
ed from theassemblyoperationsof two related CFCs was not

foreign base company sales ncome and therefore, excluded
from the US parent company's gross ncome under subpart F

which contains the US CFC rules. The test applied by the

Court was the substantial transformation of property test

found in Reg. Section 1.954-3(a)(4)(ii)of the Internal Rev-

enue Code 1954 (the Code). Under this test, if the purchased
46. The Australian equivalent to the foreign base company sales income

regime is contained in Sec. 447 of the Act.

personal property is substantially transformed prior to sale, 47. (US Tax Court) (T.C. Memo. 1996-57, Tax Ct. Dkt. No. 13983-91)at para

the property sold will be treated as having been manufac- [113]

tured, produced, or constructedby the selling corporation. In rejecting the IRS's argument that the assembly operations of the two CFCs

were not substantial in nature when compared to the fabrication of the parts

The test applied by Judge Chiechi requires the operations to
used in those operations, Judge Chiechi was of the view that such an interpre-
tation misses the mark since both companiesperformed [al full range of activi-

be present in the particular jurisdiction and that substantial ties necessary to assemble sun-glasses parts into finished, quality sun-glasses.

transformation of the goods occurred in that jurisdiction. The court was able to reach such a conclusion based on the fact that both CFCs

However, in applying the Section 954(b) exclusion from purchased eyeglass parts from B&L including front and temple pieces, lenses,
screws, and even packagingmaterials. The operators received parts to be assem-

Subpart F, the Judge gave a broad interpretation to the word bled together with a manufacturing order. Following assembly, each pair was

manufacture by finding that the assembly of parts into a inspected and further adjustmentscould be made to the frames, including buff-

finishedproduct constitutedsubstantial transformationof the ing out imperfections on the lenses. The sunglasses were then cleaned and

product.
packed.
48. See ITDD op cit., at p 32 and at p 33 where it is concluded: The current

statutory rules applying to cross-border income can be improved. This would

The relevance of the above case to Australian policy makers involve clearer and more detailed rules for determining New Zealand-sourced

is the fact that any govemment wishing to embark on a and foreign-sourced income and apportionment rules for income that has more

course of reform of its source of income rules needs also to than one source (where apportionment is allowed) and expenditures incurred in

incorporate statutory rules which define the type of ncome producing both New Zealand-sourcedand foreign-sourced income. Such rules

should include approved methodologiesfor determining transfer pricing.
that is generated before applying any new source rules to 49. Mclntyrealso suggests that the application of source rules should be under

such income. This would also require detailed rules for allo_ the control of sovereign governmentsand not taxpayers,except to the extent that

cating deductions to the particular income generatedand pro-
they have a choice of where to conduct their economic activities giving rise to

income. Without this control, he notes, the actual or deemed agreement among

viding adequate guidance as to whether apportionmentrules sovereign govemments over the sharing of possible tax revenues will not be

apply to gross or net income.48 The definitions found in Aus- implemented, as taxpayers having control over source rules, would be able to

tralia's CFC rules of passive income, tainted sales and taint_ manipulatesource rules so as to minimize their exposure to any particularcoun-

ed services ncome could be good start for reform propos-
try's tax rules: McIntyreop cit., at p 3-69.
50. The place of incorporationor seat of management testS fail to respond to

als. modern economic realities. The place of incorporation of a company and the

location of its head office and seat of management and control are all largely

(iv) McIntyre suggests that, to the extent feasible, ncome within the controland subject to the manipulationof the taxpayer.Moreover, the

with an economic nexus with more than one country residency of the controlling shareholders test is very easily manipulated. The

ease with which the residencerule is manipulatedgreatly affectS the integrity of

should be sourced in a country that is inclined to subject explicitstatutorysource rules which attribute the source of income to the state of

the income to taxation. This would reduce the risk of residency of the payer.

under-taxation, thereby promoting fairness and econom- 51. It is interesting to note that on 11 February 1996, the then Treasurer Mr

ic efficiency.49 It would also make possible a generally Ralph Willis announced the Govemment's intentions to inter ali#, reform the

corporate residence rules to make it harder for non-residentcompanies to derive

lower rate of taxation on other sources of income. Under benefits that would apply solely to an Australianresidentcorporation: The Trea-

this guideline, interest income should be sourced in the surer'sPress Release (11/2/96). One such benefit is the preservationof pre-cap-

country of the recipient rather than in the country of the ital gains tax status of non-taxableAustralian assets owned by a foreign compa-
which subsequentlybecomes CFC in relation Australian resident

obligor. If this approach were to be adopted in Australia, ny a to an com-

pany: see Azzi J Proposed Amendments to Controlled Foreign Corporation
there would also need to be changesmade to the FTCS t0 Rules 1 Asia-PaciicTax Bulletin 11(1995), at 315.
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IV. THE RESIDENCE RULE control is there.57 In Malayan Shipping Co. Ltd. v. FC758 it
was held that all that must be shown to establish that a com-

One of the most important provisions on defining the income pany (which is not incorporated in Australia) is resident in
tax base in relation to foreign source income is Section 25(1) Australia is that the central management and control of the
of the Act.52 It states that residents are taxed on their world- company is situated in Australia. The central managementwide income. As was noted briefly above, the corporate veil and control of a company will be in Australia if there is some
doctrine, inter alia, has enabled Australian resident compa- part of the superior or directing authority (or mind) of the
nies to set up subsidiaries in tax havens for the purpose of company in Australia by means of which the affairs of the
avoiding Australian tax by accumulating funds in those sub- company are controlledand the centre of its trading is in Aus-
sidiaries. How this process works in practice will be dis- tralia.59
cussed below.

The Asprey Committee was anxious not to extend the mean-
A resident of Australia in relation to a company is defined in ing of the central managementand control concept beyondSection 6(1) of the Act, as follows: the formal proceedings of the boardroom. Such an extension

(b) A company which is incorporated in Australia, or which, not would increase the likelihoodof a cornpany being resident inbeing incorporated in Australia, carries on business in Australia, both Australia and a foreign country beyond what may beand has either its central management and control in Australia, or
regarded the intemationally acceptable However,its voting power controlled by shareholders who are residents of as norm.

Australia. the Committee suggested that such an extension would be
appropriate where the company is incorporated in a taxFrom the above definition, it is clear that there are three teStS haven. For this purpose, the Committeeobserved that it willto determine the residency of a company. The first limb -

be necessary to identify tax haven countres either in the Actincorporation in Australia is decisive in determining a com- or, preferably, in regulations.60pany's residence. However, the incorporation test is but
one test of residency for companies.53The underlying policy Subsequent to the decision in the MalayanShipping case, the
for the incorporation tet is that a company which owes its High Court arguably took a different approach in the Esquire
existence to the law of a country should be subject to that Nomineescase.61 One of the questions raised was whether the
country's tax system on the worldwide income it derives. taxpayercompany whose directors were residents of Norfolk

Island and who held all the meetings of the company there,Where a company is not incorporated in Australia, then the
was resident in Australia. The Commissionercontended thatquestion arises as to whether the company which carries on
as the taxpayer habitually responded to advice from Aus-business in Australia has its central management and con- tralian accountants, it should be characterized as resident introl54 in Australia or whether its voting power is controlled Australia. In rejecting the Commissioner'scontention, Gibbsby shareholders who are resident in Australia. J did not regard the fact that the Board of Directors habitual-

The rationale for the central managementand control test is ly responded to instructions formulated in Australia as suffi-
that if the manifestations of the company's existence in ulti-
mate decision making take place under the protection of the 52. See Parson R W Income Taxation in Australia: Principles of Income,law of a country, then the income which it derives from its Deductibility and Tax Accounting (The Law Book Company Limited, Sydney,
worldwide activities should also be subject to that country's 1985) at 4.

tax regime.55 Support for the requirement that the company
53. Under US residency rules a company will be characterizedas a US compa-

where it is simply corporation which is created organized in the Unitedwhose central management and control is in Australia must
ny a or
States or under the law of the United States or of any State: Sec. 7701(a)(4) ofalso be carrying on business in Australia before it is deemed the Code. Where it is not so created or organized then t is deemed to be a foreign

to be resident in Australia is drawn from the economic nexus corporation. Under Sec. 1 1 of the Code tax is imposed on the taxable income of

rule. every domestic US corporation for each taxable year.
The US incorporation test is said to maintain neutrality of taxation between for-

The rationale for the third limb of the residency test derives eign investors.see E A Owens, InternationalAspects of U.S. Income Taxation:
Cases and Materials (Intemational Tax Program, Harvard Law School, Cam-support from the provisionsof Subpart F of the Code and the bridge, Mass., 1980), at II/43.

suggestion of the Asprey Committee that the central manage- 54. For a discussion on the distinction between managementand control,
ment and control test should have a wider scope where the and the various definitionsof control see the judgment of the majority (Stephen,

MasonandWilson JJ) in FCTv. CommonwealthAluminiumCorporationLimit-company is incorporated in a tax haven. It has been suggest- ed (1980) 143 CLR 646, at 658-661.ed that Australian residents should not be able to shed their 55. Vann & Parsons, The Foreign Tax Credit and Reform of Intemational
subjection to tax on their world-wide incomes by operating Taxation, (1986) 3 Australian Tax Forum 131, at 148.

through a corporate entity.56 56. Ibid.
57. De Beers ConsolidatedMines Ltd. v. Howe \1906] AC455.
58. (1946) 71 CLR 156. In this case, Williams J held that a Singapore compa-
ny set up by an Australian resident (who was really in charge) had an Australian

A. The residence rule in practice residence, on the basis that the company'scentral managementand control was
situated in Australia. This s despite the fact that two Singaporeanpersons were

appointed as directors and met outside Australia.Despite the policy justifications for incorporating the three 59. Koitaki Para Rubber Estates Ltd. v. FCT (1940) 64 CLR 15, at 19; pertests of residency, in practice such rules have proved to be Dixon J. See also De Beers ConsolidatedMines Ltd. v. Howe [1906] AC 455.
ineffective in countering tax haven and transferpricing activ- 60. Asprey CommitteeReport op cit., at 255.

61. (1973) 129 CLR 177. The taxpayer appealed from the decision of Gibbs Jities. A company will be treated as carrying on business in a
to the Full Court of the High Court, which reversed Gibbs J's judgment but

country by reason of the fact that its central managementand approved his findings n relation to residence, reported at (1974) 4 ATR 75.
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The uncertainty surrounding the precise scope of the central
cient evidence that the taxpayer was resident in Australia. In

reaching this conclusion, his Honour stated that he believed management and control concept has given rise to tax plan-

that if the directors had been instructed to do something ning activities along the same lines as the taxpayer in the

improperor inadvisable they would not have done it. Gibbs J EsquireNomineescase. Effectively, this has allowed offshore

was of the view that although the Australian accountants had subsidiaries to argue that they are not necessarily resident in

power to exert influence, and perhaps strong influence on the country of their holding company. Consequently, it is not

the company, they nonetheless did not control the compa-
difficult to understand why the Esquire Nominees decision

ny. Accordingly,actual managementand control of the com-
has been attributedwith inspiring many corporationsto set up

pany and thus its residencewas in Norfolk Island.63 Gibbs J's offshore subsidiaries to engage in business in low tax coun-

judgment on this point was upheld by the Full Court of the tries which do not repatriate a significantpart of their profits

High Court.64
to Australia. The extent of intemational planning activities

based on Esquire Nomineeshas led one commentatorto sug-

gest that the CFC regime was introduced to counter deferral

B. Managementand control of Australian tax arising from that decision.75

The precise meaning of the phrase management and con-

trol of a company is uncertain since there has been no spe- C. Control of voting power
cific judicial consideration of this phrase in the Australian

courts. The majority judges in FCT v. CommonwealthAlu-

minium CorporationLtd.65 in concluding that the term con- The third test of residency set out in Section 6(1)(b) treats a

trolled as it appeared in the now repealed Section 136(a) of company as being a resident of Australia where it has its

the Act referred to de facto control66 of the business of the voting power controlledby shareholderswho are residents of

company, noted that control and management are not syn-
Australia. Unfortunately,this test suffers from the same fate

onymous terms. Each may be in different hands. Their Hon_ as the test in the second limb of the definition.Not only is the

ours went on to explain that such a distinction did not neces- precise meaning of the phrase control of voting power

sarily lead to the conclusion that directors of the company are uncertain, but also this test is easily avoided.76 In order to

to be treated as managers and the shareholders as controllers avoid control being attributed to Australian resident share-

of the company in all cases.67 These terms are traditionally holders, such shareholders could either simply refrain from

treated as a single concept, and hence it is possible to infer voting or give a non-resident person a proxy to vote. The

that control in the context of Section 6(1) also refers to de High Court in the Commonwealth Aluminium case was at

facto control of the business of the company rather than actu- pains to point out that it is not very helpful to suggest that it

al control of the company itself. is the shareholders who ordinarily control the business and

the business activitiesof the company.77This is confirmedby
There have been numerousjudicial decisions that have exam- the definition of a resident company in Section 6(1) which

ined such concepts as control of a company and control- refers to voting power being controlled by shareholders as

ling interest- such as Mendes v. Commr ofProbate Duties opposed to shareholders controlling the itself. Incompany

(Vic);68 Kolotex Hosiery (Australia) Pty. Ltd. v. FCT;69 W P

Keighery Pty. Ltd. v. FCT;7o BritishAmericanTobaccoCom-

pany Ltd. v. I R Commrsi71 and Barclays Bank Ltd. v. I R 62. Ibid., 185- 186.at

Commrs.72 However, the majority of the judges in the Com- 63. Ibid., at 186.

monwealth Aluminium case noted that most of these cases 64. Per Barwick CJ and Menzies J (1974) 4 ATR 75 at 77, and 85.

were of little assistancesince they reflect, in varying degrees, 65. (1980) 143 CLR 646.
66. Cf. the definitionofcontrol for the purposesof the CanadianIncomeTax

the different notion of capacity to control which is not an ele- Act where it is stated that control means de jure rather than defacto control:

ment that is prevalent for the purposes of Section 136(a). Krishna v. Canadan fnternational Taxation (Carswell Publishing, Ontario,

Their Honours remarked that control of a cornpany for the 1995) (Looseleaf) at 7-43.

purposes of Section 136(a) may be inferred from the exis- 67. Ibid., at 659 (per Stephen, Mason and Wilson JJ), where it was stated that

the word controlledwhen used passively, in its ordnary meaning refers to de

tence of a power to control its business.73 facto control rather than capacity to control. Their Honours said (at 661): [Sec-

The reasoning of the majority judges in the Commonwealth tion] 136(a) in speaking of de facto control is ... aimed, though not exclusively,
at a situation in which the business is controlled by a non-resident,not being the

Aluminiumcase, it has been suggested, representsa softening person who carries on the business, with the consequence that the person who

of approach from the Esquire Nominees case to the extent carries on the business becomes liable to pay income tax under the Section.

that the reasoning can be applied to determine the degree of 68. (1967) 122 CLR 152.
69. (1975) 132 CLR 535.

control required to be shown in each case.74 Nevertheless,the 70. (1957) 100 CLR 66.

concept of de facto control as applied in the Commonwealth 71. [1943] AC 335.

Aluminiumcase would not arguably extend to overcome the 72. (1961) AC 509.

reservation that Gibbs J expressed in the Esquire Nominees
73. (1980) 143 CLR 646 at 659. See also BritishAmerican Tobacco Company
Ltd. v. I R Commrs [1943] AC 335, at 339.

case about the actual directors' ultimate power of veto. Such 74. See Waincymerop cit., at 350.

power of veto could be exercised in refusing to do something 75. Ibid.

improper or inadvisableon the basis of instructionsby the de 76. See Vann The Background & Policy of the Australian Intemational

facto controllers. After all, the duty of directors under Aus-
Accruals Regime, The Taxation Institute of Australia - Intensive Seminar

Papers (New South Wales Division, 9-11 November, 1989) 1 at 10.

tralian company law is to the company itself. 77. (1980) 143 CLR 646 at 659.
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this regard, the decision of the High Court in the Mendes case cent of the foreign company and thus would not have satis-
may be of relevance. fied the strict control test).
It has been held that control of voting power (in a different The concept of control in Section 340 is not defined in the
context to the third test of residency set out in Section 6(1)) Act and nor has it been judicially considered in Australia. In
refers to direct control (or de facto control) of the voting fact, of all the common law countries that have introduced
power and not indirect or practical control.78 Moreover,vot- CFC rules (i.e. the United States, Canada, the United King-
ing power means voting power in a general meeting of the dom and New Zealand) only the United States has had cause
company and includes the whole of the voting power exercis- to judicially considersuch a concept in the context of its Sub-
able by members of the company, not just that attached to part F rules. A major reason for this is that the United States
shares.79 introduced Subpart F into the Code in 1962 whereas Canada

Moreover, the decision in Patcorp InvestmentsLtd. & Ors v.
introduced its foreign accrual property income (FAPI) rules

FC7*o has enabled tax planning in the form of manipulation in 197682, the UK in 198483 New Zealand in 1988 and Aus-

of the residency of shareholders registered as shareholdersof tralia in July 1990. Therefore, it is necessary to turn to the US
the company. This is because beneficial owners of a compa-

cases which have examined when a company is to be deemed

ny can nominate non-resident nominees to exercise voting
a CFC for the purposes of Subpart F in the hope of identify-

power on their behalf. Such a scheme will be effective in ng the types of issues that Australian taxpayersand the Com-

altering the residency status of a company since the third missioner of Taxation may have to confront in relation to

limb (as with the second limb) of the residency test set out in Australia's CFC rules,84 As far as Australian courts are con-

Section 6(1) does not look through to the residence status of cerned, it is not beyond reason that they will consider the US
the ultimate owners (or ultimate managers) of the company.

cases in this area as persuasive as they do UK or Canadian
cases, especially where there is no Australianauthorityon the

Other problems arise when determining the residency status point.
of individual shareholders. For this purpose it is necessary to
resort to the statutory rules expounded in Section 6(1) to The US control threshold which is contained in Section
determine the residency of individual persons and compa- 957 of the Code defines a CFC to mean any foreign corpora-
nies. It will not serve our purpose to discuss the residency
tests for individualsset out in Section 6(1)(a) of the Act. Suf- 78. See Mendesv. CommissionerofProbateDuties (Vic) (1967) 122 CLR 152,
fice to note that the complex rules contained in Section where Kitto J said (at 162): ... a Company A, which by virtue of its voting power

n a general meeting of Company B controls that company, has a controlling6(1)(a) may be circumventedrelativelyeasily. For instance, it interest in Company C if Company B holds the majority of votes in the general
has been held that an individual does not have to be perma- meetingof Company C

nently resident in a foreign country before he or she will be 79. Kolotex Hosery (Australia)Pty. Ltd. v. FCT (1975) 132 CLR 535. Gibbs J
commented at 571: ... 'the voting power in the company' iS the voting powerregarded as a non-residentof Australia.8 exercisable by members of the company I am unable to agree that the words.

are restricted in their meaning to voting power attached to or camed by shares.
The words are quite general, and in their natural meaning would include all vot-

D. How the CFC regime looks through the corporate ing power that may be exercised in the company, howeverconferred.

veil 80. (I 976) 140 CLR 247. It was held that a person who was not entered on the
register of shareholders but was the beneficial owner of shares could not be
described as a shareholder.

Manipulation of the residency rule, as shown above, is pri- 81. See FCT v. Applegate79 ATC 4307, at 4314, per NorthropJ, where the tax-

for See also FCT Jenkins 82 ATC 4098; where themarily achieved by reason of the corporate veil doctrine. This payer was away two years. v.

Queensland Supreme Court held that the taxpayer who had been away for onlyhas enabled Australian resident taxpayers to successfully 18 months had a permanent place of abode outside Australia.
incorporatea foreign company and effectivelycontrol it from 82. Harris E C., Canadian Income Taxation(4h ed) (Butterworths, Canada,
Australia. By interposing the controlled foreign company

1986) at 654 where it was noted that originally the FAPI rules were to be intro-
duced in I 973 but they were delayed until 1976 primarilytoallowsufficient timebetween the source of the income and the ultimate beneficial to review and improve the proposed rules. It should be noted that in Sec. 256

owners, Australian taxpayers avoid or deferexposure to Aus- (5.1) of the Canadian Income Tax Act, the term controlled is defined general-
tralian tax. ly for the purposes of the Tax Act and not specifically for the purposesof Cana-

da's FAPI rules.
As far as upholding the integrity of the second and third 83 After a lengthyconsultationprocess in which several drafts of the proposed
limbs of the residence rule, the CFC rules achieve this by

CFC rules were produced, the final provisions were included in the Finance Act
1984 and are now to be found in Secs. 747 to 756 of and Schs. 24 to 26 to theincorporatingcomprehensivedirect and indirect control trac- Taxes Act 1988: Bramwell R., HardwickM., James A., and Oratore V.,Taxation

ing rules which look-through the corporate veil to the ulti- ofCompaniesandCompanyReconstructions(Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1991)
mate beneficial owners and therefore, the controllers of the at 351. There have been no UK cases to date which have considered the concept

of control in the context of the CFC rules.CFC. The definitionof a CFC set out in Section 340 incorpo- 84. It should be noted that as much as Australian policy makers examined the
rates two broad concepts of control (i) control in the StriCt US approach under Subpart F before drafting the CFC rules, there are distinct
sense (which looks at the aggregate interests held by a group, differences in approach between the two regimes. The approach adopted in Aus-

[defined in such wide terms as to cover a single entity acting
tralia's CFC rules operates around the concept of listed and unlisted coun-

tries (i.e. designated comparable-tax jurisdictions approach), whereas, thealone], of resident shareholders to see whether it has at least approach in Subpart F focuses on the particular transaction (the transactional
50 per cent of the foreign company's capital or voting approach). Under the Australian approach, income which is sourced in those

power); (ii) control in the economic sense (which looks at countries which have a comparable tax system to that of Australia will generally
be exempt from the CFC measures. Under the US approach, Subpart F incomeinterests of a single resident shareholder or a group of resi- which has been taxed at a high rate (i.e. 90% of the US corporate tax rate) is gen-dent shareholders which, prma facie, own less than 50 per erally exempt from Subpart F.
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tion of which more than 50 per cent of the total combined sidiary of CCA holding 800 ordinary shares. Each share had

to vote, or same par to vote.voting power of all classes of stock entitled the the value and carried with it the right
total value of stock of such corporation, is owned directly or

indirectly,85 or owned constructively,86by a US shareholder
The Articles of Incorporation of the Swiss company were

(USS87) on any day during the taxable year of such foreign
amended to provide for a ten-member board of administra-

corporation,88
tors, one half of whom were to be nominated by the ordinary
shareholders and the other half to be nominated by the pref-
erence shareholders. The chairman did not have a casting

E. De facto control in the US Subpart F rules
vote. The preference shares carried a 6 per cent cumulative

preferentialdividend.

After a comprehensive analysis of the evidence, Wiles J, in
The crux of the US approach is that substance over form is

the preferred approach in applying the control provisions of the US Tax Court held that the taxpayers had divested them-

Sections 957 and 958.89 The courts have similarlyexpounded
selves of meaningful voting power in the wholly owned

such views. The US Court of Appeals in GarlockInc v. Com-
Swiss subsidiary. He found no evidence of any agreements,

missioner9oheld that it is real voting power and not the mere
whether oral or written, between the parties with respect to

the manner in which the preference shareholders would vote
mechanical number of votes which Congress was concerned
with [in enacting Subpart F]. The same court in Kraus v.

their stock.95 He distinguished the facts of the present case

Commissioner9held that in determining whetherreal vot-
from those in the Kraus' case in that the preferred sharehold-

ing power was surrendered by means of the creation and

splitting of preferred stock, the actualities stressed in Trea- 85. See Sec. 958(a) of the Code.

sury Regulation Section 1-957-1(b)(2) must be looked at. 86. See Sec. 958(b) ofthe Code.

The court emphasizedthe need to lookbehind the facade to 87. A USS is defined in Sec. 951(b) of the Code as a United States person

determine whethera real transferof voting power to the pre_
who owns directly, indirectly, or constructively 10% or more of the total com-

bined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote of a foreign corpora-
ferred stockholders took place, or whether the purpose of the tion. A United States person is, in turn, defined to mean a citizen or residentof

arrangement was simply to avoid the appearance of the for- the United States, a domestic partnership, a domesticcorporationand any estate

eign corporation as a CFC.92 or trust (other than a foreign estate or trust). (See Sec. 957(c) and Sec.

7701(a)(30)).

Whether the approach of the US Tax Courts in Garlock and 88. Sec. 957 also contains special rules in respect of foreign companiesderiv-

Kraus would overcome the Esquire Nominees point in rela- ing income from the insurance of US risks: Secs. 953,957(b) and Reg Sec.

1.951-2. However, given the scope of the discussion, this aspect of determining
tion to the exercise of the power of veto is yet to be tested in what constitutes a CFC (see also Sec. 957(c) and (d), and Regs. Sec. 1.957-3 and

the Australian courts.93 Ironically, the substance over form 1.957-4) will not be discussed.

approach could be relied upon to argue that the foreign com-
89. See Reg. Sec. 1.957-(1)(b)(2) which states that mere ownership of shares

does not of itself dictate where control of the foreign corporation rests. It pro-

pany is ultimately controlled by those directors who have a vides that:

power of veto over decisions made by the de facto directors. [a]ny arrangementto shift formal voting poweraway from United States share-

That is, the directors of a foreign company,depending on the holders of a foreign corporationwill not be given effect if in reality voting power
is retained. The mere ownershipof stock entitled to vote does not by itselfmean

circumstancesof the case, could in substance be regarded as that the shareholderowning such stock had the voting power of such stock for

the ultimate controllersof the company if there was scope for the purposes of Section 957. For example, if there is any agreement, whether

arguing that they would not implement directives (issued by express or implied, that any shareholder will not vote his stock or will vote it

the Australian de facto controllers) which are improper or only in a specified manner, or that shareholders owning stock having no more

than 50 per cent of the total combined voting power will exercise voting power
inadvisable for the purposes of the company. It is not clear normally possessed by a majority of stockholders, then the nominal ownership
what kind of evidence a court of law would considerpersua- of the voting power will be disregarded in determiningwhich shareholdersactu-

sive in upholding this type of argument. An insight of the ally hold such voting power, and this determinationwill be made on the basis of

type ofevidence that a court may find persuasive in resolving
such agreement.
90. 489 F 2d 197 (1973) at 201-202. The court there referred to the example

this issue can be gained from the US decisions in CCA Inc. provided in Reg. Sec. 1.957-1(2)(b) (cited in footnote 39 above). See also Kolo-

and Koehring. tex Hosiery (Australia) Pty. Ltd. v. FCT (1975) 132 CLR 535 at 571, where

Gibbs J said that voting power in the company is not restricted to voting power

The taxpayers in CCA Inc v. Commissioner94(who were also attached to or carded by shares and includes all voting power exercised in the

USSs) were successful in their attempt to decontrol a foreign company however, conferred.
91. 490 F 2d 898, at 900-901.

corporation. CCA Inc. (the taxpayer), a LJS corporation 92. Ibid at 901. Mulligan J in concluding that the taxpayers (who were USSs)

establisheda wholly owned Swiss corporation.The taxpayer never surrenderedany real voting power said (at 902): ... it defies credulity that

became concerned about the possible adverse effects of the the taxpayers who owned 100% of [the foreign corporation], a corporation
which at the end of the fiscal year 1962 had a net worth in excess of $250,000,

newly ntroduced Subpart F on its ability to defer ncome and was then making annual profits in excess of $225,000,would surrender50%

with respect to its European operations. Accordingly, CCA of the control of their corporation to new shareholderswho were making a capi-

Inc. sought to decontrol its Swiss corporationby transferring tal contributionof CHF 100,000, less than $25,000.
v.

all its shares to a wholly owned NetherlandsAntilles compa-
93. See Gibss J's reservations expressed in Esquire NomineesLimited FCT

(1973) 129 CLR 177 at 185-186 where his Honourdid not regard as persuasive
ny, and had the Swiss company issue a new preferred stock the fact that the taxpayerhabitually responded to instructions formulated in Aus-

with 50 per cent of the voting power going to unrelated par- tralia.

ties who were not USSs. Thereafter, the shareholders of the 94. 64 TC 137.
95. Cf. the findings of the Court in the Kraus' case, where Mulligan J said that

Swiss company comprised non-related persons holding 800 all the new preferred stockholderswere carefully selected, moreover, so that no

cumulativepreferenceshares and a NetherlandsAntilles sub- rocking of the corporateboat could be anticipated(at 902-903).
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ers in the latter case had no real opportunity to alter the operation of Subpart F is not circumvented where there are
course of events.96 no justifiablecommercial reasons for attempting to decontrol

On 28 June 1982, the US Internal Revenue Service
a foreign subsidiary apart from avoiding the adverse tax

implicationsof Subpart Eannounced that it no longer acquiesces in the decision of the
Tax Court in CCA Inc. v. Commissioner.97The need for such The effect of the above cases and the examples provided in
a drastic action is questionable in the light of the important the FSIIP would appear to make it very difficult for Aus-
decision of the US Court of Appeals in KoehringCompanyv. tralian shareholders to effectively divest their interests in a

US,98 which purported to confine the scope of the CCA Inc. foreign company in the case where control would revest with
case. the Australian shareholder upon the happening of a default-

ing event. However, the correctness of the approach adoptedThe facts in Koehring'scase are somewhat involved; howev- in the US cases is not beyond doubt. Professor Kaplan, for
er, for present purposes it is sufficient to merely convey the

nstance, that the court in Koehring's toocase wasessential facts of the case. In 1959 Koehring acquired a whol- argues
quick to dismiss the fact that Koehring had installed as co-

ly owned Panamanian subsidiary, KOS. In 1963, concerned
about the adverse effects of Subpart F, Koehring entered into

owner an unrelated company, a competitoreven. He notes the
court's observation where it said that NC was unlikely to

an arrangement with an English corporation, NC, under exercise its control of KOS antagonistically to Koehring'swhich voting control of KOS was transferred to NC. Subse- interests and asks whether antagonism is the standard thatquently, NC acquired 44,000 shares of 8 per cent cumulative foreign shareholders must satisfy to be deemed in con-
voting preferred stock with a par value of $10 per share. This trol. '0o

represented55 per cent of the outstandingKOS stock entitled
to a vote. Koehring retained 36,000 voting shares of $10 par
value common stock, representing the remaining 45 per cent F. The applicabilityof the US approach to Australiaof the voting shares.

At the time of the sale, NC and Koehring enjoyed a long Despite the above analysis of the US courts' interpretationof

standing relationship. Further, after NC acquired majority the concept of de facto control, it is submitted that the deci-
control of KOS there were remarkably few changes in KOS sion in CCA lnc.'s case may neverthelessprove to be a stum-

operations. NC did not attempt to replace existing manage- bling block for the ATO, so far as it can be relied upon to sup-
ment, which was closely identifiedwith Koehring, with exec- port the resident taxpayer's claim that it had effectively
utives more loyal to NC. KOS continued to sell only divested 50 per cent of its control in the foreign corporation.
Koehring products until 1967, when it began selling a few HarlingtonWood Jr, J., was at pains to distinguish the facts in
NC products on a trial basis at the suggestion of Koehring's the case before him from those of CCA Inc. He found that
president. No NC directors were authorized to draw cheques Koehring's attempt to divest itself of operating control of
on behalf of KOS. Moreover, NC referred to its control over KOS was done pursuant to an agreement; whereas in CCA
KOS as being nominal in the minutes of the Board of Inc. no such agreementexisted.
Directors meeting held on 11 September 1963.

The applicability of US in Australia would largelycases

Upon reviewing the above facts and other facts such as the depend on whether the Australiancourts are prepared to steer
existenceof a reciprocal arrangementwhereby Koehringpro- away from the approach adopted by the High Court in the
vided funds indirectly to NC to enable NC to take up its Esquire Nominees case. This in turn might depend on how
investment in KOS, Harlington Wood Jr, J., found the exis- Australian cases dealing with the question of control in other
tence of an implied agreement between Koehring and NC contexts are interpreted by a modern day court asked to look
which evidenced an intention on the part of Koehring not to at the question for the purposesof the CFC rules. Prima facie,
divest itselfof operatingcontrol ofKOS.99The Judge was not

persuaded by submissions on behalfof Koehring stating that 96. 64 TC 137, at 151. Wiles J concluded ( at 153):
there were genuine commercial reasons for entering into the The aggregateeffect of the factors consideredabove indicates that the old CCA

arrangement with NC. He said (at footnote 5): did divest itself of dominion and control of AG [the Swiss subsidiary]. There
were no substantial restrictionsplaced upon the preferredstock that were not alsoKoehring's concem with the tax consequences of Subpart F was
placed upon the common stock. Nor were there any provisions made wherebymanifest even before that Section was enacted. Moreover, the old CCA would reacquire the stock of the preferred shareholders should theyrecord is replete with evidence which demonstrates that, even if desire to sell the stock The preferred stock was sold to non-relatedsharehold-...

there were some business reasons for [NC] to make an investment ers whose representatives at the shareholders meetings and the board of the
in KOS, the transaction was timed and structured the way that it directors took an active part in the consideration of AG's business. Old CCA
was largely because of Koehring's desire to avoid the tax conse- retained no significant strings which could have been used by it to require the

quences of Subpart F. preferred shareholders to vote with it regarding AG's business. This is in sharp
contrast to the . IKraus case]. We recognize that, as in he Kraus case, the

It appears that the result of the above decisions and the with- amount paid by the preferred shareholders for their stock was less than 50 per

drawing by the IRS of its acquiescence to the CCA Inc. deci- cent of the net worth of AG. This fact alone, in the light of other factors present
in this case, is not sufficient to classify AG as a controlled foreign corporation.sion has created serious concem as to what exactly a USS 97 1982-28 IRB 5.

would have to do to decontrol a foreign subsidiary without 98. 583 F 2d 313. At footnote 13, Harlington Wood Jr, J stated: We do not

giving up complete financial interest in the company as a mean to imply that we would necessarily agree with the tax court's analysis in

shareholder. Perhaps the courts' overly broad interpretation
CCA Inc if a similar situation were presented to.us.
99. Ibid, at 320-321.

of Subpart F could be put down to a desire to ensure that the 100 Kaplan op cit. (1988), at 242-243.
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the approach of the US courts extends beyond the approach The means by which Australia's traditional taxation princi-
adopted by the Australian courts since the power of veto ples may be manipulatedwere discussed above. In particular
test in Esquire Nominees and he requirementexpounded by subventionof the residence based source rules was shown to

the High Court in Mendes that to control a company a share- seriously undermine Australia's domestic tax base. The

holder must control the triggering events which may entitle recent Full Federal Court decision in Spotless Services has

the shareholder to vote, could still prove to be a stumbling somewhatexacerbatedthe need for reformof the source rules

block for the Commissioner. in view of the adoption by the court of the form over sub-

Nevertheless,the broad definitionof a CFC contained in Sec-
stance approach.

tion 340 combined with the equally broad scope of the look- The need for a statutory source regime which defines the type

through rules for tracing indirect and constructive control of income generated and the geographical source of that

(i.e. tracing control interests set out in Section 353(2)(b) and income was also highlighted in the above discussion. In this

(c)) and the general anti-avoidance provisions of Part IVA, respect the US approach is commendableon the basis that the

should ensure that manipulationof the residence rule via the source rules in the United States define income to be foreign
corporate veil doctrine is minimized if not completelyelimi- sourced if it does not fall within the definition of US source

nated. income. However, even here inefficiencies arise from imple-

By providing look-through rules which ignore the fiction of menting highly complex technical provisions for internation-

corporate structures, the control rule will effectively elimi-
al transactions while at the same time allowing deferral of

nate the deferral problem caused by the use of foreign incor-
domestic taxes through non-repatriationand/or transfer pric-

porated companies which intercept income that would other- ng activities. Thus the need for a statutory regime, so as to

wise be received and taxed in the hands of the controlling
counter manipulationsof the residence rule.

Australian shareholders. When coupled with the attribution In Australia the need for CFC legislation was heightened
rule, contained in Section 456 (which includes in the assess- because the corporate veil doctrine had historically enabled

able incomeof an Australian taxpayer its pro rata share of the Australian companies to defer Australian taxation on

non-active income derived by the CFC which has not been ncome.102 In this regard, the possibility of tax deferral had

taxed at comparable rates to those existing in Australia), the provided a significant incentive to source income in low-tax

control rule will enable the Commissionerto attribute foreign countries, especially tax havens, and a disincentive to remit

sourced passive income derived by a non-resident company income to Australia.

to the beneficial owners of that income - i.e. the Australian By averting the possibility of manipulationof the residence
controlling shareholders.Consequently,Australia's domestic rule, the CFC regime ensures that the integrity of residence
tax base is protected in relation to any arrangements or based source rules is also upheld and therefore that the
schemes which Australian residents may try to enter into in domestic tax base in relation to foreign passivesource

order to disguise their beneficial ownership of foreign sub- income is protected.03 Additionally, the introduction of
sidiaries. This is particularly the case where there is no com- explicit statutory source rules should ncrease the efficiency
mercial basis for entering into such an arrangement in the of the Australian tax system by removing the uncertaintysur-

first place. rounding the applicationof judge-made rules to international
transactions.In practice, if such a system existed in Australia
the Commissionerof Taxation may not have had to resort to

V. CONCLUSION Part IVA in the Spotless Services case to catch a transaction
which arguably would be deemed to be Australiansourcedon

In summary, there is little doubt that the worldwide basis of the basis that the source of the original funds deposited was

taxation is warranted. It can be justified on the basis of equi- Australia since the funds were generated there.

ty, neutrality and revenue. This form of taxation maximizes
the amount of revenue raised to finance governmentexpendi-
tures.101 In theory, the residence rule promotes capital export
neutrality by subjecting taxpayers to Australian income tax

on their worldwide income. However, the interaction of the

separate, entity approach and the Esquire Nominees case has

meant that the residence rule is easily manipulated. Com- 101. See Mclntyreop cit. (1989), at 1-9.

bined with the ease with which the nterest source rules can
102. Such deferral is not countered in the FTCS since that system does not

expose to Australian tax, those profits which are retained in overseas companies.
be avoided, this has historicallycreated a tax-induced ncen- Manipulationof source rules also created tax benefits under the FTCS by allow-

tive for Australianbusiness to nvest in low-tax jurisdictions. ing inflation or deflation of profits resulting from related party transactions.

Such investment is contrary to the Federal Govemment's 103. The CFC regime is invoked in most cases, where a foreign incorporated

expressed intention in announcing the repeal of the Section company is beneficially owned or controlled by Australian resident taxpayers.
Once it is determinedthat a CFCexists in relaton to an Australian taxpayer then

23(q) exemption in 1985, which was to increase efficiency the income of that CFC may, in certain circumstances,be attributed to the extent

and fairness in the Australianeconomy.
that the Australian taxpayerhas an interest (direct or indirect) in the CFC.
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inheriance tax, gift tax and other related taxes. Lease evaluation and taxation. Theory andThis edition reflects the legal situation as of practice.31 May 1995. London, Euromoney PublicationsLPC. 1992,(B. 115.080) Switzerland pp 238. USS 245.-. ISBN: 1 85564 135 6.
Comprehensivepractical guide to evaluation

Niessen-Cobben,R.M.P.G. Federal, cantonal and communal taxes. techniques and taxation for lessees and lessors.
Behoorlijk fiscaal procesrecht. An outline of the Swiss system of taxation. The first section deals with the principles of
Amhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1995. Bem, Federal Tax Administration. 1995, evaluation and Section H deals with taxation.
Fiscaal-wetenschappelijkeReeks, No. 3, pp. 58. (B. 114.996)
pp. 281. NLG 65. ISBN: 90 38704178. (B. 114.953)
Dissertationattempting to answer the question Tax compliancecosts measurement
of whetheror not fiscal law has its own and policy. Editor Cedric Sandford.
characteristicswhich justify non-applicationof United Kingdom Bath, Fiscal Publications,Old Coach House,the General Act on AdministrationLaw Fersfield, Perrymead, Bath BA2 5AR, United
provisions. Extended bibliography is Sydenham, Angela. Kingdom. 1995, pp. 413.
appended.. Trusts in a nutshell. 3rd Edition. ISBN: 0 9515157 5 6.
(B. 115.096) London, Sweet & Maxwell. 1994, pp. 123. The book reproduces conference papers

£ 7.85. ISBN: 0 421 50760 8. presented at a conference held at St. John's
Nederlandse wetboeken en aanverwante The booklet explains the basic principlesof College, Oxford, 18-20 September 1994.
wetten. Editors J.A. Borman, P.J.J. van trusts. Topics discussed: Tax compliancecosts in

D
Buuren, N.S.J. Koeman, a.o. (B. 115.069) United Kingdom policy-making;Large-scale
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surveys on taxpayers; Depth surveys of Chile IbarraGonzlez,Josemara.

taxpayers and tax professionals. El rgimen jurdico-fiscalde los servivios

(B. 115.071) Massone Parodi, Pedro. pblicos en Mxico.

El impuesto a las ventas y servicios (Impuesto Guadalajara, Indetec. 1995, pp. 447.

More key issues in tax reform. al valor agregado). ISBN: 968 6627 89 8.

Editor Cedric Sandford. Valparaso,Edeval, Avda. Errzuriz, The legal and tax regime in Mexico. The

Bath, Fiscal Publications,Old Coach House, No. 2.120, Valparaso,Chile. 1995, pp. 246. author analyses the different legal issues that

Fersfield, Perrymead, Bath BA2 5AR, United ISBN: 956 200 055 9. concems the public services in Mexico (e.g.

Kingdom. 1995, pp. 214. The sales and services tax. The author analyses electric energy, education, health care,

ISBN: 0 9515157 4 8. in-depth the Chilean VAT referring, among communications,transport), referring not only
The book is a companionvolume to Key other issues, to the history of VAT in Chile, to the national services but also to the

issues in tax reform (published in 1993). It the different taxpayers subject to VAT, the municipal services.

examines a series of issues relevant to any calculationof VAT, the different taxable (B. 18.893)
serious debate on tax reform, and draws on the events, in particular, supply of goods and

experienceof a numberf different countries. services, construction, imports, exports. In
Part I covers issues of tax structure. Part II, on fact, a complete guide for those interested in NORTH AMERICA
administration,examines some of the ways in this Chilean tax.

which compliancecosts may be minimised, (B. 18.883)
and the use of tax amnesties. Part III deals Canada
with some wider issues: tax policy and the
environmentalcosts of road transport, tax Corporate tax strategy 1995-96.

Mexico
incentives for profit-relatedpay in the United Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1995, pp. 174.

Kingdom, tax perceptions and tax reform, the ISBN: 0433 398175.

politics of tax reform. Garca Lepe, Carlos; HenndezSalcedo, Practical suggestions, in the form of tax

(B. 115.070)
Ricardo. tactics, to help to reduce and monitor the
Modalidades,dela enajenacinen IVA. corporation's tax liability throughout the year.

Worldwide tax treaty index 1995. Guadalajara, Indetec. 1995, pp. 550. The book deals with corporate income taxes,

Arlington,Tax Analysts. 1995, pp. 335. ISBN: 968 6627 85 5. both federal and provincial, taking into

Part I: WorldwideTax Treaty Index including The various types of alienation in VAT. The account current legislation and proposals as of

electronic and microfichedatabase citations; book analyses the VAT treatmentof different August 1995.

Part II: U.S. Tax Treaties and their legislative kinds of transactions such as the purchase and (B. 115.067)
histories including electronic'and microfiche sale of goods, exchangeof goods, donations,

database citations.
financial leasing, factoring, trusts,

(B. 115.089) endorsement,mergers and divisions.
(B. 18.899) USA

Snchez Zaragoza, Luis Alberto. RIA federal tax handbook.

OECD Efectos fiscales en en IVA de las figuras New York, RIA Research Instituteof America.

asociacin en participaciny la copropiedad. 1995, pp. 830.

The tax/benefit positionof production Guadalajara, Indetec, Cuautitln The book helps in preparing 1995 federal '

workers; La situation des ouvriers au regard de No. 1025 Cdigo Postal 45042, Guadalajara, income tax returns, and provides specific

l'impt et des transferts sociaux 1991-1994. Jal., Mexico. 1995, pp. 185. guidance as to the tax consequencesof

Paris, OECD Organisationfor Economic Co- ISBN: 968 6627 91 X. transactionsoccuring in 1996.

operation and Development. 1995, pp. 263. VAT consequencesof the contracts of (B. 115.050)
FRF 500. association (joint ventures) and co-ownerships.
This report examines personal income taxes, The most important rules and concepts Hall, RobertE.; Rabushka, Alvin.

employees' social security contributionsand regarding the VAT issues on these two types The flat rate. 2nd Edition.

universal cash transfers received by family of associations are discussed in this book. Stanford, Hoover Institution Press, Stanford

units at the average earnings level of workers (B. 18.901) University, Stanford, Califomia. 1995,
in the manufacturingsector. It illustrateshow pp. 152. ISBN: 0 8179 9312 6.

income taxes and social security contributions CasillasAvila,Eduardo. Second edition of publicationcovering
are calculated and provides quantitative La justicia administrativafiscal en Mexico. recommendationsfor the introductionof a flat

comparisonsof the tax/benefitposition of Guadalajara, Indetec. 1995, pp. 146. tax system in the United States. The book's

these taxpayers. Finally it describes the main ISBN: 968 6627 90 1. objective is to persuade the reader that a low,

provisions in these tax/benefitsystems. The administrative tax justice in Mexico. The simple flat rate income tax is the best possible
(B. 114.977) book is a guide for a course on administrative replacement for the current federal income tax.

justice in Mexico. (B. 115.068)
(B. 18.900)

LATIN AMERICA
Worldwide tax treaty index 1995.

Alvarez Arana, Jos Federico. Arlington, Tax Analysts. 1995, pp. 335.

Programaciny seleccin de contribuyentesen Part I: WorldwideTax Treaty Index including
Argentina la fiscalizacin. electronic and microfiche database citations;

Guadalajara, Indetec. 1995, pp. 230. Part II: U.S. Tax Treaties and their legislative
El federalismo fiscal a partir de la ISBN: 968 6627 93 6. histories including electronic and microfiche

reforma constitucional.Buenos Aires, Program and selectionof the taxpayers in the database citations.

AsociacinMutual Federal de Empleadosde tax audit. The book analyses the different (B. 115.089)
la DireccinGeneral Impositiva, Callao 339, systems and rules regarding the way of
5 Piso, Capital Federal. 1995, pp. 656. selecting taxpayers in a tax audit in Mexico.
Federal taxation after the constitutional (B. 18.904)
amendment.
(B. 18.905)
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US IFA ANNUAL MEETING

This issue features six of the papers presented during the Annual Meeting of the US IFA
Branch, which was held on 29 February- 1 March 1996, in Miami, Florida. A very impressive
array of experts drawn from practitioners, academics and governmentofficials addressed the
meeting, giving a valuable insight into current major developments in international taxation.

Topics examined at the meeting included expatriation, foreign trusts, the flat tax, transfer pric-
ing, tax treaties, cross border financial instrumentsand doing business in South America.

UNITED STATES:
SELECTED HIGHLIGHTSOF THE NEW US-CANADA PROTOCOLAND THE NEW US-FRANCETREATY 187

Mary C. Bennett and Charles W. Cope
The authors discuss some of the highlights of the recent US ncome tax treaties with France
and Canada. The paper focuses on the treatmentof cross-borderfinancing and selected other
aspects of general nterest in the Canadian protocol. In particular, the questionableAnti-cher-
ry picking principle is scrutinized.

UNITED STATES:
PENDING US EXPATRIATIONTAX LEGISLATION 194

Robert F. Hudson, Jr.
The current US expatriation provisions are relatively easy to avoid and have been the subject
of much criticism. In an attempt to dramatically reduce the scope for tax avoidance by means
of expatriation President Clinton proposed the Tax Compliance Act of 1995. The author
reviews the current legislative debate.

UNITED STATES:
SOME UNITED STATES ASPECTS OF FOREIGNTRUST PROPOSALS \ 200

Sanford H. Goldberg
Both Congress and the Treasury Department have long believed that foreign trusts are a
favoured vehicle for tax abuse by US residents and citizens. This article outlines the recent
trust proposals which are intended to counteract this type of tax avoidance.

UNITED STATES:
ASPECTS OF MIGRATIONTRUSTS 202

Joel J. Karp
Under existing law through an affirmative use of the grantor trust rules, one may create a trust
for the benefit of an alien immigrant to the United States which will make distributions of
income without US income tax consequences.This article examines the provisions in the Bal-
anced Budget Act of 1995 which seek to block this loophole.

UNITED STATES:
PERMANENTTAX EXILE - THE PLIGHT OF FORMER US CITIZENS 205

Charles M. Bruce
In what is a very controversialamendmentto H.R. 2202 (a bill amending the immigration laws)
it is proposed that former citizens who have officially renounced their US citizenship for the
purpose of avoiding US taxation be excludable from the United States. The author takes a
look at the new proposal and finds it to be even more Draconian than it may at first sight
appear.

UNITED STATES:
REVENUE PROCEDURE96-13 - NEW COMPETENTAUTHORITYPROCEDURES 207

Leonard B. Terr
Revenue Procedure 96-13, 1996-3 I.R.B. 1, issued at the end of 1995, updates and super-
sedes Revenue Procedure 91-23, 1991-1 C.B. 524, as the governing Revenue Procedure for
CompetentAuthority (CA) requests. The author sets out the rules that the taxpayermust com-

ply with in order to obtain CA assistance.
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INTERNATIONAL:
TRANSFER PRICING SURVEY OF MAJOR TRADING NATIONS 212

Guillermo Campos
This article presents a survey of transfer pricing rules in 35 major trading nations, including 21

OECD member countries and 14 emerging market nations, which together account for more

than 90% of all world trade. The subjects covered in the survey include, legisltion, methods,
documentation requirements, use of advance pricing agreementsand specific penalties.
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. UNITED STATES

SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEW US-CANADAPROTOCOL
AND THE NEW US-FRASCETREATY

Mary C. Bennett and Charles W. Cope

Il. TREATMENTOF FINANCING STRUCTURESMary Bennett is a partner n the Washington, D.C. office
of Baker & McKenzie, where she specializes in
representing both US and foreign-based multinational A. The Canadian Treatycorporationson international tax matters. Ms Bennett
publishes and speaks frequently on international tax
issues. Togetherwith colleagues from the Washington and 1. Lower rate of tax at source on interest
Amsterdam offices of Baker & McKenzie, she has authored
the treatise A Commentaryto the US-NetherlandsIncome The rate of tax at source on interest is lowered from 15 per
Tax Convention, published in 1995. cent to 10 per cent.' This provision is effective beginning 1

January 1996.2
From 1985 to 1990, Ms Bennett served in the US Treasury
Department'sOffice of Tax Policy, including the last three
years of that period as the Deputy InternationalTax 2. Lower rate of tax at source on dividends
Counsel.

The rate of tax on direct investment dividends is lowered
From 1979 to 1985, Ms Bennett practised international tax from 10 per cent to 5 per cent,3 which is the preferred US
law with firms in Boston and London. She received an AB position. This provision takes effect beginning in 1997. A
cum laude from Radcliffe College in 1976 and a JD from transition rule provides for a rate of 6 per cent from the effect-Columbia Law School as a Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar in

ive date of the Canadian Protocol, l January 1996, until the1979. She was also awarded an LL M in Taxation by Boston
University in 1985. She is a member of the Bar of end of 1996.4
Massachusetts, New York and the District of Columbia.

3. Dividends paid by a Canadian NROCharles W. Cope holds a BA from Rice University and
degrees in economics and law from the University of In line with other recent US treaties, the dividend article ofChicago. He also has received an LL M in taxation from the Canadian Treaty is amended to provide that dividendsNew York University.

paid by a Regulated InvestmentCompany(RIC) are always
During the 1980s Mr Cope practised international tax law subject to US tax at a 15 per cent rate (even if the Canadian
in New York City with the law firm of Chadbourne & corporate investor is a 10 per cent shareholder).5The Protocol
Parke, and from 1991 until 1994 he served in the US also provides that dividends paid to a 10 per cent or greaterTreasury Department'sOffice of Tax Policy Until recently US shareholderof Canadian non-resident invest-he was a director in the structured products group of corporate a

BZW, the investment banking division of Barclays Bank Plc. ment corporation (NRO) remain taxable at a 10 per cent
rate.6

A Canadian company qualifies as an NRO if it (1) is owned
by non-residents, (2) meets certain income and businessI. INTRODUCTION
activity tests, and (3) elects to be treated as such.7 An NRO

25 its income that is refunded if itThis paper discusses some of the highlightsof two recent US pays a per cent tax on pays
out that income as a taxable dividend.income tax treaties: the new Convention between the United

States and the French Republic for the avoidance of double In the past, US companies established NROs to fund their
taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to Canadian subsidiaries. Since prior to the Protocol interest
taxes on income and capital (the French Treaty) and the was taxed at 15 per cent at source, use of an NRO reduced the
Convention between the United States and Canada with Canadian tax on repatriated income by 5 percentage points.
respect to taxes on income and capital (the Canadian In light of the changes made by the Canadian Protocol to the
Treaty) as amended by the most recent protocol (the Cana-
dian Protocol). The Canadian Protocol is the third such pro- 1. Canadian Protocol, Art. 6(1).tocol amending the Canadian Treaty, which is more than 15 2. Canadian Protocol, Art. 2 1 (2)
years old. The paper focuses on the treatment of cross-border 3. Canadian Protocol, Art. 5(1).
financing structures and on selected other aspects of general 4. Canadian Protocol, Art. 21(2).
interest in the Canadian Protocol. 5. Canadian Protocol, Art. 5(2).

6. Id.
7. Income Tax Act Sec. 133(8).
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interest and dividends articles,NRO structuresno longer pro- fully taxable under the gains article (e.g. as income from the

vide any Canadian withholding tax saving. However, such disposition of shares in a US real property holding corpora-

structures may provide US tax benefits (e.g. interest alloca- tion). Note that Rev. Rul. 92-85 carefully specifies that the

tion). US corporation involved is not a US real property holding
corporation.

4. REIT capital gains dividends received by Canadian

pension funds Consider also deemed dividends in the form of substitute

dividend payments on a stock lending transaction. The

The dividends article of the Canadian Treaty also is amended United States has issued proposed regulations which would

to provide that dividends paid by a Real Estate Investment treat such substitute payments as withholdabledividends for

Trust (REIT) are subject to US tax at a 30 per cent rate treaty purposes,t4 Can the United States demand a treaty-
unless the Canadian investor is an individual owning less level dividend withholdingtax if the itern would otherwisebe

than 10 per cent of the REIT.8 exempt under the business profits or other income article In

The treatment of REIT capital gains dividends paid to a a Memorandum of understanding accompanying the Dutch

Canadian pension fund is unclear. On its face, Article XXI Treaty, the United States sought to clarify that it could do

(Exempt organizations) of the Canadian Treaty as amended exactly that.t5 Note that the Netherlands Finance Ministry's

by Article 10 of the Canadian Protocol exempts all divi- Technical Explanation of this provision suggests that the

dends from tax at source. The Canadian Treaty's defnition recipient of the substitute dividend payment, and not the

ofdividends would appear to include REIT capital gains divi- borrower actually holding the shares at the time the divi-

dends.9
8. Canadian Protocol, Art. 5(2).

The US-Netherlands income tax treaty (Dutch Treaty) has 9. See Sec. 857(b)(3)(C) which states that a capital gains dividend is any

a similar provision that exempts US dividends paid to Dutch dividend . which is designated by the real estate investment trust as a capital

pension funds,t but that exemption is negated explicitly for gains dividend Para. 3 of Art. X (Dividends) states that [t]he term 'divi-

REIT capital gains dividends by Article 6 of the protocol to
dends' as used in this Article means income from shares or other rights, not

being debt-claims, participating in profits, as well as income subjected to the

that treaty,t t The Technical Explanation to the Dutch Treaty same taxation treatment as income from shares by the taxation laws of the State

states that the protocol language is unnecessary, however, of which the company making the distribution is a resident [emphasis added].

because capital gains dividends paid by a REIT are not divi- 10. Dutch Treaty, Art. 35(1).
11. Art. 6 reads:

dends for the purposes of the treaty, but are gains taxable Paragraph 2 of Article 35 of the Convention shall be amended by adding the fol-

under the gains articlet2 because of their characterization lowing: The provisions of paragraph 1 shall also not apply with respect to divi-

under Section 897(h):3 dends paid by a person resident in the United States that is a Real Estate Invest-

ment Trust from gains realized on the dispositionof real property situated in the

The Technical Explanation to the Canadian Treaty does not United States.

draw this distinction; it states only that REIT dividends are
12. The Technical Explanation states:

Section 897(h) of the Code provides that distributionsby Real Estate Investment

taxed at 30 per cent when paid to a beneficiai owner other Trusts to non-resident alien individuals or foreign corporations are treated as

than a small individual investor. Note that the CanadianGov- gain recognized by such non-resident alien individual or foreign corporation

ernment has issued a press release indicating its agreement from the sale or exchange of a United States real property interest. Such distri-

with the Technical Explanation.
butions consequentlyare not treated as dividends for purposesof the Convention

and are subject instead to Article 14 (Capital Gains). Article 6 of the Protocol

The Treasury'sapproach to the taxation of REIT capital gains confirms this result with respect to capital gains dividends received by exempt

pension trusts, providing that Article 35 does not apply to such distributions.

dividends raises the issue of whether domestic law's defini- 13. Code Sec. 897(h) provides:
tion of a term that conflicts with a treaty's specific definition For purposes of this section: (1) Look-throughof distributions.- Any distribu-

of a term can control under the treaty. Assuming it does, this tion by a REIT to a non-residentalien individual or a foreign corporation shall,

approach may have implications for other specialdividend
to the extent attributable to gain from sales or exchanges by the REIT of United

States real property interests, be treated as gain recognizedby such non-resident

definitions in US domestic law. Consider, for example, alien individual or foreign corporation from the sale or exchange of a United

deemed dividends taxable under Section 304. This approach States real property interest.

implies that the United States can demand a treaty-leveldivi- 14. See Prop. Reg. Sec. 1.894-1(c), which provides:
Relevant law. Where a provision of an income tax convention refers to United

dend withholding tax if the item would otherwise be exempt States law, the relevant United States law is the section or sections of the Inter-

under the gains article. See Rev. Rul. 92-85, 1992-2 C.B. 69, nal Revenue Code and regulations thereunder.goveming the tax which is the

which treats the payment on a cross-chain Section 304 stock subject of such provision. For example, where a provisionof an income tax con-

purchase by a US corporation from a sister foreign corpora-
vention goveming the withholding tax on dividends paid to a non-residentof the

United States defines the term dividend to include payments treated as a divi-

tion as a dividend payment by the US corporation to the dend under United States law, the relevant sections of United States law are

foreign corporation, albeit one subject to reduced withhold- those which define the term dividend for purposes of that withholding tax.

ing under the foreign corporation's treaty at the direct invest- Accordingly,a substitutedividendpayment (as defined in section 1.861-3(a)(6))

ment dividend rate. That ruling, in effect, treats the selling
is treated as a dividend for purposesof the relevant provisionsof the convention.

See section 1.871-7(b)(2). See also sections 1.861-2(a)(7), 1.881-2(b)(2), and

corporation as receiving a dividend for treaty purposes 1.1441-2(a)(1).

from a US corporation in which the selling corporationowns 15. See Dutch Treaty, Memorandumof Understanding,Para. VI: [I]t is under-

no shares.
stood that where a person loans shares ... and receives from the borroweran obli-

gation to pay an amount equivalent to any dividend distribution made with

Such an approach may also circumscribethe US taxing juris- respect to the shares or other rights loaned during the term of such loan, such per-

son shall be treated as the beneficial owner of the dividend paid with respect to

diction. A non-resident payee might demand a treaty-level such shares for purposes of the applcation of Article 10 (Dividends) to any...

dividend withholding rate if the gain would otherwise be such equivalent amount.
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dend is paid, will be treated as the beneficial owner of the that take advantage of this anomaly to avoid Canadian and
dividend for treaty purposes. The Treasury Department's US tax have been in vogue for several years.
position presumably is that both persons (i.e. the stock lender
and the record holder) are treated as recipientsofdividends
for treaty purposes. B. The French Treaty

5. Dual-incorporatedcompanies 1. Usufructs

A usufruct is a property right with limited life (less than 30It is not possible to have a dual-residentcorporationunder the
years) providing the holder with all rights to the underlyingCanadian Treaty. Article IV (Residence) of the Canadian
property other than the right to dispose of such property.Treaty contains a tie-breaker rule that makes a corporation

resident in its country of incorporation. For example, a cor- In recent years financing transactions involving the use of

poration that is created underUS law but is managed in Cana- usufructs to claim the benefit of the avoirfiscal, and similar
da is a US resident even if it might qualify as a Canadian res- imputation credits provided by other European countries,
ident under Canadian internal law. Section 250(5) of the have been heavily marketed.
Income Tax Act makes such a corporation a non-resident of Under the old, as well as the current, French Treaty, a US par-Canada for purposes of the Act. This foreclosesopportunities ent corporation with at least a 10 per cent interest in a French
for such a corporation to cherry pick the Income Tax Act and subsidiary is not allowed to claim a refund of the avoirfis-the Canadian Treaty.16 cal.2' In a typical transaction designed to avoid this limita-
It is possible for a company that is incorporated in one state tion, a US parent with a French subsidiary would sell a

(e.g. the United States) to be locally incorporated (contin- usufruct in shares of the subsidiary to an unrelated French

ued) in another (e.g. Alberta). Section 250(5.1) of the company. The parties would enter into a put and call at an

Income Tax Act makes such a dual-incorporatedcompany a agreed price to allow the transaction to be unwound. The

resident of the continued jurisdiction for purposes of the usufruct would be priced to take into account the present
Income Tax Act. Under Paragraph 4 of Article IV (Res- value of the expected dividend flow adjusted for the tax bene-

idence), prior to its amendment by the Canadian Protocol, fits received and the sharing of the tax risks.

such a company would be a US resident. The Canadian Pro- The purchaserof the usufruct would claim two benefits under
tocol's amendment to Article IV reverses this rule and treats French tax law. It would amortize the amount paid for the
such a company as a resident of the state in which it is con- usufruct over its life, and it would claim the benefit of the
tinued. The provision was inserted at Canada's request and avoirfscal for dividends received with respect to the shares.
forecloses opportunities to cherry pick the Treaty and the The purchaserof the usufruct need not be a French company.
Income Tax Act. It is understood that certain financing struc- A Dutch company can obtain similar benefits under the
tures may have taken advantage of this discontinuity to Netherlands-FranceTreaty.
reduce Canadian tax on cross-border interest payments. The attractivenessof the usufruct lies in the debt-equity arbi-

trage that it allows. The US parent would treat the transaction
6. Partnerships, LLCs and S corporations as a financing relying on the put and call arrangementand the

on repoThe Canadian Treaty and Protocol are silent on partnerships
authorities transactions. It therefore reported the divi-

and related entities, as iS the Technical Explanation. The dends paid by the subsidiary as its income and claimed the
indirect foreign tax credit with respect to the underlying taxomission of any provisions in the Canadian Treaty dealing

with partnerships and related entities is being addressed by paid by its subsidiary. The US parent also claimed an interest
deduction with respect to a portion of the dividends paid tocontinueddiscussionsbetween the IRS and RevenueCanada.
the French purchaserof the usufruct.

There are interpretive letters (similar to private letter rulings)
issued by Revenue Canada which treat an S corporation as a 2. Anti-usufructprovisions
resident of the United States for purposes of the Canadian

taxTreaty. J7 However, Revenue Canada also has stated that a US
Since December 1993 French domestic law has provided
that the French tax authorities may disregard usufruct struc-LLC is not a resident of the United States for treaty pur-

poses.8 tures as an abuse of law. The French Treaty contains two pro-
visions aimed, at least in part, at reinforcing this aspect of

Canada exempts Canadian corporate shareholders from tax French domestic law. Subparagraph (g) of paragraph 4 of
on dividends paid by foreign affiliates out of active busi- Article 10 (Dividends) allows the French tax authorities to

ness income in certain cases.t9 Under proposed regulations,
dividends paid by an affiliate that is a resident of a country
with which Canada has a comprehensive income tax treaty

16. See the discussion of anti-cherry picking language in the Technical Expla-
nation, below.

qualify. The proposed regulationsalso woulddeem USLLCs 17 LTR 9416455(3 April 1995)
to be residents of the United States, despite the fact that in 1 8. Id

Canada's view they are not residents of the United States for 19. Income Tax Act Sec. 113.
20. Income Tax Reg. Sec. 5907(1 I).

purposes of the CanadianTreaty.2o A 1973 InterpretationBul- 21. Small shareholders may, subject to a withholding tax on the amount of the
letin, IT-343R, takes the same position. Financing structures refund. See para. 4 of Art. 10 (Dividends)of the French Treaty.
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deny a refund of the avoirfiscal if it cannot be shown that the use, (2) place of permanent establishmentbearing the royal-
person claiming the refund is the beneficial owner of the ties, and (3) place of residence of the payer. The Canadian

underlying shares.22 Thus, usufruct structures that are Protocol changes that hierarchy to: (1) place of permanent
designed to allow small US investors to claim a refund of the establishmentbearing the royalties, (2) place of residence of

avoirfscal would be ineffective. the payer, and (3) place of use. This obviously downgrades
the preferred US sourcing rule, place of use.

The French Treaty also contains an unusual feature in Article
28 (Assistance in collection). When the United States agrees In discussing this change, the TechnicalExplanation includes
to such provisions, there ordinarily is a limitation against the a rather startling exarnple illustrating what it calls a basic
assisting (requested) state collecting from its residents, tax principleoftax treaty interpretationrecognizedby both Con-
that is owed to the requesting state.23 With regard to transac- tracting States, the prohibition against so-called cherry-pick-
tions that claim a refundof the avoirfiscal, theUS competent ing. In the example, a resident of Canada grants franchise

authority nay agree to assist the French in collection from rights to a resident of the United States for use 50 per cent in
US citizens and companies,24 the United States and 50 per cent in Chile.

DomesticUS law would treat only the 50 per cent attributable
Ill. OTHER PROVISIONS OF INTEREST IN THE to US use as US source income subject to US withholding

CANADIAN PROTOCOL tax. The Technical Explanation says that if the Canadian res-

ident wants to claim the benefit of the Canadian Treaty's
A. Know-how, trademarks, copyrights reduced withholding rate, it must treat 100 per cent of the

royalties as subject to US tax. Otherwise, the Canadian would
The 10 per cent tax at source is eliminated on amounts paid be impermissibly cherry-picking between the favourable
for the use, or the right to use, patents or information con- domestic law source rule and the favourableCanadian Treaty
ceming industrial, commercial,or scientific experience.Roy- withholding rate.

alties paid for the use of trademarks and trade names remain
taxable at source at a 10 per cent rate. The CanadianProtocol The Technical Explanation acknowledges that the Canadian

retains the exemption from taxation at source for copyright resident is generally permitted under Article XXIX(1) (Mis-

royalties and other like payments in respect of the production cellaneous rules) of the Canadian Treaty25 to apply US

or reproduction of any literary, dramatic, musical, or artistic domestic law if it produces a more favourable result.than the

work. Canadian Treaty. The Technical Explanation cites only Rev.
Rul. 84-17, 1984-1 C.B. 308, for this anti-cherry-picking

As with any split-rate royalty article, difficult issues can arise principle, and Rev. Rul. 84-17 cites nothing.
in characterizing or allocating payments as between exempt
and taxable amounts (e.g. mixed trademark and copyright Query how far this anti-cherry-pickingprinciple is supposed
royalties). to go. For example, the Technical Explanationmakes a point

of saying the Canadian resident may not cherry-pick with

B. Computersoftware royalties respect to that single transaction. But what if there were

two contracts between the US resident and the Canadian res-

Amounts paid for the use of, or the right to use, conputer ident Or what if the Canadian resident had contracts with
software are specifically exempted at source. The Canadian two different US residents Or what if the US and Chilean
Protocol eliminates the distinction between royalties paid for source payments were made in two separate taxable years
use and royalties paid in respect of production or reproduc-
tion. In the past, Canada had relied on this distinction to tax

royalties paid for shrink-wrappedas well as custom soft- 22. That provision reads:

ware licensed solely for use in Canada. The licensing agree- The provisions of paragraphs (a), (d) and (e) [which provide for a full or partial

ment for such softwaregenerally does not include the right to refund of the avoir fscal] shall apply only if the beneficial owner of the divi-

reproduce. While the Canadian Protocol was being negotiat- dends shows, where required by the French tax administration,that he is the ben-

eficial owner of the shareholding in respect of which the dividends are paid and

ed, Canada changed its interpretation of domestic law that that such shareholdingdoes not have as its principal purpose or one of its princi-
bears on this issue. Accordingly, the Canadian Protocol is pal purposes to allow another person to take advantage of the provisions of this

consistent with Canadian domestic law. paragraph, regardless of whether that person is a resident of a ContractingState.

23. See, e.g. Para. 8 of Art. XXVI A (Assistance in collection)of the Canadian

The Technical Explanation states that this new provision is Treaty.

not intended to suggest that the United States views the term
24. Para. (5) of Art. 28 (Assistance in collection) provides:
The assistance provided in this article shall not be accorded with respect to citi-

copyright as excluding software in other US treaties zens, companiesor other entities of the ContractingState to which application is

(including the current treaty with Canada). made except in cases where the exemption from or the reduction of tax or the

payment of tax credits provided for in paragraph 4 of Article 10 (Dividends)
granted under the Convention to such citizens, companies or other entities has,

C. Source rule change for royalties and the according to the mutual agreement of the competent authorities of the Contract-

questionable anti-cherry-pickingprinciple
ing States, been enjoyed by persons not entitled to such benefits.
25. Art. XXIX(1) provides as follows:
The provisionsof this Convention shall not restrict in anymannerany exclusion,

or now or

Under the Canadian Treaty, the source of royalties had been exemption, deduction, credit other allowance hereafter accorded by
the laws of a Contractng State in the determinationof the tax imposed by that

determinedaccording to the followinghierarchy: (1) place of State. [Emphasis added]
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D. Limitation on benefits article is added ively allows a European-controlledDutch company claiming
US treaty benefits under the derivativetheory to base erode to

1. In general good residents of the United States, the Netherlands, or the
European Union countries.

Canadian residents now can claim treaty benefits only if they
qualify under a new limitation on benefits article (Article Questions remain as to what the inclusion of this fairly gen-
XX1X A). The article does not apply to US residents because erous derivative benefits provision in a treaty with relatively
Canada does not agree thai there is a need for these limita- high withholding tax rates signals for US treaty policy on

tions; it prefers to rely on its internal anti-abuse rules. The derivative benefits for other treaty partners.
article acknowledges each country's right to invoke anti-
abuse rules (e.g. anti-conduit rules) of its internal law in order
to deny treaty benefits.26 E. Death taxes

Query whether this language means that Canada adheres to 1. In generalthe view that the United States may invoke the now finalized
anti-conduit regulations under Section 7701(1) to deny Cana- The Canadian Protocol adds a new Article XXIX B (Taxes
dian Treaty benefits to Canadian residents, without regard to imposed by reason of death) that coordinates the US estate
whether the Canadian residents are the beneficial owners tax and the Canadian income tax due on gains deemed real-
of the income in question under the traditionaldominionand ized at death. The provision is significant because it is the
control concept. first post-TAMRA estate tax agreement negotiated by the

United States. TAMRA eliminated the marital deduction forThe new article is similar to the limitation on benefits article
bequests to non-resident spouses,27 but permitted the estateof the Dutch Treaty and other recent treaties. The article pro- tax to be deferred if the assets were held in a qualified domes-vides all treaty benefits to qualifying persons and limited
tic trust (QDOT)during the life of the surviving spouse (orbenefits to persons that satisfy either (1) an active business if the surviving becomes US citizen).28 Some treatytest, (2) a derivative benefits test, or (3) a requirement of spouse a

partners considered the provision to be discriminatory, butseeking and obtaining competent authority relief. However, the Treasury's position is that the denial of the marital deduc-unlike the Dutch Treaty and some other recent treaties, there
tion is not discriminatory because the estate, not the spouse,is no safe harbour provision for a headquarterscompany. is the taxpayer and the rule applies to both resident and non-

resident estates.
2. Derivative benefits

The article provides the most generous derivative benefit 2. Relief for small estates
extensionof the ownership/baseerosion provision the United

A special rule benefits small (those with value inStates has agreed to thus far. A Canadian entity that is more
estates a not

excess of USD 1.2 million) of Canadian resident decedentsthan 90 per cent owned by qualifying persons or residents
that US citizens. For these US isnot estates, estate taxof a third country may claim withholding tax benefits under were

onthe treaty provided (1) the third-countryowners are residents imposed only property the gains from which would be
to tax atof a country with which the United States has a tax treaty and subject US the time of disposition.29Thus, US stock

and bonds owned by such an estate generally would not bethe residents qualify for full benefits under that treaty, (2) the
to estate tax, estate assetsthird-countryowners either would be entitled to full benefits subject US but real and business

would be.under the treaty if they were Canadian residents or would
qualify under the active business test if they carried on their
business in Canada, and (3) the withholding tax rate claimed 3. Unified credit
under the Canadian Treaty is not lower than that under the The credit against US estate tax that is allowed the estate of athird-country treaty. decedent who is a US resident is USD 192,800. The new art-
The treaty is more generous in this respect than the US-Mex- icle allows a pro rated unified credit to the estate of a Canadi-
ico treaty and the Dutch Treaty, which provide derivative an resident decedent (who was not a US citizen) that owns
benefits only to residents in NAFTA countries or European US situs property.30The credit is pro rated based on the ratio
Union countries, respectively. of the value of US property to worldwideproperty. For exam-

ple, if 25 per cent of the value of the estate's property is USNote that the third-countryshareholdermust be a person that
property, the estate would be allowed a credit against USwould qualify for Canadian Treaty benefits if that person

were a resident of Canada. Problems can arise if the third
26. Para. 7 of Art. XXIX A (Limitation on benefits) provides:country shareholder is a corporation that base erodes to other 7. It is understood that the fact that the preceding provisions of this Article applygood residents of its own country, since the Canadian Proto- only for the purposes of the application of the Convention by the United States

col suggests that the third country shareholder is allowed to shall not be construed as restricting in any manner the right ofa ContractingState
base erode only to good US and Canadian residents. to deny benefits under the convention where it can reasonably be concluded that

to do otherwise would result in an abuse of the provisions of the Convention.
Note, too, that the Canadian resident itself is also allowed to 27. Sec. 2056(d).
base erode only to good Canadian and US residents. This

28. Id.
29. Canadian Protocol, Art. 19.

compares unfavourably with the Dutch Treaty, which effect- 30. Id.
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estate tax of USD 48,200 (25 per cent x USD 192,800) under with in another article, but only to the extent that the measure

current law. relates to the tax dealt with in such other article. A second

4. Marital deduction

The new article also provides a limited marital deduction that

is targeted to benefit smallerestates. The deduction is limited

to the lesser of the US estate tax due on the property left to the 31. Id.

surviving spouse and the amount of the pro rated unified 32. Id.

credit.3 It is available only if the estate waives the QDOT 33. GATS, Art. II (Most-Favoured-NationTreatment)provides:
1. With respect to any measure covered by this Agreement, each Member

marital deduction allowed under US domestic law. shall accord immediately and unconditionally to services and service suppliers
of any other Member treatmentno less favourable than that it accords to like ser-

5. Foreign tax credit
vices and service suppliers of any other country.
2. A Member may maintain a measure inconsistentwith paragraph 1 provid-

Under the new article, Canada agrees to allow the US federal ed that such a measure is listed in, and meets the conditionsof, the Annex on Art-

and state estate and inheritance taxes as a credit against the
icle II Exemptions.
GATS, Art. XVII (National Treatment) provides:

Canadian income tax due at death. The United States pro- 1. In the sectors inscribed in its Schedule, and subject to any conditions and

vides the reciprocal benefit.32 This is a case of the United qualificationsset out therein, each Member shall accord to services and service

States making a tax creditable by treaty (rather than merely suppliersof any other Member, in respectof all measuresaffecting the supply of

guaranteeing its creditability) since the Canadian tax would
ervices, treatmentno less favourable than that it accords to its own like services

and service suppliers.
not be creditable under Section 2014. 34. GATS, Art. XIV (General Exceptions) provides in part:

Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner which

would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between

F. Coordinationwith the GATS countries where like conditionsprevail, or a disguised restrictionon trade in ser-

vices, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption or

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), to ent'orcementby any Member of measures:

which the United States and Canada are parties, requires a (d) inconsistent with Article XVII [National Treatment], provided that the dif-

state to provide national treatment and most-favoured-nation ference in treatment is aimed at ensuring the equitable or effective impositionor

(MFN) treatment to services and service suppliers of other
collection of direct taxes in respect of services or service suppliers of other

Members;
states that are parties to the GATS.33 (e) inconsistent with Article II [Most-Favoured-Nation],provided that the dif-

ference in treatment is the result of an agreement on the avoidance of double

GATS provides a carve-out from MFN treatmentfor a differ- taxation or provisions on the avoidance of double taxation in any other interna-

ence in treatment resulting from a tax agreement. It also pro- tional agreement or arrangementby which the Member is bound.

vides a carve-out from the national treatment obligation.34 35. GATS, Art. XIV (General Exceptions)- Allowable Direct Tax Measures,

The latter carve-out is for certain measures aimed at ensuring
footnote 6, provides:
Measures that are aimed at ensuring the equitable or effective impositionor col-

the equitable or effective imposition or collectionof direct lection of direct taxes include measures taken by a Member under its taxation

taxes.35 system which:

GATS further provides that disputes concerning national (i) apply to non-residentservice suppliers in recognition of the fact that the tax

obligation of non-residents is determined with respect to taxable items sourced

treatmentwith respect to measures falling within the scope of or located in the Member's territory; or

a tax agreement should be resolved under the tax agreement (ii) apply to non-residents in order to ensure the impositionor collectionof taxes

(i.e. the non-discriminationarticle of a tax treaty) and not the in the Member's territory; or

(iii) apply to non-resdentsor residents in order to prevent the avoidance or eva-

GATS. The GATS also provides that whether a dispute falls sion of taxes, includingcompliance measures; or

within the ambit of such a tax agreementmay be determined (iv) apply to consumers of services supplied in or from the territory of another

by either country bringing the matter before the Council for Member in order to ensure the imposition or collection of taxes on such con-

Trade in Services. However, if the tax agreement existed on
sumers derived from sources in the Member's territory; or

(v) distinguish service suppliers subject to tax on worldwide taxable items from

the date the World Trade Organization was formed (1/1/95), other service suppliers, in recognition of the difference in the nature of the tax

both parties must consent to using this GATS mechanism, base between them; or

which is not well-developed, to resolve this jurisdictional (vi) determine,allocate or apportion income, profit, gain, loss, deduction or cred-

it of resident persons or branches, or between related persons or branches of the

issue.36 The benefit of these GATS carve-outs is that tax same person, n order to safeguard the Member's tax base.

experts rather than trade experts will negotiate the resolution Tax terms or concepts in paragraph (d) of Article XIV and in this footnote are

of such disputes. These provsions were added as a result of determinedaccording to tax definitionsand concepts, or equivalentor similardef-

active campaigning by the Treasury and other developed
initions and concepts, under the domestic law of the Member taking the measure.

36. GATS, Article XXII (Consultation)provides in part:
countries during the Uruguay Round. 3. A Member may not invoke Article XVII [National Treatment], either under

this Article or Article XXIII [Dispute Settlementand Enforcement],with respect
The Canadian and US negotiators agreed that a protocol to a to a measure of another Member that falls within the scope of an international

grandfathered tax treaty also is grandfathered. The negotia- agreement between them relating to the avoidance of double taxation. In case of

tors added a special rule to coordinate the Canadian Treaty disagreementbetween Members as to whether a measure falls within the scope

and Canadian Protocol with GATS in order to remove any
of such an agreementbetween them, it shall be open to either Member to bring

ambiguity that might arise because the Canadian Protocol
this matter before the Council for Trade in Services.* The Council shall refer the

matter to arbitration. The decision of the arbitratorshall be final and binding on

makes substantial changes to the treaty, including expanding the Members.

the taxes covered. A new rule specifies that a measure falls
* With respecttoagreementson the avoidanceof double taxation which exist

within the scope of the Canadian Treaty if it relates to a tax
on the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement, such a matter may be

brought before the Council for Trade in Services only with the consent of both

covered by the non-discriminationarticle or the tax is dealt parties to such an agreement.
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new rule provides that disputes as to the ambit of the first new (i) The measure relates to a tax to which Article XXV (Non-Discrimination)
rule are to be determinedunder the Canadian Treaty's mutual of the Convention applies; or

measure to a tax to
agreementprocedure.37 (ii) The relates which Article XXV (Non-Discrimination)

of the Convention does not apply and to which any other provision of the
Convention applies, but only to the extent that the measure relates to a matter
dealt with in that other provision of the Convention; and

37. US-CanadaTreaty, Art. XXIX (MiscellaneousRules), the GATS coordina- (b) Notwithstandingparagraph 3 of Article XXII (Consultation)of the General
tion provision, provides: Agreement on Trade in Services, any doubt as to the interpretationof subpara-
6. For purposes of paragraph 3 of Article XXII (Consultation) of the General graph (a) will be resolved under paragraph 3 of Article XXVI (Mutual agree-
Agreement on Trade in Services, the ContractingStates agree that: ment procedure) of the Convention or any other procedure agreed to by both
(a) A measure falls within the scope of the Convention only if: Contracting States.
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UNITED STATES

PESDING US EXPATRIATIOSTAX LEGISLATIOS
Robert F. Hudson, Jr.

Baker & McKenzie, Miami, FL

I. CURRENT US ANTI-EXPATRIATETAX avoid. For example, because Code Section 877 is not coordi-

REGIMES nated with Code Section 367, a formercitizen may, instead of

selling stock in a US corporation directly, transfer the stock

Under current US tax rules, an individual who relinquishes to a foreign (tax-haven) corporation and have that corpora-

his or her US citizenshipwith a principalpurposeof avoid- tion dispose of the US stock, without being subject to gain

ing US taxes is subject to special US income, gift and estate recognition under either Code Section 367 or the various

tax rules for a period of ten years after the expatriation. (Sec- anti-deferral regimes4., as these regimes only apply to US cit-

tions 877, 2501(a)(3) and 2107 of the Internal Revenue Code izens or residents. Moreover, because Code Section 877 is

f 1986, as amended (the Code).) There are similar, but limited to the US source incomeof formercitizens, it may not

more limited, special tax rules for individuals who have been apply to those former citizens who reside in countries with

US tax residents for at least three years. In such a case if the which the United States has an income tax treaty.5
individual becomes a non-resident, but regains residency
within three years; the individual's subjective intent is imma-

terial.l When these special US tax regimes apply to expatri- Il. CALENDAR OF KEY EVENTS LEADING UP
ates (the US anti-expatriate tax regimes), the expatriate TO CURRENT US EXPATRIATIONTAX
remains subject to US tax on his or her US source income at PROPOSALS
the rates applicable to US citizens, plus the scope of items

treated as US source income or US assets is broader than 21 November 1994: Forbes cover article on The New

those iterns generally considered to be US source income or Refugees: As Their Tax Burdens Grow, Many Affluent

assets under the regular provisions of the Code. Thus, the Americans Are Abandoning Their Citizenship (with cover

expatriate can become subject to US income, estate and gift pictures includingTed Arrison (Israel), Michael D. Dingman
tax in circumstances where he or she might not otherwise be (Bahamas), John T. Dorrance, III (Ireland), Jane Siebels-
taxable if he or she were a regular non-resident alien. For Kilnes (Norway), and J. Mark Mobius (Gerrnany)).
example, the special anti-expatriaterule in the estate tax area

(under Code Section 2107) provides that the individual's 6 February 1995: President Clinton's Budget Message pro-

gross estate includes not only the US situs assets that ordi- poses that any American who relinquishes citizenship on or

narily would be taxable in a non-resident alien's estate, but after 6 February 1995 will be treated as having sold all of his

also ncludes his or her pro rata share of any US situs proper-
assets immediately before expatriating and would be taxable

ty held through a foreign corporation in which the decedent on the net unrealized gain, with exceptions for the first USD

had a 10 per cent or greater voting interest, provided that the 600,000 of gains plus US real property interests (subject to

decedent and related parties together own more than 50 per
FIRPTA in any event) and interests in US qualified retire-

cent of the voting power of the foreign corporation.
ment plans (also taxable on non-resident aliens). Long-term
permanent resident aliens who give up their green cards

Under the current Code rules, if the Treasury Department would be similarly taxable.
establishes that it is reasonable to believe that the expatriate's
loss of US citizenship would, but for the application of this 16 February 1995: The proposed Tax Compliance Act of

provision, result in a substantial reduction in US income tax
1995 (H.R. 981) would impose the expatriation tax outlined

based on the expatriate's probable income for the taxable in President Clinton's budget message; an American would

year, then the expatriate has the burden of proving that the not be treated as relinquishinghis citizenship for purposes of

loss of citizenship did not have as one of its principalpur- any US tax until the State Department issues to him a Certif-

poses the avoidanceofUS income,estate or gift taxes.2 How-

ever, in the first Joint CommitteeReport on Issues Present-

ed by Proposals to Modify the Tax Treatment of Expatria- 1. Code Sec. 7701(b)(10).
2. Code Sec. 877(c).

tion,3 it is acknowledged that the US anti-expatriate tax 3. JCX-14-95 (20 March 1995)

regime has been applied in very few cases, because of the 4. Such as PFIC, Subpart F and FPHC.

difficulty in proving the required tax-related motivation for 5. See Crowe v. Comr., 85 T.C. 376 (1985) (holding an expatriate living in

the expatriation. In addition, the present anti-avoidance
Canada was entitled to protection from Code Sec. 877 under the US-Canada
ncome Tax Treaty); but see Rev. Rul. 79-152, 1979-1 C.B. 237, in which the

approach of Code Section 877 has not been that difficult to IRS expresses a contrary view.
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cate of Lost Nationality (CLN), which might not occur son (Rep., Conn.), expresses great concems about the effects
until months or even years after the actual expatriationevent; of the expatriation tax proposal, which is not included in the
all deferred recognitionof income and gains would terminate House version of the fast-track self-employed health insur-
upon expatriation;existing income tax anti-expatriation rules ance deduction bill (H.R. 831).'o A 27 March 1995 memo-
would not apply to anyone who is subject to the new expatri- randum by individual members of the New York State Bar
ation tax. Association Section of Taxation (faxed to the Subcommittee

before the hearing) also may have fuelled the negative atti-22 February 1995: ABC News Primetime Live aired a seg- tudes at this Subcommittee hearing. The strongly-wordedment entitled Make the Money and Run, in which Treasury memorandum urged Congress to reconsider immediateAssistant Secretary, Leslie B. Samuels, is quoted as saying pas-
of the expatriation tax, noting that certainly in its cur-if we didn't make the proposal effective the day we

sage
rent form the expatriation proposal is technically deficient inannounced it, there would be a lot a people who would beat

our rule. mportant respects, most notably its treatment of trusts ... We
believe that enactment ... in its current form ... will leave

28 February 1995: Criticisms of the proposed new expatria- many important and basic questions unanswered.
tion tax begin appearing, with Marshall J. Langer writing a

letter to House Ways and Means Committee Chairman, Bill 30 March 1995: The ConferenceCommittee drops the expa-
Archer, describing the proposal as one of the worse (sic) tax triation tax proposal from H.R. 831, substituting a require-
proposals in recent history; Mr Langer noted that the pro-

ment that the Joint Committee on Taxation study the issue

posal was not only poorly designed and inappropriately and report on it by 1 June 1995. That version ofH.R. 831 sub-

retroactive, but it also would discourage wealthy aliens from sequently becomes law.t2 A special Joint Statement by House
ever becoming US citizens and it might encourage many Ways and Means Committee Chairman, Bill Archer, and

Americans to leave now, before future rules become even Senate Finance Committee Chairman, Bob Packwood, how-

worse.6 Similarly, the American Bar Association submitted ever, stresses that any future expatriation tax bill will be

the comments of some of its members, most of which were
retroactive to 6 February 1995.3

highly critical of the proposal.7 6 April 1995: Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (Dem., N.Y.)
15 March 1995: The Senate Committee on Finance adds a introduces Section 700 (the Moynihan Bill), a materially
modified version of the expatriation tax legislation to a fast- revised version of the President's expatriation tax proposal,
track tax bil (addressing the self-employed medical insur- and vows to work for its passage:4 Among other important
ance deduction) that was expected to be passed by Congress changes, the Moynihan Bill reintroduces application of the

prior to the 15 April 1995 individual income tax return filing expatriation tax to departing long-term resident aliens who
deadline; the modified version made the proposed expatria- have been lawful residents of the United States tn at least
tion tax somewhat less retroactive and it dropped the propos- eight of the prior ffteen years. A second key revision is
al to tax departing green card holders. allowance of a fair market basis adjustment for non-resident

aliens, so that any tax imposed on leaving the United States
21 March 1995: The Senate Committeeon Finance Subcom- would be only on those gains accrued while a resident of the
mittee on Taxationand IRS Oversight holds a hearing on the United States. In addition, this bill provides that each expat-proposed expatriation tax, with Senator Orrin Hatch (Rep., riate is allowed to elect irrevocably, on an asset-by-assetUtah) presiding, with two government witnesses, a former basis, to continue to be taxed as a US citizen with respect to
Treasury International Tax Counsel (H. David Rosenblum), assets designated by the expatriate. However, an expatriateplus three private-sectorwitnesses (Marshall J. Langer, Ellen would have to provide security to insure payment of the
K. Harrison and Robert E Tumer), with the latter sharply cri-
ticizing the proposal while the governmentwitnesses and Mr
Rosenblum defended it. At the time of this Senate hearing,
the JointCommitteeonTaxation issued its first report entitled
Backgroundand Issues Relating to Taxation of US Citizens 6. Langer letter republished in Tax Notes International, (6 March 1995) at
who Relinquish Citizenship.JCX-14-95, 20 March 1995.8 829-838.

7. See ABATakes Aim at Clinton Proposal to Plug Loopholesand Expatriate24 March 1995: The Senate approves an amended version of Rules DailyTax Report,(15March 1995) G-1-2; see also FormerJCT Staffers
the expatriate tax proposal as part of the fast-track tax bill to and Treasury ITC discuss Expatriate Tax. Tax Notes International, (13 March

extend the health insurancededuction for self-employed indi- 1995) at 922-923.
8. See also Senate Finance CommitteeApprovesAmended Version of Expat-viduals. The Senate version of the bill contains the amended riate Tax Proposals Tax Notes International, (27 March 1995) at 1090-1091,

version of the President's expatriation tax proposal (see and Senate Panel Receives Mixed Review of Proposed Tax on Wealthy Expa-
above). triates DailyTax Report,(22March 1995) G-10-11.

9. JCX-16-95, (23 March 1995).
27 March 1995. The House Ways and Means OversightSub- 10. See (Concems Over Expatriation Tax Make Proposal Vulnerable in Con-

committee holds a hearing on the expatriation tax proposal. ference)Daily TaxReport,(28 March 1995) G-5-6.
1 I. See Put Expatriation Tax On Hold, NY Bar Urges DailyTax Report, (30At the time of this House hearing, the Joint Committee on March 1995) G-9, see also Full Senate Approves Expatriate Tax; House Panel

Taxation issues a second report entitled Background and Considers AltemativesTax Notes International,(3 April 1995) at 1215-16.

Issues Relating to Taxation of US Citizens who Relinquish 12. SeeExpatriateTax ConfusionDailyTax Report,(30March 1995) G-8-9.

Citizenship and Long-Term Resident Aliens who Relinquish
13. See DailyTax Report, (31 March 1995) L-2.
14. See Moynihan Includes Long-Term Residents in Revised ExpatriationTax

US Residency.9The SubcommitteeChairman, Nancy John- proposalDailyTax Report, (10 April 1995) G-3-4.
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deferred tax under the election:5 Also on 6th April, the Sen- can-sponsored balanced budget and tax cut bills, including

ate voted 96 to 4 for a non-bindingresolution in favourof act- the expatriate tax bill modelled mainly on the ArcherBill.

ing to eliminate the ability of wealthy taxpayers' to renounce 28 October 1995: The Senate approves by a 52-47 margin
their US citizenshipwithout paying taxes. The resolutionwas (again, principally on party lines) its own version of the

sponsored by Senator Edward Kennedy (Dem., Mass.) who Republican-sponsored balanced budget and tax cut bills,
was not satisfied with the assurances provided by the Chair- including the expatriate tax bill modelled mainly on the

man of the House and Senate tax writing committees (see MoynihanBill.

above) and wanted a recorded vote on the matter. Moreover,
the resolution provides that any changes made should take 6 November 1995:The ConferenceCommitteecommencesa

effect as if enacted on 6 February 1995.t6 reconciliation of the House Bill and the Senate Bill on the

myriad of budget and tax issues on which the two bills differ.

1 June 1995: The Joint Committee on Taxation issues its 17 November 1995.TheHouseof Representativesadopts the

ExpatriationTax Report, pursuant to the statutory directive ConferenceCommittee's16 November 1995 ConferenceBill
under H.R. 831; with appendices, it runs to about 450 pages. and Report, but the Senate adopts a revised version (dropping
The Report offers not only various comments and critiques two Medicare provisions).
on the President's original proposals, as now evolved under

the Moynihan Bill (and the companion bill introduced by 20 November1995.TheHouse votes to adopt the Senate ver-

Sam Gibbons (H.R. 1535)), but it also offers recommenda- sion of the amended ConferenceBill, enabling the bill to be

tions for altemative approaches,portions of which ultimately sent to President Clinton.

are adopted and incorporated in the Archer Bill, discussed 6 December 1995. President Clinton vetoes the Seven-Year
below.L7 Balanced Budget ReconciliationAct of 1995.

9 June 1995: House Ways and Means Committee Chairman, 8 December 1995. President Clinton's proposed new Budget
Bll Archer, (Rep., Tex.) introduces H.R. 1812, the Expatria- Bill again includes the administration's version of the expat-
tion Tax Act of 1995 (The Archer Bill). As explained in Part riate exit tax (at Sections 13121-13123), which largely fol-

III below, the Archer Bill (which ultimately becomes the lows the Moynihan Bill passed by the Senate on 28 October

essential basis for the final Conference Bill passed by 1995.

Congress in late November 1995) differs completelyfrom the

earlier Administrationand Moynihan Bills. The Archer Bill

essentially seeks to close alleged loopholes in the current Ill. THE 1995 BUDGET ACT21
anti-expatriationtax rules, rather than introduce a whole new

tax approach (as in the case of the Moynihan Bill).18
A. Overview

13 June 1995: The House Ways and Means Committee

approves the Archer Bill, after rejecting substitution of the The 1995 Budget Act (which was passed by both Houses of

Moynihan/GibbonsBill proposed by the Democrats. How- Congress late November 1995 and vetoed by President Clin-

ever, the Committeedoes accept two amendments, including ton on 6 Decernber 1995) largely follows the House Bill

one which applies the revised expatriationtax regime to long- (Archer Bill) sponsored by William Archer (Rep.-Texas.),
term residents who terminate their US residency (in the case Chairmanof the Committeeon Ways and Means. The Archer

ofgreen card holders for at least eight of the prior fifteen tax- Bill, in turn, was based principally on one of the alternative
able years).19
11 July 1995:The Senate's FinanceCommitteeholds a hear-

ing on all of the expatriation tax proposals. The Democrats 15. See alsoExpatriateGames: PoliticsObscureTechnical Issues Tax Notes,

sharply criticize the Archer Bill and seek bipartisan support (10 April 1995) at 158-161; and Moynihan Bill Picks Up Clinton Expatriate
Proposal Tax Notes International, (17 April 1995) at 1387-88.

for the MoynihanBill.20 16. See Sen. KennedySucceeds in Putting Senate on Record RegardingExpa-
triation Levy DailyTax Report,7 April 1995) G-9-10.

19 September 1995. The House Ways and Means Committee 17. See JCT Report Challenges Treasury on Expatriate Tax Problem; Pack-

reports out its budget reconciliationrecommendationson rev- wood Committed to Refonn Tar Notes International,(12 June 1995) at 1961-

enue items pursuant to the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1962.

1995 and te Tax SimpliicationAct of 1995, which include
18. See Archer Proposes Bill ModifyingTax Treatmentof ExpatriatesDaily
Tax Report, (12 June 1995) G-4-6.

the Archer Bill as originally passed by the Ways and Means 19. See Ways and Means Approves Archer Plan to Stem Expatriation Tax

Committeeon 13 June 1995. (The ArcherBill is discussed in Avoidance Daily Tax Report, (14 June 1995) at G-7-9; see also Archer's

Part III immediatelybelow.) Expatriate Proposal Clears Ways and Means Tax Notes, 1565-70 (19 June

1995); see also Ways-Means Releases Report on Bill Taxing Expatriates;
Democrats Dissent Daily Tax Report, (19 June 1995) G-3-4; see also House

23 October 1995: The Senate Committee on Finance reports Ways and Means Committee Report on H.R. 1812, 'Expatriation Tax Act of

out its version of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1995, 1995' (H. Rept. 104), Including Legislative Language, Issued June 16, 1995

including an expatriate tax bill modelled principally on the DailyTax Report, (19 June 1995) L-1-26.

MoynihanBill.
20. See Paekwood Pledges Action as Finance Members Favor Moynihan
ExpatriateBill Tax Notes International, (17 July 1995) at 142-143.
21. H.R. 2491, The Seven-YearBalanced Budget ReconciliationAct of 1995

26 October 1995: The House ofRepresentativesapproves by (Title XI, Subtitle I, Sees. 11348-1 1349 of the Act and Secs 877,2107,2501and

a 227-203 margin (principally along party lines) the Republi- New Sec. 6039G of the Code).
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approaches suggested by the Joint Committee on Taxation, A US citizen who renounces citizenship and who meets

namely, to expand the existing expatriation income tax pro- either the tax liability test or the net worth test can still avoid
vided for in Code Section 877 and its estate and gift tax the expatriation tax if he or she can establish that (a) the
equivalents. As indicated in Part I above, the current provi- renunciation did not have a principal purpose of tax avoid-
sions subject US citizens who abandon their citizenship for ance (the Service would make a determination on this issue
tax avoidance purposes to ordinary US income tax on US by means of a ruling), and (b) he or she falls within one of
source income for ten years after loss of citizenship. Expatri- five specified categories.25 In practice, the only category
ates are also subject to US estate and gift tax during the ten- commonly available to a departing American is likely to be
year period in a manner more similar to resident Americans. the one that requires the individual to have been present in the

United States for no more than 30 days during any year in the

ten-year period immediately preceding the date of his or her
B. Key features of the 1995 Budget Act loss of citizenship. Accordingly, it appears the most likely

effect of the 1995 Budget Act is that well-offUS individuals
The 1995 Budget Act expands the existing expatriation normally will be subject to tax on their US source income-

provisions to cover not only US citizens, but also certain (and certain foreign source income) for ten years after they
long-term residents. expatriate, whether or not their departure iS tax motivated.
Most individuals would be subject to the tax without-

regard to the subjective reason for abandoning US citi- 2. Income and assets to which new Code Section 877
zenship or residency. Specified categoriesof citizens (not would apply
long-term residents) could establish that they did not Under current Code Section 877, an expatriating individualhave a principal purpose of tax avoidance by obtaining a

(if he she meets the subjective avoidance test) is subject to
ruling to that effect.

or

tax on US source income or gains for a ten-year period at the
The 1995 Budget Act extends significantly the types of

rates to tax
-

graduated applicable US citizens. The appliesincome or gain that are treated as US source (and, there- whether or not the assets giving rise to the income or gainsfore, that are subject to tax in the hands of the expatriate) were acquired prior to or after the date of departure.and adds certain anti-avoidanceprovisions.
The 1995 Budget Act provides a credit in cases where- Code Section 877 also currently recharacterizescertain for-
anotherjurisdiction imposes tax on an item that would be eign source gains as US source gains, thereby causing them

subject to US tax under new Code Section 877. However, to be subject to US income tax. Gains from the sale or

the 1995 Budget Act also overrides treties (for at least exchangeof stock of a US corporationor debt of a US person
ten years) in the event that a treaty would prevent the are treated as US source income. Assume the expatriate
expatriation tax from applying. exchanges such property for other property that would not

The 1995 Budget Act includes enhanced information-

reporting requirements backed up by penalties for non-

compliance. 22. For this purpose, a long-term resident is any individual who was a lawful
permanent resident of the United States for at least 8 out of the 15 taxable years
ending with the year in which the termination occurs. In applying the eight-year

individual is considered be lawful resident for
C. Basic approach of the 1995 Budget Act

test, an not to a permanent any year
in which the individual is taxed as a resident of anothercountry under a treaty tie-
breaker rule.
23. Furthermore, a long-term resident may elect to use the fair market value

1. Persons subject to the expatriate tax rules basis of property on the date the individual became a US resident (rather than the
property's historical basis) to determine the amount of gain subject to the expa-Under current law, the expatriation tax provisions are appli- triation tax provisions if the asset s sold within the ten-year period.

cable to a US citize who loses his or her citizenship unless 24. The dollar amount thresholds contained in the tax liability test and the net

such loss did not have as a principal purpose the avoidance worth test are indexed for inflation in the case of a loss of citizenshipor termina-
tion of residency occurring after I 996.of taxes. Under the 1995 Budget Act, US citizens who lose 25. The US citizen would have to establish that he belongs to one of the fol-

their citizenship and long-term residents22 23 who terminate lowing (1) the individual bomwithdualcitizenshipand retains only, groups: was

residency are generally treated as having lost such citizenship the non-US citizenship; (2) the individual became a citizen of the country n

or terminated such residency with a principal purpose of tax
which the individual, the individual's spouse, or one of the individual's parents,

avoidance if either:
was born; (3) the individual was present in the United States for no more than 30

days during any year in the ten-year period immediatelypreceding the date of his

(i) the individual's average annual US federal income tax or her loss of citizenship; (4) the individual relinquished his or her citizenship
liability for the five taxable years ending before the date before reaching age 18-1/2; or (5) any othercategoryof individuaisprescribedby

toof the loss or termination is greater than USD 100,000 Treasury regulations. In order qualify under the foregoing, the former citizen
must, within one year from the date of loss of citizenship, submit a request for a

(the tax liability test); or ruling as to whether the loss had as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of

(ii) the individual'snet worth as of the date of the loss or ter- taxes. The Ways and Means Committeeexpects that, in making a deternination

mination is USD 500,000 or more (the net worth as to the presence of a principal purpose of tax avoidance, the Service will take

test).24
into account factors such as the substantiality of the former citizen's ties to the
United States (including ownershipof US assets) prior to expatriation, the reten-

tion of US citizenshipby the former citizen's spouse, and the extent to which the
An individual who falls below these thresholds is subject to formercitizen resides in a country that mposes little or no tax. Although the fore-
the expatriation tax provisions in accordancewith the subjec- going procedures not available to long-term residents, the Service s authorized

tive test of current Code Section 877. to adopt regulations to exempt certain categories of long-tern residents from the

proposed amendments.
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normally give rise to US source income, in the course of a The Ways and Means Committee Report (adopted by the

roll-over or reorganization transaction in which the gain was Conference Committee Report) emphasized that it does not

not recognized. In such a case, any gain realized from a sub- intend the expatriation tax provisions to be defeated by any

sequent sale of the property received in exchange would, by treaty provision. The Ways and Means Committee requested
exception, be treated as US source. the Treasury Department to review all existing treaties to

determine potential conflicts and to eliminate any such
Presumably, expatriates were attempting to avoid the forego- potential conflicts through renegotiation of the affected
ing rule by exchanging their US property for foreign proper- treaties as necessary. Although there is no provision to this
ty in a reorganization,and then never actually selling the for-

effect in the 1995 Budget Act, the Committee also specified
eign property. Instead, the foreign (tax haven) corporation it does not intend the treaty override to last more than ten
would sell the US stocks or bonds that had been transferred to

it, with the expatriateonly receiving non-liquidatingdistribu- years.

tions from the foreign corporation(whichnormally should be The Ways and Means Committee's proposal to override US
free of US income tax under the current US tax rules). To treaty obligations was criticized by the Treasury in a 14

counter this kind of planning, the 1995 Budget Act replaces September 1995 letter by Leslie B. Samuels, Assistant Secre-
the above rule with a more extremeone. Under the 1995 Bud- tary (Tax Policy), to the Committee,commentingon an earli-

get Act, an expatriate who exchanges (within the ten-year er version of the current 1995 Budget Act provisions. Trea-

period) property that produces US source income for proper- sury pointed out that, although the Constitution allows leg-
ty that produces foreign source income would be required to islative overrides of tax treaties, the expatriation tax overrides

recognize immediately as US source income any gain on violate US obligations under intemational law. By substitut-
such exchange (determined as if the property had been sold ing a wealth test for a motivation test, Treasury found that the

for its fair market value on the date of the exchange).26 1995 Budget Act would override (i) 22 income and estate tax

treaties that allow continued US taxation of former citizens
As an altemative, the individual can enter into a gain recog-
nition agreement with the Service, under which any income only if their expatriation was tax motivated, (ii) 8 estate tax

treaties that restrict the ability of the United States to tax
or gain derived from the property received in the exchange transfers by former citizens who residents of theare treaty
during the subsequentten-yearperiod would be treated as US
source income. If the third party who acquired the property partnerat the time of death, and (iii) with respect to long-term

residents, virtually all treaties.
from the expatriate in the exchange later sold the property,
the expatriate would recognize the gain. This rneans that a Treasury noted that the override of tax treaties for a ten-year
transfer of, for example, the shares of a US company to a for- period was unprecedented.Treaty partners, knowing that the

eign company in a tax-free exchange for the shares of that override would disappear after 2005, might attempt to drag
foreign company would continue to be possible to effect. A out renegotiations and extract concessions from the United

subsequent sale of the shares of the US company by the for- States, thereby interfering with the cornpletion of protocols
eign company itself, however, would trigger a taxable gain and amendmentson other important topics.
chargeable on the expatriate.

In order to prevent tax avoidance by expatriates in a manner

Income or gain derived from stock held in a foreign corpora- consistent with US obligations under international law, the
tion also would be US source if the individual owned, direct- Treasury letter recommends that the taxable event should
ly or indirectly, more than 50 per cent of the vote or value of occur while the individual is still a US citizen or resident, and
the stock of the corporation on the date of loss of citizenship not after his expatriation. This is essentially returning to the
or residence, or at any time during the two years preceding Treasury's proposal of last spring, which treated the expatri-
such date. This recharacterization would occur only to the ating taxpayeras having sold all of his property at fair market
extent of the amount of earnings and profits attributable to value immediately prior to the expatriation. Since then, the
such stock earned or accumulatedprior to the loss of citizen- Joint Committee and others have proposed adjustments that

ship or residency and while such ownership requirement is would alleviate some of the inequities associated with that
satisfied. It appears that income derived from foreign cor- particularalternative.
poration stock, for the purposes of this rule, would not

include what otherwisewould be SubpartF incomeearned by
the corporation, i.e. only actual distributions would be

chargeable.27

3. Double tax relief 26. The Treasury is authorized to issue regulations that provide similar treat-

ment for nonrecognition transactions that occur within five years immediately
The 1995 Budget Act provides a credit against the taxes prior to the date of loss of citizenship(or termination of US residency, as appli-
imposed under revised Code Section 877, and the corres- cable) Treasury is also authorized to issue regulations that treat the removal of

ponding estate and gift provisions. The credit corresponds to tangible personal property from the United States (and other transactions or

the amount of any foreign ncome, gift, estate or similar events that result in a conversionof US source income to foreign source income)
as taxable exchanges for purposes of computing gain subject to Code Sec. 877.

taxes, respectively, paid with respect to the items subject to The same gain recognition agreement altemative, described above, is available.

US tax. The credit may not be used to offset any other US tax 27. This appears to be the appropriate solution, although there is slight ambi-

liability. guity because of an oblique reference to Subpart F in an example found in the

Ways and Means Committee'sexplanationof the proposal.
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. 4. Required information reporting and sharing to any long-term resident who terminates US residency on or

after 6 February 1995.28 A special transitional rule wouldAn individual who terminates citizenship or long-term res-

idence would be required to provide a statement to the State apply to an individual who expatriates within one year prior
Department containing various particulars, including, in the

to 6 February 1995, but has not applied for a certicate of
loss of nationality (CLN) as of such date. Such an individualcase of individuals with a net worth of at least USD 500,000, would be subject the 1995 Budget Act provisions of thea balance sheet. The annual penalty for failure to provide the to as

date of application for the certificate, but would not be liablerequired statement would equalthe greaterof (i) 5 per cent of
the individual'sexpatriation tax liability for such year, or (ii) retroactively for US income tax on his or her worldwide

income. In order to qualify for the exceptions describedUSD 1,000. The information received by the State Depart- above, for individuals within specified categories, the indi-ment would then be shared with the Treasury (IRS). The
vidual would have submit ruling withinConference Committee Bill does not include the provisions to a request one year
after the date of enactment of the 1995 Budget Act.of the ArcherBill with respect to the publicationof the names

of expatriates in the Federal Register and the direction to the
Treasury Department to study tax compliance by individuals
living abroad.

5. Effective date
28. The Archer Bill, on which the 1995 Budget Act is based, would have pro-The 1995 Budget Act generally would apply to any individu- vided for an effectivedate of 13 June 1995 for long-term residents, but this is one

al who loses US citizenship on or after 6 February 1995, and of several changes made by the ConferenceCommittee.
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UNITED STATES

SOME UNITED STATESASPECTS OF FOREIGS TRUST PROPOSALS
Sanford H. Goldberg

Roberts & Holland LLP, New York, NY

I. INTRODUCTION with the Treasury Departmentand that copies are forward-

ed to the foreign trust's beneficiaries. The IRS will be

The last major revision of the rules governing foreign trusts empowered to determine the amount to be included in the

created or used by US taxpayers was enacted 20 years ago. grantor's income unless the trust appoints a US agent for

Congress and the Treasury Departmentbelieve that since that the purpose of supplying information and accepting a

time foreign trusts have become a favoured vehicle for tax summons for examination.

abuse by US residents and citizens, using both legal and ille- Any US person who directly or indirectly receives a distri-

gal methods. The trust proposals set forth below are aimed at bution from a foreign trust must file an annual report spec-
attacking this practice. ifying the name of the trust, and the amounts received by

beneficiariesas well as any other information the Treasury
Department may require. No reporting is required upon

II. IMPROVED INFORMATION REPORTING ON the creation of a foreign trust by a foreign transferor

FOREIGN TRUSTS unless an actual or deemed distribution to a US person is

effected.

A. Reporting
B. Penalties for failure to file information

1. Reportable events

All US persons creating trusts or transferring property into 1. Reporting on transfer
trusts, or executors of the estates of deceased US citizens

(Responsible Parties) are required to file information In addition to any criminal penalty, a failure to report trans-

reports of reportableevents.
fers will result in a penalty of 35 per cent of the gross value of

the assets transferred to a foreign trust (other than by death)
Reportableevents include: and an initial fine of USD 10,000 triggered upon a failure to

the creation of a foreign trust; 90 days after the IRS notifies the responsible person- report,
the direct or indirect transfer of property, including prop- of the trust's failure. An additional USD 10,000 penalty will-

erty transferredby an executor to a foreign trust; be imposed for each monthf continued non-compliance.
the emigrationof a domestic trust;-

the death of a citizen or resident who was treated as the- 2. Annual reporting
owner of a foreign trust and was taxable under the

income or the estate tax; and A failure to ensure that a foreign trust files an annual return

the immigration to the United States of a person who and supplies required informationwill result in a penalty of 5
-

transferred property to a foreign trust within five years per cent of the gross value of the portionof the trust treated as

prior to immigration. owned by the US person and USD 10,000 for each month's

continued failure 90 days after notice from the IRS is mailed.
In the case of a transfer mentioned above a notice of transfer
must be filed with the Treasury Department within 90 days, A failure to report the required information by a beneficiary
reporting: who received a distribution will result in a penalty of 35 per

the property transferred; cent of the gross amount of the distribution and USD 10,000
-

the identity of the trust; for each month of continued non-complianceafter the initial
-

the identity of the trustees; and 90-day period following the notice. Furthermore if a benefi-
-

the identity of the beneficiaries. ciary does not provide adequate informationon the trust, dis-
-

The US person taxable on the income should also notify any
tributions will be treated as accumulation distributions from

foreign trustee of its nformationreporting responsibilities.
the year the trust was created and subject to an interest

charge. (See V. Below.)

2. Annual reporting requirement
A US person taxable on the income of a foreign trustI is

required to ensure that an annual information retum is filed 1. E.g. asset protection trusts and those trusts with US beneficiaries.
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C. Exceptions for failure to report is 5 per cent of the gift per month, with a

minimum penalty of 25 per cent, unless reasonable cause
No reporting is required for transfers: exists. The Treasury is also empowered to determine within

where consideration equal to fair market value is its own discretion the tax treatment of such receipt.-

received. Obligationsof the trust, a grantor, a beneficiary, The effective date for the application of the above proposalor persons related to such entities or persons are ignored will be the date of its enactment.
until paid for purposes of teting fair market value;
to certain trusts used for deferred compensation or for-

charitable purposes;
if there is reasonablecause for the failure. Foreign secre- V. INTEREST ON ACCUMULATION-

cy law offers no protection. DISTRIBUTIONSFROM FOREIGN TRUSTS
The effective date for the application of the above proposals Present law imposes a penalty of interest, in the amount of 6is the date of enactment.

per cent per annum, not compounded, on all accumulated
income claimed to be received from foreign trusts. The bill
would increase the rate to the interest rate on underpayment

Ill. EXPANSION OF TAXATION OF FOREIGN of taxes (now 10 per cent), and the rate would compound
TRUSTS CREATED BY US GRANTORS FOR daily.
POTENTIAL US BENEFICIARIES The method of calculating the interest charge would change.

Interest will not be charged during intervals where the bene-
Under existing law a US grantor is taxed on the income of a ficiary is not resident in the United States. However, the
foreign trust created for the benefit of a US person. There are implication of the proposal is that any accumulated income
a number of exceptions to this rule that the proposals would will be subject to tax.2
eliminate. The pre-1996 interest rate remains the same (6 per cent not
All transfers, including sales, are included unless the trust compounded).
pays fair market value and all gain is recognized. Obligations The effective date is the date of enactment.
and guarantees of the trust, grantor and related parties are

ignored.
For the purposes of these provisions transfers include trans- VI. LOAN OF TRUST PROPERTY
fers by non-residents made during the five years preceding
immigration, such transfers will be deemed to have occurred The fair narket value of a loan made to a beneficiary or the
upon assuming residency. Transfers also include deerned grantor of cash or marketable securities owned by a foreigntransfers by US beneficiaries of testamentary foreign trusts trust will be treated as a trust distribution. In this regard, a
created by US decedents. loan made to a party related to either the beneficiary or

A US beneficiary does not include one who was a foreign grantor will be treated as a loan made to such beneficiary or

person for five years after the transfer to the foreign trust. A grantor. Provisions for repayment of the loan will be disre-
former US person may still be a US beneficiary under the garded for this pupose.
Administration'sproposal. The Administration'sproposal treats the use of property as a

Outbound trust migrations are treated as transfers made by distribution to the extent of its fair market value.
the grantor. The Administration's proposal additionallY The effectivedates for the applicationof these provisions,are
makes Section 1491 applicable to outbound migration. 19 September 1995, for loans of cash and marketable secur-

The general effective date for these proposals is 6 February ities and 31 December 1995, for the use of property.
1995.

IV. REPORTING RECEIPT OF A FOREIGN GIFT

Gifts from foreigners (including foreign decedents) valued at
USD 10,000 or more must be reported by US recipients. Mul- 2. This appears to be a change of treatment from that applying under current
tiple gifts within the year are to be aggregated. The penalty aw.
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UNITED STATES

ASPECTS OF MIGRATIONTRUSTS
Joel J. Karp

Karp & Genauer, P.A., Coral Gables, Florida

I. MIGRATION TRUSTS The effect for the foreign grantor under current law is that

there is no US income tax on distribution, providing all the

. Introduction
income is non-effectively connected income from foreign
sources.5 Also properly drafted, the trust arrangementshould

Under existing law through an affirmative use of the grantor
result in estate or generation skipping tax savings provided

trust rules, one may create a trust for the benefit of an alien the corpus consists of non-US situs property.6

immigrant to the United States which will make distributions

of income without US income tax consequences. This is

achieved by the establishment of a trust by a non-resident II. PROPOSED LEGISLATION: BALANCED
alien who would remain subject to tax on the income under BUDGET ACT OF 1995 (VETOED).
the grantor trust rules.' By investing the principal in non-US
situsassets producing foreign source income not effectively
connected with US business, there would be no US tax.2 The A. General

Balance Budget Act of 1995 (BBA '95) seeks to reverse

this result. However, it is necessary to analyse what is actual- Under the Congressional proposal, the grantor trust provi-

ly accomplishedby this legislation. sions of the Code would apply only to the extent that they
result, directly or indirectly, in amounts being currently taken

into account in computing the income (directly or through
B. The existing law one or more entities) of an individual US citizen or resident

or a domestic corporation. Thus, the grantor trust provisions
Under existing law if a foreign person sets up a trust for his of the Code generally would not apply to any portion of a

own benefit which, were he a US person, would result in trust where their effect would be to treat a foreign person as

exposre to income tax under the grantor trust rules, he the owner of the trust. .The effect of this legislation would be

would become taxable on the income when he becomes sub- to make a foreign trust a non-grantorforeign trust. Thus, dis-

ject to income tax jurisdiction in the US.3 The thought that a tributions from such a trust would be subject to incorne tax

normal grantorcould be used here has long since been reject- and surcharge on accunulation distribution at varying stat-

ed. Bixby, 586 T.C. 757 (1972). Indirect grantors have the utory rates. The President's proposal appears to be substan-
same negative effect. See Gradow v. US, 87-1 USTC Para- tially in accordance with these provisions.
graph 13,711 aff'd, (9th Cir. 1963).
Since 1990, if a non-resident alien donor makes a gift to a

person who thereafterestablishes a trust for the benefit of the B. Exceptions
donor, the donor is deemed the owner of the trust in the pro-

portion that the gift relates to the corpus.4This is true whether A foreign person would, however, nevertheless be regarded
or not the person making the gift or establishing the trust had as the owner of trust property:
a tax avoidance motive. In addition, the rule can apply to - if the trust is revocable solely by the grantor without the

trusts created by corporate grantors. approval or consent of any person other than a related or

subordinateparty who is subservient to the grantor;7
There is confusion regarding when the donor will be treated
as a beneficiaryof the trust. Current income beneficiariesare

clearly covered. The status of other types of beneficial inter- 1. IRC Secs. 671-679.

ests is less clear. It is important to note that sham and similar 2. IRC Sec. 871(a); Rev. Rul. 69-70, 1969-1 C.B. 182;Rev. Rul. 81-244,

doctrines can apply in determining who actually holds the 1981-2 C.B. 151; Rev. Rul. 80-15, 1980-1 C.B. 365, Rev. Rul. 79-116, 1979-1

C.B. 213.
beneficial interests. 3. IRC Secs. 671-678.

The net effect of the above rules leaves for favourable tax
4. IRC Sec. 672(f)(1).
5. IRC Sec. 871(a)

treatment only those trusts created, on a bona fide basis, bY 6. IRC Sec. 2106; Hamiltonv. Commissioner,T.C. Memo 1976-355; Lee v.

real foreign grantors for beneficiaries who become US per- US, 63-1.USTCPara. 12,128 (1962).
7. The meaning of these terms will be found in IRC Sec. 672(c) and the regu-

sons. lations thereunder; Proposed (Prop.) IRC Sec. 672(f)(2)(A)(i)(I).
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. where, during the lifetime of the grantor, the only Ill. RECHARACTERIZATIONOF PURPORTED-

amounts distributablefrom the trust were distributableto GIFTS BY FOREIGN CORPORATIONSAND
the grantor or the grantor's spouse;

8
PARTNERSHIPS

if the trust was established to pay compensation;9or-

if the trust was in existence on 19 September 1995 and is To avoid by-pass the foreign rules, it has been-

or trust sug-
revocable by the grantor under Section 676 of the Inter- gested that the same effect could be accomplished through
nal Revenue Code (IRC) or if income is distributable to the use of tax-free gifts from entities other than trusts. Indeed,
the grantor under IRC Section 677(a) (other than certain certain persons have suggested in the past that foreign grantor
insurance trusts). 'o

trusts could produce perpetual non-taxable distributions to

Where a foreign trust holds assets through a foreign corpora-
US beneficiaries through the use of foreign corporate

tion, the effect of these rules is also to render US beneficiaries grantors.16
taxable under the CFC or FPHC rules because of the applica- If there were any efficacy to this trategy, t will no doubt be
tion of attribution rules not previously applicable. eliminated by regulations under Prop. IRC Section 672(f)(4).

This provision effective after date of enactment (BBA '95
Section 11343(d) is one of those broad anti-abuse provisions

C. Special rules authorizing regulation to recharacterize gifts or bequests
directly or indirectly from partnerships or foreign corpora-

If, but for the amendments,a foreign person was to be treated tions in appropriate circumstances to prevent avoidance of
as the grantor and owner of the trust and a US person was to the purposes of Section 672(f). One wonders about the extent
be the beneficiary of the trust and also had been the donor of to which this provision is required, since the concept of a

a gift to the foreign grantor then the US beneficiaries to the trust is already defined most broadly under existing law. j7

extent of the gift are treated as the grantor of the trust.12 For gift tax gift by corporation is gift by itspurposes, a a a

shareholders.8The same result is often followed for income

D. Treatmentof certain types of foreign
tax purposes.'9 In any case, a foreign corporation without

corporations authority to make gifts or which is thinly capitalized and
formed solely for the purposes of acting as grantorof the for-
eign trust may be considered as a sham. See e.g. Fullmanv.

For the purposes of applying the amendments a controlled US, 355 E2d 632 (Ct. Cl. 1966)
foreign corporation is a domestic corporationand the no for-

eign grantor rule does not apply for the purpose of applying The proposed provision will be enforced through a require-
the PFIC rules. Thus, if a CFC is treated as the owner of the ment to submit a special notice of foreign gifts in excess of

trust assets under the grantor trust rules the amendments do USD 10,000 received by a US person (other than a Section
not apply. The rationale here is that a US person would be 501(c)(3) organization).20The USD 10,000 is subject to cost

subject to tax through the CFC rules. The provision relating of living adjustment.The term foreigngiftdoes not include
to PFIC was designed to prevent avoidanceof the PFIC rules. qualified transfers for certain medical or educational

However, no mention is made of the PFHC rules. This was no expenses. Significant penalties of up to 25 per cent of the

doubt an oversight which has been rectified in the President's amount of the gift will exist for failure to report. Also, the

draft. Secretary may determine at his or her sole discretion the tax

consequencesof the receipt of the gift.

E. Distribution through nominees.

Under .the proposed legislation, the role of an intermediaryor

nominee interposed between a foreign trust and a US benefi-
ciary would be disregarded. That is, any amount paid to a US

person by a third person would be treated as if paid by a for-

eign trust, if the amount paid was derived, directly or indi- 8. Prop. IRC Sec. 672(f)(2)(A)(i)(ii)
9. Prop. IRC Sec. 672(f)(2)(B)(ii)rectly, from a foreign trust, unless the payer was the grantor 10. BBA Sec. 11343(d)

of the trust./3 Currently, this indirect distribution rule is limit- I 1. New York State Bar Ass'n Rept. on Proposed Legislationon Expatriation
ed to US created foreign trusts,t4 and Foreign Trusts (NYS Bar Rept.)at 49, (15 June 1995).

12. Prop. IRC Sec. 672(f)(5) (now IRC Sec. 672(f)(1))
The nominee rule would not apply to a withdrawal from a 13. Prop. IRC Sec. 643(h)

foreign trust by its grantor with a subsequent gift or other 14. IRC Sec. 665(c).
15. BBA Sec. 11343(d)(1)

payment by the grantor to a US person. 16. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.671-2(e); See also Rev. Rul. 57-390, 1957-2 CB 326;
Rev. Rul. 77-349, 1977-2 CB 20.

Effective date. These provisions would be effected as of the 17. Treas. Reg. Sec. 301.7701-4(a).
date of enactment./5 18. Treas. Reg. Sec. 25.2511-1(h)(1).

19. See, e.g. EngineeringSales, Inc. v. US, 510F.2d565 (5Cir. 1975); 58th
Street PlazaTheater, Inc. v. Commissioner,195 F.2d 724 (2nd Cir. 1952), affg,
16 T.C. 469(1951).

D
20. Prop. IRC Sec. 6039F.
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IV. RESIDENCE OF ESTATES AND TRUSTS owner of a portion of a domestic trust and, before 1 Janu-

ary 1997, the trust becomes a foreign trust or its assets are

A. Existing law
transferred to a foreign trust, no Section 1491 tax will be

applicable.28
The current statutory rules on situs of trusts and estates are The US grantor would be required to report the transfer as a

difficult to rationalize. An estate or trust is treated as foreign transfer to a foreign trust and a heavy penalty for failing to

if it is not subject to US income taxation on its income that is file Form 926 has been enacted.29 The President's proposal
neither derived from US sources nor effectively connected extends the penalty to failure to file Form 926 in the case of

with the conduct of a trade or business within the United transfers to foreign partnerships and corporations. BBA '95

States.2' Any other estate or trust is treated as domestic.22 limited the penalty to trusts.

There are no specific characteristics specified in the Code Effectvedate. These provisons would apply to taxable years
which have to exist before a trust is treated as foreign. Rather, beginning after 31 December 1996 or, if the trustee so elects,
through a series of rulings and court cases, the status of a trust to taxable years ending after the date of enactment.3o In the
depends on various factors such as the residence of the case ofthe Section 1491 amendments,the effectivedate is the
trustees, the location of the trust assets, the country under date of enactment.31
whose laws the trust is created, the nationalityof the grantor,
and the nationality of the beneficiaries. If an examination of It should be noted that the new law will make it easier to

these factors demonstratesthat the trust has sufficient foreign determine the residencyof a trust. It also may representa sig-
contacts, it is regarded as a foreign trust.23 Nevertheless, the nificant departure from prior practice in the case of estates.

residence of the trustees and the place of administrationseem Under the new rule, it appears on the surface that the domicile

to be primary factors. The residence of an estate under exist- of the decedent is of less importance. However, since the

ing law places heavy emphasis on the domicile of the dece_ domicile of the decedent determines the place of probate and

dent. The IRS rules that there can only be one estate and that since the unitary nature of an estate for tax purposes is not

is the domiciliary estate.24 necessarily overridden, the departure may be more apparent
than real.

B. Congressional bill
V. PRESIDENT'S BUDGET PROPOSAL

The proposed legislationwould establish a dual test for deter-

mining whether a trust is foreign or domestic for US income Except as noted above, as to the points discussed, the Presi-

tax purposes only. A trust will be regarded as domestic only dent's Budget Plan is substantially the same as the provisions
if a US court is able to exercise primary supervision over the set out in the Balanced Budget Act of 1995. However, the

administrationof the trust. This test may be satisfied by any divergence of the President's proposal from the Balanced

trust instrument that specifies that it is to be governed by the Budget Act of 1995 indicates a shift away from the Senate

laws of a US state. The Senate Finance Committee expects compromise and back towards the original Administration

that this test may also be satisfied through registrationof the proposal made in February. If that trend continues the

trust or estate under a state law similar to Article ViI of the Administrationmay ultimatelyback away from the exclusion

AmericanLcw Institute'sUnformProbate Code.5 from coverage under the new rules for wholly revocable
trusts.

In order for a trust to be treated as domestic, one or more US
fiduciaries must have the authority to control all substantial
decisions of the trust. The legislative history suggests that
this test would be satisfied in any case where the US fiducia-
ries hold a majority of the fiduciary powers (whether by vote 21. IRC Sec. 7701(a)(30).
or otherwise) and where no foreign person acting as a fidu- 22. IRC Sec. 7701(a)(3)

ciary (including a trust protector) had the power to veto 23. See, e.g.B.W.JonesTrust v. Commissioner,46BTA531 (1942), al'd, 132

importantdecisions of the US fiduciaries.26
F.2d 914 (4th Cir. 1943); Rev. Rul. 87-61, 1987-2 C.B. 219, Rev. Rul. 81-112,
1981-1 CB 598, Rev. Rul. 60-181, 1960-1 CB 257.

If a domestic trust were to change its status and become a for- 24. Rev. Rul. 64-307, 1964-2 CB 163; Ltr. 8527065.
25. Sen. Rept. at 188.

eign trust, the trust would be treated as having made a trans- 26. Sen. Comm. Rept. at 188.

fer of ts assets to the foreign trust and would be subject to a 27. BBA '95 Sec. 1134(b).

35 per cent excise tax under IRC Section 1491.27 However, if 28. BBA '95 Sec. 11343(e).

because of the amendmentsmade regarding migration trusts,
29. BBA '95 Sec. 11346(b)
30. BBA '95 Sec. 11346(a)(3)

any person other than a US person ceases to be treated as the 31. BBA '95 Sec. 11346(b)(3)
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. UNITED STATES

PERMANENTTAX EXILE - THE PLIGHT OF FORMZ
US CITIZENS

Charles M. Bruce

Moore & Bruce, LLP, Washington, D.C.

I. DISCUSSION unclear as to whether the definition of former citizen who
renounced for tax purposes be the same for purposes of this

H.R. 2202 (a bill amending the immigration laws) was immigration law provision as it is for the tax laws.
ordered reported by the House Judiciary Committee on 24 An ndivdual on Congressman Reed's staff confirmed that
October 1995. During its considerationby the Committee,an Congressman Reed sponsored the amendment. She said that
amendment (Section 815 of the bill) was proposed by Con- the provision was intended to prevent expatriation for tax

. gressman Jack Reed (Democrat Rhode Island) and it was
purposes. She said that she was not aware of the anti-expatri-

adopted. While the bill (H.R. 2202) was ordered reported on ation provisions in the tax law and the proposed amendments
24 October 1995, the Committee only recently filed its ofi- to those provisions in the Revenue Reconciliation Bill and
cial report. Information regarding this provision includes the President Clinton's proposals. She said that Congressmanactual language of the amendment and information available Reed might not have been aware of these provisions and pro-from telephone conversationswith various staff members. posed revisions. She was not able to give an opinion as to

This provision would add a new subparagraph to 8 US Code whether the provision would have retroactive effect.2
Section 1182(a)(9) Section 1182(a) describes certain classes
of excludable aliens who are ineligibleto receive visas and An attomey on the staffof the Immigration and Claims Sub-
who will be excluded from admission into the United States. committee, House Committee on the Judiciary, has provided
The general listing includes, among others, aliens who have some additional information. He was the Subcommitteestaff
certain communicable diseases, convicted criminals, terror- person most familiar with this provision. He said that the

ists, participants in Nazi persecutions or genocide, certain amendment was introduced somewhat out of the blue. He
draft evaders, and under the category of miscellaneous, was not aware of the tax provisions and proposed amend-

practisingpolygamistsand intemationalchild abductors. The ments to those provisions. As to retroactivity, he acknowl-

subject provision would be added under the miscellaneous edged that the amendment is silent on this subject. The Com-

category, after intemationalchild abductors. mittee report is being written at this time. He said that he
would look into the retroactivity issue and there might be

The amendmentwould provide that any alien who is a former
some clarification put into the Committee report. He stated

citizen of the United States who officially renounced US that amendments to the immigration laws were generallycitizenshipand who is determinedby the Attorney General to prospective; but he also noted that a provision like the one
have renounced for purposes of avoiding taxation by the aimed at participants in Nazi persecutionsand genocide obvi-
United States is excludable. This means that the individual ously were retroactive.
could be denied a visa or could be denied admission at any
port of entry. There are no provisions in the amendment for relaxation of

these rules or for waivers where an individual requests a
There are a numberof questions that arise with respect to this waiver from the Attorney General. The tax provisions can be
provision. Would a former US citizen who lost his US citi- triggered by the application of an objective (wooden) test;
zenship due to some form of conduct, such as, service in a that is, if taxes are saved, it is assumed that saving tax was the
foreign army be considered to have oficially revoked his cit- principal purpose for the renunciation. In fact, there can be
izenship Can it be assumed that the Attorney General will other reasons that are the prncipal motivation.
determine that every individual who renounced and became
subject to taxation under one of the anti-expatriationtax pro- The Committee report was filed recently, and it states that

visions automatically be excludable For example, some this provision will not be retroactive. The bill passed the

moderately well-to-do individuals will renounce but, under
one of the new tax proposals, not be subject to a great deal of 1. Provision in H.R. 2202 (A bill amending the immigration laws) prohibiting
tax because his or her net worth only slightly exceeds the the issuance of visas to former citizens who renounced citizenship to avoid US

exempt amount. In these circumstanceswill the individual be taxaton.

2. The House Judiciary Committee Report on H.R. 2202 has been filed. Itbarred from travel to the United States Also, it is unclear stated that the Reed amendment would not be retroactive to a date prior to enact-
what the effective date of this provision will be. It is also ment.
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Huse on 27 March 1996. The dates for Senate consideration tunate. There are a number of proposals pending aimed at

have not yet been set. taxing these individuals. These proposals have the support of

both Congress and the Administration. There would appear
to be no need for immigrationmeasures.

Il. COMMENTS The fact that there are immigration-relatedproposals which,
in effect, ban former US citizens from travelling back to the

Many individualsmay violate the anti-expatriationtax provi- United States, may have surprising results. For example,
sions and pay some tax. When they do so, the tax savings or should a relatively young adult choose to renounce today,
tax avoidance will be eliminated. This provision, however, possibly trigger a little US tax under existing or retroactive

additionally would bar them from travel to the United States. new tax rules, but avoid the retroactive application of any
Such a bar would appear to run contrary to the United States' new immigrationrules

general policy in favour of the free flow of individuals, ser- It that government really should be affectingseems not peo-
vices and goods. Exceptions to this policy are made in

ples' lives to this extent. With its proposals, government
extraordinary cases involving individuals such as war crimi-

should not be creating that looks like form ofa game some
nals and child abductors. It seems that renouncing citizens

baccarat.
should not be put n this category, especially since as pointed
out above the individual will have paid the taxes occasioned It is noteworthy that the Administrationdoes not support the

by the anti-expatriationprovisions. anti-expatriation immigration proposal, while it strongly
mx

The author knows of no other country that bars former citi- pushes for the parallel proposals.
zens who renounced citizenship. The Deputy Attomey Gen- Also, it should be appreciated that the United States has long
eral Gorelickwrote a letter to the House leadershipurging the benefited from immigration.Much of the vitality of US soci-

Congress not to adopt this provision but leave the subject for ety is traceable to the influx of individuals and their families.

amendments to the tax law. The House of Representatives Why should it be so distasteful to contemplate individuals

obviously ignored this request. leaving the United States to relocate elsewhere If the

requirement to pay income tax on income earned while a US

taxpayer and, perhaps, US estate taxes where appropriate, is

Ill. CONCLUSION met, why should the individual be treated like a war criminal
or other heinous person

The fact that legislation aimed at renouncing US citizens is

being considered in different, uncoordinated forms is unfor-
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D UNITED STATES

REVENUE PROCEDURE 96-13
NEW COMPETENTAUTHOITYPROCEIjURES

Leonard B. Terr

Baker & McKenzie, Washington, D.C.

I. BACKGROUND Ill. GENERAL CONDITIONSTO CA
ASSISTANCE7

Revenue Procedure (Rev. Proc.) 96-13, 1996-3 I.R.B. 1,
issued at the end of 1995, updates and supersedes Rev. Proc. A. General
91-23, 1991-1 C.B. 524, as the goveming Revenue Procedure
for Competent Authority (CA) requests involving both US CA relief is only available under the authority of applica-anD and foreign initiated adjustments,and other matters relegated ble treaty.8 In addition, unless the particular treaty providesto CA procedures. The new Rev. Proc. s effective for otherwise (e.g. in the of certain limitation benefitscase on
requests filed after 16 January 1996 and is a modified version article determinations regarding foreign taxpayers), only USof Announcement95-9, 1995-7 I.R.B. 57,' issued in Febru-
ary 1995.2 persons (under Sec. 7701(a)(30) of the Code) may request

US CA assistance.9

Where particular treaties contain limitations on the availabil-

Il. SCOPE ity of CA relief, the taxpayer should be aware of statutes of
limitation and other procedural barriers potentially limiting
CA relief under foreign or US law, and should take appropri-The scope of the new provisions is set out in Section.2 of the
ate protective measures.'

new Rev. Proc. In particular it is confirmed that the Rev. Proc.
governs requests, except to the extent that the requests are The US CA will be guided by the arm's length standard, as

inconsistent with specific treaty procedures.3 Subsection 11 reflected in Section 482 of the Code, and will take into
lists the expanding range of matters for which CA assistance account all of the facts and circumstancesand the purpose of
may now be requested under the mutual agreement article. the treaty to avoid double taxation. This is a change from Rev.
They include determinations under limitation on benefits Proc. 91-23's reference to equivalentstandards applicable to

articles, Advance Pricing Agreements, etc. The Subsection dealings between independentpersons (referred to in a num-

also confirms that the Rev. Proc. does not limit or expand ber of treaties). Rev. Proc. 96-13 clarifies the IRS view that
treaties. the domestic and treaty/internationalstandards applicable to

allocation cases are identical.The IRS Assistant Commissioner(International) is identified
as the CA. However, when exercising the CA's interpretative
function the Assistant Commissioner generally requires the B. Other matters
concurrenceof the Assistance ChiefCounsel (Intemational):
Normally when a case is accepted, the US CA will consult Closed Cases.12 Once a case is closed after examination it
with the foreign CA and attempt to reach agreernent,5The US generally will not be reopened to make an adjustment
CA may initiate CA negotiations to protect US interests, e.g. unfavourable to the taxpayer unless the exceptional circum-
where the taxpayer agrees to foreign or US adjustments con-

trary to the treaty or otherwise fails to secure available cor- I. The new Rev. Proc. reflects comments received during the past year.relative relief. 2. Announcement 95-9, 1995-7 I.R.B. 57 had in tum expanded upon
Announcement93-144, 1993-39 I.R.B. 12, issued in December 1993.It should be noted that in cases where there has been failure 3. Sec. 2.02. of the Rev. Proc. 96-13 (Sec 2.02).

to request CA Assistance6 the Rev. Proc. stipulates that fail- 4 Sec. 2.03.

ure to pursue an available CA remedy may cause denial of all 5. Sec. 2.04.
6. Sec. 2.05.

or a portion of the foreign tax credit. 7. Sec. 3.
8. Sec. 3.02.
9. Sec. 3.04.
I0. Sec. 3.O1.
I I. Sec. 3.03.
12. Sec. 3.05.
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stances described in Rev. Proc. 94-68, 1994-2 C.B. 803 are B. Place of filing, form and information required'8
present. The US CA may, but is not required to, accept a CA

request that will require the reopening of a case closed after The Rev. Proc. describes the place for filing CA requests, the

examination. required filing of a copy with the relevant District in US

Foreign InitiatedCA Request.'3The US CA may require a US adjustment cases, or with the Chief Counsel in docketed or

related person (in Section 482 cases) or a foreign taxpayer to designated cases, and the prescribed form and content of the

file a request under this Rev. Proc. when the case is referred request, including updates as appropriate of all information

to the US CA directly by the foreign CA. or documents provided as part of the request.

Residence Issues.taCA assistance may be available to estab-

lish US resident status when this is necessary to avoid double C. Conferences9
taxation or qualify for treaty benefits and to establish consis-
tent treatmentbetween the US and the treaty partner. Rev. Proc. 96-13 formally adopts the pre-filing conference

Limitationon Benejits.15 While the US CA will not generally proposed in Announcement95-9, in addition to the post-res-

issue determinations of a taxpayer's status under an applica- olution conference.

ble limitation on benefits article, where the CA is specifical-
ly granted discretion to make such determinations under a

particular treaty (e.g. United States-NetherlandsTreaty, Art. V. SMALL CASE PROCEDURE2o
26(7)), requests should comply with this Rev. Proc. and any
other specific procedures issued to govern such cases (e.g. The Rev. Proc. contains a special, streamlined CA request
Notice 94-1). procedure for small cases (i.e. wher the propsed adjust-

ment is under USD 200,000).

IV. PROCEDURES FOR REQUESTINGCA
ASSISTANCE16 VI. FOREIGN-INITIATEDADJUSTMENTS21

A. Time for filing17 Requests in such cases should be filed with the US CA.

Where the years are under audit in the District or are in

Regarding a US initiated adjustment, a request may be sub- Appeals, taxpayers will be advised to contact the US CA. In

mitted as soon as practicable after the amount of proposed appropriate cases, the US CA will advise the District or

adjustmentis communicatedin writing to the taxpayer (i.e. in Appeals on appropriateaction. As mentionedabove, the fail-

a Form 5701). Where a USadjustmenthas not yet been com-
ure to request CA assistance may result in the denial of cor-

relative relief, including foreign tax credits.
municated, the US CA generally will deny the request as pre-
mature. Comments on Announcement95-9 noted exception-
al cases in which the taxpayer had reason to expect that the

proposedadjustmentand delay in initiating the CA procedure Vll. COORDINATIONWITH OTHER
could jeopardize foreign relief. The IRS's apparent view is ADMINISTRATIVEOR JUDICIAL
that the term generally should accommodate such excep- PROCEEDINGS22
tions. Regarding a foreign examination, a request may be

submittedas soon as the taxpayerbelieves filing is warranted A. Suspension of administrativeaction23
based on the foreign country's actions. In reallocation cases,

the request should not be filed until the probability of dou-
When the CA is accepted, the IRS will suspend

ble taxationcan be shown. ( A request may be denied absent request
administrative action on the CA issues, except (i) where the

such showing, e.g. where the reallocated income is not taxed
CA requests otherwise or (ii) in docketed cases or other situ-

either in the United States or in the foreign country.) Com-

ments to Art. 95-9 suggested this could be problematic in ations where action is necessary to avoid prejudicing the US

Government's interests. Normal administrative procedures
operating loss cases, where potential double taxation is

deferred, but the IRS view is that adequate discretion is pre- apply to non-CA issues. For example, the taxpayer will nor-

sent to evaluate the existence and extent of probable double mally receive a thirty-day letter, file a protest and pursue

taxation in each case. If no examinationis involved, a request
may be made when action or potential action warrants filing, 13.. Sec. 3.06.

e.g. a foreign tax ruling (or equivalent),or the withholdingof
14. Sec. 3.07.
15. Sec. 3.08.

tax, etc. Except where the treaty provides specific time limi- 16. Sec. 4.

tations, taxpayers have discretionas to when to file, but delay 17. Sec. 4.01.

may preclude effective relief. 18. Sec. 4.02-4.
19. Sec. 4.09.
20. Sec. 5.
21. Sec. 6.
22. Sec. 7.
23. Sec. 7.01.
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Appeals procedureson all unagreed issues other than those in CAs, this rule could severely increase the risk ofdouble taxa-
CA. tion.

B. Coordinationwith Appeals24 F. Accelerated CA procedure28

Adopting the Announcement 95-9 elimination of the Rev. Taxpayers requesting CA assistance on an issue may ask the
Proc. 91-23 Appeals First rule, Rev. Proc. 96-13 gives tax- CA to resolve the same issue for subsequent periods (i.e. to

payers disagreeing with a proposed US adjustment the fol- roll forward the CA Agreement).Such roll-forwardis anal-

lowing options: (1) to pursue Appeals before requesting CA ogous to the Accelerated Issue Resolution (AIR) process set

assistance, (2) to request CA assistance immediately,or (3) to forth in Rev. Proc. 94-67, 1994-2 C.B. 800 (see also Dele.
elect the new simultaneousAppeals-CAprocedure described Order 236 (Rev. 1), 1994-1 C.B. 326), and is dependent upon
in Section 8 (discussed below at VIII). As under Rev. Proc. District consent as well as foreign CA agreernent. The tax-

91-23, Appeals consideration of potential CA issues is to be payer must provide all the information required under Rev.
without regard to other issues, i.e. Appeals should not resolve Proc. 96-13 for such subsequent periods. The roll-forward
the case based on horse trading. (Section IRM 8732(4).) request may be made at any time prior to the conclusion of
This last point presumably does not affect the traditional the original period, but taxpayers are encouraged to make the

approach of Appeals which is to take hazards of litigation request as early as practicable. It is not clear how similar to

considerations into account in attempting to settle potential the prior year the subsequent year's facts and issues must be
CA issues. in order to qualify for this procedure.

C. Coordinationwith litigation25 Vlll. SIMULTANEOUSAPPEALS-CA
PROCEDURE

The CA will not accept (or continue to consider) a request
involving docketed periods or docketed or designated mat-

ters, without Chief Counsel consent. If a case is pending in A. Genera129

the Tax Court, the taxpayer may be asked to join the IRS in a

motion to sever issues or delay trial pending the cornpletion Taxpayers requesting CA assistance may at the same tirne or

of the CA proceedings. Analogous procedures apply for at a later date request the simultaneous Appeals-CA proce-
cases in other courts. dure. The US CA may also request Appeals' involvement.

Whether this could effectively eliminate the taxpayer's
option to forego this procedure is unclear. Taxpayers may

D. Coordinationwith APAs26 request a pre-filing conference with the National Director of
Appeals and the US CA to discuss the simultaneous proce-

Taxpayers are encouraged to file a CA request in APAs, dure.

including a request for any roll-back period to be covered

by the APA. (See Announcement95-49, 1995-24 I.R.B. 13.) B. Time for requesting simultaneousAppeals-CA
procedure3o

E. Effect of agreementsor court decisions27
The taxpayer may request the simultaneous procedure in the

The CA's authority will be limited to obtaining a correlative following cases:

adjustment from the foreign CA, and the CA will not under-
- when the CA request is filed after the proposed adjust-

take any actions that would otherwise change [the pre-CA] ment is received, but before the protest is filed;
agreement reached by the taxpayer, if the taxpayer has exe-

- when the protest is filed and it is decided to sever and

cuted a closing agreement (e.g. Form 870-AD) with the Dis- request CA assistance on certain issues; or

trict (whether or not contingent on CA relief), or a closing
- when the case is in Appeals, before settlement, and it is

agreement or other written settlement agreement with decided to request CA assistance on certain issues.

Appeals or counsel (whether or not contingent), or has Taxpayers are encouraged to invoke the simultaneous proce-
obtained a court decision regarding its tax liability for the rel- dure as soon as possible after the first Appeals conference.
evant period. This rule, adopted without change from The simultanousproceduremay be requested while the case

Announcement95-9, is intended to prevent the two bites at is in CA, but the request generally will be denied if it is made
the apple problem, by forcing the CA into a take it or leave
it position with the foreign CA in the bilateral negotiations. 24. Sec. 7.02.
If the taxpayer has chosen its remedy by taking the case first 25. Sec. 7.03.
to a written agreementwith Appeals the taxpayermay be pre- 26. Sec. 7.04.

cluded from CA relief, even if the written agreement is pur-
27. Sec. 7.05.
28. Sec. 7.06.

portedly contingent on a potential further reduction of the 29. Sec. 8.01.
adjustment in the CA process. Given the sensitivityof foreign 30. Sec. 8.02.
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after the US position paper s sent to the foreign CA, unless IX. PROTECTIVE MEASURES
the US CA considers the procedure to be in the IRS's best

interest. A. General36

C. Docketed or designated cases31 The taxpayer (or related person) must take all necessary US
and foreign protective measures to prevent the statute of lim-

itations (SOL) or other proceduralbarriers from blockingCA
If jurisdiction has been released to the CA, the request must

relief before after the CA request is filed. Such measures
have Chief Counsel consent.

or

include filing amended returns or protective refund claims,

staying SOL expiration, avoiding the lapse of taxpayer's

D. Form of request32 appeal rights, complying with applicable CA procedures
including treaty time limits, and contesting an adjustmentor

seeking appropriatecorrelative adjustment. In a liberalization
The request filed with the CA must disclose whetherthe issue of the Announcement95-9 rule that such measures must be
was previously protested to Appeals even when the protest taken as soon as an adjustment is proposed, Rev. Proc. 96-13
was made for prior periods. Copies are sent to the National

urges taxpayers to act as early as possible to ensure that time
Director and Regional Director of Appeals. The US CA has does not become a barrier to the CA process. Taxpayers are

jurisdictionover the case when the simultaneousprocedure is invited to discuss this matter in advance with the CA.
initiated.

B. Amended returns37
E. Role of Appeals in the CA process33

Amended returns, (copies of which should be attached to the
The Appeals representative will consult with the taxpayer CA request,) must be filed in order for the taxpayer to claim
and the US CA for the purpose of resolving the unagreed refunds or credits with respect to taxes attributable to the CA
issue before presenting the issue to the foreign CA, and issues.
ensuring that the terms of a tentative resolution and the prin-
ciples and facts on which it is based are compatible with the The amended return only allows a refund to the extent agreed

position the US CA intends to present to the foreign CA. to bilaterally or unilaterally allowed by the US CA.38

Although the Rev. Proc. is unclear, Appeals presumablymay
take into account litigation hazards in the context of the

simultaneous procedure. Any resolution reached under this C. Protective claims39

procedure is subject to the CA process. Such resolution is

tentative and not binding on either the IRS or the taxpayer, Protectiverefund claims, in the form of amended returns (See

although the tentative resolution will be reflected in the US above), should be filed before filing the CA request, in cases

CA position paper presented to the foreign CA. Taxpayers in which foreign adjustment is expected, the foreign adjust-
that have already had substantial Appeals considerationmay ment is being contested locally, or the treaty time limits for

not use this procedure to obtain fresh Appeals consideration. notification so require. The taxpayer should notify the CA of

The simultaneous procedure generally will not change the the status of the case at six-month intervals thereafter. The

manner in which taxpayers are involved in the CA process. CA will hold the case in suspense, and will generally not con-

sult with the foreign CA until a formal CA request is filed (or
the case is withdrawn).

F. Denial or termination of simultaneousprocedure34
D. Treaty waivers of procedural barriers40

The taxpayer may withdraw at any time, and the CA or

Appeals may deny or terminate the procedure if it is consid-
ered prejudicial to the CA or Appeals process (e.g. in the case Taxpayers should take appropriate protective measures even

of taxpayers who had prior substantial but unsuccessful where the traty waives SOL and other procedural barriers to

Appeals consideration). The taxpayer may request a confer. bilateral negotiations and CA relief.

ence in such a case.

31. Sec. 8.07.

G. Return to Appeals35 32. Sec. 8.04.
33. Sec. 8.05.
34. Sec. 8.06.

If the CAs fail to agree or the proposed agreement is not 35. Sec. 8.07.

acceptable to the taxpayer, the taxpayer may return the issue 36. Sec. 9.01.

to Appeals for further consideration. 37. Sec. 9.02.
38. Sec. 9.04.
39. Sec. 9.03.
40. Sec. 9.05.
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X. REV. PROC. 65-17 In addition to denying reliefon the grounds set out above, the
CA may require the taxpayer to grant a SOL extension as a

Taxpayers should request Rev. Proc. 65-17 relief (i.e. tax free condition to CA acceptanceof the case.45
repatriation of amounts allocated between related persons The docketing or designation of a CA issue or case does not
under Section 482) at the time the CA request is filed. (See appear to require denial of CA assistance as was generally the
Rev. Proc. 96-14.) case under Rev. Proc. 91-23 practice (see Yamaha Motor

Corp v. U.S., 779 F. Supp. 610 (D.D.C. 1991), appeal dis-
missed, (D.C. Cir. Dec. 1, 1992), but only seems to limit the

XI. DETERMINATIONOF CREDITABLE CA's ability in the bilateral negotiations to obtain correlative
FOREIGN TAXES adjustment.

The CA's decision to deny a request or discontinuea CA case
Acts or omissions by the Taxpayer that precludeeffective CA is final and not subject to administrativereview.46
assistance, including failure to take protective measures (per
Sec. 9) or to request CA assistance, may constitute failure to
exhaust all effective and practical remedies for foreign tax B. Notification47
creditability purposes. Any foreign taxes that would not have
been due if foreign correlative relief had been granted may The CA will notify the taxpayer of the proposed agreement
then not constitute creditable foreign taxes. (See Rev. Proc. with the foreign CA. If the taxpayer accepts, the agreement
92-75,1992-1 C.B. 197). Any determination that CA reme- will be final and not subject to administrative or judicial
dies have been exhausted must be made in consultation with review. If the CAs fail to agree or if the proposed adjustment
the US CA. is unacceptable, the taxpayercan withdraw from the CA pro-

cedure and pursue all available remedies or (in certain
treaties, e.g. United States-Germany, Art. 25(5)), request

XII. ACTION BY THE US CA41 arbitration under the treaty.

A. Denial of assistance42 C. Unilateral withdrawal or reduction of US
adjustments48

The CA will notify the taxpayer upon receiving the CA
request when the facts provide the basis for assistance.43 The Unilateral withdrawal or reduction of US adjustments gener-
CA has the power to deny a request or cease providing assis- ally will not be granted by the US CA, regardless of whether
tance if the taxpayer: the foreign SOL has expired and the foreign CA was denied

is not entitled to relief; relief. In extraordinary circumstances, the CA has discretion
-

is only willing to accept agreement on conditions which withdraw or reduce adjustments in order avoid actual or
-

to to
are unreasonableor prejudicial to the United States; economic double taxation. Even where such relief otherwise
rejected the CA resolution of a similar issue in a prior would be granted, the CA normall will do so unless the

-

not
case44. similar relief in equivalent cases.treaty country grants
refuses to agree that CA negotiations are government-to--

government;
fails to provide sufficient information;-

acquiesced to a foreign adjustment which involved sig- 41. Sec. 12.
-

nificant legal or factual issues and unilaterally made a 42. Sec. 12.02.
correlative adjustment or claimed increased foreign tax 43. Sec. 12.01.

credit without requesting CA assistance; or 44. This was not a basis for denial under Rev. Proc. 91-23.

fails to comply with the Rev. Proc., or fails to cooperate
45. Sec. 12.03.

-

46. Sec. 12.04.
with the CA or Exam, thereby significantly impedingthe 47. Sec. 12.05.
CA's ability to conclude an agreement. 48. Sec. 12.07.
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INTERNATIONAL

TRANSFERPRICING SURVEY OF MAJOR TRADING NATIONS
Guillermo Campos

The survey took the form of a questionnaire covering major
Mr Campos is a US-trained economistand certified public
accountant. He is presently a participant in the joint transfer pricing areas such as legislation,methods, documen-

InternationalTax Program at Harvard Law School and the tation requirements, use of advance pricing agreements and

Public AdministrationProgram at the John F. Kennedy specific penalties. The questionnaire was answered by the
School of Government. internationaloffices of Deloitte & Touche according to legis-

lation in effect as of 31 December 1995, unless otherwise
indicated.The results have been summarizedand tabulated in

I. INTRODUCTION tables drawn up by the author and included as an integral part
of this article.

In order to avoid the loss of tax revenue that could result It is worth noting that there are various transfer pricing pro-
when goods, technology, services and loans are transferred posals currently under way in several countries such as .
between afiliated companies using uncontrolledprices, gov- France, Korea, New Zealand and Spain. Therefore, readers

ernments around, the world have enacted in recent years shouldbe cautionedthat some of the informationpresented in

transfer pricing legislation requiring multinational enterpris- this survey could be modified during 1996 as a result of the

es to use specific methods and rules for calculating the prices proposed reforms.

at which such transfers should be reported for income tax

purposes.

Except for the United States which has opted for legislation Ill. LEGISLATION
based on its own methodsand principles,developedcountries
have enacted legislation largely based on the transfer pricing The enactment of specific transfer pricing legislation has

guidelines issued by the Organizationfor EconomicCo-oper- been a recent phenomenon, though several countries such as

ation and Development(OECD). Most emerging nations, on Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Sweden, the

the other hand, have not enacted transfer pricing laws, but United Kingdom and the United States have had relatedparty

those few which have done so have enacted ambiguous legis- provisions and anti-avoidanceprovisions since the early part

lation which follows neither the US nor the OECD methods. of the century. In most OECD countries, transfer pricing leg-
islation was enacted during the late 1980s and early 1990s,

As a result, transfer pricing laws vary widely around the while transfer pricing legislation has yet to be adopted in
world due to the diversity of rules enacted by different coun- most emerging nations.
tries. This survey is a first attempt to examine the extent to

which transfer pricing rules differ among rnajor trading As illustrated in Table 1 of this article, the majority of the

nations. Readers should be aware, however, that no attempt is OECD countries surveyed have enacted one fonn or another

made in this article to recommend alternatives for uniform of transfer pricing legislation. Australia, Canada, Germany,
transfer pricing laws. The purpose of this article is to present Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Spain, the United Kingdom
an overview and to highlight the major differences in legisla- and the United States have enacted detailed and comprehen-
tion. sive legislation. Others have general transfer pricing rules

largely based on anti-avoidanceand related party provisions.
Still others such as Austria, Denmark, Luxembourg and the

Netherlands have decided to simply follow the transfer pric-
Il. SURVEY ing guidelines issued by the OECD.

This article presents a survey of transfer pricing rules in 35 As far as emerging countries are concerned,China and Korea

major tradingnations, including21 OECD membercountries are the only countries surveyed with detailed and comprehen-
and 14 emerging market nations, which together account for sive transfer pricing laws. Most others do not have transfer

more than 90 per cent of all world trade. Most Western Euro- pricing laws and do not follow OECD guidelines, but apply

pean nations have been included in this survey, as weil as all instead the general anti-avoidancerules to related party trans-

three NAFTA countries, several South American nations and

a few Eastern European countries, plus a majority of Asia-

Pacific countries, particularly the so-called NICs (or newly The author is grateful to Deloitte & Touche for the information provided by its

ndustrializedcountries) and emerging NICs. international offices in connection with this survey, and to Professor Reuven

Avi-Yonahat Harvard Law School for his review and comments.
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actions. In most emerging markets, the emphasis with respect V. DOCUMENTATION
to related party transactions is not yet on transfer pricing, but
on management fees and cost sharing agreements. Without exception, all countries included in this survey

require taxpayers to submit to the tax authorities, upon
request, the records, accounts and contractual agreements

IV. METHODS maintainedduring the regular course of business, and which
are necessary to determine the arm's length price. Examples
of such documentation include accounting books and

As indicated above, multinationals are required to calculate records, invoices, purchase orders, consolidated financial
transfer prces as if the affiliated companies were indepen- statements, licensing agreements, financing agreements,cost
dent parties doing business in the open market (arm's length sharing agreements, tax returns and other documentation.
principle), rather than under the favourable conditions
which may result from common ownership. Accordingly, As seen in Table 3 of this article, Australia, Canada, Korea
multinationals may use the traditional transaction-based and the United States go one step further by explicitly requir-
methods (the comparable uncontrolled price method CUP ing taxpayers to prepare and maintain specific documentation
method; the cost plus method; and the resale price method) to support the method and calculations used to set transfer
and the profit methods (the profit split method; and the com- prices. These countries specifically require taxpayers to

parable profits method or transactional net margin method, maintain contemporaneous documentation3 such as pricing
CPM/TNMMmethods).2 policies for intra-group transactions; description and assess-

ment of transfer pricing methods; list of third-partycompara-Table 2 of this article shows that the CUP method is the onlY ble transactions; risk, functional and economic analysis; and
transfer pricing method accepted by all countries in the sur- rationale for the selected method.
vey, whether OECD or emerging countries. Its wide accept-
ance is attributable to the fact that, where it is possible to With respect to information involving foreign related parties,
locate comparable uncontrolled transactions, the CUP China, Korea and the United States require a description of
method provides the most direct and reliable way to apply the affiliated transactions (including the terms of sale), as well as

arm's length principle to related party transactions. a descriptionof the taxpayer'sorganizationalstructure. In the
United States, regulationsalso require foreign-ownedtaxpay-With the exception of Ireland and Portugal, the cost plus ers to make available to the tax authorities, on request, the

method and the resale price method are specifically accepted records and data kept overseas. Likewise, in Denrnark, a Dan-
by 19 of the 21 OECD countries included in the survey. BY ish parent is required to submit to the authorities, on request,
comparison, in emerging markets, the cost plus method is the accounting documentation of its foreign subsidiaries
recognized by only seven countres (China, Hong Kong, when the foreign subsidiaries have been included in cross-
Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Taiwan and Thailand), while the border tax consolidation with the Danish parent.4
resale price method is accepted by just five countries (China,
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea and Taiwan). In most countries, whether those with specific documentation

requirementsor not, the burden of proof is on the taxpayer to
Though the traditional transaction-basedmethods are indeed show that transfer prices have been determined on an arn's
preferred over the profit methods, it is important to note that length basis. In Belgiurn and Denmark, interestinglyenough,
the profit split method and the CPM/TNMM methods do the burden of proofdoes not lie with the taxpayerbut with the
enjoy wider acceptancethan normally believed, albeit as sec- tax authorities.
ondary methods or methods of last resort. In fact, of the 35
countries in the survey, 13 specifically accept the profit split
method, while eleven explicitly recognize the CPM/TNMM
methods. In the foreseeable future, these numbers could be VI. ADVANCE PRICING AGREEMENTS
dramatically increased, especially now that the OECD has
endorsed, subject to certain qualifications, the profit methods An advance pricing agreement (APA) is a binding legal
advocated by the United States. agreement between the taxpayer and the tax authorities,

establishing the transfer pricing methodology and criticalWith respect to the global formulary apportionmentmethod, assumptions to produce arm's length prices in
most OECD and emerging countries included in the survey

necessary

reject this method. France, Indonesia, Mexico and Switzer-
land, however, are an exception in the sense that these coun- I. According to conversationswith senior tax officials from various emerging
tries accept the global formulary apportionment method

nations currently attending the Intemational Tax Program at Harvard Law
School, audit and enforcementof related party transactions is primarily focused

exclusively in cases involving transactions with permanent on the payment of management fees and cost sharing participation to foreign
establishments.In connectionwith financial services, a modi- affiliates.

fied global formulary apportionment method is accepted in 2 The TNMM method described in the 1995 OECD guidelines is meant to be
to

certain situations by a few countries including New Zealand essentially similar the CPM method promulgated by US regulations. There-
fore, throughout this article, the author refers to the CPM/TNMMmethods.

and others. 3. Contemporaneousdocumentationis defined as documentation in existence
at or prior to the date in which the income tax return is filed.
4. Denmark allows foreign subsidiaries to be included in the consolidated
return of the Danish parent.
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transactions with related parties for periods of time normally Vlll. CONCLUSIONS
exceeding one year. .
APAs were first introduced by the United States in 1991. The major differences in transfer pricing legislation are

Thereafter,Australia,Canada, Germany,Japan, Spain and the between OECD and emerging nations, although rules also

United Kingdom have also adopted APAs into their laws and vary among OECD countries. At one extreme is the majority

regulations, while Korea and New Zealand are expected to of emerging nations with no transfer pricing laws. At the

have APAs in place starting 1997. As shown in Table 3 of this other extreme are several OECD countries (and a few emerg-

article, all other countries in this survey presently lack APAs, ing nations) with detailed legislation. In between lie most

though a number of them do offer the possibility of an
OECD countries with general rules.

advance ruling for specific related-party transactions. With respect to transfer pricing methods, there is consensus

Advance rulings are usually issued for a specific transaction between OECD and emerging countries on the use of the

at a specific point in time, and not for a series of transactions CUP method. Most emerging nations, however, remain

throughoutan extended period of time as in the case of APAs. unclear about the use of other transfer pricing methods.
OECD countries continue to be divided about the appropri-One major reason for the recent rise in the number of coun-

tries offering APAs, particularly OECD countries, is the fact ateness of the profit methods, although they agree almost

that less manpower is generally needed on the part of the tax unanimously on the use of the traditional transaction-based

authorities in negotiating and monitoring compliance of an
methods.

APA than in conducting a fully-fledged audit of a transfer In the area of APAs and documentation,a two-track system
pricing issue, thus allowing tax authorities to better utilize has developed. On the one hand the OECD and emerging
their scarce resources in other areas of tax administration. In countries with detailed transferpricing legislation have APAs

emerging markets, however, APAs are likely to be adopted at and specific documentation provisions. On the other hand

a much lower pace given that APAs generally require highly OECD and emerging nations with general transfer pricing
skilled professionals,who are costly and difficult to hire and legislation have no APAs and no specific documentation
retain. requirements.
As a result of the initial success of its APA programme, the As far as penalties are concerned, the vast majority of OECD

United States began efforts in 1994 to implement bilateral and emerging countries apply the regular income tax penal-
APAs and even multilateralAPAs with its major trading part- ties to transfer pricing violations, while few levy specific
ners. The rise in bilateral and multilateral APAs will depend transfer pricing penalties. In either case, the penalties
largely on how soon other countries adopt and implement imposed in most emerging nations are substantially higher
APAs as part of their overall transfer pricing policy. than in OECD countries.

While standard transfer pricing rules would be in the best

interest of all trading nations, discrepanciescontinue to exist

Vll. PENALTIES among OECD countries, and most significantly between
OECD countries and emergng nations. Thus, unformity on

With the exception of Australia, China, Korea, New Zealand a worldwide basis is far from sight. However, among OECD

and the United States, all other countries included in this sur- countries, the goal of standardized rules is much closer to

vey do not levy specific penalties on transfer pricing viola- being achieved largely as a result of the OECD's efforts. In

tions. Most countries apply instead the regular income tax the years ahead, the critical challengewill be to close the gap

penalties to transfer pricing cases. between OECD countries and emerging nations, particularly
as the latter continue to increase their share of world trade.

As illustrated in Table 4 of this article, OECD countries with

penalty provisions, normally impose penalties of less than
100 per cent of the additional tax due in cases not involving
gross negligenceor fraud, except in Belgium, Italy and Spain REFERENCES
where penalties may go as high as 200 per cent. By contrast,
in several emerging nations, penalties generally start at 100 Campos, Guillermo and Wittendorf, Jens, Amerikanske

per cent of the additional tax due and go as high as 400 per transfer pricing regler, Skat Udland, A/S Skattekartoteket:

cent. In both OECD and emerging countries, however, the Copenhagen (April 1995) at 182-192.

high-end penalties tend to apply primarily to gross negli- Deloitte & Touche, TransferPricing Questionnaire,Offices

gence cases. worldwide.

The penalties presented in this survey are those penalties that Kilby, John, Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational
apply to cases in which there is additional tax due as a result Enterprises and Tax Administrations, World Tax News,
of understated income due to the improper use of transfer Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Intemational:New York (Septem-
prices. All other situations (i.e. non-filing of tax return, late ber 1995) at 1-5.

filing etc.) are not contemplated here, although the same

penalties may also apply to some of these cases. Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development,
Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises 1979,
Reportof the OECDCommitteeon FiscalAfairs: Paris.
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Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Schwartz, Michael N., Olson, Lawrence S. and Boykin,
Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises Richard A.,Workingwith the APA Process, Tax Notes, (6
and Tax Administrations 1995, Report of the OECD Com- June 1994) at 1360-1361.
mittee on Fiscal Afairs. Paris.

World Trade Organization. InternationalTrade Trends and-

Plasschaert, Sylvain, Transnational Corporations: Transfer Statistics, (1995) Geneva.
Pricing and Taxation, (1994), Routledge: New York.

Table 1: LEGISLATION

OECD COUNTRIES DOES YOUR COUNTRY HAVE SPECIFIC TRANSFER PRICING LAWS

AUSTRALIA Yes, under Income Tax Assessment Act (ITAA), Part Ill, Division 13 enacted 1 981.

AUSTRIA No. However, Austria follows OECD guidelines.

BELGIUM No. However, the general anti-avoidanceprovisions apply under Art. 26 Internal Tax Code (ITC)
enacted 1938, and last amended 1989 and 1992; Art. 54 ITC enacted 1954 and last amended
1992; and Art. 344 ITC enacted 1954 and last amended 1993.

CANADA Yes, under Income Tax Act, subsecs. 69(2), 69(3) enacted 1971.

DENMARK Yes, under CompanyTaxation Act, Sec. 12; State Taxation Act of 1922, Secs. 4, 5 and 6. Also,
under 1983 Circular issued by Inland Revenue Directorate, Denmark follows OECD guidelines.

FRANCE Yes, under French Tax Code, Arts. 57, 209B and 238A first enacted 1933.

GERMANY Yes, under Sec. 811 AStG first enacted 1920 and last amended 11 March 1991; BGBi 1991, l p.638;
Sec. 1 AStG 8 Sept. 1972 and BGBi 1972, I p.1713, AdministrativePrinciples 23 Feb. 1983 and
BStBi 1983, l p218.

IRELAND Yes, under Income Tax Act of 1967 (ITA), Sec. 202 first enacted 1918.

ITALY Yes, under Art. 76 of Presidential Decree of 22 Dec. 1986, No. 917. Ministerial Instruction
N9/2264 of 22 Sept. 1980.

JAPAN Yes, under Special Taxation Measures Law (STML), Art. 66-4 enacted 1986.

LUXEMBOURG No. However, Luxembourg follows OECD guidelines.

MEXICO Yes, under Income Tax Law, Arts. 64,64-A and 65.

NETHERLANDS No. However, the Netherlands follows OECD guidelines.

NEW ZEALAND Yes, under Income Tax Act, sGD13 and revised sGC 1 of December 1995.

NORWAY No. However, the general related party provisions apply under General Tax Act, Sec. 54.1.

PORTUGAL Yes, under Corporate Income Tax Code (CITC), Art. 57 enacted 1989.

SPAIN Yes, under Corporate Income Tax Act, Law 43/1995, Sec. 16 enacted January 1996.

SWEDEN No. However, the general tax provisions apply under Municipal Tax Act, Sec. 43.1 enacted 1928
and last amended 1984.

SWITZERLAND No.

UNITED KINGDOM Yes, under Tax Act of 1988, Sec. 770 first enacted 1952.

UNITED STATES Yes, under Internal Revenue Code, Sec. 482 and Treasury Regulations 1.482 first enacted 1928
and last amended 1994. Final cost sharing regulations under Sec. 482 issued December 1995.
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Table 1 (Cont'd) LEGISLATION

EMERGING DOES YOUR COUNTRYHAVE SPECIFICTRANSFER PRICING LAWS

MARKETS - '

ARGENTINA No. However, the general related party provisions apply under Art. 8 of Income Tax Law enacted

1943.

BRAZIL No. However, the general related party provisions apply under Income Tax Decree 1041 of Nov.

1994.

CHILE No.
i

CHINA Yes, under Art. 13 of Income Tax Law for Foreign Investment Enterprises and Foreign Enterprises
(FEIT Law) adopted April 1991; Arts. 52-58 of the Regulations for the Implementationof FEIT Law

promulgatedJune 1991; Art. 24 of Law Concerning the Administrationof Tax Collection (Tax Col-

lection Law) adopted Sept. 1992; Arts. 36-41 of the Regulations for the Implementationof Tax

Collection Law promulgated August 1993.

CZECH REPUBLIC No. However, the general related party provisions apply under Income Tax Act, Sec. 23(7) enacted

1993.

HONG KONG No. However, the general related party provisions apply under Sec. 20(2) of Inland Revenue Ordi-

nance (IRO) enacted 1947 and amended 1955 and 1986.

INDIA1 No.

INDONESIA No. However, the general related party provisions apply under Income Tax Law No. 10 of 1994.

KOREA Yes, under the International Tax Law (ITL) enacted 1995.

MALAYSIA . NO.

POLAND No. However, the general related party provisions apply under Art. 11 of the Corporate Income

Tax Act enacted February 1992.

SINGAPORE No. However, the general anti-avoidance rules apply

TAIWAN No. However, the general anti-avoidanceprovisions apply under Art. 43-1 of Income Tax Law

enacted 1971, and Art. 22 of Rules Governing the Assessmentof Profit-Seeking Enterprises
Income Tax.

THAILAND No. However, the general related party provisions apply under Sec. 65 bis(4), (7) of the Revenue

Code of Thaland (RCT).

1. Information on India was provided by Mr Akhilesh Prasad, Director of Tax Policy and Legislation, Ministry of Finance of India.
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Table 2: METHODS

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWINGTRANSFER PRICING METHODSARE ACCEPTED BY THE TAX AUTHORITIES

OECD COUNTRIES Cupz COST PLUS3 RESALE PROFIT CPM6/ GLOBAL
PRICE4 SPLITs TNMM7 APPORTB

AUSTRALIA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
t

AUSTRIA Yes Yes Yes No No No

BELGIUM Yes Yes Yes No Yes No

CANADA Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

DENMARK Yes Yes Yes Unclear Yes Unclear

FRANCE Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 'o

GERMANY Yes Yes Yes Yes9 Yes9 No

IRELAND Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

ITALY Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear

JAPAN Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

LUXEMBOURG Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear

MEXICO Yes Yes Yes No No Yeslo

NETHERLANDS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

NEW ZEALAND Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear

NORWAY Yes Yes Yes No No No

PORTUGAL Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

SPAIN Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

SWEDEN Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear

SWITZERLAND Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yeslo

UNITED KINGDOM Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
I

UNITED STATES Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
I

2. Comparable Uncontrolled Price (CUP) Method
A transfer pricing method that compares the price for property or services transferred in a controlled transaction to the price for property or services
transferred in a comparable uncontrolled transaction in comparablecircumstances.

3. Cost Plus Method
A transfer pricing method using the costs incurred by the supplier of property or services in a controlled transaction for property transferred or services
provided to a related purchaser. An appropriate gross margin (cost plus mark up) is then added to this cost to make an appropriate profit i light of the
functions and the market conditions. What is arrived at after adding the cost plus mark up to the above costs may be regarded as an arm's length price
of the original controlled transaction.

4. Resale Price Method
A transfer pricing method based on the price at which a product that has been purchased from an associated enterprise is resold to an independent
enterprise. The resale price is reduced by an appropriate gross margin (resale price margin) representing the amount out of which the reseller would
seek to cover its selling and other operating expenses and, in light of the functions performed (taking into account assets used and risks assumed),
make an appropriate profit. What is left after subtracting the gross margin can be regarded, after adjustment for other costs associated with the pur-
chase of the product as an arm's length price of the original transfer of property between the associated enterprises.

5. Profit Split Method
i A profit split method identifies the profit to be split for the associated enterprises from a controlled transaction, and then splits those profits between

the associated enterprises based upon an economicallyvalid basis that approximates the division of profits that would have been anticipated and
reflected in an agreement made at arm's length.
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Table 2 (Cont'd): METHODS
l

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWINGTRANSFERPRICING METHODSARE ACCEPTEDBY THE TAXAUTHORITIES

EMERGING CUP COST PLUS RESALE PROFIT CPM/TNMM GLOBAL

MARKETS PRICE SPLIT APPORT.

ARGENTINA Yes Unclear Unclear No No No

BRAZIL Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

CHILE Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

CHINA Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear

CZECH REPUBLIC Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

HONG KONG Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear

INDIA Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

INDONESIA . Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

KOREA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

MALAYSIA Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

POLAND Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

SINGAPORE Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear

TAIWAN Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear

THAILAND Yes Yes No No No No

(footnotes continued)
6. Comparable Profits Method (CPM)
A profit method that determines the level of profits that would have resulted from a controlled transaction, if the net return on those transactions (as
indicated by various profit measures such as return on assets, operating income to sales and other suitable financial ratios) were equal to the return

realized by a comparableindependent enterprise.

7. Transactonal Net Margn Method (TNMM)
A transactional profit method that examines the net profit margin relative to an appropriate base (e.g. costs, sales, assets) that a taxpayer realizes from

a controlled transaction.TNMM, as described in the 1995 OECD guidelines, is meant to be essentiallysimilar to CPM. Therefore, throughout this art-

icle, the author refers to CPM/TNMM.

8. Global Formulary ApportionmentMethod
A method to allocate the glbal profits of a multinational enterprise on a consolidated basis among the associated enterprises in different countries on

the basis of a predetermined formula normally based on assets, payroll or sales.

9. Germany allows the use of profit split and TNMM as methods of last resort. CPM, however, is not an accepted method.

10. For transactionswith permanent establishmentsonly.
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Table 3: DOCUMENTATIONAND APAs

OECD COUNTRIES IN ADDITIONTO THE REGULAR BOOKS AND ARE ADVANCE PRICING
RECORDSAND CONTRACTUALAGREEMENTS, AGREEMENTSPERMITTED
WHAT SPECIFIC TRANSFERPRICING
DOCUMENTATIONIS REQUIRED

AUSTRALIA Contemporaneousdocumentation including pricing Yes (TR 95/23)
policies, list of comparables, functional analysis,
assessment of methods, list of related party transactions
(ITAA, Sec. 262A).

AUSTRIA None. No.

BELGIUM None. No, but advance ruling is available.

CANADA Pricing policies, list of comparables, functional analysis, Yes (Information Circular IC 94-4,
assessment of methods, details of related Revenue Canada Guidelines).
party transactons.

DENMARK None. No, but advance ruling is available.

FRANCE None. No.

GERMANY None, although there is a tendency towards greater Yes, but on a limited application
documentation requirements. : basis (Secs. 204-207, AO).

IRELAND None. No.

ITALY None. No.

JAPAN None. Yes (Circular 5-1,1987-4).

LUXEMBOURG None. No, but advance ruling is available.

MEXICO None. No, but advance ruling is available.

NETHERLANDS None. No, but advance ruling is available.

NEW ZEALAND OECD guidelines apply until specific regulations Yes, beginning 1996/1997.
are issued.

NORWAY None. No.

PORTUGAL None. No.

SPAIN None. Yes (Sec. 16.6 of Law 43/1995)

SWEDEN None. No.

SWITZERLAND None. No, but advance ruling is available.

UNITED KINGDOM None. Yes.

UNITED STATES Contemporaneousdocumentation including pricing Yes (Rev. Proc. 91-22)
policies, list of comparables, economic analysis,
assessment of methods, description of organizational
structure, list of controlled transactions
(Treas. Regs. 1.6662-6(d)(2)(iii)& (3)(iii)).
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Table 3 (Cont'd): DOCUMENTATIONAND APAs

EMERGING IN ADDITIONTO THE REGULAR BOOKS AND ARE ADVANCE PRICING
MARKETS RECORDSAND CONTRACTUALAGREEMENTS, WHAT AGREEMENTSPERMITTED

SPECIFICTRANSFERPRICING DOCUMENTATIONIS

REQUIRED

ARGENTINA None. No.

BRAZIL None. Unclear

CHILE None. Unclear

CHINA Annual report on transactions between foreign No
investmententerprises/foreignenterprises and
associated enterprises.

CZECH REPUBLIC None. No.

HONG KONG None. No, but advance ruling is available
(Secs. 61A, 61 B of IRO)

INDIA None. No, but advance ruling is available.

INDONESIA Audited financial statements of head office are required No

together with a detail of turnover and head office

expense allocated to each subsidiary and branch.

KOREA Contemporaneousdocumentation including pricing Yes, beginning in 1997

policy for intra-group transactions; summaryof
third party comparables; statement of functions
performed and risk assumed by related parties;
list and status of overseas related parties.

MALAYSIA None. No, but advance ruling is available.

POLAND None. No.

SINGAPORE None. No.

TAIWAN None. No.

THAILAND None. No.
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. Table 4: PENALTIES

JOECD COUNTRIES WHAT PENALTIESAPPLY SPECIFICALLYTO TRANSFER PRICING CASES

AUSTRALIA In cases of tax avoidance, 50% of additional tax due if there is no reasonably arguable position
(RAP), and 25% if there is RAP. Other cases, 25% of additional tax due if no RAP, and 10% if
there is RAP (Sec. 225 of the ITAA).

AUSTRIA None, unless fraud is involved.

BELGIUM Same as regular penalties of 10%-200% of additional tax due (Art. 444 ITC and Art. 225 Royal
Decree on ITC).

CANADA None. However, regular interest penalty applies at prescribed rates.

DENMARK None.

FRANCE None. However, monthly interest applies equal to 0.75% of understated income. Also, the
understated income is treated as a dividend subject to withholding tax at 25% or applicable treaty
rate.

GERMANY None. However, regular late payment fines and interest charges apply

IRELAND Monthly interest equal to 1.25% of additional tax due (Sec. 550 ITA & Sec. 14 of Finance Act of
1988).

ITALY 100%-200% of additional tax due (Art. 46 of Presidential Decree 29 Sept. 1975 No. 600).

JAPAN Same as regular income tax penalties of 5%-10% of additional tax due (General Rule 65), plus
delinquency tax of 14.6% per annum (General Rule 60).

LUXEMBOURG None, unless fraud is involved.

MEXICO Same as regular penalties of up to 100% of additional tax due, plus interest at the prescribed
rates, plus adjustment for inflation on additional tax due (Federal Tax Code).

NETHERLANDS Same as regular penalty for filing incorrect tax return. In cases of gross negligence, up to 100% of
additional tax due.

NEW ZEALAND General regime is introduced from 1996/1997 with penalties ranging from 20%-100% plus inter-
est.

NORWAY Same as regular penalties for filing incorrect tax return. In regular cases, 30% of additional tax
due. In cases of gross negligence, up to 60% of additional tax due.

PORTUGAL Unspecified penalties plus compensatoryannual interest equal to the basic rate of the Bank of Por-
tugal plus 5% (Income Tax Code, Art. 80 and Tax Penalties Code).

SPAIN Same as regular penalty of 35% of understated income, plus 35%-150% of additional tax due,
plus late payment interest (Secs. 82 and 88 of Law 230/1963, modified by Law 25/1995).

SWEDEN Same as regular penalty of 40% of additional tax due in cases of incorrect information. In cases of
income/deductionsreported in wrong period, 20% of additional tax due.

SWITZERLAND None, unless fraud is involved.

UNITED KINGDOM Penalties of up to 100% of additional tax due in case of fraud (TMA 1970, Sec. 95). No penalties
in other cases. Interest, however, applies in all cases at corrmercial rates (TMA 1970, Sec. 88).

UNITED STATES In cases of substantial valuation misstatement, 20% of underpayment. In cases of gross valuation
misstatement, 40% of underpayment (Treas. Regs. 1.6662-6(b) and (c))
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Table 4 (Cont'd): PENALTIES .
EMERGING WHAT PENALTIESAPPLY SPECIFICALLYTO TRANSFERPRICING CASES
MARKETS

ARGENTINA Unclear.

BRAZIL Unclear.

CHILE Unclear.

CHINA Distributions to foreign associated enterprises may be treated as dividends not entitled to with-

holding tax exemption. Failure to comply with documentation requirementscarries a penalty
between CNY 2,000 and CNY 10,000 (Art. 39 of the Tax Collection Law).

CZECH REPUBLIC Same as the regular income tax penalty of 0.2% per day of additional tax due.

HONG KONG Same as regular penalty for filing incorrect tax return: 300% of additional tax due plus HKD 5,000
(Sec. 80 IRO)

INDIA None.

INDONESIA Same as regular income tax penalties of 2% per month of additional tax due for up to 24 months.
In case of negligence, up to one year detention and up to 200% of additional tax due. In case of
wilful evasion, up to six years imprisonmentand 400% of additional tax due.

KOREA If taxable income is understated, 10% of additional tax due. If tax is underpaid, the greater of
10% of unpaid taxes or 0.04% per day (0.03% after 2 years) of unpaid tax. Under-reporting
penalties may be waived if taxpayer has contemporaneousdocumentation. If taxpayer fails to sub-
mit pricing data to the tax authoritieswithin 60-day time limit (plus additional60-day extension
period), a penalty of up to 30 million Korean won (approx. USD 40,000) applies.

MALAYSIA Same as regular income tax penalties. Cases involving technical adjustmentsdo not attract penal-
ties. Other cases, 100% of additional tax due. In cases of wilful evasion, 300% of additional tax

due and/or imprisonment.

POLAND Same as regular income tax penalty of 0.14% per day of additional tax due, adjusted for inflation.

SINGAPORE Same as regular penalties for filing an incorrect income tax return. In regular cases, 100% of addi-
tonal tax due. In cases of negligence, 200% of addtional tax due plus USD 5,000 or up to 3 years
imprisonment. In cases of wilful evasion, 300% of additional tax due plus USD 10,000 or up to 3

years imprisonment (Secs. 95 and 96 of the Singapore Income Tax Act).

TAIWAN None. However, penalties apply in cases of tax evasion.

THAILAND Same as regular income tax penalty of 200% of additional tax due (RCT Sec. 26) plus monthly
surchargeof 1.5% of additional tax due (RCT Secs. 27 and 67).

Documents drawn up by Guillermo Campos, Harvard University
Source: Deloitte & Touche
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come

each EU country has implemented the Councilconvention, the withholding tax on dividends
Directive 91/680Cand amending directives.and interest, foreign investment guidelines and
lncludes information Austria, Finland andtax incentive legislation are discussed. Korea (Rep.) on

Sweden, and a commentary on Council(B. 58.139) Directive 95/7/EC, adopted in 1995Business profile series: Republic of Korea.
Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai (introducingdefinitive changes to the Sixth

Banking Corporation Ltd. 1995, pp 47. Directive and amends the 1993 transitional
China (People's Rep.) Information booklet on doing business in regime).

Korea with some reference to taxation. (B. I15.141)
China tax manual. Edited by Howard (B. 58.137)
Gensler.

Hong Kong, Asia Law & Practice Ltd., 2/F, France
29 Hollywood Road, Central, Hong Kong EUROPE1995, pp. 226. USS 230.-. Frankowski, Martin.
ISBN: 9627708283. DBA Frankreich. Kommentarund
Focus on the practical and legal aspects of Belgium Dokumentationzum

doing business in China. DoppelbesteuerungsabkommenFrankreich.
(B. 58.140) Vennootschap in pocket. 1996. Bielefeld, W. Bertelsmann Verlag. 1995,

Diegem, CED Samsom. 1995, pp 843. pp. 357. ISBN: 3 76390223 6.
ISBN: 9053343962. Documentationand commentary to the
Practical annual compilationof the various German-Francedouble taxation treaty.India legal provisions applicable to corporations. (B. 115.172)
The book covers accounting, corporate and tax

Formation and management of a trust along law.
with tax planning (B. 115.113)
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Torre, M.J. van der. Hart, James A.; Schultze-Zeu,Dieter. Isle of Man

Rehtsvergelijkendestudie naar de fiscale U.S. business and today's Germany.A guide
aspecten van het Europees economisch for corporateexecutives and attorneys. Companies registry. Companies information

samenwerkingsverbandin Nederland, Westport,Quorum Books,'88 Post Road West, package.
Frankrijk en Duitsland. Westport, CT 06881, USA. 1995, pp. 236. Douglas, General Registry, Finch Road,
Amhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1995, pp. 53. ISBN: 0 89930 839 2. Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 2SB. 1995, pp. 36.

NLG 29. ISBN: 90 387 0415 1. An introduction to the German business Guide to the filing requirementsofcompanies
Comparativestudy describing the EEIG and environment.The authors look at the scope of registered in the Isle of Man.

how it is treated in the Netherlands,France and US--Grman business, and compare the three (B. 115.116)
Germany from the point of view of economic superpowers (Germany, Japan and

withholdingon royalties, interest and the United States) in terms of such variables as

dividends. domestic product, economic growth and Italygross
(B. 115.131) industrial production. Also covered are the

German banking and accounting systems,
stock markets, and the presence of US

Memento pratico IPSOA-FrancisLefebvre:

Germany commercial banks in Germany.
Fiscale 1995. Aggiomatoal 1 marzo 1995.
Levallois-Perret,Ipsoa-EditionsFrancis

(B. 115.049) Lefebvre. 1995, pp. 1196. ITL 132.000.

Mens, Harrie L. van. ISBN: 88217 07644.
Tax planning and corporate responsibilitiesof Handbook written in Italian containing an

board-members.The Hague, KluwerLaw Ireland entire exaninationof the tax legal system in

International. 1995, pp. 86. force in Italy as of 1 March 1995. The

ISBN: 9041101144. to matters accurate

This publicationdeals with the most important
Tax guide 1995-96. approach the is practical,

and complete.The useful appendix includes

aspects of the relevant legislation in the Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd. 1995,

Netherlands,Germany, Spain and the United pp. 1531. Ir£ 60.-. ISBN: 1 85475 735 0. several law provisions and effective analytic

Kingdom. In particular, the question of The guide provides comprehensivecoverage
index.

liability of members of the ManagementBoard of all areas of tax, applicable in Ireland. This (B. 115.140)

or the Supervisory Board and the various edition is fully updated to Finance Act 1995.

aspects of the taxation of employees in these (B. 115.093)
countries, tax planning techniques,

Netherlands

advantages/disadvantagesof the granting of Bohan, Brian.

stock options and share-participationsto Capital acquisitions tax. Fiscale eenheid Vpb. Rapport ter bestudering

employees are discussed. Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd. 1995, van de belastingheffingvan concerns volgens

(B. 115.190) pp. 858. Ir£ 75.-. ISBN: 1 85475 6071. artikel 15 Wet op de vennootschapsbelasting
(B. 115.092) 1969.

Stuber, Helmut; Oppolzer,Adolf. Deventer, Kluwer. 1995.

Die Einkommensteuer-Erklrungfr 1995. Judge, Norman E. Geschriftenvan de Vereniging voor

55th Edition. Irish income tax. 1995-96 Edition. Editor Belastingwetenschap,No. 199, pp. 149.

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1995, pp. 326. Susan Keegan.
ISBN: 90 200 1800 0.

DEM 39.80. ISBN: 3 08 317195 1. Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd. 1995, Report on the taxation of fiscal unity, as

Income tax declaration 1995. Instructionson 2086. Ir£ 81.-. ISBN: 1 85475 7407. provided in the Corporate Income Tax Act of

filing income tax forms for 1995 as well as the
pp. 1969, Art. 15.
Updated edition of book containing

mandatory appendices. Including an overview comprehensivecommentary and analysis of (B. 115.099)
of the most important tax saving structures. the principles and practiceof income tax in
(B. 115.174) Irelafid. In this 1995 edition Divisions 10 and Mens, Harrie L. van.

15 have been substantially revised in order to '
Tax planning and corporate responsibilitiesof

Torre, M.J. van der. a clearer up date explanationof the board-members.The Hague, Kluwer Law

Rechtsvergelijkendestudie naar de fiscale present to International. 1995, pp. 86.
subject matter.

aspecten van het Europees economisch ISBN: 90 411 0114 4.

samenwerkingsverbandin Nederland', (B. 115.139) This publicationdeals with the most important

Frankrijk en Duitsland. aspects of the relevant legislation in the

Amhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1995, pp. 53. Capital Tax Acts 1995-96. Stamp duties, Netherlands, Germany,Spain and the United

NLG 29. ISBN: 90 387 0415 1. capital acquisitions tax, residential property Kingdom. In particular, the question of

Comparativestudy describing the EEIG and tax, probate tax. 3rd Edition. Editors Tom liability of members of the ManagementBoard
Boland and Alan Moore.

how it is treated in the Netherlands, France and or the SupervisoryBoard and the various

Germany from the point of view of Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd. 1995, aspects of the taxation of employees in these

withholdingon royalties, interest and pp. 697. Ir£ 65.-. ISBN: 1 85475 119 0. countries, tax planning techniques,
dividends. This handbook sets out consolidatedversions advantages/disadvantagesof the grantingof

(B. 115.131) of the Stamp Act 1891, the Capital stock options and share-participationsto

AcquisitionsTax Act 1976 and the Residential employees are discussed.

Frankowski, Martin. Property Tax Legislation (Finance Act 1983), (B. 115.190)
DBA Frankreich. Kommentarund together with the relevantnon-amending
Dokumentationzum Doppelbesteuerungs- sections of the Finance Acts from 1891 to Meering, A.; Jonker, E.N.; Buis, W. a.o.

abkommenFrankreich. 1995 inclusive. The book is an essential annual Elseviers Belasting Almanak 1996.41th

Bielefeld,W. BertelsmannVerlag. 1995, reference guide for tax practitioners, Edition.

pp. 357. ISBN: 3 7639 0223 6. accountants, financialinstitutions, students of Amsterdam, Bonaventura. 1996, pp. 464.

Documentationand commentary to the law and tax. NLG 29.50. ISBN: 90 6882 219 5.

German-Francedouble taxation treaty. (B. 115.090) Annual edition of guide for filing the 1995

(B. 115.172) individual income tax retum and the 1996 net

wealth tax return.

(B. 115.132)
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. Hurk, H.T.P.M. van den. and Excise Duties of 8 January 1993 and Survey based on a sample of companies
De nieuwe 35%-regeling amendments,Gambling Duties of 29 July currently operating in Romania, whose equity
Deventer, Fed. 1995. 1992 and amendments, Inheritance and Gift includes some foreign participation,
Fed's Fiscale Actualiteiten, No. 24, pp. 81. Duties of 28 July 1983 and amendments,Local exclusively or partly on basis of joint venture
NLG 39. ISBN: 90 6002 700 0. taxes and Duties of 1 January 1991 and agreements with Romanian partners.
Booklet describing the practiceof a new 35% amendments,AgriculturalTax of 15 (B. 115.165)
ruling issued by the Ministry of Finance on 29 November 1984 and amendments,Forestry tax

May 1995. The description of the previous of 28 September 1991 and amendments,
ruling is also given. Stamp Duties of 31 January 1989 and
(B. 115.035) amendments,Tax Liabilities Law of 19 Spain

December 1980 and amendments,Tax
Internationalebelastingvluchtvan lichamen AdministrationLaw of 28 September 1991 and Alonso y Martin, Briones.

(2) amendments, Accountancy Law of 29 Business operations in Spain.
Bespreking van het rapport van de Commissie September 1994 and amendments, Double Washington,Tax Management Inc. 1995.
ter bestudering van het verschijnsel Taxation Treaties. Foreign Income Portfolios, No. 984, pp 120.
intemationalebelastingvluchtvan lichamen en (B. 115.177) Analysing in detail the statutory and
van maatregelen daartegen. procedural framework of foreign investments
Deventer, Kluwer. 1995. Prawo administracyjne.Zbir przepisw. in Spain, as well as general aspects of
Geschriften van de Vereniging voor Edited by Romana Hausera. corporate law. Also giving detailed analysis of

Belastingwetenschap,No. 198 pp 32. Warsaw, C.H. Beck/PWN., the Spanish income tax applying to

ISBN: 90 200 1782 9. Al.J.Ch. Szucha 16/3, 00-582 Waszawa, individuals, corporations,partnerships, net

Report entitled lnternational tax evasion and Poland. 1995. worth tax, inheritance and gift tax, VAT and

anti-avoidancemeasures. The report is Loose-leafpublication updated to July 1995 other taxes in transactions and services as well

intended as an answer to the formerly containing Polish legal texts related to the as local and reginal taxes.

published Report 196 on the same subject. Polish constitutionaland state legislation: (B. 115.167)
(B. 115.100) Constitutionof 22 July 1952 and a draft of a

new Constitutionof 23 April 1992, Law on the Mens, Harrie L. van.

Torre, M.J. van der. Ombudsman of 15 July 1987, Law on the Tax planning and corporate responsibilitiesof

Rechtsvergelijkendestudie naar de fiscale Territorial (local) Administrationof 22 March board-members.The Hague, Kluwer Law
aspecten van het Europees economisch 1990. Administrative legislation: Law on Intemational. 1995, pp. 86.

samenwerkingsverbandin Nederland, AdministrativeProceedingsof 14 June 1960 ISBN: 9041101144.
Frankrijk en Duitsland. and Law on Supreme AdministrativeCourt of This publication deals with the most important
Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1995, pp. 53 31 January 1980, Law on Constitutional aspects of the relevant legislation in the
NLG 29. ISBN: 90 387 0415 1. Tribunal of 29 April 1985, etc. Law on Netherlands, Germany, Spain and the United
Comparativestudy describing the EEIG and Territorial (local) Authoritiesof 8 March 1990, Kingdom. In particular, the question of
how it is treated in the Netherlands, France and Law on Local Govemment Financing of 13 liability of members of the ManagementBoard
Germany from the point of view of December 1993. Construction legislation: or the Supervisory Board and the various
withholdingon royalties, interest and Mining Law of 4 February 1994,Law on aspects of the taxation of employees in these
dividends. Special Economic Zones of 20 October 1994. countries, tax planning techniques,
(B. 115.131) Environmental legislation: Law on advantages/disadvantagesof the granting of

EnvironmentProtectionof 31 January 1980 as stock options and share-participationsto
amended on 3 April 1993, Law on employees are discussed.
Administrationof the State Agricultural (B. 115.190)Norway Property of 19 October 1991. Health and
social security legislation: Law on Social Cremades, Javier.

Lignings ABC 1995. Security of 29 November 1990, Law on Gsellschaftsrechtin Spanien. 2. AuflageOslo, Grndahl og Dreyers Forlag AS, Fred Housing Conditions and Subsidies Accorded Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & CoOlsensgt 5, Postboks 1153 Sentrum, for Housingof 2 July 1994, Law on Alimoney KG., Einsteinstrasse 172, 81675 Munich,N-0171 Oslo, Norway. 1995, pp 1132. Fund of 18 July 1974 as amended, etc. Germany. 1996, 90. DEM 28.ISBN: 8250422767. (B. 115.175) pp
ISBN: 38073 11920.The yearly assessment instruction to the local
Revised edition of introduction thean totax authorities published by the Norwegian Polskie ustawy. Zbir przepisw prawa Spanish law.Central Tax Agency covering all practical prywatnego, gospodarczego,karnego i company

aspects of taxation. sadowego Editors Zbigniewa Radwaiskiego (B. 115.211)
(B. 115.178) and Janiny Panowicz-Lipskiej

Warsaw, C.H. Beck/PWN.,
Al.J.Ch. Szucha 16/3, 00-582 Waszawa, Sweden

Poland Poland. 1995.
Loose-leafpublication updated to July 1995 Hagemann, R.P,; John, hr.

Prawo podatkowe. Zbi pnepisw.
and containing Polish legal texts from the The fiscal stance in Sweden: a general
Civil, Commercial, Labour, Penal Code andEditors Jerzego Harasimowiczand Janusza
Court Procedure Law.

accounting perspective.
Marciniuka. Washington, IMF International Monetary

(B. 115.176) Fund. 1995.Warsaw, C.H. Beck/PWN.,
Al.J.Ch. Szucha 16/3, 00-582 Waszawa, IMF Working Paper WP/95/105, pp. 29.
Poland. 1995. This paper provides a brief review of
Loose-leafpublication updated to July 1995 Romania generational accounting and presents estimates
and containing Polish legal texts related to the of accounts for Sweden, where there has been
tax law. In separate chapters the following Successfullymanaging investments in a considerable and rapid deteriorationof
laws and resolutions are reprinted, rules and Romania. public finance since 1990.
notices: Individual Income Tax of 26 July Bucharest, Deloitte & Touche, Splaiul Unirii (B. 115.120)
1991 and amendments,Corporate Income Tax nr. 6, Etaj 5, Sector 4, 75101 Bucharest,
of 15 February 1992 and amendments,VAT Romania. 1995, pp. 9.
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United Kingdom London, Butterworths. 1996, pp. 637. £ 25.95. INTERNATIONAL
ISBN: 0 406 01441 8.

Boynton, A.; Lindsay, J.; Lloyd, M. (B. 115.195) Tax reform and the cost of capital.
Taxation and accounting for financiai An intemational comparison. Editors Dale W.

instruments. 3rd Edition. Ashcroft, Brian; Love, James H. Jorgenson and Ralph Landau.

London, IFR Publishing, Aldgate House, Takeovers, mergers and the regional economy. Washington,The Brookings Institution,
33 AldgateHigh Street, London EC3N IDL. Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press Ltd., 1775 MassachusettsAvenue, N.W.

1995, pp. 408. £ 85.-. ISBN: 1 873446 08 X. 22 George Square, Edinburgh, Scotland. 1993. Washington, D.C. 20036, USA. 1993, pp. 420.

Reference book for treasurer and bankers Scottish Industrial Policy Series, No. 5, ISBN: 0815747160.
aimed at helping them identify the key pp. 218. ISBN: 0 7486 0400 6. International comparisons,contributed by
accounting and tax issues arising on the most The implications takeovers and mergers may various authors, of the costs of different types
common financial transactionspresently have on a regional economy. Using the Scotch of capital for nine major industrialized
undertaken. Chapters on the individual whisky industry as a study, the book concludes countries (Australia, Canada, France,
instrumentsdescribe the accounting treatment that the policy issues involved are much wider Germany, Italy, Japan, Sweden, United
to be applied and the tax treatment for than competitionpolicy has thus far allowed Kingdom, and the United States) for the period
particular types of companies. for. 1980-90. Separate chapters for each of the nine

(B. 115.115) (B. 115.112) countries provide detailed accounts of tax

policy changes over the decade. This

Butterworthsyellow tax handbook 1995-96 Mens, Harrie L. van. publication serves as an indispensable
(Parts I & II). Income tax, corporation tax, Tax planning and corporate responsibilitiesof reference for comparing capital income

capital gains tax. 34th Edition. EditorMalcolm board-members.The Hague, KluwerLaw taxation in industrializedcountries.

Gammie. International. 1995, pp. 86. (B. 115.144)
London, Butterworths. 1995, pp. 6100. ISBN: 90411 0114 4.

ISBN: 0 406 04041 9. This publication deals with the most important Spahn, Paul Bernd.

(B. 115.204) aspects of the relevant legislation in the International financial flows and transactions
Netherlands,Germany, Spain and the United taxes: survey and options.

Foreman, A.; Taylor, D. Kingdom. In particular, the question of Washington, IMF International Monetary
Business tax and law handbook. liability of members of the ManagementBoard Fund. 1995.

London, Pearson Professional Limited, or the Supervisory Board and the various IMF Working Paper WP/95/60, pp. 45.

Maple House, 149 Tottenham Court Road, aspects of the taxation of employees in these (B. 115.121)
London WIP 9LL. 1995, pp. 703. £ 23.-. countries, tax planning techniques,
ISBN: 0 7520 0073 X. advantages/disadvantagesof the granting of Shome, P.; Stotsky, J.C.

Fully up-to-date to include the Finance Act stock options and share-participationsto Financial transactions taxes.

1995 this Allied Dunbar Business Tax and employees are discussed. Washington, IMF Intemational Monetary
Law Handbook considers both the legal (B. 115.190) Fund. 1995.

environment in which businesses operate and IMF Working Paper WP/95/77, pp. 16.
taxation obligations which must be met. The Butterworthshandbook on value added tax. (B. 115.125)
book describes the basic principles of business Edited and compiled by ButterworthsEditorial
tax and law, gives examples of how these Staff. Arnold, Brian J.; McIntyre,Michael J.

principles work in practice and highlights London, Butterworths. 1995, pp. 968. International tax primer.
those areas where the businessman should take ISBN: 0 406 01444 2. The Hague, Kluwer Law International,P.O.

profesisonal advice. This handbook includes all the legislation Box 85889,2508 CN The Hague,
(B. 115.000) relating to VAT, the full text of the the Netherlands. 1995, pp. 149. NLG 58.30.

consolidatedVAT regulations and other ISBN: 90 411 0959 5.

Price Waterhouse statutory instruments, relevant European Introductory analysisof the major issues that a

Tolley's estate planning 1995/96. 7th Edition. material and wide-rangingextra information. country must confront in designing its

Croydon,Tolley Publishing Company The material contains texts as they applied at international tax rules and in coordinating
Limited. 1995, pp. 504. £ 34.95. 10 November 1995. those rules with the tax systems of its trading
ISBN: 1 86012 031 8. (B. 115.142) partners.
Comprehensiveguide to practical taxation (B. 115.183)
strategies. This edition takes accountof the Tolley's VAT planning 1995-96. 1 lth Edition.

changes made by the Finance Act 1995 Editors Alan Dolton and Robert Wareham. Tanzi, Vito.

including provisions relating to the increased Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Governmentrole and the efficiency of policy
relief for inheritance tax relating to agricultural Limited. 1995, pp. 786. £ 34.95. instruments.

property which is let on or after 1 September ISBN: 1 860120466. Washington, IMF International Monetary
1995. With reference to case law. Comprehensiveguide to practical taxation Fund. 1995.

(B. 115.146) strategies. This edition has been fully revised IMF Working Paper WW95/100,pp. 17.
and updated, including the Finance Act 1995. (B. 115.123)

Butterworthsorange tax handbook 1995-96. New materials include: up-to-date information
Inheritancetax, national insurance on the consolidationof VAT in the VAT Act Transnational accounting Edited by
contributions,stamp duties, value added tax, 1994, statutory instruments (affecting land and Dieter Ordelheide and KPMG.
insurance premium tax. 20th Edition. Editor buildings, motor cars and groups of Basingstoke, Macmillan Press Ltd., Brunel
Malcolm Gammie. companies), court and tribunal cases. Road, Houndmills, Basingstoke,
London, Butterworths. 1995, pp. 4800. (B. 115.145) HampshireRG21 2XS, United Kingdom.
ISBN: 0 406 04823 1. 1995, pp. 3225. £ 310.-. ISBN: 0 333 595 602.

(B. 115.203) Professionalconduct in relation to taxation. Comprehensivecomparativesurvey of the
Ethical rules and practical guidelines. financial accounting and reporting

ButterworthsFinanceBill 1996 handbook. London, The Chartered Institute of Taxation, requirements in 14 (mainly European)
The provisions relating to value added tax, air 12 Upper Belgrave Street, London SW1X 8 countries in two bound volumes. Most

passengerduty, income tax, corporation tax, BB. 1995, pp. 58. countries covered have fairly well developed
capital gains tax, stamp duty and landfill tax. (B 115.169) economies with linked capital markets and

With commentary. direct foreign investmentexperience. A
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systematic approach is adopted (reflecting the 1995 inclusive. Editors H.H. Stikeman, Belgium
European Union accounting directives) but the R.W. Pound, J. Sum and J. Wells.
more problem-orientedapproach of certain Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional Commentairedu Code des impts sur les
countries is also catered for. Two chapters are Publishing. 1995, pp 3819. revenues
devoted to the European Union and two ISBN: 0459 57471 X. release 1
chapters are devoted to the International (B. 115.148) Ministry of Finance, Brussels.
Accounting Standards.
Each country chapter deals first with Personal tax strategy. Fundamentele Belgische wetgevingindividual accounts and then with group Toronto, Price Waterhouse. 1996, pp 275. release 67
accounts. A useful reference matrix is CND$14.95. ISBN: 0 385 25575 6. Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne.
provided as well as a glossary of accounting Complete tax information and reference guide
terms in seven different languages. for 1996, as well as a planning guide for 1997
(B. 115.143) and beyond for individual taxpayers. Canada(B. 115.147)
Beschouwingenover het begrip analytische
inkomstenbelasting. Canadian taxation of charities and donations

Deventer, Kluwer. 1995. A Drache
USA release 1Geschriften van de Verenigingvoor

Belastingwetenschap,No. 197, pp. 102. Carswell Thomson Professional Publishers,
ISBN: 90 200 1781 0. Luckey, John. Scarborough
Report dealing with the theory on the State income taxation of military personnel
composite system and global framework of and United States citizens residing outside of

income taxes. A general overviewof the the United States. Denmark
history of income tax in the Netherlands, Washington,Government Printer. 1995,
Germany, France, Belgium, the United States PP. 49.

Skattebestemmelser
and the United Kingdom is given. (B. 115.170) Skattenyt Kronologisk- -

(B. 115.101) releases 6 and 7
Hart, James A.; Schultze-Zeu, Dieter. Skattebestemmelser Systematisk-

-

U.S. business and today's Germany. A guide release 3
for corporate executives and attorneys. A.S. Skattekartoteket lnformationskontor,OECD Westport, Quorum Books, 88 Post Road West, Copenhagen.Westport, CT 06881, USA. 1995, pp. 236.

Kraay, A.; Rijckeghem, C. van. ISBN: 0 89930 839 2.
Employment and wages in the public sector. An introduction to the German business
A cross country study. environment.The authors look at the scope of European Union
Washington, IMF Intemational Monetary US-German business, and compare the three
Fund. 1995. economic superpowers (Germany, Japan and Handboek voor de Europese Gemeenschappen
IMF Working Paper WP/95/70, pp 42. the United States) n terms of such variables as

- Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken.
(B. 115.124) gross domestic product, economic growth, and release 365

industrial production. Also covered are the Kluwer, Deventer.
German banking and accounting systems,

LATIN AMERICA stock markets, and the presence of US
commercial banks in Germany. France
(B. 115.049)

Argentina
Fiscalit pratique Impts indirects-

release 4Daz, Vicente Oscar.
Ensayos de derecho penal tributario. Loose-leaf Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

Buenos Aires, Ediciones Nueva TcnicaS.r.l.
Juris Classeur Code fiscal1995, pp 309. ISBN: 950 811 038 4.

Services
-

release 256In this book, the author analyses in depth the
Editions Techniques, Paris.most important issues that affect the Argentine

criminal tax law system, referring among
others matters to the principles of criminal Received between 1 and 31 IVIarch Juns Classeur- Droit fiscal - Commentaires-

law, the concept of tax fraud, the constitutional 1996 Impts directs

principles regarding criminal law, the release 1196

importanceof criminal tax law and Mercosur, Africa
Editions Techniques, Paris.

the criminal tax law sstem in the United
States and the present situation of the criminal Fiscalit Africaine
tax law in Argentina. release 2 Germany
(B. 18.906) Editions Fiduciaire, Paris.

Doppelbesteuerung
Korn - Dietz - Debatin

Australia release 66NORTH AMERICA
Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.

Australian tax practice:
Canada - International agreements Kommentarzum Bewertungsgesetz-

release 23 Vermgensteuergesetz
Canada Tax Cases. 1995 Volume 2. Judgments - Legislation release 77
of the Supreme Court of Canada, Federal releases 89 and 90 Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
Court of Canada, Tax Court of Canada and - Rulings and guidelines
provincial courts on taxation matters reported releases 186 and 187 Kommentarzum Aussensteuerrecht
by Canada Tax Cases from July to December Butterworth, North Ryde. Flick - Wassermeyer- Becker
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releases 35 and 36 Modellen voor de rechtspraktijk Peru .
Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. release 151

Kluwer, Deventer. Codigo tributario
Kommentarzum Abgabenordnungund release 59

Finanzgerichtsordnung Nederlandse regelingen van internationaal Editorial Economia y Finanzas, Lima.

belastingrecht
Hbschmann - Hepp - Spitaler release 198 Impuesto a la renta

release 147 Kluwer, Deventer. release 80

Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Editorial Economia y Finanzas,Lima.
Nederlandsewetboeken

Steuererlasse in Karteiform release 269 Impuesto a las ventas

release 412 Kluwer, Deventer. release 90

Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.

Omzetbelasting(BTW) in beroep en bedrijf
Steuergesetze release 154

I, release 112 Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. United Kingdom
Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.

De sociale verzekeringswetten Simon's Tax cases
Steuerrechtder betrieblichenAlterversorgung - Algemenedeel

releases 8-10
release 12 releases 94-96 Butterworth& Co., London.
Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. - AOW/AWW

releases 75 and 76
Simon's DirectTax Service

Steuerrechtsprechungin Karteiform - AWBZ
release 13

release 528 releases 141 and 142
Butterworth& Co., London.

Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. - Coord. SV/Premieheffing
releases 33 and 34

Heffingover uitkeringenen loon Simon's Tax Intelligence
-

releases 8-10
Netherlands

releases 71 and 72
Butterworth& Co., London.

Kluwer, Deventer.

Belastingheffingin land- en tuinbouw Staats- administratiefrechtelijkewetten
De Voil - Indirect tax service

release 24
en

(formerlyValue added De Voil)
release 323

tax -

Kluwer, Deventer. release 3
Kluwer, Deventer. Butterworth& Co., London.

Belasting praktijkboekvoor de ondernemer Vakstudie Fiscale encyclopedie-

release 22
Kluwer, Deventer.

- Algemenedeel
releases 262-264 USA
Inkomstenbelasting1964

Belastingwetgeving
-

releases 987-990 Tax ideas Report bulletin
Successiewet

-

-
.

Investeringsregelingen release 2
release 64

-

releases 179 and 180 Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.
NoorduijnBV., Arnhem. Invorderingswet-

release 81 Tax treaties Report bulletin
Cursus belastingrecht Lokale belastingen milieuheffing release 2

-

Mobach
- en

release 40 Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.
release 239 Omzetbelasting-

Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. releases 297-299 United States Tax Reporter
Successiewet 1956 release 6-

Fiscale wetten release 184 RIA-Research Institute of America Inc., New
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BELGIUM

HY3RID ENTITIES FROM A US PERSPECTIVE*
Kurt Debrier

Tax Manager, Arthur Andersen & Co., Brussels

* In the first of two articles, examining the phenomenon of eign subsidiary will then therefore be treated as losses of the

hybrid entities, Kurt Debrier examines the classification of parent company.
Belgian entities from a US perspective. The second article As a counterpart, if in the future the losses are used in the for-
will focus on US entities from a Belgian perspective. eign jursdiction another triggering event, such de-or as

hybridizing the subsidiary, occurs, the US company must

recapture the previously deducted losses. However, the claw-
I. INTRODUCTION back costs associatedwith recaptureof the losses may be mit-

igated where the subsidiary is located in a high tax jurisdic-
In the last few years the use of hybrid entities in international tion and its income (against which the losses are used) is cov-

tax planning has increased dramatically. Especially in the ered by foreign tax credits.
United States, hybrid entities are used extensively in a variety The above strategy is only appropriatewhere the US
of situations to accomplish a variety of tax goals (foreign tax

compa-

credit planning, foreign loss utilization, etc.) This article ny has several foreign operations since, under the foreign loss

recapture rules, at least 50 per cent of the income in profitable
focuses on the classification of Belgian entities from a US

years is recharacterizedas US source to the extent its losses
perspective. have offset US income in the past, if the hybrid is thesource

A hybrid entity is defined as an entity which is taxed as a cor-
'' sole source of foreign source income.

poration in its home jurisdictionbut viewed as a flow-through It should be noted that hybridizing may also make sense in
entity n another jurisdiction, or an entity which is treated as low tax jurisdictions, as a means of sheltering Subpart F
a flow-through in its home jurisdiction but considered a cor- income. Where a foreign subsidiary with Subpart F income
poration by the second jurisdiction. Thus, for US-Belgium has a subsidiary with non-SubpartF start-up losses, then the
purposes, a Belgian commercial corporation (which is taxed earnings of the second subsidiary will be combined with
in Belgium as a corporation) is a hybrid if that entity is those of its parent, if the loss company is hybridized. The
viewed in the Unitecl States as a partnership. Conversely, a down-side is that future profits of the loss making company
US partnership(which is taxed in the United States as a flow-

may be recaptured as Subpart F income.
throughentity) is a hybrid, if the partnership is viewed in Bel-

gium as a corporation.
B. Foreign tax credit planningThe criteria which are used in the United States to classify a

Belgian entity are fundamentally different from the ones

which are used in Belgium to classify a US entity. In both The US foreign tax credit regime contains pitfalls such as the

countries however, the tax status in the home jurisdiction is limitationofdeemed-paidcredits to the first three tiers of for-

irrelevant. eign subsidiaries, the restriction of the deemed paid credit to

corporate investors, and the 10-50 basket. By using hybrid
entities, each of these problems may be overcome.

Il. RELEVANCY FROM A TAX PERSPECTIVE 1. Foreign tax credit tiers

The main tax benefits which US investors may achieve by The US method for avoiding double taxation of foreign
investing in non-US organizations that are treated as partner- source income is the direct foreign tax credit and the indirect

ships for US purposes are set out below. J or deemed paid foreign tax credit. The deemed paid credit
allows a US corporate taxpayer to claim credits for taxes paid
by its non-US subsidiaries, which meet certain ownership

A. Foreign loss utilization requirements. The deemed paid credit for taxes paid by non-

US corporations is however only permitted three tiers down

A US company cannot offset the losses of its foreign sub-
sidiaries against its own income. If, however, the foreign sub-

1. For a more detailed analysis of the tax benefits of hybrid entities, reference
sidiary is a hybrid, it will be consideredfor US purposes to be is made to HybridEntitiesby James J. Tobin and William Seto, 48 Bulletinfor
a branch of the US company. Any losses generatedby the for- InternationalFiscal Documentation6/7 (1994), at 315-319.
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the chain. Hybrid entities, because they are considered part- D. PFIC planning
nerships for US purposes, do not count as a tier in the chain
of ownership (they rather represent branches of their share- A foreign company is considered a passive foreign invest-
holders). Each entity in a direct chain of ownership which is ment company (PFIC) if either its income or its assets are

hybridized therefore eliminates a tier. deemed to be excessively passive. The tax consequences of

In some cases (e.g. the purchase of an existing non-US PFIC status to a US shareholderare either current taxationof

group), there may already be a four or more tier structure. the shareholder's pro rata share of PFIC income or deferred

One way to remove a tier withoutcollapsing the structureand taxation with interest charged on the deferral when an event

without incurring major taxation costs is to convert it to a occurs which triggers taxation.

partnership for US purposes. Hybridizing the foreign subsidiary may avoid classification
as a PFIC. As a hybrd, the entity would be treated as a

2. Obtaining foreign tax credits for non-corporate branch of its parent company, so that the PFIC test would be
investors based on the assets of the combined entity. Where the active

In the US, deemed paid tax credits are available only to the assets and income of the parent are sufficiently large, the

corporate shareholders of a foreign company. A US indivi- combined entity would not be a PFIC.

dual investing in a foreign corporation will therefore suffer a

very high rate of tax on distributedprofits from a foreign cor-

poration. Ill. CLASSIFICATION IN THE UNITED STATES

However, a US individual investor in a foreign partnership,
can claim a direct credit since the partner is considered to A. Preliminaryobservation
have paid the foreign taxes (i.e. his pro rata share of taxes

imposed on the partnership) directly. On 8 May 1996, the IRS issued proposed regulations that
would replace the existing regulations for classifying certain

3. Avoiding the 10-50 problem business organizations with an elective regime.
To determine a US taxpayer's entitlement to foreign tax cred- The Treasury Department and the IRS propose to replace
it, its foreign source income must be divided into various cat- Reg. 301.7701-1 through 301.7701-3 to clarify which orga-
egories of income called foreign tax credit baskets. The nizations are classified as corporations automatically under
amount of the credit is limited to the sum of the credits the Internal Revenue Code and to provide a simple elective
allowed pursuant to the US rules as they apply to each of the regime for classifying other business organizations.The pro-
baskets. One such basket is created for each10/50 compa- posed regulations specify those business entities that auto-

ny2 This rule effectively denies a US taxpayer the ability to matically are classified as corporations for federal tax pur-
average high or Iow effective tax rates incurred by its 10/50 poses. Any other business entity that is recognized for feder-
companies against other income of the taxpayer including al tax purposes may choose its classification.
income generated by other 10/50 companies within the

The simplified system provided under the proposed regula-group. When a US company has a 10 percent or greater inter-
est in a foreign partnership however, look-through treatment tions extends to foreign organizations as well. The proposed
generally applies to income from the partnership.This means regulations classify as corporations certain foreign business

that the foreign taxes may be blended with credits from other entities that are listed in the regulations.The foreign business
entities that appear on this list will always be classified as

sources.
corporations. In Belgium's case only the NV is included on

the list.
C. Avoidance of the 70 per cent full inclusion rule For the business entities that not required to be classifiedare

Subpart F provides that where 70 per cent or more of a for- as a corporation(eligibleentities), the proposed regulations
eign corporation's gross income is Subpart F income, all of provide default classificationrules that aim to match expecta-
its income will be considered Subpart F income. In some

tions. An eligible entity that wants the default classification

cases, hybridizingmay help to avoid the applicationof the 70 needs to file an election. A foreign eligible entity is a part-

per cent full inclusion rule. For example, where a foreign nership if it has two or more members and any member has

holding company has two subsidiaries, one of which gener-
unlimited liability. Only if all of the entity's members have

ates at least 70 per cent Subpart F income, while the other limited liability will the entity's default classification be

generates non-Subpart F income, each of the foreign sub- association. In this respect, it is mentioned that a member

sidiaries is tested separately for purposes of the 70 per cent of a foreign eligible entity has unlimited liability if the mem-

full nclusion rule. This means that, even if the group as a
ber has personal liability for the debts ofor claims against the

whole may generate less than 70 per cent, all of the first sub- entity, by reason of being a member, based solely on the

sidiary's income would be considered Subpart F income. If statute or law pursuant to which the entity is organized.
the two subsidiaries were hybridized, the entity to be tested
for purposes of the 70 per cent test (and all other Subpart F

2. A 10/50 company is a non-US company in which the US taxpayer owns

purposes) would be the holding company, whose earnings 10% or more but not more than 50% of the vote or value of the stock of such
would include the earnings of both of its subsidiaries. company.
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Under the proposed regulations, the BVBA and the CVBA as LLCs under the laws of the United States, and to all orga-
would normally be classified as a corporation, while the nizations formed under foreign law when the foreign law pro-
CVOA, the VOF, the GCV and the CVA would normally be vides for or allows limited liability to any of an LLC's mem-

classified as a partnership. (See below.) bers. Rev. Proc. 95-10 follows the partnership classification

A public hearing concerning the proposed regulations has criteria set forth in Reg. 301.7701 and applies these criteria

been scheduled for 21 August 1996. to LLCs. The guidelines set forth i Rev. Proc. 95-10, how-

ever, may be more restrictive than the existing substantive
law. Although Rev. Proc. 95-10 does not have the force and

B. Criteria effect of a regulation, it offers valuable assistance in drafting
LLC operating agreementsby providingspecific guidanceon

A foreign corporation is classified as either a partnershipor a how far to extend the applicable LLC requirements without
corporation for US tax purposes according to which of the tempting the IRS to challenge the classification. This article
two entities it more closely resembles. Code Section 7701 (a) will therefore quote Rev. Proc. 95-10 in so far as it could be
(2) defines a partnership to include a Syndicate, group, pool, relevant for the classificationofBelgiancommercialcorpora-
joint venture, or other unincorporated organization, through tions.
or by means of which any business, financial operation, or

venture is carried on, and which is not a trust or estate or a Below follows a brief analysis of the four characteristicsthat

corporation. Regulation Sections (Reg. ) 301.7701-2 and are relevant in distinguishing between a partnership and a

301.7701-3 provide the guidelines for determining whether corporation.
an organization will be classified as a partnership or as an

association taxable as a corporation for federal tax purposes. 1. Continuityof life

Reg. 301.7701-2 (a) (1) sets forth six basic characteristics
Under Reg. 301.7701-2 (b) (1), entity has continuity ofan

of an association that will result in it being taxable as a cor-
life if the death, insanity, bankruptcy, retirement, resignationporation. The six characteristics (the so-called Morrissey
or expulsionof any member will not cause dissolutionof the

factors set forth by the US Supreme Court in Morrissey v.

Commissioner)are':3 entity. The reference to any member suggests that a speci-
fied dissolutionevent only needs to apply to a single owner of

the presence of associates; entity. Also, since the regulation is stated in the disjunc-
-

an
an objective to carry on business and divide gains there-

tive, it suffices that the of only of the events
-

from;
occurrence one

triggers dissolution.
continuity of life;-

centralizationof management; In Rev. Proc. 95-10, the IRS takes a more restrictive view of-

limited liability and; the requirements. Rev. Proc. 95-10 (Section 5.01 (4)) states-

free transferabilityof nterests. that if fewer than all' of the dissolution events are provided-

The classification of an organization will be determined by for, the Service will not rule that partnership classification
exists unless there is a meaningful possibility of dissolu-

taking into account the presence or absence of each of these
tion. However, Rev. Proc. 95-10 does explain what

corporate characteristics.Reg. 301.7701-2 (a) (2) provides
not con-

that characteristicsthat are common to both partnerships and stitutes a meaningful possibility of dissolution. Some disso-
lution events (such as death for natural persons) should clear-

corporations are not relevant in determining if an entity iS to

be classified as a partnership or a corporation for federal ly meet the meaningful possibility standard. Satisfying the
standard may be more difficult for corporate members of an

income tax purposes. Thus, because partnerships and corpo- .rations both generally have associates and an objective to
LLC. The death or insanity of such entities would for exam-

carry on business and divide the gains, these characteristics ple never be meaningful. In view of Rev. Proc. 95-10, tax-

to
will not be relevant in determining whether an entity is to be payers who are attempting achieve partnership characteri-

taxed as a partnershipor a corporation.The only characteris- zation should therefore include in the opratingagreementall
the dissolution events specified in the regulations, or should

tics relevant to the determinationare therefore:

continuityof life; only include events that are realistic.
-

centralizationof management; With regard to the members to whom the dissolution events-

limited liability and; should apply, Rev. Proc. 95-10 provides that the Service will- 1
free transferabilityof interests. not issue a ruling that the entity lacks continuityof life unless-

An entity will be classified as an associationtaxable as a cor-
all members are subject to the specifieddissolutionevents. In

poration, if it possesses at least three of the four relevant cor- addition,Rev. Proc. 95-10 makes the distinctionbetweendis-

porate characteristics.Conversely,an entity will be classified solution events relating solely to member-managers and

as a partnership,if it has no more than two of the four relevant events relating to members. If the controlling statute or the

corporate characteristics.4 operating agreement provides that the death, insanity,
bankruptcy,retirement,resignationor expulsionof any mem-

On 28 December 1994, the IRS issued Revenue Procedure ber-managercauses dissolution (unless continuedby the con-

(Rev. Proc.) 95-10 which establishes guidelines for obtaining
private letter rulings on the classificationof domestic or for-

3. 296 US 344 (1935).
eign LLCs as partnerships for federal income tax purposes. 4. See Reg. 301.7701-2; see also Larson v. Commr, 66 TC 159, 185 (1976)
Rev. Proc. 95-10 applies to all organizations that are formed acq 1979-1 CB 448.
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D sent of not less than a majority of the remaining members), the foreign entity are not transferable without obtaining the
the Service will generally rule that the LLC lacks continuity prior consent of the other members.
of life. For this to apply it is only required that all member-

But what if the requirement is limited Rev. Proc. 95-
managers must be subject to the dissolution events. The

consent

10 provides that the Service will not rule that the LLC lacks
events therefore may be tied solely to all of the members-

free transferability of interests unless the withholdpower to
managers. consent to the transfer constitutes a meaningful restriction on

the transfer. Suppose that the transfercan occur without prior2. Centralizationof management consent, but only to transferee that satisfies certain stan-a

Under Reg. 301.7701-2 (c) (1), an entity has centralized dards. In such case, it will depend on whether there are other

management if any person (or any group of persons that does potential transferees that meet that requirement, to determine
not include all of the members), has continuing exclusive whether the conditions of Rev. Proc. 95-10 are met. If there

authority to make the management decisions necessary to are no such other potential transferees, it appears to be pos-
conduct the business of the entity. sible to argue that there is a meaningful restriction on the

ability to transfer the interest in the foreign entity. Rev. Proc.
To avoid centralized management, it is necessary that all 95-10 further provides that for LLCs that have designated or
members be able to bind the entity. Furthermore, that power elected one or more member as managers, the IRS will gen-should be exercisable in the members' capacity as members, erally rule that the LLC lacks free transferabilityof interests
as distinct from their capacity as managers. Referencecan be if the controlling statute or the operating agreement provides
made to Revenue Ruling 93-6, 1993-1 CB 229, where the that each member or at least those members owning more
IRS found that a Colorado LLC in which all of the members than 20 per cent of all interests in the LLC's capital, income,
were designated as managers, possessedcentralizedmanage- gains, losses, deductions and credits do not have the power to
ment. The IRS distinguishedbetween managementauthority confer upon a non-memberall the attributes of the members'
following from the members' status as managers, rather than interest in the LLC without the consent of a majorityof the
from their equity interests as members, and ruled that the non-transferring member-managers. If the members of the
LLC had centralized management because the members LLC do not designate or elect one or more members as man-

managed the LLC in their capacity as appointed managers agers, the IRS will generally rule that the LLC lacks free
rather than as owners of the LLC. transferabilityof interests if the consent of a majorityof the

non-transferring members is required for each member or
3. Limited liability those owning a greater than 20 per cent interest to transfer an

Under Reg. 301.7701 - 2 (d) (1), an entity has limited lia- interest in the LLC.

bility if there is no member who is personally liable for the
debts or claims against the entity. Personal liability means C. Application to Belgian commercial corporations
that a creditor of an entity may seek personal satisfaction
from a member of the entity to the extent that the assets of Article 1832 of the Belgian Civil Code (BCC) gives the fol-
such entity are insufficient to satisfy the creditor's claim. lowing definition of a company under Belgian law: A com-

Rev. Proc. 95-10 provides that the IRS will generally rule that pany can be established by two or more parties who agree to

an LLC lacks limited liability if at least one member validly carry out something in common with a view to sharing the
benefit which may result therefrom or, in the cases deter-

assumes personal liability for all obligationsof the LLC pur- mined by law, by single party who sets aside goods toone
suant to express authority granted in the controlling LLC conduct a specific activity.statute. This means that the voluntary assumption of liabili-

ty by a member does not suffice. To obtain a ruling that an The Belgian Coordinated Laws on Commercial Companies
LLC lacks limited liability, the members assuming the liabil- (CLCC) quote several forms of commercial companies in

ities of the LLC must also satisfy additional requirements Belgium:
(minimumownership,net worth, substantial assets other than - the public limited liability company (Naamloze Ven-
the interest in the LLC). nootschap / SocitAnonyme):

the closely held limited liability company (Besloten Ven--

4. Free transferabilityof interests nootschap met Beperkte Aansprakelijkheid / Socit

Under Reg. 301.7701-2 (e) (1) an entity has the corporate
Prive ResponsabilitLmite);

characteristicof free transferabilityof interests, if each of its
- the cooperative company with limited liability (Cope-

members, or those members owning substantially all of the ratieve Vennootschap met Beperkte Aansprakeljkheid/
interests of the entity, have the power without the consent of SocitCooperative ResponsabilitLimite);
the other members, to substitute for themselves in the same

- the cooperative company with unlimited liability
entity a person who is not a member of the entity. (Coperatieve vennootschap met Onbeperkte Aan-

sprakelijkheid / Socit Cooperative Responsablit
The regulations also provide that free transferabilitywill not Illimite);
exist if, under local law, a transfer of a member's interest will
result in the dissolutionof the entity. A taxpayer who wishes

5. See Harris & Writz, CorporateGovernance,Limited Liability Companies
to achieve partnership classification should ensure that the and the IRS's View of Centralized Management,4 Taxes (April 1993), at 225,
Articles of associationprovide that the ownership interests in for a discussion on Revenue Ruling 93-6.
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the general partnershp (Vennootschap onder Firma / (c) Limited liability-

Sociten NomCollectif); The shareholdersonly commit their contribution.
the limited partnership (Gewone Commanditaire Ven-

own
-

nootschap l Socit en CommanditeSimple); (d Free transferabilityof interests
the limited company with shares (Commanditaire Ven--

nootschap op Aandelen / Socit en Commandite par In theNV, the shares are freely transferable.The only excep-
Actions). tions concern preferential rights given to existing sharehold-

ers and approval clauses provided for in the Articles of Asso-
All these companies have a distinct legal personality,and are ciation. However, even in these exceptions the non-transfer-
subject to the Belgian corporate income tax regime. The ability of the shares can not exceed a period of three months.
CommercialCode also lists businessenterpriseswhichdo not

have legal personality. These enterprises will not be exam- (e) Condusion
ined, since they are subject to taxation in Belgium as flow-

through entities. It is not possible for a Belgian NV to be classified as a part-
nership for US tax purposes, since it will always possess

Each of the above Belgian commercial corporations will be three of the four relevant corporate characteristics.
analysed to determine whether they can be classified as a

partnership in the United States. In this regard, particular
attention will be paid to the impact that the drafting of the E. The closely held limited liability company (BVBA)
operating agreementcan have on the outcomeof the determi-
nation. As a preliminary observation, it should be mentioned 1. Definition
that Rev. Proc. 95-10 applies to all of these corporations, The BVBA is a company incorporatedby one or more parties
except the VOF and the CVOA.6 who only commit their own contribution and in which the

rights of the partners can only be transferred under specific
D. The limited liability company (NV) conditions.9

2. Partnership characteristicsof a BVBA
1. Definition

The NV is a company in which the shareholders' potential (a) Continuityof life

liability is normally limited to the capital they contributed to In principle, the death, insanity, bankruptcy, retirernent, res-

the company.7 ignation or expulsion of a partner will not automatically
result in the dissolution of the company. However, it is pos-

2. Partnership characteristicsof an NV sible to provide for the opposite in the Articles of Associa-

(a) Continuityof life tion. In order to comply with the rules laid down in Rev. Proc.

95-10, all possible dissolutionevents should be provided for,
The death, insanity, bankruptcy, retirement, resignation or or where fewer than all of the dissolutionevents are provided
expulsionof a shareholderwill not automaticallyresult in the for, there should be a meaningfulpossibilityof dissolution. It
dissolutionof the company. However, it is possible to provide is important to ensure that all partners (or at least the part-
for the opposite in the Articles ofAssociation. It would there- ners-managers)are subject to the dissolutionevents.

fore be possible to draft the Articles in such a way that the
NV lacks continuityof life. (b) Centralizationof management

The general meetingof the BVBA's shareholderswill appoint
(b) Centralizationof management one or more managers, who have the authority to take all

Completeauthority to make managementdecisions in an NV actions necessary to accomplishthe corporatepurposes of the

is vested in the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors company, other than actions which fall within the scope of

should make decisions collectively. This does not exclude the powers expressly reserved to the general meeting of

however, the possibility of granting the authority of making shareholderso. Centralized managementcan not therefore be

managementdecisions to one or more Directors by a power avoided since it is not possible for members to bind the entity
of attorney.8 Even in the event that all shareholders are in their capacity as members.

appointeddirectors and that each director is given the author-

ity to take management decisions, such authority would be (c) Limited liability
derived from the position of director and not shareholder. The shareholder's liability is limited to their own contribu-
This point of view is supported by the fact that if a share- tion.
holder/director took a business decision in his capacity as

shareholder, the decision would be null and void. Since in 6. The Rev. Proc. does not apply to either the VOF or the CVOA since Bel-
order to avoid centralized management, all members should gian law neither provides for nor allows limited liability to apply to these cor-

be able to bind the entity, and that this power should be exer- poration's members.

cisable in the members' capacity as members, as distinct 7 Art. 26 CLCC.
8. Art. 54 4 CLCC.

from managers, it will not be possible for the NV to avoid 9. Art. 116 CLCC.
centralizedmanagement. 10. Art. 130, lO CLCC.
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(d) Free transferabilityof interests the CVBA/CVOA. It would therefore be necessary to draft

the Articles in such a way that the entity lacks continuity of
Where a partner of a BVBA intends to transfer his shares to a

life. For the CVBA, all possible dissolution should be
third party, he is required to obtain the prior approval of at

events

included (or in cases where fewer than all of the dissolution
least one-half of the partners whose shares represent three-

events are a

quarters of the capital.j The Articles of Association may
provided for, there should be meaningful possib-

to
even provide for stricter rules, subjecting the transfer of ility of dissolution) in order satisfy the Rev. Proc. 95-10

shares to, for example, the unanimous approval of all part-
test. However, including such dissolution clauses in the Art-
icles would be contrary to the character of a CVBA.

ners. This prior approval requirement is however not neces-

sary for the transfer of shares to the following categories of

parties (unless otherwise provided in the Articles): (b Centralizationof management
other partners; The CVBA/CVOA is managed by one or more managers,

-

the spouse of the transferoror the deceased; who may, but need be shareholders. These managers
-

not,
the ascendants or descendants of the transferor; have the authority make business decisions and bind the- to to
other persons mentioned in the Articles of Association. company towards third parties:4 Centralized management-

The restriction laid down in the statute would not of itself suf- can not be avoided since it is not possible for the sharehold-

fice to dissatisfy the free transferability test, since no prior ers to bind the entity in their capacity as shareholders.

approval requirement would be necessary for the transfer of
shares to the categories of parties mentioned above. Where (c) Limited liability
however the Articles provide that the transfer is also subject As mentioned in the definition itself, the CVBA is limited
to the restrictions laid down in the Commercial Code (i.e.

a

liability company, while in the CVOA the shareholders are

prior approval of at least one-half of the partners whose
jointly and severally liable for the debts of the The

shares represent three-quarters of the capital), the entity will company.
CVOA therefore lacks the corporate characteristicof limited

normally lack free transferability of interests under Rev.
liability under Reg. 301.7701. As already mentionedabove,

Proc. 95-10, since the consent of a majority of the non-
Rev. Proc. 95-10 should not apply to the CVOA.

transferring members is required. In order to dissatisfy the
free transferabilitytest, the Articles could of course also pro-
vide that every transfer of shares is subject to the unanimous (d Free transferabilityof interests

approval of the other partners. The shares are transferable to other shareholders in the man-

ner determined by the Articles of Association.t5 The shares

(e) Conclusion can only be transferred to third parties explicitly named in the

If the Articles of Associationexplicitly provide that the trans- Articles or belonging to a specific category of potential trans-

fer of shares is subject to the unanimous approval of the other ferees mentioned in the Articles. The statute therefore gives

partners (or that the transfer of shares is subject to the great flexibility to the taxpayer to set forth the rules under

approval condition included in the statute) and that the which the ownership interest can be transferred. By provid-
BVBA will be dissolved upon the death, bankruptcy (or any ing in the Articles that the ownership interest is not transfer-

other event which creates discontinuity) of one of the part-
able without obtaining the pror consent of the other share-

ners, a BVBA could be considered a partnership for US tax holders, one can make sure that the CVBA/CVOA lacks the

purposes, since in such a case it lacks two of the relevant cor- corporate characteristics of free transferability. For CVBAs

porate characterstics. one should pay attention to the rules set out in Rev. Proc. 95-
10, in case the consent requirement should be limited.

Indeed, Rev. Proc. 95-10 provides that the IRS will not rule

F. The cooperative company with limited or that an LLC lacks free transferability of interest, unless the

unlimited liability (CVBA/CVOA) power to withhold consent to the transfer constitutes a mean-

ingful restriction to the transfer.

1. Definition
(e) Conclusion

The CVBA/CVOAare companies which are constituted by a

variable numberof shareholderswho make varying contribu- On condition that the Articles of Association provide that the

tions (...). In the cooperative company with limited liability, transferof shares is subject to the approval of the other share-

the shareholders' responsibility for the company's debts is holders and/or that the company will be dissolved upon the

limited to their contribution. (...) In the co-operative compa- death, bankruptcy (or occurrence of any other dissolution

ny with unlimited liability, the shareholders are jointly and event) of one of the shareholders, the CVOA could be con-

severally liable for the debts of the company.,2 sidered a partnership for US tax purposes. For its part the

2. Partnershipcharacteristics
1 I. Art. 126 CLCC.
12. Art. 141 CLCC.

(a) Continuityof life 13. I.e. insanity, bankruptcy, retirement, resignation or expulsion of a share-

Unless the Articles of Association provide otherwise, the
holder.
14. Art. 143 CLCC.

death, etc.,13 does not automatically cause the dissolutionof 15. Art. 142 CLCC.
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CVBAcould theoreticallybe considereda partnershipfor US icles provide otherwise). Finally, the partners in a VOF have
tax purposes but only if both conditions are met. unlimited liability. The Belgian VOF therefore normally falls

to be treated as a partnership for US tax purposes.

G. The general partnership (VOF)
H. The limited partnership (GCV)

1. Definition
1. DefinitionThe VOF is a partnership which is formed by two or more

partners in order to conduct commercial activities under a A GCV is a partnershipconcludedbetweenone or more part-
common name.16

ners who are jointly,and severally liable (active partners)
and one or more partners whose liability is limited to their

2. Partnershipcharacteristics contribution (the silent or financing partners),22 As a rule,
the active partners will take care of the managementof the

(a Continuityof life GCV. The silent partners are expressly excluded from
becoming involved in the managementof the GCV.23

A VOF will be dissolved upon the death, insanity or the

bankruptcyof one partner, unless the Articles of Association

provide otherwise,j7 The VOF therefore lacks the corporate
2. Partnership characteristics

characteristic of continuity of life under Reg. 301.7701..'8
Furthermore, Rev. Proc. 95-10 (which is more restrictive in (a) Continuityof life

its requirements)does not apply to the VOE The comments under G. 2.(a) relating to the VOF, also apply
to the GCV. Special attention should be given to the restric-

(b) Centralizationof management tions contained in Rev. Proc. 95-10,24 which states that if
fewer than all of the dissolution events are provided for, theThe VOF is presumednot to have the corporate characteristic
Service will rule that partnership classification existsnotof centralizedmanagement.It is not even necessary to grant a
unless there is meaningfulpossibilityof dissolution.a

general power of attorney to each partner allowing that part-
ner to bind the company as all partners are deemed to have

(b Centralizationof managementreciprocallygranted each other the authority to take manage-
ment decisions.9 Any action undertaken by one of the part- As a rule, only active partners have the authority to take the
ners binds the other partners, even without their prior con- managementdecisions needed to conduct the business. Silent
sent. partners cannot perform any act of management,not even by

proxy. If they do perform acts of management, they will lose
(c) Limited liability their limited liability. Where only one act is involved, they
The main feature of a VOF is that the liability of the partners

will be jointly and severally liable for that specific act. If

for the debt of the partnership is unlimited,joint and several, however, the silent partners become generally involved in the

even when only one of the partners assumed the debt in the management, they will be jointly and severally liable for all

name of the partnership.2oThe partners can however only be acts, even those in which they did not participate.25The GCV

held personally liable for obligationsof the partnership if the therefore exhibits the corporate characteristic of centralized

partnership itselfwas previouslyheld liable (principleof sub- management.

sidiarity).21 (c) Limited liability
(d) Free transferabilityof interest Silent partners in a GCV are only liable for the debts and

On the assumption that the Articles of Association do not
losses of the company to the extent of their contribution.

provide otherwise, the shares f a VOF are in principle not
Active partners on the other hand have unlimited liability.

transferable, unless all partners agree to the transfer. It will The GCV therefore lacks the corporate characteristicof lim-

therefore not be necessary to enter a specific provision into ited liability, since both under Reg. 301.7701 and Rev.

the Articles limiting the transferabilityof the shares. Further- Proc. 95-10, it suffices that only one membervalidly assumes

more, the unapproved transfer of hares will cause the disso- personal liability. However to obtain a ruling that a GCV

lution of the partnership.
16. Art. 15 CLCC.

(e) Conclusion 17. Art. 1865, 3 and 4 BCC.
18. Under Reg. 301.7701, all of the dissolution events need not be provided

Subject to the Articles of Association, a VOF will be dis- for to evidence a lack of coitinuity of life.

solved on the death, insanity or bankruptcy of a partner. In 19. Art. 1859 BCC.
20. Art. 17 CLCC.

addition again subject to the Articles, shares can only be 21. Art. 189 CLCC.
transferred if all partners agree. Furthermore, the VOF will 22. Art. 18 CLCC.

not fulfil the corporate requirement of centralized manage-
23. Art. 22 CLCC.
24. The Rev. Proc. is applicable to the GCV since Belgian law provides for the

ment as all partners are deemed to have granted each other limited liability of the silent partners.
the authority to take managementdecisions (unless the Art- .. 25. Art. 23 CLCC.
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lacks limited liability, the members assuming the liabilities To obtain a ruling that a CVA lacks limited liability, the mem-

must also satisfy additional requirements (see above). bers assuming the liabilities must however also satisfy addi-
tional requirements (see above).

(d) Free transferabilityof interests

Subject to the Articles of Association the shares in a GCV (d) Free transferabilityof interests

can only be transferredwiththe consent of all partners. It will The shares are freely transferable. The only exceptions con-

therefore not be necessary to enter a specific provision into cern possible preferential rights given to existing sharehold-
the Articles limiting the transferabilityof the shares. ers and approval clauses provided for in the Articles of Asso-

ciation. However, even in such cases the non-transferability
(e) Conclusion of the shares cannot exceed a period of three months.

If the Articles of Association do not provide for the free

transferabilityof the shares and/or do not create continuityof (e) Conclusion

life, the GCV can be considered a partnership for US tax pur- Assuming that the Articles ofAssociationdo not contain spe-
poses. Special attention should however be given to the cific provisions conceming the continuity of life, the CVA
restrictions of Rev. Proc. 95-10 concerning the continuity of can be considered a partnership for US purposes. Special
life-condition. attention should however be given to the restrictions of Rev.

Proc. 95-10 concerning the continuity of life-condition.

I. The limited companywith shares (CVA)
J. Summary1. Definition

The CVA is a company with two classes of shareholderseach It is theoreticallypossible to classify all Belgian commercial
with a distinct legal status. Shareholders of the first category corporations, except the NV, as partnerships for US tax pur-
are jointly and severally liable with the company for the com- poses.
pany's obligations. Shareholdersof the second category only The VOF and the GCV are by their nature the legal entities
commit their contribution to the company.26 which closest to the concept of US partnership. Theseare a

types of companies are generally classified in Belgium as :
2. Partnership characteristics personal companies (as opposed to capital companies),

which implies that they are created intuitu pdrsonae.USpart-
(a Continuityof life nerships are also created intuitu personae, meaning that the

A distinction should be made between the shareholders with personal factor in the relationship between the partners is

limited liability, and the ones with unlimited liability. If a irnportant.
limited shareholder dies, the CVA will not be automatically Exhibit 500-4 of the Internal Revenue Manual29 considers
dissolved unless otherwise provided in the Articles of Asso- the VOF, the GCV and the CVOA as partnerships while the
ciation. Again subject to the Articles the death of a share- other Belgian commercial entities are considered to be cor-
holder with unlimited liability who is appointed as manager porations. However, the IRM stated itself that this Exhibit is
will precipitate the dissolutionof the company.27This implies to be viewed as a source of information and not as evidence,
that under Reg. 301.7701, a CVA will lack continuity of and that the final determinationof the form of business orga-

D life. To obtain a ruling from the Service, the restrictions nization depends on the circumstances of each case. The
included in Rev. Proc. 95-10 will need to be taken into con- form of organizationmay not be in fact what it appears to be
sideration. from generally accepted terminology. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to consider the facts ... Accordingly, the classification in
(b) Centralizationof management Exhibit 500-4 should never be construed as the position of the

The managers of the CVA must be chosen from the category Service.

of shareholders who are jointly and severally liable. The
shareholders with limited liability are precluded from inter-

fering with the external management of the company unless

they have received power of attorney to do so.28 The CVA
therefore possesses the corporatecharacteristicof centralized

management.

(c) Limited liability
As indicated in the definition, one class of shareholders has 26. Art. 105 CLCC.

unlimited liability. The CVA therefore lacks the corporate
27. Art. 115 CLCC.
28. Art. 112 CLCC.

characteristicof limited liability both under Reg. 301.7701 29. IRM 4233, Exhibit 500-4, Part IV-Audit. The Exhibit 500-4 was with-

and Rev. Proc. 95-10. drawn in October 1991 because updating it would have been too time consum-

ing. However, since no relevant changes have occurred in Belgian company law
since then, it car still be used as an important source of information.
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VIETNAM

VIETNAM-JAPANTAX TREATY1
Torao Aoki

Professor of Economics at Josai University,Tokyo

I. INTRODUCTION Il. RELATIONS WITH JAPAN

A. East Asian economies A. Diplomatic relations

From 1965 to 1990, the East Asian economies grew faster Japan established diplomatic relations with Vietnam in 1973
than the' economies of any other region. To illustrate, during after the peace settlement for the Vietnam War was signed in
this period the average growth rate of gross national product Paris by the four parties involved. In April 1978, both coun-

(GNP) per capita of the 23 economies in East Asia was 5.2 tries agreed that Vietnam would repay the loans provided to .
per cent compared to the worldwide average growth rate of the formerSouth Vietnam governmentover an extendedperi-
1.8 per cent. With the advent of the 1990s, the gap widened od and Japan would provide a greater amount of new loans
further. Thus during the period 1990-1993,the average annu- and grants-in-aid. However, since Vietnam invaded Cambo-
al growth rate in GNP of the East Asia and Pacific region was dia in December of the same year, Japan suspended all the
6.4 per cent,2 as against a worldwide average of 1.2 per cent official development assistance and diplomatic relations
and the negative growth of the African countries. became dormant.

A peace accord with Cambodia was reached in Paris in Octo-

B. Vietnameseeconomic background ber 1991, only then did Japan resume full-fledgedaid negoti-
ations. These negotiations resulted in the pledge of a JPY

Although Vietnam was reunified in April 1975 it was not 45.6 billion loan in November 1992. In January 1993, to

until 1986, at the Sixth Congress of the CommunistParty that strengthen the economic ties between Japan and Vietnam, a

a version of economicreformknown as Doi-Moiwas intro- Japanese Consulate General was opened in Ho Chi Minh

duced. In order to facilitate this renovationpolicy, the Law City. In March of the same year, the Vietnamese Premier Vo

on Foreign Investment in Vietnam was approved by the Van Kiet came to Japan and in August 1994 Premier Kiichi

National Assernbly in 1987.3 As a result of these changes Murayama, the Japanese Prime Minister, visited Vietnam.

Vietnam is now undergoing the transition from' a centrally
planned to a free market economy. B. Economic relations
In February 1994, the United States lifted its 19-year eco-

nomic embargo against Vietnam. In July 1995 in an attempt After the Cambodianproblems emerged, Japanese trade with
to become part of the East Asian economic miracle Vietnam Vietnam suffered a setback. But in 1982 it took a favourable
joined the AssociationofSoutheastAsian Nations (ASEAN). turn and since then partly due to the increased import of
In the following month, the United States and Vietnam crude oil, Japan has had an adverse trade balance. In 1991,
resumed their cliplomatic relations which were severed in Japan's exports to and imports from Vietnam were USD 217
1975 when the government of South Vietnam fell at the end million and USD 662 million, respectively. As shown in the
of the Vietnam war. table below trade between the two countries is growing at an

According to the forecasts made by the OECD, the growth of impressive rate.

the dynamic Asian economiesofSouth Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia is projected to slow
from 7.6 per cent and 7.8 per cent in 1994 and 1995, respect-
ively, to an average of 6 to 7 per cent over the next two years.
This decelerationof the dynamic economic growth is due to

infra-structuralbottlenecks and labour shortages resulting in

higher cost pressures and demand for imported capital goods.
1. The author is much indebted to Katsumi Shinagawa, Nihon-Vietnam

Sozeijouyaku-no-Kaisetsu(in Japanese), 1996, Japan Tax Association. He is
In spite of the n-ost recent less favourable economic circum- also grateful to Mr Disuke Kotegawa,Director, InternationalTax Affairs Divi-

stances of East Asia, Vietnam is expected to enjoy continued sion, Tax Bureau, Ministry of Financeof Japan for his helpful comments.

high growth, thus vying to be the next Asian Tiger. Not 2. This rate was again higher than any of the other regions of the world.
3. For the Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam, see Christopher Potter,

surprisingly, Vietnam is now drawing more attention from Introduction to Vietnamese Foreign Investment Tax Law, 49 Bulletin for
foreign invetors! InternationalFiscal Documentation 1 (1995), at 17-22.
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Annual percentage increase in exports and imports between the industrial design and lottery prizes. The tax rates are as fol-
two countres. lows:

Exports* Imports** resident Vietnamese nationals whose regular monthly-

1993 41.8% 22.9%
income exceeds VND 1.2 million are liable to tax at rates

1994 9.1% 26.4%
1995 43.2% 27.1% ranging from 10 per cent to 60 per cent; and

-

* Japanese exports to Vietnam foreigners residing in Vietnam and non-resident Viet-

** Japanese imports from Vietnam
namese nationals whose regular monthly income exceeds
VND 5 million are liable to tax at rates ranging from 10

By 1995, these figures had risen to USD 921 million for per cent to 50 per cent.

exports and USD 1,716 million for imports. Major exports
are automobiles, motor cycles, general machinery and tex- The tax is collected provisionally on a monthly basis and

tiles. Major import items are crude oil, frozen shrimps and finalized at the end of the financial year. The annual tax

squid and other marine products. As of now, Japan is Viet- return must be filed no later than 28 February. Irregular
nam's largest trading partner.

income tax is levied every time an income transaction occurs

or when payment is made.
According tothe statistics on foreign direct investment, the
cumulative total up to March 1978 of Japan's direct invest-
ments in Vietnam, were 33 in numberand some USD 5.2 mil- B. Profits tax
lion in amount. As from 1989, Japan's direct investment was

resumed after a decade's absence and has been accelerated
Business entities are taxed on profits from production and

since 1992. In 1994, the Japanese direct investment in Viet-
business activities and other income. While theon any tax

nam more than doubled in terms of project numbers and
rates applicable to Vietnamese entities are between 30 peralmost quadrupled in amount as compared with the previous cent and 50 per cent depending on the type of activity, those

year and this growth has continued. By the end of September
1995, the total numberof investmentsstood at 106 (USD 296 applicable to foreign business organizations are between 15

million). By industry, oil exploitation, joint ventures in the per cent and 25 per cent by virtue of the Law on Foreign
Investment in Vietnam of 29 December 1987. The applicablehotel, textile, marine, machinery and food industries are
rate will be greatly influenced by the State Committee for

major areas of direct investment.
Co-operationand Investment (SCCI) created in March 1989.

In May 1994, an aviation convention was concluded between The SCCI will take into consideration the type of industry,
Vietnam and Japan and a direct flight between Ho Chi Minh the amount of investment, the geographical region of invest-

City and Osaka was inaugurated in Novemberof that year. In ment, the percentage of products exported, import substitu-

February 1996, the State Bank of the Socialist Republic of tion and duration of the activity. Profits derived from
Vietnam approved the Bank of Tokyo's plan to open the first exploitationof oil and gas are subject to a rate in excess of 25
branch of a Japanese bank in the country since the termina- per cent.4
tion of the Vietnam War by upgrading its representativeoffice
in Ho Chi Minh City to branch status.

The foreign investor who reinvests part of its profits will
receive a refund of the amount of profits tax already paid on

that part of those profits. The tax is collected quarterly on a

provisional basis. An enterprise must submit to the Tax
Ill. THE TAX SYSTEM Office a statement of account and profits tax declaration for

that year no later than three months following the fiscal year-
The improvementand consolidationof Vietnam's tax system end(generally31 December). If the SCCI approves,an alter-
was started in 1989 and is yet to be completed. At the time of native year-end may be elected.

writing many uncertaintiesstill remain.
Where the investment falls within certain categories of activ-

ity such as high-technologyor labour intensive industries and

A. Personal income tax foreign-currency-earningservices and meets certain critera
such as the capital amount and timing of the investment, the

Personal income tax was introduced by the Ordinance on SCCI may determine that reduced tax rates may be applied to

Income Tax of High Income Earners of 27 December 1990, the income derived from such investment. Various tax incen-

replaced by the Ordinance of 19 May 1994. Vietnamese tive measuresare discussedbelow in connection with the pro-
nationals are subject to this tax regardlessof whether they are vision of tax sparing credit incorporated into the Japan-Viet-
resident in Vietnam or not while foreigners resident in Viet- nam treaty.
nam are liable on all their Vietnamese-sourceincome. Indi-
viduals are treated as residents if they have stayed in Vietnam
for more than 183 days during a calendar year.

Regular income includes salaries, wages, allowances and
bonuses and irregular income includes money or other items
sent from overseas, income derived from the transferof tech- 4. For production-sharingcontract on exploitationof petroleum, see Michael

nology, income received from construction, engineering or D. Cannon, Vietnam, 1 The Asia-PaciicTax Bulletin, 10 (1995), at 300-301.
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C. Tax on the transfer of profits abroad (profit January 1996, a special consumption tax on luxury consumer

remittance tax) goods has been introduced. The goods affected are tobacco,
alcoholic beverages (including beer) and firecrackers, which

Foreign enterprisesare required to pay withholdingtax on the were hitherto subject to the special sales tax, and imported
repatriation of profits and dividend payrnents under the Law passenger cars and petroleum products. The rates vary from

on Foreign Investment. The withholding tax rates are as fol- 15 per cent on petroleum to 100 per cent on importedpassen-
lows: ger cars. This special consumption tax has a similar nature to

if a foreign enterprise's contribution the capital of the a value added tax.-

to

transferringentity is equal to or exceeds USD 10 million,
5 per Cent;

F. Taxation of foreign contractorsif such contribution is equal to or exceeds USD 5 million-

but is less than USD 10 million, 7 per cent; and
Circular No. 37 of 10 May 1995 issued by the Ministry ofin all other cases, 10 per cent.-

Finance under the Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam

replaced the single contractor tax regime which combined

D. Withholding tax on royalties (royalty tax) the current profits tax and tumover tax with the separate two

taxes effective as from 1 June 1995. Thus, under the new

According to the Ordinance on Royalties of 30 March regime, foreign contractors and subcontractors are liable to

1990, royalty payments rnade under a licensing contract to pay both profts tax and turnover tax. The Circular defines a

use inventions, industrial design, trademarks and the like are
subcontractor as an organization which, or individual who,

subject to withholding tax at the following rates: provides services to a contractoror performs part of the work

for a licensing agreementof less than five years or a lump of a contractor. In addition, contractors and sub-contractors
-

sum payment, 10 per cent; and must pay customs duty, personal income tax and taxes on

for a licensing agreement of five years or longer, 15 per- royalties etc., in accordance with the current law.6

cent. In connection with the move to the separate imposition of

profits tx and tumover tax, the following should be noted.
Even though profits tax is calculated as a percentage of

E. Sales (consumption)tax turnover, the turnover for turnover tax purposes and the
turnover for profits tax purposes are not necessarily the same.

1. Turnover tax Unlike profits tax, turnover tax is not creditable for foreign
tax credit purposes. A foreign contractor would probably be

The Law of 30 June 1990 as amended on 5 July 1993 pro- entitled to claim foreign tax credit in his home country onlyvides for tumover tax. All business establishments with the
in respect of the profits tax paid.excepton of those engaged in agricultural production, pro-

duction of commodities which ar subject to special sales

(new consumption) tax or productionof goods for export are G. Export and import duties
required to pay turnover taxes.

The turnover tax rates vary depending on the nature of the The Law on Export and Import Duties on CommercialGoods

activity concerned and range from 0.5 per cent for the provi- of 26 December 1991 provides for two rates for each catego-
sion of vocational training, for example, to 30 per cent for ry: the standard rate and the preferentialrate. The latter rate is
activities such as lotteries and certain banking operations. applicable to imports from countries with which Vietnam has
Petroleum service contractors, however, will be taxed on signed terms for preferential trading relations (formerly
turnover at rates different to those set out in the law on Member nations of the Council for Mutual Economic Assis-
turnver tax. Since no mechanism for the avoidance of dou- tance - commonly known as COMECON) and any country
ble taxation exists, the tumover tax is applicable to each sep- determined by the State.
arate enterprise. By virtue of Circular No. 30 dated 12 April
1995, a 25 per cent or 50 per cent.reductionof tumover tax is
granted to business entities operating in mountainous and H. Taxes on natural resources -

highland areas.5
A royalty tax of between 1 per cent and 40 per cent is

2. Special consumption tax imposed on enterprises or foreign contracting parties that

exploit any of the natural resources of the country. The actuai
The Law on Special Sales Tax of 30 June 1990 as amended rate set depends on the conditions of exploitation, quality of
on 5 July 1993 provided for a special sales tax to be imposed the natural resources, transportand exploitationexpenses and
on a limited range of consumer goods. Vietnam joined the accepted international practices. Metal minerals are subject
ASEANin July last year and hence has become a memberof to rates ranging from 2 per cent to 10 per cent and productsof
the ASEAN Free Trade Area, effective as from 1 January
1996. Under the agreement Vietnam is obliged to lower its

the World, Vietnam, 6 International VAT Monitor 5
import tariffs to 5 per cent or less by 2006. Partly in order to ( 995)V,aAtT32A2-r3o2u4n.d
make up the expected loss of revenue, effective as from 1 6. Ibid., and 6 (1995).
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. natural forests to rates ranging from 10 per cent to 40 per the other country. In other words, the tax benefits from this
cent. Agreement are not available to the so-called paper company.

2. Taxes covered

IV. DOUBLE TAXATION TREATY The Agreement covers taxes on income, these taxes are enu-

merated individually for each contractingstate. In connection

A. Conclusion of a treaty with Vietnam's foreign contractor tax and the foreign
petroleum sub-contractortax, the following points should be

On 24 October 1995, the Agreement between the Govern- mentioned:

rnent of Japan and the Governrnentof the Socialist Republic
- since both taxes include the turnover tax, as regards both

of Vietnam for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the taxes, the Agreement is applicable to the extent to which

Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to Taxes on the taxes are considered imposed on profits; and

Income was signed by the Vietnamese Minister of Finance - a Japanese enterprise carrying on business in Vietnam

Ho The and the Japanese Ambassador Katsunari Suzuki in through a permanent establishment there may claim a

Hanoi. In view of its overriding necessity, the treaty was pro- refund for the difference between the amount considered

cessed with unprecedented speed by both parties. Thus, the to be tax imposed on profits and the final profits tax lia-

Agreementcame into force as from 31 December 1995 and is bility filed if that permanent establishment provides
applicable with respect to taxes on income for any taxable proper information according to paragraph 2 of the Pro-

year beginning on or after 1 January 1996. tocol.

Vietnarn signed its first double taxation agreernent with Aus- The article concerning the taxation of profits from interna-

tralia on 13 April 1992. As of the.end of December 1995, tional transport also covers the enterprise tax ofJapan and the

Vietnarn has concluded double taxation treaties with the fol- similar tax, (if any,) of Vietnam. Article 25 concerning the

lowing nine countries: Australia, Thailand, the Republic of exchange of information logically covers other relevant

Korea, Singapore, France, the United Kingdom, Sweden, the taxes.

Netherlands and India. Japan on the other hand has con-

cluded 42 such treaties. The geographical distribution being C. Business profitsas follows: North and South America 3; Westem Europe 15;
Eastem Europe 6; Asia 12; Oceania 2; Africa 2 and the Mid-
dle East 2.7 1. Permanentestablishment

The Agreement is intended to elirninate double taxation The profits of an enterprise resident in one country are not

between the contracting parties, to clarify taxation in other taxed in the other country unless the enterprise carries on a

contracting states and to improve cooperation between the business through a permanent establishrnent (PE) situated

tax authorities, thereby contributing to the prornotion of therein. Only the income attributable to a PE,8 is taxable.

international economic, cultural and personnel exchange. As under the United Nations Model Double Taxation Con-
Basically, the provisions of the Agreement follow those of vention between Developed and Developing Countries of
the OECD Model Tax Convention and other recent treaties to 1979 (UN Model), a building site, installation or assembly
which Japan is a party. project or supervisory activities thereof which last more than

six months and consultancy services which aggregate more

than six months within any 12-month period constitute a PE.. B. Scope of the treaty This treatment should be compared with that applying under
the OECD Model where only if a building site or construc-

1. Personal scope tion or installation project lasts more than 12 months does it
constitute a PE. In addition, under paragraph 1 of the Proto-

A person who is a resident of one of the contracting states of col, offshore activities for explorationofnatural resources are
this Agreement is primarily liable to tax in his country of res- also deemed to constitutea PE if they aggregatemore than 30
idence. For the purposes of this tax treaty, the term person days within any 12 month period.
includes both an individual and a company and any other

body corporate. In case any individual is a resident of both An insurance enterprise which collects premiums or insures

contracting states, his status shall be determined by the crite- rsks in the other country, except in regard to reinsurance, is

ria set forth in the OECD Model Income Tax Convention. deemed to have a PE in that other country. Like the OECD

However, in other cases the country in which the company's Model, the Agreement provides that an independent agent
head or main office is located is deemed to be the company's who acts in the ordinary course of his business on behalf of

country of residence. an enterprise of the other contracting state is not deemed to

According to paragraph 4 of the Protocol (which forms an

integral part of the Agreement,) the exemption or reduction 7. Besides double taxation treaties with respect to income, Japan has a con-

of tax provided for in the treaty does not apply unless the per-
vention for avoiding double taxation and preventing fiscal evasion with respect
to taxes on estates, inheritancesand gifts with the United Sates which was signed

son has a fixed facility necessary for conducting its prncipal in April 1954 when Japan con.cluded its first income tax treaty on income.
business and manages and controls such business by itself in 8. Such as a place of management,branch, office or a factory.
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be a PE. However, an agent acting on behalfof a enterpriseof governments, the central bank and govemment-affiliated
the other country is deemed to be a PE, if such an agent habi:- institutions receive is exempt from taxation in the source

tually concludes contracts in the name of that enterprise or country. Other provisions follow those of the OECD Model.

maintains a stock of goods from which he regularly delivers

goods on behalf of that enterprise. 3. Royalties
The maximum tax rate on royalties is 10 per cent. While the

2. International transport OECD provides for tax exemption in the country,source

Profits from international transportbusinesses are taxed only Japan reserves the right to tax royalties at source.o In addi-
in the country of residence of the enterprise as provided for tion to the definition of the OECD Model, the term royal-
by the OECD Model. In this connection, it should be remem- ties in the Agreement specifically includes software, films
bered that some portion (the percentage is to be established or tapes for radio or television broadcasting. It clarifies that,
through bilateral negotiation under the UN Model and 50 per in principle, like interest, royalties are deemed to arise in the
cent under most of the Japanese treaties with the developing country of residence of the payer of such royalties. The pro-
countries in Asia) of the profits from international ocean visions on royalties are also applicable to the gains from the

transport are exempt from taxation in the country of source. alienationof property which gives rise to royalties.
In the interestof furtheranceof tax exemptionon a reciprocal
basis, the enterprise tax of Japan and the similar tax, (if any),
of Vietnam are included in the scope of this mutual tax E. Capital gains
exemption.

In principle, the Agreement'sprovisions on capital gains fol-

3. Associated enterprises low those of the OECD Model. Thus, gains derived by a res-

ident of one of the contracting states from the alienation of
Like the OECD Model, the Agreement provides that profits immovable property situated in the other contracting state
from the transactions between parent and subsidiary compa- may be taxed in that other country. Gains from the alienation
nies and companies under common control may be recom- of any other property are taxable only in the country of which
puted using an arm's length basis. This is closely related to the alienator is a resident. Besides the provisions of the
the recent important issues of the transfer pricing of goods, OECD Model concerningcapital gains, there are two special
technology, trade marks, and the services of multinational provisions in the Agreement:
enterprises. - gains from the alienationof the shares of a company may
The rewriting of transactions between associated enterprises be taxed in the company's country of residence if at least

gives rise to economic double taxation (taxation of the same 25 per cent of the total shares issued are owned by the

income in the hands of different persons). In these circum- alienator and persons related to him and at least 5 per

stances, the resident country of the parent company has to cent of the total shares issued were alienated by such per-
make an appropriate corresponding adjustment so as to sons in one taxable year. The Japanese treaties with the

relieve the double taxation. United Kingdom, Austria, Singapore and Denmark and
the revised one with France1 ' contain a similar provision;
and

D. Income from capital - gains from the alienation of the shares of a company
whose property primarily consists of immovableproper-

1. Dividends ty may be taxed in the country where such immovable

property is situated. The Japanese treaties with the
The maximum rate on dividends is 10 per cent, this rate Philippines and Singapore and the revised one with
applies to all dividends, i.e. no reduction is available in the France contain a similar provision.
case of dividends paid by subsidiaries to their parent compa-
nies. Under the OECD Model, the maximum rate between

parent and subsidiarycompanies is 5 per cent and in all other F. Income from personal services
cases 15 per cent and under most tax treaties to which Japan
is a party the former is 10 per cent as of now. All other provi- Dependentand IndependentServices
sions, including the definition, the treatment of dividends
attributable to a PE and a fixed base and prohibitionof taxa- Income from dependent personal services, such as salaries
tion on dividends from profits derived from a source in the and wages of employees, and income from independentper-
other contracting state by an enterprise operating without a sonal services, such as fees and remuneration of physicians
PE there (subject to certain conditions), follow those of the and lawyers are not taxable in the country of source unless
OECD Model. the length of the person's stay in that country exceeds in

2. Interest

As under the OECD Model and like most of the tax treaties to 9. The UN Model leaves the percentage to bilateral negotiations.
10. The UN Model leaves the percentageof the maximum rate of tax at source

which Japan is a party the maximum tax rate on interest is 10 to bilateral negotiations.
per cent.9 However, the interest which the national and local 11. The revised French treaty came into force on 24 March 1996.
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aggregate 183 days in any 12 month period. However, It iS to be noted that the tax sparing credit under the Agree-
income from independent personal services is taxable if the ment is effective for 15 years and will not apply after 1 Janu-

person has a fixed base, such as an office or clinic, regularly ary 2011. By the same token, it may be remembered that the
available to him in that country for the purpose of performing new tax treaty with Singapore which came into force on 28
his activities. Directors' fees may be taxed in the company's April 1995 Iets the tax sparing credit phase out gradually by
country of residence regardless of where the services giving the year 2000. The scope of the benefits accorded to taxpay-
rise to the fees are preformed. By its nature, income derived ers under the tax incentive measures to which the tax sparing
by public entertainers, such as professional sportsmen and credit is applicable is specified in the Exchange of Notes.
artistes, is subject to separate rules. Such income may be

As mentionedearlier, the Law Foreign Investment in Viet-on
taxed in the country where the entertainer's activities are

nam provides for a variety of tax incentive measures to pro-exercised. It is so taxed even if the entertainer exercises the
mote economic development by attracting investment from

activities for an enterprise which has neither a PE nor a fixed
abroad. Taking into consideration the various factors

base in the source country. In all cases, tax exemption is
men-

tioned earlier, the SCCI decides on the favourable tax treat-
granted under a special programme for cultural exchange ments. By virtue of the Agreement's sparing credit
agreed upon between both governments.

tax a

Japanese business would be deemed to have paid profits tax

Like the OECD Model, the Agreement provides that pen- at the standard rate of 25 per cent (and without refund) for the
sions in considerationof past employmentare taxable only in purposes of foreign tax credit in Japan, where in Vietnam:
the country of the recipient. '2 Other provisions on personal the business was liable to profits tax at a reduced rate of-

services, including government services and students and 15 per cent or 20 per cent;
business apprentices, follow those of the OECD Model. Like - the amount of profits tax was reduced by up to 50 per
the OECD Model the Agreement does not provide for tax cent for up to two years;
exemption for professors and researchers. In this regard the - to encourage foreign investment, the tax rate is reduced

treaty is unusual for a Japanese treaty since Japanese treaties to 10 per cent; and

normally grant such exemption for a limited period of two - a certain amount of tax paid will be refunded if profits are

years. reinvested.
It should be noted that the tax sparing credit is not applicable
to investments in hotels, banking, insurance, accountancy

G. Elimination of double taxation businesses,etc.

The tax sparing credit also applies to the tax on dividendsand
1. Credit method royalties for which the maximum rates are specified in the

The OECD Model sets forth two alternatives to relieve the Agreement. To be more specific, even if the profit remittance

internationaljuridical double taxation (as distinguished from tax on a dividend paid by a Vietnamese subsidiary to its

the economic double taxation) on income where the same Japanese parent company was less than 10 per cent, the

income or capital is taxed in the hands of the same person by Japanesecompany is entitled to the foreign tax credit as if the

more than one state. These are the exemption method and the tax had been paid at the rate of 10 per cent.

credit method. Under the former method, the income which

may be taxed in one country is not taken into account at all by H. Miscellaneousthe other country for the purpose of its tax. Under the latter

method, the country of residence calculates its tax on the
basis of a taxpayer's total income including income from the 1. Non-discrimination

country of source. Then it allows a deduction from its own The Agreement establishes the principle of non-discrimina-
tax for the tax paid in the other country. tion in taxation with regards to nationality, PE, payees of

Under the Agreement, both countries employ the credit income and capital. Paragraph 3 of the Protocol confirms that

method. Moreover, a Japanese corporation which owns not the non-discriminationclause does not prevent Vietnam from

less than 25 per cent of the total shares of a Vietnamesecor- imposing tax on the exploitation of oil, gas and a number of

poration is entitled to an indirect foreign tax credit. other rare and precious natural resources, the remittance
abroad of the profits of a PE situated in Vietnam, and profits
from the agricultural production activities derived by a PE

2. Tax sparing credit situated in Vietnam by enterprise wholly partlyor an or

The tax sparing credit was one of the most controversial owned by Japanese residents.

issues when the draft UN Model was discussed. While all the

developingnations were naturally anxious for the tax sparing 2. Other provisions
credit clause, some developed nations were adamantly Like other treaties, the Agreement has articles mutual
opposed to it. Japan's policy has been to accommodatedevel-

tax on

oping countries by providing tax sparing credits under its tax agreement procedure and exchange of information. It also

treaties with a view to supporting their efforts for economic

development. Vietnam is the 18th tax treaty partner to whom 12. This should be contrasted with the approach of the UN Model which pro-

Japan has granted a tax sparing credit. vides that the other country may tax the pension in certain cases such as where

payments are made under a public scheme or by a PE situated therein.
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features an article on the mutual assistance for collection of icle is also included in the Japanese tax treaties with the

taxes. Under the provisions of this article, both contracting United States, the Netherlands, the Republic of Korea, Nor-
states cooperate for the sake of the proper and fair enforce- way, Finland, Luxembourg,Turkey and Singapore13 although
ment of the Agreement. For this purpose, each of them neither the OECD Model or UN Model has such a provision.
should endeavour to collect the tax which any taxpayer in the

other state evaded by claiming a tax reduction or exemption
which he was not entitled to under the Agreement. This art- 13. Most of these treaties are relatively new.
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SINGAPORE

THE 1996 BUDGET
Lee Fook Hong, MBA, Ph.D, FCIS, FAIA, ACIArb

Professor Lee Fook Hong is the Principal Consultant of reserves to enable an effective response to be made to the

Lee Fook Hong & Co, Chartered Secretaries & exciting changes in the business world.

ManagementConsultantsand an Adjunct Associate
Professor in the School of Accountancy& Business,
Nanyang Technological University B. The finance year 1996 Budget

The Minister outlined Singapore's Expenditure Policy and
the Reform of the Management and Control of Government

I. INTRODUCTION Expenditure.

D
The government'sbudgetary policy is designed to ensure that

Singapore's Finance Minister, Dr Richard Hu presented his
ail expenditures would be from operatingmet revenues.

Budget Speech in parliament on 28 February 1996. The
Income from investments would be retained in toreserves

speech contained three parts: a review of the economy; the
their real value.

financiai year 1996 Budget; and revenue and tax changes.
preserve

To achieve greater efficiency and accountability in public
expenditure, the Ministerdisclosed that the Civil Service was

A. The economy in the process of introducing fundamental reforms to its man-

agement and control system. The Civil Service would be

The Minister reported on the very satisfactoryeconomic per- restructured so that the process Budgeting For Results (BFR)
formance in 1995. Overall growth was 8.9 per cent, with would be introduced. Under the BFR, all government units

strong growth in manufacturing, transport and communica- such as Ministries and Departments would be managed as

tions and commerce. Indeed for the period 1990-95, Singa- Autonomous Agencies (AA) with considerable autonomy in

pore's economic growth averaged 8.5 per cent p.a., better financial and personnel management in exchange for greater

than the other Asian Newly Industrialized Economies and accountability for the results to be achieved with the public
about the same as Malaysia and Thailand. funds allocated to them. BFR should enable Singapore to

maintain and improve on her competitiveness.
The Minister commented that Singapore had enjoyed faster

growth than he had thought possible in 1986. In that year the

Ministry of Trade and Industry had projected the long-term C. Tax clanges
indigenous growth rate to be 4-6 per cent. In reality, growth

D had averaged 8.5 per cent in the last ten years. The Minister announced the proposed tax changes. These

changes affecting companies and individuals are outlined
On the economic prospect for 1996, the Minister observed below.'
that the outlook for the extemal environment would remain

positive but sentiments in Europe and the United States had
tumed less optimistic. He expected the regional growth to be

Il. GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (GST)lower after the strong growth in recent years. The Ministry of
Trade and Industry had therefore retained its earlier forecast

The Minister said the GST of 3 cent introduced in Aprilof 7-8 per cent growth for 1996. per
1994 had been implemented smoothly. It had broadened Sin-

On meeting future challenges, the Minister pointed out that gapore's tax base and the reform of her tax system could now

keeping the economy on course for about 7 per cent annual proceed a stage further. As the growth outlook in 1996

growth would be a challenge. The nature ofglobal competi- remains buoyant, there is no pressing need to stimulate the

tion had changed with the entry of new and big players like economy with drastic tax cuts. But tax incentiveswill be fine-

China and India into the international economy. As ASEAN tuned to promote high value-added activities and encourage
countries progressed, they would increasingly compete investments in equipment to conserve water and energy and

against Singapore for foreign investment. Therefore in order to control pollution.
to continue to attract investment in the manufacturing and
services sectors, Singapore needs to remain significantly
more efficient than her competitors. This efficiency may in 1. Unless otherwise stated, all tax changes are effective as from Year of

part be achieved by mobilizing and maximizing the national Assessment 1997.
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Ill. TAX CHANGES FOR COMPANIES cent of such loans and investments or 25 per cent of each
finance company's qualifyingprofit, whichever is the lower.

A. Corporate income tax rate
E. First-year depreciation for highly efficient

The corporate income tax rate will be reduced from 27 to 26 pollution control and energy-efficientequipment
per cent. The one per cent reduction will help attract foreign
investors and lighten the burden on local industries. To encourage the use of highly-efficient pollution-control

and energy-efficient equipment, all expenditure on such

equipment incurred from 1.1.96 will enjoy 100 per cent
B. Developmentand expansion incentive depreciation in the first year after purchase. If a company has

insufficientprofits to enjoy the full 100 per cent write-off, the
To encourage companies which engage in high value-added balance will be available for deduction in subsequent years.
activities to operate in Singapore and continue to invest in This scheme will be administered by the Ministry of the

high technology projects, and the major upgrading of equip- Environment.
ment and operations, a new Development and Expansion
Incentive will be introduced to replace the post-pioneer
incentive. F. Reduction of withholding tax rates

Under the new scheme, income from qualifying activities
are cur-

will be assessed to tax at a concessionaryrate of not less than Payments of royalties and interest to non-residents

10 per cent. The initial period of the incentive will not exceed rently subject to tax at 27 per cent. To facilitate the develop-
ment of Singapore as a knowledgecentre and a node for tech-

ten years. Extensions of the incentive after the initial period rate tax on rent
may be granted. Each extension will not exceed a period of nology transfer, the of royalties and from

movable properties payable to non-residentswill be reduced
five years and the total period for the incentive will not

to 15 per cent of the gross amount with immediateeffect. The
exceed 20 years. rate of tax on interest payments to non-residents is similarly

reduced from 27 per cent to 15 per cent of the gross amount

C. Investmentallowance incentive for water with effect from 29.2.96.

recycling plant The reduction in withholding tax will further facilitate the
rationalization and expansion of overseas operations which

Under the old investment allowance incentive scheme, an will benefit from lower borrowing costs.

investment allowance granted to a company on the capital The reduced rate of withholdingtax will not apply to interest,
expenditure incurred for an approved project could be set-off royalties or rent for immovable properties derived by non-
against the chargeable income generated by that project. As residents through operations carried out in or from Singa-
this income is already granted tax exemption, there was no Such interest, royalties and rent will continue to be sub-
real benefit from setting-off the allowances. To encourage

pore.
Ject to tax on the net amount at the normal corporate income

water conservation, investmentallowancesgranted to compa- tax rate.
nies for water-recycling plants will be permitted under the
new scheme to be set-off against chargeable income taxed at

normal rates provided certain water consumption levels are

achieved. This incentive applies to qualifying water-recy- IV. TAX CHANGES FOR INDIVIDUALS

cling plant expenditure incurred on or after 1.1.96.

A. Personal income tax

D. Tax deduction for general provisions of finance An across-the-boardone-off tax rebate of 10 per cent on indi-
companies vidual income tax will be granted in Year of Assessment

1996.
To encourage finance companies to build up their reserves,
finance companies will be allowed to claim a tax deduction From the Year of Assessment 1997, the tax system will be

for general provisions made for loans and investments in simplified and the number of brackets in the personal income

securities. To qualify for this concession, finance companies tax schedulewill be reduced from 14 to 10. The top marginal
must meet the statutory minimum capital funds requirements income tax rate will also be lowered from 30 per cent to 28

of SGD 50 million and minimumcapital adequacy ratio of 12 per cent with appropriate reductions in the other rates. (See

per cent as prescribed under the Finance Companies Appendix A for the new brackets and rates). The new struc-

(Amendment)Act. ture of tax brckets has been especially designed to lighten
the tax burden on the middle ncome group, with chargeable

As in the case of banks, the total amount of general provi- incomes between SGD 25,000 and SGD 100,000.
sions eligible for tax deductionwill be limited to 2 per cent of
each finance company's prescribed loans and investments.
The amount deductible each year will be limited to 0.5 per
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B. Tax relief for national servicemen G. CPF Medisave top-up scheme

The tax relief for active National Servicemen (NSmen) will On 1.10.96, the Government will pay SGD 200 into the
be doubled from SGD 1,000 to SGD 2,000. Medisave account of every Singapore citizen aged 21 and

Parents and wives of NSmen who are themselves Singapore- above.

an citizens will also qualify for tax relief. Each parent will
receive a tax free allowance of SGD 500, (regardless of the H. Pre-Medisave top-up scheme
number of children who have undergone national service).
Wives of NSmen will also each receive a tax free allowance

In January 1997, the Governmentwill pay the second instal-
of SGD 500.

ment of the Pre-Medisave Top-Up Scheme. The first instal-
ment was paid in January 1996 and the third instalment will

C. Net annual value of residential properties be paid in January 1998. The top-up grant will be paid into
the CPF Medisave Accounts of eligible Singaporeans who

The Net Annual Value (NAV) of an owner-occupiedresiden- are 62 years of age or older on 1.4.96. Eligible recipients will

tial property is deemed to be profits arising from property and have to make a co-payment of SGD 50 between 1.7.96 to

taxable unless specifically exempted. The tax exemption 31.12.96 into their CPF Medisave Accounts. The Govern-

limit for the net annual value of an owner-occupied residen- ment will match this SGD 50 with a contributionof SGD 100

tial property will be increased from SGD 75,000 to SGD to SGD 350 depending on the age group.

150,000.

I. CPF share ownership top-up scheme (SOTUS)
D. Estate duty

To help Singaporeans build up sufficient CPF savings to buy
Formerly the value of the estate of a deceased individual was more Singapore Telecom shares and other approved shares,
taxed as follows: the Governmentwill pay SGD 300 to SGD 500 into the ordi-

Exemption for: nary accounts of Singaporeancitizens. To qualify for this top-
First SGD 3 million of all residential properties up scheme, CPF members must pay at least SGD 500 into

First SGD 500,000 of all movable assets including their accounts during the period 1.3.96 to 28.2.97.

Central Provident Fund (CPF) balances

Chargeableestate:
V. OTHER TAX CHANGESFirst SGD 10 million @ 5%

Over SGD 10 million @ 10%
A. Reduction in property taxWith effect from 29.2.96, the first SGD 10 million threshold

is raised to SGD 12 million. In addition, the exemption limits
for residential properties is raised from SGD 3 million to With effect from 1.7.96, the property tax rate for industrial,
SGD 9 million. commercial and let out residential properties will be reduced

from 13 per cent to 12 per cent.
The exemption limit for movable properties including CPF

. balances is also raised from SGD 500,000 to SGD 600,000. The 4 per cent concessionarytax rate for owner-occupiedres-

In a case where the deceased's CPF balances exceed SGD idential properties will remain unchanged.
600,000, there will be no exemption for movable assets but
CPF balances in excess of SGD 600,000 will continue to be

B. Stamp duty on property transfers
exempt.

With effect from 29.2.96, the threshold values for stamp duty
E. Rebates on Housing DevelopmentBoard (HDB) on property transfers are:

service and conservancycharges and rent (a) 1 per cent for the first SGD 180,000
(b) 2 per cent for the next SGD 180,000

With effect from 1.7.96, the Governmentwill give to Singa- (c) 3 per cent thereafteron the value of the property.
porean citizens living in HDB flats, rebates on service and

conservancy charges and rent ranging from two to three
months dependingon the type of HDB flat in which they live. C. Stamp duty on leases

With effect from 29.2.96, the stamp duty on leases was

F. Rebates on utilities bills halved. The new rates range from 0.4 per cent of annual
rental for leases with a lease period of less than one year, to

With effect from 1.7.96, the Governmentwill grant rebates of 1.6 per cent for those with a lease perod of more than three
SGD 100 to SGD 150 on the utilities bill of HDB citizen- years. The new table is:

,
households,depending on the type of flat in which they live.
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D. Rationalizationof instrumentssubject to Stamp VI. CONCLUSION
Duty

To conclude, the Minister urged Singaporeans to upgrade
With effect from 29.2.96, stamp duty on the following 13 their skills, technical know-how and the strength of their

types of instruments has been abolished:- companies. To achieve this, Singapore must continue to

maintain a fiscal environment conductive to business. Fur-
Art.

thermore, Singapore's tax regime must support the next
No. Description

1 Affidavit, Statutory Declarationor Declaration in writing phase of economic development. The Asian and regional
economies are growing strongly and in the coming yeafs,4 Appointmentof a Receiver under a mortgage international competition will become intense. How-

5 Appointmentof a New Trustee and Appointment in Exe-
more

the Minister is confident that if Singapore in
cution of a Power ever, perseveres

6 Articles of Associationof a Company upgrading its human resource and domestic technical capa-
bilities and capitalizes on the opportunities abroad, she will

13 Bond on obtaining letters of administration
continue and excel in the future.

14 Charterparty
to progress

30 Memorandumof Associationof a Company From the post-budgetreaction and debates in the Parliament,
32 Notarial Act it is evident that every sector in commerce and industry wel-

36 Power or Letter of Attorney comes the Budget as t provides rebates and new incentives to

37 PromissoryNote all. However, there are some small and medium enterprises
39 Receipts who feel very strongly that more rebates and incentivescould

42 Revocationof Power or Letter of Attorney have been offered to them since they argue they need them to

43 Revocationof Trust compete effectively and efficiently in the fast changing busi-

With effect from 29.2.96, the rates of stamp duties set out in
ness environment. Nevertheless in general the 1996 Budget

AppendixB apply.
was well received by everybody and most people regarded it
as being both generous and pragmatic in an election year.

AppendixA

REDUCTION IN PERSONAL INCOME TAX RATES WITH EFFECT FROM YEAR OF ASSESSMENT 1997

Chargeable Income YA96 YA97
Group Existing Rates Revised Rates

(SGD) (%) (%)

1- 5,000 2.50 2.00

5,001 - 7,500 5.00 2.00
7,501- 10,000 6.00 5.00

10,001- 15,000 7.00 5.00

15,001 - 20,000 8.00 5.00

20,001 - 25,000 11.00 8.00
25,001 - 35,000 13.00 8.00
35,001 - 50,000 15.00 12.00 \

50,001- 75,000 19.00 16.00
75,001 - 100,000 22.00 20.00

100,001 - 150,000 24.00 22.00
150,001 - 200,000 25.00 23.00
200,001 - 400,000 28.00 26.00.

400,000 30.00 28.00
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AppendixB

Stamp Duties Retained and Streamlined

Article No. Description of instrument Current Duty New Duty ]
|

1 l(a)(i) Bond or other instruments being same as article as for article
principal security for payment of money 31(a) (i e. 31(a) (i e.

over a definite period 0.4%-0.5%) 0.4%)

11(a)(ii) Bond or other instruments being 2% no change
principal security for payment of money [max SGD 500]
over an indefinite period

1 l(b)(i) Bond or other instruments being SGD 10 SGD 10
additional security to 1 l(a)(i)

1 l(b)(ii) Bond or other instruments being 0.5% SGD 10
additional security to 1 l(a)(ii) [max SGD 500]

1 l(d) Transfer, assignment or disposition of same as article as for article
any instrument relating to a lease of any 31(d) 31(d)
movable property by a lessor

12 Bond or other instrument by way of SGD 4-SGD 5 SGD 10
indemnityor security for the due
execution of an office, or for the
dischargeof liabilities

16(a) Conveyance assignment or transfer for the first SGD 30,000 - SGD 2 No change
on sale of any property (except stock per 100 or part thereof
and marketable securities) for the next SGD 20,000 - SGD 2.5

per SGD 100 or part thereof
thereafter for every SGD 100
or part thereof - SGD 3

16(b) On sale of any stock or shares For every SGD 100 or part thereof No change
20 cents

16(e) Transfer to trustee SGD 10 lesser of duty
under article
16(aY(b) or

SGD 10

16(f)(i) Transfer between trustees where as article as article
beneficial interest passes 1 6(a)/(b) 16(a)/(b)

16(f)(ii) Transfer between trustees where SGD 5 lesser of duty
beneficial interest does not pass under article

16(a)/(b) or SGD 10

16(g) Transfer of any other kind SGD 10 SGD 10

17 Duplicate lesser of lesser of
original duty original duty or

or SGD 2 SGD 2

18 Any separate deed of covenant made on SGD 10 SGD 10
the sale or mortgage of any property

20 Declaration of Trust SGD 10 SGD 10

2.1 Dissolution of Partnership SGD 10 SGD 10

29(d) Lease executed in pursuance of a duly SGD 2 SGD 2
stamped agreement

29(e) Lease of any other kind SGD 10 SGD 10

31(a) Mortgages, Agreement for a mortgage, for the first for every
bond, covenant and debenture - being SGD 1000 - SGD 4; for SGD 1000 or part
principal security for payment of money every further thereof - SGD 4

sum of SGD 1000 [max SGD 500]
or part thereof

SGD 5 [max SGD 500]- ,
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Stamp Duties Retained and Streamlined

31(c) Mortgages, Agreement for a mortgage, for the first for every
bond, covenant and debenture - being SGD 1000 - SGD 2 SGD 1000 or part
an equitable mortgage for every thereof - SGD 2

further SGD 1000 [max SGD 500]
or part thereof

SGD 2.5 max. SGD 500]-

31(d) Transfer of mortgage or other for the first for every
instrument SGD 1000 - SGD 2 SGD 1000- SGD 2

for subsequent [max. SGD 500]
SGD 1000 - SGD 2.5
[max SGD 500]

31(e) Mortgage or other instruments pursuant SGD 2 SGD 2
to a duly stamped agreement

31(f) Mortgage or other instruments of any SGD 10 SGD 10
other kind not covered by 31(a)-(e)

33 Partnership agreement SGD 10 SGD 10

34 Partition SGD 20 SGD 10

40 Reconveyance SGD 1 -SGD 10 SGD 10

44(a) Settlement same as article 16 same as article 16

44(b) Settlement pursuant to agreement SGD 2 lesser of duty
on settlement
or SGD 2

46 Surrender or lease lesser of duty Fesser of duty
on lease or SGD 10 on lease or SGD 10
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UNITED STATES

INTERESTALLOCATIOSRuLES FOR US BRA-CHES
John G. Rienstra

Principal Research Associate, IBFD Amsterdam

I. INTRODUCTION As an exception to the formulary methods, the regulations
permit interest to be allocated directly to income from a spe-

The Internal Revenue Service has issued final interest alloca- cific asset if certain conditions are met, principally that the

tion regulations for foreign corporations that conduct busi- asset secures the liability on a non-recoursebasis or is part of

ness in the United States.' The regulations are issued pur- an integrated financial transaction, both as defined under the

suant to Section 882 of the Intemal Revenue Code,2 which interest-sourceallocation rules of Section 861 of the IRC.

authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to promulgate regu- The final regulations continue many of the basic rules in the
lations for the proper apportionment and allocation of current and proposed regulations for US branches of foreign
deductionsby foreign corporationsengaged in business in the corporations,t2 The rnost significant rnodifications are the
United States.3 The regulations are modelled extensively on removal of the 96 per cent cap for foreign banks in the actu-
the current regulationsand generally adopt the changes in the al ratio used to allocate liabilities to the United States, which

proposed regulations issued on 24 April 1992,4 subject to was a key feature of the proposed regulations,and the contin-
several modifications. uation of the separate currency pools method, which had

The new regulations will be effective for taxable years that been withdrawn by the proposed regulations. Another signi-
begin on or after 6 June 1996. The methods prescribed there- ficant modification is the streamliningof the rules in the final

in will be the exclusive means for determining the amount of regulations for determining US branch assets to conform to

interest that will be permitted to be deducted by a US branch the rules used for the branch profits tax (BPT).
in computing its income tax liability.5 The Treasury Depart- The amount allocated to the US branch under either the gen-
ment states in the regulations that these methods must also be eral method or the separate currency pool method is deter-
used under US tax treaties to compute business profits of for- mined using a three-step procedure. Both methods require
eign enterprises with US permanent establishments.6 determiningthe value of the assets used by the US branch and

The purpose of the new regulations is to update the current the proportionate amount of the liabilities of the foreign par-

regulations7 by taking into account legislative changes, most ent deemed to fund such assets. The difference between the

notably the enactment of the US branch profits tax in 19848 methods iS twofold: first, the general method requires that the

and the enactment of the Subpart J foreign currency rules in allocation be made on the basis of the overallliabilitiesof the

1986.9 An additional purpose is to address the impact of US branch, whereas the separate currency pools method

financial products, including notional principal contracts, on
allows a separate calculation for each currency in which the

US branch has funded its assets; and second, the generalthe mechanics of the interest allocation, although in this

regard the regulations reserve in a number of places on the method calculates the interest expense using separate interest

treatment of hedging transactions. rates for borrowings booked through the US branch and for
liabilities booked outside the United States, whereas the sep-

Il. OVERVIEWOF THE FINAL REGULATIONS 1. T.D. 8658,1996-14 I.R.B. (1 April 1996) at 13.
2. Hereinafter the IRC.
3. IRC 882(c)(1)(A). Sec. 882 permits a foreign corporation engaged in

The final regulations require foreign corporations to allocate business in the United States to claim deductionsonly if and to the extent such

interest expense to the United States using either: deductionsare connected with income that is effectively connected with the US

(1) a general method that corresponds to the branch business.

book/dollar pool method used in the current regulations,
4. INTL-309-88, 1992-1 C.B. 1157.
5. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(a)(1)(i)

(although it is no longer referred to by this name); or 6. See VI. G.

(2) a modified form of the separated currency pools method 7 Treas. Reg 1.882-5 (adopted by T.D. 7749,30 December 1980, 1981-1

in the current regulations.'0
C.B. 390, amended by T.D. 7939,16January 1984, 1984-1 C.B. 171).
8. IRC 884.

The formularymethods are based on the principle that money
9. IRC 985-989.
10. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(a)(I)(i)

is fungible and that the assets of the US branch are financed 11 See V

proportionatelyby the debt and equity of the foreign corpora- 1 2. The new regulations apply to foreign corporations that are engaged n a

tion taking into account its worldwide operations as a whole. trade or business in the United States. The term US branch is used herein as a

short-handexpression.
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arate currency pools method calculates the interest expense whether held directly by the foreign corporation or thought a

using the worldwide average interest rate for each foreign US subsidiary:8
currency.

The final regulations also contain specific inclusion and
exclusion rules for certain assets and classes of taxpayers:9
The inclusions apply to assets held by industries and entities

Ill. THE GENERALALLOCATION METHOD that are given special tax treatmentunder the IRC, for exam-

ple certain assets held by a foreign sales corporation (FSC),
The general allocation method uses the three-step procedure certain captive insurance company assets, and certain assets
in the current regulations for the branch book/dollar pool of possession banks.20
method. This consists of (1) determining the total value of the
US assets for the taxable year, (2) determining the total The final regulations provide, as do the current regulations,
amount of US-connected liabilities for the taxable year, and that inter-branch transactions are to be disregarded and are

(3) determining the amount of interest expense allocable to not to be treated as creating US assets or liabilities.21

effectively connected income (ECI). The regulations incor-
porate many of the rules used in the branch profits tax (BPT) 2. Determining the value of US branch assets
regulations for classifying US branch assets and liabilities.

Assets attributed to the US branch are valued at their tax basis
While the three steps are governed by a number of special unless the taxpayermakes affirmativeelection to make thean
rules, the essence of the general method is to permit the US valuation based fair marketvalue.22The election applieson to
branch to deduct the actual interest paid or accrued on liabil- all assets held by the branch, i.e. it cannot be made only with
ities booked through the US branch, adjusted upwards or

respect to particular assets. The method for determining the
downwards by the hypothesized amount of US effectively fair market value is the same as that used in the interest allo-
connected liabilities, i.e. the amount of liabilities that would cation and apportionmentregulations applicable to US affili-
be allocated to the branch using the overall liabilities to assets ated corporate groups.23 If the taxpayer makes election to
ratio of the foreign corporation.

an

use fair market value, it must be used for both Steps 1 and 2
and it must be continued to be used from year-to-yearunless
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) consents to change.24A. Step 1 - Determining the total value of US assets a

for the taxable year The final regulations require that the value of an asset be

computed at the most frequent, regular intervals for which
1. Identifying US branch assets data are reasonably available.25 This requirementcontains a

number of uncertainties, for example, the length or expenseThe first step in the final regulations is to identify the assets
to which a taxpayer will be required to go to produce reas-of the foreign corporation that are attributable to the US

branch./3 Unlike the current regulations, which attribute onably available data, and the use to be made of data which
be reliable but regular, presumably the issue beingassets to the US branch based on the ECI standard,l4 the final may not

regulations ncorporate the asset attribution rules of the BPT
not to cause a distortion to the average value determination.

regulations. The BPT regulations use an ECI standard and
also list assets by specific type and provide classification 13. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)

14. The formulation of the attribution rule in the current regulations is that the
rules for each.15 As a general rule, assets that solely produce assets of the foreign corporationare attributed to the US branch if they have been
ECI under the BPT regulations are treated as US assets, and used to generate (or could be expected to be used to generate) income, gain, or

assets that produce both ECI and non-ECI under the BPT loss that is effectivelyconnected with the US trade or business of the branch. See
currentTreas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(1)regulations are treated as US assets in a proportionate 15. Treas. Reg. 1.884-1(d). The BPT regulations amendedconcurrentlywere

amount, with the specific proportion depending on the type with the issuance of the final regulations under Sec. 882. They differ in material
of asset.16 Depreciable property, for example, is attributed to respects from the proposed Sec. 884 regulationson which the proposed Sec. 882

a US branch in the proportion that the depreciation deduc- regulations (issued in April 1992) were based. The ECI standard in the new BPT
to any as connected

tions allowed in computing the ECI of the foreign corpora-
regulationsapplies income that would be treated effectively
to a US business under any provision of the IRC. See Treas. Reg. 1.884-

tion bear to the total depreciation claimed on the property. 1(d)(1)(ii). In general, this means applying the asset use test and the business

Specific rules are also provided for inventory, instalment activities test of Sec. 864 of the IRC and the regulations thereunder.

obligations, receivables, bank deposits, debt instruments, 16. Treas. Reg. 1.884-1(d)(1)(ii)and -1(d)(2)
17. For the partnership rules see Treas. Reg. 1.884-1(d)(3)and VI. B.

securities, and partnership interests.17 18. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(1)(3)(A).

The final regulations also clarify the circumstances under
19. The specific exclusions apply to certain railroad rolling stock and commu-

nication satellite systems. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(1)(ii) and IRC 883(a)(3)
which real property will be treated as a US asset. Contrary to and (b).
the recommendationsof commentators,the Treasury Depart- 20. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(1)(iii).
ment decided to includeUS real property acquiredby foreign

21. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(1)(iv)and -5(c)(2)(viii).
22. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(2).

banks as a result of foreclosure as US assets, and also real 23. Treas. Reg 1.861-9T(g)(1)(iii) and -9T(h). These regulations contain
estate owned in the United States and used as offices by a for- rules for valuing group assets, tangible property, and intangible property, and

eign corporation, in both cases on the basis that the income place the burden of proofon the taxpayer to establish fair market value to the sat-

isfaction of the IRS.
from such assets would be treated as ECI. In addition, the real 24. See VI. D. for the rules governingelections under the final regulations.
estate owned or foreclosed on will be treated as a US asset 25. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(3).
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As a minimum requirement, the regulations specify that large that the IRS will approve such change only in rare and unusu-

banks must make a valuation at least monthly and other tax- al circumstances.35
payers at least semi-annually.26 In addition, banks are

required to reduce the valu of loans that qualify as US assets 2. The actual ratio
by the amount of the bad debt reserve for the loans under IRC
Section 585.27 The actual ratio is defined in the final regulations, as in the

current regulations, as the ratio of the average amount of the
The preamble to the final regulations makes it clear that the worldwide liabilitiesof the foreign corporation to the average
average value determination is to be made on an asset-by- total value of the corporation'sworldwideassets, including in
asset basis, and this is the way the test is formulated in the both cases the assets and liabilities of the US branch.36 The
regulations. Since the frequency of valuation may vary from final regulationsabandon the special 96 per cent limitationon

asset to asset, for example some assets may be susceptible to the actual ratio in the proposed regulations for foreign
daily valuations and others no more than once annually, the banks.37 The preamble states that the actual ratio is the pre-
progression is to first determine the average annual value of ferred ratio, and it is for that reason that the 96 per cent limi-
each asset and then add all such values obtained.28 tation was dropped. Banks with a low actual ratio may never-

theless elect to use the 93 per cent fixed ratio safe-harbourThe final regulations remove the special valuation rule in the
discussed above.

proposed regulations for stock owned by a US branch, which
was required to be adjusted by a percentage of the dividends The final regulations relax the frequency with which theac-
received deduction permitted by the IRC.29 This rule is no tual ratio must be computed from monthly in the proposed
longer necessary in part because stock will not normally gen- regulations to semi-annually in the case of large banks, and
erate ECI under the general rules of Section 864(c) of the annually in the case of other taxpayers.38
IRC except for US branches that hold the stock as part of
their business activities or as part of a banking or finance 3. Valuing assets and liabilities for the actual ratio
business.30

Assets are valued for the actual ratio using their tax basis
unless the taxpayer makes an affirmative election to base the
valuation on fair market value.39 The same rules used to valueB. STEP 2 - Determining the total amount of US-

connected liabilities for the taxable year
assets in Step 1 apply generally in Step 2. The value of the
assets and the amount of liabilities of the taxpayer must be
determined consistently from year to year.The second step for calculating the interest deduction in the

final regulations is to deterrnine the total arnount of the US. The final regulationsprovide that the classificationof an item

connected liabilities of the US branch.3' As in the current as an asset or liability must be rnade strictly in accordance

regulations, this is determined by multiplying the total value with US tax principles,40 However, the value of an asset or

of US assets determined in Step 1 by either the actual ratio
or, at the election of the taxpayer, the fixed ratio.

26. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(3) A bank is defined as a large bank if the aver-

Although the title of Step 2 might imply determining US- age tax basis of its assets (or that of its parent-subsidiarycontrolled group) for

connected liabilities on a tracing basis, the calculation used is the taxable year exceeds USD 500 million. IRC 585(c)(2).
27. Treas. Reg l.885-5(b)(2)(iii).

actually a ratio of liabilities to assets for the foreign corpora- 28. This is different from the valuation used for BPT purposes, which is
tion as a whole, regardless of where the liabilities are required as of each determination date necessary to compute BPT liability.
incurred or booked (i.e. the US branch, home office, or third- Since BPT liability is based in part on annual changes in the US net equity of the

country branch) or where the proceeds are expended. Liabil- US branch, this is a year-end calculation. See Treas. Reg. 1.884-1(c)(3)
29. Prop. Treas. Reg l .882-5(b)(2)(iii)(B).

ities can thus be attributed to the US branch in Step 2 even if 30. See Treas. Reg. 1.864-4(c)(3)and -4(c)(5).
the liabilities are incurred and booked abroad.32 31. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(c).

32. The place where the liabilities are booked will, however, nake a difference
in calculating the interest deduction for the US branch in Step 3.

1. The fixed ratio 33. See note 53 below for the definition of a bank for this purpose.
34. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(4). The 93 per cent ratio for banking branches is

The fixed ratio for all foreign corporations other than those based on the US regulations that implement the Basle Agreement on bank cap-

conducting a banking business is 50 per cent of assets. For ital standards. These regulations require a capital ratio of 8 per cent. The 93 per

banks,33 the final regulations change the fixed ratio to 93 per
cent ratio includes a I per cent discount from capital for subordinateddebt.
35. See VI.D.

cent of assets (down from 95 per cent of assets in the current 36. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(2)(i)
regulations).34 The fixed ratios are intended by the regula- 37. Prop. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(2(i) The 96 per cent limitation in the pro-
tions as safe harbours to save taxpayers the complexityofcal- Posed regulations was based on the 4 per cent leverage ratioof equity to assets

culating the actual ratio. However, taxpayers remain free
that is generally required to be maintained by US banks. The Treasury Depart-
ment was of the view that foreign banks should have at least 4 per cent net equi-under the final regulations to compute and use the actual ratio ty capital, but has withdrawn from this position.

as discussed below. 38. Treas. Reg 1 .882-5(c)(2)(i) See supra note 26 for the definition of a

large bank. The provision in the proposed regulations that allowed banks t0 com-

Once elected, the fixed ratio must be used by the taxpayer for pute the actual ratio on the basis of a hypothetical tax year ending sx months

all subsequent years unless the IRS consents to a change to earlier was not included in the final regulations. See Prop. Treas. Reg. I.882-

the actual ratio. The regulations do not list the criteria under 5(c)(2)(iv)(B)and -5(f) Example (2)
39. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(2)(iv).

which the IRS will consent to such a change, but it is stated 40. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(2)(ii).
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liability need only be determinedsubstantiallyin accordance C. STEP 3 - Determining the interest expense
with US tax principles.4t This is a change from the proposed allocable to ECI under the adjusted US booked
regulations which required that the value be determined liabilities method
strictly in accordance with US principles.42The substantially
requirementwill be met if the amountof the liability or value The third is the calculationof the of interest be
of the asset does not differ from the amount that would be step amount to

allocated to the US branch.47 This is done by comparing the
determined using US tax principles to such a degree that the US-connected liabilities determined in Step 2 with the
difference materially affects the value of the taxpayer's branch book liabilities, i.e. the liabilities properly account-
worldwide liabilities or assets or the actual ratio.43 ed for through the US branch as reflected in its books. The

A weakness in the final regulations is that they do not quanti- interest deduction allowed under Section 882 is then the ac-

fy the standards applied in this area, i.e. substantially is tual interest paid by the US branch on its booked liabilities,
defined in terms of materiality, but both terms are subjective adjusted upwards or downwards to reflect the difference
without further defining criteria. A safe-harbourwould have between the US branch book liabilities and the US-connected

improved the usefulness of the test. liabilities.

The final regulations illustrate the classification and valu-
ation rules with the following examples:44 1. Determining liabilities booked in the US branch

(1) The first exampleconcerns the classificationof a liability The first of Step 3 is determine the booked liabilities
under debt/equity principles, and involves a perpetual part to

of the US branch. The final regulations provide that a US
subordinated debt instrument that would be treated as

booked liability is one properly reflected in the books of
indebtedness under the foreign law involved but would

the US trade business.48This is primarily questionof fact
not be so treated under US tax principles.45 The foreign

or a

and of connecting the liabilities of the foreign corporation to
determination is thus not (strictly) in accordancewith US

the US branch. The final regulations contain different rules
principles, and the example concludes that the liability for making the connection for banks and non-banks. As
will be disregarded in computing the actual ratio.

a

minimum requirement, the regulations specify that large(2) The second example concerns the calculation of a bank
banks must determine the amount of US booked liabilities at

reserve in a manner that causes the value of assets to be
least monthly and other taxpayers at least semi-annually.49

understated in the financial statements relative to the
value they would have been stated at had the reserve been In the case of partnership liabilities, the properly reflected
computed using US tax principles. The example does not standard is applied at the partnership level with respect to the
disclose the nature of the reserve. Since the difference is books of the partnership'sUS business.50
stated as having a material effect on the worldwideassets

of the company, the value as computedunder foreign law (a) Rules for non-banks
is disregarded,and the value of the assets is increasedby
the overstated reserve amount. The example does not For non-banks,a liability is properly reflected in the books of

quantify the degree of variation that willlead to a conclu- the US branch if one of the following three conditionsare sat-

sion that the difference is material. isfied:
(3) The third example involves the use of a foreign deprecia- (1) the liability is secured predominatelyby a US asset;

tion method for non-US assets that is not available in the (2) the liability is recorded in the books of an activity that
United States. The example does not disclose the differ- produces US ECI at a time reasonably contemporane-
ence in the amount of depreciationcalculated, but stipu- ous with the time at which the liability is incurred; or

lates that the differencedid not materiallyaffect the value
(3) the foreign corporation maintains books for an activity

of the bank's worldwideassets or its actual ratio, and thus that produces US ECI and the District Director or Assis-
concludes that the depreciationcalculationwas substan-

tant Commissioner (International) determines that there
tially in accordancewith US tax principles. is direct connectionbetween the activity and the liabil-a

The final regulations remove the special basis adjustment ity.
rule in the proposed regulations for subsidiaries in which the

foreign corporation owned 20 per cent or more of the total
combined voting power.46 Under the proposed regulations, 41. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii)and (iv)

42. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii).
the basis of 20 per cent owned stock was required to be 43. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii).
adjusted by the taxpayer's pro rata share of the earnings and 44. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(5),Examples (1)-(3). The last example, involving
profits (or deficit in earnings and profits) of the subsidiary a compensatedloan by a US branch for the purposeof ncreasingUS assets is dis-

that accumulated during the period the taxpayer held 20 per
cussed in VI. C.
45. Neither the IRS nor the US courts would recognize a perpetual loan obliga-

cent or more of the subsidiaries stock. tion as indebtedness for income tax purposes.
46. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(c)(2)(ii)(C).
47. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d).
48. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(2).
49. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(3). See supra note 26 for the definition of a large
bank.
50. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(2)(vii).
51. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(2)(ii)
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In normal usage, the predominately secured requirement of interest both with respect to its branch book liabilities and

(1) would mean more than 50 per cent of the amount of the with respect to the excess US-connected liabilities. The inter-

liability. For (2) and (3), there is no guidance given in the est deduction for the excess Step 2 liabilities is equal to the

regulationsother than that the direct connection in (3) iS to be amount of such excess liabilitiesmultiplied times the average
determined based on all the facts and circumstances. The interest rate shown in the books of the foreign corporation for

reasonably contemporaneous requirement is also unde- its non-US liabilities that are denominated in US dollars, i.e.

fined, though clearly more liberal than the same-day rule for the total interest expense paid or accrued on US dollar
banks discussed below. denominated liabilities of the foreign corporation that are

booked through offices or branches of the foreign corporationThe final regulationsprovide that the identificationrules used
located outside the United States divided by the total amount

for the purposes of computing the branch level interest of the
of such liabilities.57BPI do not apply under Section 882.52
The effect of this formula is to determine the average interest

(b) Rules for banks53 rate on the foreign corporation's external US dollar denomi-
nated debt, i.e. dollar debt that is not booked through the USFor banks, a liability is properly reflected in the books of the
branch. The final US interest deduction is follows:US branch if both of the following conditions are satisfied: as

(1) the bank enters the liability in the books of an activity Branch interest deduction -- A + (D x --),Fthat produces US ECI before the close of the day on

which the liability is incurred; and where: A -- Branch book interest expense
(2) there is a direct connection between the activity and the D = Excess US-connected liabilities

liability.54 E = Total interest expense on external US dollar
denominated liabilities

Relief from this rule is possible if the failure to record the lia-
F Total amount of external US dollar denomi-=

bility in the US books before the close of the day is due to
nated liabilities

inadvertent error and the direct connection in (2) can be
shown. The direct connection is to be determinedbased on all The rule for excess US-connected liabilities in the final regu-
the facts and circumstances, although there is not a require- lations is a liberalization of the proposed regulations, which

ment as in the case of non-banks for approval of the District had limited the interest rate on the excess amount to 90 per
Director or Assistant Commissioner(International).

52. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(2)(ii)(B).The interest level rules of the BPT rules

2. Calculating the interest deduction generally permit the identification to be made on or before the earlier of the first
interest payment date for the liability or the due date of the tax return for the

Once the amount of the booked liabilities is determined, the year, and have different limitations and requirements than those discussed

interest deduction is computed by comparing the US booked above. See Treas. Reg 1.884-4(b)(I)(ii)and -4(b)(3) On the other hand, the

liabilities to the US-connected liabilities determined in Step BPT regulations incorporate the Sec. 882 regulations, with modifications, to

determine US liabilities for purposes of the US net equity computation. See
2. The comparison may result in either the branch book lia- Treas Reg 1.884-1(e).
bilities being larger or the Step 2 liabilities being larger, and 53. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(d)(2)(iii).A bank is defined for this purpose by ref-

the interest deduction iS then computed by increasing or erence to Secs. 581 and 585(a)(2)(B) of the Code, which in general means an

institution that accepts deposits and makes loans, or exercises fiduciary powersdecreasing the actual interest expense of the US branch on its similar to those permitted to US national banks under the authority of the US
booked liabilities.55 Comptrollerof the Currency, and that is subject to State or Federal supervision.

54. The rule in the proposed regulations that treats liabilities as US booked if

(a) Branch book liabilitiesexceed US-connectedliabilities so reported to a bank regulatory body (e.g., the Federal Reserve Board or

Comptrollerof the Currency) was not adopted in the final regulations. See Prop.
If the branch book liabilities exceed the Step 2 liabilities, then Treas. Reg 1.882-5(d)(2))(C)

the interest deduction of the US branch iS the amount of the 55. The concept iS to permit a deduction for the amount of interest that is
deemed to accrue on liabilities equal to the US-connected liabilities, but with

interest expense paid or accrued as shown in the books of the particular rules for the rates of interest used, i.e. for US booked liabilities the

US branch, scaled back to the amount of interest on US actual rate, and for excess US-connected liabilities the external US dollar rate.

booked liabilities equal in amount to the US connected liabil- 56. Treas. Reg. I.882-5(d)(4). The current regulations use a concept of the
to expenseities.56 A scaling ratio is used for this purpose, which is the average US-connectedinterest rate, which is equal the total interest

shown in the books of the US branch divided by the average total amount of the
ratio of the US-connected liabilities (Step 2) to the total liabilitiesshown in the books of the US branch. Both the interestexpense and the

amount of the branch book liabilities. The final US interest liabilities are stated in US dollars. The nterest rate so determined s multiplied
deduction is as follows: times the Step 2 liabilities and the result is the amount of interest expense

deductible by the US branch for the taxable year. See current Treas. Reg.
Branch interest deduction = A x

B 1.882-5(b)(3)(i)(A).The final regulations reject this method in favour of using
C the branch's actual interest expense for the US booked liabilities.

57. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(5). The current regulations provide that if the
where: A = Branch book interest expense actual interest rate for the dollardenominatednon-US liabilitiescan not be deter-

B = US-connected liabilities mined, (referred to as the non-US connected interest rate,) then such interest

C = US branch book liabilities rate will be determined using any method that reasonably approximates to the
actual rate, for example the London inter-bank offered rates (LIBOR) for 30-day

(b US-connectedliabilities exceed branch book liabilities
deposits. The current regulations also provide that if the foreign corporation's
dollardenominatednon-US liabilities are de minimis, then the average US-con-

If the US-connected liabilities (Step 2) exceed the branch
nected interest rate (seesupra note 56) will be applied t0 the total amountof the

Step 2 liabilities. See current Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(b)(3)(i)(B).The final regu-
book liabilities, then the US branch is permitted to deduct lations eliminate these rules.
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cent of the LIBOR rate for US dollar demand deposits in the bilities, the external rate for US dollar denominated obliga-
case of banks and 110 per cent of LIBOR in the case of non- tions.
banks.58 To prevent distortions in the calculation, a special rule pro-

vides that the separate currency pools method may not be
used if more than 10 per cent of the foreign corporation'sUS

IV. THE SEPARATE CURRENCY POOLS assets are denominated in a hyper-inflationarycurrency.64
METHOD The separate currency pools method in the final regulations

differs from the method in the current regulations in that it
As an alternative to the general method discussed above, the treats each US asset as having been funded by the liabilities
final regulations permit the interest deduction of the US of the foreign corporation in that currency, whereas the
branch to be computed using the separate currency pools rnethod of the current regulations relied on the currency
method. This method was restored from the current regula- denominationof the US booked liabilities.65
tions, although in a form tied to US branch assets rather than
liabilities.

The separate currency pools method uses the three-step pro- V. DIRECT ALLOCATION OF SPECIFIC
cedure outlined above with the modification that the third LIABILITIES
step, dtermining the interest allocable to the US branch, is
based on a separate calculation for each currency in which The final regulationspermit intereston a liability to be direct-
the US branch has financed its assets.59 As with other elective ly allocated to income from a specific property or asset if the
alternatives contained in the final regulations, the separate borrowing transaction satisfies the conditions set forth in the
currency pools method must be used for at least five taxable interest-source allocation rules of Section 861 of the IRC.66
years before a change to the general method can be made.60 In such cases the interest deduction acts as an offset from the

Step 1 of the separate currency pools method is cornputed as gross income derived from the asset to which the liability
in the general method with the modification that the value of relates.

the US assets in each pool must be computed in the currency In general a direct allocationof nterest expense is perrnitted
for that pool. The corporation can use the US dollar for anY under Section 861 in two cases. The first case applies to inter-
currency pool in which it holds less than 3 per cent of its US est on qualified non-recourse indebtedness, where the liabil-
assets. The same valuation rules apply as in the general ity is incurred to acquire an identifiedproperty and the prop-
method.61 is the sole security and source of for the lia-erty repayment
For Step 2, the US-connected liabilities are again computed bility. The second case applies to nterest incurred on funds

separately for each currency pool. This is done by multiply- borrowedas part of an integrated financial transaction. There

ing the value of the US assets in the currency pool, as deter- are a number of specific requirements that must be met for

mined in Step 1, by the actual or fixed ratio for the foreign each case to apply.67
corporation.62
Step 3 is computed as the multiplied product of the US-con- 58. Prop Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(4)(ii).
nected liabilities in Step 2 for each foreign currency pool and 59. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(e).
the prescribed interest rate for that currency. The pre- 60. See VI. D.

scribed interest rate is the average interest rate incurredby the 61. See III. A. 2.
62. The actual ratio is not separate currency dependent since it is based on the

foreign corporation for borrowings in that currency, i.e. the worldwideassets and liabilities of the foreign corporationand rnust be computed
total amouit of interest paid on that currency divided by the in either US dollars or the foreign currencyof the home office. See Treas. Reg.
total amountofworldwide liabilities denominatedin that cur- 1.882-5(c)(2)(ix)and VI. A.

rency.63 The interest expense and liabilities must be stated in
63. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(e)(2).
64. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(e)(4). See note 71 below for the definition of hyper-

the foreign currency. inflationarycurrency.
65. The method for Step 3 in the current regulations is to compute the multi-

A separate calculation must be made for each currency in plied product of the followingamounts for each foreign currency pool:
which th US branch has financed its assets, and the sum of (1) The allocated liabilities from Step 2, stated in US dollars, divided by the

the amounts so calculated is the interest deduction for the US total US branch book liabilities, stated either in US dollars or in the curren-

of the foreign where the head office is located,
branch under the separate currency pools method.

cy country
(2) The US branch book liabilities for the separate currency pool for which the

allocation is being made, expressed in the same currency usd in the
Like the general allocation method, the separate currency denominator in paragraph (1) above, i.e. the US dollar or the head office

pools method allows the US branch to deduct nterest based currency, and

on the amount of the Step 2 allocated liabilities. The differ- (3) The average worldwide interest rate incurred by the foreign corporationon

ence between the two methods is the interest rates used for liabilities denominated in the currency for the separate pool.
A separate computation is made for each currency and the sum of the amounts

the calculation. The interest rates for the separate currency calculated is the interest deduction for the US branch under the separate curren-

pools method are the average worldwide rate for each curren- cy pools method in the current regulations. See current Treas. Reg 1.882-

cy, whereas the interest rates used for the general allocation 5(b)(ii). As noted in the text, the current method is based on the US branch book
liabilities whereas the new method is based on US branch assets.

method are the actual rates incurred by the US branch for US 66. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(a)(1)(ii)
booked liabilitiesand, in the case of excess US connectedlia- 67. See Treas. Reg 1.861-1OT(b)and (c)
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If a direct allocation is made, the assets and liabilities of the that the partner's distributive share of ECI from the partner-
foreign corporation must be adjusted so that the interest ship bears to the partner's total distributive share of all

expense is not taken into account twice, i.e. once under Sec- income from the partnership. If a fair market value election is
tion 861 and again under Section 882. This means removing made, the final Section 882 regulationsprovide that the value
the particularasset, liability, and interest expense in all three shall be the fair market value of the partnership interest

steps of the Section 882 calculation, including the separate increased by the partner's share of the liabilities of the part-
currency pools method. nership determined under Step 2.73

A direct allocation can also be made with respect to the for- For purposes of computing the actual ratio in Step 2, the

eign corporation's share of interest on liabilities incurred regulations provide that the value of a partnership interest is

through a partnership. See VI. B. equal to (i) the partner's adjusted tax basis for the partnership
interest, reduced by (ii) the partner's share of partnership lia-
bilities as determined under the partnership provisions of the

VI. RULES FOR APPLYING THE REGULATIONS IRC,74 and increased by (iii) the partner's share of partnership
liabilities determined under Step 2. Partnership liabilities are

allocated among the partners for purposes of Step 2 in the
A. Foreign currency aspects same proportion as the expense for the liability is allocated

among the partners for regular income tax purposes.75
The regulations contain a number of rules for dealing with
the foreign currency aspects of the allocation methods. As a As noted in Part V. above, a direct allocation may be made for

D general rule, the regulations require that values and amounts liabilities incurred through a partnership. In this case the for-

be translated into the relevant currency using either the spot eign corporationallocates its distributive share of the interest

exchange rate or the weighted average exchange rate for the expense of the partnership with respect to the liability to the

currency, whichever method the taxpayer uses for financial partner s distributive share of the income from the asset to

accountingpurposes.68The method chosen must be used con- which the liability relates.76The particularasset, liability, and

sistently from year to year. The interest expense must be interest expense must then be removed from the steps of the

translated using the rules of Subpart J of the IRC. These rules general allocation method, or the separate currency pools
generally apply based on the interest expense payment or method if elected, to prevent double counting.
accrual rules for the particular obligation, and use either the

spot rate or average exchange rate accordingly.69 C. Anti-abuse rules
For purposes of computing the actual ratio in Sfep 2, the

regulations require that assets and liabilities be stated in The final regulations contain anti-abuse rules that apply at
either US dollars or the functional currency of the country in each stage of the three step procedure. For Step 1, the anti-
which the head office of the foreign corporation is located.7o abuse rule prevents branch asset transfers designed to
An example is given of a taxpayer that determines the actual ncrease the total value of US assets.77 The test for the rule is
ratio annually and uses British pounds for financial reporting whether one of the principal purposes of the acquisition of
purposes, and is thus required to convert the US dollar value the asset is to artificially increase the US assets of the foreign
of the assets and liabilities of its US branch into British corporation on a determinationdate. A key aspect of the test

pounds at the spot rate on the last day of the taxable year. is that it does not require that the artificial increase be the

For taxpayers whose functional currency is hyper-inflation- main purpose of the transfer, but only one of the purposes,

ary, the IRS can require that the US dollar be used to make and thus a substantialbusiness reason for the transfer may not

the calculations under the regulations if a material distortion be sufficient to overcome the test. The regulations list several

to the actual ratio or a distortionof anothercalculated amount factors that the IRS will use to apply the test, including: (1)
would otherwise occur.71 the period the asset is held in the US business, (2) whetherthe

asset is acquired from a related person, and (3) whether the

B. Rules for partnership interests
68. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(a)(4)
69. See Treas. Reg. 1.988-2(b).

The regulations contain specific rules to deal with assets and 70. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(2)(ix). For the rules for determining the taxpay-
liabilities held through partnerships. For the purpose of Step er's functional currency see IRC 985 and the regulations thereunder.

1, the BPT regulations provide that a partnership interest is 71. A foreign currency is hyper-inflationary if it increases at a compounded
rate of more than 100 per cent over a 36-month base period, determinedby ref-

treated as a US asset using either the asset method or the erence to the consumer prce index for the country involved. See Treas. Reg.
income method.72 In brief, the asset method relies on deter- 1.985-I(b)(2)(ii)(D).

mining the partner's share of the tax basis of each US asset in 72. Treas. Reg 1.884-1(d)(3)

the partnership, which is the proportion in which the partner
73. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(b)(2)(ii)(B).
74. IRC 752.

shares in the income, gain, loss or deduction that is generated 75. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(2)(vi).See note 76 below

by the asset, and then determining the portion that the sum of 76. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(a)(1)(ii)(B) This will normally depend on the allo-

all such amounts bears to the partner's share of the tax basis cation provisions contained in the partnership agreement, provided such provi-
or are

of all assets held by the partnership. The income method
sions have substantial economic effect in accordance with the partner's
interest in the partnership. See IRC 704(b) and the regulations thereunder.

treats the partnership interest as a US asset in the proportion 77. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(b)(l)(v)
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total ,value of the US assets increased temporarily on or E. Overall limitation on interest deduction
around the determinationdate.

The anti-abuse rule for liabilities in Step 2 is similar, and The final regulationsprovide that the total amount of interest

applies to liabilities intentionally and artificially designed expensecalculatedcannot exceed the total amount of interest

to ncrease the actual ratio. The IRS is given express author- paid or accrued by the foreign corporation during the taxable

ity in the regulations to disregard related party loans if one of year.82 The total interest expense for this purpose is translated

the principal purposes of the loan is to increase the actual into US dollars using the weighted average exchange rate for

ratio.78 each foreign currency as prescribed under the rules for Sub-

part J of the IRC.83
The final regulations illustrate the anti-abuse rule with an

For example, foreign corporation that the 50 cent
example that involves a loan made by a US branch as part of a uses per

fixed ratio to determine its US-connected liabilities will not
an overall transaction in which a related party of the borrow-
er maintained a compensating balance with the foreign cor-

be entitled to claim an interest deduction in excess of the

poration. The example concludes that the integrated loan actual amountof interestpaid or accruedeven if the use of the
50 per cent ratio produces a higher amount.84

made by the US branch will be disregarded as a US asset

since one of the purposes of the loan was to artificially
increase the actual ratio and the loan was arranged by the

F. Application of other interest limitations
head office without the material participation of the US
branch.79

The final regulations provide that interest must first be allo-
For Step 3, the anti-abuse rule applies to US branch booked cated to the ECI of the US branch using the rules of the Sec-
liabilities if one of the principal purposes of incurring or tion 882 regulations before the other rules of the IRC that

holding the liability is to artificially increase the interest deal with the deferral,disallowance,or capitalizationof inter-

expense of the US branch on its booked liabilities,8This test est are applied.85 The rules referred to in the final regulations
is made on a facts and circumstancesbasis. The final regula- include the following:
tions list two factors that will be taken into account: first, - the deferred deduction of original issue discount (OID)
whether the interest expense on the particular liability is owed to related foreign persons until such OID is paid;86
excessive when compared to other liabilities of the foreign - the matching requirementof the deduction from income
corporation denominated in the same currency, and second, where the interest payment is made to foreign persons;87
whether the currency denominationsof the US branch liabil- - the earnings stripping provisions,88

ities substantially match the currency denominations of the
- the requirementthat interest be capitalized if incurred for

US branch assets. inventory or the acquisitionof capital assets;89 and
the disallowance of interest incurred to acquire tax--

exempt obligations.9o
D. Elections

The disallowanceof interest on liabilities incurred to acquire
The final regulations contain general rules that apply to all tax-exempt obligations includes obligations that pay tax-

instances in the regulationswhere the taxpayer is permitted to exempt interest under domestic US law9 and also obligations
that are subject to a reduced rate ofwithholdingunderUS taxmake an affirmative election to use an alternative means or

method to calculate the interest deduction, for example the treaties.

election to use the fixed ratio in lieu of the actual ratio or the The final regulations illustrate the disallowance rule for tax-
election to value assets at fair market value rather than tax exempt treaty income with an example of a US branch that
basis. The regulations provide that the taxpayercan change a holds assets that produce US-source taxable income and
currentlyexisting method in the income tax retum for the first additional assets that produce tax-exempt foreign source

taxable year beginning on or after the effective date of the income (via a tax treaty under which the foreign corporation
regulations, i.e. 6 June 1996. An amended return cannot be can claim benefits). The tax-exemptincome producingassets
used for this purpose.

An election is made by calculating the interest deduction on 78. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(c)(3)
the tax return in accordancewith the method or choice elect- 79. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(c)(5),Example (5).

80. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(d)(2)(v).
ed. Once an election is made, it must be used for a minimum 81. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(a)(7).
period of 5 years, and can only be changed thereafterwith the 82. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(a)(3).
consentof the IRS. The regulationsdo not indicate the guide_ 83. See Treas. Reg. 1.989(b)-1 for the computationof the weighted average

lines that will be used by the IRS to decide whether to exchange rate.

84. See Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(a)(8),Example 2.

approve a change, but do state that consent to change will 85. Treas. Reg. 1.882-5(a)(5).
only be given in rare and unusual circumstances.''8'If a tax- 86. IRC 163(e)(3)

payer fails to make an election under the regulations, the IRS 87. IRC 267(a)(3).
88. IRC 163(j).

may make the election on the taxpayer's behalf, and the tax- 89. IRC 263A.

payer will be bound by the IRS's determination. 90. IRC 265.
91. IRC 103, providing for exempt interest on obligations of US states and

municipalities.
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comprise 10 per cent (by tax basis) of the total assets of the that the Treasury Department believes that this is a reason-

US branch. Accordingly, the interest expense deduction able interpretation of the business profits articles of US
under Section 882 is reduced by 10 per cent.92 treaties since such articles do not require the use of any par-

ticular method.

G. Application to tax treaties
92. Treas. Reg 1.882-5(a)(8), Example (4).

The final regulations provide that the methods described in 93. Treas Reg 1.882-5(a)(2).See also Revenue Ruling 89-I 15, 1989-2 C.B.

the regulationsare the exclusive methods for determining the 130 (Art. 7(3) of the US-UK Income tax Treaty); Revenue Ruling 85-7, 1985-1
C.B. 188 (Art. 8(3) of the US-Japan Income Tax Treaty), holding that the allo-

interest expense attributable to a permanent establishment cation rnethod of the current Sec 1.882-5 regulations applied for treaty pur-
under US tax treaties.93 The preamble to the regulationsstates poses.
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NEW ZEALAND

INTERNATIONALTAX REFORM
Stephen Tomlinson

ident investors, but rather to spread the New Zealand tax bur-
Stephen Tomlinson lectures in taxation, finance and
business law at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, den evenly across all non-resident investors.6 In other words,
New Zealand. His research interests are international the Governmentexpected to raise the revenue needed to fund
taxation and portfolio investment. Previously he was the extension to the FITC regime (currently estimated at
employed as a taxationsolicitorwith Rudd Watts & Stone, NZD 140 million per year) through the enforcement of the
a leading New Zealand law firm.

thin-capitalizationand transfer pricing regimes.
The Taxation (Intemational Tax) Bill broadly followed the

proposals set out in the Discussion Document, but with sev-

I. INTRODUCTION eral notable exceptions. Perhaps the most importantdevelop-
ment concerned the decision to proceed with a thin-capital-

On 12 December 1995, three important reforms to New ization regime. The Discussion Document considered the
Zealand's international tax regime came into effect:' an possibilityof introducinga thin-capitalizationregime, but did
extended foreign investor tax credit (FITC) regime,2 a com- not reach a conclusion on the matter.7 The Bill included a

prehensive transfer pricing regime3 and a new thin-cap- robust thin-capitalization regimedesigned to prevent non-

italization regime.4 residents from minimizingNew Zealand taxation by employ-
These three reforms will affect foreign investors in different ing abusive capital structures.

ways. The extended FITC regime is intended to encourage The public was invited to make submissions on the Taxation
foreign direct investment into New Zealand by ensuring that (InternationalTax) Bill. The Finance and Expenditure Select
non-resident investors pay the same effective rate of New Committee (the Select Committee) received and consid-
Zealand tax as resident investors. Previously, non-resident ered a total of 24 submissions. Although these submissions
investors faced n effective New Zealand tax rate of up to 53 did not result in any major changes to the new legislation, the

per cent, compared to 33 per cent for resident investors. The detail of the specific reforms has clearly been influenced by
transfer pricing and thin-capitalizationregimes, on the other the careful considerationof submissions.
hand, are base strengthening measures. These reforms focus

The remainder of this article focuses the key changes toon
on minimizing the tax planning opportunities open to non-

the FITC, transfer pricing and thin-capitalization regimesresident nvestors who employ abusive capital structures and
on

transfer pricing practices. As a package, the reforms attempt
resulting from consideration of submissions the Discus-
sion Documentand the Taxation (InternationalTax) Bill.8

to create a level playing field for foreign investors.

Thi article analyses the new FITC, transferpricing and thin-

capitalizationregimes. Prt II of this article traces the devel- Ill. FOREIGN INVESTORTAX CREDIT REGIME
opment of the nternational tax reforms from the proposal
stage through to the enacted legislation. Parts III, IV and V
examine the FITC regime, transfer pricing regime and thin- A. Overviewof the FITC regime
capitalization regime respectively. Part VI evaluates the
reform package as a whole. The FITC regime was enacted to provide relief from double

taxation resulting from New Zealand's classical system of

Il. DEVELOPMENTOF INTERNATIONALTAX 1. The IncomeTax Act 1994 AmendmentAct (No.3) 1995 (referred to as the

REFORMS new legislation in this article).
2. Id., Sec..17 (inserting subpart LE into the Income Tax Act 1994).
3. Id., Sec. 12 (inserting Sec. GD 13 into the Income Tax Act 1994).

The new nternational tax reforms were first proposed in the 4. Id., Sec. 9 (inserting subpart FG into the Income Tax Act 1994).
international tax discussion document issued in February 5. New Zealand Government, InternationalTax - A DiscussionDocument,
1995.5 Afterconsideringsubmissionson both the nternation- GovernmentPrinter, Wellington, 28 February 1995 (referred to as the Discus-

al tax policy framework and the substance of the proposed
sion Document in this article).
6. Introductory Ministerial Speech to Parliament on the Taxation (Interna-

reforms, the New Zealand Government introduced the Taxa- tional Tax) Bill and the Taxation (Miscellaneous Issues) Bill.

tion (Intemtional Tax) Bill into Parliament in August 1995. 7. Op. cit. note 5, at 59.

The Minister of Revenue emphasized that the Government's
8. For an overview of the original proposals contained in the Discussion
Document, see Sawyer, A.J., InternationalTaxation: A Complete Approach at

objective was not to reduce the total tax take from non-res- Last, 49 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation 10, (1995), at 472.
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taxing corporate profits. Under the classical taxation system, B. Preference for the FITC regime over the NRWT
two distinct layers of tax are imposed on corporate earnings exemption approach
distributed to shareholders:

the company is subject to taxation on its net taxable The legislation extends the original FITC regime to all-

new

income; and non-resident shareholders. The alternative, which was con-

shareholdersare taxed on dividends paid by the company. sidered but rejected by the Select Committee, to exempt
-

was

In the case of dividends paid to non-resident shareholders, dividends paid to non-resident direct investors (investors
non-residentwithholding tax (NRWT) was withheld at the holding a 10 per cent or greater interest in the New Zealand

rate of 30 per cent of the gross dividend (or 15 per cent in the company) from NRWT to the extent that the dividends are

case of dividends paid to residents of most treaty countries). fully imputed (the Australian approach).
Income tax paid at the level of the company was not cred- The Select Committee noted that the choice between the two
itable against either the income tax liability of the resident mechanisms involved a trade-off between a number of com-

shareholders or the NRWT withheld from dividends paid to peting considerations, including:12

the non-residentshareholders. - reducing taxes on non-resident investors in the most effi-

A dividend imputation regime was introduced in 1988 to pro-
cient manner (that is, in a manner that produces the great-

vide relief from double taxation for resident shareholders.9 est economic benefit to New Zealand at the least revenue

However, the benefits of imputation were not extended to cost); and

non-resident shareholders and the NRWT provisions contin-
- minimizingcompliancecosts.

ued to apply. As a result, non-resident investors incurred a The Select Committee received a total of 11 submissions on

much higher overall tax burden than resident investors. whether an extended FITC regime or the NRWT exemption
alternative should be adopted. Five submissionscontained anLimited relief for non-resident investors was granted in

September 1993 when the Govemment enacted the Foreign express preference for the FITC mechanism. Four submis-
sions stated a preference for the NRWT exemption alterna-Investor Tax Credit Regime for non-resident portfolio tive, although two of those submissions expressed a weakinvestors (investors holding less than a 10 per cent interest n

the company).o Instead of exempting fully imputed divi- preference only. The remaining two submissions suggested a

dends from NRWT (the Australian approach), relief came in hybrid approach, with the NRWT exemption mechanism
to centthe form of a foreign investor tax credit to be passed onto applying only companies 100 per owned by a single

non-residentshareholder.non-residentportfolio investors as a supplementarydividend.
The effect of this supplementarydividend was to reduce New The Select Committee's preference for the extended FITC
Zealand taxation on earnings distributed to non-residentport- regime was influenced by the Government's decision to
folio investors to 33 per cent (in the case of dividends dis- retain the FITC mechanism for non-resident portfolio
tributed to non-residentportfolio investors resident in a treaty investors. The Select Committeeconsidered that applying the

country). FITC mechanism to non-resident portfolio investors and an

toThe new legislation extends this relief to all non-resident exemption from NRWT non-resident direct investors
would result in an increase in compliance costs, because a

shareholders. However, instead of simply repealing the
restrction applying to non-resident portfolio investors (as

new boundary would be introduced into the Act.13

suggested in the Discussion Document), the original FITC C. Calculation and application of foreign investor tax
regime has been repealed and a new FITC regime enacted in credits
its place.
The new legislation also reduces the rate of NRWT withheld Under the FITC regime, the foreign investor tax credit is cal-
from dividends paid to non-resident investors from 30 per culated in accordance with the following formula:14
cent to 15 per cent, to the extent that the dividends are fully FITC = IC * 67/120
imputed. This is of particular significance to investors res-

ident in non-treaty countries. Under the orginal FITC where IC is the imputation credit (if any) attached to the

regime, the supplementarydividend was insufficient to com- dividend.

pletely offset the NRWT liability of these investors. As a This formula is difficult to apply because in determining the
result, investors resident in non-treatycountries faced a high- imputation credit to be attached to dividends paid to non-res-
er effective rate of New Zealand taxation than other investors. ident investors under the FITC regime, supplementary divi-

The extended FITC regime applies to dividends paid on or

after 12 December 1995. The following sections provide an 9. See subpart ME of the Income Tax Act 1994.

analysis of some of the more important issues arising from 10. See Sec. 308A of the Income Tax Act 1976.

the enactmentof the new legislation.
I I. Op. cit. note 5, at 42.
12. Officials' Report to the Finance and ExpenditureSelect Committeeon Sub-
missions Received on the Taxation (IntemationalTax) Bill, 23 November 1995,
at 6.
13. Id., at 7.
14. The original legislationused 0.5583 as a multiplier instead of 67 + 120. The
decimal approximation was replaced in the new legislation as it was not suffi-
ciently accurate to deal with large dividend payments.
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dends are ignored and the foreign investor tax credit is itself which have the purpose or effect of defeating the intent and

deemed to be an imputation credit attached to the dividend. application of the transfer pricing regime fall within the

Thus, the amount of the foreign investor tax credit must be scope of the anti-avoidanceprovisions.
determined before calculating the imputation credit to be

attached to the dividend. Unfortunately, calculation of the Taxpayers must use one of the prescribedpricing methodolo-

foreign investor tax credit is itself dependent on the imputa- gies to calculate the arm's-length transfer price for arrange-

tion credit attached to the dividend. It is however, possible to
ments subject to the transfer pricing regime. Taxpayers must

derive a mathematical solution to this rather circular prob- apply the best method, which is the method that provides
the most reliable measure of the arm's-length price, having

lem. The formula below can be used for calculating the
to a

amount of imputation credit which will result in a dividend regard number of factors. If the Commissionerof the

Inland Revenue (the Commissioner)chooses to dispute the
paid to a non-resident investor being fully imputed: arm's-lengthprice determined by the taxpayer, the Commis-

ICnr = Divnr* 3960/12529 sioner bears the onus of proving that anotherprice provides a

where Divr is the net dividend paid to the non-resident more reliable measure.

investor. The new transfer pricing regime applies from the beginning
Furthermore, the following formula can be used to calculate of the 1996/1997 income year. Many of the important
the amount of imputation credit which will result in a divi- changes to the new regime arose from favourable considera-
dend paid to a non-resident investor being imputed to the tion of submissionson the proposalscontained in the Discus-
same level as a dividend of the same amount paid to a res- sion Document. The following sections consider a number of
ident investor: the key changes.

ICnr = ICr* 120/187

where IC is the imputation credit attached to the dividend B. Application of the transfer pricing regime
paid to the resident investor.

The transfer pricing regime proposed in the Discussion
Non-resident investors should also be aware of limitations

imposed on the applicationof foreign investor tax credits. In Document placed transactions between both associated and

essence, the amount of the foreign investor tax credit is limit- unrelatedparties within the ambit of the regime. Submissions

ed to the income tax liability of the company paying the divi- indicated that the ambitof the proposed regime was too wide,

dend (and other companies in the same wholly owned group).
even though a presumption that transactions between unre-

This can affect the ability of a company to repatriateaccumu-
lated parties would be at arm's-length was included in order

lated profit at an effective marginal New Zealand tax rate of to reduce administrative and compliance costs. In response

33 per cent, notwithstanding that the legislation permits a
to these submissions, the focus of the transfer pricing regime

company to apply the foreign nvestor tax credit against has been narrowed to cross-border transactions between

income tax payable over the last four years (commencing associatedparties. To ensure that the regime is effective, anti-

from 1993/1994). The Select Committee recognized this avoidance provisions extend the regime to: 17

problem and agreed that there was a need to create a more
- domestic transactions that are part of a broader agree-

flexble mechanism for the applicationof foreign investor tax ment involving non-residents that have a character simi-

credits,t5 The Select Committee's solution was to allow lar to that of cross-bordertransactions; and

unused foreign investortax credits to be carried forward, sub-
- transactions between unrelated parties acting in concert

ject to shareholdercontinuity rules.16 to avoid tax through manipulative cross-border transfer

pricing.
Associated parties are only obliged to report cross-border

IV. TRANSFER PRICING transactionsat arm's length prices to the extent that the trans-

action depletes the New Zealand tax base.

A. Overview of the transfer pricing regime This change in focus is to be welcomed as it brings New

Zealand into line with the OECD's guidelines on transfer

In the international context, the terrn transfer pricing is used pricing and reduces taxpayercompliancecosts.

to refer to the manipulation of prices charged for goods or

services betweenrelatedparties resident in differenttax juris-
dictions so that profits are generated in the country with the C. Determinationof the best method
lowest tax rate. Taken to extremes,aggressive transferpricing
arrangements can ensure that no tax is paid in the high tax The new legislationprescribes five differentmethods which a

jurisdiction. taxpayercan apply to calculate the arm's-lengthprice. These
methods are the comparable uncontrolled price method, the

New Zealand's new transfer pricing regime is based on resale price method, the cost plus method, the comparable
OECD guidelines. The focus of the regime is cross-border

arrangementsbetween associated parties which deplete New
Zealand's tax base. However, specific anti-avoidance provi-

15. Op. cit. note 12, at 12.
16. Id., at 13.

sions ensure that certain other non-arm'S length transactions 17. Supra note 1, Sec. 10 (replacing Sec. GC 1 of the Income Tax Act 1994).
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profits method and the profit split method.18The Govemment is because interest payments are generally deductible for tax

originally proposed to elevate the comparable uncontrolled purposes while dividend payments are not.2o The lower

price method as a safe-harbour. In other words, the Com- effective rate of New Zealand taxation on debt investment

missioner would not impose a different method for calculat- compared to equity investmentprovides an incentive for non-

ing the arm's-length price where the taxpayer had used the resident investors to finance their New Zealand operations by
comparable uncontrolledprice method. debt rather than equity. When a company is financed pre-

dominantly by debt, it is said to be thinly-capitalized.This
Internationalexperience indicates that calculatingthe compa- leads to erosion of the New Zealand tax base and a lack of
rable uncontrolled price (which involves identifying prices foreign equity investment.
for similar transactions between unrelated parties) is virtual-

ly impossible in a numberof cases. It is even more dificult to The Discussion Document invited submissions on whether

identify the comparable uncontrolledprice in a small econo-
the introduction of a thin-capitalizationregime was both ne-

my such as New Zealand where a number of unique factors, cessary and feasible for New Zealand. After considering
including geographical isolation, make comparison between these submissions the Governmentdecided to proceed with a

similar transactions dificult. In response to these concems, thin-capitalization regime. The Commentary to the Taxation

the new legislation does not elevate the comparable uncon- (InternationalTax) Bill outlines the reasons why the Govern-
ment believes that a thin-capitalizationregime is necessary:2'trolled method as a safe-harbour . Rather, taxpayers are

required to apply the best method in calculating the arm's-
- to limit the extent to which non-resident investors can

length price. The best method is determined by taking into finance their New Zealand operations with excessive

account the following four factors:'9 debt to reduce their New Zealand tax liabilities; and

the similarity between the transaction undertaken by the
- to act as a backstop to the transferpricing regime, as thin-

-

taxpayer and the unrelated transactions used for compar- capitalization is an altemative means by which non-res-

ison; idents can reduce their New Zealand tax liabilities.

the completeness and accuracy of data relied upon; The thin-capitalization regime does not apply to all New-

the reliability of assumptions used; and Zealand entities with non-resident shareholders; only those-

the sensitivity of the calculation to possible deficiencies entities controlled by a single non-resident are affected. For-

in the data and assumptions. the purposes of the thin-capitalization regime, control means

The arm's-length price calculated by the taxpayer will apply a 50 per cent or greater interest, determined on a tier-by-
unless the Commissioneris able to prove that a more reliable tier basis.22
estimate of the arm's-length price exists. Thus, the onus of

Entities controlled by single non-resident subjectproof rests with the Commissioner (unless the taxpayer fails
a are to

to cooperate with the Commissioner's requests for informa- complicated interest apportionment rules. The effect of these
rules is to restrict interest deductions where more than 75 pertion). cent of the entity's assets are financed by debt, and the entity
is clearly more highly geared than its worldwide group. Spe-

D. Documentation requirements cial rules determine what constitutes debt and how it iS to be
measured for the purpose of the regime.

The new legislation does not explicitly require taxpayers to The thin-capitalization regime applies from the 1996/1997
document the process by which the arm's-length price is cal- income year. Several aspects of the regime are considered in
culated. However, failure to provide the Commissionerwith the following sections.

informationjustifying the choice and applicationof the best
method could result in the taxpayer bearing the burden of

proving that his estimate of arm's-length prce is the most B. Application of the control test

reliable estimate. If the taxpayer is unable to discharge this
burden of proof, the Commissionerwill be at liberty to deter- The thin-capitalization regime applies to entities controlled

mine the arm's-length price. Thus, there is an implicit by a single non-resident.For the purposes of the thin-capital-
requirement to document the process by which the arm's- ization regime, control means a 50 per cent or greater inter-

length price is calculated. Given the impending legislative est, as determined on a tier-by-tier basis. In other words,
strengthening of penalties for non-compliance, this implicit control over a lower tier company is determined by whether

requirementmust be a strong one. the first-tier company controls the second-tier company, the

ability of that second-tiercompany to control third-tier com-
' panies, and so on. Control over lower tier companies is not

V. THIN-CAPITALIZATION
18. For a descriptionof these methods see supra note 8 at 477.

A. Overview of the thin-capitalizationregime
19. See Sec. GD 13(8) of the Income Tax Act 1994.
20. For a discussion of the difference in effective tax rates, see supra note 8, at

474.

Non-resident investors are subject to a significantly lower 21. New Zealand Government, Taxation (Intemational Tax) Bill; Commen-
on at

level of taxation on their New Zealand investments where tary the Bill, GovernmentPrinter, Wellington, August 1995, 3.
22. An explanation of the tier-by-tierbasis is provided in Section V. part B.

D
income takes the form of interest rather than dividends. This Applicationof the control test below.

'
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calculated by the simple multiplication of control interests legislation (along with a simple description of the variables)
down the chain of companies. is reproducedbelow:29

This differs from the approach taken in the Taxation (Interna- NDIE = (I-GI-IFD) * TNZD-NZDA* NZDP-TDP
tional Tax) Bill, which employed a control test based on the TNZD NZDP
simple multiplication of ownership interests. Under the Where:
approach taken in the Bill, if Company A holds a 70 per NDIE Non-deductibleinterest= expense;
cent voting nterest in CompanyBand CompanyB holds

I Total nterest= expense;a 70 per cent voting nterest in CompanyC, then Company
= expense;A would only have a 49 per cent interest in CompanyC, GI Intra-groupnterest

which would not constitute a control interest. This was not IFD = Interest excluded from the thin-capitaliza-
the way in which the legislation was ntended to be applied. tion regime;
Furthermore, it was not clear whether the catch-all control TNZD = Total debt for the taxpayer's New Zealand

provision would resolve the problem. Accordingly, the Select group;
Committee recommendedthat the control test be redrafted to NZDA = Money on-lent;
explicitly reflect the tier-by-tier approach to calculating con- NZDP = The taxpayer's New Zealand group debt per-
trol nterests.23 centage; and

TDP = The threshold debt percentage, which is the

greater of:
C. Inclusion of third party debt (a) 75 per cent; and

(b) the taxpayer's worldwide group debt
The New Zealand thin-capitalization regime is unusual in percentage multipliedby 1.1.
that both related and third-party debt are included in the debt

percentage calculation. A number of other countries (for The key differences between the two formulae are:

example Australia) only include related party debt in the cal- - the enacted formula contains a more precise definitionof
culation. The inclusion of third-party debt in the debt per- the nterest expense that is subject to the thin-capitaliza-
centage calculation was fiercely contested in a number of tion regime. In particular the enacted formula excludes
submissions made to the Select Committee. Reasons for intra-group interest and interest arising from borrowings
excluding third-party debt from the thin-capitalization that do not provide the taxpayer with funds;
regime included:24 - rather than apply differentsafe-harbourratios for particu-

taxpayers borrow from third parties for genuine commer- lar industries (such as financial institutions), the new for--

cial reasons; mula provides a concession for on-lending. The effect of
restricting interest deductions for commercial arrange- this concession is to exclude on-lending operations of-

ments involving third parties may place highly-geared financial institutions from the ambit of the thin-capital-
non-resident investors at a competitive disadvantage to ization regime;
New Zealand firms; - the new formula uses debt percentages rather than safe-
abusive use of third-party debt could be countered by harbour debt:equity ratios. As a result, no more than 25-

specific anti-avoidancerules; and per cent of the taxpayer's interest expense will ever be
the thin-capitalizationregime, as proposed, may conflict non-deductible under the nterest apportionment for--

with New Zealand's double tax agreements. mula. If the Discussion Document formula was applied,
However, the Select Committee rejected these submissions potentially all of the taxpayer's nterest expense could be

non-deductible.and concluded that the inclusion of both related and third-

party debt was fundamental to the effective operation of the The last point demonstrates that the thin-capitalization
thin-capitalizationregime.25 One has to sympathize with the regime is less severe on highly leveraged structures than ori-
Select Committee's view. Australia, which operates a thin- ginally feared. Perhaps this was a concession designed to

capitalizationregime directed solely at related party debt, has alleviate the effect of including both related and third-party
experienced difficulties in enforcing specific anti-avoidance debt in the debt calculation.
rules designed to counter abusive forms of third-party debt
such as back-to-back loans and third-party loans backed by
parent company guarantees.26 Clearly, a thin-capitalization
regime which can easily be circumventedwill not be effect-
ive.

23. Op. cit. note 12, at 60.

D. Formula for calculating interest apportionment 24. Id., at 68.
25. Ibid.
26. See Smith, A.M.C., TaxAvoidanceandNon-ResidentInvestors: The Case

The formula for calculating interest apportionment27 differs ofThin Capitalization,(Instituteof Policy Studies, Wellington, 1992) at 68.

substantially from the formula initially proposed in th Dis- 27. See Sec. FG 8 of the IrcomeTaxAct 1994.

cussion Document.28 To assist in explaining the differences
28. Op. cit. note 5, at 59.
29. For the formula proposed in the DiscussionDocumentsee supra note 8, at

between the two formulae, the formula adopted in the new 479.
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VI. CONCLUSION extensive consultation undertaken at all stages of the legisla-
tive process. Most commentatorsagree that the reform pack-

International tax reform is notoriously difficult to implement age, taken as a whole, is a positive step forward. Not only will

effectively. The New Zealand Government will no doubt be the reforms act as a catalyst for encouraging foreign invest-

pleased that the current round of international tax reform, ment, but they go some way in ensuring that all taxpayers,
which has spanned the last seven years, is finally complete. resident and non-resident, pay their fair share of taxes.

The successful implementation of this instalment of the
reform programme has no doubt been influenced by the

w
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GHANA

TAX ISCENTIVES
by Seth E. Terkper

There is no doubt that the improvementsin revenue perform-
Mr Terkper is Ghanaian Bulletin Correspondentand a

Research Fellow, of the InternationalTax Programme,
ance due to these changes did anchor the initial (i.e. stabiliza-

Harvard University. Mr Terkper works with the National tion) phase of the recovery programme. In particular, it made
Revenue Secretariatof the Ministry of Finance and is a the achievement of fiscal stability possible during the 1980s
member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, both without resorting to very high increases in tax rates.7 How-
in Ghana.

ever, the successes enumerated above are tainted by some

disappointing aspects of the reform effort. Apart from the

perception that the programme may have adversely affected
I. INTRODUCTION economically and socially vulnerable groups, perhaps the

major disappointmentwith the reforms to date is the lack of
The comprehensive Structural Adjustment Programme
(SAP)t which Ghana embarked on in 1983 is regarded by any appreciable increase in both domestic and foreign invest-

ment.
many fiscal experts as a successfulcase study in Sub-Saharan
African economic recovery.2 This view appears to hold The domestic savings and investment .rates in Ghana have

despite increasingsigns since 1992 that the country may have always been very low.8 The increase in the savings rate from
started experiencingsome reverses due mainly to adjustment 5 to 8 per cent of GDP between 1981 and 1991 merely
fatigue and growing impatience with the slow positive social restored the performance of this index to levels which were

impact of the programme.3 The reforms were initiated in previously recorded in the 1960s. Indeed the rate falls well
1984 and during the period of recovery, GDP grew on aver- below the peakof 14 per cent recorded in the early 1970s. The
age 5 per cent a year (or 2 per cent in real terms). This growth current 8 per cent rate compares very unfavourably with the
is directly attributable to the various measures implemented Sub-SaharanAfrican (SSA) average of 13 per cent and 28 per
to stem the decline in economic performance experienced cent for the Asian sub-region.Ghana's investmentindicators,
during the 1970s and the early 1980s.

though bolstered by inflows of oficial aid and direct foreign
The primary step taken to facilitate the recovery was the investment, are equall low. Currently, the official foreign
realignment of relative prices. The programme was imple- assistance to GDP is only 10 per cent comparedwith an SSA
mented to eliminate many years of pervasive trade, invest- average of 20 - 30 per cent. Ih comparison, the level of pri-
ment, price and foreign exchange control regimes. Other vate nvestment to GDP is estimated to be only 8 per cent.

measures included the restorationof fiscal and monetary dis- Therefore, notwithstanding the apparent low rate of foreign
cipline and the rehabilitationof basic physical infrastructure. assistance and direct private investment in the country,
To a large extent, these measures were made possible by the togetherthey have both contributedsignificantly to maintain-
injection into the economy of foreign aid and loans negoti- ing the investment to GDP ratio at the current average of 16
ated under the auspices of the IMF and the World Bank.

per cent.9
Another major contributor to the improvement in economic
conditions was the boost in foreign exchange earnings which
resulted from the revitalizationof the export sector.4 1. The StructuralAdjustmentProgramme(SAP) is also referred to as the Eco-

nomic Recovery Programme (ERP) in Ghana.
2. See for example; Ishan Kapur, Ghana- Adjustment and Growth, 1983 -

Il. TAXATION INVESTMENTSTRATEGY 91, IMF 1991; Chad Leechor, Ghana: Front runner in Adjustment (Adjust-
ment in Africa - Lessons from Country Case Studies, the World Bank, Wash-

ington, 1994.
The country's tax reform programme under the SAP has 3. See Michael Holman, Ghana: A Slow Recovery in Danger of Relapse,
played a very important role in reducing the high level of FinancialTimes Survey, 4 August 1995.

budget deficits which had caused difficulties for the country
4. See supra note 2.
5. For a detailed discussion of tax reforms in Ghana, see Seth Terkper,

in the past. The programme concentrated on achieving a Ghana: Trends in Tax Reform (1985-93), 8 Tax Notes Int'l 19,9May 1994

given number of specific objectives, including:5 and GHANA: Tax AdministrationReforms (1985-93), 8 Tax Notes Int'l 21,

a) improvement in economic efficiency through the elimi- 23 May 1994.
recent was to carry a

nation of numerous distortions which had become mani- 6. One of the country's reversals the inability through
planned introductionof Value Added Tax (VAT) in 1995. The tax was meant to

fest in the tax system; furtherexpand the tax base and consolidatedomestic indirect tax administration

b) the reorganization of the revenue agenCies to improve in the country (see Seth Terkper forthcoming, VAT in Ghana: Why It Failed,

administrativeefficiency; Tax Notes Int'l).
7. See supra note 2.

c) a widening of the tax base and rationalization of the 8. See supra note 2, (Leechor).
regime of direct and indirect taxes.6 9. Id.
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The stated aim of Ghana's economic policy is to transform the system in many countries. It is also true that incentives
the experience of economic recovery and stabilization into a may sometimes result in negative resource flows from devel-
formula which imitates the experiences of the fast-growing oping to developed countries.t4
economies of South-East Asia.'o The achievement of an

Recent developments seem to suggest that Ghana may have
appreciable local and foreign investment ratio is central to decided to set aside reservations regarding incentives.
achieving this economic goal. It is to this end that the tax

any
Instead, it has chosen to enhance the attractiveness of the

incentives available to investors have been undergoing criti-
existing investment incentives. The renewed emphasis on tax

cai review in recent years. Thus, the current phase of the
ncentves aims to achieve rapid economic growth through an

adjustmentprocess places renewed emphasis on encouraging enhanced investments promotion strategy. In Septemberthe private sector to propel the desired growth in economic
1994, Parliament enacted investment code, the Ghanaa new

performance.The need to increase foreign investment in par- Investment Promotion Centre Act, 1994 (Act 478 referred to
ticular accounts for the recent increase in the number of for- hereafter as the Code) to replace the old code, the Invest-
eign trips made by the country's President and ministers to

ment Code, 1985 (PNDC Law 116), which passed in
certain European, American and Asian-tigerstates.

was

1985. In September 1995, the House passed a Free Zones
law, The Free Zone Act, 1995 (Act 504), thus adding to the
incentives available under the Code and the Income Tax

Ill. THE RELEVANCE OF TAX INCENTIVES Decree, 1975 (SMC Decree 5). Other customs and indirect
tax incentives may be found in the Customs, Excise and Pre-
ventive Service Law, 1993 (PNDC Law 330). The incentivesGhana has maintained a liberal tax incentive regime for
under the laws enumerated in this paragraph do however,almost three decades. The regime was ushered in as part of not,

the state-led industrialization programme introduced in the apply to the mining and petroleum sectors.15 The incentives
available to these sectors are regulated by a separate law, the1960s after the attainment of political independence from
Minerals and Mining Law, 1986 (PNDC Law 153).Britain in 1957. The professed aim of these incentives iS to

encourage savings and attract domestic as weil as foreign
investment into the economy. Nevertheless, some ambiva-
lence has been expressed in the past about the viability of IV. THE ADMINISTRATIONOF TAX
using liberal tax concessions to increase investments. For INCENTIVES
example, the report of a Tax Review Commission,12 estab-
lished by the Govemmentas far back as 1977 stated that: One effect of enacting the Code iS to change the traditional

Experience has clearly shown that attempts to actively promote role assigned to the Ghana Investment Centre (GIC),
economic growth through tax measures, particularly tax incentives renamed the Ghana Investments Promotion Centre (GIPC)
and especially income tax exemptionsand tax holidays are of lini- under the new law. As its new name suggests, the Centre has
ited potential. n addition, tax favours can .normally have only a

now been transformed into an institution devoted to promot-marginal impact upon a firm's location, production and investment
decisions, given the over-riding importance of such other factors ing investments.
as availability of resources, presence of physical infrastructure
(such as roads, power etc.), skilled labour and political stability
(emphasis added). A. Changes in the administrationof tax incentives

It is also true that the trend in a number of developed and The law assigns the administration of tax incentives to the

D developing economies which have implementedcomprehen- country's two existing revenue institutions. These- are the
sive tax reforms appears to favour phasing out excessive Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and Customs, Excise and
incentives and replacing them with a simplified and liberal Preventive Service (CEPS) for direct and indirect taxes
general tax structure.13 The purpose of this paper is not to respectively. To give practical meaning to this objective, the
exhaustivelydiscuss the merits or otherwise of tax incentives references to specific tax incentives in the previous code
in Ghana or developingcountries for that matter. However, it (PNDC Law 116, 1985) have been removed from the new

may be useful to summarize the factors which are usually
considered in the debate.

10. World Bank, Ghana 2000 and Beyond- Setting the Stage for Accelerated
It has been suggested that it may be possible for a well ratio- Growth and Poverty Reduction, February 1993.

nalized set of incentives to minimize corporate tax distor- 11. It is significant to note that the President, Flt Lt. J.J. Rawlings recently

tions, attract foreign investment, create employment, pro-
embarked on various tours to Europe, America and South East Asia to draw
attention to the favourable investmentclimate in Ghana. See supra notes 3 and 2

mote risk sharing and increase information. Even this argu- (Leechor).
ment appears to favour eliminationof extreme differences in 12. Republic of Ghana: Report of the Tax Review Commission,Parts I, 2 & 3,
the incentive structure. This is because where liberal tax Accra, Oct. 1977.

incentives are not well managed, they tend to complicate tax
I 3. CommonwealthAssociation of Tax Administrators(CATA): Tax Incent-
ives and Economic Growth, Newsletter, March 1993.

administration, undermine compliance and erode the tax 14. Javad Khalilzadeh-Shirazi and Anwar Shah, Tax Policy Issues for the
base. Above all, they may have very little impact on invest- 1990s, Vol. 5 The World Bank Economic Review, (Sept. 1991) No. 3. See also

ment decisions as already suggested. Tax incentives, like supra note 13 and Shah, S.M.S and Toye, J.F.J, Fiscal Incentives for Firms in

most economic policies, tend to reflect the political structure
Some DevelopingCountries: Survey and CritiqueBird & Oldman:Taxation in

DevelopingCountries,4 ed., The John Hopkins University Press, 1990.

D
and the benefits conferred on interest groups which patronize 15. Act 478, Sec. 17.
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Code. The Code simply states that enterprises shall be enti- a) promoting investmentwithin and outside the country and
tled to such benefits and incentives as are applicable to such in doing so initiating measures which will enhance the

enterprise under SMC Decree 5, PNDC Law 330 and any nation's investmentclimate;
other law for the time being in force.'6 This provision puts the b) collecting, collating, analysing anddisseminating infor-

prncipal tax laws at the centre of the incentive structure since mation about investmentopportunities in Ghana;
they include certain provisions which previously could only c) identifying projects and inviting investors to participate
be found in the old code, PNDC Law 116.t7 in their establishment;

d) providing supporting services for existing and new

Despite the powers given to the IRS and CEPS to administer investors.
the incentives under PNDC Law 330 and SMC Decree 5, the
Centre is vested with powers to negotiate specific incentive An important function of the Centre is to maintain a liaison

packages under conditions specified in the Code.18 However, between investors and the relevant agencies concerned with

the specific concessions granted by the Centre may be given investment. It is in pursuance of this function that a perrna-

only in consultation with appropriate state agencies which nent working relationship is expected to evolve with the

the Board of the Centre may determine to be important to the country's revenue institutions. As noted in the preceding sec-

process. Also, once the terms of the specific conditions are tion, the latter are charged with implementing the tax incent-

agreed, the tax institutionsand not the Centre will be respon-
ives which the Centre is established to promote. It is pertinent

sible for their actual implementation. In all cases, the addi- to note that the operationsof the GIPC and the tax institutions

tional incentives must be approved by the President of the (i.e. the IRS and CEPS) have become autonomous from the

Republic.'9 It is expected that this provision will enable the Civil Service. Each of these organizations is under the control

Centre to actively identify and promote what the Code refers of its own board of directors. The members of these boards

to as strategic or major investments. It is worth emphasiz- are appointed in accordance with the laws governing the

ing that the specific incentives may be granted in addition to organizations:7 The reform of the administration of invest-

the general incentivesprovided under Section 23 of the Code. ment promotion and direct and indirect taxes is aimed at

enhancing operational efficiency by facilitating the decision-

making process for investmentpurposes.

B. Transitional provisions
V. THE STRUCTURE OF TAX INCENTIVES

It is important to note that the new Code has elaborate trans-

itional provisions2o meant to protect agreements executed
The main feature of tax incentives in the past the empha-under PNDC Law 116, 1985. It states, inter alia, that

was

sis placed on investment in particularsectors of the economy.notwithstanding the repeal of any provision in PNDC Law
Indeed, Part II of the previous code defined the priority sec-

116, the terms of any agreements entered into under this law
shall continue to remain in force until they expire.2' More-

tors of the economy to include tourism, agriculture,manufac-

over, any application submitted for consideration whilst the turing, constructionand building (i.e. real estate).28

previous law was still in force shall, on approval, be deemed Also there were situations where the incentives granted to a

to operate under that law.22 particular firm depended on the geographical location of its

operations. The revision of the old investment code (PNDC
The benefits of the transitional provisions extend to other Law 116) was meant to minimize the distortions created by
guarantees provided in PNDC Law 116, including the claus- these wide variations in the treatment of sectors and geo-
es which regulate minimum equity requirements, employ- graphical regions. Nevertheless, many aspects of the diversi-
ment quotas and technology transfers.23 The principal effect fied structure of the old ncentives appear to have been
of the transitional provisions is to protect investors who maY retained in the new Code.
have benefited from reliefs contained in the old legislation.24
As such, the sections which could be of continuousinterest to

investors are highlighted as footnotes in this paper even

though, in general, they may stand repealed under the new

Code.
'16. Act478, Sec. 23.
17. PNDC Law 116, Part II (Priority Areas).
18. Act 478, Sec. 25.

C. Functions of the GIPC 19. Id.
20. Act 478, Sec. 37.
21. Act478, Sec. 37(1).

As stated earlier, the Ghana Investment Promotion Centre 22. Act 478, Sec. 37(2).

(GIPC) is principally charged with identifying new invest- 23. Act 478, Secs. 37(4), (5)&(6)
24. The GIPC issued a Guideline, Proceduresfor Establishmentof Investment

ments and monitoringthe performanceofexisting investment Projects and Clearance of Capital Goods which restricted the processing of

contracts in the country. As noted in the precedingparagraph, pipeline applications under PNDC Law 116 to 31 December 1994.

it may also grant special concessions under certain limited 25. Act 478, Secs. 2 and 25.
26. Act 478, Sec. 3.

conditions.25 The major activities of the Centre are as fol- 27. See supra note 5.
lOws:26 28. PNDC Law 116, Part II, Sec. 12.
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A. Tax holidays 3. Profits of rural banks

The income of rural banks for the period of ten years follow-
The Income Tax Decree, 1975 (SMC Decree 5) provides that

ing the date their operations first commence shall be exempt
firms operating in the following sectors may be exempted from tax.33 Rural Banks in Ghana are community-based
from tax for the periods specified below. The objectiveof the banks owned partially by the people in a given locality. They
incentive is to assist in overcoming some perceived difficul-

are established as avenues for mobilizing financial resources
ties associated with the initial operations of enterprises in and channelling them to low-income, mainly farming com-
these sectors. munities. The banks are subject to strict financial supervision

by the Central Bank.
1. Agriculture and agro-industries
The tax holidays or exemptions from tax for the agricultural 4. Manufacturing
sector depend on the cultivation period for a variety of prod- It is proposed that manufacturing which
ucts. The waiver of tax may benefit farming enterprises any company pro-

cesses agricultural products under an investment-oriented
engaged in the productionor processingof crops, fish or live-

scheme being planned by the shall be
stock in Ghana. Prior to 1989, this form of relief was given government exempt

from income tax for a three year period.34 However, a busi-
for a uniform period of five years for all agriculturalproduce,

ness may benefit from this incentiveonly when the raw mate-
apart from cocoa. The specific periods of holiday are now as

rials it produced in Ghana and imported. This
follows.29 uses are not

clause is clearly aimed at encouraging firms to add value to
a) tree crops such as coffee, oil palm, shea-butter, rubber

inputs produced locally. The primary inputs include cotton,and coconut - ten years following the date of first har-
cocoa, timber and wood. At the moment, most of these are

vest;
raw state

b) cash crops such as maize, rice, pineapple, cassava and exported in their for processing by the industrial-
ized economies. Given the heavy reliance of Ghana's import-

yam - five years following the date of commencementof
substitution industries on the importation of raw materials,the enterprise; this incentive ultimately be of limited application.may veryc) livestock (excluding cattle and poultry) - five years fol-

lowing the date of commencementof the enterprise;
d) Cattle - ten years commencing from the date of start-up B. Exemption from direct taxes

of the enterprise;
e) Fish Farming and Poultry - five years commencing from

There are certain categories of income which are completelythe date of start-up of the enterprise.
exempt from tax under SMCD 5, 1975 (as amended). The

major categories are set out below.
2. Real Estate

The basic law, SMCD 5 was amended in 1988 to provide 1. Cocoa farms3s
exemption from tax for the rental income3o of any residential
or commercial premises during the first five years after com-

The income of cocoa farmers, peasant or commercial,is com-

pletion of the construction of such premises.3' Also, income pletely exempt from income tax. This may be due to the fact

accruing to a companyengaged in the construction for sale or
that the export of cocoa is currently the only activity which

letting of residential premises during the first five years fol- attracts export duty. This duty may be regarded as a levy
lowing the commencementof the operationsof that company imposed in lieu of income tax. However, given the practical
shall be exempt from tax.32 difficulty experienced by the IRS in collecting income tax

from most farmers and the generous incentivesplaced at their
There are certain important ponts to note about these two disposal the impositionof the export duty may put the cocoa

provisions. There appear to be no restrictions on the type of farmer at a disadvantage regardless of the income tax exemp-
business entity which may benefit from the waiver of tax for tion. First, there is no provision to waive the export tax dur-
rental income- (SMC Decree 5, Section 3{ 1 It). On the other ing any of the periods specified above for tax holidays.36 Sec-
hand, the waiver of tax on the general income accruing from ond, the export tax is a flat levy which does not consider the
constructiononly applies to companies (SMC Decree 5, Sec- progressiveness built into the income tax schedule for low
tion 3{1}tt). Moreover, this latter sub-section is further income earners. As such, the tax may be falling on the
restrcted to the construction of residential premises for out- income of a large number of peasant farmers with net

right sale or letting. It excludes the construction of commer- incomes below the personal income tax exemption.
cial premises for sale or rental. It would also appear from the

emphasis placed on constructionthat the mere acquisition (as
opposed to construction) of completed residential or com- 29. SMCD 5, Sec. 3(I)f li-ivi.
mercial premises for rental purposes may not benefit from 30. The separate (i.e. schedular) tax regime for income from rent was abolished

in 1987. Rent income is now added to other sources of income for tax purposes.
this latter clause. Both restrictions may be seen to reflect the 31. SMCD 5, Sec 3(l)t.
importance attached to increasing the personal housing, as 32. SMCD 5, Sec. 3(1)tt.

opposed to commercial,stock in the country. 33. SMCD 5, Sec. 3(1)k.
34. Budget Statement and Economic Policy, 1996.
35. SMCD 5, Sec. 3(1)u.

D
36. See V. A.
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2. Facilities for employees in certain sectors or discounts earned by individuals is also exempt from
income tax.

The employees of any business engaged in mining, timber,
building, construction or farming are entitled to a waiver of

income tax relating to the benefit of furnished accommoda- C. Tax rebates
tion provided by the employeron site.37

Tax rebates refer to reductions of income tax assessed or

3. Shipping and aircraft payable subject to the taxpayer meeting certain specific pro-
visions of the law.44

The gains or profits from the business of operating ships or

aircraft carried on by a person not resident in Ghana may be 1. Regional incentives
exempted from tax.38 This provision is, however, a reciprocal
exemption clause. It is subject to the Commissioner of Part X of the Fifth Schedule to SMCD 5, 1975 provides that

Income Tax obtaining satisfactory evidence that an equiva- the following rebates of income tax may be granted to enter-

lent exemption is granted by the country in which such per- prises which are located in particularareas of the country.45
son is resident to persons resident in Ghana. a) Companies engaged in manufacturing that are located in

regional capitals other than Accra and Tema46 shall pay
4. Transfer of shares of listed companies tax at the rate of 75 per cent of the normal rate for such

rate cent,The Stock Exchange in Ghana was established about six companies. Given a standard of 35 per the
reduced rate would be on average, 26.25 per cent.

years ago to improve resource mobilization and further
enhance dealings in financial instruments in the country. The b) All other manufacturing companies located elsewhere
law provided for gains realized from the transfer of shares of shall pay tax at a rate of 50 per cent of the normal rate for

companies lsted on the Exchange to be exempt from tax for such companies. In these instances the reduced rate is
the first five years of the Exchange's life. This provision 17.5 per cent.

expired in 1995 but legislation is being processed to extend
the exemption for a further ten years to 30 November2005.39 2. Withholding taxes

Generally, tax is withheld by companies, corporations, insti-
5. Other exemptions tutions, partnerships,cooperativesand other bodies corporate

(a Minimum chargeable income
37. Rent (income) is imputed the value of accommodation provided byon

The general rule is that the incorne chargeable to tax for busi_ employers as follows: Soft-furnished accommodation - 15%; Hard-furnished

nesses in Ghana shall not be less than 5 per cent of the accommodation - 10%; Accommodation or Soft-furnishing only - 7.5% and

Hard-fumishingonly - 5% (all percentagesof salary). SMCD 5, Sec. 13 (1).
turnover declared, irrespective of the actual profits of the 38. SMCD 5, Sec. 3(1)m.
business, whether corporate or non-corporate,40 However, 39. Budget Statement (1996).
this rule does not apply for the first five years followingcom- 40. SMCD 5, Secs. 13 (2 and 3).

mencement of the enterprises operations. In addition, the
41. SMCD 5, Sec. 3(1).
42. The deduction from employeeremunerationand paymentof the capital sum

exemption may be granted for a ten year period to persons to beneficiaries is also exempt from tax (ref. SMCD 5, Sec. 3{1}g and Sec. 14).

operating in mining, farming and individuals who maintain 43. SMCD 5, Sec. 3(1)1.

adequate books of accounts (to the satisfaction of the Com- 44. Some of the tax rebates which.disappearedwith the repeal of PNDC Law
116 and portions of SMC Decree 5 include:

missioner). i) Utilization of Ghanaian labour in preference to imported machinery:
employing20 or more persons in agriculturea sum equal to the social secu-

(b In,ome of non-profitorganizations rity contribution for each employee in excess of 20 employees; employing
100 or more in manufacturinga sum equal to the social security contribu-

The income of certain organizations which are social or tion for each employee in excess of 100 employees; employing75 or more

development oriented, in so far as they are not derived from in constructionand building a sum equal to the social security contribution
for each employee in excess of 75 employees- Section 13(4);

trade or business, are usually exempt from income tax.4l ii) Export tax rebates: Under the original SMC Decree 5, the following rebates

These institutions or bodies include the income of a local were made to enterprises in manufacturing and exporters of agricultural
authority; ecclesiastical,educationalor charitable institutions produce:

of a public character; sporting and social amenities; statutory Percent Agriculture Manufacturing
or registered building and friendly societies; pension and Exported % Rebate % Rebate %

provident funds,42 trade unions, mutual and unit trusts; insti-
5-15 40 3O

16 - 25 60 50
tutions established for scientific research and cooperative Above 25 75 75

societies. The rebate for agriculture was related to the share of profits accruing frm

exports only.
(c) Intereston bonds 45. Sec. 13(2), PNDCLaw 116 had three separate regimesrelating to the reduc-

tion of corporate income tax,'namely, Kumasi and Sekondi-TakoradiMetropoli-
The interest paid on bonds is exempted from income tax pro- tan areas (15 %); regional capitals other than Accra-Tema, Kumasi, Sekondi-

vided the bonds are held by non-resident persons and are Takoradi and Wa (25 %); the rest of the country, including Wa (40 %).
46. There are ten regions in Ghana, each with a capital. Accra is the capital city

issued by the government,a cooperativesociety or a statutory and adjoins Tema which apart from Takoradi (capital of the Western Region) is

corporation,43 Interest on savings accounts and other interest the main port city
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at the rate of 30 or 15 per cent on fixed incomes such as fees E. Accelerated allowances
and commissions paid to their beneficiaries. Beneficiaries
include shareholders, directors, board members, part-time The separate schedules of capital allowances under SMC
teachers and insurance, sales or canvassing agents.47 These Decree 5 and the previous Investmentcode (PNDC Law 116)
general withholding tax rates are reduced for the following are now harmonized under a common regime. The new

categories of income: dividends and interest (10 per cent);48 allowances which are now located in SMCD 5, Section 13
royalties, management and technology transfer fees (15 per (Third Schedule) are accelerated for certain categories of
cent) and interest (10 per cent). It is important to note that the businesses.56
withholding tax on dividends, royalties, management and
technical fees is deemed to be a final tax and therefore the rel- 1. Accelerated depreciation allowancess7
evant income is not included in taxable income in the recipi-
ent's annual tax retum.49 These allowances may apply to all sectors except banking,

finance, commerce, insurance, mining and petroleum.58
Since Ghana does not aggregate5o other income with these a) Qualifying plant expenditure depreciation rate of 50-

categories of income for tax purposes, the impact of the tax
per cent per annum for two years;

on individuals will depend on how the marginal rate of b) Qualifying building expenditure depreciation rate of 20-

income tax compares with the average of these withholding per cent per annum for five years.
taxes. If the marginal rate is less than the average of the with-

holding taxes the tax payable is likely to be higher than that 2. Depreciation allowances
which would have been due under a global incom tax sys-
tem. The converse applies to individuals with a higher These allowances are available to the banking/finance,com-

marginal rate than the average of the withholding tax rates. It merce, insurance, mining and petroleum sectors.59
is important to note that the top marginal rate of tax in Ghana Allowances may be claimed by the enterprise only once in

is 35 per cent for income above GHC 16 million 51. the year in which the asset is first utilized by the owner.

a) Qualifying plant expenditure- depreciationallowanceof

3. Non-traditionalexports 20 per cent.

b) Qualifying building expenditure - depreciation allow-
Companies which export non-traditionalproducts are subject ance of 10 per cent.
to corporate tax at a reduced rate of 8 per cent.52 Non-tradi- c) Qualifying mining expenditure depreciation allowance-

tional exports under SMCD 5, 1975 means exports other than of 25 per cent.
cocoa beans, coffee beans, timber and logs, electricity, unpro- d) Plantations depreciation allowance of 10 per cent.-

cessed gold or any other mineral in its natural state.53

3. Annual depreciation allowances6o
4. Hotel industry

The annual allowances may accrue to firms in banking,
Part IX of the Fifth Schedule of SMCD 5 provides that the finance, commerceand insurance in addition to the once-only
corporate tax rate for the hotel industry shall be 25 per cent. allowances specified above. Thus it excludes all sectors
This compares favourably with the standard rate of 35 per whih may benefit from the accelerated depreciation
cent. allowance specified in paragraph E(1). lt also excludes the

mining and petroleum sectors (but see paragraph F(1) for
5. Standard deduction for construction special incentives accruing to the mining sector). The major
The Income Tax Decree allows a standard deduction of 30 categories of annual allowance rates are machinery (10 per

per cent of aggregate rental income for firms which earn

income from rent. This deduction is additional to any sum
47. SMCD 5, Sec. 55(2).

paid as local rates to a local, urban, city or district assembly 48. SMCD 5, Sec. 55(5) However, the interest eamed by ndividuaisandper-
in respect of residential or commercial premises and mort- sons providing proofof waiver from payment of ncome tax may not be subject
gage interest on money borrowed for the construction. It is to withholdingor any tax.

important to emphasize that these provisions would not pre-
49. SMCD 5, Secs. 55C and 55D respectively.
50. The main argument advanced for integration is to ensure neutral tax treat-

vent the company from duly deductingall allowableexpenses ment between debt and equity nvestors

in excess of the standard allowance as legitimateexpenditure 51. The exchange rate for the cedi or local currency is currently about GHC

to be written-offagainst the income earned,54 1500 to USD 1.00.
52. SMCD 5, Part VIII ofthe Fifth Sch.
53. SMCD 5, Sec. 76.
54. SMCD 5, Sec. 4(cc).

D. Loss carry-over provisions 55. The periods for loss carry-over under the old laws (SMC Decree 5 or

PNDC Law 116), were varied e.g. companies engaged in construction or real
estate two years; insurance unlimited; agriculture five years; and manufac-

Under a new Section 4(A) of SMCD 5 every enterpriseestab-
- - -

turing - two years.
lished in Ghana is entitled to deduct any loss incurred from 56 The different scheduleof allowances for priority sectors under the previous
the assessable income of the five years immediately follow- law, PNDC Law 1 16, Sec. 12 (Part II) has now been repealed

ing the year in which the loss was incurred.55 However, under 57. SMCD 5, Third Sch., Sec. 5.
58. SMCD 5, Third Sch., Sec. 5(5).Section 6 of the same Decree, the period for carrying over 59. SMCD 5, Third Sch., Secs. 6(1)&(2)

losses for insurance companies still remains unlimited. 60. SMCD 5, Third Sch., Sec. 7.
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cent); plant (7.5 per cent); furniture, fixtures and fittings (7.5 excise duties after establishmentof the mineral operations.62
per cent); buildings, excluding residential property (5 per The company may be exempted from the payment of regis-
cent for mining and timber and 3 per cent for other sectors; tration and stamp duties for a period of up to five years.
ships, trawlers, ferry boats, lighters and tug boats, barges,
dredges and pontoons (5 per cent); airplanes (10 per cent); 5. Personal income tax relief
helicopters (7.5 per cent); and timber and mining expenditure
(15 per cent). As mentioned above, employees of mining companies may

be exempted from payment of income tax relating to fur-

4. Research and developmentexpenditure nished accommodationprovided at the mining site.

The IRS may allow a deduction for any expense incurred by
a manufacturing company on research and development
undertaken for the purpose of improving its products.61 This VI. OTHER TAX INCENTIVES
clause is subject to a certificate being issued by the Minister

responsible for Industry in support of the research pro-
There are other significant tax and non-tax incentives con-

gramme. Also, the Commissioneris empowered to allow full tained in both the Income Tax Decree and the Investment

deduction or determine the limit of expnditure which may
Code. Some of these ncentives are general in application,

be deducted for any given year of assessment.
whilst others only apply to specific sectors or industries.

F. Tax incentivesfor the mining industry A. Capital gains
The treatment of capital gains is similar to dividends, man-

As noted earlier, the mining sector in Ghana is regulated
under a separate law, the Minerals and Mining Law, PNDC agement fees and royalties. The 5 per cent tax rate is a final

Law 153, 1986. The most significant incentives under this tax and therefore the taxpayer is not required to add the cap-
ital gain to his other income when filing his tax return at the

law relate to capital allowances.
end of the The policies dividends and capital gainsyear. on

1. Capital allowances
were adopted as compromise measures in 1991 to substan-

tially reduce the double taxation of equity capital in the case

Capital allowances are granted at the rate of 75 per cent of of dividends and to minimize the inflationary impact of tax-

capital expenditure in the year of investment and 50 per cent ing nominal capital gains.
in subsequent years. The amount can be taken in full or

deferred over a reasonable period of time by the investor. In

addition, an investment allowance is granted once at the rate B. Free zone incentives
of 5 per cent on all qualifying expenditure. The cumulative
effect of these allowances is that for tax purposes the costs of The Free Zone Act, 1995 (Act 504) has the followingspecific
the investrnentare written off over a two to three year period. provisions on tax incentives.

This makes the presentvalue of investmentsvery attractive in
the mining sector. 1. Tax holiday

Free zone developers and enterprises operating under Act
2. Loss carry-over 504 are exempted from the payment of income tax on profits
Losses incurred in mining operations can be carried forward. for the period of ten years from the date ofcommencementof

The loss carried forward may be restricted to an amount not operations.63
exceeding the total of capital allowances claimed in the year
in which the loss was incurred. 2. Tax rebate

The income tax rate after the initial ten year period men-

3. Tax rate tioned above shall not exceed 8 per cent.64

The concessionary corporate rate of 45 per cent granted
under the PNDC Law 153 appears to have been superseded 3. Tax exemption
by the lowering of the general corporate rate to 35 per cent A shareholder shall be exernpted from the payrnent of with-
under the Income Tax Decree. At the time of enactmentof the holding taxes on dividends arising out of free zone invest-
former law, the general corporate rate was 55 per cent. ments.65 Foreign employees are totally exempt from payment

of income tax on income earned in the free zone during the
4. Exemption from customs duties

The law allows the holder of a mineral right to be exempted 61. SMCD 5, Sec. 4 (dd).
from payment of customs import duties in respect of plant, 62. There is an approvedMining List for the purpose of implementing this pro-

machinery, equipment and accessories imported specifically vision of the law.
63. Act 504, Sec. 28(1).

and exclusively for the commencementof the mineral opera- 64. Act 504, Sec. 28(2).
tions. Further relief may be provided from customs and 65. Act 504, Sec. 28(3).
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period of that work. However, this provision shall be subject E. Stamp duties
to any double taxation agreement between Ghana and the

country of origin of the foreign employee.66 Currently, citizens are exempted from the payment of stamp
duty on the transfer or sale of shares in companies. The 1996

4. Export tax incentives Budget proposes to make this concession neutral by extend-
to aim

The sale of goods and services by domestic enterprises oper-
ing the exemption non-residentshareholders.69The of
the proposal iS to add to the measures designed to attract for-

ating from within the national customs territory to enterpris- investment.70eign
es in the free zone areas are considered to be exports. Conse-

quently, such enterprises are eligible to benefit from the pre-
vailing export incentives available to national exporters.67

Vll. CONCLUSION

C. Insurance The comprehensiveness of Ghana's tax incentive regime is
very striking. Individual measures are not couched in terms

Firms in the insurance industry can carry forward losses of being granted to investors as altemative schemes. Thus, it
without time limit subject to the approval of the Commis- is possible for losses incurred during a tax holiday to be car-

sioner of the IRS.68 ried forward and offset against future profits under the loss

carry over provisions.7' The new law therefore has enhanced
the attractiveness of the incentives bringing the regime into

D. Indirect tax incentives line with most tax regimes in developing countries.72
Notwithstanding the generosity of the incentive regime, the

The indirect tax incentives are included under Section 23 of political environmentin which they are granted is observed to

the Code. This section states that enterprises shall be entitled be crucial in attracting investments into the country.
to such benefits and incentives as are applicable to such There are many factors apart from taxation which could con-
enterprises under SMCD 5 and the CEPS ManagementLaw, tribute to promoting a dynamic investment climate in anyPNDC Law 330,1993. The indirect tax incentives are identi- These include a conducive political climate, compe-country.fied as specific headings of Chapters 82,84,85 and 98 of the tition among regional blocs for international finance capitalCustoms HarmonizedCommodityand TariffCode which is a and the pressureexerted by large multinational firms in influ-
schedule to PNDC Law 330. The incentives may take the encing global financial and investment decision.73 In most
form of exemptions or concessionary import duty rates. developing countries therefore, major investment decisions
These Chapters of the Tariff deal with:

are affected by the degree of political and economic stability
a) Chapter 82 - tools and implements; prevailing in the country.74
b) Chapter 84 - nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and

mechanical appliances and parts thereof; The relevant portions of Parts II & III of the InvestmentCode,
c) Chapter 85 - electrical machinery and equipment and contain elaborate guarantees for investors seeking to invest in

parts thereof, sound recorders and reproducers, television the country. This may be a direct response to the turbulent

image and sound recorders and reproducers, and parts political history of the country, which on occasions has been

and accessories of such articles. cited75 as the single factor disturbing the conducive climate
for inward investment.The guarantees include.76

d) Chapter 98 - goods admissible at concessionary duty
rates when imported by enterprises under the GIPC Act a) transferof funds:77 an enterprise registeredunder Act 478

(Act 478). They include items specified for the hotel, is guaranteed unconditional transferability, through any

restaurant, film production and electronic media sectors. authorizeddealer bank78 in freely convertiblecurrency in

They are subject to certificates issued by the appropriate
authority, usually the supervising Ministry. 66. Act 504, Sec. 34 (4).

most tax maySection 24 of the Code anticipates that certain firms may not
67. Act 504, Secs. 24(1)&(2). The important of these incentives
be the rebates granted to non-traditionalexporters.

find it easy to avail themselvesof the list provided in the HS 68. SMCD 5, Sec. 6(3)
Code Chapters specified above. It states that where a firm's 69. Budget Statement 1996.

plant, machinery, equipmentor parts are not zero-ratedunder 70. PNDC Law 116, Section 13(1) gave powers to the Ghana InvestmentCen-

the Customs Harmonized Commodity and Tariff Code, it
tre to defer the payment of stamp duty for a period not exceeding five years.
71. It is even likely that these losses could be increased by the accelerated

may submit an application for exemption from import duties, depreciationprovisions.
sales tax and excise duties on the relevant items. It is also 72 See supra note 15 (Shah, S.M.S. and Toye)

important to note that the CEPS Management Law, PNDC 73. Id.
74. Ghana has had its share of political instability since gaining independence

Law 330 makes provision for firms paying import duty and over 30 years ago. This included the overthrowofcivilian administrationsby the
sales tax on raw materials to file for these taxes to be refund- military and nationalization of private firms in some nstances during these

ed provided proof of export is provided to the customs takeover periods.
75. See supra note 3.

administration. 76. There are similar provisions under the Minerals and Mining Law, PNDC
Law 153, 1986 and the Free Zones Act, 1995, Act 504.
77. Act 478, Sec. 27.

D
78. The previous law, PNOC Law 116, specified the Central Bank.
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respect of dividends, loan servicing (where a foreign loan trend of this debate is likely to focus on the observation that

was obtained), remittance of proceeds and fees and lower tax rates, coupled with a broader, fairer and simplified
charges; tax basis, are better options for attracting investment than dif-

b) expropriation and ceding of interest: the law debars the ferentiated tax incentiveswhich distort economicactivity and
Government from expropriating or compelling an complicatetax administrationand compliance.81After all, the
investor to cede any interest in an enterprise under the country's Tax Commission Report stated in 1977 that the
law. Where this occurs in the national interest for a pub- wiser strategy in designing tax policy favourable to growth is
lic purpose, the State shall pay fair compensation and that of concentrating upon the removal of those elements of
the nvestor shall have access to the judiciary and arbitra- the tax structure that operate to penalize growth and stifle
tion for review,.79 operating eficiency.82

c) arbitration: there are elaborate provisions for the amica-
ble settlement of disputes either locally or through inter- 79. Act 478, Sec. 28.
national arbitration.80 80. Act 478, Sec. 29.

81. CATA Newsletter, 1993 (Canadian Government: White Paper on Tax
It is possible that the appropriateness or otherwise of the Reform, 1987)
incentive regime in Ghana will continue to be debated. The 82. Report of the Tax Commission (1977).
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SOUTH AFRICA

BUDGET 1996 - SUMMARYAXD COMMEXTARY
Marius van Blerck

cent to 42.22 per cent. The calculationof this rate is illustrat-
Mr van Blerck is Group Tax Consultant, Anglo American
Corporation;Chairman of the Scientific Committeeof the ed in the following example:
South African branch of IFA, founding editor of the South Taxable income 100,000AfricanTax Review, and originatorof the free Taxfax

Company tax at 35% (35,000)service on Internet's World Wide Web.

Earnings after tax 65,000

Dividend 57,778
I. INTRODUCTION STC at 12.5% of dividend 7,222

Gross distribution 65,000

D The following is a summary of salient taxation points of the
1996 Budget Speech tabled by Finance Minister Chris

Total taxation:
Liebenbergon 13 March 1996. Please note that, at this stage, Normal company tax 35,000these are merely proposals. The related legislation is likely to

STC 7,222be enacted in June or July 1996.
Total tax 42,222

Tax rate 42.22%
Il. VAT

The reduction in STC follows the recommendations (to
The VAT rate remains unchanged at 14 per cent, following which this author contributed) of the Katz Commission in
trade union pressure on government not to increase the rate. their third interim report (December 1995). This reform goes
In light of the government'scompliancewith union demands a considerable way to reducing the corporate tax rate on dis-
there has been considerabledisquiet expressed by economists tributed earnings to the 40 per cent median which prevails
as to the influence of labour unions on the development of internationally
fiscal policy. Against this, it must be acknowledged that the Gold mines. There is a correspondingchange to the tax rates
formulation of the 1996 Budget has been the most open in applicable to gold mines which opted to remain outside the
South Africa's history, with extensive open consultation with STC system.' The gold tax formula becomes: y = 51-(255/x).
business, labour and others, and these consultations have all A rate of 42 per cent applies to any non-gold mining income
influenced the make up of the budget. (typically interest income).

D Furthermore, the reluctance to increase the VAT rate must be The gold mining tax formula (see above) is derived as fol-
seen in the context of the relatively inadequate poverty safety lows: y = (a-ab/x). In this formula, y is the tax rate to be
net in South Africa. When poverty relief measures become determined. X is the ratio of the nining cornpany's gold
more effective, government will have rnore flexibility when taxable income to its total gold revenue, and a and b are

considering a VAT increase. variables set by the Income Tax Act. Following the Marais

The banking industry. Most fee-based financial services ren- Commissionon MiningTax,2 it was accepted that thebfac-

dered by the banking industry (and which were previously tor (which governs the so-calledtax tunnel)should be set at

exempted from VAT) will now be subject to VAT. These ser- 5, and that the a factor should be kept at approximately 120

vices will consequentlybe exempt from the financial services per cent of the corporate tax rate (on distributed earnings).
levy (which was previously charged in lieu of VAT). The Consequently, when the rate dropped from 48 per cent to

effective date of this change will be 1 October 1996. 42.22 per cent, the a factor dropped from 58 to 51.

Branch profits. A branch profits tax will be introduced,
amounting to 40 per cent on South African source income, to

Ill. CORPORATETAX apply to branches of foreign companies and other foreign
entities, where the place of effective management of such

The basic corporate tax rate remains unaltered at 35 per cent.

The Secondary.Tax on Companies (STC) rate is reduced to I. To the author'sknowledge,almost all South African gold mines have opted
to remain outside the STC system - the exceptions are: Blyvoor, Durban Deep,12.5 per cent on dividendsdeclared after 13 March 1996. The ERPM and Harmony.

.
combined rate on distributedearnings thus drops from 48 per 2. The author served on this commission.
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branches is outside South Africa. The change applies to Katz Commission in their third nterim report, which
assessment years ending on or after 1 April 1996. As a con- favoured a 30 per cent rate of tax on interest and rental

sequence, foreign companies with such South African income. There are a number of concerns about this tax,
branches will no longer be subject to STC on dividends including:
derived from a South African source. Until recently, from the - the fear that this may be the thin edge of the wedge,
point of view of foreign investors, there has been an anomaly with significant tax rate increases in future years;
in the South African tax system. This was because, although - the cost to employersof making up the shortfall to ensure
local subsidiaries and local branches of foreign companies that pension pay outs are not reduced, especially in the
were both legally subject to STC, for various technical rea- case of defined benefit pension schemes.
sons the tax authorities did not enforce STC on branches. the cost to taxpayers of making up the shortfall in gov--

Governmenthas accepted the validity of these technical rea- emment and semi-governmentfunds, to ensure that pen-
sons, and will now formally exempt these branches from sion pay outs are not reduced, since all of these funds are
STC. However, to prevent branches from having a dispropor- defined benefit funds.
tionate advantage over subsidiaries, their normal tax rate will
rise from 35 per cent to 40 per cent. Fuel levy. The fuel levy is to be increased by 3 cents per litre,

for both leaded and unleaded petrol.Tax avoidance. The current anti-tax avoidance provisions are

to be amended to provide for a trade purposes test. Estate duty and donations tax. Estate duty and donations tax

rates are increased to 25 per cent (previously 15 per cent)
from 14 March 1996. The personal donations tax threshold

IV. PERSONALTAX has been increased to ZAR 25,000 (was ZAR 20,000).

Donations. Donations to the Bible Society will, from 1 Octo-
The maximummarginal tax rate remains unchangedat 45 per ber 1996, no longer be tax-deductible. This leaves the only
cent. The tax brackets have been reduced from 10 to 8, and statutory tax-deductibledonationsas donations to recognized
have also been widened. The maximum tax rate is thus now educational funds.
only reached at a taxable income of ZAR 100,000 (previous-
ly ZAR 80,000). National lottery. The envisaged national lottery will be sub-

ject to special income tax rules, (these rules have yet to be
The new table is as follows:

devised).
Taxable income (ZAR) Tax Paable
00,000 to 15,000 17% Taxadministration.Regarding tax administration, in October
15,000 to 20,000 2,550, plus 19% of the excess 1995 the Cabinet approved the restructuring of the Inland

20,000 to 30,000 3,500, plus 21% of the excess Revenue and Customs and Excise and the formation of an

30,000 to 40,000 5,600, plus 30% of the excess autonomous revenue collection service, the South African

40,000 to 60,000 8,600, plus 41% of the excess Revenue Service (SARS). It is envisaged that SARS will be

60,000 to 80,000 16,800, plus 43% of the excess launched in April 1996, although full implementationwill of

80,000 to 100,000 25,400, plus 44% of the excess necessity have to be a phased process. A business plan for
100,000 and over 34,200, plus 45% of the excess SARS as well as concomitantreforms in areas such as tech-

The primary rebate has been increased from ZAR 2,625-
nology modemization, communications, financial manage-

to ZAR 2,660. ment, human resources development, corporate image, busi-

The temporary transition levy has not been renewed. ness and the interface with the Department of
-

management

For individuals over the age of 65 the provisional tax
Finance are being finalized.

-

threshold has been increased to ZAR 50,000 (from ZAR Interest. Regarding the accrual of interest on financial nstru-
35,000). ments, last year's budget introduced the accrual basis for tax-

ing interest on financial instruments. As was envisaged then
this measurewill now be extended to encompass those nstru-

V. OTHER MATTERS ments issued on or before 15 March 1995 which are not as yet
within the scope of the accrual basis.

Excise duties. Excise duties on alcohol and tobacco products Stamp duty. Stamp duty payable on certain debit entries was
have been increasedconsiderably. last increaed in 1992 and it is proposed that this be increased
Marketable securities. With effect from 1 April 1996, the from 15 cents to 20 cents per entry from 1 June 1996. Equity
marketablesecurities tax is to be reduced to 0.5 per cent (was considerationsand the escalation in the use of private and in-

1 per cent). This tax will be further reduced, or abolished, if house retail cards make it necessary to bring debit entries
there is a correspondingmove in the London financial mar- posted to such accounts within the ambit of the Stamp Duties
kets. Act. The Inland Revenuewill consult with the issuers of such

cards on how to bring this about. To allow sufficient time, 1
Retirement Funds. Retirement funds (including government as
and semi-governmentfunds) are to be taxed at 17 per cent on

August 1996 is proposed the implementation date. A
revised scale for stamp duties on instalment credit agree-their gross interest and net rental ncome. This is a highly ments is also proposed to take effect 1 June 1996.on

controversial move, following the recommendations of the
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D Taxpayer rights. A statement of taxpayer rights iS on the mended that the Financial and Fiscal Commission investi-
cards. The governmenthas accepted the proposal of the Katz gates these matters further. The government supports this.
Commission and the Joint Standing Committee on Finance
that basic rights of taxpayers should be articulated in a clear Land tax. The Katz Commission recommended that a land

public statement of Taxpayers' Rights. This would include, tax should not be implementedat national level, but the intro-

among others, principles such as expeditious tax administra- duction at local level should be investigated. The local land

tion, as well as the fair, impartial and consistent application
tax issue will be investigated in more detail in close coopera-
tion with the Ministry of Land Affairs in the near future.of the law. A statement in this regard will be issued soon.

Capitalgains tax. The governmentdoes not propose consid-
ering capital gains tax further until a tax administration is in

VI. OUTSTANDINGMATTERS place which will be capable of dealing with the complex
applicationof such a tax.

Katz Commission.The Katz Commissionof Inquiry (which Retirement Funds. The government accepts that the follow-
has submitted three interim reports to date) will submit its ing principles should be reflected in a new system of retire-
report on the holistic review of the tax system in October ment fund taxation:
1996.

consistent treatment of private and public sector funds;-

Group Taxation. The Minister stated that the introduction of - neutrality between the different forms of retirement pro-
group taxation will impose a severe strain on the tax adminis- vision;
tration. Thus its introduction will be held in abeyance until - minimizationof opportunities for tax arbitrage;
the new South African Revenue Service is fully operational. an incentive in favour of lifetirne annuities; and-

Small business units. The Katz Commission recommended - taxation of income as it arises, rather than when paid out.

certain criteria of qualification to be met for the proposed The government has acknowledged the complexity of thesecash flow basis of taxation of small business units. There is a issues and the need for furtherconsultation,which will be led
concern that the envisaged criteria may not be appropriate by the Departmentof Finance and the South African Revenue
and the tax authorities have been requested to consult further Service. In view of the importanceof early clarificationof thewith interested parties and organizations with the view to reform to be adopted, has been agreed between
making further recommendations.

a process on

governmentand, respectively,business (the pension industry)
Regional Services Councils levies. The Katz Commission and labour, to finalize the eventual dispensation for
registered various difficulties with the concept and adminis- announcementduring the coming year and implementationin
tration of Regional Services Councils Levies and recom- the next fiscal year.
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CHINA

TRANSFEROF TECHNOLOGYTO CHINA: A TAX ANALYSIS*
Jinyan Li

Faculty of Law, The University of Western Ontario; Tory Tory DesLauriers & Binnington

I. INTRODUCTION
* The author wishes to thank her research assistant, Thomas Wall, for his

Foreign companies wishing to transfer technology to China assistance with the drafts of this article.
1. Law of the People's Republic of China (PRC) Concerning Joint Ventureshave a variety of options. They may choose to sell the tech- Using Chinese and Foreign Investment, adopted by the National People's

nology outright, license it with or without the sale or lease of Congress (NPC) on 1 July 1979, and amended on 4 April 1990 (hereafter the

equipment,provide it as part of a compensationtrade or con- EJV Law); Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Implementationof the EJV
ontracted projects arrangement,or contbutethetechnology as

Law, issued by the State Council 20 September 1983.
2. Law of the PRC Concerning Chinese-ForeignCooperativeJoint Ventures,

an investment in a joint venture or a wholly foreign-owned passed by the NPC on 13 April 1988 (hereafter the CJV Law); implementing
enterprise. Each form of technology transfer attracts different regulations for the CJV Law were issued by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and

tax liabilities in China. This article discusses the tax implica- Economic Co-operationon 5 September 1995.
3. Law of the PRC Concerning Enterprises Operated Exclusively with For-

tions and policy rationale for the different treatments. It eign Capital, passed by the NPC on 12 April 1986 (hereafter WFOE Law);
begins with a general introduction to China's legal frame- Detailed Rules for the Implementation of the WFOE Law, issued by the State

work governing the transfer of technology to China. Parts II Council on 12 September 1990.
4. Patent Law of the PRC, promlgated by the NPC on 12 March 1984,and III provide an overviewofChina's tax laws and tax treaty amended on 4 September 1992. The implementing regulations for the Patent

policy. The last part of this article provides a transaCtional Law were promulgatedby the China Patent Bureau on 25 January 1985. See also

analysis of the Chinese tax implicationswhich attach to vari- Regulations for the Administrative Protection of Pharmaceuticals and the
Administrative Protection of Agrochemical Products, promulgated by the State

ous forms of technology transfers. Pharmaceutical Administration and the Ministry of the Chemical Industry
respectivelyon 19 December 1992.
5. Trademark Law of the PRC, promulgated on 23 August 1982 by the NPC
and amended on 22 February 1993. The implementingregulations for the Trade-

Il. CHINA'S GENERAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK mark Law were promulgated on 10 March 1983, amended on 13 January 1988

FOR THE TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY and 28 July 1993 by the State Administration of Industry and Commerce. For
trademark protection, it is essential that the trademark be registered in China.
6. Copyright Law of the PRC, promulgatedby the NPC on 7 September 1990.

China needs foreign technology to modernizeits economy. The implementing regulations for the Copyright Law were introduced by the

The kind of technology needed in China is that suitable to State Council on 1 June 1991. See also Computer Software Protection Regula-
tions introducedby the State Council on 4 June 1991.

Chinese conditions, which may or may not be the most 7. Law ofthe PRC on Technology ImportationContracts, promulgatedby the
advanced technology in the world. Technology transferred to 21st session of the 6th National People's Congresson 21 March 1987 (the Tech-

China can be found in different forms, ranging from patents, nology Import Regulations); implementing regulations for this law were issued
on

trademarksand copyrights to proprietarytechnology (such as
by the State Science and Technology Commission 15 March 1989.
8. China is a party to the Universal CopyrightConvention, the Berne Conven-

know-how, concepts, formulas, models, designs, data bases, tion for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, the Convention for the

and industrial or commercial information). Protection of Phonogram, the Madrid Agreementconcerning the Registrationof
Trademarks,and the GATT Intellectual Property Rights Agreement.

Since the late 1970s, China has introduced legislation con- 9. The accord affirms steps China has recently taken to combat intellectual

cerning the protection of intellectual property and the import property rights infringements,such as the establishmentof specialized intellec-
tual property courts, a prohibition of infringing products, and a copyright verifi-

of technology.Such legislation includes the Equity Joint Ven- cation system consisting of unique identifiers on compact discs, CD-ROMs and

ture Law (EJV Law),' the Cooperative Joint Venture Law laser discs to identify the source and licence numberof such products.The agree-

(CJV Law),2 the Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprise Law ment also contains a series of new commitments by China, including: (a) US
entities can enter into exclusive licence agreements with Chinese publishers;

(WFOE Law),3 Patent Law,4 Trademark Law,5 Copyright Chinese-US joint ventures in the computer software sector will be allowed to

Law,6 and technology transfer regulations.7 In addition, produce and sell software and software products in China; revenue sharing
China has also signed some multilateralconventions.8On 26 arrangements between Chinese and foreign companies through exploiting for-

eign companiescatalogues may continue; and China will publish alllaws, rules,
February 1995, the United States and China signed an intel- regulations, administrative guidance, and other official documents concerning
lectual property accord which set out specific intellectual any limitation on, regulation of, or permission required to engage in all of the

property rights protection and enforcementmechanisms.9 activities identified above prior to 1 October 1995. The United States made a

number of commitments to provide training of intellectual property personnel
and advice on the setting up of systems and procedures.
In recent months in the light of continuingreports of intellectualproperty piracy,
the United States has expressed dissatisfaction with the enforcement of laws

penalizing infringements.
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D A. Protection of intellectual property with other identical or similar trademarks registered for the

same or similar goods or services that the registrant also

Intellectual property is protected under specific legislation or holds. In addition, a licence contract must be concluded and a

under contracts. Patents, trademarks, copyrights and corn- copy of the contract sent to the competent government agen-

puter software are protected under specific legislation; know. cy for the record. Trademark holders are responsible for the

how and other forms of proprietary technology are not. quality control of goods or services bearing their trademarks
or service marks. Failure in this regard can result in cancella-
tion of a trademark registration.

1. Patents

Under the Chinese Patent Law, inventions, utility models and 3. Copyrights
exterior designs may be patented. The Patent Law prohibits
the granting of patents for scientific discoveries, rules and Copyright protection is governed by the Copyright Law,
methods for mental activities, methods for the diagnosis of, which is modified by international copyright treaties signed
or for the treatment of diseases and substances obtained by by China (such as the Berne Convention on Copyrights and

means of nuclear transformation. Food, beverages, flavour- the Universal Copyright):2 Works that are protected under

ings and pharmaceutical and chemical products were the Copyright Law include literary and oral works, varous

unpatentableuntil the Patent Law was amended in 1992. Chi- types of performanceworks, audio and video recordings and

nese and foreign persons (individuals and companies) may computer software. Adaptations, translations, annotations

apply for a patent. Patent applications are governed by the and collations of pre-existing works are also protected. With

first-to-file principle.'A foreign applicant must appoint one respect to work produced by foreign persons, the work is pro-

of the patent agents that are officially authorized to handle the tected under the Copyright Law where it is published first in

application.ttAn invention or utility model for which a patent China, or under bilateral or multilateral agreements in other

application is made must possess novelty, inventiveness and cases.

practical applicability. Any invention that violates the law,
social morality or the public interest is not patentable. The

The duration of copyright protection is:

duration for a patent is 20 years for invention patents and ten
- generally, the life of the author, plus 50 years;

years for utility model and design patents. Patentees have the
- in the case of copyrights originally vesting in a legal per-

right to prevent parallel imports of their patented products. son and in the cases of copyrights in sound recording and

video recording, the duration of protection is generally
50 years from the date of first publication;

2. Trademarks
perpetual protection for moral rights of attribution, the-

China's first-to-file trademark registration system protects right to revise a work and the right to protect the integri-
only registered trademarks. Under the Trademark Law, a re- ty of a work.

gistration is valid for ten years and may be renewed. As in the

case of patents, applications for trademark registration must 4. Computer software
be made through one of the officially designated trademark

agents authorized to deal with Chinese trademark applica- Computer software13 is protected under separate regula-
tions. tions, 14 According to these regulations,protection is extended

to foreign works which are first published in China or

Trademark registration is currently granted for both goods which are created by citizens of countries which have con-

and service marks. Trademarks and service marks can be re- cluded bilateral or multilateral agreements to which China is
gistered if they are distinctive. No registration is granted if

a party. Unpublished foreign works may receive protection
the mark uses words and symbols which: under intemational agreements to which China is a party.

are identical to or similar to the state name, national flag,-

national emblem, military flags or decorations of China,
foreign countries or international organizations; IO. Since China is a member of the Paris Convention, the priority date for an

relate to generic names or symbols of the goods in an or patent
-

application for invention utility model filed in another member

respect of which the trademark is used;
country within 12 months prior to the filing of an application in China, will be

deemed to be the prior filing date in that other country. For design patents the

directly refer to the quality, main raw materiais, function, prior application must be made within six months of the application in China.
-

use, weight, quantity, or other features of the goods in 1 I. The Regulations on Patent Agencies effective as of 1 April 1991, (which

respect of which the trademark is used; replaced the Provisional Regulations on Patent Agencies promulgated on 12

September 1985) provide that other patent agencies may be established with the

discriminateagainst any ethnic group; permission of the State Council the China Patent Bureau.- or

advertisegoods in an exaggeratedor deceitful manner; or 12. According to the Regulations for the Implementation of Intemational
-

were on

are detrimental to socialist morals or customs or have CopyrightTreaties which promulgatedby the State Council 25 Septem-
- 1992, intemationalcopyright conventions defined the Berne Conven-ber are as

other unhealthy influences. tion and bilateral copyright agreements.
13. Computersoftware may not include programmes incorporated in semicon-

To address problems caused by the inconsistent translationof ductor chips. It does not include ideas, concepts, discoveries, principles, algo-
the names of foreign applicants, a foreign applicant's name rithms, processing methods and operation methods used in the development of

must be consistent with the Chinese name registered in the software.
14. Computer Software Protection Rules, adopted by the State Council on 24

China. Where a trademark or service mark is assigned, the May 1991; Measures for Computer Software Copyright Registration, issued by
assignor must apply for the assignment for the mark together the Ministry of Engineeringand Electronics on 6 April 1992.
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Registrationof computersoftware is a precondition to the fil- Naturally, not all of these criteria can be met simultaneously
ing of infringement actions with either the courts or with in any single transaction.Whetheror not the technologytrans-
administration agencies. Registration is descrbed as provid- fer contract can be approved by the Chinese governmentmay
ing prima facie evidence that a software copyright is effective. depend on administrativepractice and China's industrial poli-
Copyright in software includes the economic rights to copy, cy. In light of China's desire to generate foreign exchange
reveal, distribute, alter, translate, annotate, etc. on the condi- earnings, technologies that ultimately would increase China's
tion that the public interest is not harmed. The right also exports or reduce China's imports are likely to be favoured.
ncludes the right to license and assign works, as well as the

personal or moral rights of attribution and the right of publi- A technology import contract must be in writing and submit-
cation. The initial term of protection is 25 years from the date ted to the designated Chinese examination and approvalof first publication. The duration of licensing contracts for authority. It must comply with the provisions of the Foreignsoftware is limited to ten years. The licensee must record the EconomicContractLaw.2o Various terms must be stipulated in
licence within three months after the executionof the contract. the contract (such as a detailed description of the contents,

scope and essential specificationof the technologyto be trans-
5. Infringement ferred, an exhaustive list of any patents and trademarks

involved, the technological objectives to be achieved and theThe Chinese governmenthas taken steps to combat the ram-

pant infringementof intellectualproperty rights in China. For relevant measures and time limit for the achievementof such

ends, and the amount and method of payment). The transferorexample, China has concludedaccords with the United States, that the technology is complete, free ofestablisheda specialized intellectualproperty court and intro- must guarantee error,

duced regulations imposing penalties on infringers.15 The
effective and can achieve the objectives stipulated in the con-

tract.2' The transferee must maintain the confidentiality ofcriminal sanctions against infringers of the Copyright Law
the technology.include prison terms of up to seven years.

Where an infringementoccurs there are two possible courses The term of a technology import contract is generally ten
of action: the owner of the intellectual property right may years; a longer term may be obtained,but only with the specialeither bring a suit in the People's Court or request administra- approval of the government. Chinese government policytive action by the competent government agency. Civil and strongly favours a relatively short duration, after which the
criminal sanctions may both be mposed where an infringe- transfereewill become the owner of the technology. A princi-
ment has taken place. pal exception to this rule applies to technology that is con-

tributed or licensed to a Chinese-foreignjoint venture. As dis-

B. Technology import regulations
cussed below, when the duration of the joint venture is more

than ten years, as it often is, the duration for the relevant trans-

The transfer or licence of technology to China either alone or

together with the sale of equipment or as part of a compensa-
tion trade is governed by several specific laws and regulations
at both the national and local level. 16At the national level,
these laws include the Regulations on the Administrationof

Technology Import Contracts (Technology Import Regula-
15. For example, the National People's Congress' StandingCommittee'sDeci-
sions on Penalties for Infringement upon Copyrights, issued on 5 July 1994 and

tions) and the ExaminationMeasures for the Examinationand Administrationof Audio and Video Products Regulations, issued on 25 August
Approval of Technology Import Contracts.7 Local govem- 1995.

ments in Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, Guangdong 16. Transfers of technology among Chinese entities, including joint ventures

and wholly foreign-ownedenterprises established in China, are governed under
province, Xiamen and other places have introduced similar the Law of the PRC ConcerningTechnologyContracts, promulgatedby the 21st

regulations.8 Session of. the 6th National People's Congress on 23 June 1987 (the Technology
ContractsLaw); its implementingregulationswere promulgatedby the State Sci-

According to these regulations, a transfer of technology to ence and TechnologyCommissionon 15 February 1989.

China requires approval from varius Chinese government 17. The Technology Import Regulations were promulgatedby the State Coun-

agencies and all imported technologymust be advanced and
cil on 24 May 1985. Implementing Rules for Technology Import Regulations
were issued on 20 January 1988. Examination Measures were approved by the

appropriateand capable of: State Council on 26 August 1985 and published by the Ministry of Foreign Eco-

developingand producingnew products; nomic Relations and Trade on 18 September 1985.-

raising the quality and performanceof products, lowering
18. Provisional Regulationsof the Shenzhen Special EconomicZone Concern-

-

ng the Import of Technology,promulgatedon 11 January 1984; the Regulations
production costs and conservingenergy or materials; on Technology Imports to the Xiamen Special Economic Zone, adopted on 14

furthering the full utilizationofChina's natural resources; July 1984.-

expanding product exports and increasing foreign
19. Technology Import Regulations,supra note 17, Art. 3.

-

20. Law of the PRC Concerning Contracts with Foreign Elements, promul-
exchange earnings; gated by the lOth Session of the 6th National People's Congress on 21 March

furtheringenvironmentalprotection; 1985.-

furthering safety in production;
21. ImplementingRules for the TechnologyImport Regulations,supra note 17,

-

Art. 9. Additionalobligations on the transferor include a requirement that prices
improvingmanagementand administration;or of materials, equipment which the recipient imports from the-

raw spare parts, or

assisting in raising the level of science and technology.9 use must not- transferor for with the transferred technology be higher than those
of similar products in the internationalmarket (see Arts. 10 and 11).
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D ferof technology to the joint venture will be coterminouswith Ill. OVERVIEW OF THE CHINESE DOMESTIC
the duration of the joint venture.22 INCOME TAX SYSTEM

Royalties for the transfer of technology are generally paid at

a fixed rate in instalments. In some cases, the amount may be Chinese taxes applicable to foreign companies that transfer

determined on the basis of the actual number of units pro- technology to China are mainly the Income Tax on Foreign
duced or sold, and on occasion, a fixed lump sum is used. The Investment Enterprises and Foreign Enterprises (the FIE

Chinese generally prefer to tie royalties to net profits or to Tax)25 and the Individual Income Tax (the IIT).26The FIE

actual sales, thereby requiring the transferor to share the Tax is applicable to FIEs and foreign companies that earn

commercial risks, whereas the transferor will be more inter- business profits or receive royalties from China. The IIT may

ested in ensuring a minimum return, regardlessof production apply to individuals who are sent by the foreign company to

or sales. provide technical or other services to the Chinese licensee in

connection with the technology transfer. In addition, China
has concluded more than 40 tax treaties. These treaties are

C. Contributionof technologyto foreign investment based on the OECD Model Treaty27 and the United Nations

enterprises
Model Treaty;28 they apply to both the IIT and FIE Tax.

Under the EJV Law, CJV Law and the WFOE Law, contribu- A. FIE Tax
tions to the registeredcapital of an equity joint venture, coop-
erativejoint venture or wholl foreign-ownedenterprise(col-
lectively referred to as foreign investment enterprises or

The FIE Tax legislation was introduced in 1991. It does not,

however, represent the total of China's tax regime applicableFIEs) can be made in cash or in kind (including tangible and

intangible property). An in-kind capital contribution general-
to foreign business and investment. As mentioned below,

ly includes the transfer of technology to a FIE, this method many specific regulations that govern issues such as the

transfer of technology, lending, leasing and tax incentives
has been a common form of technology transfer to China.

remain in force.
This form of technology transfer, and in particular, transfers
to joint ventures, has been encouraged by the Chinese gov-
ernment. From the Chinese perspective, the foreign compa- 1. Tax liability of FlEs and foreign enterprises
ny's contributionof technology to a joint venture obviates the

The FIE Tax applies to foreign investment enterprises and
need for the Chinese party to pay royalties in foreign foreign enterprises doing business in China earning
exchange. In addition, the direct involvement of the foreign

or

income from China. FIEs are subject to tax on their world-
company n an ongoing enterprise ensures that the technolo-

gy is effectively transferred.From the foreign company'sper-
spective, a contributionof technology to the capital of a joint 22. Ibid., Art. 4. However, even in such cases, the period for paynent of royal-
venture may help the company in keeping the technology ties is generally limited to ten years.

transfer within the scope of the joint venture and reduce the 23. In Shenzhen SEZ and GuuangzhouEconomic and TechnologicalDevelop-

amount of cash investment in the joint venture.
ment Zone (ETDZ) the percentage is set to be 20 per cent of the registered cap-
ital in most cases. A higher percentage is allowed in the case of FIEs that quali-

as

Although China encourages technology transfer through cap-
fy technologicallyadvanced enterprises.
24. WFOE Regulations,supra note 3, Art. 28.

italization of technology, the Chinese government has 25. The Income Tax Law of the PRC Concerning Foreign Investment Enter-

become increasingly concerned about the under-financingof prises and Foreign Enterprises, adopted by the NPC on 9 April 1991 (hereafter

ventures launched with largely intangible assets. Efforts have FIE Tax Law); Detailed Regulations for the Implementation of the F[E Tax

Law, promulgated by the State Council on 30 June I 991 (hereafter FIE Tax
been made to discourageover-capitalizationin technology. In Regulations). For further, see Stephen Nelson, New Unified Tax Law Gov-

the case of joint ventures, there is no published regulation erning Foreign InvestmentEnterprisesand Foreign Companies,TaxNotes jnt' l

limiting the percentage of the foreign partner's contribution (June 1991) at 605 and Detailed Rules for China's Unified Tax Law (three

which may be constituted by technology. In practice, how- parts),TaxNotes lnt'l (October 1991, December 1991 and February 1992); T. A.

Gelatt, China's New Tax Law for Foreign Business: a Rational System
ever, high percentages of capital contributions in technology Emerges, East Asian Executive Reports (15May 1991) at 13 ; Jinyan Li, Peo-

are usually discouraged.23 For example, the WFOE regula- ple's Republic of China: The Implementing Regulations for the New Consoli-

tions specify that the percentage of capitalizationof technol- dated Income Tax on Foreign Investment,46 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal
Documentation4 (1992) at 170.

ogy cannot exceed 20 per cent of the total registeredcapital.24 26. The Individual Income Tax Law of the PRC, promulgatedby the National

Because of these limitations, the foreign partner may be People's Congress on 10 September 1980 and amended 3 1 October 1993 and

forced to contribute a portion of its technology as a capital effective on 1 January 1994 (hereafter the IIT Law); ImplementingRegulations

investmentand license the remainderof its technology to the for the IIT Law, issued by the State Council on 29 January 1994 (hereafter the

IIT Regulations). See T. A. Gelatt, China's New Individual Tax Law: Implica-
joint venture for a royalty. Since valuation of technology is tions for Foreign Business,East Asian Executive Reports (10 November 1993)
often difficult, such an arrangement may be viewed by the at 15 ; Jinyan Li, The Impact on Foreignersof China's New Individual Income

Chinese as an attempt to double count the value of the tech- Tax Law, 7 Tax Notes Int' l (13 December 1993) at 1495 ; and The Impact on

nology.
Foreignersof China's ImplementingRegulations for the New Individual Income
Tax Law, 8 Tax Notes Int'l (4 April 1994) at 939.
27. OECD Model Double Taxation Convention on Income and on Capital,
Paris, 1977, revised in 1992.
28. United Nations Model Double Taxation Convention between Developed
and DevelopingCountries, UN, ST/ESA/102(1980).
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wide income, whereas foreign enterprises are taxable only on lishment's profit, regardless of whether it is derived from
their Chinese-sourceincome. inside or outside China. The meaning ofactually related 1s

unclear. For example, where a Canadian company has a rep-
Foreign investmententerprises: FIEspay tax on their world- resentative office in Beijing and the Beijing representative is
wide income if they maintain a head office in China29 and also responsiblefor the company'sotherEast Asian business,
have the status of a legal person. Equity joint ventures nd and the representative, while on a business trip to Tokyo,
wholly foreign-owned enterprises are legal persons under negotiates and signs a licensing agreement with a Japanese
Chinese law.3o A cooperativejoint venture may or may not be firm and the royalties are payable to the company in Canada,
incorporatedas a legal person.31 If a cooperativejoint venture should the royalties from this Japanese contract be consid-
takes the form of a contractual arrangement or partnership, ered related to the Beijing offce The answer to this questionthe venture is not a separate taxpayer. Rather, the parties to s unclear and the Chinese tax authorities have not yet indi-
the venture pay tax separately, and the venture is deemed to cated whether they will attempt to assess the representative
be an establishmentof the foreign party. With the approvalof office on the royalties.
the tax authorities,however, some ventures may elect to have
the venture taxed as a separate entity.32 If a cooperativejoint 2. Computationof business profitsventure is a legal person, or the parties elect to treat the ven-

ture as one entity, the venture is the taxpayer. FIEs and foreign companies with establishments37 in China

pay tax on their taxable income. Taxable income is the
Foreign enterpriseswith an establishmentin China: Chinese gross income net of costs, expenses and losses.38 The rules
taxation of a foreign company that transfers technology to with respect to calculating incorne largely follow internation-
China or carries on business in China depends on whether the ally-accepted accounting principles. Income is computed
foreign company has an establishment in China. Where a annually39 and is generally recognized on an accrual basis.
foreign company has an establishment in China, any profts Where parties to a cooperative joint venture share products
derived through the establishment are taxable on the net instead of cash profts, each party is deerned to have realized
income basis at 33 per cent. Foreign companies without income when products are received.
establishments in China are taxable only on Chinese-source
investment income and capital gains at 20 per cent of the Income of FIEs or foreign enterprises with establishments in

gross ncome. The significant difference in tax treatment China ncludes:

betweena tax on net ncome and a tax on gross income makes
- income from production or business including income

it critical for a foreign company to determine whether it ha from manufacturing, farming, transportation, construc-

an establishment.The word is defined under the FIE Tax to tion trading, financing and services, and other trades;
include a management office, business site, office, factory,

- investment income, i.e. dividends (other than inter-corpo-
place of extraction of natural resources, site for contracted rate dividends40), interest, rent, and royalties (income
projects such as construction,nstallation,assembly or explo- from the provision or assignment of the right to use

ration projects, site for the fumishing of services, and a busi- patents, proprietary technology, trademarks, copyrights);
ness agent.33 A business agent is deemed to be an establish-
ment of a foreign company if the agent habitually negotiates 29. A head office refers to a central organizationset up in China by an FIE to

and concludes purchase or sales contracts in the name of the be responsible for the operations, managementand control of the enterprise. FIE

company, or habitually stores the company's goods and Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 5.

makes deliveries to third parties on behalf of the company.34
30. An enterprise is a legal person if it is established in accordance with Chi-
nese laws, possesses the necessary property or funds, has its own name, organi-

The concept ofestablishmentis modified by the definition zational structure and premises, and is able to assume civil obligations indepen-
of permanentestablishmentunder tax treaties. The defini- dently. See General Provisions of the Civil Law of the PRC, adopted by the NPC

tion of a permanentestablishmenthas a narrower meaning on 12 April 1986, Art. 4.

than establishment. For example, treaties distinguish
31. CJV Law, supra,note 2, Art. 2.
32. FIE Tax Regulations, supra note 25, Art 7; State Tax Bureau Notice on

between dependent and independentagents, whereas the FIE Operational Problems in the Thorough Implementation of the Foreign Related

Tax does, not. Under most of China's treaties, a dependent Enterprise Income Tax Law, [1991] Guo Shui Fa No. 165 of 1.5 October 1991,

agent in China is deemed to be a permanentestablishmentof Art. 4.
33. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 3.

a foreign company, but an independent agent is not, unless 34. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 4.
the agent is an exclusive agent and habitually exercises the 35. Canada-Chinatreaty, Art. 5(6)

power to conclude contracts for the foreign company.35 Simi- 36. The Chinese tax administration'sposture suggests that establishment is
not interpreted as broadly as the regulations might seem to allow, but rather in a

larly, a service project may be deemed to be an establish-
manner akin to the concept of a permanentestablishmentwithin the meaning

ment for the purposes of the FIE Tax regardless of the dura- of the treaty.
tion of the project, but the project is not a permanentestab_ 37. Where a foreign enterprisehas two or moreestablishmentsin China, it may,

lishment under the treaty unless it lasts more than six subject to approval by the tax authorities, designate one of the establishments to

months.36
file returns and pay income tax on a consolidated basis; FIE Tax Regulations,
supra note 25, Art. 92.
38. FIE Tax Law, supra note 25, Art. 4.

Foreign enterprises without establishments in China: These 39. A taxationyear is normally the calendar year. In special cases, taxpayers

enterprises are subject to withholding tax on Chinese-source may use their own 12-month fiscal period with the approval of the tax authori-

income, including royalties. If, however, the earning of such ties. A short taxation year is allowed where the taxpayer commences or termi-
nates its business during the year or where there is a reorganizationof the enter-

ncome is actually related to a foreign company's estab- prise.
lishment in China, the income is taxable as part of the estab- . 40. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 2.
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D non-operating income;4' and would have agreed to. In such cases, the income of the Chi--

capital gains from the dispositionof capital property and nese enterprise will be increased.-

gains from the liquidationof a business.42
The term associatedenterprise is defined under Article 52

Royalty payments and other costs of doing business are gen- of the FIE Tax Regulations to mean an enterprise that has any
erally deductibleby taxpayers in computing income.43Where of the following relationships with another enterprise: (a)
royaltes are paid to a taxpayer's head office, however, the direct or indirect ownership of, or control over, such matters

royalties are not deductible.44This prohibition is presumably
intended to prevent foreign companies from shifting income
outside China in the form of royalty payments. Payments to 41. FIE Tax Law, supra note 25, Art. I.

42. This iS the net asset value of the remaining property; FIE Tax Law, supra
the head office for overhead and administrativeexpenses are note 25, Art 18; FIE Tax Regulations, supra note 25, Art. 29.

deductible, provided that these payments are properly docu- 43. For example, the cost of good sold, sales taxes, and marketing and admin-

mented and approved by the local tax authorities.45 It is diffi- istration fees. Art. 19 of the FIE Tax Regulations prohibits the deduction of cer-

cult for the Chinese tax authorities to monitor these fees; in tain expenses, such as capital expenditures, income tax payments, fines and

penalties, and expenses unrelated to productionand business operations.
many cases foreign enterprises could substitute administra- 44. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 19(9).
tive fees for royalty payments as a means of reducing taxable 45 FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 20. An FIE may apportion to its

income in China.46 branches the management fees relating to the business of such branches; FIE Tax

Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 58.

Interest expenses are deductible if the amount of the interest 46. FIE Tax Regulations, supra note 25, Art. 20. Payments are deductible if

to the business of the establishment of the foreign
is reasonable.47An interest payment is considered reasonable they are reasonably related

enterprise, supported by a document issued by the enterprise's head office spec-
where the amount is computed according to a rate no higher ifying the managementservices, total amount and basis for allocation to the Chi-

than the rate for ordinary commercial loans. Interest expenses nese establishment. These documents must be verified by a Chinese chartered

incurred in respect of the acquisition of fixed assets or intan- accountant.

47. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 21. The deduction is subject to

gible assets are not deductble before the assets are put into approval by the local tax authonties, to whom information concerning the loan

use, but may be added to the cost of the assets and amortized. and payment of interest must be provided
The FIE Tax legislation contains no rules on the debt/equity 48. This is based on an interviewof the author with a Chinese tax official on 14

are to prevent
ratio of FIEs. In practice, when the debt/equity ratio of a FIE July 1994. The following debt/equity ratios specified under-cap-

italization:
exceeds the ratio specified under other regulations, the Chi- - where the total nvestment(includingboth debt and equity) of an FIE s less

nese tax authoritiesmay deny the deductionof interest on any than USD 3 million, the equity must be at least 70 per cent of the total

excessive debt.48 investment;
where the total investment is between USD 3 million and USD 10 million,-

The cost of acquiring fixed assets, equipment and intangible the equity must be at least 50 per cent of the total investment, but not less
than USD 2. 1 million;

assets may be depreciatedor amortized according to detailed where the total investment is between USD IO million and USD 30 million,-

statutory rules.49 Depreciation is based on the riginal the equity must be at least 40 per cent of the total investment, but not less

cost50 of the assets less residual valueS t and is computed than USD 5 million; and

according to the straight-linemethod over the prescribed use-
- where the total investment is over USD 30 million, the equity must be at

least 33.3 percent of the total investment,but not less than USD 12 million.
ful life of the assets,52 Useful life is prescribed to be ten years 49 FIETax Regulations,supra note 25, Part III.

for machines and other production equipment, and five years 50. FIE Tax Regulations, supra note 25, Arts. 31 and 46. The original cost is

for electronic equipment and transportation equipment. The determined as follows: for purchased assets, the purchase price plus freight,
installation and other related incurred before they

tax authorities may approve accelerated depreciation in cer-
nsurance, expenses expenses
are put into use; (b) for fixed assets manufactured by the taxpayer, the cost of

tain cases.53 Taxpayers may amortize the cost of acquiring production; (c) for assets contributed as an investment in a FIE, the reasonable

intangible assets,54 such as know-how, patents, trademarks, value of the assets plus relevant expenses incurred before they are put into use;

and the right to use a site. The amortization period iS the and (d) for fixed assets acquired as a gift, the reasonableappraised price.
51. Residual value must not be less than 10 per cent of original cost. If a tax-

remainderof the useful life as provided under the technology payer wishes to have a lower r no residual value, approval from the local tax

transfer contract55 or ten years in other cases. authorities must be obtained. See FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 33.
52. FLE Tax Regulations, supra note 25, Arts. 33 and 34. Other methods of

depreciation may be used by a taxpayer provided they are approved by the local
3. Deemed profit and transfer pricing rules tax authorities.

53. FIE Tax Regulations, supra note 25, Art. 40. For example, these may
Deemedproft. Where taxpayers are unable to submit com- include machinery and equipment exposed to highly corrosive materials, build-

plete and accurate evidence of their costs and expenses, their ngs n a state of vibration throughout the year, machinery and equipment n

taxable income may be assessed according to a deemed prof- operation 24 hours a day throughout the year, assets of a joint venture with an

operation tern shorter than the prescribed useful life of the assets. Similarly,
it rate. In addition, income earned from certain activities maY where the Chinese party to a cooperative joint venture takes title to the assets

also be computedunder the deemed profit method. For exam- upon the termination of the joint venture contract, the useful life can be shorter.

ple, 5 per cent for technical services and 10 per cent for ser- 54. The acquisitioncost is deemed to be the reasonablepurchaseprice. The cost

vices in connection with contracted projects.56
of self-developed intangibles is deemed to be the expenditure on research and

development. The cost of assets contributed as an investment in FlEs is deemed

Transfer pricing rules: Under Article 13 of the FIE Tax, the to be the reasonable price set out in the investmentcontract. See FIE Tax Regu-
lations, supra note 25, Art. 46.

tax authoritiesare authorized to adjust an enterprise's income 55. For example, where intangible assets are contributed as an equity nvest-

when the income of the enterprise has been decreased as a ment to a FIE or are otherwise obtained by the taxpayer and the useful life is set

result of the prices charged, or received, for transactions with forth in the relevant contract, the amortizationperiod is the prescribed useful life
under the contract. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 47.

its associated enterprises which took place at levels different 56. This may be determined by reference to the profit rate of other enterprises
from those that unrelatedenterprises in similarcircumstances in the same or similar industries.FIETax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 16.
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as finances, business operations, or purchases and sales; (b) rate applies to: (a) FIEs and establishmentsof foreign enter-

direct or indirect ownership or control of both entities by a prises that carry on productive activities in the special eco-

third party; or (c) any other relationship arising from mutual nomic zones (SEZs)61 and economicand technologicaldevel-
interests.57For the purposes of Chinese transfer pricing rules, opment zones (ETDZs); (b) FIEs that operate in projects that 1

the meaning of control seems very broad. It refers to both are technology-intensiveor knowledge-intensive,that have a
direct or indirect de jure control and de facto control of one long-termforeign investmentof USD 30 million or more and
enterprise by another in the areas of financing, supply of raw

are located in the old city area of cities where the SEZs62 or
materials and technology, sales of products, management, ETDZs located; (c) FIEs that operate in trans-
etc. According to the de jure control test the following two

are energy,

companies are associated with the foreign investor company, portation, or port construction projects in the Open Coastal

a Chinese-foreign joint venture in which the foreign party
Economic Zones (OCEZs);63 (d) FIEs in the Shanghai

owns at least 25 per cent of the equity (minimum required Pudong New Area engaged in production or construction

under Chinese law) and a wholly foreign-owned enterprise projects in the fields of energy, transportationand communi-

(WFOE). According to the de facto control test, an FIE may cations;64 and e) FIEs operating in the State High and New-

be associatedwith a bank that provides a loan in an amount Technology Industry Development Zones.65 The 24 per cent

constituting 50 per cent or more of the FIE's total capital or

anothercompany that guarantees the FIE's loan. Similarly,an

FIE is associatedwith a foreign company if that company 57. These tests are interpreted by the State Tax Bureau in its Implementing
licenses technology that is key to the FIE's operations, sup-

Rules for the Administration of Transactions Between Associated Enterprises,
29 October 1992 (Transfer Pricing Notice). According to this notice, an enter-

plies raw materials to the FIE, or markets the FIE's products. prise is associatedwith another enterprise (the taxpayer) where:
In practice, foreign companies that provide financing, tech- - the enterprise directly or indirectly owns 25 per cent or more of the shares

nology, raw materials, or handle a FIE's sales at non-arm's of the taxpayer;
a third party directly or indirectly owns at least 25 per cent of the shares of

length prices are companies that nvest in the FIE (the FIE's
-

both the enterprise and the taxpayer;
parent company) or are associated with the company invest- - the taxpayer's debt to the enterpriseaccounts for 50 per cent of the taxpay-
ing in the FIE (the FIE's sister companies). er's total capital, or 10 per cent of the taxpayer's debt is guaranteedby the

enterprise;
The arm's length price is determined according to interna- - more than half of the directors or high-level managers of the taxpayer are

tionally accepted methods, such as the comparable uncon- appointed by the company;
the taxpayer's business operations depend on the use of the enterprise's-

trolled price, resale price, and cost plus methods. With proprietary technology;
respect to lending and financing transactions, the arm's - the enterprise controls the taxpayer's supply of raw materials and spare

length price is deemed to be the normal interest rate, which parts and the sale of products; or

is presumably the market rate or the rate that would be used
- the enterprisecontrols the taxpayer's business operations in other ways (for

instance, the owners or managers of the enterprise and the taxpayer are
in the absence of the affiliation.For services, the arm's length related).
price is deemed to be the normalcharge rates for similar ser- 58. The term of a tax holiday commenceswith a taxpayer's firstprofit-making
vices; and for the transfer of property or licensing and leas- year, which is the year in which a taxpaerbegins to make a profit after taking

ing transactions, the arm's length price is deemed to be the
into account any loss carry-overs. The duration of the tax holiday is calculated
without any interruption.

amount that would be agreed upon in the absence of the affil- 59. FIE Tax Law, supra note 25, Art. 8. FIEs operating in farming, forestry, or

iation. animal husbandry or in remote, economicallyunderdevelopedareas may receive
a further reduction of 15 per cent to 30 per cent for another ten years following
the end of the five-year period.

4. Tox rates and tax incentives 60. Other productiveactivities include activities in the following areas:

energy (excluding the exploitationof petroleum and natural gas);-

FIEs or foreign enterprises with establishments in China pay - metallurgical,chemical and building materials, light industries, textiles and

tax at a combined rate of 33 per cent, of which 30 per cent is packaging;
medical apparatus and pharmaceutical industries;national tax and 3 per cent is local tax. Local tax is currently

-

agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fisheries and water conservation;-

waived by many local governmentsunder local tax incentive - construction;
regulations. - communicationsand transportation(other than passenger transport);

scientific and technologicaldevelopment;-

To encourage foreign investment in China, China provides - geological surveying and industrial information consultancy that directly
various tax incentives to FIEs and foreign companies. Some serve the purposesof production; and

maintenanceservices for productionequipmentand precision instruments.-

tax ncentivesapply to all FIEs and others are confined to cer- See FIETax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 72; State Tax Bureau Notice on the
tain areas or certain ndustries. General tax ncentives include Explanation and Determinationof Productive Activities of Foreign Investment

tax reductions and exemptions available to all FIEs that are Enterprises in Other Industries, [1992] Guo Shui Fa No. 109 of 29 April 1992.

engaged in productive activities with an operating period of 61. The Special Economic Zones (SEZs) are Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou, Xia-

men, and Hainan Province.
ten years or more. The standard period of tax holiday is five 62. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 73(1). See also SEZ Tax Regula-
years, which includes a tax exemption for the first two profit- tions, Part III, Art. 1, note 64 below; and OCEZ Regulations, Art. 1, note 63

making years58 and a half-rate reduction for the subsequent below. The FIE Tax Regulationsdo not define some key concepts,such astech-

three years.59 Productive activities nclude manufacturing, nology-intensiveor knowledge-intensive,and long payback period.
63. FIETax Regulations,Art. 70, supranote 25; Interim Provisionsof the State

processing, constructionand agriculturalprojects.6o Council on Reductionand Exemptionof Enterprise Income Tax and Consolidat-
ed Industrial and CommercialTax for Open Coastal Economic Zones, issued on

15 June 1988 (hereafter the OCEZ Regulations). Cities in the Liaodong Pen-
FIEs operating in certain special areas are taxed at the nisalar, Shandong Pennisalar, Changjiang Triangle, Zhoujiang Triangle and
reduced rates of 15 per cent or 24 per cent. The 15 per cent Minnan Triangle were designated as OCEZs.
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rate applies to FIEs carrying on productive activities in the technical training of Chinese personnel. Payments made in

OCEZs and in the old city area of'cities where the SEZs respect of the transfer of computer software are treated as

and the ETDZs are located. royalties where there is a restrictionon the use of the software

by the Chinese transferee. In other words, if the transfer con-
Further incentives are available to FIEs engaged in certain stitutes a sale of computer software, the payments are not
projects in the special areas. For example, a ten-year tax hol-

treated royalties.
iday (five-year tax exemption and five-year half-rate reduc-

as

tion) applies to FIEs with a scheduled operation term of 15 The rate of withholding tax may be reduced to 10 per cent or

years or more if they are engaged in port and pier construc- waived where the technology is advanced,offered on pref-
tion projects, infrastructure projects or in agricultural devel- erential terms,72 and the technology is related to scientific
opment in Hainan SEZ, or engaged in construction projects research, the development of energy resources, transporta-
in energy and transportation in Shanghai Pudong New Area. tion, communications,and production in agriculture, forestry,

Technologically advanced enterprises and export-oriented
animal husbandry and fishing.73 In determiningwhethertech-

enterprises receive additional tax concessions, irrespectiveof nology is advanced, the importing Chinese entity must

where they are located. Technologically advanced enter-
evaluatewhich of the available technologies is most effective,

prises are FIEs that possess advanced technology and are
and transmit its findings to the tax authorities for a decision.
In determining whether the technology is offered on prefer-engaged in developing new products or upgrading products ential terms, the authorities will consider such factors

to earn foreign exchange from exports or from import substi- tax as

tution.66 Export-oriented enterprises are FIEs that export
whether: the cost is low relative to comparable technology,
free training is included, paymentmay be made in kind rather

more than 70 per cent of their products as assessed annually
by the local tax authorities.67By obtaining export-orientedor

than in cash, or whether the Chinese transferee may continue

technologically-advancedstatus, FIEs receive a 50 per cent
to use the technology free of charge after the termination of

reduction in the national tax rate after the regular tax holidays
the contract.

expire. For FIEs that are already taxed at 15 per cent, the

reduced rate is limited to 10 per cent. The rate reduction is 64 FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 75(1)-(3). See Provisional Regu-

applicable for three years for technologicallyadvanced FIEs;
lations on Reduction and Exemptionof Enterprise Income Tax and the Consoli-
dated IndustrialandCommercialTax for the Special EconomicZones and the 14

it is available indefinitely for export-orientedFIEs provided Coastal Cities, promulgated by the State Council on 15 November 1984 (here-

they maintain export-orientedstatus. after the SEZs Tax Regulations);RegulationsConcerning the Encouragementof
Investmentand Developmentof Hainan Island, issued by the State Council on 4

May 1988 (hereafter the Hainan Regulations); and Regulations Concerning the

5. Non-residentwithholding taxes Reduction and Exemption of Enterprise Income Tax and Consolidated Industri-
al and Commercial Tax in the Pudong New Zone in order to EncourageForeign

Royalties and other payments received by foreign companies Investment, approved by the State Council on 7 September 1990 and issued by
without establishments in China are subject to a 20 per cent the Ministry of Finance on 11 September 1990 (hereafter the Shanghai Pudong

withholding tax.68 This rate is reduced under the FIE Tax le- Regulations).
65. State Tax Bureau Notice on Matters Relevant to Foreign Income Tax with

gislation and tax treaties.69 An amount that is deemed to be Respect to Implementingthe State Council Policy ConcerningTaxation of State

earned through the establishment of a foreign enterprise in New and High Technology Development Zones, Guo Shu Han Fa No. 663 of

China is taxable on a net basis as business profits under the I 6 September 1991.
66. The specificcriteria for technologically-advancedare not specified in the

above-describedrules and rates. FIE Tax Regulations, and may be subject to standards set out by the State Sci-
ence and Technology Commission. See State Tax Bureau Notice No. 663 of 16

Royalties (fees for the use of proprietary rights). The word September 1991, Art. 4, supra note 65.

royalties is not used in the FIE Tax legislation. Instead the 67. Provisions of the State Council of the +People's Republic of China for the

phrase fees for the use of proprietary rights is used. In Chi_ Encouragementof Foreign Investment, adopted I 1 October 1986; Measures of

nese, this phrase is texuquan shiyongfei. It can be translated the Ministry of Finance for the Implementation of Preferential Tax Terms,
adopted on 30 January 1987, Art. 5; and ImplementingMeasuresof the Ministry

as royalties,but the term royalties is too narrow and fails of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade on the Confirmationand Examination
to capture the intended scope of the Chinese term. The pre- of Export-OrientedEnterprisesand TechnologicallyAdvanced Enterprises with

cise Chinese term for royalties in the Western sense of that Foreign Investment, issued on 27 January 1987, Art. 5. FIEs do not automatical-

term is tichengfei. For ease of reference, however, the English ly qualify as technologically advanced or export-oriented simply because

they use advanced technology in productionor because they export most of their
word royalties is frequently used by translators and com- products; they must apply to the local tax authorities for the special status.

mentators. 68. FIE Tax Law, Art. 19 and FIE Tax Regulations, supra note 25, Part V.

Withholding tax is levied when a paymentof the Chinese-sourceincome is made

Fees for the use of proprietary rights refer to fees for the use to a foreign enterprise.
in China of trademarks, copyrghts, patents; and fees for the 69. The withholding tax is reduced under the treaty to 10 per cent or 15 per

cent.
use of other proprietary rights, which include fees for techni- 70. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 59; State Tax Bureau Notice (82)
cal training, technical services, technical documentationand Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 143 of 14 October 1982; Provisional Regulations of the

other relevant information provided by foreign companies in Ministry of Finance Regarding the Reduction of and Exemption from Income

relation to the transfer of proprietary rghts to a Chinese enti- Tax on Fees for the Use of ProprietaryTechnology, (82) Cai Shui Zi No. 326 of
13 December 1982 (hereafterProprietaryTechnology Provisions).

ty.7o For the purpose of the meaning of royalties, technical 71. State Tax Bureau, Notice Concerning the Taxationof Fees Paid to Foreign
services and training generally refer to such services as con- Companies for the Right to Use Computer Software, Guo Shui Han Fa [1994]
sultation with Chinese enterprises on management methods No. 304,10 June 1994 (the ComputerSoftwareNotice).

and assistance in performing feasibility studies, conducting
72. FIE Tax Law, supra note 25, Art. 19(4); FIE Tax Regulations,supra note

25, Art. 66; PropretaryTechnologyProvisions,Art. 1, supra note 70.
technical seminars, the design of construction sites and the 73. FIETax Law, supra note 25, Art. 19.
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Article 66 of the FIE Tax Regulations further specifY in China.79 Dividends paid by FIEs are currently exempt
that the following payments are eligible for the reduc- from withholding tax. Interest on deposits, loans,
tion or exemption: bonds, advances, and deferred payments is considered
(1) fees for the use of, or the right to use proprietary to be derived from a Chinese source if it is paid by a

technology in respect of production relating to agricul- person reident in China. Such interest is subject to the
ture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery, which 20 per cent withholding tax. There may be an exemp-include: tion for interest on loans extended to the Chinese Gov-

technology for the improvement of soil and grass- ernment or state
-

China's banks by international finan-
land, the development of barren hills and the full cial organizations, or for interest on loans given at a
utilization of natural resourcs; preferential rate by foreign banks to China's state
technology for the cultivation of new animal breeds

or payments are a
-

banks. Rent lease derived from
and plant varieties and the production of high-effi- Chinese source if they are paid for the use of propertyciency, low-toxicity agrochemicals; situated in China.80

- technology for scientific management and produc-
tion, preserving the ecological balance and enhanc_ Capitl gains from the disposition of property8' in

ing resistance against natural disasters in agricul- China are also subject to the withholding tax at 20 per
ture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery; cent of the net gain.82 Tax is withheld by the purchaser

(2) fees paid by scientific academies, institutes of high- of the property. The FIE Tax legislation is unclear as to

er learning and other scientific research .institutes for whether technology is considered to be property for
the use of proprietary technology for conducting or capital gains purposes. In practice, where foreign com-

cooperating in conducting scientific research and scien- panies sell technology to China, the profits are general-
tific experiments; ly treated as business profits, rather than capital gains.
(3) fees for the use of proprietary technology for the

exploitationof energy resources and the developmentof
communicationsand transportation; B. The individual income tax

(4) fees for the use of proprietary technology for energy ,

conservation and the prevention and control of environ- Foreign individuals who provide technical services to

mental pollution; the Chinese licensee of technology may be liable to tax

(5) fees for the use of proprietary technology for the under the IIT. The IIT was first introduced in 1980 and

developmentof science and technology in respect of: amended in 1993.83 It is a schedular tax in that different

manufacturingelectro-mechanicalequipment; types attract tax- of income different liabilities. There is

nuclear energy;
no aggregation of income earned from different-

production of large integrated circuits; source- sources. Thus, losses from one cannot be used to

production of optical integration, microwave semi- offset profits from other sources.-

conductors, microwave integrated circuits and
microwave tubes;
manufacturing ultra-fast computers and micropro--

cessors;

optical telecommunications;-

remote, ultra-high voltage, direct current power 74. FIE Tax Regulations, 25, Art. 66.
-

transmission; and supra note

75. FIE Tax Law, supra note 25, Art. 19, last paragraph.
liquefaction, gasification and integrated utilization 76. Proprietary Technology Provisions, Art. 2, supra note 70; Ministry of-

of coal.74 Finance Notice Concerning the Levy of Income Tax on Income Derived From
Patents and Proprietary Rights, (82) Cai Shui Zi No. 109 of 8 May 1982.

Fees for the use of proprietary technology in other areas 77. Hainan Regulations, Art 13, supra note 64; SEZ Tax Regulations,supra

may also be subject to the reduction or exemption in note 64, Part I, Art. 1(4) and Part II, Art. 1(4); Pudong Regulations,supra note

accordance with provisions approved by the State
25, Art. 10.
78. The FIE Tax legislation uses the word profits (lirun) rather than divi-

Council.75 For example, tax is waived on fees payable to dends. Profits received from another enterprise refers to income derived by
foreign companies for services such as consultation virtue ofan investmentratio, share rights, stock or other non-creditor'sright to a

with Chinese enterprises on management methods,
share of profit. See FIE Tax Law, supra note 25, Art. 19 and FIT Regulations,

assistance in performing feasibility studies, technicl
supra note 25, Art. 60.
79. FIT Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 63.

training, and the design of construction sites and equip- 80. State Tax Bureau Notice on the Question of ExemptingTaxon a Tempo-
ment.76 Similarly, withholding tax on royalties derived rary Basis for Rentals for the Use of Foreign Containers in International Ship-

by foreign enterprises from the SEZs, ETDZs and ping, (1993) Guo Shui Fa No. 049 of 11 March 1993.
81. Property refers to buildings, structures, facilities ancillary to such build-

OCEZs may be taxed at the reduced rate of 10 per cent ings and structures and land-use rights; FIE Tax Regulation,supra note 25, Art.

if such income is not otherwise exempt from tax under 6(2).
the above rules and regulations.77 82. Net gain is the prceeds of disposition less the original cost of the proper-

ty; FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 61.

Other payments: Dividends78 (after-tax profit distri- 83. The new IIT consolidated three existing taxes: the IIT of 1980 applicable
to

butions) are considered to. be from Chinese sources if mostly foreigners; the Individual Income Regulatory Tax of 1986 applicable
to Chinesecitizens; and a HouseholdIncomeTax of 1986 applicable to business

they are paid by enterprises (FIEs and other enterprises) income earned by individualsand households.
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I. Tax liability of foreign individuals to return home on leave, relocation or moving costs, local
meals.9t

Under the IIT, individuals are liable to tax if they are domi- transportation,housekeepingexpenses, and Similar-
to

ciled in China,84 reside in China, or derive income from Chi- ly, contributionsmade by employers pension plans, dental
or on are not con-

nese sources. Foreigners who reside in China for one year or plans insuranceplans behalf of employees
sidered to be taxable benefits.92 In contrast, where an employ-

more are liable to the IIT on their worldwide income; indi-
ee receives a cash allowance on a per diem or monthly

viduals who never visit China or who stay in China for less
basis, the allowance is normally deemed to be part of salary.

than one year are liable to the IIT only on their Chinese
For example, allowances family allowances tooverseas or

source income (the one-year rule). Individuals are consid-
cover the employees' expenses on home visits while working

ered to have resided in China for one year if they have stayed in China clearly taxable. Because the IIT Law does notare
in China for 365 days in a tax year.85 In calculating the period permit any deductions from wages and salaries, other than a
of stay, no subtraction is allowed for temporary absences

standard deduction (see below), few employers taxable
from China (i.e. absences not exceeding 30 days at any one

pay
allowances to their employees. Instead, the employer either

time, or in the aggregate not exceeding 90 days in a taxation

year).86 pays such expenses directly or reimburses the employee for

expenses actually incurred as supported by vouchers. Fur-

Exemptions are provided to foreign individuals in two cases. thermore, the payment of income tax by an employer on

First, where an individual stays in China for one year or behalf of an employee is regarded as taxable remuneration;
more, but not more than five years, in this situation the indi- the employee is consequently taxed on the grossed-up
vidual is exempt from tax on hisr her foreign-sourceincome amount.93
paid by non-residents of China. Therefore, foreigners are

subject to worldwide taxation in China only if they stay in Income from wages or salary is taxed at progressive rates

China for more than five years.87 Second, where individuals ranging from 5 per cent to 45 per cent (45 per cent applies to

reside in China for an aggregate of 90 days or less during the a monthly taxable income of CNY 100,000).94 The tax liabil-

year (the 90-day rule), they are exempt from the IIT on wage ity on employment income is computed monthly. In calculat-

or salary income received frorn foreign enterprises for ser- ing taxable income, taxpayers may deduct a monthly sum of

vices performed in China, provided that the payment is not

borne by an employer's establishment in China.88 84. Individualsdomiciled in China are liable to tax on their worldwideincome.

Non-residents (individuals who do not visit China or who Individuals are deemed to be domiciled in China if they habitually live in China
because of household registration, family, or economic interests. These individ-

stay in China for less than a year) are subject to the IIT only uals include Chinese citizens with their household registration n China and or-

on income earned from Chinese sources. Chinese-source eigners who make China their permanenthome instead of a place of work or tem-

income is considered to have been earned in China regardless Porary stay. Very few foreigners receive permanent resident status in China;

of whether actual payments are made in China or abroad.
most are issued a visa or residence permit to visit or stay temporarily in China.
85. A taxation year is defined as a calendar year; IIT Regulations,supra note

Chinese-sourceincome includes: 26, Arts. 3 and 44.

employment income from services rendered in China, 86. IiT Regulations,supra note 26, Art. 3.
-

rent for the use of property in China, 87. Unlike the earlier legislation, this rule applies irrespectiveof the reason for
-

the long-term residency. Under the previous lIT, foreign-source income was

gains from the transfer of property in China,-

exempt from tax if the foreigners' presence was attributable to their employment
royalties for the use of proprietary rights in China, with FLEs, and J f the individual had no general intention to take up long-term res--

interest from individuals,companies and other economic idency in China. See Ministry of Finance Notice Regarding the Exemption from
-

organizations in China, and Reporting and Payment of Individual Income Tax for Income Gained Outside
China by Personnel of Foreign Nationality Working in China, (83) Cai Shui Zi

dividends from companies in China. No. 62 of 7 March 1983.-

88. IIT Regulations,supra note 26 above, Art. 7.

2. Wages and salaries
89. Because wages and salaries are taxed on a monthly basis at progressive
rates, the inclusionof bonuses in the definition of wages and salaries can result

Wages and salaries include bonuses, year-end extras,89 in a year-endor otheroccasional bonus being taxed more heavily than if the same

amount had been paid evenly over the year. To avoid this result, a form of
benefits, allowances, and other income earned by an individ- ncome averaging is allowed in practice. Ministry of Finance (81) Shui Wai Bian

ual from an employment or office. Benefits and Zi No. 65 of 17 July 1981.

allowances are undefined. The meaning of these concepts 90. As far as employer-provided housing allowances are concerned, the

is left to be clarified by the tax administration.Over the years,
employeemust take the allowance into income but may deduct the actual amount

used for housing if he or she can demostrate the same with receipts. See Min-

the Chinese tax authorities have developed guidelines on the stry of Finance Notice (88) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 21 of 20 January 1988.

taxability of various fringe benefits and allowances received 91. The employer must submit proof' to be verified by the local tax author-

by foreigners working in China from their employers. These ities. This proof' must establish that the payments were for company
not or expenses employee,

guidelines cover the provision of housing, meals, relocation,
expensesand for food, laundry, other personal of the
and were not part of the employee's salary

home leave, family education, hardship allowances, and the 92. Where part of an employee's salary is used to buy stocks n the employer
like. Although not entirely uniform and satisfactory, the company, the employee s not taxed on this amount if the employer does not

administrativeguidelineshave enabled companies to arrange
deduct the same as expenses. See State Tax Bureau Notice Guo Shui Han Fa

[1990] No. 067 of 19 January 1990.
remuneration packages for their ernployees. For example, 93. Ministry of Finance Notice (86) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 034 of 18 February
certain expenses paid directly by the employeror paid by the 1986.

employee and reimbursed by the employer are normally not 94. When the riT Law was introduced in December 1993, the official exchange
rate was USD 1 = CNY 5.8, while the market rate was about USD 1 = CNY 8.8.

treated as benefits taxable on the employee. Such expenses On 1 January 1994, China implemented a single controlled foreign exchange
include costs of housing or accommodation,9otravelling costs floating rate in line with the long-standingswap market rate.
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CNY 800. This deduction was intended to be an allowarce A. Overview of China's tax treaties
for the cost of living 95Because of inflation and the devalu-
ation of the Chinese currency, the cost of living for expatri- 1. Historical development
ates has been increasing; to provide some relief, the IIT Reg-
ulations allow expatriates an additional deduction of CNy By the end of 1995, China had concludedmore than 40 bilat-
3200.96 eral tax treaties. The first such treaty was signed with Japan

in 1983, three years after the introductionof income tax in the

3. Income from independentservices People's Republic.107 Like all bilateral tax treaties, the two

main purposes of China's tax treaties are to reduce or elimi-
Independent personal services include services provided bY nate double taxation and to prevent tax avoidance and eva-

accountants, lawyers, medical doctors, engineers, architects, sion. In addition, China uses tax treaties as a neans of pro-
entertainers and other professionals.97 Unlike income from moting international trade and investment. China needs for-
employment, income from remuneration for personal ser- eign capital, technologyand managernentskills to modernize
vices is taxable at a flat rate of 20 per cent on a single pay- its economy; foreigngovernmentsand multinationalcorpora-
ment basis. Where the taxable income from a particularpay- tions are attracted to China by its relatively cheap and edu-
ment exceeds CNY 20,000, a surtax is imposed so that the cated labour force, potential rnarket of 1.2 billion people, rich
combined rate is 30 per cent on the amount between CNY resources and rapid economicgrowth. Tax treaties offerguid-
20,000 and CNY 50,000 and 40 per cent on any amount ance and provide certainty by following the provisionsof the
exceeding CNY 50,000.98 model treaties that are familiar to multinationalcorporations.
A single payment means income from a lump-sum payment
for personal services, payments from performing a single 2. China's treaty policy
piece of work, or payments received within a month for work China generally uses the.China-Japan treaty as its model in
of a continuing nature. In computing the sum taxable in negotiating tax treaties. Its treaties are a blend of the OECD
respect of each payment, taxpayers may deduct the lesser of Model Treaty and the UN Model Treaty. In negotiatingCNY 800 or 20 per cent of the payment.99 treaties with the OECD countries, China's main concerns

Under the IIT, remunerationfor personal services in China is
taxable irrespectiveof the place of payment. Foreign individ- 95. Where individual is employed for less than month, the full deductionan a

uals who provide services to Chinese enterprises in China of CNY 800 has been permitted. See Ministry of Finance Notices (81) Cai Shui

normally receive payments directly from the Chinese enter- Zi No. 185 of 2 June 1981 and (81) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 60 of 7 July 1981. In

prise. In some cases, they may be paid indirectlyby a compa-
cases where the salary is paid by the employer for the entire month the salary is

on a per to stay
ny outside China. For example, a foreign company that sells apportioned diem basis according the number of days of in

China.

machinery to Chinese enterprise may agree to provide 96. HT Law, supra note 26, Art. 6. Similardeductionsmay be allowed for Chi-

installationand maintenanceservices, or training for the Chi_ nese citizens deriving employmentincome from foreign countries.

nese operators, and send self-employed technician from 97. Other services include designing, decorating, installation, consulting, lec-

turing, news reporting, broadcasting, editing, calligraphy, painting, recording,
Germany to provide those services. In such cases the Chinese art performance, advertising, exhibitions, technical services, agency, and bro-
tax authorities generally treat the fee as the technician's Chi- kerage, IIT Regulations,supra note 26, Art. 8(4).
nese-source income and tax it accordingly,100 98. IIT Regulations,supra note 26, Art. 11.

99. For a single payment of CNY 4,000 or less the deduction is CNY 800; for
a single paymentexceeding CNY 4,000 the deduction is 20 per cent of the pay-

4. Other income ment. IIT Law, supra note 26, Art. 6(4).
100. Ministry of Finance Notices (80) Cai Shui Zi No. 214 of 20 November

Other types of income, such as rent,01 royalties,102 interest, 1980 and (81) Cai Shui Zi No. 56 of 26 February 1981.

dividends, net capital gains,03 and incidental income,104 are 101. Rental income refers to income for the lease of buildings, land-use rights,

taxable under the IIT at a flat rate of 20 per cent.1o5 Tax is machinery and equipment,vehicles, vessels, and other property.
102. Royalties include both authors' royalties and royalties for the transfer or

computedon a single-paymentbasis.106 In the case of income licence of technology other proprietary rights such trademarks,or as patents,
from rent and royalties the taxpayer is entitled to a statutory copyrightsand know-how.

deduction of the lesser of CNY 800 or 20 per cent of each 103. Net gains are taxable at a flat rate of 20 per cent if they are derived from the
transfer of capital property such as buildings, machinery and equipment, land-

payment. use rights, shares and bonds. The net gain is equal to the proceedsof disposition
less the original cost of the property and reasonable expenses.
104. Incidental income includes awards, lottery winnings and all other
income.

IV. TAX TREATIES 105. IIT Law, supra note 26, Art. 3(5). This rate is reduced to 10 per cent under
the Canada-Chinatreaty.
106. A single payment for rental income refers to income from amounts paid

As in other countries, tax treaties are part of Chinese tax law. within a month for the use of the rental property. A single payment for authors'

The FIE and IIT legislation are modified by tax treaty provi- royalties is defined as payment for each publication.A single payment for fees

sions. This part provides an overview of China's treaty policy for the use of proprietaryrights refers to a lump-sum payment for each transfer
of the right to use proprietary rights. IIT Regulations,supra note 26, Art. 21.

and discusses major treaty provisions conceming the transfer 107. The Income Tax Law of the PRC Concerning Joint Ventures Using Chi-
of technology. nese and Foreign Investment, passed by the National People's Congress on 10

September 1980; the implementingregulations for this law were promulgatedby
the Ministry of Finance on 14 December 1980; and the Individual Income Tax
Law of the PRC, promulgated by the NPC on 10 September 1980, amended on

31 October 1993 (i.e. I[T Law, supra note 26).
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seem to be threefold: source jurisdiction,reciprocal treatment tion of China, person and resident are provided in the

in treaty provisions, and tax sparing. Because China is a net treaties.

capital importer, it has taken the position of a developing Territorial meaningof China:Forthe-

country and has insisted on a rather broad scope of source
coverage purposes

of tax treaties, China is defined as the territory in which
jurisdiction. For example, China's treaties have a broad def-

Chinese laws effectively in force. This is subtle of
inition ofpermanentestablihmentand relatively high rates

are a way
at present, to

of withholding tax on dividends, interest and royalties. China indicating
.

that, China refers the so-called
Mainland. China's existing tax treaties do not apply to

has rejected any provision that permits income or capital Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan. Hong Kong and Macau
gains to be taxed solely in the residence state.

or

will be excluded from China's treaty coverage after 1997 and

Compared to the tax systems in the OECD countries, the Chi- 1999 when Hong Kong and Macau respectively revert to

nese income tax system is under-developed.To accommo- China. For example, under the Hong Kong Agreement' and

date the concerns of its treaty partners, China has on several the Basic Law on Hong Kong,112 China will establish a Hong
occasions agreed to include certain provisions in a treaty Kong Special AdministrativeRegion (HKSAR) upon resum-

where such provisions are only relevant to that other country. ing the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong. The

However, in these situations China has insisted that the pro- HKSAR will be directly under the authority of the Central

visions apply to both countries. For example, the China-Ger- People's Government of China. The HKSAR will enjoy a

many treaty provides in Article 10 that the rate of withhold- high degree of autonomy, except in foreign and defense

ing tax on dividends is 10 per cent. The protocol to the treaty affairs, and will be vested with executive, legislative, and

provides, however, that the withholding rate is 15 per cent as independent judicial power. The laws currently in force in

long as in a ContractingState the rate of corporate income tax Hong Kong will remain basically unchanged for 50 years.
on distributed profits is lower than the rate on undistrbuted The HKSAR will have independent finances and the Central

profits and the difference between the two rates is 15 per- People's Government will not levy taxes in it. Therefore,

centage points or more.108 Although Chinese domestic tax China's internal tax laws will not be in force in Hong Kong
law does not provide different corporate income tax rates on even after 1997.
distributed and undistributed profits, the provision is drafted Taiwan has been regarded by the Chinese govemmentas part
in neutral language and applies to both China and Germany. of the People's Republic for political purposes. For treaty
If China ever adopts such rules in its tax law, there will be no

not
need to amend the treaty. China has also consistently received purposes, however, FIE and IIT are enforced in Taiwan.

For purposes of tax treaties, Taiwan will remain outside
tax sparing credit from OECD countries, with the notable China long China's laws enforced in Tai-
exception of the United States. In treaties with developing

as as tax are not

wan.
countries, such as Malaysia, mutual tax sparng credits are

provided. A tax sparing credit is critical to the effectiveness Taxes covered under treaties:The liT is specifically covered

of the tax incentive programmes provided under Chinese under tax treaties. The FIE Tax is also covered because it

domestic law. China wants to use the tax sparing credit to replaced the two taxes, the joint venture income tax (JVIT)
promote economic and technological cooperation with other (1980) and the foreign enterprise income tax (FEIT) (1981),
countries.

3. Treaty interpretation in China

Under Chinese law, in the case of any inconsistencybetween 108. The protocol to the China-Germanytreaty was signed on 10 June 1985.

domestic law and the provisions of a treaty, the treaty over- 109. The State Tax Administration has recently revised the application form

rides domestic law. There have been no reported cases con-
and the new form must be used after 1 July 1995. See Guo Shui Han Fa [1995]
No. 089,6 March 1995.

cerning the interpretation of tax treaties by Chinese courts. 110. The Chinese Government has consistently taken the view that Hong Kong
The Chinese tax authorities have issued interpretation bul- is Chinese territory. However, the New Territories of Hong Kong have been

letins on certain aspects of its tax treaties. leased to Britain since 1898 under a 99-year lease and the remaining portions of

Hong Kong were ceded in perpetuity to Britain earlier in the 19th Century.

Where a resident of a treaty state derives dividends, interest China has announced its intention to resume the exercise of sovereignty over all

of Hong Kong upon the expiration of the 99-year lease in 1997 and has conclud-
or royalties from sources in China and wishes to claim bene- ed an agreement with Britain goveming that resumption of sovereign control.

fits under the treaty, the claimant must complete an applica- 11 I. The Joint Declaration of the Govemmentof the United Kingdom of Great

tion form (printed and distributed by the Chinese tax author- Britain and Northem Ireland and the Government of the People's Republic of

ities) and present proof of residence in advance. Otherwise,
China on the Question of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Agreement signed in

September 1984, following extensive negotiations between the Chinese and
the Chinese tax authorities will first impose tax at the rates British governments. The Hong Kong Agreement sets out the basis on which

underdomestic tax law and refund the oveIpaid amount when Hong Kong will be returned to Chinese sovereignty in 1997.

the claimant obtains the proof and completes the application I 12. The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the

form.'09 People's Republic of China (the Basic Law on Hong Kong), adopted by the
National People's Congresson 4 April 1990 goes into effect on 1 July 1997. This
law sets out the constitutional framework under which Hong Kong will become

4. Coverage of tax treaties
a Special AdministrativeRegion of the People's Republic, enabling the one

country, two systems formula designed by Deng Xiaoping to operate. As is
common under Chinese law, Art. 158 of the Basic Law on Hong Kong vests the

Tax treaties apply to income or capital taxes payable by per- power of interpretation of the law in the Standing Committee of the National
sons resident in China or the other treaty country. The defini- People's Congress subject to the requirement of consultationwith Hong Kong
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that are listed in treaties concluded before 1991.3 The FIE management,branch, offce, factory, workshop, mine, oil or

Tax is specified in more recent treaties. China does not. cur- gas well, quarry or any other place of extraction of natural

rently impose capital taxes. resources.

Personal scope- meaning of person and resident:The A building site, construction, assembly or installation pro-
term person is defined to mean an individual, a company ject, or supervisoryactivity in connectionwith such a site or

and any other body of persons. Company is defined as any project constitutes a permanentestablishmentif it continues
body corporate or any entity which is treated as a body cor- for more than a prescribed duration. The duration is: six
porate for tax purposes. Chinese company laws are based on months under the treaties with OECD countries, Brazil, Bul-
the concept of legal person. A Chinese company has most garia, Czechoslovakia, Korea, Kuwait, Malaysia, Pakistan,
of the features of a company in the West (such as limited lia- Poland, Singapore and Thailand; eight months under the
bility, continuity of existence and independent identity).114

treaty with Malta; 12 months under the treaties with Cyprus,
Companies in China are generally incorporated in one of two Hungary and Romania; 18 months under the treaty with
forms: limited liability companies and joint stock compa- Mongolia; and 24 months under the treaty with the United
nies.115 A limited liability company is similar to the West's Arab Emirates.
private or close company, and a joint stock company is
similar to a public company. For tax treaty purposes, the Where a foreign enterprise has a construction, assembly or

term company may also include a body treated as a com- installation project in China, the fumishing of supervisory
pany for tax purposes. For example, cooperative joint ven- services for the same or a connectedproject by the enterprise
tures in the form of partnerships and other cooperative pro- constitutes a permanent establishmentwhere such activities

jects may be taxed as enterprisesunder both Chinese lawand continue for more than six months within any 12-month

tax treaties.116 period. However, planning and supervisory services are not

included if they are carried out by another enterprise whose
The term resident is generally defined in tax treaties to activities in connection with the project are restricted to
include any person liable to tax under the laws of a contract- planning and supervising the work.19 Similarly, the furnish-
ing state by reason of domicile, residence, place of head ing of other srvices (e.g. consulting services) in China
office, place ofmanagementor any other criteria of a similar through employees or other personnel engaged by a conpa-
nature. Under Chinese domestic law, individualsare resident ny resident in a treaty country constitutes a permanentestab-
in China if their physical stay in China exceeds one tax lishrnent if the activities continue for more than six months
year. Enterprises and corporations are resident in China if within a 12-month period. The treaties with Japan and
their head office is in China.'17 In determining whether an Switzerland contain an exception to this rule. Under these
individual is a resident of a treaty country, the Chinese tax two treaties, consulting services in connection with the sale
authorities generally require proof of passport, tax returns or lease of machinery or equipment through ernployees or
filed in the home country, or a letter of referenceby the indi- other personneldo not constitutea permanentestablishment.
vidual's employer. The residency of a foreign corporation The China-France treaty provides a similar exception, but
doing business in China is based on the location of its head linits the exception to the sale of machinery or industrial or
office or place of central management and control as commercial plant where the costs for the services represent
indicated on the tax registration certificate or business less than 5 per cent of the total anount of the sale and the
licence issued by the Chinese governmentand by supporting services are considered to be auxiliary to the sale.
corporate documents issued by the home country of the cor-

poration.118

B. Business profits 113. Chinese taxes introducedafter the date of signatureof a treaty will also be
covered under the treaty, provided that the new.taxes are substantiallysimilar to

those enumerated in the treaty. The Chinesecompetentauthority (the Ministry of
Under China's tax treaties business profits of an enterprise Finance or State Administration of Taxation) must notify the other country of

resident in a treaty country are taxed in China only where the substantialchanges in Chinese tax laws.
114. A company refers to an enterprisewith the status of a legal person which is

enterprise carries on business in China through a permanent established in accordance with the relevant regulations, divides all of its capital
establishment and the profits are attributable to the perma- into equal shares, whose shareholders are liable toward it to the extent of the

nent establishment. In order to secure source jurisdiction, shares subscribed,and which is liable for its debts to the extentofall of its assets.

China has attempted to define the term permanent estab- See the Company Law of the People's Republic of China, promulgated on 29
December 1993 effective as of 1 July 1994. This legislation was the first com-

lishment more broadly than it is defined in the OECD
pany law on a national level, though certain local regions, such as Guangdong

Model Treaty. Province and Shenzhen Municipality, have previously issued their own compa-
ny legislation.
115. E.g. equity joint ventures and wholly foreign-ownedenterprises.

1. Permanentestablishment 116. See Wang Xuanhui, IntroductionofChina'sTax Treaties (Beijing,Finance
and EconomicsPress, 1987), at 35-36.

The definition of permanentestablishment in China's tax 117. FIE Tax Law, Art. 2, supra note 25.
treaties is a mixture of the definition in the OECD Model 118. State Tax Bureau Notice of Opinion on Several Issues in respect of the

Treaty and the UN Model Treaty. It expressly includes a Implementationof the Tax Treaties with Japan and the United Kingdom, (85)
Cai Shui Wai Zi, No. 042, 26 March 1985, part 1.

fixed place of business through which the business of an 119. If that other enterprise has an office which is used for providing the ser-

enterprise is wholly or partly carried on, such as a place of vices, that office may constitute a permanentestablishment.
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D 2. Computation of business profits - for the use of, or the right to use a copyright of literary,
artistic or scientific work (including cinematography

Where an enterprse has a permanentestablishmentin China, films and_ films tapes for radio and television broad-or
the profits of the enterprise are taxable in China to the extent

that the profits are attributable to the permanent establish- casting);
for the use of, or right to use a patent, know-how, trade--

ment. The amount of profits attributable to a permanent mark, design, model, plan, or secret formula or process;establishmentmust be computed on an arn's-length basis.
for the of, right industrial, commercial,use or to use or-

China has rejected the force of attraction principle recom- scientific equipment; or

mended in the UN Model Treaty'20 and follows instead the - for information concerning industrial, commercial, or

OECD Model Treaty. This position can be explained by the scientific experience.
concerns of the Chinese governmentthat: (a) given the size of
the country and the low level of sophistication of the tax

The definition of royalties under Chinese domestic law

administration this principle may be dificult to apply appears to be broader than that applying under the tax

consistently across the country; (b) the force of attraction treaties. Under Chinese domestic tax law, payments for tech-

principle may discourage foreign investment in China. t2 nical services or management services are generally viewed

China's treaties generally provide, therefore, that profits are
as payments made in respect of a transfer of proprietary tech-

attributable to a permanent establishment if they are derived nology. In practice, however, the Chinese tax authorities fol-
low the treaty definitionquite closely; payments for technical

through the permanent establishment. In other words, the

profits of an enterprise resident in a treaty country are exam-
services are not considered royalties unless the transfer of

ined according to the source of the profits in China; only technology or know how is involved.124

those profits that come from the permanentestablishmentare

taxable in China. Accordingly, it is possible for a foreign 2. Source rule

company that has a permanentestablishment in China to earn Unlike the OECD Model Treaty, China's treaties generally
royalties without the use of the permanent establishment and contain a source rule for royalty payrnents. Royalties are

pay Chinese withholding tax on the royalties. deemed to arise in China when the payer is the Chinese gov-

Business profits attributable to a perrnanent establishrnent emment (including a local authority) or a resident of China.

must be conputed as if the perrnanentestablishmentwere an If a non-resident payer's permanent establishment in China

independent enterprise dealing at arrn's length with its head incurs the liability to pay the royalties and bears the payment,
office. In computing the business profits of a foreign enter-

prise's permanent establishment in China, deductions are 120. Art. 7(1) of the UN Model Treaty provides:
allowed for expenses incurred for the purposes of the perma- The profits of an enterprse of a Contracting State shall be taxable only in that

nent establishment, including a reasonableallocationof exec- State unless the enterprise carnes on business in the other Contracting State

utive and administrative expenses, without regard to where through a permanent establishment situated therein. If the enterprise carries on

business as aforesaid, the profits of the enter'prise may be taxed in the other State
such expenses are incurred. In many treaties with the OECD but only so much of them as is attributable to (a) that permanentestablishment;
countries, however, no deduction is allowed for expenses, (b) sales in that other State of goods or merchandiseof the same or similar kind

other than reimbursementof actual expenses, paid by the per-
as those sold through that permanent establishment; or (c) other business activ-
ities carried on in that other State of the same or similar kind as those effected

manent establishment to its head office by way of: (a) royal- through that permanent establishment.

ties, fees or other similar payments in retum for the use of 121. Wang, supra note 119, at 55.

patents or other intangibles; (b) management fees and other 122. This provision is based on Art. 5 of the UN Model Treaty.

fees for services; and (c) interest, except where the enterprise 123. Withholding tax rates under treaties with OECD countries on Chinese-
source royalties paid to non-residentswhere the payment is not connected with a

is a bank.'22 permanentestablishment in China

Country Royalties (General) Royalties (for equipment)

C. Royalties
% %

Australia 10 10
Austria 10 6

Chinese tax treaties generally permit China to tax Chinese- Belgium 10 6
Canada 10 10

source royalties received by companies resident in the other Denmark 10 1

treaty country. As a developingcountry, China seems to have Finland 10 7

attempted to balance two competing concerns in negotiating France 10 6

tax treaties with developed countries: to encourage foreign Germany 10 7

Italy 10 7
investments that bring capital, technology and management Japan 0 10

skills to China, and to protect its tax revenue as a source Luxembourg 10 6

country. Withholding tax is limited to 10 per cent in general, Netherlands 10 6

and 6 per cent or 7 per cent for leasing fees for industrial,
Norway 10 10

Spain 10 6

commercial and scientific equipment.123 Sweden 10 7
Switzerland 10 6

1. Meaning of royalties
UK 10 7
USA 10 7

The term royalties is defined in China's tax treaties to
124. State Tax Bureau Notice (86) Cai Shui Xie Zi No. 024, l I November 1986.

Payments for such services may be taxed as business profits if the services are

include payments received as consideration: provided during a period exceeding six months.
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the royalty is considered to arise in China.'25 It may be diffi- apply to the transfer of patents, copyright and other types of
cult for the Chinese tax authorities to enforce the source rule. proprietary technology.130

For example, where Company A leases advanced nuclear

technology to Company B (both companies are resident in The sale of patents, know-how and other types of proprietary
Canada), and Company B uses this technology in its project technology may also be taxed as business profits if the prop-
in China and pays royalties from its bank account in Canada, erty is sold in the ordinary course of business. The gains are

the royalties are considered Chinese-source income if the not taxable in China unless the seller has a permanent estab-

royalties are deducted in computingChinese taxable income. lishment in China and the sale is directly connected with the

It would be particularly difficult to enforce the source rule if permanentestablishment.

the taxable income of the Chinese project is computed on a

deemed profit basis. E. Personal services

3. Royalties as business profits Where technology is transferred to China, it is common for

Royalties derived from China by a person resident in a treaty
the foreign transferor to provide technical assistance to the
Chinese transferee with respect to the use of the technology.country are taxed as business profits if the earning of such

income is effectivelyconnectedwith that person's permanent
If the fees for such services are not taxed as royalties in

establishmentin China. In this situation therefore the income China, they may be taxed as income from personal services.

is subject to a net basis taxation rather than withholding tax.
Persons that provide such services are taxed either as

Chinese domestic tax law has similar rules.,26 employeesunder the article on personalservicesor as inde-
pendent contractors under the article on independent per-
sonal services.

D. Capital gains
1. Dependent personal servces

With respect to the taxation of capital gains, China's tax

treaties generally allow China to tax all capital gains derived Tax treaties limit China's jurisdiction to tax Chinese-source

from a source in China, which include: salaries, wages and similar remuneration received by a res-

gains from the alienation of movable property forming ident of a country. China may tax such income only- treaty

part of the business property of a permanent establish- where: (a) the employee is present in China for more than 183

ment that a person resident in a treaty country has estab- days in a calendar year; (b) the employer is a Chinese res-

lished in China;.
gains from the alienation of movable property pertaining 125. Under the treaty with the United States, if under the above rules royalty

-

a

to a fixed base available to the person resident in a treaty payment is not considered to arise in either China or the United States, but it

country for the purposes of performing professional ser- relates to the use of, or the right to use, property in China, the royalty is consid-

vices; ered to arise in China where the property is used (or where there is a right to use

a company a patent to a

gains from the immovablepropertyor from the alienation it). For example, if resident in the United States licenses
-

German which in sub-licenses it for in China, the licencecompany, turn use pay-
of shares of a company, the property of which consists ment by the German company to the US company is a Chinese-source royalty
principallyof immovableproperty situated in China; and taxable in China under the China-US treaty. The sub-licencepaymentby the

gains from the alienation of any property other than that Chinese user to the German company is not coveredby the China-USTreaty and
-

s subject to the China-Germanytreaty.
referred to above if the gains arise in China. 127

126. FIE Tax Law, 25, Art. 1; FIE Tax Regulations, 25,supra note supra note

Art. 2.
For the purposesof tax treaties, otherpropertymay include 127. China's tax treaties deviate from Art. 13 of the OECD Model Treaty and

proprietary technology.Chinesedomestic law is unclear as to follow more closely the UN Model Treaty to allow the source country greater
how to determine the source of gains from such property. jurisdiction to tax capital gains. In general, China can tax all capital gains if the

With respect to the sale of computersoftware, the view of the gains have a source in China. China has generally rejected the provision under
the model treaties that assign jurisdiction to tax gains from the alienation of

Chinese tax authorities seems to be that the gains derived by ,other property solely to the residence state. Under the treaties with OECD
a non-resident person are not taxable in China. In other member countries (with the exception of Luxembourg),gains derived from the

words, the source of the gains is the country of residence of alienation of any property other than the enumerated property may be taxed in
the state in which the gain aises.the seller. The concepts sale or disposition or alien- 128. For example, in Guo Shui Han Fa [1994] No. 304, 10 June 1994, the SAT

ation are undefined under Chinese tax law. In practice, if states:

technology is transferred to a Chinese entity without impos- Where foreign enterprisesassign computer software to customers in China not

ing any restrictive conditions on its use, the transfer consti- by means of providing the right to use the software and without imposing any
restrictive conditions, the revenue derived therefrom by the foreign enterprises

tutes a sale and payments are treated as instalments of the
may be treated as revenue from the sale of computeraccessories and is not sub-

purchase price as opposed to royalties or fees for the use of ject to income tax.

technology. For example, where computer software is trans_ 129. The SATstates in paragraph 1 ofGuo Shui Han Fa [1994] No. 304, 10 June

ferred to a Chinese enterprise, the transfer is a sale if the 1994:
Where a foreign enterprise provides customers in China with the right to use

Chinese transferee is allowed to reproduce the software, computersoftware in the form of a patent or copyright licence, or, although the
resell it, or allow its free use by third parties.128 On the other computersoftware is not treated as patented or copyright, provides customers in

hand, if the Chinese transferee is subject to restrictionson the China with the right to use computer software by imposing restrictive terms on

the scope, form and term of use of the software, the use fee charged therefor by
scope, form and terms of use of the software, the transfer is the foreign enterprise shall be subject to income tax as income from royalties.
considered a licence arrangement.

129 Similar treatment may 130. Ibid
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ident; or (c) the compensation is borne by the employer'sper- the normal tax credit system, however, the investor's home

manent establishmentor fixed base in China.13 country allows a credit only for taxes that are actually paid in

In the case of technical services provided in connection with China. Consequently, the net result is that taxes spared in

the transfer of technology to Chinese entities, Chinese taxa- Chna are pad instead to the home country and the investor

tion of an employee of the foreign transferor company who does not benefit from Chinese tax concessions. In order to

provides the services in China depends on two factors: first avoid this result, China has insisted on a tax sparing credit

the number of days the employee is present in China during a under which Chinese taxes exempted or reduced are deemed

calendar year and second whether the employee's salary is to be paid for the purposes of the foreign tax credit in the

borne by the employer's permanent establishment in China. home country. In other words, the investor's home country

If the employer does not have any permanent establishment, allows a credit for taxes that have been spared by China

the employee is taxable in China only if he or she is present where China has jurisdiction to levy such taxes. All of

in China for more than 183 days in a calendar year. The China's tax treaties with developed countries (except the

length of stay in China can be establishedby the date of entry United Statesl35).includea tax sparing credit.136

and exit stamped on the passport. Where the stay straddles
two calendar years, there is no aggregation in computing the

number of days the individual stayed in China. For example,
an engineer who works in China from 1 August 1995 to 31

May 1996 is exempt from Chinese tax. If, however, the for- 131. The treaties also provide that remunerationderived n respectofan employ-

eign transferor company has a permanent establishment and ment exercised aboard a ship or aircraft operated by an enterprse in intemation-

the employee's salary is borne by the permanent establish- al traffic is taxable only in the residencecountry of the employer. This treaty pro-
vision effectivelyextends the exemption period from 90 days under the domestic

ment, the employee is taxable in China irrespective of the law to 183 days.
length of stay in China. Chinese tax authorities interpret to 132. See Guo Shui Fa [1994] No. 148, part 2, para. 2; Notice on Questions

be borne to mean to be deducted as an expense in computing regarding the Calculation of Individual Income Tax with respect to Individuals

the income of thepermanentestablishment.Whether salaries
Who Are Not Domiciled in China; issued on 29 March 1995.
133. See supra note 132.

are bome by a permanent establishment may be difficult to 134. The China-UK treaty uses fiscal year instead of calendar year, whereas

determine when the permanent establishment is taxed under the treates with New Zealand, Norway and Thailand refer to a perod of 1 2

the FIE Tax on a deemed-profit method. The Chinese tax
months.
135. The United States has consistently refused to grant tax sparing credits to

authorities have taken the position that if the individual is developingcountries.The Protocol to the China-USTreaty nonethelessprovides
considered employed by the permanent establishment or that the treaty shall be promptly amended to incorporate a tax sparing credit

holds aposition in the permanent establishment, his or her should the United States subsequently amend its laws concerning the provision

salary is deemed to be borne by the permanent establish- of tax sparing credits or agree to grant such a relief to another country.
136. In treaties with developed countries, tax sparing is given to China by the

ment. 132
developed Reciprocal sparing credits provided under China'scountry. tax are

Where an individual is subject to Chinese tax, his or her tax treaties with Cyprus, India Italy, Korea, Kuwait, Malaysia, Malta, Pakistan and

Thailand.
liability is limited to that arising on Chinese-source income Tax Sparingunder China'sTax Treaties

from salaries. Chinese-source income refers to income Country Taxation of Deemed Rate (per cent) of
Business Profits Chinese Withholding

derived from providing services in China. This is generally if Tax Waived or Tax on Royalties
Reduced in China

calculated as the individual's total salary income prorated on Australia yes 15

the basis of the number of days spent in China.133 Austria exempt 20
Belgium exempt 20
Brazil n/a n/a

2. Independentpersonal services
.

Bulgaria exempt n/a
Canada yes I 5

Income derived by a residentof a treaty country from provid- Cyprus yes (mutual) lO

ing independent services in China is only taxable in China if
Czech Rep. yes 20
Denmark yes 20

one of the following two conditions is met: (a) the person is Finland yes 20
France exempt 20

present in China for more than 183 days in the calendar Germany exempt I 5

year;
134 or (b) the person has a fixed base regularly available Hungary exempt rala

India yes (mutual) n/a

in China and the income is attributable to the fixed base. The Italy yes (mutual) 15

Japan yes 20

computationof the number of,days is similar to that for per- Korea yes (mutual) 10

sons providing dependent services. The concept of fixed Kuwait yes (mutual) 20

Luxembourg exempt 10

base is analogous to that of a permanentestablishment.A Malaysia yes (mutual) n/a
Malta yes (mutual) 10

fixed base means a fixed place of business used with some Mauritius yes (mutual) n/a

continuity for performing independentservices. For example, Mongolia nla n/a
Netherlands exempt 15

it would not include a hotel room unless it was used as an New Zealand yes 10

office or work site on a continuing basis. The rules for com-
Norway exempt

(mutuai)
20
I 5Pakistan yes

putation of business profits are applied in computing profits Poland exempt 10
Romania nja n/a

attributable to a fixed base. Singapore yes 20
Slovak Rep. yes 20

Spain exempt I 5

F. Tax sparing credit
Sweden exempt 20
Switzerland exempt 10
Thailand yes (mutual) n/a

As discussed earlier, Chinese domestic law provides numer- UAE yes 20
UK yes n/a

ous tax incentives to foreign businesses and investors. Under USA nia n/a
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With respect to royalties, Chinese tax is generally deemed to B. Transfer of technology in connectionwith the sale
be paid at the rate of 10 per cent or 15 per cent irrespectiveof or lease of equipment
the amount of Chinese tax actually paid.137 Under the
China-Canadatreaty, for example, although the withholding The intermittent sale of equipment by foreign toa companytax rate is 10 per cent on royalties, for the purposes of tax

China does not attract Chinese income tax. If technologycredit in Canada, the Chinese tax is deemed to have been paid any
s transferred along with the equipment sale, the portion of

at the rate of 15 per cent. As a result of the tax-sparing cred-
attributable the technology transfer is treated as

it, a Canadian company that receives royalties from China is payments to

are to
able to claim a credit for Chinese tax at 15 per cent when the royalties. If services provided in China the Chinese

royalty is either exempt from Chinese withholdingtax or sub- purchaser, the services may constitute a permanentestablish-

ject to the reduced withholding rate of 10 per cent.
ment under the relevant tax treaty. In that case, service fees
will be taxed in China as business profit. Under contracts for
the sale of equipment to China, itis common for the foreign

G. Arm's length principle supplier to transfer the relevant technology to the Chinese
purchaser. Fees payable under such contracts are generally

All of China's treaties contain the arm's length principle
treated as follows: (a) fees for the proprietaryrights are roy-

identical to Article 9(1) of the OECD Model Treaty. Accord- alties; (b) fees for the supply of documents and designs in
relation to proprietary rights and for the technical training of

ing to this article, where an enterprise of a treaty country and
Chinese personnel also considered be royalties; andare to

an enterprise in China are related through management,con-

trol, or capital and their commercialor financial relations dif- (c) fees for the supply of documents and designs and for the

fer from those which would prevail between independent training of Chinese personnel in relation to the installation

enterprises, the profits of the enterprises may be adjusted to
and operation of the equipment or machinery are not consid-
ered to be royalties.reflect the profits which would have accrued if the two enter-

prises were independent. The transfer of technology in connection with leasing is an

The OECD Model Treaty provides in Article 9(2) that, where important form of technology transfer to China. Chinese
one of the ContractingStates increases the profits of an enter- enterprises are interested in leasing foreign capital equip-
prise of that State by applying the arm's length standard, the ment. Among other advantages, leasing may enable them to

other State shall, to the extent it agrees that the redetermina- avoid some of the foreign exchange and import licence regu-
tion accurately reflects arm's length conditions, make a cor- lations that hamper the outright purchase of this type of

respondingadjustment,decreasing the amount of tax which it equipment. Where a portion of the leasing payments is con-

has already imposed on those profits. This provision is miss_ sidered as fees for the use or right to use proprietary technol-

ing from China's treaties with Austria, Belgium, Brazil, ogy, such amount is taxed as royalties. Special tax treatment

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Norway, applies to lease-sale or hire-purchase transactions. In

Poland, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand, and the lease-sale transactions, a leasing company rents a piece of

United Kingdom. equipment to a Chinese entity, with ownership ultimately
passing to the Chinese entity. Hence, in contrast to an actual
rental transaction, the payments made by the Chinese party
in a lease-salearrangementmay contain three elements: (a)V. TAX PLANNING AND AN ANALYSIS OF THE

TAX IMPLICATIONSFOR SOME COMMON
a portion attributable to the principal or purchase price of
the equipment; (b) a componentthat may be characterizedby

.METHODS OF TRANSFERRING the parties as a lease fee but is, in fact, nterest, which is
TECHNOLOGY usually computed at a rate that represents the leasing compa-

ny's cost of financing the purchase of the equipment in ques-
Technology transfers to China may take many forms and tion; and (c) a service charge or spread imposed by the leas-
each form may attract different tax consequences. This part ng company over its own cost of funds, that is, over the nter-
discusses the tax treatmentof each of these forms under Chi- est component mentioned above. The Chinese tax implica-
nese domestic tax law and tax treaties. tions for foreign companies involved in lease-sale transac-

tions are as follows: (a) the portion of payments attributable

A. Sale of technology
to the purchase price is not taxable if the contract was con-

cluded before 1996; (b) service fees are probably not taxable
as a royalty within the meaning of the treaty unless the ser-

Where a foreign company sells a patent, know-how,copy- vices are considered part of a transfer of technology. Leased
right, computersoftware and other forms ofproprietary tech- assets in China are unlikely to constitute a pernanent estab-
nology to a Chinese entity, gains from the sale are generally lishment of the foreign lessor; as a result, the profits earned
not subject to Chinese income tax. Under both domestic law through these transactions are not taxable in China.
and tax treaties, if the gains are treated as business profits, the

foreign company is liable to Chinese tax only if the gains are

derived through a permanent establishment in China. Where 137. For example, Chinese tax on dividends is deemed to have been paid at the
rate of 10 per cent under treaties with Canada (on shares representingmore than

the gains are treated as capital gains, the gains are not taxable 25 per cent of the equity), Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Japan, Singa-
in China. pore, Sweden.
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C. Transfer of technology in connectionwith Where the licence of technology involves computer soft-

compensation trade ware,142 Chinese tax on the payment for the software depends
on whether the technology for writing and developing the

In a typical compensation trade, or counter-trade project, a software is transferred. Where such technology is not trans-

foreign company provides machinery,equipment,or technol- ferred and only the computerprogrammesare transferred to a

ogy to a Chinese entity and receives paymentin kind. The Chinese entity for use without any restrictions, the transfer is

payment in kind may consist of goods produced with the regarded as a sale. The payment for the computer pro-

transferred assets, other goods, or some combination of the grammes is not a royalty. On the other hand, where the tech-

two. The foreign company usually resells these goods on the nology for creating computer programmes is transferred to

internationalmarket or in its own domestic market. the Chinese, and the Chinese transferee is subject to various
restrictions affecting the use of the technology, the resulting

Compensation trade can be broadly characterized in two ncome is treated as royalties and subject to withholding tax.

ways: the Chinese sometimesdescribecompensationtrade as Similarly, where computer software is transferred together
a loan transaction: the foreign company lends the machin- with patents, copyrightsor know-howand can only be used in
ery or equipment to the Chinese unit and the loan is repaid in specified situations, the payments for the software are treated
kind. Under this interpretation, the value of the repayment n as royalties.
kind represents both principal and interest; alternatively,
compensation trade may be viewed as an instalment sale of
the machinery or equipment, (i.e. what the Chinese term a E. Transfer of technologyto FlEs
deferred payment arrangement). Under this interpretation,
each payment in kind represents a partial payment of the pur- Where a foreign company transfers technology to a FIE, in
chase price and an interest component,138The foreign compa- which the foreign company has a stake, special tax issues
ny may also provide technology in connectionwith the use of occur. If the technology is made available to a FIE by way of
the equipmentor production process as well as some training a licence agreernent, a principal tax concern is the deductibil-
or technical services. In that case, a portion of the payment in ity of royalty payments. According to the transfer pricing
kind would be considered to be payment for the use of tech- rules in China, the foreign company is associated with the

nology (that is, royalties) and provision of services. FIE. Where a FIE pays royalties at a non-arm's-lengthprice,
Although the FIE Tax Law does not refer explicitly to com- the Chinese tax authoritiesmay adjust the amount of royalties
pensation trade arrangements, Chinese tax authorities have deductible by the FIE or assess the excessive portion as a

indicated that they do not view compensation trade arrange-
constructivedividend subject to a 20 per cent withholding

143
ments as creating establishments.Therefore, withholding tax tax.

is only imposed on the portion of the payments that represent Where technology is transferred as part of a capital contribu-
payments of interest or royalties,m39 Unless the service fees tion to a FIE, the FIE may amortize the cost of acquiring the
can be regarded as royalties, payments in kind that repre- property durng a ten-year period. The foreign investor will
sent such fees are not taxable in China. Certain exemptions then receive dividends instead of royalties. Since dividends
from withholding tax may be available in compensationtrade are exempt from Chinese withholding tax, whereas royalties
transactions. For example, interest has been exempt from tax are generally taxable a tax saving is thus effected. Further-
where both principal and interest payments in a compensa- more, the FIE may qualify as an enterprise with advanced
tion trade arrangementare paid in kind. Although no specific technologyand be eligible for tax reductions.
exemptionexists for technology fees paid in kind under com-

pensation trade arrangements, the rules granting special
preferential terms often extend to compensation trade 138. Related to this characterization is a lease sale or hire purchase, where each

transactions.140 payment in kind includes a lease fee consisting of interest and a partial pay-
ment of the purchase price of the equipment.
139. FIE Tax Regulations (Art. 62, supra note 25) appear to contemplate such

D. Licence of technology
an application of the withholding tax, stating that income on which the with-

holding tax is to be applied may include payments made in kind. The Chinese

payer in this type of situation apparently withholds products equal in value to 20

The granting to Chinese enterprses of the right to use a
per cent (or the relevant lesser amount) of the total payback and converts these
into cash for payment to the tax authorities.

patent, trademark, franchise, copyright, or know-how s an 140. See STB Notice on the Question of Levying Tax on CompensationTrade

important way for foreign companies to exploit business and Royalties for Technology, (87) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 132 of 25 May 1987;

assets in China without establishing a full presence there, 141m and Proprietary Technology Provisions, Art. I, supra note 70. Because in-kind
save use a

A licence contract may be attached to equipment sales or
payments foreign exchange for China, their will be positive factor in

determining whether technology is being offered on preferential terms. If the

leases. In general, if the foreign licensordoes not have a Chi- advanced test is satisfied, the technology may also be eligible for the with-

nese permanent establishment to which assets are holding tax exemptions. See Ministry of Finance Notice (83) Cai Shui Zi No. 65

attributable,Chinese tax on royalties is limited to 10 per cent
of 9 March 1983.
141. For a further discussion, see Catherine Brown, Tax Aspects of The Trans-

under tax treaties. The withholding tax may be waived under fer of Technology: The Asia-Pacific Rim, Canadian Tax Paper, No. 87, Cana-

domestic tax law if the technology is advancedand offered dian Tax Foundation, 1990, at 237-290.

on preferential terms. By virtue of the tax sparing credit in 142. See Reply to the Question of Imposing Tax on Fees for the Use of Com-

treaties, the licensormay be deemed to have paid Chinese tax
puter SoftwareProvided by Foreign Businesses, (86) CaiShui WaiZi No. 235 of
29 August 1986.

at 10 per cent or 15 per cent. 143. Transfer Pricing Notice, supra note 57.
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I=. Technical services tion in China and to include it as an appendix to the contract.

If rulings cannot be obtained before signing a contract, the

In connection with the transfer of technology, the foreign contract should spell out the anticipated tax treatment for the

transferor generally undertakes to provide technical or other transaction, obligate the Chinese party to assist the foreign
services at the Chinese transferee'ssite over a period of time. party in obtaining available tax preferences, and tie the con-

Chinese tax authorities interpret services to include: (a) tract's effectiveness to official approval of the desired tax

technical services for engineering construction; (b) consult_ treatment. The foreign party cannot put the entire burden for

ing services in improving the managementof Chinese enter- payment of Chinese taxes on the Chinese party through a tax

prises; (c) consulting services in preparing feasibility studies gross-upclause. Such practice has been consistentlyreject-
for investment projects; or (d) technical assistance to ed by the Chinese tax authorities. Contracts with such claus-

redesign, readjust, or manufactureproducts. From a Chinese es may not receive approval.
tax perspective, the tax liability of the transferordepends on

To minimize Chinese tax royalties, the foreignthe nature of the services and whether the service activities
on company

to want to
constitute an establishment in China. If the technical ser-

transferring technology China may limit the
amount of Chinese-source income. For example, where a

vices involve the transfer of technology, fees for such ser-
contract party to

vices are generally treated as royalties. Where the pay-
technology transfer requires the foreign
undertake certain activities both nside and outside China, it

ments are treated as business profits, they are exempt from
is advisable for the foreign party to specify the portion of

Chinese tax unless they are attributed to an establishment.
total payments for activities outside China. With respect to

Under China's treaties with OECD countries, service activit-
the licence of patents, trademarks and know-how to a Chi-

ies are deemed to be a permanent establishment if they last
nese enterprise, a foreign licensor may undertake to provide

more than six months. For example, where a Germancompa- technical training of the personnel of the Chinese licensee
ny sells machinery to China and sends engineers to China to

both inside and outside China, undertake research in effort
help the Chinese purchaser to assemble, install and operate

an

to improve or supplement the licensed technology, maintain
the machinery, the services of the engineer constitute a per- registrations of the technology and take legalmanent establishmentif they last more than six months.144 govemment

action against unauthorized users, etc. To the extent that a

The tax liability of individuals providing services in China portion of the total consideration agreed upon by the parties
depends on the relationship between the individual and the is attributable to the licensor's activities outside China, the

foreign transferor. An individual who is an employee of a contract should clearly specify such amount, as opposed to

transferor is exempt from Chinese tax unless his or her pres- stating a lump-sum payable to the licensor as fees for the
ence in China exceeds 183 days in a calendar year or the right to use the technology. Two separate contracts may be

salary is borne by the permanentestablishmentof the foreign used in such a situation.
transferor. If the individual is liable to Chinese tax, tax is
imposed at progressive rates on a monthly basis. Taxes are Chinese income tax can be minimized by taking advantageof

generally withheld by the employer. On the other hand, an tax treaties. Withholding tax is generally reduced to 10 per

individual who is an independentcontractor is liable to tax in cent for royalties and, under some treaties, 6 per cent or 7 per

China only if he or she has a fixed base in China or is pres.
cent for leasing payments for industrial and commercial

ent in China for more than 183 days. Where the individual is equipment. If a foreign company wishes to benefit from

liable to Chinese tax, the tax is levied at the flat rate of 20 per treaty provisions, the company should ensure that the licen-

cent. sor is resident in a country that has a tax treaty with China. To
achieve worldwidetax savings, technologytransfers to China

Where technical services are provided to FIEs with which the may be structured by involving a holding company resident
foreign transferor is associated, FIEs are required to paY in a low-tax jurisdiction that has a treaty with China, such as

arm's-lengthfees for the services. The arm's-lengthprice for Cyprus or the Netherlands.146 For example, under Cypriot
services is generally the normal service fees for similar ser- law, offshore companies are subject to income tax at a rate of
vices. 45 Where a FIE pays excessive fees for services pro- less than 5 No withholding other isper cent. tax or tax
vided by an associated enterprise, there may be a construc- imposedon dividendspaid to foreign shareholders.Under the
tive dividend under the Chinese transfer pricing rules. China--Cyprus treaty, Chinese withholding tax is limited to

10 per cent.

G. Tax planning Moreover, where a foreign company has a permanent estab-
lishment in China and the royalties are attributed to the per-

In structuring technology transfers to China, tax planning is manent establishment, the royalties are taxed as business

important in ensuring that both Chinese tax and tax in the
home country are minimized. Tax can be minimizedby com-

bining the advantages of tax incentives offered under the 144. Ministry of Finance Notice (87) Cai Shui Xie Zi, No. 009, 1 April 1987.
145. FIE Tax Regulations,supra note 25, Art. 56.

domestic law with the provisionsof tax treaties. For example, 146. Otherjurisdictionsmay includeMalaysia.Labuan is a political subdivision
Chinese withholding tax on royalties may be reduced or ofMalaysiaand imposes income tax at the rate of 3 per cent on offshorebusiness

exempted under domestic law and is generally limited to 10 profits. No withholding tax on dividends is imposed. Under the China-Malaysia
a company in Labuan is considered a resident of Malaysia. See Jefferson

per cent under treaties. Before signing a contract, it is advis- treaty,
Vander Wolk, Practical China Tax Planning (Hong Kong, Law & Tax Asia

able to seek a ruling on the tax consequencesof any transac- Paciic, 1995), at h5/5.
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profits and are ineligible for any tax incentives. The foreign ment is taking steps to curb infringements of intellectual

company may want to take steps to ensure that the royalties property rights. Foreign companies that plan to transfer tech-

are not attributed to the permanent establishment, or even nology to China are well advised to register their technology
avoid creating a permanent establishment, especially where under the relevant Chinese laws, where possible, to gain pro-
technical services are involved in a transaction. If a foreign tection. The tax treatment of technology transfers to China

company does not have a fixed place of business in China, depends on the form of the transfers. Various tax reductions
it is possible to avoid creating a permanent establishmentby and exemptions are available under both the Chinese domes-

limiting the duration of services in China to less than six tic tax law and tax treaties. International tax planning is nec-

months. essary to minimize not only Chinese taxes, but also taxes in
the home country of the transferor. Although the FIE Tax is

expected to be consolidated with a tax applicable to Chinese

VI. CONCLUSIONS domestic enterprises, the treatment of foreign companies in

general, and royalty payments to foreign companies in par-

The legal framework for the protection of intellectualproper-
ticular, is likly to remain unchanged.

ty rights in China has been established. The Chinese govern-
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BELGIUM

HYBRID ENTITIES FROM A BELGIAN PERSPECTIVE*
Kurt Debrier

Tax Manager, Arthur Andersen & Co., Brussels

* In this second and final article, analysing the phe- 2. Accounting law
nomenon of hybrid entities, Kurt Debrier examines th clas-
sification of US entities from a Belgian perspective.

The Belgian Commission for Accounting Standards (the
Commission) has been asked how contributions of Belgian
corporations to foreign entities, which do not have all the
characteristics which only apply to legal persons, should be

I. INTRODUCTION shown in the Belgian corporations' financial statements. In

particular, the question was raised as to whetherthe contribu-
This article focuses on the Belgian tax classification of US tion of a Belgian corporation to a German and Dutch partner-
entities. Section II discusses the conflict between the ship has to be accounted for asa participation in a separate
accounting law approach and the approach adopted by com- legal entity.2 The Commission decided that although these

pany and internationalprivate law in determiningentity clas- partnerships have no legal personality according to either
sification. The article concludes by examining the relevancy German or Dutch law, they are considered by Belgian law to

from a tax perspectiveof a US partnershipbeing held to have have legal personality because they have some of the main

legal personality. characteristicswhich, under Belgian law, only apply to legal
persons.

The Commission found the following characteristics to be
Il. CLASSIFICATION IN BELGIUM relevant in determining the classificationof a partnership:

the ability of the partnership to act in its own name and-

A. Criteria on its own account;
the extent of the partnership'sdistinct equity;-

the ability of the partnership to sue and be sued;1. General
-

the capacity of the partnership to be declared bankrupt.-

Belgian tax law is unclearas to the treatmentofparticipations The Commission is therefore of the opinion that, in orderin foreign entities which do not have all the characteristics to

or not per-required under Belgian law to constitute a legal person.
determine whether non-Belgianentities have legal
sonality, Belgian law needs to be applied. This is the applica-

Under Belgian law, the following characteristics normally tion of the lexfori principle, meaning that expressions must

only apply, to legal persons: be interpreted in accordance with their meaning in the com-
- the ability to sue or to be sued; mon language or according to the common law (droit com-

- the ability to act and conclude contracts in one's own mun - gemeen recht) of the state applying them.
name and on one's own account;

- entitlement to assets; 3. Company law and international private law
- entitlement to become a shareholderor a partner;

the possibility of being indebted against third parties; Thejudicialbasis for the Adviceof the Commissionapplying-

no relationshipexists between the bankruptcyof the enti-
the lexfori principle when detrmining the legal personality-

of non-Belgian entities, is contested by Belgian doctrine.3
ty and the bankruptcyof the partners; The Commission authoritative law doctrine4
the entity's creditors must seek satisfaction against the quotes company-

entity's assets;
no set off is possible between the claims of a third party 1. I.e. contribution to a German Kommanditgesellschaftand a Dutch Com-

-

against apartnerand the debts of that same party towards mandimire Vennootschap.
the entity. 2. .Advies 168/1, Bull. C.B.N., 1993, nr. 30,31.

3. Luc De Broe, Nederlandse en Duitse Commanditaire vennootschappen:
Below is an overview of the different opinions which cur- fiscale consequenties van een twijfelachtig advies van de Commissie voor

rently exist in Belgium as to the treatmentof participations in BoekhoudkundigeNormen, T.R.V., (1995), at 38; contra: S. Van Crombrugge,

foreign entities.
Kroniek Boekhoudrecht,T.R.V., (1994), at 323-324.
4. J. Van Ryn en J. Heenen, Principes de droit commercial, Brussel, Bruy-
lant, deel II, nr. 1132.
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to support the application of the lexfori principle, but takes principle. Moreover, in the official comments of the Belgian
the relevant quotation out of context. According to general tax administration on the Belgian Income Tax Code, it is

principles of traditional Belgian company law and interna- explicitly mentioned that an entity established outside Bel-

tional private law,5 the legal personalityquestion needs to be gium is deemed to possess legal personality if, according to

examined in accordancewith the lex societatis, i.e. the law of the home country jurisdiction, it possesses legal personality
the country in which the entity is established.The application and this even in the case where it was established in a form
of the lex societatis principle implies that Belgium must re- which, under Belgian law, would not qualify as possessing
cognize the legal personality which foreign jurisdictions legal personality.2
attribute to entities established in accordance with their

In its decision of 4 June 1974, the Court of Appeal of Brus-
domestic law. Mutatis mutandis, Belgium can not attribute

sels took the approach,j3 The Court held that Belgian
legal personality to entities which, according to the law of

same

law must recognize the legal personality which French law
their home country, do not have legal personality. attributes to French socitcivile immobilire,based thea on

The authors to whom when forming their opinion the Com- prnciplesof lex rei sitae, locus regit actum, and lex contrac-

mission referred, state that only when, according to the hme tus. 14

country jurisdiction, a non-Belgian entity has legal personal-
ity, does it need to bedetermined based on lexfori whether Finally, the official comments of the Belgian tax authorities

the entity qualifies as a civil or a commercial corporation for on the Belgian Income Tax Code state that an entity estab-

the application of Articles 196 and 198 of Belgian company
lished outside Belgium, which has no legal personality

law.6 Taking into consideration that the Commission misin- according to the law of the country of incorporation, is con-

terpreted the authoritative doctrine on which its Advice was
sidered not to have legal personality even where it is estab-
lished in a form which, under Belgian law, would be ascribed

based, the actual value of the Advice can be questioned. legal personality.'5
4. Tax law

5. The legal personality of US partnerships
According to Article 29, Paragraph 1 of the Belgian Income
Tax Code (ITC), profits realized by civil companies and asso- Contrary to the law of, for example, Belgium and France, US

ciations that do not have legal personality, are considered to law does not give a clear cut answer to the question whether

be profits realized by the partners. The transparencyprinciple partnerships have legal personality, i.e. whether the partner-

of Article 29 also applies to Belgian corporations that are ship is to be considered a separate legal entity distinct from

members or partners in entities established outside Belgium. its partners. From a civil law pointofview, one could say that

Since the ITC does not define what an association without a US partnership has a dual nature. The Uniform Partnership

legal personality means, one must turn to the common law Act, which has been adopted by all states in the United States

to find a definition. (except for Louisana) combines the entity approach with

As mentioned above, the Commission is in favour of deter-

mining an entity's legal personalitybased on the lexforiprin- 5. See supra note 4, at nr. l 1 30, and including references to relevant jurispru-
ciple. Under Belgian law, it is a generally accepted principle dence; see also supra note 3, (S. Van Crombrugge,).
that the rules set forth in common law (including accounting 6. Arts. 196 and 198 of Belgian company law define the rights and obligations

law) also apply in tax law. Only in cases where the tax legis- of non-Belgiancommercialcorporations.
7. Cass., 9 June 1931, Pas., 1931, I, 218; Cass., 23 November 1989, Arr.

lation explicitly deviates from the common law, does this Cass., 1989-90,414.

general principle not hold.7 The question arises as to the per- 8. S. Van Crombrugge, De rol van de Commissie voor Boekhoudkundige
suasiveness of an advice of the Commission. According to Normen op fiscaal gebied, Fiskoloog424,22 April 1993, at 2.

9. Advies 14/1, Bull. C.BN., 1993, nr. 30, 1 3.
Belgian legal doctrine, the accounting law sensu lato does I 0. Moreover, the Commission has recently stipulated that all of its decisions
not only consist of statutes and Royal Decrees, but also of the that might have consequences from a tax point of view, are discussed prior to

Advices of the Commission (although the Advices are not publication with the competent tax authorities,more n particularwith high rank-

binding, not even for accounting purposes).8 The Commis- ing figures within the Belgian tax administration. (Advies 14/1, Bull C.B.N.,
1993, nr 30,15.)

sion itself compares the authority of its Advices with the 11. Company law and international private law are both also part of Belgian
legal force of authoritative legal doctrine.9From the above, it common law.

follows that, notwithstanding the fact that an Advce of the 12. Com. I.B., 102/1; see also H. L,evy - Morelle, La rsidence fiscale des

Commission does not constitute accounting law sensu stric- socits, Ch. Dr. Fisc. Int., 1987, at 231-235, and Ph. Hinnekens, Ch. Dr.
Fisc. Int., 1995, at 99.

to, there might be arguments to defend, from a tax point of 13. Brussels, 4 June 1974,JDF, I 975,82. This case can be considereddecisive

view,'o the approach of recognizing a foreign entity's legal for the Belgian tax treatment of foreign entities which are, according to their

personality based on Belgian law principles. home country legislation, fiscally transparent.
14. The Court stipulated that the fact that the socitcivile immobilireis con-

Considering that the Advice of the Commission is based on sidered, according to French tax law, as a fiscally trarsparent entity, does rot

an erroneous interpretation of the application of the lexfori necessarily result in the application of tax transparency to the socit civile
immobilire from a Belgian perspective. Based on the principle of territoriality

concept; that Belgian Courts are not obliged to follow the of tax law, the fiscal transparency rules which exist in other jurisdictions can

Advices of the Commission; and that there is a generally never be transposed to Belgian tax law. In the absence of a specific provision n

accepted applicationof the lex societatis principle in compa- Belgian law which allows the applicationof fiscal transparency, the Belgian tax

authorities could not treat the socit civile imnobilire as a fiscally transparent
ny law and international private law, it is conceivable that vehicle for Belgian tax purposes.
the Belgian courts would reject the applicationof the lexfori 15. Com. I.B., 94/4,5o.
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the aggregate approach. The definition of the aggregate US general partnershipsare normally to be treated as compa-
approach includes, for example, the fact that the partners of a rable to the Belgian VOF since they are, unless otherwise

(general) partnership are all principals and agents for each specified, usually characterzed by the following main fac-

other, that no partner is free to substitute another partner for tors: 17

himself in the partnership, that the partners are personally -- unlimited liability;
liable for the partnership'sdebts, and that the partnershipwill - discontinuityof existence;
generally be dissolved upon the bankruptcy or death of a - no free transferabilityof interest;
partner. On the other hand, a partnership functions as a dis- - management and control of the business is not central-
tinct entity in economic life by doing business in its own ized.
name, keeping books and records, earning profits and by If, the other hand, the partnership has limited liability, iton
suing and being sued. Also, a partner's creditor can seek sat-

could be considered comparable similar to the Belgianisfaction against the partnership interest, but not against the
as or

GCV, taking into consideration the fact that US limited part-partnership's assets.
nerships are, unless otherwise specified, generally character-

Authoritative legal doctrine concludes that in view of the ized by the following main factors:18
above, a US partnershipnormally lacks legal personality.16 It - two types of partners: general and limited partners;
should however be noted that the partnership regulations in - unlimited liability for the general partner and limited lia-

the different states as well as the partnershipagreementmust bility for the limited partner;
be taken into considerationwhen determiningwhethera sep-

- no free transferabilityof interest;
arate legal personalityexists. - the managementand control of business is centralized.

B. US partnershipswhich realize profits in Belgium: Ill. RELEVANCY FROM A TAX PERSPECTIVE
combinationof the lex fori and the lex societatis
principle Whether a US partnership has legal personality from a Bel-

gian tax perspective, is crucial in determining the tax conse-

While it is contested whether the lex fori principle can be quences resulting from a Belgian corporation'sparticipation
applied when classifying contributions of Belgian corpora- in that US partnership. The classification (and the tax treat-

tions to foreign entities, the applicationof Belgian classifica- ment) in Belgium should be seen in light of the fact that every
tion rules is explicitly foreseen in Belgian law for the deter- non-US partner in a (generalor limited) US partnership is, for
mination of the tax treatment of non-Belgian entities which US tax purposes,deemed to be engaged in a trade or business
realize profits in Belgium. According to Articles 227 and 235 in the United States if the partnership itself is engaged in a

ITC, non-Belgianentities or organizations are subject to the trade or business in the United States19 Following from this
Belgian non-resident ncome tax regime for corporations if every non-US partner in a US partnership is deemed to have

they have legal personality or, where they do not have legal a permanentestablishmentin the United States if the partner-
personality, if they are constituted in a legal form similar to a ship itself has a permanent establishment in the United
Belgian commercial corporation. For US partnerships which States.20
have a permanentestablishment in Belgium, this implies that
if they are established, in the United States, in a legal form
similar to that of one of the Belgian commercialcorporations A. Legal personality
the profits which are taxable in Belgium will be taxed at the
level of the partnership itself, and thus not in the hands of If the US partnership is considered (from a Belgian tax per-
each partner. If the partnershiphas no legal personality, or is spective) to have legal personality, the normal system of par-
not established in a form similar to a Belgian commercial ticipations in a coporation will be applicable. From a treaty
corporation, the profits realized in Belgium are taxable perspective, the power of taxation would normally be allo-

according to the rules of fiscal transparency. cated to Belgium based on Article 22 of the Belgium-US
income tax treaty (and not on the basis of Article 10 of the

It could be deduced from Article 227 ITC (which distin- treaty, since at the treaty level, dividends can only be paid by
guishes between entities with no legal personality, and enti- a corporation).
ties which are established in the home country jurisdiction in
a legal form similar to that of a Belgian commercialcorpora-
tion) that the legal personalityquestion needs to be examined 16. A. Haelterman, Fiscale transparantie. Theorie en praktijk in Belgi, at

in accordancewith the lex societatisprinciple. The classifica_ 454; Dr Ton H.M. Daniels, Internationalpartnerships:comparativelaw remarks

tion in accordance with Belgian principles would only be on the taxation of income and the classification of foreign entities, Intertax
1991/89, at 70.

required (for the applicationof Article 227 of the Code) if the 17. These four characteristics are also found in the Belgian VOF, see Kurt

foreign entity is not considered to have legal personality Debrier Hybrid Entities from a US perspective 50 Bulletinfor Fiscal Docu-

under its home country jurisdiction. mentation6 (1996), at 236.
18. These four characteristics are also found in the Belgian GCV, see supra

A US partnership should normally be considered to be estab- note 17.
19. Sec. Code 875 and related Regs.lished in a legal form similar to that of a Belgian commercial 20. See Donray Ltd. v. U.S., 61-1 USTC 9373; Ungur v. CommissionerT.C.

corporation. Memo 1990-15.
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It could be questioned whether Belgium can use internal law relief for dividends received from a Belgian subsidiary), and

to categorize a payment. Article 3 (2) of the Belgium-US in view of the fact that under Belgian law it is generally
treaty provides that any term used in the Convention shall, accepted that tax treaties overrule internal Belgian legisla-
unless the context requires otherwise, have the meaning tion,23 the use of a US intermediary corporation would pre-
which it has under the laws of the contractingstate whose tax vent the Belgian tax authorities from disallowing the partici-
is being determined. Although some authors argue that the pation exemption.
residence state should wherever possible avoid interpreting
treaty tenns based on its internal law, considering that the

interpretation of treaties should aim at minimizing double B. NO legal personality
taxation, the contracting state whose tax is being deter-

mined should normally not refer solely to the source state of If the US partnership is considered (from a Belgian tax per-
the ncome based on a literal interpretationof the text.2 This spective) not to have legal personality, the tax treatment will

means that in order to determine whether Belgian taxes are be fundamentally different. In such case, the transparency
due, where there is a participationby a Belgian corporation in rule as laid down in Article 29 ITC would be applicable, and
a US partnership, Belgium may interpret the treaty based on the Belgian partnercompany would also be deemed to have a

its intemal law. The latter interpretation method is also fol- permanentestablishment in the United States from a Belgian
lowed by the Belgian Supreme Court.22 perspective.
The income earned by the partnershipwould not be currently The classification of a US partnership as an entity without
taxed in Belgium. Taxation would only arise in Belgium legal personality,can be more advantageous for Belgian part-
upon distribution of the profits (dividends). Where the part- ner companies than the qualification as an entity with legal
nership realizes losses, they would have no tax impact in Bel- personality. First of all, profits which are to be allocated to

gium (since losses on shares are not deductible in Belgium). the permanentestablishment in the United States will be fully
Article 203 ITC provides for the participationexemption, for exempt from taxation in Belgium (under the participation
foreign source dividends and certain foreign source liquida- exemption regime, the exemption is limited to 95 per cent of
tion proceeds received by a Belgian corporation, of up to 95 the distributions received, while one should also consider the

per cent of the net amount. The exemption is subject to the specific provisions of Article 203 ITC). Secondly, potential
condition that the shareholder has a minimum participation losses allocated to the permanentestablishment in the United
of 5 per cent (or a participationof minimum BEF 50 million) States can be offset against local country income. Article
in the distributing company at the moment of the payment or 23(3)(g) of the Belgium-US income tax treaty provides that
attribution of the dividends. Furthermore, the dividend must when in accordance with Belgian law, losses incurred by a

be paid by a company which is subject to a tax similar to the resident of Belgium in a permanent establishment situated in

Belgian corporate income tax. In view of the fiscal trans- the United States have been effectively deducted from the

parency of partnerships in the United States, the Belgian tax profits of that resident for his taxation in Belgium, the
authorities could argue that the latter condition is not ful- exemption provided in sub-paragraph (a) (i.e. the exemption
filled, and consequently refuse the participation exemption, of profits realized by a US permanent establishment) shall
which would lead to the double taxation of the partnership's not apply in Belgium to the profits of other taxable periods
profits. attributable to that establishmentto the extent that those prof-

-

To avoid the exposure to double taxation, it is advisable to its have also been reduced for US tax purposes by reason of

work with an intermediate US corporation to be held by the the offsetting of the losses. This recapture rule has been

Belgian corporation. Although internal Belgian law provides included in the treaty in order to avoid the double deduction

for a look through rule for such a structure, double taxation of foreign branch losses. However, the recaptureof prior year

could be avoided based on the treaty provisions. Article 203, foreign source tax losses is only subject in Belgium to the

paragraph2,4 ITC provides that no participationexemption reduced rate of one-fourth of the normal corporate tax rate.24

is available for dividends received from a foreign corpora-
Therefore, even if the double use of losses is prohibited, the

tion, where the income which the corporation itself receives recapture of the losses will benefit from a favourable tax

(and which is passed through) would not qualify for the par- regime in Belgium, since the foreign branch loss is first off-

ticipation exemption. Article 23(3)(d)of the US-Belgium set against profits taxable at 40.17 per cent and eventually
income tax treaty provides that where a Belgian corporation taxed at 10.0425 per cent.

owns shares in a US corporationwhich is subject to tax on its In certain circumstances however the classification of a US

profits in the United States, the dividends which are paid to it partnership as an entity without legal personality can be less

by the latter corporation and which may be taxed in the beneficial for Belgium partner companies. This will be the
United States in accordance with the treaty provisions on case where profits are realzed by the Belgiancompanyin the

dividends, shall be exempt from corporate income tax in Bel- permanent establishment situated in the United States, but

gium to the extent that exemption would have been accorded
if the two corporations had been corporations in Belgium.
Since Belgian intemal law does not have a look through rule 21. See supra note 16, (A. Haelterman), at 457.

for dividends received by one Belgian corporation from 22. Cass., 29 June, F.I.F. 1984, nr. 84/164.
23. Cass., 27 May 1971, Pas., 197 I, I, 886.

another Belgian corporation (nor any other regulation that 24. Com. Conv., 23/118, and confirmed by the Minister of Finance in 1989

would prevent the Belgian parent company from claiming (P V. nr. 70 of 21 December 1988, Bull. Bel., 687/10.89, 2180).
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losses are incurred by the Belgian operations. In accordance
with Article 78 of the Royal Decree to the ITC, the profits
attributable to the US permanent establishment will (al-
though exempt from taxation in Belgium) decrease the tax

losses which can be carred forward by the Belgian company.
Although authoritative legal doctrine almost unanimously
considers these provisions in Belgian tax law to be contrary
to the tax treaties concluded by Belgium,25 it has been con-

firmed by the Belgian Supreme Court.26 If the partnership
were to be classified as an entity with legal personality such

absorption of Belgian losses would not occur if no profit
repatriationwere made.

25. L. Hinnekens,Velasqez,het arrest van de gemiste kans, A.F.T., 84/11,
at 194; K. Vogel, Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions, Deventer, Kluwer,
1991,1007, nr. 68.
26. Cass., 29 June 1984, FJ.F. 1984 nr. 84/164; confirmed by Cass., 27 Octo-
ber 1995.
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BELGIUM

RECENT CHANGES IN BELGIAX TAX LAW
Professor Marc Dassesse and Caroline Docclo

I. INTRODUCTION Technically, the 95 per cent exemption is a deduction of 95

per cent of the dividend (before Belgian withholding tax, if

This article examines two anti-abusemeasures recently intro- any) from the taxable profits. The maximum deductible

duced into Belgian tax law. The first measure restricts the amount is the taxable profit less disallowed expenses. Any
interest deduction allowed in certain cases, whilst the second excess is not refundable.

is designed to deny the offsetting of taxable profits against There is no requirement that the company holds these shares
the losses of an artificially merged loss vehicle. for a minimum period of time. The exemption is available

regardlessof whetheror not the shares are booked as a finan-
cial fixed asset.

Il. DIVIDEND RECEIVED DEDUCTION For the purposes of the RDT regime, certain events are treat-

ed as dividend distributions. Consequently, corporate share-

A. Background holders treat the capital gains realized upon the following
events as a dividend and are allowed to deduct 95 per cent.

Belgium previouslymodified its dividend receiveddeduction Upon the redemption of shares, the excess of the prce-

regime (rgime des revenus dfnitivement taxs - RDT paid by the issuing to its shareholders thecompany over

regime) in 1991 in the framework of implementing the Par- amount of the paid-up capital (if any) represented by the
ent-Subsidiary Directive of 23 July 1990. Under these rules redeemed shares, is treated as a dividend in the hands of
which applied until assessment year 1995, Belgian compa- the issuing company.
nies were allowed to combine the interest deduction and the
RDT regime in order to obtain a double deduction. However, when the issuing company redeems its shares

according to the provisions of the Belgian Company
Example: A company borrows funds to buy a stock. Interest Law, the dividend treatment is suspended until that com-

iS paid to the lender with the dividend derived from the stock.
pany cancels the shares, sells the shares incurring a cap-

In its books, the company breaks even. Nevertheless,the cash ital loss, redeems the shares, or is liquidated.
flows trigger a tax saving: the company includes the dividend
in its income but is entitled to a 95 per cent RDT deduction If the dividend treatment applied to the issuing company

plus a 100 per cent deductionof the interest. by virtue of either the Belgian ITC or similar foreign law

provisions, the corporate shareholder treats the excess of

Accounts Tax return the amounts received in return for its shares over the ori-
Dividend 100 100 ginal acquisition cost or investment price as a dividend.
RDT (95)
Interest (100) (100) The suspension of the dividend treatment in the hands of

Nil (95) the issuing company implies that the shareholdersshould
be informed of the possible liquidation of that company

The Law of 20 December 1995 introduces an anti-abuse pro- or of the sle, cancellation or write-off of the relevant

vision: interest deductions will no longer be allowed under shares so that they may apply the correct tax treatment.

certain circumstances. Upon partial liquidation of the issuing company, the-

excess of the amount paid to the shareholders over the

B. Summary of the Belgian RDT regime
amount paid up on their shares is treated as a dividend
distribution at the level of the issuing company.

Under Articles 202 to 205 of the Income Tax Code (ITC), 95 If such treatment applies to the issuing company either

per cent of distributed profits received by a Belgian company under the Belgian ITC or under foreign tax law, the cor-

from a Belgian or foreign company are tax exempt, provided porate shareholder treats the excess of the amounts

that the receiving company holds the stock of at least 5 per received over the acquisition cost or investment prce of

cent or BEF 50 million (acquisition value) in the distributing its shares as a dividend.

company, and the distributingcompany is subject to a corpo-
rate tax which is not notably more favourable than Belgian - Upon the liquidation of the issuing company, the excess

corporate tax. of the amounts distributed over the paid-up capital is
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treated as a dividend in the tax return of the liquidated Shares are deemed to be financial fixed assets when:

company. - they are held in affiliated enterprises. The test is the con-

trol exercised by or on the enterprise;The corporate shareholder receiving a liquidation bonus
-

to which the dividend treatment applied at the liquidated they are held in otherenterprises linked by a participating
interest. The general test is the existenceof 10 per cent ofcompany's level either under the Belgian ITC or under

foreign tax law, treats the excess of the amounts received
the stock being held directly or indirectly in or by the

over the acquisition or investmentprice of its shares as a enterprise; or

dividend.
- they are held in other enterprises with which lasting

interests exist and these interests contribute to the enter-

prise's own activity.
C. Interest deduction Current Investments include: .

.:

shares which do not qualify as financial fixed assets and-

1. General rule which are held for at least one year,
shares which do not qualify as financial fixed assets and-

The Law of 20 December 1995 denies an interest deduction
which are held for less than one year, and

on an amount equal to the aggregateamountof income bene-
shares held in affiliated enterprises in which participat--

fiting from the RDT regime, when such income is derived a

from shares acquired by a company and the shares are not ing interest exists and either such shares have been

held for an uninterruptedperiod of at least one year. acquired with the intention that they be sold within 12
months or they are now expected to be sold within 12

For the purpose of this provision: months.
(1) The income benefiting from the RDT regime is 95 per Consequently, the interest disallowed is 95 cent of the

cent of the dividend received. per
dividends benefiting from the RDT regime where such divi-
dends are derived from shares which have not been pur-Example: In the example above, the income tax basis is
chased at original issuance and held current invest-are as

ments in the second category described above.Accounts Tax return
Dividend 100 100
RDT (95) 3. Impact of the disallowanceon the taxable basis
Interest (100) __(51 As mentionedearlier, RDT is deductible up to the amount ofNiI Nil

the taxable profit less disallowedexpenses. In order to avoid

(2) Shares purchased from the company at original issuance, a double disallowance,even though the non-deductibleinter-

i.e. either on incorporationor upon a subsequentcapital- est is a disallowed expense, the Law of 20 December 1995

ization, are not acquired. provides that this interest is not deducted from the taxabl
profit when determining the RDT deduction ceiling.

(3) The deduction disallowance applies regardless of the

purpose of the loan pursuant to which the interest is paid. D. Practical issuesThere is no condition that the loan be related, even indi-

rectly, to the financing of the acquisition of shares. The
The law provides for minimumholding period requirementreason is simply that no tracing rule has been considered a

of one year. The test is satisfied if the corporate shareholderefficient or appropriate. retains the shares for prior to transferring the shares.one year
Such a provision will certainly raise difficulties. When filing2. Safe harbour rule its tax return the corporate shareholder genuinely may not

As set out above, the denial of the interest deduction is deter- know whether or not some of its shares satisfy the one year
mined by reference to the amount of the dividend deduction test.

under the RDT regime. Example: Company A buys 5 per cent of the shares of com-

However, for the purposes of calculating the quantum of dis- pany B on 1 November and books them as a current invest-
allowed interest, only selected forms of dividend income are ment. Company B distributes a dividend on 1 December.
taken into account. The law excludes from the computation Company A closes its fiscal year on 31 December and must

dividends derived from: file its tax return by 30 June. At that date, Company A .has
shares held in an affiliated company or in acompany held the shares for only eight months. Is the dividendderived
linked by a participating interest, even if these are held as from these shares included in the computationof the interest
current investments; disallowance Unfortunately the new law does not provide
shares booked as financial fixed assets; or an answer to this question.
shares held for at least one year.

When compared to the accountancy definitions of the bal-
ance sheet items, the exceptions seem quite generous:

1. Subject to the limitationsdescribed above.
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IlI. LOSSES CARRIED FORWARD Example: A company no longer runs any business. Its finan-
cial statements show no assets. The company has accumu-

A. General rules
lated tax deductible losses. A potential buyer might realize a

tax saving by buying and swallowing the loss company. The

purchase price that the buyer would be willing to pay for such
Belgian tax law provides for the carrying forward of losses.

a shell company is determined by the expected tax saving.
Originally companies were allowed to carry forward their
losses over the following five tax years, unless certain excep- 2. Turnover/assetsratio
tions applied. The Law of 6 August 1993 withdrew the time
limitation and replaced it with an amount limitation: the A company loses the right to deduct its accumulated losses
deduction for losses was restricted to the higher of BEF 20 from profits arising in any subsequent period if its average
million per year or 50 per cnt of the taxable profits of the turnover over the past three years is less than 5 per cent of its

current tax year. average total assets over the same period.
The amount limitation has been lifted by the Law of 4 April The total on the assets side of the balance sheet is taken into

1995. Accumulated losses may now be offset against the account. The Law of 4 April 1995 makes no distinction

profits of any subsequent year without restriction, subject to between operational assets and current investments or cash.
a transitory regime applicable to losses accumulated before Furthermore, rented installations or machinery are excluded.
assessmentyear 1996. (As from assessmentyear 1998, all the These shortcomingshave led legal commentators to severely
accumulated losses will be deductible without restriction.) criticize the new provision as being an inappropriate test for

In addition, the ITC provides a specific limitation for tax free determining whether a company is a dormant company or a

business acquisitions and mergers or demergers. In these shell company.

cases the losses are permanently reduced according to the The provision also handicaps those companies that start a

same ratio as the net assets of the loss making company prior new business or implement ambitious investment pro-
to such a transaction bears to the total net assets of the sur- grammes which initially generate Iow turnovers. Generally
viving company. these companies accumulate losses for the first few years.

Such companies will no longer be allowed to carry forward
their losses due to their Iow turnover/assetsratio.

B. New limitation
Consequently, the new provision discriminates against com-

1. Dormant companies panies making large investments. Such discrmination is nei-
ther appropriatenor needed to achieve the legislator'sgoal. A

The Law of 4 April 1995 has also introduced an anti-abuse request for the annulmentof this alleged anti-tax shelter pro-
rule. The Governmenttargeted the use of dormantcompanies vision has been filed with the Belgian Court of Arbitrationon

and shell companies as tax shelters. The purpose was to pro- the grounds that the measure is discriminatoryand dispropor-
hibit profitable businesses from offsetting their taxable prof- tionate to its purpose.
its against the losses of an artificially merged loss vehicle.
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INTERNATIONAL

TRANSYZRPRICINGAND CUSTOMS DUTIES
Yoshihiro Masui

Associate Professor, The University of Tokyo

This article is an extension of an outline that the author pre- Similarly, customs authorities may seek to increase the value

pared during his term as an IFA scholar in the summer of of imported goods when they have doubts about the declared
1995. The author is grateful for the generous support he value.
received from IFA and the IBFD, as well as the valuable
comments that he received frorn J.C. Wheeler, principal The potential conflict of interest between taxpayers and tax

research associate IBFD. However, the article does not ne- authorities, described above, derives frorn the structure of

cessarily reflect the views of either the IBFD or IFA. customs duty as a single levy imposed at the time of the entry
of goods into a jurisdiction.

I. INTRODUCTION
B. Customs valuation under the GATT rule

In 1986, the United States added Section 1059A to its Inter-
nal Revenue Code (IRC), requiring importers in a related 1. The relevance of the GATT rule as a model
party transaction to use the same valuation for the purposes
of both income tax' and customs duties. Ever since then the Customs valuation is governed by the domestic laws of each

relationship in a transfer price setting between income tax country or, in the case of a customs union, by a common cus-

and customs duties has become a focus of attention among toms code.3 To examine the valuation standard applicable in

commentators2. a specific case, it is necessary to look at the underlying legis-
lation. Given the numberof dfferent domestic standards it is

This article addresses the fundamental issue as to what the
not very practicable to proceed with the analysis on a country

relationship should be between income tax pricing and cus-
by country basis. Fortunately the General Agreementon Tar-

toms valuation. Should the determinationof an arm's length iffs and Trade (GATT) provides an alternative to this
price under income tax conform to the valuation for customs

serves as a purposes art-
purposesOr may differentvaluationsbe used In an effort to approach and model for the of this

icle.4
answer this question this article assesses country practice and

points out potential administrative issues. In particular, Sec-
tion (II) discusses the transfer pricing issues that arise under
customs duties, as contrasted with transfer pricing issues 1 For the purpose of the discussion in this article, the term income tax

includes both individual and corporate income taxes.
under other taxes. Section (III) examines the grounds for and 2 The Economist Intelligence Unit (1994), InternationalTransfer Pricing
against linking the income tax valuation with the customs 1994, at 157, (highlighting the interaction of tariff law with transfer-pricing reg-

valuation.The last section (IV) concludes that issues in trans- ulations, a description of customs valuation is also given); Levine and Littman,
The Use of Middlemen in Importation of Goods: InconsistenciesBetween Tax

fer pricing and customs duties are one aspect of the multiple and Customs Valuation Rules, 23 Tax Management International Journal

linkage between tax policy and trade policy. (1994) at 233, (discussing PLR 9406026 in light of previous case law); Neville,
Customs Planning May Avoid Conf[ict With IRS Transfer Pricing Rules, 4

JournalofInternationalTaxation (1993) at 70, (describing the standards in cus-

toms valuation); Dom and Doris, Transfer pricing between related parties - a

Il. TRANSFER PRICING UNDER CUSTOMS comparisonof United States customs valuation and tax allocations under Section

DUTIES 482, 2-3 Interfax (1989), at 72, (outlines frameworkof customs valuation,com-

pares customs valuation and valuations under Section 482, and discusses the

effect of Section 1059A); Gordon and Donahue, Tax Reform Act of 1986:

A. Relevance of transfer prices under customs duties Transfer Prices for Imported Merchandise,35 CanadianTaxJournal (1987) at

1543, (exploring issues in Section 1059A and its relationship with the Cana-
da-US income tax treaty).

Transfer prices are relevant for customs duties as well as for 3 Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2454/93 of 2 July 1993 laying down

income taxes. Customs duties are usually charged on the provisions for the implementation of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92
structure, see

value of importedgoods. Under an arm's length setting, such establishing the CommunityCustoms Code. For its Ben Terra and
Peter Wattel, EuropeanTax Law (1993), at 97, ; Williams,A Wider European

value normally reflects an open market value. However, Customs Union, 3 lntertax (1993) at 123.

where taxpayers are related, they may be induced to declare a 4. Nonetheless, t must be recognized that the goal of the GATT is to remove

customs value which is lower than the fair market value trade barriers. Presumably as a reflectionof this goal, the valuation principles of
the GATT are not necessary designed for the specific purpose of regulating

because a lower value reduces the amount of duties payable. transfer prices.
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Th agreement which has been signed by more than 120 downward adjustments to lower the costs of inventories.
countries contains a provision on valuation for customs pur- However, since for customs duties purposes, the basis for

poses5 Contracting parties recognize the validity of the gen- taxation is the total value of imported goods, the customs

eral valuation principles set forth in Article VII and have an officer in an importingcountry will normally seek an upward
obligation to review, upon a request by another contracting adjustment to increase the value of imported goods.
party, the operationof their domestic law relating to the valu-
ation of goods for customs purposes. 2. Contrast with a destination-basedVAT

2. Transaction value as a basis for valuation Under a destination-basedVAT, transfer prices do not create

problems as long as the chain of transactionsare traced prop-
The preamble to the Agreementon ImplementationofArticle erly under the VAT net.

VII(2) (hereafter the Agreement) states that the basis for
valuation should, to the extent possible, be the transaction Suppose, for instance, that goods are transferred from a com-

value of the goods being valued. Transaction value is pany resident in State A to a company resident in State B.

defined in Article 1 of the Agreement as the price actually With the zero rate output tax on exported goods, the State A

paid or payable for the goods when sold for export to the company may get a refund of the input tax that it had

country of importation. incurred. Notice that the amount of the refund has no connec-

tion with the value of exported goods under the zero-rating
3. Alternativevaluation methods system of border tax adjustment. In other words, there is no

incentive for the State A company to overstate or understate
The transaction value cannot be a basis for customs valu- the value of exported goods.
ation under Article 1 of the Agreement, when; The zero-rating of goods for export implies that all the VAT

there are restrictions as to the disposition or use of the
that had been incurred within State A rebated at the time

goods by the buyer;
was

of export. Therefore, the goods in question are free of anythe sale is subject to some condition for which a value
cannot be determined with respect to the goods being foreign VAT when they are imported into State B. The State

B company has to pay a VAT on the import, but such VAT on
valued; import is usually creditableas an input tax on the occasion of
proceeds of any subsequent resale, disposal or use of the

eventual resale to other domestic businesses.This is why as a
goods by the buyer will accrue directly or indirectly to

matter of general proposition there is incentive for theno
the seller; or

State B company to manipulate the value of the importedthe buyer and seller are related.
goods. The only exception Would be the case where the State

When the customs value cannot be determinedunder the pro- B company has an exempt status with regard to domestic
visions of Article 1 of the Agreement, a process of consulta- trarsactions under the VAT system of State B. In such a situ-
tion between the customs administration and the importer ation the State B company may be induced to push down the
will be instituted, with a view to arriving at a basis of value import price in order to reduce the VAT amount on import
under Article 2 (transactionvalue of identical goods) or Art- which cannot be credited. But again such incentive for
icle 3 (transaction value of similar goods). Article 2 takes manipulation is a result of the break of the VAT chain due to

precedence over Article 3. Valuation methods under Articles the exemption status of the State B company, and not a result
2 and 3 resemble the ComparableUncontrolledPrice method of the general structure of the destination-basedVAT.
used to determine the arm's length transfer price for income

Under the destination prnciple tax jurisdictions share rev-
tax purposes, the former being similar to the use of exact

enue solely on the basis of the situs of final consumption.The
comparablesand the latter to the use of inexact comparables. relative increase decrease of cash flow for businesses,or as a

When the customs value cannot be determinedon the above result ofdistotive transferprices, is irrelevant in determining
basis, resort may be made to deductive value (Article 5) or the division of revenue among different tax jurisdictions.
computedvalue (Article 6). These methods correspond to the

This neutrality of destination-based VAT towards transferResale Price Method and Cost Plus Method respectively.The

importercan use either deductive or computed value. prices contrasts sharply with the relative vulnerabilityof cus-

toms duties to transfer price manipulation. The difference
When customs value cannot be determined under either of derives from the fact that the former assures an impositionof
the above methods, Article 7 of the Agreement permits the tax on final consumption by the use of a multiple-stagecol-
use of other reasonable means consistent with the principle lection mechanism, whereas the latter is merely a one-off
and general provisionsof the Agreement. levy imposed at the time goods are transferred nto the juris-

diction.

C. Contrastwith other taxes Another strength of destination-based VAT lies in its broad

coverage of both goods and services, whereas customs duties

1. Contrastwith the income tax

For income tax purposes, the price under scrutiny is one ele-
ment of a computationof the total net income. The revenue

5. GAT (1994), Analytical Index: Guide To GATT Law And Practice, at
authorities of an importing country are interested in making 233-242,6thed., 1994.
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merely cover goods and cannot be extended to payments for Ill. ARM'S LENGTH PRICE UNDER DIFFERENT
services. TAXES

3. Contrast with an origin-basedVAT A. Pros and cons of uniform valuation
Under an origin-based VAT transfer prices will create prob-
lems that are similar to those that arise under income tax. Should the determination of an arm's length price under
Under the origin principle, the jurisdiction to tax is deter- ncome tax conform to the valuation for customs purposes
mined by the origin of value added by each business. Thus, in In theory, it is possible to make good arguments both for and
the example cited above, State A can impose its VAT on the against the proposition that the basis for valuation should be
portion of value added within its jurisdiction. State B, by the the same for either tax.
same token, may tax on the value added by the State B com-

pany after the goods are imported. In this situation, transfer Arguments in favour of a uniform valuation:

prces across the border between States A and B determine - the arn's length price theoretically should be an object-
the division of revenues between the two states. ive value, pointing to a single amount rather than plural

different amounts;
Transfer pricing issues under an origin-based VAT will inconsistent standards create perception issues for tax--

become increasingly significant for transfers within the EU6
payers;

and NAFA. This.is true even if the tax rates among coun- the government should be consistent in applying the-

tries converge (and there is no huge incentive for businesses arm's length standard to all taxes;
to create artificial prices) since there still remains the issue of

the govemment be whipsawed if taxpayers take-

dividing the tax revenue among the states involved. may an

inconsistent position in declaring customs values and

transferprices in order to minimize tax payable (a whip-
4. Contrast with anti-dumping duties saw problem for the government),and taxpayers may be

Dumping means an act of introducing products of one coun- whipsawed if the government takes an inconsistentposi-
try A into the commerceof another country B at less than the tion in assessing transfer prices to maximize revenue (a
normal value of the products. Dumping may cause material whipsawproblem for taxpayers).
injury to an established industry in the territory of country B

Arguments against a uniform valuation;
or may materially retard the establishment of a domestic

different standards for valuation appropriate becauseare-

industry of country B. In order to offset or prevent such
the of ascertainingarm's length price is different

dumping, country B may impose an anti-dumping levy. Such purpose
between the two taxeS;

countervailingduties specifically target goods imported (and non-uniformstandards of valuation for different taxes do-

intended to be sold) at artificially low prices. not actually harm taxpayers;
There are conditions for, and restrictions on, the use of anti- - different branches of a governmental body may pursue
dumping duties. Among others, Article VI(2) of th GATT their own objectives to implementdifferent laws;
puts a ceiling on the amount of anti-dumping duties so that - the alleged whipsaw problem may be explained away
they may not exceed the margin of dumping, i.e. the differ- by saying that the two taxes are completely independent
ence between the normal value and the actual transaction and that there is nothing wrong with taking the most be-
price of the products. neficial position for each tax.

The normal value for this purpose is defined as:

the comparable prce, in the ordinary course of trade, for-

B. The theological nature of the controversythe like product when destined for consumption in the

exporting country; or

in the absence of such domestic price, the higher of controversy over
-

The the desirability of uniform valuation

either; takes on a theological nature, because there eems to be no

(i) the highest comparable price for the like product for decisive arguments favouring either position. It is not pro-

export to any third country in the ordinary course of ductive, then, from a practical point of view, to dwell upon

trade; or such a controversy. Instead, the query should be recast in a

(ii) the cost of productionof the product in the country of more pragmatic fashion: is there anything wrong with differ-

origin plus a reasonableaddition for selling costs and ent valuations being used for income tax and for customs

profit. duties If there are potential problems, how can we eradicate
them

As is clear from the above description, an anti-dumping levy
is a response to one aspect of abusive transferprices from the

perspective of trade policy. Its aim is to offset or prevent
dumping. An anti-dumping levy works as a backstop to abu-
sive transfer prices, whereas the customs valuation under
GATT ruies rely on the transaction value and are not

6. The transition regime closely examined in Seminar C VAT in internalwas

designed to combat dumping. markets European experience in the 49th Congress of IFA in Cannes on 20-

September 1995.
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C. OECD guidelines poses. From 1 October 1995, however, the US Customs Ser-
vice has started to test the use of reconciliationfor related

The 1995 OECD transfer pricing guidelines7 do discuss the party importers who believe upward adjustments should be

use of customs valuations for establishingarm's length prices made to the price of imported merchandise for IRC Section

under income taxes. However, the guidelines do not address 482 purposes:2
the effect of customs valuations on the determination of The US developments cannot be interpreted as evidence of
arm's length prices under income tax. Without taking a posi- the theoretical superiority of a position supporting uniform
tion about the theoreticalrelationshipbetween the two prices, valuation for two reasons. First, the two valuation rnethods
the guidelines merely support the use of information were not linked historically. Indeed prior to 1982, the rneth-
exchange between income tax and customs administrations. ods of determining arm's length value for IRC Section 482
Paragraph 1.66 of the guidelines notes that customs valua- purposes had little in conmon with custons valuation. Sec-
tions, because they may occur at or about the same time the ond, it was clearly stated in the legislativehistory that the US
transfer takes place, may be useful to tax administrations in Congress did not express the view that valuation of property
evaluating the arm's length character of a controlled transac- for customs purposes should always determine valuation of
tion transfer prce. Paragraph 1.67 further states that property for US income tax purposes:3The legislative docu-
[C]ooperationbetween income tax and customs administra- ments also state that the Section was understoodby Congress
tions within a country in evaluating transfer prices is becom- not to constrain the ability of the Commissioner to adjust
ing more common and this should help to reduce the number transferprices under IRC Section 482.14
of cases where customs valuations are found unacceptable
for tax purposes or vice versa. It is clear from these passages
that only the proceduralcoordinationis sought. E. Administrative issues under the system of uniform

Moreover, the guidelines do not address either the effect of valuation
income tax transfer pricing adjustmentson the customs valu-
ation8 or the theological controversy posed by the relation- It is the positionof this article that there are no overwhelming
ship betweenvaluationstandards under income tax and under theoreticalgrounds for adopting a uniformvaluationbetween

customs duties. income tax and customs duties when establishing transfer

prices. However, some countries may wish to implement
such uniform valuation for perception problems. Such uni-

D. Country practice formity in valuationcan be implementedin a variety of ways,
as shown below.

Countries employ diverse approaches to this issue. Some
countries explicitly deny a substantive link between valu- 1. Sequence of adjustments
ation standards for income tax and for customs duties pur- Adjustmentsmay be initiated either from the income tax side
poses. On 12 November 1970, a Dutch court decided that the or the customs duties side. Issues concerning an income tax
customs value was not of overriding importance for estab- adjustment should be discussed in connection with other
lishing the profit of a company for purposes of corporate aspects of secondary adjustments in transfer pricing.
income tax.9 The 1983 TransferPricing Guidelineof the Ger-
man tax authorities states that the arm's length price for

2. Persons bound
income tax purposes does not necessarily correspond to a

customs duties value or io a value under the import turnover Three alternatives exist for defining the persons who are .
tax provisions.10 bound by the valuation:

-

Other countries whilst taking measures for administrative taxpayers only;
tax authorities only; or-

coordinationdo not make their position clear on this point. In
both and authorities.-

the United Kingdom, for instance, informationmay be shared taxpayers tax

between the Inland Revenue and the Board of Customs and
Excise although no explicit relationshipbetween the customs 7. OECD (1995), TransferPricing Guidelinesfor MultinationalEnterprises
and income tax valuations is stated. l andTax Administrations,OECD,Paris.

8. Such effects may be discussed as one aspect of secondary adjustments,but

As noted at the outset, the United States seeks to prevent tax- the paragraphs concerning secondary adjustments,4.67 to 4.77, do not mention

payers from taking inconsistentpositions for income tax and this issue.
9. Hof Amsterdam, Eerste Meerv. Belastingk., 12 November 1970, BNB

for customs valuation. The 1986 Tax Reform Act introduced 1971/205.
a provision (IRC Section 1059A) according to which an 10. Verwaltungsgrundstzefr die Prfungder Einkunftsabgrenzungbei inter-

importer in a related party transaction, for the purpose of national verbundenen Untemehmen, BdF vom 23.2.1983, IV C 5-S 1341-4/83,

computing the basis or inventory cost of imported property,
BStBI. I S.218,3.1.2.5.
11. Collins (1995), Transfer Pricing in the United Kingdom, The TaxTreat-

cannot claim a transfer price that is greater than would be mentofTransferPricing, IBFD loose-leaf,at 25.

consistent with the value used for customs purposes. This 12. Highlights & Documents, 7 July 1995 at 195.

provision addresses only the effect of customs value on 13. Joint Committeeon Taxation,General Explanationof the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 (Public Law 99-514, 22 October 1986, H.R. 3838,99th Congress) in,

nventory valuation under income tax, not the effect of a IRC FederalTaxes, (1 1 May 1987) at 1061.
Section 482 adjustment on the valuation for customs pur- 14. Id.
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3. Statute of limitation regard, no country has ever required tax administrators and

taxpayers alike to be completely bound by one unique value.
The structural time lag between the customs declaration and

Even in the United States, which to be the drivingseems
the filing of an income tax return complictes the general force in this consistency requirement is imposed onlyissue as to whether or not an adjustment is still necessary

area, a

on the part of taxpayers.after several years have elapsed. fn.ibis regard statute of lim-
itation issues may be particularly relevant. Certainly there is good reason why total cnformity in valu-

ation is not observable in the real world since requiring such

4. Relationshipwith the mutual agreement procedures uniformity would greatly increase administrative costs.

Moreover, requiring taxpayers to conform to a uniform stan-
Transfer pricing disputes often involve mutual agreement dard of valuation increases compliance costs. Such costs,
procedures under Double Tax Conventions. Therefore the both adrninistrative and conpliance, should be weighed
following questions may arise; 15

against the benefits of reducing potential whipsaw prob-
when the domestic law of one Contracting State requires lems.-

that the income tax adjustments should be made accord-

ing to the customs value, does it preclude the competent
Is it, then, really worthwhile incurring these costs just for the

authorities from reaching a different result sake of solving the perceived problems of whipsawTrue,

if the competent authorities determine an arm's length it unfair, to allow inconsistentvaluation for dif-
- may seem an

price in accordance with the provisions of the Conven- ferent taxes in respect of the same economic transaction.

tion, does it become necessary to adjust the customs However, this article asserts that a requirement of complete
value according to such determination conformity in valuation for every party inflicts far too high a

price. Yet, a requirement solely for taxpayers to take a con-

sistent position meets only one side of the whipsaw prob-5. Services component in mixed payments lem; fairness, of logic, requires symmetricas a matter treat-

Customs duties are imposed on the payment for goods, not ment both for taxpayers and for governments.
services. However, income tax covers payments for both

In event whipsaw not be such serous problem.
goods and services. Thus, apportionment is necessary in the any may a

It is quite possible for taxpayers and governments to defend
case of mixed payments involving consideration for both

the position that different taxes different valuations.
goods and services in order to ensure the uniform valuation may use

Furthermore information exchange between the income tax
of the goods. authorities and customs officials can be justified as a matter

of fairness since taxpayersare already in the position to know
6. Use of profit-method both declared values.

If under income tax a profit method is employed in order to Incidentally, the discussion above on the merits of uniform
establish arm's length prices, a corresponding adjustment valuation has focused on the resulting figure in various valu-
becornes very difficult to make. The same applies to the sec- ation situations. Such a result-orented perspective should
ondary adjustments for customs duties valuation. Customs strictly be distinguished from the attempt to strearnline gen-
duties are imposed on the value of the goods. Thus, when a eral valuation rules per se. Often, rationalizingniscellaneous
profit method is employed in an income tax adjustment for complex valuation rules is very helpful in reducing adminis-
transfer pricing purposes, it is difficult to work back to com- trative costs. For instance, Pakistan recently harmonized its
pute the arm's length price of the goods which should be the excise tariff nomenclature with its customs duties and sales
basis for the customs valuation. tax in order to avoid classificationdisputes.16

7. Objective scope

Should uniform valuation be extended to other taxes As IV. TAX POLICY AND TRADE POLICY
explained in Section II Part C, transfer prces have a different

significance for destination-based VAT, origin-based VAT From a broader perspective, issues in transfer pricing nd
and anti-dumping duties. Uniformity with the customs valu- customs valuation are but a subset of the emerging problem
ation does not seem necessary especially for destination- area that exists at the crossroads between tax policy and trade
based VAT, which has an inbuilt protection against transfer policy.
pricing, and anti-dumping duties, which themselves consti- At the international level, the link between tax and trade poli-
tute a counter measure against abusive valuation.

cies finds its expression mainly in the GATT regime, as well
as in the emerging regional institutions such as NAFTA and

F. Evaluation: what form of uniformity is required the European Customs Union.

and at what cost The interface between indirect taxes and the GATT regime
can hardly be called a new issue. In the 1960s, there was a

Since as explained in the previous section there exists various
methods of implementinga uniform valuation, it is necessary 15. Steven P. Hannes, Tax Notes (28 December 1987) at 1358.
to identify a particularmethod in order to evaluate the merits 16. Governmentof Pakistan (1994), Budget Speech of MakhdoomShahab-Ud-
and demerits of requiring uniformity in valuation. In this Din, Minister of State for Finance, 1994-1995, at 32.
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debate whether border VAT adjustments made by the EEC known as proponentsofstrategic trade policy,2This devel-
were a trade barrier for imports and a subsidy for exports. opment implies a structural role-shifting for lawyers and
The GATT concluded that such border adjustmentsare legal. bureaucratswho shape tax policy; it is thereforenecessary for

The discussion entered a new stage when disputes spread
tax experts to enter into more dialogue with trade lawyers,

over to direct taxes. In the 1970s, the so-called DISC case
customs officials, and trade policy makers. On the other

questioned the legality of the beneficial US tax treatment of hand, it seems increasinglynecessary to maintain the integri-
Domestic InternationalSales Corporations (DISCs) vis--vis ty of the analysis by separating the two processes; first, tax

the GATT. The dispute reflects the increasing recognition policy should be evaluated within its own legislative frame-

that all taxes potentially influence trade. work and second, it should be examined by reference to its
connectionwith trade policy.

Recently, some commentators even questioned whether or

not the present bilateral network of tax treaties violates the

multilateral, non-discriminatory, most-favoured nation sys-
tem of GATT17.

17. Fischer-Zernin, GATT versus tax treaties the basic conflicts between
With the establishment of the World Trade Organization international taxationmethods and the rules and conceptsofGATT, 6/7 Intertax

(WTO) in 1994,18 the multilateral agreement conceming (1989), at 236 and 310.

international trade came to have a greater impact on the 18. For an inquiry into the aspects of the WTO which have made it acceptable
to the United States, see Vernon The World Trade Organization: A New Stage

power of member countries' to exercise their jurisdiction to in IntemationalTrade and Development,36 HarvardInternationalLawJournal
tax. For example, the General Agreement on Trade in Ser- (1995) at 329.

vices (GATS) is applicablenot only to indirect taxes, but also 19. Hellerstein, Implicationsof the Uruguay Round MultilateralTrade Agree-
to direct taxes, such as income or capital-based taxes. GATS

ments for American Subnational Taxation of International Commerce,49 Bul-
letinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation 1 (1995)at3.

also is explicitlymade applicable to sub-nationalmeasures.19 20. Another significant expression of the linkage between tax and trade is the
recent US discussion of switching over to the exemption system of foreign cor-

In essence, tax policy and trade policy have become insepa- porate income to improve the US trade position. Gary C. Hufbauer (1992), US
rable. The link between the two has been frequently exam- Taxation of International Income, Blueprint for Reform; International Tax

ined by economists and also by policy makers who became Reform, an Interim Report (1993), Departmentof Treasury.
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ITALY

FOREIGN TAX CREDIT RELIEF
Isabella Pandolfini

University of Rome La Sapienza

I. INTRODUCTION Ill. THE FACTS

In a recent decision (No. 423, of 19 September 1995), the The facts of the case may be summarized as follows, in 1989,
first InstanceTax Court of Florence has finally settled a ques- an Italian company (ItaCo), received dividends from its
tion on which the opinions of the tax authorities and tax prac- French subsidiary. In accordance with Article 8(2) of the at-

titioners have been sharply divided for many years. The deci- the-time in force Italy-France treaty, a 15 per cent withhold-
sion, which concerns the credit available under Articles 15 ing tax was levied in France on the dividends. In accordance
and 92 of the Income Tax Code (ITC), for taxes paid with Article 96 ITC, only 40 per cent of the dividends were

abroad on foreign source income has very important implica- included in ItaCo's taxable base for corporate income tax

tions for Italian companies which hold participations in com- purposes.
panies resident for tax purposes outside the EU.

Under Article 15, ItaCo was entitled, upon receipt of the divi-

dends, to a tax credit for the 15 per cent withholding tax

levied in France. However the tax authorities interpreted3 the
Il. BACKGROUND interrelation of the foreign tax credit and partial exemption

provisions to mean that only 40 per cent of foreign dividends
Dividends received by Italian corporate shareholders from a are included in the total foreign income when calculating the
non-residentcompany are normally subject to the Italian cor- ratio between foreign source and gross income. The tax

poration tax (IRPEG). However, to mitigate the effects of authorities' interpretation, thus effectively restricted ItaCo's
economic double taxation, Article 96 ITC provides for a par- relief for the foreign tax credit to 40 per cent of the credit.4
tial exemption regime which is applicable to dividends
received by Italian corporate entities from associated compa-
nies resident abroad.' Under this regime only 40 per cent of

1. For this the association requirement is in the thatmet event one

such dividends are to be included in the taxable base, 60 per
purpose,

company can exercise a considerable influenceon the other. The influence is

cent being therefore exempt. deemed to be considerablewhen at least 20 per cent, or at least 10 per cent in
the case of quoted companies,of the voting rights may be exercised by the first

The aim of the partial exemption is to prevent the economic company in the ordinary shareholders' meeting of the second company.

double taxation which occurs when income that generates 2. The maximum amountof foreign tax credit available to the taxpayercan be

dividends is subject to corporate income tax in the hands of calculated using the following formula:

the distributing company and the dividends are subject to foreign income
=

income tax in the hands of the recipient in his country of res- foreign tax credit x Italian income tax on worldwide
worldwide income income

idence (i.e. the same income is taxed on two different taxpay-
ers). For example, if foreign-source income is 100 and Italian-source income is 200,

then worldwide income is 300. The tax due in Italy on such income is I 11 (37%
Econornic double taxation has to be distinguished from of 300). The credit for the tax paid abroad on foreign-source income is granted

juridical double taxation where the same income is taxable in up to 37, which corresponds to the corporate income tax that would be paid in

Italy on the foreign-source income.
the hands of the same taxpayer by more than one state. With 3. The tax authorities position is set out in Circular No. 33/12/I 154, dated 4

intercorporate profit distributions, juridical double taxation October 1984.

occurs when dividends are subject to withholding tax at 4. An example of how the limits imposed on the foreign tax credit calculation
can considerably reduce the value of the partial exemption is as follows:

source and income tax in the beneficial owner's country of Profits of the foreign company 100
residence. Under Italian domestic tax rules, this juridical Corporate tax (e.g. 40%) 40)
double taxation is eliminatedeither by the tax credit provided Distributableprofits 60

by Article 15 ITC (as recalled in Article 92 ITC for corporate Withholding tax (e.g. 30%) l8)
Net Cash to shareholder 42

entities), or by conventional provisions if the state of source

has signed a tax treaty with Italy. In particular, Article 15 ITC (1). Calculation of the foreign tax credit and the total tax burden according to

allows a credit for foreign taxes (e.g. foreign withholdings) the interpretationof the tax authorities:

up to an amount equal to that part of the Italian tax which is Foreign tax credit 24(=40% of 60)
x 8.88(= 37% of 24) 8.88= =

24
proportional to the ratio between foreign source income and Total tax burden = 40 (foreign corporate tax) + 18 (foreign withholding tax +

gross income.2 8.88 (Italian corporate tax) - 8.88 (foreign tax credit) = 58. cont. -,
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In order to avoid tax penalties, ItaCo computed its tax lia- its Italian parent company and Article 15 ITC therefore
bility in accordance with the ministerial interpretation becomes irrelevant. Nevertheless, the decision of the Tax
described above. However the company then filed a Court of Florence applies in all cases in which the old Ital-

request for the refund of corporate income tax paid in ian system is still applicable, and in particular when divi-
excess.5 The tax authorities did not reply to the request, dends are received from a subsidiary resident outside the
and ItaCo submitted the case to the Tax Court. EU or from an EU subsidiary which does not meet all the

conditions required by the rules that implemented the Par-

ent-Subsidiary Directive

IV. THE DECISION

The Tax Court of Florence fully accepted the arguments of
the claimant. In particular, the judges, after having pointed
out that the starting point in order to settle the controversy
is the interpretation of Article 15 ITC, noted that Article
15 may not be interpreted so as to limit the amount of the
tax credit to a given percentageof the foreign tax. Rather,
it is to be interpreted as imposing a limit to the tax credit

equal to the amount of the Italian corporate income tax

applicable to the foreign source income. The Court held
that the interpretation given by the tax authorities would
amount to a distortion of the voluntas legis of Article 15 (2) Calculation in absence of the partial exemption regime:
ITC. Accordingly, the Court ordered the refund of the

Foreign credit
60

22.2 (=37% of 60) 22.2*tax = -x =

excess corporate income tax paid by ItaCo and of the 60
* The maximum allowed is 18interest accrued thereon computed at the legal rate. Total tax burden = 40 + 18 + 22.2 minus 18 = 62.2.

In spite of the court's ruling, the restrictive interpretation
(3) According to a reasonable interpretation, the foreign tax credit should be
calculated prior to the partial exemption of the dividends:

asserted by the tax authorities in Circular 33/12/1154 has
Foreign credit

60
8.88 22.2 (therefore 18)tax =- x =

not been modified and must be considered to be still in 24

force. Indeed the tax authorities may appeal the court's Total tax burden = 40 + 18 + 8.88 - 18 = 48.88.

decision. From this example it is evident that the benefits derived from the partial exemp-
tion are almost completely annulled by the reduction of the foreign tax credit

It is to be noted that the restrictive interpretation favoured from 18 to 8.88. See A. Manganelli, Implernentationof the Parent-Subsidiary
by the tax authorities has been much criticized in the tax Directive in the EC Member States. Italy, 32 EuropeanTaxation4/5 (1992), at

literature in particularbecause it is felt that the tax author- 156.
5. The refund claimed equalled the amount of the tax credit for which relief

ities have erroneously created a connection between two was not available under thetax authorities interpretation.
provisions (Article 96 and Article 15 ITC) which regulate 6. See B. Gangemi, Credito d'imposta e redditi esteri, 4. BollettinoTribu-

two different phenomena: economic double taxation and tario (28 February 1990); see also supra note 4 (A. Manganelli).

juridical double taxation.6
7. The difference between juridical and economic double taxation is con-

firmed by the OECD Model Tax Convention on income and capital (the model
most frequently used in bilateral treaties signed by Italy). Paras. 49 to 54 of the

The tax literature therefore considers that the opinion of Commentary to Arts. 23A and 23B, concerning the methods for elimination of
double taxation, clarify that the Model's provisions, which for these purposesthe tax authorities represents, a further shortcomingof the provide the exenption method and the credit method, effectively avoid the

Italian tax system, since the impossibility to get a full juridical double taxation of dividends but they do not prevent recurrentcorporate
credit for foreign withholding taxes suffered by Italian taxation on the profits distributed to the parent company first at the level of the

corporations partially nullifies the benefits of the partial
subsidiary and again at the level of the parent company. As such recurrent taxa-

tion creates a very importantobstacle to the developmentof international invest-

exemption regime provided for in Article 96 ITC.7 ments, the Committee on Fiscal Affairs has considered whether it would be

appropriate to modify Arts. 23A and 23B in order to settle this question, but in
the end it took the view that this would have caused many difficulties, resulting
from the diverse opinions of States and the variety of possible solutions. For this

V. CONCLUSION reason, if a State wishes to avoid economic double taxation it must do so either

by domestic law or by bilateral agreements.So, an Italian tax treaty could include
different rules which provide separately for the tax credit for foreign withhold-

Subsequent to the implementation in all EU Member ings (Art. 15 ITC) and the tax credit for the underlyingcorporation taxes paid by
the controlled company in the State of source (Art. 96 ITC), without interferingStates of the Paren-Subsidiary Directive, the regime with one another.

describedabove no longer applies with regard to dividends 8. The conditions to be met in order to benefit from the exemption are as fol-

received from a qualifying EU subsidiary. In thi's case the lOWS:
the non-resident subsidiary must have one of the legal forms listed in the-

new Article 96-bis applies. Article 96-bis provides that 95 Annex to the Directive, be fiscally resident in an EU Member State and be

per cent of dividends are exempt from corporation tax in subject to one of the corporation taxes listed in Art. 2 of the Directive;
the hands of the Italian parent company if certain condi- - the Italian parent company must be an entity subject to IRPEG which has

held not less than 25 percent of the shares of the distributing company fortions are met.8 Furthermore, withholding tax shall no
an uninterruptedperiod ofat least one year before the date on which the dis-

longer be levied on dividends paid by an EU subsidiary to tribution of the profits has been resolved upon.
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The book contains an extensive study of the Fusions. Guide fiscal des fusions, scissions et Bielefeld,Erich Schmidt Verlag. 1995.
contribution in companies which are complete apports partiels d'actif. A jour au 1 aot 1995. Management,Rechnungslegungund
legal persons, and the rights and duties arising Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. Unternemensbesteuerung,Band 5, pp. 431.
thereof for the partners in an NV and BVBA. 1995. DEM 136: ISBN: 3 503 03559 1.
The book treats both the underlying theoretical Dossiers Pratiques Francis Lefebvre, pp. 302. Thorough dissertation in which an econmic
principles (such as the nature and the subject FRF 340. ISBN: 2 85115 291 2. model is developed for the determinationof
of the contributioncontract) and the questions Tax guide on the regime applicable to mergers transfer prices for international licensing
which preoccupy practicians. The author looks and acquisitionsand their implications for the dealings between related enterprises, that are

at all the issues and the proposed solutions are purpose of international tax law. acceptable for tax purposes.
very convincing. The author describes with (B. 115.079) (B. 115.258)
great care the practical and, more in particular,
the financial consequencesof the points of Country profiles- Personal tax and cost of Country profiles- Personal tax and cost
view of the legal doctrine and of the living data: France. Prepared by KPMG of living data: Germany. Prepared by KPMG
jurisprudence.Wheneverappropriate, the Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and Runzheimer Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and Runzheimer
author clearly illustrates with a detailed and Intemational,Wisconsin, USA. International,Wisconsin, USA.
complex numerical example the different Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie
positions. BV. 1995, pp. 27. NLG 34.50. BV. 1995, pp. 23. NLG 34.50.
(B. 115.280) Booklet summarizingcountry rules applicable Booklet summarizingcountry rules applicable

to the taxation of expatriates in France. to the taxation of expatriates in Germany.
Includes a useful table classifying income tax Includes useful table classifying income tax

Finland rules by type of compensationand cost of rules by type of compensationand cost of
living indices. Published every 6 months. living indices. Published every 6 months.

Myrsky, Matti. (B. 115.264) (B. 115.265)
Tulo- ja varallisuusverotus.
Helsinki, Painatuskeskus. 1995, pp. 286. Mmentopratique Francis Lefebvre: Die Veranlagungzur Einkommensteuerfr

Text and handbook on Finnish income and net Social 1996. 1995.

wealth taxation. The book covers all main Droit du travail, scurit sociale. A jour au 10 47. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon K-H. Boveleth, G.

aspects of: income and capital taxation of fvrier 1996. Schmitz und R. Wiechen.

individuals, income taxation of companies Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1996, Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996,

(including the imputation system and pp. 1307. FRF 441. ISBN: 2 85 115 299 8. pp. 2199. ISBN: 3 8021 0677 6.

equalization tax), taxation of agricultural Annual guide containing an explarationof Handbook to the 1995 income tax declaration.

income, tax procedure and compliance. French labour and social security legislation Includes Income Tax Law as needed for the

(B. 115.301) effective as of 10 February 1996. 1995 assessment, implementationguidelines,
(B. 115.315) administrativedirectives, case law, tax tables

and several by-laws.
(B. 115.288)

France
Germany Die Veranlagungzur Umsatzsteuerfr 1995.

Donnefort, Christian. Umsatzsteuergesetz1993.38. Auflage.
Fiscalitdes produits financiers. Die Veranlagungzur Krperschaftsteuerfr Bearbeitet von Werner Widmann.
Ruell-Malmaison,Editions Liaisons, 1, avenue 1995.46. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon Horst Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996,
Edouard-Belin,92856 Ruell-Malmaison Eversberg. pp. 1888. DEM 88. ISBN: 3 8021 0681 4.
Cedex, France. 1995, pp. 144. FRF 210. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996, Annual guide containing the texts of the VAT
Tax regime applicable in France to investment PP 1442. DEM 68. ISBN: 3 8021 0678 4. Law, regulatory ordinance to it, case law and
income. 1995 Corporate tax assessment. Texts of laws other relevant material for the 1996 tax
(B. 115.228) including ordinances, guidelines and assessmentyear.

jurisprudenceof the Supreme Tax Court. (B. 115.346)
Code pratique Francis Lefebvre: Fiscal. (B. 115.345)
Code gnral des impts. Livre des procdures
fiscales. Directives et autres textes. A jour au 6 Winter, W.
mars 1996. Die neuen Krperschaftsteuer-Richtlinien Ireland

Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1996, 1995.

pp. 1405. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag GmbH. 1996. Budget 1996. Financial statement of the

French Tax Code. Annexes to the Tax Code Steuer-TelexBeratungsschriften,pp. 116. Minister for Finance, 23 January 1996.

and the Tax ProceduresCode with reference, DEM 77.60. ISBN: 3 886061760. Dublin, GovernmentPrinter. 1996, pp. 154.

for each aticle, to the Documentation Explanationof the 1995 Corporation Tax (B. 115.297)
Rapideof Lefebvre covering relevant articles. Rulings on the German CorporationTax Law.

(B. 115.314) (B. 115.292)
Italy

Fontaneau, Pierre. Die Veranlagungzur Gewerbesteuerfr 1995.
Gestion de Patrimoineet Fiscalit Europenne: 45. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon Horst Eversberg. Country profiles - Personal tax and cost of
L'impt franais sur la fortune. 2 Volumes. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996, living data: Italy. Prepared by KPMG
Nice, Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, 51 avenue pp. 524. ISBN: 3 8021 0679 2. Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and Runzheimer
Reine-Victoria,06000 Nice, France. 1990. 1995 business tax assessment. Annual updated International,Wisconsin, USA.
This loose-leafpublicationcovers the national guide containing texts of the Business Tax Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie
and internationalconsequencesand Law, the regulatory ordinance to it, case law BV. 1995, pp. 23. NLG 34.50.
implicationsof the French net wealth tax. It and other relevant material for the 1996 Booklet summarizingcountry rules applicable
describes in the first chapter, the rules of assessmentyear. (B. 115.287) to taxation of expatriates in Italy. Includes a

French net wealth tax and in the following useful table classifying income tax rules by
chapters, the effect of international rules on the Kuebart, Jan. type of compensationand cost of living
French regime. Verrechnungspreiseim internationalen indices. Published every 6 months.
(B. 115.185) Lizenzgeschft. (B. 115.263)
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Liechtenstein Belastingwetten 1996. Met een Personal Income Tax Law. Commentary
inleiding van prof. mr. Ch.P.A. Geppaart. Comprehensivecommentary on the Polish

Wagner, Jrgen. 27th Edition. Personal Income Tax Law of 26 July 1991.
Gesellschaftsrechtin der Schweiz und in Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, pp 944. NLG 79.50. The book contains explanationsof provisions
Liechtenstein. ISBN: 9020017926. and terms as well as rulings of the Supreme
Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co KG. Annual updated edition containing texts of tax AdministrativeCourt. It also indicates other

1995, pp 97. DEM 28. ISBN: 3 8073 1193 9. laws for the 1996 assessment year. relevant regulations.
Booklet dealing with the system and basic (B. 115.298) (B. 115.271)
elements of all legal forms of Swiss company
law including the special features in Blijswijk,J.A.M.; Dijkhuizen, F.J.;
Liechtenstein. For advisors of enterprises Lengkeek, L.J. Portugal
interested in intemational expansion as well as Elseviers almanak voor de BTW 1996.
for the Swiss and Liechtensteincompanies Handleidingvoor de aangifte omzetbelasting. InternationalTax and Business Guide:
themselves. 15th Edition. Portugal.
(B. 115.210) Amsterdam, Bonaventura. 1996, pp 448. New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

NLG 54.50. ISBN: 9068822268. International. 1995, pp. 111.
VAT almanac 1996 giving information for Guide providing potential foreign investors

Luxembourg filing VAT returns, intercommunity with fundamental information about the
transactions and services, administrative Portugueseenvironment, including factors a

Hornick, G.; Seil, J. procedure, exemptions for services, and foreign investor should consider in deciding
Business operations in Luxembourg second-hand goods regulations. whether to acquire an existing Portuguese
Washington,Tax Management Inc. 1996. (B. 115.250) company or to start a new operation in the

Foreign Income Portfolio, No. 971, pp 100. country These factors include tax planning,
This Portfolio analyses in detail the statutory Schematischoverzicht van de sociale employmentand labour, financing, importing,
and procedural framework of Luxembourg's verzekeringswetten.January 1996. exportng and accounting
income taxation as applied to individuals, Samengestelddoor L. Opheikens. 71th (B. 115.285)
business corporationsand holding companies. Edition.

Includes a summary of many of the other Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, pp 29. Country profiles - Personal tax and cost

considerations relevant to establishinga ISBN: 9031213535. of living data: Portugal Prepared by KPMG

business in Luxembourg. It provides a detailed January 1996 summary of social security Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and Runzheimer

explanationof the Luxembourgsystem of legislation. International,Wisconsin, USA.

income taxation, discusses business tax, net (B. 115.277) Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie
worth tax and value added tax. BV. 1995, pp. 23. NLG 34.50.

(B. 115.290) Booklet summarizingcountry rules applicable
Poland to the taxation of expatriates in Portugal.

Country profiles - Personal tax and cost Includes a useful table classifying income tax

of living data: Luxembourg Prepared by Brzeziski, B.; Kalinowski, M.
rules by type of compensationand cost of

KPMG Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and Podatek dochodowyod osb prawnych. living indices. Publishedevery 6 months.

Runzheimer Intemational,Wisconsin, USA. Komentarz. (B. 115.261)
Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie Warsaw, WydawnictwoC.H. Beck. 1995,
BV. 1995, pp. 27. NLG 34.50. pp 249. ISBN: 8371102119.
Booklet summarizingcountry rules applicable Corporate Income Tax Law. Commentary. Spain
to the taxation of expatriates in Luxembourg. Comprehensivecommentary to the Polish
Includes a useful table classifying income tax Corporate Income Tax Law of 15 February Country profiles - Personal tax and cost

rules by type of compensationand cost of 1992. The book contains an explanationof the of living data: Spain. Prepared by KPMG

living indices. Published every 6 months. provisions and terms as well as the rulings of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and Runzheimer

(B. 115.262) the Supreme AdministrativeCourt. It also International,Wisconsin, USA.

includes the texts of tax-related orders of the Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie
BV. 1995, pp. 27. NLG 34.50.

Ministerof Finance and the Council of
Netherlands Ministers. The book reflects the legal position

Booklet summarizingcountry rules applicable
as of June 1995.

to the taxation of expatriates n Spain. Includes

Loon, P.M.F. van; Bikker, A.C.; Vliet, A.J. (B. 115.272)
a useful table classifying income tax rules by

van.Elseviersalmanak voor de type of compensationand cost of living

vennootschapsbelasting1996. Handleiding Brzeziski, B.; Kalinowski,M.
indices. Published every 6 months.

voor de aangifte vennootschapsbelasting1995. Kodeks podatkowy Zbir przepisw (B. 115.260)
26th Edition. podatkowych.
Amsterdam, Bonaventura. 1996, pp. 240. Torufi, TNOiK Dom Organizatora. 1995,
NLG 49.50. ISBN: 906882230 6. pp 730. ISBN: 83 8570966 5. Sweden
Annual updated guide for filing 1995 Tax Code. Collectionof tax regulations. Third

corporate income tax return. (B. 115.327) edition of a collection of tax regulations. It Handledningfr beskattningav inkomst
contains the laws on tax obligations, personal och frmgenhetm.m. vid 1996 rs taxering.

Bedee, H.; Bindermann, L.E.; Drijsen, R.H.H.; income tax, corporate income tax, VAT, Del 1 & 2.
Grobbe, M.C.J. agricultural tax, inheritance and gift tax and Stockholm, Riksskatteverket. 1996, pp. 1398.

Employee benefits. Editor E. van Waaijen. other tax regulations. The book reflects the Tax handbook in two volumes for the year of

Deventer, Fed. 1996, pp. 152. legal position as of 31 January 1995. assessment 1996 (year of income 1995),
ISBN: 906002655 1. (B. 115.270) published annually by the National Tax Board.
In this booklet the authors deal with the tax Volume 1 deals with the taxation of the
treatment as well as the social security Brzeziski, B.; Kalinowski, M. income and net wealth of individuals. Volume
treatment of employee benefits in the Podatek dochodowy od osb fizycznych. 2 covers the taxation of the business income of
Netherlands. Each benefit is analysed Komentarzdo ustawy. companies and individuals.
individually. Torufi, TNOiK Dom Organizatora. 1996, (B. 115.273)
(B. 115.218) pp. 303. ISBN: 83 85709 91 6.
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Switzerland MaastrichtseFiscale Symposia, No. 5, pp. 62. LATIN AMERICA
NLG 49.50. ISBN: 90 387 0428 3.

Problmes actuels de droit fiscal. Report of a seminarconducted by the Ecuador
Mlanges en l'honneurdu ProfesseurRaoul University of Maastrichton international profit
Oberson. allocation. The booklet contains studies on the

InternationalTax and Business Guide:
Basel, Helbing & Lichtenhahn. 1995, pp. 208. allocation of profits to permanent Ecuador.
CHF 58. ISBN: 3 7190 1428 2. establishmentssuch as building sites and
This publication, in honour of ProfessorRaoul constructionprojects, the allocationof the New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

International. 1995, pp. 75.
Oberson, contains tax articles by tax specialists profits of intemationalpartnerships,and on

in Switzerland. transfer pricing and internationalprofit
The book is designed to provide potential

(B. 115.205) allocation. foreign investors with fundamental
informationabout the investmentenvironment

(B. 115.256) in Ecuador, including factors a foreign investor
Vogt, N.P.; Watter, R. should consider in deciding whether to acquireJoint ventures in Switzerland Secondary adjustments and related aspects of

an existing company or to start a new
Basel, Helbing & Lichtenhahn. 1995, pp. 43. transfer pricing corretions. Proceedingsof a operation in the country. These factors include
Introduction to the contractual and corporate Seminar held in Toronto, Canada, in 1994 tax planning, employmentand labour,
joint ventures in Switzerland. during the 48th Congress of the International financing, importing, exporting and
(B. 115.295) Fiscal Association. accounting.

Deventer, Kluwer. 1996. (B. 18.914)
Wagner, Jrgen. IFA Congress Seminar Series, Vol. 19B,
Gesellschaftsrechtin der Schweiz und in pp. 68. NLG 80. ISBN: 90 411 0158 6.
Liechtenstein. (B. 115.293)
Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co KG. Guyana
1995, pp. 97. DEM28. ISBN: 3 8073 1193 9. Clements, B.; Hugounenq,R.; Schwartz, G.
Booklet dealing with the system and basic Governmentsubsidies: concepts, international

Focus on Guyana's Budget 1996.

elements of alllegal forms of Swiss company trends, and reform options. Georgetown,ChristopherL. Ram & Company,
law including the special features in Washington, International Monetary Fund.

157 C Waterloo Street, Georgetown. 1996,
20.Liechtenstein. For advisors of enterprises 1995, pp. 53. PP.

A of the fiscal and non-fiscalinterested in internationalexpansion as well as This paper examines governmentsubsidies in summary
for the Swiss and Liechtensteincompanies 68 countries during 1975-1990, with the

measures proposed in the 1996 Budget.
themselves. Includes an update of fiscal measures enacted

objectiveof providing a descriptionof pattems subsequent to the 1995 Budget and comments(B. 115.210) and trends.
upon the significantamendments to the

(B. 114.994) taxation laws.
L. 20.382

United Kingdom Towards multilateral investment rules.
Paris, Organisationfor Economic Co-

Country profiles - Personal tax and cost operation and Development. 1996, pp. 165.
of living data: United Kingdom. Prepared by ISBN: 92 64 14784 5. NORTH AMERICA
KPMG Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and Report by the CIME and CMIT Committee
Runzheimer International,Wisconsin, USA. setting out a proposal for a multilateral Canada
Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie agreement on investment (MAI). Also includes
BV. 1995, pp. 27. NLG 34.50. various related papers (most of which were Couzin, R.; Youngman, A.J.; Durand, R.K.;
Booklet summarizingcountry rules applicable presented at.the OECD/DNMEworkshopof Stikeman, E.
to the taxation of expatriates in the United May 1995) and reports of the five MAI Business operations in Canada.
Kingdom. Includes a useful table classifying working groups. Includes a paper on Washington,Tax Management Inc. 1996.
income tax rules by type of compensationand international investmentdispute settlement Foreign Income Portfolios, No. 955-2nd,
cost of living indices. Publishedevery 6 mechanisms. PP. 200.
months. (B. 115.269) Updated Portfolio covering general
(B. 115.259) informationand tax rules to enable US and

other foreign businesses to understand the
commercial and tax law likely to be of concern

OECD
INTERNATIONAL to them in their business dealings with Canada.

The discussionof individual and corporate
Skipper, H.D.; Player, T.A.; Dickinson, G.M.; income taxes is based upon the federal IncomeTax policy handbook. Editor P. Shome.
Dinenis, E. Tax Act.Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund.

1995, pp. 318. USD 25. ISBN: 1 55775 490X. Policy issues in insurance. Investment, (B. 115.289)
taxation, insolvency.This handbook, prepared by staff members of

the Tax Policy Division of the Fiscal Affairs Paris, Organisationfor Economic Co-

Departmentprovides a systematic exposition operation and Development. 1996, pp. 170. USA
of important tax policy issues selected for ISBN: 92 64 14787 X.

theoretical foundations and their practical Three studies dealing respectively with the Tax strategies for corporate acquisitions,
relevance. Topics include general concepts and taxationof life insurance products, insurers'

dispositions, spin-offs, joint ventures,
issues, domestic consumption,andproduction insolvency laws and the regulationof

financings, reorganizationsand restructuringsinvestmentpolicies in OECD countries.taxes, income and wealth taxes, taxation and 1995. Volumes 1 to 10. Chairman Louis S.
the open economy, tax reform and IMF tax (B. 115.251) Freeman.
policy advice. The appendix covers summary New York, Practising Law Institute,
tax structure tables 1975-92. 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019.
(B. 115.312) 1995.

Tax Law and Estate Planning Series. Tax Law
Intemationalewinstallocatie. and Practice. Course Handbook Series,
Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1996. pp. 10.762. ISSN: 1056-0238.
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Compilationof articles and analysis serving as Loose-leaf European Union
a reference manual that answers all questions
about major corporate tax transactions. Handboek voor de Europese Gemeenschappen
(B. 115.283) Services

Verdragstekstenen aanverwante stukken.-

Westin, R.A.; McNulty, J.K.; Beck, R.C.E. release 367

Federal income taxation of business Received between 1 and 31 May Kluwer, Deventer.

enterprises. Cases, statutes, rulings. 1996

Charlottesville,Michie Law Publishers,
Charlottesville,Virginia, USA. 1995. Africa France
Contemporary Legal Education Series,
pp. 741. ISBN: 1 55834 289 3. Fiscalit Africaine Fiscalitpratique- Droits d'enregistrementet

The book provides teaching materials for a release 4 de timbre

basic income taxation course dealing with the Editions Fiduciaire, Paris. release 1

taxation of partnerships,corporations,S- Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

corporations,and limited liability companies.
The book begins with the study of Austria Juris Classeur- Droit fiscal - Commentaires-

partnerships, moves to C-corporations, then to Impts directs

S-corporations, then to limited liability Kommentarzur Mehrwertsteuer
release 1197

companies, and closes with an optional review Kranich Waba Siegl
Editions Techniques, Paris.

- -

of someunusual forms, such as cooperatives, release 33
regulated investment companies, and real Anton Orac Verlag, Vienna.
estate investment trusts. Germany
(B. 115.243) Steuerliche Tabellensammlung

release 84 ABC Fhrer Lohnsteuer
Slemrod, J.; Yitzhaki, S. Anton Orac Verlag, Vienna. release 44

The costs of taxation and the marginal cost of Verlag Schffer& Co., Stuttgart.
funds.

Washington, lntemational Monetary Fund. Belgium
ABC Fhrer Sozialversicherung

1995. release 51

IMF Working Paper WP/95/83, pp 27. Commentaarop het wetboek van de Verlag Schffer& Co., Stuttgart.
Excess burdens, administrativecosts, and Inkomstenbelasting
compliancecosts are all componentsof the release 2 Aussensteuergesetz
social costs of taxation: the costs incurred by Ministry of Finance, Brussels.

release 18

society in the process of transferring Verlag Schffer& Co., Stuttgart.

purchasing power from the taxpayers to the Commentairedu Code des impts sur les
Bonner Handbuch GmbH

government. revenus

(B. 114.992) release 2
Brandmller - Kffner
release 35

Ministry of Finance, Brussels. Stollfuss Verlag, Bonn.
Lawrence, Robert C.
International tax and estate planning. A FundamenteleBelgische wetgevng Handbuch der Bauinvestitionenund

practical guide for multinational investors. 3rd release 68 Immobilien-Kapitalanlagen
Edition. Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deume.

release 80
New York, Practising Law Institute, C.F. Mller JuristischerVerlag, Heidelberg
810 Seventh Avenue, New York NY 10019.

1 996. ISBN: 0 872240924. Canada Handbuch der Einfuhrnebenabgaben
Third edition of a loose-leafguide explaining release 2

US federal and estate gift taxation of non- Canada's tax treaties Mendel Verlag, Aachen.

resident aliens, of US citizens living outside release 52
the United States and resident aliens. The Butterworths,Scarborough. Steuerrichtlinien

concept trusts, bank confidentiality,wills, release 84
administrationand conflict of laws are also Income tax references/Rfrences la Loi de Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.
dealt with. l'impt sur le revenu

(B. 115.282) release 68 Umsatzsteuergesetz(Mehrwertsteuer)
Carswell Thomson Professional Publishers, Hartmann - Metzenmacher

Schwartz, G.; Ter-Minassian,T. Scarborough. releases 1 and 2

The distributionaleffects of public
Erich Schmidt Verlag, Bielefeld.

expenditure. Update and overview.

Washington, International Monetary Fund. Denmark Umwandlungsrecht
Wismann Mayer

1995.
-

release 31
IMF Working Paper WP/95/84, pp. 24. Skattebestemmelser Stollfuss Verlag, Bonn.
(B. 114.993)

- Moms
release 2

Skattenyt Kronologisk- -

releases 10 and 11 International
Skattebestemmelser Systematisk- -

releases 4 and 5 Interfisc tax treaty service
A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor, John Dewhurst
Copenhagen. release 71

J.F. Chown, London.
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Intemational tax system and planning De sociale verzekeringswetten Sweden
techniques - Algemenedeel
Saunders release 97 GRS skatte handbok
release 30 - AOW/AWW Sterner-Ekman-Berglof-Gustafson
Oyez Longman PublishingLtd., London. release 78 release 7

AKBW NorstedtsFrlaget, Stockholm.-

release 61
Netherlands - Coord. SV/Premieheffing

releases 35 and 36
SwitzerlandBelastingwetten(De belastinggids) - Heffing over uitkeringenen loon

releases 181 and 182 releases 75 and 76
Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Kluwer, Deventer. Die EidgenssischeMehrwertsteuer

Staats- en administratiefrechtelijkewetten release 5

Belastingwetgeving release 325 Verlag fr Recht und GesellschaftAG., Basel.

Omzetbelasting 1968 (BTW/1978) Kluwer, Deventer.-

releases 103 and104
NoorduijnBV., Arnhem. Vakstudie- Fiscale encyclopedie United Kingdom

Inkomstenbelasting1964-

Cursus belastingrecht releases 997 and 998 Simon's Tax Cases
Mobach - Invorderingswet releases 16-20
release 242 release 83 Butterworth& Co., London.
Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. - Lokale belatingenen milieuheffing

releases 42 and 43 Simon's DirectTaxService
Fiscale modellen - Loonbelasting release 15
release 67 releases 647-650 Butterworth& Co., London.
Kluwer, Deventer. - Vennootschapsbelasting1969

releases 379 and 380 Simon'sTax IntelligenceFiscale wetten Vermogensbelasting1964 releases 16-20-

releases 238 and 239 releases 174-176 Butterworth& Co., London.
Fed, Deventer. Kluwer, Deventer.

De Voil - Indirect tax serviceHandboek voor de in- en uitvoer
-

Belastingheffingbij invoer (formerly Value added tax De Voil)
-

release 19 Norway release 5
Butterworth& Co., London.

Gecombineerdenomenclatuur-

releases 18-120 Skatte-nytt
Tariefvan invoerrechten A, release 4-

releases 136-138 B, release 5 USA'
Kluwer, Deventer. Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.

Tax ideas
-

Report bulletin-

Kluwers fiscaal weekblad release 4
releases 13 and 14 Peru Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.
Kluwer, Deventer.

bulletinCodigo Tributario Tax treaties - Report
Kluwers tarievenboek release 60 release 4
release 458 Editorial Economia Finanzas, Lima. Warrn Gorham Lamont, Boston.
Kluwer, Deventer. y

Impuesto a la renta United States Tax Reporter
Leidraad bij de belastingstudie release 81 releases 15-19
Van Soest - Meering Editorial Economia Finanzas, Lima. RIA-ResearchInstituteof America Inc., New

yrelease 137 York.
Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Impuesto a las ventas

US taxationof internationaloperationsrelease 91
Nederlandsewetboeken Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima. releases 8 and 9
release 271 Warren, Gorham Lamont, Boston.
Kluwer, Deventer.

Rechtspersonen
release 130
Kluwer, Deventer.
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SWITZERLAND'STREATY POLICY 333
Daniel Lthi

Swiss treaty policy is traditionally characterized by stability and continuity. Mr Lthi explains
how Switzerland'sintense economic relations with manyothercountries have affected the for-
mulation of its treaty policy and led to the ongoing extension of the Swiss tax treaty network.

TAX RELIEF ON SHARE TRANSFERS 338
Howard R. Hull

Swiss legislation grants various forms of tax relief on share transfers. Swiss case law, on the
other hand, has recently introduced surprising limitations on the availabilityof such relief. This

.
article explains how in practice these different rules of law are appliedto both residents and
non-residents.

TAX INCENTIVES FOR NEW VENTURES IN SWITZERLAND 346
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To attract new enterprises into Switzerland a comprehensive package of tax incentives has
been developed covering both cantonal and federal taxes. This article examines the various
reliefs available which range from favourable provisions fordepreciationand reserves, to the

complete elimination of cantonal income and wealth taxes for a ten-year period.
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As a result of Switzerland's confederate political structure, taxes are imposed at various
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their own tax legislation. This article describes the main features of taxation in Switzerlandas

it applies to both individuals and corporations.

VAT ON CROSS-BORDERSERVICES 365
Xavier Oberson andNicolas Buchel

On 1 January 1995 a VAT was introduced into Switzerland. Although a particular effort was
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Not since the Lausanne Congress in 1973, has IFA held its 50th congress, an important landmark in the history of the

congress in Switzerland. Association.

The ever increasing interval between two congresses being It is symbolic that such an importantcongress is organized in

held in the same country demonstrates the progressive such an international city, as Geneva. A city that has always
growth of the organization. In particular, the creation of played a crucial role in the history of international relations.new

Branches, has led to an ever increasing number of invita- Indeed, since the foundation of the League of Nations it has

tions, which in turn has been reflected in the globally orient= been the seat of many internationalorganizations.
ed venues chosen by the organization for its congresses. In addition, Geneva is vry beautiful and welcoming city,a

The fact that the IFA's annual congress has retumed to located on Lac Lman. Its outskirts offer a great variety of
Switzerland has a particular significance because this is the landscapes, ranging from the mountains to a green and very
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productivecountrysideat the borders with France and near its At present, economic relations with Eastern European coun-

Italiali border. This city lies at the heart of Europe and con- tries are rapidly being developed and raise several serous
nections are easy by train, car or airplane. problems as far as aspects of taxation of intemational invest-

Hospitality from Swiss people in general and from our
ments are concerned. This is going to be the topic of another

friends of the IFA Branch in particular is well-knownand this seminar.

is one of the reasons why Geneva has been chosen as the seat A problem which has always been faced and debated in the

of the 50th congress. In ddition, I don't think the pleasant- different law systems is that of the influence of civil law and

ness of the surroundings for the congress participants could accounting principles in determining taxable income. This

have been improved upon. topic too has been chosen as a seminar topic.
The IFA's congresses are especially characterized by the As requested several times at the Toronto Congress in 1994,
interesting topics that are debated and for the strict proce- at Cannes for the first time, on a trial basis, a seminar was

dures followed for their preparation. organized, under the joint responsibility of the OECD and

As always, the Permanent Scientific Committee selects from IFA, regarding the updating of the Model Treaty. This semi-

among the several topics proposed, the two main themes as
nar has now become permanent, which means it is going to

be held every year. Following this decision, in Geneva a Sem-
well as the topics of the seminars. The Permanent Scientific

inar will debate the OECD Model Treaty 1996 and beyond.
Committee also makes the selection of the persons holding a

-

great recognition and capability who are assigned the task to We are close to the turn of the century. The problems of inter-

be general rapporteur, discussion leader, or members of the national taxation must be consideredby keeping an eye to the

panels. future because many solutions that have been considered
until now as valid may be modfied in relation to the variaton

The important contributions that are normally given to the

general rapporteur by national rapporteurs named by the of the developmentof the economy,of internationaltrade and

respective branches should not be overlooked. This practice
of new economic and political situations. In particular, the

enables a global overview to be given for each topic.
use of innovative technologies will take on a great import-
ance both for transnational operations and for the setting up

The subjects selected for the Geneva Congress are very top- of a tax system. The Jubilee Symposiumwill thereforedebate

ical and of great interest. At the moment, financial activities the visions of international taxation in the 21 st century.
are ever ncreasing and the attention of the law-makers is
devoted to the setting up of anti-avoidancemeasures.

I am sure that the 50th IFA Congress, held in Geneva, will be,
like the previous ones, of great interest. The members of our

The first topic of the Geneva Congress will debate the princi- Association have to take due note not only of the interest as

ples for the determinationof the income of permanentestab- for scientific and professionalknow-how but also, last but not

lishments and in particular the applicationof these principles least, of the pleasantnessof a one-week stay in Geneva.
to banks and insurance companies. This is an especially
appropriate topic since everybody is aware of Switzerland's In conclusion, I expect a strong participation from all the

highly prestigious banking sector.
members and in this perspective, I give to all of those who
will participate a warm welcome to Geneva and a hearty

The second theme will be devoted to the internationalaspects thanks to our friends in the Swiss Branch for the organiza-
of thin capitalization regimes. These regimes tend to limit the tional effort they have exerted. This effort will surely be

possibility for reducing the taxable base in subsidiaries. Thin crowned by a great success!

capitalization is the practice of assigning to subsidiaries a

capita lower than is needed and by replacing this shortage of

capita with loan finance.

The topics that will be debated during the seminars are inter-

esting as well. The first topic will debatetax issues affecting
a federal system. Switzerland is a country based on a federal

organization, therefore as far as this aspect is concerned,
Geneva is expected to provide some excellent contributions
to the debate.
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SUBJECTS AND SEMINARS OF THE 1996 CONGRESS
SUBJECT I TEMA I SUJET I THEMA I
Principles for the determina- Principios para determinar la Principes de dterminationdu Grundstzeder Einkommens-
tion of the income and capital renta y el capital adscrito de revenu et du capital des ta- und Vermgensermittlungbei
of permanent establishments loi establecimientosperma- blissements stables; applica- Betriebsstttensowie ihre
and their applications to nentes y su aplicacin a los tion aux banques, compagnies Anwendungauf Banken, Ver-
banks, insurance companies bancos, aseguradorasy otras d'assurances et autres institu- sicherungen und andere
and other financial institutions instituciones financieras tins financires Finanzinstitutionen
General Reporter: Peter Ponente General: Peter Rapporteur Gnral: Peter Generalberichterstatter:Peter
Athanas (Switzerland) Athanas (Suiza) Athanas (Suisse) Athanas (Schweiz)
Moderator: lan W. Harris Presidente de Debates: lan W. Modrateur: lan W. Harris Diskussionsleiter: lan W. Harris
(United Kingdom) Harris (Gran Bretaa) (Grande-Bretagne) (Grossbritannien)
Secretary Henri Torrione Secretario: Henri Torrione Secrtaire: Henri Torrione Sekretr: Henri Torrione
(Switzerland) (Suiza) (Suisse) (Schweiz)

SUBJECT 11 TEMA Il SUJET II THEMA Il
International aspects of thin Aspectos internacionalesde la Aspects internationauxde la InternationaleAspekte der
capitalization subcapitalizacin sous-capitalisation Unterkapitalisierung
General Reporter: Detlev Jr- Ponente General: Detlev Jr- RapporteurGnral: Detlev Generalberichterstatter:Detlev
gen Piltz (Germany) gen Piltz (Alemania) Jrgen. Piltz (Allemagne) Jrgen Piltz (Deutschland)
Moderator: Bruno Gangemi Presidente de Debates: Bruno Modrateur: Bruno Gangemi Diskussionsleiter: Bruno
(Italy) Gangemi (Italia) (Italie) Gangemi (Italien)
Secretary: Eveline Oechslin Secretaria: Eveline Oechslin Secrtaire: Eveline Oechslin Sekretrin: Eveline Oechslin
(Switzerland) (Suiza) (Suisse) (Schweiz)

SEMINARA SEMINARIOA SEMINAIREA SEMINAR A
Taxation issues in a federal Problemas tributarios en un Problmes fiscaux rsultant de Steuerprobleme in Bun-
state and economic groupings Estato Federal y en esquemas la concurrence des sou- desstaaten und Wirtschafts-
with concurrent taxing author- econmicos con poderes tribu- verainets fiscales dans un Etat unionen als Folge dezentra-
ities tarios concurrentes fdral et une communaut . lisierter Steuergewalten
President: Jim Hausman (Cana- Presidente: Jim Hausman conomique Vorsitzender: Jim Hausman
da) (Canad) Prsident: Jim Hausman (Kanada)
Secretary: Nico Burki (Switzer- Secretario: Nico Burki (Suiza) (Canada) Sekretr: Nico Burki (Schweiz)
land) Secrtaire: Nico Burki (Suisse)

SEMINAR B SEMINARIO B SEMINAIRE B SEMINAR B
The influence of corporate law Influencia del derecho soci- Influence du droit commercial Einfluss des Handelsrechts und
and accounting principles in etario y de los principios de et des principes comptables der Buchfhrungsgrundstze
determining taxable income contabilidad en la determi- pour la dterminationdu auf die Bestimmung des
President: Per Thorell (Sweden) nacin de la renta imponible revenu imposable steuerpflichtigen Einkommens
Secretary Jolle Zumoffen Presidente: Per Thorell (Suecia) Prsident: Per Thorell (Sude) Vorsitzender: Per Thorell
Fruttero (Switzerland) Secretaria: Jolle Zumoffen Secrtaire: Jolle Zumoffen (Schweden)

Fruttero (Suiza) Fruttero (Suisse) Sekretrin: Jolle Zumoffen
Fruttero (Schweiz)

SEMINAR C SEMINARIO C SEMINAIRE C SEMINAR C
International tax aspects of the Aspectos tributarios interna- Les principaux aspects de la Internationalesteuerliche
economic relations with East- cionales en las relaciones fiscalit internationaledans les Aspekte der Wirtschafts-
ern Europe econmicascon los pases del relations conomiquesavec les beziehungen mit Osteuropa
President: Albert J. Rdler Este de Europa pays de l'Europe de l'Est Vorsitzender: Albert J. Rdler
(Germany) Presidente: Albert J. Rdler Prsident: Albert J. Rdler (Deutschland)
Secretary Peter R. Altenburger (Alemania) (Allemagne) Sekretr: Peter R. Altenburger
(Switzerland) Secretario: Peter R. Altenbur- Secrtaire: Peter R. Altenbur- (Schweiz)

ger (Suiza) ger (Suisse)

SEMINAR D SEMINARIO D SEMINAIRE D SEMINAR D
OECD Model Treaty- 1996 EI Modelo de Tratado de la La Convention modle de Das OECD-Musterabkommen
and beyond OCDE - 1996 y en el futuro l'OCDE: 1996 et au-del - 1996 und darber hinaus
President: Klaus Vogel (Ger- Presidente: Klaus Vogel (Ale- Prsident: Klaus Vogel (Alle- Vorsitzender: Klaus Vogel
many) mania) magne) (Deutschland)
Secretary: Irene Salvi (Switzer- Secretaria: Irene Salvi (Suiza) Secrtaire: Irene Salvi (Suisse) Sekretrin: Irene Salvi
land) (Schweiz)

SYMPOSIUM SIMPOSIO SYMPOSIUM SYMPOSIUM
Visions of the tax systems of Vision del sistema fiscal en el Visions des systmes fiscaux au Visionen der Steuersysteme im
the XXI Century siglo XxI XXIme sicle 21. Jahrhundert
President: Sven Olof Lodin Presidente: Sven Olof Lodin Prsident: Sven Olof Lodin Vorsitzender: Sven Olof Lodin
(Sweden) (Suecia) (Sude) (Schweden)
Secretary: Xavier Oberson Secretario: Xavier Oberson Secrtaire: Xavier Oberson Sekretr: Xavier Oberson
(Switzerland)

-

(Suiza) (Suisse) (Schweiz)
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SWITZERLAND'STREATY POLICY
Daniel Lthi

Vce Drector, Federal Tax Admnistration

I. DEVELOPMENTOF THE TREATY NETWORK follow liberal solutions in its tax treaty policy which guaran-
tee that cross border economic activities do not suffer from

Switzerland concluded its first comprehensive double taxa- fiscal impediments. The efforts to maintain and improve
tion convention on income and capital in 1931 with Ger- Switzerland'sprosperouseconomy have for many years been

many; a comparableconvention was concluded in 1937 with facilitated by the ongoing extension of the Swiss tax treaty

France. In the following decade, conventions with Hungary network. Switzerland is therefore primarily interested in the

and Sweden were added. Between 1950 and 1960, the net- conclusion of double taxation conventions with countries in

work was extended by new conventions with Austria, Den- which important economic interests already exist or are

mark, Finland, the Netherlands,Norway, Pakistan, the United expected to develop in the future.

Kingdom and the United States. The tax treaty policy of Switzerland is mainly based on long-
In the 1960s, the Organisation for European Economic Co- standing Swiss domestic concerns and on the OECD Model

operation (OEEC, later OECD) began to study double taxa- Convention. Developments in the OECD area as well as in

tion problems and other fiscal issues. In 1963, this work led the European Union have also had a significant impact. Fur-

to a Draft Double Taxation Conventionon Income and Cap- thermore Switzerland's treaty policy distinguishes between

ital. Following the recommendationsof the OECD Council, countries falling into the following economic categories:
Switzerlandused the Draft (and the subsequentamendments)

- industrializednations;
-

as a basis when concluding new or revising existing conven- emerging economies;

tions. In the second part of the 1960s new conventions with - Eastern European countries; and

Ireland, South Africa and Spain were concluded. Between - former Soviet Republics.
1970 and 1980 eight conventions followed (Belgium, Cana-

da, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Portugal, Singapore and Trinidad
and Tobago). While in the 1980s Switzerland negotiated ten B. The influence of developments in the OECD

new conventions (Australia, Egypt, Greece, Iceland, Indone-

sia, Ivory Coast, New Zealand, South Africa, the Soviet Apart from the existing Swiss practice the OECD Model

Union and Sri Lanka). Convention serves as a basis when negotiating double taxa-

tion conventions.
In recent years Switzerland has pursued a particularly active

treaty policy resulting in an important extension to its treaty The OECD Model of 1963 was revised in 1977. Further par-

network (Bulgaria,China, Ecuador, India, Jamaica, Liechten. tial revisions took place in 1992, 1994 and 1995. Those revi-

stein (limited convention), Luxembourg, Morocco, Mexico, sions resulted in few substantial changes to the Model itself;

Poland, Romania, Czech Republic, Thailand, Tunisia and on the other hand, the Commentarieshave been considerably

Vietnam). enlarged.

For the time being, 44 double taxation conventions are in For Switzerland, the change in Article 12 (Royalties) is of

force and ten conventions are in the process of being signed particular importance; a consequenceof the change is that the

(Albania, Argentina, Belarus, Canada (revision), Moldavia, taxation of income from the leasing of industrial,commercial

Pakistan (revision), Slovenia, the Slovak Republic, Vene- or scientific equipment will in future no longer be governed

zuela, and the United States (revision)). by Article 12, instead the rules for the taxation of business

profits (Articles 5 and 7) will apply to such income. Of rele-

vance also is the change in paragraph 2 of Article 3 (General
definitions); the provision now clarifies that where different

Il. PRINCIPLES OF SWISS TAX TREATY POLICY laws of a Contracting State define a term differently, the

meaning given to the term in the tax legislation relating to

A. In general
taxes to which the Convention applies shall prevail.
Switzerland considers that the Commentaries to the Model

The Swiss policy is traditionally characterized by stability Convention constitute an important source of interpretation
and continuity. The solutions aimed at on important issues of tax treaties which should be used by OECD membercoun-

take into account the specific situation of Switzerland. Our tries, subject to their observations, when applying and inter-

country has intense economic relations with many countries preting their tax conventions. As a result of the above-men-

in the world; it exports capital, goods and services and has tioned revisons, the new Commentares contan important
important investments abroad. Therefore, Switzerland has to statements on base and conduit companies, on thin capital-
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ization, on triangular cases, on the tax treatment of software arbitrationprocedure to be invoked when the taxpayeras well
payments, on the attribution of income to permanentestab- as the tax authorities of the Contracting States agree.
lishments and on the taxation of new financial instruments.

The draft directive which provided that under given condi-
The following issues are among those currently being exam- tions interest and royalties should be taxed exclusively in the
ined by the relevant Working Party of the Committeeon Fis- country of residence of the recipient has been withdrawn.
cal Affairs: This is regrettable since it is a long-tanding treaty policy of

the applicationof the Convention to partnerships; Switzerland to exempt interest and royalties from withhold--

the taxation of pensions under Article 18 as well as the ing tax.-

concept of permanentestablishmentunder Article 5;
The EU has reach the question of thethe source taxation of dividends and interest; yet to agreement on

-

taxation of savings. In discussion are the levying of a with-the need for Article 14 (Independentpersonal services);-

the functions of Article 19 (Government.service); and,
tax on

- holding the interest notwithstanding the residence of
the recipientand a notificationof the interest payments madethe legal status of the Commentaries under both public-

intemational law and the domestic law of the member by banks to the tax authorities. Since in Switzerland a with-

countries. holding tax of 35 per cent is levied on interest irrespectiveof
the recipient of. the income, there is at present no need to

Of special interest to Switzerland is the work undertaken by make any changes.
the OECD in the field of transfer pricing and multinational
enterprises.For the Swiss business community the principles
laid down by the OECD for intra-group transfers of goods, IIl. PARTICULARITIESOF THE SWISS TAXcapital and services are of the utmost importance. The basic
OECD transfer pricing report of 1979 is under revision; the TREATY POLICY
revised version will form an integral part of the Commentary
to Article 9 (Associated enterprises) which establishes the A. Double taxation conventionswith industrialized
arm's length principle for the relations between associated countries
enterprises.

1. Residence

C. The influence of developments in the European The conventions rely on the concept of residence as laid
Union down in the domestic laws of the Contracting States. How-

ever, a person is only considered to be a resident of a Con-
In the field of internationaltaxation, two directivesand a con- tracting State if it is subject to an unlimitedtax liability in that
vention are of particular importance to Switzerland. State.

The Parent-Subsidiary Directive provides firstly, that divi- According to the Swiss view Contracting States, political
dends from a participation should be fully relieved from tax subdivisions and local authorities are considered to be res-
in the hands of the parent company and secondly, that the idents of a Contracting State and therefore entitled to treaty
subsidiary shouldnot be subject to withholding tax in its res- benefits.
idence country. Since Switzerlandis not a memberof the EU, Swiss partnerships are not treated as taxable entities undera total relief from the dividend withholding tax can only be

Swiss law; insteadeach individual is subjectachieved through bilateral agreements. The Swiss double parner to tax on

his share of the partnership's profits, whether or not he is ataxation conventions with Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg, resident of Switzerland.For this Switzerlandthe Netherlands and Sweden already grant such a withhold- reason, reserves

the right to clarify in its conventions that Swiss partnershipsing tax exemption.The revisedconventionwith France which
is not yet in force will contain a similar provision. (Negotia-

are considered to be residents of Switzerland.

tions with Austria and Germany, are still pending.) Some conventionsconcluded by Switzerlandcontain restric-
tions in relation to persons subject to lump-sum taxation.With respect to the Mergers Directive2 the situation in
Such considered be residents of Switzer-Switzerland is different. Contrary to the route chosen by the persons are not to

EU, Switzerland taxes the reserves in case of a cross-border land if they are only taxed on the rental value of their

merger or division. A move in the direction of the EU would dwellings or, in other cases, if they are not subject.to the gen-
call for changes in civil law as well as in the tax laws. erally imposed income taxes in Switzerland with respect to

all income from sources in the other ContractingState.
The Arbitration Convention3 provides for a procedure to
resolve cases ofeconomicdouble taxation in connectionwith Where a change of domicile of an individual occurs, unlimit-

the adjustment of profits of associated enterprises. The arbi- ed tax liability normally ends at the time the taxpayer leaves

tration procedure is mandatory if the competent authorities the country. However, a number of conventions contain spe-
fail to eliminate the double taxation in the mutual agreement cific provisions for this situation. The conventions with Den-

procedure. In view of the federal structure of Switzerland, a

mandatoryarbitrationprocedurewould raise many problems. 1. OicialJournalof the EuropeanCommunities,L 225/6 of 20.8.1990On the other hand, nothing should prevent Switzerland from 2. OfficalJournaloftheEuropean Communties,L 225/1 of 20.8.1990
providing in its new double taxation conventions an optional 3. oficialJournal ofthe European Communities,L 225/10 of 20.8.1990.
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mark and Sweden provide that an individual who is leaving 4. Taxation of dividends, interest and royalties
the country continues to be subject to unlimited tax liability In general, Switzerland favours the residenceprinciple for the
in Denmark or Sweden for a limited time period if given con-

taxation of suchincome.However, in its practice it has
ditions are met; the convention with Germany restricts such treaty

to take into account that the OECD Model grants to the
taxing right to German source income and property. In addi-

tion, the conventions with Austria, Germany, the Netherlands
source country a limited taxing right for dividends and inter-

est.
and Norway grant those countries a taxing right for capital
gains derived by persons having left the given country; in the For dividends the Swiss double taxation conventions follow

case of Austria, Canada, Germany and Norway, the taxation to the extent possible the OECD recommendationproviding
is limited to gains from the alienation of a substantial partici- for a 5 per cent withholding tax on dividends distributed by
pation; under the convention with the Netherlands the taxing subsidiaries and a 15 per cent rate in all other cases. With

right is extended to dividends distributed by Dutch compa- respect to intercompany dividends Switzerland is neverthe-

nies. If pursuant to the domestic law an individual is consid- less favouring the regime applied in the European Union

ered to be a resident of both Contracting States, a classical according to which such dividendsare taxable only in the res-

case of double residence arises which has to be solved based idence country of the parent company. As mentioned earlier,
on special rules in order to determine which of the two con- some conventions with EU Member States are already based

cepts of residence is to be given preference. In these situ- on this. Where a limited taxing right of the source country ha

ations, the criterion referring to the centre of vital interests is to be accepted, the question arises whether tax exempt insti-

in general of primary importance. However, the convention tutions, e.g. pension funds, should be entitled to receive divi-

with Germany deviates from this principle; where the res- dends exempt from withholding tax. Furthermore, the fact

idence in Switzerland is given preference, Germany retains that a number of countries grant resident shareholders an

an unlimited taxing right if the taxpayer continues to have a imputation credit for the corporate income tax paid b the

permanent home in Germany or if his stay in that country distributingcompany has caused Switzerland to ask for a full

exceeds 183 days in the calendar year concerned. or partial credit to be granted to Swiss shareholdersor, in case

no credit is available, to provide for a lower withholding rate

2. Business profits in the country applying an imputation system. Under the con-

ventions with France, Ireland and the United Kingdom,
Switzerland applies the relevant provisions also to income Swiss shareholders may benefit from such a credit if given
from a participation in a partnership. conditions are fulfilled; the convention with Finland grants a

In connection with the explorationand exploitationofnatural unilateral reduction of the Finnish withholding tax.

resources in the North Sea, the bordering states do not close- In relation to interest, rnost Swiss conventions provide for a

ly follow the principles of the OECD Model. They agree limited taxation right of the source country; however, in

bilaterally that such an activity constitutes immediately or many instances given categories of interest are exempt from

after a shortperiodof time a permanentestablishment.Since, withholding tax, a solution which is also favoured by a grow-
as a land-lockedcountry this is not acceptable to Switzerland ing number of countries.
a limitation of the territorial scope of the given convention

may be the only way of resolving the issue. Many industrialized countries are not yet prepared to follow
the OECD recommendations for taxing royalties exclusively
in the residence country. This situation which is reflected in

3. Profits adjustments between associated enterprises Swiss double taxation conventions change in themay not

Swiss double taxation conventionsprovide for a profit adjust- near future.

ment between associated enterprises in accordance with Art-

icle 9 paragraph 1 of the OECD Model Convention.The tax 5. Gains from the alienation of property
authorities of a Contracting State may therefore adjust the

With gains from the alienation of shares other
profits of the enterprises if as a result of the special relations respect to or

a estate company, to
between them they are lower than the profits that could have rights in real Switzerland is prepared

been achieved in an unrelated situation. Where the adjusted provide for a taxing right of the country in which the immov-

profits have already been taxed in the otherContractingState,
able property is situated.

economic double taxation arises. In order to eliminate such
double taxation, paragraph 2 of Article 9 of the Model 6. Dependent personal services

obliges the other Contracting State to grant a correlative For the calculationof the 183 days, paragraph2 of Article 15

adjustment. Since Switzerland is only in a position to grant of the OECD Model in its revised version no longer relies on

such an adjustment in the framework of a mutual agreement the fiscal year concerned but on any twelve-month period
procedure, a number of Swiss conventions refer explicitly to commencingor ending in a fiscal year. Switzerland intends to

this procedure. continue its liberal policy in this respect and therefore will

propose to its treat partners the former OECD slution.
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7. Artistes and sportsmen 10. Treaty abuse .

According to Article 17, paragraph 2 ofthe OECD Model, By the Decree of the Federal Council of 14 December 1962,
the Contracting State in which the activities are exercised Switzerlandenacted effective measures against the improper
may tax income not directly received by an artiste or sports- use ofSwiss double taxationconventions.Ofprimary import-
man but which accrues to another person. Switzerland is of ance is the requirementagainst the conduit and the obligation
the opinion that this provision should only apply in cases todistribute treaty favoured income as well as the applicable
where the intermediaryiscontrolledby the prformer. Such a debt/equity ratio. Parts of the abuse Decree have been insert-
clarificationcan be found in a number of Swiss conventions. ed into the Swiss double taxation conventions with Belgium,
With respect to artistes and sportsmen substantially support- France, Germany and Italy. These conventions furtherrequire
ed from public funds, Switzerlandis preparednotto apply the that interest and royalties8 must be subject to the ordinary
specific rules contained in Article 17 but to refer to the other cantonal taxes in order to be granted treaty benefits.

provisions of the Convention. Inn the field of combating treaty abuse Switzerland is con-

fronted with developmentswhich are based on differing con-
8. Methods. for the elimination of double taxation cepts and which can have as a consequence the fact that cer-

Switzerlandapplies the exemption method with progression. tain Swiss cmpanies may be excluded from treaty benefits

In relation to income subject to a limited withholding tax in despite having a business activity of their own.

the other Contracting State, a lump-sum-taxcredit is granted
pursuant to the Decree of the Federal Council of 22 August
1967.4 For foreign dividends received by a Swiss company, B. Tax conventionswith economies in transition
the same fiscal relief is granted as for dividends from Swiss
sources. The political and economic opening in Eastern Europe gave

Switzerland the chance to extend its treaty network in this
9. Exchange of information are. The existing networkonly compriseda conventionwith

Hungary of 1981 which had replaced the convention of
Switzerlandhas always maintaineda reserved position in the 1942/48, and a conventionof 1986 with the Soviet Union; the
field of administrative assistance in tax matters. The first latter convention is of a limited nature and reflects the differ-
Swiss double taxationconventionsdid not contain a clause on ing economic and social structures as well as the restrictions
the exchange of information. Nevertheless, assistance was for doing business in the Soviet Union at the tine the con-
granted to the extent necessary for the correct application of vention was concluded. A new convention based on the
the Convention or for the prevention of its abuse. From a OECD Model has been signed in 1995 and will replace the
legal point ofview, the assistancewas based on the reliefpro- existing treaty. In additin, Switzerlandconcluded a compre-cedure for withholding taxes, on the mutual agreement pro- hensive double taxation conventionwith China in 1990.
cedure or on the Decree of the Federal Council of 14 Decem-
ber 1962 against the improper use of Swiss double taxation The treaty policy of Switzerland in relation to Eastern Euro-
conventions.5 Accordingly in 1963, Switzerland entered a pean countriesdoes not markedly deviate from the policy fol-
reservation to Article 26 of the OECD Model. The more lowed when negotiating treaties with industrializedcountries.
rcent conventions concluded by Switzerland contain a In addition to the conventions already mentioned, Switzer-
restrictedexchangeof informationprovision which reflects a land has concluded tax treaties with Bulgaria, Poland and
long-standingSwiss practice to exchange information for the Romania which are already in force. Conventions have been

application of a convention or for combating its abuse. The signed with the Czech Republic and initialled with Albania
exchange is subject to the condition that the person involved andSlovenia.The negotiationswith the SlovakRepublicwill
has asked for a treaty benefit. In contrast to this practice the soon be finalized.
OECD Model provisionalso allows for an exchange of infor-
mation for implementing the domestic law of the requesting
State. C. Tax conventionswith developing countries
The Swiss policy in this field does not follow the growing
international tendency for a closer cooperation amongst The basic principles of the Swiss tax treaty policy are also
countries which may not only include assistancefor the taxes valid in relation to developing countries. However, special
covered by a conventionbut also for other taxes, e.g. for indi-
rect levies, as well as assistance in the recovery of tax claims
or for the service of documents. In this context, reference is
made to the European Council/OECDConventionon mutual 4. Decree of the Federal Council of22.8.1967 on the lump-sum tax credit, SR

assistance in tax matters6 and to the relevant directives of the 672.201.
5. Decree of the Federal Council of-14.12.1962 against the improper use of

European Union7 which provide for an extended administra- Swiss double taxation conventions,SR 672.202.
tive assistance. 6. Multilateral Convention on Mutual AdministrativeAssistance in Tax Mat-

ters, S.T.E 127.
1. OficialJournalof.the EuropeanCommunities,L 336115of 27.12.1977,L
331/8 of 6.12.1979; L 76/1 of 25.2.1992; L 390/124 of 14..12.1992.
8. In the case of Germanycapital gains are also subject to this provision.
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concessions are granted to take into account the unilateral tional situations, the country in which the property is situated

economic and financial relations with these countries.9 may be given a subsidiary taxing right if a credit for the Swiss
taxes levied is granted. However if no credit for the Swiss tax

1. Permanentestablishment is given, such gains will be taxable according to the domestic
laws of the Contracting States.

With respect to building sites and installaton projects,
Switzerland is prepared to agree to a six-month instead of a

twelve-month period and to provide that supervisory activ-
5. Independentpersonal services

ities constitute a permanent establishment if they exceed six Apart from the usual fixed base criterion Switzerland can

months. A stock of goods out of which an agent makes deliv- agree on a 183-day period as an alternative criterion.

eries constitutes in general a permanent establishmentof the

enterprise. In addition, thefumishingof services in the other 6. Professors and teachers
ContractingState by employeesof the enterprisemay be con-

Switzerland in general rejects exemption for such
sidered to be a permanent establishment if the activity

a tax per-

exceeds six months; an altemative solution may provide for a
sons in the host country. Neverthelessa tax exemption can be

limited withholding tax on the service fees paid. agreed for a period not exceeding two years if overall the pro-
visions contained in a convention are highly satisfactory.

2. Business profits 7. Other income
Developing countries often ask for a force-of-attractionrule

Switzerland only the taxation of such income in the
in order to attribute certain activities of the head office to the accepts

residencecountry of the recipient. Where the treaty partner is
permanentestablishment if these activities are of the same or

a similar kind to those undertaken by the permanent estab-
not in a position to agree to such a solution the general clause
will be dropped.lishment. Switzerland is only prepared to accept such a rule

in order to prevent abuses. Furthermore, Switzerland refuses

to limit the deduction of expenses f they are incurred for the 8. Exchange of information

purposes of the permanent establishment. Conventionwith developingcountries do not in general con-

tain a provision on the exchange of information.

3. Dividends, interest and royalties
Switzerland is prepared to accept withholding tax rates which

are slightly higher than the rates usually applied between IV. OUTLOOK
industrialized countries. In relation to countries in which

Switzerland has important economic interests and whose Switzerlandwill continue in its efforts to extend its treaty net-

treaty practice include high withholding rates, Switzerland work and to adapt treaties to new developments in order to

applies a limited tax credit; the part of the withholding tax facilitateanenvironmentconducive to transnationalbusiness

which exceeds the amount as determined according to the activities. In addition, the principles of the traditional Swiss

rates provided for in the Swiss treaty practice will only be tax treaty policy will be maintained subject to any adapta-
deductible as an expense and not credited against the Swiss tions necessitatedby developments in the field of internation-

income tax.' al taxation.

Where a developing country, based on incentive measures,

grants an additional reliefon interest or.royaltiescompared to

the relief agreed upon in the convention, Switzerland may

provide for a matching credit in order to ensure that the

investor will benefit from the incentive.

4. Capital gains 9.. Message of the Federal Council of 18.4.1973 on the double taxation con-

vention with Trinidad and Tobago, BBI 1973 I 1228.
For the taxationofgains from the alienationof movable prop- 1o. Message of the Federal Council of 3.10.1994 on the double taxation con-

erty Switzerland follows the residence principle. In excep- vention with India, BBI 1994 V 225.
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TAX RELIEF ON- SHARE TRANSFERS
Howard R. Hull

Howard R. Hull is an associate in the law firm Oberson Il. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Thibaud & Partners, Geneva. He is a Certified Swiss Tax
Consultant, has a law degree from Geneva University, nd A. Income taxis a member of the Geneva Bar Association. He has
published numerous articles on Swiss and International
taxation and lectures in InternationalTax Law at the Swiss The Swiss income tax system is made up of a number of dif-
Institute. ferent taxing jurisdictions. Although federal tax is common

to all taxpayers, each of the 26 cantons has its own tax sys-

I. INTRODUCTION tem, which is usually further subdivided between numerous

communes. Switzerland has been undergoing a total reform
of its income tax system with a view to harmonizing federal,There are numerous different ways in which the legal owner- cantonal and communal tax laws. Firstly, a new Direct Tax

ship of shares may be transferrd from one taxpayer to an- Lawi(hereafter: DTL) entered into force on 1 January 1995.
other. First, they may be transferred by means of a gift or a Secondly, a Tax Harmonization Law2 (hereafter: THL) was
bequest on death; second, they may be granted to an employ- introduced on 1 January 1993 which lays down the founda-
ee via a share purchasescheme; third, they may be exchanged tions of a new tax system upon which all cantons must be
against consideration in cash or in kind. This article explains based before the end of the year 2000.3
the Swiss tax implicationsof the latter method of share trans-
fer. Swiss residents are subject to income tax in Switzerland on

their worldwide income regardless of source. The onlyIn Switzerland, there are no taxes which specifically cover exceptions to this rule concern income generated by foreignshare transfers. It is therefore necessary to refer to the gener- businesses, permanent establishments and immovable prop-al principlesof Swiss income tax, withholding tax and stamp erty.4 Non-residents are only subject to a limited taxation on
tax laws. The exceptions to these general principles are intro- certain specific types of Swiss source income. They are not
duced under Special considerations. subject to income tax on earnings generated by share trans-

Income tax is levied on the worldwide income eamed by fers unless they are effectively connected to a Swiss enter-

Swiss residents and certain types of Swiss source income prise or permanentestablishment.5
earned by non-residents. With regards to capital gains, The method of taxing share transfers depends on whether the
income tax is only levied on the sale of business assets. earnings derived therefrom re characterized as passiveIndeed, capital gains on the sale of privately held assets are income or capital gains. Passive income includes dividend
totally exempt. This exemption is common knowledge distributions, liquidation proceeds, stock dividends and con-
among international tax practitioners and constitutes one of structive dividends (hidden profit distributions). Capitalthe more important incentives for individuals to become gains, however. are often defined as the income generatedSwiss resident. However, since taxpayers have a natural ten- from the sale of assets which corresponds to the differential
dency to characterizeas much as possibleof their earnings as between the price of acquisitionof the assets and the price of
tax-exempt capital gains arising on privately held assets, sale. They include gains from the sale, exchange, re-evalua-
Swiss case law has recently become increasingly restrictive tion ofparticipationsand exchange rate gains etc. In Switzer-
in defining both capital gains and privatelyheld assets. land, share transfers are characterized as capital gains in the

Withholding tax is levied on certain types of Swiss source vast majority of situations. The exceptions to this rule are

investment income, including dividend income, irrespective described under Special considerations(see below).
of the residencyof the beneficiary.Capital gains, on the other Althogh passive income is subject to taxation in the same

hand, are not subject to withholdingtax. Hence, taxpayers try manner as any other earned income, capital gains are taxed
to characterize as much as possible of their Swiss source very differently depending on whether they are generated on

earnings as capital gains. This has given rise to abuses which personal assets or business assets. The tax implications as
have been curbed by recent Swiss case law. well as the criteria used to differentiate between personal
Transfer stamp tax is levied on share transfers which involve assets and business assets are explained hereafter.

Swiss securitiesdealers.When applying this tax, it is rare that
transactions are re-characterized to the advantage of the tax 1. Loi fdraledu 14 dcembre 1990 sur l'impt fdral direct, RS 642.11.
administration. Nevertheless, a recent change in legislation 2. Loi fdrale du 14 dcembre 1990 sur l'harmonisationdes impts directs
has extended the definitionof Swiss securities dealers so that des cantons et des communes,RS 642.14.

3. Art. 72, para. 1 THL.
even industrial companies may now qualify in certain cir- 4. Arts. 6, para. 1 & 52, para. 1 DTL.
cumstances. 5. Arts. 4, para. 1 & 51, para. 1 DTL.
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1. Relief on personal assets capital gains are taxed at a favourable rate of approximately7

per cent.t

Capital gains realized on the sale of privately held assets are

tax exempt.6 They are neither taken into consideration to

determine the basis of taxation nor the tax rate. On the other 3. Personal and business assets defined

hand, any capital losses sustained on privately held assets are Having established the importanceof the distinction between
not deductible. personal and business assets for the taxation of capital gains,
This rule is applicable to all types of assets; i.e. movable it is necessary to define these notions as precisely as pos-

assets (e.g. shares, bonds, priority subscription rights, pre-
sible.17

cious metals, works of art) and immovable assets (e.g. real
As rule, all assets which entirely prmarily to pro-

estate).
a or serve

mote business activity are treated as business assets (Articles
18, paragraph 2 DTL and 8, paragraph 2 DTL)18. Assets are

2. Relief on business assets therefore to be considered as business assets if they are

directly or indirectly necessary for business purposes.
Capital gains realized on the sale or revaluation of busines
assets are fully taxable.7 The conversion of business assets It is often very difficult to determine whether assets promote
into private assets or the transfer of assets to a foreign enter- a business activity or not. The mere fact that the assets have

prse or permanentestablishmentall constitutedeemed sales. been omitted from the financial statements of the business is
not in itself sufficient to classify the assets as forming per-

Capital gains earned on business assets are subject to income
sonal wealth,j9 Indeed, the economic of the assets is theuse

tax in the same manner as any other commercial income. The
primary factor to be taken into consideration. However, it is

basis of taxation is the difference between the consideration
interesting to note that where a taxpayer makes a capital

received for the assets and their book value at the time of sale.
depreciation on an asset in his financial statements, it is

Since capital gains are fully txable, it follows that capital almost certain that this asset shall be characterized as a busi-
losses are deductible. In addition, commercial assets may ness asset.
take advantage of capital depreciation provisions8 as well as

reinvestment relief.9 The Swiss Supreme Court's rulings on this subject are not

Businesses can often obtain special relief on capital gains by always very predictable. For example, the shares of a compa-
which exploited considered to be the busi-

virtue of incentive provisions,t For Swiss federal tax pur-
ny a quarry were

ness assets of an individual who owned a transportationbusi-
poses, capital gains are outside the scope of the relief for ness.2o The shares of construction consid-
qualifying dividend income. Hence, relief is only available

a company were

ered to be the business assets of an individual who had his
for newly established enterprises which are totally exempt own construction business.2' Finally, shares in a medical
from income tax for a limited period of time.' However, for

clinic considered to be the business assets of medicaiwere a

cantonal and communal tax purposes, in addition to the relief
for newly establishedenterprises, capital gains may be total-

ly exempt or taxed at substantially reduced rates if the busi- 6 Art. 16, para. 3 DTL.

ness qualifies for holding company or domiciliary company
7 Arts. 18, para. 2 & 58, para. 1 DTL.

8. Arts. 28 & 62 DTL.
status. 9. Arts. 30 & 64 DTL.

10. Hull H.R., Income tax incentives for corporations,50 Bulletinfor inter-

Holding company status is granted to joint-stockcompanies2 nationalfiscaldocumentation, 1 (1996), at 29.

and cooperativeswhich are mainly active in the management 1 I. Art. 7, Arrt fdral instituant une aide financire en faveur des rgions

of long-term financial investments in affiliated companies.To dont l'conomie est manace du 6 octobre 1978 (RS 951.931); Ordonnance sur

l'aide financireen faveurdes rgions dont l'conomieest menacedu 21 fvrier

qualify, at least two thirds of their assets (or income) must be 1979 (RS 951.931).
derived from long term participations and they may not be 12. Corporations, limited liability companies and corporations with unlimited

engaged in commercial activities in Switzerland. Holding partners.

companies are exempt from corporate income tax on all 13. Art. 28, para. 2 THL.
14. Art. 28, para. 3 THL.

forms of income, including capital gains.3 15. Information 4/94, Imposition des socits holding et des socits auxili-

aires: Nouvelles rgles applicablesds le ler janvier 1995, GenevaTax Admin-

Domiciliary company status is granted to joint-stock compa- istration, 12 December 1994.

nies, cooperativesand foundationswhich have administrative 16. 20 per cent of taxable gains are taxed at ordinary rates.

activities in Switzerlandbut which are exclusivelyengaged in 17. See Yersin D., Les gains en capital considrs comme le revenu d'une

commercial activities abroad,t4 Capital gains realized by
activit lucrative,Archives 59,137.
18. Circular No. 2, Revenu provenant de l'activit lucrative indpendante

domiciliary companies whose tax residence is, for example, selon l'article 18 LIFD, Swiss FederalTax Administration, 12 November 1992,

in the canton ofGeneva, are tax exempt if realized on the dis- Constantin C , Fortune commerciale et fortune prive, L'Expert-comptable

posal of long-term investments.5 They are however taken
suisse 5/93, at 333; Hull H.R., Gain en capital: les modificationsfondamentales

quant l'impositiondes immeubles servant en mme temps des fins prives et

into consideration to determine the tax rate. It follows that commerciales,PME 5,1993, at 37.

any capital loss which occurs from the disposal of long-term 19. SupremeCourt decisions of 27 June 1975, Archives44,292; 24 November

investments is not tax deductible, but can be taken into con- 1978, Archives49, 72; 14 June 1968, Archives 38,313;
18 May 1986 Archives 53,506; 2 October 1992 Archives 63,37.

sideration for the tax rate. Other Swiss source capital gains 20. Supreme Court decision of 4 November 1970, Archives41, 332.

are taxed at ordinary rates. However, other foreign source 21. Supreme Court decision of 24 November 1978, Archives 49,72.
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doctor who wanted to be assured of the use of beds in that manage the funds himself is not significant. This decision
same clinic72 demonstrates that the mere act of granting a portfolio to an

investmentmanager with instructions to manage in a dynam-The active management of personal wealth may imply that
ic using sophisticated financial instruments,shares are characterized as business assets rather than per-

way may very
well lead to a refusal of the capital gains exemption.26 Thissonal assets. As a rule, assets which form part of the person-

al fortune of individuals fall within the definition of tax- position is very aggressiveand has been subject to much con-

exempt personal assets. However, if the taxpayer acts in a troversy.27
professional manner, i.e. if his or her activities exceed the
mere managementof personal wealth, the assets so managed B. Withholding tax
shall be consideredas taxable business assets.

A taxpayer acts in a professionalmanner if he or she system- Withholding tax is levied on certain types of Swiss source

atically buys and sells assets with the intention of making a investment income as well as on lottery gains and insurance
gain instead of merely taking the occasional opportunities benefits. Investment income is taxed at a flat rate of 35 per
which he or she is presented with.23 There are no strict rules cent regardless of the State in which the beneficiary is a res-
or safe harbours which must be observed. However, the fol- ident.28 Investment income includes interest from bonds and
lowing factors are among the more important criteria which other similarnegotiabledebt instruments, interest on deposits
have been developedby the Swiss Supreme Court: with Swiss banks, profit distributions from legal entities
1. The numberofacquisitionsandsales. The more frequent (dividends) as well as profit distributions from investment
the transactions,the more probable it is that the taxpayershall funds.
be considered to be acting professionally. With regard profit distributions from legal entitis, with-2. Time lapse betweenacquisitionandsale. Where there is

to

tax on on annu-
a short time interval between acquisition and sale, the trans- holding investment income is levied interest,

ities, profit sharing and all other income derived from shares,action shall be viewed as more speculative. This will of
social participations in limited liability companies and

course increase the likelihood that the individualwill be held coop-
eratives, participation certificates or profit sharing certifi-to be acting professionally. issued by who is domiciled in Switzerlanda person3. Knowledge in the field. Where an individual has training cates,
(Article 4, paragraph l(b) Swiss Federal Withholding Tax

or works in the same field, the probability that the individual
Law, hereafter: WTL29) Profit distributions definedare aswill be considered to have acted in a professional manner

increases. any benefit which may be financially quantified and which is

4. Financing Where the acquisition of the assets is made granted to the creditor or shareholder in excess of the par
value of share-capital.They include ordinary dividend distri-possibleby a loan rather than by using funds readily available
butions, liquidation proceeds, stock dividends and construct-

to the taxpayer, the probability that the transaction will be
ive dividends (Article 20, paragraph 1 Swiss Federal With-characterizedas a professionalactivity increases.The same is

true if the acquisition is financed by accumulated business holding Tax Ordinance, hereafter: WHTO30)
earnings. Capital gains are not subject to withholding tax. Neverthe-
5. Intention of making a gain. When an individual has the less, in situations where earnings from share transfers are re-

intention of making a capital gain at the time of the acquisi- characterized as passive income, withholding tax is levied.
tion of the asset, the probability of being characterized as a These exceptional situations are explained under Special
professional increases. considerations(see below).

Although most of the jurisprudence relating to the manage- If withholding tax is levied, the implications are very differ-
ment of personal wealth is derived from capital gains on ent depending on whether or not the beneficiary of such
immovable property, the Swiss Supreme court has also con- income is a Swiss resident.
sidered the situation with regards to the sale of shares.24
According to these decisions, it is necessary to look at each

22. Geneva Cantonal Court of Appeal, 14 July 1955, RDAF 1955,283.situation on a case by case basis in light of the above men- 23. Supreme Court decision of 27 October 1978, Archives48,417; 9 Novem-
tioned criteria. ber 1990, Archives 59,709.

24. 21 December 1988, Archives 58,666; 9 November 1990,Archves 59,709;
In a somewhat surprising decision on 2 October 199225, the 17 February 1986, Archives 56,366; 9 March 1984, ATF 110 Ia 1.

Supreme Court ruled that a Swiss resident taxpayer was a 25. RDAF 1994, 189 = Archives63,43.

professional after having invested with two portfolio man-
26. Dubois-Ferrire H.J., La gestion prive dans le collimateur du fisc,
L'Expert-comptablesuisse, 6/95, at 543.

agers who had been granted a discretionary mandate. The 27. Oberson X. Jurisprudence rcente de droit bancaire en matire adminis-
taxpayerhad no special knowledge in the field, no infrastruc- trative et fiscale, Journe 1994 de droit bancaire et financier, vol. 1, 1994;
ture for portfoliomanagement,and the exterior financing was Decision renderedon 14 September 1993 by the Zurich Administrativetribunal,

perfectlyjustifiable in light of the favourable credit available Revue Fiscale 1994at362.
28. The only exception to this. rule is under the provisions of the Switzer-

to him at the time. It was nevertheless considered that the land-UnitedStates tax treaty whereby, undercertain conditions, it is possible for
number of transactions,the amount of turnover, and the mod- a Swiss company to directly pay the reduced treaty rate of 5 per cent on dividend

est amount of other earned ncome was sufficient to charac- distributions to US majority shareholders.
29. Loi fdrale sur l'impt anticip du 13 octobre 1965, RS 642.21.terize the transactions as being of a professional nature. It 30. Ordonnance d'excution de la loi fdrale sur l'impt anticip du 19

was furthermentioned that the fact that the taxpayerdoes not dcembre 1966, RS 642.211.
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For Swiss resident recipients of such income3i, withholding - transactions in foreign securities between a Swiss dealer

tax is a means of enfrcing compliance with Swiss income and foreign banks or traders.45
tax reporting requirements. Withholding tax is reimbursedby
way of cash refunds (corporate taxpayers) or as a credit

against income tax payable (individual taxpayers). This is
III. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

subject to the condition that the assets and the income derived
therefrom are correctly reported for income tax purposes by
the beneficiary32 and that the recovery of Swiss withholding The following is a brief checklist which introduces some of

tax does not lead to an abuse of law.33 the more important situations in which the taxation of share
transfers differs from the general principles described so far.

For most non-resident recipients, Swiss withholding tax rep- Some are based on legislation,others on case law; still others
resents a final tax on Swiss source investment income.34 re based on administrativepractice.
However, if the non-resident beneficiary is a resident of a

State with which Switzerland has concluded an international With regard to case law, there are a number of situations in

tax treaty, he or she may be able to obtain a partial or total which the Swiss Supreme Court has re-characterized a tax-

reimbursement.35 exempt capital gain as taxable income. At the outset, it is
worth mentioning that ths only happens in exceptional cr-

cumstances. Indeed, in business, it may often occur that a

C. Transfer stamp tax company is transferred to another without being dissolved.
Such reorganizations are not suspect per se. However, this

Share transfers which involve a Swiss securities dealer are may be the case in other circumstances.46 The Supreme
usually subject to transfer stamp tax at a rate of 0.15 per cent Court grants itself the possibility of applying the substance

on shares in Swiss resident companies, and 0.3 per cent on over form doctrine to suspect transactions.
shares in non-resident companies. (Articles 13, paragraph 1

& 16, paragraph 1 Swiss Federal Stamp Tax Law, hereafter:

STL36). Shares, participation certificates and profit sharing A. Share issues
certificates in Swiss or foreign corporations, as well as par-
ticipations in limited liability companies or cooperatives are Share issues are usually not subject to Swiss income tax or

all considered as taxable securities.37 withholding tax. However, where the share issue of a Swiss

Swiss securities dealers include banks and bank-like finan- company is the result of the incorporation of reserves (stock
cial institutions as defined by Swiss banking law38 as well as dividends,\47 ncome tax and withholding tax is due on the

,

investment fund managers. They also include individuals, amount of reserves which are converted into share capitl.48
companies, partnerships and branches of foreign cornpanies There is nevertheless a possibilityof avoiding the payment of

whose essential activities are linked to trading in taxable the withholding tax by using the declarationmethod.49 Under

securities or acting as intermediaries in deals involving tax. this method, the share issue is merely declared to the Swiss

able securities. In addition to these finance operations which Federal Tax Administration.This is only possible if the bene-

one would typically imagine to be covered under the defini-

tion of securities dealers, Swiss tax law has recently
extended this definition to include othercompanieswhich are

not predominantly in the securities trading business. Indeed,
companies who own taxable securities with a book value in 31. Including individuais subject to lump-sum taxation.

excess of CHF 10,000,000also qualify as securities dealers.39 32 Arts. 23 & 25 WTL.
33. Art. 21, para. 2 WTL.

Securities dealers are considered as Swiss when they are
34. With the exception of Art. 24, para. 3 WTL which allows Swiss permanent
establishmentsof non-residententerprises to recoverSwiss withholding tax, and

either domiciled in Switzerland, reside in Switzerland on a Art. 27 WTL which allows for foreign investors in Swiss investment funds to

long term basis, or have their place of incorporaton in obtain reimbursementof Swiss withholding tax if more than 80 per cent of the

Switzerland.40 income is generated from foreign sources.

35. E.g. Art. 10, para. 2 OECD Model Tax Conventionon Income and on Cap-
The tax rates are applied to the fair market value of the shares ital.

being transferred and the tax is payable upon conclusion or 36. Loi fdralesur les droits de timbre du 27 juin 1973, RS 641. l 0 (last major

completionof the transaction. Usually, each party suffers the
modificationconcerning transfer stamp tax on 1 April 1993: RO 1993 222 227;
FF 1991 IV 481 505).

cost of one half of the transfer stamp tax. The securities deal- 37. Art. 13, para. 2a STL.

er pays the tax on behalfof any party who is not a Swiss secu- 38. Loi fdrale sur les banques et les caisses d'pargne, RS 952.0.

rities dealer.
39. Art. 13, para. 3 STL.

40. Art. 4, para. I STL.

Relief on share transfers may be obtained on the following 41. Art. 14, para. Ib STL

transactions:
42. Art. 14, para. e STL.
43. Art. 14, para. 3 STL.

share issues;4t 44. Art. 17, 2 STL.- para.
share redemptions;42 45. Art. 19 STL.

-

purchase of trading stock by banks and professional 46. RDAF 1971, 31.
-

traders;43
47. Actions gratuites.
48. Art. 20, para. lc DTL & Art. 20, para. 1 WHTO.

transactions between registered securities dealers;44 49. Arts. 20 WTL & 24 WHTO.-
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ficiaries are all Swiss residents who declare their income transfer is thereforenot consideredas a capital gain, but is re-

regularly (i.e. would normally qualify for reimbursement), characterized as a liquidation of the company by the. eller
and where the number of shareholdersdoes not exceed 20. followed by a creation of a new company by the purchaser.59

This leads to the following tax liability:Share issues by Swiss companies escape transfer stamp tax.50
However, they generally give rise to an issuance stamp tax. 5 t

- withholding tax s due on the deemed liquidation pro-

As of 1 January 1996,52 this tax is levied on all shareissues in ceeds which is calculated as the difference between the

excess of CHF 250,000 at a rate of 2 per cent. It is levied on
sales price and the amount aid up on the shares;6o

the amount paid in exchange for the shares received. If there
- income tax is levied on the seller on the above differ-

is a premium i.e. if the subscription price exceeds the nomi- ence;61
nal value of the shares, any costs linked to the share issue as

- issuance stamp tax is levied at 2 per cent on the net value

well as the issuance stamp tax itself may be deductible.53 of the transferred company if such value exceeds CHF
250,000.62

B. Dormant companies
If the dormantcompany is in a loss situation at the time of the
share transfer, there are no liquidation proceeds upon which
withholding tax or income tax may be levied. However, with-

In Switzerland, the sale of the majorityof shares in a dormant holding tax is levied if the new shareholder does not inject
company is consideredto constitute tax evasion.54This is due enough funds into the company to fully cover the share-cap-to the fact that, other than to save on taxes, there is no com- ital. The reason being that the share-capital will have to be
mercially justifiable reason to sell a dormant company rather covered by future income and this has the same consequencesthan to liquidate it and create a new company. as a share issue effected through the incorporation of
A dormant company55 is a legal entity which is economically reserves. With regards to corporate income tax, it should be
liquidated or whose assets have been rendered liquid.56 A noted that any loss which may have existed prior to the share
company is economically liquidated if it has no substance transfer may not be carried forward. Issuance stamp tax is
at the time of the share transfer. The term rendered liquid is levied on the value of the share capital regardless of the net

more difficult to interpret. Liquid assets are those which may value of the company (provided the share-capital is in excess

be realized at short notice (cash, bank accounts, short term of CHF 250,000).
shares and bonds and short term loans).57 It should however
be noted that the liquidityof the assets must be a result of the
realization of assets which are necessary for ordinary com- C. Privately held shares transferred to closely held
mercial purposes.. In addition, this realization must be a con- businesses
sequence of a decision to cease all activity. In other words,
there must be both a cessation of the commercialactivity and The SupremeCourt considers that a Swiss resident individual
a realizationof assets.58 obtains an unintended tax advantagewhen he or she transfers

Where finance companies are concerned, their commercial privately held shares ta a business (such as a personal holding
activity is often restricted to the management of moveable company) which he or she controls, for a consideration

assets which can very easily be realized. Therefore, in light of exceedingpar value.

current Swiss case law, a transferof the shares in such a com- The tax advantage from this reorganization of personal
pany should not be considered as abusive since there is no wealth is derived from the fact that the potential income tax
cessation of commercial activity. That being said; all share liability on the difference between the nominal value of the
transfers in dormant companies which have been considered shares and their market value at the time of the share transfer
by the Supreme Court have involved commercial companies disappears. Indeed, if it is considered as a capital gain, the
who had evidently ceased all activities. At the present time it share transfer is tax exempt in the hands of the seller. In addi-
is not possible to predict whether Swiss case law may go a

step further and rule that there is an abuse of law on the sale
of shares in a company whose assets have always been rela-
tively liquid. 50. Art. 14, para. Ib STL.

51. Art. 5 STL.

The taxes that the parties aim to save by transferringshares in 52. FF 1995 I 85.

dormant company may be considerable. The savings arise 53. Art. 5, para. 2b STL.
54. RDAF 1961,302= Archives30, 105; RDAF 1'966, 179 = Archives34,376;

because a sale of shares is considered aS a taX neutral capital RDAF 1976, 317 = Archives 44, 378; RDAF 1989, 164 = Archives 55,646; -

gain (with the exception of capital gains realized on business RDAF 1995,50 = Archives 62,628.

assets). However, where a company is liquidated, there is a
55. Commercede cadres juridiques ou vente de manteau d'actions.
56. Art. 5, para. 2b STL.

distribution of income rather than a capital gain. This is sub- 57. Rivier J.M., Introduction la fiscalit de l'entreprise,Lausanne, 1994, at

ject to Swiss withholding tax and income tax. In addition, the 235.

creation of a new company implies a share issue upon which 58. Rivier J.M., La liquidation partielle des socits anonymes Revue Fis-

issuance stamp tax is levied. cale 1/90, at 14.
59. Stockar C., Aperu des droits de timbre et de l'imptanticip, Lausanne

As a result of the possibilityof tax evasion mentioned above, 1994, at 92 & 137.
60. Arts. 4, para.Ib WTL & 20, para. 1 WHTO.the Swiss competent authorities apply the substance over 61. Art. 20, para Ic DTL.

form doctrine and look through the legal structure. The share 62. Art 5, para. lb STL.
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tion, since the buyer is a business, any capital gains realized concerted action between buyer and seller. As a result, the

on a subsequentsale of the shares is subject to taxation on the Swiss competent authorities consider that the seller realizes

differencebetween their book value (usually the market value taxable income rather than a capital gain if the followingcon-

at the time of the initial share transfer) and the consideration ditions are fulfilled:
received.63 - the seller is a Swiss resident individual whose shares

form part of his personal assets;
This is considered as abusive since the shares are never real-

ly sold to a third party.64 Indeed, although the shares are sold
- the buyer is a business;

to a separate legal entity, they indirectly continue to be a part
- the share transfer is financed using the reserves of the tar-

of the seller's wealth by becoming the property of a company get company; and

over which the seller has control. - the seller has actively or passively collaborated in the

financing aspects of the transaction.
As a result of this reasoning, the Swiss competent authorities
consider that the individual realizes taxable income rather If these conditions are fulfilled, income tax s levied on the

than a capital gain. Hence, income tax is levied on the differ- difference between the nominal value of the shares trans-

ence between the nominal value of the shares transferred and ferred and the amount which is used to finance the acquisi-
their transfer price.65 tion.69

This adverse tax liability may be avoided by using the so Target company financing also has withholding tax implica-
called agio method. This has been introduced SO that the tions where the share transfer takes place between a non-res-

various taxing jurisdictions are not deprived of the potential ident seller and a resident buyer. Indeed, the distributions

income tax on the difference between the nominal value of made by the target company which lead to its partial liquida-
the shares and their market value at the time of the initial tion are subject to withholding tax. This tax is usually reim-

share transfer. The method allows the buyer to make a clear bursed in full to the Swiss resident shareholderupon request.
distinction between the nominal value of the shares and the However, the Swiss Federal Tax Administrationcan disallow

amount paid in excess of par value. The latter should be the reimbursement of the withholding tax by arguing that

accounted for as a reserve in the financial statements so that there is an abuse of law. (Article 21, paragraph 2 WTL).70
any capital gain on their subsequent sale is subject to taxa-

tion.
E. Dividendsand liquidation proceeds subsequentto

The transfer of shares to closely held businesses can also share transfers
have withholding tax repercussions if a non-resident share-
holder transfers his or her shares to a Swiss company shortly
before a distributionof dividends or liquidation. (See below.) Many share transfers are motivated by the possibility of

reducing the 35 per cent Swiss withholding tax payable on

subsequent dividend distributions or liquidation gains. Such

D. Share acquisitions using target company financing transfers are usually done by non-residents who own cash-

rich companies and who are unable to obtain full or partial
This paragraphconcerns share transfers where the reserves in
the target cornpany are taken out and used by the buyer to paY 63. In other words, the nominal value principle for the evaluation of capital
off the seller. This practice is often referred to as the sale of a gains is replaced by the accounting principle
wallet with the money inside66 and results in a partial liquida. 64. Thorie de la transposition: See Gurtner P., Changement de systme

tion of the target company.67 There are many different meth- d'imposition lors de transfert de participations,Archives 57,23; Houriet I, Cas

particuliresde prestationsapprciablesen argent, IFF & OREF seminar, Mon-

ods by which the reserves of the target company may be used treux, 26 March 1996; Neuhaus H.J. / Lampert J., Ventes de droits de participa-

by the buyer to finance the transaction (open dividends, con- tion: Bnfices privs en capital ou Rendements de fortune imposables,Revue

structive dividends, merger with holding company etc.). fiscale 8/92, at 372; Rouiller A., Problmes fiscaux dcoulant des apports de

participation une socit holding domine par lemme actionnaire,Berne, 20

Among the methods whch are more commonly used s the October 1988; Yersin D., A propos de la distinction entre le rendernent de for-

loan which is granted to the buyer (leveraged buy out) or the tune et les gains en capital, Archives 50, at 491.

transfer of a company loan from the seller to the buyer 65. RDAF 1970, 243 = Archives 37,43; RDAF 1975, 167 = Archives42,393;
= =

(assignmentof a debt).
RDAF 1976, 179 Archives 43, 588; RDAF 1988,193 Archives 55, 206;
RDAF 1992,85 = Archives 58, 689, Circular No. 6 Apport de participations

Usually, this transaction triggers a tax-exempt capital gain68 dans une socitdominepar le mme actionnaire,Swiss FederalTax Adminis-

tration, 3 February 1987.
in the hands of the seller. In addition, if the buyer is a busi- 66. Lampert J., Ventes de droits de participation: bnfices privs en capital
ness, any capital gains realized on a subsequent sale of the ou rendementsde fortune imposable, Revue Fiscale 9/92, at 423.

shares is subject to taxation on the difference between their 67. Liquidation partielle indirecte: RDAF 1986, 374 = Archives 54, 211;
= =

book value (usually the market value at the time of the initial
RDAF 1991,1 Archives 58, 587; RDAF 1991, 7 Archives 58, 594; RDAF

1991, 12 = Archives 58, 600; RDAF 1993, 20 = Archives 59, 7 I 7; STE 1995

share transfer) and the consideration received. Hence, the 824.4 No. 38.

potential income tax liability on the difference between the 68. With the exception of capital gains realized on business assets.

nominal value of the shares and their market value at the time 69. Bguin P., Des dangers de la cration administrativede l'impt: la liqui-

of the share transferdisappears.
dation partielle indirecte, L'Expert-comptablesuisse 12/93; Rivier J.M., La

liquidation partielledes socitsanonymesRevue Fiscale 1/19, at 16; Ryser W.,
De la terre ferme au marcage,Archives60, at 577.

However, this tax exemption is considered as abusive where 70. RDAF 1970, 304 = Archives 39, 114; RDAF 1973,27 = Archives 40,512;
the partial liquidationof the target company is the result of a RDAF 1982,34 = Archives 50, 145, RDAF 1982, 267 = Archives50,583.
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relief of Swiss withholding tax based on tax treaty disposi- dealing with transactions between members of the same

tions. In the absence of treaty dispositions, the Swiss with- multintionalgroup. However, general tax principles dealing
holding tax becomes a final liability. There is therefore a with the concept of corporate profits allow the Swiss tax

strong temptation to sell the shares. to a Swiss resident or to a administration to look through a given transaction to deter-
resident of State with which Switzerland has a favourable mine whether artificial shifting of income is taking place i.e.
tax treaty in order to obtain a full reimbursementof the Swiss whethera company is involved in inappropriate transfer pric-
withholding tax. This is often done by way of a share transfer ing practices. Furthermore, most tax treaties allow for the
to a personal holding company rather than a straight third correctionof accounts based on inappropriatetransferpricing
party transaction. However, the Swiss competent authorities practices. In particular, Article 9, paragraph 1 of the OECD
do not. look kindly upon this practice.71 Model Treaty provides as follows:

Where
Where the shares of a Swiss company held by non-residents (a) an enterprise of a Contracting State participates directly or
are sold to Swiss residents shortly before being totally or par- indirectly in the management,control or capital of an enterpriseof
tially liquidated72, the entire amount of the withholding tax the other Contracting state, or

levied can usually be reimbursed to the Swiss resident pur- (b) the same persons participatedirectly or indirectly in the man-

chaser on the basis of Swiss domestic withholding tax legis- agement, control or capital of an enterprise of a Contracting tate

lation.73 However, the reimbursement of Swiss withholding and an enterpriseof the other Contracting State,

tax is refused in situationsof tax evasion.74Based on this rule, and in either case conditions are made or imposed between the two

the Swiss Federal Tax Administrationrefuses the reimburse- enterprises in their commercial or financial relations which differ
from those which would be made between independent enterpris-

ment of withholding tax if the Swiss shareholder acquires es, thenany profits which would, but for those conditions, have
shares shortly before a complete or partial liquidation.75 accrued to one of the enterprises, but, by reason of those condi-

tions, have not so accrued, may be included in the profits of that
Similarly, where the shares of a Swiss company held by non- enterprise and taxed accordingly.
residents are sold to residents of a State with which Switzer-
land has a favourable tax treaty, the treaty rate shall not auto- Based on these general rules, transactions with affiliates may
matically be applied. In particular, both the Swiss federal tax be closely analysed by the tax administration.The tax admin-

adrninistrationand the Supreme Court are very attentive with istrationmay reconsidertransactionswhich appear to be con-

regards to dividend distributions made from Swiss resident trary to what should normally take .place between unrelated

companies to residents of States with which Switzerlandhas parties in similar circumstances and adjust the company's
the zero per cent .treaty rate on dividend distributions.76 books as appropriate.
Switzerlandhas a zero per cent treaty rate on dividend distri- It should be pointed out that theneed to meet arm's lengthbutions to majority shareholders in its tax treaties with the principles, and arrive at a proper level of taxable profits,Netherlands, Denmark, Luxembourg and Sweden77 and is arises irrespectiveof the existenceof a tax avoidancemotive.
currently negotiating a zero per cent rate with France and

Germany. Where the shares of a Swiss company are trans- In the event that the Swiss tax administrationconsiders there
ferred to residents of these States after having been held by to be an inappropriatetransfer price in favour of another per-
shareholders in other States for a certain length of time, the son, the taxable income of the company shall be adjusted by
zero per cent treaty rate shall often be refused on any open adding the missing fair consideration. The income tax based
reserves existing at the time of the share transfer. on the adjusted profits shall be increased accordingly. The

right to modify an assessment for a given year is time-barred
In practice, it is often possible to obtain a partial reimburse- five years after the end of the year during which the tax is
ment of Swiss withholding tax by virtue of the tax treaty due.
between Switzerland and the State in which the previous
shareholdersare resident. This.is justifiedby the presumption Swiss withholding tax law generally considers there to be a

that the open reserves which exist before the share transfer taxable constructive dividend distribution (hidden profit dis-
should normally have been distributed to the previous share- tribution) when a company does not receive adequateconsid-
holders. If the distribution had been done prior to the share
transfer, it is the treaty dispositionsbetween Switzerlandand
the State of which the previous shareholders are residents
which would have been applicable. It goes without saying

71. Clopath G., Changement d'actionnaire et impt anticip, L'Expert-
compmblesuisse 12/93, at 889.

that if the previous shareholders did not qualify for treaty 72. RDAF 1953,76 = Archives20, 405; RDAF 1958, 305 = Archives 26,371;
relief on dividend distributions, no relief from Swiss with- RDAF 1966, 294 = Archives 33,511.

holding tax is available. The Supreme Court does not always 73. Arts. 22 & 24 WTL.

follow this line of reasoning.78
74. Art. 21, para. 2 WTL.
75. See supra note 59.
76. Federal tax administration decision of 25 April 1979, RDAF 1979, 142;
Supreme Court decision of 9 November 1984, ATF 110 Ib 287 = RDAF 1986,

F. Related party transfers 142.
77. Art. 9 Switzrland-Netherlandstax treaty; Art. 10 Switzerland-Denmark
tax treaty; Art. 10, para. 1 (b) Switzerland-Luxembourgtax treaty; Art. 1 Pro-

Related party transfersnvolve the sale of shares between two tocole du 10 mars 1992 modifiant la convention du 7 mai 1965 entre la Con-
fdrationsuisse et le Royaumede Sude en vue d'vite les doubles impositionscompaniesof the same multinationalgroup. Swiss tax laws at
en matired'impts sur le revenu et sur la fortune.

both cantonal and federal leveis have no rules specifically 78. RDAF 1982,38.
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eration for its performance to a related party. As such, the 35 reinvested in similar investments within a limited time-frame

per cent withholding tax is due. Constructive dividends are (roll-overrelief).
payments, whether in cash or in kind, which are made to

shareholders or associated persons which are not expressed H. Share redemptions
as dividends. The Swiss Supreme Court has determined that
there is a constructivedividend when: Share redemptionsare usually treated as if they were a partial

the company grants a benefit to a shareholder or other liquidation of a company.83 As such, anything received in
-

affiliated party which may be financiallyquantified with. excess of the share-capital represented by the redeemed

out receiving adequate consideration in return; shares (whether in cash or in kind) is subject to Swiss with-

the benefit would not have been made available to a third holding and ncome tax.84 However, no such tax is payable if
-

party under arm's length dealings, or would not have the amount received by the former shareholder does not

been made in the same manner or amount; and exceed the par value of the redeemed shares.

the lack of proportion between the benefit granted by the As the recently modified Swiss Code of Obligations85, it-

per
company and the consideration received n return could is possible for a Swiss company to buy back a maximum of
be, or should have beeh, apparent to the officers of the 10 per cent of its own shares if the buy back can be financed
company. by readily available funds.86The Swiss Federal Tax Adminis-

tration considers that the buy-back of shares is subject to

G. Real estate companies
taxation in the same manner as a partial liquidationunless the

company resells its shares within a two year period.87 In the

latter situation, the seller earns a tax-exempt capital gain
The transfer of shares in real estate companies follows the rather than taxable income.
same rules as described above for income tax79, withholding
tax and transfer stamp tax purposes. Hence, individuals who
make a capital gain on the sale of Swiss immovable property
are not subject to ordinary income taxes or withholding tax.

However, most cantons and communes have introduced a 79. Capital gains on the sale of real estate companies which own real estatein

special property transfer tax8 specifically for the taxation of Geneva are not exempt from income tax under domiciliarycompany rules.

profits from the alienation of immovable property by indivi- 80. Impt sur les bnfices immobiliers, E.g.: Art. 80 Geneva Cantonal Tax

Law (Hereafter: CTL-GE) = Loi gnrale sur les contributions publiques du 9
duals. These laws often look through the legal structure of novembre 1887, D 3 1.

real estate companies and levy taxes on share transfers in 81. E.g. Art. 80, para. 2 CTL-GE.

such companies.8' 82. E.g. Art. 84 CTL-GE.
83. Liquidationpartielle directe

Property transfer tax is normally due on the difference 84. Supra note 58 at l5.

between the cost of acquisition and the sales proceeds. In 85. Art. 659 (revsed version entered into forceon I July 1992).
86. A company may acquire up to 20 per cent of its own shares if the acquisi-

Geneva tax rates depend on the numberof years during which tion is the result of a restriction on the transfer of shares which prevents share-

the shares in the real estate company are held.82 They range holders from transferring their shares to third parties. However, shares in excess

from 50 per cent if the shares are held for under two years to of 10 per cent must be sold or cancelled within two years.

a total exemption if the shares are held for more than 25 87. Letter dted 2 May 1995 addressed by Mr Otto Stich, head of the Swiss

finance department to the Swiss Chamberof CertifiedAccountantsand Tax Con-

years. Special relief is often granted where the amounts sultants; CircularNo. 25, Effets de la rvision du droit de la socitanonymedu

received from the sale of the Swiss immovable property is 4 octobre 1991 surl'imptfdraldirect, Swiss FederalTax Administration,2l

July 1995.
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TAX I-CENTIVESFOR NEW VENTURES IN SWITZERLAND
Alfred Preisig

Directorof the Swiss Tax Desk, Ernst & Young LLP, New York

I. INTRODUCTION 1948, creating a treaty (Konkordat)3 in which each canton

agreed to an interdictionof tax rulings.
Measured by European standards, Switzerlandcan hardly be This inter-cantonal does provide for a definitionoftreaty not
viewed as a country threatened by economic hardship. the term tax ruling. From precedents, it can be determined
Switzerland's income per capita is the second highest in the that the interdiction applies only to tax rulings which are
world and its economy is considered to be the most compet- between the tax authorities and the taxpayer on a case-by-
itive in Europe. 1 Nonetheless, there are some Swiss regions basis which provide for individul privileges withoutcase tax
currently suffering from economic depression. As a result, legal support. On the other hand, at a general level the can-
most Swiss cantons and, to a certain extent, the Swiss Feder- tons re free to grant tax exemption or relief to certain types
ation, have developed a wide range of incentives designed to of cornpanies, e.g. holding, domiciliaryor rnixed cornpanies,
attract new enterprises and generate new jobs in depressed. if the tax privileges are clearly defined in the respective tax
regions. These economic development programmes contain laws. Furthermore, the tax authorities are not restricted in
both governmental support (such as loan guarantees, low granting rulings to clarify the tax treatment of specific cases
interest loans or investmentpremiums) and tax incentives. which are covered by sound tax law.4

The tax incentives are available to nearly all types of venture, The inter-cantonal treaty names two exceptions in which the
including corporations, partnerships and, in most cantons, cantons can still offer tax reliefon a case by case basis; lump-
permanent establishments of foreign entities. They range sum taxation for certain categories of individuals, and tax
from favourable provisions for depreciation and reserve holidays for newly established ventures. Regarding the latter
allowances to tax holidays, the latter being the most attractive exception, the cantons agreed to grant tax holidays only to
and far-reachingncentive available. new manufacturingenterprises which were of particulareco-

nomic interest to the canton.

After an amendment to the Constitution,5 the Swiss Federa-
Il. LEGAL BASIS OF TAX HOLIDAYS tion was finally granted greater powers to stndardize the

cantonal tax systems. On 1 January 1993, a Tax Harmoniza-

Swiss taxes are imposed at a federal, a cantonal and a com- tion Law6 (hereafter,THL) entered into force. Article5 of the

munal (municipal) level (generally, hereafter communal THL confirms the right of the cantons to offer tax relief to

taxes will be included with cantonal taxes.) The cantonal new ventures in a more general way7 than the inter-cantonal
taxes are usually more significant than the federal taxes, at treaty. However, the THL is not self-executive. The cantons

times amounting to as much as three times the federal tariff. are obliged to adjust their tax laws to the new standards. The

The tax holiday regimes at the cantonal and the federal level THL provides for a rather long transition period of eight
are based on different historical precedents. years (which expires at the end of the year 2000). Since most

cantons have not yet adjusted their tax laws, the old inter-can-
tonal treaty is still in force.

A. Legal basis at the cantonal level Underboth the nter-cantonaltreaty and the THL, the cantons
can provde for tax holidays but they are not obligated to do

Until recently, the Swiss cantons were almost fully sovereign
in their direct tax matters. In the beginning of this century,
various cantons made full use of their sovereignty. In some 1. World Competitiveness Report 1995, published by the World Economic

cases, the cantonal tax administration had the authority to
Forum Geneva and the IMD managementschool in Lausanne.
2. Steuerinformationen,issued by the Federal TarAdministration,vol. 1, partnegotiate taxation on an individual basis, in order to attract A, 2nd. Subpart at 1 and Eveline Oechslin, Besteuerungauslndischbeherrschter

major taxpayers. As a result, the practice of the tax author- Kapitalgesellschaftenmit Ansssigkeit in der Schweiz at 46.

ities began to contradict the principles of legality and equal 3. Interkantonales Konkordat ber Steuerabkommen, vom 10. Dezember

treatment.2 1948.
4. As a matter of fact, tax rulings are of major importancein Switzerland,par-
ticuiarly with respect to the wide range of discretion the Swiss tax laws offer to

During this period, the Swiss Federation had no legal means the tax authorities.The rulings ensure that the authoritieswill not interpret a spe-
to intervene in this situation because the tax sovereignty of cific tax provision differently at a later stage.
the cantons was explicitly granted by the Swiss Constitution. 5. Art. 42 quinquies BV, approvedby.public vote on 12 June 1977.

6. Bundesgesetz vom 14. 12. 1990 ber die Harmonisierung der direktenIn a ratherexceptionaldemonstrationof self-restriction,how- SteuernderKantone und Gemeinden, SR 642.14.
ever, the Swiss cantons moved to regulate themselves in 7. See section below.
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so. Out of the 26 cantons 23 have exercised their right to their production methods in order to meet the needs of the

introducea privileged tax regime. Only the cantons of Zurich, market. In general, this broader application is still granted
Zug and Aargau do not have any tax holiday provisions. The under the scope of the new Decree on Economic Renewal

canton of Zurich, however, plans to introduce holiday status Areas. In addition, even service companiesmay qualify, pro-
in 1999. vided that their services are closely linked to industrial activ-

ities.

B. Legal basis at the federal level

In 1978, the federal parliament passed a decree which IV. PROCEDURE

allowed the Swiss Federation to offer tax relief to new manu-

facturing ventures. For Constitutional reasons, the term of Applications for tax holidays are usually filed with the can-

validity of this Decree on Financial Assistance for Econom- tonal government. In most cantons, the decision of the gov-

ically Depressed Regions8 was limitd. A new Decree in ernment relies to a larger extent on the opinion of the can-

Favur of Economic Renewal Areas.9 is scheduled to tonal economicdeveloprnentagencies than on that of the can-

becorne effective on 1 July 1996. The new decree essentially tonal tax authorities.This tendency is even more pronounced
follows the pattern of its predecessor. Still, the federal tax at the federal level. Consistent with the fact that the federal

holiday regime clearly has its legal roots outside the tax le- tax holidays have their legal basis outside of tax law, the tax

gislation. This is reflected in the new federal Direct Tax holidays are granted by the federal Ministry of Economic

Lawt (hereafter DTL) which has been in force since 1 Janu- Affairs, and not by the Ministry of Finance. In practice, the

ary 1995. In contrast to the THL, the DTL does not even men- procedure is strongly influenced by the cantonal economic

tion the possibilityof obtaining a tax holiday. development agencies and the federal Office of Industry and

Labour.t3 The temporal limitation and the extent of the tax

relief are set out in a ruling which also states the conditions a

Ill. ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY QUALIFY FOR
venture has to observe in order to retain the holiday status.

TAX HOLIDAYS

As a reflection of their history, cantonal and federal legisla- V. TEMPORAL LIMITATION
tion provides for different definitions of the activities which

may qualify for aa tax holiday. In recent years, however, the One of the few standard conditons attaching to tax holidays
practices of the cantonal and federal tax authorities have is their temporal limitation. The holidays may not exceed a

become increasingly similar. maximum period of ten years. This limitation applies at both

the cantonal and federal level.14 Among the cantons which

grant tax holidays, only Basel-Land provides for a shorter

A. Qualifying activitiesat the cantonal level period,r5

According to the wording of the old inter-cantonal treaty,
The ten year maximum cannot be extended. However, there

only manufacturing enterprises could be entitled to a privi- are several cases in which a company has obtained a tax

.leged tax treatment. However, limiting privileged treatment holiday for a second time. In these cases, the venture could

specifically to manufacturing companies was not mentioned demonstrate that their production was significantly improved

in the protocols of the treaty negotiations.The emphasis was
and increased, conditions that are recognized as a significant

clearly on the economic benefit to depressed regions and not change of business.

on a narrow interpretation of the qualifying activities of the

venture.j Consequently, Article 5 of theTHL indicates only
that those companies representingnewly establishedventures VI. EXTENT OF TAX HOLIDAYS
are entitled to tax relief, and makes no further restrctions

regarding their activities.12 In addition, the article specifies The cantons have a decisive influence on the extent of tax

that those companies undergoing a significant change of holidays. A federal tax holiday will never extend beyond that

business are to be allowed the same tax privileges as newly granted by a canton.
establishedventures.

8. Bundesbeschluss liber Finanzbeihilfen zugunsten wirtschaftlich bedrohter
to as

B. Qualifying activities at the federal level
Regionen, often referred lex Boni, SR 951.93.
9. Bundesbeschluss zugunsten wirtschaftlicher Erneuerungsgebiete vom 6.

Oktober 1995.

Under the old federal decree, only manufacturing ventures
10. Bundesgesetzvom 14.12.1990ber die direkte Bundessteuer.

I 1. Steuerinformation,at 1 I.

could qualify for a federal tax holiday. However, in practice, 12. See also Irene Salvi, Investment Incentives for Manufacturers 31 Euro-

manufacturingwas given a broad meaningand includedother peanTaxation,3(1991) at 91. At this time, the tax holidays were predominant-

industrial activities.Furthermore,tax reliefwas not limited to ly limited to manufacturingenterprises.
I 3. Bundesamtfr Industrie und Gewerbe, BIGA.

new ventures. Existing enterprises could also apply for a tax 14. Art. 5 THL and Art. 9 Decree in Favourof Economic Renewal Areas.

holiday if they substantially changed their product lines or 15. See Appendix. Limitation to seven years.
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A. Extent of cantonal tax holidays exemptionover a ten-yearperiod, for cases where the venture

appears to present extremely attractive economic renewal

Typically, a cantonal tax holiday ruling covers income taxes Possibilities.
and capital (wealth) taxes. Usually, the ruling waives a per-
centage of the. standard taxes. The extent of the waiver

C. Granting of federal tax holidaysdepends on various factors involving:
the number ofjobs maintainedor created;

The Swiss Federation only holidays enterprises
-

the nature, importanceand size of the investment; grants tax to
-

located in economic renewal areas. In order to qualify as athe importanceof innovationbrought to the renewal area; renewal region must display unbalancedeconomic
-

the developmentof new technologies; area, a an
-

structure e.g. dependence on a single industry, as well as an
the encouFagementto other ventures to set up a business

unemploymentrate which is above the Swiss average.
-

in the same area; and
the structural preferences in developing a particular canton not as a eco-- The of Geneva, for instance, does qualify
renewal area. nomic renewal area, in contrast to various regions in the

neighbouring cantons of Vaud, Neuchtel and Fribourg.The extentof the waiver is generallynot determinedin the tax Although the federal criteriaare stricter than those of the can-
law, and not even in governmental directives or guidelines. tons, in the last few years many regions have been declared
As a general rule, it should be possible to reduce the canton- renewal areas. At the present time, the majorityof the cantons
al and Communal taxes by at least half. In the best case, the have one or more renewal areas. Most of these regions have
tax holiday can entirely eliminate income and wealth taxes. excellentaccess to domestic and internationalair, highway or

Only one canton, Ticino, names a specific criterion to deter- rail road transportation and many of them are within com-

mine the extent of tax relief. Typically, the more a venture muting distance to the major metropolitan areas of Zurich,
invests, the higher their tax relief.6 In the other cantons, there Geneva, Basle and.Beme.
is considerable room for discretion among the authorities, According to both the Decree on Financial Assistance for
regarding both the approval of the application and the deter- Economically Depressed Regions and the new Decree in
mination of the extent of the tax holiday. Although there are Favour of Economic Renewal Areas, a federal tax holiday
no official statistics, it seems that most cantonal authorities may not extend beyond the holiday granted by the canton. On
have becomeextremely receptive to applications for tax holi- the other hand, the federal authorities have the right to grant
days in recent years. They also appear to be more willing to less generous tax relief than the canton, if they come to the
grant a full waiverof income and wealth taxes to an attractive conclusion that the new venture is less important to the eco-
venture than they had been in the past. nomic developmentof the area than was assessedby the can-

To a certain extent, a venture applying for tax relief may
ton. However, the federal and cantonal authorities typically

influence the ruling procedure through the quality of the coordinate their procedures and attempt to come to a consis-

application and their negotiations with the tax authorities. tent treatment of the tax holiday. In compromise situations,
Usually, the often-heardstatementthat taxes are negotible in the carton may not grant full reliefwhile the reliefat the fed-

Switzerland is far from reality. With respect to tax holidays, eral level will extend further than originally intended by the

however, negotiations may have a significant impact. federal authorities.

Recent cases show that Switzerland's federal tax authorities
have become less reluctant to grant full tax holidays to new

B. Geneva as an example ventures which can demonstrate that they will make a sub-
stantial contribution to the economic development of. the

The canton of Geneva, host of this year's IFA congress, pro- renewal area. However, the federal authorities still resist
vides a typical example of the process of granting tax holi- granting full tax holidays in cases where there has merely
days. A briefprovision in Geneva's cantonal tax law17 author- been a change of product lines or production methods. This
izes the cantonal government to grant tax holidays up to a emphasizes the fact that the federal authorities clearly favour
maximumdurationof ten years. Details are set out in govern- new ventures.
mental directives.l8The directivesname various categoriesof
tax relief, includinga digressive waiverof income and capital
taxes. However, there are no details regarding the extent of Vll. OTHER TAX INCENTIVESthe waiver in the directives. In practice, the governmenttyp-
cally grants a complete exemption from cantonal and com-

The Swiss offers various incentives in additiontax system taxmunal taxes for the first year. The tax relief then decreasesby to tax holidays. Special tax privileges are available for certain10 per cent annually over the ten year period. Alternatively, of activities, ncluding holding companies, domiciliarysome ventures are granted a full exemption from cantonal types
and communal taxes for the first five years, decreasing by 20

per cent annually up to the tenth year. However, since no spe-
cific rule exists, any type of tax relief can be requested with- 16. See supranote 2 (Eveline Oechslin at 50).

17. Loi gnrale sur les contributionspubliques, Art. 14A.in these limits, depending on the company's tax planning. 18. Directives sur les allgements fiscaux en faveur des entreprisesdu Dcem-
The directives are even flexible enough to allow a full tax bre 1995.
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companies or auxiliary companies.19 In addition, the tax sys- C, Non-tax incentives
tem offers various possibilities to defer income taxes. Most of
the favourable reserve allowances and provisions for depreci- In addition to corporate tax incentives the cantons and the

ation are granted on a general basis to any type of business. federation offer various financial incentives, such as:

Further tax relief may be obtained in connection with a tax - government loan guarantees;

holiday ruling.
- interest subsdies for bank loans;

equity capitalcontributions;-

research incentives;-

A. Tax-deductible reserves - investment premiums;
allocation and sale of land at preferential prices;-

Switzerland's tax legislation with respect to the build up of - training grants; and

tax-deductible reserves is possibly one of the most liberal in - assistance in recruiting personnel and locating appropri-
the world. The tax-effective provision of the following ate facilities.

reserves, for instance, is accepted without further substantia- In general, the conditions similar to those required to
tion:

are

obtain tax holidays. As a further incentive, many cantons
bad debt reserve of 5 per cent on domestic and 10 per-

cent on foreign accounts receivable; grant special income tax allowances to expatriates.

inventory reserve of the lower of: one third of the inven--

tory's cost or market value;
reserve for major building repairs (e.g. 0.5 per cent of fair Vill. MULTINATIONALGROUPS

-

market value);
warranty provisions (1 3 per cent, dependingon the line a group, tax treatment

-
-

For multinational obtaining favourable

of business); for a subsidiary abroad is only attractive if the benefits can

redundancy provisions (e.g. up to 20 per cent of annual also be kept at the level of the parent company. Many coun-
-

salary costs); and tries have Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC) laws in

provision for future research and developmentup to 10 place, which can result in immediate taxation of the parent-

per cent of taxable profits but not exceeding CHF 1 mil- company,despite the fact that the income was realized by the

lion.2o foreign subsidiary. Foreign taxes paid on this income only
entitle the parent company to a tax credit. As a consequence,

A tax holiday ruling may allow a venture to build up tax- low Swiss taxes are often meaningless, since they will result
deductible reserves in excess of the aforementionedstandard immediately in higher taxes chargeable on the parent compa-
rates. ny. However, such CFC-provisionsgenerally do not apply to

an active business, particularly if it is engaged in manufactur-

B. Depreciation ing.2' The Swiss tax holiday regime is specially designed to

attract manufacturingand related services of an active nature.

Swiss depreciation rates are also fairly generous. Manufac- Thus, CFC provisions are usually not an obstacle to estab-

turing equipment and machinery, for instance, can be depre- lishing the venture in Switzerland. Under some CFC provi-

ciated at 30 per cent (under the declining balance method)
sions (for instance, those of the United States), the higher

and motor vehicles, electronic data processing equipment,
taxation in the parent company's state of residence can be

and intangibleassets (patents, trademarksand goodwill)at 40 deferred until the date when a dividend is paid.22 In other
cases (for instance, Germany), the dividend income derived

per cent. from an active business is completely exempt from taxation,
In addition, various cantons allow the use of special acceler- based on provisions contained either in the foreign CFC le-

ated tax depreciationmethods. These methods are also grant- gislation or in the relevant double tax treaty with Switzer-
ed in some of the cantons which do not offer a tax holiday land.23
regime. The canton of Zurich, for instance, allows 80 per cent

of the purchase price of movable assets to be written off as a

tax deductible expense in the first year. IX. CONCLUSION
Tax holiday rulings in other cantons may allow comparable
depreciation rates. With regard to the full or partial tax relief Clearly, the impact of Switzerland's federal and cantonal tax

granted under the ruling, it would often be more beneficial to holidays can be substantial, elminating income and wealth

keep the depreciation to a minimum during the holiday per- taxes for a ten-year period in a best-case scenario. So while

od and utilize the write-offpotential at a later time when the

venture is subject to ordinary taxation. However, this mecha-

nism has been eliminated by some cantonal authorities, who 19. See for instance Howard R. Hull, 50 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Doc-

require ventures which have been granted tax holidays to umentation 1 (1996), at 29.

depreciate their assets at the aforementionedstandard rates. 20. This provision has been introduced by Art. 63 DTL.
2 I. For instance according to the definition of Subpart F income in US Intemal

Revenue Code Sec. 952
22. Intemal Revenue Code Subpart F and Sec. 61(a) 7.

23. For instance Art. 24(1)1(b) Germany-Switzerlanddouble ax treaty.
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Switzerland is better known as a base for service companies
than as a centre for production, the various possibilities for
income tax deferral and savings, particularly with resect to
tax holidays, can mak it an attractive location for multina-
tional companies seeking sites for manufacturng and manu-

facturng-relatedservices.

APPENDIX

Tax Holidays Overviewan-

Canton Maximum Comments Federal tax
duration holidays
(years) available

Appenzell AR 10 only partial relief n certain regions
Appenzell IR 10 only partial relief no

Basel-Land , 1 no
Basel-Stadt 10 no
Berne 10 readily granted n various regions
Fribourg 10 readily granted n most regions
Geneva 10 decreasing benfit over period no
Glarus 10 in various regions
Graubnden 10 in certain regions
Jura 10 throughout the canton
Lucerne only partial no.
Neuchtel .=. throughout the canton
Nidwaldn 10 on y partia no
Obwalden 10 on y partia no
St. Gallen 10 on y partia in certain regions
Schaffhausen 10 favours manufacturingenterprises no

Schwyz 10 no
Solothurn 1O n various regions
Thurgau 10 in certain regions
Ticino 10 favours manufacturingenterprises in various regions
Uri 10 only partial n various regions
Valais 1O duration depends on number of new jobs n various regions
Vaud 1O readily granted in most regions,

No tax holiday s granted in the cantons of Aargau and Zug. The.canton of Zurich is planning to introduce tax holidays in 1999.
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THE TAXATION OF HOLDING, DOMICILIARYAND AUXILIARY
COMPANIES IN SWITZERLAND

Dr Nico H. Burki and Peter Reinarz

Attorneys-at-Lawand CertifiedTaxAccountants, Br & Karrer, Zurich

I. TAXATION OF THE INCOME AND CAPITAL and generally accepted accountingstandards. The tax author-

OF CORPORATIONS ities do however have the power to make certain adjustments
to the commercial net profit and net equity for tax purposes,

A. General
e.g. for excessive depreciation, liability provisions and inter-

est deductions on related party debt, etc.

In Switzerland, direct taxes on income and on capital are

levied at three levels: by the federal Government, the 26 can- B. Federal income and capital taxes
tons (states) and the cmmunes. Whereas the federal tax laws
are applicable throughout the country, each of the 26 cantons 1. Income taxes: general rules
has its own tax law. The cantonal tax laws differ considerably
from each other and from the federal Law on Direct Taxes Switzerland has a classical corporate tax system insofar as

(DTL). In order to achieve a greater uniformity a federal Tax corporate profits are first subject to corporate income taxes

Harmonization Law (THL) was introduced and has been in and subsequently,upon distribution to the shareholders,taxed

force since 1 January 1993. The principal objectives of this once more in the hands of the shareholdersupon receipt of a

legislation are to reduce the inter-cantonal differences in tax dividend. Corporate shareholders receiving dividends from

laws and to make cantonal tax laws more similar to the DTL substantial corporate participations are, however, relieved

in certain respects, such as the rules governing the determina- from such economic double (or multiple) taxation of the

tion of taxable income and capital as well as the provisions same profits through a special mechanism.3

dealing with certain corporate tax privileges. The taxable net income is subject to federal tax at graduated
All the cantons will have to adapt their respective cantonal rates ranging from 3.63 per cent to a maximum 9.8 per cent.4

tax laws to the THL by 1 January 2001. After this date, the Net losses of a tax period can be carried forward for seven

THL will apply directly to cantonal and communal taxation years; losses cannot be carried back.

whenever the respective provisions of the cantonal tax laws
are not in conformity with it.

2. Special relief fordividend income from substantial
Swiss resident corporations' are liable to taxes on their

worldwide income as well as on their capital at the federal, participations
the cantonal and the communal level. Income and capital Dividend income from substantial participations5 in other

which is, however, attributable to either a permanent estab- corporationsqualifies for a relieffrom federal income tax.6 A

lishment maintainedabroad or to foreign real estate is exempt participation is considered substantial if it represents control

from Swiss taxation; although such income and capital is of at least 20 per cent of the share capital of another corpora-
taken into account for determining the applicable tax rates.

A corporation is considered resident in Switzerland for tax 1. More precisely, joint stock corporations, limited liability companies, and

purposes, if it is incorporated or effectively managed in cooperative societies.

Switzerland.This means that even a corporation incorporated 2 However, a consolidation of a controlled group of tax subjects is possible

outside of Switzerlandmay be held to be Swiss resident if its in the field of the Value Added Tax (VAT). .

3. The participationdeduction, as discussed below.
effective management is performed in Switzerland. Switzer- 4 The maximumcorporate income tax rate applies if the ratio between the net

land has not (yet) adopted in its tax laws any controlledfor- income and the net taxable equity exceeds 23.15 per cent.

eign corporation (CFC) rules, nor do rules for the tax con- 5. Participations include shares of a joint stock corporaton or a corporation
with unlimited partners, includit/g non-voting shares (participation certifi-

solidation of a group of companies exist in the field of direct
cates), quotas of limited liability companies, and share certificates of coopera-

taxation.2 tive societies, Art. 69 DTL. Inter alia, the following are not treated to be quali-
fying participations: debt instruments such asbonds and notes, intercompany

The taxable income and capital of a corporationare primarily loans and advances, hybrid financing tools such as subordinatedor profit-shar-
determinedon the basis of its statutory annual balance sheet ng loans, as well as shares n Swiss nvestment funds (fiduciary relationship)

and profit and loss account, provided that the commercial 6 The relief is available to Swiss joint stock corporations, limited liability
companies, and cooperative societies, as well as Swiss branches (permanent

financial statements are established in accordance with the establishments)of foreign corporations, provided that the participation and the

.
accounting rules contained in the Swiss Code of Obligations dividend are to be attributed to the permanent establishment.
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tion or has a fair market value of at least CHF 2 million. The There is a wide variation in the ordinarycorporate income tax
relief for qualifying dividend income is in the form of. a rates of the cantons, which range from approximately 11 per
reduction of the corporate income tax owed by the receiving cent to 35 per cent.12 The actual cantonal and communalcor-

corporation (Beteiligungsbezug)which is computedbased on porate income tax rates that apply in any particularcase are in
the ratio between the net participationincomeand the com- most of the cantons determined, within upper and lower lim-

pany's total taxable net income.7 The net participation its, by the ratio of the corporation's taxable income to its
income is defined as gross dividend income from substantial equity. The additional combined cantonal/communalcapital
participations less: tax burden may range from 0.05 per cent up to 1 per cent.

non-refundableforeign withholding taxes;-

taxes are
a lump sum of 5 per cent of the gross dividend for admin- Ordinary cantonal income and capital usually cal-

-

culated in the same or a similar way as the respective federalistrative costs;
taxes. The cantonal tax laws also provide for similar mecha-

interest and similar financing costs attributable to the nisms as the DTL to relieve dividend income from (domestic
-

respective participations;8and
or foreign) substantial participations from taxation. Some

any depreciation of participations in connection with a cantons3 furtherprovide for a comparablereliefon such divi-
-

dividend. dend income to individual shareholders resident in the same

Dividends for the purposes of the participation deduction canton as the corporationdistributing the dividend.

include all ordinary and extraordinary profit distributions,
liquidating divdends, stock dividends (if recognized as

income in the books), as well as constructive dividends and
Il. INCOME AND CAPITALTAXATION OFother financial benefits transferred to the holder of a partici- HOLDINGANDOTHER BASE COMPANIESpation by a transaction the terms of which fail to meet an

arm's length standard, provided that the party granting the
benefit suffered a corresponding adjustment of its taxable A. General remarks
income.9 Other income connected with substantial participa-
tions, such as the repaymentof the nominal value of corpor- Unlike the DTL, the cantonal tax laws provide for a consid-ate shares, capital and appreciation gains, and any income
that qualifies as a deductible expense in the hands of the erable variety of additional tax privileges to specified cate-

payort is not considered dividend income and therefore gories of corporate taxpayers, such as holding companiesand

does not qualify for the tax relief. some other types of special purpose or base companies that
re mainly active outside Switzerland.14 These cantonal tax

privileges are generally not only available to resident corpo-
3. Federal capital tax rations, but also to branches (permanent establishments) of

The annual federal capital tax is levied upon the net equity, foreign corporate entities.

consistingof the paid-up share capital, contributedsurplus if Notwithstanding the above, once the THL has been imple-
any) and all other open reserves and retained earnings, as mented nto the cantonal tax laws, the special tax regimeswell as those hidden reserves that have been taxed as income. offered by the cantons to special purpose or base companiesThe federal capital tax is levied at a flat rate of 0.08 per cent. will be limited to two different types, the holding company

C. Cantonal ard communal income and capital taxes 7. The taxable net income for the purposes of calculating the participation
deduction excludes the results generated by foreign permanent establishments,
income from foreign real estate and the deduction of any losses carried forward

As indicated above, each of the 26 Swiss cantons has its own from earlier taxable years.
tax law. The communal taxes are either governed by commu- 8. Generally, the portion of financing costs attributable to a participation is

nal ordinances or by cantonal laws; they are usually assessed determinedby the ratio between the participation'sbook value and the total book
value of all assets.

together with the cantonal taxes, often as a fraction thereof. 9. In case ofconstructivedividendsor similarfinancial benefits received from
Whereas the provisions of cantonal laws regarding ordinary aforeign participation, the qualification for the participation deduction is made

corporate income and capital taxes are more or less similar to subject to the additionalaltemativecondition that either the Swiss tax authorities

the respective federal provisions, the tax treatmentof corpor-
come to the conclusion that they, in lieu of the foreign tax authority, would have
made essentially the same adjustmentof the taxable income, or an agreement has

ate entities performing special functions within an affiliated been reached in a competent authority procedure under an international tax

group is very different under cantonal law as compared to treaty.
federal law. The provisionsof the cantonal tax laws regarding 10. Such as interest on loans granted to the company in which a participation is

the principlesof taxation (includingthe rules relating to hold- held.
11. In particular, holding companies and various types of base companies per-

ing and otherbase companies), taxable objects, tax periods as forming special activities such as intemational trading, group financing and all
well as the procedural rules will have to be harmonized and kinds of other services and functions within an affiliated group of companies.
brought in line with the THL by the year 2001. However, the 12. Whereas federal taxes are deductible,cantonal/communalincome and cap-

cantons will continue to be free under the THL in the setting
ital taxes may or may not be deductibledepending upon the tax legislationof the
relevant canton.

of their tax rates and tariffs as well as in providing for certain 13. E.g. Nidwalden, Appenzell Innerrhoden.
tax exemptions. 14. Domiciliary,Mixed, Auxiliary, Administrationand similarspecial purpose

companies.
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privilege and the administration company tax regime. (See ities are prohibited. However, a holding company may per-

below). form activities or render services that are directly connected
with the management of a group of affiliated companies.
Hence, a holding company may, to a certain degree, provide

B. Holding companies debt financing to its subsidiaries and affiliates, hold and

exploit intellectual property and provide other services, if

The tax laws of all the cantons provide for a special holding such activities remain within the limits of a mere ancillary
company tax privilege, under which a qualifyingpure hold- company purpose. In order to fulfil these functions a holding
ing company is usually fully exempt from cantonal and com- company may employ a limited number of staff and have its

munal income taxation. The exemption from income taxation own infrastructure, such as an office with the necessary
does not only apply to dividends, but extends to interest, roy- equipment.
alties, capital gains and any other income.,5 Furthermore, the
cantonal holding company tax privileges generally provide
for a substantially reduced annual capital tax. In some can- C. Other cantonal special tax regirnes (Domiciliary,
tons6, the capital tax on holding companies is levied only Mixed, Auxiliary and Administrationcompanies)
upon the paid-up nominal share capital. The special capital
tax rates for holding companies may be as low as 0.042 per 1. General
cent per annum and are, in some cantons, subject to negotia-
tions with the local tax authorities. Many cantons try to attract corporate taxpayers with interna-

tional operations by offering them advantageous local tax
The holding company privilege is also provided for under the regimes. These cantons expect that n retum for accepting
THL. According to the THL, a holding company pays the much reduced cantonal tax revenues22 the relevant entities
annual capital tax: on the paid-up share capital and all open will enhance their local services industry (banks, accoun-
reserves as well as on those hidden reserves that would have lawyers, etc.). It again be emphasized that, thetants, must at
been taxed as income, had the holding company been subject federal taxation level, no special tax privileges for companies
to income taxation.7 The THL does not contain any rules that with mainly internationaloperations are availabl; such com-
would prevent the cantons from further granting privileged panies are subject to the ordinary federal taxes on income and
capital tax rates to holding companies. capital.
The test to qualify as a pure holding company varies from

The cantonal tax privileges are generally offered to compa-
one canton to another. The THL provides that the cantons nies which have their seat (registered office) in Switzerland,
shall grant the holding company tax privilege to those corpo- but perform the bulk all of their business activities outsideor
rations and cooperatives whose purpose as stated in their art- Switzerland and therefore derive most of their income from
icles of incorporation is mainly the permanentadministration foreign sources or at least from transactionswith foreign par-
of participations and which do not perform any business ties. Such entities may benefit from a special cantonal tax sta-
activity in Switzerland, provided further that either the total

tus domiciliary, mixed, auxiliary, or administrationcom-as a
income of a holding company or the fair market value of its
investments in the capital of other corporations represents at pany, depending upon the legislation of the canton in ques-

tion. The privilegedcantonal tax status is often not only avail-
least two thirds of its total income or its total assets, respect- able to resident corporations, cooperatives and founda-even

ively. 8 Under the THL, income derived by holding compa- tions, but also to Swiss branches (permanentestablshments)
nies from real estate locatedinSwitzerlandshall be taxable at of foreign legal entities or even foreign partnerships.
the ordinary corporate income tax rates. Deductions within
the limits of a usual mortgage charge are to be admitted.9 At present, the cantons still have full discretion in defining

the conditions and features of these tax privileges in their
Most of the cantons require that the participations be sub-

laws; under the THL, however, such discretionwill be limited
stantial as a prerequisite to qualifying for the holding compa- to a significant degree insofar as the only admitted cantonal
ny tax privilege.2o The qualification criteria are often the

tax privilege will be the administration company regime as
same as for the purposes of the participationdeduction under
the DTL, i.e. the participation should either represent an

interest of at least 20 per cent in the share capital of another 15. Incomederived from jmmovablepropeny located within the territory of the

corporationor a value of at least CHF 2 million. Although the canton may, however, be subject to normal taxation.
16. E.g.Zug and Schaffhausen.

THL does not contain any specific rule in this regard, it is the 17 Art. 29 THL.

general view that, for the purposes of this requirement, the 18. The canton of Zug, which at present still has a very liberal holding compa-

participationshave to be taken into account at their fair mar. ny tax regime, requires alternatively that either at least 51 per cent of the assets

ket values.21
consist of.substantialparticipatons,or 51 per cent of che income is derived from
dividends received from such participations.

The main purpose of administering participations must not
19. Art. 28 (2) THL.

20. No such requirement exists, however, under the existing tax laws of the

only be stated in the articles of incorporation, but also be a cantons of Zurich, Basel-City, Luceme, Schwyz, Obwalden and Grisons.

factual one. A distinction must further be made between 21. Some cantons only take the book values into account. A few cantons still

those business activities which can be carried on in Switzer- accept lower capital interest or a lower minimum value of the partcipatons.

land without jeopardizing the tax privilege and those which
Furthermore,a few cantons (Schaffhausen,Glarus, Schwyz, Vaiais) include cer-

tain long-term loans to affiliatedcompanies in the parlicipations.
cannot. As a rule, manufacturing, trading and service activ- 22. These entities also contribute to federal direct tax revenues.
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defined in Article 26 et seq. THL. The application of these facturing activities. The laws of those cantons which provide
cantonal tax privileges to a taxpayer must usually be negoti- for a mixed company tax status usually require that a mixed
ated with the cantonal tax authorities, who are generally company be controlled by non-residentshareholders.

ready to issue binding private letter rulings, if all relevant
facts are disclosed. Normally mixed companies are subject to the ordinary can-

tonal and communal income taxes on all income from Swiss

2. Domiciliarycompanies sources or commercial activities carried on within Switzer-
land. However, they are entitled to a partial exemption,usual-

Pure domiciliary companies are usually fully exempt from ly 70-90 per cent, in respect of their income from foreign
cantonal income taxes23 and pay only a reduced capital tax activities or foreign sources. Certain reliefs, such as the appli-
according to the samerules as apply to holding companies. cation of a reduced tax rate to a portion of the retained earn-

taxPure domiciliary companies may be characterized as corpo-
ings, may also be available for capital purposes.

rations which have their statutory seat (registered ofice or The mixed company tax privilege is predominantly used bydomicile) in Switzerland, but perform substantially all their international trading and sales companies with only limited
commercialactivities outside Switzerland.Accordingly,sub-

or no commercial activities on the Swiss market that need to
stantially all the income of a domiciliary company is derived employ a certain number of staff in Switzerland.
from foreign sources. Most of those cantons which provide
for a pure domiciliary company tax privilege do not allow
the corporation to have any staff or operational office pre- 4. Auxiliary cornpanies
mises within Switzerland. However, mnagement decisions
made by the corporation'sbord of directors may be taken at

Several cantons offer, the tax status of.an auxiliary company
board meetings held in Switzerland without jeopardizing the to such entities which, although they may have an office and

tax privilege.24Some cantons require that a domiciliarycom- employ staff in Switzerland, do not carry on within Switzer-

pany be controlled by foreign resident shareholders. Domi- land any commercial transactions or genuine business.

ciliary companies are not restricted in respect of their busi- activities with or for independent third parties. Auxiliary
ness activities carried on abroad and their staffemployedand companies typically perform mere subordinated service or

infrastructuremaintainedabroad. auxiliary functions for foreign affiliatedcompanies including
the management of foreign subsidiaries or affiliated compa-

The domiciliary company tax privilege is typically used for nies, the provision of debt financing and the rendering of
entities with foreign trading or agency activities (purchases marketing, publicity, research, technical assistance, account-
and sales performedabroad) and for various types of services ing and various other services.
rendered to foreign parties, such as financing, management
and exploitationof intellectualproperty, leasing, consultancy The exact conditions and features of the tax status of an aux-

and similar services. The domiciliary company tax privilege iliary company vary from canton to canton and must be indi-
can also be granted to those entities whose exclusive function vidually negotiated. As a rule, auxiliary companies benefit
and activity is the holding and management of their own from a partial cantonal/communal tax exemption of their
movable assets, e.g. a portfolio of securities. income from foreign sources, whereas they pay ordinary can-

tonal/communal ncome taxes on any income from Swiss
It should be noted that at the federal taxation level a pure sources. In the canton of Fribourg, the auxiliary company is
domiciliary company (or branch meeting the respectivecrite- fully exempt from income taxation on its income from for-
ria) pays the ordinary income taxes; it may, however, deduct eign sources and on passive income from Swiss sources,
up to 50 per cent of its gross profit as a lump-sum allowance while active income from Swiss sources (which must not
for expenses ncurred abroad without having to substantiate exceed 20 per cent of the total income) is ordinarily taxed.
such expenses in detail. The remaining 50 per cent of the Under the auxiliary company regime of the canton of Basel-
gross profit, after deduction of minor Swiss administration Stadt, any income, including income from subordinated
costs and taxes, must be reported as taxable income in Swiss business activities (the volume of which must not
Switzerland. If a domiciliary company claims an expense exceed 10 per cent of the total income,) is taxed at a specialdeduction which exceeds the 50 per cent limit, it has to pro- rate that equals 10 per cent of the ordinary corporate income
vide full evidence and justification for all its expenses. tax rate. However, a Basel-Stadt resident auxiliary company

has to pay a minimum income tax even if it shows a net loss;
3. Mixed companies the minimum taxable income corresponds to either 10 per
The mixed company tax privilege is offered by a fewcantons, cent of the.total Swiss costs or one sixth of the total payroll
such as Zug and Schwyz, as a substitute privilege for those expenses.
Swiss entities or branches of foreign entities which have

operations similar to a pure domiciliary company, but which 23. Except for taxes in relation to real property located in the canton, if the
need to maintain a certain infrastructure, (such as an office respectivecanton allows a domiciliarycompany to own real estate located in its
with employees) in Switzerland. Mixed companies may territory.
derive a small portion of their income, usually up to 20 per

24. Swiss corporate law requires that the majority of the members of the board

cent, from commercial activities within Switzerland; they
of directors(Verwaltungsrat)ofa Swiss corporationbe Swiss Nationals resident
in Switzerland. Similarly,at least one director(Geschftsfhrer)of a limited lia-

are, however, not allowed to carry on any ndustrial or manu- bility company needs to be resident in Switzerland.
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For federal tax purposes, a company whose activity essential- the importance of the administrative activity conducted

ly consists of providing services to foreign affiliated enter- in Switzerland. The non-exempt portion of the foreign-
prises is required to show an arm's length net profit. Such source income is subject to tax at ordinary tax rates.

intra-groupservices are generally deemed to produce a mini- According to the taxation practice of the cantons, the tax-

mum taxable net profit of either 10 per cent of the total Swiss able portion may range from zero per cent to 40 per cent.

costs or one sixth of the total payroll expenses in Switzerland, The lawf the canton of Zurich provides that a minimum

unless the taxpayercan prove a bona fide loss. The same stan- of 10 per cent of the foreign-source income be subject to

dard with regard to intra-group services is generally applied tax.

by the cantons for the assessment of cantonal/communal It is further provided that administration has toan companyincome taxes.
set off bona fide expenses, which are connected to a specific
category of income, against such income. Financing costs

5. Administrationcompanies and general administrativeexpenses must be allocated to the

The administrationcompany tax regime was first introduced different categories of income. Capital losses on participa-
by the canton of Zurich25 and subsequently by a number of tions cannot be deducted, but have to be set off against tax

other cantons. This regime also served as the model for the free dividend income or capital gains on participations.Final-

only cantonal tax privilege (besides the holding company ly, the tax privilege is not applicable to those categories of

regime) provided for under the THL.26 income for which the taxpayer claims a relief from foreign
withholding taxes pursuant to a Swiss tax treaty, if the

The statutory provisions define the administration company respective treaty requires the ordinary taxation of. such
as a corporate entity which only carries on administrative income in Switzerland not only at the federal, but also at the
activities in Switzerland i.e. the company must not undertake cantonal/communallevel.29
any commercial business activity. Thus, an administration

company is not allowed to actively appear in the (Swiss) mar- The administration cornpany is liable to capital taxes, under

ket as a seller of goods or services or as a purchaser or man- the THL, the taxable capital has to include the paid-up cap-

ufacturer of goods. The admissible administrative activities ital, open reserves and retained earnings, as well as those hid-

include the mere administration and management of those den reserves that, without applicationof the income tax priv-
assets which the conpany already owns or acquires without ilege, would have been taxed as income.

conducting any commercial activity in Switzerland, as well
as auxiliary or servicing activities for the benefit of affiliated

D. Tax holidaysenterprises, such as performing research, rendering technical
assistance or marketing advice, the management of patents,
trademarks and other intellectual property, (re-)invoicing, Foreign industrial or commercial enterprises moving into

debt collection, factoring, leasing, financing, accounting and Switzerland may in a number of cantons be granted a partial
other services. Other, genuine business activities may be con-

or even a full exemption from the cantonal/communaland, in

ducted in Switzerland, if they are of minor and subordinate certain defined geographical areas of economic depression,

importance. The rendering of management services to affili- also from the federal income and capital taxes for a max-

ated companies is usually regarded to be a commercial and imum period of ten years. Such exemptions must be negoti-
not a subordinate activity. Generally, no restrictions whatso- ated with the cantonal authorities and generally require that a

ever apply with regard to commercial activities conducted substantial number of new jobs are created in a region with

outside Switzerland. It is further generally not required that high unemployment.
the foreign business activities be carried on through branches

(permanentestablishments)maintainedabroad.
Ill. FEDERAL WITHHOLDINGTAX

An administration company can be legally structured as a

Swiss corporate entity or as a branch (permanent establish-

ment) of a foreign entity. The tax laws of e.g. the cantons of A. Swiss domestic law
Zurich and Thurgau, do not require that the administration

company be controlled by foreign-resident shareholders. The Swiss federal govemment levies a withholding tax at a

Under the THL, the tax privilege is available to corporations, rate of 35 per cent on the gross amount of:

cooperativesand foundations, there is no requirementthat the

entity be controlled by foreign shareholders.

The typical cantonalkommunaltax treatment of an adminis-
tration company may be summarized as follows:

Income from substantial participations27 (open and con- 25. 50bi' Zurich Tax Code
-

structive dividends) as well as any capital or book gains 26. Art. 28 (3) THL.
27. Participations representing either 20 per cent or more of the capital stock

on participationsare fully exempt from taxation.28 of other corporationsor a fair market value of at least CHF 2 million, cf. 50bis
Other income from Swiss sources is taxed at ordinary tax Zurich Tax Code.-

28. The tax law of the canton of Thurgau also exempts all income from the
rates.

exclusive administrationof the taxpayer's own movable assets, such as a pott-
Other income from foreign sources is partly exempt from-

folio of marketablesecurities; 88 Thurgau Tax Code.

taxation, the degree of the tax exemptiondepending upon 29. Cf. 50m'(2) and (3) Zurich Tax Code.
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dividends, includingconstructivedividends3oand liquida- not contain such explicit anti-abuse rules, it is the clear ten- .-

tion dividends (i.e. the xcess of the net liquidation pro- dency of the FIA (Federal Tax Adminisfration)to apply sim-
ceeds over the nominal share capital) distributd by a ilar criteria to applicants from these countries seeking a full
Swiss corporation to its shareholdersor persons actually refund of the Swiss dividend withholding tax.

or deemed to be related to the shareholders;
interest paid on publicly offered bonds, debentures and The focus of the FTA in regard to the entitlementof foreign-

-

other instruments of indebtedness issued by a Swiss res-
shareholders of Swiss corporations toa full refund of the

ident borrower; withholding tax lies undoubtedlyon beneficial ownership. A

distributionsby a Swiss investment fund;and
shareholderresident in a convenient treaty jurisdic-

-
corporate

interest on customers' deposits held with a Swiss bank. tion, which is controlld by residents of another, non-treaty
-

jurisdiction and which cannot prove any substance34 at its
No federal withholding tax is levied, however, on interest place of incorporation runs the risk of not being acknow-

paid in connectionwith straight loans as well as on rents, roy- ledged as the beeficialowner of the Swiss shares.
alties, licence, management and technical assistance fees
etc.31 Furthermore,the repatriationof profits derived by a for-

eign corporation through its Swiss branch (permanentestab-

lishment) to the foreign head office is not subject to the fed- IV. USE OF TAX TREATIES BY SWISS
eral withholding tax, unless the branch/permanentestablish- RESIDENT CORPORATIONS
ment qualifies as a domesticenterprise for withholding tax

purposes. A branch of a foreign corporation qualifies as a As a rule, Swiss resident corporations, including holding
domestic enterprise if (i) the foreign corporation is effect- companies and other entities enjoying cantonal tax privileges
ively managed in Switzerland and (ii) the foreign corpora- as domiciliary, mixed, auxiliary or administrationcompanies
tion, through its Swiss branch, conducts a commercialactivi- may benefit from the Swiss double tax treaty network and, in

ty in Switzerland. . particular, claim relief under such treaties from foreign taxes

withheld on dividend, nterest and royalty income. However
The withholding tax must be withheld by the payor of the

where control is exercised by non-residents, certain condi-
taxable payment (or in-kind benefit) and charged to the recip- tions be in order qualify for foreign withholdingient of such income.32

must met to

tax relief. These conditionsare set forth in a unilateralDecree
Swiss resident persons (individuals and corporate entities) of the Federal Council concerningmeasuresagainst the abuse
are entitled to a full refund of the withholdingtax, if they duly of Swiss tax treaties, dated 14 December 1962. Similar anti-

report the underlying income, are the beneficial owners and treaty abuse provisions are included in the Swiss tax treaties
meet certain further conditions. Foreign resident persons, on with Germany, France, Italy and Belgium. The most impor-
the other hand, suffer the Swiss withholding tax as a final tant conditions to be met are the following:
burden, unless they are entitled to partial or full relief under - Capitalization. A minimum equity capitalization of the
an applicable tax treaty between Switzerland and their coun- Swiss corporation is required. Interest-bearing debt of
try of residence. the corporation may not exceed six times stockholders'

equity. In addition, such debt shall not bear a higher than

B. Impact of double taxation treaties concluded by
an arm's length rate of interest, the maximum rates of
which are from time to time published by the FA.

Switzerland Use ofincome.Notmore than 50 per cent of the income35-

benefiting from foreign withholding tax relief under a

Switzerland has concluded bilateral tax treaties with more

than 50 countries including the United States, Canada, Japan 30. Constructivedividendsituations include, inter alia, domiciliarycompanies
and most of the Europeancountries. These tax treaties usual- which use more than 50 per cent of their gross profit for.payments of any kind

ly provide for a partial or even full relief from the Swiss which they treat as expenses in their profit and loss account, as well as the pro-

withholding tax on outbound dividends and certain interest viding of services to an affiliated person or company for a consideration which

payments made to residents of the Contracting States.
is les than 10 percent of the total cost incurred in connectionwith such services.
31. Except in the case of excessive, not at-arm's-lengthamounts paid for such

Whereas under many Swiss treaties a full relief is provided items, where the excessiveportion of such payments is re-characterizedas a con-

for interestpayments,a full relieffrom the Swiss withholding structivedividend, subject to the withholding tax.

tax on dividends is only provided for corporate recipients
32. This means in fact that the Swiss corporate entity, which is treated as the

under the Swiss treaties with the Netherlands, Luxembourg,
taxpayerand obligee of the withholding tax, must not bear the burdenof th tax,
but rather charge it on to the (direct) recipientof the taxable benefit. If the Swiss

Sweden, Finland and Denmark, ifcertainconditions,depend- taxpayer fails to charge the withholding tax to the beneficiary, the latter can be

ing upon the treaty in question, are met.33 regardedas having received a benefitnet of the Swiss withholding tax, i.e. 65 per
cent of the actually taxable benefit. Accordingly, the taxable amount can be

The Swiss tax treaty with the Netherlandscontains in its Art- grossed up to 100 per cent, which brings the effective withholding tax burden up

icle 9(2) an express anti-abuseclause, accordingto which full to some 53.8 per cent.

33. Under the Swiss tax treaty with Denmark, not only Danish corporations
relief from the dividend withholding tax shall not be granted, holding a qualifyingparticipation in the Swiss dividend payor, but also any Dan-

if the relationshipbetween the payor and the payee of a divi- ish-resident individual shareholdercan qualify for the full refund of the Swiss

dend has been established or maintained primarily for the dividend withholding tax.

purpose of obtaining such relief. Although the Swiss tax
34. Such as an own office with the necessary infrastructureand a minimal staff
and the presenceof a commercialactivity.

treaties with Luxembourg,Sweden, Denmark and Finland do 35. Typically dividend, interestor royalty income.
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Swiss bilateral tax treaty shall be passed directly or indi- ject to the capital issuance stamp duty, unless th branch is to

rectly to non-residents.36 be regarded as a domestic enterprise.38
Expense allocation. Any xpenses not related to the-

Furthermore,the issuanceof certain debt instruments (deben-
treaty-benefitedforeign income must be covered by such

ture or cash bonds, notes, money market instruments) by a
other income. Swiss debtor is subject to a special stamp duty at the rate of
Minimumdistribution. At least 25 per cent of the treaty- 0.12 per cent for each full or partial year of the maximum-

benefited income must be distributed by the Swiss res- term (bonds, annuity bonds, mortgage bonds, debt register
ident corporation as a dividend, subject to the federal claims), 0.06 per cent (cash bonds, certificates of deposit),
withholding tax. and 0.06 per cent prorated at 1/360 of the tax rate per day in the

In addition to these conditions, the Swiss tax treaties with case of money market papers.

Germany, France, Italy and Belgium require that treaty-bene-
.

fited interest and royalty income be subject to full, ordinary
Swiss taxation not only at the federal, but equally at the can-

B. Securities transfer stamp duty
tonalkommunal level; otherwise, no treaty relief for such
income shall be granted. In most of the Swiss cantons, corpo-

The transfer of the title to certain debt or equity securities39

rations with cantonal tax privilegescan elect to either pay full issued by a Swiss or foreign issuer for a consideration is sub-

Swiss tax on interest and royalty income from these countries ject to the securities transfer stamp duty, if at least one of the

and to be granted the tax treaty relief or to renounce the tax parties to or an intermediary in the transaction is a Swiss

treaty relief and enjoy the cantonal tax privilege. Far-reach- securities dealer as defined in the Stamp Duty Law. The

ing anti-treaty-shoppingrules have reportedly been included transfer stamp duty is measured by the amount of considera-

in a new income tax treaty between Switzerland and the tion paid in return for the securities transferred; the tax rates

United States, which is expected to be signed in August 1996. are 0.15 per cent for Swiss and 0.30 per cent for foreign secu-

The new Switzerland-United States income tax treaty will rities. The term securities dealer includes professional
substantially lirnit the ability of foreign-controlledSwiss cor- securities traders, banks, brokers and similar financial institu-

porations to benefit from the treaty with respect to relief from tions, as well as any corporation that holds, according to its

US income taxes withheld at source. last annual balance sheet, taxable securities in excess of CHF
10 million.40 The securties dealer owes 50 per cent of the

stamp duty for himself and another 50 per cent if the other

party to the transaction is not a securities dealer.
V. FEDERAL STAMP DUTIES

The law provides that certain transactions be exempt from the

securities transfer stamp duty, these include, inter alia, the
A. Capital issuance stamp duty transfer of Swiss or foreign equity securities in exchange for

the issue of shares of a Swiss corporation and the issue of

Any contributions of cash or other assets to the capital of a shares of a foreign corporation to a Swiss corporation, e.g. a

joint stock corporation, limited liability company or coopera- holding company. All transactions that are subject to a capital
tive corporation incorporatedunder Swiss law, whetheror not issuance stamp duty are likewise exempt from the transfer
made in exchange for an issue of shares, participationcertifi- stamp duty.
cates or similar equity securities are subject to a federal

stamp duty of 2 per cent of the net amount of the capital con-

tribution. In the case of a contributionof non-cash assets, the VI. VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT)
tax is payable on the fair market value.

Exemptions from the capital issuance stamp duty apply in a A. General
number of situations:

the initial contribution to the capital of a corporate entity a
- Effective 1 January 1995, Switzerland introduced modern,

incorporated in Switzerland in connection with its forma- mostly EU-compatibleVAT system in replacementof the for-
tion, if the net amount of the contributiondoes not exceed

mer sales tax, which was levied on the domestic turnoverand
CHF 250,000;
share issues in connection with transactions which qual--

ify, for stamp duty purposes, as corporate reorganizations 36. This condition applies not only to foreign-controlled,but also to any Swiss

(mergers of corporate entities, merger-like transactions37, corporations.

spin-offs, certain corporate transformations); 37. For example, the contribution of shares representing qualifying majority

share issues in connection with the transfer of the corpo-
interests in at least two active, Swiss or foreign corporations to the share capital

-

of Swiss holding in connectionwith the formation capital increasea company or a

rate domicile (registered offce) of a foreign corporation, of such holding company

which originally was incorporated abroad, into Switzer- 38. This is the case if the foreign corporation (i) is effectively managed n

land, if the foreign law does not require a formal liquida- Switzerlandand (ii) carries on a commercial activity within Switzerland.

tion of the emigrating corporation.
39. Simple acknowledgments of debt in writing are not considered taxable

instruments.Therefore, normal commercial loans, including those made between

In addition to the above exemptions, the contribution of
affiliated companies, are not subject to the transfer stamp duty.
40. Accordingly, most of the larger Swiss holding companies and other Swiss

assets to the Swiss branch of a foreign corporation is not sub- corporationsqualify as securities dealers for stamp duty purposes.
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importation of goods only, i.e. services remained untaxed. B. VAT position of .Swiss holding companies and
Until such time as a federal statute has been drafted and other entities with cantonal tax privileges
passed by the federal parliament, VAT is being levied on the
authority of an Ordinance of the Swiss Federal Council. The Article 19()(d) of the VAT Ordinance excludes from the
tax is charged on the domestic supply and own use of goods scope of VAT corporations, cooperatives and foundations
and services by persons or enterprises whose relevant annual with a cantonal tax privilege according to Article 28 THL, as
turnoveramounts to at least CHF 75,000. It is also chargeable well as Swiss permanent establishments of foreign enter-
on the importationof goods and services into Switzerland: prises with such a cantonal tax privilege. However the FTA
The standard rate of Swiss VAT is at present 6.5 per cent; a only applies this provision, to pure holding and domiciliary
special rate of 2 per cent applies to food, beverages and cer- companies which do not perform any commercial activity at
tain other products. their corporate seat in Switzrland.As soon as a residententi-
The turnover from certain categories of services is exempt ty or a permanentestablishmentof a foreign entity maintains
from, or outside the scope of, VAT, in particular, capital-re- a infrastructure(own office, staff) in Switzerland45, it will not

lated payments such as interest and dividends. The receipt of fall under the exclusion of Article 19(1)(d) of the VAT Ordi-

paymentsof this kind does not cause a person or enterprise to nance.

become a taxpayer for VAT purposes and if a person or enter- As a consequence,pure holding and pure domiciliarycompa-
prise otherwise liable to Swiss VAT receives such payments, nies suffer any input VAT as a final charge. On the otherhand,
it will not be entitled to credits or deductions of input VAT an entity that conducts its activities through a certain physical
suffered on services or goods purchased that are used to per- in Switzerland will fall under the exclusion ofpresence not
form VAT-exemptactivities.42 Article 19(1)(d). This is the case even where its income is
The taxable supply of a service includes, inter alia, the trans- derived exclusively from the export of goods or services,
fer of any intangible asset or a right for valuable considera- which are deemed to be consumed abroad. In these circum-
tion (especially, royalties). If a taxable supply of goods or stances if the entity's sales of goods or services to foreign
services is made to a foreign recipient and consumed abroad, customers are zero-rated, it can claim a credit for its input
such supply is generally zero-rated, i.e. no Swiss VAT is due. VAT suffered, which may result in excess VAT credits and
Zero-rated supplies fully entitle the VAT taxpayer to deduc- correspondingperiodic VAT reimbursementsto the taxpayer.
tions, credits or reimbursements,as the case may be, for input
VAT suffered, including VAT payable upon the importation
ofgoods or services from abroad.

If a foreign enterprise operates in Switzerland through a

branch and if the operations of the Swiss branch are liable to
Swiss VAT, the Swiss branch must register for Swiss VAT
The branch will then for VAT purposes, be regarded as an

entity separate from the foreign head offce (and any branch- 41. Even persons who are otherwise not subject to VAT independently owe

VAT on the value of imported services, if such value in any year exceeds CHF
es in other countries). 10,000.
It should be noted that the definitionof the place where a tax-

42. A companyother than a holdingcompany,which makes taxable supplies of

goods or services and, in addition, receives dividend income will not suffer a
able service is rendered is not exactly the same under Swiss reductionof its right tocreditordeductinputVAT. Ontheotherhand, if a hold-
law as under the VAT legislations of the EU Member States. ing company (holding purpose stated in the Articles of Incorporation) derives

Under the Swiss VAT Ordinance the place of supply of ser_ e.g. royalty or services income which makes it subject to VAT, then its dividend
ncome is treated as exempt turnover, which leads to a proportional reduction ofvices is generally defined as the place where the supplier,has the input VAT credit Furthermore, the receipt of interest income by a VAT tax-

its registered office or permanent establishment and from payer leads to a reductionof the input VAT credit.
which the service is rendered. In the absence of any such re- 43. Art. 12 (1) VAT Ordinance.

gistered office or permanent establishment, the place of sup-
44. The FTA has issued a special circularcontainingguidelines as to the deter-
mination of the place of use of various categories of services. Whereas services

ply of a service is deemed to be the place at which the suppli- related to real estate are deemed to be used where the real estate is located, some
er is domiciled, or from which it carnes out its activity.43 other types of servicesare consideredto be used where they are actually rendered

Hence, if such services are provided by a Swiss residentcom- (e.g. teaching, cultural, sports, artistic performance, safekeeping of things,

pany or a Swiss branchof a foreign company to a foreign cus-
appraisals of movable objects, etc.). A further category of services is deemed to
besuppliedat the place of the recipient's placeofbusiness or domicile.T\scat-

tomer, the services are deemed to be provided in Switzerland. egory includes banking, publicity, consultancy, asset management, collecting,
However, notwithstandinga Swiss place of supply of a ser- engineering(other than real estate related), research, legal, accountancy,auditing
vice, a zero per cent Swiss VAT rate may be applicable in and fiduciary services, translation, EDP, information supply, assignment and

granting of copyrights, patents, licences, trademarks, model and pattern rights,many cases, if the service is considered to be used or con- manufacturingrights etc., undertakingsnot to perform a professional activity or

sumed outside Switzerland.44The same maybe true in regard not to claim a right and making manpoweravailable.
to services imported from abroad, if they are considered to be 45. Which s, within certain limits, possible for mxed companies, auxiliary
used or exploited abroad. companiesand administrationcompanies as well as for holding companies.
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OVERVIEWOF THE SWISS TAX SYSTEM
Dr Peter Athanas and Dr Philip Robinson

Arthur Andersen AG, Zurich

I. FRAMEWORKOF THE SWISS TAX SYSTEM Obviously, the comparativelyopen tax legislation also carries
the inherent risk of its rules being interpreted against the

A. Basic principles of tax legislation
interest of the taxpayer in doubtful or unusual cases. How-

ever, since most departments of the cantonal and federal tax

administrations are prepared to issue binding opinions (rul-
As a result of Switzerland's confederate political structure, ings) in advance, this risk can be eliminated in most cases. In
taxes are imposed at various levels. The Confederation, the fact, the cooperative and constructive attitude of the tax
26 cantons and the mre than 3,000 municipalitieseach have authorities is still one of the major advantages Switzerland
their own tax legislation. Furthermore, the cantons may also has in the area of taxation.
empower districts and other administrative subdivisions as

well as church parishes to levy taxes. Since the municipal-
ities, districts and churches mostly follow cantonal tax laws,
the main distinction from a practical point of view is the one II. TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS
between federal taxes and cantonal/municipaltaxes.

The Confederation finances most of its expenditure from A. Personal incorne and wealth taxes

indirect taxation, whilst the cantons and municipalities rely
primarily on direct taxes. For the taxpayer, the burden of can- 1. Tax liability and scope of taxation
tonal and municipal direct taxes is considerably higher than

As in other jurisdictions, the concept of residence is funda-
that of the direct federal tax. Overall, some 75 per cent of all

mental for the determination of individual's tax liabilityan
taxes raised in Switzerland come from direct taxation, of and the of taxation. From Swiss domestic point of
which approximately 80 per cent constitute cantonal and scope a

view, residence is defined asthe place where a person stays
municipal taxes. Most of the approximately 25 per cent of

with the intention of settling permanently and which is thus
taxes coming from indirect taxation are levied by the Con-

the centre of his personal and business interests. An indi-
federation. vidual who stays in Switzerland for a certain minimum peri-
At present, there are still major differences between the tax od of time and earns his living there, is subject to Swiss tax

legislations in the various cantons. Due to the fact that a sig- on his worldwide income. In addition, a person will be con-

nificant proportion of total taxes are raised at the sidered a resident for tax purposes if he or she remains in

cantonal/municipal level taxation in Switzerland varies con- Switzerland for an extended period of usually more than

siderably from one region to another. On 1 January 1993, a three months, even if not engaged in a gainful activity.
new law came into force which aims to harmonize the can-

An individual resident in Switzerland is in principle subjecttonal tax systems within the next few years. Although this
to unlimited tax on worldwide income (federal and canton-

will eliminate some of the more important discrepancies net
between the cantons, a number of cantons are expected to be al/municipal income taxes) and wealth (cantonal/muni-

able to maintain their comparatively favourable tax regimes. cipal wealth taxes). Taxable income includes all earned
whether received in cash in kind, the rental value

One of the instruments for doing so will be the determination ncome, or

ofowner-occupiedhouses as well as pensionsand investment
of tax rates, since the cantons continue to be fully ncome. As an exception, capital gains on privately owned
autonomous in this area.

movable property such as securities are not subject to income
taxes. Wealth taxes are basically levied on an individual'snet

B. Relationshipbetween the taxpayers and the tax assets. However, exposure to Swiss taxation does not extend

authorities to assets invested in and income derived from businesses,
permanent establishmentsor real estate located abroad. Such
assets and income are only relevant for the purpose of calcu-

In comparison to the very exact and extensive tax legislations lating the applicable tax rates.
of many other states, the federal and cantonal tax legislation
in Switzerland has been kept relatively brief and general, Non-residentsonly pay Swiss taxes on certain types of Swiss
often leaving the taxpayers and the authorities a considerable source income such as income from real estate and from busi-

scope for interpretation.This creates tax planning opportun- ness activities in Switzerland and income from work per-
ities for the taxpayers and, more importantly, sometimes formed in Switzerland for a Swiss employer. Directors' fees

gives the tax authorities a competitiveedge in their attempts paid by a Swiss company to a non-resident are subject to

to attract new taxpayers to their jurisdiction. Swiss income tax, which is normally deducted at source.
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2. Taxation base and tax rates 2. Lump-sum taxation

For individuals, the tax year normally corresponds with the The federal tax legislationas well as a number of cantonal tax

calendar year. The assessable wealth (cantonal/municipal laws provide the possibility of so-called lump-sum taxation
wealth taxes) is the individual'snet wealth at the beginningof for foreign nationals who have their residence in Switzerland
the tax year. For federal tax purposes (federal income tax) as without working here. In order to qualify for this privileged
well as in most cantons (cantonal/municipal income taxes) tax regime, the individual concemed is required to have had
the assessable income for any tax year is the average income his or her residenceoutside Switzerlandfor at least the period
of the two preceding years. A small number of cantonal tax of ten years immediately prior to taking up residence in
laws provide for current taxes to be based on the previous or Switzerland.
current year's income. Special rules apply in the first year of Under the system of lump-sum taxation, the ndividual's tax-
residence.

able income is determined on the basis of the total expenses
Married couples are normally assessed jointly, i.e. their of living. These are defined as being at least five times the
income and wealth are aggregated (family tax concept). In rental value of the individual's living accommodation in
order to minimize discrimination, different progressive tax Switzerland or, if higher, equal to his or her. income from
rates apply for married and single persons. Another means of Swiss real estate, mortgages, shares, bonds etc., plus any
avoiding discrimination is higher deductible allowances (i.e. income remittedfrom foreign sources for which double taxa-

personal and family allowances) for married couples. tion relief is obtained based on a treaty. In practice, the
Deductibleitems for both married couples and single persons deemed taxable income is the result of discussions with the
include social security contributions, accident and health responsiblecantonal tax authorities.
insurance premiums, certain non-reimbursed business Since it is in general only possible to obtain residencea per-
expenses, interest payments, repair and maintenancecosts of mit for non-employed who older than 60 of
owner-occupieddwellings as well as certain charitable dona- persons are years

age, can demonstrate close ties to Switzerland and actuallytions. transfer their centre of vital interests to Switerland, lump-
Individual income and wealth.tax rates are generally progres- sum taxation is usually reserved for ndividuals who decide
sive. In the major Swiss cities, the maximum marginal to spend their retirement years in Switzerland.
income tax rates (total of federal, cantonal/municipal and
church taxes) for married couples range between approx.
25.5 per cent (Zug, for income exceeding CHF 250,000) and C. Inheritance and gift taxes
48.5 per cent (Geneva, for income exceeding CHF
1,106,400). Within this range, (and in certain municipalities whereas the Confederation levies no inheritance or gift
above or below it,) there are considerable variations. When taxes, all cantons but one (Schwyz) impose an inheritancetax

determining the effective burden on an individual's income on the transferofproperty to beneficiariesand all cantons but

the fact must be taken nto account that employment incorne two (Lucerne and again Schwyz) levy taxes on donations.

(including income from sole proprietorships and partner- The tax rates differ between cantons. In general, they vary

ships) is also subject to social security contributions of 9.5 according to the value of the property inherited or donated

per cent to 13.1 per cent. Individual wealth tax rates range and the relationship of the beneficiary to the deceased or

between approximately0.5 per cent and 1.5 per cent. donor. A number of cantons do not levy a tax if the recipient
is the spouse or a direct descendantof the deceased or donor.

B. Taxation of foreign nationals
The inheritanceand gift taxes are payable either by the recip
ient, by the personal representativeof the deceased or by the
donor. Non-residentsare liable to inheritanceor gift tax if the

1. Payroll tax for foreign employees deceased or donor was a Swiss resident at the time the prop-

Contrary to the situation that prevails for Swiss ntionals and erty is passed on, or if the property concerned is real estate

permanent residents, whose taxes are assessed based on the located in Switzerland.

self declaration in their annual or biannual tax returns, for- Switzerlandhas concluded inheritance tax treaties with Aus-
eign nationals working in Switzerland for a Swiss employer tria, Denmark, Gerrnany; Finland, France, the Netherlands,
initially have the income tax on their employment income Norway, Sweden, the UnitedKingdom and the United States.
directly deducted at source (payroll tax, source tax). If the
individual's taxable income does not exceed a certain limit

(presently CHF 120,000 p.a. in most cantons), the Swiss
Ill. TAXATION OF CORPORATIONSincome tax liability is covered by the payroll taxes. If the

limit is surpassed in any year, the regular assessment proce-
dure applies and a tax return must be filed, whereby the A. Incorporation
source tax is credited against the final tax burden as calcu-
lated based on the tax return. Upon the incorporationof a joint stock company (AG, SA) or

a limited liability company (GmbH, SARL), a stamp tax

amounting to 2 per cent of the higher amount of the fair mar-

ket value of the shares or of the registeredcapital is levied, if
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this value exceeds CHF 250,000. The stamp tax is also due on - The formationof a reserve of up to one third of the lower

any capital increase. of the stocks' cost or market value.
The formationof bad debt reserves ofup to 5 per cent for-

However, under certain circumstances, stamp tax exempt to cent
incorporations or capital increases are possible. This is par-

domestic receivables and up 10 per for foreign
receivables. Any reserve exceeding these flat rates must

ticularly the case in connection with corporate reorganiza-
tions (e.g. mergers, spin-offs). The exemptionmay also apply

be arguable from a business point of view.

when a corporation is incorporatedabroad and later transfers
- Taxes due for the accountingyear the assessment is based

its legal domicile to Switzerland. on and for any previous years.
In general, capital gains are treated as regular income for-

federal as well as for cantonal/municipal tax purposes.

B. Corporate income and capital taxes However, in some cantons capital gains from real estate

are at least partly subject to a special capital gains tax. In

1. Tax liability and the scope of taxation
order to prevent double taxation, such gains are

deductible from the corporation's taxable income.

A corporation is resident if it has its legal domicile in
In addition the deductions from taxable income, there is

Switzerland or if it is managed in Switzerland. Resident cor-
to

porations are taxed on their worldwide income and capital,
also relief for dividends received from qualifying participa-
tions. The participation reduction consists of a reduction of

except for income and capital which is connected with a per- the of payable the corporation's entire
manent establishment or with real estate abroad. For direct amount tax on net

income in the proportion of its net income from qualifying
tax purposes, tax liability. is linked to the individual corpora-
tion as a separate entity, which means that there is no group

participations to its overall net income. Dividendsqualify for

the reduction if the recipient owns 20 per cent or more of the
taxation.

capital of the corporation paying the dividend or where the

Non-resident corporations are only taxed on their Swiss- investmentexceeds CHF 2,000,000.
source income and capital. Losses may be carried forward over aa period of seven years

(federal tax purposes and most cantons) or less (a minority of
2. Corporate income taxes cantons). There are no loss carry-back provisions in Switzer-

For federal tax purposes as well as in most cantons for can- land.

tonal/municipal taxes, the tax year corresponds with the cor- Federal and cantonal corporate income tax rates are mostly
poration's accounting year. In a smaller number of cantons

progressive and usually depend the corporation's yield,on
which have not adapted this part of their tax legislation to the i.e. the ratio of income to average capital. The federalon
harmonization law, the tax year is the calendar year. How-

ncome tax rate ranges between 3.63 per cent and 9.8 per cent
ever, for assessmentpurposes these cantons also base the tax

of net profit after tax. Cantonal/municipal taxes depend on
assessmentson the corporation'saccounting year. the municipality in which the corporation is located and

According to federal tax legislaton and most cantonal tax range between approximately 12 per cent and 35 per cent of

laws, corporate income taxes are based on the current year's profit after tax. Overall, the combined corporate income tax

taxable income. A few cantons still base their assessmentson burden (federal, cantonal/municipal) amounts to between

the average profits of the two preceding years or on the pre- 18 per cent (Zug) and 37 per cent (Graubnden) of pre-tax
vious year's income. Within the next four or five years, these profit. At the cantonal/municipal level special tax regimes
cantons will be obliged to adjust their legislation to the cur- with a reduced tax burden are available for certain types of

rent year assessmentsystem. companies (See below).

Taxable profit is based on the accounting profit as adjusted In federal tax law as well as in the majority of cantons there

for tax purposes. Usually, the following charges are tax is no distinction between distributed and undistributed prof-
deductble, provided they are recorded in the statutory books: its. As a result, profits distributed to individual shareholders

Depreciation of assets up to certain predetermined rates. are in general subject to the dual burden of corporate and
-

Any additional depreciation must be arguable from a individual income taxes.

business point of view. Examples of rates (for straight-
line depreciation)are: 3. Capital taxes

Per cent

Commercial.buildings 2 Capital taxes are levied on the corporation's tax adjusted net

Commercial and industrial buildings 4 equity (share capital and taxable reserves) either at the begin-

Machinery, patents, goodwill 20 ning (a minority of cantons) or at the end (federal taxes, most

Computerhardware and software 20 cantons) of the accounting year concerned. The federal cap-
ital tax rate is 0.08 per cent, the rates in the cantons vary

Motor vehicles 20
betweenapproximately0.05 per cent and 1 per cent. As in the

Small tools 22.5
area of income taxes, corporations with a special tax status

If depreciation is made on a declining balance basis, (holding, domiciliary, mixed companies) are subject to privi-
these rates may be doubled. leged capital tax rates for cantonal/municipaltax purposes.
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For foreign investors the capital taxes must be considered as reduction outlined above, many holding companies will pay
a cost factor, since they are usually not creditable against any minimal or no income taxes at the federal level either. In this
tax liabilities in the investor's state of residence (e.g. the context it is important to be aware that, as opposed to liqui-
United States). dation proceeds, capital gains from the disposal of shares do

not qualify as participation income and are therefore subject
to federal income taxes.

C. Withholding tax
Domiciliarycompanies. A domiciliarycompany is a compa-

A 35 per cent withholding tax is levied on dividends (includ- ny that, apart from its registered office (which is merely a

mailing address) and the Swiss director(s) who formally rep-ing deemed dividend distributions) as well as on interest
resent(s) the company, has no offices, personnel or activitiespayable on. corporate securities such as bonds and deben- of any sort in Switzerland. Its records, invoices etc. are pre-tures. It is also withheld on all interest credited by a bank to
pared by third parties. In most instances, a domiciliary com-its clients, whether on current accounts, time deposits or sav-

ings accounts. However, the tax does not have to be withheld pany has its head office with a fiduciarycompany,a lawyeror

a bank which also administers the company. Domiciliaryon interest on open accounts, intercompany accounts or
companies totally from cantonal/municipalare exemptstraight mortgage interest. No withholding tax is levied on

royalties.
ncome taxes and the cantonal/municipal capital taxes are

levied at reduced rates. Federl taxes are imposed according
The withholding tax will normally be fully refunded if the to the regular rules.
recipient of the dividend or interest payment is a resident of Mixeddomiciliarycompanies,etc. In addition to the holdingSwitzerland. Where the recipient is located in a treaty state, and domiciliarycompanies,which are defined and taxed sim-refund is granted according to the treaty relief. The treaty ilarly in most cantons, there are also various cantonal spe-rates on dividends generally range between zero per cent and cialities with regard to tax privileges, such as mixed domicil-15 per cent and on interest between zero per cent and 10 per ary companies, administrative companies or auxiliary com-
cent. In all other cases, no refund will be available.

panies. These types of companies offer attractive opportuni-
ties for taylor-made solutions.

D. Tax consequencesof reorganizations
F. Incentives for newly established enterprisesIn order to reduce the fiscal obstacles to corporate reorgani-

zations, there are special regulations in the Swiss tax laws In order to attract new enterprises and thus strengthen their
(income taxes, stamp tax, withholding tax and VAT) which regional econornies,certain regions grant investment and tax
allow for certain types of reorganizations(mergers, spin-offs, incentives to newly established corporations. Incentives
divisions) to be carried out in a tax efficientmanner. The pro- include tax holidays or reduced taxation for up to ten years at
visions under which such reorganizations are possible are the cantonal/municipal level, interest subsidies, job-relatedquite complex and care must be taken to structure reorgani- subsidies or special guarantees. Incentives are available to
zations appropriately in order to have them qualify for the both manufacturingand service cornpanies.special exemptions. It is important to note that, unlike in the
EU, there are currently no provisions for tax-free cross-bor-
der reorganizations.

IV. OTHER TAXES

E. Special statuses for cantonal and municipal taxes A. Value added tax (VAT)
Whereas for federal tax purposes all corporationsare subject On 1 January 1995, a VAT system similar to the one operated
to the regular taxation rules, most cantons have introduced in the EU Member States replaced the former sales tax
special tax statuses for corporationsengaged in certain types regime. The standard rate for supplies of goods and services
of activities. These privileges can be characterized as fol- is 6.5 per cent, a reduced rate of 2 per cent applies to certain
lows: goods and services of basic necessity and there is a special
Holding companies. The status of a holding company applies

rate of 3 per cent for hotel accommodation. Contrary to the
direct taxation regime, the Swiss VAT legislation includes thefor corporationswhose main purpose consists of owning and

administeringholdings in other corporations. This is mostly concept of group taxation for group entities within Switzer-
land.assumed to be the case if at least two thirds of the assets con-

sist of participations or if at least two thirds of the total The present VAT regime is provisional and based on a gov-
income is participation income. Some cantons have slightly ernment ordinance. Within the next two or three years this
different rules with regard to the balance sheet and income should be replaced by a VAT law, which is expected to solve
statementstructure. On the cantonal/municipallevel, holding some of the practicalproblems inherent in the current regula-
companies are exempt from income taxes and subject to tions.
reduced capital taxes, whereas taxation at the federal level
follows the regular rules. However, due to the participation
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B. Securities transfer tax B. Tax treaties

Apart from the stamp tax of 2 per cent on the issuance of Switzerland has a comprehensive network of income and

share capital described above, there is also a stamp tax on the capital tax treaties. Most of these treaties are within the

transfer of securities. The securities transfer tax is due on the framework of the OECD Model Convention. As in unilateral
transfer of securities, if one of the contracting parties or an law, the Swiss treaties generally follow the exemption
intermediary is a securities dealer within the meaning of the method, i.e. they exempt the income and assets allocated to

Swiss stamp tax legislation. The tax rate amounts to 0.15 per the other state from Swiss taxation (although these may be

cent for the transferofSwiss securities and t 0.3 per cent for taken into account when computing the progressive tax

the transfer of foreign securities. rates).

The fulllist of countries with which Switzerlandcurrently (as
C. Taxes on immovable property per 1 January 1996) has a tax treaty is set out in the

Appendix.
Whereas the Confederation imposes no special taxes on

immovableproperty (land and buildings), there are four types C. Anti-abuse legislationof such taxes at the cantonal/municipal level. The most

importantof these from an economic viewpoint is the capital
gains tax on immovable property. This tax is imposed on

In 1962, the Swiss federal government issued a decree

profits from the sale of immovableproperty held privately by designed to curtail abuses which had arisen under tax treaties

individuals. In a number of cantons the tax is also levied on
between Switzerland and other countries. Where foreign

sales of business property held by individuals,partnershipsor
source dividends, interest, royalties, etc. enter Switzerland in

corporations. In the vast majority of cantons a non-recurrent such a manner that a reduced withholding tax rate appears

transfer tax is payable on the transfer of immovableproperty. applicable under the provisions of one of its international
income tax treaties, the transactionwill be subject to scrutiny

In addition to the general net wealth taxation most cantons and certain conditions concerning financing, usage of earn-

impose a special property tax on immovable property, which ings, coverage of expenses and the minimum dividend distri-
is usually under municipaljurisdiction. Finally, some cantons bution must be net in order for the reduced treaty rate to be

levy a minimal tax on immovable property owned by corpo- allowed. Sirnilarprovisionshave been included in the treaties
rations. This tax only applies if it exceeds the regular taxes on with Germany, France, Italy and Belgiurn.
income and capital or (in some cantons) the minimal tax on

tumover. Despite continued criticism of these regulations, mainly
based on the observation that in general the states which
should be protected by these measures have constructed
effectiveobstacles to treaty abuse of their own since 1962, the

V. INTERNATIONALASPECTS responsibleauthorities show no signs of replacingor abolish-

ing the provisions of the anti-abuse decree.

A. Swiss unilateral rules

In Swiss unilateral tax legislation, the main instrument for VI. COMPETITIVEADVANTAGESOF THE
avoiding international double taxation is the exemption of SWISS TAX SYSTEM
foreign assets invested in and income derived from busi-
nesses, permanent establishments or real estate located

Although Switzerland has been subject to increasing compe-
abroad. For individualas well as corporate tax purposes, such tition from other European jurisdictions with respect to its
assets and income are only relevant for determining the appli- attractiveness business and tax location, the Swiss taxas a
cable tax rates.

system still offers numerous advantages for both foreign and

As a counter part to this foreign branch and real estate domestic investors. The most importantof these can be sum-

exemption, businesses, permanent establishments (defined marized as follows:
based on the general definitions laid down in the OECD - Due to the complete exemption from income taxes at the

Model Convention)and real estate located in Switzerlandare cantonal/municipal level and to the extensive tax reduc-

subject to Swiss taxation, regardless of whether they are tion on participation income for federal tax purposes, the

owned by residents or non-residents. Foreign taxes paid on tax costs of operating a Swiss holding company are

income which is taxable in Switzerland based on unilateral among the lowest in Europe. Furthermore, in the case of

(and treaty) rules only result in a tax credit to the extent the many countries Switzerland's comprehensive treaty net-

relevant tax treaty provides for such a credit. In all other work reduces the tax burden on dividend payments made

cases, the foreign taxes can be deducted from the tax base, to a Swiss holding company.
without a tax credit being granted. - The foreign branch exemptions stipulated in federal and

cantonal/municipaltax laws allow a corporation to regis-
ter in Switzerland and thus obtain access to the Swiss

treaty network; without income and capital of foreign
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operations (branches) being taxed in Switzerland. Even - Since individual taxation is favourable in many cantons,
corporations with no activity in Switzerland can take the transfer of employees to Switzerland is also berefi-
advantageof this, although a certain, usually quite minor, cial. Furthermore, the standard of living, education, the
headquartersallocation cannot be avoided. access to cultural activities and other aspects of the
Within the scope of the various cantonal/municipal tax infrastructureusually make Switzerland a pleasantplace-

privileges a Swiss resident corporationor a Swiss finance to live for the individuals concerned. For wealthy indi-
branch of a foreign corporation can be used as an effi- viduals wishing to spend their retirement years in
cient vehicle for group financing and treasury activities. Switzerland,the possibilityof lump-sum taxation and the
The use of domiciliarycompnies and mixed domiciliary inheritance and gift tax regulations are noteworthy-

companies ffers opportunities for international trading advantages.
operations which are still unequalled. In addition to the - Finally, the traditionally constructive relationship
attractive tax aspect Switzerland'sexcellent communica- btween taxpayersand the tax authorities,combinedwith
tions and transportation infrastructure as well as the the widely used possibility of obtaining advance tax rul-
economy'srelative security provide strong arguments for ings in order to minimize future tax risks, must be con-

locating international trading companies in one of the sidered one of the principal assets of the Swiss tax sys-
Swiss cantons. tem.

Due to the special tax regimes for administrative and-

auxiliary companies,paired with the availability of high-
ly educated labour possessing business and language
skills, Switzerland is also well suited as a location for
corporate headquartersand business support centres.

APPENDIX

Swiss Tax Treaties

Antigua France Luxembourg St. Lucia
Australia The Gambia Malaysia Singapore
Austria Germany Malawi South Africa .

Barbados Greece Mexico Spain
Belgium Grenada Montserrat Sri Lanka
Belize Hungary Morocco Sweden
Bulgaria Iceland Netherlands Trinidad and Tobago
Canada India New Zealand Tunisia

'

China Indonesia Norway United Kingdom
Denmark* Ireland Pakistan United States
Dominica Italy Poland Virgin Islands
Ecuador Ivory Coast Portugal Zambia
Egypt Jamaica** Romania Zimbabwe
Falkland Islands Japan Russia***
Finland Korea (Rep.) St. Christopherand Nevis

* Including the Faroe Islands.
** The treaty with Jamaica is retroactive from 1 January 1995.
*** A new treaty with Russia has been concluded, which is not in force yet. The applicability of the old treaty with the former USSR to the FSU
States has to be examined individually.
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VAT 0- CROSS-BORDERSERVICES
Xavier Oberson and Nicolas Buchel

the transitional provisions of the Constitution and these were

Xavier Oberson is Professor of Tax and Administrative approved by referendumon 28 November 1993.5 The Federal
Law at the Universityof Geneva Law School. He is also a Councl was therefore entitled to issue the VAT legislation.
partner in the Geneva law firm Oberson Thibaud & On 22 June 1994, the VATO was issued by the government. ItPartners and a Judge on the Federal Court of Appeal for
Taxation. After being admitted to the Geneva Bar, he came into force on 1 January 1995.
obtained a Doctorateof law from Geneva UniversityLaw

In December 1993, the Lower Chamber (Nationalrat)of the
School and an LL M from Harvard Law School where he
also completed the InternationalTax Program. parliament instructed its Commission for Economic and Tax

Matters to prepare the draft of the VAT Law. The commission
Nicolas Buchel is an attorney-at-lawpractising in the published a draft version on 10 September 1995. Anyone
Geneva law firm Oberson Thibaud & Partners. After interested in formulating remarks and/or proposing amend-
being admitted to the Geneva Bar, he obtained an LL M
from Tulane Law School. He worked for several years in ments had until the end of November 1995 to do so. The com-

the tax departmentof Arthur Andersen SA in Geneva mission has not yet submitted its final draft to the Lower

where he specialized in VAT. He is a member of the Chamber. After being approved by the Lower Chamber, the

group of experts that is presently assisting the proposed legislationwill be forwarded to the Upper Chamber
Commission for Economic and Tax Matters of the Lower (Stnderat) for approval. After adoption by both chambers,
Chamber of the parliament in drafting the new Swiss VAT

the VAT Law still be challenged during the subsequentLaw. may
three month period by referendum.6The VAT Law is sched-
uled to enter into force on 1 January 1998. In the meantime,

This article is based on the current VAT Ordinance' (hereafter the VATO remains effective and the govemment may amend

referred to as VATO), the draft of the VAT Law2 as published this at will.

on 10 September 1995, and the various brochures and circu-
Contrary to the old sales tax system, Swiss VAT is much the

lars issued (prior to 30 April 1996) by the Federal Tax
same as other European VAT systems, and a particular effort

Administration. has been made to make it compatible with the Sixth EC

Directive.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is a multistage tax levied at every stage of productionon the

value added to taxable supplies. The amount of tax due by a

Although Swiss tax consultants are only beginning to get a VAT-registeredperson corresponds to the difference between
the tax charged on the sale of goods or supply of services

grasp of all the implications of VAT, sales tax is not new to
(output tax) and the tax payable on purchases (input tax). Tax-

Switzerland.Before 1995, Switzerlandhad a sales tax system able transactions include (i) the delivery of goods and the
known as ICHA (Impt sur le chiffre d'affaires). This was

on
a single stage tax levied by registered wholesalerson the sale supply of services Swiss territory, (ii) self supply, (iii) the

of goods. Services were, as a general rule, not taxable. acquisition of services from abroad and (iv) the import of

goods.7
The Swiss VAT system was introduced by virtue of the VATO

VAT is usually calculated the basis of the considerationor

only thirteen months after the principle of VAT was accepted
on

or

by referendum on 28 November 1993. The fact that the pre-
price paid for the delivery of goods the supply of services

a standard of 6.5 per cent.8 However, certain goods and
sent VAT legislation has been issued in the form of an Ordi-

at rate

services, such as foodstuffs, medicine, books and newspa-
nance from the Federal Council (i.e. the government) and not

taxed the favourable of 2 cent.9 Inat rate per
by a formal law enacted by the parliament is very unusual. pers, are more

addition, after much discussion in parliament, a special rate

The principles of sales tax, the authorized period during
which it may be levied, as well as its maximum rates are writ-

1. Federal Council, Ordonnance rgissant la taxe sur la valeur ajoute of 22
ten into the Constitution.Any amendmentof the Constitution June 1994.

requires the approval both of the people and the cantons. In 2. Lower Chamber of the parliament, Loi fdrale rgissant la taxe sur la

1993, when it appeared that a new sales tax was required to valeur ajoute, projet pour la procdure de consultation selon dcision de la

Commission de l'conomieet des redevancesdu Conseil national of 28 August
provide more revenue and that the period of validity of the 1995.
ICHA was about to elapse,3 it was proposed to replace the 3 I.e. at the end of 1994

former ICHA by a VAT. However the Swiss Parliament did 4. Art. 8, para. 1 of the transitional provisions.ofthe Constitution.

not have enough time to pass a formal VAT Law. Therefore 5. Art. 8, para. 2 of the transitional provisionsof the Constitution.
vote

the parliament temporarily delegated its authority to issue
6. I.e. if a referendum is requested and the majority of citizens against
the legislation it will not come into force.

VAT legislation to the govemment.4 Based on this authority, 7. Arts. 4 and 66 VATO.

the general principles of VAT legislation were laid down in 8. Art. 27, para. 1(b) VATO.
9. Art. 27, para. 1(a) VATO.
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of 3 per cent will be introduced as of 1 October 1996 for not to commit an action or of tolerating an action or situation
accommodation services (hotel etc.) but not for regular are specificallycharacterized as services.13
meals. For social, economic or political reasons, some spe- Under this definition, transactionwhich is not character-cific goods and services are exempt without credit.'o Exempt any

ized as a delivery of goods is deemed to be a supply of ser-services include medical treatment of all kinds, services in
vices. The dfinition of delivery of goods is therefor allconnection with social assistance, education, culture, insur-

ance and certain banking operations, real estate, delivery of important in defining services.

official stamps, operationsconnected to betting, and delivery Under the VATO, the definitionof deliveryofgoods is broad-
of returnable containers. er than under the Sixth EC Directive. Indeed, goods are

deemed to include all movable and immovable objects as
Switzerland's VAT system follows the destination principle, well as electricity, gas, heat, cold and the like. 4 Furthermore,whereby the delivery of goods and the supplyofservices are the Swiss definition of delivery of goods encompasses two
taxed in the country of consumption. The import of goods additional types of operations: (1) the improvementof mate-
and services is therefore usually fully taxable. Conversely, rials through examination, control, adjustments,etc., even if
exports are, in principle, zero rated i.e. exempt with credit. such goods are not altered, but merely examined, calibrated,
Decisions rendered by the Federal Tax Administrationmay adjusted, controlled in their function, or handled in any other

be challenged in court the final court of appeal being the Fed- manner,5 as well as (2) the transfer of goods for limited use

eral Tribunal (i.e. the Supreme Court). Such challenges to the or exploitation, under for instance, a rental or lease agree-
Administrationmay be made for instance where it is consid_ ment.'6 The fact that the Swiss definition of goods and, con-

ered that the VATO violates certain principles set down in the sequently of services, differs from the European Union def-

transitionalprovisionsof the Constitution.For example, there inition may give rise to potential double taxation or absence
iS much controversy concerning the full deductibility of of taxation when dealing with EuropeanUnion countries.

transportation, accommodation and meal expenses as input Oce it has been established that a given transaction is char-
tax. The VATO restricts the deductibility to 50 per cent. It has acterized as a supply of services, it is necessary to determine
been argued that the general VAT prnciples as mentioned in whether such services are taxable i.e. whether they are not
the transitionalprovisionsof the Constitutiondo not provide excludedfrom the scope of Swiss VAT by virtue ofArticle 14
for such a restriction. Although this issue, has already been VATO (exemptionwithout credit).
raised in court, the Federal Council has amended the VATO
so that from 1 January 1996 transportationand accommoda-
tion expenses may be fully deductible. However, the 50 per
cent restriction has been maintained for meal expenses. Ill. PLACE OF SUPPLY
There have been no amendments to the VATO concerning
cross-borderservices for the time being, even though, as shall In order to determine whether a particular transaction is
be demonstrated, the present legislation has been very much deemed to be a cross-borderservice, it is necessary to estab-
criticized. lish the State from where the service is considered to have

been supplied. It is only if the place of supply and the pur-When dealing with cross-borderservices, the following steps chaser are in two different States that there is a cross-border
have to be taken into consideration.The first step consists in transaction.
determining the nature of a particular transaction and
whether it may be characterized as a taxable supply of ser- This feature is certainly the one which differs the most from

vices (Section II). Second, the place of supplyhas tobe iden- the Sixth EC Directive. The general rule provides that the
tified (Section III). Third, where the place of supply is in place of supply of services is deemed to be the place where

Switzerland, the obligation to register for VAT purposes has the supplierhas his business registrationoffice or permanent
to be checked (Section IV). Only when these parametershave estblishmentfrom which the service is rendered.17There are

been clarified can the tax consequences of an import or only three limited exceptions which concern: (1) services in

export of services be deterrnined and issues surrounding the connection with the preparation or coordination of work on

recoverability of Swiss VAT be addressed (Sections V immovable property which are considered as rendered at the

through VII). In view of some of the difficulties encountered place where the immovable property is located;8 (2) trans-

with the implementationof the current rules on cross-border portation services which are deemed to be rendered in the

services, there have already been propositions for legislative country where the transport takes place9 and (3) ancillary
changes. These are explained in Section VIII.

10. Art. 14 VATO contains a list of 21 exempted types of goods and services.
11. Federal Council, Ordonnance of 18 September 1995 modifying inter alia
Art. 30, para. 2 of the VATO.

Il. TAXABLE SERVICES 12. Art. 6, para. 1 VATO.
13. Art. 6, para. 2 VATO.
14. Art. 5, para. 3 VATO.

Taxable services are defined as all transactions which are not 15. Art. 5, para. 2(a) VATO.

characterized as a delivery of goods.12 In addition, the trans- 16. Art. 5, para. 2(b) VATO.
17. Art. 12, para. 1 VATO.fer of intangible assets and rights, regardless of whether or 18. Art. 12, para. 2(a) VATO.

not they are represented by a document, and the obligation 19. Art. 12, para. 2(b) VATO.
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transport services where the place of supply is in the country The Swiss representative is responsible for all matters con-

in which the activities are effectively carried out.20 cerning Swiss VAT except the payment of the VAT. The

responsibilitiesbetween a foreign entity and its Swiss repres-
There are however no rules similar to Article 9, paragraphs entative hould therefore be clearly defined. Usually the Fed-
2(c) & (e) of the Sixth EC Directive concerning the location

eral Tax Administration requires that the name of the repre-
of cultural, artistic, sporting, scientific, educational, enter- sentative appears on all documentation (including invoices)
tainment and intangible services. Thus, even if rendered to which have Swiss VAT impact. In addition, all
persons outside Switzerland, such services are consideredas may a

and documents relevant Swiss VAT general-accounts to must
being located within the country. ly be held by the representativeand be readily available to the

Federal Tax Administration. The tax authorities usually
request security by way of a bank guarantee for the tax

IV. TAXABLE PERSONS expected to fall due. The amount of the. guarantee is deter-
mined according to the forecastedannual turnoverand usual-

As a rule, anyone who makes, in a regular and independent ly represents one year's VAT (minimum CHF 5,000).
manner, taxable deliveries of goods and/or taxable supplies It should be noted that Swiss VAT registrationdoes not auto-
of services in Switzerland in excess of CHF 75,000 per year matically mean that a permanent establishment is created in
must register for VAT.2' Although taxable supplies may Switzerland for corporate income tax purposes,29 Indeed, the
exceedthis threshold, there is no obligation to register if the

permanent establishment issue should be looked at separate-
turnover does not exceed CHF 250,000 and the annual VAT ly in the light of Swiss corporate income tax law and any
liability does not habitually exceed CHF 4,000.22 In certain applicable intemationaltax treaty.
circumstances companies may incur large amounts of input
tax but do not fulfil the above conditions to become a VAT

taxpayer.23This is the case for corporations involved in inter-
national trade when goods are purchased and sold abroad V. EXPORT OF SERVICES
without passing through Switzerland. In such cases it is pos-
sible to register on a voluntary basis24 provided transactions Based on the definition of the place of supply (see Section

abroad which would be considered as taxable if made in III) the Swiss suppliers are deemed, in most cases, to supply
Switzerlandexceed CHF 40,000 per year. services in Switzerland. Therefore, the rule which governs

exportations plays an important role. Acording to Article
The VATO provides for a limited number of cases where

15, paragraph2(1) VATO, services are deemed to be exported,
entrepreneurs are under no obligation to register. For and therefore zero rated, when:
instance, farmers, foresters and horticulturistsdo not become the beneficiary has his place of business residenceor-

VAT taxpayersprovided they only deliver their own products. abroad and,
This rule also applies to cattle dealers. In addition, painters the services utilized exploited abroad.are or-

and sculptors can sell their own created works of art without

becoming VAT taxpayers.25 The first of the two conditions can easily be evidenced, since
the address on the invoice or on the contract shows where the

A similar rule exists for companies and foundations which
or

have been granted a special tax ruling for direct tax pur-
beneficiaryhas his place of business his rsidence, but the

poses.26 This rule is supposed to enter into force only when concept of services utilized or exploited abroad has given
rise to much controversy.

the law for harmonizationof the direct taxes will be applica-
ble in all cantons, i.e. in the year 2001. For example, how is it possible to determine the place where

taxable banking services are utilized or exploited when a
Non-resident legal entities and individuals are subject to the

foreign resident owning a bank account in Switzerland uti-
same registration rules as are resident companies and per- lizes the income derived from his bank account to both
sons. If a non-resident is under an obligation to register for pay

the costs of his summer holidays in France and the mortgage
Swiss VAT purposes, it must designate a fiscal representative
in Switzerland.27

nterest of his chalet located in a Swiss ski resort What are

the means at the disposal of the Swiss banker to determine the

When registering, the information required from the non-res- place of utilization of the services he provides to foreign res-

ident is as follows:28 idents, in order to satisfy the double teSt of Article 15, para-

name, legal form, address, telephone number;-

extract of Commercial Registrar;-

type of activity; 20. Art. 12, para. 2(c) VATO.-

date of beginning of activity;
21. Art. 17, para. 1 VATO.

-

22. An. 19, para. I(a) VATO.
number of employees (fixed and temporary); we case

- 23. Here leave aside the of entities which supply non-taxableservices.

financial year; 24. Art. 20, para. l(a) VATO.-

bank account number (in case of reimbursement of 25. Art. 19, paras. 1(b) & (c) VATO.
-

26. Art. 19, par l(d) VATO.
excess taxes); and 27. Art. 59, para. 2 VATO.

gross income realized in previous year (in Switzerland 28. Federal Tax Administration, Questionnaire pour l'enregistrement comme-

and abroad). contribuableTVA, Form No. 798/4.95.
29. Art. 59, para. 2 VATO.
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graph 2(1) VATO The same uncertaintyexists in the case of where the founders or the economic owners are resident.
a Swiss advertising company organizing an advertising When the beneficial owners of an offshore structure are res-

campaign in French and German newspapers on behalf of ident in Switzerland, the services must be fully taxed (i.e.
foreign clients when the newspapers are also distributed in they cannot be zero rated). Banks are in a position to verify
Switzerland. Should there be separate invoices prepared in who are the beneficial owners of an account by checking the
respect of the number of newspapers sold abroad and those so called formula A39. This document identifies by name

sld in Switzerland Countless examples can be given to and address the beneficial owners of the account opened
illustrate this problem. under the name of domiciliary companies.
Due to the various criticismsconcerning the applicabilityof One aspect of the controversy concerns the offshore struc-
Article 15, paragraph 2(1)VATO, the position of the Feder- tures set up in Liechtenstein. Indeed, services rendered byal Tax Authorities has changed considerably during the last Swiss VAT-registered taxpayers to legal entities in Liecht-
eighteen months. Three events in particular are worthy of enstein are fully taxable since they are not considered as
note. being exported, even if their beneficial owners are residing

abroad (i.e. neither in Switzerland nor in Liechtenstein).
The issue of instructions and the brochure on banks and One can argue that they should benefit from the look
financial companies through process of the Swiss tax authorities. Therefore the

services provided by Swiss banks to Liechtenstein offshoreIn the autumn of 1994 the Federal Tax Administration
issued a document3o which gave some indications concern-

entities should be zero rated when the beneficial owners of

ing the place where services could be deemed to be uti- those entities are not Swiss residents. Unfortunately the
Swiss tax authorities do not agree with this point of view.lized or exploited. At a first glance, the solution seemed

straight forward and easy to apply. The Instructions intro- The customs legislation and turnover taxes n the Principal-duced a rule whereby, if the head office or the business
ity of Liechtenstein and Switzerland have been unified for

establishments (company management etc.) are situated decades Regarding VAT, treaty signedabroad, it is admitted that the use or exploitation is also many now. a was

between Switzerland and Liechtenstein on 28 October
abroad with the exception of:

1994, whereby Liechtensteinagreed to introducea VAT leg--- services rendered in relation to real estate property; islation similar that adopted in Switzerland40. Any laterto
services rendered in the hotel and restaurant sector; modification of the VATO must also be introduced into the

-

certain other services.3, Liechtenstein legislation4:. According an addendum
-

to to

According to the examplesgiven, the general concept stated the treaty42, the territory of each State is considered as

above was in fact to be interpreted in a very restrictive man- encompassing the other's territory43 Except for VAT levied

ner.32 In an example referring to publicity services pur-
on the importation of goods into Liechtenstein, which

chased by a foreign company froma Swiss agency,33 the tax remains the competenceof the Swiss customs authorities as

authorities not only required that the advertising campaign previously,44 VAT on turnover generated in Liechtenstein is

take place abroad, but also that the advertised products not payable to the Liechtenstein authorities. This is particularly
be sold on the Swiss market in order to consider the services important with respect to services because, in the situation

as exported. This double condition of utilization violates where the Swiss authorities were entitled to levy VAT on

the concept of VAT.34 services supplied in the Principality they would have access

The Instructions expressly reserved the particular rules that
could be rnentioned in brochures issued by the tax authori_ 30. Federal Tax Administration, Instructions l'usage des assujettis TVA,
ties in various sectors of the economy. Between autumn Bern, Fall 1994 (hereafter Instructions).

31. Instructions,para 559, at 66.
1994 and spring 1996, the Federal Tax Administration 32. Instructions, paras. 560 to 565, at 66.
issued 28 brochures dealing with most economic sectors. 33. Instructions, paras. 563 and 564, at 66.

But the only sector for which the tax authorities gave a pre-
34. The mere fact that the recipient had its seat abroad was therefore not at all

cise criterion to determine the place where services.couldbe
sufficient.
35. Federal Tax Administration, Banques et socits financires, brochure

deemed to be utilized or exploited by foreign beneficia- No. 610.507-3, Bern, May 1995 (hereafterBanques et socits financires).
ries, is the banking sector. In its brochure referring to banks 36. Banques et socits financires, para. 2.2(b), no 1 at 7.

and financial companies35 issued in May 1995, the Federal 37. Banques et socits financires,para. 2.2(b), no 2 at 7.
38. Banques et socits financires, para. 6.5 at 22.

Tax Administration indicated that when individuals have 39.. Agreementon the Swiss banks' code ofconductwith regard to the exercise
their domicile abroad, the services provided to them are also of due diligence (CDB 92) Art. 4.

deemed to be utilized or exploited abroad, except for ser- 40. Trait entre la Confdration suisse et la Principaut de Liechtenstein

vices in connection with real estate.36 The same criterion,
relatif la taxe sur la valeur ajoute dans la Principautde Liechtenstein,.signed
on 28 October 1994, entered into force on 1 January 1995, Art. 1, para. 1 (here-i.e. place of business or permanent establishment, is rele- after Trait).

vant both for corprations and partnerships.37 41. Trait, Art. 1, para. 2.
42. Accord entre la Confdration suisse et la Principaut de Liechtenstein

However, the banks and financial companies brochure pro- concernant la Trait relatif la taxe sur la valeur ajoute dans la Principaut de

vides for a very controversialexception with respect to ser- Liechtensteinsigned on 28 November 1994 and entered into force on 1 January
vices provided to offshore entities.38 Indeed the tax admin- 1995, (hereafterAccord).

43. Accord, Art. 2.
istration wants to look through the legal entity to determine 44. Accord, Art. 5, para. 2.
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to data concerning in particular services provided to foreign transportation and ancillary transport activities. In fact only
countries. Liechtenstein legal vehicles often used as offshore in the case of exportation has the European solution helped
entities include the Foundation and Anstalt whose beneficial the Federal Tax Administrationto determine the place where

owners are generally neither resident in Switzerland nor the services could be deemed to be utilized or exploited.
Liechtenstein.

By comparison to the contentof the 17 July 1995 circular, the

Bearing in mind the above rules for offshore entities, the principle of domicile has been extended. The new rules

solution adopted for trusts seems, by comparison, strangely regarding the utilizationof services are set out below.

simple. Services provided to a trust45 are deemed to be

exported if the trustee resides abroad. Apparently no other The following services are deemed to be utilized where they
condition is required. The place where the beneficiary or the are physically carried out;

settlor resides is of no consequence. To guarantee that the - those relating to cultural, artistic, sporting, scientific,
trust is managed according to the law of a jurisdiction which educational,entertainmentor similaractivities, including
has trust legislation one non-Swiss trustee is generally the activities of the organizers of such activities;

appointed. However, it is also normal to appoint one or sever- - those relating to storage in a bonded warehouseof goods,
al Swiss resident trustees. Although nothing is mentioned in but this does not encompass the lease or rent as defined

the banks and financial companies brochure, when there are under Article 5, paragraph 2(bi VATO;
several trustees residing in Switzerlandand abroad, apparent- - those relating to pure expertise concerning movable tan-

ly the majorityf them must be foreign residents if services gible property, but not including other specific activities

supplied to the trust are to be considered to be exported. as described under Article 5, paragraph 2(ai VATO.48

The July 1995 Guidelines
On the other hand the services mentioned below are deemed
to be utilized where the beneficiary has his seat, permanent

On 17 July 1995, the Federal Tax Administration issued new establishmentor domicile.

general guidelines on cross-border services.46 There were - those relating to advertising,provided they do not consti-
three main issues: (1) services in the banking sector, (the tute delivery of goods;
above rules were confirmed), (2) services provided by those of consultants, asset managers, debt collectors,-

lawyers, engineers dealing with patents and notary publics, engineers, lawyers, engineers dealing with patents,
(3) services rendered by fiduciary companies, chartered notary publics, chartered accountants, fiduciary, and
accountantsand auditors. For these types of activity the prin- other similar activities of translators in the legal, eco-

ciple of domicile applies. The Federal Tax Administration nomic and technical fields as well as the data processing
stated that the question of whether this practice would be and the supplying of information;
extended to services in other fields would be decided upon at those concerning transfer and assignment of copyrights,-

a later date. The circular also dealt with services provided in
patents, licences, trade marks and similar rights;

connection with real estate properties, the offshore look
those in connection with obligations refrain from-

through rule, services rendered by executors and finally ser-
to pur-

vices supplied to intemational groups of companies. Where suing or exercising, in whole or in part, a business activi-

services are supplied to international group entities residing ty or a right referred to in this list;

in Switzerland, the mere fact that those services are invoiced
- those conceming the supply of staff.

to a foreign group member is not considered to be sufficient This circular was welcomed by taxpayers involved in the
to indicate an export of services. Indeed, the relevant element cross-border rendering of services. However, since it has
for taxation is the place where the services are effectively been released ten months after the VATO entered into force,
rendered. In the meantime the pressure on the tax authorities the question of retroactivity applies. The circular does not

to extend the scope of the 17 July 1995 circular increased. clearly address this issue, but strangely indicates that services
in connection to advertisingwill only benefit from the above

The October 1995 Guidelines rule as of 1 January 1996. This distinction between various

The third significantevent occurred with the issue of the cir- types of services constitutes a violation of the principle of

cular of 30 October 1995 which replaced that of 17 July equality of treatment.

1995. This circular referred to the exemptionof certain cross-

border services,47 in it the Federal Tax Administrationadopt-
ed a much more favourable interpretationof Article 15, para-

graph 2(1) VATO. The extension of the application of the

principle of domicile has been strongly influenced by Article

9 of the Sixth EC Directive. The Federal Tax Administration

specifically refers to the solution of the Sixth EC Directive.
45. Banques et socits financires, para 6.6 at 22.

46. Federal Tax Administration, Notice concernant l'exonration de certaines

However, it should be stressed that the Swiss solution is basi- prestations de services foumies l'tranger, No. 13, Bem, 17 July 1995.

cally completely different from the European one, since ser- 47 Federal Tax Administration, Notice concernant l'exonration de certaines

vices are considered to be rendered where the supplierhas his prestations de services foumies l'tranger ou acquises de l'tranger, No. 13,

seat, permanent establishment or domicile, with the excep-
Bern, 30 October 1995.
48. I.e. this excludes work undertaken regarding the examination, standardiza-

tions of services in connection with immovable properties, tion, regulation, verificationor handling etc. of goods.
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VI. IMPORT OF SERVICES supply goods or services which would be subject to
Swiss VAT if rendered in Switzerland.

When the place of supply of taxable services is abroad, there - The minimum VAT for which a reimbursement will be

is an import of services when services are acquired by a made is CHF 500 (per annum).
Swiss resident if they are used or exploited in Switzerland.49 - The originals of invoices must fulfil the conditions of

The place of utilization is determined according to the 30 Article 28 VATO (i.e.: name and address as well as VAT

October 1995 circular described above. Unlike the import of registrationnumber of the supplieretc.).54
goods, services are not subject to Swiss VAT at the point of - The foreign entity must designate a representative (indi-
entry, but must be declared by the purchaser if they are vidual or corporate) with a Swiss domicileor head offce.
deemed to be used or utilized in Switzerland. The representative must be in possession of a written

power of attorney.
Importedservices are taxed at ordinary rates. However, as per
Article 18 VATO, there is no tax liability if the services A request for reimbursement must be filed with the Swiss
received do not exceed CHF 10,000 per annum. The fact that Federal Tax Administration in Bern within six months after
the customer is otherwise registered for VAT is of no conse- the end of the calendar year during which the services are

quence for the application of this threshold. In other words, rendered (i.e. before 30th June of the following year). Only
there is an equality of treatment between VAT registered and one request can be filed per year. The competent authorities
non-VAT registeredpers0ns-withregards to the import of ser- have prepared official forms for this purpose.
vices.

If the services are rendered to a VAT registered taxpayer and
such services are used in making taxable supplies, the VAT Vlll. PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE LAW

paid is immediatelydeductible,5oas input tax. In the situation
where the taxpayer has a portion of his turnover which is not The new VAT Law is scheduled to enter into force on 1 Janu-

taxable, the VATcan only be partially recovered. On the other ary 1998 at which date it will replace the current ordinance

hand, if services are rendered to entities or individuals which (see introduction). It is hoped that the new law will introduce
are not VAT-registered,the VAT must be paid on annual sup- some major changes to the taxation of cross-borderservices.

plies in excess of CHF 10,000 and representsa final charge to According to the draft VAT Law published as of 10 Septem-them. The non VAT-registeredpersons must, at the end of the ber 1995 there shall be no change to the present distinction
calendar year, declare to the tax authorities the imported ser- between delivery of goods and supply of services. However,
vices and pay the tax due. the rules concerning the place where services are considered

to be rendered have been adjusted so as to follow the same

basic pattern set out in Article 9 of the Sixth EC Directive. In

Vll. RECOVERY OF SWISS VAT BY order to avoid any unexpected cases of double taxation or

NON-RESIDENTS absence of taxation resulting from cross-border services, a

provision has been introduced which grants the Government
the authority to deterrnine the place where certain servicesUnder current legislation foreigners can recover the Swiss

VAT paid on the acquisitionof goods and services in Switzer- are deemed t.be rendered.

land.51 This possibility has been further enhanced by the
Ordinance of 14 December 1994.52 Included in this Ordi-
nance is the posibility for foreign companies to request the IX. CONCLUSION
reimbursementof tax which has been effectively charged to
them on services renderedby Swiss VAT registeredenterpris- Foreign suppliers of services who do not have any physical
es. presence in Switzerland are not subject to Swiss VAT except
The conditions to be fulfilled in order to qualify for a recov-

ery of Swiss VAT are as follows.53
49. Art. 9 VATO.

The services for which reimbursementis requested must 50. I.e. in the same tax return.-

be rendered to a person (corporate or individual) which 51. Art. 81, para. C VATO.
52. Federal Council, Ordonnance rgissant le remboursementde l'impt des

has its head office ordomicile abroad. destinataires dont le domicile ou le sige social est l'tranger, 14 December
The foreign beneficiary must not supply any goods or 1994.-

services in Switzerland. 53. Federal Tax Administration,Explications concernant la demande de rem-

boursement de la TVA des destinataires ayants leur domicile ou leur sigeProof must be given that the foreign beneficiary of the-

social l'tranger, Form No. 1221/4.95.
services is a foreign enterprise. 54. The furtherdetails rquired are:

The country in which the foreign enterprise has its head
- name and addressof the VAT registeredrecpient of the supply (and not the

-

name of the employee who receives the supply, for instance: meals or accom-
office or domicile must grant full reciprocity. RecentlY modation);
the reciprocity clause has been granted to the USA - date or period of the supply;
although this country has no VAT. - description of the supply'
The services for which the foreign enterprise claims

- considerationpaid for the supply;
-

amount of VAT due on the consideration, if the tax is included in the con--

reimbursementof the Swiss VAT must be used in order to sideration, an indication of the rate is sufficient.
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on services rendered in connection with immovable property, Viktor Fglister, Auskunftspflichtender Banken gegenber
transportation and ancillary transport services. The Swiss der EidgenssischenSteuerverwaltung,L'Expert comptable
resident beneficiariesare solely liable to settle the VAT due to suisse (1995), at 447.
the Swiss tax authorities. FranoisKaiser, La taxe sur la valeurajoute et les presta-
With regard to the export of services by Swiss suppliers, one tions de services internationales,Kluwer, Deventer, 1981.
can regret that the Federal Council did not amend Article 15, Heinz Keller, Grenzberschreitende Umstze von Waren
paragraph 2(1) VATO, in order to provide taxpayers with

und Dienstleistungen,L'Expert comptable suisse (1995), at

greater certainty. This certainty is needed since whilst the 373.
Federal Tax Administration's current interpretation of the

provision enables the taxpayer to determine whether in a par- Stephan Kuhn and DominikBrgi, Besteuerungvon Dienst-

ticular case services are deemed to be exported it is neverthe- leistungen in grenzberschreitenden Sachverhalten,
less possible that the Adminstration will change their posi- L'Expertcomptablesuisse (1995), at 867.

tion at anytime. Stephan Kuhn and Dominik Brgi, Offene Fragen bei der

Finally, the fact that Switzerland has adopted a different def- Besteuerung von Dienstleistungen, L'Expert comptable
+

inition of goods and services that applying in the European suisse (1995), at 364.to

Union may give rise to the problems of either double taxation Stephan Kuhn and Peter Spinnler, Mehrwertsteuer, Berne
or nn-taxation when transactions are entered into with enti- 1994 Ergnzungsband,Berne 1995.-

ties from the European Union countries.
Dieter Metzger, Erhebungswirtschaftlichkeitund Wettbe-
werbsneutralitt bei der Umsatzsteuer. -- Elemente eines

SteuersystematischenVergleichs im Rckblick,63 Archives
BIBLIOGRAPHY (1994/95), at 339.

Ernst Blumenstein and Peter Locher, System des Steuer- Pascal Mollard,La taxe sur la valeur ajoute et la problma-
rechts, 5'h ed., Zurich 1995. tique des exonrations,63 Archives (1994/95), at 443.

Jrg Bhlmann, Das Schweizer Mehrwertsteuer-Handbuch, Xavier Oberson, Questions controverses en matire

Zurich 1994. d'applicationde la taxe sur la valeur ajoute aux exportations
de prestations de services, 64 Archives (1996), at 433.

Alos Camenzind, IntemationaleAspekte bei der Mehrwert-
steuer (insbesondere irn Zusammenhang mit Dienstleistun- Markus Reich, Grundzge der Mehrwertsteuerordnung in

gen), 63 Archives (1994/95), at 378. der Schweiz und in der EU, L'Expert comptable suisse

(1995), at 353.
Alois Camenzindand Niklaus Honauer, Handbuchzur neuen

Mehrwertsteuer(MWST), Berne 1995. B.J.M. Terra and Julie Kajus (1994), A Guide to the Euro-

pean VAT Directives,4 volumes, IBFD, Amsterdam.
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THE TAXATION OF INVESTMENTFUNDS AND THEIR
UNIT HOLDERS IN SWITZERLA-D

Toni Hess and Rudolf igg

tual nature. In Luxembourgsuch investment funds are called
Toni Hess, lic. iur., is head of the legal departmentofthe Fonds communs de placement.tax administration in the canton of Graubnden, Chur.
Besides his professional function Toni Hess is writing a

thesis on Taxation of Investment Funds and their unit (b) The corporate form
holders in Switzerland and in Luxembourg. Although only the contractually organized Swiss investment
Rudolf Sigg, Dr oec., is a partner of ATAG Ernst & Young funds fall under the IFA, this does not mean that collective
AG and head of the firm's BankingTaxGroup. Rudolf nvestment is not permitted on a corporate basis. Instead,
Sigg has regularly lectured and published articles on this Swiss civil law regulations will apply to such investment.
subject. Corporate funds may not use the description investment

fund or ary similar expression that might be misleading.
Typical examples in Switzerland, are the differntVisions

I. INTRODUCTION of BZ Bank Zurich.

Corporatelystructured investment funds.recommon abroad.
A. Objectives The most well known are the SICAV (Socits d'Investisse-

ment Captal Variable) and (less importantly) the SICAF
The objectives of this article are to: (Socits d'Investissement Capital Fixe) in Luxembourg

set out the main features of Swiss investment funds and and France. The Luxembourg SICAV is a company in the-

related legal institutions; open-.end form; while SICAFs are closed-end investment
describe the federal tax regime applicable to investment companies with fixed share capital.' Besides the-

funds and their unit holders; and SICAV/SICAF, offshore companies also need to be men-

examine and clarify the position regarding the refund of tioned when considering foreign corporate investment vehi-

Swiss and foreign withholding tax. cles.2

3. Swiss and foreign investment funds
B. Definitions

With regard to the applicability of the IFA a distinction
should be made between Swiss and foreign investmentfunds.

1. Investment funds and investment companies A fund is Swiss if the managementand the administrationof

The words investmentfund usually cover various forms of the fund are in Switzerland.3 Administration is located in

professionallyadministeredand publicly raised funds. In the Switzerland if the fund practices its specific activities in

following we distinguishbetween: Switzerland,4 the bookkeeping is done in Switzerland and
.

decisions on the contents of brochures and publications forthe legal form;
the investor made in Switzerland.5are .

Swiss or foreign funds;
distributionor cumulative funds; A foreign investment fund is defined as a collective property
open and closed-end funds. administeredby a fund managementregistered abroad either

on the basis of a collective investment contract or another

2. Investment funds or corporations contract with similar effect.6 In addition, the IFA defines as

foreign investment funds companies registered and managed
According to the legal structure collective investment is pos-
sible in two different forms: i.e. the contractual form and 1. Open-end and closed-end funds are discussed in detail see Sec. I.B.5.
the corporate form. 2. For example accumulated investmentvehicles of the Channel Islands (Jer-

sey, Guernsey) and the Cayman Islands etc.

Ca The contractualform
3. See Art. 9 para. 1 IFA in connection with Art. 44 para. l(a) IFA and Art. 9
IFO; compare on the other hand also BGer 23 December 1981, in: BGE 107 Ib
363.

Swiss investment funds are according to Article 2 paragraph 4. The fund managementaccording to Art. 1 1 para. 1 IFA makes the decisions
1 and Article 3 paragraph 1 and 2 InvestmentFund Act (IFA) regarding the issuance of units, the compositionof the fund, the repurchaseprice
only subject the IFA if they administeredby collect- of the units and the distributionpolicy. It also must ensure that tb fund compliesto are a

with all the legal formalities.
ive investment contract. This means that the relationship 5. See Art. 9 IFO.
between the investorand the fund managementhas a contrc- 6. Art. 44 para. 1(a) IFA:
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abroad, where the investor has a right vis--vis the company ticipating inthe property and income of the investment fund.

or a related company to redeem his units.7 It is thereby clearly expressed that the investor only has obli-

gatory rights to the payment of his part of the fund's income

4. Distribution and cumulative funds and property. The investor becomes creditorof the fund man-

agement. The fund management,however, does not owe him
A distinction is made between distribution funds on the one

a fixed amount or a bond type of interest, but rather a fluctu-
hand and cumulative funds on the other. A fund qualifies as a ating sum which will depend on the value of the fund.
distribution fund if at least 80 per cent of its profits are dis-
tributed8 to its investors in accordancewith the fund's regula- Based on Article 6 paragraph 1 IFA the fund management is

tions.9 Alternatively, if less than 80 per cent of profits are so obligated by the collective investment contract to allow the

distributed the fund is classified as a cumulative fund. investor to participate according to the number of units he

holds and to manage the fund independentlyaccording to the

5. Open and closed-end investment funds rules of the fund regulation. According to Article 11 para-

graph 1 and Article 12 paragraph 1 IFA the fund management
With regard to the capital structure a distinction must be manages the investment fund for the account of the investor
made between open-end and closed-end funds. An open-end independentlyand in their own name but in the interest of the

fund exists if the investormay inprincipleat all times redeem investor. The fund management therefore functions in a fidu-
his units; the fund being obliged to repurchase the units at ciary capacity on behalfof the investor. '3

intrinsic value at the expense of the fund's capital. Closed-
The rights of the investor must, according to the Investment

end funds are those investment funds which have no repur- Fund Act, and contrary to the old Act - no longer be fixed in
chase obligation i.e. the fund management is not required to

the form of document.14 This, however, does not limit thea
redeem the units. The characteristic feature of a closed-end
fund is a fixed capital. Therefore the issue of new units is trading of units since Article 23 paragraph 4 IFA gives each

only possible if capital is increased.'As the investorcan only
nvestor the rght to ask for units in the form of securities:

sell his units in a closed-end fund on the open market, i.e. on

the stock exchange or over the counter, his position is quite C. The three fund categories of the Swiss Investment
different from that of an investor in an open fund. The price, Fund Act
reflecting the value of a unit moves according to supply and

demand; it need not be in line with intrinsic value. Today's IFA distinguishesbetween the EU compatiblesecu-

According to Swiss law, closed-end funds are not considered rities funds and the non EU-compatible real estate funds

to be investment funds. A certain mixed status is given in the and other funds .

case of an open-end mortgage fund, whereby the right to give
notice according to Article 25 paragraph 1 IFA can be exclud-

ed by the fund regulations.
Investment

Funds

L

Il. LEGAL ASPECTS OF SWISS INVESTMENT
FUNDS Securities Funds Other Real Estate

(EU-compatible Funds Funds
Funds)

A. Definition of an investment fund I
1

An investment fund according to the IFA has the following With direct With indirect
characteristics ownershp ownership

special purpose capital;-

a collective capital;-

funds raised as a resultofpublic advertising;-

the owner of the fund's property is a Swiss fund manage--

ment;
there is a contractual relationship between investor and 7. Art. 44 para. l(b) IFA. -

-

fund management;
8. If it is expresslystated in the fund regulations that income and capital gains
are distributed, the fund is a distribution fund even if it does not make a distri-

investment strategy is based on risk diversification; year.
- bution each

the investor has a right of termination at all times.12 9. Pfund Walter Robert (1971), The Federal Withholding Tax, Part I, Basel,-

Art. 4 para. 1 c N 4.30.
10. Stadler Ralph (1990), European Investment Law and the Swiss Invest-

B. Legal status of fund managementand unit holder ment Fund Act, Dissertation ZH, at 25.
11. See also Sec. Il.D.

vis--vis the collective capital 12. See Arts. 2 para. 1,23 para. 1,24para. 1 and 25 para. 1 IFA.

13. Spor speaks in this connection about a quasi fiduciary relationshp, see

According to Article 23 paragraphs 1&2 IFA the investor Spori Peter, Taxable Income Aspects of privatePortfolio Investments,59 ASA
at 380.

simply acquires claims against the fund managementon par- 14. See Message to lFA, at 236-7.
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The fund's property which is to be separated from the fund the request of the fund management or the depository
managementcompany'sown capital may include movable as bank or through order of the Federal Banking Commis-
well as immovable assets. Real estate can either be property sion;
registered in the Land Register under the name of the fund - if by official order of the Federal Banking Commission
management (remark affiliated to the real estate investment the permission for business activity has been withdrawn
fund)15 or participations in and claims from real estate com- from the fund managementor the depository bank25 and
panies whose purpose it is to buy, sell, hire or lease their own no new fund management or depository bank has been
property as long as two thirds of their capital and the votes appointed.
are held by the investment fund.16 Tbe fund management
ensures its financial commitment by keeping an appropriate
part of the fund capital in short term fixed interst securities Ill. OTHER INVESTMENTVEHICLES
or funds.'7

Besides contractual funds various other legal forms are used

D. Terminationof the collective investmentcontract which may be similar to Swiss investment funds. These are

described below.

The investorhas the right according to Article 24 paragraph 1
IFA to terminate the collective investmentcontract. Termina- A. Pools of assets similar to investment fundstion ends the contractual relationshipbetween the fund man-

agement and the previous unit holder with immediate effect.
The Federal Council declare pools of similarIf the unit holder terminates the collective investment con-

can assets to

investment funds to be subject to the rules of the Investmenttract the units must be redeemed at the expense of the fund
Fund Act. This is the undermining of the Actcapital and the investor is paid in cash. to prevent
through contracting out the obligations it.imposes. The Fed-

If the valuation of a fund is difficult or where the fund suffers eral Council has made use of its competence and declared
from restricted marketability the fund regulations may stipu- that multistage collective funds are also subject to the law.
late that termination can only be declared at certain times, The Federal Banking Commissionpermits such funds, which
subject to the proviso that it may be declared at least four are mainly Master-Feederor Hub and Spoke construct-
times a year.

18 In justified exceptions the Federal Banking ions, only if their special structuredoes not in any way impair
Commissioncan determineother dates for termination.19The the interests of the investors.26
right of the investor to redeem his units in the fund in prin-
ciple at almost any time, qualifies the Swiss investment fund
as an open-end fund.20 B. In-house funds
For real estate and mortgage funds special termination rules

In-house funds fulfil three ofthe four characteris-apply. According to Article 25 paragraph 1 IFA the right to necessary
tics of an investment fund. They are special funds withouttermination in the case of a mortgage fund may be complete-

ly excluded by the fund's regulations: this exclusion must be legal personality, serving the purpose of a collective invest-
.

set out in advertisements, in the fund's regulations and in the ment offered by banks. Similar to investment funds the

prospectus. By this rule a mortgage fund becomes in effect a
nvestment policy also follows the rule of diversificationof
risk.27 However, according to Article. 4 paragraph 2 IFA theclosed-end fund. In the case of real estate funds, the investor
banks may not publicly advertise such in-house funds. Thehas a right to terminate (Article 41 paragraph 2 IFA) at the
investor time terminate the accordingat contract toend of the business year subject to a 12-month period of can any

notice.

E. Liquidation of investmnt funds
15. Art. 36 para. 2(a) IFA.
16. Art. 36 para. 2(b) IFA. Co-ownership in real estate is permitted if the fund

There is a difference between the terminationof a collective managementhas a major influence, Art. 36 para. 3 IFA.
investment contract by the unit holder and the liquidation of 17. Art. 36 para. 4 IFA.

the investmentfund. With the terminationof the contractonly
18. Art. 24 para. 2 IFA in connection with Art. 25 para. 1 IFO.
19. Art. 24 para. 2 IFA in connection with Art. 25 para. 2 IFO.

a part of the fund is dissolved and the relevant unit holder's 20. See Sec. I.B.5.
interest in the fund is liquidated. In the case of a liquidation 21. See BGer 21 November 1969, in: BGE 95 I 589. The fund management is

all collective nvestment contracts are affected; the dissolu- not permitted to terminate single collective investmentcontracts:
22. See Arts. 29 and 30 IFA.tion therefore affects all unit holders.21 23. This form of investment fund is the normal case.

The investment fund is dissolved:22 24. The minimumperiod of notice for both the investmentfund and the depos-
itory bank is one month; the period of notice must be mentioned according to

- if it existed for an uncertainperiod of time,23 through ter- Art. 7 para. 3(i) IFA in the fund regulations.
mination by the fund management or the depository 25. The Federal Banking Commission withdraws the granted authorization if

bank;24 the person with the authorization violates his contractual duties, Art. 57 para. 1
IFA.

- if it had been concluded for a certain period of time, 26. Art. 2 para. 1 IFO. See also Art. 2 para. 3 IFO.
through lapse of time or if there is an importantreason, at 27. See Message to AFG, at 233 and 262.
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Article 3 paragraph 3 Investment Fund Ordinance (IFO) and F. Luxembourg SICAWSICAF and offshore companies
request a cash repayment.28

As mentionedabove the SICAV and the SICAF are legal enti-
ties subject to Luxembourg law; the SICAV being an open-

C. Investmentclub end and the SICAF a closed-end investment company.39The
offshore companies of e.g. the Channel Islands and the Cay-

A distinction must also be made between an investment fund
man Islands are also investment vehicles that fall to be treat-

and an investment club. The latter's purpose serves, accord- ed as corporations. In our opinion all the mentioned compa-
ing to the Federal Supreme Court, to familiarize its members nies are to be treated as legal entities and therefore taxed
with the trading of securities and to enable them without sig- accordingly.4o Correspondingly, the investors have to be
nificant risk to participate in the buying of securities. For this taxed as shareholders.
purpose, according to the Federal Supreme Court, only indi-
viduals who would like to have personal involvement in the

running of the club will be considered for membership.29The
investmentclub is establishedby a small numberofpeople in IV. DISTRIBUTION FUNDS: TAXATION OF THE
the form of a simple partnership. They determine the invest- FUND AND THE UNIT HOLDERS
ment policy and make decisions jointly. Unlike investment
funds an investment club does not fulfil the criteria of public A. Taxation of the investmentfund
advertising and the members invest the property themselves.
An investment club is not subject to the rules of the Invest-
ment Fund Act.30 1. The Swissinvestmentfund

The following description is in principle limited to securities

D. Fund-like corporations
furds and other funds. Only bref mention will be made of
real estate funds in this section.

Fund-like corporations are portfolio entities in the form of a Swiss investment funds have no legal existence and are there-

limited company such as the Visionsof BZ Bank Zurich. fore not subject to taxation. As a result and according to the

federal, cantonal and communal tax systems the property of
The fund-like corporations are subject to the tax regime the investment fund together with its income is only taxed in
applicable to corporations. This means that at the time of the hands of the investor i.e. the investment fund is not itself
foundation of such a company and upon any subsequent subject to taxation:' In particular, although the fund
increase in its capital, stamp tax is levied. Such tax is due as

manage-
ment is, according to civil law, the owner of the investment

soon as the increase of share capital is registered in the Re-
property, the income thereof is not allocated to the fund man-

gister of Commerce.31
agement for tax purposes since it holds the fund property in a

Regarding income and capital tax a distinction should be fiduciary capacity only.42 Clearly the objective of the legisla-
made between the cantonal/communal and federal level. tion is not to burden the unit holder with higher taxation than

Fund-like companies usually qualify as holding companies would have applied had he invested directly in the underlying
and thereby profit from the holding privilege. Therefore at assets of the fund.
the cantonal level no income or capital gains tax is levied,32
the corporation merely being subject to a reduced capital
tax.33 The federal income tax system does not contain a hold- 28. As in the case of'investment funds the bank's intemal special property is

ing privilege. On the other hand fund-like companies enjoy also an open-end fund.
=

the benefits of the participation exemption. Therefore divi-
29. BGer 13 October 1972, in: ASA 42, at 415 BGE 98 Ib 202.
30. For investmentclub see also Art. 60 para. I WithholdingTax Ordinance.

dends are in effect not taxed and taxation is restricted to 31. Art. 7(a) STL

income from other sources34 plus capital gains. Income tax is 32. The tariff is reduced The tax burden of the holding company varies from

limited to 9.8 per cent.35 Capital tax at the federal level is 0.08 canton to canton between 0.05 per cent and 0. I 5 per cent of taxable capital. The

basis on which capital tax is levied is different from canton to canton. Some can-

per cent.36
tons only take into account the paid-in original capital,others in addition include

As under the Stamp Tax Law (STL) fund-like corporations
the reserves and deferred gains carried forward.
33. See e.g. 50 para. 1 Income Tax Law ZH; Art 71 para. 1 Income Tax Law

fall within the definitionof securities dealers, they are subject BE; Art. 76 para. 2 Income Tax Law SG. The ncome from Swiss real estate is

to transaction tax.37 taxed separately in some cases; the Tax Harmonization Law is planning by the

year 2001 to tax Swiss real estate in future in all cantons at ordinary tariffs.
34. For example interest income.

E. Investment foundations
35. See Art. 222 para. 3 Federal Direct Tax Law (DTL).
36. See Art. 78 para. I DTL.
37. See Art. 13 para. 3 STL.

Pension funds may utilize investment foundations as well as
38. Art. 56 para. I BVV 2.
39. See Sec. l.B.2(b)

investment funds when investing their capital. (Investment 40 See Sec. V.B.

foundations are also subject to federal supervision.)\38 41. Assuming the fund property consists of shares in Swiss stock companies
and the investment fund is taxed, a threefold tax burden occurs: i.e.'the stock

company, the investment fund and the investor are all effectively taxed on the

same income.
42. Compare this to Sec. II.B.
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As an exception to the above treatment investmentfunds with The fund managementof a foreign investmentfund is not res-

real estate are subject to tax. They are treated according to ident in Switzerland; and can therefore not become a Swiss
Article 49 paragraph 2 of federal Direct Tax Law (DTL) like securities dealer. However, if a depository bank were to be
legal entities and are therefore taxed on their income. The resident in Switzerland it would be subject to taxation in
income tax liability of the investment fund is calculated respect of any transactions in securities it made on behalf of
according to the rates applicable to individuais.43 Based on the foreign investment fund. This is because of its position as

Article 77 DTL, the investment fund is not subject to capital intermediary.57
tax. According to Article 29 paragraph 2(c) of the federal tax

law on harmonizingdirect tax in the cantons and municipal-
The issuance of units of foreign investment funds as well as

of shares of corporations that are treated as investment fundsities (THL), capital tax for real estate funds is levied accord-
ing to the rules applicable to individuals. are not subject to issuance tax in Switzerland. However, the

issuance is subject to transaction tax if one of the parties
Fund managementcompaniesand depositorybanks are secu- involved is a Swiss securities dealer.58 Transaction tax is also
rities dealers. If they are involved in the transfer of securities levied under the same circumstances on secondary market
they have to account for transaction tax.44 The tax amounts to transactions in shares of foreign investment funds.59
0.15 per cent for domestic certificates and 0.3 per cent for
foreign certificates.45 The transaction tax is part of the price
of the investment. B. Taxation of unit holders
The issuance of units of Swiss investment funds is neither

subject to issuance tax46 nor transaction tax.47 However, the This article has so far focused on the tax situation of the

sales proceeds arising in respect of the transfer of ownership investment fund. In the following section the taxation of

of the units is subject to transaction tax if one of the contract- investors will be discussed under the following broad head-

ing parties or one of the intermediaries is a Swiss securities ings:
dealer,48 The burden of the transaction tax due is as a rule - Swiss vs. foreign domiciled investors;
shifted to the unit holder. - private vs. business ownership of the units;

participationin a Swiss or a foreign (contractuallyor cor--

(a Investmentfundswith Swissproperty porate structured) investment fund;
tax consequencesrelating to the period of ownership, the-

As explained above, Swiss investment funds are neither sub- sale of units, the terminationof the collective investment
ject to income tax nor property tax.49 However, investments in

contract well the liquidationof the investment fund.as as
Swiss securities are subject to Swiss withholding tax.50 The
rate is 35 per cent levied at source. The payer is subject to the
tax but the burden is shifted to the investment fund. Capital 1. Investors domiciled in Switzerland

gains distributed by investment funds by means of a separate
coupon are tax free.51 (a) Swiss investmentfund

Income earned by the investment fund and distributed to the
(b) Investmentfunds with foreign property unit holder is subject to taxation in the hands of the latter
Swiss investment funds, with the exception of those funds according to Article 20 paragraph l(e) DTL and Article 7

owning real estate, are in principle not subject to federal tax.
The foreign countries in which the investmentfund has prop-
erty usually levy tax at source on dividends and interest. 43. See Art. 72 DTL.

Issuance of foreign securities results neither in issuance tax52
44. See Arts. 13, 15 and 17 STL.
45. See Art. 16 paras, l(a) & (b) STL.

nor transaction tax53 in Switzerland. 46. Art. 5 para. l(b) STL was terminated with the 1991 revision.
47. See Art. 14 para. l(a) STL.

2. Foreign investment funds
48. See Art. 13 para. 1 in comparison to para. 2 and 3 STL.
49. Subject remains the investment fund with direct real estate in the sense of
Art. 49 para. 2 DTL; see Sec. IV.A. 1.

Whether or not an investment fund is subject to taxation on 50. See Art. 4 para. 1 WithholdingTax Law (WTL)
its income and capital in the country of domicile will depend 51. See Art. 5 para. 1(b), Art. 10 para. 1, Art. 13 para. 1(a) WTL and Art. 28

on the foreign tax legislation. If a fund is constituted on a WithholdingTax Ordinance.

contractualbasis it is not subject to tax in Switzerlandas it is 52. See Art. 5 STL.
53. See Art. 14 para. 1(0 STL.

not considered to be a legal entity.54 54. See Art. 3 and 4 DTL; Art. 49 para. 3 DTL finds no application for invest-
ment funds on a contractual basis. However, a foreign contractual investmentIn contrast a foreign corporate investment fund, is according fund with direct ownership of real estate falls in our opinion under Art. 49 para.

to Article 49 paragraph 3 (DTL) treated as if it were a Swiss 2 DTL and would be taxable on real estate in Switzerland (see Art. 51 para. 1(c)
legal entity. This means that such an investment fund in DTL) like other legal entities.

Switzerland will in principle be treated like a corporation.
55. See Art. 51 para. l(b) & (c) DTL. Foreign corporate investment funds with
direct real estate are not considered.

However, in the absence of a permanent establishment or 56. See Hess Toni, SICAV-AccumulationFund: Critical.appraisalof a change
ownership of real estate,55 the Swiss tax authorities will not in practice of the Federal Tax Authorities,49 StR (1994), at 234 et seq

levy tax on the investment fund's income or capital. Further- 57. See Art. 13 para. 3 and Art. 17 STL.
58. See Art. 13 para. 2(b) STL; Art. 14 para. 1(a) STL refers only to share cer-

more, if an investment fund is taxed as a corporation the unit tificates of Swiss investment funds.
holders must be treated as shareholders.56 59. See Art. 13 STL.
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paragraph 3 THL6o in so far it does not represent a repayment 2. Non-Swiss domiciled investors
of the unit's capital. Distributed capital gains are tax free if

paid separately via a separate coupon61 and the units are in Foreign domiciled investors are neither subject to Swiss

private property. Even if this practice used to be crticized62 t
' income nor to Swiss wealth tax. According to the rules of

intemational tax law, movable assets and related income is
is in our opinion thc correct treatment due to the fiduciary
relationship63 between the fund management and the only taxed at the place of residence of the investor. (As an

investors. The motive of non-taxation of capital gains was exception movable business assets and related income is

originally a political one. The investor64 who purchases units taxed at the place of business).
in an investment fund should be treated the same as if he had Distributions by Swiss investment funds are subject to Swiss
invested directly in the fund's underlying assets. Otherwise withholding tax.73 However, a special rule exists: according
no-one would use investment funds.65 If the units form part of to Article 27 of the WTL, foreign investors have a general
the business assets, the distributedcapital gain will be taxable right to reclaim the withholding tax deducted from distribu-
on the investorbased on Article 18 paragraph2 DTL and Art- tions if at least 80 per cent of the income is foreign sourced.
icle 8 paragraph 1 THL. Thereforeand according to Article 34 of the Ordinanceof the

The income distributed to the investors by the investment WTL the tax does not need to be deducted if a special bank

fund is subject to withholding tax based on Article 4 para-
affidavit confirms that the investor is not a Swiss tax res-

graph l(c) of the withholding tax law (WTL). Withholding ident.74

tax is levied on distributions to Swiss or foreign66 investors

except if they constitute capital gains or repayment of capital
contributions.67Capital gains may only be distributed free of V. ACCUMULATIONFUNDS: TAXATION OF
withholding tax if a separate coupon is used.68 FUNDS AND INVESTORS
If units are sold the relevant proceeds are seen as capital gains
and no federal nor cantonal/communaltaxes are levied unless A. Contractual accumulation funds
the units form part of the business property of the seller. The
same treatment applies if the investor sells his units to the
fund management.69 1. Taxation of the investment fund

Under the old law the terrnination of a collective investment The income tax rules applying to an accumulation fund are

contract resulted in taxation. With the circular letter dated 31 basically no different than those applying to the distribution

August 197970 the federal tax authorities introduceda change fund. Comments made previously apply in this section as

in the rules regarding termination of collective investment well.75 For the time being, however, no withholding tax is

contracts and requested that the cantonal tax authorities treat levied due to the absence of distributions. We understand that

the repayment to the investor after terminationof the collect- the federal tax authoritiesare discussingwhetherwithholding
ive investment contract as the sale of units (i.e. therefore tax

free). These instructions ensure that the repeated purchase 60. If the.investor is not an individual but a legal entity, the distributed income
and reissuance of units no longer cause the same income to

s subject to profit tax and not income tax, see Arts. 57 et seq. DTL and Art. 24

be taxed several times. If the units belong to the business THL

property of the investor the differencebetween sales proceeds 61. See Art. 5 para. l(b) WTL; if the share certificates were issued without

and book vlue is subject to taxation. coupons, capital gains and capital repayments are exempt from withholding tax

if shown separately in the statement for the investor; Pfund, Art. 5 para. lbN

There is a difference in tax treatment between the termination 3.16 f.

of a collective investment contract and the liquidation of a
62. See Hhn Emst, Tax Law, 7.a., Bern/Stuttgart/Vienna 1993, 16 N 64;
Wassmer Carla, The taxation of investment funds and their investors,

fund. This is entirely based on the reasons stated in Article 29 Bern/Stuttgart 1982, at 67-68 and 134-135.

paragraph 1 IFA. If the units are held as private property, the 63. See Sec. Il.B

liquidationproceeds, reduced by the cost of the investor'sori- 64. The Law refers originally to the small investor; today more institutional
investors make use of the institution of investment funds.

ginal investment and the capital gains component, are taxed 65. See also Locher Peter, Capital gains versus income in the Federal Tax

as income. Law, Recht (1990), at 120.
66. The non-levy of withholding tax in favour of a foreigner with an affidavit

(b Foreign contractual investmentfunds (see Art. 1 l para. 2 WTL; Art. 34 of the respectiveordinance)only becomes rel-
evant if a Swiss investment fund deals mainly with foreign investments, i.e. at

Reference may be made to Section IV.B. 1(a) above.71 least 80 per cent of the fund income is foreign sourced; see Sec. IV.B.2.

67. See Art. 28 para. 1 WithholdingTax Ordinance; Art. 5 para. I(b) WTL.
Withholding tax is only levied on distributed income if the 68. Stockar (Case examples for stamp tax and withholding tax, 2.A., Base\

foreign investment fund issues units in cooperation with a 1993, at 40) speaks n this respect of adverse concessions, that had to be given to

Swiss party72 such as a Swiss depository bank. Swiss investment funds.
69. The problem of a partial liquidation only affects a corporate investment

(c) Foreign corporate investmentfunds
fund. See accumulation funds in Secs. V.B.2(b) and V.B.2(c)
70. 48 ASA at 176-177.

As practically all foreign corporate investment funds do not
71. Except foreign investment funds on a corporate basis; see Secs. V.B.2(b)
and V.B.2(c)

distribute their net profit, but instead accumulate it, they fall 72 See Art. 4 para. 1(c) WTL.

to be treated as accumulation funds (See below). 73. See supra note 72.
74. As a rule the fund managementor the depository bank iS the debtor.
75. Referencecan be made to the comments under Sec. IV.
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tax should be levied on the basis of an annual deemed distri- thismay only be the case if such legal entity has a permanent
bution. establishment in Switzerland. It is therefore important for

Swiss banks offering these types of funds to carefully evalu-

2. Taxation of the investor ate whether the Criteria for such a permanent establishment
have been fulfilled.

(a Taxationduring periodofownership According to the circular letter of 6 May 1994 the federal tax

In the circular letterof 23 Novernber 1989 regarding the taxa- authorities, however, are not willing to acknowledge the

tion of the non-distributed incorne of investment funds, the SICAV as a legal entity as they are seen to be similar to a

federal tax authorities stated that investors are subject to tax Swiss investment fund.
on non-distributed income by virtue of Article 21 paragraph In Luxembourg a SICAV is according to Article 105 para-l(c) federal tax law.76 Legally this practice is based on the

graph 1 of the investment law neithersubject to income nor to
fiduciary nature of the contract between fund management wealth tax. According to paragraph 2 of this Article the dis-
and investor. Such tax rules create considerable practical tributions to the unit holders .are free of withholding tax.
issues for the tax auth0rities.This is especially the case for Besides registration fee at the time of establishment anda
investmentfunds which have their business year ending on 31

taxation of the management company, SICAVs in Luxem-
December. In the case of these funds, the split between tax-

bourg are only subject to the so called taxe d'abonnement
able income and tax free capital gains is usually not yet which is levied annually at 0.06 per cent on the net assets.
known at the time when the federal tax authorities print the

(0.03 per cent for Money-Market Funds and for Funds-of-
relevant list for th taxation of securities. This is a problem as

Funds; it is planned to reduce the rate of 0.03 cent
the investor needs to know the income earned by his fund for per even

further as of 1997).his own tax declaration.

(b) Taxationatsaleltermination 2. Tax consequencesfor the Swiss resident investor

For the investor taxation is not only important during the (a) Taxationduring periodofownership
period of ownership,but also in the followingcircumstances:

the sale of investment fund units; Up to the assessmentyear 1993 a Swiss investor was treated-

the termination of the collective investment contract by tax purposes a shareholder a company- for federal like of
the investor; which did not distribute any dividend. Consequently at the

the liquidationof the fund by the fund management. no tax was on- time of reinvestment, levied the investor. Taxes
were levied only when the reinvested income was distributed

The tax consequencesof a sale etc. are similar to those apply- or, alternatively realized at the time of liquidation.
ing to distribution funds (see above).77 However, a special '

feature should be kept in mind. In the case of the liquidation In their circular letter dated 6 May 199479 the federal tax

of the investment fund the liquidation payment needs to be authorities requested the cantonal tax authorities (when levy-
reduced for tax purposes by the investor's share in the ori- ing federal income tax) to apply the circular letter of 23

ginal capital, by the reinvested capital gains component as December 1989 regardingaccumulationfunds to the taxation
well as by non-distributed income which was already taxed of SICAVs. The undistributed income of a SICAV was taxed
on the investor. Only the remaining excess is taxable income for the first time in the assessmentyear 1994. This specifical-
according to Article 20 paragraph l(e) of the DTL, and Art- ly means that the Swiss resident investor should be taxed on

icle 7 paragraph 3 of the THL. the reinvested income credited to his account,80

Where the units were business asets of the taxpayer the dif- These changes in the tax rules by the federal tax authorities
ference between the liquidation proceeds and the book value are in our opinion, not correct for two reasons: first of all this
of the units is considered to be taxable income within the practice violates Article 49 paragraph 3 of the DTL and Art-
maning of Article 18 paragraph 2 DTL, and Article 8 para- icle 20 paragraph 2 of the THL which refers to comparable
graph 1 THL. Swiss entities as explained above. Furthermore, the rule

ignores the fact that there is no fiduciaryrelationshipbetween
investor and SICAV, but rather a corporate relationship.

B. Accumulation funds in the form:of a corporation: Therefore the taxation of the non-distributed income of a

Example Luxembourg SICAV SICAV on the investor requires the revision of the DTL and
the THL.81 This conclusion not only applis to the SICAV

1. Tax consequencesfor SICAV78

A SICAV is a foreign legal entity since it is a corporation
under Luxembourg law. According to Article 49 paragraph 3 76. These regulations of the old federal tax law are in principle in accordance

with Art. 20 of the new law.
of the DTL, foreign legal entities are taxed the same way as 77. See.Sec. IV.B.
the Swiss legal entities that they are most comparable to by 78. The following comments are also valid for SICAF and offshore companies
reference to their legal and economic Characteristics. As the of the Channel Islands and .the Cayman Islands.

79. 63 ASA at 30-31.SICAV shares many of the characteristicsof a Swiss corpora- 80 58 ASA at 348-349.
tion in our opinion it should be taxed accordingly. However, 81. In detail see supra note 56 at 242 et seq.
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and its investors, but also to all other non-distributingforeign of the SICAV will result in the taxation of the difference

legal entities. 82 between the liquidation proceeds and the book value.

A SICAV is in the sense of the withholding tax law not a If SICAVs are taxed as Swiss investment funds, which is the

Swiss entity. The accumulatd income therefore is not sub- case at federal level and in mst of the cantons, the liquida-
ject to Swiss withholding tax. tion proceeds reduced by the share in the original Capital and

the reinvested capital gains is subject to income tax (private
(b) Taxation on the sale ofshares assets). If SICAV shares form part of the business assets of

the investor, the difference between the liquidation proceeds
Where the shares of a SICAV are disposed of we need to dis- and the book value of the shares constitutes taxable business
tinguish between redemption and sales to third parties. income.

According to Article 27 paragraph l(b) of the Luxembourg
investment law, a SICAV should at any time, and at the

request of the shareholder redeem his shares. As a SICAV VI. RECLAIM OF SWISS WITHHOLDINGTAX
needs to be treated the same way as a corporation under
Swiss tax law, such redemptionof shares would qualify under This section only applies to Swiss investment funds set up on

certain conditions as a partial liquidation. In the case of an
a contractual basis (See above). The reason for this limitation

individual if such a partial liquidation is assumed, the tax is that fund-like corporationsare taxed separately and follow
consequences for Swiss investors will depend on whether the the normal rules for reclaim. However, special rules are ne-

shares were part of the private or the business assets of the
cessary for Swiss investment funds which are not subject to

investor. If an investor holds shares in his private assets and tax.
sells them to the SICAV, he realizes taxable income based on

the application of the nominal principle.83 According to this

principle the difference between sales proceeds and the nom- A. Reclaim of Swiss withholding tax on the fund's
inal value of the shares is taxed. As SICAV shares have no income
nominal value the whole of the sale proceeds is considered a

liquidation dividend and therefore taxable income. This 1. Reclaim by the fund
would be the consequencefor federal taxes and for the major-
ity of the cantonal taxes as well. If the shares form part of the A Swiss investmentfund has to deduct Swiss withholdingtax

business assets of individuals, the difference between the upon distribution to the unit holders according to Article 4

sales proceeds and the book value of the investment is con- paragraph 1(c) of the WTL. There is an exception upon dis-

sidered taxable income. tribution of capital gains. Furthermore, if at least 80 per cent

of the fund's income is foreign sourced: distributions to non-

If, however, a SICAV is treated like an investment fund, as is Swiss resident unit holders can then be made free from Swiss
required by the federal tax authorities in their circular letter withholding tax (see above).
of 6 May 1994, the redemptionof shares by a SICAV will not

result in taxable income for the prvate investor. However, if As a result of these rules it is logical that the fund is entitled

the shares form a part of the business assets of an individual, to reclaim Swiss withholding tax suffered on income from

again the differencebetween sales proceeds and book value is investments in Swiss securities and bank accounts. Due to the

taxable as income. explained mechanism neither foreign unit holders nor Swiss
unit holders can achieve an unjustified benefit by using a

If an individual shareholder sells his shares which form part Swiss investment fund. Consequently there is no reason to

of his private assets on the stock exchange or over the prevent Swiss investment funds from reclairning Swiss with-
counter, but not to the SICAV, the proceeds are considered to holding tax. Technically the right to reclairn lies either with
be capital and not subject to federal income tax nor to can- the fund nanagernentor the depository bank on behalfof the
tonal income tax. If the shares are part of the business assets nvestors.85

of an investor, the difference between sales proceeds and
The right to reclaim withholding tax is limited to three yearsbook value constitutes taxable income.
after the end of the calendar year in which the taxable event

(c) Liquidationofa SICAV
occurred.86 In connection with this limitation the tax author-
ities consider that a distribution fund becomes an accumula-

If it is accepted that a SICAV needs to be taxed in the same tion fund if there are no distributionsfor more than two years.
way as a Swiss corporation their investors are therefore taxed
like shareholders.The tax consequencesof the liquidation of

a SICAV would then be as follows: if the shares are part of
the private assets of an investor, the liquidation dividend
will be treated as taxable income both for federal and canton- 82. I.e. they need to be treated the same way as a Swiss corporation according
al taxes, if the cantons follow the nominal principle,84 This to Article49 paragraph 3 DTL, and Article 20 paragraph 2 of the THL.

means that reinvested capital gains will also be taxable upon 83. It is beyond the scope of this article to consider this problem in more detail.

distributionas with any other legal entity. The same holds for 84. As already mentioned under Sec. V.B.2(b) it is beyond the scope of this
article to examine the correctnessof the nominal value principle inmore detail.

reinvested incomewhichhas not been subject to annual taxa- 85. See Art. 26 WTL.

tion. If the shares form part of business assets, the liquidation 86. Art. 32 para l WTL.
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In-housefunds are subject to the same rules as defined in Art- Vll. RECLAIM OF FOREIGN WITHHOLDING
icle 9 of the WTL. Special rules regarding the bookkeeping TAX
treatment must be complied with in order to make this
reclaim.

A. General comments

2.. Reclaim by the unit holder
Regarding the reclaim of foreign withholding taxes the posi-
tion is different to that applying to the reclaim of Swiss with-

If the tax authorities apply a fiduciary concept to the taxa- holding tax. Firstly a reclaim by the Swiss investment fund is
tion of Swiss accumulation funds it would be consistent to

only permitted if provided for under a treaty or a related pro-give the right of reclaim of withholding tax to the investor tocol and secondly reclaim is only possible for the benefit of
rather than the investment fund. This, however, is not pro- a Swiss resident investor who is a beneficiary of the Swiss
vided for in the law as explained above. The investor there-

treaty.fore may not reclaim withholding tax.
This has two consequences.Firstly, the fund needs to distin-

It is interesting to note that the same reasoning is applied to guish between Swiss resident investors and foreign resident
SICAVs as well. As explained earlier, SICAVs are accorded investors. This is done based on ihe statistics of the affidavit
the same tax treatment as Swiss investment funds. Following procedure.91 Secondly, repayments of foreign withholdingfrom this a Swiss resident investor in a SICAV fund is not

taxes must be accounted for separately as they can only be
entitled to reclaim Swiss withholding tax.87 Due to the fact distributed to Swiss resident investors.
that the SICAV is not eligible for treaty benefits in Luxem-

bourg, the SICAV is also prevented from reclaiming Swiss
withholding tax. As a consequencea Swiss resident investor B. Double taxation treaties
is subject to income tax on the non-distributed income of the

SICAV, but forfeits the right to benefit from reclaiming Swiss A direct reference to the reclaim of withholding tax is only
withholding tax. In this respect he is therefore worse off than made in the UK treaty.92 The treaty stipulates that the fund
a Swiss resident investor in a Swiss investment fund. managementof an approved investment fund of a contracting

state is entitled to treaty benefits if the beneficial owners of
dividends or income derived from the fund would be entitled

B. Reclaim of Swiss withholding tax by unit holders to the treaty benefits as well. For the purpose of this article a
on distributionsby the fund Swiss investment fund is approved if it is subject to Article 2

IFA.
As previously explained a Swiss investment fund has to

deduct Swiss withholding tax upon distribution to the unit There are special protocols to the treaties in the case of five

holders. The Swiss resident unit holder can fully reclaim this other countries93 which effectively achieve the same result.

withholding tax based on the declaration of the espective
income in his tax return. A condition for the reclaim is that

C. Formal criteriathe investor should be resident in Switzerland at the date of
the distribution and be the beneficial owner of the income. A

It has already been mentioned that the benefits of treatyreclaim is not possible in the case of tax evasion.88
reclaims only be distributed Swiss investors andcan to not to

The law specificallymentions the right to reclaim by the unit foreign investors. To facilitate the enforcement of this rule,
holders if at least 80 per cent of the fund's income is foreign special bookkeeping nstructions exist. In essence the fund .sourced.89 The 20 per cent tolerance recognizes the need for should record treaty benefits in a way that will allow it to
the fund to keep a certain percentage of its investment in li- make a clear distinctionbetween the two groups of investors.
quid assets or tradable securities which ma all suffer Swiss There are special forms that need to be used for the reclaimof
withholding tax. If an investment fund qualifies, the foreign withholding tax.
investor will receive all distributionsfree of withholding tax.

In addition, in this situation there is no need to distribute for-

eign source income any differently to Swiss source income.9o

Foreign. shareholders can reclaim Swiss withholding tax
87. Stockar Conrad and HochreutenerHans Peter, Practice ofFederal Taxes,
Part II, Volume 2, Art. 26 Note 3.

based on an applicable double taxation treaty. Seen from a 88. See Art. 21 para 2 WTL and also Stockar Conrad, Schweizer Treuhnder
Swiss perspective, fund distributions are equivalent to divi- (1986), at 60 et seq. and Prro-SchwobImogen, SchweizerTreuhnder(1994),
dends and are therefore subject to the rules of the relevant at 606 et seq.

treaty's dividend article.
89. See Art. 27 WTL.
90. Pfund Walter Robert and Zwahlen Bernhard, The Federal WithhoWing

It is interesting to note that the 80 per cent affidavit solution, Tax, Part II, Basel 1985, Art. 27 N 6.1.
91. Affidavit: see explanation in Sec. IV.B.2. Distributions to foreign resident

as set out in the withholding tax law, is an exception to the nvestors are possible free of Swiss withholding tax if at least 80 per cent of the

general rule that non-Swiss residents can only reclaim Swiss income of the fund is foreign sourced. This statistic is available for the closing
withholding tax under a double taxation treaty. day of the fund only.

92. United Kingdom-Switzerlanddouble taxation treaty, dated 8 December
1977, Art. 27 para. 9.
93. Germany, France, the Netherlands,Austria and Sweden.
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D. Refund of non-justified trea.ty benefits investment fund investor. The reason for this negative con-

sequence is the fact that a LuxembourgSICAV is not eligible
According to internal practice and the rules of specific double for treaty benefits. The position is however different in

taxation treaties certain countries reduce withholding tax on respect of a direct reclaim of foreign withholding tax by a

interest and dividendsat source based on the Swiss address of Swiss resident investor. If the undistributed income of a

the recipient. As a result a Swiss investment fund receives SICAV is taxed in the hands of a Swiss resident investor on

treaty benefits automaticallyeven if the investors (or some of the basis of a fiduiary approach he must have a right to

them), are not entitled to such benefits.94 Typically withhold- enjoy treaty benefits as well. Thereforeand assuming that the

ing tax on dividends may only be say 15 per cent instead of relevant data is available to the investor, he should be able to

the statutory rate of 30 per cent. As previouslyexplainedonly reclaim foreign withholding taxes under the Swiss treaties for

Swiss resident investors are entitled to treaty benefits. The his share in the fund's income. In the case of a large invest-

fund management therefore must refund the part of the treaty ment, for example by a Swiss pension fund, such reclaim

benefits which relate to foreign resident investors. Again the may involve ver substantial sums.

affidavit statistic is used for this purpose and the amounts in

question are paid to the federal tax authorities.95The federal
tax authorities will then reimburse the amounts to the coun-

tries involved.

As mentioned earlier a Swiss investor may not reclaim the 94. Reduced withholding rates at source apply in the case of Australia, Canada,
Swiss withholding tax suffered by a LuxembourgSICAV and Finland, Japan, New Zealand, Norway and the United States.

therefore the SICAV investor s worse off than the Swiss 95. Forms 160 to 193.
.

APPENDIX

Survey in form of a tabular summary

A. Withholding tax and stamp tax

Withholding Withholding Transaction Transaction
tax on tax on tax on tax on

distributions redemption trading issue
-of units

Swiss income distribution funds yes/no' no2 yes no

Swiss capital accumulation funds yes3 yes no

In-house funds of banks yes/no' no no

Fonds communs de pacement (Lux) no no yes yes
SICAV (Luxembourg) no no yes yes
Swiss companies limited by shares yes yes4 yes no5
Off-shore companies no no yes no

1 Income is taxable; capital gains are not taxable if different coupons are used.
2 When a real estate fund is liquidated withholding taxes may become due.
3 Difference between redemption price and original investment and retained capital gains.
4 Difference between redemption price and nominal share capital.
5 Subject to stamp duty on issue.

cont.-#
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B. Federal tax for resident private investors in Switzerland

Distrib. A notional Time at Tax free Redemp- Sale via
are : distribu- which distribution tion of stock
taxable tion is tax liabi- of attribu- units is exchange

construed lity arises table taxable is taxable
capital

Swiss income distribution funds yes due-date yes no no

Swiss capital accumulation funds booking1- yes yes no no

In-hose funds of banks yes due date yes no
Fonds communs de placement
(FCP Lux) yes due date yes no no

SICAV (Luxembourg) yes2 ... booking yes3 no4 no

Swiss company limited by shares yes no. due date no yes5. . no

Offshore company yes no due date no yes5 no

1 . This means the date of booking of the non-distributed income to capital account (or the retained income account) of the investor.(normallythe .

year-end of the fund).
2 As per circular letter of 6 May 1994 for federal income tax. According to the authors this letter violates the law.
3 This would be a logical assumption if circular letter of 6 May 1994 is followed. Ifthis letter is not.followed, a distribution of capital gains - same as

companies- is not possible tax free.
4 According to the circular letter of 6 May 1 994 this would be the logical conclusion. In the opinion of the authors the redemption of SICAV units,
however, will be treated like shares; the question arises whether it is a partial liquidation.
5 Problem of direct partial liquidation.
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Tanzi, V. (B. 18.916) (particularly the income tax, GST, and land

Government role and the efficiency of policy
transfer tax implications)were dealt with in
the 22 papers. A cae study is also included.

instruments.

Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund. Brazil (B. 115.328)
1995.
IMF Working Paper WP/95/100,pp. 17. Mercosul e tributao: mercados regionais e

Comparisonsabout the role of the government globalizaoda economia. USA
in an economy are usually made by reference So Paulo, Edies Oficina2/SinafrespLtda.,
to the share of tax revenue or of public R. Cotox, 683 Perdizes, So Paulo SP, Taxing multinationalcorporations.-

expenditure in gross domestic product. Brazil. 1995, pp. 211. Editors M. Feldstein,J.R. Hines and
However, governmentsoften use other tools Papers delivered at a seminar held in Sao R.G. Hubbard.
for pursuing their objectives. This paper Paulo, Brazil on 16 and 17 August 1995 on the Chicago, The University of Chicago Press.
discusses these other tools and shows the topic Mercosurand taxation: regional markets 1995, pp. 113. ISBN: 0 226 24094 0.
extent to which they can replace the traditional and globalizationof the economy. This volume contains papers dealing with a

fiscl instruments,and assesses their (B. 18.920) wide variety of issues, including the effects of

quantitative importance. tax rules on US competitiveness,on the

(B. 115.333) volume and location of researchand
developmentspending, on the extent of foreign

Tanzi, V.; Schuknecht,L. CIAT direct investment, and on the financial
The growth of governmentand the reform of practices of multinationalcompanies.
the state in industrial countries. Problemadel combate a la corrupcinen la (B. 115.382)
Washington, IntemationalMonetary Fund. administracintributaria. XXIX Asamblea
1995. Generaldel C.I.A.T.,Lima 1995. Lambert, Peter J.
IMF Working Paper WP/95/130,pp. 39. Madrid, Ministeriode Economiay Hacienda. On the measurementof horizontal inequity.
This paper.describesthe growth of public 1995, pp. 344. ISBN: 84 476 0229 X. Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund.

spending in industrial countries over the past The book contains papers delivered at the 29th 1995.
century. It outlines the reasons for the CIAT congress Lima 1995 on the topic IMF Working Paper WP/95/135,pp. 29.

spending growth and speculates that recent Problems in the combatof the corruption in This paper tackles from a new angle the old

governmentgrowth has not brought about tax administration. problem of measuring the horizontal inequity
much economic or social progress. (B. 115.322) of the income tax.

(B..115.332) (B. 115.363)
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INTERNATIONAL

NoN-DISCRIMINATIO_-:A CONSIDERATIONOF ARTICLE 24(5)
OECD MODEL CO_TESTION*

David Hughes
Research Associate and Editor, IBFD

I. INTRODUCTION way a subsidiary with a parent in a third state is treated. This
view, however, appears somewhat at odds with both the

This paper deals with a question of great interest to many OECD commentary and case law. The author therefore con-

enterprises with foreign resident subsidiaries, where the curs with the opinion of most commentatorswhich is that the

subsidiary operates in a treaty country which has a non-dis- appropriate benchmark is that of a subsidiary resident in the
crimination article. The question is to what extent can these same country as its parent.
companies rely on the operationof such an article for protec-
tion

C. Case law
The issue is very topical and is among the claims raised in the
Hoechst and Pirelli litigation currently in progress (see sec- The case law underlines the distinction made in the OECD
tion III below). commentary between discmination against the enterprise

itself and discrimination against the owners of the enter-

II. NON-DISCRIMINATION p.rise's capital. Thus, cases decided in the Netherlands and
Sweden2 have establshed that requiring the parent company

A. Article 24(5) to be a domestic corporation in order for subsidiaries resident
in treaty countries to benefit from certain relievingprovisions

Article 24 of the OECD Model Convention contains provi- may contravene Article 24(5). For example in the Swedish

sions prohibiting discrimination against non-nationals, or
case, despite a provision to the contrary in domestic law, the
Swedish Supreme AdministrativeCourt held that the transferenterpses owned by non-residents. These provisions have
ofstock for reorganization betweenbeen incorporated into many bilateral treaties. The type of corporate purposes group

adiscmination this paper considers is discrimination against companies could take place without charge.to capital gains
subsidiaries of non-residentparent companies. In this regard

tax where the parent company was foreign, provided that the
relevant treaty had an appropriatenon-discriminationclause.3

Article 24 paragraph 5 provides as follows:
Enterprisesof a ContractingState, the capital of which is wholly or

partly owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by one or more
D. General principlesresidents of the other Contracting State, shall not be subjected in

the first-mentioned State to any taxation or any requirement con-

nected therewith which is other or more burdensome than the taxa- From a considerationof the above, two key points emerge:
tion and connected requirements to which other similarenterpses - enterprises owned by non-residentsshould be taxed sim-
of that first-mentionedState are or may be subjected. ilarly to enterpses owned by residents;

In understanding the scope of paragraph 5, it is vital to have - the taxation relating to the non-resident owners of an

regard to the OECD's commentaryon that paragraph. In par- enterprise need not be similar, i.e. each state would be

ticular, paragraph 57 of the commentarystates: entitled for example to impose a withholding tax on divi-
This provision, and the discrimination which it puts an end to, dend payments, even though this tax only applied to non-

relates to the taxation only of enterprises and not of the persons resident shareholders.
owning or controlling their capital. Its object therefore is to ensure

equal treatment for taxpaye-s residing in the same State, and not to The article will proceed by applying the above principles to

subject foreign capital, in the hands of the partners or shareholders, the Hoechst and Pirelli litigation currently in progress before
to identical treatment to that applied to domestic capital. the courts.4

B. Similar enterprises * The views expressed in this article do not necessarily reflect the views of
either the IBFD or the IFA.
1. Decision of 23 December 1992, BNB 1993/'71.

In determining whether discrimination has taken place, the 2. Decision R 1987 ref. 158 of 19 November 1987 Rgeringsrttensdom
first step must be to establish what constitutes a similar N. 2225-1987. See 38 European Taxation 12 (1988) at 401.

enterprise so that a comparison of tax treatment may be 3. Here the clause was similar to Art. 24(5) OECD Model Treaty.
4. See section IH..Althoughthe EC issues undoubtedlywill be decided by themade. The tax authorities in the United Kingdom appear to EC Court, the bilateral treaty non-discrimination arguments may perhaps be

have taken the view that comparisonshould be made with the determinedby the UK Courts.
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IlI. THE HOECHSTLITIGATION 3. Taxation of shareholders

A. Facts (a) Non-corporate
A non-corporateUK shareholderreceiving a dividend from a

Hoechst UK Ltd and Pirelli UK Ltd both were compelled to UK company is entitled to a tax credit in respectof that dvi-

account for advance corporation tax (ACT) upon the pay- dend. He is then taxable upon the grossed-up dividend, but

ments of dividends to their respective non-resident parent may offset the tax credit against any tax due. In cases where

companies Hoechst AG and Pirelli SpA. This was notwith- the taxpayer has a nil liability he may obtain a refund of the

standing that if the parent companies had been UK resident, tax credit.
the ACT liability could have been avoided by means of a

group income election (see below). (b) Corporate
Both companies have challenged the obligation to account UK resident corporate shareholders holding shares in UK

for ACT on various grounds. This article will limit itself to resident corporations are not taxable on dividends received

considering the claims concerning the applicationof the rele- from their shareholdings in such corporations. Instead the

vant bilateral tax treaties' non-discriminationarticles.5 credits attaching to the dividends received may be used to

In addition to the claims made by their subsidiaries,Hoechst cover the ACT liability arising on the company's own divi-

AG and Pirelli SpA claimed a refund of the tax credit attach- dend payments.

ing to the dividend payments they had received from their
UK subsidiaries.6 This was on the basis that the tax credit Example

provisions of Section 231 ICTA 1988, which deny the refund Co A Ltd receives a dividend of GBP 10,000 from XYZ Plc.

of tax credits to non-residents, breached the non-discrimina- Co A Ltd then pays a dividend of GBP 10,000 to its share-

tion clauses of the relevant tax treaties.7 holders. No ACT is payable by Co A Ltd as the tax credit

In order to consider the merits of these claims, it is necessary attaching to the dividend it receives from XYZ Plc covers its

to briefly outline the key elements of the UK imputation sys- liability to account for ACT on the payment of its own divi-

tem and in particularestablish the true nature of ACT dend.

B. ACT C. Tax credit

ACT is not as its name irnplies a payrnent made in advanceof Section 231(2) ICTA 1988 in the case of UK companies pro-

a company's corporation tax liability, rather it is a tax on cor- vides entitlement to a payment of tax credit to certain cate-

porate distributions,8 It is payable subject to certain excep- gories of companies and to certain distributions./ Non-res-

tions whenever a UK company pays a dividend to its share- ident companies are therefore only entitled to the payment of

holders. a tax credit where provided for under a tax treaty.

1. Exceptions
No ACT is payable:

in respect of a payment of a dividend where the payment-

is made under a group income election. This election

may only be made between UK companies and their 51

per cent subsidiaries or between (UK resident) 51 per
cent subsidiaries of the same UK Parent;9
where the (grossed-up) dividend is covered by franked-

investment income (FII) in the hands of the paying com-

pany. FII is comprised of dividends plus tax credits 5. The other claim s that the relevant provisions were discriminatory and

received from other UK companies. contravened the EC Treaty's non-discriminationprovision (Art. 6) and the free-

dom of establishmentarticles (Arts. 52 and 58).
6. In this respect their claims were mutually exclusive to those of their sub-

2. Uses sidiaries.
7. The other claim is that the relevant provisions were discriminatory and

In the hands of the payer company ACT may be used to again contravened the EC Treaty's non-discriminationprovision and freedom of

reduce the company'smainstreamcorporation tax (MCT) lia- establishmentarticles.

bility. In addition, any ACT in excess of the amount so offset 8. Sec. 14(1) ICTA 1988. ACT is payable on distributions (which expres-

(i.e. surplus ACT) may be carried back six years to obtain sion includes dividends) as defined by Sec. 209 ICTA 1988.
9. Sec. 247 JCTA 1988.

corporation tax refunds, or carried forward without time 10. Companies receivingFranked Investment Income may make an election to

limit. It may also in certain situations be refunded but only t0 treat the income as taxable A company with tax losses would threfore obtain a

the receiving company.'0 refund of the tax credit in this situation.
I 1. For a contrary view see M. Gammie and G. Brannan,EC law strikes at the

.

UK corporation tax - The death knell of UK imputation8-9 Intertax (1995) at

392.
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D. Analysis a repaymentwould undermine the integrity of the imputation /
system. Finally although ACT is offsetable against the

In order to determine whether Hoechst UK Ltd and Pirelli
payer's corporation tax liability, it is only offsetable to the

UK Ltd have been discriminated against within the meaning extent of a notional distribution of profits, calculated at the
of Article 24 paragraph 5, it is vital to determine the true ACT rate, i.e. ACT is not offsetableat the corporation tax rate
nature ofACT to establish whether it effectivelyconstitutes a

(see example below). This again emphasizes that ACT's pri-tax on the enterprise or on the shareholders. function is to protect the tax credit and that its rela-mary

Comparisonof ACT with corporation tax (CT) tionship with corporation tax is merely ancillary.

ACT CT Example
Payable by reference No Yes Company X Ltd has profits of GBP 10,000,000 and ACT
to profits available of GBP 3,300,000.
Payable by reference Yes No

GBP GBPto dividends
Profits 10,000,000Calculated at what Normally the lower CT rates

rate rate of income tax CT @33% 3,300,000
Repayable Not to paying entity Yes, subject to

certain rules ACT set-off

Offsetable Yes but only at the No CT 3,300,000
rate of ACT

Maximum set-off (lower of a) or b))
Underlying rationale An attempt to ensure A tax on profits a) 10,000,000 x 200013 2,000,000 (2,000,000)=

that the tax represent- b) ACT available: 3,300,000
ing the tax credit
available to share- MCT payable 1,300,000
holders on receipt of
a dividend is paid to Even though Company X Ltd has sufficient ACT to cover its
the exchequer corporation tax liability it must pay GBP 1,300,000 MCT to

the Revenue. The surplus ACT of GBP 1,300,000 must be
From the above it is clear that the nature of ACT is very dif- carried forward.
ferent to that of corporation tax. This is not surprising when Reviewing the above it seems clear that ACT falls to be treat-
one considers the differing underlying rationales of the two ed as a tax on the owners of the enterprise and not as a tax on
taxes. Corporationtax is purely and simply a tax on corporate the enterprise itself. ACT is simply a collection mechanism
profits whilst ACT represents an attempt to ensure that tax (for the tax credit attaching to the dividend) facilitating the
corresponding to the tax credit available to shareholders on implementationof the imputation system.receipt of a dividend is paid over to the exchequer. ACT is
therefore the mechanism underpinning the operation of the Indeed the events triggering charges to ACT in Hoechst UK

imputation system as it guarantees that the tax credit attach- Ltd and PirelliUK Ltd were the remittancesofprofits abroad.

ing to a dividend is matched by a payment of an identical It is submitted that ifACT is seen to be a tax on shareholders,
amount of ACT. In this way ACT secures the cohesion of the unfortunatelythe subsidiariesshould fail in their claimofdis-
UK imputation system, since without the requirement to crimination.
account for ACT situations would inevitably arise whereby Support for this view comes from Klaus Vogel when he
shareholders received dividends to which they were entitled

argues that the imputation provisions applied in Germanyto a tax credit, with no corporationtax being paid by the com- (admittedly different to the UK provisions) do not violate
pany paying the dividend, for instance because of the carry- Art. 24(5) in particularsince Art. 24(6) {now Article 24(5)}back of losses.12 does not forbid income accruing to them {the shareholders}
Reviewing the checklist it is possible to match the essential to be taxed differently from corresponding income accruing
characteristics of the two taxes with their contrasting ratio- to shareholders or partners resident in the same state as the
nales. enterprise.'4
Thus, the fact that corporation tax is only payable in a profits Turning to the claim for the repayment of the tax credit by
situationreflects that it is a profits tax. On the other hand, the Hoechst AG and Pirelli SpA it is feared that this claim must
fact that an ACT liability may arise in a loss making compa-
ny reflects that ACT is a tax designed to ensure that the tax
credit attaching to the dividend is anchored by a correspond-
ing paymentof tax regardlessof whether or not the company
has a corporation tax liability. 12. Undoubtedly the UK Revenue would argue that to allow the shareholdera

Similarly, while corporation tax is repayable subject to cer-
tax credit without ensuring that the company paid an equivalent amount of tax
would underminethe operationof the entire imputationsystem.tain rules, ACT is never repayable to the payer, since to make 13. I.e. the ACT rate.

14. K. Vogel, Klaus Vogel on DoubleTaxationConventions,Kluwer.
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also fail for the same reason. Indeed Hoechst AG's'5 claim contrast to the United Kingdom's practice of negotiating
would appear to be somewhat weaker than that of its sub- mutual relief for. tax credits.

sidiary, perhaps falling at the first hurdle, i.e. reciprocity.This

is a general requirement under international law, that places
each state being party to a non-discrimination agreement
under an equal obligation to comply with its terms. Failing 15. In the case of Pirelli, although the new United Kingdom-Italy treaty does

complianceno reliance can be placed,j6Since Gerrnany is not allow a refund of half the tax credit less a 5 percent withholding tax on the divi-

willing to repay the German tax credit to a UK parent com-
dend plus half credit, the treaty in force at the time of the relevant divdend pay-
ment did not.

pany, it seems rather one-sided that the United Kingdom It is beyond the scope of this article to consider the question of reciprocity in con-

should be asked to repay its tax credit to a German parent nection with the Pirelli claims.

company. Indeed this argument has much force since it 16. See J.G. O'Brien, 10 Law and Polcy in InternationalBusness at 545 and

appears to be German treaty policy to deny the tax credit, in
609 (1978). See also K. Vogel, Klaus Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions,
Kluwer, at I I 10.
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IRELAND

IRISH INCENTIVESFOR IXWARD INVESTME,-T
William T. Cunningham,

Arthur Andersen, Dublin

I. INTRODUCTION the tax holiday was initially five years, extended by subse-
quent Finance Acts to ten4 and then fifteen years,5 with an

Ireland has enjoyed indisputablesuccess in attracting intema- additional five years of gradually tapering relief. Under pres-
tionally mobile investment. This is due to a number of fac- sure from the EuropeanCommissionafter Ireland's accession
tors, geographic location,EU membership,a highly educated to the EEC in 1973, the government was unable to extend
work force, language and strong links with the United States. Export Sales Relief (ESR) beyond the expiry date of 5 April
Its active approach towards attracting foreign investmenthas 1990 establishedby the 1969 Finance Act.
its origins in the dramatic change of national economic poli-
cy in the late 1950s. Until then, from the attainment of inde- An almost identical relief was introduced6 for licensed activ-

pendence from the United Kingdom in 1921, it had pursued a ities carred on within the Shannon Free Airport Zone. This

protectionist policy. National self-sufficiency and import relief was extended and modified in step with ESR, expiring
substitution were earnestly pursued. Ireland adhered to this on the same date.
rustic ideal throughout the next three decades, but at the cost ESR was available only in respect of profits from the sale of
of declining standards of living. In 1921, Ireland had an goods,7 and Shannon Relief available only to certifiedincome per capita level comparable to the Western European exempted trading operationscarried on within the Shannon
average, about halfof the level prevailing in the UnitedKing- Airport Free Zone. In both cases, trading with local enter-dom. Until 1958, it steadily lost ground, with a GDP per capi- prises diluted the benefit of the exemption. Both definitionsta of 60 per cent of the EEC average in that year.' It was then

continue to be of fundamental importance today for purposesthat the First Programme for Economic Expansion switched
of the tax incentive that replaced ESR and Shannonemphasis to an outward-looking, export-oriented policy exemp-
tion, the so-called ManufacturingRelief'.which has been the cornerstone of the economic policy of

successive governments ever since. Trade liberalization and
the attraction of foreign investment were elevated to the sta-

B. Manufacturing relief: The 10 per cent tax ratetus of national economic policy objectives. The instruments
selected were a gradual reduction of tariff barriers, combined
with a mixture of financial assistance to industry and a

The normal rate of corporation tax payable in Ireland is cur-

favourable corporate tax regime. rently 38 percent.8 Since 1981, a lower rate of 10 per cent has
been available, and has replaced the now-defunct ExportBy introducinga corporate tax exemption for exports, Ireland Sales and ShannonReliefs referred to above. The 10 per cent

became one of the first countries to use tax incentives to rate is available for three types of activity:attract foreign nvestors. Local investors had equal access to
manufacturing,as defined in legislation;-

these incentives but, having little experience of exporting, in
relevant trading operationscarried on within the Shan--

reality had little practical prospect of utilizing them. With
Airport Zone; andnonminor modifications, these export-oriented incentives oper- international financial services carried in the Dublinon-

ated successfully throughout the next three decades, so that
Custom House Docks Area.by 1995, Ireland, with a GNP per capita of USD 12,200, was

ranked 23rd by the World Bank out of 132 large
economies. Foreign-ownedcompanies accounted for 44 per 1. The Economy oflreland Pohcy and Performanceof a Small European-

cent of industrial employmentand over 70 per centee of total Country, Edited by J. W. O'Hagan Gill & Macmillan 1995.-

exports.. 2. Shaping Our Future - A Strategy for Enterprise in Ireland in the 21 st Cen-
tury, Fofs, May 1996, at 72.
3. Sec. 10 Finance (MiscellaneousProvisions) Act, 1956.
4. Sec. 56, FinanceAct 1958,.which also extended the relief to book printing

Il. TAX INCENTIVES and exporting, fish production, and mushroomcultivation in the State.
5. The starting date for the tax holiday was extendedby Sec. 28, Finance Act
1960 (to 6 April 1965), Sec. 33, Finance Act 1965 (to 6 April 1970) and Sec. 52,

A. Export sales relief Finance Act 1969 (to 6 April 1975). The duration of the exemption was extend-
ed from five to ten years in 1958 and to fifteen in 1969.
6. Finance (MiscellaneousProvisions) Act 1958.

In 1956, exemption from tax on corporate profits derived 7. As defined in Sec. 10, Finance Act 1956, and extended by subsequent
from the export of goods manufacturedin the State was intro- Finance Acts.

8. Sec. l(1)(b), CTA 1976, as substituted by Sec. 54 Finance Act 1995. Aduced.3 Initially, only 50 per cent exemption was available. reduced rate of 30 per cent for the first IEP 50,000 of profit was introduced byTh was extended to full exemption in 1957. The durationof Sec. 44 Finance Act 1996.
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The first of these can be carried on anywhere in Ireland, and ments by individual claimants were negated by Section

the relief is available until 31 December2010. The latter two 41(1)(c) Finance Act 1990, which added subsection (5) to

are confined to geographicallydemarcated areas - Shannon Section 39 FA 1980. Under this:

on the west coast and the area around the Custom House - goods shall not be regarded as manufactured if they are

Docks in Dublin, on the east coast. They are available only goods which result from a process which consists pri-
until 31 December 2005, under current legislation. To avoid marily of dividing (including cutting) purifying, drying,
the need for three parallel sets of legislation, the profits eli- mixing, sorting, packaging, branding, testing or applying
gible for relief in the Shannon and Custom House Docks any other similar process to a product, produceor materi-

areas are deemed by legislation to relate to amounts receiv- al for sale or distributionor any combinationof such pro-
able from the sale ofgoods,which as will be seen below, is cesses, or

itself a highly evolved and significant term. - applying methods of preservation,pasteurizationor mat-

uration or other similar treatment to foodstuffs, or any

1. Manufacturing combination of such processes, or cooking, baking or

otherwse preparing food or drink for human consump-
Under Section 39(1) Finance Act 1990, goods means tion at or about the time it is prepared, or improving or

goods manufactured within the State in the course of a trade altering any articles or material without imposing a

carried on by the company which, in relation to the relevant change in their character or repairing, refurbishing,
accounting period, is the company claiming relief in relation reconditioning, restoring or other similar processing of
to the trade. Interestingly, the 10 per cent rate of tax iS any articles or materials.
nowhere mentioned in law. Instead, Section 41(2) Finance
Act 1980 provides that where a company which carries on a

The apparently sweeping scope of this amendment is miti-

trade consisting of the manufacture of goods claims and gated by the following considerations:

proves as respects a relevant accounting period that, during
The key word is primarily. This has led to some specula-

that period, any amount was receivable in respect of the sale tion among tax commentators- does milk that is pasteurized
of goods, corporation tax payable by it, so far as it is referable result from a process that consists primarily of pasteuriza-

to the income from the sale of those goods, shall be reduced tion Does food that is frozen with a view to extending its

by twenty-eight thirty eighths (28/38). With the current stan- storage life result primarily from the freezing process Some

dard rate of corporation tax being 38 per cent, this has the claim that this amendment leaves room for further litigation
effect of reducing the rate of tax to 10 per cent.

and several cases are currently under appeal in relation to

borderline activities. However, a common-sense response to

Where there are two companies one of which manufactures these questions would be that what is under consideration

goods and the other of which sells them in the course of its here are specific products- pasteurizedmilk and frozen food

trade and one of the companies is a 90 per cent subsidiary of - and that these products certainly result from processes that

the other or both companies are 90 per cent subsidiaries of a consist primarily of pasteurizationand freezing which differ-

third company any goods manufactured within the State by entiate them in the consumer's mind from their fresh equiva-
one of the companies shall, when sold in the course of its lents. It is therefore unlikely the current litigation-in-progress
trade by the other company, be deemed to have been manu- will succeed.
factured within the State by that other company.

9

Processes that include one or more of the above steps, but

only as a subsidiary part of the overall process remain to be
2. Manufacturingservices judged in accordancewith the ordinary meaning of the word,

Where a company renders services consisting of the subject- as do processes not falling within these specific exclusions.

ing of commoditiesormaterials belonging to another person
In 1990, the tax authoritiespublished a Statement of Practice

to a process of manufacturing in the State, any amount which provides the current guidance as to the definition. This

receivable in respect of those services shall be deemed to be places emphasis on the substanceof what happens in the pro-

an amount receivable from the sale ofgoods.o cess, i.e. on its economic and qualitative effects. Three

aspects to a process are regarded as relevant: its mechanical

3. Meaning of the term Manufactured

This term is not defined in the legislation, and must be inter- 9 Sec. 39(1) FA 1980

preted in the first place according to its ordinary or collo- 10. Sec. 39(2) FA 1980. This provisionenables amongstothers,contractman-

ufacturers claim entitlement the relief.
quial meaning.t This does not include the making of a tele-

1i. Justice
to

McCarthy Charles
to

McCann Ltd. O'Cualachain (1986) ITRin v.

vision advertisement,12the cooking of fish and chipsn or the Vol III at 304.

growing of dwarfchrysanthemums4.Nevertheless, in gener- 12. O'Cualachainv. Hunter Advertising (1990) 2 IR 431.

al the Irish courts have been liberal in their interpretation of 13. FCT v. Rochester 50 CLR 225.

the meaning of the term, and have regarded the ripening of
14. Brosnan v. LeesideNurseries(1994)ITR 1060.

15. Charles McCannLtd. v. O'Cualachain (1986) ITR Vol III at 304.

bananas,15 the pasteurizationof milk,t6 the assembly of agri- 16. Cronin (Inspector of Taxes) Strand Dairies Ltd (1993) ITR Vol. [II atv.

cultural machinery,j7 the production of kitchen cloths and 441.

nappy liners,8 the hatching ofchickens in an incubator9 and 7. jrishAgriculturalMachineryLtd. v. O'Cualachain(1990) 1 IR535.

18. O'Laochdhav. Johnson & Johnson (Ireland)Ltd. (1991) 2 IR 287.
the secondary fermentationof beer2o as all coming within the 19. Kelly v. CobbStrafan IrelandLtd. 4BITR526.

meaning of the term. However, these courtroom achieve- 20. Hussey v. MJ. Gleeson & Co. 4 BITR 533.
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nature, its complexity and the involvement of skilled labour. C. Shannon Free Airport Zone
The mechanicalrequirement is to differentiate it from natural
processes, such as growth. It is necessary to have a combina- Relevant trading operations is the term used in respect of
tion of man and machine, with the latter applicationbeing of qualifying activities carried on within the Shannon Free Air-
a material nature. In practice, the Irish rules have been proven port Zone, duly certified by the Minister for Finance. They
to be less rigorous than those of some other jurisdictions.2 must fall within one or more of the following listed activities:
From 1980 to 1993, in response to lobbying and specific pol-

- the repair or maintenanceof aircraft;
icy objectives, several non-manufacturing activities have - trading operations in respect of which the Minister of
been specifically granted the benefits available for manufac- Finance is of the opinion, after consultation with the

turing. As a result, amounts receivable from the conduct of Minister of Transport, that they contribute to the use or

the followingactivities are also treated as receivable from the developmentof the airport; or

tosale of goods . trading operations which are ancillary the operations-

The productionof fish on a fish farm within the State.22 or to any- mentioned above manufacturing trade qualify-
The repair of ships within the State.23 ing under the normal rules.-

Design and planning services the work on the rendering The Minister certify of the following:
-

may not anyof which is carried out in the State in connection with - the rendering of services to embarking or disembarkingchemical, civil, electrical or mechanical engineering aircraft passengers including hotel, catering, money-works executed outside the territories of the Member changing, or transport (other than air transport) services,States of the EuropeanUnion.24 or services in connection with the landing, departure,Computer services defined as data processing and/or loading unloadingof aircraft;
-

or
software developmentservices, in the course of an under- - the operation of scheduled air transport services sellingtaking in respect of which an employment grant was by retail; or
made by the Industrial Development Authority under - the sale of consumable cornmodities for the fuelling of
Section 2 of the Industrial Development (No. 2) Act aircraft or for shipment as aircraft stores.
1981.25 From 6 April 1989, this definition was extended
to include technical or consultancy services that relate to
the above data processing and/or software development D, International financial services
services.

Qualifying shipping activities, i.e. the carriage of cargo This innovation, designed to assist the re-developmentof the
-

or passengers in seagoing ships that are Irish owned or docklands area of Dublin, was enacted in 1987, resulting in
registered. Fishing activities qualify where the fish is the creation of the International Financial Services Centre
subjected to a process of manufactureon board the qual- (IFSC). Access to the IFSC's 10 per cent rate of tax is con-
ifying ship, and to the letting or charteringof a qualifying trolled by the issue of licences by the DepartmentofFinance,
ship for qualifyingpurposes. The transportingof supplies advised by the Certification Advisory Council. Licences are
or personnel to a rig, platform, vessel or installation of
any kind at sea involved in hydrocarbon exploration or

development.26
Income ofspecial trading houses.27 21. However, a recent US tax case found in favour of a taxpayer with Irish-

Plart cultivation by micro propagation (cloning).28 Manufacturingoperations. In the Bausch & Lomb case, reported in March 1996
-

(Bausch & Lomb, Inc., al. Comm'r,T.C. Memo 1996-57 Tax Ct. Dkt. No.et v.
- Repair or maintenance of aircraft, aircraft engines or 13983-91) the IRS determined that the income from the sale of sunglassesby the

components within the State.29 company's two ControlledForeign Corporations(CFCs), Bausch & Lomb Hong
Film production, where the film is for exhibition to the Kong and Bausch & Lomb Ireland, was includable in Bausch & Lomb's (B&L)-

gross income because it constitutedForeign Base Company Sales Income underpublic in cinemas or on televisionor for training or docu- Subpart F. B&L argued that the income was not FBCSI because the CFCs were

mentary purposes, provided not less than 75 per cent of manufacturers.The Tax Court agreed with B&L, finding that the foreign opera-
the work on its production is carried out in the State.30 tions satisfied the facts and circumstances test of Reg. 1.954-3(A)(4)(iii).The

The processingof meat in the State, excluding meat sold
Court found that the CFCs were engaged in a series of operations that were not
minor, nominal, or insignificant.The Court reiterated that the assembly requiredinto an EU interventionagency. trained and exprienced personnel and a management staff to oversee the pro-

- Fish processingcarried on in the State.31 duction operations.
Certain activities carried on by an agricultural or fishery 22. Sec. 39(1)(A)(a)FA 1980.-

society.32
23. Sec. 39(1)(B)(a)FA 1980.
24. Sec. 39(1)(C)(a)FA 1980.

The remanufactureor repairofcomputerequipmentor of 25. Sec. 39(1)(CC)FA 1980.

subassemblieswithin the State, where such equipmentor 26. Sec. 39(1)(CC1) FA 1980 as inserted and amended by Sec. 28, FA 1987,
Sec. 40 FA 1988, Sec. 42 FA 1990.subassemblies were originally manufacturedin the State 27. Sec. 39(1)(CC2)FA 1980 as inserted by Sec. 29 FA 1987.

by that company or a connected company.33 28. Sec. 39(1)(CC3)FA 1980 inserted by Sec. 31 FA 1987;
- The sale by an agricultural society to a certified qualify- 29. Sec. 39(1)(CC4)FA 1980 Sec. 41 FA 1990.

ng companyof milk purchasedby it from its members.34 30. Sec. 39(1)(CC5)FA 1980, inserted by Sec. 41 FA 1990.
31. Sec. 41 FA 1990, Sec. 32 FA 1991 and Sec. 44 FA 1993.

- Newspaperproduction in the State.35 32. Sec. 39(1)(CC8, 9 and 10) FA 1980 Sec. 47 FA 1992.

With these extensions, the initial rigour of the definition has
33. Sec. 39(1)(CC7)FA 1980 as inserted by Sec. 41(12)(b)FA 1990.
34. Sec. 46 FA 1992.

been considerably reduced. 35. Sec. 39(1)(CC11)FA 1980, as inserted by Sec. 44(1)(c) FA 1993.
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. issued to operations that are carried on within the demarcated agency treasury companies and of IFSC companies offering
area and are seen as likely to contribute to the developmentof custodial services.
the area as an International Financial Services Centre, pro-
vided that they fall within one or more of the following
classes of activities: E. Other investment incentives in Shannon and the

the provision for persons not ordinarily resident in the IFSC-

State of services, in relation to transactions in foreign
currencies, of a type normally provided by a bank in the In both Shannon and the IFSC, tax depreciation is available

ordinary course of its trade; on plant and machinery at rates of up to 100 percent. Losses

the carrying on on behalf of persons not ordinarily res- created by tax depreciationcan be offset against other 10 per-

ident in the State of intemational financial activities, cent taxable profits, with the exception of losses created in a

including: leasing trade.

global money management; The advantages of establishing in the IFSC-

property tax

intemational dealings in foreign currencies and in include tax depreciationat rates of to 100 cent for con-- up per
futures, options and similar financial assets which are struction costs on owner-occupied buildings, a double tax

denominated in foreign currencies; deduction for rental costs, and an exemption from property

dealings in bonds, equities and similar instruments taxes for a limited period.-

denominated in foreign currencies;
insurance and related activities; or-

the management of investments and other activities of F. Foreign branch exernption-

UCITS (Undertakings for Collective Investment in
TransferableSecurities); To encourage large intemational groups to establish regional
the provision for persons not ordinarily resident in the-

operational headquarters in Ireland, a foreign branch exemp-

State of services of, or of facilities for, processing, con-
tion incentive was introduced in Section 29 of the 1995

trol, accounting, communication, clearing, settlement, Finance Act. Under this, the profits earned outside Ireland by
information storage in relation to financial activities; branches of qualifying Irish resident companies are exempt

from tax. To qualify, a company must have an investment
dealing in commodity futures or options on behalfof per--

sons not ordinarily resident in the State; plan approved in advance by the Minister for Finance. The

plan must envisage the investment of substantial permanent
the development or supply of computer software for use-

capital in the State for the of creating substantial
in the provision to persons not ordinarily resident in the

purpose
new employment in the State in trading operations carried

State of services or facilities for processing, control, on, or to be carried on, in the State. The Minister will grant a

accounting, communications, clearing, settlement or certificate where, following consultation with the Minister
informationstorage in relation to financial services or for for Enterpriseand Employment,he is satisfied that the capital
the reprocessing,analysing or similar treatment of infor- and employmenttargets will be met and that the maintenance
mation in relation to financial activities;36or of the employment so created in trading operations in the

trading activities similar to, or ancillary to, any of the on on company- State will be dependent the carrying by the of
above where the Minister of Finance is of the opinion qualified foreign trading activities. These are defined as trad-
that they contribute to the use of the area as an Interna-

ng activities carried on by a qualifying company through a

tional Financial Services Centre. branch or agency outside the State in a territory specified in

By July 1996, there were 380 active projects established in the certificate issued by the Minister. In the first year of oper-

the IFSC. These include captive finance companies, agency
ation of this incentive, two major US financial institutionsare

treasury companies, reinsurance companies, special purpose
understood to have set up companies of this type.

investment companies, fund managers and management
companies. In addition to the reduced tax rate, there are sev-

G. Reductions in taxable base
eral other attractions. Financial statements do not need to be

prepared in Irish currency, and may instead be prepared in the

company's functionalcurrency. In these cases, the tax-adjust- 1. Accelerated tax depreciation
ed profit is translated into Irish pounds at the average Tax depreciation (i.e. capital allowances) is of much less
exchange rate for the period in question. In certain circum- mportance since 1988, when the so-called free deprecia-
stances, companiesmay make tax payments in their function- tion under which up to 100 per cent tax depreciation could
al currency. Under general rules, withholding tax imposedbY be claimed at will, or the alternative 100 per cent first-year
a country with which Ireland has a double taxation agreement allowances were phased out. Now, this incentive is confined
can be credited against Irish tax. In the case of IFSC-based to Shannon-basedand IFSC activities. These may claim 100
companies,unilateral credit relief is also available for foreign
withholding tax which cannot be relieved by tax treaties.
Relief in both cases is limited to the amount of Irish tax 36. It would appear that the latter activities i.e. the reprocessing... may be

carried out for resident as well as non-residentcustomers.Care must howeverbe

payable on the income. In the area of VAT, concessions are taken to ensure that work carried out for residents does not conflict with the

also available which eliminate VAT on management fees of terms of the relevant licence.
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per cent first-year tax depreciation on new machinery and ment. creation is the main objective, with all grants being
plant, or claim any lower rate they choose in each year that expressed on a per-job basis. A secondary factor influencing
the machinery or plant is in use. For expenditure on build- grant levels is the desirability of the investment and its per-
ings, first-year depreciation of 54 per cent of expenditure, ceived spin-offeffects in creating opportunities for local sup-
with 4 per cent per annum thereafter, is available. pliers.

2. Quadruple deduction for incremental R&D
expenditure Ill. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

This incentive, introducedby Section 59 of the 1995 Finance
Act and refined in the 1996 Finance Act, takes the form of a As mentioned above, the 10 per cent rate of corporation tax

400 per cent tax deduction for qualifying expenditure on expires at the end of 2005 for IFSC and Shannon activities
research and development. It is confined to companies eligi- and 2010 for manufacturingactivities. Detailedconsideration
ble for manufacturingrelief, which means that increasing the is being given to the corporate tax regime that will follow.
deduction to four times the R&D expenditure,gives an incre- Among the alternativescurrently under considerationare:

mental tax subsidy of only 30 per cent ofqualifying expendi- - extension of the 10 per cent rate for existing qualifying
ture. activities beyond 2010, coupledwith a progressivereduc-

tion in the standard corporate tax rate;The relief is available for a three-yearperiod, and is available
the introductionof single low rate of corporation tax fora-

for increased R&D expenditureover the base year. all companies;
the introduction of a discretionary ruling system for-

3. Non-tax incentives particular sectors.

For many investors, the Industrial DevelopmentAgency and It is still too early to predict which of these options will be
the Shannon Free Airport DevelopmentCompany offer cap- selected, but it is generally recognized that the long lead time
ital grants, employmentgrants, training grants, and, in some and payback period associated with large-scale intemational-
smaller, usually indigerous start-up cases, equity participa- ly-mobile manufacturing investment projects demands a
tion and loan guarantees. These incentives are negotiated decision by the Irish government on its tax incentives strate-
individually,with the lvel of grant varying widely. Employ- gy for post 2010 during 1997 or 1998.
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FRANCE

THE FRENCH PERSPECTIVEWITH RESPECT TO TRANSFER

PRICING DOCUMENTATIONAND TRANSPARENCY
Pierre-Jean Douvier

defined in all double tax treaties, which affords a conven-
Mr Douvier is a partner with Bureau Francis Lefebvre. He
also lectures at the Universitiesof Paris I - La Sorbonne tional protection to taxpayers;
and Paris Il - Assas in International and European tax law. - if relations between two or more states are established
He is the author of InternationalTax Law, published by between related parties, for instance between subsidiaries
Pedone (1996), Paris. of one group or between companies and branches (the

latter with fiscal autonomy), the allocation of income

must be based on arm's length pricing.

I. INTRODUCTION These two points, especially the latter, are probably at least

from a French perspective likely to be among the major
In July 1995, the OECD published transfer pricing guide- themes of international tax law in the future.

lines for multinational enterprises and tax administrations.2 In the following will examine the French approach towe

These guidelines deal with the general principles relating to transfer pricing issues, given the fact that in early April 1996,
the determinationof transfer prices between affiliated entities

a new Act passed in France. This Act gives the French tax
of a group. The guidelines are intended to be finalized and authorities (FTA) obtain information and
will be reviewed and examined regularly.3

more powers to

documentation with respect to the relationships of a French

The reason for these developments in transfer pricing iS that company with its affiliated entities. The French Revenue is

it appeared necessary to give guidance to tax authorities and now entitled, subject to certain conditions, to ask the French

to taxpayers with respect to the determination of prices company for an explanation of its transfer pricing policy.
between afiliated entities. Indeed, while enterprises act on Correlatively, the statute of limitations has been extended,
intemationalmarkets, each state intends to maintain its fiscal subject to certain conditions, to allow the tax authorities the

sovereignty or in any case to maintain certain prerogatives. necessary time to properly conduct its tax audit with respect

Given that more than 60 per cent of the world market is real- to transfer prices, in the event the treaty exchange of infor-

ized by international enterprises, the determination of trans-
mation procedure is used.

fer prices is an essential exercise scrutinized by the states:

each tax administration ensures that the prices fixed do-

not allow the transfer of a taxable base; Il. ARM'S LENGTH PRICES
the taxpayer must establish that he correctly determines-

his transfer pricing policy. The determination of the The OECD report on transfer pricing examines the question
prices between enterprises belonging to one international of transfer prices exclusively in an international context, the

group is usually carried out according to the desire to adjustmentof a transfer price in one state giving rise to a cor-

adopt the best economic policy for the group. However, responding adjustment in another state. It is essential to

the prices thus determined may also be influenced by tax ensure that the same income is not taxable twice. An interna-

considerations.This may lead to a shifting of the taxable tional consensus must therefore exist to reduce the risk of

base from those jurisdictions where the tax burdens are double taxation. The guidelines also draw upon the discus-

highest to those where the tax burden is lower. Alterna- sion undertaken by the OECD on the proposed transfer pric-
tively, the profits of the enterprises may be transferred to ing regulations (Article482 of the American tax Code) of the

those members of the group generating losses. United States. The OECD took the precaution of providing

From experience, it appears that two intimately linked prob-
lems apply to both enterprises and tax administrations:

which state has the right to tax the income earned when 1. The 25 member states of the OECD are: Germany, Australia, Austria, Bel-
-

an enterprise operates in more than one jurisdictionThe gium, Canada, Denmark, Spain, the United States, France, Finland, Greece, Ire-

land, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Norway, New Zealand, the

answer to this question depends on the existence or oth- Netherlands,Portugal, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey

erwise of a permanent establishment4 in the state where 2. These guidelines were approvedby the Committee for fiscal affairs on the

27 June 1995 and by the Counsel of the OECD on 13 July 1995.
the foreign enterprise conducts its activities. The perma- 3. This happened in March 1996 for intangible assets.

nent establishment,a purely fiscal and not legal notion, is 4. See The TaxationofPermanentEstablishments (Amsterdam: IBFD).
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that these guidelines apply in a different context as they are that several methods be used, where the case is exceptionalor
intended to apply to a wider area than the US legislation. where no single method is satisfactory.
The issue is the following: The guidelines result from a compromise between the mem-

on the one hand, the enterprises must respect the legal- ber states of the OECD, and it is possible that certain states
and administrativeobligationsofeach state in which they consider that the two transactionalmethods are equivalent to

operate, bearing in mind that the rules are different from the traditional methods. Indeed, although the Committee for
one state to another; Fiscal Affairs seems to give priority to the traditional meth-
on the other hand, the tax authorities must combine both- ods, it is possible that certain states will read in the approach
their right to tax the income arising in that state and the they most favour.
need to avoid the double taxation of that same income. However, the transactionalmethods should be, from a French

A mechanism designed to eliminate double taxation, the perspective,consideredas secondary to the other set of meth-
mutual agreement procedure, is provided for by tax treaties. ods. I.e. they should only be used as a last resort.

However, the states are only obliged to make their best efforts The determinationof transfer prices is not an exact science.
to arrive at a solution. They are under no obligation to actual- As a result, even a taxpayer acting in good faith may make
ly reach such a solution. This difficulty comes in addition to mistakes, and the tax administration may draw the wrongthe problem of the long time such a procedure takes5 (from conclusions from a given situation. The tax inspectors should
experience, about nine years in France!). At the European therefore not require an unrealistic amount of information.
level, a multilateralagreementof 23 July 1990, in force since They must take into account the commercial appreciation of
1 January 1995 for an initial duration of five years, will allow the taxpayer in relation to the principles of normal competi-the resolution of disputes arising from double taxation to be tion, such that the examination of the transfer prices be con-
reduced to between three and six years. There is one notable sistent with the realities of the business world. The tax
difference with respect to the mutual agreement procedure: administration must therefore firstly examine the transfer
there is no longer a mere obligation to negotiate, but a certi- prices with regard to the method chosen by the taxpayer to
tude that a solution will be found. It remains to be seen how determine its transfer prices.
successful the new procedurewill be in practice.

B. French domestic rules with respect to transfer
A. Principle: OECD rules pricing

According to Article 9 of the OECD Model Treaty, transfer 1. Article 57 of the Code Gnral des Impts (CGI)
prices between affiliated enterprises must be at arm's length. Under this article, profits indirectly transferred foreignto
This arm's length principle must be applied intelligently as enterprises either by means of an increase or decrease of the
enterprisesmay use attractive prices, for instanceduring start sales price or the purchase price, or by any other means7 are

up or penetration of the market. Its application may become reintegrated into the paying entities taxable income in
complicatedwhen the information necessary to determine or France. This provision applies to payments between related
fix the transferprices does not exist in one given state (in the parties but the tax authorities do not have to give evidence
case of a foreign jurisdiction) or when no comparables exist that the parties are related if the transfer of profits is realized
(for example where a product is manufactured in a state with enterprises established in a foreign jurisdictionbenefit-
where there is no competition, or where an enterprise sup- ing from a privileged fiscal regime or in cases where the
plies services which are unique).6 establishment itself is located in such a jurisdiction. In all

other cases it is for the FTA to give evidence that the partiesThe OECD commentaries do not give practical rules which
are related. It is also for the tax authorities to give evidenceof

are directly applicable to particularsituations. Transferprices the existence and the amount of the particular advantagesmust be determined taking into account the particular cir- granted to the foreign company.cumstancesof each case.

In a statementof practice dated 31 August 1959 the FTA haveTwo categories of methods should be used: indicated that in certain circumstances, the strict applicationthe methods based on the transactions, the comparable of Article 57 may disturb the establishment or the manage-uncontrolled price, the resale price and the cost-plus ment abroad of foreign entities whose purpose is to seil
method; French products on foreign markets; accordingly, this may
the traditional benefits methods, profit splitting and jeopardize the development of French exports. For this rea-
transactional net margin method (this last method is
new).

5. This results in a loss of time and a financial cost arising from dealing withThe Committee for Fiscal Affairs considers that there is no the case, which is usually complex and occasionally random, as it is based on
one best method and that nternational groups of companies purely factual elements.

can freely use other methods subject to the fact that these 6. E.g. computerized managementof transport reservations, or satellite ser-

other methods must satisfy the arm's length principle set out
vices.
7. E.g. paymentof excessive royalties with or withoutconsideration,grantingin the guidelines. The arm's length principle only requires of nterest free loans or reduced interest loans.
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son, the FTA have specified that the tax inspectors must take Procedure Act. But its utilization is strictly framed as Article

into account the conditions of the functioning of the foreign L 13B defines in detail:

affiliated entities. In particular, no challenge should occur if - the conditions required to be satisfied before the FTA

the French companies can justify that sales at a price only may send the request for information to the taxpayer;
marginallyabove the cost price are supported by commercial - the scope of utilization;
reasons. - the formal conditions of the request;

The FTA have to give evidence of the existence of a transfer
- the proceedings.

ofprofits abroad. The French taxpayermay give contraryevi- Once the new procedure is engaged the taxpayer must com-

dence to justify the transaction by showing that in reality it ply: if the taxpayer fails to respond he is liable to a fine of
was driven by the market. FRF 50,000 (about USD 10,000).

Two conditions must be satisfied before the FTA may send a

2. Evolution: Article L 138 of the Livre des Procdures
Fiscales (LPF) request: a tax audit must be in the process of being conduct-

ed and evidence must exist that suggests that a transfer of

In order to implement with more efficiency Article 57 CGI, profits has taken place. Further to the reference to Article 57,
the so-called DDOEF of 12 April 1996 (Financial Act), has the procedureof L13B applies to enterprises subject to tax in

inserted a new provision as title L 13B in the LPE This article France which:

gives to the FTA more power to audit the cross border trans- - are controlled or have control of enterprses situated

actions performed by enterprises: it imposes an obligation of abroad and which are likely to have shifted income

cooperationupon the enterprises with the tax inspectors. Fur- abroad;
thermore the statute of limitations is extended in the event the - are dependent on enterprises or a group having the con-

FTA implement the treaty administrativeassistance, in order trol of enterprises established out of France and which

to allow sufficient time for the conduct of the investigation.8 have probably transferred profits abroad;
are likely to have transferred profits to a foreign state or-

3. The new rules. territory which benefits from a privileged fiscal regime.
The transferof income may be realized by way ofan increase

(a) Obligationofstrengthenedcooperation in the purchase price, a reduction of sales price or by any
other means.'o The burden of proving the dependence ele-

If the FTA have collected evidence which suggests that an

enterprise has indirectly transferred profits abroad withn the
ment and the indirect transfer falls, from a strict reading of

meaning of Article 57, they are entitled to ask the enterprise
the new legilation upon the FTA. Article L13B does not

for certain information and documentation. In particular, operate a reversing of the burden of the evidence as the

where, during a tax audit, the tax authorities have discovered request for informationdepends on the existence of evidence

things which suggest that an enterprise has indirectly trans- suggesting the transferof income.t

ferred profits abroad, they are entitled to ask for information The new Act does not impose on the FrA any obligation to

and documentationspecifying: explain why they believe transfer pricing has taken place.2
the nature of the relations between the French enterprise However the questions to the taxpayermust be specific. Dur-

-

and the foreign affiliated enterprises or foreign group ing the legislative debate, the Ministry of Finance refused to

companies; insert a provision which would have required the FTA to jus-
the method of determinationof the prices of the transac- tify their request arguing that this would limit the scope of the

-

tions whether industrial,commercialor financial, and the request.
supporting items and the consideration received; Form of the request. The request must be precise and must
the activities undertaken by the foreign entities;- indicate:
the fiscal regime of their foreign permanent establish- nature or

- the of the activity product;-

ment, subsidiaries or groupings which they control the state in question;-

directly or indirectly.9 the enterprse;-

If the FIA have asked the tax authorities of another jurisdic- - the company or the grouping aimed at; and

tion for the information on the basis of a relevant income tax - the amounts under scrutiny.
treaty, then the statute of limitations is extended an addition-
al five years from the date the other authorities reply. This is

to permit a reassessment where the answer from the other
state's administration is delayed. 8. New Art. LI88A of the LPF.

9. For these purposes control exists if more than 50 per cent of the sub-

sidiary's share-capitalor voting rights is owned directly or indirectly by the tax-

(b) Procedure payer.
10. I.e. payment of excessive royalties or without consideration, loan without

The new transfer pricing information procedure has a wide nterest, or at a reduced rate, forgivenessof debt.

scope. It is a specific procedure in the sense that it is inde- 1 I. This has been confirmed by the Ministry of Finance during the debate

before the French Parliament.
pendent from already existing procedures such as a request 12. I.e. the FTA is not obliged to specify to the French company n detail the

D
for information or justification under other provisions of the information on which it bases its position.
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The enterprisehas to answer within a period which cannot be Article 57 (transferprices) or Article 209B (French CFC
under two months and, which may be extended by one legislation);18
month, upon a reasonable request being made by the taxpay- - assets, investments or income which were disposed of
er.13 The request must specify the penalty for failing to abroad by the taxpayer, or activities he may have per-
respond. Accordingly there are two possibilities: formed.

1st case. The taxpayer provides its answer in due time. If the The goal of this new article is not to reopen a period which is
response is satisfactory to the FTA, the procedure of L13B is statute barred. The extension is only possible if the FTA's
completed and the tax audit continues within standard rules. request was made in due time. The new Act requires the FTA

If the answers are not satisfactory to the FTA, the latter sends
to notify the taxpayer of the existence of the request at the
time it is made and of the response of the foreign authorities.to the French enterprisea formal request for additional infor-

no to content request.mation. The enterprise has a 30-day period to answer. If this There is obligation give the of the

further request is fully complied with, the procedure is termi-
However from the case law, the FIA can reassess a taxpayer
with respect to information taken from third parties if the tax-nated without any penalty. However, if the additional infor-

mation s not provided this is regarded as an absence of payer is put in a position to challenge them and to ask the

transmitting of the documentationbefore the issuance of the
response.

notice of payment.
2nd case. The taxpayer does not respond to the request. The
tax fine of FRF 50,000 (USD 10,000) is applied for each The FTA may reassess an enterprise until the end of the year
financial year specified in the request. It is independent from following the response or at the latest until the fifth year fol-

other penalties. This fne does not bar the enterprise from lowing the one during which the taxation is due. This latter

using the EC Competentauthorities procedure. rule applies irrespective of whether the foreign authorities
reply.

Reassessment.If the French enterpriseprovides the requested
information, the FTA may adjust the enterprises profits

Let us take an example. A tax audit is undertaken in January
1997 for the years 1994, 1995 and 1996. A request is sent toupwards, if the operation discloses an indirect transfer of

profits.4 Accordingly a reassessment is realized on the a foreign Authority in March 1997.

grounds of Article 57, within the standard procedure. The 1st case. The answer is received in 1997. The FTA are enti-
burden of proving arm's length pricing was not used, falls tled until 31 December 1998, the year following the year of
upon the FTA. the response, to reassess the enterprise, even with respect to

If the French company does not answer the request, the new
1994 and 1995 (although these two years would be statute

Act provides that: barred under standard rules);
the standardproceduremust be used.r5 This point is high- 2nd case. The foreign Administration does not answer or

ly significant: it translates the wish of the French Parlia- answers in 1999. The deadline expires at the end of 1999 for
ment to use standardproceedingsand not the exceptional the year 1994.
procedureusually in force in the case of fraud or absence
of filing in due time. This is important because the rules The new rule cannot reduce the standard statute of limitations

where it would expire after the limitation provided by thegoverning the burden and the means of proof are not

changed.16 new Article 188 A. For instance, if the request sent in March
1997 is replied to in December 1997, the reassessment withthe taxable base may be estimated from the information

the FTA have at their disposal. respect to 1996 can be made until 31 December 1999 (stan-
dard statute of limitations).19Of course, if a specific statute of

Extension of the statute of limitations to five years. Under limitations is higher, it applies (for instance as far as registra-
French standard rules, the statute of limitations is three years tion duties are concerned: ten years where no declarationwas

plus the current year for corporation tax. In the event of car- made).
ried forward losses, the FTA are entitled to go back more than

The extensionof the statute of limitations is supposed to aimfour years and audit their accuracy but they can only reassess

four years. The standard four year rule is extended to five
at any type of tax (and its audit). However, it allows the FTA

years within the procedure of the new Act if the PTA have to reassess only items included in the request.
implemented the treaty exchange of information procedure.
This is to allow the PTA to reassess a transferofprofits where
the foreign authority delays answering the request and the 13. I.e. the taxpayer has a maximum of three months to reply. This period
standard statute of limitations would otherwisehave elapsed.

includes the discretionaryone month extension.
14. The information provided by the taxpayer may also be used to justify a

In other words, due to the possible lengthiness of such a pro- reassessmentwith respect to taxes other than corporate income tax.

cedure, the statute of limitations is extended to five years if 15. I.e. not the procedure under which the FTA reassess taxable income on

the FTA have asked for in time, information from the foreign their own without any discussion with the taxpayer.
16. This would be the case in the non-standardprocedure.competentauthority,t7 The new Act (Article 188) distinguish- 17. Art. 188A LPF.

es between two differentcategories of information: 18. See 47 Bulletin.tbrInternationalFiscalDocumenmtion4 (1993), at 214. In

relationshipsof the taxpayerwith an enterprise,a compa- particular,by virtue of Article 209B, the administrationmay tax French Compa-
nies with respect to profits realized in foreign subsidiaries (or permanentestab-

ny or a grouping carrying out an activity or established lishments) benefiting from a privileged tax regime.
abroad, where such relationships fall within the scope of 19. I.e. previously it could only have been made up until 31 December 1998.
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Accordingly,the FTA are entitled to send to a taxpayer for the no transfer of profits had occurred was accepted for the fol-

same period two notices of reassessment: lowing reasons:

one within the standard statute of limitations with respect - the French company had established that the prices had-

to activities or income from French source or/and foreign been determinedby virtue of the OECD rules;
activities or income which were not included in the - t was accepted that being part owned by a third party, the
request for ntemationalassistance; company was prevented from paying in excess of arm's
another one, within the specific deadline, including the length prices for its purchases; and-

reassessmentsbased on the information contained in the the customs authorities had abandoned its legal action-

reply to the request. against the chairman regarding the valuation of goods
The penalties for late payment of corporation tax are not due (T.A. Lyon 25 April 1990 Fisons).
beyond the standard statute of limitations. Accordingly,these

recent case are to
penalties stop running on the last day of the month of the A provides that the FTA entitled apply the

notice of reassessmentwithin the standard period. mismanagementact concept to cross border transactionswith

respect to transfer pricing (Supreme Court 18 March 1994).
Under this concept the FIA may challenge a transaction if it

(c) Experience does not appear to have been implemented in a standard way

Frorn the recent tax audits performed by the ETA, the admin- i.e. no attempt being made to obtain a commercial considera-

istration puts a great deal of ernphasis on the transfer pricing tion. However traditionally, Article 57 CGI is considered to

policy of international groups; accordingly transfer pricing prove a means of applying the mismanagementact concept.

audits are increasing. The FTA request the completion of
A French company whose activities consisted of the distribu-

questionnaires,in whch they ask for details of the percentage tion of manufactured by German parent hadcars a company
of gross margin of each product or service. In addition, they agreed to incur the warranty costs attached to the sale of cars,
may examine the allocation of the profits among the various

subject to reduction of the importation prices. The FIA had
affiliated entities.

a

noticed that during the years under scrutiny the decrease had
no longer offset the warranty costs; accordingly they consid-

4. Case law ered that this constituted a transfer of profits abroad. Such a

The French courts appear to be sensitive to the conditions of reassessment was declared void by the Court of Appeal of

international rnarkets. If a taxpayer has different prices frorn Nancy (6 July 1995 No. 92.272).TheCourt indicated that the

those which would norrnally be assurned to be the fair market transfer of the costs of the warranty and the corresponding
ones and if he can justify that its approach was the sole real- reduction of prices had led with other elements such as late

istic and sensible one as regards the circurnstances, in par- payment, advertising expenses, and certain equipment costs

ticular imposed by competition, the judges nay accept the to the determination of the importation price. In limiting its

policy of the taxpayer. Unfortunatelythe FTA appears far less examination to the first two items, the administrationdid not

sensitive to economic reality. prove that the transfer and the previous conditions were

unjustifiably to the benefit of the German company.21 The
This may be illustrated by the following case law. French company had in addition given evidence that it had

To give evidence that a decrease in sales price cannot be achieved material margins during the audited financial years.

regarded as a transfer of profits abroad, a French company
can explain that the decrease was necessary to strike a deal, as 5. APA (advance pricing agreement)
regards the market conditions and the competition (Court
Case CE 13 April 1964 No. 56173). An APA in relation to transfer pricing is an agreement which

fixes the terms such as methods of calculation, elements of
In a Court Case of 30 March 1987, the FTA took the view that comparison,corrections to be used and hypothesesrelating to
the remunerationof a top executive assigned to a Swiss sub- the future determination of transfer prices to be applied to
sidiary but whose salary was incurred by the French parent transactions between related enterprises over the course of a

company was effectively a transfer of profits abroad. How- certain period. This procedure is requested by the taxpayer.
ever the Court decided that the company had given evidence The taxpayer (one or several associated enterpriss) and one

that this transfer was explained by the fact that it facilitated
or several tax administrationsthen carry out negotiations.

the conduct of an active foreign commercial policy, and

insured the Swiss subsidiary continued to maintain and The aim of an APA is to complement the traditional adminis-

develop the products of the parent company.
20 trative judicial and contractual practices, relating to the reso-

A company purchased pharmaceutical products from a
lution of transfer prcing disagreements. In practice, the APA

Bermudan company which had previously been sold to the appears more appropriate when traditional mechanisms are

either shown to be difficult to put into place or are quite sim-
Bermudancompany by a UK company. The French company
was under the control of the UK company, which also con- ply non-existent.

trolled the company established in Bermuda. The FTA had

challenged the prices fixed between the French and the

Bermudancompany as it appeared that a material margin was 20. CE 30 March 1987 No. 52754, plen.
realized by the latter. The French company's arguments that 21. Neither does it differ from the conditions between unrelated parties.
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France is reluctant to adopt such procedures;22this reluctance 3. Documentation
reflects French administrative culture, as institutionalized It is essential to keep records that may be shown to the tax
dialogue between the administrationand taxpayers does not authorities in the event of an audit or a challenge. The worse
really exist at present in France.23 case scenario will be the one where the taxpayer cannot

demonstrate that it has examined all available methods in
order to choose the one which appears the most appropriate.
Accordingly, enterprises must put into place comprehensiveIll. RECOMMENDATIONS:FOUR RULES AND transferpricing recording systems.24By experience,once thisTEN COMMANDMENTS is done, then the exercise becomes simpler. The taxpayer
must put himself into the position of being able to present a

As far as France is concerned, transparency and documenta-
case before the courts; i.e. he must be able to show that his

tion are, at least with respect to the French records, two key transfer pricing policy is both fair and carefully thought out.
elements. The FTA have learned from the discussions they
had within the OECD in connection with other administra- Every taxpayer must ensure that its transfer prices are cor-

tions. For this reason and also as the French tax inspectors rectly calculated from a tax point of view, prior to being
have not been educated within an internationalenvironment, fixed. The taxpayermust therefore put into place all the rules
the French based groups must maintain proper transfer pric- appropriate to a complex and important decision: the tax

ing records. The followingguidelines should be followed. administrationis entitled to expect that the taxpayerproduces
all documents relating to the activity in question and that the
transfer prices are fully justified. Furthermore, these docu-

A. Four rules ments25 must be kept in order to be shown to the tax author-
ities in the course of a tax inspection.26

1. Be active
4. Be conscious of the sources of informationavailable toThe FTA are sensitive to the issue of transferpricing, particu- the tax authoritieslarly further to its discussions with the OECD. These discus-

sions have allowed the authorities to compare the practice The FIA have at their disposal:
and methods used by other countries and to estimate the - their standard right to obtain communicationof informa-
quantum of revenue involved. Accordingly, enterprises must tion;
put into place procedures and review their methods when - the tax treaty administrativeassistance;
appropriate.This is all the more essential since with the intro- - their ability to cross-check the information given by the
duction of L13B LPF the FIA now have the power to obtain taxpayer with data obtained from another taxpayer,.27

information or to check the means and conditions of a trans- the European VAT forms (which in certain situations
fer pricing policy. In practice, the FrA have asked some trace the purchase price or sales price of goods: vente en
companies to fill in a questionnairewith targeted questions. dpt, vente en consignation):
In view of the above, taxpayers must always be ready for a

- informationtransmittedby the courts if a case is pending;
tax audit. The issue of transferpricing involves far more than - central departmentswhich collect general informationon

tax considerations, since economic and political aspects of enterprises (newspapers...);
companies may also determine transfer prices. - listings and information from the customs authorities. In

this respect, the taxpayers have to be cautious as normal-
2. The exercise is not only French but international ly they have opposing interests vis--vis tax rules and

customs ones.28 Cooperation between tax and customs
Each state intends to keep its own fisal sovereignty.It should authorities is now rather common;
therefore be kept in mind that the interests of each fiscal the possibility, in practice until now only used in excep-

-

authority are conflicting and that within a state, the interests tional cases, of visiting private houses and any premisesof customs and tax authorities are also opposed. withoutprior notice.
For this reason, the putting in place of a multinational'strans-
fer pricing policy requires the intervention of experts sensi-
tive to the different cultures and aware of the principles of
several states. It is thus important to systematicallyexamine 22. The FTA does howevershow sorne flexibility in exceptionalcases of glob-the practices, and the law of each jurisdiction where the al trading by banks.

enterprise exercises its activity. It is also important to apply 23. France does not yet have a proper rulings policy.
the OECD rules. 24. I.e. one that provides sufficientevidence to satisfy the FTA.

25. Including if possible documents relating to affiliated non-resident enter-

Although it is possible that the FIA will try during their prises.
26. If no comparables are available, then it i recommendable to have under-audits to apply their own approach and practices, they should taken economic studies, in the relevant field of activity.

in the final analysis apply OECD rules. Indeed this has been 27. I.e. they may use informationon a given enterprise vis--vis anotherenter-

confirmed orally by the representatives of the French Min- prse.
28. Taxpayers would like higherprices to show to the tax authorities(to reduceistry of Finance. The expected publicationof a statement of their income in the purchasing country) and lower prices to show to customs

practice on transfer pricing should hopefullyclarify matters. (thus reducing customs duties).
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B. The ten commandments principle. Accordingly,the different items of the arrangement
must be clearly identified.

1. Assess the situation
5. Draft agreements

Normally enterprises have at their disposal documentation,
agreements,memos, exchange of letters,notes,etc. However, From experience, if a group puts agreements determining its

in general this information is not centralized. It is necessary
different cross border payments into place, the French

to centralize all this information to create and to regularly authorities are less likely to be able to successfullychallenge

update a file on transfer pricing. It is also necessary to review the transfer price, provided of course documentationexists to

this file at predetermined intervals or when otherwise appro- support both the existence of the services and the need for

priate.
such services by the beneficiary. A transfer pricing policy
must be put in place irrespectiveof the profit or loss situation

One of the first tasks undertaken by an FIA audit is to make of the entities.29 This does not prevent the taxpayer applying
sure that assets or services are not being invoiced at different a certain flexibilityduring the start-up period for its (initially)
prices depending on whether the beneficiary is a third party loss-making subsidiaries.
or an afiliated company. This does not mean that any differ-

ence is forbidden, but it has to be fully justified.
For services, the taxpayer should draft several agreements if

the withholding tax implicationsof the separate services ren-

dered are different.
2. Check the consistency

The transferpricing policy (services and goods) must be con- 6. Be aware of foreign rules

sistently applied at the international level. This consistency The transfer pricing policy must be examined in detail and

gives greater weight to the taxpayer's arguments in the event with prudence as each state's tax authorities have their own

of a tax audit. From experience it appears that the tax author-
measures against fiscal evason.30 Of course, there are also

ities of different states normally ask about the conditions procedures to avoid double taxation. However, such proce-
under which the various entities of a group are invoiced. Fur- dures take such a long time to implement that it is important
thermore the French courts are positively sensitive to the

to reduce the risk of a challenge to transfer prices from ever

global consistency of a taxpayer's transfer pricing policy. taking place.

3. Support any change in the method 7. Insure deductibilityof the remunerationfor services

Any change of method must be supported by economics. As a general principle the deductibility of the payment for

Failing this, the tax authorities are likely to try to challenge services follows the standard rules of the state of the debtor.

either the old method (subject to the statute of limitations) or Accordingly, the deduction of the remuneration for a service
the new method. iS allowed if at the time it was rendered, it was of use to the

recipientof the service, even where the expected benefit does

4. Maintaining records not in fact materialize.3' In other words, the enterprise must

give evidence that the service purchased was intended to give

(a) General a real advantage and that therefore the expenditure was legit-
imately incurred.

All documentationmust be kept to give evidence of the way
the transfer pricing policy has been elaborated: memos, re- As a general rule, expenses invoiced to French or foreign sub-

commendations of outside counsels, minutes of meetings, sidiares, may only be deducted if the following conditions

professionaljournals etc. In the event of a challenge, the tax- are satisfied:

payer will have to present his records before the courts. If he
- the expenses must be incurred in the interest of the payer

was prudent enough to maintain comprehensive, regularly (they cannot correspond to head office expenses);

updated records, he reduces the tax authorities likelihood of - they must not constitute assets;

success. The French courts are very sensitive to the reason-
- they must be supported by documentation;

ableness of a taxpayer's course of action.
- the services must be requested by the subsidiary and not

imposed by the invoicing entity;

(b) Global arrangements
- the invoiced services cannot be grouped together with

other services already invoiced separately;
In certain intemational enterprises, a single transaction in - depending on the type of transaction, the remuneration

consideration of a single price may include several services. may have to be reported in a specific form.32
This is known in general as a global arrangement. Accord-

ingly, a transaction may be realized with the licensing of 29. Here, caution is needed since amending group's transferpricing policya to

patents, formulas, technical services, administrative services conform to this principle would create an additional risk as this could be regard-

etc. Such agreements do not include in general the sale of ed as a change of method.

goods, even if the price of such goods includes accessory ser-
30. Art. 57 CGI, Sec. 770 in the United Kingdom, Sec. 482 in the United

States, the circular of 1983 in Germany.
vices. The tax authorties must make sure that the transfer 31. This point is indicated in the OECD guidelines.

price of the arrangement is compatible with the arm's length 32. I.e. DAS 2 in France, for certain types of remuneration.
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8. French debtor This procedure is also provided for by European Directive
77/799/CEE,of 19 December 1977, relating to the exchangeAccording to Article 182B CGI, a withholding tax is general- of information between tax administrations of the Memberly due (except where provided otherwise by international States of the European Community.treaties) on the sums paid by a debtor who carries on an activ-

ity in France to the benefit of a non-residentperson or com-
2. Simultaneoustax auditpany,33 in respect of the remunerationof all kinds of services

supplied or used in France. The scope of this text is broader A simultaneous tax audit is an audit carried out on the basis
than the OECD one which only aims at redevances(i.e. roy- of an agreement by which two or several parties agree to

alties). audit simultaneouslyand independentlyeach on its own ter-

ritory, the tax situationof one or several taxpayers. This auditGenerally, the withholding tax is reduced or eliminated by is in the interest of the parties since they laterincome tax treaties. Each situation must be individually
common may

examined particularly by reference to the wordings of the exchange the information learnt . Such mutual assistance
does not in principle replace the competentauthoritiesproce-income tax treaties concerned and the formalities (generally dure. As result, the exchanges of informationunder sucha asimple but compulsory), which must be satisfied before the simultaneous audit must take place through the competenttaxpayermay benefit from the eliminationor reduction of the athorities which that all safety providedtax. According to the authors of the OECD report, a contri- supposes measures

for in this regard be respected.bution to research expenses has a business profit nature, and
is as such not subject to withholding tax. The remuneration The simultaneousaudit in several states of various companies
must be separated according to the services rendered.34 of an international group may be put into place by bilateral

exchangeof informationproceduresprovided for by most tax

9. Losses treaties. A group of four states (the United States, France,
Germany and the United Kingdom) has even agreed, on an

If an affiliated company regularly suffers losses while the informal basis, to carry out such audit without requiring that
group as a whole is profit making, this would appear rather further intemational treaties be executed. These procedures
unusual as an independententity would refuse to bear losses fall in France within the jurisdictionof the DVNI (Direction
on a long term basis.35 However, an affiliated company suf- des VricationsNationaleset Internationales).
fering losses may keep on its activities if the activity is prof- The multilateral of the Council of Europe and of theitable to the group as a whole. In this situation, the FTA treaty

OECD on mutual administrative assistance in tax matterswould suspect arm's length prices were not being used. For
instance, a group may for purely commercial reasons manu-

also includes simultaneous tax audit in its Article 8. Further-

facture certain items at a loss. If the goods which are dis- more, one should be aware that the members of various tax
administrationsoften meet to plan and coordinate simultane-tributed generate a loss and are manufactured in one state,

and to the extent that an independent enterprise would not
ous tax audits.

agree to supply such goods on such terms, the enterprise in a These audits are also based on the European Directive of 19
loss position must receive additional remunerationfor agree- December 1977 mentioned above. This directive deals with
ing to supply the loss making goods.36 the harmonization of exchange of information procedures

between tax administrations of the Member States of the
10. No offsetting European Community.
If an affiliated company undertakes a transactionfor the ben-
efit of another affiliated company and if the operation is

IV. REASSESSMENTAND ELIMINATIONOFeitherpartiallyor totally deliberatelyoffsetby the latter, there
isan intentional offset. This should be avoided as indepen- DOUBLE TAXATION
dent entities would separate the different services, regardless
of the accounting rules. A. General

If the FrA challenges a taxpayer's transferpricing policy, the
C. Bases for the exchange of information procedure: following will apply. In their statement of practice dated 4

Use in France of information received from a May 1973 (4 A-2-73),37 they have indicated that the income
foreign tax administration further to a reassessmenton the grounds of Article 57 CGI is

determined:
1. In France, Article L114 LPF provides that:

The tax administration may exchange information with 33. Provided that person does not have a permanentprofessional installation in
financial authorities of overseas territories and other territo- France.

ries of the French Republic which enjoy a specific tax
34. Where the services have different natures, it may be appropriate to draft
several agreements,depending on the necessityor not to levy a withholding tax.regime, as well as with states which have concluded a tax 35. I.e. eventually it would go out of business.

mutual assistance treaty with France which provides for 36. I.e. the amount an independentcompany would have charged for the sup-
exchangeof informationwith the French tax administration. PlY of such goods.

37. The FTA are currently drafting a new statementof practice.
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either directly by increasing the French taxable income C. Consequencesof a reassessment-

by the quantum of income abusively transferred abroad;

or, in the event of insufficient information, by compari--
1. Primary adjustrnent

son with the taxable income of similar enterprises run The primary adjustment is the adjustmentof the taxable prof-
under normal conditions. it of a company which the first tax administrationcarries out

These two methods of reassessmentare known by the practi- when applying the arm's length principle. In the treaty
tioners as the direct estimation method and as the ancillary reassessmentprocedure, the state which proposes the prima-
estimation method respectively. ry adjustment must show the other states that the reassess-

ment is justified in its principal and in its amount.

1. Direct estimation method
2. Correspondingadjustment

The reassessment is based, in principle, upon standard rules,
i.e. from the specific items of the reassessed transaction. The The corresponding adjustment iS the adjustment of the tax

ancillary method can be used only where there is insufficient liability of the related enterprise established in another state

information to use the direct method (Court case dated 23 and carried out by the tax administration of that state. This

November 1960). According to the direct method, the tax adjustment reflects the primary adjustment carried out by the

authorities need not make any comparison with other enter- tax administrationof the first state. Its purpose is to obtain a

prises to determine the additional income since this is identi- coherent allocation of the profits between the two states.

fiable in the accounts of the enterprise (Court case dated 2
This is not obligatory the tax administrations not

June 1976).
as are

obliged to reach an agreement within the scope of the amica-
ble procedure.

2. Ancillary method

If sufficient information is not available to determine the tax- 3. Secondary adjustment (dividend)
able income, the FTA are entitled to use a notional method

The primary adjustment and the corresponding adjustment
derived from a comparison with independententerprises car-

rying out their activities in the same field. For instance, in a modify the allocation of profits. However, they do not alter
the fact that the excess of profits resulting from the adjust-

Court case of 23 March 1953 the following method has been
ment does not correspond to the profit which should have

judged as valid: determining the business profits by applying been produced in arm's length conditions. In order maketo
to the tumover a ratio fixed by comparison with profits of

the allocation of profits conform the primary adjustment,
similar enterprises operating under normal conditions.

to

most states reconstitute a transaction according to their own

legislation by deeming the secondary transaction to be a dis-

B. Scope of the OECD commentaries tribution of dividends, or a contributionof capital, or a loan.

In principle, the OECD commentariesbind neither the courts 4. Grossirg up
nor the administrativeauthorities. However: In France, a reassessment adds back to income the part

they are a valuable reference point which the practitioner regarded as transferred abroad and considers this sum to be a-

may use to elaborate a transfer pricing policy; deemed dividend, subject to withholding tax depending on

the tax authorities of the member states pay special atten- the wording of the relevant income If the with-- tax treaty.
tion to these commentaries,which result in added protec- holding tax is applicable, the dividend is grossed up (Court
tion for the taxpayer. These commentaries have often Case Clappier 3 March 1996).
inspred tax authorities in the elaboration of their own

anti-avoidance legislationdesigned to counteract interna-
5. Procedurefor eliminatingdouble taxation

tional fiscal evasion,38

the courts refer increasingly to the commentaries. For--

eign case-law bears witness to this fact. In France, the (a) Treaty law

judges also use the commentaries (see for example the The competent authorities procedure is a specific means of

decision of the Administrative Court of Lyon, Affair appeal relating to diffculties raised in the application of

Fisons of 25 April 1990). treaties to avoid double taxation. It is not a court procedure
The FTA have indicated informally that they will respect the and is bilateral.

OECD commentares.They have also announced that a state- The French tax administration defined in its statement of
ment of practice should be published within the following practice of 4 March 1986 (14 F-1-86) the scope, the condi-
month on both Article 57 CGI39 and Article L13B LPE tions for the use of and the praxis for this amicableprocedure.

The taxpayers have expressed their worries in relation to the

38. In particular, through general measures controlling transfer pricing, since

transfer prices can be used for tax avoidance purposes.
39. Similar to Sec. 482 of the IRC or Sec. 770 ICTA 1988 for the United King-
dom.
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competitive spirit of the tax administration which may mean The OECD considers that it is necessary to further examine
that revenge measures may be used and their worries that whether the creation of an arbitration procedure with
their case may not be examined on its own merit but rather in regards to taxation couldnot play a useful complementary
the context of similar cases of other taxpayers. role in intemational tax relafions. The Committee for Fiscal

Affairs decided to examine this question and in this regard to

(b) Europeanagreement implement the principles of the July 1995 guidelines at an

A treaty relating to the eliminationof double taxation in case appropriate time.

of correction of the profits of associated enterprises was

signed on 20 May 1990 (JOCE L 225/10). This treaty fol-
lows, according to Article 220 of the Treaty of Rome, the V. CONCLUSION
undertakings of the Member States to begin negotiations in
order to ensure the eliminationof double taxation. The treaty In conclusion, enterprises should put into place a procedure
has been in force since 1st January 1995. It aims only at to verify their transfer pricing policy, in order to be able to

enterprisesresident in MemberStates of the EuropeanUnion. effectivelycounteractany attempt by the French tax adminis-
No experience has yet been obtained of this treaty, since it tration to show that the policy they are using is not an arm's
has only recently entered into force. length one. Taxpayers who are not suffciently prepared will

find themselves in a situation which will be all the more dis-
(c) Arbitration agreeable since:

not an exact-

Double taxation problems are in principle solved by virtue of the determination of transfer prices is sci-
factual elements (and therefore records) will bethe competent authorities procedure. However as mentioned ence,

essential. On the other hand, facts are always open toabove, this procedure does not guarantee a solution since it
does not impose on the tax administrations an obligation to interpretation;

if records are created at the time of the dispute, the peace
-

arrive at a solution. At the same time, commercial transac-
of mind of the taxpayer disappears. Although it is obvi-tions including investments are becoming more and more

that the creation of centralized records imposesinternationaland as a result tax disputes are also increasingly
ous a

financial cost, it is clear that such action is necessaryinternational.
since the taxpayermay at any time be called upon to jus-

Certain states and certain jurisdictionshave for these reasons tify its transfer pricing policy in France or in another
put into place arbitration procedures: state;

the free trade agreement between Canada and the Unitd French case-law has shown itself to be favourable to the
States; taxpayer who justifies his choices, and is therefore in a
the North-Americanfree trade area (NAFTA); position to supply records complying with.the OECD
GATT and the world trade organization which have put rules.40
into place procedures and institutions for resolving dis-
putes in the areas of internationalcommerce;
the tax arbitration treaty between the members of the 40. Decision of 25 April 1990 No. 86-10150 RJF 11/91; decision of the Con-

seil d'Etatof 6 July 1995 No. 92-272; decision of the Conseil d'Etat of 30 March
EuropeanCommunity in force since 1st January 1995. 1987 No. 52-754.

Each edition of this specialized magazine clarifies a major

The issue current in transfer pricing. With writing
characterisedby precision and accuracy, the ITPJ gathers

International truly international perspectives on transfer pricing. A

team of specialists based around the world contributes

Transfer Pricing substantial local reports for each issue, and the co-
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Annual subscription:NLG 450
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CARIBBEAN

THE 1994 CARICOMDOUBLE TAXATION AGREEMEXT:

A NEW MODEL FOR REGIONALINTEGRATIOX
AND FISCAL COOPERATION

Bruce Zagaris

Model treaties its purpose was to encourage international
Mr Zagaris is a partner with Cameron & Hornbostel and trade and investment and prevent fiscal evasion with respect
adjunct professor, Washington College of Law, American
University, Washington, D.C. In 1991, the author prepared to taxes on income and profits,t Unfortunately, the agree-
a report on the double taxation agreementsof CARICOM ment was ignored by most tax professionals. For all practical
for the Caribbean Law Institute. purposes, the 1973 Agreement has been superseded by the

1994 Multilateral Tax Agreement. Nevertheless, an under-

standing of the alient provisions of the old treaty greatly
facilitates an evaluation of the 1994 Agreement.

I. INTRODUCTION
One unique feature of the 1973 Agreement was that it was

On 6 July 1994, eight governments frorn the member states between the more developed countries (MDCs) within

of the CaribbeanCommunityj signed a multilateral tax agree- CARICOM, which were designated in Schedule 1 as Barba-

ment.2 The agreement which came into force on 1 January dos, Guyana, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago, and the less

1995,3 replaces the 1973 treaty and has important implica-
tions for both extra-regional and regional investors and

I. A ninth govemment, the governmentofTrinidadand Tobago, signed on 19
traders. This article highlights the main provisionsof the new August 1994

treaty and examines the progress of tax treaties and their 2. The CARICOM members are Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas, Barba-

impact on economic integration,business and trade trends.4 It dos, Belize, Dominica. Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Kitts and

concludes with a discussion of the prospects for future fiscal Nevis, Saint Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname and Trinidad and

Tobago.. At the initial signing Barbados did not sign, but has since signed and

cooperation within the CARICOM. ratified.
3. Effective date 1 January 1995 (with respect to Belize and Trinidad and

The CARICOM treaty is derived in part from the objectives Tobago)
of the Treaty of Chaguaramas that created the Caribbean 4 For a useful overview of the economic and other major trends in CARI-

Common Market and Community.5 The Treaty of Chaguara- COM, see Report of the West Indian Commission,Time for Action (1993)
5. For the text of the Treaty of Chaguaramas,see 12 InternationalLegal Mat..

mas essentially established,subject to a number of important at 1035. For a discussion of the effect of CARICOM membership on the legal

exceptions, free trade in goods and services and the free systems of the Member States, see F. Phillips, (1985), West Indian Constitu-

movementof capital within the area boundedby the common tions: Post IndependenceReformat331-333.

external tariff. The treaty's main objective is to facilitate the
6. For backgroundon CARICOM from the perspectiveof the mini-states, see

Adlish Brown,CaribbeanMini-Statesand the CaribbeanCommon Market: Tle

harmonization of economic policies.6 Other objectives of Case of Antigua, Size Self Determination and International Relations: The

CARICOM are to promote regional investment, national and Caribbean (Vaughan A. Lewis, Ed.), (1976), at 123, and 130-38.

regional entrepreneurship,joint development of the region's
7. For background on the economic policy of CARICOM countries, see

Jacqueline Anne Braveboy-Wagner,(1989), The Caribbean in Worid Affairs -

resources, and the undertaking of high priority regional pro- Tite Foreign Policiesof English-SpeakingStates at 67-104.

jects.7 8. For an early discussion of fiscal cooperation within CARICOM, see World

Bank, (1978), The CommonwealthCaribbean: The Integration Experience at

Measures to achieve fiscal harmonization within the Com- 54-58.

munity include apart from the conclusion of double taxation 9. Agreement Between the Governmentsof Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica and

agreements, arrangements for the granting of fiscal incent-
Trinidad and Tobagoon the One Hand and Antigua, Belize, Dominica,Grenada,
Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla,St. Lucia and St. Vincent on the Other

ives to the manufacturing sector and the establishment of an Hand for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Eva-

organizationof tax administrators,8 sion with Respect to Taxes on Income and Profits and for the Encouragementof

Intemational Trade and Investment.
10. For a useful discussion of the CARICOM tax treaty, see the paper given by
Mr Panniah Karalasingham,An Examination of the Permanent Establishment

Il. THE 1973 MULTILATERALTAX
and Residence in the CARICOM and other Treaties, prepared for the seminar

AGREEMENT
on the CARICOM Tax Treaty and Tax Issues within CARICOM (2-3 Nov.

1990) sponsored by the Intemational Fiscal Association, Barbados Chapter in
association with the Caribbean Law Institute (unpublished).
1 I. For an earlier discussionof the 1973 Agreement,see B. Zagaris, IFA Bar-

In June-July 1973, the members of CARICOM concluded a bados Branch Considers CARICOM Tax Treaty and Tax Issues, 45 Interna-

.
unique tax agreement.9 Similar to the OECD and the UN tional Bulletinfor Fiscal Documentation4 (1991)at 186-89.
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developed countries (LDCs) within CARICOM, which were or territoriality principle of taxation. For instance, Article 5
listed as Antigua, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat,St. of the current agreement provides (subject to certain excep-
Lucia, St. Vincent, St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla. tions) that, irrespectiveof the nationality or state of residence

of a prson, income of whatever nature derived by such per-The reduced withholding rates of 10 per cent in the case of
son will be taxable only by the member state in which theinterest and 5 per cent in the case of royalties only applied to

the more developed countries within CARICOM. The less
ncome arises.18

developed countries had the right to tax these amounts

according to their own laws. For dividends, varying reduced C. Main provisionswithholding rates applied to three of the more developed
countries. The less developed countries were permitted to

Dividends. In the 1994 Agreement, the withholding ofrateapply the rate of tax chargeable in respect of the profits or

income of the company paying the dividend. The fact that
tax on ordinary dividends is zero per cent irrespective of the

reduced withholding rates did not apply when capital flowed percentage of equity owned by the recipient. The rate of tax
on dividends from preference shares may not exceed 15 perfrom the more developed countries to the less developed cent of the gross dividend.9countries was a fatal flaw, acting as a disincentive to invest in

the LDCs. In addition, the erroneousclassificationofGuyana Interestand royalties. For interest and royalties arising in one

as a more developedcountry when it quickly becamein terms treaty country and paid to a resident of another treaty country,
of its GNP a less developedcountry, underminedthe applica- the maximum allowable rate of tax cannot exceed 15 per cent
tion of the treaty. 12 of the gross amount of the interest20 or royalties.21

Entitlementto treaty benefits.The agreementdoes not require
that the recipient be the beneficial owner in order to qualify

Ill. THE 1994 MULTILATERALTAX for the reduced withholding rates. In addition, the treaty does
AGREEMENT not have a limitation on benefits provision.

ManagementFees. Following the source-based model of tax
A. Basis of taxation treaties, the payment of management fees arising in a host

country and paid to a resident of the home country are to be
On 7 July 1992, the CARICOM Secretariat circulated for taxed in the source (i.e. the host) country. The rate of tax may
comments the proposed CARICOMDouble Taxation Agree- not exceed 15 per cent of the management fees.22 Manage-
ment for investment and trade among CARICOM members ment fees are defined as payments to a person for, or in
(referred to hereafter as the 1994 Agreement) to replace the respect of, the provision of industrial or commercial advice
1973 double tax convention. The treaty was signed on 6 July or for managementor technical services or similarservices or

1994 at a heads of government meeting in Barbados.j3 It is facilities. Payments for independentprofessionalservices are

based closely on the principleof source-taxationcontainedin expressly excluded.23
the Andean Group Conventionsfor the Avoidance of Double

Directors Fees. An article directors' fees and similaron pay-Taxation.14 These Conventions apply both internally among
Andean members and externally in tax treaties between ments, provides that where the paymentwas derived by a res-

ident of a treaty country in his capacity as a member of theAndean and non-Andean members. The reason why CARI-
COM adopted the source taxation model in preference to the
more popular residence-basedOECD Model was that source 12. For an earlier discussion of the 1973 Agreement, see B. Zagaris, Double
taxation has the advantage of simplicity. Taxation Agreements of CARICOM: A Review of Existing Practice and

Prospecve Policy Options, 47 Bulletin for International Fiscal Docu-
mentation 3 (1993) at 129 and 136-38.

B. Comparison
13. Agreementamong the Governmentsof the MemberStates of the Caribbean
Community for the Avoidanceof Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal
Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income, Profits or Gains and Capital Gains

A major difference between the 1973 and 1994 Agreements
and for the Encouragementof Regional Trade and Investment, signed on 6 July
1994.

is that as mentioned above the 1973 Agreementwas between 14. Andean Group Dec. No. 14, adopted by the Commissionof the Cartagena
what were previously referred to as MDCs15 and LDCs. 16 The Agreement, 16 November 1971; entered into force, 1 January 1981.

treaty did not apply bilaterally between MDCs. Under the 15. E.g. Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago.
16. E.g. Antigua and Barbuda, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, St.

1994 Agreement however, transactions between MDCs are Lucia, St. Vincent, St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla.
now covered. Hence, a multinational company from outside 17. Trinidad and Tobago and Barbados are covered. Such transactions would

the region that wants to process fruit from Trinidad and Toba- not have been covered by the 1973 Agreementas it did not apply to transactions

go in Barbados for sale throughoutCARICOMutilizing tech-
where both countries were MDCs.
18. For a useful discussion of the agreement and its application to Barbados,

nology from outside the region, may use the treaty to elimi- see Lynette V. Eastmond, What Do We Tell Investors Now 2 Barbados B.
nate or reduce double taxation on its CARICOM opera- Newsletter (March 1995) at 7-10.

tions.17 19. 1994 Agreement, Art. 11.
20. 1994 Agreement, Art. 12.

Another major difference between the 1994 Agreement and 21. 1994 Agreement,Art. 13.
22. 1994 Agreement,Art. 14.the 1973 Agreement is that the 1994 one is based on the 23. 1994 Agreement, Arts. 14 and 16. The latter article provides for the taxa-

Andean model which as mentioned above adopts the source tion of independentprofessional services.
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board of directors of a company that is a resident of another To be viable, it is important for any new model to be based on

treaty country it may only be taxed in the treaty country of generally accepted tax treaty policy. Thus the OECD Model

which the payer is a resident.24 Conventionor at least a model emulating a mix of the OECD
and the UN Model Convention would have to be used. In this

Other points. The agreement has a standard exchange of
information article.25 Finally the agreement provides for regard, in -the context of European integration, Member

States have concluded standard income tax treaties that
future accessionby a CARICOMmember through depositing reflect the OECD Models. Indeed EU tax policy is gradually
with the CARICOM Secretariat an instrument of accession interacting with and superseding the tax treaties of individual
specifying the taxes to which the agreement will apply in Member States, to the extent that the treaties conflict
respect of that state.26

may
with the Treaty of Rome and its amendments.

Recently the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States has

IV. PROSPECTS FOR FURTHER TAX
conducted paral el27 negotiations of a Mutual Legal Assis-

COOPERATIONWITHIN THE CARICOM
tance in Crimina Matters Treaty with the United States. Such
an approach cou d also be adopted by CARICOM in negoti-
ating income tax treaties with the United States and other

The 1994 Multilateral Tax Agreement is only a small step countries.
towards tax cooperation within the CARICOM. Several

potential new directions of fiscal cooperation are possible in

the near future. C. Tax Administrationand EnforcementAssistance
(TIEA)

A. Harmonizationof tax law
In order to prevent tax evasion and raise revenue, CARICOM
members may want to consider concluding an expanded and

Tax harmonization would greatly enhance the effectiveness modern version of multilateral convention mutual assis-
of the 1994 Agreement. One method to achieve harmoniza-

a on

in The Council of Europe/OECDConven-
tion would be to revise the Treaty of Chaguaramas and give

tance tax matters.

tion is the best model28 that can be adopted to CARICOM
the CARICOM institutions more authority to promulgate tax purposes.29 In addition to serving multilateral treaty suchas a
laws designed to facilitate and encourage investment flows.

a convention could also be used as a prototype for bilateral
Such an approach would emulate the authority of the Euro- TIEAs between interested CARICOM members. Clearly, a

pean Union to enact tax laws. This may be unrealistic at pre- multilateralmutual assistance treaty that embraces, inter alia,
sent unless CARICOM is restructuredand a political consen- assistance in administration and information, service of
sus is achieved on this issue. Given the comparatively low documents and assistance in collection would be of
level of integration within CARICOM it may be politically

great
value. However, such a treaty may be controversial because

premature for the members to cede such authority over taxa- of the relative immaturity and fragility of CARICOM's insti-
tion matters. tutions, and the political influence of the region's principal
Notwithstandingthe above, some tax harmonization is occur- taxpayers.3oNevertheless,the ability to earn revenue, the fair-

ring indirectly through the provision of technical assistance ness and integrity of the tax systems, and of course the nexus

by the Intemational Monetary Fund. This technical assis- between the tax systems and investment depend on the abili-

tance which either requires or strongly recommends certain ty to administer the tax laws. Since each of the CARICOM

tax policy adjustments, is tied to the advancement of struc- members exhibits at least some weakness in its tax adminis-

tural adjustment loans. Since many of the CARICOM coun- tration, a potentially critical component in the CARICOM

tries have availed of such loans and received similar technical convention could and should be the provision of assistance

advice, they have acted similarly in the design and imple- for national tax administrations. CARICOM has had as one

mentation of tax policy. of its goals the provision, regionally, of the necessary assis-
tance. However, unfortunately lack of resources has meant

The Inter-American Center for Tax Administrators (CIAT) that little progress has been made in this area.

and the Inter-AmericanDevelopmentBank have also period-
ically provided assistance on selective tax policy and imple- The relationship between budget and trade deficits, political
mentation issues. and economic stability and overall developmenthas interest-

B. Model tax treaties and/or common tax treaty 24. 1994 Agreement,Art. 17.

negotiationswith extra-regionalstates 25. 1994 Agreement,Art. 24.

26. 1994 Agreement, Art. 29.
27. I.e. simultaneousbut separate negotiations.

Another alternative for facilitating and encouraging invest- 28. Alternatively, the CIAT model tax informationexchangeconventioncould

ment within the CARICOM, as well as for reducing tax eva-
be adopted for CARICOM purposes.
29. Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters, opened

sion would be for the CARICOM to prepare model double for signature 25 Jan. 1988, I.L.M. I 160 (1988), reprinted in R. Rhoades and M.

tax convention(s) for use by CARICOMmembers with coun- Langer, 5 Income Taxationof ForeignRelatedTransactions, (1989)Ch. 85.

tries outside the region. 30. These taxpayers of course have an interest in minimizing their own tax lia-

bilities.
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ed some developedcountries and internationalfinancial orga- al legislation, actual investment concessions to individual
nizations. In particular, the Inter-American Development projects,double tax treaties, and bilateral investmenttreaties.
Bank has discussedwith CARICOM the provision of region- Pressure too exists from multilateral development banks34
al resources for tax administration and training. Other key and governments outside CARICOM for CARICOM mem-

players are CIAT,3' the Intemational Monetary Fund, and bers to liberalize their treatment of foreign investment (e.g.
major donor countries, such as the United States, Canada, the Enterprise for Americas initiative), any such liberaliza-
Germany, and Spain.32 To date the European countries have tion would again be in breach of the treaty. In view of the
been the most far-sighted and innovative in providing tax above perceived problems it would be necessary to substan-
assistance to regional bodies. However, when donors such as tially amend the treaty if it is intended to use it to facilitate
the US Government have offered assistance in tax adminis- greater inward nvestment into the region.
tration and enforcementon a regional basis, governmentsof
the Organization of East Caribbean States (OECS) have
declined the offer, because they have been unwilling to sur- V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
render national control of their revenue collections.

One trend within the international financial organizations, The 1994 Tax Agreement has a broader coverage than the
such as the World Bank, has been to emphasize the need for 1973 Tax Agreement, especially insofar as it covers transac-

tak compliance in order to maximize local tax revenues as a tions between the MDCs. In addition, its low withholding
condition to benefit from structural adjustmentprogrammes. rates (zero for dividends) together with the absence of a lim-
Recentexamplesof these programmescan be seen in Mexico itation on benefits provisionprovides enhanced incentives for
and Argentina. The technical assistance given to Mexico for inward investment into the CARICOM.
tax administration has been a major success. Assuming Clearly, the 1994 Tax Agreement is only the first of
CARICOM members want to undertake a regional pro-

many
measures that will be required within CARICOM in order to

gramme of tax administration in the context of a regional stimulate investment and generate more revenue. Additional
convention, the tax information exchange and implementa- pressure will be exerted on CARICOMgovernments to mod-
tion conventions between the United States and its territories ernize their treatment of investments from other countries
can be consideredgood models to follow. both within and outside of CARICOM.The explosionof free

trade in the region and major tax reforms by countries such as

D. Agreementon the harmonizationof fiscal Mexico have brought about significant changes in tax poli-
incentives to industry cies and the negotiationofwid tax treaty networks.35Indeed,

the success of Mexico in negotiating tax treaties and initiat-
an tax to taxAnother convention on taxes vis--vis countries outside of ing international ofice deal with international

issues following its successful implementation of a taxCARICOM is the Agreementon the Harmonizationof Fiscal
enforcement has led the for the of theIncentives to Industry. This convention was concluded in programme way rest
Americas.1973 on the formationof CARICOM. It was intended to pro-

mote the balanced and harmonious development of CARI-
COM through regulating and harmonizing incentives to

industry. It covers several important types of tax: relief from 31. For discussion of the CIAT model TIEA, B. Zagaris, CIATAdoptsa see

tonnage tax and customs duties on plant; equipment,machin- Model Tax Information Exchange Agreement, 6 International Enforcement
ery, spare parts and raw materials; relief from tax on export Law Report (Mar. 1990) at 105.

profits; depreciation allowances; carry-forward of losses; 32. For papers on the tax administration programme of CIAT, see Planning
dividends and other distributions; and interest. Although the

and Control in Tax Administration, Monographsand Studies 39,1987, Interna-
tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.

purpose is laudable, i.e. to coordinate fiscal incentives so that 33. The overlap of tax and investment regimes is becoming more central to the
CARICOM members do not have highly divergent regirnes evolution of economic integration and free trade organizations.
aimed at attracting foreign investment,33 this convention has 34. E.g. the InternationalMonetaryFund, the World Bank and the Inter-Amer-

ican DevelopmentBank.
fallen into disuse and is not observed. Indeed, it appears that 35. For a discussion of the tax impact of non-tax treaties on CARICOM, see

its provisionsmay already conflict in some cases with nation- B. Zagaris, supra note 12, at 136.
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DENMARK

THE TAXATION OF INTEREST FREE Lo-s ISVOLVING
COPORATIONS

Bente Mll Pedersen

Il. TAX TREATMENT
Ms Pedersen is a lawyer with Hjejle, Gersted &
Mogensen. She also lectures in Tax Law at the University
of Copenhagen and is a member of the Tax Committee of The tax authorities apply the following treatment to an inter-
the Danish Bar and Law Society. est free loan:

The lender is taxed on deemed yearly interest computed by
I. INTRODUCTION reference to the Danish Central Bank's rate2 at the time of

granting the loan plus 4 per cent (hereafter the official

rate).
From the 1980s onwards the Danish courts have to a very
large degree influenced the developmentof Denmark's trans- The borrower is regarded as having received a subsidy and is

fer pricing regime. The attitude of the courts has led the tax therefore taxed on the benefit of receiving an interest free or

authorities to become very reluctant to raise transfer pricing Iow interest loan. However, as the borrower may deduct the

cases, particularly because it is they who must discharge the deemed interest it will have no additional tax to pay.
burden of proof. The above approach has been more or less consistently
Notwithstanding the above, the tax authorities have had applied to intra group loans and to loans between a main

notable success before the High Court in the area of intra- shareholderand a company.

group loans and loans between a company and its main share-
holder in both instances where an arm's length interest rate

has not been charged. In these cases the tax authorities III AUTHORITY
impute deemed interest. Arguments over the legality of this
course of action are now coming before the Supreme Court. Section 4 of the National Income Tax Act (ITA), states that

The tax authorities' approach to loans to related parties bear- taxable income may either take the form of money or

ing a lower than arm's length rate of interest' is highly con- money's worth (i.e. assets). In addition, the receipt of any

troversial. The more aggressive attitude taken by the authori- form of advance of economic value is also taxable. Accord-

ties in recent years has added to this controversy. Without ing to the wordingof Section 4 ITA, the borrower is no doubt

doubt, the reason for the hardening in the authorities attitude taxable on the value of the imputed interest. On the other

reflects their desire to fight tax avoidance. Nevertheless,
hand it has been questioned whether the borrower is entitled

doubts remain about the correctness of their approach, to any deduction as it does not actually pay interest on the

particularly in the context of national rules but also in the loan.

context of EC-rules. Not surprisingly the administrativeprac- However, the wording of Section 4 ITA does not support the
tice has been strongly crticized by writers on taxation. taxation of the lender on the income which the lender might

have obtained by demanding an arm's length rate of interest.
According to the Danish Constitution, no taxation can take Neither is there for taxation of the deemed inter-
place unless specifically authorized by the legislation. Some any support

est elsewhere in the Act.
tax experts have claimed that no such authority exists in

respect of the taxation of loans bearing a lower than arm's Writers on taxation argue that income that the taxpayer has

length rate of interest. If this is correct the tax authoritieshave neither obtained nor realized and to which it has no legal
not been acting in accordance with the law. claim, should not be taxed.

In the government's legislative programme for the Parlia- However, in spite of this very clear starting point practice has

mentary session 1995/96 it appears that a working body has been more extensive. The legal foundation for transfer pric-
been appointed by the Ministry of Taxation in order to pre- ing adjustments in Denmark is based on Section 12 of the

pare a Bill concerning the tax treatrnentof interest free or low Corporate Income Tax Act (CITA). This provision only
interest loans. However, to date no Bill has yet been present- applies where a foreign enterprise controls a Danish compa-

ed to the Danish Parliament.

1. This expression includes interest free loans.
2. The rate is 3.25 per cent as of 1 May 1996
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ny. Furthermore, taxation of the interest free loan is not cy has stated that this is their guideline interpretation of the .imposed under this provision as both the tax authorities and Act,8 however the final decision rests with the courts. The
the High Court refer to Section 4 ITA. question has been raised as to whether this interpretationcan

be maintained in relation to parent companies in other EU
countries. However this question has not yet been brought

IV. GENERAL CONDITIONS before the courts.

The tax treatment of such loans will follow the above men-
To make an adjustment the following three conditions must tioned rules. The lender, i.e. the subsidiary, will be taxed on
be fulfilled: deemed interest calculated at the official rate and the parent

There must be a relationship between the parties.3 company will be admitted a deduction for this interest.
-

The interest free (or low interest) loan is unusual and not-

commercially justified. Here it is the taxpayer who has Furthermore, the parent company will be taxable on the ben-
the burden of proof and has to prove that the granting 'of efit which is regarded as a hidden distribution. However, a

the loan was commerciallyjustified and due to business Danish parent company receiving a dividend from a Danish
reasons. It is not the actual granting of the loan which is subsidiary in which it holds at least 25 per cent of the share

required to be for business reasons, rather it is the grant- capital, is exempt from tax on the dividend provided it has

ing of the loan without (or with a low rate of) interest: held the shares either for the entire fiscal year in which the
The unusual conditions are due to the parties being re- dividend is received or the parent company has held the qual--

lated parties. ifying amount of shares for a continuous period of at least
two years.

If the subsidiary is domiciled outside Denmark, the tax
V. PRACTICE exemption is extended to dividends received from a foreign

subsidiary subject to the additional requirement that the par-
A. Loans from a company to a main shareholder ent company shows that the dividends are derived from one

or more companies whose profits out of which the dividends
The following applies only where the shareholder is an indi- were paid were subject to tax under provisions not substan-

vidual.5 According to Section 115 of the Danish Public Com- tially different from the rules applying in Denmark.

panies Act (PCA) a company is prohibited from granting If the dividends under these rules9 the result isare exempt net
loans to shareholders. This rule was introduced in 1982, that even if the subsidiary is taxed on the deemed interest, the
before that time such loans were commonly used for tax

avoidance.6 parent company is admitted an equal deduction. This correc-

tion is in accordance with the general transfer pricing princi-
In the circular 1978-31 concerningmain shareholders the tax ples set out in Section 12 CITA.'o
authorities stated that the company was to be taxed on

deerned interest equal to the official rate on the loan. In addi- Taking the two companies as one unit the taxationof the sub-

tion, the rnain shareholderwould be taxed on the hidden dis- sidiary and the deduction in the parent company cancel each

tribution which would be deemed to be a notional dividend, other out. Accordingly, in general the tax authorities have no

or alternatively additional salary if the shareholder was fiscal interest in making adjustments in the case of a Danish

employedby the company. The shareholderwas in both cases group of companies.
granted a deduction. The tax authorities however have interest in making .may an

Today a loan to the main shareholder will be governed by an adjustment in the following cases:

Section 115 PCA. However, credit relationships arising on - where the parent company has tax losses which it would
the basis of amounts due in the normal course of business otherwise be prevented from using by application of the
according to usual company terms and conditions are not five-year rule;
affected by the provision. Therefore, loans from a compa-
ny to a main shareholdermay still be made.

3. As is always the the burden of proof falls the authorities.case on tax

4. It is often very difficult to argue that an interest free loan is commercially
justifiable.

B. Loans from a subsidiary to a parent company 5. The question of correction in connection with interest free loans is a classi-
cal way of presenting the problem involving a main shareholderconnection.
6. This could occur in the case of interest free loans since income was effect-

Loans to a parent company are permittedunder Section 115 a ively extracted from the company tax free.
PCA.7 However, in the opinion of the Danish Commerceand 7. Therefore, as a general rule loans to shareholders as mentioned in Sec. 115

CompaniesAgency, the provision in Section 115 a PCA con- do not affect the granting of loans within a group as such.

cerning loans to parent companies only applies to loans to
8. Credit relationships arising on the basis of amounts due in the normal
course of business according to usual company terms and conditions are not

Danish parent companies.Thus, it is the opinion of the Agen- affected by the provision.
cy, that loans may not be made to foreign parent companies. 9. Sec. 13 CITA.

Under the rules governing loans to shareholders foreign 10. I.e. consisting of an increase equal to the fixed interest with the lender and
a subsequent reduction with the borrower.

groups are thus not entitled to transfer cash resources from 11. Tax losses may be carried forward for five years and may be offset against
Danish subsidiaries to a foreign parent company. The Agen- taxable income during the same period.
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if the conditions for the parent company to receive the est rate may be used if the company proves that the market-

dividend tax exempt are not fulfilled; interest rate for the company is below this rate.

if the parent company is situated abroad.t2-

It is further stated that normally there are no grounds for
If the subsidiary is situated abroad, the authorities are not altering the income of the cornpany as the deemed interest is
interested in making an adjustment as it will mean that the completely offset by the interest deduction.
Danish parent would get a deduction for the deemed interest.

The 1995 circular specifically provides that deemed interest
should only run from 1 January 1996 in cases where the said

C. Loans from a main (individual) shareholderto a circular extended the applicationof the current practice. This

company may imply that the authorities have realized that up until
1996 the guidelines stated in the 1975 circular and as they

With reference to a numberof cases most of which concerned have appeared in the National Tax Tribunal's practice apply.
insufficient remuneration being paid to the main shareholder
and where the National Tax Tribunal assumed that it was not However, the definitionof commercialjustification or distor-

possible to tax deemed interest, the authorities sent out a cir- tion of income is unclear, and at the moment several lawsuits

cular in 1975, circular 1975-437. In this circular it was stated are pending in which main shareholders claim that they are

that correction should only take place if adequate fees, rents being taxed on deemed interest to a wider extent than the cir-

or interest had not been paid by the company, and if this dis- cular from 1975 anticipated, and that practice has been tight-
torted the company's income. This circular was regarded in ened with retroactive effect. In one of the cases (TfS

1994.813 L) judgement has been passed in favour of the
such a way that taxation of the deemed interest on the main
shareholdershould not be the general rule. Ministry of Taxation in particular it was held that no such

tightening had occurred. In the case of TfS 1995.800 the
The circular of 15 December 1992 (1992-14) stipulated that High Court states in the grounds of the judgement that taxa-

the cases of deemed interest and rent in connection with tion will take place according to Section 4 ITA, and despite
main-shareholderrelationships should be passed to the local the wording of the guideline from the Board of Assessment.
tax authorities. In this connection it was mentioned that no The case is now pending before the Supreme Court.
changes were to be made to the current practice.
The general opinion was that the practice as provided for in

the 1975 circular, meant that deemed interest on a loan from D. Loans from a parent company to a subsidiary
the main shareholder to the company, was limited to cases of
distortionof income, and that taxation was reserved for cases From the above it appears that in the case of a Danish group
where income was moved to a company in order to utilize its of companies, the tax authorties are reluctant to make
tax losses. adjustments where the subsidiary has granted an interest free

However, the circular did not prevent the National Tax Tri- loan to its parent company. In contrast, if it is the parent com-

bunal from applying the deemed interest provisions to a case pany who granted an interest free or Iow interest loan to the

where the loan was not made in a tax loss situation3. Appar- subsidiary, the tax authorities take a different view.

ently, the tax authorities place a wider interpretation on the The circulars concerning main shareholdershave been inter-
word distortion than initially thought. From 1992 it is preted so that they only apply to loans between an individual
clearly stated in the guideline from the Assessment Board and a company i.e. they do not apply to ntra group loans. It
that when a shareholderhas granted his company an interest is expressly stated in the guideline from the Board of Assess-
free loan deemed interest would be imputed. However, the ment, that the limited rules in TS circular 1992-14 will not
National Tax Tribunal seems to stick to the practice stated in apply between a parent company and a subsidiary or among
the 1975 circular.14. sister companies. The same must apply to TS circular 1995-

The National Tax Tribunal only seems to apply the deemed 24.

interest provision to shareholder balances if there is distor-
Even though parent company's loan to subsidiary is nota a

tion of income. It does not apply these provisions if there are

bona fide commercial reasons for making the interest free governed by the 1975 circular, its tax treatment parallels that
which applies to loans from an individual main shareholder.

loan.
The tax authorities adopt the fiction that the subsidiary has

The Tribunal's position is very probably the reason for the received a taxable subsidy which is completely offset by a

Board of Assessment setting out its point of viewconcerning corresponding interest deduction. The tax liability will end
deemed interest attributed to main shareholders. Circular up with the parent company which is regarded as having
1995-24 stated that if a main shareholdergrants a loan to his received taxable income computedby reference to the official

company and no interest is allocated or the interest is below interest rate and made a corresponding subsidy to the sub-
an arm's length rate a correction shall take place. sidiary which is not deductible.

The correction may only be made if in the circumstances of
the case the interest free loan is not commerciallyjustified. In

12. I.e. the Danish subsidiary would be taxed on the deemed interest.
these cases the shareholder will be taxed on deemed yearly 13. TfS 1993.103.
interest computed at the official rate. However, a lower inter- 14. TfS 1993.249, TfS 1993.261,Til 1994.136.
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This fiction is made irrespective of whether the companies E. Loans between sister companies
are jointly taxed. A Danish holding company may elect to be
jointly taxed with its wholly owned subsidiaries.Both Danish According to the commentariesof the Public CompaniesAct
and foreign subsidiaries may be eligible for joint taxation even though two companies are controlledby the same share-
regardlessof the domicile of the subsidiary. holder, lending from one company to the other, will not be
It has been claimed that the adjustment in this situation can governed by Section 115 unless the intention of granting the
be made by virtue of Section 12 CITA, or the general transfer loan is to bypass the lending restrictions set out in Section

pricing principle. However, I do not agree as the main ele- 115 of the Act.
ment in the transfer pricing principle is not available. Trans- The same rules regarding deemed interest will apply as for afer pricing will normally mean redistribution and not an

loan from a parent company to a subsidiary.'6increase of the total income. It is only the income of the
lender which is raised and no equal reduction is granted to the It has been argued that an alternative method of deeming
other party. Further, the taxpayers have claimed that the taxa- interest should be used between two sister companies owned
tion is in conflictwith Directive69/335ECof 17 July 1969 b the same parent if one of the sister companiespaid a divi-
on capital duty. In connectionwith bringing some of the deci- dend to the parent company and the parent company then
sions before the Supreme Court preliminary questions have granted a loan to the other subsidiary. In this model the
been asked in the case TfS 1995.800 to the CourtofJusticeof deemed interest and its taxation should take place with the
the European Communities (ECJ). As the Directive specifies parent company and not the sister company. However, the
the transactions which shall be subject to capital duty it is authorities do not follow this approach.
claimed that the Directive prevents taxation of other transac-

tions, including loans. In practice a number of cases have been raised concerning
low interest rate loans between sister companies where the

In the case in question in 1984 a parent company granted its tax authorities have claimed that the proper interest rate
subsidiary an interest free loan of DKK 27,500,000. In the should be the official rate. In several of the cases the lower
middle of 1987 the loan was reduced to approximatelyDKK interest was acknowledged as the market or arm's length
8,500,000. The tax authorities increased the income of the interest rate. 17

parent company by an amount of deemed interest computed
by reference to the official interest rate on the average loan
outstanding for the period.

VI. EXCEPTIONS
According to Article 10 of the Directive no taxes or duties
other than capital duty must be collected on the transactions

The tax authoritieshave not always been successful in attack-mentioned in Article 4 (loans or other payments etc.). The
question is, however, whether the word taxes in Article 10 ing interest free and low interest loans. Apart from the cases

mentioned above in Section V.C, no taxation will take placeshould be interpreted as only indirect taxes in the form of
if the borrower is insolvent.18 However, relief only beduties or whether direct taxes are also covered by the Direc- may

tive. temporary since the lender is taxed on the deemed interest for
the whole period if the borrowerbecomes solvent again. This

One of the argumentsput forward by the MinistryofTaxation outcome is perhaps more an expression of the fact that
was that it is the parent company which is taxed and that the deemed interest income is not to be taxed before it can be
Directive only governs the taxation of the subsidiary. How- paid. The mere risk of insolvency is not suffcient to avoid
ever from an economic viewpoint it does not matter which interest being deemed.19

company pays the tax.15
Another example where the National Income Tax Tribunal

Oral hearing was held in the ECJ on 20 March 1996, but as did not agree that the deemed interest provisions should
yet the Court has not answered the questions raised although apply was a case, where a special subsidy was granted under
the Advocate General of the ECJ on 7 May 1996 proposed to Swedish rules.2o According to Swedish court practice and
rule in favour of the tax authorities.If the ECJ agrees with the book-keepingpractice no interest should be paid on the loan.
opinionsof the authorities and the AdvocateGeneral because The National Income Tax Tribunal was of the opinion that the
the taxation is imposed on the parent company, further tax condition did not derive from cornmon interest in the group,
questions will arise on other points and further preliminary but from nornal narket conditions. However, the Danish tax
questions must be expected. authorities have brought the case before the High Court. The
If transactions take place within groups and assets are trans- opinion of the Danish tax authorities is that the treatment of

ferred frorn one company to another group company the tax the subsidy according to Swedish law and practicecan be dis-

authorities may be of the opinion that there are assets which regarded.
are not paid for or the correct prices are not paid. According-
ly, the tax authorities may increase the income of the sub-
sidiary if it is the parent company which has transferred 15. I.e. the economic impact on the group as a whole is the same.

16. TfS 1985.439.
assets to the subsidiary. If the tax authorities do so it may be 17. U.1963.880,TfS 1986.156, TfS 1996.69.

questioned whether the taxation is in accordance with the 18. TfS 1993.249, TfS 1993.261, TfS 1994.191

Directive 69/335/EEC. 19. TfS 1995.798
20. T 1994.162
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If the courts rule in favour of the Danish tax authorities,con- if the taxpayer had requested, the High Court would have

flicts of law will arise with cross border transactions if other used a lower interest rate than the one the authorities claimed
countries have rules according to which loans between parent was the normal interest rate. However, the High Court decid-

companies and subsidiariesmust either be interest free or Iow ed not to rule in favour of the taxpayer due to the way the

interest. claim was made and the case conducted. This judgement has

Finally, in practice it has been accepted that if the company
also been brought before the Supreme Court.

has taken over a personally owned firm (including its As a general rule it will be necessary when granting the loan

debtors) from the shareholderand the shareholder'soutstand- to compare it with loans of the same type. It should be pos-
ing amount is a loan, no interest is to be imposed on the out- sible to use the interest rate equal to the rate, which the group
standing amount due to the shareholder.21. usually has to pay to its bank. The question is whether it also

may be possible to use the interest rate earned by the compa-
ny on its deposits. As it is the creditor who is taxable it might

Vll. THE ARM'S LENGTH INTEREST RATE be argued that the interest should be the same interest which
the creditor would have obtained at the bank. However, in

The tax authorities are evidently of the opinion that the inter- practice the tax authorities do not accept this argument.

est rate shall be the central bank's rate at the date of granting
the loan plus 4 per cent. This standard correction does not

take into account the actual market situation and the group Vlll. REWRITING THE TRANSACTION
involved. The central bank's rate is not the market interest
rate. Furthermore, the surplus of 4 per cent is a purely arbi- The question arises as to whether it is possible to avoid the

trary figure. taxation if the parties later accept that interest should be paid.
The central bank's rate is now as Iow as 3.25 per cent, but n However, in practice the tax authorities will not accept the

1993 the rate was 11.5 per cent, which gives an interest rate rewriting of the transaction. The authorities refer to the fact
that interest free loans are so unusual that the taxpayershould

of 15.5 per cent. This interest rate has nothing to do with the
arm's length interest rate. Furthermore it seems to actually

have known that interest should have been allocated.23.

contradict the arm's length principle, since the correction
does not consider the individual circumstances of each tax-

payer. IX. CONCLUSION

In the new circular dated 31 December 1995 (1995-24) the
Even though the taxation of deemed interest is regardedBoard of Assessmenthas decided that if a shareholdergrants

as

a loan to a wholly owned company and either the loan is being unfair to taxpayers particularly since they have not

realized any income, the High Court has approved this taxa-
interest free, or a below arm's length rate of interest is

tion. This lead arbitrary taxation especially in theto
charged a correction shall take place. The correction may

may con-

text of cross border transactions. In order to avoid future
only be made if in the circumstancesof the case the terms of
the loan are not commerciallyjustified. In these instances the problems it is always advisable to consider whether an inter-

est free loan can be commercially justified and if not, what
shareholderwill be taxed on the deemed yearly interest com-

rate of interest need be applied to avoid intervention by the
puted at the offcial rate. However, a lower interest rate may authorities.
be used if the companyproves that the market interest rate for
the company is below this rate.The last clause is probably
due to the National Tax Tribunal's practice according to

which the use of a lower interest rate than the official rate22
has been allowed in several cases.

The courts also seem to be prepared to accept that a lower 21. T 1994.884
interest rate may, depending on the circumstances, apply. In 22. TfS 1986.156, TfS 1990.83, TfS 1992.107, TfS 1995.528 and TfS 1996.69.

the case published in TfS 1995.798 the court mentioned that 23. TfS 1995.210,TfS 1995.285, TfS 1995.305, TfS 1996.103
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INTERNATIONAL

THE COMPLIA.-CE COSTS OF TAXATION
Ameen AIi Talib

Faculty of Business Administration, National University of Singapore

I. INTRODUCTION Compliancecosts consist of two components-

computationalcosts and planning costs.

Tax compliance research is an important research area for Computational costs that are unavoidable can be termed
policy making. Notwithstandingthis, studies on the compli- basic or pure compliance costs. These are largely computa-
ance costs of taxation have until lately attracted only a few tional and routine in nature. An example would be costs asso-
academic researchers. Possible reasons are the high financial ciated with the preparation of an income tax return. Other
costs and the length of time involved in conductingsurveys of computational costs relate to tax objections, tax queries and
taxpayers and analysing the ensuing data. Since the costs, in appeals. These costs can be termed advisory costs. Compli-
terms of time and money, are high, the quality of output also

ance costs are affected by the underlyingsimplicity (or other- .needs to be high for such research to be worthwhile. wise) of a tax system and the degree of certainty that charac-
terizes that system. The simplificationof a tax system should

Fortunately in recent years there has been an upsurge in inter- lead to a reduction in pure compliance costs, especially
est among academic researchers in the compliance costs of where simplicity means self-assessment. Uncertainty, how-
taxation. The new studies attempt to estimate and quantify ever, could lead to higher advisory costs. Taxpayers would
the magnitude of the tax compliancecosts. Studies have been either pay for professional advice to prepare their tax returns
published on New Zealand (Sandford and Hasseldine 1992),
United States (Slemrod 1988), Canada (Vaillancourt 1989),

or could end up having to argue with the Inland Revenue
Board.

Australia (Pope et al. 1993) and Singapore (Ariffet al. 1995)
One of the earlier studies on compliance costs was done in Planning costs are avoidable and discretionary in theory, but

1935 in the United States by Haig. A number of studies also in practice would be undertakenby any reasonable person or

looked at the compliance costs associated with various company. Compliance costs incurred within the company

aspects of taxation. Examples of these are Pope and Chen have been termed internal compliance costs and those

(1993) on personal income tax, Pope, Fayle and Chen incurred outside the company (mainly professional fees) are

(1993a) and Vaillancourt (1989) on employment related tax, known as external compliancecosts.

and Pope, Fayle and Chen (1993b) on wholesale sales tax.

Indeed this paper limits its scope to corporate tax compliance
costs. Ill. SIGNIFICANCEOF COMPLIANCE COSTS
The paper provides a brief overview of the research on com-

pliance costs. The second section delineates the meaning of Wallschutzky and Gibson (1994) noted that the Australian

compliance costs while section three highlights the signifi- Tax Office (ATO) has been concerned with the general issue

cance of such costs and section four proposes further areas of compliance costs for all taxpayers. However, senior ATO
for future research. staff have expresseddoubts about the validity of the methods

used in the study conducted by Pope (1989) and Pope et al.

(1990). The findings of a project jointly funded by the ATO

Il. WHAT ARE COMPLIANCECOSTS and the Department of Industry Technology and Commerce

suggest that while compliance costs are important, far too

much has been made of them and of the problem of comply-Compliance costs have been defined by Sandford et al.
(1989) as costs incurred by taxpayersor third parties, notably ing with government regulations. Nevertheless compliance

costs should not be overlooked.Today intemationalcompeti-businesses, in meeting the requirements imposed upon them
tion for foreign investment is fierce. National regimesby a given tax structure (excluding payment of the tax itself

tax are

often in direct competition since tax payable may be a keyand any distortion costs arising from it). Compliance costs
factor in determining the location of investments. Compli-are the hidden costs of taxation i.e. the private sector's
ance costs are another expense to consider. These can be sig-costs of complying with a tax system, over and above the

actual taxes imposed (Green 1994). In addition, compliance nificant, as was suggested by Heiji to be the case in Vietnam

costs also refer to the administrative or collection costs (see below).
incurred by the government in collecting tax revenue. These A study conducted by Sue Green, as reported by Greene and
costs, however, have been identified in government reports. Maddalena (1994), found that tax experts believe an overly
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complex tax system and deficiencies in the legislativeprocess IV. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
conspire to create unacceptably high tax compliance costs.

These findings are supported by Holmes and Russell (1994) Goonetilleke (1994) defined best practice in tax compliance
in their paper on the underlying Foreign Tax Credit (UPTC) as a function of compliance cost (min) and reasonable care

regime in New Zealand. UFTC, applying to foreign divi- (max) and tax payable (m in):t
dends received on or after September 1993, aims to eliminate
the double taxation of foreign profits by providinga credit for Best practice = Wt Cost of compliance mm + W2 Reasonable

foreign taxes paid against a New Zealand company's liability care mx + W3 Tax payable mm

to Foreign Dividend Withholding Payments (FDWP). Where Wi, W2 and W3 are the weights to be applied to the
Holmes and Russell concluded that compliance costs associ- components.
ated with maintaining a tracking account and the potential
difficulty in obtaining for the purpose of calculating UFTCs, He conceded that compliance costs per dollar of turnover is

the requisite information from lower tier companies in which not an appropriate measure for compliance costs as it varies

a New Zealand resident does not have a controlling interest, with the size of the organization.A rnore appropriatemeasure

may make it preferable to simply pay FDWP. This highlights needs to be identified. Research to date, however, has been

a situation whereby compliance costs and complications using the turnover measure.

could lead to a reduction in the attractiveness and utility of Several studies have attempted to estimate and quantify the
tax incentives. magnitude of tax compliance costs at the levels of both the

In a speech given at a seminar held in May 1994 on interna- individual and the firm for various countries. These studies

tional tax planning, David Elvidge, Director of Taxation at compare countries on the basis of their compliance costs per

Barclays Bank UK said that as a worldwide taxation regime,
dollarof tumover. Pope et al. found that compliancecosts per

unitary taxation is in practice impossible as worldwide uni- AUD 100 of tumover in Australia was AUD 2 for companies

tary regimes would potentially involve multinationals in pay-
with turnover of up to AUD 5 million, decreasing to about

ing away more of their profits in tax compliance costs than four cents per AUD 100 of turnover for companies with a

they would pay in taxes.(Elvidge 1994). This highlights the turnover of AUD 100 million and above. Sandford et al.

importance of reducing compliance costs. Compliance costs (1989) and Ariffet al. (1995) also found that costs of compli-
are at times high due to specific regulations, as Holmes and ance per dollar of turnover is higher for the smaller compa-

nies in the UK and Singapore respectively. Researchers in
Russell noted was the case with New Zealand's UFTC

regime. Another example was highlighted by Barlas (1994) compliancecosts use cost per dollar of turnoveras a measure

for comparison.All have found that compliancecosts contain
in the United States where a study from the Tax Foundation
found that 45 per cent of the cost of complying with federal a large fixed cost element i.e. cost per dollar of turnover

law results from rules relating to accounting for foreign
decreases even though in absolute terms such cost s higher

source income. Furthermore, Malaysia repealed its 1984 for larger companies. This is, of course, expected. Cost per
dollar of turnover is a measure relating compliance costs to

Share TransferTax Act within five years of its introduction in
firm size, where turnover iS the proxy for size. Compliance

part because it learned that such complex laws could result in
mistakes being made in favour of either the taxpayer or the costs, however, are more related to the tax policies than

tumover.2
government (Kasipillai and Shanmugam 1995). The above
demonstratesthe importanceof researchingcompliancecosts The surveys in tax compliance cost research are often
in relation to specific tax rulings. detailed and provide substantial information. Researchers

ought to calculate the compliance costs per dollar of gross
A favourable tax regime can lose its advantage if the costs of profit and test whether there is any significant difference
complying with the tax regime dilute the tax benefits of oper- between the profit related measure and the size related mea-

ating in a particular location. Gitte Heiji (1995 at 24) sure. Pure computational costs should remain static as, even

acknowledged the importance of compliance costs, particu- if the firm is not paying tax, it has to comply with filling
larly with respect to Vietnam which he described as one of returns. Advisory and planning costs, on the other hand,
the most favourable tax regimes in the Asian region. He how- should show a positive relationship with the quantum of the
ever concluded that it may be useful for those investing in potential tax liability. This potential liability is a direct
Vietnam not to be easily persuaded by the corporate tax function of the profit level. Firms which have a low exposure
incentives and holidays, but instead to look at the overall to tax will incur less voluntary planning costs than firms with
level of taxes and the costs of meeting these liabilities.
These costs, including actual payments of professional fees
and hidden fees as well as time spent overcoming bureau- 1. (I) Best practice = Cost m.+ Quality mx

cratic difficultiesand legislativeambiguities,need to be taken
The cost from the taxpayers' point of view iS the cost of compliance.

(2) Quality --) f (Reasonablecare, Tax payable)
into account in any assessment of whether Vietnam's tax Maximum quality will be achieved when

regime compares favourably with other countries in the (3) Quality m:, = Reasonablecare m, + Tax payable -,

region who are competing for foreign investment dollars. Combining (1) and (3)
(4) = W Cost of compliance- + W2 Reasonablecare ma, +

W3 Tax payable min

2. The income tax liability is related to profitability levels. Of course the Sales
tax or VAT are directly related to the tumover, in which case cost per dollar of
turnover as a measure of tax compliancecost is appropriate.
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high exposure. The profits level and tax rate determine the costs. The effect on advisory costs would be lagged as self
potential exposure to taxation. assessment would mean more tax appeals and objections (if

the tax system is ambiguous).The data should be tested for at
Higher compliancecosts leading to lower tax payable can be

least period. If both and advisory costsconsidered good practice provided the increase in compli-
a seven-year pure are

reduced then the system has become more simple and certain.
ance costs is less than the reduction in tax liability (see A word of caution however, Sue Green (1994, at 79) com-Goonetilleke above). This is the basic rationale or justifica- mented self assessment, In the end, of these tax-on sometion for tax planning. Surprisingly no research has been car-

ried out to test if the presumed correlation exists. A starting payers will decide to pay for professionaladvice while others
will inadvertently fall foul of the new interest and penaltypoint could be to compare planning costs per dollar of
provisions. In both their compliance costs will

turnover with th tax liability per dollar of tumover. There is cases,
increase.

a need to test the hypothesis that tax planning can reduce
future tax liability in amounts greater than tax planning costs There has been some research conducted on audit fees and
i.e. the efficiency oftax planning. management advisory services (e.g. Rashad 1990, Simonic

1984). This type of research will benefit from the magnitudePope et al. (1993) and Ariff et al. (1995) compared mean
of data collected in tax compliance research. The relation-

computationalcosts based on the size of firms and broke this
tax costsdown into its internal and external components.Both studies ship, if any, between audit fees and planning can be

tested to identify any significant differences where the audit
were based on mail questionnairesurveys and both identified

firm is providing the tax planningadvice. Anecdotalevidenceadvisory costs but neither attempted to analyse computation- that in where the audit firm provides thecasesal costs into pure compliance and advisory computational suggests tax

tax can an on
costs. Advisory costs can be a measure for the uncertainty planning advice planning fees have impact

audit fees.inherent in tax laws. The relationship between new laws and

advisory costs can be tested. The differences in tax compliance costs between private and
notBoth studies accepted that a questionnaire survey might not public companies has been researched. This will provide

evidence as to whether tax compliance is an added long termlead to very accurate results and suggested longitudinal stud-
cost of privatization. Most compliance cost research (e.g.ies be undertaken to identify the effects of simplification on

compliance costs since declining costs will infer that the tax Pope, Ariffet al.) does not attempt to breakdown compliance
costs into costs associated with complying with various rul-

system is becoming simpler. The longitudinal study however
of income. Another interestingshould look at advisory as well as pure compliancecosts. It is ngs or sources aspect to

research would be the compliance costs of obtaining tax
only the pure compliance costs that can be reduced by sim-

incentives. Tax incentives designed to attract investmentplifying the tax system. Simplification could lead to higher
are

by offering firms the inducement of a lower tax liability. If
advisory costs due to uncertainty (see Sue Green 1994). An

interesting point for research would be the relationship
the compliance csts associated with the tax incentives are

taxbetween advisory and pure compliancecosts and whether the high it would reduce after profits and dilute the benefits
obtainable under the incentives. This was highlighted in a

two are inversely related. Simplicity of tax laws and regula- of 114 tax practitionersin New Zealandby Tooley andtions would lead to a reduction in pure compliance costs,
survey
Tan (1994) on the effectivenessof tax reform measures intro-

especially where a system of self-assessment is imposed. duced in New Zealand. The respondents believed that theOversimplification,however, has the potential danger of cre-
complexitiesof the tax measures had wiped out the benefitsating uncertainty. Tax assessment is generally not black and
gained from the reforms.

white, there are grey areas. Uncertainty could lead to higher
advisory costs. Pope (1992) recognizes compliance costs as The industry effect also has not been empirically tested. This
one measure of the complexity of any tax system, with high is surprising as tax regulations do effect different industries
costs implying a complex tax regime. Pope (1989, at 130- differently. Pope (1994) identified six phases in the develop-
131) recognized the diffculty and the lack of research into ment of the compliancecosts of taxation as a policy area. The
objectively measuring the complexity of tax legislation. He fifth phase being effective policy measures where compli-
argued that the public's perception of complexity was an ance costs are reduced at grass roots' level. This phase
important indicator. Researchers can include the taxpayer's involves targeting specific groups. Pope argues that Australia
perceptionofcomplexity in their surveys. This type of survey has not yet reached this phase but instead has entered phase
data can help determine whether the tax authorities have four i.e. policy recognition.Research into how compliance
shifted some of the costs associated with a more complex costs effect ndividual industrial sectors would be necessary
system away from its own administrativecosts onto the tax- if Australia is to move to the fifth phase.
payers in the form of higher compliancecosts, particularly in
the transition to self assessment.

It would be interesting to perform an empirical study to test V. CONCLUSION
this hypothesis. The introduction of self assessment can be
used as the proxy for simplicity. Then we can test if there is The issue of tax compliance costs presents researchers with
any correlation between the introduction of self assessment substantial research opportunities. Tax compliance is an

and reduction in compliance costs. Pure compliance costs importantarea that has gained significance in recent years. It
should decline and we should test the effect on advisory is hoped that interest in this area will grow, thus triggering
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research endeavours on the more relevant and insightful nomics and Finance, Curtin UniversityofTechnology,Work-

aspects. It is also propitious that policy makers accord the ing paper 92.07.
issue of tax compliancecosts its deserved attention.

Pope, J. and Chen, D. L., 1993, Determinants of the Time
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INTERNATIONAL

HARMONIZINGTAXATION LAW WITHINAPEC:
A FISCAL AND CULTURALANALYSIS

Grant Richardson and Roman Lans

cerned that the new regional organization would transcend
Grant Richardson is a lecturer of taxation and finance in

their own ASEAN organization. A further concern was thatthe Departmentof Accounting and Finance at Monash
University, Clayton, Australia. He has previously published they would be subsumed by the larger economies in APEC.
articles in leading European and Australian tax journals. Even though there was some consensus when the meeting
His current research interests lie in the area of was closed, uncertainty still persisted about the long-term
international tax harmonizationand the influence of future of APEC. However, it continued to exist and at the
culture on national tax systems. Seoul Ministerial Meeting in 1991, Korea negotiated the

Roman Lanis is a lecturer of accounting in the entry of China, Hong Kong and Taiwan to the organization.
Departmentof Commerce at The Universityof Newcastle, The Seoul Meeting also imortant because it establishedCallaghan, Australia. He is currently undertaking research was

on the influence of culture on accounting and tax the following original set of objectives for APEC:
harmonization practices in Eastern Europe. - to sustain the growth and development of the region for

the common good of its peoples and to contribute to the

growth and developmentof the world economy;
to enhance the positive gains, both for the region and the-

I. INTRODUCTION world economy, resulting from economic interdepen-
dence, by encouraging the flow of goods, services, cap-

Over the past few years, there has been a pronounced accel- ital and technology;
eration in the trend towards economic integration in different - to develop and strengthen the open multilateral trading
regions of the world. The completion of the single European system in the interest of the Asia-Pacific and all other

Market, the introduction of the United States-Canada Free economies; and

Trade Agreement and its subsequent expansion into the - to reduce barriers to trade in goods and services and

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the pro- investment among participants in a manner consistent

jected completion of the Association of South East Asian with GATT principles, where applicable, and without
Nations (ASEAN) free trade region (AFTA) by the year detriment to other economies.

2003, and the declaration of the objective by the Asia-Pacific In 1993, United States President Clinton gave further cred-
Economic Cooperation (APEC) to accornplish free trade and itability to the organization when he invited his Asia-Pacific
investment in the Asia and Pacific region by the year 2020 colleagues to the first APEC Leaders' Meeting in association
provide recent examples of this trend. with the Seattle Ministerial Meeting. At the Meeting, the /
In the Asia-Pacific region, the trend towards economic inte- ministers approved immediate membership of Mexico and

gration was first recognized as far back as 1967 when Papua New Guinea to the organization and set a November

ASEAN' came into existence. However, the development of 1994 date for the admission of Chile.

the region has been promoted in recent times by initiatives The Bogor Declaration of 17 November 1994 contained the
put forward by APEC. In November 1989, at the invitation of first group of major decisions made by the heads of govern-
the then Australian Prime Minister Bob Hawke, Asia-Pacific ment, including:
trade and foreign ministers met in Canberra and established - the setting of target dates for the liberalization of trade
APEC. The original members of the APEC forum consisted and investment within the region on the basis of an open
of Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Indonesia, Japan, system (the year 2010 for the industrializednations with-

Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Singapore, South in APEC and 2020 for the rest); and

Korea, Thailand and the United States.

Owing to apprehension bout the lack of progress in the
GATT Uruguay trade negotiations, and the growing interde-

pendence of the economies of the Asia-Pacific region, the
new organization was developed to better coordinate eco-

nomic policy and trade amongst member countries. There
1. ASEAN originally consisted of Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore,

was a certain amount of scepticism on the part of some of the Thailand and Malaysia. Subsequently, Brunei Darussalam and Vietnam have
South East Asian participants at the forum who were con- become members.
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to agree to a set of non-binding investment principles sions and recommendationsare made in the last section of the-

(including the avoidance of double taxation related to paper.
foreign investment).2

When APEC was created in 1989, it was at best, a vague con-

sultative body. Nevertheless, the Bogor declaration gave the II. ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF APEC
organization the potential to transforn itself into a formal

trading arrangement. Despite this potential, APEC's goals The economic potential of APEC is vast. As a market, it has
and objectives did not become tangible until the 1995 Osaka a population of approximately 2.3 billion people. In 1993,
Summit Meeting of heads of government. At the Osaka exports from APEC member countries were valued at USD

Meeting, a detailed Action Agenda was adopted by APEC. 1,684 billion (this represented 46 per cent of total world

From January 1997 the decisions made at the Bogor Summit exports) while total imports were valued at USD 1,734 bil-

will begin to be implemented. The agenda contains particu- lion. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for the region was USD
lars on: 11,665 billion which represents over half of the world's real

tariff reduction (the APEC economies will achieve free GDP for 1993. The regional pattern of APEC exports and-

and open trade in the region by progressively reducing imports is shown in Table 1 below.

tariffs and ensuring the transparency of APEC
economies' respective tariff regimes); TABLE 1

investment liberalization (the APEC economies will Regional Patterns of Trade - Total APEC for 1993 (USD Billions)
-

secure free and open investment in the Asia-Pacific Destination: APEC Exports to APEC Imports from:

region by liberalizing their respective investment rules Brunei 2 2
and the overall investmentenvironmentby gradually pro- Indonesia 18 31

viding for most favoured nation treatment and nation- Malaysia 34 44

al treatment; and facilitating investment activities Philippines 15 10

through technical assistance and cooperation); Singapore 62 45

deregulation (APEC economies will encourage the trans- Thailand 30 26
-

parency of their individual regulatory rules and eliminate
Sub-Total ASEAN 161 158
Australia 29 34

trade and investment distortion arising fi'oro domestic Canada 119 130
regulations); and Chile 5 6

implementationof the Uruguay Round outcomes (APEC China 83 122-

economies will ensure full and effective implenentation Hong Kong 94 34

of the Uruguay Round outcomes within the agreed time Japan 145 278

frame and in a manner fully consistent with the World Korea, Rep 52 57
Mexico 50 46

Trade Organization Agreement). New Zealand 6 8

Most recently, at the APEC Finance Ministers' Summit in Papua New Guinea 1 2

Kyoto, Japan in March 1996, the forum recognized that tax Taiwan 56 78

issues were important in the context of international trade and
United States 397 289
Sub-Total APEC* 1 198 1 242

investment within the APEC region. Consequently,the forum European Union 257 243
endorsed a proposal put forward by the Australian Federal All Other Countries 229 249

Treasurer, Mr Peter Costello to hold a symposiumon interna- Grand Total 1 684 1 734

tional business taxation issues in association with the Organ- Source: Australian Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, The
isation for EcononicCooperation and Development(OECD) APEC Region Trade and Investment (1994); and The Internation-
in Australia later this year.3 The forum also recognized that al Monetary Fund (IMF), Direction of Trade Statistics Yearbook
further progress in concluding bilateral tax treaties in the (1994).
region would also facilitate trade and investment linkages. * Includes ASEAN.

Given the recent admission at the APEC Finance Ministers'
Summit in Kyoto, that tax issues were important in the con-

text of international trade and investment within the Asia- 2. The other non-binding investment principles deal with:

Pacific region, the main purpose of this paper is to consider - transparency;

the question of harmonizing taxation law within APEC.
- non-discriminationbetween source economies;

national treatment;-

Accordingly, the paper is organized as follows. First, the eco- investment incentives;-

nomic potential of APEC is considered. Second, a compari- - performance requrements;
son is then made between the APEC member countries' tax

- expropriation and compensation;

systems. Third, the cases for and against tax harmonization
- repatriation and convertibility;

settlement of disputes;-

within APEC are examined. Fourth, principles influencing - entry and sojoum of personnel;
the harmonization of taxes within APEC are evaluated.4 - investor behaviour; and

Fifth, cultural impediments to tax harmonization in APEC
- removal of barriers to capital exports.
3. Tax avoidance by global conpanies through the use of transfer pricing has

are analysed, including experience on the harmonization of already been identified as a major issue for discussion at the symposium.
taxes within the European Union (EU). Finally, some conclu- 4. These encompass fundamental principles of international tax policy: effi-

ciency/neutrality,equity and administration.
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The level of enterprise within the APEC region and the pro- TABLE 3

nounced interdependenceamongst APEC member countries Taxes Ranked as a Percentage of GDP (1990)*
makes it inevitable that a great deal of APEC's trade will be Country Direct Taxes Country Indirect Taxes

inter-regional. Indeed, Table 2 below illustrates the fact that -- - --- -

over 70 per cent of APEC's exports and imports for 1993 NZ 37.2 THI 2.2
USA 25.4 CHL 1.4

were within the Asia-Pacific region. AUS 24.5 MAL 10.3
CAN 21.4 PNG 9.9

TABLE 2 PNG 20.0 NZ 9.5
Relative Frequenciesof Regional Patterns of Trade - APEC for MAL 19.9 PHI 9.1

1993 IDO 18.8 MEX 8.5

Regions/Other THI 18.3 TAI 8.5

Countries APEC Exports to: APEC Imports to: KOR 17.0 KOR 8.1
SIN 16.9 AUS 6.7

APEC 71% 72% CHL 16.3 IDO 5.9
EU 15% 14% MEX 14.9 SIN 4.7
All Other Countries 14% 14% JPN 14.2 CAN 4.2
Totals 100% 100%

PHI 14.2 JPN 2.6
Source: See Table 1 above. TAI 11.2 CHI 2.1

CHI 4.2 USA 1.0

Even though much of APEC's trade is within its own borders, AVG. for APEC 18.4 AVG. for APEC 7.2

by no reans has all of its export growth been restricted to the Source: IMF, Government Finance Statistics Yearbook (1994);
region. In particular, total APEC exports to the EU have United Nations (UN), Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Pacific

grown by almost 6 per cent per annurn over the period 1989- (1994); and Taiwan, Statistical Data Book (1995).
1 993.5 Assisted further by a relative decrease in the rate of * Brunei and Hong Kong were not included in the analysis due to

growth of imports from the EU (5.2 per cent compared with insufficient data.
9.3 per cent for imports from APEC members),6 it is clear
that given APEC's resources and market size, it will derive As can be seen from Table 3 above, based on the composition
numerous benefits from economic integration. of direct taxes and indirect taxes expressed as a percentageof

GDP, the APEC rnembei countries can be roughly broken
down into three groups. The first group consisting of New

Ill. COMPARISONOF APEC MEMBER Zealand, the United States, Australia and Canada, rely most

COUNTRIESTAX SYSTEMS heavily upon direct taxes as a means of achieving their indi-
vidual policy objectives. This finding corresponds with the

Notwithstanding APEC's vast econonic potential, diver- idea that developed economies usually place more emphasis
gence in the stages of economic development of the APEC on direct rather than jndirect taxes as a mode of collecting tax

member countries may possibly hinder the process of eco-
revenue (Musgrave, 1969). Furthermore, given the first

nomic integration. That is, as the structure of an economy group s reliance upon direct taxes, their tax systems may be

changes with economic development, the nature of the tax considered to be more progressive and may be less

base changes as well (Musgrave, 1969). This point can be favourable to growth than the other countries in the Asia-

understood when consideration is given to the nature and Pacific region.
emphasis placed on the various tax bases which constitute the The second group consisting of Indonesia, Korea, Singapore,
APEC member countries tax systems. Mexico, Taiwan and Japan rely upon a combination of both

A comparison of the tax systems of the countries within direct and indirect taxes. At the other extreme, lies the third

APEC has been summarized in Table 3 below. The various group who depend mostly upon indirect taxes to achieve their

taxes of APEC countries are arranged and ranked under the specific policy objectives. For example, Thailand, Chile,

general headings of direct taxes (for example: individual and Malaysia, Papua New Guinea and the Philippines rnake up

corporate income tax, taxes on property and social security this group and can be regarded as developing Asia-Pacific

contributions) and indirect taxes (for example: domestic economies.7

taxes on goods and services, and customs and excise taxes) Table 3 above shows that the divergence in tax systerns across

expressed as a percentage of GDP. This process may be con- the APEC nenber countries could represent a significant
sidered significant because tax systems which rely on direct barrier to the process'of trade and investment liberalization
taxes as a forn of raising tax revenue are held to be more pro- within the Asia-Pacific region. As a consequence, it should
gressive and may be less favourable to growth (Musgrave, be recognized that tax harmonization in one forn or another
1969).

5. Australiai Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, (November 1994),
The APEC Region: Trade and Investment,at 2.
6. Id. The EU's trade deficit with the APEC region increased from USD
44 billion in 1992 to USD 48 billion in 1993.
7. China could also be included in this group although it is only beginning to

make the transition fron a socialist econony to a market-based econony.
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seems to be inevitable within APEC if it is to pursue the goal petition depends upon its revenue demands, which are a func-

of liberalizing trade and investment within the Asia-Pacific tion of its social welfare programmes, resource endownient

region. With APEC's goal in nind, it is now appropriate to and public sector debt. A country with a particularly small

fornially consider the cases for and against tax harnonization public sector (for exaniple: social welfare programnies) or a

within APEC. large tax base (primarily in ternis of natural resources) is in a

better position to offer lower effective rates of taxation and to

be indifferent to suggestions of organised tax harmonization.

IV. THE CASES FOR AND AGAINST TAX Furthermore, a country which endeavours to function as an

international finance centre or to generate a free trade zone
HARMONIZATIONWITHIN APEC would want to minimize the tax burden on non-residents

through low statutory rates or soft administrative practices.
Tax harnonization is generally understood as being a process Tax harnonization is essential to nullify the incentive for
of adjusting tax systems of ditferent jurisdictions in the pur- economic activity to rrove from high-tax countries to Iow-tax
suit of a common policy objective (Kopits, 1992). In the con- countries. Thus, in this instance, the case for organized tax

text of APEC, it seeins tax harmonization should involve the harmonizationhas been argued on equity grounds: to ease an

elinination of tax distortions affecting trade and investment otherwise unreasonable tax burden, particularly on the own-

iovements in orde to bring about a more efficient allocation ers of the least mobile factors of production (Kopits, 1992).
of resources withn an integrated Asia-Pacific market. Thus,
tax harmonization led by this policy objective suggests con-

vergence towards a nore homogeneous effective tax burden

on trade and investment across APEC menibe countries. V. PRINCIPLES INFLUENCINGTHE
HARMONIZATIONOF TAXES WITHIN APEC

One of the most generally accepted argunients for tax harmo-
nization entails convergence in the definition of product Any attempt made by APEC to harnonize taxes within the
value ol incone for tax purposes (Kopits, 1992). Such tax Asia-Pacific region in order to achieve an efficient allocation
base harnionization would encourage transparency for eco- of resources naust be grounded upon certain fundamental
nomic decision-makingand, consequently,enhance efficien- principles of international taxation policy Those principles
cy in resource allocation. In particular. a harionized inconie relate to matters concerning efficiency/neutrality,equity and
tax base for nultinational companies and investors operating the administration of a tax system.
in different regions of the world is necessary not only to

improve efficiency, but also to prevent overlaps or gaps in tax

clams by different countries. A. Efficiency/neutralityo
The idea however, that an organizedeffort to harmonize taxes

is a panacea for unifying the Asia-Pacific market could be If there is to be an efficient allocation of resources between

challenged on technical, political and cultural9 grounds APEC member countries, taxes should not interfere with the

given that preservation of national sovereignty in relation to flow of capital between thern. That is, taxes on the flow of

tax bases may be the ultinate priority of APEC nernber investment capital should be neutral. Efficiency regarding
countries. Furthermore, it could be argued that spontaneous capital export prevails if relative net (after tax) rates of return

tax harmonization or tax cornpetition is all that is necessary at home and abroad are the sarne as relative gross (before tax)
to bring about an efficient allocation of trade and investment rates of return (Musgrave, 1969). This situation arises if

within the Asia-Pacific region. nvestment income is taxed in all APEC countries at the same

rate of tax. However, in practice this is not the case since rates

As APEC menber states compete to attract trade and invest- of tax do differ signifcantly across the Asia-Pacific region.
nent, they should adjust their tax systenis to market condi-

tions; compensatingwith preferential tax treatment fordiffer- In spite of this obstacle, the sanie result is achieved without

ences in risk factors or deficient infrastructure. Under tax rate uniformity if investment income is taxed according to the

competition,effective tax rates would be expected to move to rates applicable in the investor's resident APEC country. In

the lowest conmon denominatorand, thus, assist in restran- this case, if a resident of an APEC country invests in another

ing governnient spending and foster efficiency in the supply APEC country, the final tax liability of its foreign source

of public services (Kopits, 1992). From this standpoint, it has income is set by its country of residence. This does not

been argued that organized (rather than spontaneous) tax har- exclude the other APEC country from levying tax on the

nonization is equivalent to tax cartelization,whereby gov-
investment income, provided the investor's country grants a

ernments act as oligopolists to protect market tax shares and full tax credit, including refunds where the other APEC coun-

by implication, sustain a large and wasteful public sector try's tax is higher. Neutrality and efficiency in the taxation of

(Cnossen, 1988).

There is enough historical evidence to justify the view that 8. Including the need for individual APEC countries to have a broad range of

increased economic openness, in association with an interna- policy instrunents to pursue domestic stabilization, growth, equity or region:l

tional demonstration effect, leads to some degree of sponta- development.
This issue is discussed in nore deail in secion IV of the paper below.

neous harmonization of tax systems (Kopits, 1992). How- I0 Emphasis is placed here on capital flows, however, sin'ilar considerations

ever, the ability of a country to engage effectively in tax com- apply to labour flows.
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capital flows requires a full tax crediting system within and reconciling those treaties should be carried out. Perhaps
APEC. Therefore, tax treaties will need to be negotiated and this effort could be managed at the APEC level.
enforced amongstAPEC countries in order to provide for this
outcome.' TABLE 4

Summary of Bilateral Tax Treaty AgreementsAmongst APEC
Member Countries

B. Equity Country Tax Treaty Agreementswith: Total

Brunei Does not have any double tax
Tax policy and tax harmonization cannot be grounded on agreementswithin APEC. 0
principles of efficiency alone. The tax policy principle of Australia CAN, CHI, IDO, JPN, KOR, MAL, NZ,
equity must also be taken into account in assessing whether PNG, PHI, SIN, THI and USA. 12
tax harmonization within APEC is advantageous. Tax policy Canada AUS, CHI, IDO, JPN, KOR, MAL, MEX,
in an open economy prescribes that there should be equity at NZ, PNG, PHI, SIN, THI and USA. 13

the intercountry level.12 That is, there should be faimess in China AUS, CAN, JPN, MAL, NZ, PNG, SIN,
the allocation of tax revenue between different countries. THI and USA. 9

Chile USA (double tax agreementonThis consideration may be important in shaping APEC atti-
transport income only) 1

tudes to various tax harmonization schemes which may be Hong Kong USA (double tax agreernenton shipping
raised in subsequentnegotiations. income only) 1

Indonesia AUS, CAN, JPN, KOR, NZ, PHI, SIN,An APEC country is entitled to tax income generated within
THI and USA. 9

its borders even though the factors to which the income Japan AUS, CAN, CHI, IDO,KOR, MAL, NZ,
accrues (that is, labour or capital) belong to residents of PHI, SIN, THI and USA. 11
another APEC country. Thus, the fundamental question of Malaysia AUS, CAN, CHI, IDO, JPN, KOR, NZ,
international equity concerns the division of national gains PNG, PHI, IN and THI. 11
and losses between the economies of the two APEC coun- Mexico CAN. 1

tries. The issue is, at what level should an APEC country be New Zealand AUS, CAN, CHI, IDO, JPN, KOR, IVIAL,

permitted to impose taxes on income generated within its PHI, SIN, and USA. 10

borders, even though it accrues to investors resident in anoth- PNG AUS, CAN, CHI, SIN, MAL, THI

(treaties with IDO, JPN, NZ and USA
er APEC country. are presently at different stages
One view of the situation is that the taxing APEC country has of negotiation. 6

total jurisdiction within its borders (the principle of territori- Philippines AUS, CAN, IDO, JPN, KOR, MAL, NZ,
SIN, THI and USA. 10

ality) and that it can tax as it deems appropriate. With this n
Singapore AUS, CAN, CHI, IDO, JPN, KOR, MAL,

mind, as long as non-resident APEC investors choose to NZ, PNG, PHI, TAl and THI. 12
invest in and to derive income from the taxing APEC country; Korea, Rep AUS, CAN, IDO, JPN, MAL, NZ, PHI,
that country may tax such income as it considers necessary. SIN, THI and USA. 10

However, unilateral action by the other APEC country may Taiwan SIN. 1

lead to countermovesby the taxing APEC country and a bar- Thailand AUS, CAN, CHI, IDO, JPN, KOR, MAL,

gaining position ensues. Joint adherence to reasonable equi- PNG, PHI and SIN. 10

table principles in tax base sharing or acceptanceof equitable United States AUS, CAN, CHI, CHL, IDO, HK, JPN,

principles in tax treaty negotiations both appear to be reason-
KOR, NZ and PHI. 10

able solutions. Source: Coopers & Lybrand, InternationalTax Summaries
(1994).

One of the first major decisions at the APEC heads of gov-
ernment meeting at Bogor in Indonesia in November 1994
was to agree to a set of non-binding investment principles;
including the avoidance of double taxation related to foreign 1 I. The issue of the use of tax treaties within APEC is explored in more detail

investment. If the avoidance of double taxation on foreign below.

investment is to become a reality, tax treaties will need to be 12. Tax policy also suggests that there should be equity at the individual level.
That is, there should be fairness in the allocation of the tax burden between

negotiated and enforced amongst APEC member countries opposing taxpayers. Furthermore, there are other definitions of individual equi-
based on principles of international equity. ty: equity between residents of a given country or equity among residents of dif-

ferent countries. In the preceding definition, equity could be accomplished
As can be seen from Table 4 below, (with the exception of through international tax coordination,however, if the latter definition was to be

Brunei Darussalarn which has no formal taxation arrange- realized, it would require harmonization of the structure of personal income

ments with other countries in the Asia-Pacific region, and taxes amongst the APEC countries which may be beyond the scope of tax har-
monizationefforts in APEC at this stage.

Chile, Hong Kong and Taiwan which have limited tax

arrangements)many tax treaties have already been arbitrated Individual equity in relation to factor ownership should also be considered

(Kopits, 1992). In a closed econony, tax levied on capital assets consistentlyand implemented on the basis of the principles of interna- across all sectors is borne in the long run by the owners of capital. However, in
tional equity, in order to eliminate double taxation of income an open economy, the tax is switched in part to non-taxed assets; primarily to

and investment between the countries which represent labour and other immobile factors (Harberger, 1982). Consequently, in order to

APEC. Additional initiatives directed towards increasing the
confirm that the tax is bome by the owners ofcapital, it is necessary to extend tax

harmonizationto virtually all countriesendowed with a similar investmentenvi-
number of tax treaties among the APEC member countries ronment (Kopits, 1992).
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D Based on the tax treaty arrangements which are already in introduced by countries to regulate transfer pricing3and thin
place between most of the APEC countries, a model con- capitalization.'4 Nonetheless in practice, it has been found
vention could also be developed for APEC founded upon that these rules are only partially successful in confining
principles of international equity. This convention could deal profits to specific countries (Devereux and Pearson, 1990).
with the needs and circumstances which are unique to the
Asia-Pacific region and could further aid the process of eco- In any case, regional economc ntegration should consider-

nomic integration. ably reduce the incentive for intemational businesses to

engage in transfer pricing. For example, with the integration
On this issue, lessons could be leamt from the ASEAN expe- of the Asia-Pacific market, the shifting of profits by interna-
rience where in 1985, the Intra ASEAN Model Taxation tional business enterprises within the APEC countries
Convention on Income was formulated and adopted by an becomes arbitrary. Particularly when over 70 per cent of
Ad Hoc Committee on the harmonization of tax treaties of APEC's trade (that is, exports and imports) is within the
ASEAN countries. The Convention ordinarily follows the Asia-Pacific region..5
UN Model for tax treaties although with the following alter-

ations (Yoingco, 1993) Administrativedifficulties suggest that taxation of profits on

the convention does not include taxes on capital or taxes an Asia-Pacific wide basis is necessary or failing this, the
-

levied by local govemments; incentives for businesses to manipulate profits from one

nationality is removed as a standard in ascertaining the country to another should be reduced. This result could be
-

residence of a taxpayer; achieved by bringing the tax systems throughout the Asia-

the definition of permanent establishment is extended to Pacific region more closely into line by harmonization. Nev-
-

include a fann, a plantation or any other place of extrac- ertheless, it is doubtful whether the economiccosts of admin-

tion of natural resources including timber or forest prod- istering the present system for intemational businesses are as

ucts; yet large enough to warrant the transition costs exacted on all

income derived by an enterprise from the operation of businesses resulting fron any major change in the tax sys-
-

ships in international traffic nay be taxed in the other tems (Devereux and Pearson, 1990) of all the APEC coun-

contracting state although the tax imposed is reduced by tries.

an amount equal to 50 per cent;
the yardstick for determining the taxation of a resident of-

a contracting state who provides services or independent VI. CULIURAL IMPEDIMENTSTO TAX
personal services has been restricted to specific tests such HARMONIZATION IN APEC
as length of stay and the monetary test;
the scope of professional services has been extended to The notion that an organized effort harmonize is a- to taxes
include computer hardware and software engineers; panacea for unifying the Asia-Pacific market could be con-

an exemption is available for income derived from activ- tested only on policy grounds, but also on cultural- not tax
ities performed in a contractingstate by public entertain- grounds given that the preservation of national sovereignty
ers or athletes if their visit is significantly supported by over tax systems might be the basic preference of individual
public funds or a political subdivision or local authority; APEC membercountries.
the exemption of payments from scholarship grants is-

confined to scholarships granted by government institu- Cultural and historical factors have been identified in the

tions, research institutes or charitable organizations; and social sciences as influencing the development and thus pro-

an article is included providing for an exemption for ducing differencesamong tax systems internationally(Hofst-
-

teachers and researchers who are on an official fellow. ede, 1991). Hofstede argues that, cultural constructs or

ship or an exchange arrangementbetween universities.

The adjustments in the model were directed towards allowing
ASEAN governments extra power in taxing foreign invest-
ment income. The model isregarded as a significant step in

the harmonization of tax treaties in ASEAN, particularly in

relation to the rules and practices in defining income, locat-

ing source and avoiding double taxation (Yoingco, 1993).

C. Administration

There are numerous administrativeproblems associated with

having 18 different national tax systems within the Asia-

Pacific region trying to tax businesses who have internation- 13 Thatis, the price which a business mposes when selling to anotherdivision

al objectives. The ability of governments to tax profits ema- of the same business located in a different country.

nating within their borders is being eroded over time. Inter- 14. That is, businessesfinanceforeign operations through debt instead of equi-
and thereby their liability from high-tax countries Iow-tax

national businessesare able to switch profits around from one
ty move tax to coun-

tries.

country to another. As a result, complicated rules have been 15. See Table 2 above.
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values'6 clearly play a role in a tax systems developmentand tial to cause problems with regard to tax policy initiatives
sustainability. If this relationship is proven to be significant, directed towards international tax harmonization.
tax harmonization within APEC could face substantial diffi-
culties even before any formal agreements are reached or if
the agreements are introduced, could cause unintended dys- A. European Union: cultural diversity and tax
functional behaviour (Boulding, 1973). Furthermore, specif- harmonization
ic features of an individualcountry's tax system may not nec-

essarily achieve their intended objectives if they are applied The EU Member States9 be classified into six distinctin other countries due to differences in cultural values
can

cultural groupings: more developed Latin, less developedbetween those countries (Boulding, 1973).

According to Hofstede (1983), cultural constructs or values 16. Hofstededefines cultureas the collective programmingofthe mind which

may also be used as a basis for distinguishing one country distinguishes the members of one human group from another (Hofstede, 1 980:

from another. This was accomplishedby Hofstede in Table 5 26). Hofstede states that, much as a computer operating system (for example:
MS-DOS) contains a set of rules that act as a reference point and a set of con-

below. The Table lists over 50 countries clustered7 into so- straints to higher level programmes (for example: a word processing pro-
called cultural areas. gramme), so culture includes a set of societal values that drive institutional forn

and practice.
TABLE 5 Based on comprehensive cultural surveys and subsequent statistical analysis,

Hofstededescribes four constructsor values of common social preference whichHofstede's Cultural Clusters
can be employed in measuring the values of individual societies. Hofstede'scon-

More Less More Less Near structs are described as follows (1984: 83-84):

Developed Developed Developed Developed Eastern
- Individualismversus Collectivism:
Individualismstands for a loosely knit social framework in society wherein indi-Latin Latin Asian Asian

are to careviduals supposed take of themselves and their immediate families

Belgium* Colombia Japan** Indonesia** Arab only. Its opposite, collectivism stands for a preference for a tightly knit social

Countries framework in which individuals can expect their relatives, clan or others in the

France* Ecuador Korea, Rep.** Pakistan Greece* group to look after them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty (it will be clear
that the word collectivismis not used here to describe any particular politicalArgentina Mexico** Taiwan** Iran
system). The fundamental issue addressed by this dimension iS the degree of

Brazil Venezuela Thailand** Turkey interdependence a society naintains among individuals. It relates to people's
Spain* Costa Rica India Yugoslavia self concept:I or we.

Italy* Chile** Malaysia** - Large versus Small Power Distance:

Guatemala Philippines** Powerdistance is the extent to which the membersof a society accept that power

Panama China** in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally. This affects the

Peru behaviourof the less powerful as well as of the more powerful members of soci-

Portugal* ety. People in large power distance societies accept a hierarchical order in which

everybody has a place which needs no further justification. People in Small
Salvador Power Distance societies strive for power equalization and demand justification
Uruguay for power inequalities. The fundamental issue addressed by this dimension is

how a society handles inequalities among people when they occur. This has
Asian obvious consequences for the way people build their institutions and organiza-
Colonial Germanic -Anglo Nordic African tions.

Strong versus Weak Uncertainty Avoidance:-

Hong Austria* Australia** Denmark* East Africa Uncertainty avoidance is the degree to which the members of a society feel

Kong** uncomfortablewith uncertaintyand ambiguity.This feeling leads them to beliefs

Singapore** Israel Canada** Finland* West Africa promising certainty and to maintaining institutions protecting conformity.
Germany* Ireland* Netherlands* Strong Uncertainty Avoidance societies maintain rigid codes of belief and

Switzerland New Norway
behaviour and are intolerant towards deviant persons and ideas. Weak Uncer-

tainty Avoidance societies maintain a more relaxed atmosphere in which prac-Zealand** tice counts more than principles and deviance is more easily tolerated. The fun-
United Sweden* damental issue addressed by this dimension is how a society reacts to the fact

Kingdom* that time only runs one way and that the future is unknown: whether it tries to

United control the future or let it happen. Like Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance

States** has consequences for the way people build their institutions and organizations.
South Africa - Masculinity versus Femininity:

Masculinity stands for a preference in society for achievement, heroism,
Source: Hofstede (1983). assertiveness, and material success. Its opposite, Femininity,stands for a prefer-
* Represents EU Member States (Luxembourg was not included ence for relationships,modesty, caring for the weak, and the quality of life. The

as part of Hofstede'soriginal study) fundamental issue addressed by this dimension iS the way in which a society
** Represents APEC member countries (Brunei and Papua New allocates social (as opposed to biological) roles to the sexes.

I 7. Table 5 is based on Hofstede's (1983) research results for over 50 coun-Guinea were not included as part of Hofstede's original tries. To obtain the relevant groupings in Table 5, Hofstede (1983) employed the
study) hierarchical cluster analysis technique. The results of which seem to be consist-

ent with other attempts to classify countries into cultural groupings (Ronen and

After studying Table 5 above, it is clear that the APEC mem_ Shenkar, 1985).
18. It should be appreciated that there are substantial differences in the socialber countries are culturally diverse, and this issue could pre- and physical environments which affect the EU and APEC individually. How-

sent potential obstacles to any tax harmonization initiatives ever, it is still useful, even for purely heuristic reasons, to analyse the EU expe-
contemplated within the Asia-Pacific region. A comparison rience within a cultural context, which if anything, appears at first glance, to be

with the EU and its attempts to harmonize taxes is made less culturally diverse than APEC.

below.8 This comparison has been undertaken in order to
19. The EU Member States consist of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Gernany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portu-

show that ignorance of the cultural dimension has the poten- gal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
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D Latin, Near Eastern, Germanic, Anglo and Nordic. Despite
the EU only extending across one continent, the above men- TABLE 6

tioned cultural groupingssuggest very different cultural envi- Summary of EU Corporate Tax Systems
ronments exist within the EU. Given Hofstede's (1991) and Classical Imputation Reduced Split-Rate Deduction
Boulding's (1973) findings, it is possible that the cultural Systern Systern Personal Systern for Dividend
diversity exhibited amongst EU Member States may have Tax Rates Payments
restricted efforts made by the EU to harmonize tax systems
internally

Luxem- Finland Belgium Germany Greece

bourg
Since it was founded by the Treaty of Rome in 1957 the EU Netherlands France Denmark Spain
as a single market, has made sluggish progress in harmoniz- Austria Ireland Portugal Sweden

ing taxes amongst its MemberStates. Much of the progress to Italy
date, has taken place in the harmonization of indirect taxes

United

(for example: customs duty, value added tax (VAT) and Kingdom

excise duties). VAT was introduced in 1967 by the EU with Source Coopers & Lybrand, InternationalTax Summaries (1 994).
little opposition.20 The advantages attached to a harmonized
VAT were obvious from the beginning to all EU Member Whether the differences found in corporate tax systems
States (Hamaekers, 1993). In particular, the high degree of amongst the EU Member States are influenced solely by cul-

neutrality and the fact that on exportation the VAT burden tural diversity as opposed to other factors (e.g. political and
was cancelled. Moreover, Member States also understood economic factors), is of course, contestable. For instance,
that VAT had superior revenue-raisingpotential. when Hofstede's cultural clusters in relation to EU Member

States in Table 5 above, are compared to the different cate-
The same progress towards harmonizationcannot be said for

gories of EU MemberStates corporate tax systems in Table 6,
the direct tax systems of the Member States. Any attempts
made by the EU to harmonize direct taxes has always been only the Germanic and split-rate corporate tax system cate-

hampered by the fact that there was no explicit requirement to gories directly coincide.

do so in the Treaty of Rome. For many years, this lack of for- Nonetheless, based on a recent empirical study by Lanis and

mality on direct tax harmonization has been used as a major Richardson (1996), culture was found to be a significant vari-
reason by MemberStates not to agree to the harmonizationof able in explainingdifferences between tax regimes in over 50

corporate taxes (Hamaekers, 1993). However, it could be countries internationally.21 Thus, it could be argued that cul-

argued that the delay in harmonizing direct taxes within the ture is one among a number of important factors which influ-
EU is partly attributable to cultural diversity between the EU ence the choice of corporate tax systems within the EU.
Member States as is shown above in Table 5. Furthermore, it
could also be argued that the Member States desire to have Because of the influence of cultural, economic and poltical
absolute control over their direct tax systems in order to have factors, for example, on corporate tax systems within the EU,

a broad range of policy instruments available to pursue their it was allowed to market forces22 over a period of more than

own economic, cultural and political goals free from EU 20 years to bring about modest advances in the harmoniza-
tion of corporate taxes. This occurred in 1990 when three

interference.
measures were sanctioned by the EU to encourage cross-bor-

Undeniably, there are considerable differences between the der operations within the EU as follows:
15 EU countries' corporate tax systems as is illustrated in - the Parent-SubsidiaryDirective (this allows dividends to

Table 6 below. For example, the Netherlands, Austria and be paid free from withholding tax where the parent com-

Luxembourg employ a classical corporation tax system, pany and its subsidiary are both EU residents);
whereby the profits of a business are taxed at the corporate - the Mergers-DivisionsDirective (this permits the deferral
level, and again in the hands of the shareholders. While other of tax on capital gains on defined cross-border mergers
EU countries, such as Greece, Spain and Sweden allow a full and reorganizationswithin the EU); and
or partial deduction for dividend payments. Only Germany
has a split-rate system, where a higher rate of corporation tax

is applied to accumulated rather than distributed profits.
Relief at the individual shareholder level is accomplished by
either allowing imputation credits, as in Finland, France, Ire-

land, Italy and the United Kingdom, with France and Italy
providing a full credit for corporation taxes actually paid; or 20. Although all Member States have applied VAT since 1987, some differ-

by applying reduced rates of personal taxes on dividend ences in national VAT systems need to be overcome. For instance, the number
and level of VAT rates which vary from country to country. However, the possi-

receipts as is the situation in Belgium, Denmark and Portu- bility of changing VAT rates in the future appears to be restricted due to the

gal. adoption of minimum rates by Member States.
21. Lanis and Richardson (1996) employed the Gray (1988)-Hofstede (1980)
framework which has been applied in studies of accounting systems (for exam-

ple: see Perera, 1989; Fechner and Kilgore, 1994; and Salter and Niswander,
1995). Cultural diversity,was found to statisticallyexplain around 30 per cent of
the total variation between the countries tax systems studied.
22. Including much pressure from business circles on EU Member States

(Hamaekers, 1993).
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the Arbitration Convention (this introduces binding arbi- Vll. CONCLUSIONSAND-

tration for transfer pricing disputes between EU Member RECOMMENDATIONS
States).23

In 1992, the Ruding Committee reported that the differing As APEC continues to reduce barriers to trade and invest-

corporate tax systems, rates and bases in the EU Member ment to enable goods, services and capital to flow freely
States caused distortions in the internal market. Its conclu- amongst the Asia-Pacific region, it should be prepared to

sions are briefly summarized as follows: confront some important barriers associated with economic
there are major differences in tax systems, rates of tax, integration. Differences in tax systems amongst the APEC-

tax bases and also in the treatment of cross-border member countries may represent a major barrier to the pro-
income flows amongst the EU Member States; cess of trade and investment liberalization within the Asia-
there are distortions caused by withholding taxes on- Pacific region.
cross-borderpayments; and Despite the absence of a formal mechanism to harmonize tax
competition is distorted by tax differences,particularly in

systems at stage, paper
-

within APEC this it is argued in this
the financial sector. that tax harmonization in one form or another seems to be

The Committee subsequently recommended a minimum desirable within APEC if it is to pursue the goal of liberaliz-
level for corporate tax rates and the elimination of double ing trade and investment within the Asia-Pacific region.
taxation of cross-border income flows. However, these re- However, it is doubtful whether any measures introduced by
commendationshave been stalled and are the subject of fur- APEC will lead towards the evolution of similar tax systems
ther investigationby the EC Commission. for at least two important reasons. First, there are cultural and

political differences amongst APEC member countries. Sec-
Despite the measures already adopted by the EU it seems that

ond, APEC countries wish national
some significant obstacles to tax harmonization activities may to preserve

sovereignty over their respective tax regimes.within the EU still remain and will in fact, remain for quite
some time. This result seems to be due to a number of rea- Any formal moves directed towards tax harmonization with-
sons. First, the issue of cultural diversity has not been suit- in APEC should be moderated with awareness of the poten-
ably addressed. It appears that economic factors alone are not tial difficulties associated with cultural diversity within the
sufficient to accomplish tax harmonization within the EU. Asia-Pacific region. With this consideration in mind, and
Second, the fear that EU countries would lose control over based upon the tax policy arguments of efficiency/neutrality,
their respective direct tax systems so that they would not be equity and administration and the further issues conceming
free to pursue their own economic, cultural and political national sovereignty, it seems that as a first step towards tax

goals. Third, market forces have been slow to correct any harmonizationwithin APEC, both the reconciliationof exist-
deficiencies in tax systems within the EU. ing treaties between APEC member countries, and the nego-

tiation of new treaties between countries in the region should
be made a priority. Perhaps this effort could be formallycoor-

B. APEC: cultural diversity and tax harmonzation dinated at the APEC level. As a second step towards tax har-
monization within APEC, a model tax treaty convention

Based on Hofstede's (1983) culture research as illustrated in could be formulated and enforced between APEC member
Table 5 above, the APEC member countries can be classified countries taking into account the needs and circumstances
into five distinct cultural groupings. That is, less developed unique to the Asia-Pacific region.
Latin (Mexico and Chile), less developed Asian (Taiwan,
Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines and China), Asian Colo- The recommendationspresented in this paper should ensure

nial (Hong Kong and Singapore), and Anglo24 (Australia, that any inefficient individual tax systems within APEC are

Canada, New Zealand and the United States). corrected through spontaneous tax harmonization and tax

competition rather than through very focused tax harmoniza-
As was found in relation to the EU member countries above, tion practices as is the case in the EU. Moreover, if these sug-
there is much cultural diversity in the Asia-Pacific region. gestions are adopted APEC member countries should main-
Given that tax harmonizationin one form or another seems to tain national sovereignty over their respective tax systems
be desirable within APEC if it is to pursue the goal of liberal- and thereby minimize the prospect of cultural diversity
izing trade and investmentwithin the Asia-Pacific region, it is becoming a major factor in slowing down the process of fis-
clear that any formal moves drected towards tax harmoniza- cal reform within the Asia-Pacific region.
tion withifi APEC should be moderated with awarenessof the

potential problems associated with cultural diversity along
with other factors.

On this issue, lessons could be learned from the EU experi-
ence presented above, where the harmonizationof corporate

23. One draft measure yet to be adopted includes the Losses Directive which
purports to equalize the tax treatment of a company with a subsidiary or branch

taxes for example, appears to have been stalled not onlY within a Member State with that of a company with a subsidiary or branch in the
because there was no requirement to do so in the Treaty of same MemberState. The Interest and Royalty Directive which proposed to elim-

Rome but also, because of the issues of cultural diversity and inate withholding tax on the payment of interest and royalties made between par-

national sovereignty.
ent companies and their subsidiaries in different EU Member States was subse-
quently withdrawn.
24. That is, the United States influence and British influence.
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NEW ZEALAND 4

TWO SIGNIFICANTLEGISLATIVEDEVELOPMENTS:
TAXPAYER COMPLIANCE,PENALTIESAND DISPUTES RESOLUTION

AND TAXATIOS CORE PROVISIONSBILLS BECOME LAW
Adrian J. Sawyer

Il. TAXPAYER COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES ANDM Com (Hons), LL B, CA, Barrister and solicitor of the High
Court of New Zealand. Adrian Sawyer is a lecturer in DISPUTES RESOLUTION BILL:
taxation and business law in the Departmentof THE FINAL VERSION
Accountancy, Finance and Information Systems at the
Universityof Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. He

specializes in tax compliance and administration,and Essentially, the new legislation impacts on two major tax pol-
effective tax research, as well as company and insolvency icy areas through introducing:
law. He is a New Zealand correspondentfor the Bulletin - refoms to correct, strengthen and tighten taxpayers'
for Fiscal Documentation obligations, including stronger penalties for non-compli-

ance with these obligations; and
new procedures to resolve tax disputes more efficiently-

and with less emphasis on litigation.I. INTRODUCTION
This underlying philosophical approach has been sustained

The month of July 1996 has been particularly active from a throughout the parliamentary stages of the draft legislation,
tax perspective in New Zealand. Two major pieces of legisla- with changes predominantlybeing minor modifications aris-
tion and a third less significant item were passed by the New ing from consideration of submissions. The significant
Zealand Parliament on 16 July 1996 and assented to by the changes are now discussed.
Governor General at the end of July. The two major items
were the Taxation (Core Provisions) Bill and the Taxpayer
Compliance, Penalties and Disputes Resolution Bill. The
third item was the Taxation (Annual Rates of Income Tax

1996-97) Bill.'

The ongoing evolution of the proposed tax compliance and

disputes resolution regime has been discussed previously in
this forum;2 this article focuses on the final changes to the
draft legislation consequent to the consideration of submis- 1. This third item accounted for changes in the statutory rates of income tax

sions and the responseby the Finance and ExpenditureSelect followingimplementationof the firstinstalmentofthe taxcut packagecontained
Committee (the FESC) of the New Zealand Parliament.

in the current Govemment'sTax Reduction and Social Policy Scheme. For fur-
ther discussion of this package, readers are referred to the New Zealand Budget

With respect to the Taxation (Core Provisions) Bill,3 this art- 1996 and to an article by Sawyer, A. J., New Zealand's Tax Reduction and

icle provides an overview of the major changes arising from Social Policy Program,13Tax Notes International, 3 (1996), at 162.

this first stage of the rewriting process of the Income Tax Act 2. With respect to the new complianceproposals, see Sawyer, A. J., Raising
the Thresholds for Taxpayer Compliance: A New Era of ComplianceStandards

1994 (NZ). It also considers the impact of the core provision andpenalties,48BulletinforInternationalFiscal Documentation,12 (1994), at

changes on existing binding rulings.4 655; Sawyer A. J., Taxpayer Compliance Standards and Penalties: Version II

Signifes Progress', 49 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation, \1
The changes will be effective from two dates. The disputes (1995), at 510; and Sawyer, A. J., Taxpayer Compliance, Penalties and Dis-

resolution procedures provisions in the Tax Compliance, putes Resolution Bill: An Update, 50 Bul/etin for InternationalFiscal Docu-

Penalties and DisputesResolutionBill will be operative from mentation,2 (1996), at 72. Readers are encouraged to refer to these three articles
to gain a fuller appreciation of the reforms.

1 October 1996. The remaining provisions of this Bill com- 3. For a briefdiscussion on the new core provisions, see Sawyer, A.J., New

mence on 1 April 1997, although taxpayers with an earlier Zealand Introduces New Core Provisions Bill, 12 Tax Notes International, 8

financialyear-endcould experience the changes from as early (1996), at 539. This Bill has over 400 pages of changes, most arising as conse-

as 1 October 1996. The core provisions changes will be quential changes necessary to give effect to the changes to the core provisions of
the Income Tax Act 1994, contained within Part B of this Act.

effective from 1 April 1997. 4. The binding rulings regime has been discussed further in this forum, see

Sawyer, A. J., A Proposed Binding Rulings Regime, 48 Bulletinfor Interna-
tional Fiscal Documentation, 10 (1994), at 582; and Sawyer, A. J., Update on

the New Binding Rulings Regime and Amendments to the EntertainmentTax

Regime, 49 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation,4 (1995), at 189.
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A. Select Committee'smodificationsto the standards and the amount of tax at issue, as weil as on the circum-

of care stances of the taxpayer (such as whether they are a wage
earner, or a large business etc.). Failure to exercise the neces-

1. Taxpayers' primary obligations sary level of care in meeting tax obligations will lead to a

penalty. The range and amounts of standard penalties remain
The legislation retains the primary obligations of taxpayers largely unaffected following the select committee process,
with one modification to the requirement that taxpayers and are summarized in Table 1 below:
cooperate with the Commissionerof the Inland Revenue (the
Commissioner). Taxpayers are only required to cooperate Table 1: The New Tax Shortfall Penalties and Rates
with the Commissionerwhere required to do so by a tax act.

Previously the legislation was drafted more widely in requir-
Reason for Standard Reduced Reduced Reduced Increased

ing taxpayers to cooperate with the Commissioner in assist-
Tax penalty penalty penalty penalty penalty
Shortfall for for for for

ing the Commissionerto exercise his or her powers; taxpay- disclosure disclosure disclosure obstruct-
ers would have been expected to act as de facto tax officers on before an during an ing the
with respect to their own tax affairs! filing audit audit Commis-

The taxpayer's primary obligations may be summarized as Culpable return (by 75%) (by 40%) sioner

Behaviour (by 75%) (by 25%)
follows. He must:

correctly determine the amount of tax payable under the % % % % %-

tax Jaws; Evasion 150 37.5 37.5 90 187.5
deduct or withhold the correct amounts of tax from pay-- Abusive
ments or receipts as required by the tax laws; tax

pay tax on time; poston 100 25 25 60 125-

keep all necessary information (including books and Gross-

records) and maintain all necessary accounts or balances careless-

as required under the tax laws; ness 40 10 10 24 50

disclose to the Commissionerin a timely and useful man--
Adopting

ner all information as required by the tax laws;
an unac-

ceptable
cooperate with the Commissioner in the exercise of the

nterpre-
-

Commissioner'spowers to the extent required by the rev- tation 20 5 5 12 25

enue acts; Not taking
comply with other specific tax obligations as required by- reason-

the tax laws.5 able
care 20 5 5 12 25

The FESC declined to adopt recommendations in submis-
sions requesting that a section setting out taxpayers' rights Late 5% on day after due date 2% monthly, compounding

(or the Commissioner'sobligations) be included in the legis- payrnent on balance

lation.6 The FESC's reasoning focused on the following of tax

observations: Late filing Net Net Net

the Commissionerhas already published a series of tax- penalty Income ncome ncome-

payers' rights;7 (NZD) less than 100,000 greater

a statutory declaration of rights could fetter the applica- to
-

100,000 than

tion of certain rights in circumstances outside the con- 1,000,000 1,000,000.

templation of the legislature at the time of drafting the
50 250 500

rights; Under-

there is the Bill of Rights Act 1990 which contains fun- estirnation-

damental (human) rights which are not excluded from of 10% of the unpaid tax

application to taxpayers; and provisional

the Commissioner is responsible to Parliament and must tax
-

regularly report to it.
Other areas have also been clarified including the situation

When appraising the new legislation in its totality, it reflects regarding legal professional privilege. Submissions
a balance in favour of the Inland Revenue Department (IRD) expressed concern over the proposed powers to be granted to
rather than taxpayers; this is a deliberate choice intended to the courts to compel taxpayers to produce information when
rectify a perceived imbalance in favour of taxpayers under requested to by the Commissioner. These powers will be
the previous legislation. qualified by an amendment granting such powers subject to

2. Taxpayers' expected standards of care

All taxpayers will be required to exercise higher levels of 5. See new Sec. 15B of the Tax AdministrationAct 1994.
6. See Sawyer, A. J., (1995), op. cit. supra note 2 at 74.

care. The standards expected of taxpayers are minimum stan- 7. These appear in the Annual Report of the Inland Revenue Department to

dards, and vary depending on the seriousness of the breach Parliament and within IRD offices.
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legal professional privilege as it exists at common law and US and Australiannegligencecase law will be influential,but
within the Tax AdministrationAct.8 fundamental differences in underlying legislation are pivotal

for applicationof the principle in New Zealand. For example,Three substantial changes emerged from the Select Commit- Australian case law on the situation of a lack of reasonable
tee process; care, Case 34/95, establishes that the knowledge, experi-the importanceof the IRD's interpretationofreasonable

ence tax agent
-

and skill of the in the circumstances required
care ; that they undertook sufficient research effort to establish the
the redefiningof the reasonablyarguable position stan--

requirements for the deduction of superannuation contribu-
dard; and tions. 12 Vicarious liability made the taxpayer liable for the
Parliament's new role as watch-dog over the IRD's agent's actions; this feature is absent from the New Zealand

-

administrationof the shortfall penalties. legal system with respect to taxation. Reasonable reliance on

a tax agent's advice would be sufficient for the taxpayer to
(a Draft IRD InterpretationStatementon reasonablecare have demonstrated that they had taken reasonable care.

Reasonable care is not defined in the legislation;9 this was a

policy decision made at the outset of the reform process. (b Unacceptable interpretation,oftax legislation
Indeed, reference iS to be made to judicial interpretation of The requirement that taxpayers be able to demonstrate that
the term in the common law, and the IRD's persuasive, but they have adopted a reasonably arguable position, such posi-non-legislativelybinding, interpretationof reasonablecare in tion being interpreted as meaning having a position, when
a tax context. The Commentary to the Taxpayer Compliance, viewed objectively, to be about as likely as not to be correct,Penalties and Disputes ResolutionBill, as reportedback from received significantattention in submissions the Taxpayeron
the FESC to Parliament, contains the Draft IRD Interpreta- Compliance, Penalties and Disputes Resolution Bill. While
tion Statement. In the IRD's view the important factors to be the phrase reasonably arguable position exists in the corre-
considered include, the category of taxpayer at issue (e.g. sponding legislation in Australia, it remains untested in the
whether the taxpayer is an individual or a business), the

judicial forum. The FESC accepted that the ordinary meaningnature of the error, and the potential defences to any breach of of reasonably arguable position did not equate with the
this standard of care. Arithmetic errors do not of themselves

proposed definition about as likely as not to be correct,j3
prove an absence of reasonable care; the internal procedures, The result standard penalty and definition, togeth-was a new
nature and size of the error and the taxpayer's circumstances
will be given due weight and consideration.

er with a draft interpretationstatement from the IRD.

The new penalty is for an unacceptable interpretationImportant circumstances to be taken into account to deter- ,

defined as one that fails to meet the standard of being,mine whether an individual has exercised reasonable care
viewed objectively,about as likely as not to be the correct taxinclude:
position.The objective nature of the test removes any oppor-the complexity of the law and the transaction, relating tunity for taxpayers to raise specific aspects of their circum-

-

particularly to the difficulty in interpreting the legisla- stances that would permit a subjective view to infiltrate the
tion; objective analysis of the interpretation of a tax law or case
the materiality of the shortfall (size of the risk and gravi--

authority.
ty of the consequence);
the difficulty and expense in taking the necessaryprecau- The IRD's Draft Interpretation Statement makes it clear that-

tions to avoid the tax shortfall; and the likelihood that a court will endorse the taxpayer's inter-
the age of the taxpayer, his health and background. pretation must be substantial, but need not be as high as 50-

per cent; nevertheless, the interpretation must be one that a
Important considerations for business taxpayers in this con- court would give serious attention to. The threshold for the
text include: test to apply is when the tax shortfall exceeds both NZD

the size and nature of the business; 10,000, and the lesser of NZD 200,000 and 1 per cent of the
-

the intemal controls in place; taxpayer's total figure for the period. Failure
-

tax return to sat-
the business records keeping practice; and isfy this test involves the imposition of shortfall penalty of

-

a

system failures,balancedby the reasons for such failures. 20 cent. Special provisions contained in the Draft-

per are

An absolutedefence to an assertionby the Commissionerthat
a taxpayerhas failed to exercise reasonablecare would be for 8. See Sec. 20, Tax Administration Act 1994 for the legislative reference to
this taxpayer to establish that their interpretationis an accept- privilege. Legal professional privilege in New Zealand also exists at common

able one.o Reliance on tax advisers and agents is not a law and may be invoked as litigation privilege.
9. See new Sec. 14lA ofthe Tax AdministrationAct 1994.defence to an allegation of failing to exercise reasonablecare 10. Formerly a taxpayer was required to have a position that was reasonablyif the taxpayerwas able to avoid the reason for the failure. For arguable. This change in terminology is discussed later in the article.

example, if the failure was avoidable by the taxpayer proper- 11. 95 ATC 319.

ly recording information, drawing attention to matters when 1 2. Reference was made to the explanatory memorandum for guidance on the
Australian Parliament's intended meaning of reasonablecare.

providing information to their tax adviser, or by answering 13. See new Sec. 141 B of the Tax Administration Act 1994. This raises an

questions accurately and honestly, then reasonable care will interesting question for the Australian Tax Office and for Australian govern-
not have been exercised by the taxpayer. mental officials; do they need to review their decision to adopt the reasonably

arguable position test in the light of New Zealand's FESC's statements
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D Interpretation Statement for partnerships, trusts and joint (c) Parliamentarymonitoringof the IRD's administration
ventures. of the shortfallpenalties
The underlying difference between reasonable care and In what is a revolutionary development for New Zealand, a

adopting an acceptable interpretation is that the former refers safeguard over the manner in which the IRD administers the

more to the approach required to satisfy the taxpayer's funda- new shortfall penalties has been introduced.17 The Commis-

mental tax obligations, while the latter focuses on the appli- sioner will be required to furnish annually a report to the

cation of tax laws and relevant court decisions to an arrange- Minister of Revenue on the manner in which the shortfall

ment or tax position. The Draft InterpretationStatement pro. penalties are being applied and to present this report to Par-

vides specific guidance as to what is meant by relevant tax liament; consequently this report will be a public document

laws and relevant court decisions for the purpose of ascer- open to review. The FESC will scrutinize the report and has

taining whether an interpretation is unacceptable. Having an the power to instigate an inquiry or invite submissions if it

unacceptable interpretation attracts a standard penalty of 20 believes there is need for a public review of the Commission-

per cent of the tax shortfall. er's administration of shortfall penalties. A light-handed
form of statutory or regulatory control was preferred by the

An example of an unacceptable interpretation is provided in FESC to the alternative of providing taxpayers with chal-
the Draft Interpretation Statement whereby a taxpayer relies lengeable rights within the tax legislation.
on a relevant Taxation Review Authoritydecision, but fails to

also consider a relevant Privy Council decision containing
similar factual circumstances. Such a position would cause B. Select Committee's refinementof the disputes
the taxpayer to fail to have taken an acceptable interpretation resolution process
and necessitate implementationof the penalty, provided that
the required tax shortfall threshold had been reached. The The intention behind the new disputes resolution procedures
position taken would not be about as likely as not to be cor- is an emphasison early disclosureof informationbetween the

rect, making the interpretation unacceptable.14 While this Commissionerand taxpayers. Cases are to proceed to court

example is illustrative of the revised standard of care, it is as a last resort following the issue of disclosure notices and

highly unlikely to be a situation faced by a sophisticated tax- the exhausting of earlier avenues of possible conflict resolu-

payer who is reliant on case law to interpret complex tax le- tion.

gislation. The FESC recommended several changes to the dispute res-

The new definition for an unacceptableinterpretationhas cre- olution process. The restrictions imposed on the use of evi-

ated some confusion as to the distinction between it and the dence have been partially relaxed through a new provision
abusive tax position.For a taxpayer to have adopted an abu- which enables a court to allow the admission of new matters,

sive tax position, the Commissionermust satisfy a two stage where this is necessary to avoid manifest injustice.8 This fea-
ture will be welcomedby many taxpayers, and will be viewedtest.
as an improvement to the strict and highly technical evidence

Firstly, the Commissioner must establish that the taxpayer exclusion process; a move toward user-friendliness The
had applied an unacceptable interpretation to a tax law, and exclusion rule and its effect must be brought clearly to the

secondly, that this unacceptable interpretationwas associated taxpayer's attention by the Commissioner. To facilitate this,
with the taxpayer's involvement in an arrangementhaving as the Commissionerhas been required to include a reference to

its dominant purpose the taking or supporting of a tax posi- this rule in the disclosure notice, issued after a failure to

tion that reduces or removes a tax liability, or which gives rise resolve the dispute at the conference stage of the dispute res-

to tax benefits. This distinction has both financial conse- olution process.
quences (a 20 per cent versus a 100 per cent penalty), as well

The due diligence test will now apply at the time of delivery
as the informai sanction of the publication of the names of

of each party's statement of position, requiring each party to
taxpayers who have taken an abusive tax position. make available for inspection items requested by the other

The definition of gross carelessnesshas also been slightly party. This test will nevertheless remain subject to the legal
modified, with the removal of a provision providing that a professional privilege provisions.19
taxpayer could be grossly careless even if the taxpayer did The provision to allow suspension of the four year statute bar
not intend to breach, or did not know of, a tax obligation. 6

period has been removed. This provision originally applied
The previous qualification introduced a knowledge or intent

element, a feature which unintentionally would modify the
14. Since the Privy Council decision would be materially indistinguishable

common law interpretation of gross carelessness. The com- from the taxpayer's situation, it is authoritative being the final court within the
mon law meaning was intended to be the standard by which New Zealand judicial system, and it clearly outweighs the TRA, which iS the

to measure taxpayers' behaviour. Gross carelessness is lowest tax court n New Zealand's judicial system.

defined as doing or not doing something in a way that, in all 15. See Sec. 141D of the Tax AdministrationAct 1994.
16. See new Sec. 141C ofthe Tax AdministrationAct 1994.

the circumstances,suggests a complete or high level of disre- 17. See new Sec. 141 L of the Tax AdministrationAct 1994.

gard for the consequences . 18. See new Sec. 17(2A) of the Taxation Review Act 1994, introduced via
clause 71(2) of the Taxpayer Compliance, Penalties and Disputes Resolution
Bill.
19. See new Sec. 17A(7)(b)(ii)of the Taxation Review Authorities Act 1994.
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where a taxpayer brought proceedings to challenge the pre- ment's intention as much as the words in the Act itself' 25 It.

assessmentprocess or during such time as a Section 17 notice will be vital for taxpayers to use this legislation together with
was in force.20 The matter will be revisited following the out- the Parliamentary Reports for both guidance to the applica-
come of the Commissionof Inquiry into the Cook Islands tax tion of the tax laws and as a defence of their interpretationof
credit scheme.21 On the assumption that both the Commis- the law.
sioner and taxpayers rethink their strategies to fit the new

environment the overall result of these changes is anticipated
to be improved efficiency and speed in resolving disputes. C. Draft Tax Information Bulletin on new provisions
The influence of the Adjudication Unit (the Unit) on the To facilitate consultation the IRD has issued draft Taxa

dispute resolution process has recently been clarified.22 The
Information Bulletin (

/6TIB).26 This document attempts to
role of the Unit iS to provide an ... impartial 'fresh look' at

provide practical guide the operational of the dis-a to aspectsthe issues and to ensure that a high level of technical exper- putes resolution process. Through comprehensive worked
tise is applied before a final assessment is issued in a disput- examples, explanation of terms, and a diagrammaticaled case.23 The Unit is unable to act as an investigator or

overview of the and advisers will have
mediator; its role is limited to reviewing the informationpre-

process, taxpayers an

excellent source of reference for the new dispute resolution
sented in the case file referred to it. Nevertheless, in excep- environment. Non-resident taxpayers are advised to consult
tional cases, the adjudicator may conclude that either of the their New Zealand tax advisers the implications of theover
parties are disputing the issue on the wrong grounds. If this is

changes to their New Zealand tax affairs.
the case, the file will be returned to the investigator to recon-

sider the issues raised by the adjudicator, and the taxpayer Informationon the new compliancestandards and penalties is
will be notified accordingly. also under review for release as a Tax Information Bulletin.

Previous research in New Zealand has indicated that if a sig-The adjudicatorclearly fulfils a quality control function with- nificant proportion of the population is to understand and
in the IRD.24 This contention is buttressed by the ability of

comprehend their tax obligations the new information must
the adjudicator to arrive at a conclusion contrary to previous be presented in TIB format or as simple guides to tax
InterpretationStatements issued by the IRD, and to decline to

returns.27

follow the Commissioner's Interpretation Statements if the

adjudicatorbelieves that they are in conflict with the correct

legal interpretationof the law. As the adage goes, the proof
of the pudding will be in the eating; only time will tell if the Ill. TAXATION (CORE PROVISIONS) BILL:

AdjudicationUnit successfullychallenges IRD Interpretation THE CHANGES IN PERSPECTIVE
Statements. Interpretation Statements have contained views
on previous occasions which were contrary to compelling A. Reasons for the changes
case authority.
A fortiori, the adjudicatorcan conclusivelydecide the case in New Zealand had been operating under legislation which

favour of the taxpayer. In arriving at this decision, the adjudi- traces its origins to the Land and Income Assessment Act

cator is required to provide the reasons for the decision to 1891. Since that time, it had undergone several consolida-

both the taxpayer and the investigator, and arrange for the

necessary amendment to the assessment (or retraction of the 20. This refers to Sec. 17 of the Tax Adninistration Act 1994, the section
Noticeof Proposed Adjustment to the assessment).The audit which empowers the Commissionerto request inspect, remove, retain and copy

division within the IRD cannot then appeal the adjudicator's information in the form of books, documents, or otherwise, which must be fur-

decision. Perhaps this feature goes some way to restoring
nished by the taxpayerconcerned; see also Sec. 108B of the Tax Administration
Act 1994.

faith in the ability of the Unit to both act impartially and have 21. The Final Report of the Commission of Inquiry s expected to be laid

the appearance of acting impartially (thereby exhibiting nat- before Parliamentafter the Inquiry is scheduled to be completed in March 1997.

ural justice). Until the Unit has several years of operating 22. The Adjudication Unit remains an administrative function within the IRD
without any statutory authority, but has the endorsementof Parliament through

experience behind it, tax practitioners and taxpayers have the FESC.

every reason to remain cautious and unconvincedof any real 23. See Cordue, J., IRD establishes AdjudicationUnit, Lawtalk 459,8 July
substantivechange in the audit process. 1996, at 10. Cordue is Manager (Adjudication) in the IRD.

24. Qualitycontrol is an importantcomponentof the reportingenvironmentfor

Any taxpayer or tax adviser potentially affected by New Government Departments following the reforms to the state sector in the late

Zealand's tax legislation should seriously consider reading 1980s, and the new reporting standards for public sectorentities, which focus on

service performancecriteria.
the Finance and Expenditure Select Committee's (FESC's) 25. Bradford, M. Taxpayer Compliance, Penalties and Disputes Resolution

Report to Parliament, since it contains a clear signal of Par- Act, 76 Chartered Accountants Journal of New Zealand, July (1996), at 50.

liament's intentions in passing the legislation and also the Max Bradford is Chair of the FESC.

meaning of the new concepts used. Additionally it provides
26. The main document and appendix combined exceed 150 pages, making
reading and reflecting upon the contents a colossal task for taxpayers trying to

clear guidelines for the Commissioneras to how the IRD is to apply the new operating environment to their particular circumstances. Never-

administer the legislation and to the courts where they must theless, the majority of taxpayers in New Zealand are wage and salary eamers

adjudicate on disputes over aspects of the new legislation. who will be largely unaffected by the changes, provided they exercise reason-

The draft IRD Interpretation Statement attached to the
able care in dealing with the IRD and in managing their tax affairs.
27. See Tan, L. M. and Tower, G., The Readabilityof Tax Laws: An Empiri-

Report, in the words of the Chair of the FESC, is GG

... Parlia- cal Study in New Zealand, 9 AustralianTax Forum, (1992) at 355.
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tions and numerous amendments, culminating in the Income junction with the gross versus net decision, the interrelation-

Tax Act 1976. This particular Act was generally accepted as ship of the core provisions with extra-statutoryprinciples and

being fraught with inconsstenciesand poorly organized. The practice was opened for public comment.

Govemment recognized the need for substantial improve- The global approach involves adding together income
ment and instigated the formation of a consultative commit- gross

from all sources. Consequently,taxable income is determined
tee to investigate the possibilities for change. by calculating gross income and then deducting the sum of

The ConsultativeCommitteeon the Taxation of Income from expenditures incurred in deriving that ncome. The

Capital (the Valabh Committee28) prepared several reports. It gross/global approach is also in accord with the previous
noted in its final report the importance of a coherent scheme judicial interpretation of income tax legislation in New

in tax legislation. The Valabh Committee stated that: Zealand; legislation containing a mixture of gross and net

concepts of income.
The core provisions embody the fundamental scheme and

purpose of the Act. Inconsistencies within these provisions A net approach, however, involves calculating income in

are therefore likely to lead to anomalous tax law and prac- accordance with commercial and accounting practice and

tice. then adjusting that net income figure to comply with the pro-
visions of the Income Tax Act.

Submissions endorsed the recommendation to provide a

coherent scheme, an approach which would necessitate a
Draft legislation (the Taxation (Core Provisions) Bill)

complete rewriting of the legislation. The Government was emerged as the next development in the rewriting process.

convinced by the consultative committee and the weight of The Bill was accompanied by a commentary explaining the

submissions it therefore accepted the recommendation of a
intention behind each of the major changes. While the

reorganization and rewriting process. This process involved amended core provisions amounted to just over 18 pages of

two major stages; first the existing core provisions were to be legislation (includingdiagrams), it involved necessaryconse-

isolated through the reorganization of the Income Tax Act quential amendments to the other sections of the Income Tax

1976 to form the Income Tax Act 1994.29 Second, a rewriting Act 1994. These consequential amendments relate primarily

process would be undertaken progressively, the first being a
to inclusion of the gross/global approach and to necessary

rewriting of the core provisions, along with the necessary language and drafting changes. In all, the Bill was over 400

consequential amendments to the other parts of the Income pages in length.
Tax Act 1994. Further rewriting phases would follow; a dis-

cussion document on the next phase of rewriting is expected B. Key features and their contents
to be published towards the end of this year. One motivation
for this approach of reorganizingand rewriting the legislation The provisions intended achieve three func-to
was to reduce a variety of costs (such as compliance, admin-

new core are

istrative and legal costs) incurred by taxpayers and society tions, which may be summarized as to:

generally Specifically, the focus was on the costs that arise
- provide an overview of the scheme and purposes of the

due to the way the law is expressed. Act;
specify the key steps taxpayers must follow to determine-

The rewriting approach has not been universally endorsed by and satisfy their tax obligations; and

the tax community; several commentators have stated their - clarify the inter-relationships between the core provi-
preferences for a complete rewrite in one step rather than a sions and the application of other Parts of the Act.

piecemeal approach. The comprehensive versus piecemeal To achieve these functions, the Taxation (Core Provisions)
approach, together with the associated arguments in support Bill includes number of key features:a
of each approach, was raised in a discussion document for

A provision be applied the entire Incometo to-

which submissions were requested. The discussion document purpose
Tax Act 1994, a new rule of interpretation (included in

was released in December 1994.30
Part A of the new Act), and a description of the persons

Submissions were received and further consultation under- to whom the Income Tax Act 1994 applies.
taken by the Government. The submissions raised issues
which required further consultation, culminating in a second

discussion document issued in May 1995.3' Its focus was on 28. Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, (1991),

providing a coherent scheme to the Income Tax Act through The Taxation of Income from Capital: Final Report, Government Printer,

a conceptual and comprehensive rewrite of the core provi- Wellington.
29. This reorganization of the Income Tax Act 1976 and the Inland Revenue

sions. Unresolved issues included whether a gross or net Departnent Act 1974 to forrn the Income Tax Act 1994, Tax AdministrationAct

approach to income would be included. Adopting a gross 1994 and the Taxation Review Authorities Act 1994 did not alter the law. This

approach would involve considerably less rewriting of the process merely reorganized the tax legislation into what the legislation purports

legislation, while the latter would be more in accord with to be soundly based and coherent structures of Parts and Subparts, with the

removal of administrative provisions to the Tax AdministrationAct. For further
financial accounting principles. The Government indicated discussion on the interpretational issues see, Nannestad, A., Reading the 1994

its preference for the gross approach, a position which would tax legislation,CCH Tax Planning Repo't,No. I, (1995), at 5.

drive the wedge in further between financial accounting and 30. Rewriting the Income Tax Act: Objectves, process, guidelines: A discus-

sion document (1994), Govemment Printer, Wellington.
tax accounting. The global or gross approach would also 31. Core provisions: Rewriting the Income Tax Act: A discussion document

require the integration of various rules and regimes. In con- (1995), Government Printer, Wellington.
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An overview of the scheme of the Act and the basis for way in which the liabilities arising from these obligations-

application of the later Parts through improved core pro- are to be calculated and satisfied.
visions. Subpart BG deals with avoidance and non-market trans-
Creation of sections that impose income tax and various actions, which must be considered as part of the process

-

other taxes, together with key assessability and de- of calculating a taxpayer's income tax liability. Subpart
ductibility provisions. BB directs taxpayers to give considerationof SubpartBG
A clear statement that the global/gross approach is to be in entering and recording transactions.-

applied in the calculation of a taxpayer's income tax lia- Subpart BH outlines the process for dealing with double
bility. tax agreements to which New Zealand is a party and
An exception to the gross/global approach, which sepa- explains when these should be considered by taxpayers

-

rates the income, deductions and timing components, for in determining their income tax liability. The approach
net provisions or regimes. This was a feature designed to taken in developing the core provisions, including the
reflect existing policy. consultative process employed by the Government, has
Inclusion of minor changes in terminology of various been to enable taxpayers to more readily identify the fun--

Revenue Acts. damental scheme and purposes of the Act, and thereby
A plain English drafting style incorporating diagrams, enhance a taxpayer's ability to ascertain their liability to-

predominantlyin the nature of flow charts. To ensure that tax within the developingenvironmentof self-assessment
the substantive provisions prevail when conflict arises, in New Zealand.
the diagrams are illustrative only.

An outline of the proposed core provisions (Part B of the C. Areas attracting modificationof tax policyIncome Tax Act 1994) follows.32

Subpart BA sets out the purposes of Part B.-

Subpart BB imposes income tax and then directs taxpay-
The proposed core provisions should substantially reduce the

-

ers to those Subparts that explain how those liabilities are
number of inconsistencies in tax legislation, many of which
have been identified either during the reorganization of theto be calculated and satisfied by payment or otherwise.
Income Tax Act 1976 or as a consequenceof influential courtSubpart BC sets out the methods for calculating a per- decisions. The submission has identified variety of

-

son's income tax liability depending on the type of tax- process a

payer he is; that is, a non-filing taxpayer, not a non-filing policy issues that need to be addressed notwithstanding the

taxpayer, or a taxpayerwith schedular income. This Sub- premise that proposed changes involving policy issues were

part outlines methods for taxpayers to satisfy their
to remain outside the scope of the early phases of the
rewrite.33income tax liability, determined in the manner set out in

Figure 1. Of the several changes involving policy issues that have been
included in the rewritten Income Tax Act following the

Figure 1: Determining Liability to Taxation - The Scheme of the review of submissions, the majority reflect existing case law
Income Tax Act 1994 interpretations of contentious terms. Others serve to clarify

Annual gross income inconsistenciesand uncertainties that accompanied the move
less Annual allowable deductions to the reorganized Income Tax Act.34
equals Net income or net loss
less Available net losses
equals Taxable income D. Impact on the binding rulings regimemultiped By tax rate

equals Initial income tax liability
plus Surcharges The core provisions, despite being only the first stage n the
less Rebates and credits rewriting process, have introduced significant changes to tax

equals Income tax liability legislation. As provided in the binding rulings legislation,35
changes in legislation dictate that a binding ruling relying on

- Subpart BD defines the terms gross income and allow- amended legislationceases to have legal effect. From the date
able deductions, and then outlines the timing rules to be of applicationof the Taxation (Core Provisions) Bill, public,
applied to determine the amount of annual gross income
and annual allowable deductions.
Subpart BE imposes the major withholding liabilities, 32. Key words and phrases are defined for the purposesof the IncomeTax Act

including the fringe benefits tax and dividend withhold-
1994 in Part B.
33. Moreover, policy issues considered during the rewriting process .arose

ing payments. This Subpart also directs taxpayers to despite having the followingchecks and balances in place: Treasuryand the 1RD
other parts of the Act which outline the way in which havingjointresponsibility to check each other's analyses, the use of outsidecon-

these liabilities are to be calculated and satisfied. sultants, the establishmentof an Advisory Panel comprisingleading tax accoun-

tants and lawyers, Treasury and IRD officials, the issue of consultative docu-
Subpart BF relates to specific types of taxpayers and ments and further consultationswith officials and accountants.

imposes obligations such as the qualifying company 34. The policy changes include clarificationof terms, the use of credits for for-

election tax and tax on distributions from non-qualifying eign tax paid, the basis on which rebates are to be claimed, and the tax treatment
of certain personal and property transactions.

trusts. Again, in similar manner to the earlier Subparts, it 35. See Sec. 9 lG Tax AdministrationAct 1994; and Sawyer, A J., (1995) op.
directs taxpayers to other parts of the Act that outline the cit. supra note 4 at 192.
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private and product rulings which relied on the pre-amend- options: they may requst a new ruling; continue without the
ment state of the Income Tax Act 1994 will be terminated.On ruling (if the change in the legislation is perceived to be
the basis that the amendments contained in the Taxation favourable) or await future judicial consideration of the

(Core Provisions) Bill are not intended to change underlying change in legislation. Nevertheless, there iS the risk that with

policy, a simple transition process to restore certainty to tax- a substantivelaw change, the new ruling may adversely affect

payers with a binding ruling was proposed. the taxpayer. If a new ruling is requested (this is expected to

Originally officials intended that the IRD firstly provide writ- be the preferred option for most recipients of affected rul-

ten notification to taxpayerswho had received a private ruling ings), it can be obtained free of charge.
or product ruling, and secondly issue a general notice in a The IRD is somewhat restrained in its process of reissuing
TIB of the potential impact of the Taxation (Core Provisions) rulings; it will need to absorb the costs involved n preparing
Bill on binding rulings. This general notice would seek to new rulings, which may be substantial where substantive law

encourage taxpayers with binding rulings to review their situ- changes have occurred.

ation, the objective being for those taxpayers to ascertain
whether their rulings are affected, and advise the IRD accord-

ingly.36 If the IRD agreed that there was a substantive law IV. CONCLUSIONS
change, then the policy would compel the IRD to reissue any
affected ruling in a revised form. The period 1 October 1996 to 1 April 1997 will herald the
The process eventually agreed between the IRD, the Minister implementation of several years of impending substantial
of Revenue and the FESC to handle this situation encom- change. A significant number of taxpayers will need to make

D passes the following: a greater effort if they are to comply with their tax obliga-
The Rulings Unit within the IRD will examine all private tions. When disputes arise, there is a new game, a game with-

rulings and product rulings, issued before the enactment unfamiliar rules for many of the players. IRD personnel
of the Taxation (Core Provisions) Bill (the Bill), which affected by the changes are gradually becoming familiarwith

apply for the 1997/98 year onwards and which are poten- the essential rules and procedures as 1 October 1996 ap-
tially affected by the Bill; proaches, but the majority of taxpayers and their agents have
The IRD's review will be directed at determining a new system to struggle with. Re-education and familiarity-

whether the ruling in each case will terminate on the will increase compliance costs to a critical level; even

application date of the Bill, and whether the ruling may attempting to comprehend relevant Tax InformationBulletins

be issued under the new legislation,or whether it needs to from the IRD will require high levels of dedication from tax-

be altered because of policy changes in the Bill; payers and their agents. For a number of taxpayers, it will be

Where possible, the ruling will be reissued as a new rul- the notificationof an impendingaudit or the recommendation-

ing with the same assumptions and effect as contained in of the investigatorproposing a reassessmentthat draws atten-

the terminated ruling, being applicable for the balance of tion to the new standards and dispute resolution process.
the period specified in the terminated ruling. A copy of A further 400 pages of revisions to the Income Tax Act 1994
the new ruling is sent to the person to whom the terrni- also take effect from 1 April 1997. All but a minority of tax-
nated ruling applied. Rulings in this situation will be reis-

payers will remain oblivious of this event unless they have
sued without cost to the applicant; had a ruling affected by a substantive law change. A few will
If the core provisions have substantially altered the way venture to aspects

-

read relevant of the Income Tax Act 1994,
the law applies to the taxpayer, the taxpayerwill be noti- but for those without any special ability of crystal ball gazing

D fied that the terminated ruling cannot be reissued. The (the vast majority), this will be a fruitless exercise to the
applicant will be invited to request a new ruling, without

extent it exceeds a review of the core provisions contained in
a requirement to pay an application fee or incur any fur- Part B of the Income Tax Act 1994. The post mortem review
ther cost from the IRD; of stage one of the rewriting phase should provide valuable
If the request is made for a new ruling, a new ruling will

stages,
-

experience for the subsequent scheduled for comple-
be issued with the same assumptions as the terminated tion over the next three years, as the consequentialprovisions
ruling, applicable for the balance of the period specified of Parts C to O of the Income Tax Act 1994 are progressive-
in the terminated ruling, and a copy is sent to the person ly rewritten.
to whom the terminated ruling applied.

This compromise approach, on balance, is fair to both tax-

payers and the IRD; it enables as far as is legally permissible
retention of the status quo concerning the content of binding
rulings, while making the necessary changes to reflect sub- 36. This is based on discussion in ministerial documents and briefings from

stantive changes in the law. Taxpayers have the following officials, released to the author as part of the review of submissions.
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UNITED STATES

THE BROWN GROUP TRILOGYA-D US TAXATIOX OF

IN-TERNATIONALPARTNERSHIPS
Constance M. McCarthy

Brown Group International, Inc. (BGI) is a Delaware cor-

Constance M. McCarthy, Esq. International Tax Services poration which is wholly-owned by Brown Group.6 During
group, Ernst & Young LLP, Chicago. The author is very 1985 and 1986, BGI US shareholderof Brown Cayman,grateful to Marjorie Rollinson (Ernst & Young LLP, was

Washington) for her insightful comments on drafts of this Ltd. (Brown Cayman), a controlled foreign corporation.7
article. Brown Cayman is a Cayman Islands corporation which was

formed in 1985 and was wholly owned by BGI during the

years relevant to this case. Brinco is a partnership8which was

formed in 1985. The partners of Brinco and their respective
I. INTRODUCTION interests in the profits and losses of the partnershipare Brown

Cayman (88 per cent), T.R Cayman Ltd. (10 per cent), and
In the continuing saga of the case of Brown Group, Inc. v. Delcio Birck (2 per cent).9 T.P. Cayman, Ltd. (T.R Cay-
CommissioneroflnternalRevenue, the Court of Appeals for man) is a Cayman Islands corporation which was incorpo-
the Eighth Circuit has held that the entity theory of partner- rated in 1985, while Pidge, Inc. (the sole shareholderof T.P.

ships should apply when considering the taxation of partner- Cayman) is a Missouri corporation. Ted Presti (Presti) and
ships in the context of Subpart F2 of the Internal Revenue Delcio Birck (Birck) are both individuals.See Illustration 1
Code (the Code). In so holding, the Court rejected the con- for depiction of the relationshipof the parties involved in this
clusion reached in Revenue Ruling 89-72,3 a ruling which case.

was relied upon by the IRS in its oral argument before the

Eighth Circuit. The ramificationsof this latest Brown Group
decision would appear to be potentially very broad, since the
case as it stands could severely curtail the applicationof Sub-

part F to international transactions involving partnerships.
However, the IRS recently issued Notice 96-394 in which it
voiced its disagreementwith the decision of the Eighth Cir-
cuit and announced that it will issue regulations under Sub-

part F to confirm the positionof the IRS that whether a CFC

partner's distributive share of partnership income is Subpart I. BrownGroup, Inc. andSubsidiariesv. Commissionerof InternalRevenue,

F income generally will be determined at the CFC partner
104 TC 105 (1995), rev'd, 77 F.3d 217 (8th Cir. 1996). The original Tax Court

level. opinion, 102 TC 616 (1994), was withdrawn by order of the Tax Court on 26

September 1994. On 16 April 1996, the US Court of Appeals for the Eighth Cir-
cuit denied a petition for a rehearing by the panel and a suggestion for rehearing
en banc (No. 95-2110).
2. Subpart F is comprised of Secs. 951-964. These provisions are found in

II. BROWN GROUP INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES part III of subchapterN of chapter 1 of subtitle A of the Internal Revenue Code.

V COMMISSIONEROF INTERNAL All references and citations to sections in this article are to sections of the Inter-

REVENUE
nal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, unless otherwise indicated. All refer-
ences and citations to regulationsare to Treasury Regulations under the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, unless otherwise indicated.

A. The facts
3. 1989-1 CB 257.
4. 1996-32 IRB 1.
5. 102 TC at 617.

The taxpayer, Brown Group, Inc. (BrownGroup), is a New 6. Id. at 618.

York corporation having its principal place of business in St.
7. A US shareholder is defined under Sec. 951(b) as any US person which
owns or is considered to own 10 per cent or more of the total combined voting

Louis, Missouri. During 1985 and 1986, the tax years at issue power of all classes of stock entitled to vote of that foreign corporation. A con-

in the case, Brown Group had divisions which manufactured, trolled foreign corporation is defined under Sec. 957(a) as any foreign corpora-

imported, and sold (at both the wholesale and retail levels) tion of which more than 50 per cent of either (1) the total combined total voting

footwear. Brown Group manufacturedfootwear in the United
poweror (2) the total value of the stock of that corporation is held by US share-
holders on any day during the taxable year of that corporation. A US person is

States, as well as imported footwear from foreign countries, defined under Sec. 957(d) and Sec. 7701(a)(30) to include US citizens and res-

including Brazil. Brown Group also sold family fashions, ident individuals, domestic partnerships, domestic corporations, and certain

fabrics, jewellery, cosmetics, and home decorating items
trusts and estates.

8. Within the meaning of Sec. 7701 and the underlying regulations.
through a retail division,5 9. 102 TC at 618.
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D Illustration 1: Ownership structure C. The arguments of the prties

Brown Group, Inc.
Ted Presti

The taxpayerargued that the characterof the income in ques-
(USA) tion should be determined at the partnership level, such that

Brinco is treated as a separate entity.15 The taxpayer also

I 00% 100% argued that Brinco, as a partnership, was not a related person
vis--vis either Brown Cayman or BGI. The argument fol-

Brown Group lows, therefore, that Brown Cayman's share of the partner-
Pidge, Inc. ship earnings cannot be Subpart F income to Brown CaymanInternational, Inc.

(USA) or BGI. Under this argument, the income at issue in this case
(USA)

would be income to Brinco, and not to Brown Cayman. Since

100% 100% Brinco is not a related person to either Brown Cayman or

BGI, Brown Cayman's distributive share of the Brinco part-
nership income is not Subpart F income with respect to

Brown Cayman Ltd. T.P. Cayman Ltd. Brown Cayman or BGI.
(Cayman Is.) (Cayman Is.) Delcio Birck

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue (Commissioner )
did not contest the taxpayer's position that Brinco was not a

88% 10% 20
related partyt6 vis--vis Brown Cayman or BGI, but rather

argued that the aggregate approach to partnership taxation

_ Brinco should apply. The Commissioner argued that the aggregate

/1 (Cayman Is.) theory is appropriate in this case because it furthers the pur-
poses of Subpart U.17 Under this theory, Brown Cayman

Before Brinco was formed, Brown Group used independent
would be treated as if it had directly earned the commission

agents to purchase footwear which was manufactured in ncome paid by BGI in connection with the sale of shoes in

Brazil. 'o Among other reasons, Brinco was formed in order to
the United States. Consequently, Brown Cayman's distribu-
tive share of partnership income would be classified as Sub-

attract Presti and Birck (two employees of an independent
agent which Brown Group was using at the time) to work part F income to Brown Cayman, and the US shareholderof

Brown Cayman (i.e. BGI) must therefore include its pro rata
exclusively with Brown Group companies and to consolidate

share (in this 1OO cent) of this Subpart F income in
buying power in Brazil. During 1985 and 1986, Brinco was a

case, per
its gross income under Section 951(a). The Commissioner

purchasing agent for BGI with respect to footwear produced did forth the that the Brinco partnershipin Brazil and sold mainly in the United States. As compensa-
not put argument was

tion for acting as their purchasing agent for footwear pro-
a sham.18

duced in Brazil, Brown Group paid a 10 per cent commission
to Brinco, based on the purchase price of the footwear. Com- D. The law
mission paid to Brnco in 1985 amounted to USD 1,119,970
and was included by Brown Group in its cost of goods sold.

Under Subpart F, the US shareholderof controlled foreigna

For the seven-month period ending 2 November 1985, T.R corporation(CFC) is subject to current taxation on its pro rata

Cayman received guaranteed payments in lieu of its share of share of portions of the CFC's earnings and profits, even

partnership profits as provided for in the Brinco partnrship where the CFC does not make actual distributions of such

agreement. These guaranteed payments totalled USD earnings and profits.19 If a foreign corporation is classified as

151,662 (or USD 21,666 per month for seven months). After a CFC, the US shareholdersare taxed directly on the Subpart
making these guaranteed payments to T.R Cayman, the net F income of the CFC. Subpart F income, as defined under

partnership earnings of Brinco were USD 917,465, which Section 952(a), includes the foreign base company sales
were allocated 98 per cent to Brown Cayman and 2 per cent income of the CFC. Section 954(d), under which foreign base
to Birck:2 company sales income is determined, provides as follows:

The IRS determined that Brown Cayman's share of the part-
nership earnings is foreign base company sales income and

thereby includable as Subpart F income in the consolidated

gros income of Brown Group.3 10. Id. 619.at

11. ld. at 619.
12. Id. at 620.

B. The issue 13. Id. at 620.
14. Id. at 617.

The sole issue before the courts in this case is whetherBrown 15. Id. at 622.
16. The IRS bases its position here on Sec. 954(d)(3) as it stood during the

Cayman's share of partnership eamings from Brinco consti- years at issue in this case.

tutes Subpart F income and is thereby includable in the gross 17.102TC 616, 622.

income of a member of the affiliated group under Section 18. Id. at 619.

951ia).14
19. See supra note 7 for the definitions of US shareholder, US person, and

CFC.
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Foreign Base Company Sales Income.- E. The case history
(1) In General.- For purposes of subsection (a)(2), the term

foreign base company sales income means any income (whether On 12 April 1994 the Tax Court issued its first opinion in thisin the form of profits, commissions, fees, or otherwise) derived in
connection with the purchase of personal property from a related case (sometimes referred to as Brown 1), authored by Judge
person and its sale to any person, the sale of personal property to Julian I. Jacobs.27Although holding for the taxpayerand con-

any person on behalfof a related person, the purchase of personal cluding that Brown Cayman's distributive share of Brinco's
property from any person and its sale to a related person, or the partnership income is not Subpart F income to either Brown
purchase of personal property from any person on behalf of a re- Cayman or BGI, the Court relied on an analysis different
lated person where- from that offered by the taxpayer. Since Brinco is not a CFC

(A) the property which is purchased (or in the case of proper- as defined under Section 957(a), Brinco's income could be
ty sold on behalfof a related person, the property which is sold) is Subpart F income to Brown Cayman or BGI only if Brinco's
manufactured, produced, grown, or extracted outside the country existence as an entity is ignored and Brown Cayman is treat-
under the laws of which the foreign corporation is created or orga- ed as if it were engaged itself in the activities of the partner-nized, and

ship.28 The Court rejected the aggregate theory of partnership
(B) the property is sold for use, consumption, or disposition taxation and concluded that the status of Brinco as an entity

outside such foreign country, or, in the case of property purchased should be respected.29 Therefore the determination as to
on behalfof a related person, is purchased for use, consumption,or whether Brown Cayman's distributive share of partnershipdisposition outside such foreign country. income is to be characterized as Subpart F income is to be

Under the pre-1987 version of Section 954(d)(3), a related made at the partnership level.
person was defined as follows:

For purposes of this section, a person is a related person One reason cited by the Court for its conclusion is that Brin--

with respect to a controlled foreign corporation, if- co, as a partnership, is not a sham.3o Brinco was formed in

(A) such person is an individual, corporation, partnership, order to make it more attractive for both Presti and Brck to

trust, or estate which is controlled by, the controlled foreign cor- source Brazilian footwear exclusively for Brown Group, as

poration, or well as to entralizeBrown Group's buying power in Brazil.31

(B) such person is a corporation, partnership, trust, or estate The Court went on to state that if, under a different fact pat-
which is controlled by the same person or persons which control tern, a partnership were found to be a sham, the existence of
the controlled foreign corporation. the partnership as an entity could be ignored so that income

earned by the partnershipcould be characterizedas SubpartFThe regulations under Section 954 follow the statute and pro-
vide that the foreign base company sales income of a CFC ncome to the CFC.32

includes commission income derived from the purchase of More significantly, the Court effectively rejected the holdingpersonal property from any person on behalfof a related per- of Revenue Ruling 89-7233 and refused to follow it.34 This20son. ruling was relied on by the Commissioner to support her
As a general rule, for purposes of calculating gross income argument that the determination of foreign base company
for US tax purposes, a foreign corporation is treated as if it sales income was to be determined at the partner level. Rev-
were a domestic (i.e. US) corporation taxable under Section enue Ruling 89-72 involved the following facts: P, a domestic
11 and by applying the principlesof Section 61 and the regu- corporation, manufactured machines in the United States.
lations thereunder.Hm The regulationsspecify certain subchap- PRS was an entity classified as a partnership for US tax pur-
ters of chapter 1 of the Code which will not apply, and sub- poses and was organized in Country X. S, a CFC and sub-

chapterK is not among the enumeratedexclusions.22 sidiary of P, was organized in Country Y and owned a 25 per
cent interest in PRS. The other 75 per cent was held by anUnder subchapterK, a partnership is not taxable as an entity, unrelated Country X corporation. (See Illustration 2 for abut rather the persons carrying on the business as partners are
depiction of the relationship of the parties.) PRS boughtsubject to tax in their separate or individualcapacities.23Each machines from P for subsequent sale in Country X; the

partner calculates his tax liability by taking into account sep-
pro-

arately his distributive share of a variety of income, loss,
deduction, and credit items specified in the statute and under 20. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.954-3(a)(I)
the regulations.24 Each partner must take into account sep- 21. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.952-2(a)(1).

22. Subchapter K governs the taxation of partners and partnerships and isarately his distrbutive share of any partnership item (i.e. found in chapter 1, subtitle A of the Code.
income, gain, loss, deduction, or credit) which, if separately 23. Sec. 701.
accounted for by any partner, would result in a tax liability to 24. Sec. 702(a)(1)-(8)
that partner different from that which would result if that 25. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.702-1(a)(8)(ii).

partner did not take the item into account separately.25 The
26. Sec. 702(b).
27. 102 TC 616 (1994).

character of partnership items constituting a partner's dis- 28. Id. at 625.

tributive share must be determined as if the item had been 29. Ibid.

realized directly from the source from which the partnership 30. 102 TC at 625, n. l.
31. Id. at 619.

realized or incurred the item.26
32. Ibid.
33. 1989-1 CB 257.
34. l 02 TC at 626. However, the Court did not explicitly mention the ruling
itself.
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ceeds from those sales were not subject to an effective tax ly broad and could be interpreted so as to effectively repeal
rate high enough to meet the high-tax exception.35 all Subpart F provisions in the Code. That motion was grant-

ed on 26 September 1994 by Judge Jacobs and the Tax Court

Illustration 2: Rev. Rul. 89-72 accordingly withdrew its initial opinioni0
In their second opinion on the case (sometimes referred to as

Brown II), the Tax Court, sitting en banc, held that the com-

C
US

mission income derived by Brown Cayman foreign base
Parent

was

company sales income, and that such income must be includ-
ed by BGI n its gross income as Subpart F income.4' In addi-
tion to the majority opinion, with which six other Judges
agreed, there were three separate concurring opinions and

Subsidiary Unrelated
one dissent.

(CFC) Corporation
(Country A) (Country B) The majority opinion, authored by Judge Halpern and joined

by Judges Hamblen, Parker, Cohen, Swift, Parr, and Beghe,
first analysed the applicabilityof subchapter K to the case at

Cash \ 25% 15% hand and concluded that Brinco must separately state its
commission income. This conclusion is necessary, the Court

/ PRS F reasoned, in order to give effect to Section 702(a)(7)42 and

(Country B) Treas. Reg. Section 1.702-1(a)(8)(ii),43 as well as to give
Machinery meaning to the intent of Congress in enacting Subpart E44

Since BGI would not be able to compute those items of
Brown Cayman's income which constitute Subpart F income

Sales of machinery n unless items which constitute foreign base company sales
Country B income are separately stated, Brinco must separately state its

commission income.
The ruling held that under these facts, S's distributiveshare of
PRS's income derived from the sale of machines purchased The majority went on to discuss the purpose of Subpart F as

from P was to be treated as foreign base company sales enacted by Congress. This set of rules was intended to

income. The ruling stated that this sales income was to be remove the tax deferral benefits which had been derived from
taken into account separately by S, and the income was to be certain offshore operations which were deemed to be tax
characterized as if it had been realized directly by S from the haven devices (e.g. foreign operations which were estab-
source from which PRS derived the income. For purposes of lished to take advantage of low tax rates in certain foreign
Section 954(a), an item of income included in a CFC part- countries).45 Under the conduit scheme imposed by Subpart
ner's distributive share is to be characterized so as to include F, US shareholders of a CFC are taxed directly on certain
the attributes of the income which would make it Subpart F income even where no actual distributions have been made.

income if realized directly by the CFC partner, including The Court rejected the notion that one could avoid the snare

whether the person from whom the goods were bought s of Subpart F and the obvious intent of Congress by engaging
related to the CFC partner. This Revenue Ruling therefore in activities, such as those at issue in this case, through an

espouses an aggregate theory of partnership taxation for pur- entity which is taxed on a conduit basis and whose non-tax-

poses of characterizing the income of a CFC partner. In

rejecting the holding of Revenue Ruling 89-72, the Tax Court
noted that it was not obliged to follow a revenue ruling which 35. Sec. 954(b)(4) permits an adjustment in calculating foreign base company

conflicts with the statute it is supposed to interpret, conflicts
income by excluding any income that is subject to an income tax imposed by a

foreign country at an effective rate exceeding 90 per cent of the highest tax

with the legislative history, or is unreasonable.36 rate under Sec. Il. The effetive rate is determined by dividing the amount of
taxes by the excess of the gross income over the deductions allocated to that

The Tax Court also went on to further consider the aggregate income.

v. entity theories of partnership taxation. In holding that the 36. 102 TC at 626, citing Threlkeld v. Commissioner, 87 TC 1294 (1986),

entity approach is the correct approach in the context of Sub- afd, 848 F.2d 81 (6th Cir. 1988); Brook, Inc. v. Commissioner,799 F.2d 833

part F, the Court analysed a long line of cases which have (2d Cir. 1986), affg. TC Memo. 1985-462and supplementalopinion TC Memo.

1985-614; Propstra v. United States,680F.2d 1248 (9th Cir. 1982).
held that partnership items should be characterized at the 37. 102 TC at 627.

partnership level.37 In applying the holdings in those cases to 38. Id. at 63 1

the characterization of foreign base company sales income, 39. Ibid.

the Court explicitly rejected the holding of Revenue Ruling
40. 94 TNT 192-2 I .

41. 104 TC 105,12 I .

89-72 and held that the entity approach must be applied.38 42. Sec. 702(a)(7) requires that a panner take into account separately those

Therefore, no part of Brown Cayman's distributive share of tems of partnership ncome, loss, gain, deduction, or credit as provided under

Brnco's partnership income could be characterized as Sub- the regulations.
43. Requiring that each partner take into account separately his share of any

part F income.39 partnership item which, if separately taken into account by any partner, would
result in an income tax liability for that partner different than that which would

The IRS filed a motion for reconsiderationon 12 May 1994, result if that partner did not take the item into account separately.
arguing that the Court s opinion in Brown I was unnecessari- 44. 104 TC at 1 14.

45. Id. at I14.
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law nature often is similar to an aggregate of persons doing an entity without US income tax liability (e.g. a partnership)
business jointly (i.e. as mutual agents) rather than as an enti- so as to avoid the conduit treatment required under Subpart F

ty.46 Considering the facts of this case, the Court reasoned and subchapter K.55 While concluding that the aggregate the-
that not to apply Subpart F would be to permit the siphoning ory should apply, Judge Beghe reasoned that notions of
of profits which was the concern of Congress when it enact- mutual agency more appropriately lead to this conclusion
ed Subpart F and decided that the US shareholders of a CFC than does an analysis of the aggregate v. entity theory of part-
should be taxed currently on foreign base company sales nership taxation under subchapterK.
income.47

Finally, the Court engaged in a detailed analysis of the aggre- Although agreeing with the majority's conclusion, Judge
gate v. entity approach to partnership taxation and concluded Chiechi rejected two of the three reasons cited in the majority
that the treatment of a partnership in different contexts must opinion. She argued Section 702(a)(7) and Treas. Reg. Sec-

be determinedbased on the characterizationmost appropriate tion 1.702-1(a)(8)(ii)do not apply in this case because Brown

under the circumstances,48Again citing the need to effectuate Cayman, as a CFC, has no US tax liability.56 Judge Chiechi

the purpose of Subpart F, the Court held that in the case being also rejected the majority's interpretation of the words in

considered the aggregate approach must be followed since connectionwith as found in Section 954(d)(1), stating in her

the issue was not one merely of computing the income of concurring opinion that the conclusion reached by the major-
Brinco, but more importantly concerned the consequences to ity follows only if the aggregateapproach to partnershiptaxa-

the partners of the characterization of that income.49 The tion is emphasized.Therefore this concurring opinion agreed
Court relied on the holdings in two casesso in which the activ- only with the aggregate v. entity rationale as a means of con-

ities and even the propertyof a partnershiphave been attribut- cluding that the income at issue in this case is foreign base

ed to a partner in order to establish whether, as a result of company sales income and therefore Subpart F income

engaging in the activity or owning the property, the partner
includable in the gross income of BGI.57

had a special status which was important to the determination
of an aspect of the partner's status for federal income tax pur- In the only dissenting opinion, Judge Jacobs (joined by
poses. Judges Chabot and Laro) recognized that his conclusion

would result in a windfall to Brown Group, since all of the
In support of its analysis, the Court cited its construction of cornrnission incorne received by Brinco would be included in
the phrase in connection with in the case of Fort Howard Brown Group's cost of goods sold and 88 per cent of the
Corp. v. Commissioner.5 Foreign base company sales commissions paid by BGI would taxation in theescape
income is defined under Section 954(d)(1) to include incorne United States.58 However, it is the responsibilityof Congress,
derived in connection with the purchase of personal prop- and not the courts, to close any loopholes which may exist in
erty from any person on behalf of a related person. The Court a statute.59 Although the IRS may have closed the loophole,
in Fort Howard, noting that the words in a statute should be as perceived by Judge Jacobs in this dissent, by issuing part-
interpreted in their ordinary sense, concluded that in con- nership anti-abuse regulations in 199460, those regulations
nection with should be interpreted to mean associatedwith, apply only to transactionsentered into on or after 30 Decem-
or related.''52 Since this type of relationship exists in Brown, ber 1994. Since the transactions in this case occurred before
the Court concluded that Brown Cayman was a CFC and that
its distributive share of partnership revenue was in actuality
connected to the purchases made on behalf of a party which 46. Id. at 114-115.

was related to Brown Cayman.53 47. Id. at 1 15.
48. Id. at 117. See H. Conf. Rept. 2543,83dCong. 2d Sess. (1954),1954USC-

In one of the concurring opinions, Judge Ruwe accepted the CAN 5280. H. Rept. 2543 accompanied H.R. 8300,83d Cong. 2d Sess., which

majority's conclusion that Brown Cayman's distributive later became the Intemal Revenue Code of 1954.
49. 104 TC at 117.

share of partnership income was Subpart F income, although 50. Unger v. Commissioner,TC Memo. 1990-15, afd, 936 F.2d 1316 (D.C.
he rejected the majority's reliance on subchapter K and the Cir. 1991)(a partner was deemed to have a permanent establishment in Boston

aggregatev. entity analysis. Judge Ruwe relied instead on the by virtue of the partnership maintaining a permanent establishment in Boston);

literal language of Section 954. Brown Cayman's distributive Don,oy, Ltd. v. Commissioner,301 F.2d 200 (9th Cir. 1962)(similar to Unger,
but emphasizing the agency nature of a general partner's relationship to a limit-

share falls within the broad meaning of the term income as ed partner).
found in Section 954(d)(1), and Brown Cayman derived the 51. 103 TC 345 (1994)(construing the meaning of the phrase n connection

income from Brinco as part of Brown Cayman's distributive with in the context of Sec. 162(k)(1)). Sec. 162(k)(1) concems the deductibili-

share of Brinco's profits. Finally, the income from Brinco
ty of expenses incurred by a corporation in connectionwith the redemptionof its
stock.

was derived in connection with the purchase of personal 52. ld. at 352.

property on behalf of a related person because Brinco's pur- 53. 104 TC at 120.
54. 1986-2 CB 84.

chasing activities as an agent for BGI was the reason why 55. 104 TC at 128.
commission income was generated. 56. Id. at 128.

57. Id. at 129.
aJudge Beghe, in concurring opinion joined by Judge Swift, 58. Id. at 139.

did not disagree with the majority's analysis of Section 702 59. Id. at 1 39, (citing Fabreeka Prods. Co. v. Commissioner,294F.2d876 (Ist
and the underlying regulations. Rather, Judge Beghe felt that Cir. 1961), vacating and remanding 34 TC 290 (1960)).

the rationale of Rev. Rul. 86-13854 supported the majority's
60. These regulations would permit the IRS to recast partnership transactions
so as to comport with the spirit of subchapter K of the Code. See discussion of

conclusion that a taxpayershould not be allowed to interpose these regulations at III, C, infra.
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30 December 1994, the anti-abuse regulations are inapplica- Subpart F purposes. Such a loophole was one not for the

ble here.6t courts to close, but was rather for Congress to close.7o In fact,
the loophole was closed by Congress in the 1987 amend-

To support his conclusion that the commission income ments to the definition of related person under Section
received by Brinco should be characterizedat the partnership 954(d)(3).n7' The 1987 amendment of Section 954(d)(3)
level, Judge Jacobs relied on a lengthy analysis of the entity broadened the definition of related person to include both

theory of partnership taxation under which the existence of partnerships which control CFCs and partnerships which are

Brinco as an entity is respected.62 Since Brown Cayman is a controlledby CFCs. The opinion also notes another means by
CFC and since BGI is a US shareholder of Brown Cayman, which the perceived loophole in this case was closed, namely
BGI must include its pro rata share of Brown Cayman's for- the issuance of the partnership anti-abuse regulations by
eign base company sales income. However, Brown Cayman Congress in 1994.72 The Court did not, however, engage in
did not have any foreign base company sales income. Under

Section 954(d)(i), there are five criteria that must be met in any analysis of subchapterK in reaching its conclusion that a

partnershipcannot earn Subpart F income.73
order for a CFC to have foreign base company sales income,
one of which requires that there be sales of personal property The Court however, in Footnote 6, that during oral
made from, to, or on behalf of a related person. There is no

notes,

related party element involved in this case because the pur-
arguments the IRS had argued that BGI was a related party
because it was related to Brown Cayman. Although this foot-

chase of footwear was arranged by Brinco from third parties
on behalf of BGI, an entity which is not related to Brinco.63 note is somewhat unclear, the opinion of the court in Brown Il

and the conclusion reached in Rev. Rul. 89-7274 shed some

Judge Jacobs rejected the conclusion of the majority that

there was a purchase from or to a related party, noting that light on the argument of the IRS. Not only did the Court

Brinco was not a sham and that the partnership was estab- reject this position, it went on to state in Footnote 6 that even

lished for substantial business purposes.64
if we were to accept the IRS' broad interpretation of 'related

person' it is irrelevant to the present inquiry because Brinco

In advocating the entity approach, Judge Jacobs noted that is not a CFC, and therefore its income, whether earned on

the income of a partnership is characterized in a two-step pro- behalf of a related person or not, cannot be characterized as

cess. First, the partnership is treated as an entity in whose Subpart F income.75 This footnote would appear to simply
hands the income is characterized. Next, the partnership is restate the reasoningof the Tax Court in Brown I. Despite this

regarded as a conduit through which the income passes to the fact, in the body of the decision of the Eighth Circuit, Judge
partners, retaining the characterization made at the entity Garth agrees that this might be an anomalous result, perhaps
level. The judge went on to cite a line of cases which have even a loophole, but notes that the loophole has been closed

held that the issue of characterization should be resolved at because for all post 1986 tax years Brinco and Brown Cay-
the partnership (i.e. entity) level.65 By applying the logic of man would be related persons. In light ofJudge Garth's state-

these cases to the facts in the case at hand, Judge Jacobs con- ment in Footnote 6, even if the partnership is considered as

cluded that the commission income should be characterized being related to the partner, the partnership would not earn

at the partnership level such that the income is not Subpart F Subpart F income. Thus it remains unclear how the Court

income.66 believes that the loophole has been closed.

On appeal by the taxpayer, the Eighth Circuit vacated the

opinion of the Tax Court in Brown ll and held that Brown

Cayman's distributive share of Brinco's income cannot be

characterized as Subpart F income where the commissionsat 61. 104 TCatl39.
62. Id. at 131.

issue dd not constitute Subpart F income under the pre- 63. Id. at 133.

1987 version of Section 954(d)(3), since Brinco did not con- 64. Ibid

trol a CFC such as Brown Cayman.67 In concluding that the 65. 104 TC at 135, citing US v. Basye, 410 US 44 1 (1973), Barham v. US, 301

Tax Court erred in its 25 January 1995 opinion in which the F. Supp. 43 (M.D. Ga. 1969), afd 429 F.2d 40 (5th Cir. 1970), McManus v.

Conmissioner),65 TC I 97 (1975), afd, 583 F.2d 443 (9th Cir. 1975; Davis v.

Tax Court had followed the aggregate approach, Judge Garth Commissioner,74 TC 88, afd 746 F.2d 357 (6th Cir. 1984); Brannen v. Com-

adopted the dissentingopinion of Judge Jacobs in Brown 11.68 missioner,18TC471 (1982), afd, 722 F.2d 695 (I lth Cir. 1984); Goodwin v.

Connissioner,75TC 424 (1980), afd 691 F.2d 490 (3d Cir. 1982), Campbell

Judge Garth accepted the well-established principle that v. US,813F.2d 694 (5th Cir. 1987); Resnik v. Commissioner,66TC 74 (1976),

partnership income is to be characterized at the partnership afd 555 F.2d 634 (7th Cir. 1977)(percuriam).
66. 104 TC at 138-139.

level and that the partnership income shall retain the same 67. 77 F.3d 217, 218 (8th Cir. 1996). The opinion was authored by Judge
character in the hands of the ndvidual partners.69 Therefore Leonard Garth, stting by designation from the Third Circuit.

the commission income earned by Brinco was not Subpart F 68. Id. at 221.

income to Brown Cayman, since the income was not Subpart
69. Ibid.
70. 77 F.3d at 222, citing MCA, Inc. v. US, 685 F.2d 1099 1 104-05 (9th Cir.

F income in the hands of Brinco. Brinco was not a related 1982)(refusing to expand the pre-1987 definition of related person to include

person vis--vis either BGI or Brown Cayman and could controlled partnerships)

therefore not earn foreign base company sales income. 71. 77 F.3d at 222.

72. Ibid.

Just as Judge Jacobs recognized in his dissenting opinion in 73. 77 F.3d at 222, n.9.
74. The conclusion reached in Rev. Rul. 89-72, supra note 3, formed the basis

Brown I!, Judge Garth noted that the taxpayer might benefit of the IRS's position as stated in oral argument before the Eighth Circuit.

from a windfall under this interpretationofrelatedparty for 75. 77 F.3d at 222, n.6.
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Ill. ANALYSIS OF THE COURTS' HOLDINGS poses of determining the nature of an item of income, the
partnership is to be viewed as a separate entity and the

The fundamental issue in the Brown Group cases is whether income items are to be characterized from the standpoint of
a partnership should be viewed as an aggregate of the indi_ the partnership,8' Other courts have supported the notion that
vidual partners, each of whom should be regarded as the the nature of partnership income should be determinedat the
owner of the assets and business of the partnership, or partnership level, reasoning that to characterize the income at

whether the partnership should be viewed as an entity apart the partner level might result in inconsistent treatment for tax

from the individual partners.76The Court, rather than merely purposes. In the case of McManus v. Commissioner,82 the

ruling on the narrow issue of the definitionof related party, Court held that an election under Section 103383 must be
based its conclusion in the case on the broad issue of aggre_ made at the partnership level. The Court reasoned that, [i]f
gate v. entity. In addition, the Court discussed the partnership each partner could determine his share of the partnership's
anti-abuse rules77 and their potential applicability to future income separately, confusion would result, confusion which
situations similar to that in Brown Group. Congress meant to avoid...84

In Brown I, the IRS cited the case of Caselv. Commissioner5
A. Aggregate v. entity theories of partnership

in support of its argument that the aggregate theory should be

taxation applied. Casel upheld the application of the aggregate
approach in a situation involving partnership distributions
and Section267(a).86The Brown1 Court, however, concludedIf the aggregate, or conduit, approach to partnership taxation that Casel was not applicable in the case at hand, since Casei

were applied in the context of Subpart F, the character of did not involve the characterizationof an item of income. Theincome (e.g. as foreign base company sales income) would Court also noted that, unlike with respect to Section 267,be determined at the partner level. The Court applied this there is no existing doctrine which would support the appli-approach in Brown II, reasoning that it was necessary to do so cation of the aggregate theory of partnership taxation in thein order to give effect to the intent of Congress in enacting context of Subpart E87
Subpart F. On the other hand, application of the entity
approach in the context of SubpartF would result in the char- However, a fundamental element of cases holding that the
acter of income being determinedat the partnership level. By character of income is determined at the partnership level is
applying this approach, the court in Brown I and the Eighth that the business activitiesof the partnershipshould be differ-
Circuit Court of Appeals concluded that because Subpart F ent from the business of any of the partners. For example, in
applies only to corporations, income eamed through a part- Brannen v. Commissioner,s8 the Court held that with respect
nership cannot be Subpart F income. Thus, the test of to expenses incurred by the partnership in connection with a

whether income is foreign base company sales income is movie, the issue of whether a partner is entitled to claim a

made at the partnership level. The conclusion reached by the deductionand the issue of a profit-motivemust be resolved at

Court in Brown I and by the Eighth Circuit is that the com- the partnership level. In Brannen, the taxpayer was a medical
mission income paid by Brown Group to Brinco was not a doctor by profession, while the partnership investment
payment to a related party as that term was defined under involved motion pictures. In Brown Group, however, the
954(d)(3) for the tax years at issue. Since the commissions business carried on by Brinco was basically the same as that
were not paid to a related party, the income was not foreign carried on by Birck, Presti, and Brown Cayman Ltd. prior to
base company sales income. forming the partnership. This distinction may be grounds for

other courts not to follow the decisionof the Eighth Circuit inThere is a long line of cases which address the issue of when BrownGroup.to apply the aggregate or entity theories in a wide variety of
contexts, and these cases were examined in depth by the The proper interpretationof RevenueRuling 89-7289 also fig-
Court in Brown I. The Court engaged in this line of analysis ured prominently in all three Brown Group decisions. Since
since the applicable Subpart F provisions do not provide any the IRS could not base its argument on the statutory defini-
guidance as to which theory should be applied. In US v.

Basye7s, the US Supreme Court stated that a partnership is to 76. William S. McKee et al., Federai Taxation of Partnershipsand Partners,be considered as a separateentity for purposes ofdetermining Para. 1.02 (2d Ed., 1990).
partnership income. In a subsequent case,79 a Court cited 77. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2.

Basye in concluding that the characterizationof income from 78. 410 US 441 (1973).
79. Pleasant Summit Land Corp. v. Commissioner, 863 F.2d 263 (3d Cir.,the sale of real estate held by a partnership is to be made at 1988), afg n partand rev'g, in part,TCMemo. 1987-469.

the partnership level. 80. Barham v. US, 301 F.Supp. 43 (M.D. Ga. 1969), afd, 429 F.2d 40 (5th
Cir. 1970).

In a case dealing with a similar issue, a District Court held 81. Id. at 46.
that where a joint venture was involved in the businessofpur- 82. 65 TC 197 (1975),afd, 583 F.2d 443 (9th Cir. 1978)
chasing, selling, and developing real estate, the income dis- 83. Sec. 1033 concerns the involuntaryconversionof property.

84. McManus, 583 F.2d 443,448 (1978).tributed to a partner from the sales of such real estate was not 85. 79 TC 424 (1982).
entitled to capital gains treatment, despite the fact that the 86. Sec. 267 concerns the deductibilityof certain losses, expense, and interest

partner was not himself involved in the real estate business,80 which arise in connection with transactionsbetween related taxpayers.
The Court stated that the obvious inference to be drawn from

87. Brown 1, 102 US TC 616,630.
88. 78 TC 471 (1982), afd, 722 F.2d 695 (l lth Cir. 1984).the Code and underlying regulations was that for the pur- 89. 1989-1 CB 257.
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tion of related party under Section 954(d)(3), the IRS thereforeseems to restate the reasoningof the Court in Brown

rather advocated the aggregate approach as enunciated in 1. However, the body of the decision of the Eighth Circuit
Rev. Rul. 89-72. The Eighth Circuit not only rejected the notes despite the fact that this might be an anomalous result,
notion that income should be characterized as if it were the loophole was closed by Congress when it amended Sec-

received by the partner directly from the source from which tion 954(d)(3) in 1986 because under the post-1986definition

the partnership received such income, but went on to state in of related person, Brinco and Brown Cayman would be relat-

a footnote that: ed persons.95 Considering the Court's statement in footnote 5,
[EJven if we were to accept the IRS's broad interpretationof even if the partnership were deemed to be a related person

related person, it is irrelevant to the present inquiry because vis--vis the partner, the partnership would not earn Subpart
Brinco is not a controlled foreign corporation, and therefore its F income. These contradictory statements by the Court bring
income, whethe, earned on behalf of a relatedperson ol not, into question whether the loophole has actually been
cannot be characterised as subpart F income.9o

closed.
In the body of the Eighth Circuit's opinion, the Court con-

cedes that this approach may produce an anomalous result,
but also notes that this loophole has been closed by the 1986 C. Partnership anti-abuse regulations
amendments to the definition of related party under Section

954(d)(3). It appears to be unclear why the Court believes On 12 May 1994 Proposed Regulations were issued under
this loophole has been closed, since the Court states in foot-

Section 701 which would permit the IRS to recast partnership
note 5 that it is irrelevant whether the income is eamed on

transactions to reflect the underlying economic agreement
behalfof a related person or not. under subchapter K of the Code96 or to prevent the use of a

partnership to circumvent the intended purpose of a provision

B. Related parties under Subpart F
of the Code.97 Under these Proposed Regulations, if a part-
nership was formed or used in a transaction, a principal pur-
pose of which iS to reduce the present value of the partners'

The definition of related person under Section 954(d)(3) was federal tax liability in a manner inconsistentwith the intent of
amended in 1986 to include partnerships controlled by or subchapterK, the IRS could disregard and recast the transac-

controlling a CFC within the definition of related persons tion by: (1) disregarding the partnership,(2) disregardingone
with regard to such CFC.9' The holding in Brown Group may or more of the partners, (3) treating the partners as owning
weil have been different if the case had concerned tax years their respective shares of partnership assets directly, (4)
covered by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the Act). The le-

adjusting the partnership'sor a partner's accounting method,
gislative history indicates that one of the reasons that the def- (5) disregarding or revising partnership allocations of
inition of related party was changed under the Act iS that

ncome, gain, loss, deduction, or credit, or (6) otherwise pre-
Congress wanted to prevent the circumvention of Subpart F cluding the intended tax treatment of the transaction. The
by taxpayers using CFCs to hold interests in controlled part- Proposed Regulationsalso set forth four examples of transac-

nerships.92 The House Ways and Means and Senate Finance tions and a discussion of whether the transactions would be
Committees noted that income that would be Subpart F of a

recast under the regulations.The Proposed Regulationsnoted
controlled foreign corporation if received from a subsidiary that the provisions of subchapter K were intended to allow
can avoid such treatment simply by being routed through a

taxpayers to do business for joint economic profit by using a
controlled partnership interest.''93

flexible arrangement that accurately reflects the partners'
Since partnerships are flow-through entities and have no tax economic agreement but without being subject to an entity-
liability as entities, but rather allow the current inclusion of level tax.98 In other words, the provisions of subchapter K

income and deductions in the income of the partners, the were not intended to be used by taxpayers to structure trans-

drafters of the pre-1987 version of Subpart F may not have actions to achieve tax results which are inconsistent with the

felt it necessary to include partnerships in the definition of underlying economic agreement between the partners or the

related party. The deemed dividend rules under Subpart F substance of the transactions, or to use partnerships to avoid

were enacted so that US persons could not shelter income the applicationof other sections of the Code.99
offshore in entities which are not ordinarily subject to current

There swift the Proposed Regulations from
taxation in the United States.

was a response to

tax practitioners, much of it negative. Many expressed the
In oral arguments before the Eighth Circuit, the IRS argued
that because Brown Cayman was related to BGI, commission

90. 77 F.3d 221, n.5 (emphasis added).at
income which flowed through Brinco should be treated as if 91. Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pub L 99-514, Sec 1221(E)(I), 100 Stat. 2085,
it had been eamed by Brown Cayman, a related person vis-- 2553-2554.

vis BGI. Not only was this argument explicitly rejected by 92. S.Rept. No. 99-313,99th Cong., 2d Sess. 372 (1986); H.Rept. No. 99-426,

the Court in its opinion,94 footnote 5 states that even if we
99th Cong., Ist Sess. 372(1985).
93. Ibid.

were to accept the IRS' broad interpretation of 'related per- 94 77 F.3d at 221.

son,' it is irrelevant to the present inquiry because Brinco is 95. Id. at 220

not a controlled foreign corporation, and therefore its 96. See supra note 22.
97. PS-27-94.

income, whethereamed on behalfof a 'related person' or not, 98. Prop. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(a)
cannot be characterized as Subpart F income. Footnote 5 99. Ibid.
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viewpoint that the Proposed Regulations were too vaguely approach similar to that of Justice Stewart with respect to

worded and called into question their validity. In addition, obscenity: I can't define it but I'11 know it when I see it. 105

some felt that they were unworkable and contrary to sound
tax policies. At a public hearing on these regulations,a repre-

Under the Final Regulations, whether a partnership was

sentative of the Chicago Bar Association testified: formed or availed of with a principal purpose to reduce sub-

In Brown Group [Brown I], the court focused on purposes of sub- stantially the present value of the partners' aggregate federal

chapter K in reaching its conclusions. Obviously, the IRS believes tax liability in a manner inconsistent with the intent of sub-

that the court improperly analyzed these purposes. If a Tax Court chapter K will be determined in light of all the facts and cir-

judge cannot, in the view of IRS, properly determine the purposes cumstances, including a comparison of the purported busi-
of subchapter K, how are taxpayers to apply the proposed regula- ness purpose for a transaction and the claimed tax benefits
tion resulting from the transaction. The regulations set forth fac-

However, the IRS countered that these rules are necessary in tors which may indicate, but not necessarily prove, that a

order to ensure the fair treatment of all taxpayers and would partnership was used in the prohibited manner. These factors

not interfere with legitimate transactions.IOO include:
The present value of the partners' aggregate federal tax-

The Final Regulations, which were issued on 29 December liability is substantially less than had the partners owned
1994, reflect an attempt to take into account the concerns and the partnership's assets and conducted the partnership's
comments which were voiced following the issuance of the activities directly.
Proposed Regulations. The Final Regulations contain an - The present value of the partners' aggregate federal tax

extensive preamble and set forth 14 examples concerning the liability is substantially less than if the purportedly sepa-
intent of subchapterK in order to facilitate the application of rate transactionswhich are designed to achieve a particu-
the anti-abuse rule. Under these regulations, the IRS may lar end result are integrated and treated as steps in a sin-
recast a transaction only if (1) the partnership is formed or gle transaction.
availed of in connection with a transaction a principal pur- - One or more partners who are necessary to achieve the
pose of which is to reduce substantially the present value of claimed tax results either have a nominal interest in the
the partners' aggregate federal tax liability and (2) such trans- partnership, are substantially protected from any risk of
action is inconsistent with the intent of subchapterK.0' loss from the partnership's activities (through distribu-

tion preferences, indemnity or loss guarantees agree-The regulations provide five criteria for determining if the
ments, or other arrangements),or have little or no partic-transaction comports with the intent of subchapterK:
ipation in the profits from the partnership's activities

1. The partnership must be bona fide.
other than preferred return that is in the nature ofa a pay-2. Each partnership transaction (individually or collectively, ment for the use of capital.the transaction) must be entered into for a substantial business

-

purpose. Substantially all of the partners (measured by number or

3. The form of each partnership transaction must be respected interests in the partnership) are related (directly or indi-
under the substance over form principles. rectly) to one another.
4. The tax consequences under subchapter K to each partner of - Partnership items are allocated in compliance with the
partnershipoperations and of transactions between the partner and literal language of the regulations under Section 704 but
the partnership must accurately reflect the partners' economic with results that are inconsistentwith the purpose of Sec-
agreement. tion 704(b) and the regulations thereunder.
5. The tax consequences under subchapter K to each partner of

The benefits and burdens of ownership of property-

partnershipoperations and of transactions between the partner and
nom-

the partnership must accurately reflect the partners' income.102 inally contributed to the partnership are in substantial

part retained (directly or indirectly) by the contributing
However, the regulations do concede that certain provisions partner (or a related party).
of subchapterK and the regulations thereunderwere adopted - The benefits and burdens of ownership of partnership
to promote administrative convenience and other policy property are in substantial part shifted (directly or indi-
objectives with the recognition that the application of those rectly) to the distributee partner before or after the prop-
provisions to a transaction could, in some circumstances, erty is actually distributed to the distributee partner (or a

produce tax results that do not properly reflect income. ,o3 The related party).'06
proper reflectionof income requirement is deemed to be met

if the application of such a provision to the transaction and This facts and circumstances test applies to all partnership
the ultirnate tax results, taking into account all the relevant transactionsoccurringafter 1 1 May 1994.t07 However, even if

facts and circumstances, are clearly contemplated by that

provision:4 However, with the exception of the examples, 100. BNA DailyTax Report, 26/7/94 at G-5.

the Final Regulationsdo not provide any guidelines for deter- 101. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(b)

mining when a tax result is clearly contemplatedby the Code. 102. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(a). Criteria 4 and 5 are collectively referred to

under the Regulations as the proper reflection of income requirement.
Many taxpayers have complained that the absence of a 103. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(a)(3)
bright-line test in this regard makes the regulationsmore like- 104. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(a)(3)

ly to be misapplied or misinterpreted. While there are argu-
105. Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 US 184, 197, 84 S. Ct. 1676, 12 L. Ed. 2d 793,28
Ohio Op. 2d 101 (1964)(Stewart,J., concurring).ments for and against a strict and literal application of the 106. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(c)(1)-(7).

Code, the drafters of the regulations seem to have adopted an 107. Treas. Reg. Sec. l.701-2(g)
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a transaction falls within the literal language of a particular rated by the amendmentof the aggregate rule so as to provide
statutory or regulatoryprovision, the IRS may determine that, for a more limited and even-handedapplicationof the rule.

based on the specific facts and circumstances, that in order to The regulations provide that the only circumstance in which
achieve tax results which are consistent with the intent of this general rule will not apply is where (1) a provision of the
subchapter K, the transaction may be recast in one of the fol- Code regulations prescribes the treatment of partnershipor a

lowing ways: as an entity, in whole or in part, and (2) that treatment and the
The purported partnership should be disregarded in ultimate results, taking into all the relevant facts- tax account
whole or in part, and the partnership's assets and activi- and circumstances, are clearly contemplated by that provi-
ties should be considered, in whole or in part, to be sion.'16 This provision is effective for all partnership transac-
owned and conducted, respectively,by one or more of its tions taking place after 28 December 1994.7 In addition to

purported partners. the fact that this provision was included in the Final Regula-
One or more of the purported partners of the partnership tions without giving practitioners notice chance to- any or

should not be treated as a partner. comment, perhaps the most troubling aspect of the aggregate
The methods of accounting used by the partnership or a rule is that it is not limited in its scope of application. Not-

partner should be adjusted to reflect clearly the partner- only would abusive partnership transactions be subject to

ship's or the partner's income. scrutiny under this rule, but legitimate transactions could be

The partnership items of income, gain, loss, deduction,or attacked as weil.-

credit should be reallocated. In its decision, the Eighth Circuit does not state whether or

The claimed tax treatment should otherwise be adjusted not the partnership anti-abuse regulations would now apply
or modified.'08 to transactions such as the one at issue in Brown Group,

Perhaps the most significant provision under the regulations, although the Court does raise the issue: J8 This could be omi-

vis--vis Brown Group, is the aggregate rule.toe Under the
nous for taxpayers since there is much confusion about the

Proposed Regulations, the IRS would have been permitted to types of transactions that will be subject to attack under the
at are

attack transactions in which a partnership was used to avoid regulations. Although the facts issue in Brown Group
not

the purposes of other provisionsof the Code.o However, this specifically covered by any of the examples under the
to treat a part-

provision was not included in the Final Regulations in regulations, the regulations do permit the IRS
as an partners or part as

response to the intense criticism following issuance of the nership aggregate of its in whole in

Proposed Regulations. Rather, the Final Regulations provide appropriate to carry out the purpose of any provision of the

Code or regulations.9The lack of definitive standards in this
that the IRS can treat a partnershipas an aggregateof its part-
ners in whole or in part as appropriate to carry out the pur-

regard could make these rules very dfficult for taxpayers to

pose of any provision of the Code or regulations.' This pro-
apply in practice.

vision was inserted based on the beliefof the IRS that there is
much potential for abuse in the-inappropriate treatment of a

partnership as an entity for purposes of the application of IV. CONCLUSION
rules outside of subchapterK to transactions involving a part-
nership.'t2 The impact of the decision of the Eighth Circuit Court of

Appeals in the latest Brown Group ruling may be much

Despite the fact that the purpose of the Final Regulations is to broader than the general holding in the case. In addition to the
attack only a small number of abusive transactions, the exclusion from Subpart F income of foreign base company
underlying problem with respect to these regulations is that sales income earned through a partnership, Brown could also

they do not take into account the intention of the taxpayer. All apply to exclude other types of passive income from Subpart
partnershipscould conceivablybe subject to the rule, not just F (e.g interest, dividends, foreign personal holding company
those which evidence an abusive intent. That the IRS income). In addition, certain passive income which would
would reserve to itself the power to determine when a part- norrnally be classifed as foreign personal holding company
nership should be regarded as an aggregate of the partners ncome might escape such classification when earned
seems to contradict the stated purpose of the Final Regula-
tions, namely that the regulations are meant to apply only to

abusive partnerships. One commentatorhas suggested that I08. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(b)(I)-(5)
in this regard the aggregate rule is a broad, vaguely worded 109. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1 701 -2(e)

rule which could be applied to non-abusive transactions.'t3 I 10. Prop. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(a)
IlI. Treas. Reg. Sec. l.701-2(e)(I )

Another flaw inherent in the aggregate rule is that it permits l 1 2. Lipton, IRS Improves PartnershipAnti-Abuse Regs., but Major Problens

the Commissionerto recast a partnership as aggregate or an Remain,82J. TAX'N 132 (Mar. 1995).

entity as appropriate unless entity treatment is clearly con- II3. Id. at 138
I 14. Treas. Reg. Sec. I .701-2(e).

templated,It4 while taxpayers are not afforded the same 1 I 5. Dell, Sanctifying the Smell Test: Some Thoughts on the Final Partnership
opportunty. Another commentator has noted that ths s an Anti-Abuse Regulation,22 J. REALEST. TAX'N307,3\6(Summer 1995).

especially troubling and unfair aspect of the aggregate rule, 116. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.701-2(e)(2).

since the IRS has previously treated a partnership as an enti- 117. Treas. Reg. Sec. l .701 -2(g)
118. The anti-abuse regulations are applicable only to transactions occurring on

ty when the results are detrimental to the partners.'!5 This or after 12 May 1994.

potential for unfair treatment of taxpayers could be amelio- 119. Treas. Reg. Sec: 1.701-2(e)(I)
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through a partnership. Only foreign base company shipping mined at the CFC partner level. Until such time as these reg-
income would continue to be classified as Subpart F income ulations become effective, the IRS will rely on principles and
when earned through a partnership, since the statute so authorities under Subpart F and subchapter K to apply the
explicitly provides.12 Some might argue that if Congress aggregate approach, including Treas. Reg. 1.701-2(e) and
intended to include other types of income as Subpart F (f) for periods in which the anti-abuse regulations are effect-
income when such income is eamed through a partnership, ive.
the drafters of the Code would have so provided, just as they In light of the position of the IRS set forth in Notice 96-39asdid in the case of foreign base company shipping income.

and the strong arguments which exist for both sides of the
However, on 16 July 1996 the IRS issued Notice 96-39'2'in controversy, taxpayers should be cautious in relying on the
which it announced ts disagreementwith the decision of the decision of the Eighth Circuit in Brown Group.Inaddition to

Eighth Circuit in Brown Group. To permit a CFC to avoid the fact that the IRS had made its negative views on this deci-
Subpart F by earning income through a partnershipunder cir- sion very well known prior to the issuance of Notice 96-39,126
cumstances in which the income would be Subpart F income the partnership anti-abuse regulations were issued after the
if eamed directly by the CFC contravenes the purposes of decision in Brown I was handed down. Finally, the fact that
Subpart E 122 The Notice also discusses the legislativehistory the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals judgementcontains con-
of subchapter K of the Code and notes that although a part- fusing and contradictory language, and also fails to show a

nership is to be consideredan entity in the treatmentof trans- clear grasp of the issues attendant to the taxation of partner-
actions between a partner and a partnership, it need not be ships in the context of Subpart F indicates that the decision
considered a separate entity for purposes of applying other may well not be followed by courts in other circuits when
provisions of the Code if the concept of the partnership as a faced with the same issue.
collection of individuals is more appropriate for such provi-
sions:23 In addition, the IRS cites several cases which advo-
cate the aggregate approach in certain circumstances, cases 120. Sec. 954(f)(2)explicitly adopts the aggregateapproach by including in for-
which were relied on by the Tax Court in Brown Il 124 Fur. eign base company shipping income that portion of the distributive share of

thermore, the partnership anti-abuse regulations also permit
income of a partnership which is attributable to foreign base company shipping
income.

the Commissionerto adopt the aggregateapproachwhen nec- 121. 1996-32 IRB l.

essary to carry out the purpose of any provision of the Code 122. 1996-32 IRB 1, citing S. Rep. No. 1881,87th Cong., 2d Sess., 78-79

or regulations thereunder.125 (1962).
123. 1996-32 IRB 1, citing H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 2543,83d Cong., 2d Sess. 59

The IRS also announced in Notice 96-39 that it will issue (1954).

regulations under Subpart F to confirm the position of the 124. 1996-321RB I,citing Unger v. Comnissioner,supra note 50, and Casei v.

Connissioner,79TC 424,433 (1982).IRS that whether a CFC partner's distributive share of part- 1 25. Treas Reg. 1.701-2(e) and (f).
nership income is Subpart F income generally will be deter- 126. See BNA DailyTax Report,3May 1996, 16 May 1996, and 26 May 1996.
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BRAZIL

DUAL RESIDENCEAND OTHER TAX ISSUES AF_CTING
1

EMPLOYMENTINCOME UNDER THE BRAZIL-JAPANT
Alejandro E. Messineo

Senior Research Associate, IBFD.

I. INTRODUCTION B. The residence rules under both domestic laws

One of the major goals of a tax treaty,2 is to encourage the Under Article 3(1) of the treaty8 the issue of residence must

exchange of goods and services and movements of capital, be determined by the laws of each contracting state.

technology and persons by eliminating double taxation.

However, even where a treaty exists certain problems ofdou- 1. Brazil
ble taxation may still remain due to the interaction of the

treaty with the domestic rules of the countries concerned. Under Article 14(3) of the Brazilian income tax law (RIR)9 a

person who leaves the country without the intention of being
This paper examines the possible double taxation of employ- absent permanently will be treated as a Brazilian resident
ment income3 under the Brazil-Japan treaty.4 during the frst twelve months following departure. Accord-

ingly, he will be liable to monthly individual income tax

(carn leo') on his worldwide income. In addition, he will

Il. OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEM also be obliged to file an annual adjusted income tax return.

Let's suppose that a Brazilian individual (e.g. an engineer)
who works for a Brazilian subsidiaryof a multinational com- 1. The author wishes to thank Mr Luiz Fernando Teixeira Pinto and Mr Car-

pany signs an employment contract with the representatives los Henrique Tranjan Bechara of Pinheiro Neto Advogados, Ro de Janeiro, for

of the parent company to go to Japan for a two year-period to their valuable comments on the draft of this article.
2. In fact, the purpose of a double taxation treaty depends on the view of the

work in a special training programme. During this time his different subjects involved. See, Philip Baker, DoubleTaxationand Internation-

salary is pad directly by the parent company. The engineer al Ta.r Law, Sweet & Maxwell 1994, London, at 10.

leaves Brazil on 29 February 1996 and arrives in Japan on 1 3. As the main issue deals with the dual residence of an individual, many
other problems concerning items of income may arise; however, I focus, in this

March 1996. He starts work on 2 March 1996. article, only on employment income-relatedsituations.

It was agreed that during January 1997 he will take a month's 4. These two countries signed a comprehensive tax treaty on 24 January 1967

(the Convention between Japan and the Federative Republic of Brazil for the

holiday in Brazil and that he will be granted an extra month's avoidance of double taxation with respect to taxes on income,) which entered

vacation to travel around Japan during February 1998. On 1 into force on I January 1968, and was amended by a protocol of 23 March 1976

March 1998 he will retum and rejoin the Brazilian company. (hereinafter the Treaty). Notes and minutes, confirming understandings to the

Treaty, have been exchanged on the latter date.

5. Art. 14(I): Subject to the provisions of Articles 18, 19 and 20, salaries,
wages and other similar remuneration derived by a resident of a Contracting

A. Tax consequences State in respect of an employment shall be exempt from tax of the other Con-

tracting State unless the employment is exercised in the other Contracting State.
If the employment is so exercised, such remuneration as is derived therefrom

Article 14(1),5 of the Treaty provides that both states may tax may be taxed in that other ContractingState.

the engineer.6 Summarizing the relevant rules agreed upon 6. It is assumed that this case does not fall into the scope of Art. 17 of the

under this provision, in general, a Brazilian resident Treaty.
7. Art. 22( 1) of the Treaty states: Where a resident of Brazil derives income

employed in Japan may be subject to tax in Japan. In this which, in accordance with the provisions of this Convention, may be taxed in

case, Brazil must grant to its resident an ordinary credit for Japan, Brazil shall allow as a deduction from the tax on the income of that per-

the tax paid in respect of the employment income earned in son, an amount equal to the income tax paid n Japan. The deduction shall not,

Japan.7
however, exceed that part of the income tax as computed before the deduction is

given, which is appropriate to the income which may be taxed in Japan

However, before arriving at this conclusion it is necessary to
8. Art. 3(I): Forthe purposesof this Convention, the term 'resident of a Con-

tracting State' means any person who, under the law of that ContractingState, is
deterrnine the engineer's country of residence. This issue is liable to taxation therein by reason of his dornicile, residence, place of head or

addressed below. A secondary issue concerning the computa- main office, place of managementor any other criterion of a similar nature.

tion of the foreign tax credit under Brazilian domestic law is 9. Regulamentodo imposto da renda (RIR), consolidated text of the income

also reviewed.
tax law contained in Decree 2411 published in the Official Gazette of 12 Janu-

ary I 994, as amended most recently by Law 9250 published in the Ofcial
Gazette of 27 December 1995.
IO. The rules of monthly individual income tax are contained in Arts. 115 to

118 of RIR.
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The application of these residence rules to the Brazil-Japan unlimited taxation), a non-permanentresident is only subject
treaty has been confirmed by a ruling recently issued by the to income tax on Japanese source income and on certain for-
Brazilian tax authorities (hereinafterthe Ruling). Under the eign-source income (i.e. income which is either remitted to or

Ruling: paid in Japan). A non-resident is subject to tax on Japanese-
An individual who leaves the country without having an intention source income only. In the case in question, the Brazilian

of remaining abroad permanentlywill be taxed on his income dur- engineer would be treated as a non-permanent resident

ing his stay abroad as follows (Articles 14(3), and 743 of (because of his two-year contract) and taxed on the remu-

RIR/94):'2 neration earned from 2 March 1996.
During the first twelve months of absence, his income will be sub-
ject to the taxation rules applicable in Brazil, as this individual
maintains the condition of resident of this country. Foreign-
source income, whether or not transferred to Brazil, will be taxed
in the form of monthly payments (carn leo). This taxpayer, is Ill. DUAL RESIDENCE
subject to the ordinary time-limits and terms for filing the annual

adjusted income tax return.
Following from the above, this individual will potentially

After twelve months of absence the taxpayeracquires non-resident face double taxation since during the period 1 March 1996 -

status, from that date, Brazilian-sourceincome will be taxed exclu- 28 February 1997 he will be deemed to be a resident of both
sively in Brazil at the rate of 25 per cent. The taxpayer is under a Brazil and Japan under the domestic laws of these states.17
statutory obligation to file a tax return disclosing income derived
from the first ofJanuaryof the relevant year until the date in which So, which country is he a residentof If he is deemed to be a

he lost the status of Brazilian resident. resident of Japan for Treaty purposes, then under the Treaty
Brazil is only allowed to tax Brazilian-source employmentWhen he returns, after staying abroad for more than twelve
income. If, the other hand, he resident of Brazil formonths, the individual will automatically be subject to the Brazil-

on were a

ian resident regime (i.e. taxed again on worldwide income) the purposes of the Treaty, in principle,18 he would be taxed in

Japan as well as in Brazil, but an ordinary credit (for the
The content of the Ruling is in accordancewith the rules laid Japanese tax) would be granted by Brazil under Article 22 of
down in the new individual income tax regulations applica- the Treaty.
ble, in general, as from 2 May 1996.t3 Furthermore, IN 25/96
clarifies that an individualwho transfers his residence abroad Another ssue that relates to the residence test is whether the
for the purposes of rendering services in a foreign subsidiary, individual will be subject to the rules applicable to non-res-

branch, agency or other representationof a Brazilian resident idents or to non-permanent residents. It should be noted that
company is subject to Brazilian tax as a resident during the
first twelve months after departure. After that period he
becomes a non-resident. The option of being treated as a

Brazilian resident after the 12-month period is no longer
available under the rules for 1996.

Therefore, a Brazilian resident who is transferredabroad will
loose his resident status for income tax purposes either
because he is absent from the country during a 12-month
period (thus being a non-residentas from the first day of the 11.Parecernormativon 3, de 01.09.95,do Coordenador-Geraldo Sistema de
thirteenth month of absence) or because of his intention of Tributao, published in the Official Gazette of 5 September 1995, Textos

leaving Brazil permanently (thus being a non-resident as Legais, Issue 37/95 at 1232.

from the date specified in the relevantcertificateissued by the
12. See Alberto Tebechrani, Fortunato Bassani Campos and Jos Luis Ribeiro
Machado. Regulamento do imposto de renda para 1996, Resenha-Grfica,

tax authorities upon request). Editora, Sao Paulo, Brasil.
13. Instruo Normativa do SRF n- 25 published in the Oficial Gazette of 2

2. Japan
May 1996 (hereinafter IN 25/96).
14. Japanese income tax law (Shotokuzei Ho), Law 73 of 1965 as amended by
Law 27 of 1994 and further amended by a Law of 1995.

Under Japanese tax law j4
an individual may be considered to 15. The term domicile is defined in Art. 22 of the Civil Code as the place in

be, for income tax purposes, a resident or a non-residentand, which a person has the base and centre of his life. This concept resembles the

in the former case, a permanent resident or a non-permanent centre of vital interest rule laid down in Art. 4(2)(a) of the OECD Model Con-

resident. To be deemed a permanentresident of Japan an indi- vention.
16. Residence is the place where an individual stays continuously for a certain

vidual must have been domiciled5 or had his residence6 in period but which is not necessarilyhis centre of living.
Japan for a minimumperiod of five years. Thereforea Brazil- 17. Where the individual has the intention(animus)of leaving Brazil perma-
ian (or any other foreign) resident who works in Japan for a nently, the problem is solved as, from that date (according to the relevant certifi-

no to a are no regu-period of more than one year (and less than five) will be a
cate), he will longer be deemed be Brazilian resident. There
lations stating the conditions for this permanentdeparture. However, in prin-

non-permanent resident of Japan and subject to withhold- ciple, travelling abroad for a fixed period with the intention of returning to

ing tax on the remuneration earned from his first day of Brazil in two years time would not satisfy this type of residence status test.

employment. 18. See Art. 14(2) of the Treaty for special situations whereby the Brazilian
resident would be exempt from tax in Japan. Conceming the period 1 January

The scope of the individual's tax base is determinedby refer- 1997 - 28 February 1997, it should be noted that under Art. 14(2)(a) of the Treaty
a resident of a contracting State deriving employment income from the other

ence to his residence status. Whilst a permanent resident is State is exempt in the source country provided he is present there for not more

subject to Japanese income tax on worldwide income (i.e. than 183 days in the calendaryear concerned.
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the rates of Japanese tax on employment income for residents as, in this country, there is an automatic-retum automatic-

are progressive whilst non-residentsare taxed at a flat rate.t9 residence rule which means that according to Brazilian

domestic law he will be deemed to be a resident (thus subject
Additionally, if an individual is deemed to be a resident of

to monthly advance income tax) as from his first month of re-

Japan (a non-permanent resident in the case in question) for
employment in the subsidiary (i.e. from March 1998) even

the purposes of the Treaty, he could be taxed (under Japanese though under Japanese domestic law he could still be taxable
domestic rules) on foreign-source income paid in or remitted

in Japan.
to Japan. Of course, in the latter situation the application of
other treaty rules must be taken into consideration as they
may conflict with this domestic law principle.
The Treaty provides for a solution that unfortunately is not

very practical. Under Article 3(2)20 of the Treaty, when there
is a dual-residencesituation, it has to be solved Under a mutu- 19. The fact that Japan (as the source State) is restricted to tax within the limits

al agreement procedure. This procedure is very lengthy and set under the Treaty does not imply that the Japanese rules for resident employ-

could take many years to implement.2 ees cannot be applied to tax an individual deriving employment income who is
deemed to be a non-resident for Treaty purposes. See on this issue Klaus Vogel,

In an effort to improve the poor drafting of the original Art- (1991), Klaus Vogel on DoubleTaxation Conventions, Kluwer, Art. 4 marginal

icle 3(2) of the Treaty, under paragraph 1 of the Exchange of
note 13, which states This, however, does not mean that in such case the latter

State naust (or will) apply its domestic rules on taxation of non-residents. Since
Notes agreed upon on 23 March 197622 (hereinafter the the taxpayer is deemed to be a non-resident only in regard to the application of

Notes), both countries agreed the rules that would be fol- the treaty's d2is:triWbuhteivreelowed under the mutual agreement procedure to resolve dou- 20. Art. byreason of the provjsjons of paragraph I a person is a

resident of both Contracting States, then the competent authorities shall deter-
ble residence disputes. Unfortunately, despite the steps that mine by mutual agreement the Contracting State of which that person shall be

have been taken,23 the legal attachment to the mutual agree- deemed to be a resident for the purpose of this Convention.

ment procedure is still causing problems.24 Thus, an indivi- 2I. This is consistent with the reservation made by Japan to Art. 4 of the OECD

dual who is taxed in both states is obliged to apply for a tie- Model Convention, in effect at the time the Treaty was concluded: Japan wish-

es to be free to conclude a blateral convention which provides that the fiscal
breaker decision under a mutual agreement procedure. domicileof a resident of both ContractingStates is to be deternined through con-

sultation between competent authorities. When entering into such consultation,
It is rather common that when a tie-breaker provision has not Japan is prepared to take into consideration the rules set out in paragraph 2 of this

been included in a tax treaty and the solution deviates from Article as far as practicable.This reservation was later withdrawnby Japan, and

the domestic laws, both states try to enact laws with a broad this amendment was incorporated in The Revision of the Model Convention

scope.25 The Brazilian tax authorities have stated under the adopted by the Council of the OECD on 23 July 1992.
22. l: With reference to paragraph 2 of Article 3 of the Convention:

Ruling26 that an individual who is absent from Brazil without Where an individual is a resident of both ContractingStates, the question shall be

a definite intention to stay permanently abroad remains settled by mutual agreement taking into consideration the following rules:

Brazilian resident for the first twelve month-period and is (a) He shall be deemed to be a resident of the Contracting State in which he has

a permanent home available to him. If he has a permanent home available to him
taxed as such during that time. In view of this and taking into n both Contracting States, he shall be deemed to be a resident of the Contracting
consideration that the Ruling expressly refers to the Treaty it State with which his personal and economic relations are closest (centre of vital

appears that the tax authorities consider that the fact that an interests);

individual does not have an intention to permanently leave (b) If the Contracting State in which he has his centre of vital interests cannot be

determined, or if he has not a permanent home available to him in either Con-
Brazil means that he qualifies as a Brazilian resident under tracting State, he shall be deemed to be a resident of the Contracting State in

the tie-breaker rules agreed upon in the Notes. This conclu- which he has an habitual abode;

sion does not seem very reasonable. What would be the result (c) If he has an habitual abode in both Contracting States or in neither of them,
he shall be deemed to be a resident of the Contracting State of which he is a

if the Brazilian individual, not owning a house in Brazil, national;
moves with his whole family for those two years to Japan (d) If he is a national of both Contracting States or of neither of them, the com-

where he rents a house for the period Would he not be a res- petent authorities of the Contracting States shall settle the question by mutual

ident of Japan for the purposes of the Treaty though he agreement
23. Such as the OECD Model's classic steps to determine the residence of an

intends to return to Brazil Although the dual residence issue individual, see Art. 4(2) of the OECD Model tax convention on incorne and cap-

must be decided upon using the mutual agreement procedure ital.

it should not be forgotten that according to the Notes the 24. As stated by John F. Avery Jones in Dual residence of individuals: the

permanenthome available to him rule is the primary test.27 meaning of the expressions in the OECD Model Convention-I, British Tax

Review, 1981, at 1 7: Article 4 is a scheme to reduce the conflict between the

It should also be noted that no reference to the tie-breaker intemal law definitions of residence, preferring more permanent connections

such as a permanent home, to residence based merely on length of stay, thereby
rules has been made in paragraphs 4 and 4.1 of the Ruling ajording taxpayers a bettetopportunity to seek a judicialor administrativeres-

which refers mainly to the rules laid down by Brazilian olution of the issue without resort to the mutual agreement procedure . ..

domestic law. Actually, it looks as if, when drafting the Rul- (author's emphasis)
25. About this issue see the case IngemarJohansson v. US (1964) quoted by P.

ing, neither the Japanese tax laws nor the Notes have been Baker, see supra note 2 at I 26.

considered. The Brazilian tax authorities should have clari- 26. Paras. 4 and 4. l.

fied their position about the dual residence problem under the 27. On theissueofpermanent homeavailable to him see supra note 24: John F.

Ruling. Avery Jones. Dual residence ... at 22. The OECD MC Commentaries (Art.
4(12) suggest that the meaning of perrnanent is not a subjective one (i.e. it does

Further to the situation under discussion, the problem of not imply that the person has an intention to live there for his whole lire), it mere-

means uses as

determining which country iS the Brazilian engineer's coun-
ly that the individual the home his ordinary place of abode. How-

ever, by introducing the reference to short duration different positions may be

try of residence should be reviewed upon his retum to Brazil taken. (I.e. what is short)
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IV. COMPUTATIONOF THE FOREIGN TAX Braziliandomestic law could solve the dual residence issue if

CREDIT AND BRAZILIAN DOMESTIC RULES it provided that the individualwill be deemed to be a non-res-

ON ADVANCE PAYMENTS ident as from the date of departure (thus eliminating the first
12-month test) where he is employed in a foreign country

In addition to the double residence problem, assuming that which subjects to tax the relevant employment income, even

the engineer is deemed to be a Brazilian resident for the pur- if he intended to return to Brazil after the period of foreign
poses of the Treaty (thus subject to tax in both states), it employment. The specific administrative procedure to apply
should be borne in mind that according to Brazilian income for such transfer of residence status should be regulated.
tax rules28 (confirmed by the Ruling) the individual is Other unilateral measures could also avoid the dual-residence

required to file rnonthly incorne tax returns which include the problem; for instance if Brazil adopted a clear-cut domestic

Japanese-sourcesalary in his taxable income and to pay the rule on permanent home available to him as a connecting
pertinent tax liability nonthly. The Ruling specifically sets factor for defining the residence of a person who falls under

out that the Japanese tax may only be credited against the the case in discussion.

annual income tax resulting from the annual adjusted income Where domestic laws do not provide a solution, treaty law
tax return29 and therefore the foreign tax credit cannot be should provide relief. Amending the text of Article 3(2) of
credited against the monthly income tax.30 the Treaty in accordance with the wording of Article 4(2) of

Fortunately, effective 2 May 1996, IN 2531 changed the rele- the OECD MC would be a positive move towards a solution

vant rules so that they now allow the foreign tax credit to be of the dual residence problem.34
set off against monthly payments provided reciprocity of Paragraph 10 of the OECD MC Commentaries on Article 4,
treatment is granted by the other country with respect to as amended in 1995, was enlarged and an example similar to
Brazilian-source income.32 the case discussed in this article was included. Applying the

Prior to this amendment, a Brazilian individual had to suffer solution suggested by the OECD in that amendment, Brazil

double taxation of the same incorne (potentially) throughout should treat the engineer as a resident of Japan as of 1 March

the year. Thus the engineer would have faced double taxa- 1996. However, this would only be feasible, if Brazil amend-

tion33 as he would have been subject to withholding tax on ed its domestic legislation.35
Japanese-source income; even though that same income
would also have to be considered as taxable for Brazilian

monthly income tax purposes and the foreign tax credit could
not have been credited against these monthly payments on

account.

V. CONCLUSION 28. RIR Art. 115.
29. The return must be filed by 30 April of the year following the tax year in

The double taxation issue with Brazilian monthly question.respect to
30. Art. 262 InstruoNormativan-2/93.

payments has now been solved. However, the dual residence 31. See supra note 13.
problem remains unsolved for situations involving employ- 32. Arts. 23(2)&(3) of IN 25/96.
ments of more than twelve months. If the Brazilian engi- 33. At least during his first ten months of employment.
neer's contract is for less than one year, then his residence 34. The withdrawal of the reservation to Art. 4 of the OECD Model (see supra

note 21) by Japan could be viewed as a change in the policy of this country
status is clear: i.e. he is a Brazilian resident. Where the con- towards a classic OECD Model provision. It is interesting that the only treaty
tract exceeds one year, the best solution for the individual concluded by Japan after 1992 which includes a complete OECD Model Art. 4

would be to be a resident of Japan for treaty purposes as of provision is that with Mexico (9 April 1996, not yet in force). Under the treaties
with Norway (4 March 1992), Luxembourg (5 March 1992), Israel and Turkeythe date of arrival in that country. If this were the case Brazil
(both 8 March 1993) the permanent home available test is omitted, the first test

would not have the right to tax the Japanese-sourceemploy- is the centre of vital interests.
ment income, furthermore the Brazilian engineer would not 35. Countries that consider the calendar year as the tax period could be against
have to file monthly and annual income tax returns in Brazil this rule; like Spain which added an observation to the OECD Commentaries.

Other issues could arise with respect to the solution suggested by the OECD.
nor would he have to pay Brazilian income tax on foreign- See: Rijkele Betten: An analysis of the 1995 update of the OECD Model Con-
source income. vention, 36 European Taxation, 2 (1996), at 55.
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COMMENTARY

THIN CAPITALIZATION- THE IFA CONGRESS Article 9(1) OECD-MChas simply not been written with this

RESOLUTION issue in mind.5 Apart from the objections to the contents of

the new resolution, one should ask whether such a radical

During the last IFA Congress held frm 1 -6 September 1996 change in views should not be discussed more extensively.
in Geneva, amongst other subjects, a resolution regarding The next part of the resolution to be discussed concemed the
thin capitalization was discussed. Twenty-nine national question of how to solve the problem of internationaldouble
authors had submitted ther reports on this topic to Professor taxation. Whereas in the introduction to the thin capitaliza-
Piltz, who wrote the general report.' Based on this report the tion issue, a distinction was made between juridical and eco-

IFA discussed a draft resolution with respect to the thin cap- nomic double taxation, this distinction cannot be found again
italization issue. in the resolution. When thin capitalization rules are applied
The discussions were opened by an introduction to the topic by countries which are parties to double taxation conventions

by Professor Piltz. He stated the main problems appearing in in a manner consistent with the applicable convention, the

the national reports: the application of Article 9 OECD-MC, recipient's country (i.e. the shareholder's country of res-

the non-discrimination clause, the necessity of safe haven idence) should be obliged to accept the recharacterization

rules and the solutions regarding the avoidance of double made by the source country (i.e. the company's country of

taxation. residence) when applying the convention. If interest is
recharacterizedas a dividend by the source country, the coun-

With respect to the application of Article 9 OECD-MC, the try of residence of the shareholder should apply its rules for
general reporter came to the conclusion that this treaty provi- avoiding double taxation of dividends. With respect to the
sion could not be regarded as a practical yardstick against juridical intemational double taxation, I can agree with this
domestic thin capitalization rules. Although I agree with this approach. In Article 10(3) OECD-MC an open-ended defini-

opinion, the argument used was invalid. The fact that an tion of dividend is given which refers to the treatment in the
arm's length profit is extremely difficult to determine country of residence of the company. This treatment should

might well be true, but does not count here. The argu,nent be followed by the country of residence of the shareholder
should have been that Article 9 OECD-MC only refers to the according to Article 10(3) OECD-MC juncto Article 23
conditions of the financial relation and thus not to the rela- OECD-MC,but only with respect to the credit for tax on divi-

tionship (i.e. the loan) itself. dends (juridical double taxation) and not for the underlying
Then, by surprise and without any substantial discussion, the corporate income tax or for the application of the participa-
Congress adopted another resolution brought in by a US tion exemption (economic double taxation).
member of the panel. This new resolution took the position Regarding the economic double taxation, the obligatory
that Article 9(1) OECD-MC applies also to domestic thin acceptance of the domestic thin capitalization rules of the

capitalization rules as far as these rules do not go beyond an country of residence of the company by the country of res-

arm's length correction. In this respect, the resolution idence of the shareholder, is a clear invitation to all source

describes that the relevant standard [for the arm's length countries to introduce the strictest possible thin capitalization
correction;]2 is whether an unrelated lender would make a provisions according to the arm's length standards. Would
loan to the taxpayeron the terms proposed, taking account of the United States accept such rules designed by the legislator
all of the facts and circumstances, including the security for of any other country Whereas amongst OECD member
the loan and the ability of the borrower to generate funds ne- states the correspondingadjustment provision of Article 9(2)
cessary to meet scheduled payments. OECD-MC is not without discussion (and sometimes is even

Although this view is in its essence similar to the approach rejected), it is unlikely that most countries will accept the

chosen by the OECD in its (1987) report3 on thin capitaliza- effect of this resolution. That this danger was also considered

tion, I still cannot accept this concept. Arguments can be by the Congress can be shown by the next paragraphs of the

found in the text of Article 9(1) OECD-MC itself as dis- resolution: the introductionof a counter-proofif the company

cussed above, but also in history. Article 9(1) OECD-MCwas exceeds the safe-haven debt/equity ratio, the possibility to

introduced as Article 5 of the League of Nations Model Con- open a mutual agreement procedure, and the right to request

vention of 1933. Today the wording of Article 9(1) OECD-
MC regardng the conditions of the financiai relatonship 1. Cahiers de drolt fiscal international, Volume LXXXIb, Internatonal

remains virtually unaltered. In the study undertaken by aspects of thin capitalization, Kluwer Law Intemational, The Hague/

Mitchell B. Carroll at the request of the Fiscal Committee of London/Boston, 1996.
2. The author's wording was incorporated into the resolution.

the League of Nations there is a list of non-arm's length 3. OECD,(1987,Issues in InternationalTaxation No. 2,ThinCapitalzation.
transactions which includes loans without interest and 4. Mitchell B. Carroll, Taxation of Foreign and National Enterprises, Meth-

loans at an excessive interest, not, however, excessive loan ods of AllocatingTaxable Income, League of Nations, Geneva, 1933, No. 358.
5. See: Fred C. de Hosson / Geerten M.M. Michielse, Treaty aspects of thin

financing.4 Whereas thin capitalization is only recently con- capitalization issue A review of the OECD-report,Intertax (November 1989)-

sidered an important issue by some countries, it is clear that No. I1.
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a binding ruling from the tax authorities as to whether or not able base as possible, it has to be regretted that IFA came up
a planned financial transaction triggers the applicationof thin with a very insufficient and simple resolution. IFA should
capitalization rules. realize that its voting procedures (by hand and with thin rep-

Regarding the mutual agreement procedure, I have serious resentationof public authorities)does not lead to a well bal-
anced (arm's length) resolution in which the position ofdoubts whether the economic double taxation will be dis-
these authorities is also relected. As a result, IFA resolutionssolved. Even if tax authorities do have a serious intention to

solve this double taxation, I cannot imagine what the solu-
will be seen as quantit negligeable by tax authorities and
will finally leave the taxpayerpaying the bill by way of inter-tions would be. Either the country of residence of the compa-

ny should abandon its tax right, which it has according to
national economic double taxation.

domestic law, or the country of residence of the shareholder Prof. Dr Geerten M.M. Michielse
should accept the foreign thin capitalization rules. A country InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation6
can not accept just half of the consequences of its domestic UniversitParis-I Panthon-Sorbonne
legal provisions in order to reach a compromise: it is impos-
sible to be a little bit pregnant.
Whereas thin capitalization essentially is an ordinary fight 6. The views expressed in this article do not necessarily reflect the views of
between the tax authorities in order to achieve as much tax_ the IBFD.
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Merger losses. The book discusses the reason

The publications listed in this bibfiographyhave recenty been acquired by the Bureau's why merger losses arise and connected
librarywhich willgladly supply further informationupon request (please quote the accounting issues.

reference numbers). They should, however, be ordered through a bookselleror direct (B. 14.740)
from the publisher indicated, and not through the Bureau.

To facilitate ordering, a list of addressesof the main pubshing houses s ncludedon Seicht, Gerhard.

pages 41-44 of the January 1996 issue. Addressesof publisherswhich do not appear in Buchfhrung,Jahresabschlussund Steuem.

this list are indicated in the item concerned. 10. Auflage.
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995,
pp 756. ATS 620. ISBN: 3 85122 517 1.

AFRICA An outline of how the Japanese finance of Tenth edition of a handbook (intended for

their public sector. Contributors provide students and practitioners)on accounting,
details on financial administration,budget valuation and taxation aspects. The chapters on

South Africa formation, taxation, and disbursementof VAT, wages, municipal tax, auditing and

revenue and discuss policy issues and conflict. reserves, have been fully revised.
Miller, R.J.; Irwin, W.; Botha, M. Also examined are taxation and spending, (B. I 15.028)
Tax advantages of life assurance. relations between the central and local
Durban, MDR Publications (A division of and the expansionof social Kodex des sterreichischenRechts:governments,
Butterworths),8 Walter Place, Waterval Park, welfare issues. Steuer-Erlsse.Durchfhrungsrichtlinienund
Mayville4091, Durban. 1995. (B. 58.181) Erlsse des BMF zu den Abgabengesetzen.
ISBN: 0409115606. 9. Auflage Stand 1.10.1995. 2 Bnden.
Loose-leafpublicationon the taxation of Bearbeitet von Christoph Ritz.
individuals, trusts and deceased estates, Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995,
retirement annuity funds, pension, taxation of Philippines pp 1117. ISBN: 3851225120.
lump sum benefits, donations tax, estate duty, Source-book containing the text of
capital transfer tax in South Africa. Extracts International tax and business guide: implementing regulations to Austrian tax laws
from the Income Tax Act and the Estate Duty Philippines. and the tax tables of the individual income tax,
Act, updated with the provisions of the I 995 New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu and the excise
Income tax and Taxation Laws Amendments Intemational. 1996, pp. 75 wage tax, turnover tax tax as

1 October 1995.
Acts, and statutes, are appended. The guide provides potential foreign investors per

(B. 115.137)
(B. 13.519) with fundamental information about the

Philippineenvironment, including factors a Korntner, F.; Pilz, D.; Wakounig, M.
foreign investor should consider in deciding Kommentar Kommunalsteuergesetz1993.zum

ASIA & THE PACIFIC
whether to acquire an existing Philippine Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995,
company or to start a new operation in the 300. ATS 880. ISBN: 3 85122 5090.
country. These factors include tax planning, pp

Australia employmentand labour, financing, importing Commentary to the 1993 law on taxes levied

and exporting. The law is stated as of March by the municipalitieson employees salaries.

Australian international tax. Recent 1996. (B. 1 14.877)

developmentsand future directions. (B. 58.179) Lthi, Daniel; Lang, Michael;
Sydney, The Law Book Company Ltd., 44-50 Loukota, Helmut.
Waterloo Road, North Ryde, N.S.W. 1994 Die Weiterentwicklungdes OECD-
ATAX Research Series, No. 1, pp 215. Vietnam Musterabkommens.
ISBN: 0455 213194. Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996.
Contributionsby various leading international International tax and business guide: Schriftenreihezum intemationalen
taxation law experts providing an overview of Vietnam. Steuerrecht, Band 1, pp. 79. ATS 158.
the key theoretical issues in international New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu ISBN: 3 851225376.
taxation and the practical workings of current International. 1996, pp. 63. The further developmentof the OECD Model
law. The theoretical background is covered in This guide provides potential foreign investors Tax Convention. Three contributions, the first
chapters on the objectivesof the international with fundamental information about the outlining the historical developmentof the
tax system, tax competition and the Vietnamese investment environment. OECD Model Convention and current ssues
developmentof Australia's tax treaties. Five

Including tax planning, employmentand being considered by the OECD, the second
chapters are devoted to an analysis of current labour, financing, importing, exporting and commenting the significanceof the changeson
law, including studies on withholding tax, accounting. introduced in 1995 and the third detailing the
financial arrangements, transfer pricing and

(B. 58.180) impact of the changes for Austrian
the intemational tax implicationsof trusts, as intemational tax law.
well as a review of recent trends in Australia's (B. 115.219)
international tax system.
(B. 58.183) EUROPE Gassner, W.; Lang, M.; Lechner, E.

Die Methoden zur Vermeidungder
Austria Doppelbesteuerung.Anrechnungs-und

Japan Befreiungsmethode.
Tichy, M.G. Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995,

Japan's public sector. How the government is Verschmelzungsdifferenzen.Entstehung, pp 440. ATS 1187. ISBN: 3 851224876.
financed. Editor Tokue Shibata. Systematisierung,Bilanzierung Methods n order to avoid double taxation.

Tokyo, University of Tokyo Press. 1993, Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996, Detailed explanation on the working of the

pp. 210. pp 134. ATS 249. ISBN: 3 851224515. credit method and on the exemption method as
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applied in the tax treaties concluded by 1996, pp. 196. DKK 128. Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, pp. 239. NLG 45.
Austria. ISBN: 87 7747 171 7. ISBN: 9020017802.
(B. 114.876) Tax planning in Danish-residentintemational A summaryof customs regulations within the

groups. The book analyses various tax European Union as of 1 January 1996.

Djanani, Chr.; Koffer, H.; Steckel, R. planning tools in Danish tax law and contains (B. 115.330)
Anpassungsprozessein Wirtschaft und Recht. a number of examples of the impact of using
EuropischeUnion Rechnungslegungund different double tax relief methods. Group ThemanummerBTW Brief 1996:
Steuern. Festschriftfr Hans Lexa zum 60. consolidationunder Danish law is also JurisprudentieHof van Justitie EG 1995.

Geburtstag. discussed. Editors S.T.M. Beelen and J.L.M.J. Vervloed.

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995, (B. 115.409) Deventer, Fed. 1996, pp 179.

pp. 640. ATS 1235. ISBN: 3 85122 476 0. ISBN: 90 E 672 200X.

Anniversary volume on the topic This is a Dutch language summary of VAT

Adjustmentprocesses in economy and law -

European Union
cases pending before the European Court of

European Union accounting and taxes Justice which have been decided during 1995.
dedicated to professor Hans Lexa on the Die EWIV in Europa. Texte und

Explanationof the EC Directiveson

occasion of his 60th birthday harmonizationof VAT is appended. The 1995
Erluterungenaus rechtsvergleichenderSicht. pending VAT also reported.(B. 114.980) Herausgegebenvon C. Mller-Gugenberger

cases are

(B. 115.278)
und P. Schotthfer.

Gellis, Max. Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co Scherer, Thomas.Kommentarzum GmbH-Gesetz. 3. Auflage. KG. 1995, pp. 855. DEM 248. Doppelbesteuerungund EuropischesBearbeitet von Erich Feil. ISBN: 3 8073 0942 X. Gemeinschaftsrecht.
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pp. 612. ATS 1470. ISBN: 3 85122 489 2. Europe (EEIG) Extensivecoverageof the

pp.
DEM 88. ISBN: 3406 37977 X.

Commentary to the Limited Liability Law. EEIG including source materials. The first Double taxation in the European Community. .Apart from a general revision and updating, part contains EU legislation and commentary Detailed analysisof the interaction between
new topics have been included. Amongst on general issues such as the relationshipof double taxation treaties in general and EC law
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CommunautEuropenne 1996-1997. Geburtstag.
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version of the Treaty of Rome. (B. 114.980)New and amended tax provisions as

published in the Belgian Official Gazette up
(B. 115.407)

until 31 January 1996.
(B. 115.318/319) Jacobs, Otto H. Finland

Intemationale Untemehmensbesteuerung
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995, pp. 888. Finlands lag Skattefrfattningarna1996.-

DEM 158. ISBN: 3 406 39355 1. Helsinki,JuristfrbundetsFrlag. 1996,Denmark Intemational enterprise taxation. Manual on 443. ISBN: 951 640 845 1.
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pp.
Compilationof the tax laws of Finland, in the
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Copenhagen,GovernmentPrinter. 1996, particulardeals with cross-border tax 130/1996 (6 March 1996) of the Finnish
pp. 2150. planning and tax harmonizationwithin the Official Gazette. The most important tax laws
Annual official guidelines regarding Danish European Union. included in this book relate to national
income taxation. They comprise explanations (B. 114.840) income tax, municipal income tax, net
and interpretationsconcerning the major wealth/worth tax, social security
aspects of income tax. There are 5 volumes: Witte, P.; Wolffgang,H.M. contributions,VAT, stamp tax, inheritance
Volume 1: General part; Volume 2: Business Lehrbuch des europischenZollrechts. and gift tax, customs duties and excises, as
income; Volume 3: Shareholders and 2. Auflage. well as to tax assessmentand collectionof
companies; Volume4: Internationaldouble Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe. 1995, taxes. Further, the book contains a list of
taxation; Volume 5: Texts of circular letters. pp. 456. DEM 79.80. ISBN: 3 482 43542 1. effective tax treaties and the text of the
(B. 115.395) Revised and updated edition of study book on Nordic income tax treaty. In addition, the text

Europeancustoms law. of the AccountingLaw is reproduced. An
Falk, Lena; Pedersen, Claus. (B. 114.967) index by topic is included.
Skatteplanlgning i internationalekoncerner. (B. 115.394)
Copenhagen,Forenigen af Yngre Revisorer Takens, J.W.; Wagenaar, H.A.; Wit, J.P. de.

og Foreningenaf StatsautoriseredeRevisorer. Douanememo 1996.
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Geitel, J., Heini. S.; Helaniemi,T , a.o. Mortier. B. Wiesbaden, Verlag Th. Gabler GmbH. 1995.

Uudistuva verosuunnittelu 1996. La dfiscalisation imniobilireet les Betrieb und Steuer, 4. Buch, pp 136. DEM 58.

Helsinki, Ernst & Young - Yrityksen investisseurs particuliers. ISBN: 3 409 508449.

tietokirjat, Kauppakaari-yhtymOy. 1996, Lille, Centre de Formation Professionnelle Basic principlesof the procedural tax law.

pp 193. ISBN: 9516408702. Notariale, 7 Rue de Publa, 59044 Lille (B. I 14.970)
New prospects of tax planning as of 1996. Cdex. 1995, pp 170.

Conipilationof articles on recent amendments Taxes on immovable properties and private Redanz, Ulf.
to taxation, especially from the point of view investment including the tax treatment of Besteuerung von Termingeschften in
of tax planning by taxpayers. New rules dealt private investment in DOM-TOM. Aktienindizes.
with relate to inconie taxation, reorganization (B. 114.759) Leverkusen, Deutscher Universitts Verlag
of enterprises, tax procedure from the point of GmbH., Postfach 300944,
view of enterprises, international taxaton of D 51338 Leverkusen. 1995.
individuals, taxation of branches and Germany Schriftenreihedes Instituts fr Geld- und
partnerships, balance sheets as of 1995,
taxation of inheritances and gifts, taxation Dtsch. E.; Jost, W.F.; Thielemann, K.; Kapitalverkehrder Universitt Hamburg,

Band 10, pp 239. DEM 98.
procedure of direct taxation and value added Wehner, R. ISBN: 3824402564.
tax. Topical index is included. Die Krperschaftsteuer-Erklrungfr 1995.
(B. I 15.392) 13. Auflage

The taxation of time bargains with respect to

shares indexes.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp 428.

Myrsky, M. DEM 76. ISBN: 3 08 3175957. (B. I 15.027)
KansainvlinenHenkilverotus.2nd Edition. Annual publicationgiving instructions on

Helsinki, Lakimiesliiton Kustannus. 1996, filing the corporate income tax foreis. Voss, Reiner.

pp 250. ISBN: 951 640 851 6. (B.II5.376) Steuem im Dritten Reich. Vom Recht zum

InternationalTaxation of Individuals. Unrecht unter der Herrschaft des

Second. revised edition of the textbook on Haritz, Detlef; Benkert, Manfred. Nationalsozialismus.
basic problems regarding individual taxpayers Umwandlungssteuergesetz.Kommentar. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995. pp 278.
in the field of international taxation. Topics Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp 755. DEM 48. ISBN: 3406 39798 0.
dealt wth include: Principal concepts of DEM 148. ISBN: 3 40640417 0. Taxes within the Third Reich.
international taxation of income, capital and Commentaryon the ReorganizationTax Law (B. 114.891)
inheritances and gifts, avoidance of double including the basic principles of the

taxation, Finnish domestic international ReorganizationLaw. The book comments on Rose, Gerd.
taxation, taxpayers with unlimited tax liability the revised Reorganization tax Law and the Die Ertragsteuern. 14. Auflage.
(residents), especially regarding employment new ReorganizationLaw which both became

Wiesbaden, Verlag Th. Gabler GmbH. 1995.
income from abroad, taxpayers with limited effective 1 January 1995. The Reorganization
tax liability non-residents, tax treaties Tax Law partly implenents the EC Merger

Betrieb und Steuer, I. Buch, pp 248. DEM 78.

concluded by Finland. Some sample Directive (434/95/EEC).
ISBN: 3409 50979 8.

calculations are included. Relevant tax return (B. 115.371) Fully updated edition of a study book dealing
forms and regulations are reproduced in the

with the 1995 individual, corporate and

appendices. The book contains an index on Hinz, Michael. business income taxes. Reference is made to

court decisions and a topical index. Grundlagen der Unternehmensbesteuerung
the Solidarity Surcharge Law. the Business

(B.. 115.393) 2. Auflage
Location ImprovementAct. the 1995 Anti-

Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe. 1995, abuse and ReorganizationTax Law.

Andersson, Edvard. pp 347. DEM 42. ISBN: 3 482 465223. (B. 114.806)
Verotusmenettelylainkonmentaari. Revised and updated edition of publication
Helsinki, Lakimiesliiton Kustannus. 1996, dealing with the basic principles of corporate Steuerliche Problene bei Praxisbertragungen
pp 38. ISBN: 951640 824 9. taxes. The law is stated as at 1 January 1993. von Angehrigender wirtschaftsprfenden
Commentaryon the new Law on Tax (B. I 15.056) und steuerberatendenBerufe. 3. Aulage
Procedure, applicable as of 1 January 1996. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. I 995,
Text book mainly intended for use at Dtsch, Ewald. pp 162. ISBN: 3 8021 0656 3.

university studies. Topics dealt with include Das neue Unwandlungssteuerrechtab 1995. Third revised edition of publication on tax

backgroundof the new law, tax authorities and Umstrukturierungvon Unternehmen- problems arising when transferring practices of
their organization, taxable period, taxable Verschmelzung- Spaltung- Fornwechsel- tax consultants or auditors.
place, reporting requirements, assessment, tax Einbringung. (B. 114.874)
avoidance, advance paynients, appeal Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag. 1995,
procedure, advance rulings, penalties, relief pp 400. DEM 68. ISBN: 3 8202 1032 6. Prfungsfragen in Testform. Repetitoriumdes
from tax. A topical index is included. The book deals with the regulations of steuerrechtlichenGrundwissens.405
(B. 1 15.391) mergers, divisions and other forms of

Mehrfachwahlaufgabenmit Lsungen.reorganization under the ReorganizationTax 8. AuflageLaw as of 1995.
Achim, Erich Fleischer Verlag. 1996, pp 368.

France (B. I 14.458) DEM 59.80. ISBN: 3 816851088.

Morgenstern, P. Thiel, Jochen; Eversberg, Horst. Performance tests through multiple choice

Lintgration fiscale. 3rd Edition. Die neue Vereinsbesteuerung.3. Auflage
tests. The tests cover the Fiscal Code,

Paris, Les Publications Fiduciaires SA., IOO, Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag. 1996. accounting, the income tax law, the wage tax,

Rue la Fayette, 75485 Paris Cedex 10.1996, Steuer-Telex Sonderinformation,pp 116. the business tax, valuation, net wealth tax and

pp 904. FRF 453. ISBN: 2 86521 264 5. DEM 77.60. ISBN: 3 88606 140 X. the value added tax.

The book covers the particular subject of Updated edition of an infonmative brochure on (B. 115.341)

group taxation in France by giving a the taxation of clubs and charity organizations.
description of the regime, its practical aspects (B. 115.075) Handbuch der Steuerveranlagungen.
and consequences. It is also designed to Einkommensteuer,Krperschaftsteuer,
measure the impact of the regime on the life of Rose, Gerd. Gewerbesteuer, Umsatzsteuer 1994.

a group Grundzgedes Besteuerungsverfahrens. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995, pp 2800.

(B. 1 15.420) 3. Auflage DEM 154. ISBN: 3 406 389600.
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Annual updated guide for filing 1994 returns Pahlke, A.; Franz, W. Frankfurt ana Main, Verlag Peter Lang. I 995,
for individual income tax, corporate incone Grunderwerbsteuergesetz.Kommentar. pp. 35. DEM 77. ISBN: 3 631 48600 6.
tax, business income tax and turnover tax. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995, pp. 556. Tax law as an instrument for environment
(B. 114.888) ISBN: 3 406 39762 X. protection.

Extensive commentary on the German Real (B. I 14.893)
Jahressteuergesetz 1996. Gesetze- Estate Tax Law.
Begrndungen- Materialien. Bearbeitet von (B. 1 15.025) Rose, Gerd.
Jrgen Wagner. Die Verkehrsteuern. 12. Auflage
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1995, pp. 744. Bals, B. Wiesbaden, Verlag Th. Gabler GmbH. 1995.
DEM 78. ISBN: 3 08 3689969. Steuer-Ratgeberzur Einkommen- und Betrieb und Steuer, 2. Buch, pp 194. DEM 78.
Text of the 1996 Tax Law with corresponding Lohnsteuer 1996. Stand: September 1995. ISBN: 3 409 50962 3.
source material. Gltig ab 1. Januar 1996. The book deals with VAT, the real estate

(B. 114.933) Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co transfer tax and various minor transfer taxes,
KG., Einsteinstrasse 172, 81675 Munich. i.e. insurance tax, fire protection tax the tax on

WP-Handbuchder Untemehmensbesteuerung. 1995, pp. 304. DEM 44.30. motor vehicles.
2. Auflage Ergnzungsband 1995. ISBN: 3 8073 I 219 6. (B. 114.968)
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag. 1995, pp 529. Annual practical guide containingoverview of
ISBN: 3802105893. the individual income tax and wage tax rates, Wiemhoff, K.H.
Manual for enterprise taxation (1995 tax-free amounts, deductions and other tax Umsatzsteuer. 90 praktische Flle. I1.

supplementaryvolume). Practical book on relief measures, and giving practical Auflage.
enterprise taxation. The topics dealt with are information on German income tax as of 1 Achim, Erich Fleischer Verlag. 1996.
anongst others, the Corporate Incone Tax January 1996. Steuer-Seminar,Band 3, pp. 333. DEM 49.50.
Law, the ReorganizationLaw, the (B. I 15.002) ISBN: 3 8168 3031 5.
International Tax Relations Law, taxes within Textbook covering 90 practical case studies on
a group, tax subsidies and special tax issues Richter, H.; Boveleth, K.H.; Tausch, W. the German turnover tax system, with
with respect to enterprises operating within the Das neue Jahressteuergesetz 1996. explanatory solutions.
five new Lnder.

Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag. 1996, pp. 116. (B. I15.437)
(B. 114.875) DEM 77.60. ISBN: 3 886061752.

1996 Tax law. Commentaryon the Scherer, Thomas.
Jacobs, Otto H. amendments to the individual and corporate Doppelbesteuerungund Europisches
Internationale Unternehmensbesteuerung income taxes, turnover tax, inheritance tax and Gemeinschaftsrecht.
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995, pp. 888. net worth tax as of 1 January I 996. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995, pp. 335.
DEM 158. ISBN: 3 406 39355 I. DEM 88. ISBN: 3 406 37977 X.(B. 115.045)International enterprise taxation. Manual on Double taxation in the European Community.
the taxation of enterprises located in Germany Richter, H.; Boveleth, K.H. Detailed analysis of the interaction between
with business relations abroad. The book in double taxation treaties in general and EC lawDie neue steuerliche Frderung des
particular deals with cross-border tax planning as weil as Gennan anti-deferral rules and EC
and tax harmonization within the European Wohneigentums.6. Auflage law. Introductory section the interactionon

Union. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag. 1996.
between domestic law and law. Finaltreaty

(B. 114.840) Steuer-Telex Beratungsschriften,pp 234.
section the sanctions for breach of EC law.DEM 116.40. ISBN: 3 88606 182 5.

on

Extensive bibliography
Seeger, Norbert. New tax incentives of owner-occupied (B. I14.736)
Die optimale Rechtsstrukturinternationaler dwellings. The book contains the texts of the

relevant laws, commentaries thereon andUnternehmen. Handbuch des Steuerstrafrechts I 995.advice.
Leverkusen, DeutscherUniversitts Verlag 3. Auflage
GmbH., Postfach 30 09 44, (B. 115.386) Bearbeitet von Dr. Brigitte Gast-De Haan.
D 51338 Leverkusen. 1995. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995.
Gabler Edition Wissenschaft,pp. 441. Bals, B. Schriften des Deutschen Wissenschaftlichen
DEM 128. ISBN: 3 8244 6094 7. Steuer-Ratgeberzur Einkommen-und Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund
Optimal legal structure for international Lohnsteuer 1996. 19. Auflage. Stand: Steuerbevollmchtigtene.v., pp. 504.
operating enterprises. The author discusses September 1995. DEM 98. ISBN: 3 406 8289 4.
various legal arrangements for international Bonn, Sollfuss Verlag. 1995, pp 304. Third edition of a manual containing the texts

operating enterprises using Gernany and the DEM 44.30. ISBN: 3 08 317796 8. of the provisions in the Fiscal Code and all
Netherlands as the countries from which the Practical guide giving an overview of the related states dealing with tax penalty law.
group is operating individual income tax and wage tax rates, (B. 115.055)
(B. 114.306) deductions, lump-sum deductions and other

tax relief measures and practical information Praktiker-Handbuch 1996. Allgemeines
Beck'sches Steuerberater-Handbuch1994. on German ncome tax as of September 1995. Steuer- und Verfahrensrecht.8. Auflage
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1994, pp 2030. (B. 1 15.001) Bearbeitet von J. Thiel, R. Schiefer und
DEM 178. ISBN: 3 406 38207 X. M. Henkel.
1994 Manual for tax dvisors. The manual Wagner, Jrgen. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996,
covers all relevant topics related to tax Das Jahressteuergesetz 1996. pp. 2095. DEM 168. ISBN: 3 8021 0670 9.
consultancy, including accounting, valuation, Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1995, pp. 176. General Tax Law and Procedure Law, 1994.
profit and loss statements, accounting within a DEM 29.80. ISBN: 3 08 2162967. Updated manual for practitioners regarding tax

group, substantive tax law and procedural tax Survey of the amendments brought about by law (in general) and procedural law. The
law. Includes an extensive address-listof tax the 1996 Tax Law regarding individual income manual contains tax provisionsof e.g. the
advisors, tax authorities and other tax. Fiscal Code, Tax Court Procedure Code,
organizations in Germany related to the tax (B. I15.015) administrativeguidelines and case law.

consultancy profession. (B. 115.189)
(B. i 14.815) Stenger, Jrgen.

Das Steuerrechtals Instrumentdes
Umweltschutzes.
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Musgrave, R.A.; Musgrave, PB., Kullmer, L. Heidelberg, Verlag Recht und Wirtschaft Fiscale en financilejaargids voor de

Die ffentlichen Finanzen in Theorie und GnbH. 1996, pp 68. ISBN: 3800530198. directeur-grootaandeelhouder1996.

Praxis. Band I. 5. Auflage Insurance obligation and exemption fron Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, pp 296. NLG 67.50.

Tbingen,J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck). 1990. compulsory insurance within the health ISBN: 90 200 1 769 I.

Uni-TaschenbcherNo. 449, pp 274. insurance, the pension insurance, the 1996 Handbook for tax, financial and civil law

DEM 24.80. ISBN: 3 16 8455547. unemployment insurance and the nursing practice for director-shareholdersdealing with

Public finance in theory and practice. This insuraicc. Booklet giving a compact overview the following subjects: how to make reserves

Textbook comments a description of the ot the above insurances and exemptions for old age, social security aspects, insurances,
financiai institutions with a theoretical analysis therefiotn. succession within the BV and managementof

of the ecotlomic and political problems in (B. I 15.375) capital.
public finance. Examples given in the book are (B. I 15.302)
comprehensiveand up-to-date as of 1990.

(B.1O.366) Italy Bennett, M.C.; Morrison, P.D.;
Daniels, T.H.M.; De Hosson, F.C.

Bttges-Papendorf,D.; Dankmeyer, U.; Dubin, P.; Martino, L. Commentary to the US-Netherlands income

Odenthal, R. 1l testo unico delle imposte sui redditi. tax conventon.

ABC dei Bilanzierung nach neuen1 Handels- Mihn, Dott. A. Giuffr Editore Spii. 1996, Deventer. Kluwer. 1996. NLG 250.

und Steuerrecht. 6. Auflage pp 352. ITL 39.000. ISBN: 88 14 057044. ISBN: 065448934.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1 996, pp 528. The book contains the text of the Italian This comnientary(in loose-leaf fonn) intends
DEM 56.80. ISBN: 3 08 3189966. ConsolidatedTax Act, Presidential Decree 917 to give a detailed discussion of the various

Sixth edition of explanatory book on the basic of 22 Decenber 1986, as anended up to provisions of the treaty and their context

aspects of the Gernan law with regard to February 1996. Each article of the CTA is within the domestic tax legislation of the

balancing business and tax law. Jurisprudence comentedon, I-urthcrnore the book contains United States and the Netherlandsand the

and policy of the tax authorities ae taken into the nost important tax laws related to the CTA existing model treaties of the OECD, the

consideration. With practical exanples. provisions. A detailed index permits a quick United States and the Netherlands.

(B. I 15.435) and conplete examination of the rules. (B. I 15.300)
(B. 115.398)

Beck'scher Bilanz-Kommentar.Der Elsevicrs alnanak voor de sociale
Jahresabschlussnach Handels- und Steuerrecht verzekeringen I 996. Sociale zekerheid van

238 bis 339 HGB. 3. Auflage Netherlands gcboorte tot overlijden. 14th Edition.-

Munich, C.H. Beck Verlag. 1995, pp 2390. Amsterdam. Bonaventura. 1996, pp 338.
DEM 338. ISBN: 3406 388949. Beelen, N. van; Hoogendoorn, J., NLG 54.50. ISBN: 906882 225 X.

Extensive comnentary to Articles 238-339 of Wit, G.W. de. Anual updated edition o guide explaining the

the Conmercial Law. The book deals with the Venootschapsbclastingverzekeraars. social security laws with examples of
Gerian accounting practices according to tax Deveiter. Fed. 1996. calculationsand addresses.
,ind commercial law. Fed Fiscale Brochures, pp 192. NLG 60. (B.115.410)
(B. I 14.839) ISBN: 9060027027.

Contributionsdescribing tax aspects of Sociale zekerheidswetgeving Samenstelling
Grunewald, Barbara. insurance activities. The following topics are en inleiding F.M. Noordarn en L. Opheikens.
Gesellschaftsrecht. dealt with: how to finance insurances, I0th Edition.

Tbingen.J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck). 1994, deterninationof profits for tax purposes, Deventer, Kluwcr. 1995, pp 652.

pp 403. DEM 49. ISBN: 3 16 146314 5. investnents and investment allowances. ISBN: 9031211788.
The book deals with the systen and basic (B. I 15.454) Tenth reprint of a reprint of legal texts (laws
elenents of all legal fonns of Gemian and regulations)on social security. The supra-
cornpany law. Seeger, Norbert. national related regulatons and provisions
(B. I 14.802) Die optinale Rechtsstruktur internationale (EEC Regulations) also reprinted.are

Unternehmen. (B. I 15.275)
Meyer-Scharenberg,Dirk. Leverkusen, Deutscher Universitts Verlag

Finanzierungmit Lebensversicherungen. GmbH., Postfach 300944, D 51338
Schematisch overzicht socialevan de

2. Auflage
Leverkusen. 1995.
Gabler Edition Wissenschaft, pp. 441. verzekeringswetten.Maart 1996.

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996.
DEM 128. ISBN: 3 8244 6094 7. Samengestelddoor L. Opheikens.

DStR Schriftenreihe,pp 22 I. DEM 58. 72nd Edition.
ISBN: 3 406 384439. Optimal legal structure for international

Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, 28.
Life insurance as a financing instrument. The operating enterprises. The author discusses pp

various legal arrangements for intemational March 1996 summary of social security
book shows strategies on how to use life
insurances for optimum tax planning. operating enterprises using Germany and the legislatio.

Netherlands as the countries fron which the (B. 115.331)
(B. 115.367) group is operating

(B. I 14.306)
Barth, Rainer.
Richterliche Rechtsfortbildung im Steuerrecht. Vries, R.J. de.

Russia

Berlin. Duncker& Humblot GmbH. 1996. Anti-ontgaansbepalingeninzake de verbreking
Schriften zum Steuerrecht, Band 50, pp 644. van een fiscale eenheid. Letter of the Staie Tax Service of the Russian

DEM 164. ISBN: 3 428 08570 I. Deventer, Kluwer. 1996. Federation No. NP-6-06/I64 of I I March,

Developments in tax case law. Fiscale Monografien,No. 74, pp 226. I 996 on methodological recommendationsfor

(B. 115.320) NLG 77.50. ISBN: 90 200 1779 9. completing the tax declaration of a foreign
Monographdealing with the anti-avoidance legal entity.

Benner, Willi. measures related to a rupture within a fiscal From: Garant Service, 1995, pp 17.

Versicherungspflichtund unity and with the abuse of fiscal unity (B. 115.518)
Versicherungsfreiheitin der Kranken-, Renten- provisions, as set out in the Corporate Incone

, Arbeitslosen- und Pflegeversicherung Tax Law (standaard voorwaarden).
20. Auflage Stand: l.l.l 996. (B. I 15.427)
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Sweden INTERNATIONAL International charitable giving: Laws and
Taxation. Editor Carole Shelbourn George.

Kommunalaskattesatser 1996. Johnston, Danil. Dordrecht, Kluwer Academic Publishers.
Stockholm, Riksskatteverket. 1996, pp. 76. International petroleum fiscal systems and 1994. NLG 350. ISBN: 1 85966 072 X.
ISBN: 91 38 30803 7. production sharing contracts A country by country description of the laws
Rates of municipal income tax in all Swedish Tulsa, PennWell Publishing Company, - and taxation relating to charitable
municipalities,applicable for income year 142 1 South Sheridan Road, P.O. Box 1260, organizations and donors in 54 countries. The
1996. Addresses of tax authorities and Tulsa, Oklahoma OK 74101, United States. first section of each country chapter covers

administrativecourts of appeals are included. 1994, pp 325. ISBN: 0 878144269. establishmentof charitable organizations, their
(B. 115.274) Descriptionof the fundamentals of petroleum organization and legal status, regulation and

taxation, in particular the arithmetic and taxation treatment. The second section covers

Forfattningarom uppbrd 1996. mechanics and the industry/government the tax treatment of donors to charitable
Stockholm, Skatteforvaltningen relationships involved. Focus on the two main organizations.This loose-leafpublication in
Riksskatteverket. 1996, pp. 349. fiscal systems, i.e. concessions and production one volume is updated with two supplements
ISBN: 91 38 30802 9. sharing contracts. Consideration is given to per year.
Compilationof material and procedural laws economic issues such as the threshhold field (B. 115.209)
and regulations regarding collection of direct size and also to the legal and regulatory
taxes and duties, applicable on 1 January 1996. framework. Double taxation is covered in the Bedee, H.; D'haese, W.; Pertry, V.;
(B. 115.397) final chapter primarily by reference to the Rompelman, A.J.

United States. Appendicesgive comparative The international guide to social security.
overviews of various fiscal systems as well as A country by country overview.

Turkey
statistics. The Hague, Kluwer Law International. 1995,
(B. 114.799) pp. 476. NLG 260. ISBN: 90 6544 8748.

Avarol, W.; Baetge, D. Baker, A.; Bataillon, J.; Baker, A.J.; a.o. Country by county overview of 29 countries'

Gesellschaftsrechtin der Trkei. Eine International Tax Planning Editor Dennis social security systems written as a practical
Einfhrungmit vergleichendenTabellen. Campbell. guide for human resources managers and

Munich, VerlagsgruppeJehle-Rehm. 1996, Dordrecht, Kluwer Law International, employees confronted with international

pp. 90. ISBN: 3 8073 1234 X. P.O. Box 322,3300AD Dordrecht, The employment. Introductorychapter outlining
An introduction to the system and basic Netherlands. 1995, pp. 350. NLG 218. the legal and policy issues and main regulatory
elements of all legal forms of company law in ISBN: 90411 0853 X. instruments (treaties/EC regulations).
Turkey. Compilationof articles dealing with a wide Subsequentcountry chapters describe the

(B. 115.403) range of national and intemational tax issues,
social security system and provide details of
contributionsand benefits, give an example ofincluding charitable donations, investment

funds, anti-avoidancerules, inheritance tax,
a gross-net computation,and outline voluntary
and national schemes. Treaty details are

United Kingdom banking secrecy, tax rulings, tax
contained in appendices.harmonization,EC direct and indirect taxation, country
(B. 115.226)

Butterworthsorange tax handbook 1996-97. treaty shopping, trusts and compliance
21st Edition. Editor Malcolm Gammie. penalties.

(B. 115.225)London, Butterworths. 1996, pp. 4825.
NORTH AMERICAISBN: 0 406 064997. Setting up a business in An intemational

UK legislation relating to inheritance tax,
...

legal survey. Editor Vincent Power.
national insurance contributions, stamp duties, London, Sweet & Maxwell. 1995, pp 254. Canada
VAT, insurance premium tax, landfill tax for £ 19.95. ISBN: 0 421 54560 7.
the year 1996-97. Comparativeoverviewsof business, legal and Hayden, Peter R.; Burns, Jeffrey H.
(B. 115.428) tax rules for setting up business in 24 mainly Foreign investment in Canada. A guide to the

European jurisdictions. Standard format law. 2 Volumes.
Ball, Andrew. enables comparative research. Specific focus Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional
VAT and land, construction& property. on foreign investment rules, forms of business, Publishing. 1996. ISBN: 0 459 57537 6.
3rd Edition. stock exchange rules, financing, employment, This reorganized and updated loose-leaf
Bicester, CCH Editions Limited. 1995, mergers and acquisitions, insolvency and publication in two binders replaces the
pp. 245. ISBN: 0 863254055. taxation. formerly Global investment in Canada-
The book explains the effects of the VAT (B. 115.227) Report Bulletin,and will be kept up-to-datelegislation which has radically altered land, by 12 releases per year. The services will keepconstruction and property transactions. This Marshall J. Langer. you informed of all new developments in the
third edition is updated to reflect the The tax exile report/Citizenship,second field of foreign investment. Includes texts of
consolidationof statutory provisions in the passports and escaping confiscatory taxes. and commentary on the InvestmentCanada
VAT Act 1994, it ncludes the 1 March 1995 5th edition. Act, NAFTA agreements, provincial statutes,
changes to zero-rating provisions for Hants, Scope International Limited. 1996, Competition Act, merger review, etc.
construction services and building materials, pp. 233. ISBN: 0 906619 34 3. (B. 115.443)
highlights the consequencesof the anti- A practical guide describing the taxation and
avoidanceprovisions in relation to VAT group related legal and regulatory issues facing
transactions, and sets out the substantially potential emigrants, particularly those
overhauled requirementsas regards the consideringemigrating from the United States. USA
taxation option. An outline ofproblem taxes is followed by
(B. 115.419) possible steps to avoid them. The US rules are Wudernitz, B.

then described together with relevant court Entwicklungder Konzernbesteuerungin den
cases and treaties. Tax considerationsfor. USA.
emigrants from other countries are then Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996,
itemized followed by an overview of possible pp. 256. ATS 494. ISBN: 3 85122 519 8.
emigration destinations. Developments in the taxation of concerns. An
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pp 233. ISBN: 0906619343. Federal estate and gift taxation. 6th Edition. existing model treaties of the OECD, the

A practical guide describing the taxation and 1996 Cumulativesupplement No. I. United States and the Netherlands.

related legal and regulatory issues facing Boston, Warren Gorham & Lamont. 1996, (B. 115.300)
potential emigrants, particularly those pp 680. ISBN: 0 7913 2608 X.

consideringemigrating from the United States. The supplement brings up-to-date the sixth Saltzman, Michael I.

An outline of problem taxes is followed by edition of the main volume. It discusses the IRS practice and procedure. 2nd Edition.

possible steps to avoid then. The US rules are final regulations under Sections 2701-2704 1996 Cumulative supplement No. 1.

then described together with relevant court and under Section 2056 and the new Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1996,
cases and treaties. Tax considerations for regulationsdealingwithgeneration-skipping pp 750. ISBN: 0791326446.

emigrants from other countries are then transfers, qualified trusts, and valuation rules. This supplementcontains cumulative tables

itemized followed by an overview of possible In addition, it includes a cumulative index and and a cumulative index which supersedes the

emigration destinations. cumulative tables of Internal Revenue Code tables and index in the main volume. Presents

(B. 1 15.309) sections, regulations, rulings, and cases. relevant judicial, legislative, and

(B. I 15.441) administrativedevelopmentssince December
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INTRODUCTION:FIFI'Y YEARS OF BULLETIN
Prof. Hubert Hamaekers,

Chief Executive, IBFD

!

Welcome to the Jubilee issue of the Bulletin! In this issue, 30,000 books on taxation, tax databases and 400 different tax

dedicated to celebrating50 years of Bulletinpast, we turn our journals.
eyes firmly to the future, to bring you an insight into some of

***
the major controversies that will face tax policy makers, pro-
fessionals and academics in the 21st century. ./

The first issue of what was baptized the Bulletinfor Inter-

t::z:national-FiscalDocumentation was ready in April 1940,
But first to the past. The origis-of th-BUlleti-flterna- immediteltfore

--

the Netherlands became involved in
tional Fiscal Documentationare closely related to the founLI- World War II,.whichwas.the reason that it was never sent to
ing of the International Fiscal Association in 1938. The first its subscribersrThe-tsecond'i.ssue, reached ts readership ln

-
,

of IFA provided forIthe.organizationofcongresses,. . /
xstatutes , .- Inhisthe autunm of 1946.

.

introduction,
.

the first director of
the publishingof periodicaland

,
the establishmentof doc- theIBFD' P.J.A.dani,

,

a a Prof. saidthat the Bulletin would
umentation bureau and library.

1 Preparations for these activ- J xka contain!reviews.

of legislation,
.

law and litera-new tax case
ties started n 1938. As a reslt

,

the first IFA Congress was /

. held in The Hague in 1939 and.t_.h_e.IntemationalBureau of
/ ture, discussions of new

IBFDa
taxtreaties, a summary of nforma-

tion provided
.

by the
\

dictionary of fiscal law n four
,

Fiscal Documentationwas established ln the form.of a sepa- f languakes and nformation
t

IFA developments. The sub-on
rate foundationopening its doors in Amsterdamn July,1.939. [ scriptin price amounted NLG 16.50, included.! to postage
The IBFD was entrusted-with-thE-iks-of-collectingdocu-

The first,issues
\

focused
Il

developments
I /

in variousI on tax coun-
mentation on taxes worldwide, settihg up a library and pub- tries during the Very us,eful'

Jr

descriptions:
of the tax

lishing journal intemational taxation. During the lntal
., war. sys-

tems of several countries appeared n those early volumes,
a on , .

years of its existence the IBFD was refe\rred to a,s a daughter I

Canadian,system/,writtenI

ncluding the
.

by H. Heward
organizationof IFA, since the Bureau founded by IFA,to

one on
was aiveStikeman, who.is

.

still a,member of the Advisorythe realization
.

of several IFA ob.jectives.
. J

Gradually
as

promote
functionig. Council,of the IFD.-Thelaterdlrector.,-.

of the IBFD, J.
the Bureau became independently

.

organiza-
van

an
-

Hoorn Jr., wl acted-as secretary to the editorial
.

board, wrote
tion, keeping close relationshipwith IFA,but'considered.. t

a as

sister organization the chroniclerof IFAW. Dirksen,
,- an article on taxati in Germany, the first of a long series.

a as put //
it in his book IFI1938-.198l-----''. /-....._ ***

x_ / - j

Onlefing through 50 of the Bulletin certain trends inThese days - after almost-60.years- sister'IBFD cannot be years

regarded as an old spinster, as it is rnore lively than ever with domestic and international tax become visible, but it also

a permanent staff of over 100 specialists in taxation, comput- becomes clear that most major issues come up regularly
erization, library services and publishing, coming .from 27 throughout the whole period. Younger readers may not

countries. expect certain topics to have been under discussion so long
Today the three main activities of the IBFD are: ago.

. research on tax developments worldwide with a current-

Throughout the Bulletin's existence recurrent issues have
emphasis on developing relatively new areas in taxation included: double taxation relief, in particularnew tax treaties,
on a comparative basis; the OECD Model Tax Conventionsand the UN Tax Conven-
courses on international taxation at all levels, particular- pros cons many

-

tion; the and of tax incentives; the tax
ly in cooperation with universities and in-company; reforms all over the world down through the years; and the
providing information to clients directly, via publica--

rise ofavoir fiscal based systems from the sixties (we shall
tions, or via the library. of course also follow the likely fall of integration systems in

Recognizing the independent position and objective future years).
approach of the IBFD the results' of its specific research pro- In the years immediately after the second world war the Bul-
jects are used by bodies such as the European Court of Jus- letin focused on post-war tax reform. In 1948 a first sign of
tice, the EC Commission, the OECD and the United Nations, integration in Europe was the founding of Benelux, which
by ministries of finance, universities and also by the private was welcomed by the Bulletin. Another major development
sector. Courses on international taxation and VAT are given in the early years of the Bulletin was the conclusion of a tax
in various countries, including France, Germany, Hungary, treaty between the United States and the Netherlands. In the
Italy, the Netherlands, Romania, Poland, the United King- early fifties two topics were dominant: how to tackle tax eva-
dom, Brazil, Mexico, India, Malaysia, Nepal and Singapore. sion; and sales taxes.
The IBFD has subscribers to its publications - periodicals,
loose-leafand other books, and databases- in over 150 coun- During the sixties the focus of the Bulletin became truly
tries. The library has become a meeting place for scholars of international, covering for example tax harmonization in the

.
many countries, who benefit from its unique collection of Malay Federation (1965) and the African Multilateral Tax
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Convention (1967). In the seventies other multilateral tax international tax publications, intends to play a leading role

developmentscame to the fore, for example Central Ameri- in the debate.
can Common Market tax harmonization (197I), the Andean

In the tradition of the Bulletin have invited distin-
Pact Model Tax Convention (1975) and the Comecon Multi-

we many

lateral Tax Treaty (1978). The nineties show an increased guished tax lawyers,economistsand accountantsto give their
views.

interest in tax developments in Asia and in anti-avoidance

measures, such as CFC-legislationand specific anti-baseero- In articles which focus on the tax base, Malcolm Gammie
sion measures, which are spreading throughout the world. examines the role income taxes may play in 21st century tax

The increasing complexity of international taxation, and the systems, Prof. Ferdinand Grapperhaus advocates a tax sys-
tem that does not tax profits but rather the use of the factors

accelerating pace of change, have caused the Bulletin to
of production, while Dr Parthasarathi Shome highlights the

spawn a number of offspring. The first followed the conclu-
advantagesof introducing global carbon tax.a

sion of the Treaty of Rome in 1958, when the harmonizatin
of indirect and direct taxes inthe=EEC-provided-many+mter-

t £-In-thtion anti-avoidance,Prof. David Williamson con-

esting topics for tax debate.fThe abundance of articles n templates fture trends in tax avoidance, Dr Robert Kamer-
EEC developments around 1960 necessitated a specialized ling and MrHansvanPutten,on the other hand discuss

periodical, European Taxatton,-published-monthly-from the lmpactfthat ncreas,ed globalization and digitization will
1960. ] [ have future admnistration.on tax

Nevertheless the Bulletin continued] [
todiscuss EEC

/ / *\
matters, On the#impact of the communications revolution, David R.

' 7 '

turnover tax warns an increase inin particular after the release of the Neumark- T;llnghast of impeding dramatic the m

in 1963 and the sulSsequent-doption-of.the
i

first VAT
tincidenceof double taxationofintemationalncome flows, Ireport

directives. Two proposed EEC directives on corate tax while Frances Horner and Jffrey Owens explain why the
attracted much attention m 1969: the parent-subsidiaryirec-. .

Internet threatens to give tax administratons
. t

a 2Ist century
tive and the directve:Nt

i
peoole expectedt I headache.

'

]merger many to
i , tocs\ [.1 i /take until 1990 before these proposals were adopted by the

\ Other
-

dealt with ths special
-

include tax sim-, ln issue
EC Council. Since then, despite thetburial

. ,

ofthe Ruding
\. \ i .,plificatio-nbyDr John AveE]Jones,

t:. theintemationalimplica-committee'srecommendations
.

by MemoerStates, the EC has
tions of theUnited] - - Statesntroducing- - z

flat tax by Charles
;

again been a major source of articleson, xt direct tax harmto-
,

ohne]OtD
a

XX McLure Jr., tne,future. _ Model Treaty by Prof.
nization, due to the avalanche of interesting tax decisions --.KlausVogel, EuroeanUnion,o-irecttax harmonization-.

by

U.
x\ t

,handed down by the EC Court of Justice.
.

Prof. Frans Vnistendaeland the future of transfer pricing by
Rapid developments in nternational taxatipn n the,sixties HelmutBekr. i7

# /
caused a second offspring of the BulletinthenewsletterTax The snecialjubilee

,' issue closes with a paper from Jeffrey
News Servtce. TaxNewst Setvice-hasbeen published-from--Owens

-----
and Edward Whitehouse.- - which- examines certain key

-

-- ..,

1966, first as a biweekly,later....as a weekly, and these days areas of tax reform which may be expected over the next
also as a daily electronic service. The proliferation of VAT decade.
systems outside the EC from the eighties and th increased
offer of articles on this importanttopic led to the IBFD's third ***

specialized periodical, the International VAT Monitor, in Wemay draw the conclusion that the Bulletin has fulfilled its
1990. task as described by Prof. Adriani in 1946. In-depth articles

on all tax developments, relevant from an international or
From 1974 transfer pricing has continuously been on the

agenda, in particular the OECD Reports from 1979 and US comparativeperspective,have been published over the years

developmentssince 1986. Transferpricing's competitor, uni-
as a result of cooperation between expert authors and dedi-
cated and experiencededitors.

tary taxation, was covered from 1980. In order to avoid
undue emphasis on transfer pricing in the Bulletin,the Inter- Information on IFA developments has been provided as a

nationalTransfer Pricing Journalwas set up in 1993 as the result of the good relationship with the IFA Secretariat in
fourth child of the Bulletin. It is clear that its editors will not Rotterdam and various branches of IFA. The Bulletin's tax

be short of copy for the time being. bibliography is probably the most comprehensive in the
world. And last but not least the dictionary of fiscal law,

The Asia-PacficTax Bulletin, published by the IBFD from which was started in the very first issue, has resulted in the
1995, could be qualified as offspring number five of the Bul- InternationalTax Glossary (editions 1988, 1992 and 1996).
letin. APTB takes over from the Bulletin of APTIRC, which This glossary is one of the most useful and successful books
provided detailed information on Asia-Pacific tax develop- on nternational tax ever published.
ments from 1983 to 1994.

My colleagues and I are very, grateful to all the authors, edi-
***

tors and technical staff who have contrbuted to the success
i

And now to the future! So close to the next millennium we of the Bulletin and indeed to its many friends worldwide. I

may expect many symposia (e.g. IFA's jubilee symposium hope that after reading this special issue you can agree that in
held in Geneva last September) and publications on future the field of internationaltaxation the next 50 years promise to

developments in taxation. The Bulletin, as the mother of be most interesting!
1996 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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THE TAX BASE

THE GLOBAL FI-JTURE OF I_cOMETAX
Malcolm Gammie

I. THE DECEPTION OF INCOME TAXATION A number of importantconsequencesflow from these points.
First, the taxes that people call income taxes are, in fact, very

Across the world, three taxes contribute the bulk of goverOn)- large..l-y- consumption taxes. The principal component of the
,

ment tax revenues: income tax,TEilsityt-axs-ardgen- i-ncome.tax.(andmost social security taxes) is earnings. Earn-

eral consumption taxes. The balance between these taxes ings are viifimthe tax base whether you tax ncome or con-
, sumption.,,Second,problemsthe you encounter in taxingvaries from country to country, but income tax is and will ..I___-I..

remain into the 21 st century a majorplank of the tax revenues earnings0rcons-umptonare common to both income and
taxes. this, youneed only think of theof developed countries. / [ n co,nmptin employee'.be'nefits,

l'o,see
! t /! problems that suc\as the provision of a

And with that observation I could end contribution thisto 'Company car, income tax
,

my owned prese'ntrfor both th\e anda

D 50th anniversary look at taesffor the 2'lst century. However, / value added tax. \\\with taxation, things are rarely'what theYtseem. Instinc- /
If income is consurnptionplus

'

additions
\

wealth
tively, people support ncome taxation. Income measures

net to or new
i , t

what has coming them.The popular conception
, i opportunities for future consumption, consumption s com-

everyone to incoMe, ,
-' toLboth

.

'and
.

taxes consumption.s that ncome reflects a person
-L----T-

s capacity topay tax. But,*n
,

k
mon taxes on on

, ,

to'measure,taxable , However, a true income tax:presents greater difficulties
.

than
fact, consumption is a clearer way capa- \

consumotion
.

because t/attempts
: totax additions

city. Indeed, economists usually define,
x.

of
\ a tax net to

income,in terms \\wealth -,
opportunities,forfiature

, ,',
consumption

.

or new - or sav-
consumption. Haig' said that income Is\ the money valuef p,

\ J togs. It is because this isiso
.

difficult.n. .

practical
.

terms that
the accretion one's

.

betweennet to economc \power two

points n time, and Bradford2 explains that economic
. rea-wld ncmesare.

closer to being consumption
power taxes than-true income taxes. ,

reflects person's command resources.,exercised
.

n the --.-a over

form of consumption or held as a potentialfor future'con- /7
/sumption - - /- IIOPRACTICALTAXATION.

As Bradford points out.in anothercontext,, tax.systemsallow

costof'earning'ncome.---'
people deduct the

. .

because, theto in Sucessful taxes reflect two main factors:
end, they want to tax what people have left over to spend. The they adopt well defined and sustainable economic con--

problem that afflicts income and consumption taxes alike, is cepts that recognize a person's ability to pay; and
deciding when an item is an expense of earning income or - they can be administered,collected and enforced.
when it is the consumption of income. The element of per- Consumption, that we can recognize as earnings and output,
sonal choice that enters many business expenses makes it dif- is a well defined and sustainable concept. Income, by con-
ficult to disentangle the two. trast, is far from being a clear concept. Kaldoff concluded

Two important truths lie behind these observations. First, that the problem of defning individual income, quite apart
cash receipts do not necessarilyaffect a person's commandof from any problem of practical measurement,appears in prin-
economic resources. Conventionally, people think of divi- ciple insoluble. If you cannot adequately define as a matter

dends as taxable income. This reflects the practical approach of economic principle what it is that you want to tax, legisla-
of taxing payments that are easily observed and whose value tors will not supply the answer when they have to convert

into legislative language what you want to tax but cannotis self evident. These two features account for the success of
taxes on earnings and value added. The tax base for each is quite explain. And this is what accounts for some of the

current cash flows. But dividends merely recognize econom- growth in the size and complexityof tax law and administra-,
tive rules. Rewriting the tax code, as Australia, New Zealandic resources that shareholdersalready command through their
and the United Kingdom currently embarked willare upon,savings in the company. A dividend transfers those resources
do nothing solve this basic problem.to

from one pocket to another, but adds nothing to the econom-

ic resources at the taxpayer's command. Second, to tax con-

sumption you do not have to measure what people spend. 1. Haig, The Concept of Income Economicand Legal Aspects,neFederal-

You can arrive at a measureof people'sconsumptionby start- IncomeTax, Columbia University Press, 1921, at 7.

ing with their income and subtractingwhat they save. Indeed, 2. Bradford and the Us Treasury Tax Policy Staff, Blueprints for Basc Tax

the differencebetween a direct tax on income and a direct tax Reform, 2nd Ed., Revised, Tax Analysts, Arlington, Virginia (1984), at 26.
3. Bradford, Untangling the Incone Tax, Harvard University Press, 1986,

on consumption lies entirely in each tax's treatment of sav- Chapter 1, at 17-18

ngs. 4. Kaldor, An ExpenditureTax, Allen & Unwin, 1955, at 70.
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But the problemsof income taxationare not merely problems dent persons who trade-off' their respective tax rates and

of principle. Income measurement, as Kaldor recognizes, taxable capacity (or lack of it) to achieve a tax saving.
presents real practical problems. If you want to tax the net

It is difficult enough in domestic eliminate thesea context to
accretionover a period in people'snew opportunitiesfor con-

or an
sumption, you have to value the opportunitiesas they accrue opporttinities to avoid minimize tax liabilities. In inter-

national context, however, no two tax systems will tax activ-
and adjust for inflation. No tax system achieves either a true

accruals basis orproper inflation adjustment. Furthermore,
tes
. .

and transactions in entirely the same way or apply the

income taxation requires that you allocate to individualswhat
same rate of tax to the outcome. The variety of different tax

results for similar transactions and the different tax rates that
accrues to intermediaries - companies,, investment funds, different people pay accordingly multipl the opportunities
trusts, etc. None of these things are practically achievable as

for arbitrage in international setting.tax an
a matter of general application but if you fail to allocate
income from intermediaries to those ultimately entitled to it. Three fundamental problems arise where several countries
an income tax soon degenerates

, into a consumption,ta,, r-'seek-to-tax th highly mobile factors. First, multiplesame

You cease to tax the net accretion in new opportunities fr taxatntrtswhat people do. Taxation in any form neces-
.

consumption and to taxing accretions only when peo- sarily affectstaxpayers--behaviour.
.

But where theremove are sev-

pie withdraw their money from the intermediaryand spend it. eral countfies.tying.totaxthsame thing, the degree of dis-
The practical expedients that

J

mostincometaxesadotto
.., tortiIsj. f %,

get multiplied
..

for,those factors that easilycan move

around these problems, for,example, taxing capital gains on from onejurisdiction to,another. Second, each country faces

astl samrealization rather than ncome assthey accrue, are a the problem: how can it attract and retain those mobile

continuing source of opportunties forftax avoidance and tax /'factors it wants; international
.x

capital orgoods, but tax them

arbitrage. i without encouraging then\to\move elswhere toa more

'! x. lenient'regime. Third, if factrs can moveway, how do you
] I monitor the tax base and collectftax

,

Ill. TAX ARBITRAGE

1) i J

Opportunitiesfor tax avodanceand tax arbtrage,arsewhen- V INTERMEDIARIE/ever you tax differenttems at different,txyou\can
rates. If there is no

rea distinction between tems, or easi substitdte The,]oblems of taxingtermediaries such as companies
one item for another, taxpayers have an incentive to favour and s s.reflect alltheissuesto which I have referred and

whichever taxed the least. The
x, numerous/and central the-taxati'--;of savings within

.

the tax.item is more are to income
r'

'

diverse the characteristics and attributes ofparticularitems,
.

To individual
. .

properly must allocate themeasure income you
the easier it is to tax.them differently.2Ths appliesboth to income from'intrmediaries to individuals: but this is not

general
. _-,,

And because t not practicallyspecific and
x.

consumptionftaxesthatimpose:hfr-practigll'possible.. f
to is pos-

ent tax rates on differeniconsumer_itemsButit is particular- sible, tax systems resort to taxing intermediaries at special
ly true of savings products. tax rates that differ from personal tax rates. Intermediaries

enable people to create a variety of financial interests that. are
The relevant characteristicsof financial assets are rather lim- economically similar but which the problems of measure-
ited L- typically the rate of return, risk and liquidity. Accord- ment taxed differently. All these largemean are are a source

ingly, different forms of saving are particularly close substi- of tax arbitrage and avoidance.Taxing savings at a single rate
tutes. If a tax system taxes different savings instruments dif- solves some of the problems but losses and other reliefs are

ferently, it will be particularlydistortive in affecting people's likely to mean that there is no single effective rate of tax and,
savings behaviour (i.e. where and in what form they save): n an intemationalcontext, the idea of single rate taxationdis-
The practical difficulty of measuring income properly pro- appears completely. In this respect, intermediaries enable
duces fundamentally different tax treatments for financial

taxpayers to access other tax systems to play off one tax sys-
assets (for example, debt and equity,) where there is no dis- tem and set of tax rates against another. In practical terms, the
cernible economic distinction between them. mobility of capital makes it impossible in an international

Add to this the problem of taxing different taxpayers at dif- context to achieye a consistent treatmentof financial transac-

ferent rates. Market arbitrage then operates to shift taxable tions or a consistency of taxation between different taxpay-

capacity from those liable to tax at higher rates to those taxed ers.

at lower rates. Even if you levy tax at a single nominal rate, Three particular international tax issues illustrate these prob-
the existence of tax exemptions and the likelihood that tax- lems: first, how to tax the variety of new financial instru-
payers bear tax at different effective tax rates, whether ments that are traded on the intemational capital markets;
through tax losses, exemptionsor the abilitytodefer liability, to companysecond, what do about residence and, finally,
mean that most tax systems are multi-rate tax systems. To transfer pricing. The problems of taxing financial instru-
eliminate tax arbitrage you must be able to adequately identi- ments is all to do with achieving cohsistency between differ-
fy taxpayers and monitor transactions between them. The

problem of controlling market arbitrage, however, is that it
5. Tax also. affects when and how much people However, it is dif-save. very

does not just involve manipulation by taxpayerwho are ficult to assess the impact of any tax system whether income or consumption-

related or have some connection. It largely involves indepen- based - on such decisions.
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ent forms of savings and eliminatingdifferences in the effect- the absence of any clear prnciple that underlies the transfer
ive rates of tax borne by different taxpayers on their savings. pricing debate. Arm's length principlesdo not in the long run

So long as there are differences the capital markets will work provide a practical way for countries to resolve their compet-
to arbitrage the differences. And a tool in the market's ing claims for the tax base.

armoury is the current concept of corporate residence.

You can identify for most individualswhere they live, even if

they travel regularly in between times. The scope for most V. INTERNATIONALSOLUTIONS
people to manipulatewhere they live is rather limited. Only a

few individuals, those with sufficient wealth or ability to
The administrative to international tax problems is

market their skills globally, have a freedom of choice. The response
to seek greatercooperationbetween the tax authorities of dif-

greater mobilityof higher paid individuals, who can sell their
ferent jurisdictions. If each jurisdiction is seeking to tax the

skills in a number of countries, is one reason why most tx
factors, the face of it, they haveJ r_-_same on a common interest in

systems now find 1t impossibl,e
.,,

to
_

impose top-rates-ofperson-
-- -..---

cooperation-!evertheless,
.-

there limitations
. ....

al ncome tax that significantly out of line with other
t are severe on

are

countries. I
t what admlstrative-cooperation alone can achieve, Coun-

7 tries havevey-different
I .

-

taxcultures, administrative nstitu-

Tax have sought
/
adpt the idea of personal tioS..nd procedures.,The,detailsof

f- . .
the tax systems and thesystems to res-

idence and apply it to intermediaries, in trieshape of effective
, administrative requirements,they impose differ significantly.

management. This underlis 'he basi/of the OECD'so tax These factors place a limiton cooperation. It s unlikely to be
/-

treaty network. But it is a ptodct of a bygone era. There is no /n the iterestsof country Ato'impos.eadministrativerequire-
recognizable concept of residence-fr-artificialcreation / rnents bn ts taxpayers solely to assist country B n policing
such And with such basic ts tax

I

system. Even f the two countries
.

could on thetest agreeas a company. as any lacking.in
I mutualtenforcementof their tad'ministrative. . . !

obligations,
.

theprinciple, it is open to mnipulation.Increasingly,thbusi-
nesses of multi-national enterpses,are organized and oper- i compliancecosts that this would,imposeon taxpayersmay be

Individual,managerst. -,
substantial, and objectionable.

, I /ated and managed globally. can commu-

nicate with each other wherever they're in the world. In suh \ mJasuresbetween
a world, effective management that can,be found'in one juris- .Agreementon administratve the coun-

tries also places substantive,lmitatin
: . . /

their rightdiction or another is meaningless. N/\\ ]
t

',
a on to tax

they wish.,.countrymay'be
p

constrained
,

n adoptingj as cer-
\\ I - .. i

On the other hand, the with which people travel and tain policy
,

options
.

if tha
_

affects its ability
.

to cooperate withease can

communicate allows choose%here% /
other countries-n-collectingand enforcing their respectivetaxpayers to to manage

their businesses when there s advantage n doing taxes.6 Of course,,Tntemational capital markets alreadya tax so.

Effective managementhasceased a.satisfactoryoneansbe
f

mplicitly affect'acountry'staxing rights and this s largelyto a

for countries identifywho,

they'can and.has become:a-function.of
.,.

the practical administrativedifficultiesto tax a country
tool of tax planning. To-the extent.that-the-lnternationaltax has in collecting and enforcing tax on mobile factors such as

treaty network is built on the idea of effectivemanagement, it capital. There is therefore a tension between the loss of tax-

contains a basic flaw that is the seeds of its own destruction. ing rights through non-cooperation and the limitations
Effective management allows taxpayers to access particular implicit n cooperation.
tax regimes to achieve particular tax outcomes.

In fact, there are only two responses that governments can

In reality, what countries generally seek to tax are the profits adopt to the problems of multiple taxation of highly mobile
attributable to the real assets and activities that are found or factors. The first is to agree among themselves a common

conducted within their jurisdiction, irrespective of where basis of taxation and a method of dividing the tax revenues

those assets or activities happen to be managed. However, the they raise. Such agreement would solve the problems pre-
problem a country faces, when confronted with a globally sented by multiple taxing jurisdictions, although agreement
integrated multi-national enterprise, is how to identify the by itself would not deal with the basic problems of taxing
profit attributable to the assets and activities in its jurisdic- income (such as accruals, indexation and allocation) to which
tion. It can see when an enterprise which conducts its I have referred. However, I doubt that such agreement is real-
research in France, manufacturesin South Korea and markets istic. as a matter of practical politics. Is it realistic to think
and sells its product in the United States has made a large that, in the long run, countries can agree on taxation policies
profit. But there is no principle to answer how you should without greater political integration In theory, agreement
allocate that profit between France, South Korea and the may be in their (and taxpayers')common interest. But where
United States. several countries are competing for the same tax base one at

least is always likely to see it as in its interest not to agree to
The solution presently adopted iS to debate what is the correct share part of its tax base with others. And knowing where the
arm's length price for what the French side of the operation country's interests lie now is difficult enough. For tomorrow,
supplies to South Korea and what South Korea supplies to the

t is impossible.
United States. But no amount of highly paid accounting,eco-

nomic and tax analysis can answer that question. The acres of
woodland that have been cut down to supply the paper to 6. For example, if it affects the information that the Revenue authority rou-

record the recent debate on transfer pricing merely testify to tinely collects from taxpayers.
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More to the point, however, taxation lies at the heart of gov- nce on European taxation, the castles on the Rhine were not

ernment. The ability to tax is one of the most important indi- built for their fine views but to collectand enforce tolls on the

cia of government.It is unsurprising,therefore, that no exam- commercial traffic that passed along the river.7 In the long
ples of supra-national taxes spring t mind. You cannot run the castles failed to maintain their right to collect tolls
divorce taxation from the exercise of political power by the and this was a consequence of the same problems of distor-

taxing authority. Apart from anything else, taxation requires tion, jurisdiction to tax and enforcementthat currently afflict
an administrative body that answers to the political and tax- the intemational tax system. The ingredients for successful

ing authority. Thus, the emergenceof a Europeancorporation taxation do not alter over time, although the surroundingcir-
tax must await the emergence of the European political insti- cumstances within which tax is levied (and therefore what
tutions capable of imposing such a tax. For the same reasons, makes a tax successful in one age and not another) do. This
I believe the Commission's current proposals for the Euro- will not alter in the 21st century.
pean value added tax will fail. This should at least explain the many column inches that
If countries do not agree on a,common-basis-of-taxation'an £com-menators devoted to the debate on international tax

are unlikely to do so withouta degree of political integration issues. Those.column inches suggest that if only we think
that would be unacceptable to many governments, the only about the probllgand=hardenough, we should be able
solution is to resort to thosetaxes-whichcan be levied mde- to solvethe prblemsBut,

* ----.,

funtamentally, the only solution

pendentlyofother countries.iTt.i-s is precisely the direction in to theincluionof sansaspart f,the income tax base lies
which have been nioving.

inlresponse the prob-
t

between contries basis of taxingtax systems to inagreement on a common

lems that I have outlined. Within: Europee, be and sh'aring Ifthat is practical political
'

tax systems may tax revenues. nott,a
/
/ opton,as

-

converging, but it s a convergence based on those factors
.

I believe it is not,\lie altemativ,e Is to give up tax-

that countries ndepentertloheotlers:
/r

ing what
.

practically.taxand whatcan tax you cannot concentrate on

J 11 1
you can.

The principal feature of this response is a greater reliance on 1
taxes on earnings and consumption-.It-ismucheasier tosee I. Govern}nentsmay not widely} acknowledge the fact, but this
where people earn their money and where tlex spend it, than l is the way that tax systemsjliave developed n recent years
it is to see where they save t and to disc,overwhat retum they and the l,irection in which/I believ thy will continue

..

to

derive n period from those savings. Furthernore,
't

by
t

develop. As I said at the Pl- k. /
tax s and willany tax- Deginning, income

ing domestic output or value added rly business activitips remain intAhe 21st century
'4

a major
'

plankof the tax revenues

within the jurisdiction, you avoid many of the problems ofdevelopedcountries. Fhe.ncometax*+%'
to which I refer, how-

involved in wondering where activitysk. managed of the tax
'-----

not-onsavings, output andan or ever, Is on eamngs on con-

having allocate profits between differentjurisdictions,
\ , Y

sumption on-capitl.In 50 years' time, the 100thto not in

Txes on eamings and output are concerned with taxing con- anniversary issueheBulletin, I expect that commentators

sumption rather than.savings. will still b the problems of taxing earnings, of
, ),--'-7------benefitsdofeiscssing

personal and business I that
There s no practical way of achieving consistency or taxa- expenses. suspect

form-s-o-f.s.avigsana..---, the taxation of financial institutions,such as banks and nsur-
tion between different eliminating

..

dif-
ance companies, may remain an issue. Such businesses

.

are a
ferences in the effective rates of tax borne by different tax-

payers on their savings, except by abandoning the taxationof problem to the value added tax, just as they are to the income

savings. And the pressures on governments to scale back tax, because the value that such businesses add is generally
concealed in the turn that they make on other financial trans-

their commitments to universal pension provision and health
care are likely to be powerful influences at the start of the actions.

21st century to placing greater obligations on individuals to However, I do not expect the taxation of savings or capital
save for these eventualities and exempting those savings income to be a live issue. Countries may yet prove me wrong
from tax. At the same time, the increasing difficultiesof cen- through the measure of agreement they can reach on the tax

tral governments in raising tax revenues may lead to their base. I shall leave it, however, to the commentators in the

devolving responsibilities (and associated costs) to lower 100th anniversary issue to draw attention to the inaccuracyof
tiers of government,which will rely on less mobile factors of my predictions. I shall be with them in spirit, if not in body.
taxation.

VI. CONCLUSION

7. I readily acknowledgemy indebtedness to the several papers that Professor
The problems that I have outlined in thi article are not new. Kay has delivered over the years, pointing out the fundamentalproblems of cur-

As ProfessorJohn Kay pointed out in 1995 at an IFS confer- rent tax systems in seeking to tax income.

t
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THE TAX BASE

A 21ST CENTURY GLOBAL CARBON TAX
Dr Parthasarathi Shome

environmental degradation, and this revenue could be used
Dr Shome is Director, National Institute of Public Finance for achieving global developmentobjectives.
and Policy, New Delhi, India. The author acknowledges
helpful comments from his colleagues Dr Shreekant Section IV considers environmentally oriented taxes that

Gupta, Fellow and n-charge, EnvironmentEconomicsCell; C--'coul(l:hypotheticallybe designed for global revenue genera-
Dr Rita Pandey, Fel ow, EnvironmentEconomicsCell; and tion. The lis-comprises much discussed sources such as a
Professor Indira Ra araman, Reserve Bank of India Chair. carbon tax,-chags-raxeson international transport,The opinions expressed in the paper, however, reflect as

Fnarketablethose of the author and not necessarily those of any other well astradeable permits. It Is found that not
f .

institution or individual unless otherwise indicated. The all.fasible
.

national intruments arenecessarily suitable for
author presented a paper on this subject at a Meeting on global ue. A carbon tax,s likely to fre best as a global tax
New and Innovative Sources of Financing Development but, order

t
for such pohcto\

be successful,
,

made
organized by the UNDP, New York, in October 1995.

ln a a case is

for the impositionof a minifiaum global carbon tax.
I \\ \ \

economicchanges.prob-|cludes.Section V discusses selected, recent experiences in interna-
tional treaty making with the11objective ofgauging the feasi-

I. INTRODUCTION
- t bility of introducing a global tx. It then' raises global tax

administration issues that mpst be
,

kept intmind if the imple-
mentation

,'
of global tax be successful. Section VIa is to con-

The world is undergoing rapid Its
lems are becoming increasingly gloll in character as e
approach the 21 st century. To meet the lallenges'theseprob-
lems pose, global sources of funding willneed*to be identi- ll. WHY.AGLOBL.ENVIRONMENT

'

TAX
fied. The quantum and nature of resourcesavailable

....

through
multilateral financial institutional lending have beenfcriti-..

scpeforAn expanding global taxes may reflect a substitute.

cized being inadequate redress particularly
,

distressing
.

as to 1

poverty.,Aditionally,-activ]ties
. ..... .

gf,globalimpr-_
, ;, .._ for disappearing tax bases n individual countries. The justi-

increases ln or fication-f_ -

global be couched n of- ror taxes may terms inter-
.

tance and with long-rage ramifications,such as space explo- generational and intragenerational (transnational) equity.ration cannot at present be adequately funded. Thus, there Such a tax on environmentaldegradation would preserve the
seems to be a growing consensus that global taxes be identi- environment for the future. The from globalrevenue a tax
fied and their revenue be earmarked for global objectives per- could be used to meet global objectives, for example, to
tinent to the next century. This paper addresses one such pos- redress poverty or buttress efforts for accelerated environ-
sibility, focusing on global environmental levies. It considers mental clean-up or space exploration as a global effort. Or,
the efficiencyof such a tax in its design and effects, weighed the could be shared by contributing countries forrevenue
against the feasibility of reaching an international agreement their individual use. Or, possibly, a combinationof both.
and the practicalityof effective implementation.

Section II provides the setting of the paper by addressing the
A. Need for new revenue bases

question: why a global environment tax The answer has to

lie on three pedestals. First, it is likely that traditional bases
of tax revenue will thin out over the next century, and lter- International tax developments for the next century would

native bases might need to be identified. Second, global probably rest on lower taxability of the factors of production,
objectives would assume importance. Thus, the need to pro- (i.e. capital, labour, and land). This would be reflected in a

tect the global habitat for future generations would assume
decline in revenues from income tax. Today, international

increasing importance. Third, global revenue sources could capital (in particular, financial) flows are like swarms of bees

facilitate meeting global objectives such as improving equity moving from coast to coast, instantaneouslychanging direc-

for the current generation. tion from shore to shore, triggered by tax and non-tax deter-
minants. Even without necessarily being able to identify

In pursuance of Section II, Section III presents schemata whether tax or non-tax determinants are more important in

illustrating the constraining influence of today's deleterious triggering such movements, more countries will become (and
environmental practices on the welfare of future generations are becoming) sensitive to the fact that international financial
even if today's generation had the good intention of capital cannot be taxed at intemationally non-comparable
bequeathing the pecuniary maximum for posterity. There- rates. This is already happening in this century (Shome,
fore, revenue could be derived by targeting the sources of 1995).
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In the next century, hopefully, for the same reasons, and by environmental degradation. In its turn, the North argues
because of the demographicchanges in developed countries, that poverty and population growth environmentalcause

professional labour (from developingcountries) will become degradation.This exacerbates the world's economicpolariza-
less taxable because of its increasing mobility across nation- tion, necessitating a minimum degree of oversight at the
al boundaries. Thus incomes of neither capital nor profes- global level (Davidian, 1994).
sional labour could be taxed significantly. Other non-mobile

The recent rise of the global politics of environmental
bases would need to be found for taxation.

issues has involved interdisciplinaryresearch and reflects a

This begs the question of taxability of land and property. The genuine interest in global sustainable development in bal-

past reveals poor experience not only in developing coun- nce with the biosphere as a whole. This has immediate

tries, but in European, Latin American and East-Asian intergenerational implications (see Brown Weiss, 1993; and
advanced countries as well. Thus alternative tax bass will Rothenberg, 1993). Past generations have bequeathed to the
have to be found, that would allay heavy dependenceon land present generation an endowment reflecting the fruits of the
as a tax base. ] t==:forrg's-effortsthrough trial and error and leamingby doing.

[ [ Thus there is.,a.backward indebtedness of the latter towards
This will probably be taxation of consumption.It will takepn the former..A-SOCiactract-represented

,.

by social securitya
larger proportions since it can target domestic consumption _ , ...---.--... . j a.. for reaching sufficiently

.,

i , transfer mecnanlsm lS.,lnaoequateof goods and services. LatinfAm.ri.a.n.ntrie.s..h.vehown
, '' back, mtozme past to reay this de0t.perhaps

,

an alternative
what can be done. With

.

a 1o'per ValueAddedTax (VAT) ,1 , ,cent
, mechan,lsm is for the present

.

to ensure and safeguard
,

its
rate, Chile gets 9 per cent of GDP ln VAT revenue, Argentina s

h ffeceived
.

gitt of endowmentjtrthe future.
receives over 6 per cent oftGdP, and so on. t threa\ts \

/ Most environmental (e.g. global warming, forest
But such depends

,

ontle efficacy ftax-anministra-a success o t
depleti0n etc.) not likely tO affect. usor lmmediate

tion, puonc peoalkicnyesasneas
,

governance,*ZlVlafnuyrthaeerv,erloorplmarggeckourlns--
.... .

,
are

..
our

\ descenoants.'. There Is no prtiCUlar,

reason, therefore, for a
, . i ..... .

tries surrer in mese areas,
, human being, or even for a particular

,

country, to lndividually
,..J ,

--,

cally federal countries, i.e. wlth provinces or states
. with sep-

,

I ', 1lobal leV1el1 . 1 take action.2,:_
..t..YlIIIIIIUlIIILCommitment a.t a for equity;-, with;-I.,

taxing harmonized
.

arate powers, consumptiontax systems , future
--

generations
.

thereforetemerges
r ,

distinct. necessity.that do suffer from base erosion through competi- asanot tax tax \
taxes

. _t3lobal comprise an important vehicle for the realiza-
tion, are very difficult to design. If this\happens,theywould commitment.,1 1 /tion of that .

tend to prefer globally shared taxes. From
,

the point of view \ N.
of developed countries also, the increAng inability to tax

income should move them towards global'txes! / C. The atmosphere*as illustration of global, . an a

Thus, there are likely to be pressures for increased tax shar- resource

lng methods globally.Someshould be avoided, forexampl.e,
intemational

.

taxon.financiatraisactions,which
'-.- J . .-

a resource may in sea, oran wouldbe---'-Examles-of global be found land

adverse for both developig-countries-anddeveloped coun- air. The oceans are a common example of an international

tries, because it would distort trade and financial flows. The common property resource. Ships ply on the high seas and

first obvious choice is formula apportionment of revenue nation states bury refuse of various sorts in their beds. The
from a global capital ncome tax. But the anticipateddifficul- quality of seas and oceans as a resource is thus degraded by
ties with capital income as a reliable source of revenue would chemical and nuclear wastes, and also by oil spills and atom-

point towards a second, perhaps better, candidate: a global ic explosions. If and when any compensations are made for

carbon tax. In order to analyse such a tax, however, it is accidents, they tend to be small compared to their social cost.

imperative to explore the rationale for such a tax, on the basis Further, payments made and received tend to be confined
of which it could be justified on a worldwide scale This is within individual countries, reflecting international norms

considerednext. regarding the prerogatives of state sovereignty, though some

cross country compensationhas also taken place. Thus, first,
marginal social costs ofenvironmentaldegradationdo not get

B. Intragenerationaland intergenerational fully reflected when such degradation occurs and, second, it

perspectives is safe to say that it is generally not treated as a cutting-edge
global issue in intemational politics. These issues are taken

Population, technology and resources have been called the up in some detail in Section V.

master variables connected with a complex interrelation- Similarly, focusing on land on a global scale, the continentof
ship and resulting in an international tension between growth Antarctica is an example of an abundant common property
and development and also between the North and the South resource. Though the 1959 Antarctic Treaty has been praised
(Choucri and North, 1993). The North-South debate could

(partially) be seen as an intragenerational one. Although 1. If there is abatement of environmental degradation, damages from cli-no

multinationals, mainly from the North, carry technology, mate change would be negligible for the next 50 years. It would thereafteraccel-

trade and investment to the South, they have distributiveand erate and become very high after 150 years or so. See Choucri and North (1993).
allocational as well as global and domestic ramifications. 2. Indeed, non-govemmentalorganizations(NGOs) formed by interested par-

ties in their individual capcities often seem to do more than their governments.Their investment tends to cause environmental degradation For the role that cooperatives and local governments have been playing, see

unless chcked. Poverty and population growth are affected Singh (1994).
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by some (see Victoret al., 1993) for the researchcoordination III. SCHEMATATO ILLUSTRATETHE
it has generated as the central component of international CONSTRAINING INFLUENCE OF A GLOBAL
cooperation, the stakes already made out by individual coun- FACTOR
tries for the eventual exploitation of the continent's natural
resources again reveal individual motives of nation states In Section II, we argued that environmental degradation can

which conflict with. truly global notions of intergenerational cause factor depletion both in terms of capital and labour. In
and intragenerationalequity. this Section we attempt to illustrate the point with the help of

The common property resource that is most often discussed a diagrammatic scheme. Its objective is to demonstrate how

is, however, the atmosphere (see Soroos, 1991). Its degrada- constraining influences such as environmental degradation
tion spans the problems of cid deposition, global clirnate could diminish the productivityof factors of production such

change and ozone depletion. Th first, acid deposition, has as labour and capital in future generations. In view of the

had the most apparent environrnental consequences in the complicated mathematical proofs involved the detailed argu-

form of acid rain. The secondr-ozone-depletionraffect(thCZets-are.containedn appendix A.
) '

upper atmosphere (stratosphere),which houses a thrn layer of The policy conlusionEthatmay be drawn from the fact that,

naturally occurring ozone tfiat absorbs 99 per cent of/the environrneta'd-egradatinayleadto a reduced output for
incoming ultraviolet solar radiation.-Industrially-produced futuregeneratonsis tt, it is not enough for the present gen-
chemicals, e.g. chlorofluor'ocarbons (C,FCs) diminish the eration togbequeath peuniry savin's and presumed invest-
ozone layer. In 1985, Antfctica's atmsphere was observed mnt an consumptionpssibilities toosterity, i.e. it s also
to have been punctured with an ozone/hole i.e. 40 per cent /necessary to bequeath theatralhabitatn a condition simi-
below average ozone levls'caused_'rhainlybyCFCs. The / lar that in which it inheted

'*
frorn generations. In

subsequentl3-improve.
... to was past

situation did not ResultAntincreases [ order tb do so, it is irnportant to explore the possibilities of
in ultraviolet radiation are likely to have effects sinilar to devising global tax mechanimt that coud minirnize envi-
those of carbon gases whichar.e..descr.i.bednext; but equally I

ronmental
'

degradation and !ihcease future production and
significantly, a 1 per cent r-eduction ,n thiozone layer could consumtion. The of the thus!generated miti-use revenue to
lead to a 10 per cent increase in human skin cancers. \ \gate global developrnental d )

would comprise dou-
\\

, concerns a

The third, global climate change, s caused by the excessive \ble dividend. // / /x

emission of carbon dioxide that warmsahe loweratmosphere ' N 1/ 1 /
(troposphere). It is known that atmosphericconcntrations/of . ,.J /
carbon dioxide have increased significantly,ove,rthe

, )
last

., __._1
two IV GLOBAL.ENVIRONMENTAL

_ _ ......

TAXES
-

centuries,mainly reflectinga ten-fold increeinenergy/con-
sumption during the twentieth century aswell

:
as the large Various market.ba/sed tax instruments (MBTIs) have been

scale cutting and ming of forest.s..While relativelysmall discussedoi.nthe literature in the context of checking environ-
areas such as Scandinaviaor Sib-eria may exp.ernce a some----

mental decline.4 They have been described, the of--...._ .. in context
what longer growing season'asaresult,muchlarger tracts of transportation,5 in a nutshell by Button (1993) as including:
land are destined to suffer hotter and drier seasons and (i) for vehicles: emissions charges, tradeable permits, differ-
reduced production. It s not at all impossible that glacial ice ential vehicle standards taxation, tax allowances for new

would melt more rapidly and sea levels would rise due to vehicles; (ii) for fuel: differential fuel taxation, high fuel
thermal expansion, thus increasing the salinity of rivers and taxes; and (iii) for traffic: congestion charges, parking
inundating highly populated areas. OECD (1992) analyses charges, subsidies for less polluting modes.
various forms of damage: on agriculture, forests, species, sea

level, space cooling and heating, human amenity, life and Except for emissions fees which attempt to attack environ-

rnorbidity, migration, construction, leisure, water supply and rnental intrusion directly, the others are indirect instruments

urban infrastructure,on an item by item basis.3 that affect vehicle use or associated inputs. In reality, how-

ever, even though emissions charges are a direct instrument
It is obvious that the targets for penalization should be emis- and attempt to charge an appropriateprice to users for the use

sions of acid, CFCs and carbon into the atmosphere. A level of the environment, there can be said to be at best a fine
of awareness, discussion and debate, if not a critical mass of dividing line between a user charge and a tax (see Bell,
consensus, already exists in the matter of targeting carbon 1995).
emission. Appropriatepolicies at the global level, or policies
coordinated at the national level by various nations, could Three among the items of the above list could be imagined as

help arrest atmospheric degradation and, at the sane time, Possible candidates for a global tax. They are: (1) emissions

enable the generation of significant revenues for global use. charges or Pigouvian taxes on internationalairlines and ship-

3. Also see Cline (1992) for greater details and a benefit-cost approach for

estimating such damage.
4. Command and control regulations such as direct controls on emission, fuel

composition, traffic incidence and routes, or phasing out of high pollutng fuels,
as well as indirect controls such as compulsory inspections,scrappingof old and

acquisitionof new vehicles, fuel economy standards, speed limits and so on, are

not consideredhere since the focus is on revenue generation.
5. MBTIs may, of course, be used to redress industrial or other pollution.
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ping companies; (2) tradable permits that would apply across the right tax. Tradable permits do not suffer from this short-
nations within limits set by them; and (3) a global crbon tax. coming.
Their usefulness as global levies is examinedbelow. The car-

If permit is required for each unit ofpollution, then the opti-bon tax is specially treated since it has been,discussed in
a

mal number of permits is determined where MAC (marginalsome detail in the global context and since it seems to offer a
abatementcost) and MEC (marginal external cost) equal-not totally infeasible option in terms of its introduction and

are

ized. There, the equilibriummarket price of a tradablepermitimplementationas a global tax.
is also determined. Since MAC is the demand forcurve per-
mits, derved as the horizontal summationof these schedules

A. A Pigouvian global tax on airlines and shipping
of individual firms, any price higher than the equilibrium
price would reduce the number of permits demanded since it
would be cheaper to clean up production. Different firms

A Pigouvian tax is well based in that it attempts to internalize would accordinglybuy differentnumbers of permits. Thus, if
the value of the environmen.t_in_prod.uc_t.prices.Take.t#af1. .

true i- iiall-they,areallotted an equal number of permits, they
fic: without intemalizationof'external costs, traffic would 1Se will traoepermits between themselves. Thus a permits mar-

produced at greater than optimal
!

levels, reflecting maximiza-
costs/.

ket emerges-;
o

tion of net private benefit while ignoring external A 1:X
Pigouvian tax at an approprate,ratet imnosed b,, the author- The,UnitedStatesmadeexplicituse.ofpermits during ts lead

ities would rnake traffic prduersprode less traffic; and trading pogramme woe aim was to allow petroleum
(2) generate some tax reveduef /[ refineres greater flexibilitvluringthe1982-86 period when

. // lead inf petroleum was beng'treduced..\
Permits trading has

If this could be made appficable to all.internationalairlines, contined and they are regularly traded, for example, in the
the would become globl candidate. Ft.rst,t

.

would r
IJ

tax a i tax Chicago stock exchange, for
.

sulphur dioxide emissions.
not be impossible to design it for all states and would.have i Tradeable perrnits rnay not, Itowever, be easily amenable to
the impactof i'educing nolseand

air-p,o,lluion.
Second, onthe I, international manipulation. Their very merit n fixing pollu-

assumption that the world's d
_

flylntemationally
. _

poor not N ton levels in the national context becomes a dernerit in the,

tax to
'

very often, the could be

generatingas
expected be quite, equitable.] \ international context because

) *
the

) levels,6f pollution caused
Third, t should be

. , long asntemation-
). \ ' /-revenue by individual industries would have to,be agreed upon inter-,

al air travel exists, even though lts\c,currenc would be nationally. ) /reduced, beneficially from the viewpoirt of global welfare.
Fourth, it should be an administrativeljxfeasible tax. If it Even fhpotheically-thequantum of allowable pollution
turns out to be difficult to administerby a globalbody, the tax Per mdustrY-could.be_determinedat the global level, the rev-

- -

impact of eachyagreementwould be shot, requiringcould be collected by national authorities and the revenue enue one
.,

handed over to a global regulatorybody. Ofourse, thre will increasing coverage of industries on a continuing basis. It is

be a need for an hternatiFnal-cnventonor treaty,
44-

selected difultopredict with confidence that such progress is

related matters of whicare-addressed.in-SeconV achievable. To conclude, the use of tradeable permits as a

global revenue source is fraught with practical difficulties.
A similar tax could be levied on internationalshipping based
on a similar argument i.e. that of their use of the open seas

which are global commons, particularly since their use leads C. A global carbon tax
to pollution and congestion.

The incidenceofemission of carbon dioxide, the most impor-If such a global tax takes hold, it is perhaps not too far-
tant greenhouse has been considered in Section II. Ener-fetched to imagine that it might even be possible to introduce gas,

taxes strong and low-cost mechanismfor the controldifferential taxation to reflect congestion costs at airports or gy are a

of carbon dioxide emission because it is predominantlyports. For example, the rates could be related to arrivals and
caused by production and Most authors

departures during heavy or light traffic periods, introducing energy use. seem to
that the advantage of taxes lies in that theyan element of peak-off-peak differentials such as usually agree energy

could be designed to directly target the primary source (i.e.experienced where competition exists, for example, in the

telephone, movie or hotel industries. A well crafted design transport fuels) of carbon dioxide emission, are more

amenable to global taxation than other tax candidates, and
would include two parts: (1) a fixed component for the enti-

could yield significant revenue.
tlement to enter; and (2) a differential component reflecting
the marginal cost of abatement (see Congressional Budget
Office, 1992). 1. Appropriate tax base

The base for an energy tax could, of course, be selected from
various altematives, for example, the carbon contentof fossil

B. International tradeable permits energy or the Btu content of fossil energy. Scheraga and

Leary (1994) compare and contrast the advantagesand disad-
Tradeable permits have the merit of exerting direct control vantages of a carbon tax with a Btu tax. They examine both
over the quantity of emissions. In the case of a Pigouvian tax as taxes on the primary production of fossil energy, setting
or charge, if it is calculated to be too low, pollution may the tax rates such that carbon dioxide emissions in 2000 are

exceed optimal levels, necessitating further attempts to set equalized to 1990 levels. While the Btu tax generates greater
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emission reductions, the carbon tax has ancillary benefits in optimal instrument for the transfer of clean technology and,
that it comes closest to the ideal of placing a uniform price on therefore, for world growth and development.Since domestic

carbon dioxide emissions, a condition necessary for least cost energy prices in developing countries are often below world

abatement, which their model confirms.6 prices, he argues that a carbon tax would help improve effi-

Therefore, the carbon tax has been especially subjected to ciency and perhaps be more revenue productive than conven-

tional domestic revenue sources.7

analysis and critique, as well as to various degrees of appli-
cation in the European Union (EU). Many authors have dis- However, Gupta and Mahler (1994) found that domestic

cussed its advantages and disadvantages; Sterner, Dahl and petroleum prices and tax rates vary significantly among
Franzen (1992), Barker (1993), Shome and Spahn (1994) and countries across the world. They have also varied over time.

Scheraga and Leary (1994), to name only a few. Cross-country variations were also reported by Sterner et al.

(1992) for the OECD. In this scenario, an argument in favour

2. Indicators of growth in energy consumption I-) of increasing domestic petroleum taxes in countries where
/ ori-Zare.low may hold more water than the argument in

Gasoline demand has been widely
-

modelled and analyse.
r - --

' favour of,bal tax. The latter argument is better couched,b ......................................

Typically, demand for transport fuels is derived from vehlele --

j / therefore, in.tetms ofglbal-environmentalneeds than on the
stock, its composition and vehicle utilization. Sterner et, al. basis of-...pri Nev.rthelthisdoes pose a moral haz-
(1992), using such

aiU.pIUUtelll lUI O. glUUalk.,arboII....
tIA since co..Jlltries whkh111.,11

a model,testitddemandltiCitiesto
make inferences regardingthefeffectiveness

. j'J
of possible

.

tax
alreadythavehigh res may, to anextent justifiably, feel

OECD'data,
tax

policies. Applying the mod,el to they found that a\way
gasoline prjce[differencesp t

determined
that the global tax be designed in such that they do not

cross-country were / suffer ihequities because ofh tax 8 \,

[
t.I \'\ \mainly by differences.Theirresultsalso indicated

.

that the /
.

tax I \

consumption of low-tax North America was larly.relative That i.s not impossible, however. The design could include
/ the stjpulation

.

of minimum
. tt

global
,

countries. Afterto the rest of the OECD. a tax on

paying t,he minimum
.

the glbal
P

regulatorybody,to any coun-
The more interestingpart nftheir resultsprtatn to the future: could r, free levy any 'x rte fordoinestic purposes. Iftry to
(1) if maintained

t

the 987 levels, by the
. IL u y ,*.wul*u o., tt.,v t.J tua tut ,utuH.o, ,[..'u.

taxes are at year
-- . approtpriately:, the minimum is set at an high level, the existing

.

.

2000, the United
.

States would be responsible
i .

for over two \high tax cuntries could be expet:ted to, educe their domestic
thirds of the gasoline carbon emissions\while, for the OECb /at'es. Thos,=,cJuntries

\ th,thavo/ beenaxing below the mini-.....

whole, carbon emissions
.

would
'lt

by. about haf;
lllJO LIL&I 11a.%,* U...%sll UIVVV ll lllllll--

as a mcrease mun,.wouldx
have to

. /
theiroverall

./
tax rates signifi-

,

,;... : increase
(2) If taxes were raised to the highest (Italian) level across he cantl,,: meet, the gI.0.balayment-'...., and, second,A to meet,
OECD, consumption and emission wouldfall/byh

approxi-
first,.to v ILIt..A.,L

their own revenue need'9
mately one third, reflecting a 50 per cent decline in/North 1/
America and a 25 per cent fall in the EU;/(3) if taxes were /
reduced to the lowest(Greek).level,-thenainchange.would....
be in the EU which,with.itsprevailinghight rates, wla'---V.-ISSUESIN INTERNATIONALLAW AND TAX

experience a tripling in its consumption. ADMINISTRATION

Other interestingconclusionsbear on the elasticity estimates:

(1) long run elasticities average approximately -0.8 for price
Whether it is a Tobin tax or a carbon tax or a congestion tax,
the prerequisites to implementing a global tax include an

and 1.2 for income; (2) the high income elasticity indicates
international treaties and international regulatorythat consumption would tend to increase with world growth; treaty or an

(3) the significant price elasticity indicates that appropriate
and administrative framework. Having dealt with Tobin tax

tax policies could control consumption; and (4) the income
related issues above, in this section we focus mainly on

elasticity being higher than the price elasticity, that prices
issues related to environment taxes.

will have to rise faster than the rate of economic growth if

consumption is to be stabilized. A. International law and treaties
The justification for the above tour de force lies in the need to

drive home the case in favour of a carbon tax on transport International treaty negotiations have reflected two conflict-
fuels on a global scale. From the point of view of global ing norms of customary law: a state's sovereign right to

warming, confining such a tax within the EU would serve the

purpose only partially; it must extend to North America to 6. Their simulations show that the Btu tax would be between 25 per cent and

have any meaningful effect, South America, Asia or Africa several times higher than the least cost carbon tax for the same abatement.

should not be excluded, or should be included soon there- Despite the attractivenessof the Btu tax, therefore, n terms of rvenue, it could

after, for example, in line with the extra time given to devel- not be justified on efficiency grounds.
7. He mentions the income tax, value added tax and customs duties. He even

oping countries to conform to the recommendations of the claims that, on balance, the carbon tax, compared to the others, would also have

Montreal Protocol. the least harmful effects on inflation and equity. Some of these claims may or

may not be provable, but this is just to indicate that, among the analysts, there are

indeed some extremely strong proponentsof a global carbon tax.

3. The case for a minimum global carbon tax 8. These comments should alert the reader to the many practical issues that

must be faced in designing the tax on a global scale.
Barker (1993) has made the case for a global carbon tax 9. If their domestic revenue needs do not change, then they would simply need

emphatically. According to him, such a tax is, indeed, the to ncrease their tax effort by the global minimum tax.
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exploit its own resources and its responsibility to ensure that B. Administrationand implementation
damage is not caused to other states. The principleof intema-
tional liability was developed in Article 22 of the 1972 Stock- It has been suggestedabove that the global carbon tax orcon-
holm Declaration, sometimes manifesting itself in judgments gestion tax on international transport (airlines and shipping
against one country to compensateanother for environmental lines) could be administered by country authorities and the
damages. But the Conventionon Long Range TransboundarY revenues submitted to an internationalregulatorybody which
Air Pollution of 1979 did not mandate abatement methods or would also bear the responsibilityof distributingthe revenue.

any specific tranboundaryreductions in emissions. Since the However, if a global tax such as a carbon tax is to be suc-
UN Conferenceon the Human Environment, 1982, however, cessfully implemented on a continuing basis, a global tax
states are also assuming greater obligations to inform and administration would be eventually needed. Tanzi (1988)
consult neighboursbefore undertakingprojects with possible mooted the idea of a global tax administrationsometimeago.
wide ranging environmentalramifications. Thus it is not altogether a new idea. But the required com-

Focusing; on the atmosphere,.... th_estate.ofinternationa-td£::=mitmntfromnation states would be enormoussince it would

law on the atmosphereas opposed to oceans, is still rudimen- surely implyan----
ntrinsic change in the ways in which gov-

tary (Soroos, 1991). For example, despite scientific evidence ernments ofeverypolitical-4persuasin function, I.e. some
'

of radioactive fallout fromtextensive_atmospheric_nuclear sacrificeofindividual,countrysovereignty. -. -.
for the sake of the

testing and a 1963 treaty against it, it has;taken some coun- gloal good. 'N',
tries much longer to move to undergroundtesting.

J
In matters Perhaps/an intemationaltax,admnistration

,N\ . X
would be

.

essen-__

hoafvweanrfoares,oafgainbeenevnirmonmnein'taluelffectscognnidawtmitohsi.Pnhere
. j z

the f2
X \tral exotectm=areaeposslldbiphatlreasllofn 1eas bccauseof Ii

....

evaassiioonn.problems
v Manyof. t

t t
. .

the /thei
fraumeworkof unternationaltreatia.--- I associated with fuel excise taxes (Reno, 1990). Only, in this

- r

ccaosuen,trtiheesrmeewroeuspldonbselbnloltyret,oa,scoarrtyootuhtru]st
'

tuapSoKnfoirndwgilodouaall
..

It is true perhaps that matters with immediate
-

[more repercus- . _........ ......

sions such acid rain face_agreater
,

orobabilityof
-

in te a
as success t , ,

finalizing intemational treaties thaproblems
;,

such the objective ji
' '

as

greenhouse effect or ozone hole thatare unlikely to cause \\ If the taxwere not deftly designed,
f

evasion could take vari-
\ous -\ informatjdn,immediate Nevertheless, the 1987 Montreal Pro-symptoms. forms(1) failure tO fil*e' .t

reports retums;or

tocol did attempt to freeze the production of ClCs to 196 (2) daisy chain schemes
t
nvolving.the

t
of dummyuse com-

levels while giving developing countrlebreathing. . space/to panies.hat
- .,

could.clim to..have
V

pad
.

the through
-

chaintax a

conform to the norms over a longer pero ] / of complex-papertransac_tions((3)filing false exemptions by
The few existing treaties could be said to comprse a limited claiming to use non-taxed or lower taxed fuels; or (4) failure

'

first step to clean upthe environment.Exeriencerevels that to pay taxes mathave been already assessed or agreed upon

treaty negotiation.arefraughtwith.molhazard.itl*guise by, say, settingup dummy corporations showing little assets.

of equity bargaininseec_Limpo*B-devopingc-Thobjectivesof the global tax administrationwould, there-
tries with low pollution emissS-histories have arguably fore, have to nclude: (1) mproving regulations for screen-

positioned themselves as having the right to exploit and pol- ing, licensing and bonding of taxpaying entities; (2) intro-
lute, to catch up on the development race, since they did not ducing innovative measures such as exclusive fuel col-
pollute earlier. On the other hand some developed countries oration; (3) enforcing procedures such as fuel purchase
argue that they should be compensated for reductions in pol- invoice requirements; (4) developing a mechanism for and
lution already achieved, for example through the introduction carrying out selective audits; (5) establishing and practising
of catalytic converters for vehicles. Other states such as in modes of interagencycooperation;and (6) enforcingcriminal
Scandinavia,may feel that they may actually gain from glob- penalties.
al warming. As country finances get inextricably interrelated, with
It is clear that there is an inertia to finalize intemational increasing transboundarytax incidenceeffects often necessi-
treaties on the environment to alleviate future environmental tating intercountry cooperation on tax and tax evasion mat-

problems (Choucri and North, 1993); perhaps this reflects a ters, perhaps the need for a global tax administration, rather
perception that there are more immediate global problems to than a continuance of exclusive dependence on bilateral tax
be addressed. While a global carbon tax will also have to be treaties, also increases. While this has obvious pecuniary and
achieved through negotiations, it may be seen as a more opportunity costs; higher expenditure of global monies and
directly interventionist yet complementary instrument that another international bureaucracy, its benefits may compen-
would perhaps work better in a case where the consequences sate the costs. Existing multilateral institutions whose man-

are not as immediate as acid rain but are of a longer term dates comprise mainly international monetary stabilization
nature, such as the greenhouseeffect or the ozone hole. Nev- perhaps should not be burdened with additional tasks given
ertheless, it will require a fundamental transformation in the the phenomenal increase in the complexities in world finan-
thinking on energy policies of major energy consuming cial markets. A new, autonomous and streamlined global tax

states. administration would, therefore, deserve serious considera-
tion.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS Assuming that the world is interested in leaving an adequate
bequest, it prefers to consume a minimum, OB, in period t.

This paper explored the possibility of introducing a global Then OA is the investmentgood produced,j0
environment tax, the revenue from which could be used for Combined with 1, , it yields the transformationcurve GH

Lf

addresing global objectives such as poverty alleviation,
in period (t+l), if unconstrainedby R The community indif-

environmental improvement, or space exploration, or could
ference UU' determines J the equilibrium.produc-be shared among countries for their individual objectives,

curve as

given that important revenue bases such as capital income or tion-consumptioncombination.

professional labour income might dwindle in the next centu- Given Q and J, quadrilateral ABCD is the equilibrium pro-
ry. It considered a global tax on carbon emissions and a tax duction-consumption configuration for current and future
on congestioncaused by international transport. These have a generations.
double dividend, they not only generate revenue but also cor-

The constraining influence of F would however, if theappear,rect distortions by internalizingdisexternalities.._ t==::=roductin-ofI-...-

C, and I, ignored, environmental factors.say,
A global carbon tax, with aminimum contribution, could This wouldnot show up in the production in period t but

conceivably be introduced without
.

all countries havinglto would constiproduciin.period
----,-..

(t+l). This s depicted
,

;.,,..

experience the ncreaseincost right-from-thestart..Nev- n equations4and
--...,
5 which smple specifications,to facil-same are

ertheless, the successful irtplmentation-,f the tax would itatthe diagrammaticscema.A rre general specification
eventually require the serv,ces of a wl trained global tax culd be'equations4' anl,5':

\\\
\

administration corps. The;,ned for suca a corps should be / [ \
felt, in any event, as world,tfinncialprketsgetincreasingly /*- /i 4'. [It It* / Ct0 Ct*] *--* Fr Ft*
ntegrated through transboundary effects. Tle,dea of

=

tax an

autonomous international/tax institution has, perhaIfinally t I3I I

arrived the world's ntemat_onal.tax.stage!
.

on
, 5' [G Ct* / It* = It*] ,--* F,0 Fr*-

APPENDIX A \ .I /
\ which ndicate that the producton of the nvestment good or

-- -- --m

cnsumption.goodwill increase
h i

(the'productionof the other1 1
1 Yt = Ci + hh \\ / remaining the'same)ad.olyf ifrF, the constraining factor,

/ / increases. -_-- '
2. t. - t (Lz, Kt, Ft)

-N
3. Ci = C, (Lt, Kr, Flo)

4. Ct.1 = f+Ct

5. h+ = fi+ l

6. Li = Li

7. Kr = Kt = It-1

8. Fr = Fr (fe, f)

We have a world economy in two periods, present (t) and
future (t+l) with a global factor (F) that can constrain world

production of consumption goods (C) and investment goods 10 OB plus OA yields Y, at normalized prices

(I) by limiting the productivityof ordinary factors of produc-
I 1. The increase being referred to would be from a constrained equilibrium in

period (t+1), such as J' in Diagram 2.

tion, say labour (L) and capital (K). This is depicted in equa- 12. F, could be seen to work in a three-pronged manner: (1) a fixed endow-

tions 1,2 and 3. In Diagram 1, the transformationcurve EF in ment of F, is determined by f' and f ' which, in turn, are determined by the pre-

period t is not limited by any constraint posed by F, and sole- vious period's environmental policies; (2) a greater availability of F,+ inplies

ly reflects the given endowments of labour and capital in
that more I, can be brought into the production process as a factor of production,
thus they are complimentary;and (3) while L, and K, are substitutablein the pro-

equations 6 and 7. duction of hh and C,, F, is not.
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degradation in period t, different combinations of f c and f
would constrain production in period (t+l) and compriseCt+l Diagram 1 a

binding constraint such as KL in period (t+l).
U' A reduced quadrilateral such as ABCD' results if, for exam-G

ple, in period t, the capital goods industry causes environ-
J C mental degradation (i.e. f ' less than f)with detrimental con-.....

sequences on its production in period (t+l).

/ .\, Ct

Diagram 3 illustrates the backward implicationsof J' for peri-
od t if factor F had not been depleted (i.e. f = f ): more con-

I:+1 o\ o /, / sumptiongood OB' may as well have been consumedand less
1 investment good OA' produced. The generation of period t
1 unwittinglysacrificedconsumptionBB' without receiving the
1

A --- Q anticipated results in period (t+1).
To sum up: (1) the F constraint (environmentaldegradation)

F results in a reduced Y,+; (2) the maximum possible invest-
V ment (and minimum consumption) need not be opted for in

h1, period t; and (3) the reduced Y,+ results in factor unemploy-
ment in period (t+l).Diagram 2

Ctl

A
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THE TAX BASE

CHANGINGTHE TAX BASE

MOVINGFROMA TAX ON YIELDS TO A TAX ON THE USE OF
THE FACTORS OF PRODUCTION

Prof. Ferdinand H.M. Grapperhaus
n

f 1- -=*S
For some people,-socialethicswas the motivating factor in

Prof. Grapperhaus is a former Dutch Under-Ministerof attempting-achievemorea equitable distributionof the tax
Finance. He is on the Board of Trustees of the IBFD. burden;others

' f
felt the.labourmovmentbreathingdown their

- necks and hoped to avrtriots and protest movements; yet
] [ // hers argued coolly that such a heavy burden on the primary

I. AN OVERHAULOF THE TAXSYSTEM IS /necessiies of life pushed
X

upward; which turnwages ln was

Ibad for the economy. Together,these factors led a number ofNECESSARY ] (
] I countriles ratesdfxciseto lower the taxes and occasionally

The Member States of the EuropeanUnion have, for the,most
,%.

to do avay with them altogether. Ths ws often combined
part,' tax systems whichconform-to-internationalnorms:,on , with, or followed by, the introduction of/ taxes on income,
the hand, general and 'specificNtaxes.. such\as \ profits and

,

wealth; n the fllowing article, I would like toone taxes

turnover (value added) tax and exc'ies are lvied on coen- \ call such\taxes surplus taxej Dring the'nineteenth century
sumption; on the other hand, the yieldsfromparticipation in surplus taxes developed gradually in Erope and in the early
the economic process are taxed, as isthe end rsult of that years of thetwentieth centuryn other countries as well. In

\\ [ andfine-tun-the century,,they
,

have,become
,,

ncreasingly
.

widespreadprocess. .

/
past

In the abstract, participation in the economlcprocess
:N ]

consists
in the contribution of capital, in whatever f0rn, and/i/n the Whether a tax system that was meant to solve the fiscal

,

supply of labour. Income tax is imposed.otheyields from apportionmentgprblemsdf more than a century ago, and

capital - interest,divdnds.and.smonJ-n the.hds2f'the which.haseepartially successful in doing so, can stillopenful-
who contnbutetl'thec_a_pital;

....

in addition,
. -._.....fil-the. requirements

.

of the twenty-first century is anperson ln approxl-
mately halfof the EU Member States, net wealth tax, in real- question, and there are two approaches that can be taken in

ity an additional income tax, is levied on the capital itself. answering it. On the one hand, one has to consider whether
Income tax is also levied on wages, often by means of a the surplus taxes are obsolete,2 i.e. whether new problems
wages tax which the employer withholds from the pay have arisen, which undermine the surplus taxes and if so what

cheque and which forms a prepayment of tax; this prepay- kind ofnew system would offer the best way of solving them.
ment is, however, sometimes the final levy of income tax. On the other hand, it is worthwhile examining whether sur-

plus taxes may still play a key role.
A separate profits tax for legal persons is imposed on that

part of the results of the economic process called profits and The obsolescenceof surplus taxes is the result of a number of
which is the end result of the cooperation between the pro- factors. The demand for increased government spending and
duction factors capital and labour For natural persons, the the transition to the modern welfare state has led to an

taxation of profits is included in the income tax. In short, tax increase in tax rates. This has necessitateda more precise def-

is levied on the yields of the production factors capital and inition of taxability versus non-taxability as well as of the

labour and also on the combinationof the two. size of the taxable base. The result has been an increasingly
complex tax law. The strong growth of the economy and the

During the nineteenth century, most of the countries in the intensified intemationalizationwere contributing factors. An
present Europear Unionstraggled, first on scientific grounds additional factor was that many reform-minded peopleand later on political ones, with the problem of how to bring believed that all of society's evils could be eradicated bythe.tax system, having its origin in the principles ofclassical means of the first aid measures of taxation. This rather naive,
liberal economics, into better alignment with the ability-to- and by now outdated, tax philosophy has helped to further
pay principle,and in particular, how the distorteddistribution dismantle tax law in general and the surplus taxes in particu-of the tax burden between rich and poor could be mitigated. lar. The primary goal of taxation revenue for the treasury-

-

Profits and income from capital were hardly taxed at all,
while the taxationof the consumptionof luxury goods did not 1. I.e. they have the same kind of tax system found'in numerous other coun-

outweigh the relatively heavy burden of excise taxes on the tries.

lower income groups. 2. Or as a former Minister of Finance once said to me:
46
ncome taxes have

suffered from burn out.
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has been increasingly obscured by secondary aims that have social services, education and improvementof the infratruc-
almost always been geared to special interest groups. Not ture. This benefits the entire population,but society also pays

only have such secondary goals led to more complexity and for it in the form of highly increased taxes and premiums. A

thereby to less efficiency, they have also resulted in less tax specific phenomenon should also be mentioned and that is

equity, which means that differences in the tax burden do not the tremendous increase in the factor of labour in the nation-

follow tax apportionmentprinciples. al income. I will return to this point later.

A secondary goal that has been pursued during the twentieth Other problems have nevertheless appeared on the horizon

century in particular is the redistributionof income by means which we have only become aware of in the past decades. I

of highly progressive rates for wages and income tax. If and make mention of the fact that production has in many cases

to the extent that taxpayers succeed in shifting the burden of had negative external effects, such as environmentaldamage
taxation on wages, profit and other income (the consequence and/or the depletion of scarce natural resources, effects
of the (inter)playof wages and prices)to other participants'n which have become more and more onerous and for which
the the redistributive income-policy-goals-of-thetaxJ £Ze-rket.mechanismin does offer solu-game, many cases not a

legislator will get short shrift. The extent to which such.la tion. Sometimes it is possible to limit the amount of damage
shift occurs at a micro-level is one of the veils that eco- by meansofag-reemert'betweenbusiness and government
nometrists have not yet been able.to.pierce,.but.that.such

/4

to retoverilmages.by
.--'---

means.of system of possiblya or a -

t . f permitsN.lnothershift does occur is incontestable. The Iofty,ldeal of distribut-
.

marketable situations
.

compensation for-

wealth equitably
!

citizens
. /,'

by
.

of the damage
l

could be obtained through,taxation.
.

I doing more among means pro- not see
, , ,

ber,ai:sedgressive income tax rates will,then be,.ho more than a dream what objections could to thisfrom a tax point of
and insofar as is the case sciety will b left holding the baby /view. ' \\ \ \
in the form of an inflated,but loose, rate structure..- l order clarify this last I would

\
like digress/ In to statement, to

' II.

One invisible killJoy which
I

unchecked particularly
.

by briefly examining
,

the principlesof taxation. Twocan go in concepts
a complex tax system is the'fraudthatoccursat alllevels of

obtrude;ln
taxation and have'lv)aysdoneto, viz. on the one

society, and which to large extent nmay bAeen signof \ hand, the
\

benefits taxpayer
I

from governmenta as a a receives pro-
discontent and powerlessness on thepart of te state s citi- grammes'and,on the other hand,lthe ability to pay, or the tax-

zens. \\ \I payer's fiancial capacity, In addition to the benefit and abil-

The bankruptcy of the of surplus found
, ity:to-pay principles, a thir/d,c'oncept'is emerging. I would

system taxes at pre- like'to call it the'principle
,

, U

ofdamage,
,-

This when\ means a per-
sent in most of the EU Member States cannot b'e expressed

.

---.-.,-.- .f
son caues.damage

,

trougn-nls
,

partlcipaton in the produc-better than n the words of the German presiaent Roman Her- .

suchdamage ground for the imposition of19'-,,'publlshed tion process is a
zog ln an interview

.

on l'ew Year's Eve
,,,

by The popularexpressionthe polluter pays flaw-
Bild Sonntag, n which he attacked

,evadersfbut tax. gives a
am tax in decription,-of

-.-. ,-

which he also remarkedThe
.

tax syste-is still qlte-:lncom-_
- less the principle.

.

Environmental
. .

damage,
..--- .- q

-

Ryopinion
.1 - -.-.__depletion-f

,

scarce natural resources, etc. come to mind. The
prehensible. [....] In

....

we _a.re dealing
.

with a basic
, -

benefit, ability-to-payand damage principles will sometimes
question of how to view the state. We depend on citizens to

voluntarilygather informationabout the legal order for them- complement each other and sometimes conflict so that polit-
ical decisions will be decisive in establishing the order of

selves. But, to be able to do this, citizens need to know what

the legal order expects of them. There is no point in sending precedenceof the principles.
them to an attorney or tax consultant to find out what to do The assumption underlying the three principles is that the tax

and what not to do. (author's translation) system should be neutral. This means that the parameters for
choice in the economy should be influenced as little as pos-Another issue altogether is whether the problem of the redis-
sible by taxation and that will affect the supply andtaxes

tribution of the tax burden, which was such a hot item a hun-
demand for goods and services and the production factors

dred years ago and which led to the system of surplus taxes,
same no reason,

still exists as it did then, whether it exists at all any more or capital and labour in the proportion.There is

however, not to use the tax system to achieve broad econom-
whether it has been replaced by other problems, and whether

ic and social goals, long the instruments be uti-as as tax can
these necessjtate a particular tax system. lized effectively and efficiently. Such macro-goals include
In answering these questions, the first thing that comes to stimulating economic growth, preventing economic fluctua-

mind is that the problem of redistributing the tax burden has tions (industrial or trade), as well as reducing differences in

taken on a totally new dimension because, on the one hand, the level of the standard of living and influencing consumer

the standard of living has increased spectacularly,an increase spending.
that in addition has been spread among the citizens more

The problems comprised by the general environmentterm
evenly than it was, and, on the other hand, because the tax

also play role. The world live in, and the earth livea we we
burden itself has increased a great deal.

on, is characterized,on the one hand, by globalization- faster
I am willing to put forward the proposition that as a result of methods of transportation,so that every part of the world has

all of these factors the problem of the distribution of the tax come as it were within our hands, an enormous increase in

burden between rich and poor has largely lost its importance. communication, more and more regional and international

To a great extent, the increase in the standard of living has cooperationamong states- and, on the other hand, by serious

precipitated in collective spending, such as spending for worldwideproblems, such as the overpopulation in many and
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increasingly larger areas, the impending depletion of essen- etc. The taxable object remains unchanged,but the taxpayers
tial natural resources, water-supplyproblems, pollution, acid are different, viz. businesses. It goes without saying that

rain, desertification, and other disasters which threaten the shifting taxationfrom the citizenry to businesseswill result in
natural environment. The tax system should.be structured in a decrease in the level of wages: tax-free remuneration in the
such a way that wherever possible consideration is given to new system will be the same as net remuneration in the old
these problems, or that at least the beginnings of a solution system. This is not as big a difference as one might think
can be sought. The principleof damage will thus have to play because natural persons usually think in terms of net.
a larger role in tax law.

For the individual taxpayerwhat is generally important is that
One should not have terribly high expectations of what can they will be relieved of the administrative red tape that is
be achieved by means of a different tax system. Consumer connected with filing a tax return. For that matter, most tax-

spending patterns are not easily influenced by taxing certain payers in countries having an analytical income tax system
kinds of expenditures. It appears, however, that in the long do not have to deal with such red tape../
run and ln combination with edueationalcampaignsvincent-r Thedif[erees much far-reaching for businesses,t are moreives in fact do have some effect On spending. The taxation of

and especially
.

for.the=most of business,production Is more focusedand is therefore more likely/tol. - important category
succeed if the intention is to curb undesirable nroduction the enterprise.-In-the BTLC'surplus, or what is generally

rZ
is repaced as the,groundsr called profits,, for the levy of

.................. ....

taxThis will be the case n particularwhen the tax is directed at by r measurexvi.zhow
,

\different much, business
.

has used ofthe input tmeans) instead uf the output/result),.,r
under the a

*,x
a

: ,the scarce production factorscapitaland labour In the exist-
motto anounceofpreventionisbetterthan

..

a pound ofcure. , ,
/ing profits n the EUMember

. ,

States, generally thetaxes it isEspecially in the long term the shift inthe factors of supply /
t

rule that the frugallvcaoital and labour
t,

used, theand emand resulting fror
,

sucra'tax led'to-a.searchfor / more are
can # t ILCt more tax must be paid; in the this Would become: theother less damaging or less polluting production methods.

less
i

due. For buslnessman
i { ]

the adge .

profits maxi-i \ tax is a

Although it is necessary tobe.rathercautious when introduc- mization results in tax maxiMiztion at ptesent leads to tax
'

ing a tax measure, this does not absolve us from the dutyof schizoptrenia, and especially when the rates are in double-
--

considering whether tt s possible to,design the
;N

basic struc- figure
r

The allows bad business-percentages. present system
ture of tax law in such a way that it incorporatesthedamage men to keep their heads abvelwaterlunger. It would be a

principle better and does more justice,to
t

the role it plays n blessing for'ociety if such#businessment bankrupt.were to go
the productionof goods and services. \\ / Under the BTE.Jt

.

will
. V

not-be thei as,easy to use tax system
N / t

-----..,-,- ...,.

(read asother .s)a of subsidising
. .

old lnef-taxpayers as.a'means

N) i t ficient enterprises.,Otheradvantages are that the choice of a
J ,/Il. THE BUSINESS TAX ON LABOUR AND legal structure will.no longer be influenced by tax considera-

CAPITAL(BTLC)--1/ / tions and thatxhdoubletaxation of dividendswill be a thing
- -'---.. or:roe.past.

Although it Is possible to think-up-nany ways to tax the Thus, from an economicpointof view the BTLC is an attract-
means of production, I would like to limit this discussion to ive tax since it encourages the frugal use of scarce factors of
one specific tax which I have named the business tax on production. Once such a system is introduced it will be pos-
labour and capital (BTLC) and whichwouldreplace the pre- sible by changing its parameters to influence the relationship
sent system of income and corporate tax used by the Member between the taxation of capital and labour and to influence
States of the EuropeanUnion. the relationshipbetween the various tax bases within the fac- .The BTLC is a tax on the use of the scarce production factors tors of production. I would also like to mention the possibili-
capital and labour. The legal basis is that a person who uses ty of lowering the BTLC rates and increasing the VAT rates,
such scarce production factors in order to participate in the in other words of shifting the emphasis in taxation from pro-

production process should contribute to the costs of govern- duction to consumption.
ment, costs which after all aim to a large extent at ensuring In addition to affording such a general economic steeringthe smooth functioningof that process. Productionshould mechanism, the BTLC allows the damage principle to be
be viewed broadly, so that institutions that are associated

applied better than in the present surplus taxes. Once the
with the governmentwill also fall under the BTLC. For this BTLC is in place, production processes that harm the envi-
reason I have chosen to use the term business,which means

ronment can be taxed more heavily simply by changing the
an independentorganizationof labour and capital, with as its

rates. Regulatory side effects will also become more visible.
goal economic production, although profit-seeking is not Because the BTLC directly affects the production of goods
required. By labour I mean the total amount that is paid in and services, it is more suitable than the present-day systemcash or in kind in the employer-employeerelationship.Cap- to influence supply and demand. To put this in perspective, itital is the sum of the business' own capital and interest-bear- should be noted that policy makers need to realize that in a

ing borrowed capital, less domestic participations and inter- free and open economy tax measures have only a small
est-bearingplacements. impact and that their influence will usually only be felt in the
There are two important differences between the BTLC and long term through a change in consumption patterns or

present-day surplus taxes. First, natural persons would no through the adaptation of production methods.

longer have to pay income tax on wages, interest, dividends,
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Ill. TOWARD THE BTLC IN TWO STEPS In the long run, the necessity for tax-neutral capital mobility
within the European Union will force its members to harmo-

It is easier to think up a new tax than to describe how to set nize the taxation of natural and legal persons, both with

up a new tax system without disrupting the econorny. Given respect to wealth and to income from capital. Therefore, in

the fact that it is closely linked to other parts of society, a tax my opinion, it is not inconceivable that within a couple of

system can only be reconstructed with care, in srnall steps, decades the Member States will have a split income tax,

over a number of years. I would first like to examine how the whereby the yields from the factors of production of capital
BTLC could replace the present-day incorne tax, with its and labour will be taxed separately, but proportionally. In

satellite withholding taxes on wages, interest and dividends. I those countries where it still exists, the net wealth tax will

will then go on to demonstrate how the BTLC can replace disappear for lack of reasonable, and for taxpayers compre-

taxes on the profits of natural and legal persons. hensible, grounds.

It seems to me that a trend can be seen nn Europe to move As mentioned above, the logical consequence of the enor-

from a synthetic to an analytical'incometax'system;-this,to cmous.rise_.inthestandard of living in the European Union in

move from an income tax sys{em under which all the incone the cours_eof]thiscentury, an increase which, in addition, has

from various sources ns aggre'gated and then taxed at progres- been spread-mequitbly.throughsociety, and of the huge
:

sive after deductionof
A

personalexpenses-toward rncrease n the brden is that'progressivityn the of
rates certan tax rates

a tax whereby the tax rates,'p.er,'source argenerally propor- nme /ta.xhas become;lssmportant.tional, although not necessaril the sameThe importance of Because the wages element in the\national income of
this trend that the from' analyticai

n e

/almostall Satesns step an income tax to a of the Member has,becmea factor of over-

BTLC is a small one. A sytathticsystem.is'morerefined and riding significance,
i

the inco;netax oh wakes has become the='-

sophisticated,but does make good the claim that l i nn\L.ncomemore not on most importantcomponent taxation. There s a ten-

it reflects the ability to pay, or even that it contributto the i dency to make the rate of the vithholding'

tax (wages tax)
redistribution of wealth ,In anal ficai

\
is ' -

nronortional'.1
_

,_._-contrast,.an. Y sYstem and This assumbtion be
,

state
more more seems to

simpler and takes a more general approacl-to the ability-'to-
, - -

incoMet categories,.less valid for the lower
.

Nevertheless, the

\\
.

- 1 \ catkorespay principle. can'influence these by mans of social bene-

What is the basis for my opinion that the synthetic tax system fits and other facilities. Thtmve towards a guaranteed sys-

will be superseded by an analytic oneIam eveia willing o ten of socill.,security cul/:ljnakeffproportional
)

rate more

to
go a step furtherand posit that the European Union will actfas accept.able these_incoe.groups.

catalyst n this of change. Myexpectations/are /
a process x , I would like-to-reinforce'the above by pointing out some

based on the following: the Economie and tnetary Union trends that I think.can be seer on a national as well as inter-
appears to be now getting off the ground, even though there national leveland

,*
which certainly will not fail to have an

thousands'.f'problems
-

are still to besolved, oneof'whichis_ effect-onon.The standard of living is rising, both in., .-.. ....'*.'7.
the likelihood

.

that theEMU willbe delayed..The EMU-will-----
=

.,

...... monetary terms and perhaps even more in terms of leisure
lead to quite an increase in th'mobility-fcapital,which is in time: At the same time, solidarity betweencitizens is decreas-
line with the goals that were formulated in the Treaty of

ng, not only because wealth is more difficult to distribute
Rome. than poverty but also because a consumer society does not

Diarnetricallyopposed to these aims, however, is the fact that encourage solidarity. In any case, the aging of the population
tax considerations(partially)dictatethe movementof capital. will lead to an increase in the tax burden. The tendency
The reason for this, in particular, is the separate treatment of toward proportionality in the income tax rates that already
income related to the production factorcapital; the net wealth exists will be intensified by these factors.

tax also plays a role, since it is an additional income tax. As A less interventionistgovernment will not only have to give
the EMU takes shape, the classical instruments with which

up its mercantilistic role in favour of market forces, but will
countries do battle in order to influence capital movements, also have to give its individualisticallyoriented citizens more

such as setting dscount and exchange rates, will decrease in
room. Along with the introductionof a guaranteed system of

importance and may disappear altogether. Therefore the social security, tax-free allowances and a number of deduc-
influence of tax measures will increase. Thus, I think it not tions and exemptions are likely to be abolished. Even now, it
unlikely that competition considerationswill lead the Mem- is difficult to see why expenditures that are voluntary or

ber States to move to an enlightened tax regime for the factor which can be insured against should be deductible. Social
capital, unless they already have a regime like Belgium and benefits will increasinglybe paid on a net basis, and thus tax-

some of the Scandinavian countries. The simplest way to free, as is sometimes already the case.

give a tax relief for the factor capital is to imbed it in an ana-

lytic system, such as the kind France and Belgium have gen- If my expectationswith respect to these trends are fulfilled, a

erally had, or in a systen that resenbles an analytic system, drastic simplificationof the income concept, a broadening of

like the dual incorne tax systerns of the Scandinavian coun- the taxable base - which opens the possibilityof a substantial

tries; brefly, under the latter systems income derived from decrease in the tax rate - will result and will be part of the

the factor capital is taxed at a single and thus proportional move towards a proportional rate structure, in which separate
rate which is equal to the lowest rate for income from labour.

3. Admittedly in fits and starts!
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rates apply to the varous sources of income. In point of fact, A totally new tax, which does not yet exist in the Member
there can then be said to be an analytic income tax. Germany States, and which does not have the disadvantageof creating
has had plans to reform ts income tax for a number of years, almost insoluble conflicts with existing taxes in the Member
whereby, following the lead of the United States and the States, would be the best way for the Union to get more funds
United Kingdom, rates would be decreased and deductions of its own. Such a tax would have to reflect the ability to pay
would be totally or partially abolished. It would appear that of the Member States. The BTLC could be such a tax. After
the Kohl government at present wants to push through these all, capital and labour is a strong indicator of the strength of
changes. In the Netherlandspolitical discussion is moving in the economies of the Member States.
the same direction. As a sign of.the times, I should mention

In practical terms, I imagine that EU BTLC wouldthat Steve Forbes, the (then) American presidential candi- can an

look something like the following. The Union would decidedate, called some months ago for a flat rate income tax of 17
on how to define labour and capital and on the tax rate, but

per cent, a position that was supported by scientific analysis. would the administrations of the Member Statesji) entrust tax

To move from an analytical income-tax-system-to-a-BTI2Cis L wih-sessing
-

and collecting the tax on its behalf, on the
j understandithatnot difficult in theory. With trie exceptionof owning a hone, control would be in the hands of the

only a very small part of the' taxable income of natural per- Union itself-Tljyt-f-Auditorsof the European Union
,

sons is derived from the non-business.sector:a-nephewwho
.

could.beused-fortlat'control ahdcould employ the services
...'

borrowsmomneoynefyro,mhiBsurin
.

. t

avansetimghbjoruirtywohfocadsoeessper-the ofthe large internationalacountantsXas
.

sub-contractors.aunt t'ohreodd job for etc. t yr S
sonal derived from business.The

.

.'

BTLC that
Is it not/fairly self-evidentthatonce theBTLC is lntroduced

income is means '
European tax, the Member

,'
States would

',
make ofi

the levy of shifted
, frommefperson.

who receives
/as a use it

tax is J x* *
by mppsing

.

surcharge the BTLC The yieldpa.--.i.t. [ a on extra gen-
-

income to the person who Ys This willnotaffect their achieveaf crated in this way could be usedto gradual decrease
mutual relationship; all

i.they have to do is to adjt their
In the IemberStates' own surplus

,
taxes, and in particular in

financial
. , .

coform the changedagreementonceln_.oroer to- to the taxation of income and profits.
;

As I explained above, I-

tax situation...

This operation, but
.

\
' iis an enormous no worse

expect that
. .

the Member States will
than when the transition made normal

-. income taxatlonm.. . /
move

was ,from a turnover \ n the direction_. of analyt-ical/systemwhereby
.

labour will,: ,., thtat \ an
tax to the VAT system. In itls not operation

.

.be taxed poportionately,-'- ,

t,ne replacement
, of ncome tax byany case, an -

., .

would be unworkable for economic reasons. What formerly the
'

BTLC isthereforenotreay
.

a problem.called after-tax earnings would become
x

)was gross pay. l V',/' ,

i\\ ] Thetxationofp'ofits sa different altogether. Ifmatter my
Carrying
......

out an operation llke this will be,morecomplicatedic propositinholds-thatthe-BTLCis better from an economic
for the production factor capital, because there are different point ofview than.gisting taxes on the profits of natural and
levels of remunerationfor a business own capital and.its bor- legal persons ,bease....... t stimulates frugal.... use of capital and
rowed capital thatrlate-to__differencesthe in riskprofile.-

-

labour,-is'tt
. .,.c

probable that the MemberStates will seize the--.._._._..-, , ..-... not
Since both forms canbe.broughtunder theheadingbusiness-opportunity

. ,
-

to gradually reduce their own profits taxation
capital, taxation will no longer-affecffthe choice of one or and to replace it by a BTLC surchargethe other for financing, which is a plus point. Here, a phased-
in introductionwill undoubtedlybe necessary. In the above, I have argued that the BTLC, once in place,

offers better opportunities to link economic policy to the tax

structure and that, in particular, it is better suited to be used
when applying the damage principle. I have no doubt that this

IV. THE BTLC AS AN EU TAX is more of a European (if not a worldwide) concern than a

national one and that if taxation by means of the BTLC can

The European Union, like its Member Countries, has its own make a modest contribution to the improvementof the envi-

specific taxationproblems. The resourcesat its disposal (cus- ronment, the opportunity to do so should be seized.
toms duties, agricultural duties, VAT payments and GNP Of such scenario will entail substantial loss of
contributions)are by no means sufficient to cover the growth

course, a a

ofexisting projects and to pay for new tasks in the future. The sovereignty for the MemberStates in the field of taxation. To
those who do not believe this is possible I ask whether, in

accession of a large number of new, mostly Eastern Euro-
light of the challenges that face in the coming decades,us

pean, members will make extra funds necessary in order to
Europe afford to stay the sidelines.

bring the weak economies of those countries in line with the
can on

economies of existing members. However, in the long run if
the Union has more own resources and expenditures the
cohesion between the members will be strengthened, some- V. CONCLUSION
thing that is urgently needed if one thinks of the economic,
and possibly political, threat of the very expansive Asiatic There are many unsolved questions with respect to the
tigers, with China at the fore. The increasednumber of mem- BTLC. What, for example, should be done with government
bers will force the decision-makingstructure of the Union to remunerationsfor capital and labour The only answer is that
move in the directionof majority decision-makingparticular- the governmentitselfshouldnot fall under the BTLC and that
ly with respect to raising additional resources (read: taxa- the remunerations it pays should be tax-free. Obviously, this
tion). will only be possible if the remuneration levels are decreased
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by the amount of tax saved. It goes without saying that the believe that one should not overwhelm home owners at short
term governmentwill have to be defined narrowly so that notice by an abrupt change in the regime on which they based

only those institutionswhich are funded directly or indirectly their tax expectations at the time they bought their homes.

through taxes will come within its scope. One option would be to have home ownership fall under the

Other questions arise as to the position of the businessman-
NWT 2000, so that the present tax benefits that exist for
home owners as opposed to renters in some Member States

owner, as well as about the treatment of income from wages
and capital which is not derived from a business but from could be reduced.

relations between private persons and, finally, with respect to I hope that this article has fulfilled the promise of its title. I
the position of the home owner. However, it is possible to am aware in any case that because of space constraints I may
find solutions to these problems, for example, deemed remu- have raised more questions than I have been able to answer.

neration for the labour of the businessman-owner, a net Even if the ideas I have put forward find support in scientific
wealth tax on private investment at the same rate as the and political circles, it will be many years before the taxation
BTLC - which I have called-the-Net-Wealth-Tax-.-2OC--fh2useof the factors of production replaces the taxation of

(NWT 2000) and exempting from tax labour that s n.ot the yieldsof-such
-'7-,,

factors. That such changes takemay a con--

performed ln an employment sttuatlon, but for whchthe sndwersaubaleizpee,rtihoed]watyimtheehtaasx-nsoytshteinmdewreidllof lookfroinmtahtetemptingremuneration level wdl be lowea__s w__eJ_!., to coming
! / ry century.

century
NBecause the tax treatment of home ownership s a political /

hot I would Iike disc,uss thlslssue
, ,

n detail. I / / \\\ \potato, to more

i

pJ
I
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ANTI-AVOIDANCE

AUDITS, DIGITIZATIOXAND GLOBALIZATION
Dr R.N.J. Kamerling and J.A.M. van der Putten

production facilities and distributioncentres are being estab-
Dr Robert Kamerling, CPA, Unit for auditing techniques lished in various countries. Management,operations and as a
and Hans van der Putten, CPA, Unit for auditing policy, the levying of taxes becomes, without
Netherlands. consequence a game

--rdSandperhapsboundaries. Good management requires,

J
in most casadvanced automation which has gradually
become the,-lifblood of=thecorporation. Companies thus

I. INTRODUCTION / becomelncreigl'dependentuponautomation and elec-
tronic lnk-ups. N N

In order to achieve equ
.

a
(
-e levying
.

off taxes, the taxan '

administration should possess or har access to all data
which might affect taxpayert, liabihty

. ,
Most of thea s tax.

DIGITIZATION',relevantnformation
. concmmg'fins.t .....

and mdividual taxpay-
ers Is to be found n theirbooks and records. However, these i
books and records

'

always-loca-tedatthe site the This bngs us to the seconcl najor development that influ-are not were

business s carried out. This-observationapplies n particular
k t encesthe levyingof taxes: digitization.This phenomenonhas

whichmay
A \ and life almost without beingto multinational corporations have production crept rnteCreditour cardsand jdaily

facilities
. .

all the world and wlose books'can be kept noticed.
*

. .otherip.
smart,cards have becomeover

almost with!ash/.The citizen of thealrnost anywhere. Local adrninistrations therefore have synonymous averagetax

great difficulty n following the audit trails
,

of these entities, world has become quickly accustome:l to these new develop-
ments,.dthougsometakemore'ntne

,
,. adapt than others.Moreover, administrations

.

that operaton national scale totax a

only have with this trend towards worldwzde Notwithstanding
.

this it may-indeed turn out that not everyonenot to cope
operations, other developments also increangly play a wants or will be aborto adjust or accept digitization,because

determining role One of these developmentsisreferrd to in of his or her agemental or personal developmentor cultural

the title: digitizatin. - / Zb-ac'kground.cietyis dividing itself into two parts: those

d'gl-literates/
- and digi-lliterates.

, Just like society as a

whole, tax departments are also being confronted with the

ongoing process of digitization. To what extent does a tax
Il. INTERNATIONALIZATION administrationhave to follow and adopt to this development

What will the citizen and society still accept and what not
As has been said, the first major deyelopment which affects What files and databases can be linked up What constittes
the levying of taxes these days is the increasing international- an infringement of the privacy of individuals and when are

ization of business. Firms which operate in a particularcoun- limits overstepped Does digitalization imply an increase in
try, not only multinationalcompanies,but also quite ordinary fiscal disobedienceWill tax fraud, which we try to combat
firms, no longer consider national boundaries to constitute with digitization, actually be promoted or facilitated by it
obstacles to their activities. These questions are easy to raise, but very hard to answer.

The inception and implementation of the European Union
(EU) and the consequent elimination of national borders is
only one of the causes of this trend. Closer contacts have IV. DIGITIZATIONAND THE LAW
since been established with previous member states of the
Comecon. In the Far East not only economic dragons, but Digitization in business and industry may result in tensions
also tigersmake their voices heard. And direct trading with betweenpractice and the law. I refer to the applicationof EDI
these far away countries is an on line reality and in some (electronic data interchange) which has made the
cases a necessity 24 hours a day. Digitization and the devel- paper

invoice superfluous. In some countries this immediately
opment of information technology have effectively eradicat- caused problems, because the law requires numbered and
ed borders. Distances are no longer very important to good dated invoices. Legislatures will have to find solutions for
communications.Not only firms but individuals too are more such problems. It is to be expected that the increase in digiti-mobile than ever before. zation will have a profoundeffect on both the applicationand

In accordance with their business philosophy multinational content of laws and regulations.
companies seek to achieve an efficient set up of their organi-
zation with the world as their playing field. Headquarters,
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V. TAX AUDITING D. Datamining

A. The new environment For the latter activity the accounting profession has intro-
duced a new concept: datamining. The pilot projects are

Digitization and globalization thus indisputably have impli- promising. In short this procedure interrogates a database or

cations for tax auditing. In the early years of automation not
a series of linked databases to establish whether patterns or

deviations from these patterns can be discovered which mayonly the chartered accountant, but also the tax auditor occa-

sionally ignored the computer and were thus engaged in alert the tax auditor to fraud.

auditing around the computer. In the past this was possible The impact of this intensive form of data analysis could be
becaue only parts of the accountng system had been dgi- increased substantially if Member States of the European
tized. Important parts of the accounts were still recorded and Union would cooperate. National databasescan only provide
printed on paper. But at the present level of information tech a.partial picture of for instance a carouse!2 fraud and limited

' icz-' -/
nology such an approach is nolongeracceptable. assitancein,fightingfraud. This is especially true in the case

I t of digi-fraud*It s clear that a tax auditor who is not literate ln computer
....

I I /-auditing techniques, will not be able to carry out a thorough
investigation in companies that,have adopted-EDIor operate

7Thentelllgence
, base

at a high level of automatio. / 11 ,\]
Indeed the auditor is incre'asinglyibeing

,.

confronted withtax

C
The auditor benefits if thetaxadministrationtself digitizes.

data which are only recoIdeU on e_lectroni.cy accessible A ttrstexample is the introduction of electronic tax returns
data carriers (diskettes, tapes,'harddiscs,WORMdiscs etc.) (which

'

is taking
-

place in growing number of countries. A, a

Only selected informatior will-be printed on paper. Thys the
i secondlapplicationof digitization is the so-'called intelligence

tax auditor has to verify if, and..to.whatextent he can or may
'

fornbase. This records n digitized the counter-rnfornation,.___.- . a
recorded elec-

,

use ln his investigation data which have ben the administration
. I I

A growing proportion of.... 1 tax possesses.
tronically. this nformation

.

already
I

be provided
'.

electronically.can now

Also the audit itself has changed
'

a\result of digitization. \ 1. /as If the processing of tax returns s entirely automated, the
advanced the application

' '

,fkautomation
,

'

rnf
,

t, ,, ,,The more Is a
computerchecks thecounterintelligencedatabase routine-

greater tax to a returnscompany, the is the need of the auditor mak,e ly. Aproper selection.system
-- .w

thatidentifies
. .

the that
.....

judgement on the reliability of the structeand,functioning do mt predetermined'n'arameters,
--

is of- t not course an essen-
of computerized information The auditing

,
wll

.

systems. mix tial prerequisitn e..,'7/7:

show an increase n the proportion of organization-oiented /
and decreasing number of,dta-orientedTproce-

. f This counter..intelligence database can also be linked to ameasures a
' fromsub---zkrowli:lgebank.-'- -

Soon specialists different ofdures. In other wordstheauditingapproach-shifts-

ln areas taxa-

stantive to organization-orinted. tion will no longer be required for separately evaluating tax

returns. Instead, they will be responsible in future for supple-
menting the fiscal knowledgebank and keeping it up to date.

B. EDP auditor This knowledge bank might also be made accessible to the
tax consultancy profession, but that entails a political deci-

The advances of computerization in the areas of accounting sion.

and auditing have been rapid and spectacular. First of all tax

administrationshave introduced th position of EDP auditor.
His task is to support the tax auditor in investigating auto- VI. TAX AUDITING IN A COMPUTERIZED
mated accounting systems. Elaborate audits for which large ENVIRONMENT
amounts of informationhad to be printed on paper, are a thing
of the past. Also seizing books and records from companies
is less called for.' A. General

Operating in a computerizedenvironmentcreates its own set

C. Audit automation of problems for the tax auditor. It is obvious that he has to

ensure that the data carriers and the data on them will not be

Digitization creates new opportunities for auditing. As a changed, distorted, lost or destroyed. In a paper environ-
result of the emergence of audit automation the tax auditor ment no special arrangements are required to ensure the

can rely on even more automated support in carrying out his integrity of the data in addition to the usual care. This is dif-
duties. The tax auditor may draw from this mix of auditing ferent in a computerized environment since a mistake at the

procedures and techniques as he requires. He can have a risk keyboard or an erroneousmanipulationmay result in the data
assessment made, select items, chart areas with special risks, of the taxpayer being altered or erased.

require information and (have the EDP-auditor) dig in inter-
nal and external computerizeddatabases. 1. As is the time and effort of the extemal chartered accountant.

2. I.e. VAT export fraud.
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To avoid problems we recommendthat the auditor uses only As a general rule it may be stipulated that digital data should
copies of the files and databases he has requested when he almost entirely sta digital. However, provided the data
works on his own personal computer within the premises of -remain correct and complete, the taxpayermust be allowed to
the company being audited. The copies should be provided record data on back-up tapes/diskettes/cartridgesso enabling
on diskettes, tapes or other data carrier which are accessible the freeing-up of system resources. To prevent problems or

to him. With and on these copies he can then make his analy- diputes it is advisable to come to an agreementbeforehand.
ses and calculations. Note that the tax auditor is not allowed
to carry out operations or tests in or with the administrative
system which is used by the company being audited. C. Forms of conversion

The tax auditor is not authorized to link his own PC directly Data can be converted to another medium in various ways.to the computer of the taxpayer without first obtaining the Examples are converting data from paper to microfiche/advice and supportof the EDP auditor On.ly then can he con-
__cr_ofil_mm or scanning and recording data on a digital data

sult specific database.--InTpractice;-the-taxpayer
h.t

or copy a is carer.'-Tte-data may also be converted within the same
asked for his and cooperation.

.

Of the audi-
.:

consent course tax medium. Anxamplerofthis is recording data from a com-
tor has to take into account all reasonablenterests of the tax-

puterizedaccountingsystem'togadiskette or tape frequent-j
-

payer ly usedfopmaking
-

back'ups optically readable disc,/ orto.anr -

] [ /7 i.e.a Write Once, ReadMnydisc (so-calledWORM disc).
B. Converting data [ ] // Atypic1 feature ofa WORM disc is that data on ircannot be

[[ ./ change. \\\.

We are on the eve of the total digifizationalFborporateof files 1 \ \ \ \
.!. \ 1and records. Paper documentation will gradually retreat to

[
'D. Glbalizationand dgitization1't

the background and tn most instances probably disappear.
,

'.
'

.

t JCompanieswill want to convert their-Rfronone carrie to It s to be expected that affilited corporatlonsestablished in1 -,

another However, conversion must not harm the auditabili,ty \
foreign countries

_.

the
J

accounting
t

\ may not use same processes,

of data and the converted data must be reproduciblewithin]a \and procedures the domestc
p.

It realistic
-

. as company seems to
specific period. It is therefore lmportant that certain condi- xpect that in future the ta,P/auditor will incresingly have to4

tions for converting data are establishd\andadhered to. If a delxwith.- theglobalizati'onof...... digital
4

accounting, t t systems.
taxpayer complies with these conditions-, he is no longer Withnan intemilcontexthismay have implicationsobliged to preserve the original document., ) / for the tax auditingof thsedigital

.---...

accountingsystems. ThereV/ /
Possible conditions for conversion include:/ / are four options regrding the maintenanceand retention of a

Tprhoevitsaixopnasyermutt-tthe!al-d**L_.m.ult.i.n..ation)rpany'saancdcountingdocuments3organiatnal '

- records:

that ensure e conversion of data i'- o the.-books, records other are updated
rect and complete.

''f and retained in the country in which the company is
In principle the new data carriers must be available and established;-

accessibleduring the entire retention period. - the books, records and other documentsare updated in

During the retention period the data must be capable of country company- the in which the is located, but retained

being reproduced in a readable format within a reason- in a foreign country;
able time. If these conditions are rnet, old systerns (hard- - the books, records and other documents are kept in a

ware and software) need not be retained. foreign country, but stored domestically;
The data must be made available to the tax auditor in - are- the books, records and other documents updated
such a way that the audit can be completed within a rea- and retained in a foreign country.
sonable period of time. The cooperationof the taxpayer The first case is a strictly domestic issue and the standard
being audited is essential. case for an audit. In the second situation we are confronted
The taxpayer is responsible for the technologyand meth- with a problen if an accounting in a foreign country

-

system
ods used to convert the data. is stored entirely in a digital form. The tax auditor can estab-
After conversion digitally recorded data may be pre- lish whether the books kept date. However

-

or not are up to an
served in digital form or in other forms, provided that audit of the rest of the accounting system can only be carried
they can be made accessible within a reasonable period out within a reasonable period of time if the tax auditor gets
of time and that an audit can be carried out within an access to the recorded data through the conputer systern. If
equally reasonable period of time. there is no direct and continuouslyopen connection with the

This last condition implies that it is not acceptablefor the tax- foreign country in which the books and records are retained,
payer merely to print large quantitiesofelectronicallyrecord- problems may arise with regard to time and communication.
ed data on paper and then hand these over to the auditor. The The tax auditor must therefore know in advance which data

amounts of data that may be retained on paper is limited by may be recorded and stored abroad. This requires an exami-

the criterion of auditability. As long as auditing the data is nation of the description of the AO/IC4 structure and of the

possible within a reasonable time frame, data may be trans-
ferred to paper. 3. I.e. the accountingsystem.

4. AdministrativeOrganization/IntemalControl
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data processing system. A problem may arise in that the tive assistance in tax matters regulates simultaneous audits
retention period of the books and records in that country may of accounting records. This type of assistance may be used
be shorter than is required in the country in which the com- for instance to conduct an investigation into intemal transfer

pany being audited is located. A similar problem may occur prices of affiliated companies located in different countries.
in respect of the requirements concerning physically safe- Section 9 of the same treaty regulates mutual participation
guarding the data in another country. It may be difficult for and cooperation in audits of books and records.
the auditor to check these. Furthermore, the conversion of

In order to carry out effective audits in multinationalcompa-data in a foreign country may cause problems. If the original
documentshave been convertedand then destroyed, the com-

nies, national competences must be coordinated and stream-

tax must
pany will have to prove that both procedural and technical lined, alternatively auditors be given European-

wide competencies. In addition, it seems advisable to stream-
measures not only were taken during the retention period, but

line the auditing policy. Only then effective and efficient
also that these measures were effective. It is not yet clear how

can

the tax auditor could test this. Y' audits be ensured. Moreover, we expect furthersimplification
r / -ofthe data exchange procedures between the Member States

In the third case the companyupdates its books and records of the Eean Union and major economies such as Japan,
in a foreign country and retaihs these in the country in which the United.Stte-,Cad'andothers.
it is established. If there is n'o direct and.open.link.with,that , /-'.

foreign the auditoris
:

ablerto verify whether This, electronc exchange of information should be based
country, tax not

bilateral and multilateral
.

Individual
.

countries
the books are kept up to date. Still an audit can be carried out upon ,

treaties.

/an
only keep abreast of theglobalizationof

. ,
business throughwithin

.

reasonable period,'oftime, because the auditora tax
ntensive
.

exchange of d'ata., t ' an
has access to the books and records. Nevertheless, a major
problem exists because examination

, ---'.----,.--
intothe existence and

£i
an

functioning of the AO/IC.system is not possible. There also
B. Standardizationof fiscal annual accounts) ,

may be problems if the company-convertsthe original docu- ,

ments n the other countr:The retentioneriodthough does l
ca. N t Standard,annual accounts a,re a |major condition for effect-

not present any difficulties in this
\\ \ ) lvely auditing the retums O,f,a multinational company elec-

In the fourth and final case the compa,ny updates and retains \tronically.Such approaclihas some,,ttractivebenefits foran
: ,

the books, records and other documents',in a foreign country, the multinatinal well,/,as.lt will,be
.

sufficient
, , as to prepare

accounts.which-This is to the tax auditor the most difficu'lf'situation,as he will standard annual itself should reduce the
-

''be confronted with nost of the problems
j

have just being.raised by the adrninistration.we numberofquestions'x', tax
described in the other cases. For instance, where there i/s no

.

-

connection with the concerned,the tax/auditor
.

open country Standard-so,wareestablishtr-vefy anything..witout1:,

having,first
.

c.can not
. . .'-- ..

. 1.

requested assistanceffromtrefreign
....

tax administraton.A
additional problem might be the.auditor's-lckof knowledge Another major impetus for the digitization of the auditing
of the language in which the company keeps its books and

process within a tax administration could be given by soft-
records. ware vendors. Companies would achieve lasting administra-

Where an examination of the AO/IC system of a foreign tive cost reductions if they would incorporate standardized

cornpany is not possible, the solution rnight be that the tax annual accounts in their accounting systems. Standardized

auditor calls upon the public auditorof that company to carry annual accounts can be easily generated from computerized
out such an audit. accounting systems. They give the tax auditor the possibility

of arranging and rearranging the digitally recorded informa-
tion irrespective of the accounting system. The rearranged
files may then be manipulated by means of the tax adminis-

Vll. WORLDWIDEAUDITING tration's own software, thus greatly facilitating the analysis
of such data.

A. Coordination The tax administration's own EDP auditors also carry out

system audits into the quality of the standard software which
One possible solution to the above problems and difficulties is used by large numbers of accounting firms and companies.
is to coordinate at European level the auditing of multina- They establish whether a computer programme performs in
tional corporationsthat operate in Europe. In a later stage this accordance with the way in which it is expected to behave.
cooperative effort could be extended to a global level. How- The EDP auditor will also identify the specific auditing
ever, numerous sensitivities have to be reckoned with. Opti- opportunities included in the programme. These may then be
mally the entire audit of a particular multinational company used in regular audits. A tax administration may also con-

should be managed and coordinatedby the tax administration sider whether to issue a stamp of approval for selected soft-
of one country. ware programmes.
In the field of customs audits of multinational companies
some experience has been gained within the Mattheus pro-
ject. Section 8 of the new Conventionon mutual administra-
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Vlll. NATURAL LIMITS TO TAX AUDITS IX. SOME SPECULATIONS

A. The auditing impossibilitiesrisk A. The automated audit

We mentioned earlier the relationship between digitization Sometime in the not too distant future the tax auditor may
and tax fraud. However indefinite the nature of this relation- examine the accounting system of a company entirely digi-
ship, one thing is certain: digitization reduces the so-called tally. This would enable concurrent audits to be automatical-
auditing impossibilitiesrisk. This risk refers to the following. ly performed. To be able to do this the tax administration

After the tax auditor has assessed the fiscal risks of a compa-
would have to possess computerized auditing programmes

ny, he establishes whether there are sufficient starting points which include parameters that have been attuned precisely to

for auditing these risks. In other words, are these risks the generalized client picture which applies to the company.

auditable. If not, auditing procedures are not very meanig£=
It-will thus be quite easy to establish relationships between

tleaccounting
.

and their for differentful. This constitutesa naturllimit to tax auditing. Sometimes systems outcomes com-

the A n/ot panies. Tne_eaudits_might take place continuously, fortax auditor can establish advance that his audit will

produce sufficient auditin- ,information 5 An exampleay instanceat-night,-andelectronically.It might also be possible
IJ ; .-, J-

illustrate this. It is very difficultfto auditthe-'c'mpletenessof to utilize/the databases and files of various government
departments

,\

'N Nthe reported revenues of-gambling machines. Knowing the /

final scores of the counter is,lessential.Ifno informations / / k\\ \

avaislacbolreesthaendtaxthuauscoitforceanre/voennlyues
. f

with
.

gtr.ethaitsdifficulty,foisr
. /,. \\ \ \

) / [ B. Spending taxes
.

\\ \ \instance through observationon-site,verify-the
.

correctnessof
the

) .

procedure
. ( /\ ..ThrouoEh

i

digitization and globalization onlyrather labour Intensive.....:. _ r
\

r
I

l It becomes not

nebss'ary.._ \ '. possibl, but perhaps also to shift from direct taxes
The legal obligation to builda .'...........

counters
-.,which carnotot beln indirect This proposition has increasing

:
number, , , to ones.

)
an

rigged or tinkered with, greatly reduees the risk of revenue of proponents. As a result of the growing/internationalization
figures being manipulated. In this cas digitization is a pos- \of business,and the number.f ihternatinal arrangements to

'tive impetus. A legal obligation
'

to\incorporate
.

tamper- avoid taxesthe basis for levying
,

taxes ls graduallydininish-
iproof' counters n gambling machines'and for nstance also mg-.The idea fredirecting.the* tax,lurden to indtrect taxes s

n taxi cabs influences the auditing impossibilitiesrisk direct- loglcally-sound. Itm'a,,-'rove't be possble to adapt these
ly. N)/ / developmentsseamlessly to the electronic flow of payments.

/ In the of indirect be levied much earlier. Ofcase taxes tax can

/- 4-

B. Black box every transacton that is paid electronically the VAT part
Gudzbea-'utomaticallyseparated and transferred to the tax

administration. This payment may be accepted as the final
These issues occur in almost any line of business. The com- settlement. Taxes on spending might be levied along similar
pleteness of the sales figure, especially in smaller companies lines. These too might be paid when the spending/payment
with high amounts of cash turnover is very hard to verify dur- takes place.
ing audit. Until a black box is invented which digitally
records sufficient facts regarding turnover to facilitate a tax

audit, the tax auditor has to face a very high level of auditing .impossibilitiesrisk. X. CONCLUSION

In the future when cash has virtually been replaced by At the end of this address would like to stress thatwe anyelectroniccash, the tax auditorwill have many more possi- nstrument has nvented be abused. Althoughman can we
bilities for carrying out his work. Cash sales will thus disap- just have said that digitization may innovate tax auditing, we
pear and be replaced by bank sales. The digital information

ought not to put too much trust in what the screen conjures
system linked to the bank operates in fact like a black box.

We used to that patient; the
Big Brother from George Orwell's novel 1984 seems to have up. say paper was same can now

be said of the computermonitor We have to take care that we
evolved from fiction to reality. do not confuse what see on the display with reality. Doeswe

what we see on the screen really represent reality It is rela-

C. Barter trade tively simple, especially when using a personal computer, to

switch off built-in controls or manipulate results. For a tax

auditor it is not easy to detect this.
A practice, which is becoming increasingly popular, is bar-

tering. This refers to services and goods being exchangedby Computer print-outs usually look impeccable and give such

companies or private persons for non-monetary considera- an impression of reliability that the tax auditor is easily mis-
tion. The audit of these types of transactions requires a spe- led. Alterations which have been made are not visible (any
cial approach from tax administrations.

5. In similarcircumstancesa public accountantmay invoke a technicalqual-
ified opinion.
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. longer) to the tax auditor. Thus the print out does not provide would have used when auditing a classic set of books and

any clues for further investigation.6 A summary of the pro- records. Samples, physical checks and observationon site are

cessing report does not mean that the computationshave been only possible if these remain within the jurisdiction of a tax

carried out in the way stipulated. In many cases the tax audi- administration. Ironically even though the world has shrunk

tor is not able to establish if the data in the processing report so much through digitization, these procedures will become
have been included correctly in the accounts. The summary increasingly impossible.
handed over might just be a draft, in which additional

changeshave been made before the data were entered into the

accountingsystem. In audits within a PC environment the tax

auditor should not neglect to follow the same procedures to 6. In the past such clues were provided by totals checks, erasures, correction

assess the reliability of the accounting system which he fluid, (change in) handwriting and colour of the ink.

i
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ANTI-AVOIDANCE

TRENDS IN ANTI-AVOIDANCE

REPENTWHAT'S PAST; AVOIDWHAT IS TO COME

Dr David Williams

Professor of Tax Law, Centr for Commercial Law Studies,
Queen Mary_.ollegerUniversity

. .

of London

f i
I. INTRODUCTION J C. Theerothlw:-taxesarenecessary

.

This attempts to address
1(

issues about
/7

future trends in To
f
complete this Newtonian style

\
of reasoning about fiscalpaper

Attemptin /ynamlcs,. 3.' Xanti-avoidance. t predic{rends is always an we must note azeroth law offfiscal dynamics: mx
l t ' , .Xexercise ln the of th near-imposs_ible, but predicting / laws are necessary tn any soctety regulatedby law This rea-art

trendstointhtehweawyagyovernmntsactreacgovernmens sthoathhewewsaayy.,taaxcpearytaeirns / isnoenvinitgabdlee.mIatndsbecaeuxseplaaalatiw-nm.akingWhy SOctlhetey zmeruostthreact has, I s
'

have

dehmltatonaboofutthiet What-Ifohrayaen_ttihearveofiodraencaettemwipttheidn,isthea mechanisms that impose cost
!

Iscope
t \ A mechanism is therefore needed to ensure that the costs are. . ,. ...... , ..

Known ane premctanle context rorgovemmentt,
eeClslons,

( \met
\ .

I natmecnanlsm
.' .

is wnatq
. LI=

reler to
.

as a tax
- 6 ur
'

course, In
,

.... ., _ .... . , '

ane a oevelopmentpr some mougntson mat oasis lins scope \ a .... ,t. ! . . .

depends laws of fiscal
. ,

dynamics
.

wnlch
,.

I below,
- --some societies the iorm ol/the tax lsIar Irom the modem

on present x,.. ,'. t

and the logical and other deficiencles
.
rn,the systems within wage withholdingsmanyFeacters/-4

wil be paying. It might be
pai'by forceclabour

,, ,

(and.stll
.., is'in with compulsory-

) i stateswhich those laws apply. These suggest'that
_

governments militaryservce
-,, . rserviceon-15odiessuch juries). It mightth\ey / o ashave rather fewer options than perhaps might like,

to
think.

.

pI
, come by the appropriation by some within the society of

/ / property right,tnatural
.t',-

that otherwise avail-resources are

/ /,,._ able to all..-Agln, the mere existence of property rights
-------f -presupposessome form of system to ensure those rights are

Il. THE LAWS OF FISCAIrDYNAMICS respected (even if that is paid for out of the value of the prop-
erty rights themselves).

A. The second law: tax laws always end up in chaos

Order will inevitably degenerate into chaos: This is the so-
Ill. A DYNAMIC FISCAL INSTABILITY

called second law of thermodynamics that, we used to be
told, appliest all closed systems. Although for centuries that The zeroth law explains why it is impossible for the first law

profound thought was regarded as infallible, Einstein and and second law between them to lead to the inevitable disap-
others proved that this law is not'n inevitable with no alter- pearance of taxes. Instead, the three laws of fiscal dynamics
natives- it is, in fct, avoidable. I would, however, posit a

1. Confess to heaven: repent what's past; avoid what is to come: Princespecific exception to this refutation of the law - an area

where the second law of thermodynamics still prevails. The
Hamlet in Shakespeare,Hamlet, Act 3, scene iv (1601).
2. For a lively account of the science behind this bold statement, see Paul

suggested reformulation is that, in any society, the tax laws Davies, AboutTime, (1995), Penguin Science.

always degeneratefrom order to chaos.This should perhaps 3. For those of scientific bent, the zeroth law is that if two systems are in ther-

be known as the second law of fiscal dynamics. It is, I would mal equilibriumwith a third system, then they are in equilibriumwith each other;
the first law is that the total energy of a thermodynamicsystem remains constant,also posit, the only law about taxes that is unavoidble. and the second iS that heat never passes from a colder body to a hotter body (see
ChambersScience andTechnology Dictionary) *

4. This might with justice be called Franklin's law, after Benjamin Franklin

B. The first law: tax laws are always avoidable who first observed- in 1789, just before his own death- that in this life nothing
is certain but death and taxes.

5. The fact that the society needs laws presupposes that not all actions in the
The statement about avoidability of tax laws might better be society occur, or can be controlled, in a voluntary and spontaneousway. There is

expressed as the first law of fiscal dynamics. This is that all no purpose in imposing laws if those laws are not enforced. Enforcement impos-
es costs (as does the process of law-making).But because the society needs laws,tax laws are avoidable. It is becalse the first law of fiscal it follows that the society cannot assume that all those who should bear a share

dynamics is true that the second law is also true. of the costs of the society will do so.

6. More formally, taxation is the process of imposing on, and taking from,
individual members of a society the costs of that society.
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between them describe with a simple beauty the dynamics of tive. Indeed, observation suggests that fast changes destabi-
the tax levying process in any society that is organized to a lize a tax system and hasten its degeneration into chaos. It

sufficient level to have laws. A form of perpetual motion is might be that there is another law here: the more that taxation
created. There must be taxes, but all forms of tax are inher- laws are changed, the faster they degenerate into chaos.

ently imperfect, and avoidance of those taxes is always pos- While anecdotal evidence may be offered for this proposal, it

sible.7 The tax laws will therefore inevitably become less is not susceptible to the same logical proof as the three laws.
effective as time passes. The need to collect taxes will cause Nevertheless, if it is true, it suggests that the second law can-

the society to react to offset the avoidance activity. That not be counteracted by accelerating the rate of change of the

requires more or other laws about those taxes, which are system.
themselvesavoidable,and so forth. The process of the second
law can only behalted by changing the fundamental assump-
tion of the system as a closed system, that is, by introducg C. The unavoidable tax
new taxes or new forms of tax-res-Those new -taxes,-oncL-
introduced, automaticallysbject

.

from their introduction
I

What-ther.pssibilities
-

remain It that continueare seems some

to the operation of the second law. / to look for the.exceptionto the first law - the unavoidable
] ,/ Thiss.a.little-ike. . huning.the Snark the Holy Grail,tax. or

suggest
explain
I

.

fully
that

the
these

dynamicsi
laws,

. andtthe._relations.between_them
of anti-avoidance

..

If
and ishe,stuff,,'.

of stories.such
,

as Don UlXOte
,-,

or the tales of
measures.

Aesop. tJnavoidable..,

taxes\do
N,

exist, True, laws benot can
that is so, only three logical possibiliIleS occur to halt the

introduced, t .

evasion, that peoplet offany to tum avoidance into so
lnevitable

._ ,,

decrease in effectiveness.-'

set of tax laws

dynanficst t. te /evadelaws, ,f rather than avoid them:0
;

Butthey
_

still do not
because of the taxation

. .

society, First, payln an given
.

. '.-, ; them. Tax laws are lmposea\bv.

words, and
-

words are faulty
.

an unavoidable
,,

tax Is identifid-(nvalidating
,

the,first law). .
. lnstrunients..

t
. To misquote Wittgenstein,

.
.

Die Grenzen meiner
Second, laws are changed faster than they can degenerate t ,tax

.

Sprache
,

bedeuten
, die Grenzen meiner Steuer tthe limit

.

of, I
- n other words, the system Is not allowed to close and there- , -

ny ]:.....-.-.
-

my language means the imit of tax).fore degenerate tlnvalidaigthesecondlaw),Third,...... taxation t - #

\ \ #
11 i

I #
s abolished (and the zeroth law s invalidated):

.

While societies abolsh forms of doinstability
..

cannot taxes,
\\
\\

\ \occur in the dynamics. These must be'taken into account,
because taxsystems are ,ttlotigerno

#
closed national systems.,

A. Can taxes be abolished \\ I ] The,closed system is, ratherthe larger system of which indi-

i vidualstatesare but partrThis introduces a disequilibriumfor
.

The third case is the extreme case. Can it,ocur No.The individualtional-sub-sytems.Some societies create lower
zeroth law posits that this can only happenf law-making levels of cost thanTthers, and therefore need lower taxes.

societies
.

to,exist. Marx proposed anxception the Individualswithinthat therefore less thancease in system pay tax

CommunistManifesto, when arguing.thatafterthe*.-:.revolutlon,.._.lndividuals-n
,,.i

other sub-systems, but without avoiding
.

tax.

of the proletariat, the state-would withe.awa,private
.i . -

Tlls
..---

of general
_

disequilibrium. Some rndivid-prop- is part a more

erty would be abolished and taxes with it, although society uals pay lower levels of taxes than others. Why does the more

would remain. Despite several revolutions of the proletariat general disequilibrium occur The first law tells us, of
since 1848, it seems Marx was wrong.8 The zeroth law of fis- course, that the opportunity for individuals to avoid taxes is
cal dynamics admits no exception. While the idea of tax-free always present.
societies haunts us, they are contradictions in terms. We

merely tease ourselves with the illusion of tax cuts.

Some states have tried to avoid the zeroth law in another way IV. THE NEW BOUNDARIESOF TAX
they impose taxes, but do not call them taxes. Instead we-

have tolls and charges for licences to do all sorts of other These instabilitiespoint to three possible flaws in the logic of
things we cannot or will not avoid doing. We may sell off or the three laws of fiscal dynamics. The first flaw is that the

give away government assets or natural resources. We may laws are, like all such laws, propoundedonly for a closed sys-
also have compulsory savings that are not, of course, taxes tem. However, a national tax system is, in reality, never a

but cannot, of course, be left unpaid.9 These ideas attract closed system. The tax systems of states used to be closed
because they can produce things that sound like tax cuts. systems, but this is no longer true. The second flaw is that in
Semantics aside, while some of these actions may really describing the combined operation of the laws I have made
reduce taxes, none of them abolish them.

7. I must interpose here a statement which I will justify later: any tax which
can be avoided will be avoided.

B. Acceleratingchange accelerates disintegration 8. In the former Soviet Union, of course, individuals and enterprises did not

suffer taxation in the capitalist sense of taking away a share of the individual's

property (which was what Marx saw as disappearing along with the concept of
The second logical possibility is to create new taxes, or new private property itself), but rather by the technique of preventing them getting
tax laws, at a sufficiently fast rate that the second law of fis- that part of the property in the first place.
cal dynamics does not have time to take effect. One or two 9. There is nothing new about this, either - medieval European kings were

countries seem to have been attempting this in recent years,
very good at it. .

IO. In the balance of this article, evasion is regarded, unless the context indi-
but their efforts seem, strangely, to have been counterproduc- cates otherwise, as a form of avoidance.
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an assumptionabout human behaviour. It is that at least some The possibilities are:

of the members of a society will avoid its taxes. Why do we - to find new taxes or forms of existing taxes that are less
assume this avoidable than the present laws, in particular because

The best answer is what appears to be a fundamentalassump- they tax today's activities;
tion of economics: people behave in a rational way. In the

- to change taxes faster than they degenerate;
famous definition of Robbins, economics studies human

- to reduce the burden of taxation within a society;
behaviour as a relationship between ends and scarce means

- to increase the burden of taxes in other, lower taxed soci-

with altemative uses. In this context it is rational not to eties;
devote my scarce resources to pay a tax when there are

- to prevent access to other, lower taxed societies;

preferable altemative uses. Given that I can choose the alter-
- to persuade people to act irrationally by not avoiding

native uses to my better utility I will therefore act rationally taxes; or

by avoiding the tax. One final assumption must be made,so
- to conceal the extent to which taxes are avoidable.

that this holds true. Potential,avoiders-must-beTaware.ofthe SZZZk:X
possibility of avoidance. Thjs is the assumption of know1- B. Anti-aVidanceIn: past, centuries:^.

ledge on which so much of economic thinking rests. It is -'--
inherently improbable that socie_ties_exist_wbere_no-onin

In past centures ant-avoidancewas relatively easy. The nor-
that society Is aware of the potential to avoid its tax laws.

mal forrns
r
of such

. \
duties
.

and landt ic tax, as-customs taxes, were

There is a third flaw in the/logic when,applyingit to the real not readily avoidable. Overall tax burdens were low. Soci-
world - again because of the ssumptionof a closed system. eties were relatively closed sp there was little tax competition

itThis is the assumption thattno other.change-occursln the way between them. In closed authoritarian
. .

societies, was easier
taxes work. In practice, tax yields drop not onlybecauseof / to persuade people to act irratio.nally by paying taxes, and to

, -- . . l

avoidance, but because fr other people behav- conceal the possibilities
. . .

of avoidance from them. In particu-reasons stop
ing in the way the tax la,,sassume.-For-example,the fomer lar, tax authorities had good access to the iaformation neces-

slaves Europe would today yield'little revenue levy and taxpaers! had limited
.

chancetaxes on in sary to taxes, to con-

\ \ \ \ceal it ! /The

ssfthepaouttehnot,l.tli\etsoitanhdedavba,nhleutayerfusteupre-
particular challenge the

use r-Tv, ;--,. of

to tax
.. i \ \ /1 / /Iles

.

the of change
. .

m rate in near past m to

material objects
.

from the by
,, ...,+J.-,,:+://tt.arate .....[./a;)31ilg pasL*LlLallltte3of those objects. The old idea that the whole

,
value of world

k.. t,llt:
/-,'

trade went through customs posts has becmeoutmoded at
During this century,-these past certantes have largely been

barely
. credible speed. As the Economist put itrecentlyf., G.An abolished, Few clOSed

..--r
societies exist, thus giving peopleamalgamation

.

of is easier pin than of --4/
now

atoms to own a.oevy ready access.t,lower-taxedsocieties. The easy forms of tax
bits and bites, Transactions.carriedout-over the Jnteirt-may.

-such-as.cuStoms duties were replaced with taxes that are
slip away from thetx-man. It can al-s-'o-outvit the regula-- lnherently more avoidable such as income tax. Anyone can
tors.t1 States have seen theoematerllization.... of much wealth

readily purchase knowledge about the avoidability of taxes
contained in the trade marks and licences rather than the-

from Conversely, it has become harder fora tax expert. tax
items marked and licensed. They have yet to see the full authorities to find out what is going on. At the same time,dematerializationof money so that it too becomes bits and there have been huge increases in the burden of taxation in
bytes, but it is happening. Further, as marginal telecommuni-

states, making the marginal advantages of avoidance
cation costs fall to zero, the only costs of moving money will many

much stronger.be the costs of complying with - or, more cheaply, avoiding
tax and regulation. Perhaps more important, there has in recent decades been a-

oj- decrease in the willingness of people to behave irrationally,
that is, to pay taxes that they could avoid. The tax revolution

V. HOW TO REDUCE AVOIDANCE
that caused Proposition 13 in California is still spreading.
The church taxes of protestantEurope, the poll tax in the UK,
and the high marginal rates of income tax on the wealthier

A. General worked- or were supposed to work - because people would

comply with them readily. Viewed at the end of the century,
I suggest that the above sets of laws and assumptions are of this willingness to pay cannot now be assumed. There is a

themselves a complete explanation of the dynamics of tax ratchet effect on this unwillingness. Compliance in taxation
and its avoidance. If that is so, two conclusions follow. First, works where taxes are seen as fair - everyone is paying a fair
there is no entirely successful strategy for anti-avoidance. share. The more individuals avoid tax, the more other indi-
Second, the laws and assumptions must contain within them viduals will wish to do so. Tax only becomes fair again if
the only possibilitiesfor anti-avoidanceaction. Any trends in everyone is allowed to avoid it!
forms of such action must therefore be by way of continuing In the for anti-avoidance look bleak. We
or shifting patterns of action within those logical possibilities summary, prospects

have tax systems that are increasingly irrelevant which
and assumptions. We can therefore list them in a definitive

way.
11. Survey: The World Economy,The Economist28 September 1996, at 44.
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impose taxes on individuals who are increasingly inclined to source based taxes. Why Because the desire to avoid is
not to pay them. It is not surprising that tax authorities are less intense, the information is easier to track, and the loca-

finding collecting the spiralling tax burden imposed on their tion of the taxing authority is linked to the location of the

residents an ever harder task. source of wealth. That source remains relevant to income

generation. For many purposes, th residence of an owner of

property is now irrelevant to the ability to derive profit from
D. Short-termism,or goosing the taxpayer that property.

In addition, much of the avoidance of complicated current
Where do we go from here Short-term political pressures in the major arises simply because theywithin states always point to the easier route out of a prob-

ncome taxes states

lem. This was well summarizedby Colbert centuries ago: the are complicated. They are complicated, because tax authori-

art of taxation is getting the largest amount of feathers from ties want to collect their fair share, and they want to spread
the burden of the tax fairly. But to cut avoidance, taxes

the goose with the least amount of hissing. The troublejs,aas£---hNEt:be made simpler. While all avoidable, there
those who handle fowl know,tthe easiest feathers from

, taxes are
to get be some.sub-rule

-.,
which also that the longerthe outer halves/of its wing feathers. Result:' may says a tax

a goose are a

that cannot fly. Apply that
:

analogy to the economyand
. law is, the

./
morliklit'is.that it can be avoided. The best

goose J
, anti-voiDance....

measre,may therefore
.

be a proper
you may be able to build Versailles7but

.,...-..

you'may not'remain
snurt-term

.:
t simplificationexerciseOne version.ofthis is the alternative

in it for too long! for,futu/re
'

] // x,. ,
tax. Another Is the flat-ratetax. The problem Is that income

This real dilemma
!

anti-avodance
,1 .

action. The achieve objectives.Is a Aax was introduced to certainaimess
easy short-term answers no onger work efficiently at the These variants

.

of the tax fail to meet those objectives.
.

This
| t

margin for the existing patterns'of tax ln theexisting frame- may sacrifice
.

the tolerance of those expected to pay without
, [

works of societies.
.

They;can damage than they direct enforcement. One solution
tt arie adopting scause more states now

cure. This Is entirely predictable from our starting lawsnd l therefore to change what wement t

by fair
. ,

.

assumptions,but the effets're'-a'cceleratedrather than damp- t \ t

,
]

ened by the societies
. openin'g,up. Doany of the vari- \ II I

way are

ables listed above offer ways forward for sucessful anui- , F. Usingconstantchange i /

oNAidedawoncpetinglessavoidable
action \\ I \ \ / ] //

The is,tochange taxes faster than they
\ j degenerate. Twosets.of.stateshave been doing this ln recent/

- J

E. , / / years. Tfirst.are.the.emgingeconomies of central and

i/ eastem Europe. The,other group is of states like the United
1. taxes / States, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. Both

First, there moves.towards-less
taxes|-

avoidable.taxes,

\\

such.as-

J

groups

secondpossibility

havUnd that changes destabilize their systems and
are -add.prbems

-

rather than solve them. Change s of tselfnot a
insurancepremium taxes,airporttaxesrtoufist taxes and tele-

forward.
phone taxes. States cannot go back to high customs duties way

because of GATT, but they can re-adopt other forms of trade
tax. We will have lots of little taxes. Every airport now seems G. Lowering and raising tax burdens
to be levying some kind of charge, as do many hotels. The
information needed to levy them is transparent and the col- The third and fourth possibilities are to reduce the burden of
lectors' desire to comply with them is high. But these are pal- tax in the home state (though this is hardly anti-avoidance),
liatives compared with the fundamental issues of income tax and to increase that burden in other states. Both reflect on the
and the social taxes. biggest problem for the future of anti-avoidancein the nation

state - states cannot close the open systems in which they
2. Making income tax less avoidable now operate. It is possible that they could move to stop the

How will the big taxes be made less avoidable Is the way attractivenessof so-called fiscal paradises. But is it likely that

forward measures such as the Section 482 regulationsand the the United Kingdom will reverse the (largely unintended)
limitationof benefits provisions in the US-NetherlandsDou- drift of territories such as the British Virgin Islands into low

ble Tax Convention No. These attempts to prevent avoid- tax territory status, or that it will imperil the economy of the

ance fail because they defeat themselves through their own Channel Islands by interfering with their favourable fiscal

complexity.The laws of fiscal dynamics emphasize that even systems At present, the reverse seems true of many states,

these measures are inherently faulty. They can be no better with new special tax zones such as Trieste popping up every-

than the words used and the people who use the words. Nei- where. States that fall to the temptation of having special tax

ther can be perfect. Instead, they may just be cutting the zones within their territory or of sheltering offshore low tax

goose's wing-tips. territories must accept the continued growth of those low tax

regimes at the cost of their own tax revenue sources.
At some point, it will dawn on tax authorities that income
taxes work in a globa economy only if we relate the way we

charge the tax more c osely to the way the underlying income
is generated. That involves a shift from residence based taxes
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H. Redefining local and foreign J. Let them know you know

Other states that have not fallen to this temptation- and they The final option is to make taxes seem less avoidable. A key
are few - will, however, press for virtuous conduct from all. way of doing this is to ensure that tax authorities know what

They will also press for the fifth option- to reduce the possi- taxpayers are doing. This requires a high level of interstate

bility of accessing low tax territories. In practice, this takes cooperation. It will happen only if governments realize that
the form of reallocating funds or enterprises that were they are increasingly helpless if they try and act in isolation.

thought to be in a low tax territory back into a higher tax ter- Increased cooperation between authorities is inevitable if

ritory, through transfer pricing, CFC legislation and the like, taxes are to be collected. That will be easier in regional blocs
or the form of exit charges on the transfer of funds to a lower like that of the EU or NAFTA. However, it will take some

tax territory. These measures aim to redefine the jurisdiction time for the British and Luxembourggovernments in the EU
of the taxing authority, or the extent of the taxable assets to find they gain more by cooperating than vetoing. Indeed,
within the jurisdiction. The intensity_othesemeasuresis t=:zsome-smallerstates may never find that to be the case unless

likely to grow, partly with the'aim of meeting the sixth pos- other statesoffset
-

their actions by offering them compensat-
sible of dampening avoidance.

)
But they at heart

t
ng advantages.means are

pretences. The long term stability of tax laws that lmposetax
. /----'

on what ought to be, rather/thanwhat s,..must be question- 1 x
able. They also inherently

t.

inefficient,laws,
: .

r

because they / / Nare Vl. ISTHERE AN ANSWER, I.,Pllrlirl'%r t'%l'Ni /llNl,P'VVrlil;

depend the fictions andfdiscretions. Besides
.

must on use ot!

C
i X \ X X

which, it is quite possible thatfoverhalf
.*

the world's wealth s \\ \ \
in the low tax territories already.-Tax-authorities_aremerely

( / A. Toleration \\ \ \
looking at how they tax the other half. t 1/ \ I,

t N I suspet the answers to the problems of avoidance - which
L- ' t in/this

ile
must be drawn from the lst set out

.

article

isthatof
are-

I. Making people pay voluntarilt \ unpalatable. States will have
)

to
)

tolerate
I

higher levels of
\ \ avoidance. They will have tCbe.contentlntaxing the immo-
\\ , \ f that)tfincreasingly,, -

How do they do that The sixth
.

persuading parts a wealth is mobile, and taxing.1 means

ismuch
t if

people to pay tax voluntarily. There scppe for oe the.jobs that do not migrate.Jheywill be unable to raise the

aspect of this: persuading taxpayers whb are committed/to taxes,th.ey havebeen u_sed'.to raisi4, and to impose the fair-

pay a certain level of tax that it should bepaidtto one s(ate ness that'some of them assur.eis part of a tax system. This
will force continue the already started ofrather than another. This is preventionof avoi.dancenot of tax states to process cut-

*
as such but of our tax. Powerful states are,liely to fird this ting the marg.f',rtes of taxes, and of looking for second-

an attractive optinIn-truth, howeverrhis is notsmuch best solutions-to issues of fairness.
.

. .o

anti-avoidance as tax'diversion.
---,.

Tax that
_..,,

should have been-This process stops only ifenough people actually want to pay
paid to one state s claimed instead-

by another state. As this
more taxes. For that to happen, the current approach to ratio-

may affect the taxpayer little, diversion may be accepted by nality of payment of taxes must change. Governments and
them. Asking them to pay extra on a voluntary basis is, how- politicians must sell their taxes to their people. They must
ever, an entirely different proposition. show people that taxes have benefits. Tied to this, they must

There will also be rnoves to taxes that people are less unwill_ ensure that taxes do have those benefits. Those states that do

ing to pay or to taxes imposed on people who are less unwill- not succeed in this will see taxpayers voting with both their .ing to pay. The latter of these choices is socially divisive in its ballots and their feet for lower tax. It is noticeable that a shift

long-tern implications, but is happening, as is the forrner of governments and tax authorities from confrontation to

shift. It leads to higher social taxes on the employees who cooperation with taxpayers is clearly present. It might seem

cannot move, and to such taxes as compulsory savings an odd form of anti-avoidance, but it may prove an effective

schemes and private pension premiums (often not called a one.

tax). But it also leads to those taxes being imposed on those For all this, the laws of fiscal dynamics will prevail. In par-
less well placed to save as compared with others who have ticular, the progress from order to chaos within the tax col-
investmentincome from which they can save. It also leads to lection machines of individual states will continue and prob-
something not foreseen a few decades back. Free movement ably accelerate. States will, of course, look to adopt a radical
of workers can be prevented. Free movement of jobs cannot. new taxing approach. What new taxes should they use
At the margin, employmenttherefore shifts to lower tax terri- Unfortunately for those looking for a new major' tax, it
tories. It is for this reason that even the reliable milch cow probably doesn't exist. We have only old taxes in new forms.
of revenue authorities, the ordinary employee, cannot always However, there is still scope to juggle the pack. In particular,
be relied on. The ones who really don't move are probablY if states stop trying to do too much by way of redistribution
the ones who are net beneficiaries from the state. and fiscal engineering through their tax systems, they will

find the taxes they need are simpler to impose and collect.
For example, an origin-basedvalue-added tax and a source-

based income tax might be a better combination than at pre-
sent for tax collectors in the more developed states.
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.

B. Taxing half of the other half throw away the worser part of it, and live the purer with the
other half, t3 Whether that is a problem depends on whether

It is a sobering thought for governments that perhaps over that regime is one that can handle the polarization it

half the world's wealth is now in low tax territories.12Further, involves,t4

everything points to that share of world wealth growing.
Existing information technology is already sufficient to 12. A. Johns, Not tax havens, havens for transnational invisible trade enter-

ensure that future information technology will be more pow- prise Intereconomics,29,(1994), at 32.

erful. Wealth will be increasingly mobile. In the last resort, 13. See title and footnote 1. This line appears 7 lines furtherdown the script
all that a taxing authority can do with regard to mobile 14. The writer acknowledges the valuable help he has derived from two com-

resources is to make its territory a desirable place for a tax-
pendiums of essays about future developments. Both books also have extensive

bibliographies.Geographiesofglobal change (1995), (ed. Johnston, Taylor and

payer and the taxpayer's property to be, and then persuade Watts, Blackwell Publishers) presents a sober analysis by geographers of sever-

the taxpayer that paying tax to that authority is rational al states of how current trends will force geo-social and geo-economcchangeon

behaviour.
, Of that exactlyhow_tax-navenscameto

i everyone-''notingstarkly n their conclusion that an interconnectedworld is an

course, is t:::::
world'swealth.

.....
-

/ easily sabotagedworld (at 385). TheGlobaEconomynTranston(1996),(ed.
accumulate half the Anti-avmdance mea- Daniels and Lever,AddisonWesley Longman) is a multi-disciplinarystudy with

sures start to become serious/when wealth is either forcedfor some authors common-tothe-previousstudy. Its closing papers study, in particu-

priced out of ,t.o_ havens.Neither the modalities nor-the lar, why offshre productionis so imortant, and why the financial centres of
-

2thesepapersspendlTitotlkeyo'havien
and gerxoawmninsion,potrweenrdTsuli.nItthes wefofertchts oomftmaxeanttio,nng.political

, will currently exitsto o-o,---tis t7 that tiine
] i ,* , -xs

Absent such measures, states must content themselves with In
,
their view the regulatoryclimate-orlack of it more important. famajor

of internarional
.- ,-

fnance reimposedthe rulesOfthe
--

woutdquickty*

fairly/a
/ cettre pasr, tt

trying to tax efficiently-'f not t declining
.

share of afinor fornercntre.(Drennan,'at
.

becone centre or a
''

396). That, presumably,
the other halfof the

world/'swE.-,as Sh_akespeareput it: also applis to taxes. \ \
.

,
.

_ #2 Lty
.
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SIMPLIFICATION

SIMPLIFICATIONOF TAX LEGISLATION
Dr John Avery Jones CBE1

The result of the present system is certainly not simplicity,
Dr Avery Jones is chairman of the Board of Trustees of but that might not matter too much so long as it achieved cer-
the IBFD. He s with Speechly Bircham, solictors,

'

London. tainty. It fails on that count t00. If something is covered by
theiltheresultis, of course, certain when one has found.....

-------,---- I

I/j
,

/ one's way through the detail. But what if the point Is not cov-

I. INTRODUCTION / / ered The moredetail
--

ttiereis,the less one is able to deter-
/

-

mine w thlegisltionwas tiying to achieve, and so the

Over recent years there hasbeen a populr7 dernand to make lesscertaifty there is.What would be, the position if legisla-IJ / ,x,

Saxolengcisoluantitorinesmoreunderstandable.Mowever,toinmaAknegtlaox-
I

,/toacihniveinsteadK]ntgrydia\tmbacdoevietrcelvearrywthhiantgitinwdaesttariylinIgt
.

We Umted
. . . . .

tax uon

there is albelef that,ny effort of

legislation less complex will resu1t.nAncreaseduncertainty. / would Fertainly be simple: Would it notbe more certain as
, .

This article examines in tte context of the proooals current-
' weil The question is not whetlaer it will,be absolutely cer-

ly being debated in the United
f

Kingdon, the probleminher- tain; asI have said, that can never be achieved. The question
ent in achieving simplificationof-tax-legislation.2 \ is only whether legislationcould be more certain in total; one

3 \ might accept some increased[uncertaintyat the edges if the

k\ N kmajorpwasmorecertaif [ ----/
Il. THE PRESENT POSITION IN'THE UNITED k X // / /

KINGDOM k' / , //
,11. THECASES_OF.C-OMPLEXITYi

All tax law is the written reflectionof thegslature'sintent.
The rule of law requires that tax legislationAays dow the Sadly, as the RentwCommitteeon the Preparationof Legis-

-.j f
limits of taxation n.a way which Is certainand notarbitrary, latlon,5 concluded ln 1975, the real reason why the mass of
In the United Kingdm,'Parliament-stoutto.achiecer-_ words.hassjcfasedis because the judges could not be trust-

tainty in tax legislatin--bydealing .comprehensively with--'ed-toiiveeffect to the ideas behind them, and so less and less

every possible situation. But that, of course, is impossible leeway is given to them: The real problem is one of confi-
because nobody can foresee every possible case and deal dence. Would Parliament be prepared to trust the courts6 It
with it in advance. This is apparent from reading the cases is clear from the increase in size of tax legislation since the
where disputes have subsequently arisen. Anyone who has comrnittee reported in 1975 that the answer to Renton'sques-
written about new tax provisions and tried to think of the tion Would Parliament be prepared to trust the courts
effect of them will have had the experience that the first case (which I suggest really means Would the Revenue be pre-
one sees in practice is something which one had never pared to trust the courts) is no. In the United Kingdom we

thought about. As an Australian, ProfessorRichard Vann, has are therefore witnessing this ever-increasingspiral of legisla-
pointed out: We suffer from tax rule madness, a disease that tion which is completely and obviously doomed to failure.
affects the advanced Anglo-Saxon countries generally with

courts taxAustralia having a particularly virulent form,3 and I do not Traditionally the in the United Kingdom construed

think that the United Kingdom is far behind. To illustrate the legislation as a matter of words and Parliament's concerns

effect of the present method, the last three annual Finance may once have been justified. Until recently the UnitedKing-
dom courts have not been able to use anything other than the

Acts, all of which merely tinker with the tax system rather
than make major changes, contained 463,380 and 463 A4 legislation itself to interpret it, which certainly cannot have

assize pages respectively, and that is just primary legislation; helped purposive interpretation. Consequently, the Privy
there are other sources of tax law including secondary legis-
lation. I believe that the total tax legislation of some Euro- 1. This paper includes some of the suggestions put forward in the Institute for

Fiscal Studies annual lecture, Tax Law-Rules or Principles published in Vol.
pean countries is no larger than just one of those Acts. The 11 Fiscal Studies,No.3 (August 1996), at 63.

length and complexity of tax legislation has become much 2. Simplification is a relative concept, which can only be understoodby refer-
worse recently. Since this is the fiftieth anniversary of the ence to the targeted readershipof the legislation.
Bulletin it is interesting to compare this with the equivalent 3. ImprovingTax Law Improvement: an InternationalPerspective,Australian

Tax Forum 1995 at 193, and 222.
figures 50 years ago. The three Acts ending in 1946 were 46, 4. In 1945 there was also an Act of 67 pages rewriting the capital allowances
794 and 62 pages long, and at thattime the pages were small- code.

er as well. 5. Cmnd. 6053.
6. Para. 19.41.
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. Council said in a recent appeal: Quite often the benefits of a can be inserted in the future. During the five years or so that

'purposive' approach are illusory, since the purpose which is rewriting will take there will be a lot of new legislation, not

used as a point of reference merely reflects the contention of written in easy-to-read form because of the time pressure
one or other of the parties about what the words ought to under which it is produced. The best that can be said is that

mean.7 The lack of any external materials from which the the easier-to-read method may indirectly influence the new

courts might find the purpose of legislation has changed, legislation.
although only slightly, with the decision of the House of
Lords in Pepperv. Hart.8The courts may now refer to minis-
terial statements in Hansard9 in cases of ambiguity or obscu-

V. OTHER SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS
rity, but that is a rule which is confined as far as possible. In

a recent case'o the House of Lords refused to use Ministerial
statements relating to other provisions of the same Act which The Tax Law Review Committee's recommendation favour-

rnight have given guidance on the construction of the provi3.- t:=ingyth.e.useof explanatory memoranda7 seems to me to be a

sion in question, even though,theyagreed-thati-tambig-was lical-extensionof Pepper v. Hart arda far more important
ous and obscure. On the otlier hand, the courts have ben recommendatiothan-rewriting-the legislation. what is in

willing relax the rule further when construing
t written forr prepared n dvance (which obviously must

to it comes to a - .

legislation-in-order exist,toi:lay)/,s
I ..

surelmore relable
.

than what the Minister
.

statute based on European to-ascerta.i.n ts 1 .x

/ [ IC whil his feet n,Parliament
.

when he depart frompurpose. says on

haveh,odd
may

his notest. We also
'

situation
'

today that, ff the
It is very doubtful if the]cri.ticism,that the courts in the /pposi{ion do not ask frany explantion of a clause, in
United Kingdom construeflegislation literally as a matter of /order to get through the lay's business\more quickly, the
words, is true today. For xarple-'7n a recent case, the first Minister

I
will read ot his prepared speechnot even so we are

question Lord Nolan posed n the House of L,ords after set- all deptrived for of this potential
,

.

guidance. Publishingever

ting out the legislation and the_taxpayer's contentionXwas: '
the memoranda

A
and allowingltheirt ,.

by
I

and there-use courts,- itendedWas this the purpose that Parliament to achieve,by fore by 'te rest of us, s a mior'extenslon to Pepper v. Hart
the words used 2 Whether they

l

sying
-

this whicHor not are st, s and is another way in we can discover the statutory, .', t
much more the approach being adopted by judges today \purpose.The Revenue's Report eemed much

'
less favourable

Unfortunately just as the courts hav'ebecomerInuch moi'e toexplanatOrystatements.buttrie Governmenthas now come
t

interested n the idea behind the words, the words have round to favoringthem8,/ /.
/

increased n number, and t s more and\more difficult to see

any ideas behind the words. Parliament 'and trie courts,Iar The Tax Law Revie-w_Committee'sFinal Report puts forward

now seriously out of step. / / the interesting suggestion of a two tier system consisting of
/ primary legislation

. '

expressed in general principles, supple-
k,,., /-._mentedbyscoAdary legislation setting out the details,'9Thys

IV. REWRITING LEGISLATION-IN-SIMPLER proposl is coupled with proposed changes a Parliamentary
procedure enabling amendments to be made to statutory

LANGUAGE instruments during debate, and having a standing consulta-
tive committeeof tax pratitioners to comment on the drafts.

Faced with complexity there is a move by common law states Unfortunately this proposal is not put forward for the rewrit-
to rewrite their tax legislation in more comprehensible
English. It started in Australia and New Zealand and the

1. ChanChi-hung v. R [1996] 1 All ER 914,922b.
United Kingdom has now followed suit. This proposal has 8. [19921 STC 898.

been put forward in the United Kingdom both by an indepen- 9. The report of proceedingsof Parliament.

dent committee, the Tax Law Review Committee,'3set up by 10. Melush v. BMI (No.3) Limited [1995] STC 964,978. See [1996] BTR

the Institute for Fiscal Studies, and by the Inland Revenue.14 195,200.
\\.1. Three Rivers DistrictCouncil Bankof England [1996] 2 All ER 363.v.

I suggest that, although rewriting is a good thing in itself, it is 12 lCI v Colmer [ 1996] STC 352, 358b.

rather an irrelevancy in the discussion of simplification. At 1 3. Interim Report on Tax Legislation, November 1995, and Final Report on

the end of five years of rewriting the result will be exactly the Tax Legislation,June 1996.
14. The Path to Taa Simpliication, Report and Background Paper, December

same degree of complexitybut more simply expressed.'5 I do 1995, and Ta Law Rewrite, July 1996.
not think that anyone will be satisfied with that or that the 15. Here it is interesting to note the experience of the Australians. The target-

result will be described as simplicity.16 The best that can be ed readership for their rewriting project was initially the 'taxpayer', this quickly

said of rewriting is that it may draw attention to things which became 'tax professionals' it iS now the 'suburban tax agent'. Thus what initial-
out as a to tax more

should be done to improve the legislation when rewriting has
. ly started project make the legislation less complex and thus

easily understandable to a layman, became a project to make the legislation more

finished and which are not clear now because of the obscuri- easy to follow for a sophisticated tax professional. See supra note 16. I.e. the

ty of the legislation. For the arnount of resources which will rewritten legislation in Australia is likely to contan the 'same degree of com-

go into rewriting, there must surely be more efficient ways of plexity but be more simply expressed'.
16. See M. Burton and M. Dirkis, The Income Tax SimpliicationExperience

doing this. Rewriting is really anacceptancethat nothing can to Date 50 Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation2 (1996), at 67 in

be done to simplfy tax legislation,whileat the same time giv- which this point was made in relation to the Australian rewriting.

ing the impressin that something is being done. It enables 1 7. Interim Report, chapter 6, and Final Report, chapter 5.

18. See the comments in the debate in the House of Lords on 27 March 1996
discussions to take place about not very important details, quoted in the TLRC's Final Report para. 2.8.

D
such as how to renumber the sections so that new sections 19. Final Report, para. 3.12.
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ing of the existing legislation because of the need for these approach which ends up with a mass of detail and little in the
new Parliamentary procedures. The following benefits are way of explanatorymaterial about what the legislation is try-
claimed: ing to achieve. At the same time, the United Kingdom is part

The primary legislation would be much shorter and more of Europe and has to cope with Community legislation based-

comprehensibleand, consequently, it would be easier to on a different philosophy. VAT is based on Directives con-

see the right answers to cases at the margins where the taining far less detail than is usual in the United Kingdom.
application of the detailed rules is unclear, frequently a The main difference from intemal law is that aids to nterpre-
problem at present. tation are used by the Eurpean Court, such as the preamble
Less elaboration would frequently be required than at to the Directives and other general principles. Would adop--

present so that the total package of primary and sec- tion of the Tax Law Review Committee's proposals on

ondary legislationwould be smaller than the primary leg- explanatorymemorandaenable the United Kingdom to adopt
islation typically is at present. a more European approach with less detail but achieving
Parliament would be able to concentrate on the polic ,--more.certaintythan the present system There is a consider--

merits of the primary lgislation without the detail able-body.oflawn the European Court on the interpretation
obscuring these. 1 [ of the VATctives.-Courtsn the United Kingdom have
The legislation

.

would be;less in the secondary
f

had apply different methodsof interpretation Europeancast stone; to to-

legislation
.

could easily-bmnded-if-thisbcame legislaaon,nd
,.

have become
-,

accustomed doing Theremore to so.

necessary.20 / [ f areiherefore two bodies\of law standing side by side. The

I fully agree with the first (more comprehensibleprimary le. experimentt
I should liketosu,ggest isthat

*
the United King-

L 4 it- ---J dom and European Community methods
, of legislating andgislation), third (Parliamentconcentratng

,

on the policy) and ,

fourth (ease of change)2 f .tlese,prcularlthefi.st,
-

asit.it interpreting legislation should be compared with each other,
, :, , 24. and hopefully also compared with the itemal tax law ofmust help the court to see the wood from the trees

\
and I

I theri
EC countries to which approach achievestherefore see great merit- in mepro0posal. But I am concemed some see

i
about whether the proposl-Fllyw-uldaehieve the second 1 more certainty. The comparisonwould have to cover not only

, , \ the legislation itself but thesurrounding legal culture, forbenefit and result in shorter overall legislatibn.
,

With more \ t,
time for consultation there could be demand', for detail

. ., \\ example now any increased discretion given to tax authori-
more
3

\\ties controlled.
,

The issue,
11 *

I have
,

said, s whether
.

thein the secondary legislation,
. , .. and a continuationof the current

was
x,

as
,'..

I- orner methoosresult
.

in more overallcertainty
,

than the United
.. ,

tax rule madness. This proposal Is essentially
.. ,

,the United %. ,
- :

-

States solution and the experience
.,

mere
x',,
gs notjlnstll....

confi- Kingdom's currentmethd'ven,ifthere is less certainty in
N -dence that simplificationwill be achieved/))

some cases.

-
VI. WHAT ELSECOUD-BE-DO

I suggest that the United Kingdom is in a unique position to 20. Final Report, para. 3.6.
experiment. So far it has adopted the usual common law 21. Although too much change would make t difficult to find the law.
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FLAT TAX

INTERXATIONALIMPLICATIONSOF THE FLAT TAX
Charles E. McLure, Jr.

income in excess of the tax threshold is taxed at the same rate

Charles E. McLure, Jr. is a Senior Fellow at the Hoover as business cash-flow, the combination of individual and
Institution at Stanford University. From 1983 to 1985, he business taxes is equivalent to the combinationof a subtrac-
was Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury of the £-n--thod value added tax and a particular form ofUnited States. In that capacity he was responsible for
developmentof the proposals to President Ronald Reagan demogrn'.'meof the analysis of the next section assumes

that laid the foundationsfor the Tax Reform Act of 1986. this equivalence;i;-itthat treats the flat tax as a form of value
,

He has written extensively on federal tax policy, on tax added,tax.,Unlike
-

the.presentSincome tax, the flat tax
policy for developing countries and countries in transition would

*

be:levied t'erritorial
-

basis. That wouldon a iS, tax not
from socialism, and on intergovernmentalfiscal relations.* be,levied.

.;

earn%e1.dabroad.
x , , '

nd, of thereon income course,
......

would
,

be
f

credit for
.

paid
.

abroad.)

I/-
I 1/ no income tax

/ it u / / \\ \ \
I. INTRODUCTION I

F-
Tax would be collected on export earnings, and the value of

/
--

P
I

would be allowed as.a'deduction!.

Thus, the flatimports tax

In recent years there has been substantial nterest inkthe
would be levied according ttth origin principle, rather than

_.......P.:_----... , the destination principle, which is the/predominant rule
United States In replaclngme

, .

exisung income tax with a new i

\1 applied
,

VAT
. . ,,. . /t to on international trade.3

,

form of direct taxation, based ,n consumption,
.

rattierone \ \ tt 1

than The best known for the GGflat tax:',income. propo'sal is \ Il i /
developed by Robert Hall and Alvi\Rabushk and givn B: Other consumption:based.......;,,, //,o], direct taxes....

substantial exposure by presidential ca'ndidate Steve Forbes.' \
-

/ /
\. . I

Enactment of the flat tax could have important mternational

implications.2The next section describeste., ,
salient

. featrest The yield-exemptlon provlded by the flat tax Is one pure- -- -

V' / form of consum-ption-based tax, in the sense that yield-of the flat tax. The section that follows summarizes interna- S...
/ exemption is orovied to both individuais and businesses.

tional implicationsof adoption of the flat tax. ..._
- R./

' The otherpre f-m of consumption-basedtax treats debt and

.---'-'-f j -nteres-t-uitedifferently. Under it, interest income is taxed
and interest expense is deductible, as under the income tax.

Il. KEY FEATURES OF THE FLAT TAX But, in contrast to the income tax, the proceeds of borrowing
(and the receipt of repayment of debt) are included in taxable

A. The flat tax income, and lending (and repayment of debt) is deductible.
Thus, at the individual level, only income that is consumed is

The flat tax contains an ingenious combination of four fea-
* Tle draws his The US. Debate Consumption-

tures: separate taxes on the labour income of individuals and present paper on paper on

based Taxes: Implications for the Americas (McLure, 1996).
the cash-flow of businesses (levied without regard to the

1. See Hall and Rabushka (1983), (1985), and (1995). The only proposal for a

organizational form of the business), cash-flow treatment of consunption-basedtax to have been converted to detailed legislative language is

income from business and capital, elimination of personal that for the Unlimited Savings Account (USA) tax proposed by Senators Sam

deductions, and application of a single tax rate of about 20 Nunn (D-Georgia) and Pete Domenici (R-New Mexico). The proposal for the
USA tax is contained in Unlimited Savings Allowance (USA) Tax System

per cent to the taxable income of both individuals (to the (1995) and is summarized in Weidenbaum(1996). For other American proposals
extent it exceeds a tax threshold created by personal exemp- for consumption-baseddirect taxes, see US Department of the Treasury (1977),
tions and a standard deduction) and businesses. For present Aaron and Galper (1985). Bradford (1986), and McLure and Zodrow (1996). US

purposes the interesting feature of the flat tax is its treatment Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation (1995) describes various tax reform
schemes, some of which are (at least loosely) based on the consumption tax

of income from business and capital. model. Institute for Fiscal Studies (1978) and Lodin (1978) contain influential

European proposals for consumption-baseddirect taxes.
In calculating the business tax base an immediate deduction 2. Even serious consideration of such proposals by the United States could

is allowed for wages and salaries and for all purchases, have important intellectual ripple effects in other countries, since it would give
including depreciable assets and additions to inventories. such proposals added respectability. For this aspect of the influence of US con-

Interest income is exempt, and no deduction is allowed for sideration of consumption-baseddirect taxeS, see McLure (1996). Tanzi (1988)
and Whalley (1990) examine the intemational inAuence of the American Tax

interest expense. Because of the exemption of interest Reform Act of 1986.

income, ths approach is sometmes called yeld-exemption 3. To implement a destination-based VAT, it is necessary to tax imports (or

treatment. The business portion of the flat tax is thus equi- allow no deduction for imports under a credit-method tax) and apply a zero rate

to exports (allowing credit for taxes paid on production for export). The primary
valent to that under a substraction-method tax on value

exception to this rule is application of the origin principle to trade between

added, except that labour costs are deductible. Since labour republics of the former Soviet Union.
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subject to tax. For this reson, this pure version is sometimes quarter century.8 First, we considerhow eliminationof a uni-
called a consumed-incometax. form income tax and introduction of a uniform tax on con-

There is currently no proposal in the US debate for a tax on sumption would affect nominal prices and wages, assuming
consumed income, presumably because this pure form is the most likely reaction of monetary authorities.Then, where

more complicated than its yield-exemption cousin: There relevant, we consider introduction of border tax adjustments
have, however, been two hybrid proposalscombiningaspects (export rebates and compensating import taxes). In the first

ofboth yield-exemptionand consumedincome tax approach- stage we concentrateon effects on changes in nominal wages
before and after tax, product prices, and real wages. In the

es. One would apply consumed income tax treatment to cor-

porations and yield-exemption treatment to households.5 second stage we considereffects on import prices and export
Because the international implications of this hybrid are prices, as well as effects on domestic prices, and deduce from

essentially the same as those of the more familiar flat tax, the these changes the effect on trade and the exchange rate.

discussion of the two is combined in what follows.
czl-.=Price.effects of tax substitutions

The proposal for an unlimited-a.vi.ngsaccount(US) tax '-,.,.
resembles a hybrid that conbines consumed income tax VATfqrincome'tax.....

Substitute It is unlikely that elimination
of the taxoEould greatly effect before-taxof ndividuals with yield-exemption

.

of income wages ortreatment treatment
business.'Under t, there would.be-a-substraction-methodtax productprices;itwod,simply ncrease after-tax wages by
on the value added of businsses and a tan individuals that theamount of the tax reduction. Bcomparison, imposition
resembles a consumed innome tax. As in the consumed of a VT would probably\raise product prices, but leave

income tax, individuals woull be allowed
''

a deduction for /'wages unchanged; thus real \wages wuld fall. These two

saving and reductions n savmg_would-besubject
1

In / effectsIare shown n the firstitwo lines of\Table 1. As shownto tax.

addition, a refundable credit would be alloweedfor the in the fourth line, the net effect ould be no change in nomi-
K. f ,t

employee portion of the social security payroll taxes in cal- f nal wages, an increase n after-tax wages and product prices,
culating the tax liability findividuals. \ t and no Change in real wages!

\ I /
Like the flat tax, the USA tax woulde levied'on a territorial Substituteflattax for incometax. Introduction of the flat tax

basis. But border adjustments would
'

be allowed; thus the \would have effects that wouldjlbe
!

'

similar, but oppositetax ln

business portion of the USA tax woul:lbe destnation-prin-
.

sign, to those of a reduction1irthencome
:

tax: No effect ona

ciple tax on value added. Moreover, credit would be allowed nominal wages or product prices,/but a drop in after-tax
taxesnlike :.

situatj6n.f wagesand
,

realwages.-Thus
..

the:net effect of replacing thefor the employer share of payroll \,
the

bei tax-with_a flat tax-would be minor, shown theunder most value added taxes, losses would carried.for- income as ln

ward; they would not result in refunds, evenfexporters. last line of Table 1..-I
'l

The USA s nottcluded n thynalysis thatlows
i

tax

because preliminary.analysis-suggeststhattit,so'copliat. Table 1

ed that it would not, orat-leastshould_notcbeadopted.6 Com- Probable Effects of Tax Reform on Wages and Product Prices

plexity occurs in part because the USA tax would provide a Nominal After-tax Product Real
deduction for net saving for individuals, rather than follow- Wages Wages Prices Wages
ing the standard prescriptionunder the consumed income tax Eliminate income tax 0 + 0 +

(taxation of interest income and the proceeds of borrowing Introduce another tax
and deduction of interest expense and the repayment of the VAT 0 0 +

principal amount of lending).7 Flat tax 0 - 0 .
Net effect

VAT 0 + + O
Ill. INTERNATIONALIMPLICATIONS Flat tax 0 O O O

In discussing the international implications of adoption of a

consumption-basedtax, it is convenient to distinguish sever-

al effects, notably those on.trade, those on the location of
economic activity, tax-induced shifting of income, and the
need to renegotiate foreign tax treaties and creditability of a 4. For earlier American proposais for a consumed income tax, see LJS Depart-

ment of the Treasury (1979) and Aaron and Galper (1985). On the relative com-flat tax. These are considered in tum.
plexity of the two, see McLure and Zodrow (1990). Inclusion of the proceeds of

borrowing in the tax base might also pose political and constitutional problems
(the latter since the tax base would not be income, as required by the constitu-

A. Effects on trade tion)
5. See McLure and Zodrow (1996) and related references cited there.
6. On the complexity of the USA tax, see Ginsburg (1995), Kaplow (1995),

To examine the trade effects of substituting a consumption- and Warren (1995). Ginsburg writes, The legislation seems unlikely of enact-

based tax for the income tax, we proceed in stages, employ- ment, surely unlikely of enactment in the form introduced....

ing a line of reasoning that is familiar from the discussion of 7 Warren (1995) concludes, It would be much simpler to implement the
standard cash flow taxation of personal consumption.the balance of payments effects of substituting a value added 8. See, for example, Harberger (1974) and McLure (1972) or (1973). Hall

tax for the US income tax that has occurred over the past (1995) follows a similar approach.
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[ 2. Treatment of international trade returns would depend on the relation between tax rates in the
two countries and the fraction of total returns represented byA classic theorem in the theory of international trade iS that
above-normal A US flat would impose lower

under certain conditions the choice between origin and desti-
returns. tax a

total tax burden than a foreign income tax if the fraction of
nation-principle is irrelevant.9 Since the trade effects of the

total profits represented by above-normal profits lesswere
destination-principle are equivalent to those of the origin than the ratio of the foreign to US tax rates. Thus, for exam-
principle, plus a currency devaluation, shifting from one

ple, if half of the return to capital in potential invest-one a
principle to the other would, in the long run, be offset by ment expected to constitute above-normal returns, thewere
movements in exchange rates or domestic price levels. How-

US tax would not discouragedomestic investment, unless the
ever, during the period of transition between principles, the

US tax rate at least twice as high as the foreign tax rate.were
destination-principlewould be more favourable to trade than

Given the proposal to reduce the tax rate to about 20 cent,perthe origin principle. the problem of plants does not seem likely to berunaway
SubstituteVAT for income tax. As noted earlier, substitution -serious.
of a VAT for the income tax w.uldprobabl-increaseproduct Inbound Countries employing worldwide
prices. Since border tax adjustments allowed for VAT, but

investment. taxa-
are

tion of their,residtThouldnotice little effect on locational
not for the income tax, impo'rt prices would rise in line with

. '

decisions-ot-th.ei.r-Ruitinationalcorporations. . -, ',

that repatriatedomestic prices, but prices'would
, remain

.

unchanged,
,

1
,

export profits currently
_, and ddnot\ haveexcess

,

credits, providedbecause of the rebate of jv,lA,4,
on export prices, Because

they allowed
, .

credit for econsumption-based
, -,

levied bydomestic products and imports,wouldb treated the and
tax

same -

: issueto'be, considred,t.he Uneted
. .

States, below. A changeprices would be unffected,.

there
,l

would be effect
an

export no
in taxes paid to the United

. Sta'tes would simply
, result ln cor-

exchange international.trade;.see.the
..

first
.

line ofon rates or / /, / editsrespondinglyhigher lower foreign
. ..

home, and
Table 2. 1

-

or tax at

x no netIchange in tax liability'of/such ana-
.

Thecorporations.
Substituteflat taxfor income tax. Substitution of the flt tax lysis ofthe previous paragrapl is,applicabl in the case of for-
for the income tax woulcl'leave-ve-do-m--esic'pricesunaffeced eigners'subject to territorial axation in thir home countries

Being levied on the origin principle, flat tax would also lea've \ and to firms subject to worllwide taxatio'n that do not repa-
imort prices and export prices unaff'ebted. Thiscombinatin tate profi\ts currently or tht'haeexces foreign tax credits.
would thus also have no effect on iternationl trade and x // 1 ,/

\\ t Interest on passive investments
.

in the,United States is largelyexchange rates. \\ ]
, - , ' 8 -

exempt from US.tax. If lnterest deductions
.

eliminated,
.

j were

\\ ] / as undr the flat tax,USmterest rates would presumably fall.
Table 2 '/ This would rede-thbenefitscurrently enjoyed by foreign

- -I-

Probable Effects of Tax Reform and Border Tax

Adjustments on Prices and Exchange Rtes lenders. This should make investment at home relatively
on..ect attractivethan the United States.Effect more investment ln

on_Eff_ect on /Eff.t.on_ /
Domestic Import Export Exchang-,

Prices
----

Prices Prices Rate
C. Income shifting

Income tax replaced by
VAT + + 0 0

Adoption of the flat tax would create substantial incentives
Flat tax 0 0 0 0

for the restructuring of financial arrangements by multina-
tional corporations. Since interest expense would not be
deductible and interest income would not be taxable, there

B. Incentives for investment '
would be incentive to shilt borrowing to other countries,an

where it would generally be deductible, and to shift interest
Substitution of a consumption-based tax for the income tax income to the United States. This could have dramatic rev-

would affect incentives for both outbound US investmentand enue consequences for foreign countries. There would be
inbound investment by foreigners in the United States. These substantial pressure on provisions intended to counteract
are considered in tum. income shifting, slch as thin capitalization rules.

Outbound investment. Because the flat tax would be levied
on a territorial basis, some believe that this would create

D. Foreign tax treaties and foreign tax credit
incentives for investment to shift from the United States to

other countries. For example, Gary Hufbauer describes this

runaway plant phenomenon as a near fatal objection.' The United States has treaties with many countries. These are

This view seems wrong, or at least incomplete. The flat tax,
intended to prevent or reduce the double taxation of income

like other consumption-based direct taxes, is a tax on eco- flowing across national borders. If the United States were to

nomic rents; that is, it exempts the normal return to capital, adopt a flat tax as a replacement for the income tax, it would

but applies to above-normal returns. This being the case, the
United States would not be less ttractive than a foreign 9. This proposition goes back at least to a 1953 report of the European Iron

country imposing a positive income tax, for a project yielding and Steel Commission.For more sophisticatedanalyses, see Johnson and Krauss

(1970), Harberger (1974), and Feldstein and Krugman (1990).
only a normal rate of return. The relative attractivenessof US IO. See Hufbauer (1995), at 68.

.
and foreign sites for investments yielding above-normal I 1. For a more complete analysis, see Grubert and Mutti (1995).
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be necessary to renegotiate these treaties. In itself, this is a Nunn-Domenici'sWorld, 48 NationalTax Journal, No. 4,
daunting prospect, given the relatively small size of the US (December 1995), pp. 585-602.
staff devoted to treaty negotiations, the average length of Grubert, Harry, and Scott Newlon, InternationalAspects of
such negotiations, and the small number of treaties that can Consumption Taxes, 48 National Tax Journal, No. 4,
be negotiated during any given time period. Prospects are (December 1995), pp. 619-47.
even more unsettling, considering that it is not obvious how
one would attempt to mesh a consurnption-basedsystem with Hall, Robert, The International Consequences of the Iead-

a system based on taxation of income. ing Tax Proposals,presented to a conferenceon Fundamen-
tal Tax Reform organized by the Center for Economic Policy

Countries that tax the worldwide income of their residents Research, Stanford California, 1 December 1995.
commonly allow credits for income tax paid to foreign gov-
ernments, whether or not they have concluded a treaty with Hall, Robert E., and Alvin Rabushka, (1983), Low Tax, Sim-

such governments. In the absence of such credits, there ple Tax, Flat Tax (New York: McGraw-HillBook Co.).
would be double taxation of,-income-from-foreign-instt- CZHllTRobert E., and Alvin Rabushka, (1995) The Flat Tax

...-...
ments. A crucial question, then, is whether govemments that Second Editin, (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution

.

Press).
allow foreign tax credits fortincome taxes would also allw Harberger,ArioldC., (*74-)''Short-RunEffects of Border-
such credits fora consumption-a.sed.tax._T.hi.s depends! of Tax Adstmeent-ts,

''-'
reprinted in Arnold C. Harberger, Taxa-p J

course, on the law ofeach country. Despite;theoverwhelming to,ndWetfare
.

cChi.g'.UniverstyofChicago Press), pp.
for creditability,'2 countries

-

withj.restrictive
! /

eligibility 25'8-75./
''' 'J'

\
'--''3' l.,i

case

requirements for the creditImightnot allow credits. , 3 [ _. \
L/ /Hufbauer,Gary Clyde, (199'5)},Fundamental

, Tax Reformandt

sWizheidle. Fcriresdti,tiatbilitylmportant,jt.shouldnot.beempovleoyreimngpha-is [ Borde4Tax Adjustments (Washington:
,

Institute for Intema-
is of no relvance for countries the I tional Economics). !ti ' 1

territorial system. Second, most countries tax foreign-,source Institute
. i

for Fiscal Studies, (978)
1

The Structureand Reform
_

income only when repatratedrcreditability-

is relattv,elyx

\
, I

ofDtrect Taxation (London: and Unwin).
,t 1lleni .

t
unimportant for income that 1s retained. inally, most coun- J t

* t
tries limits the of freign that be Johnson,Harry G., and Melvyn

,

B. Krauss, Border Taxes,impose on amount taxes can .

.f '
claimed as credits. Where foreign taxes exceed the domestic \Border Tax Adjustments, Comparative/Advantage,and the

that would be paid the
.

corporations
l Balance of'payments,,, kandian.

Journal
-

of Economics,taxes on same.ncome,
have excess foreign tax credits. For sh compnies, cred- Na'3(Noverber1970).//
itability Is a secondary Issue, since thereis. no credit

,
ln,anY Kaplow,Eouis,Recovry.of

-,,.__..i
Pre-Enactnent
/

Basis Underx \ a
event. Having said this, one must not be cavalier.

- Eligibility ConsumptionTaxhe USA Tax System, 68 Tax Notes, (28
for foreign credits confers kind of imprimatur, least

J '7) .r
tax a at in August 1995), pp.4109-1118.

the minds of some.....

k.......___Lodin,.Sven.Olof,(1978), Progessive ExpenditureTax An-

Altenative. (LibeloeirForlag,Stockholm).

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS McLure, Charles E., Jr., (1973), EconomicEffects ofTaxing
Value Added, in Richard A. Musgrave, editor, BroadBased
Taxes: New Options and Sources (Baltimore: Johns HopkinsThe flat tax has important potential benefits, especially sim-
Press for the Committee for Economic Development),plicity (and, of course, perhaps the economic benefits that pp.
155-204.

economists stress). But US adoption of a flat tax also would
have unsettling effects in the intemational sphere. These McLure, Charles E., Jr., (1987), The Value AddedTax: Key to .
intemational ramifications which were on occasion over- Deficit Reductionl (Washington, DC: American'Enterprise
looked in the income tax field must be fully taken into Institute).
account in the debate on the flat tax. tu

McLure, Charles E., Jr., (1990), International Considera-
tions in US Tax Reform, in InuenceofTax Dfferentialson

InternationalCompetitiveness,(Deventer: Kluwer), pp. 3-23.
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INTERNET

TAX A_-D THE WEB: NEW TECHNOLOGY, OLD PROBLEMS
Frances M. Horner and Jeffrey Owens

for in the same way, even among the related companies
Frances M. Horner is Principal Administrator, OECD involved in the transaction.
Division of Fiscal Affairs and Jeffrey Owens is Head of
Division, OECD Division of Fiscal Affairs. r-Welcometo the communicationsrevolution: the convenience
The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and adantageofpersonal service, global consultation, and
and do not necessarily reflect the position of the OECD or nteraction, fast.and-without leaving your home. It's enough
its Member countries. The authors would like to thank to makeabd-tax-aAmin-itratorshudder. But why What's
their colleagues (Mr Torsten Fensby, Mr John Neighbour all thefuss-abouttaxaton and theIntemetAnd what does tand Mr Jacques Sasseville) for helpful comments on earlier .. \
drafts. have to do with transfer,pricing \

C t
/ ------ ._ / Il. AN OLD PROBLEM\REVISITED:

I. INTRODUCTION/
-

1MAIL-ORDER BUSINESS

A quick stroke of a key, nd-shepaceslieroder to purchase Many o f the transactions nJtheabove tal couldhave been
some fabulous new household furniture. The l'ucky buyerdis- \

accomplished through the regular mail
f
and the telephone,covered the speciality

.

fumiture
t

while browsing te . : /company along with\thedistribution
. .

of catalogueshere and there.pefect some
Internet, hoping to find just the room additions, In essence, the use of the Iternet#'

in cross-bordersales raises
unavailable ln the retail stores to wnich her well-meaning much the saine,issues

. tha'ttax' administrators./..
have grappled

spouse had dragged her The best part or,he prchase:
.

the wen-facedwith-mail-order
'- 1

withroryears
- .... -.,

business. Incomes\custom design. She had engaged in an on-line conversa- is flowingout of-one-juisdiction (the jurisdiction of the
tion with of the company's marketingepresenatves,t ,

one
buyer) to anotherjisdiction,and the income recipient has

He had used his own Internet connection to.conveyher wish- established,2physical,-, -

the buyer'snot country.designer, who jst-happenedtobettingon-abaen-in-._WhatJevelofactivity
,

a presence ln
es to a -

will permit the of the buyera remote Caribbeanlocation.'5, ..

He would spee some
--.
tme------------ country to

lmpose a tax on the transaction The question
-

Is not a new
reflecting the buyer's dream and using his talent a

upon
- -

___..-.---
room,

and the inspirationof the would draw sketches and
one. And the traditional answers still apply: tax can be

sunset up imposed where the seller has a sufficientnexus to the buyer'sspecifications to suit her needs. As he worked he accessed a
country, a nexus that is referred to in the OECD Model Tax

large computermainframe in Pittsburgh. The furnituredesign Treaty as a permanentestablishment.
software on the mainframe was quite remarkable, designed
specifically for this business by an ernployee living in Aus- While the transactions could have taken place using the old-
tralia (where none of the cornpany's business had ever been fashionedroutes, in fact they most likely would not have hap-
done). pened that way. The two most importantdifferencesmade by

the Internet or private communicationnetworks is speed: the
In fact, the computer itself did a lot of the work the designer near-simultaneous transmission of information and the
would have done himself some years back, like assessing increased mobility of activities: the effective removal of
potential design flaws, automatically calculating material physical boundaries. The speed of communication allows
requirements, and determining the proper architectural individuals as well as companies and assets to be more

aspects for safety and durability. The designer, happily, was mobile, less tied to any particularjurisdiction. Employeesdo
left to his art. But some of his ideas were refined by access- not need to share office space or interact in person; design
ing a large database of furniture design reports and patent fil- consultants do not have to visit the customer's country. With
ings, part of which he downloaded from the Pittsburgh com- the Internet, cross-border transactions are easier to execute,
puter for reference. When finished with his work, the design- and so they are likely to proliferate. While from the view-
er would communicatehis plans electronically to craftsmen point of execution the transactions are easier, from the tax
in the European country-side,who through their laptops, and administrator'sperspective they are harder: harder to identi-
tying into the mainframe computer services, would serve as fy, harder to trace, and harder to quantify. And with much of
consultants to workers at a large factory in n Asian city, the work being done by a computer, there are difficult ques-
where the furniture would be produced. The craftsmenmight tions about where functions are being performed, and by
even have a videoconference from time to time. The cus- whom. These questions are not completely new either,
tomer paid for the purchase by a charge to her e-money though the fact patterns may be innovative. But the speed,
accont - and all the other cross-border transfers were paid multiplicity, and decentralization of the cross-border ex-
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changes/transmissionsthat are involved put pressure on tra- These concepts are elementary, but their application can be

ditional concepts of taxation. In an area where pundits ques- quite difficult and contentious. Fundamentally, the concepts
tion whetherexisting cables and band-widthsare sufficient to are grounded on a philosophy that taxing rights should be

carry the traffic on the information superhighway, the fiscal linked to a certain level of physical presence, where physical
questions are most apt: are traditional concepts of taxation presence can mean assets, or personnel, or both.
sufficient to deal with transactions of this volume and com-

The principle of physical presence comes under pressure
plexity, or will they break down under the strain Are new

where business is able exploit market in with-
frameworks needed

a to a a country
out establishing a significant physical presence there. The

As these questions are pondered, it should be noted that the mail-order business is a classic example of this strategy.
new technologiesdo not pose only threats for tax administra- Through mail solicitations and perhaps even telephone con-

tions; they also open up new' opportunities to improve the tact, a manufacturermight be able to sell its products rather

operationsof tax systems. This paper addresses both the chal'- effectively without setting a foot across a border. But there

lenges and the new opportuntes. _ -are dwbacks to this strategy. A competitor might decide to
.,

. have someon-siterepresentationto make its company and its

J product wellknown within-the confines of the specific geo-

Ill. PROBLEMSWITHTRADITIONL grapihic'region.rperhapscustomers want to be able to sign

to urchase contract'on-site,mtheir own location, anda

PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONALINCOME /
deal

,

with part'.who
'..

has the authority
.

thewant a to execute
TAXATION jcontract. Companies with\apidly changing product lines

/ might find
.

catalogue representtions
.

limiting.
% .

The OECDt too

Traditional principles of international
-#

income-tax,areclosely Model Tax Treaty would perrit (without finding a perma-
tied to the question of physical presence. In developdcoun-l'hentestablishment) the mailterance of a tock of goods for

tries, the default tax regire isusually''residencybased;.that displaypurposes,but this stock will do no'good if customers

is, the tax base includes the-income of any'persons (whether are unaware of it. So a mai'order businss taking steps to

individuals corporations) who present i-n avoid establish'ent'would hve bear with theor are, considered a permanent to

the sufficiently regular,basis
.

be considered
I

shortcomings of limited
.

physical
, :

Forcountry on a to a presence. years tax

residents. The default favour of residency-based
I

system administratorshave though't,thi.sItobe,a'reasonably fair trade-in a

of tax jurisdiction ts particularly evide'nt.in.

the and off:,no jurisdiction
. % .

to taxlb'y,,a
t

country
'

right to thestructure means no

operation of the OECD Model Tax Treat.,.For intstance, Art- businss.advantages
.

of-presence'therefor the company.
cle 21 of the OECD Model provides generally'that income

items not specifically dealt with ln othervA'rticles.

of the With Internet transactions, one encounters the same type of
. f

Model shall be tax,able only in the recipient,'country'nf,

s
. / resi- pressure:

on
_..,-.the,physical: - presence test as in the mail-order

business,.but.With striking differences, First,
.

the disad-
dence. There fspecificexceptions.,. .

me-resoency=_
z .=., two

are a lew to -----

based approach, most-notaoly for alvldends
.

and
. -- zvantaes rought about by lack of presence ln the country are
interest,

.

- -

which be taxed irrespectiveof residence of the greatly diminished. Second, there is a real ambiguity about
may at source

recipient, although usually at reduced rate. See OECD what presence actually means when a computer network is
a

involved.
Model Tax Treaty Articles 10,11.

As to the first point, the interactivenature of the Internet (and
In assigning taxing rights over business operations, the

the potential for dramatic increases in interactivityand speedOECD Model's residency approach does not consider only n
.

comng years) can give the customer the feel of the seller's
an enterprise's juridical residency, i.e. country of incorpora- and both the and the seller realize
tion. Rather, a concept of business presence is used to deter- presence, customer can

of the advantages that usually brings, without
mine whether the enterprisehas brought itself within any par-

many presence

ticular taxing jurisdiction. This is the concept of the perma-
company representatives or company products being within
the country's boundaries. A paper catalogue, sent through the

nent establishment. Under Article 7 of the OECD Model
mail, is replaced by an on-line catalogue, which can be mod-

Treaty, a country can tax an enterprise's business profits ified and updated daily, with possible changes in price lists.
attributable to a permanent establishment located in that

Advertisementsmight be targeted to Internet ofusers a par-
country, regardlessof the enterprise'scountry ofjuridical res-

ticular profile, and personal solicitations, through e-mail
idence. Whether operations rise to the level of a permanent could be made for large customers. Contractscould be agreedestablishment is often a subjectivedetermination.Article 5 of

exam-
the OECD Model Treaty gives a definition and some guid- electronically. In the aforementioned fumiture design

ple, our customer received personal service and attention.
ance - a permanent establishment is a fixed place of busi-

None of this would require physical presence.
ness through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or

partly carried on - but certain types of limited presence are As to the second point, perhaps the presence that should be

not sufficient to draw an enterprise within the taxing jurisdic- relevant is that of the information being transmitted. The
tion of a country. For instance, a permanent establishment OECD Model Treaty already makes clear in its Commentary
does not include the use of facilities solely for the purpose that a permanent establishment may exist if the business of

of storage, display or delivery of goods or merchandise the enterprise is carried on mainly through automatic equip-
belonging to the enterprise. (Paragraph 4 a) of Article 5 of ment. [Commentaries to Article 5, paragraph 10 of the

the OECD Model Tax Treaty.) OECD Model Treaty.] In such a case, the location of the auto-
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matic equipment is the main determinant of presence. The two. It is unclear how such principles would apply to the sale
communications revolution may lead some tax administra- of information or assets like computer software that are

tors to go even further. For instance, they may take into con- transmitted electronically. Should a portion of the income
sideration the location of intangible assets in assessing attributable to the Europeancraftsmen'sactivities be sourced
whether a permanent establishment has arisen in the source in the United States, because the craftsmen have used infor-
country. mation from the Pittsburgh computer
Reflecting again on the furniture design example above, the Another difficult area is the proper treatment of services.
MNE has a page on the World Wide Web that accepts cus- Under the OECD Model Treaty, income from the perfor-
tomer orders. This page appears on computer screens around mance of services is typically taxed (and in most countries is
the world, including the country of this particular buyer. Is sourced) in the place where the services are performed. This
the mere availability of information enough to constitute rule has always referred to the physical presence of the ser-

presence For years, the answer to that question has been vice provider, but the rule was developedat a time when there
no., Subparagraph (e) of Article 5.excludes.from.thedefini

.I
tZwasa-closeand

_ __

almost necessaryconnection between the
I ttion ofpermanentestablishnent,, the maintenanceof a fixd place where.a:ervice provider would be physically present

place of business for carrying on an activity of a preparato- and the place.in-which'the.serviceswould be received. With
ry or auxiliary character, ad this_would normally lnclude videocorffencing_e-mail linkages, and worldwide com-

[SeeCommentaries puternetworksthe supply of lnformation.
. .

Article 5,
f

for specifi,c companies,
.

this connection hasto

paragraph 23.] Could the Web nonheless be consid- become
/

less obvious. Our.fumiture
.

designer, whom mightpage we

ered a form of presenceof the companym that country, on the call a 'Nlrtual employee-,\pr,ovideshis\services from a tax

theory that it acts as a type of,dependnt agent that can con- /friendlyJurisdiction, but his,services arereceived at various
clude contracts on behalfof the comoalostsurely not. / locatiohs throughout the world. Yet onlyhis Caribbean par-

.
The Web itself, whale perhaps asset, cannot itself / adise would have the rght to tax the designer's compensa-page an

order'
-- ,

1
Ik I

accept orders. The acceptance would be done by an i tion, no doubt a premium compensationreflecting his talents
--

executive n otherlocation,
.

albeit-over
.

the Internet.
k

1 and skills. So, with change
l]

in traditional
.

some no tax concepts, a

And in event, Web might not be chsideredaied \ companymightlocate all itsskilledi
.

personneln a tax haven,any a page '

and
t

Web servicestoplace of business. How many times would a page need provide consulting higl:tax European coun-
-- ,-, ,, creatlngCt I v

to be accessed n a particular country,for its presence to be tries, without ever
.

a permanent establishment. Once
considered habitual, rather than temprary It would seein

_

again, the communicationsrevoluton'can be seen as puttingN ,P e
that the establishmentconceptsofthe Model Con- thetraditional,concept

. .

of residence-basedpermanent pressure on taxa-

vention would not be able to turn a Web si'tintoapermarent tion. -
establishment. V,

-

The potential expl_sion n the number of cross-border trans-
--

Yet there are other.possibilities.Again referring to the furni- actions that will.occur as a result of the Internet and private
ture exrnple,r how'shouil'the.informtinbeinaccessed'bv...__networkswill

o

''
-', a,._..

- -

....- require that tax administrations will have to
.

the Caribbean designerand.the.European
-,....

criftsmen be handle effectively those cross-bordertransactions which gen-treat-
ed Perhaps the computerserver in Pittsburgh is a fixed place erate tax consequences.One example is withholding taxes on

of business for the company, in which case the United States royalty payments. With the Internet not only is it possible to

the buying and selling of goods and services butnight want to claim some taxing rights over a portion of the carry out

profits attributable to the intangible property represented by digitization opens up the potential for a number of types of
the furniture design. But the provision of the information goods to be delivered electronically (computer software,
stored on the computermight be considered merely auxiliary books, films, music, etc.).
(subparagraph (e) of Article 5), or a place for the mere stor- Any information than can be digitized, such as books, music,
age of goods (e.g. the information) belonging to the enter- computer programmes and images, can be transferred and
prise (subparagraph (a) of Article 5). Of course Australia sold electronically. A buyer's right in such electronic infor-
might feel legitimatelyentitled to some taxing rights over the mation may vary depending on the contract between the par-
profits attributable to the design software, but then Australia ties. For example, the buyer of a digitized photograph could
might never find out that the anonymous developer of this obtain the right to use a single copy of the photograph, the
software is in fact Australian, particularly if the entire trans- right to reproduce ten copies for special purposes,or the right
action of transferring the software to the computerserver was to reproduce the photograph in a mass-circulationmagazine.
accomplishedelectronically. Some of these transactionsmay be equivalent to the purchase
Beyond the permanent establishment issues, there are diffi- of a physical copy of the photograph, which would result in

cult questions about the source of income. The source of businessprofits, others would rather result in royalty income,
income can be an important factor in judging just how much which may be subject to withholding tax in the source coun-

income should be attributed to a permanent establishment, try.
should one be found to exist. General sourcing principles Article 12(2) of the Model Convention defines royalties as

were developed for the physical world, not the electronicone, payments of any kind received as consideration for the use

and so there is not always a clear answer for transactions of, or the right to use, any copyrightof literary, artistic or sci-
undertaken over the Intemet. Income from the sale of goods, entific work including cinematograph films... It is not clear
for example, may be sourced based on the place of manufac- how this definition applies to the sale of digitized informa-
ture, the place of title passage, or some combination of the tion.
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. Digitized information presents unique issues because it can Before considering this issue in the context of the communi-
be perfectly and easily reproduced. Someone desiring to pur- cations revolution, a few observationsare in order First, the

chase ten copies of an electronic book may simply purchase transfer pricing issue is not confined to situations in which

one copy and further acquire the right to make nine addition- subsidiaries are used. Where a permanent establishment
al copies. This transaction might be seen to create royalty exists, the amount of income allocated to the permanent
income, at least in part, since the right to make reproductions establishmentwould normally be determined under the same

is a right reserved to the copyright holder. By allowing a rules that govern transfer pricing between related companies.
buyer to make reproductions, the payment is, at least in part, Article 9 of the OECD Model Treaty, applicable to associat-
in consideration for the use of the copyright. However, the ed enterprises, requires the application of the arm's length
transaction could also be viewed as being simply a substitute principle to determine transfer pricing. Article 7 of the
for the purchase of ten copies from the publisher The buyer OECD Model Treaty, addressing the allocation of business

merely having undertaken himself to make the copies_the
of profits to a permanent establishment, generally follows the

book. r-sameprinciple.See Commentaryon Article 7, paragraph 11.

The subject of taxation and electronic commerce s currently In somespecla cases, i.e. where customary in a country, the

establishment:sprofits
. , cn

.

be determined the
and articles and conferences proliferating ask permanent on

in vogue, are to ~

of the questions iat found here. At thisstage basis of.apotionment,but even then the result must accord
many same are

'answersr-

th-e--q-uestio-ns o--ffered. wlth,the
1

am's
/;'

length
'

prxi,\ciple.in the debate, seldom are to / z N
For the sake of provoking a'discussion,we A:second observation is that-the historical

.

preference for sub-set out some pos-
, z.. t

sible With regard totthe traditionalprinciple
.

of ,sidiaries
.

last. That preferencewas formedoutcomes. res- may not in part
ldency and physical prese'nce, it wold seem unlikely1- that /from the

r
experience

.

that income
. ,

allocation
.

issues were less

developed countries would embrace
-

clange,to taxation / likely arise with subsidiries than witl estab-a to permanent
,

xporters 'based on source. Countries that are net capital lishments, and that where theytwould arise, they could be

could lose substantial tax revenues under such a system. more readily
L .

resolved n
. thelsubsidiary. cohtext.,

Also MNEs
'

Short of such radical-approachI,t
j,.---'-'.----

tfere.,might
.

be other reuctant divulge nfdrmIationI .

about their worldwidea were to

\of \ . :i

theinccoruenatsreydoptions. One possibility is reconsider
.

the'. meaning \ocopnesraldtieornasiotonsthme
.

tyaxbeaudtlhffoerrietynt.Wainthyof aNttoewntitohneto one
J t t. I, ' .

presence for transactions executedthrough the Internet
. . . .

or

indeed through other real-time communications
, . vehicleis, transfer\pricing ssues, indeed

Jr
with:the development ofto a

poxsiti.on
' t

Consultingand marketing services miglitbe good candidates consensus at theOEGD, income allocation issues are

for a changed definition of presence. If ,person is habitually probablyat least'as.likely'toarise with subsidiaries as with

present through videoconferencing interaivep.
Internet branchesMoreov.er,-wth ,,f

emphass documentationor an a'new on

taxjpurposes./One1 ,t

link, he might be considered present for and bilateral exchanges of information, MNEs can no longer
, I

other possibility isto simply accept the risk of base,erosion count on separate incorporation to be an effective shield

inherent n the tradnalapproach,.andretain
; ., .

thei:lefmlon__a_gainst.divlging
- .,'

worldwide financial
.

data. As the tax con-

of in its current.form.
, ''

,

-siderations
--...,-'- .,.--

begin balance the choice between branch andpresence to
-

With regard to digitized information,given its unique charac- subsidiary form, businesses may find themselves attracted to

the greater flexibility from a management perspective that
teristics and the difficulties of characterization that could

branches can provide. Thus, there may be an increase in the
arise in this context, it may be necessary to reconsider the

definitionof royalties in the Model Convention.
incidence with which permanent establishments will face

transfer pricing inquiries.
Returning to the implicationsof the communicationsrevolu-

IV. TRANSFER PRICING: A NEGLECTED ISSUE tion for transfer pricing, the crux of the matter is the same as

that in the discussionof permanentestablishmentsand source

Issues of permanent establishmentand source of income are
of income. The communications revolution presents no new

the most commonly raised substantive tax concerns identi- problems, no fundamentallyor categoricallydifferent dimen-

fied with the communications revolution. These issues are sions, for transfer pricing. The communications revolution

concerned most directly with determining whether there is a just presents all the old problems more quickly. Everything is

sufficient nexus with a tax jurisdiction to subject a foreign more mobile, faster, more complex. In the discussion of per-

company to tax on the profits it earns from dealing with a
manent establishments, the speed and complexity of elec-

third party in that jurisdiction. But perhaps an equally impor- tronic commerce was seen to put pressure on the traditional

tant question is whether these activities should be taxed in residency-based approach to taxation and the concept of

each of the interested countries. That question, though often physical presence, two concepts that are fundamental to the

overlooked in this context, is a key issue, at least under cur-
construct of international tax systems. Likewise, in the area

rent forms of doing business, because of the historical prefer- of transfer pricing, electronic commerce and the develop-

ence in multinational groups to prefer local country sub- ment of internal private networks within multinationalsputs

sidiaries to branches. In using local country subsidiaries pressure on the traditional approach - and all this even

mny MNEs have in essence admitted the existence of a suf- though the basic nature of the problems in both areas has not

ficient nexus to tax, so that the more pertinent inquiry is how changed.
much income to attribute to each of these subsidiaries, very The traditional transfer pricing approach has two fundamen-

much a transfer pricing issue. tal characteristicselaborated by the OECD's 1995 consensus
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on transferpricing: to require a transactionalapproach, and to The thorough comparability analysis was needed to ensure

refine and improve comparability analysis. Some history is that adjustment would achieve the results thatany same

instructive.The OECD'sproject to revise its earlier report on would have been realized by independententerprises in com-

transfer pricing, published in 1979, was prompted by a num- parable circumstances. Without an adequate comparability
ber of factors, not the least of which were the increase in the analysis a transfer price established through utilizing third
number and complexityof cross-bordertransactions,the pro- party data might not represent a true market price because of
liferation of MNEs, and the difficulty in finding comparable differences in the circumstancesfor the third party relative to

market transactions to price controlled transfers involving the taxpayer.-Aparticularemphasis was placed on a thorough
non-routine intangible property. Academics and other inter- comparability analysis for the OECD's net profit margin
ested prties began to argue that the arm's length principle method (the transactional net margin method or TNMM),
was unworkable, and should be discarded in favour of a sys- because of the variety of circumstances that can influence
tem of worldwide income apportionmentaccording to a pre- operating epenses and hencenet profits. Net profit margin
determined multi-factor formula (a referredto41£rmethods

,

sometimes used when third datasystem as are party are not

global formulary apportionmnt (GFA))_This system was sufficien''t.lYTSmilar in the transactional elements (e.g. the

by administrators
.

producing arbitrary product being,transferred,
.

the functions being performed);seen most tax as an

allocation of the tax base, and there was little chance/of net profit-jaetoroutsoRof these differences. The dan-

obtaining the formultGb-se-d7Withoutsuch ws that the decreaed mportance of transactionalagreementon ger com-

GFA would re,sult
) . f ,'

comparabdltyagreement, in serusdouble taxation parabahctoymwpoaurladbcthatuyseofotherbusiness5issuest,hempsaertlvlceus-,
. .....

an m

[ / lar the
k
theIn the meantime,new methodslwerentroduced. n an effort to , \ enterprises\

1 p*. /1to be overlooked.
. , ,

handle more complex cases, including those with intangible i \\\ \
property. The United States inhodu-cohparablets profits / The OECD Guidelines describe a number of characteristics
method (CPM), and along with other countries began 'I about the enterprisesbeing compared that qould influence netto

profits,\suchexperiment with varoustprofit
F -

split approaches. The radi- as market positgn and managementefficiency.
tional methods of comparable

-'0-

uncontrolledprice
-

(CUP), l Only with these factors takehfproperly ntb account allcost were

\ the OEO,D countries prepared the of theplus and resale price (the latter twollased upon gross profit \
-

Ito accept use

margins) were said to be insufficient to handle all cases, TNMM. ]/ j /
because they relied heavily on transactionalsimilarity.

\ \ fl
.. , J Inthe OECD Guidelines, e .profit split method was made

The profit-based methods were heavily criticized as not subject to thetransactional,limitatin,but the focus on com-

lenjtpriniple.
. ,

Oppo- parability-il!esssfgnffican.t.,omparability
. ,_. . .- ,f .

is less empha-being within the ambit of the arm's
nents claimed that countries using the methods,,,ouldbeable sized because the-profit'splitmethod does not rely heavily on

to claim an excessive share of the tax base from cross-Iorder external data.
,t
While the OECD Guidelines do request tax

transactions. So, the-arm's length principl was challenged examiner.s-t.oseekexternal data that are informative of how
e, j r

on two sides: those,,.whowould-discard it complee'lvZihr--ndependentparties would have divided the profit from a

who-would-defendit
IJ J

comparable transaction,n practice internal data thefavour of GFA, and those so staunchly are most

that they would perrnit only the three traditional methods, a significant factor in setting the profit split percentages. Con-
narrow interpretation that threatened to make the principle formity with the arm's length principle is achieved not so

itself obsolete. much by using comparable external data as by using the

approach of dividing profits that independent parties would
The OECD solution was a balanced one: to preserve the have found acceptable. The Guidelines instruct that this
arm's length principle, as the most effective means for deal- approach normally involves valuing the relative value of the
ing with transfer pricing, but to interpret it broadly enough so contributions made by each participant, possibly taking into
as to permit the use of non-traditionalmethods in last resort account relative costs and expenditurese.g. for research and
cases, but with strict limitations.The non-traditionalmethods development.would have to be applied in a mnner that would safeguard
the integrityof the arm's length principle. The insistenceon a With this background in mind, it is easy to see why any chal-

transactional approach ad a more thorough comparability lenge to the transactionalapproach and comparability analy-
analysis followed naturally from this reasoning. sis could be precarious. It is equally easy to see why the com-

munications revolutionsets up that challenge. The speed, fre-
A transactional'approachwas considered particularly impor- quency and integrationofexchangesover the Internet and the
tant to a net profit method because global profits could be development of private networks within MNEs will require
influencecl by many factors wholly unrelated to particular an innovative approach in applying a separate transaction
transactions between related companies. The arm's length analysis. In terms of comparability,it becomes more difficult
principle under Article 9 of the OECD Model Treaty permits to determine what the transaction actually is, and even

only adjustments to reach the profits that would have accrued greater difficulties apply to finding a third party transaction
butfor special conditions established in the relation between about which enough is known to conclude that it is compara-
the parties. To isolate these special conditions and so satisfy ble. And transactions can be hard to discover and trace, par-
the foregoingbut-for test, only the profits of the controlled ticularly those which take place in private networks. The
transaction should be taken nto account. OECD Guidelines direct a functional analysis to assess com-

parability, but with electronic commerce and private net-

works it can be difficult to know who is doing what. Transfer
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. pricing will increase in complexity,particularly if the MNE is Tax administrators may find some relief to the extent that

purposefully attempting to shift income among related par- MultinationalGroups will develop their own private commu-

ties. nication networks, as well as accessing the Iternet. MNEs

willlikely prefer these private networks for a number of rea-
To illustrate, in the furniture design example, can the design- sons. With the transfer of highly valuable intangibles (e.g.
er's work be analysed separately from the computer server

trade secrets, know-how)MNEs may not have sufficientcon-
transaction, from the development of the remarkable com-

fidence in the security arrangementsunder the Internet. Also,
puter software, from the participationof the craftsmen, even

under private networks MNEs advanced tech-can use new
from the manufacture itself Perhaps, but as transactions

nologies, permitting, for example, our furniture designers to
become more and more complex with a myriad of back and

work together in three dimensions and in real time. The use
forth flows all around the MNE group, separate identification

of these private global networks is already well advanced, s
and analysis of transactions could become burdensome,
indeed unattractive well collectors. An

can be seen by the developmentof global trading.
to taxpayers as as tax

early version of this problem has-been seen outside-the rll /::ZIf-Vatenetworks become the norm for communications
of electronic commerce, whn members of an MNE grop and cooin on high value projects between related par-

/'

engage in cross-licensing trough the device of a grant- ties, tax adminitationsmayb,,eable to avoid some of the

back clause for the results of researchand_development.The problemsreferred-.o,n
.,.-

this section, at least insofar theyas

cross-flows usually cannot]befhandled separately, and the haye'adequate information
,,

requirements.
X,

Nevertheless,
t i .r i i't,.more

even

group's research and development function need be related parties
.

find convement
.

to the Internetmay to
, may '

use

considered globally. ] [ for low/value routine transactions.

The other concern is whether'.the.standard-ofco.mparability/ i
can be met. The standard kely would not permitapplication \\
of traditional method to determine the computer server's V. PROBLEMSWITH THE TRADITIONAL

a . ,

revenues, based upon profit-margins-or.prices from third t PRINCIPLES UNDERLYINGVA[LUE ADDED

party information providers, unlesslhose tiird parties, like \ TAX.ES (VATI ,/' ! /
the MNE, also had developed the informationdatabase. .

and \ // I /
equally reliable software. The functirlal analysi supportidg \The communicationsrevolytion also poses challenges for the
1 -1

comparability is also in.trouble.l When the
,

traditional
% unde,r..mg

I

VAT/systems. Tax adminis-a assessment concepts
Caribbean designer accesses the Pittsburgh minframe/in, tratio and otere.con.cemed.withthe ways in which sup-
order to have potential design flaws assessed aad for other plies oftelecommunication.services,Intemet fees, satellite

structural aid, there is a question about whoshold be crdit-'

broadcasting
' a'ndsuppiof computer software and related

ed with the ctivity. The computer servermight be,sen as computer serviceswillbe treated under the VAT.

providing only infi-mation. On the otherhand,perhpsthe Aoartfrom.servi.ces
--'-

related to the financial sector (which
isngagedi--lited

- ..... --.. pre-
computer server form. of'design work-- sents whole set of problems), the vast majority

'

of thea new
that would have been carried-on-by-a-Human

-.,..

being some services in question are normally taxable at a positive rate of
years ago. For the functional analysis, the world of electron- VAT when supplied for domestic consumptionand taxable at
ic commerce poses a nearly theological question: how much

a zero rate of VAT when qualifying as exported services.
credit should be given to a computer for its processing func- Consequently, it is the VAT rules goveming the accountabili-
tions, even though the functions are being directed by a

ty of intemational services that have always posed problems
human. for tax administrations.These problems are amplified many-

In short, the communications revolution stands to put great fold when considerng services based upon these new com-

pressure on the transactional and comparability principles munication technologies, particularly in respect of the time,

that are the bedrock of the arm's length principle as now Place and value of the supplies.
interpreted by the OECD. What might result from this pres- The initial problem involves the place ofsupply and the diffi-
sure One possibility is a greater use of the profit split culty in determining the identity and place of establishment
method, where external comparable data is less important. of the supplier. For example with modern telecommunica-
And furthermore, there could be a softening of the transac- tions techniques there is no need for the supplier to be estab-
tional principle when applying the profit split, on the grounds lished in the country of supply as in the case of the call-
of practicality. The aggregation rules in Chapter I of the back systern operated by many American companies in
Guidelines would permit such aggregationwhere the transac- Europe. The problems associated with the time of supply
tions are so closely linked or continuous that they cannot be (chargeableevent) are a natural follow-on to the initial prob-
evaluatedadequatelyon a separate basis. The Guidelinesare lem and equally difficult to solve due to the difficulty in
perhaps a bit prescient in seeing continuoustransactions as deterrnining the source of the supplies. The problerns associ-

eligible for aggregation - electronic commerce could often ated with the value of the supply (tax base) underline the
present the case of continuous exchanges, possibly even overall significanceof the situation in dealing with intangible
around the clock. Such continuity is most familiar in the area products where values are extremely difficult to estimate -

of innovative financial transactions, e.g. global trding, but undoubtedlyof a very high magnitude.
where the profit split method is often advanced as the most

fitting solution.
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VI. PROBLEMS WITH AUDITING AND Vll. THE CHALLENGE FOR TAX
ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATIONS

Beyond the technical issues describedabove, electroniccom- New information technologieswill open up new ways for tax
merce transactionsand the developmentof Internet networks adrninistrations to carry out their business. This section dis-
will challenge even the most efficient tax collection and cusses those approaches that tax administrations are explor-
enforcement regime, both under direct and indirect taxation. ing.
The Internet allows significant anonymity. The use of an

Internet site can be untraceable to the actual user or even to Electronic data interchange and electronic transmission of

the user's country. In our example, the United States may
data is being used increasingly by businesses in their deal-

have difficulty in discovering that the Pittsburgh mainframe ings. Electronic communicationmay also be used by finan-

has been used by the Caribbean designer. Even where some cial institutions and employers to provide data to the tax

electronic traffic has been disovered, encryption keys-nay t:7=payerstofile
administrations on taxpayers. Electronic filing allows tax-

administrationfrm knowing the of the their tax return using the telephone and person-prevent a tax content
computersandal is already availablein increasingnumbercommunication.For either Internet anmessage or reason, trans.

the Netherlands,Newactions leave audit tail.....The sites also be shift-
: of OECDMmbercountris(Canada,may no . can

the'ited
----

ed very quickly, so that taxjta.dministratins-ma-havdffi- Zealand, St.a.te,s). Thprocess allows assessment

culty keeping with the trail if t be found. noticesan refund credits to be made.much
,

faster. The objec-up even can x x
ii I/ tive s also to reduce work and eliminate

.

the necessitypaper
Perhaps the most significant audit concern derves from the o key information, therebyreducingthe risk of error and then
potential for signficant use f e-money arrangements for fr both the admmstration

.

andthe Somecosts tax taxpayer.transactions. Through e-money,te_Internet-cantake bank / estimates
'

that the tine, required
*

obtain refundsuggest to a
secrecy to an extreme. Th,e untraceabilityof Intemet transac- f may bereduced by half. (The,systemmay,however,be more
tions means that e-moneycouldfunctionessentially likecash vulnerable to fraudulent refd Claims). El;ectronic transmis-,
that s kept at home rather thput on deposit, at a bank. The i

k
ston can,also

*
be used for automatc exchaAge of nformation

tax authorities may never know about such sums. However, \, /

of\h,,e \ and an EDI standard is presently being designed by the
e-money would not have many disadvantages that OECD for,these types of exchanges,withdue respect for con-
would be present n holding cash outside a banking instit- \j /
tion. Holding large amounts of cash presents a security risk,

fidentiality.
and norrnally cash would only be transfrred in person. With Imaging: Imaging_allows,a taxadministration to capturef

e-rnoney, there are no physical bank notes,and'the security informaion.frompapertax-returnsand convert this informa-

alsobr.ea.d..iN...etransferable:raccount-provider
a , r,, ,h......,,, ,h o o.,,

wlodnbe
.... tionintsopeedandeilucfeosrtmhaetnumberstaffinvolvedaicncduarata-an electronic This process increases

is -1 The
.,t

cy and
-

of
the electronic equivalent-of,abank,.albet located:u'nd-

....

entry. Digital,.storage
. .

.

allows for rnstant indexing, retrieval,one

cally in cyberspace-an--e-bak. -'-------and-autoatedresponses to taxpayers. Imaging technology
also be used by taxpayers to keep books and records for

Physical banks generally are required to reprt on cash issue may
tax purposes and this is accepted for instanceby certaincoun-and deposits, particularly in the OECD area where bank tries (e.g. Canada).

secrecy is generally discouraged. Such requirements do not

yet extend to e-banks. In some cases, useful information Use of the Internet: Tax administrationshave with the Inter-
might be taken from the e-bank about, e.g. an account estab- net a tool to provide easy access for taxpayers to a wide range
lished to allow a potential consumer to make purchases, and of information (tax forms and publications, newsletters, tax

about transfers processed to the e-account of a seller. How- statistics, on-line filing, and possibilities to provide feedback
ever, in other cases, particularly involving transactions or commentson proposed regulations).The Internetmay also
between related companies, the e-accounts may be less for- be used for electronic filing of tax returns once a secure sys-
mal, and not involve a third party acting as an electronic tem has been developed.
bank. As mentionedbefore, the tax administrationmay not be Technological innovations such as those described above are
aware of the transactionbetween the Caribbean designer and already having an impact on and will increasinglychange the
the United States computer server. But further, the United operation of tax administrations. The changes are likely to
States may be unaware of any payments made to the allow taxpayers to receive better services and to reduce costs
Caribbean designer from the United States, if these are made for governmentsat a time of resourceconstraints as well as to
through e-money accounts. reduce the burden and compliance costs for taxpayers. In the
The e-money accounts might even be turned into purchasing longer term, these new technologies may enable the com-

power outside cyberspace through the use ofsmartcards, a plexity of the tax system to be reduced: a goal set for many of
plastic card similar to a credit card and which contains digi- the tax reforms of the 1980/90s but so far with little success.
tized nformation encoded on a microchip. The smart card If this potential is to be fully exploited, cou'ntries will need to
could possibly function as a type of bearer instrument credit engage in a process of strategic planning, especially if the
or debit card, and would present the same tax compliance pace of technological innovationsaccelerates.This new envi-
challenge as must be confronted with any bearer instrument. ronmentwill require tax administrationsto anticipate change
In this case, it may be more difficult to enforce any reporting in order to prepare and adjust the organization of the tax

requirements that might be proposed. administration and train staff to respond to the demands of
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. taxpayers who will increasingly want to use electronic trans- The OECD's Special Sessions on Innovative Financial

mission in their dealings with the tax administration.The tax Instruments is also doing some work relevant to the commu-

administration will need to explore direct links to private nications revolution. That group is working on a paper for

information systems providing third party information (from publication on global trading, a business activity that relies

employers, financial institutionsetc.) and to informationsys- heavily on cross-border electronic communications. The

tems of other public departments and eventually foreign tax Steering Group on Transfer Pricing is currently working on a

administrations especially via automatic exchanges of tax new chapter to the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines on the

information. There will also need to be greater cooperation subject of permanentestablishments,where the interactionof

between tax administrationsand financiai and other regulato- Articles 7 and 9, as well as other special issues such as the

ry bodies. treatment of intra-branch payments, will be discussed in
more detail. This work could inform the more specific Inter-
net discussion that will occur in the virtual group, in which

V. HOl^t THE OECD IS.ADDRESSING-THES.T
''

r---Working Party No. 6 delegates will take part. (Until the new
, v

iSSUES / 71 ch'-pten'permanentestablishments is completed, relevant

guidance cj.e-found.in a 1984 OECD Report entitled

The OECD's Committee
/

Fiscal Affairs-has decided
/ Three Taxation-Issues).

on
...........-...

to -.f 3,--

/' .

addres the taxation issues raised
,

by the communicationsrev- TheCommittee s Group,on Consumption
.

Taxes is currently
olution through a multi-disc'iplinaryipproach that will exminiiig the ways in vhibh these nw technologiescan be

involve all its existing Working Parties.t'WorkingParty No. 1 /sed todeliver intematioalservices and the implications for

on Double Taxation will consider thequestions
'

relating to VAT and sales taxes. \\ \ \
permanent establishments/and'oterssuesriingunderthe Aside

li
from the specifics, the role for themost mportant

OECD Model Treaty. Working Party No. 6 on Multihational rOECDIIs
v

fintdhelp the Member,countries
.

mutually agreed
Enterprises will consider thetransferpricing implications.

, to

approahes..... for taxing electronic....kk;. commerc. In this.......way, the
Working Party No. 8 on Tax-Avoidan,ead Evasionwill con-

electronctransactionsrisk of double taxation wilj 'be ,

minimiz.d, and legitimate
sider the bank secrecy and complianeaspects.TheCommit- \

.......:
.....

.-'Ti
....... =:

......

.

will be impeded by considera-
ltself will be examining the strategic

.
management

'i, not
../.

tax
tee issues fairtand/consistentt

tions. At the time, rules will discour-
raised by these technologies. This wrk will becared for-

same
/ plying,/

age abuses and help providea level field for all busi-
ward

.

non-traditional apppriate the subjtct Ua manner to operatihin r from what

comtgethjr
nesses this doman. who knows,

matter: rather than having delegates n Pari, t this prject22tD'boutthe Internet and virtual
s ntended to coordinate the multi-disciplinaryp*

work through working groups, wrmay one day find the organization's
a virtual group of delegates - that s, through electonic

headquarters Caribbean beach frequentedby fur-on a'mote
conferencing faciltes. niture designe...,*

.
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INTERNET

THE IMPACT OF THE INTERNET OX THE TAXATIOX OF

INTERNATIOXALTRAXSACTIONS
David R. Tillinghast

.

r_a_specialist, who may be located anywhere in the world,
David R. Tillinghast is the Chairman of the Permanent depedinrupon the expertise required or simply the time of, -, ....Scientific Committeeof the International Fiscal

.

day. If an on-goingconsultationis required, several special-Association and s with Chadbourne & Parke LLP, New
ists Iocatedm sexeracounies.mayparticipate periodover aYork.,, -- sol-ved,anyof time.Whenthe

,

problem deliveryof services
.

.

j /

simpl'yxownloadingfurther
',

Is
.,__

by programming./ is,provided
.

/ , XThe existing body of international rules, reflected bothtax as /
nto thecustomer'ssystem.\\\ \

,

in national law and in treaties,
,

is based in large part on the / l \
t r ! The examples could be multlplied,but the,theme is the same:

supposition that intemationaltrade'cgistgof-the physical ! traditional
q

suppositionsof the
,,

way in which,. ,

commerce is car-
shipmentof tangible good's or the physical movenetfper- ried out do not reflect what actyally happns in the Internet
sons to perform services at different locations, The chalenge era. t ! !

posed by the developmentof-tleInteet-andrelated means \ It
of communication is that in many fcases this,ls simply o A somewhat more subtle change has occutrred in the way in

N ,longer true. \\ \ \which we,would characterze what islbeing sold in com-
'* ,

More and more of the products which, people buy are not
merce. We have always thought of a book as an item of tan-

Itj. '
physical, in the traditional sense of the.word.- is reported giblepersonalproperty

the.sale.of,dOds:Now,
and therefore'the income from its sale

that in the United States today, th
Xn'Xhalf of all capital as income from ,

g..
.

however, we realize
more --.

expenditures are for lnformation:

technology4,-andthar/does.... L_:.,_.., _. ^o that the delivery of.the-boOk (or the fax, for that matter) is
one waynot

. lnclude software.i A large number of transactionstwhich.. , ,_ only --of
.rproviding the recipient with information.

The Internet
.

lsanother And that makes wonder whetherused to lnvolve me--delivery
.

of pnVslcalgoodSnlunger, ./ , /. us

does. Any reader
,
with cmputer,

. _,ze-
a modem,-and

,-', -.
sultable- we were-reaiiright---

ln the way we characterized the book
a

i. -transaction in the first place.software, for example,can-browse-a-magazineby simply
dialling in. No physical product moves from one place to All modern tax systems and tax treaties make distinctions
another,

among three basic categories of income (as well as others, of
Even when a customer buys physical goods, the purchasing course): the sale of personal property; the provision of ser-

process has radically changed. The customer can often order vices, and the furnishing of intangibles, including intellectu-

goods by going oh-line. He or she can engage in a detailed al property rights.3 In the era of the Internet, these distinctions

dialogue concerning quality, price, availability and delivery are blurring. When an enterprise provides me with informa-
terms simply by chatting on the computer with the seller's tion, is it selling me property (the paper on which statistics

representative,wherever that person may be located. In addi- are recorded) Is it providing a service (because it has gath-
tion, it may be difficult or impossible to trace the location of ered the information for me) Or am I paying for the use of

the computer facility which the seller employed to deal with intellectual property (because the provider has developed a

the customer. The server, the facility used to accept a cus- unique composition)Is the provision of software, technical-

tomer's incoming call, may be located anywhere; and many ly a license of intellectualproperty, really a license or a sale4

enterprises may have multiple servers at a variety of loca- Does the answer vary from case to case Does this mean that

tions. The customer has no way of knowing which server is we must discard the traditional concepts, or does it merely
handling a transaction,and the server itselfmay not be able to

tell where the customer is located.2 1. See Chase Manhattan Bank, Private Client Advantages, Summer, 1996,
at 3.

It has equally become much harder to ascertain where ser- 2. See Glicklich, Goldberg and Levine, (1996), Internet Sales Pse Interna-

vices are performed.Less and less often is it necessaryfor the tional Tax Challenges, 84 Journal of Taxation June (1996) at 325, (hereafter

service provider to go physically to the customer; and often a
cited as Internet Sales).
3. See, e.g. Sec. 861(a) United States Internal Code of 1986; Vogel, Double

single service may be performed by a combinationof people Taxation Conventions (1990), at 706-7 (discussing differences between treat-
in a variety of locations. To take a simple example, a cus- ment of royalties and personal services under income tax conventions).
tomer seekingtodebug a software system which it has pur- 4. See discussion of this issue in the analysis of the application of the royalty

article of US treaties appearing in United States TreasuryDepartment,Technicalchased may secure hot line assistance by calling a local Explanation of the U.S. Model Income Tax Convention at 179 (1996), repro-
telephonenumbr; the caller is immediatelyput in touch with duced in Tax Notes Today, 23 September 1996, at 38.
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. mean that we must focus more sharply on exactly what it is ficult issue, however, is whether this facility would be
that each of us is paying for when we make our purchases excluded as a permanent establishment under the carve-out

provided for a facility maintained solely for the purpose of
This poses much more than an intellectualquestion. The con-

storage, display or delivery of goods or merchandise. 6 In
ventional tax rules assume that taxing jurisdiction,and there- addition, if a customer can place a binding order simply by
fore revenue, will be divided between the country in which conversing with the server, could the equipment be deemed
income is derived (the source country) and the country n

to give rise to an agency which has the authority to enter
which the recipient of the income is resident (the residence into contracts on behalf of the enterprise Does it make any
country).5 In th most general terms, income from business difference if sales or credit approval is given by someone
activities physically carried on in the source country will be located outside the source country A number of additional
taxable there as if carred on by a resident enterprise,6 while interpretativequestions arise:7
income from intangibles and investment income derived
from the source country will be subject to withholding taxif Beyond this, is there any practical reason why a seller cannot

exempt.7 All other income-istaxable-only-nthe'countyC3R3i-serv'ecustomersin a country through a server locatednot

of residence, which will exempt, or grant a foreign tax credit n anothercountry, presumably a tax haven If this s feasi-

ble, what have for claimingfor taxes mposed on, ncome'taxedn the source country.To8' basis'ffli-the-sourcecountry
that a,prnanentestablishmentexistsDoes this that,these very general rules there are obviously.manyexceptions, mean

which ir n order sou'ce,

countr\taxing jursdiction, thethe most significant of the present'context is that in to preserve
addition to taxing servicel 2erforrngg/by a non-resident Permanent establishmexntcxoncept.

needs to be modified,
..

or

enterprise within its borders, a sourceclou.n.tryn many cases 'discardd .\ \
mposes withholding teavxe'onn servjcesutilizedn

.

the /With respect toa
-.. country the provision,of inforrnationor other intangi-

by a resident enterprise even though such
,

services'are physi-
, .

fble gods, the issues differeht but hardly less troubling. Ifare

cally performed abroad by a non-resident.9 the resulting income is charaerizedas income from the pro-
I \ vision f services, it will not beltaxable at the source, under

The changes wrought by-the'Iftemet and.parallel develop-
OECD-type treaties, unless thle service

.

provider
.

s physically
-

in communications
.

(such stellite.

systems), which \ments as \ .,

Asosuirncdeiccoatuendtr'ayb/-ove,thismayannoetxtbeendtreudepienn-soeullnetrryo,rwahseerrevi,ctsecpursotvomdeerrt
.', ' present m the perhaps fr

.

dharavseti,caplhlyysre,cdaulcperethseennceeedfora to \ud of tim, '8
the

, . a
a m s x . it: , /\ .. rapy increasing

.

numberoiases./located, threaten fundamentally altr,this division ofto rev-

by shifting the balance of taxing juxra.sdiction,
,

and
,

Under..the domestic.law.of number of countries, incomeenue .rtev- a

enue, decisively n favour of the country ofresidence. Smce from theprovisionof servicesi's considered to be domestical-
income flows between countries are not nece,sarily balaced ly sourced and therefore subject to tax if the services are uti-
and in the case of flows between developing and dveloped lized in the country.'9 At least in the case of some Latin

//
countries are oftesverely mbaced:' such a shi'ft-could Amer_cancuntries,the right to impose a withholding tax is
have profound revue.cqnsequences. reserved.in these circumstances,

.

under treaty havingeven a

provisions otherwise conforming to the OECD Model.2o In
The broadest question raised by these considerations is

such the right to impose tax will be preserved. Asa case, a
whetherexisting tax concepts can be adapted to the new tech-

practical matter, however, it is not clear how the tax will be
nology or whether the technological changes require us to

enforced. This will depend the ability of the tax author-
abandon traditional concepts and devise entirely new ones. upon

ities to monitor payments. In light of the rapidly expanding
Perhaps the most obvious example is the permanent estab-
lishment article embodied in most income tax treaties.

5. See e.g. American Law Institute. International Aspects of United States

Under treaties patterned on the OECD Model Convention, IncomeTaxation 1l-lncomeTax Treaties1-1l (1991).
6. See OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and Capital (1992), Arts. 5

the business profits of a non-residententerprisemay be taxed and 7 (hereafterOECD Model)
by a Contracting State only if the enterprise maintains a per- 7. See OECD Model Arts. 10, 11 and 12.

manent establishment in that country and if the profits are 8. Id. Art. 23.
9. See Tillinghast, (1996), Tax Treaty Issues, 50 U. Miami L. Rev. 455,

attributed to that permanentestablishment.12Basically, a per- 477-80.
manent establishmentmay consist either of a physical facili- 10. Id. at 474 et seq

ty (fixed place of business)13 or an agent that has and habi- I I. See e.g. Statement of Glen A. Kohl, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the

tually exercises the authority to enter into contracts on behalf Treasury for Tax Policy, 18 October 1996 (espousing the adaptation of existing

of the enterprise.14 concepts), reported in BNA, DailyTax Report,21 October 1996 at G-3.

12. See OECD Model Arts. 5 and 7.
13. See OECD Model Art. 5, para. 2.

To focus first on the existence of a physical facility, take the 14. Id. Art. 5, paras. 6 and 7.

case of a non-resident enterprise that maintains in a taxing 15. See Internet Sales at 326.

country a host server - that is, a computer which is pro- 16. Id. at 327.

grammed with nformation conceming its products. Cus-
17. Id. at 328.
18. See OECD Model Arts. 14 and 15.

tomers dial in to obtain product information and also may 19. See Tillinghast,supra note 9, at 478.

place orders through that facility. In one sense, this is the 20. See e.g. item 4 of the Protocol entered into by Brazil and Luxembourgn

modern version of a catalogue store. There seems to be little connectionwith the conclusionof the income tax treaty between those countries,
as to tax

question that this equipment could be considered a particu- treating technical assistance fees royalties subject withholding under

para. 3 of Art. 12 of the treaty, reproduced in III Taxation in LatinAmericaSec-

lar site and thereforea fixed place of business.'5 A more dif- tion D, Brazil-Luxembourg,at 10 (Amsterdam: IBFD).
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ability of private parties to clear payment balances through beginning. Countries will have to decide whether to rely on

the Internet, rather than through the balancing system, this existing taxes or to adopt wholly new ones. If they choose to

may prove difficult. In a recent seminar conducted by the retain the existing systems, they will need to decide how the
International Fiscal Association,21 Mervyn King, the chief traditional concepts are to be applied to the Internet world.
economist of the Bank of England, predicted that in order to In this process, there is a crying need for a concerted ap-maintain their ability to regulatemoney supply, central banks

proach. If individualcountries blocs of countries off inor run
will seek to exercise supervisionover Internet payments; and different directions, the result will be chaos. If, for example,this may provide the taxing authorities with access to infor-

some countries respond by introducing non-income taxes on
mation.

computer use, while another group responds by retaining
If income from the provision of informationor other intangi- reliance on the income tax but redefining the basis for impos-
ble goods is considered income from the licensingof intangi- ing tax at source, while still anothergroup sticks very close to

ble property, rather than from the provision of services, simi.- the existing rules, a dramatic increase in the double taxation
lr issues arise. Under many ncome=taxtreatiesthe-source

, ----fitrnationalincome flows will be inevitable.

country is permitted to mpose a limited rate of withholdiig
royalties; (under otherltreaties,royalties exempt,22.

Initial steps are_being taken to try to develop a consensus
tax on are response.4n-e-t-.ommitteeorFlscalAffairs of the OECD is
If sO, the source country will be permitted to tax if the use of knowrto bestudyinghese,'-7, . .

questions,
,

several individ-. ,
- ' ....

as are
th intangible property is inthatil country rr in some cases, if ual'ovlllnlents...... Th,,\International.... Fiscal Association,'^_ hasJ/ IIIC

....

,

is made from that count-ry.23payment //
mtiated

....

ndependent\research
, x x , of the Noi rt an stuay issues.

So far, this discussion
.

of the provis'ion of services has /doubt, *other and commentators\will add theirgroups own

focused taxation by the countryin-which.the
. .

/ input. There garantee,of
\ *

that these efforts willon customer is is no course,
located. Additional arise with thetaxationof be successful that suggested

,

solutions will be agreedlssues respect to or any
services where they are performed. To revert to the example upon by governments.But the effort must be made, since the

presented above, suppose.hat,-to--debugthesoftwaresys- . altemativecould be a fundamentalbreakdownf the interna-

tem of a customer located in Argenna, lot line servces tional tax system - which, despite its man faults and inade-
are performed in Germany, the United States and Japan. \quacies, has served the world economy weil.
There Is no certain way to determinereo what extent the spe-

i . k \ 1,/,] ,/
cialists

.

located each of these three countries
.

contributed
t N, ' // / /ln to

the ultimate resolution of the customer.sxproblem.This
i /_/pre-

respts ttat raised/by 21. Seminar entitled Visions-ofTax Systems in the Twenty-First Century,sents a problem analogous un some to uv the-Inteiationlf

\k. t been/ held at the fiftiethfongressof Fiscal Association in Geneva on

global securities trading operations.24 These,ave the -.--5 September 1996.

subject of innovative Advance Pricing Agreementswhich 22. See OECD Model. 12 and Reservationson the Article appearing in the

have used formulary.factors to apportionncomeamong the Commentaryon ArtA2, beginning at paragraph 32

countries whicnactivitie.sare-cameo/
, .....'......:-_ ...,, =ZL-2d3. _The.source-froyalty income is not dealt with in the OECD Model but is

in on ----------
dealtwithin som conventions. See e.g. Income Tax Convention between the

There clear sirple
-

answer.to the,_ raised-__a by United States and the People's Republic of China, Art. 11, para. 5.
are no or Issues

24. See e.. Plambeck, The Taxation Implicationsof Global Trading,48 Tax
the Internet. The tax systems of the world will be required to Notes, 27 August (1990) at 1143.

go thrugh a period of readjustmentwhich is only really just 25. Se US Internal Revenue Service Notice 94-40, 1994-1 C.B. 351.
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. OECD MODEL CONVENTION

REFLECTIONS FUTURE OECD MODELON THE OF THE

CONVENTIONAND COMMENTARY
Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel

I. INTRODUCTION J' -_capable of being satisfactorily applied to comprehensive
income

p

l
tax.regimes

/

The history of the OECD Model Convention is a history,;'of The same,o-is ntfohapplicationtrue of the traditional rules
Though strictlY

I

binding,.no.t.e.ven.to_OECD
.

,

,.._-- ,
success. not dividend.taxaton

. .

integrated. on to,an corporate income tax.
Member countries' the Model has been adopted worldwide Undr th original andtill curret,version of the OECD

J t , ,'
by both member and non-rnember countries as a basis for Model, income

,

taxaton at,the
.

corporate level is governed by
Double Taxation Conventions. Althogh the objectives of Articlel'7, i.e. corporate ioie is taxe'by the state of resi-

t i s/reflecteds I r , .,,

treaty negotiators may vary, ,which.. by specific / dence of the corporation uriess the corporation
.

has a perrna-
clauses n ndividual treaties, the treaties practically always / nent etablishment in the tthr contracting state. Further,
espouse the structure of the Model and, to the extent'that the '[ dividetds distributed by the'corboration nay be taxed by the

i %. J .2

Model conforms the negotiators' Intentions,
.

they follow
,

to its state of,the corporation under Article 10 to certainup a per-
wording. So also does te-UN Modellnd,nn nstitutontto

. .

credit
-r

I

It % \ centage, ,' whereuponIJ the state 0f the shareholder will give
date wants to change the structure or contentof the Model uflerXstphriesstuamx accocroprodnintO* toincAomrteicbleing23 Iunbject:other worodnssubstantially. Similarly, the OECD ,ommentryX

has been \these J I

to tax
consulted by all the considered.by wo thPe'casIecourts over world'and ts differet

.
levels s under the so-called classi-as

I I

them, Vinelott, J., put tt, a guide tthe nterpretation
.

of ,#
-

as cal ,

.system of,corporate,ncometaxation. In contrast, under
the treaty.2 \\ ] ] ntegrtion,taxatin at-thecorporate

' I
level s be onlymeant to

] ,/, provisional~Itsunderlying'approachis that corporate income
Will this success story continue nto the 21 st centuryvery
probably, provided that the members and staf

,,

of the Com- should, at leas.t.,*inf'rinciple, not be taxed differently from

mittee on Fiscal
, ,-,.

-Italrs, or more_precisly
.;

of itsWorking,,, ,. partnership income,-
which applied to treaties would mean

,'--- --that.dividen:. ,.--
would be tax-free Iike partnership with-.-

Party No. 1, succeea-ln aaapung
......

me Model to.the changesto-
,

drawals. It evident that will easilythat
-,..:. .. .1

if those changes
Is states not consent to

tax structures must de expectea,even such a solution and that particular' --^-'problems exist between
.

'o's-
,

turn out to be radical ones. It will also be necessary for them
which have lntroduced tmputation and those

to mitigate certain risks to the influence of the Model and states systems
which have not. But until now states have preferred muddlingCommentary which they themselves have created when they

introduced a new procedure and a new mode of publication. through, in other words to find solutions on a treaty-by-treaty
basis instead of looking for a new set of rules based on uni-

The ultimate success, of course, would be a developmentof
versal principles.5

1 the Model into a Multilateral Convention for the Avoidance
of Double Taxation. But this is less likely, because the A transition from our traditional income tax to a consump-
changes just mentioned, if they should materialize, would tion-based system of direct taxation (expenditure tax, cash-
make universal distributive rules even more difficult to agree flow tax or a similar charge) as is advocated and even pre-
upon than before. dicted today by some leading economists6 would present an

1. According to Art. 18(c) of the OECD's procedural rules a Council recom-

Il. ADAPTATIONTO CHANGING TAX mendation obliges the Member countries only to examine whether the measures

recommendedare opportune,
STRUCTURES 2. Sun Life Assurancev. Pearson, Simon's Tax Cases 461, (1984), at 513.

3. Such income was under the schedularsystem often subject to a supplemen-

When the League of Nations adopted and published its first tary tax on overall income.
4. Comprehensive ncome tax systems only existed n a few states n the

treaty models in 1928 schedular income taxes still prevailed 1920s.

in Europe. This is even today reflected in the current treaty 5. Altemative solutions were discussed by a combined OECD-IFA panel at

system of distributive rules. Types of income are classified,
the Toronto IFA Congress 1994, panellists: R. Aguirre Pangburn, R. Doernberg,
J. Sasseville, K. van Raad, D. Williams, moderation: the author. See: Interna-

mostly such which were subject to separate taxes under the tional Taxation of Dividends Recnsidered in Light of Corporate Tax Integra-
schedular system, and are assigned for taxation either to the tion,IFACongress SeminarSeries, vol. 19 a, 1995, and the authorscited there at

source state or to the residencestate. Income not falling under 2 note 1. Further: R. Doernberg and K. van Raad, Intertax 1995, 3, at 15.
6. See, among many others, M. Rose (ed.), (1990), Heidelberg Congress on

one of those classifications is assigned to the state of resi- taxing consumption,with contributionsof prominent economistsand ample ref-
dence.3 This system although tailored to schedular taxes was erences.
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even more drastic challenge to treaty drafters. For example: legislation may seem to them to be just an isolated occur-

Kaldor's expenditure tax which would exempt investment rence which neither requires nor justifies considerationsof a

and certain qualified savings from the income tax base general nature. Yet if tax reformsof the type discussedstart to

would, in an intemationalcontext, require a particular treaty occur on a significant scale, negotiators will have to quickly
regime for disinvestments.On the one hand, it is hardly con- react to them. They will not be in a position to wait for the
ceivable that a taxpayercould change the treaty classification OECD Fiscal Committee to discuss the different aspects and
of certain receipts by putting them on the shelf in one year finally arrive at recommendations.This will mean that coun-

and disinvesting (i.e. consuming) them in the next. On the tries will have to adopt their own approaches which will not

other hand, if all the money that was earned long ago and that be coordinatedby an underlying consensus:0
was finally disinvestedwere to be taxed under the treaty rules

In other words, they will have to depart from the Model Con-
applicable to the originalearning, this would necessitatehuge vention. And as a consumption-basedincome tax may affect
accounting complications and administrative costs. More-

several of ncome they have depart from the
over, first legislators and thennne.gotiators would haveto types may to

.

4 Md-m.severalways. The overall mpact of the OECD
decide whether investment abroad, inthe other contracting Model woul,be weakened by such deviation, The harmo-
state, should be deductibletlike domestic investment and,

nizationatpresentacmeved.would
.. .

be dlminished
. . ,, and to far

which state should tax the withdrawal
t

of such nvestmdnt.1
.-

a

grneea'tpeerresxutaesnltonhaenmjaunsat.tnmygvafrroymingcommoonn
,

Uolovsmerevnadnctaextaotiomne.
- ..

..
. ......

rules
Further diffculties.. , would be raise.o-by.the.ti.ming.element

.

as , : ,..', , . ....

it would not be certain that m tie year ofa,isinvestment.

suf- ,, reduce.dt,woudr:
tvlodel, WOuld be ,

not,be therefore,t / unwise,ficient
.

credit would be ava;lable in1m/e residence state.7tax . ;.
for the Fiscal

. Committee...

tO.dlScuss n advance the appropri-f l
It seems easier at first sight to apply the current Model Con- ate response n the form oi new\treatyruls to such far-reach-
vention another f consunption-baed,.ncome ,to type tax reforns.

,

The Cornmittee,s members be reluctant,. rgt may.1 it
which is at present practsed in Croatia and whichhas been s true,to agree in advance on recornmendationswhen they
called the interest-exclusive, income tax.8 Under thisxsys- be!in,their 1country

2

do not yet know what will t
own 's interest

tem portfolio interest isa'tax=free--a-nd~the..interest elenent [ On the ther hand this veil of ig(oranceray promoteequi-) t M
included in business income is deductible

.

from that income table resnlts, Rawls believesI and accelerateas even agree-
according to a formula. But if an OECD type\tax treaty s \nent. SuCh agreement, though

/*
it
i

would,not give negotiators
applied to this tax as it is at present, it turns out that (a) a non- support in heir current wk, mjay bell the more helpful to
resident receiving interest from Croatiais

.

taxed !at full rates thm
t'i-

when later-reforms
.1

of the discussed
t

sooner or type
by his home country, (b) the applies\to themterest

'

ele-
....

same above-occur. Thetopic-may, therefore, deserve more of the,

ment in business income from a permanentestablishmentin Commit'te's-attention.than-ther,certainly not unimportant
Croatiaf the credit method applies, (c) Catian

.: .

a receiving questions that arecurrently being discussed like the elimina-
interest from a contracting state is subjectthere to withhold- tion of a special,provision

ff
on independent personal services

ing and will reoeive-notaxcredit,n.Croatiaif thenterest (Articleliofetax 1VIodel) or even the consequences of nod-. 1 - ,---.--.A-- : -1-.'...-.----.
Is his only foreign income, (d) again the

.

same'may apply
---

to-----ern-cmmunication
- '

technologies.-

....

the interest element in foreign-permanent establishment
income. In other words, the systematic approach of the Croa-

'

tian interest-exclusiveincome tax is cancelled in an inter- Ill. CERTAINTY REGARDINGTHE TEXT OF
national context when the other contractingstate continues to MODELAND COMMENTARY
levy a traditional income tax.

Another risk to the authority of the Model and CommentaryOne solution to this problem would be to provide for credit
for notional taxes, i.e. for Croatia's treaty partners to grant the may arise from a new mode of amending and publishing

them which was introduced in 1992. Both documents were
taxpayera creditas fthe interest income and the interest ele-

first published in 1963 and republished in revised
ment in business income had been taxed at ordinary rates.

were a

form in 1977, on both.occasionsbased on Recommendations
But it should be clear that such credit would be no tax spar- of the OECD Council. If I remember correctly, I have seen
ing credit in the usual meaning of this term, that is to say it

the Council Recommendationof 1977 in the form of a copywould be no tax subsidy.9 Rather, it would be a recognition of typescript which least the of the Model
that Croatia's income tax is systematically different from

a to at text new was

added as an annex. Later, the 1963 as well as the 1977 Model
classical income tax, since it is based on its own distinct pre- and Commentary published paperbacks. Thus therewere as
cepts. In other words, a credit for notional taxes would be in

could be doubt about the content of both versions andno
this case an act of respect towards Croatia's legislaturewhich

about the date at which the revised texts replaced the origi-has chosen to levy a direct tax on consumptionby exempting nals.
interest ncome.

It is clear that it would not be easy for the OECD Fiscal Com- 7. These and more questions were raised by the students of a seminar which I

mittee, a body of administrators from countries following
chaired in 1990. See, in detail: S. Joseph and H.-J. Vollrath, (1991), Anwend-
barkeitdes InternationalenSteuerrechtsbei Einfhrungeiner Ausgabensteuer.

very different legislative approaches, to arrive at a consensus 8. M. Rose, loc. cit supra note 6, at 7.
on how to resolve the aforementioned problems. And 9. The United States Senate in particular refuses to grant tax sparing credits to

absorbed by day-to-day problems as they probably are, they its treaty partners.
10. Just as they have done (or are doing) with respect to corporate tax integra-

may be averse to discuss situations which at the moment are, tion.
with one exception, still hypothetical. Further, the Croatian 11. J. Rawls,A Theory ofJustice, 1971, at 136.
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. In contrast, starting from 1992 both Model and Commentary cials to the OECD Council as a delegation of legislative
are amended in intervals of one or two years (to date 1992, power to that body, nor can such delegation be inferred from
1994 and 1995) and published as loose-leafs. This mode is the founding documents of the OECD. Therefore, the only
intended to be continued. In addition, the 1992 and 1995 edi- convincing justification for consulting the Commentary
tions were published as paperbacks, but not the 1994 one. when interpreting tax treaties is the presumptiont4 that in
Annexed to each article of the Model and Commentary the choosing terms from the Model the contracting parties
loose-leaf publication contains a section called History intended to give them the same meaning as in the Model, .e.

intended to inform the reader of all changes which the text the meaning which is set out in the Commentary. This iS the
has undergone since 1963 and the Commentary since 1977. ordinarymeaning (Article 31(1) Vienna Conventionon the
This section is not reproduced in the paperbacks. In 1994 I Law of Treaties) of a treaty term derived from the ModelOS or,
tried to see the original Council Recommendation (because if the readers of this paper do not agree, it is a special mean-

-

the new Model was not yet published), but I did not succeed; ng
,

(Article 31 (4)) attributed to the term by the Commen-
/*

maybe I did not try hard enough.12 At any rate the OECDhas t---tary:OEHowever,if this is the reasoning on which reference to
--

no Official Journal or GaetteOffiielle to publish ts the Conmentary must be based, then the version referred to

Recommendations and other,documents, and it is cletar only be tat.which.was
.

force the time of the conclu-not can m at
. --,

whether and whom these Recommendations distrbut-
.

sion ofthe'treaty.as.wascorrctly decided
.

Sun Lfe Assur-to are ln
.J

- -

ed or indeed whether they are distribted-n-a-regularway or an/ce:t7 '

only upon request. / [ 11 Now everybody who has'ever
'

worked
N.N

with loose-leafsknows
.

There is no doubt that the new mode ofchanging the Model /hat the'r reliability has a\tendency to'ecrease, very often) P C
1 and Commentary n short intervals hasad_.v__antages.Working after only few mstalments. Even the

.
scrupulous

,

a most per-
Party No. 1 can thus react to-new problrns-that may be / makes mistakes somemes when inserting andson pages

by amending the central
)

documents; previouslyt
,

.

had 'r
,

urgent persons to whom the updatang]of loose-leaf instalments s
been confined to publishing separate reports that readers I entrustd are seldom very supulous,t8 Noreover, even the!

might put away and not find whentthey needed them. Tax- OECD instalments absolutely
--I

reliable. At least ofare not one

payers, administrators and judges ff,th.ey. hold an editionof \ them cohtained. prid,tingt. :
had

the loose-leafvolume which has ,been,dtligentlycaredfor and
severe errors,e.g. sentences

t

canbe
\been omied etc. These faults my have since been removed,

which includes the most recent instalments, sure, (at but the fa,that they occurred' shows that a loose-leaf has
least this s the tdea) that they find n'this single

I
volume ll nerent, There.are'even.nioreUX .

the nformation the Model and Commentary that th,ey problems. /
of them when a for-

on version of Mdel-andCommentary be referredmer must to.
need. Thus in theory the Model has becne more topical, It Is true, thaat-for determining former versions the loose-leaf

....

V
//more dynamic, and easier to work with. publication has its7'History section which, as mentioned

On the other hand-,-this dynamic development may/not be before, is not.c6tined in the paperbacks. But this History
beneficialby..everone.--Ietustake

. ,

the.government-ls.lac.k_ing-inlucidity
,I '. . .# , .

and hence not to read. Inseen as is very easy
officials of new states,e.g.'the.successorstaes of the former addion, not all changes to the text will be found under His-

USSR. They have just recently become acquainted with the tory. At least in the 1994 version of the Model a consider-

works of the OECD, they have learnt about the merits of its able number of changes were made that were thought to be

Treaty Model and how to apply its provisions. (The OECD stylistic ones (exchanges of if' for when; that for

has taken a lot of trouble to instruct the Civil Servants of which; etc.) and were not documented. But who will know

those new states,) now they learn that this Model which they in advance whether a correction meant to be stylistic may not

1 have been told was excellent, has been changed. Maybe their be considered to be substantive by a court

instructors explained to them the rationale of Article 14, a
In short: whereas the 1963 and 1977 versions of the Model

provision which the former USSR did not accept in its Dou-
ble Taxation Conventions for ideological reasons,t3 What and Commentary continue to exist in paperback form and

at to
will those Civil Servants think if the OECD now deletes the may be consulted any time, it is rather difficult reliably

establish what was the 1994 version. And where a libraryarticle Will they still be convinced that in their negotiations to not
they should follow as far as possible the OECD Model Is it only subscribed the loose-leaf and did cquire the

unrealistic to assume that the persuasive power of the Treaty
Model may be considerably impaired by such experiences

I 2. However, the Recommendationwas published later, in connection with the

update to the Model and Commentary.
Further, for the proper application of the Model and Com- 13. F. Hacker, Die DoppelbesteuerungsabkommenRulands und der anderen

mentary by the courts it is of paramount importance to be GUS-Staaten,(1992), in: MnchenerSchriftenzum InternationalenSteuerrecht,
Heft 15, at 140 and 173.

able to reliably determine what was their text at a given date 14. See for the justificationofsuch presumption:K. Vogel, K Vogel, On Dou-

or dates in the past. With regard to the administrativeofficials ble TaxationConventions,3rded. 1997, Introduction m. no. 80.

of OECD member countries we may reasonably assume that 15. R. Prokisch, Fragen der Auslegungvon Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen,

they are bound to observe the current version of the Com- (1994) in: Steuer undWirtschaft International,4 at 52.
16. H.G. Ault, (1993), The Role of the OECD Commentaries in the Interpre-

mentary at any time, unless the courts of their country have tation of Tax Treaties, in: Essays on International Taxation, To Sidney l.

decided against it. In contrast, the courts will determine the Roberts, at 61, and reprinted in Intertax 1994, at 144.

relevant version by reference to the legal grounds for con-
17. Supra note 2.

sulting the Commentary. In most states it will not be possible
18. Unfortunately, this is very often true in particular of libraries of courts,
administrativebodies and universities. I know that there are countnes where this

.
to construe the assignment of ministers or govemment offi- is different, but they are exceptions.
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paperbacks (e.g. for budgetary reasons) the same would continuousand reliable documentationat least of all Council
apply to both the 1992 and the 1995 versions. In conse- Recommendations affecting the Model and Commentary.
quence, if the present procedure is not rectified, such diffi- The best solution for this would be the creation of an Offi-
culties may make courts unwilling to look at the Commentary cial Journal, but there may not be enough material for this
at all. We have a saying in Germany: to saw off the branch mode of publication, in which case another effective means

on which one sits. Unfortunately the OECD may fall into of publication should be sought. Anyway, such publication
this trap with its loose-leafpublication. must ensure that all relevant recommendations including
We should by no means forgethow importantit is that the law their annexes (Model and Commentary) are made accessible

can be ascertained beyond doubt'and without incurring too immediatelyafter they have been approved and that they can

much diffculty. Clarity and publicity of law were achieve- easily be collected by libraries, public archives, and private
ments of the enlightenment age. Secret laws as they had subscribers. There is no objection whatever against a loose-

leaf collection, but this collection should be an additionalexisted under absolutismwere from now on consideredunac

ceptable. Official journals were-founded-to-publish.legisla-
4 ! ronerit_mustnot, be the only means of publication.

tion and thus to make it accessible to every citizen. This ws Ceterum censeo: As I have mentioned before on other occa-

not just done to promote political rights. Publicity of law sions, in most-countries'-fficial documents like statutes,
gave commerce a legal basistwhicheverybody could lool( up treatles-etc.,-are not'protectedby copyright. By asserting
at its place of publicationand

- '-

on.'which the business- copright,forits ModelandCommentary
x,

the OECD toproper seems

could, therefore, rely. This
1
reliabilitywas

.

of mintainfthat they
N.

publications, collection ofman paramount are private a

importance for the development an.0/ growth of market private/opinions of the members of theOECD Fiscal Com-
economies. Compared to sucl legislon the OECD Model mittee./If they were, theyuld have no official authority
and Commentarymay be just soft law, but teirpubhcity is whatsoever.Of course, this is not what theOECDmeans, but

l insistenceno less mportant. it should be aware that its on copyright might be
interpreted in this way. iConsequently,if the success_story-mentionedabove Is to con-

'

J

tinue, the OECD should seriously conside'rhow to create
\ \ ]a Il
/
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. EUROPEAN UNION

THE EUROPEA_-TAX PARADOX: HOW LESS BEGETS MORE
Prof. F. Vanistendael

payers are in different positions, such differencescan only be
Prof. Vanistendael is professor of law at the Katholieke justified (a) when there is an objective legal ground to justify
UniversiteitLeuven (Belgium). He is on the Board of the different tax treatment and (b) when the factual position
Trustees of the IBFD.

r_w__ith.respctto the exercise of an economic activity is indeed
--I-

/ J
different:venwhenthere are objective reasons for different.

tax treatment,,such-differenttreatment has been rejected by
I. INTRODUCTION the ECLwh},-consideringth'economicactivity, the factual

positins
,-,

of the resident'and non-resident
.

equi-If taxpayer are

This deals with fiscal,sovereigntyTheissue of the fis- valent.3// ' N
--

paper
cal sovereignty of the MemberStatesqf the

+

European Union \\\has been on the front pages oftax Jou'Bals and magazines for The ECJ has taken this postion n tax cases, because it
more than a decade now, since.e European.Courtof Justice / applies'the Treaty rules to tax cases, n exactly the sarne way
(ECJ) made its first decisin on income tax.' - / as t does,' to other areas of lawsuch, as labour law, social secu-

' ItThe question is usually frarned in terrns of a stark choice. I rity and competition law. therefore effectively denies

Either fiscal soveregnty-s-trasfrre-from
.

the Member national, governments the right to make their own rules nec-

\ for the operation of.their ndividual
t

In
States to the Union thus facilitatingprogresstowardstax har- essary tax systems.

insisting factually equalrtax t
between resident

rnonization
.

and European Monetary
tt Unionor Member on a treatment

tarnadstneodnw-retshidtehnetptaoxsDmaoyner:sa,kenECJfjnationshaoluld]' /
, + the , position

Statreosardetatfaurtherfulltheir that s cocuortns-,inotveegrreaitginotny
in tax matters meanmg x X : -

, h 7
. '

-

by
.

the remains blocked. Moreover most tax
to tax

moneta,power,and whii:hacceptreasonale,or,; iobjecive
.

legal justification for
fiscal sovereignty, togetherwith defense a

ntional]sovereignty dfferentlatign,evenwhen the-resultingdistributionof the tax
are considered the ultimate levers of

V,J / burdens among resii:le-nt and non-resident taxpayers will be
tout court.

//. unequal. The EGoes not accept an unequal distribution of
The trouble with putting things this way,s that then fiscal tax burdensrwhe such unequal distribution affects the ntra-

'

sovereignty
.........

s conidered monolithicrckstanding
*4-

elther--i.n._......_..stateTm-ovementa of people, services, or capital, or the right of
the camp of the defendrsof.then_a_t9n-.state,or in the camp establishment in another Member State.4
of the European federalists. Any lawyer or indeed monetary
economist, will tell you that the reality is not nearly so clear Because of this position of principle the ECJ held that a Bel-
cut. gian resident working in Germany, and earning all or most of

This paper subrnits that it is possible to transfer fiscal his income in the latter country, should be treated in exactly
sovereignty in a methodological fashion frorn one level of the same way as a German resident also working in Ger-

governrnent to another and that in doing so alllevels of gov- many.5 The practical objection (difficulties in collecting
emment will increase their taxing power. This thesis will be information on non-residents) against this equal treatment,

buttressed on the analysis of reputed tax lawyers outside the which most national tax courts would accept as constituting
context of European integration,and on the basis of historical objective grounds for differentiation, was rejected by the

experience in the United States. ECJ. In the same vein the ECJ held that a Belgian resident,
working as a company director in the Netherlands and earn-

ing all or most of his income there, was entitled to the same

deduction for pension allowances as Dutch residents. The
II. THE TAX POSITION OF THE EUROPEAN argument by the Dutch tax administration, that the pension

COURT OF JUSTICE benefits would only be taxable in the country of residence

(Belgium) and not the country of source (the Netherlands)
Since its first decision in income tax cases the ECJ has made

more than a dozen decisions,gradually clarifying its position 1. Commisson France, 270/83, 28 January 1986,1986ECR 273.v.

on the relationship between the non-discrimination provi- 2. Biehl, C., 175/88, ECR 1990, 1-1779; ComnerzbankAG, C-330/91, ECR

sionsofthe Treatyandtherulesofthenationaltaxsystemsof 1993,1-4017, Finanzamt Kln-Altstadtv. Roland Schumacker,C-279/93, ECR

the Member States.2 The core of these decisions can be sum- 1995,1-225

marized as follows.
3. Wielockx v. Inspecteur der Belastingen, C-80/94, ECR 1995, I-2493,
Asscher v. Staatssecretarisvan Financin,C-107/94(not yet released).

Although the national tax systems of the Member States are 4. Vanistendael, Frans, The role of the European Court of Justice as the

justified in making different rules for resident and supreme judge in tax cases, E.C. Tar Review, 1996/3, at 114-119.
non-res- 5. Finanzamt Kln-Altstadt v. Roland Schumacker,C-279/93, ECR 1995,l-

ident taxpayers, because in principle both categories of tax- 225.
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was rejected by the ECJ, because it held that the Netherlands IV. THE LIMITS OF THE INTERSTATE
voluntarily abdicated its power to tax such pensions in an COMMERCE CLAUSE IN THE UNITED
international tax treaty. Any national tax court however, STATES
would hve accepted the Dutch argument as a sound reason

for differentiationbetween resident and non-resident taxpay- The historic tax experience of the United States bears in
ers.

many ways a resemblance to the situation in the European
Because of these decisions the ECJ has been subject to Union today.8 The US states had full taxing power, with the

mounting criticism.6 Some people have even criticized the exceptionof taxes on imports and exports. Although the con-

ECJ for possessing an inadequate technical knowledge of stitution provided that Congress shall have power to lay and

national tax systems and for destroyingand dismantlingthese collect taxes, the Union did not have a federal income tax,
tax systems. A call has been made to restrict the decision until the adoption of the sixteenth amendmentof the Consti-

makingpowerof the r,K..JECJ 111n tax cases.7 This criticism 1s Hn lily
tution in 1913. The regulation of foreign commerce was

view unjustified, because

thetEGJ-is-merely-the-victirf
4 r-rservedto

'p-owe
the federal government. The commerce clause9-

--

system that is not of 1ts own making. / gave full pwers to Congress to regulate commerce among
/ the states, andthe-import-exportclause10 prohibited the states

] J from taxigintern-ationaland The
J

interstate commerce. inter-

f ,-, state commerce clause,fad the same effect as Article 95 of
Ill. THE DILEMMAOF THE INCMETAX IN thTreatr has with resectto indirettaxationand the basic

THE EUROPEAN EEGAL ORDER freedoms have with respettodirect taxation.

I L u
/ During

,
the 19th and

\
opening
\

decades
,

of the 20th '

The of all this pain ana-suffi'-isthe4actthat the century .
cen-

cause t Courttook: tury, the US Supreme the view mat any tax burden
European legal order deals with questions that areuite dif-

on interstate
. . .

commerce would/violate the
,

interstate com-ferent from the common Iroblems_. ofany income tax system.
merce clause: Interstate....

commerce cannot be taxed at all,i
- -

\ '

The first question in taxtsvstem,is of even though the same amount/oftax should be laid on domes-any income
-

].
one equ-

\
'

camed osfotlheelyEwCiJt,hwinhich
.

thettaabbllee ddiissttrriibbuuttiioonn ooff btauxrdbenusrInnsordertax achieve Leauail-lthis
-a,

\tsttcatceo.mmercep,oosirtitohnatwvheircyl.stilmSilarto
, b

to on

the,
''

makes 11 The '
teat
'

system is
. -

i ', .: J
kinds of distinctions and differentiations between different takes the view that any infnngementof the basic freedoms by
categories of professionals,buslnessmen,

J
employ-

t thN taxrulesOE of Member
, / ,

State should be abolished:2taxpayers; e income a

private lndividuals, legal entities, non-profit
,, ,

organiza-
-. /ees, Like the ECJ.whichprovidedan exception to the automatic

tions, residents and non-residentsetc. All teenfringements applicationof the,basic freedoms on the basis of the coher-
against the principle of neutrality are acceptetl, proviaed the ence of the natioial tax system3 the US Supreme Court
differentiation

. .

has-some ,

objective
, base.

,
In thefn,ame-of

/

sought awafout by allowing states totax local activities,
equity lot of lnfringements-are-made

. .

the neutrak-_w5iEla.hdonlya against- an indirect*'' effect on nterstate commerce.14

income tax treatmentofall-factors_of-production. In order to protect the autonomyof state taxation the case law

Neutrality let alone international neutrality of the ows of became so confused that the distinction between local and

goods, people, capital and services is not a major concern of interstate commerce became almost meaningless.
any given tax system. Indeed the essence of the tax system is In 1938, however the US Supreme Court initiated a major
not to be neutral because its aim is to change the primary change in its reasoning. by holding that states were permitted
(neutral)distributionof income and wealth that emerges from to impose a fair share of the tax burden on interstate com-
the production and distribution process in its natural state merce.15 This doctrine evolved gradually and the criteria to
into a more equitable secondary distribution of income and allow direct state taxes on interstate commerce were further
wealth. developed in Complete Auto Transit Inc. v. Brady.16 These

Under the Treaty however the ECJ has only one single guide- criteria are:

line to decide its cases, i.e. the principle of non-discrimina-
tion or the principle of neutrality. The ECJ has no choice but 6. Wattel P., The E.C. Court's attempts to reconcile Treaty freedoms with

to apply this principle to the questions submitted to it. It can-
international tax law, CLR 33,1996, at 223-254; Vermeend W., The Court of
Justice of the European Communitiesand direct taxes; Est-ce que la justice est

not act as a legislator and invoke all kinds of criteria for the de ce monde, E.C. Tax Review, 1996/2, at 54.
equitable distribution of tax burdens, which one can find in 7. J.F. Avery Jones, Carry on Discriminating, 36 European Taxation 2.

the national tax laws, but not in the Treaty. The final result of (1996), at 46.

this set-up is not in doubt. If nothing changes the ECJ is set
8. This part .of the paper is based on seminar A: Taxation issues in a Federal
State and Economic Groupings with ConcurrentTaxing Authorities,The United

for a massive conflict with national tax laws, in which large States of America, by Stephen L. Gordon, presented at the IFA conference in

parts of the national tax law will be obliterated in the name of Geneva, September 1996.

non-discrimination and neutrality. This has already been 9. Art. 1 Sec. 8, cl. 3.

widely predicted. The question is what to do about it. The
10. Art. 1 Sec. 10, cl. 2.
1 I. Robbins v. ShelbyCountyTaxing l)istrict, 120US 489,497 (1887)

historic experence of the United States can teach us some- 12. CommerzbankA.G., C-370/91, ECR 1993, I-4017.

thing. 13. Bachmann,C-204/90, ECR 1992, I-249.
14. Adams Express Co. v. Ohio, 165 US 194 (1897).
15. Western Livestock v. Bureau ofRevenue, 303 US 250 (1938).
16. 430 US 274 (1977).
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. is there a sufficient nexus between the taxed activity common resources consists of the proceeds from VAT that

and the taxing state; are transferred from the Member States to the Union.
can the tax be fairly apportionedamong the states and

The to levy taxes tself be divided nto: the
-

power can power
does the discriminate

.

against interstate commercetax-

to legislate and the power to administrate. The power to le-

At the time that this new court doctrine was developed, two gislate can be further differentiated:
relevant factors had changed compared to the 19th century: - the power to determine the scope of the tax and the tax

(1) the United States now had a federal income tax which base;
provided substantial revenue and (2) economically all the - the power to fix the tax rates and deductions and credits;
states were firmly integrated into the UnionJ7These two con- - the power to determine the procedural rules for tax col-

ditions made it possible for the US Supreme Court to desist lection, litigation and penalties for non-compliance.
from its strict interpretationof the interstatecommerceclause

In union the determine the thea customs power to scope, tax
n state tax matters. jf') r--base and the rates are all transferred to the common customs

/
In Europe today economic ntgration

.

well
--

developed authorityTheproceduralrules for collection, liti-
.

is as as payment,
t n the Unted States durng

.

the beginning.
.

of the Netw
'

gation and sanctoning.stay
,,

with the national legislator. Yetwas .

.-.

Deal. The difference is that the European Union does not fiscal sovereignty remains largely unaffected by this transfer
have unified income n order-tcratth-cbnditons

.'
of taxing pwers. To,te contrarythe collective negotiating

.

a tax.

for the ECJ to adopt a more reaxed attitde with respect to power of:all the membersof
N.

the cu%s.toms union, has much

hco'me / / / unfetered
% '-

the four basic freedoms n tax matters, it s necessary more weight
.

than the fiscal',sovereignty
.

of each

to transfer some taxing power(n the are of income tax to the /individual.

id,i country. \\ \ \
European Union. This limited.transfer-of-taxing

. . [ \\\ \power,
together with the introduction

,

of the single Europeancurren-( \/ \i

cy will free the ECJ fron' its narrow view on the basic.free- I Vl. T.,.E SOLUTIONII OF:l THE
I

TAX PARADOX
ECJ will be in

__

doms. The put a position very similar to that of

One
\ I /

the US Supreme Court in the late hirties,in which it an .-. \
solve the tax ,paradox. and fiscal.. .. f \ way to to restore

choose among a variety of standards to decide a case. sovereign,ty to the Member,
tStates s to,retum to full control

this requires major political
;
decision.

.

However ths
..

course a legislatureiotvertall tax/laws, exceptby the natinal
.. . , ..

perhaps:
- - : .

political decision 1s not tantamount to th,e transfer of full fis- fo.r customs
. dUtles. This WOuld

.meanthe end of the European
t

cal sovereignty the European Union. By,agreeing lim-to to a EcoIomic and Monetary Union ad above all the end of the
ited transfer of fiscal sovereignty as described beiow,/the single

.

European currency.-
Member States will n fact regain the effective,xng.\ : . /

power,
which they are currently in the process of losing because of Member Sates WO formally and legally be restored to full

the decisions of th'ECJ. / ,. fiscal sovereig1nty,, but t s clear that from economic andan
- budgetg:pintof view their taxing would be dimin-power

ished and become more subject to international pressure.

V. THE VARIOUS BUILDING BLOCKS OF
Some Member States would certainly try to regain some of
their lost power at the international level by forming smaller

FISCAL SOVEREIGNTY regional economic alliances, like the Scandinaviancountries
did before they entered the European Union. Very probably a

The next step to the solution iS the demonstration that taxing new alliance would emerge with Germany at its centre and
powers consist of many separate elements which can be dealt Austria, the Benelux and possibly Switzerland, France and
with as individualcomponentsof fiscal sovereignty.This part later Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary as its partners.
of the paper is not very original, and any tax lawyer in a fed- Within these new regional alliances tax systems would be
eral or confederal system will be willing to confirm its accu- adapted and approximated (as in the defunct European
racy.i8 To tax practitioners and politicians in centralized tax Union) so as to permit economic and monetary union, and
systems like those of the United Kingdom, France, the perhaps even a single currency or the equivalent thereof in
Netherlands or Denmark this division of fiscal sovereignty the form of fixed exchange rates. Staunch defenders of
may sound like a fairy tale. national sovereignty like the United Kingdom would be per-
Fiscal sovereignty, or the power of the purse has two main mitted to stick it out on their own. Smaller countries like

features: the power to tax and the power to spend. The power Greece, Ireland and Portugal would have to attempt to find

to raise revenue is not necessarilyexercised at the same level new allies

of governmentas the power to spend. Even in centralized tax Another way to solve the tax paradox is to learn from the
systems, this is very clear at the municipal level. Cities and United States and to make use of the subdivisions of taxing
townships do not raise all their revenue themselves. A sub-

power.
stantial part of their revenue will consist in subsidies that
have their origin in taxes imposed by the central government.
This is also true of federal or confederai states: most of the 17. I.e. the danger of the economjc disintegrationof the United States, if states

revenue of the regions in Belgium is derved from allowances had been allowed to tax interstate commerce,had receded.

received from the central govemment, paid for by federal
18. This part of the paper is based on the discussion of the concept of taxing
power (Steuerhoheit) in Tipke K. & Lang J.. Steuerrecht,at67-79, Otto Schmidt,

taxes. This even happens in the European Union. Part of the Cologne (1991).
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The ECJ should be supported by more substantive rules of investment income and the area of social security contribu-
income tax law, e.g. minimum tax rules that should be tions on wages, because these are the three areas in which the
observed by all the Member States in addition to the four establishmentf economic and monetary union would cause

basic freedoms of the Treaty. The example lies in VAT. Due the biggest distortions because of substantial differences in
to the existence of substantive rules of VAT, the ECJ does not tax rules. There is much less need for tax harmonization in
have to rely on the non-discrimination Article 95 as the the area of personal income tax. Large population migrations
exclusive touchstone for its decisions. In some cases substan- because of differences in personal income tax are highly
tive VAT rules have been upheld without regard to non-dis- unlikely. Only a small segment of the professionally active
criminationprovisions to the disadvantageof foreign taxpay- population would move solely for tax reasons. Tax differen-
ers, simply because the minimum requirements for foreign tials do have an impact however on the location of business
taxpayers set in Community legislation happened to be less investments. Therefore corporate income tax, together with
advantageous than the rules for domestic taxpayers.'9 social security burdens should be subject to minimal com-

/)These substantive rules should-be-minmum-or-maxmumr-mon-rulesBecause of the volatility of flows of personal
rules, suggestedn the Ruding report the harmonizatint investment:lncome, this part of the personal income taxas on \2:

! should also beancluded.
, , ,

of corporate income tax.20 Tnese common minimum or max- /
imum rules should certainly

i
be-less ambitious than.those The final problem ia.procedural

-.
how to reach deci-........

,,- -
one:- a

which proposed by th Ruding Committee.
_

Neverthe- sion'of substance n allthese
.

areasIt is clear that the unani-were

less they should contain (1). minimum
1
corporate
**

tax rate, (2) mus voing requirementin tax maters has blocked deci-
maximum rates for depre,ciation, (3) ceilings for tax-free sons fr evnxthoughmostMemberStates

commonrtulesf /
many years,

necessityofthese\ %
are

reserves and deductions, (4) for the valuation convinced of the reforms. In the name of
of assets and (5) maximum rleswiihrespetto.taxincent- / democrtacy a rather small minoty is blocking a large major-

Tlierefore IEuropeanives and special tax reginies.i
The main purpose ofhiscom- ity. taxes the Union should alsoln

mon core of tax rules would be_t-o limit tax competition I become subject to majorityirule. However, because of the
Member States, an%dithis...----.-.

wayorestoretheir [ basic rule
i

No taxation without
! i t

representtion,
. ,

theseamong taxing com-

power. All the other tax rules would remam fully subject to \\ mon taxrules should be decldedlby an elected European par-
the national tax legislator. The poweo determine the ma/i- \liament aad not by the Corcil/of the linisters of Finance

the determme the actual f '
and less by the Europ,eanCommission. Therefore themum tax rates, power to rate even

depreciation and the actual volume of\tax-free reserves, the key.to unlocling the European tax.pradox lies with consti-
rules of procedure, collection and administrationfandt.\ .

last but tutlonalreform
'x

ih-the-Union,ard
..,

the political decision to
least the penalties. Above all the Mefnber

t

States wduld build Union-with.effectivefpowernot a to issue a common cur-Vt
remain free to determine the actual amount of corporate rency and to determine the basic framework of taxation for
income tax, as theyremain free to determintheactul rates the Member States.

i

of VAT. With thesupport-of_a
',,._

Europe-wide
.

minimum--tax
./ ,,.. -

.

The,ansfer
.

of some minimal taxing powers to the Europeanrate, their taxing
.

actually increase/ -

....power-may Union will in the end restore the taxing powers of the Mem-
In this way the ECJ would be able to choose from among a ber States and shelter national tax systems from surprise deci-
variety of criteria when judging the conformity of national sions by the ECJ and from international tax competition
tax rules with European tax law. Like the Supreme Court in among themselves. In this sense less apparent fiscal
the United States it would be in a position to judge,when and sovereignty in fact means more effective fiscal sovereignty,
where intra-community trade services would have bear how less begetsor to or more.

their fair share of the tax burden. Not every violation of the
basic freedoms in the Treaty would give rise to the destruc-
tion of national tax rules. Whenthe differenceswould be per-
mitted by secondary tax legislation the ECJ would have a

legal basis to uphold the different tax treatment. It would not
be automatically obliged to use the jack knife of the basic 1 9. This is for instance the case for the time limits for the repayment of tax set

freedoms againstany tax obstacle in the way of free trade and under Art.7 of the Eighth VAT Directive. See VAT Tribunal London 4 July
services. 1991, Gongerius Hanco BV: Common Market Law Reports 1992, at 302. See

also VAT Tribunal London 16 February 1993, Max Thimm GmbH: Common

These minimal and maximal tax rules should be applied in Market Law Reports 1993, at964.
20. Report of the Committee of Independent Experts on Company Taxationthe area of corporate income tax, the taxation of private (Ruding Report): Chapter 10, at 193-219, Brussels (1992).
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. TRANSFER PRICING

THE FUTURE OF TRANSF_RPRICING
Helmut Becker

which may result in hidden distributionsof profit, or in hid-
Mr Becker is a tax lawyer with Deloitte & Touche, den contributionsof capital.
Dsseldorf (Germany) and is on the Board of Trustees of
the IBFD. .Legislation. More and more countries are becoming aware

thatttieyeitherhave no legislation to adjust inadequate trans-
- .

fer prices, Stat.the.legi.slation
. .

they do have is ineffective.or

I. INTRODUCTION betwee/nre- Therefore',new.rules,areincreasingly introduced.

About 50 per cent of world trade is car/d out /U/U h'

lated companies. Their shre]is. likeltoat
rise substantially ,111. NEW RULES ARE\THE TREND

'/

: \\\ \with ncreased globalization, lThis Is because_the big
.

play-
ers which drive the globalizatin-ocessforwrd,accompa- All over the world new rules on transferprlcing can be found.
nied by increasing nunber of medium-sized

. cmpanies, These Irules normally influenced by the United States,an are
%.

establish foreign subsidiaries o.r.par.tncjpate in cross-border Japan, Australia and the ED, see Sction IV below.
ventures.' therefre reasonable to expect \ France has just recently amendetiI,

its law,t'while.

Britain is injoint
.

It
/

thatns cross-

border trade between related compaies will
, both'.n IikewisIel. Ir Germaythe of doing

.

discussions haverecrease process
absolute terms and as a percentageofvorld trade. 1 \started bween the tax auth'orities and'industry in order to

\\ \
review thekexsting Administrative,l , Priciples..

Korea revises
Trade between related

.

companies needtnot solely be influ-
J

tstransfer
x ,

prncing
;
law. Brazu'nas

at t., : .

published
,7. ,

first lawgroup'sxpxolicy .,..
may

, just a on
enced by marketconditions, the

..

decsions . . -..- , ,

merely nndicative of
also have substantial

.

the transfero

prices charged. trans[er,prlcnng, These-exmples are a
a tmpact on worldwidetrend.

. -
Transferpricing only of significancefor

.r. eN
the
-

profit',cen-Is not

tres of the group but also for the tax bases,of the contries
hosting the groupmpanies.,

Therefore'from theperspec- J
-

tives of both the
.-_..__

anil
.

concerned,
i -..,

there--_lV.=THE
.

TRENDSETTERSOF THE WORLDcompanies countnes

will be an increase in thiportance'oftransactions subject
to transfer pricing. The United States has become the most important trendsetter

in the area of intemational taxation. What is considered and

regulated in the United States necessarily influences the

Il. THE REACTION OF THE COUNTRIES thinking and the rules in other countries. Japan is one of the
world's most important trade nations. Therefore, its policies
and actions affect international trade. The Asia-Pacificregion

The world economy is stagnating, indeed the economies of becomes more and more important and Australia, as one of
some countries are even contracting. Social and labour costs the most developedcountries in that part of the world, strong-
have increased to an extent that they impede economic ly influences the region. The OECD is an association of the
progress. The adverse economic conditions, when combined world's major industrializednations. Its opinions and recom-
with lower income from taxes, exert a lot of pressure on the mendations are highly persuasive not only to its Member
states. Therefore, the tax climate has become tough. These countries, but also to the rest of the world.'Therefore, these
changes focus the attention of many countries on their tax nations, together with the OECD, play a key role in setting
base, which may be affected by transfer prices determined international transfer pricing standards.
outside theirjurisdictionsas well as by domestic transactions.

As a consequence, the significance of transfer prices for the
tax base has been recognizedby almost all countries.This has A. The United States
led to the intensificationof the struggle for a higher share in
the profit connected with international trade. States try to The United States has sophisticated rules on transfer pricing.
achieve this higher share in two ways. These include regulations on tangibles and intangibles2 as

The feld tax audit. This audit focuses more and more on

transfer prices. In Germany, practically all tax audits check I. Of course, a lot of national and independententerpriseswill be established,

transfer prices. This is due not only to intemational trade but too, or will increase their activities. However, the impact of these companieson

cross-bordertrade is unlikely to be very significant.
also to the relationship between corporation and shareholder 2. Regs. to Sec. 482 IRC as of July 1994.
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well as on cost sharing.3 The provision of documentation by V. AREAS OF CONFLICT 1
the taxpayer is extensively regulated and secured by strict
penalties: In order to give a degree of certainty to the tax- All OECD Member countries and most of the other states

payer, AdvancedTransferPricing Agreements (APAs) based apply the arm's length principle which represents a broadly
on detailed rules can be concluded,5 One area, however, is accepted basis. This, however, does not mean that all rules
still based on old regulations. This is the area of administra- adopted by the various countries and based on that principle
tive services within a group of companies (i.e. management are congruent. On the contrary, there are a lot of different
fees etc.). Apart from that, new rules on financial instruments rules and some of these representserious problems potential-
are under consideration.Global or 24-hour trading as well as ly leading to double taxation of profits and a struggle
derivatives require the attention of the tax authorities. between the countries to get their fair share of the tax result-

ing from intemational trade.

B. Japan _Jf) ,-..-Itmight appear that these conflicts are solved by the OECD
/ GuidelinetButthis impression is deceptive.Beneath the sur-

Japan established laws and additional rules in 1957.6 These face the colit.still-remains. It is not impossible that this

were arnended in 1986.7 A reconfirming systern, a kind of conflict will eventually resultnaneconomic war.

APA, was ntroducedby a cii:culrof theMnistry fFinance The majorfcplayers in t-t'eX.conflicta,onare', one side, the United
in April 1987. This has beenextendedby,a base

.

rule 1995 Stltes sfpported cetai.extentby ustraliaandln
to a some-

bilateral An
t
extensive rule

-

bilateral APAs /
....o oui,l-,................

n
,-,...... ,\o........

--

on agreements. on what less by Japan and, the other side, some of the Euro-
s expected t U

-

xsoon. States and Canada. The 15attle focuses mainly trans- 1, /pean on
I. ex'perts-within-tMinistry q. . 1A group of some 20 tax of fer pricing methods and penaltes.

Finance studied transferpicing for several years. Aoutfive . \ I
the tax authon._tjes_issued-the first assessments

. tyears ago
which adjusted transfer prices set by-multmaUonalenterpris- V. TR^NSFER PRICING METHODS
es. Since then, there has been an increasingnumberof assess-

v /nll..l-rn i I r/nud;/ments raised, where the adjustmentsmadeto transfer
' t \L \prices -

have been greater than USD 100 mill;,n. verybodyagrees that the comparable uncontrolled price
\\ ] method (CUP)asthebestjmetod,

,4
provided that comparables

\\ / are available. Howeverrtle condtions that must be met to

C. Australia N/ / qualify as a comparablein'theUnited States are rather strict;
/ / those of many other;countries and the OECD Guidelines are

'

Since 1992, the National Tax Office of Australia (NO) has more flexible./*
been active n he-transfer-pricing.,

field.,Regulaffo-n-s.zz_Ifzt
- Up-canno-toevery

-..
....... applied, the conflict starts ln earnest, In the

have been ssued ._ . . .

consderatons,on nnancla servces,aslc United States the comparable profits method tCPM) is in
documentation,profit allocation, etc.8

practice becoming predominant for the simple reason that
sufficient data usually exist to implement this method and it

D. OECD therefore becomes a best method under the US rules. Other

The OECD first published a detailed report on transfer pric- 3. Regs. to Sec. 482 IRC as of December 1995.

ing in 1979 which was follwedby additional reports in 1984 4. Regs. to Sec. 6662 IRC as of February 1996.
5. Revenue Procedure91-22, 1991 - 1 C.B. 526 (March 1991).

and 1987. On 27 June 1995, the Committeeon Fiscal Affairs 6. Art. 66-4 of law no. 26/1957, cabinet order no. 43/1957 and decree of the

approved of new Transfer Pricing Guidelines which were Minister of Finance no. 15/1957.

published with the unanimous consent of the OECD Council 7. Law no. 13/1986, cabinet order no. 81/1986 and decree no. 11/1986.
8. The following list provides an overviewof expected,draft and final regula-

on 13 July 1995. These guidelines represent a revision nd tons.
extension of the 1979 report. The guidelines are now pub- Subject of the Drafts published Final Regulationslished in a loose-leaf edition and they will be amended and Regulations or expected
reviewed from time to time. The rules.providedby the guide-
lines are subject to an ongoing monitoring to which industry

Financiai Services 1992, TR 92/11
Basic Considerations 31 May 1994, TR 94/14

and taxpayers are invited to contribute. Advanced Pricing Agreements 22 June 1995, TR 95/23
Profit Allocation 20 April 1995 March 1996

The first edition of the guidelines comprised five chapters Permanent Establishment TR 95/D 11

discussing the arm's length principle, traditional transaction Transfer Pricing Methods 29 September 1995 September 1996
TR 95/D 22

based methods, other methods based on profit elements, Documentation 29 September 1995 September 1996

administrative rules and documentation. A first supplement TR 95/D 23
Penalties 29 September 1995 June 1996

as of March 1996, deals with intangiblesand intra-groupser- TR 95/D 24

vices. Cost contribution arrangements/cost-sharingrules are Managementfees September 1995* September 1996
Problems concerning March 1996* December 1996

under consideration and future editions will deal with the Art. 9 OECD-MC

profit allocation between head office and permanent estab- Assessrnents March 1996* December 1996

lishments as well as with thin capitalization. * Not yet published
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states reject that method. The OECD has also disqualified Vlll. CAN THE CONFLICT BE SETTLED
CPM. Nevertheless, the United States still applies it.

The conflict becomes apparent if the first adjustrnents based Most countries have established an APA systern to provide
on a CPM are applied in the United States nd corresponding the taxpayer with certainty. However, not all countries have

adjustments in other countries are refused in a cornpetent such a system. For example, although Germany theoretically
authority procedure. It also seems that the transactional net iS prepared to review a transferprcing system in advance,the

margin method (TNMM), developed by the OECD - which practice is different. Indeed, Germany has officially an-

has some similarities with the CPM on one side, and the nounced that it is very restrictive with APAs. In other coun-

resale price method and the cost plus method on the other tries APAs can be concluded. Most, however, are domestic
APAs not dealing with the situation in the other country and

side - does not provide a good basis for a compromise. The
CPM determinesprices for a single transaction as far as pos- thereforedo not provide cross border certainty. Even if a tax-

sible starting from an overall result (profit or loss). lhe payer asks for a bi- or multilateral APA and the states

TNMM, however, starts from the other.side.with-theindivid'-
' t::zinyolv.._ed.tyto achieve it, conflicts are omyavoloeo to a cer-

ual transactions, aggregates /them, and reaches an overall tain extet-.enaltiescan be circumvented,but preference for

result. however, the results are not congruent, Indeed, utre the application-of-different.pricingmethods may remain. As

is great rsk that these methods.w__u.produc-v_ery-differtent..... .... statesare'not an agreement under
a obliged.to comto,... mutual

my ,-, agreement.proceduresthepotential,for
j /-- ,

.

conflict still exists.
results, These differences conflcts whichL!eaa to serlqus

.

z '

might also spill of nternational
.' .

over into otherltareas interest. The
r-

OECD
--

thtMember countries
\ .

should changeassumes

[ ] // ;their transfer pricing rules, to become\congruent with the
/ ! LI OECD[fGuidelines. Howeer,publicatiosof United States

formerlyheld
,

pbsitionsVll. PENALTIES [ experts who have senior within the
[ IRS reeal that they still believ that CP is in accordance

\ i
-- Ii' !

Penalties too, may result_in.serious-conflicts.Thts danube with the arm's length princiPle and Article 9 of the OECD-
,, . t

demonstrated by considering an adjstrnntf 100 million Model Tax Convention. Upto now there/are no indications

eaily
,

that the US regulationswill be
j i

ch'anged. Therefore, thedollars (such an adjustrnentcould arise inthe case of a poten-

major multinational: indeed larger ajustments 4ave already \ial for cohflict persists. ]] ] /
x

Unanimousapproval
/

been rnade). In the United States this 'wi.ll result tn a tax lia- of the OECD Guidelines by the Mem-

bility of about USD 35 million and a penalty on that tax of40 bercountries hould resl.,inadhrence to those guidelines
per cent or USD 14 million. If the sameXsituation arose n by thes'countries. Tishoulass a consequence influence
Germany- enough equity assumed- the total arnount of.cor- the national rules and practices of these countries. Indeed,
porate income tax and dividend withholding4ax leve will several experts,.amngthem Professor Klaus Vogel, attribute

,

be about the same asin the United States.However,thereare a certain significancet the OECD Guidelines under interna-

penalties Germany. A-Buge.ld,7, which,is
I

fine-andztiona:aw'.9
/.,. I

no in a
.

It therefore hoped that the OECD Guidelines
.

is

requires proof of neglince-is_limited-to-EM100,000 - will help to resolve the above conflicts. However, at present,
only. Clearly these differencesare tremendous. Moreover, the it can only be stated that transferpricing is becoming increas-
conflict will become exacerbateddue to the fact that the doc- ingly significant and for that reason the lack of a unified
umentation requirements in the United States are very exten- approach is very worrying. Storrny waters lie ahead for trans-

sive and strict, whereas in the OECD Guidelines documenta- fer pricing in the opening decade of the 21st century!
tion is described as useful and helpful only. Furthermore, in

the United States the burden of proof lies with the taxpayer.
In most of the other countries it lies with the authorities.

.

All these differences represent an incentive to shift profits to

the United States, possibly contrary to the underlying eco-

nomic realities. This, of course, will not be accepted by other

countries which look upon the US penalty regulations as

being overly harsh and unfair. Therefore, serious conflicts 9. I.e. since the Guidelinesmeet some of the requirementsunder the Vienna

can be predicted. Conventionon the Law of Treaties.
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TAX REFORM

TAX REFORM 2 lST CEXTURYFOR THE

Jeffrey Owens and Edward Whitehouse

Some of the recent tax reforms described below have simpli-Jeffrey Owens is Head of Division, OECD Division of Fiscal
Affairs and Edward Whitehouse is Administrator,OECD fied tax systems, but only a few countries have attempted to

Division of Fiscal Affairs, Paris. The views expressed in this ,-address the complexity issue in a systematic way. Australia
article those of the authors and do not necessarily begn-athree-year Tax Law Improvement

.

Programme nare

reflect the position of the OECD or its Member countries. 1993 with'thKexplicit aim of reducing compliance costs.

j Legislation-isbeing completely re-written in clearer lan-

guage'o_fa',50 per.cent cuts mthe volume of legislation
.

I. INTRODUCTION have been achieved despte the additipn of further explana-
tiuns. InNew Zealand, smilar

.

project,to
.

rewritea income tax
Tax systems in the latter half of the nities look very differ- /legislation has begun and ia,Ireland the first consolidation of
ent from the mid-eightiesas (glamental-tax reforms were / tax leg]slation since 1967 is under way. Iff the United States,

/ / i
mplemented across the OECD. This paper aimsto.describe the vogue (and often vague) solution s the ntroduction

.

of a

examiiingsome common themes ln these tax reforms. By the flat tax. It is
'

difficult to judge whetherthebenefits of a sim-
'

shape of the tax reform agenda,-t-seeks-toassess how taxsys- [ pler, taxcode after the rewrite outweigh
i

the
J

cost of the exer-,

tems are likely to look in ten years tme.

!
\ \ cise and\the loss of familiarity with existitg7

law.

))) ,
Il. COMPLEXITYREMAINS A PROBLEM j Ill. THE TAX BURDEN CONTINUESTO GROW

Some of the more serious problems with OECD countries' A second-commoncomplaint-s about the size of the tax bur-
, t den. Despite effortsin many countries to halt or reverse theresolved by reforms. Buttax systems were tax some reman.

rncrestenPerhaps the mostcommon criticism_Ethis complexity of long-term the tax burden, total taxes rose from 34
.. per in 1980 to 37 per cent in 1990 and to 38.5taxation. Systemsa.re

.

diffieult-for-taxpayers tounoerstand_
, cent-o..f'GDP-

and for tax authorities to-administer.This.broadens the scope---------pereent-l.n-- 1994. The rate of increase of the tax burden dur-

for sophisticated tax avoidance schemes and increases the ing the eighties and nineties was half that of the seventies.

cost of raising revenues to governmentsand the costs of com-
Th tax burden fell between 1980 and 1994 only in Luxem-

pliance for taxpayers. And ever more sophisticatedtax avoid- bourg, Norway and the United Kingdom. Although the con-

ance schemes also contribute to complexity,as detailed legis- tinuing growth of the tax take is common across OECD coun-

lation is required to close loopholes. In the United Kingdom, tries, there remain nonetheless significnt differences
between countries. In Belgium, the Czech Republic, Den-total administrativeand compliancecosts are estimated to be

1.5 per cent of GDP, with two thirds of the total relating to mark, Finland the Netherlands and Sweden, the tax burden

compliance (Sandford, 1995). As the author of the study exceeds 45 per cent of GDR In contrat, in Australia, Japan,
notes, this implies taxation is an industry as large as agricul- Mexico, Turkey and the United States taxes are less than 30

ture, forestry and fishing. per cent of GDR

Figure 1
Many of the critics of tax complexity fail to address its fun- Taxes as a percentage of GDP in OECD countries, 1965-94
damental causes. If the problem lies in the complexity of the
transactions we are trying to tax or in some legal, non-tax

40

requirements then there may be little for tax-policy makers to 35-

do. But tax reform can help if complexity results from poli- 30-

cies themselves or in the linguistic style of legislation. 25-

Complexity is difficult to measure, but the volume of legisla- 20-

tion is perhaps a reasonable proxy. Since 1954, the United 15-

States Internal Revenue Code has grown by 200 per cent. In
Canada, the volume of tax law trebled between 1971 and

10-

1994 and it doubled over a similar period in the Netherlands. 5-

Only in France is this trend absent: tax legislation there is 0

about the same length as it was 30 years ago (Tax Law 9**iigbInI:IeIkiIm:-iitI@'I-I-l8I:I.d------ff-__-TT =Te

I I

Tee

t I I

-2

I

2 ----ES-STSS
I

aCC.

S-e-

Review Committee, 1996).
Source: OECD Revenue Statistics
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IV. TOP INCOME TAX RATES COME States removed a range of deductions. These tax concessions
TUMBLING DOWN can distort consumption, savings and investment decisions.

They may introduce complexity in the system. Because of

One particularaspect of the growing tax burden that has been their lack of transparencycompared with government spend-
addressed was the upward creep in the top rnarginal rates of ing or regulatory measures, they can become entrenched and

the personal incorne tax. Many analysts pointed out that these continue beyond the period of their usefulness. As part of the

caused economic distortions, providing a disincentive to assault on these tax privileges, Australia, Belgium, Finland,
work and to save. Furthermore, high rnarginal rates in the France, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands and Portugal began
incorne tax schedule provide an incentive to use tax loop- producing tax expenditure accounts during the eighties.
holes, thereby reducing the marginal rate in practice. The end These reports, estimating the revenues foregone from tax

result is that higher tax rates rnay not rnean correspondingly concessionshave now been produced by 14 OECD countries.

higher revenues. Table 1 shows that 20 countries - th only The shift to a broader tax base with lower top rates has meant

exception being Turkey with very.low.Inarginal
'

revenuesrate,to start r-that-personal income tax have not declined signifi-
with their marginal

r
in by ave- cantl.1n-,.1994, they raised an average of 10.7 per cent ofcut top rates recent years, an-

age of over ten percentage points. But the vast majority/_of= GDP across the.OECD,compared- with 11.3 per cent in 1980.
/ -..4,.

these cuts were in the late eighties, and top rates have tended /
to remain stable in the nineties.Previouscutshave beepar- / / \ \ .

tially reversed n Canada, D'enmark, Ireland, Sweden and the VI. A FLATTER INCOME TAX'
United States. / / U i i \\\

/ , i., / As well as cutting top rates., of ncome tax, many countries
Table 1 ]L. //have restructured the income,tax rate schedule to reduce the
Top marginal rates of central government personal incmetax r numbelr of brackets. This is Interhaps one of the only areas in

1986] 19901990 19951995 N
........

i
.....,-...............J ........

beclne,simpleri .

__
I which tax systems have during the eighties.

Australia 57 k_....--------47------.... 47 \ Fewer raarginal rates need ni m.,ake the in'come tax less pro-
Austria 62 50 i\ \ 50 \ gressive\(i..e. the proportionIof(

ncome paid n tax increases
Belgium 72 55\\\\ \55 --

theIprogressivity) /
. with income). Most of of the income tax

Canada 34 29 \\\\ 31.3
derives from the fact that the first slice of income s free of

Denmark 45 40 \\\\ 34.5
] x few.ermarginal/rates)'\ But

.

do.make simpler, forFinland 51 43 39 tax. -
taxes

-*

\\ / example, when trying.to-deduct
.

from different ncomeFrance 65 57 56.8 tax

Germany 56 53 NX 53 / sources. able-2.shows.that6countries cut the number of
Greece 63 50 v/ 40 / schedule rates in the late eighties. The average number of

A
ce and 385 33 /38.1.15

/
fell from,over below six. But during the nineties,

.

rates ten to

58-53re and 48/C=... while France,Greece,.- Ireland and Luxembourg have simpli-
.

,

ta y 62 50 /Abi fied-ther.f
tax schedules, previous simplifications have been

Japan 70-50_. 50

Luxembourg 57 56 50 reversed in Iceland, the United Kingdom and the United

Netherlands 72 60 60 States. Taken together, tables 1 and 2 show that in the eight-
New Zealand 57 33 33 ies, and to a limited extent also in the nineties, the personal
Norway 40 20 13.7 income tax became a flatter tax with fewer rates and smaller

Portugal 61 40 40 differences between them.
Span 66 56 56
Sweden 50 20 25 Table 2.
Switzerland 13 13 11.5 Number of positive rates in the personal income tax schedule,
Turkey 50 50 55 1986,1990 and 1995
United Kingdom 60 40 40
United States 50 28 39.6 1986 1990 1995

Source: OECD Tax Database Australia , 5 4 4
Austria 10 5 5

Note: Canada, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the Belgiurn 12 7 1

United States also have personal income tax levied by sub-central Canada 10 3 4

government. Denmark 3 3 4
Finland 11 6 6
France 12 12 6
Greece 18 9 3

V. A BROADER INCOME TAX BASE celand 3 1 2
reland 3

'

3 2

In many cases, countries financed these cuts in top marginal taly 9 7 1

rates by broadening the tax base. For example, taxes on Japan 15 5 5

frnge benefits were increased in Australia, Finland, New Luxembourg 21 24 17
Netherlands 9 3 3

Zealand and the United Kingdom and the deductibility of. New Zealand 6 2 2
mortgage interest payments was limited in Finland, Ireland, Norway 8 2 2
and the United Kingdom. The 1986 reform in. the United. Spain 34 16 16
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Sweden 10 1 1 General
'

Switzerland 6 6 13 consumption 12 13 13 14 16 17 18
Turkey 6 6 7 Other goods
United Kingdom 6 2 3 and services 24 22 17 17 16 15 14
United States 14 2 5

Source: OECD Revenue Statistics
Source: OECD Tax Database

Vlll. THE RISE OF VAT
Vll. CHANGING TAX STRUCTURES

The main reason for the growth in general consumption tax
Changing the tax mix - usually involving a shift from the revenues has been the substitution of VAT for retail and
personal income tax to general consumption taxes, like VAF ,..-wholesale sales Currently, Australia and the United

countries'n'the-eighti)sand,
taxes

was much discussed in many Statesare.the only OECD without VAT-type
-

countries a tax.
nineties. Switching to consumption taxes may increase th'e Greece, SpainIJ and..Portugal. introduced VAT in the eighties
incentive to save by reducing'thedifferencebetweenpre-and when theyjined.theEuropean.Union(this is condition ofa

post-tax returns on savings.lConsumption-taxes-may-be'less membship).' Canada.,Iceland, Japan, New Zealand and
easy to avoid and evade thn ircome ta. It has also been Swzerla(ndhave also*eently introceda VAT. The second
argued that such a switch would improye'workncentives as re'ason fr the growth of

:'
general consuiption taxes has been

increased.Btt
,

inlikely
-,

/the tenencynet earnings are this to be true in for rates of'AT to rse once the tax is intro-
practice:

.

if people find that theconsumptionPossibilitiesfor /
,

s duced.'The rate ofVAT when countries first intro-
given reduced, due higher I

average
cent;thea wage are to consumpton taxes, duce the tax is 12.5 per average n 1996 is 17.5 per

then the effect on their work incentives will be thesame as cent. Tble 4 charts the rise of AT, as more countres intro-
when the tax was deducted directly-from their earnings. duce it and rates of VAT rsei . 1
There are also a number of concernwithgeneralconsump- \ r] I t
tion taxes. They are usuallylessproressive tian the person- Table 4. \ [] I

al income tax, imposing a larger tax Burden on lbwer incone \VAT in OEGD countres // j /
.

taxpayers. In Australia, Canada andJapan, there has been Xx \ // ] /
strong taxpayer resistance to the proposl or intrbduction,tf Y.earintrodueedV.T Inil Current

) fstandard rate standard rategeneral consumption taxes. VAT can generate inefficiency if Austria
-

some goods are excluded from the base ortaedata lowr or -197-3'' 1 20

higher rate, so distorting consumerchoices. // . Belgium 1.971 18 21

.J Canada -l 991 7 7
Table 3 shows thattherehasbeen a shiftto general,consump- Denmark -

967 10 25--.-_._._-.t ......__.hition taxes, but that
.

thys
.

hasmamly been at.the expenseofEmland 19691 11.1 22.

other taxes on goods and services-(tikexciseduties), with France
'

964 20 20.6

rather smaller falls in personal and corporate income taxes. Germany 1968 10 15

The countries which have seen the biggest changes are
Greece 1987 16 18
celand 1989 22 24.5

Greece, New Zealand and Turkey when they introducedgen- reland 972 16.4 21
eral consumptiontaxes. In the last two cases, this was accom- taly 1973 12 19
panied by substantial cuts in personal income tax. In Japan, Japan 1989 3 5

@general consumptiontax revenues have risen as receipts from Luxembourg 1970 8 15

corporate income taxes fell sharply in the nineties. Canada Mexico 1960 10 15

saw a similar sharp decline in corporate tax revenues. Social Netherlands 969 2 17.5

security contributions rose there and in Finland and Japan. New Zealand 986 10 12.5

Spain has used general consumption taxes to reduce the role Norway 1970 20 23
Portugal 1986 16 17

of social security contributions.Finally, the United Kingdom Spain 1986 12 16
also increased the rate and extended the base of VAT signifi- Sweden 1969 11.1 25
cantly. Switzerland 1995 6.5 6.5

Turkey 1985 10 15
Table 3. Unted Kingdom 1973 10 17.5
Structure of taxation in OECD countries

(Per cent of total revenue) Source: OECD ConsumptionTax Trends

Type of tax 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1994

Personal IX. THE VAT BASE
ncome 26 28 31 32 30 30 28
Corporate . All countries exempt many services from VAT includingncome 9 9 8 7 8 8 8

-

Social financial services, property letting, medicai care, education,
security 19 21 25 25 25 25 27 charities and gambling- and apply lower or zero rates to cer-

Property 8 7 6 5 5 5 5 tain other goods and services, such as books and newspapers,
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transport, food etc. Some countries have followed the trend in In some countries, increases in the value of socil security
the personal income tax, to shift to a broader VAT base. As benefits also added to the pressure. For example, the value of
noted above, this reduces the distortion to consumers' spend- unemployment benefits increased significantly relative to

ing patterns and so improves the efficiency of the economy. earnings during the eighties in Finland, France, Greece, Nor-

By adjusting VAT revenues as a percentage of GDP to way and Portugal. Only in Belgium, New Zealand, the

account for the differences in standard VAT rates, table 5 United Kingdom and the United States did benefit levels fall

looks at the size of the VAT base relative to GDP in different relative to eamings in the eighties (OECD, 1994, chapter 8).
countries.This will reflect a numberof other factors- such as

the weight of consumption in GDP and the extent of VAT

evasion - as well as the statutory coverage of VAT. With this XI. COMPANYTAXES FOLLOW THE
caveat in mind, New Zealand and Japan are found to collect PERSONALINCOME TAX TREND
disproportionately large amounts of revenues given their
VAT rates, whereas revenues in Belgium, Ireland, Italy,Spain -Trenas-in'the ncome have followed the

_

corporate tax person-and Sweden are relatively low.In N-e-w---Ze-a-la-d--,forexampte, al
---.

taxthe
.;

base has been broadened andincome tax rates
this probably reflects the very broad coverage of VAT anain
Ireland, the of zero-ratd goods.

/ reduced. Variosncentie-,schemeshave been limited or
range t - abolisheijn'AustraliAustria,Fipland,

. ,-------.. . ..
Germany, Iceland,.

-,

/ ir /7 Ireland, Portugal, Spaiand the United
.

States, including
.

Table 5. / / 1/ X . .
VAT revenues,,on, standard rate and estimatedVATbase, 1993 schemes for particular regions or sectors, investment credits

I And property-related tax-helters. Depreciation for tax pur-
r u

Standard VAT . VATrevenues VAT base poses hus been brought more closely n line with economic
rate jp k._(% of GDP) (average=100) / depreciation.

.

Table 6 shows
, thatI

the cuts\in central
.

]
r govem-

q T
ment corporate tax averageAustria 20 / 8.3 102\ income since the mid eighties

r L 1

Belgium 20.5 L....._-7-.0 84\ around ten percentage points. ',

81 )
.

Canada 1 2!6 90 \ i \ 1 I
Denmark 25 N

N 96 \ \ il I /.

Finland 22 8.6 96 Table 6\ Il J /
France 8.6 75 99 Basic rates of,corporate income tax of central government,,

Germany 15 68\ 111 j 1986-95 \ v, /\/9892// '/ 199Greece 18 8 5 116

/
.

celand 24.5 9.9 1986 1995
reland 21 7.0 e

-- -- --

taly '19-' 5.6 1 72 Australia
t
./749 39 33

Japan 3 15 /123 Austria /' 30 30 34

Luxembourg qS-,.._.. 6:7 l.gi um_ 45 39 39

Netherlands 17:5 7.0 98.-.Canada 36 29 29

New Zealand 12.5872 161 Denmark 50 38 34

Norway 22 9.1 102 Finland 33 23 25

Portugal 16 6.2 95 France 45 34/42 33

Spain 15 5. 1 83 Germany 56 50/36 45/30

Sweden 25 8.5 83 Greece 49 46 35/40

Switzerland 6.5 2.7 102 ce and 51 45 33

Turkey 15 5.7 93 re and 50 43 40

United Kingdom 17.5 6.6 93 ta 36 36 36y
Japan 43 38 38

Source: OECD Consumption Tax Trends and OECD Revenue Luxembourg 40 33 33
Statistics Netherlands 42 35 35

New Zealand 45 33 33

Norway 28 27 19

Portugal 42/47 36 36
X. SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS Spain 35 35 35

Sweden 52 30 28

A second trend evident in table 3 iS the growth in social secu- Switzerland 4-10 4-10 4-10

rity contributions,so that by 1994 they nearly raised as much Turkey 46 49 25

as the personal income tax. In the majority of OECD coun- United Kingdom 35 34 33

tries (16), more was raised from social security than from United States 46 34 35

income tax. This shift probably reflects the growing pres- Source: OECD (1991) and OECD Tax Database
sures on social security expenditure from higher levels of

unemployment,th ageing of the population and other social Note: Austria, Canada, Finland, Germany, Italy, Japan, Norway, Portugal,
changes, such as an inrease in the number of lone parents. Switzerland and the United States also have sub-central corporate
These extra benefits must be financed, either through higher taxes. Rates rounded to nearest percentage point. Many countries

social security contribution rates or through broader financ- also have special rates for firms with fewer profits and for particular

ing of benefits.
sectors.
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XIl. PROBLEMS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY tiles. The first column of the table shows the percentage of
the total direct tax burden (includingpersonal income tax and

A. The distribution of income employees' social security contributions)paid by the poorest
fifth of the population, the last column, the proportion paid

Figure 2 shows one reason for concern with the effec( of tax by the richest fifth. In Australia and the United States, the

reforms in the late eighties and early nineties. The white bars poorest 60 per cent of the population pay around a quarter of
total taxes, followed by Canada and the United Kingdomshow the average tax rate (i.e. personal income tax and social
where this portion is around 28.5 cent. The highest fig-security contributions as a percentage of earnings) at two per
ures are in Ireland, Norway, the Netherlands and Sweden,thirds of average earnings. The grey bars show the average where around 36 cent of total taxes paid by the

tax rates at double average earnings. The difference between per are poor-
est 60 per cent. These figures probably result from the differ-

the grey and the white bars shows how progressive the tax
ences in the pre-tax income distribution. In North America

system Is. For each country, the upper bar shows the situatin
,-_a_ndthe United Kingdom the distribution

..

of pre-taxt incomes
ln 1978, the lower ln 1992. InI.anadarenmarkrthe*Nether- is much-braderthan the relatively equal distributions

, .

of the
lands and France, taxes have risen across the board, but have

t
7,.

Nordic, countres.-Thus,even if taxes were equally progres-risen more steeplyIJ on those With lower earnings.:_ T_
II1 NorWayt sive ln thetwo-groupsofcountries, the percentage of taxes

and Sweden, taxes have fallen..........Ior_au.groups,outme.iaus for ,,,poorer,
--, .

those lower less than,fo-r higher
. i paiI.o . groupswouldbe lower

4
if the income distribu-.,

on incomes are earners. x ,
ton s wder.

Finally, in Germany and the United Stats, the tax burden on !
those low down the eamings'l_ls._tr.i-b...u-tlo=nhas

. .t

risen, but fall- Table 7.
en for higher earners. In ]these countrties, individual direct

/
/

Percentageof total taxess Ppalet\
aid\ \

\
\ 1

taxes have become]ess progressive. -\ Income)Iquintile:l 1 }2 \ 3 5
Figure 2. [ ,'

1Personal and employees' socialscuritycontributions Australia
'

0.7 7.6, 16.3 24.2 51.2income tax
X

L

iNorwayn-i3=i7-/iii.i2
j i lBas a Iipercentageof earnings, g Ilegp7e8rshahd 1i g

\
Canada
Fnland 4.9

3.6

111
16.2
17./ iii

24.8
23.9 42.9iii

46.5

67 and 200 per centf average, 992
Germany 5.5 ' {0. 17.0 23.4 43.7

Ireland 7.0 122 '.6 39.3J Netherla 10.310.0 /'16.2 22'.3 412I

j 9.2 25.7 38.1
Denmak Sweden 6.3-12.5 17.7 23.3 40.1
Netherlands United Kingdom ,74.5 8.1 15.9 25.0 46.4
Flrland

Unii3.8States 6.9 13.9 22.6 52.7
Belgium

Gemany
-_SouceOECD(1995)Norway

Sweden

Australja

Canada B. The environment
Urited States

Franie

Italy In the late eighties, environmental problems became an

United Kingdom importantconcern. Scientificevidenceemergedof the hole in
Spajn the ozone layer, global warming, the health hazards posed by
Japan

lead and particulates from motor fuels and the damage from
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 acid rain. Action demanded of policy makers. There iswas a

range of ways in which governmentscan intervene- govern-
ment spending, taxation and regulation- to promoteenviron-

Source: The OECD Jobs Study Taxation, Employmentand Unem. mentally-friendlybehaviour, as in other policy areas. Green
ployment, OECD, 1995 taxes have a number of advantages over command-and-con-

trol methods. They provide a market incentive to reduce pol-
The result of these changes is that the distribution of income lution in the most efficient way. Moreover, they provide a

is widening in a number of OECD countries. In the United continuing incentive to innovate, to find new ways of reduc-

Kingdom and the United States, the distributionof before tax ing pollution to reduce the environmental-taxburden further.
income has been widening, partly because of higher unem- Finally, unlike regulation, taxes raise revenues which can be

ployment and ageing of the population and partly because of used to cut deficits, increase spending or reduce other taxes.
a wider gap between low and high earnings from employ- But despite this theory, there have been few successfulexam-

ment. The change in the structure of taxation, with a greater ples of green tax reform. Table 8 shows the revenues from
part of the burden borne by those on low incomes means that environmental taxes in three countries for 1994. They
the change in the after-tax distribution of income is even amount to less than 1 per cent of revenues in each case. Gov-
greater. Table 7 shows the distributionof the tax burden. The ernments have instead resorted to other policy measures to
incomes of the population have been ranked from the lowest achieve environmental goals than direct taxes on pollutants.
to the highest, and the populationdivided into fifths, orquin- In some cases they have used differentiation of existing
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taxes. For example, excise duties favour unleaded petrol in accountantshave discussed for many years. Hicks, for exam-

19 countries and motor vehicle taxes have been differentiated ple, defined income as how much someonecould consume in

to favour catalytic converters or fuel-efficient cars. Other a year and still expect to be as well off at the end of the year.
countries have used command and control. Austria, for But this is not an easily implemented,precise concept.
example, has simply banned leaded petrol and CFCs are

The literature provides two benchmark tax treatments. An
being phased out throughout the world. Other countries have

tax to tax a
used existing taxes such as motor fuel duties. Although these expenditure aims consumption in particularperi-

od. With respect to savings, this can be achieved in two ways.have an environmental impact, they are not pure environ-
First, contributions into the savings account and the invest-

mental taxes since the tax base is not directly related to the
environmentaldamage caused.

ment returns eamed could be exempted from tax, with tax

imposed when savings are withdrawn. Second, contributions
The only environmental tax with the potential to raise signi- could be made out of after-tax income, but investmentreturns

ficant revenues would be a CO2 tax. Hwever, there arena and withdrawalof savings exempt. The second benchmark is

number of obstacles to countries-wishing-tointroducethta-theconprehensive income tax, which taxes both consump-
alone, such as its likely effect on the competitiveness/t.fo tion and savigs. This can be implemented by taxing both

contributionsid-ivestmentdomestic industry, and interiationalt .

has been both investmentconsensus not returns or

forthsucoffmiciinegntIt remmeaeitncsotuontrtesese'nobwhhgeattheorn.esxtiostsmtagbmlhezaesuresbe
. . t.

diture
.

txhdranweuatlr-oalf:,scaovnlnsugmspWtoit,nh
.. .

troedgaayrdatnodstaovmmogr,tD
,

.

the
t. ....

CO2
t ' /

are to erextpuernn s ow

emissions
.

whether ntemtionalt t .

introduce staxed,at
/

the rate,whereas the comprehensiveor an agreement'
to same

t.
income

LL-
I [a CO2 tax will be necessary. t,tx discriminates againstuture consumption

.

by taxing t

/ /more than current consumption\, \
Table 8. I
Revenues from environmental taxes Figure,3 compares the actual tax treatmentpffour illustrative

pensih,'housingI Revenues I savings, vehicles - a (bought without a

(per centof total, 1994) \ k loan), direct purchase of equities'and bank'deposits.The fig--

Denmark -\ \ ure shos marginal effectivettaxj rates (METRs) on savngs

CFC \\0.001 \ As noted,previously, the exnd'iture tax'treats savings neu-

COZ 0658 ,trally, so the METR of an expenditure/t'ax s zero. The com-
- X I

Nickel-cadmium batteries 0:002 prehensive Lncome tax taxes savings/s
.

nf they were current

Disposable tableware 0.01l ]/ conumption. The METR,isherefrethe statutory marginal
Insecticide 0.002 // / rate. Fkure.3 is computed foran individual paying the high-
Waste 0.119' / /; est marginal tax rate.
Total 0.809 / / Jj

-

k,
......_ -CFroamncpea,-r-tihng-diffteerdent/

France,--thted
instruments, in four countries Canada,

Netherlands -......_. Kingdom and the United States- pensions
Air pollution 0.430 havEhe most generous tax treatment, followed by housing
Water pollution 0.007 and then equity purchase, with bank deposits being the least
Total 0.437

tax-privileged. In Germany, while pensions have an expendi-
Norway ture tax treatment, housing receives a very large tax subsidy,
COZ 0.714 but again, equities and bank deposits have a much less gener-

ous tax treatment. In Japan, pensions are taxed heavily, while

equity investments have the most generous treatment.

C. Savings Comparing the tax treatment with the two benchmarks, there
are a numberof examples of expendituretax treatments: pen-The issue of household savings raises a number of policy sions in Canada, Germany, Italy and housing and pensions in

concerns. Some argue that the pool of savings is too small, the United States. Bank deposits taxed comprehen-' and that higher levels of savings would boost investment and
are on a

sive income tax basis in Canada, the United Kingdom and the
long-term rates of economic growth. But the OECD (1994b) United States.
study concluded that there is no clear evidence that the level
of taxation ... does generally affect the level of household But in some cases, the tax treatment lies even outside the

saving. Even if tax incentives could be used to encourage range of the two benchmarks. For example housing in Ger-
household saving, there is no reason to expect national sav- many and pensions in the United Kingdom are tax subsi-

ing to increase. The tax revenue the government loses from dized. Deposits in Germany and France are taxed at a higher
the incentive cuts public savings and may more than offset rate than the comprehensive income tax.

the increase in household saving. In all the countries shown, there differencesare enormous

A second concem is the allocation of savings. In every coun- between the tax treatment of different savings instruments.

try, different savings vehicles are taxed differently. The result
is that individuals choose savings instruments not on eco-

nomic grounds, like the expected return and risk, but opt for 1. Although in each case the tax is levied on nominal returns whereas a pure
tax tax returns. were taken

the most fiscally-privilegedroute. The fundamental difficul- comprehensive income would only real If inflation
nto account, then the effective tax rate would be higher than a comprehensive

ty is the definition of income, a topic that economists and income tax.
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The effect iS to divert savings into the most fiscally privi- Despite recent reforms, most countries still tax different sav-

leged assets and away from those which attract a tax penalty. ings instruments at wildly different rates. Expect further
The net result is that the taxation of savings overall tends to moves towards a neutral tax regime either through flat taxes
move towards that of the most generously-treated savings. on capital income or increased use of tax-exempt savings
The risk is that by choosing savings vehicles because of tax vehicles.
rather than economic characteristics, the market is distorted
and investmentmisallocated.

D. Investment
Figure 3. Effective tax rates on savings, 1994

Reforms to corporate taxation have not eliminated the disin-
centive to firms to invest and the distortions to the way firms

80 - finance investment and the form investment takes. The stan-

70 - dardwayofexamining the effects of taxes on investment is to
look at---marginal

.

effective wedges. The METW shows7x R tax
GO

X the differece2betweenthe rate of return before and after tax.
-

50-- l X

A 1.2 ilies
.

that of 11.2X X

j
--

comprehens,vo METWfper* ,,
cent

to,achievektarget
a retum per cent

40

7 tp X

::i
.ncome,iax is required bfore tax a after-tax return of 10

-

4
30- 7 4- percent/for the firm. Tble 9 showsMETWs for a range of

9- 7 X

20 -

*
XV

'. gx countries and different financing
.

arrangements and types ofI S

Rf f * : asset. \'o- I \
0

rA Y\/X ' o,n........ / In every country, debt s the most tax\efficient form of
f f/ :. :- .._.

finance.
t

For example, the required rate of return n Germany-10 -

2 % &2 /* 8 ii i g i
nearly halved due the deductionof nominal

t
20 - s to interest pay-

[ ments akainst the relatively high corporatetax rate. Retained.30 -

\ eamings\nevery case raise th'e required return, because there
-40 -

Is no relief like that for interest payments. In the United
50 - 'tStates the so-calledclassicalcorporation

t , .

gives relieftax no
, ,'f ,, /to,,shareholders againstthe/taxes/paid

.

by the-60
, I ' I I ' .. company.

co, Germary United States Retained eamlngs.andnewequity
.

have the wedgeFrance Italy United Kingdom same tax

D),
as a reslt:In_e.achof the.othcountries,there is some com-Source: OECD (1994b)
pensation to shareholders. New equity s more generously.

Some countries have-moved to reduce dfferences,between treated than etn earnings. The compensation method s

the tax treatment od-fernt-savingsinstruments.Dnmark-
an putation system n France and the United Kingdom,

haye_mplerfted -'and-a-splratesystem n Germany, where dividend distribu-Finland, Norway and Sweden. the most
tions and retained earnings taxed at different rates).areextensive reforms, moving their tax systems towards a flat-

rate tax on capital income to varying extents. In Finland, for Table 9 also shows the tax system favours buildings over

example, a separate flat tax of 25 per cent was introduced on machinery and machinery over inventories (although this
capital income and tax-exemptsavings deposits abolished. In pattern is not the same for all OECD countries, see OECD,
Norway, interest, imputed income from owner-occupation, 1991)
dividends etc. are taxed at a flat 28 per cent. In Portugal, the
tax reformof 1989 introducedreliefs for retirementand hous-

ing savings accounts and stock option plans.
In other countries, specific savings incentive schemes have
been introduced, often with the purpoe of moving towards
an expenditure tax. Examples of schemes exempting the
intereston deposits up to a ceiling include thepland'pargne
populaire (PEP) and the Livret A accounts in France and tax-

exempt special savings accounts (TESSAs) in the United
Kingdom. Germany, the Netherlands and Spain use the sim-
pler approachofexemptinga fixed amountof interest income
from all sources.

Various schemes offering limited tax deduction for invest-
ment in equities are available in Austria, Belgium, Canada,
France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg, Norway
and the United Kingdom. Personal equity plans (PEPs) in the
United Kingdom and plans d'pargne en actions (PEA) in
France offer exemption from taxation of dividend income
and capital gains.
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Table 9.

Marginal effective tax wedge by financing and asset ,

Buildings Plant and Inventory Retained New Debt Average
machinery earnings equity

France 1.2 -0.5 3.5 3.7 -4.0 -2.2 0.8

Germany 2.4 0.5 4.5 7.0 -3.1 -4.6 1.9

Netherlands 1.8 0.4 2.3 4.0 -0.7 -2.5 12
United Kingdom 2.0 0.6 3.9 4.2 0.5 -1.8 1.7
United States 4.4 0.9 3.8 5.4 5.4 -2.9 2.5

Average 2.4 0.4 3.6 4.9 -0.4 -2.8

SNoouter:ceM:arginaleffective
Griffith (1996)

tax wedgeCtheis difference between theost-t/axand pre-tax7at-ofreal return. Assuming a10 per cent post-tax target return,

an METW of t .2 implies that the pre-taxreturnmust be 1 1.2 per cent. Weights, from OECD-(-1991):buildings28 per cent, plant and machinery 50

per cent, inventory 22 per cnt; retained earnings 55 per cent, new equity 10 per cent,debt35 per cent. Asmes economic depreciation of 3.6 per
cent for buildings, 12.25 per cent for-plant-and zero-for inventory and inflation of 3 5 percent.

\\ i C.

.

Finally, the last column the different
,

assets and spending redistributing,thetaxburden onto higheraverages over or earners.

O
forms of financing to sho the ovedll incentive to invest. C One arn where the tax s,stem bears particularly on Iow

The weightings used reflct 'the.OEGD-wide.averagesplit ncome earners is social security contributions. Ceilings to

between assets and financIe,. In each country thereis.adisin- contri6utions
q .

that the
t,
marginal tax rate highmean on earners

t N thoselwithcentive to invest, equivalent to adding around 1.5 percent to Is zero,b.ut positive on low earnings. Employers
the of capital firms.-

l \ l
have an:Jncentive give overtime

l

existing
.

workers, rathercost to to to

than employ other people. Tle lO shows'ceilingsrelative to
There have been numerous proposals for ways in which these \

average earnings in those OECD'countrieswhich have them.
tax-lnduced biases in investment cande ameliorated

,

or even \ Il i /
\ /,/ / .,/eliminated (see, for example, IFS Capital Taxes Group, \

Table 10. . // /, ,

1992). Given the concern about the impact of investment n Strcture of social security contrbutions, 1993
economic growth, it would be surprisinXgXif the lext decalde - --C'eilings
did not see reforms in this area. 'x,/ / average earnings)-(I

nEmployee Employer

E. Taxes and unemploymen_t- Austria_ 146 146,

-
Ganada 105 105

-.---f France 131 131
The OECD Jobs Study concluddthat the high level of Germany 169 169

unemployment is the unfortunate result of societies' failure Greece 212 212
to adapt to a world of rapid change and intensified global Ireland 154 164

competition. If work does not pay, people will be reluctant to Luxembourg 245 245

work. For most people, there are clear financial incentives to Spain 219 219

work. But such incentives may be lacking for many people Turkey 83 -

with low potential wages, particularly if they have children. United Kingdom 154 -

For these groups, social and labour market goals may clash. United States 229 229

Benefits need to be high enough to ensure an adequate Source: OECD (1995b)
income, but then taking a job may bring little or no extra

income, trapping families in a cycle of dependency. Tax and
benefit systems cause three types of labour-marketproblems:

A second way of using the tax system to make work pay is
the use of employment-conditionaltax credits or benefits, in-

The unemploymenttrap, where benefits are high com--

pared with eamings. Cutting the benefits of the unem-
work benefits for short. These increase the returns to working

ployed increases the reward for taking a job but the social by paying a supplementonly to those in work. By withdraw-
the tax credit benefit earnings increase, the benefits

costs of this solution may be unacceptable. ng or as

The poverty trap: low-wage workers have little imme-
are targeted on those with low earnings. Often the schemes

-

diate financial incentive to increase hours worked; to
are limited to families with children. Since benefit systems

work part-time or to invest in education and training to give these groups the largest payment out of work, they are

further targeted on the groups for which work incentives
move up the wage ladder.

a
Taxes on labour may increase its cost and reduce employ- might be problem. Examples of such schemes in practice

-

include Family Credit in the United Kingdom, the Earned
ment. Income Tax Credit in the United States and Family Income

Cutting taxes on labour, even when targeted on low-wage Supplement in Ireland. Evidence from the United Kingdom
earners, is expensive. Such cuts will require either a switch to and the United States suggests that these schemes can be

taxes which are not ultimately borne by labour, cuts in public effective in improving work incentives and encouragingpeo-
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ple into employment. Denmark has recently investigated the balance consumers' requirements of confidentiality with the
relevance of such a scheme to its labour market (Ministry of needs of tax administrations.
Finance, 1995). Other countries might be expected to follow.

F. Globalization XIII. CONCLUSIONS

Globalization is not but the of integration of
This paper has set out a series of recent trends in tax reform

new, pace and examined the likely topics that will drive the tax agendanational economies has quickened. The development of
in the coming Changes in the eighties and earlyregional trading blocs, such as the EU and NAFFA the years.

- -

include:nineties
removal of restrictions on investment flows and improved reductions in the top rate of personal income tax;-

communications technology have accentuated the trends.
-

The implications for tax policy have been, and will contiru reductions in the rates of corporate income tax;
r

to be enormous. - 1
- -broadeningof the income tax base;

/ - VATspreadingto more countries;
Globalizationhas increased the geographicalmobilityof cap- - increaseslTrate-m

tal. The benefits to the world economy_areclear:.the_ntena-
tonali*Zincentivessaviinngvsesatn.dT,hcaepitalbss/emproved,2=allocation of

.... The main driving forces behind these changes have been:
mprov- -/globahzation.Thisledtocapital becoming lntema-moreing firms' to tax has become more and ,

mobile, and business decisions
t
like investtment and financing

/ tionally mobile, put,pressure on differences n tax

are therefore more sensitivef to taxdifferentials between [,
/ rates. Globalizationalso tends

.,
to favour taxes where the

location of the bas' is readily identifiable, such
'

countries. This that high-taxnapital tax as
means rates are no /

longer feasible, which is perhaps
)

responsible for som
-.

of the consumptionor eamings,ratherthan tax bases which are

difficult to locate, such as. profits.cuts in corporate tax revefiuesshownin table 3 and the falling 14 developments the technology
)

of collection. I.e.table-6.
-------

Some have also
- in tax

company tax rates ln countries seen \ easiertto
an erosion of the capital income tax base. x t \

computers make it collect

and/lawyers
data
/

on transactions,

\\ l whilhe cost of tax nspectors exercising
Economic integration could put other tax bases. \ their judgement

A 1 ] ,/pressure on rncreases.

Cross-border shopping puts
,

diffrentials in
! -N widespread desire/te elimmate

f
fiscal distortions anda

x ., Jexcise and VAT Denmark
pressurex,on
and Canadahavebeen forcted neutratax

,to
rates. move towards,a system.

to cut alcohol and tobacco taxes n response. The Europan
Union has amposed minimum excise dutyand/VAT rates to

These trend-and-pressure's wll continue to dominate tax

ameliorate this problern, but countries wlthparticularlyhigh
reform in the comig years. We highlighted five main areas

where changes'canbe
jf,

expected:rates will continuehav_eproblems.Theconcern again.here .. J
neutral

'

for taxing differentis that tax competiion.forcross-border----.
shopping

1
will
-

result
a-move-to a more system

-

---=ro forms of savings;in lower tax rates; anotherxample-ofanodingtaxbase.
further efforts introduce environmentalto taxes;-

Perhaps the most important new development for tax policy - concern about the impact of tax reform on the distribu-
is new communications technology. The Internet, in particu- tion of income; \
lar, is creating a global information superhighway which - a move to a more neutral system for investment;
will revolutionizebusiness more quickly than previous tech- - concem about the impact of taxes on the labour market
nical advances. As technological change weakens the links and unemployment.
between economic activity and a particular location, tradi-
tional tax concepts, such as residencyand sourcebecome 4

difficult to apply. Fiscal residency is usually decided on cri-
BIBLIOGRAPHYteria such as physical presence, incorporation and place of

effective control. But management and control of services

provided over the information superhighway are difficult to Denmark, Ministry of Finance (1995), Unemploymenttraps
and poverty traps what matters for the trade-off',Workingdetermine. Advances in communicationsnow allow distant

-

groups of people to collaborate in new ways: for example, Paper no. 5.
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Anonymity and encryption built into these systems need to
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IFA NEWS

Press Release was during this Congress that the Chairmanof the Permanent

INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION ScientificCommitteeof IFA, Mr D.R. Tillinghast,announced
that IFA would sponsor and fund an independent research50TH CONGRESS
project in the field of intemationaltaxation. The first segment
of the project would analyse the impact of the communica-
tions revolution on traditional source taxation concepts, such

INTRODUCTION as the PE provision of the OECD Model and withholding tax

BJ) £rulesThe second segment would address issues relating to

The International Fiscal Assoiati-on whih was etblishd fiancialJnstruments.in 1938, this year celebrated/its
t

fiftieth Congress. The 1996
t

Congress was hosted by the IFA Swiss branch at Geneva C----.from 1-6 September, 1996./The-Congress-was-attendedby Cn/SS-BORDERFINANCINGK,,', OF BUSINESS-,,-,-,-

some 1,395 delegates from,over_
t

50 differentr.
countries

.

made
rl
\\
lll/ll.lllll
\ \OPERATIONS,T,=,r

up of private practitioners
. .

as ,well as representatves
.

of tax \\\ \
authorities, universities ani other oranizations. The event / \\ \

pexropvreesdsetdobbye hellgehglaytessuccesthetreans_threufslleacstte,dparttfhclepaintltoenrest
'

'

/I.
Allocation

--

of incone.ndanil capital to permanentln

an8
. . --..... .

in ( establishments \\\ tc

the working sessions. \ 11t !1 :
'

to methods used inThe traditional IFA format-wsroloweo,with........ -

the SubjectI addressed the ssues central the
presenta- tt .a

tion of main subjects and four senars. Ageneral
* , attributing ncome and capital to

.... of banks, nsurancetwo report \ companis finlc compaies.had been prepared each of the twpmain tocs and each
* \ and other The generalon \ o this subjectwas'r

*4

R Athansof Switzerlandandtopic was discussedby a panel headed*y a discu,son leadr rreporter
;he discussn Ik Iarrisleader Mr the United KingdornThe two main subjects discussed over,he first two days of

ince):fupno1:illdi*ZeoefdthePE,
k ;

the Congress were: / ....

de theallocaftionSubject I: Principles for the determinationof incomea.nd p ce
-

capital of permanentestablishmentsanameirapplcation
1 of income and-pitlshould be governed by the direct

, method and not the'lndirect
, ..

method. It the general viewto banks, insurance companies and other financil insti-
.

,.I
was

-

..._

tutions.
(..._ t'/ jw- of the panel.ttatpractical relationshipsbetween a head office

, and-abranchornL-,
the one hand and between a parent and a sub--

- Subject II: Intemanonaaspectsof thm.capitalization sidiary on the other are similar,,

Hence any differences in the
Over the two remaining days allocated to the scientific pro- allocationof income and capital to subsidiariesand branches
gramme of the Congress four subsidiary subjects were dis- seem unjustified.
cussed within the frameworkof a seminar:

The participants however recognized that there are someTaxation issues in a federal state and economicgroupings countries with long tradition of applying the indirect
-

with concurrent taxing authorities.
a

method. The Congress therefore resolved that with respect toThe influenceof corporate law and accountingprinciples such countries there should be transition period long
-

in determining taxable income.
a

enough to allow both the lgislator and the banker or insurer
Intemationaltax aspects ofeconomicrelations with East-

to change the existing method of allocation without causing
-

ern Europe.
OECD Model Treaty 1996 and beyond.

new double taxation problems. The Congress further agreed
-

-

the necessity for authorities recognize andon tax to respect
One of the themes arising from these subjects is the impact the capital requirements of banking and insurance industry
on international taxation of information technology and the regulatory authorities. Capitalizationwas determined to be a

almost effortless transferability of information. The initial managementdecision which should be recognizedby the tax

focus of the Congress, however, was on financing cross-bor- authorities.
der business activities as reflected in the two main topics con- One further issu was that of effective risk bearing. Some
cerning permanent establishments (PE) and thin capitaliza- delegates were of the view that in reality the branch does not
tion. Some of the issues surroundingPEs were also discussed bear the risk, but that the risk is borne by the bank whole.as ain Seminar D: OECD Model Treaty - 1996 and beyond. The majority of the members however, concludedpresent,
In order to mark the Jubilee celebrationof IFA, the scientific that branches do bear the risk and that the OECD guidelines
programme culminated in a symposium entitled Visions of on income allocation resulting from loans should be revised
the Tax Systems of the XXI Century. This symposium per- in order to emphasize the criterion of effective risk bearing.
haps best captures one of the objectives of IFA to identify
potential developmentsin internationaltaxation and to sensi-
tize members to the likely issues arising from them. Indeed it
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2. Thin capitalization SEMINARS

By contrast with Subject I, Subject II addressed the manner in 1. Federal Taxation
which a subsidiary is capitalized and that it is not regarded as

a purely management issue. The general reporter on this sub-
Mr J. Hausman of Canada chaired Seminar A which dealt

ject was Prof. Dr D.J. Piltz of Germany and the discussion with issues arising in federal states and economic groupings
leader was Avv. B. Gangemi of Italy. As discussed by the

(such as provinces or cities) where there are concurrent tax-
panel, concem with thin capitalization arises because of the

ing authorities. In such situations free trade may be affected
more favourable tax treatment of interest over dividends.

if the free movement of capital, people and goods is inhibit-
This treatment can result in the effective shifting of the tax

ed. The panellists consideredspecifically the USA, Australia,
base from the source country to the country of residence of Brazil and the European Union (EU) and addressed four
the shareholder. Some revenue authorities respond by disal-

lowing the deductibility of interestand-r_e-characterizing
. ssues: (a) non-discrimination (b) locational neutrality (c)

CZ --

interest payments as dividends. / compliancwith
cross-boder,.enforcement and collection and (d) uniform

i intemationalcommitments.

The resolutions passed by the delegates seek to provide
guidelines the circumstances-in-which-the.decisions

/
of

The UnittlStates-(US) Suprme Court has adopted a four
as to

-

.

(under the
management could be challenged

I
by reynue authorities. In prongtest.to measure,theconstitttionality com-

merce clause) of a state tax on interstatecommerce.These are
addressing this issue the Ipanel and delegates considered Whether ssantialnexs
whether the of thinfcapitalizationI. / i

could be appropri- (i) there is a between the taxed
matter //activity. I

and the taxing state,(10
,.

the fairly apportioned
ately addressed by Article9 of the OECD-Model Convention

tax is

(iii)
. th discriminates

. . .\

agaipst and
and the interaction of that,articlewithArticle24..

tax interstate commerce

(iv) the is fairly relatedto
I

the services
I

provided by thetax

One delegate noted that consideration
/

should be given to the I state. In Australia there less
It I

because the six statesis concern

significant effects of exchange-gains-andqosseson financing have ceded to the federal goIvlernment the right to levy taxest
%

n inflationary economies. It alIso1 agreeo,,through
.

inter- Constitutional
.

rules prohibit
. . thIe Australian feder-was on income

vention from delegates that the appliction
t .

of thin capitalizta-.

al
\

from discriminating
. J, . :

by giving
.:

preferencegovemment to

tion rules should not be limited to sittions where there s'a one state. It also prevents the federal government from levy-
haven involved fraudulent planning.

.\
It waslalso agreed ng on\property belongini Australiantax or taxes to states.

% }
application

.1 V2,that once it is determined n a given case that the
In Brzil, threebaSlc.ruleapply: () all federal betaxes must

of a thin capitalization adjustment does not.confict with,the
, I Aicle uniform amongst states;.(i) federal, state and municipal

.

level
criteria set out in Article 9(1), then under the-terns of

wouldJnotappl taxes must not hindr the free flow of goods; and (iii) mem-

24(4) the non-discriminationprinciple
r-,. 4, ber states must.not discriminate. The Brazilian experience

.J .----

The delegates concludd-by_resolving-. that Article'9was has.been-:mainly in the area of transaction taxes, since indi-

appropriate for deterining.w_hether.

t_hrelatinship
.

between--vi,laland and thecorporate income tax excise tax on manu-

lender and borrower is at arm's length. There was a caveat, factured goods have always been federal taxes in Brazil.

however, that a comparison of the level of profit of borrower Within the EU there are only two directives which harmonize
or lender should not be a factor in determining whether the specific aspects of direct taxation. Apart from these, the gen-
transaction is at arm's length. The delegates and panel further eral non-discrimination principle, as laid down in the EC

agreed that once it has been found that a re-characterization Treaty and developed by the European Court of Justice, may
of interest as dividends does not offend a double taxation overrule national provisions.
agreement (DTA) in effect, then the shareholder'scountry of

The discussion then shifted locational neutrality. This
residence js obliged to apply its rules for avoiding double

to was

described as the state's failure to use a taxing power, espe-taxation of dividends.
cially with a view towards attracting new investments to the

There were three further points on which delegates agreed. state. In the US, states are free not to tax but a certain unifor-

Firstly, the taxpayer has a right to prove that its debt/equity mity of taxation is achieved through the impact of market
ratio is appropriateeven if it exceeds a fixed ratio. Secondly, forces.
that if the application of thin capitalization rules results in

In the four territories under discussion, the question of
double taxation, the countries concerned should make an

cross-

border enforcementand collection of taxes was not an area of
attempt to relieve such double taxation, even if the relief is
not in accordance with the DTA. Finally, taxpayers should major concern and was not addressed in any great detail.

have the right to request a binding ruling as to whether or not
With respect to uniform compliance with international com-

a transaction triggers thin capitalization rules. mitments the panel noted that, generally the federal govem-
ments have the power to regulate state taxes through treaties
made with other countries. In the case of the EU there is no

appropriate treaty-making power, but it was suggested that
Member States are obliged to respect the EC Treaty in con-

cluding treaties.

Much of the discussion emanating from the floor focused on

the need for the EU to harmonize direct taxes in order to
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ensure monetary and political integration. The chairman in a theoreticalperspective.This topic was most relevant to per-
conclusion noted that the EU could consider the three pos- sons interested in investing in EasternEurope as well as those
sible methods which emerged from the discussion: (i) market interested in the tax and commercialproblemsof a country in
forces as is the case in the US; (ii) legislationas isthe case in transition to a market economy.
Brazil; and (iii) consensus as in the case of Australia.

The panellists observed that in the three countries there are a

number of challenges for taxation authoritis, with the revi-

2. Corporate and accounting principles in sion of the accounting and legal framework. As delegates

determining taxable income were able to relate, there are also considerable challenges to

investors. The relevant laws are sometimes unclear and

incomplete. In addition there are sometmes frequentchangesSeminar B was chaired by Prof. P. Thorell of Sweden and
to the law with little possibilityof appeal if an issue becomes

explored the differences in corporate and accounting princi- contentious. The experience of these countries is in
ples n determining taxable income. The purpose of thissetn,) many

t t-respects-similaras they attempt to conform to OECD stan-
nar was to examine the interaction between corporate law, dards. k
financial accountingand tax ccounting. Introductorypapers
were presented on Germany,theUK and Japan. The German .'------.
presentation revealed reltitii.p.-7betweenfinancial

.

40ECDModelTreat.y,Developmentsa strong
and accounting, characterized

) : .

by the of
./,,v., a

tax concept pru- / / \\ \ \
dence. There is less conforni(y in theffK and the true and S/eminarD,t-

chaired byPof.Prof Dr 1.. Vogel of Gernany. is in. .. v,
fair concept is regarcled as the,bverridingprinciple. While the /keepinz Congress\themes. -

with the of looking towards the
courts n the UK will

'

follow accountingprinciples,- they are / future,the impact of informationtechnologyand the renewed
prepared to depart from these principles if they deviate from I concern with PEs. These issueslproved to be appropriate for
the tax principles under rview. The Japanese position s,sim- ] a jointanel of the IFA and the ECD. Th representativeof
ilar to that ofGermany in'the-utilization'of.financialaccounts I, the OED commentedon thelorgoing wok of the OECD in
for tax and accountingpurposes, bue ovrrdingprinciple \\ develop]ng the Model Conntin. One f the areas of par-is disclosure and not prudence. In Japan and Germany there \ticular irportance in this regard s Article 5, the PE article
s
....

a level of simplicity absent in the UEbecausethe UK does and Article14, the fixed .base
' *article,/and/ their interaction, . ,

not adhere to the tax conformity principle. ] with Article 24, the
, . - /

article. The issuenon-discrimination was
\\ raisd.asto

+ '

14.sliould be deleted from theThe r.panellists noted that the accountng standards were whther-Artjele
should Model Convention. This.prompted

.

discussion
.

the dif-developed in order to meet disclosure obj'e;ctieve, and a as to

not be fettered for purposes of taxation. Thepanellistg'also ferences between,rticle 14 and Article 5 of the Model. The
i

considered whetheralprofita .......should' r, toxable........only whenr,/., dis- delegates were-ble
., .

to identify situations where there were

explaind
..- that-there-wer,many

.

circumst differences+n.theapplication of the two articles. The paneltributable, and ances.

in which the ability ay-canbe deferred.by'thecompany.It-alsoconsidered the circumstances in which the home country
was therefore agreed that the concept of realization should be of the company or individual and the host country of the PE

developed further. or fixed base would have the right to tax.

Finally this seminar considered the effect of inflation on The panellists highlighted the following issues:

accounting and tax. The panellists experienced in this area
- the determination of the place where services are per-

were from Argentina and Uruguay. They vere of the view formed and consumed;
that an income tax system must contemplate adjustments for

- the review of the concepts of the PE and management
inflation. It is therefore important that (i) financial statements and control;

adjusted for inflation should be the only financial statements
- Value Added Tax and adapting to the Internet and the use

for all purposes (ii) the accounting and tax regulations con- of electronic cards;
= new possibilities in the collectionof taxes.cerning inflation adjustmentsshould agree and (iii) the finan-

cial statements prepared for commercial purposes should be
in conformity with generally accepted accountingprinciples, TAX VISIONS OF THE XXI CENTURYand should be used as a starting point for the preparation of
tax returns, notwithstanding the peculiarities of the specific
adjustments resulting from the tax law. Finally, the Jubilee symposium, continued the themes raised

in Seminar D above. The symposium was chaired by Profes-
sor S.O. Lodin of Sweden and had the honour of including

3. Eastern Europe EC CommissionerofTaxationMr M. Monti in the panel. The

questions surrounding the use of information technology
SeminarC considered three issues (i) the experience of west-

were most clearly reflected in this forum. The two branches

ern investors in Eastern Europe (ii) the experience of Eastern of the discussion were (i) the use of information technology
European countries and (iii) the comparison of the tax treat-

n
.

improving the efficiency of tax administrationand (ii) the

ment of ten selected topics in the Czech Republic,Poland and ability of revenue authorities to capture the increasing num-

ber of transactions which would be carried out in a demateri-Russia. Prof. Dr A. Rdler of Germany chaired this session
which proved to be very interesting from both a practical and alized form.
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The symposiumconsidered that the following matters would legislators would seek to discover nw tax bases. The ques-
become of increasing importance: tion was raised as to whether environmental taxes would

an increase in the implementationof expenditure taxes; form the basis of such new taxes. An incrase in the imple--

harmonization of tax bases, so that jurisdiction and mentation of the Value Added Tax system is also anticipated.-

enforcementwould prove to be less difficult; The chairman of this session however concluded that the
introduction of the formulary approach in the allocation variables involved in attempting to foresee intemational tax-

of tax revenues; developmentswere perhaps too many to expect a high degree
introductionof a flat rate tax; of accuracy in the predictions of the panellists. Despite this,-

reduction of tax rates; however, it was acknowledged that the topic was extremely-

gross assets tax on corporations; useful and a fitting close to this fiftieth Congress.-

the increasing role of supranationalorganizations; Prepared by Mrs Lynette V. Eastmond (Barbados), with sub-
-

further protection of the taxpayer from double taxation stantive contributions from Dr Peter Harris (Australia), Dr
-

and right of audience
.

before authorities;_.y/.

a revenue [ Clvlarco.t:ombardi(Italy), Dr Yves Nol (Switzerland) and Dr
rationalization of the lnequitabl:-

treatment of diVidends,-

1 1
Ruud Somme'rhalder(Netherlands).

and interest. /.--.-.-,_. .
.

Some of these matters are of more_im.mediate_con_ce_.nothan ./ '
others. There was also some

I.limited discussion
......

_

as to whether

-f Nt

1////
1

I

'

'

,

,
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